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----------------------------------------------------- ***-------------------------------------------------
Abstract: Tlte concept ofsmUT' cities has g"ow" ill popularity ill reccllt years. The COllcept ofa .'WIn,.t city today appears to be 
attaillable, thoJlks 1o the adve"t of'he I"Ierncl of Things. III the realm of loT, COllsistellt efforts are beillg made to lIIaximise 
the productivity alld dependability of urball infrastructure. loT is addressing issues such as traffic COltgestiOll, limitel/ 
parking spaces, and road safety. We desc,.ibe an loT-based cloud-integrated Slllart parkillg system ill this rescareh. The 
suggested Smart Parking system comprises of all oll-site lleployment of all loT module that monitors a"d sigllals the 
availability of each illdividual parking place. A smurtpholle applicatioll is also offered, aJ/owillg users to 1II0llitor the 
availability ofparking spaces and book a parking slot as Ileedefl. In addition, tire article provides a high-level overview ofti,e 
system architectllre. The paper cOlJcludes wilh a discussion of the system's operatioll ill the form of a lise case that 
demollstrates the accuracy o/the provided model. 

Keywords-Node MCU, Server, Android App. 

------------------------------------------------------ * * * -------------------------------------------------
I INTRODUCTION 

Parking in major cities, particularly in congested areas, has 

a direct impact on traffic flow and people1s lives. 

PARKING is an expensive operation, both financially and 
in terms of time and effort expended for "free spot 

chasing." According to current research, an automobile 

spends 95 percent of its life parked and only 5 percent on 
the road. Using England as an example, according to the 
British National Travel Survey, a car was driven for 361 

hours a year on average in 2014, producing about 8404 
hours in which a car would be stored. Now, where are you 

going to park your car for the next few hours? ClUising for 
parking is, of course, the first issue that has arisen as a 

result of the global growth in auto ownersbip. 

II LITERATURE SURVEY 

Azbar Sobami ,Sbubbam Periwal, Kesha Patel, Pranit 

Gaikwad. Department computer engineering Vasai India," 

Cross Platform Smart Reservation Parldng System As 
already stated Governments nowadays are focusing their 

efforts on educating and bringing talent forward as a way to 
make our country better and smarter. On the one hand, the 

citizens and the government are aiming for the originality 

of bringing ideas to the physical world with Real Time 

working and implementation with the notion of smart cities. 
It is stated that most conunuters spend more time looking 
for parldng spots than driving around with the improbable 

chance of actually locating parking places for themsclvcs. 

The goal hcre is to put in place a Smart Parking Solution. 

Smart Parking devices will be introduced at various parking 

locations and will be cloud-connected, providing real-time 

updates from UHF placed sensors for available parking 
spaces for the user. The device's goal is to alleviate and 

remove basic problems such as traffic congestion through 

more realistic and useful solutions. Certain conditions, such 
as minimum display width and computing power, must be 
met. The proposed method is a "Originality" since the idea 
of creating smart city solutions has yet to bc applicd in 

congested areas or locations where finding parking places is 
challenging. 

IIhan Aydinl , Mehmet Karakosel , Ebru Karakose2' I 
Computer Engineering Department, Firat University 2 Civil 

Aviation School, Firat University Elazig, Turkey," A 

Navigation nnd RC3crvaiion Da,ed Smart rarking Plal[Ulll1 

Using Genetic Optimization for Smart Cities"[2]. As 
present Smart devices are becoming more widespread in 

everyday life as technology advances. The emergence of 

gadgets capable of connecting to the Internet and 
transmitting data has served as a source of inspiration for 

smart city ideas. The inability to find free parking spaces is 

a typical issue in our cities. The parking issue generates 
traffic congestion, and many who go to work are looking 

for a spot to park . A navigation and reservation-based 
parking proposal system for smart cities was developed in 
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this study, The proposed solution enlails the creation of 
small devices that use internel ufthings (loT) technology to 

relay dala to the inlernet The genelie algorilhm finds Ihe 
closest free parking place to thc current location. The 

proposed melhod is tcslcd for many scenarios and yiclds 
accurate results. 

Pampa Sadhukhan School of Mobile Compuling 
Communicalion Jadavpur Universily Kolkala, India 
700032:' An loT-based E-Parking Syslem for Smart 

Cities"[3].As prasent The growing number of automobiles 
on the road, along with poor management of exisling 

parking space, causes parking issues as well as increased 

traffic congestion in urban areas. As a result, it is critical to 

design an automated smarl parking management system 

that will assist thc driver in swiftly locating a suitable 
parking place for his/her vehicle. Although Ihere have bcen 

several srudies on the developmenl of smart parking 

systems, the most of them have not addressed the issue of 

real-time detection of improper parking and automatic 
coHection of parking fincs. A prototype of an internet-of

things-based E-parking system is proposed in this research. 
To address Ihe aforcmcntioncd challenges and to provide 

smart parking management throughout Ihe city, the 

proposed E-parking system employs an integrated 

component known as a parking metre. 

Gayatri N Hainalkar , Mousami S Vanjale Electronics 

department AISSMS, IoTT Pune, India Mousami S 
Vanjale," Smart parking system with pre & post 

reservation ,billing and traffic app "[4].As present Various 

smart applications such as smart house, smart health care, 

smart irrigation, smart street lighting, smart parking system, 
smart waste management system, and so on are part of the 

development ofa smart city. A smart parking system is one 

of these applications, and it is an integral aspect of the so

called smart city. A smart parking system allows you to 

reserve a parking spot in advance, whieh saves time bunting 

for a parking spot, reduces traffic congestion, reduces 
pollution, reduces driver frustration, and so on. In this 

srudy, a smart parking system based on the internet of 

things is proposed, whicb not only allows drivers to book a 
specifiC parking spot but also aids in automatic cashless 

billing, hacking notification, and post-trip booking. The 

suggested system also gives traffic police with updates on 

each parking location, which aids in the management of 

urban traffic problems. The suggested system includes all 

of the characteristics required to improve an indiviuual's 

quality of life in a smart city. 

III.OBJECTIVE 

The primary goal of this initiative is to lower the risk of 
locating parking spaces in any parking location. It reduces 
the necd for automobiles to go across cily pOl'king lots Ihat 
arc alrcady full. 

IV.PROBLEM STATEMENT 
With a rise in population. the number of vehicles increases, 
and unmanaged parking causes many problems, such as a 

lack of parking space and a higb cost for pnrking 

reservations. To minimize this problem, we designed a 
system that maximizes parking reSOurce utilisation while 

cutting costs, and the parking place is also within walk;-' 
distance. 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 


To optimize the parking system for both parking managers 

and drivers, we introduce a new smart parking system with 


static resource scheduling, dynamic resource allocation, and 


pricing models. Our work has made the following 

contlibutions: I) increased parking resource utilisation, 2) 


increased parking revenue, and 3) improved driver parking 


experience by cutting cosl, parking place finding, and 


walking times. Our work differs from the one that proposcd 


a dynamic resource allocation modeL 

VI.SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

., 


AndroidApp 

,:,'!'4=", Filej 

P.""" 0 0 

"""'" 0 0 0 
Book Pming lot 

Fig1 System Architecture 
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VII.CONCLUSION 

The implementation of ,1 smllrt vehic le parking system 

controlled by an Android application is discll~sed in this 
study. The component llsed to construct the parking sys Lem 
provides an efficient output at" various stages of 
implementation. This interface is established bctwl.:cI1 many 
components and it provides the user with the casiest 

manner to park the car. In the future, various changes aan 
be made based on the needs of thc system, and it can be 

expanded to mullilevel aDd numerous parking places by 

making prospective charges in the hardware configuration, 

making it the most effective rind secure parking system. 
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Abstract 
Cloud Compuling (CC) II/ostly specifies the prime inji'astructure for a growth model 0/ 
service provision that has the convenience 0/ decreasing cost by sharing storage and 
computing resources, mingled with an on-demand provisioning mechanism which trusts 
on a pay-per-use busines;' model. All such innovative characteristic have a close impact 
on Informatioll Technology (IT) budgeting but also affect conventional privacy, security 
and trust ;ystems. The advalltages 0/ CC se/vices are its ability to scale rapidly, store 
data remotely and share services in a dynamic environment can become adverse 
cirCUli/stance in maintaining a level 0/ privacy to preserve confidence in possible end 
users. Some basic traditional mechanisms for describing privacy mechallism are Ilot 
enough flexible or dynamic, this needs to provide innovative approaches. This paper 
focuses on assessment 0/privacy issues appear in the context 0/portable data storage 0/ 
CC and discuss ways in which they may be addressed. 

Keywords: Cloud computing, Privacy, Security. portable data storage. 

1. Introduction 
In spite of the fact that there is no conclusive statements for Cloud 

Compllling (CC) , a defmition that is conunonly accepted is provided by the 
United States National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is "CC is a 
model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared 
pool of configurable computing resources for networks, servers, storage, 
applications, and services that can be rapidly provisioned and released with 
minimal management effort or service provider interaction"[I]. 

These shared pools of resources are united all together through 
virtualization or networking approaches. Virtualization is the technique of creating 
logical virtual resources either hardware platform, operating system, network 
resource or any other resource are generally implemented by software components 
which gives illusion of physical resources. Specifically, 'hypervisor' is software 
that emulates physical computer hardware system and enables the operating 
system software to run on the virtual platform called a Virtual Machine (VM')[2]. 

The various resources can be made available using CC technology which 
includes not only hardware but also systems software on remotely available data 
storage centers. Most of the services based upon these resources that can be 
accessed remotely through the Internet; these all various resources can be 
monitored and managed for dynamically scale up to match the load of service 
requests, using a pay-per-resources business model [3]. These innovative features 
give the reasons to utilize for large infrastructures like data centers through 
virtualization technology or resource management. CC provides a business 
oppoltumty with a large potential for efficiency and service composition to 
efficiently transform our information technology infrastructures, services and 
models [4). There is cost savings due to economies of scale by the servic~rs:f1.ffil~::.... 

'() \l / .f~" 9~:;~ 
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and pay-as-you-go models, also business risk is reduced as there is less need to 
invest money in infrastlUcture[5]. 

The acceptance of CC services may be increased quickly relying on local 
requirements, business context and market specific cities. We are in the early 
stages of adoption of Cloud technology; still these are gaining more attention in all 
parts of the world[6]. The technological and economic potential of CC are 
attracting various businesses, governments to adopt cloud computing-based 
solutions, Even though the hype of cloud encourages customers to think that it is a 
universal remedy, the fact is quite often people ignore the implicit complexity 
implemented by the cloud technology[7]. While providing CC services many 
challenges need to be addressed such as; cloud service providers are not violating 
local and regional laws, with necessary permission and approvals for accessing 
data if it is from other jurisdictions; some additional complexity in terms of 
privacy, maintenance and accountability essential to the cloud; and the realization 
of a lack of tlUst in cloud services(8]. Most of the organi2ations or large 
enterprises have always prime concern related to privacy, as the main reason for 
the less adoption of cloud services in a rapid way and not benefiting from related 
cost optirnizations[9]. 

The more common concern from cloud users are a having concern about 
portable data privacy, handling security and legal actions about the vulnerabilities 
on personal data protection[IO]. 

There are some acts in countries which can give the information about 
customers and employee privacy data that leads to certain fears about information 
transferring. Cloud technologies can magnify the struggle on traditional 
frameworks for portable data privacy. For example, location is important from a 
legal point of view, but in the cloud service, information or data might be stored in 
multiple places and might be handled by various entities. This leads difficulty to 
know the geographic location, specific servers and storage devices which are 
being used [I I]. 

Legal counseling is required, trans border data transmission restrictions 
need to be taken into consideration, and vital care need to be taken for deleting 
data on virtual storage devices when appropriate. Although in cloud there is a 
focus on security, in fact the most complicated issues to be address is data privacy. 
Contextual information is an important aspect, as it can have different privacy, 
security and confidentiality requirements[12]. Data privacy needs to be taken into 
consideration only if the cloud services deals with personal information (in the 
view of collecting, processing, transferring, accessing, sharing, and storing it). 
Moreover, data privacy threats are different as per the type of cloud scenario. 
There is a less data privacy threat if the CC services are to process information 
that is public. More opportunities have been provided for cloud service providers 
to offer computing services which could have more trust and assurance that 
employ mechanisms to reduce risk. Even though some of the services might be 
more costly but it can assure trust in terms ofprivacy and security [13]. 

2. Cloud Computing Models 
As per the introduction given in the earlier section, CC services refer to the 

complex infrastructure underlying hardware that provides various services to 
customers through remote interfaces. The cloud services are of different layers 
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that reter to various service models, each of' these offering having uniquc 
capabilities. The broad layers arc [14]: 

Infmstl'uctul'c as n Scrvice (IaaS): The computing resources as a 
service, it includes virtual machines and other complex hardware and virtual 
operating systems. All the resources are being managed through a service 
Application Programming Interface (API). The cloud customer preferring these 
desired resources on a rental basis rather than purchasing/buying permanently and 
lIsing them in their locations, resources are having the property of dynamically 
scalable and paid as per usage basis. Examples includc Amazon EC2 and S3. 

Platform as a Servicc (PaaS): the provis ion of a platform for the 
development of software including a mntime environment and Iifecycle 
management software. This gives customers to develop new software applications 
using APls to be deployed and which can configW"able remotely. Some examples 
are Google App Engine, Microsoft Azure and Force.com. 

Softwarc as a SC1-vice (SaaS): the provision of applications as a service, 
available as per demand and paid per-lise basis. In a multi-tenancy, each customer 
has its own resoW"ces that are separated from other customers. A more efficient the 
form is fine grained multitenancy, where all resoW"ces are shared, except that 
customer data and access capabilities are segregated within the application. 
Examples are spreadsheet tools and online word processing, web content delivery 
services (Sales force CRM, Google Docs, etc.) and customer relationship 
management (CRM) services. 

3. Motivations 
Presented frameworks that give the security along with privacy in the CC 
background are supported on two types of framework. In a confidence server 
framework, there has to be one extra confidence server rested exterior cloud and 
those efforts between customer and cloud for confidentiality. In the additional 
framework, the client requires to carry out encryption, decryption, distance as well 
as other computation to keep away from confidence server. Furthermore, 
presented Database-As-A-Service (DaaS) molds are not capable to hold superior 
doubts for example aggregation but keep the privacy of data at a similar instance 
[15]. Aggregate doubts allow one to recover concise information for example 
counters from such a database, as they can envelop numerous data things whereas 
recurring a little effect. The shared storage region causes oW" work. Such as a 
variety of users' way in the storage for various reasons similar to the database 
recounts to the hospital, it could be entered by doctors and researchers too. 
Therefore, for several kinds of information as well as a few groups of CC 
consumers, privacy in addition to confidentiality rights, onuses, with position can 
modity while a customer unveils information to a cloud supplier. 

4. Whale Optimization Algorithm for privacy in pluggable data 
SecW"ity and privacy matters in the networking business create a bW"ly obstacle for 
customers to accumulate their private data on CC systems on the other region of 
the IaaSs from additional parties. This can affect security as well as privacy 
matters. This privacy security of the Pluggable Data (PD) is declared using the 
proposed Whale Optimization Algorithms Based Oil Inertia Weights 
(WOAIW) Algorithm. Tbe major objective of this algorithm is to acct:pt sufficient 

security. .7·.~" r:: '/._¥ 
r·.J '-- , 
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5. WOAIW Algorithm for privacy protection in pluggable data 
The Privacy Protection (PP) for the PO in the cloud is essential as the data 

in the cloud is susceptible to safety hits as well as it is an essential need to 
guarantee the security to the susceptible data, similar to therapeutic data. Thus, the 
paper increases a PP technique based on the Kernel Illterpolatioll (KI)-based 
Technique, which utilizes an optnlllzation algorithm for formative 
the KI coeffIcient. Usually, the cloud provides as the platform storing an 
enormous quantity of data as well as serves as an alternate for the restricted 
storage. In the cloud, the organization more tbe issued data is made to the 
customers, which is the main confront of the conservative techniques. The data of 
the consumer is encrypted by tbe key as well as issued in the particular cloud 
servers, which eases the entree to the consumers supported on the natural world of 
the third-party customer. According to the data entree is made as well as the 
security is enabled by the WOAIWalgorithm-based Kl technique. 
The WOAIWalgorithm is the developed algorithm during put together. Figure 2 
illustrates the diagram of the proposed WOAIW based privacy security in the 
cloud. 

5.1 Privacy enabled protection using a kernel-based interpolation method 
PD is defended in the cloud by the Kl-based method, which promises the 

customer to have the manage ended the data. Previous to a data issue, the data is 
sheltered with a key, which represents that the entree to the data is given merely 
with the fInicky key. Furthermore, obtain the data is supported on the customer 
intensity such that level-I customers obtain the unique data, as level-2, level-3 
customers obtain the data by small change. Therefore, the truth is the data entree is 
making found on the customer levels. 
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to the i:1CC, whose foraging is make by generate unique bubbles beside a ring or 

'9'-figured trail that can simply be experimental in hW as shown in Fig. 2. 

Figure 2 The special hunting method of the humpback Whales 

hWs can identify the site of quarry plus then encircle them. For the 
unidentified location of the best plan in the hunt hole, the present most excellent 
applicant key is the aim quarry plus then encircles or is lock to the best in WOA. 
One time the most excellent hunt manager is described, the additional hunt agents 
will therefore attempt to inform their locations nears the finest hunt agent. The 
informed technique is standing by the Eq. I and Eq. 2. 

K=I <p.¢ * (t) - X (t) I (1) 

X (t +1) = ¢ * (t) - ~ .K (2) 

Where the meanings of t is current iteration, ~ and <p are the coefficient vectors, ¢ 
and ¢* are the position vector and position vector are the best solution obtained so 
far and II is the absolute value. 

6. Results and Discussion 
The performances study of the WOA technique supported on the threshold 

value during changeable the training percentage as well as data as well as the 
examination is progressed by the dataset-I. Once the training proportion is 3S%, 
the precision of the proposed WOA technique as the threshold is assorted as 0.S9, 
0.69, 0.78, as well as 0 .89 is 83.S9 %, 82. IS %, 82.30%, and 86.11%, 
respectively. The analysis based on the DB DR is also given in Table I. Once the 
training proportion is 4S%, the precision of the proposed WOA technique as the 
threshold is assorted as 0.S9, 0.69, 0.78, as well as 0.89 is 17.34%, IS. 6S%, 
16.36%, and 12.63%, respectively. Once the training proportion is 4S%, the 
precision of the proposed WOA technique as the threshold is assorted as 0.59, 
0.69, 0.78, as well as 0.89. Once the training proportion is 50%, the precision of 
the proposed WOA technique as the threshold is assorted as 0.59, 0.69, 0.78, as 
well as 0.89 

a) Based on Trainin 
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Methods WOA BAT ROA R
CSO 

Accuracy 
(%) 81.559 79.57 73.955 74.95 

DBDR 17.34 15.65 16.36 12.63 
b) Based on Dnla 

Methods WOA BAT ROA R
CSO 

Accuracy 
(%) 80.255 81.366 82.355 83.255 

DBDR 17.34 13.66 12.34 12.63 

7. Conclusion 

The PP in the cloud is facilitated by the optimization facilitated Kl-based method 
in which the isolation with precision of the cloud data is promised not including 
several vulnerability to intimidation. So, the PD is published in the cloud only after 
the encryption and the user takes the control over the data. Aggregate doubts allow 
one to recover concise information for example counters from such a database, as 
they can envelop numerous data things whereas recurring a little effect. The shared 
storage region causes our work. Such as a variety of users' way in the storage for 
various reasons similar to the database recounts to the hospital, it could be entered 
by doctors and researchers too. The study based on exactness as well as DBDR 
proves that the planned WOA method outperformed the obtainable techniques with 
maximal precision as weJl as least DBDR of 81.559 % and 12.34%, respectively. 
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Human Tracking Mechanislu for Institutions using 
RFID and Facial Recognition 

Ramcez Shaik, L.Y. PatiI 

Ab.\'/rat:l: The Adoptioll 'if digilflf coli/till IJY the ills/;/lIIicmlll 

member,,' &: slut/ell I." hm't! scen nlpit! gmwtb ill recclII yeurs. TI,e 

studellt:; cDuM access the cOllteflt aero.",\' varioll," dell;c(!,,', plu/fi.JrJII 

&: app!icatirm.'I, ",hid, Itas (I dired impliclltiull on 'he physicllJ 
pre.w!1Ice of till! ...tllt/eut. The institutions lol/o", old &: ,'ery 
traditional base approach like U 111'1111101 recmti of u/tent/fmc/! to 
track ,lte company of slildellts whiclt COII.mllles " IlIi of ,illle & 
effort.,- from tlte _,'luff melllbeJ:\', Tile j'/ud)' IlIok... at tl,e var;IW.\' 

tedlllologies available ill the market & prese"t the 
illlple",elllatitm of tile best IllIssible ,\'oilltirm, The late,,,t lise of 
tecllltology of Facial Recogllithm JIIith a comhination olllFID 
will ellilallce the trackillg P,.oces.\· & also pl'I)Yide valuable! i"sight 
into studem behuyiollr. The datu (:ol/ected by the system CUll 

further utilize to improve tire efficiency & el]ectivelless ofstude"t 
hehayiour patterns & predh't the learning treml, which will help 
the ius/itu/jom; to make Ihe correct deci.'·;(III.\·. 

Keywords: Trackillg system, /Jig Data Allalylics, Bio-melrh, 

Face Recognition, Bluetoo/h, Iris, Alldroid Applicatioll. 


1.INTRODUCTION 

Physical participation is one of the ways to showcase 

if someone is intcrested or to get involved. In the 
educational institutions, the physical appearanee of the 
students plays a vital role to showcase the interest in 
educational activities. The research proved that the physical 
participation of students has a direct impact on their 
acadcmic results. The additional casc expresscd that the 
student who has less involvement in the institutions tends to 
have poor performance in academics. The faeulty members 
of an Institute tracks the attendance of each participated 
student. The existing way to maintain manual records is 
very time-consuming, not effective & require someone to 
~r~ht'strate the process. The paper records have then bcen 
store into the digital system for further references. There is 
a fair chance of data quality & manipulation issucs for the 
data which is entered manually by the institution employces. 
Most of the Indian educational institution does not have the 
correct framework to address these problems. Some of the 
common issues faced in the traditional use of tracking the 
presence of student are manual errors, loss of recorded 
copics which will not help the students & weil as 
institutions. So there is a need to have a mechanism which 
could automate the process of capturing the presence of 
student without any manual intervention. The existing use of 
technology must introduce an electronic framework that can 
oversee and assist the faculty members with taking the 
attendance rapidly & error-prone. 
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The institul'ion call quickly implement the atHomstcd 
framework digitally without manual intervention. The other 
concern of Imving the altendance records in the copy form is 
that the faculty member may losc it & would bc difficult to 
retrieve it [2] . The digitni framework is generating server 
related activities which arc renching in terabytes, The 
student nctivitics & digital educational system modules 
receive an enormOlls amount of data daily. Traditional 
analytical programs prolong to meet the analysis 
rcquirements as the data requirements are exploding. To 
track the activities accurately, we do rcquire a mobile 
application which hclps to access the digital content at case 
on any portablc deviccs. Today mobilc applications arc 
based on various platfonns sllch as android, lOS or windows 
help to capture prccisc data is providc a basis for a large 
number of parallel computation & analysis on educational 
data to extract relevant pattcms. The educational institutions 
are gaining valuable insight based on the analytical tools to 
make education better amongst largc heterogeneous 
populations of thc studcnt ITom various demographic. Whilc 
the cnhancemcnt towards the digital front is quicken cach 
hour, biometrics base innovations have started to change 
drastically. Biometrics innovations support the personality 
through attributes, for example, fingerprints, faces, irises , 
retinal samples, palm prints, voice, transcribed marks, etc. 
These techniques, which utilize physical infonnation, help 
the individual validation technique that is more acceptable 
than regular stratcgies, for examplc, a secret phrase or 1D 
cards. Thc individual biometric data are more reliable & 
enor-prone. Such infonnation to the individual is 
trustworthy & remains for the agreed duration of time [3]. It 
is essential to identify the correct tools & instruments to use 
in the logical examinations. Standardized tracking methods, 
Radio frequency identification framework, Bluetooth related 
framework & NFC are some of the examples which could 
use in the process. The initial use of these metlJOdologies are 
costly in implementation & had restricted use. These days in 
digital enhance validation process consists of numerous bio
metric based systems. Biometric advancements & its 
techniques on individuals depends on physiological or social 
attributes. Biometrics denotes as the "robotized 
distinguishing proof or confmnation of human personality 
through thc estimation of repeatable physiological and 
conduct attributes" (Association of Biometric, 2004). 
Different kinds of biometric methods are listed. 
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Fig.l: Biometrics Techni'lucs 

II.RELATED WORK 

The section eventually reveals some facts based on 
thoughtful analysis of many authors work as follows. Core 
Research recommcnded the utilization of a meehanized 
participation fram ework, which can lessen human 
contribution, manual (nfannatian seetion mistake, and 
monotonous work. This framework is going to improve 
profitability, reduce finance mistake, and brought down 
compensat ion swelling, decreased extra time, the retirement 
of heritage frameworks, Elimination of paper expcnseS t and 
which can givc all the reports on request. In this fraonework, 
the workforce needs to gauge participation physically, and 
just these records must be gone into the advanced 
framework. [4]. Another similar kind of project proposed, 
but as part of use case, the student should register 
themselvcs using client-server socket program from tlieir 
own devices such as laptops. A session of the application 
creates an execution process for the list of students for a 
specific course. These courses display when the faculty 
members approve the request or start the application. Tbe 
shldent presence is marked when clicked to checkbox of the 
student name, and afterwards, click the section button to 
stamp their presence. In 2013, Vishal Bhalla et al. [5], have 
recommended the participation framework, which can 
gauge participation in applying Bluetooth. In this task, 
presence marked using teachers cell phone. Application 
installed in faculties mobile device which triggers the 
notification on student mobile devices using Bluetooth and 
the data exchange by PDA Media Access Control (MAC). 
The student appearance marks once they acknowledge the 
report. In [6], Mcdia Anugerah Ayu suggested the online 
participation framework using NFC innovation whicb 
named as Tochin System. In the framework, two methods of 
activities used where one of them is writer mode & other is 
a peer to peer mode. In this framework, each room of tbe 
institution has NFC enabled, which is a program to connect 
to the faculty members computer. In 2012, Josphineleela.R 
and Dr.M.Ramakrishnan [7] presented a framework in 
which participation has done using onc of the biometric 
features of rmger impression. Tbis framework Can apply for 
students & faculty members of the institution. In tbis 
method, the unique finger impression acknowledged for the 
presence of the subject, and it is orchestrated into the 
accompanying modules Pre·preparing, Minutiae Extraction, 
Reconstruction, Fingerprint Recognition and rcport. This 
new calculation reproduces tbe stage picture from 
Miniature.!n 2010, Seifedine Kadry and Mohamad Smaili 
suggested using the iris-based framework, whicb is onc of 
the techniques of bio-metric. ~re ote iris base 
organization framework execute u . izi~g D~ugman's 
calculation (Daugman, 2003). Ii blOmetnc\ .base 

• T."l-"hnO ogy 
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framework is challenging to implement due to the cotrlplex 
process of data. The implementation of the framework is too 
expensive & time·consuming authentication. The use of the 
iris buse technology is implemented in the fmaneial sector, 
such as banks & [mancial institution, where COlTlplcx 
authentication is the highest priority. 

1ll.lMPLEMENTIW FRAMEWORK 

The human tracking mechanism is a univcrsOlI 
application design architcchlrc to automate and enhance the 
manual work of recording & commllnicating in near real
timc. The implementation design combines two ways to 
authentication; one of them is to use RFlD & other method 
include facial recognition. The logs of RF!D & captured 
image is stored in the database systcm. During the process 
of authentication students, identity is fetched from RFID tag 
& matches with the secure image. Once the match is 
successful, then presence is marked against the 
authenticated subject, or else it is marked as absent. Abovc 
implementation helps to automate the subject tracking 
mechanism with fraud tolerance. The figure demonstrates 
the system workflow by using biometric facial recogn ition 
along with the RFID authentication to track more efficiently. 

.~iia;ji~ ......... .... ..-1..... ....I "'...

'
Fig. 2: Processing system 

The functionality of the system, includes registration, near 
real-time tracking, are as follows . 
A. Studellt & Faculty Registratioll Plal/orm 
During admission of a student in an educational institution, 
registration fonn & process is explained to register into the 
system. During the process, the institution will issue 3D 

RF!D Tag whose unique code data set saves into the 
database concerning its name. The student has to undergo 
through the biometric fingerprint scanner where fingerprint 
infonnation stored in the database respective to their tenns 
at the same time. The exact process is followed by the 
fa culty members of the institution to register themselves 
with necessary infonnation into the system. The faculty 
members can search for the specific student either by the 
name or !D. The system automatically calculates the 
attendance percentage as per the pre-configuration set by thc 
authorized member of the institution. The teachers can later 
check the attendance percentage of the student for a 
particular period of days. It is a mandate for faculty 
members to update the courses related infonnation into the 
system regu larly. Different authorization roles are created 
while setting up the system where the faculty team needs to 
update thcir profile, attendancc & leave base information. 
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Figure 3 demonstrates the data link of the process fl ow or 

system. Another critical functionality in the system that the 

student who registers for the dilTerent semester can track 

their daily class routine for the ongoing courses. The 

administration of institution can also frequently monitor 

lheir faculty members pcrfomlallcc metdcs which is 

calculatcd by the systcm automatically bascd on thc s~.dent 
presence corresponding to each course. In this way. 
institutions can improve the quality of education for 
studcnts. 
B. Nea,. Real-Time Tracking 

The tracking mechanism/framework can mark the daily 
attendance of enrolled students, teachers, and other 
institutional staff automatically without any manual 
intervention. The RPJD readers are installed at various 
placcs like cntrance, exist gates and hotspots of the 
institution. Whenever a student enters the premises. the 
RFID automatically reads the unique code of RFID passive 
tag from thcir identity card and data is transferred to the 
scrver and get saved in the database. When the student 
present for an enrolled course, the RFID reader reads the 
unique code of the tag and cross-checks that information 
prescnt in the system database. The checks against the 
attributes like semester number, subject code, classroom 
infomlation and so on. After scanning the RFTD, student 
photo is eaptured, and the image infonnation is transfer latcr 
to the server for processing the image against the database 
copy. If the match is found, then the presence of student for 
hat enrolled course is marked as a success. The facial 

recognition device will only be active at the scheduled time 
the course. The teacher who is delivering the lecture can 
decide on the activation time of the system where he can set 
the rule to mark the attendance as absent as penalty if the 
student visits the class late base on the threshold value. 

The installation of tbe system completes at a faster pace 
due to less complexity. The faciaJ recognition unit can 
install on the entrance of each classroom but not at all 
places, which can help to reduce the cost for the institution. 
Tbe information which is present in the database can later 
put in use to analyze the data to take the necessary measure 
to improve thc quality of education for students. 
C. Mathematical ModellAlgorithm 
A model can explain its effects on different components and 
predict the correct impiemenlation of the system. 
The following equation could show the mathematieal 

Starling the now 
No.of lraining cJatascl N '" N images 
Iksizc Ihe dimclH;ions or (he imagc 10 N"2'" I 

- Tc.'i l SCI of N"2*M Dimcnsions, M: numbcr of imag~s used 
lor tC!\Iing. 

- Find avcfilge filt.:cs, subtnu.: t from the fac~s in the I-mining 
!i!.:t!i, create J1Hurix A 

Where, 
\1'= average no .of imngcs. 
M= numbcr of imagc objects. 
ri= denotes the images vector. 

<l>i ~ fi - q' 
Whcre, i ~ 1,2,3... M. 
A ~ [<1>1, <1>2, <l>3 .. . <I>M] 
- Compute covariance matrix : (AN) 
. Computc eigenvcetors of th e c covariance matrix. 
- Computc Eigenfaccs ~ No. of training image -no. of 
classes (total number of pcople) of eigenvectors. 
- Creatc rcduced Eigcnfacc space. The selectcd sct of 
vectors arc then multiplicd by the A matrix to generate the 

reduced result set. 

- Evaluate the cigenfacc of an image object detennines in 

the question. 

- Next step would be thc calculation of Euclidean distance 
for thc Eigenfaces & the image object. 
- Now the action is to search the insignificant Euclidian 
distance 
- The output is as follows : Image object with the less 
Euclidian space or image is not recognizable. 
D ~ {the system cannot process the voice dataset, Eigen 
generates the grey image object; the key algorithms will 
execute till frames.} 

IV.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This seetion depicts the outeome of the system which 
intends to track human participation which can analyze the 
behaviour. There are many technologies whicb are present 
for monitoring the students like manual, Bluetooth base, 
infrared, wifi-enabled application. The solution is to create 
feasible & affordable devices which can remove the eorns of 
the previous implementation. The framework uses RFID 
whicb can read several labels and process it in parallel, 
wbicb is one of the most crueial features. The RFID works 
on the eoneept named as Automatie Identification and Data 
Capture (AIDC). AIDC feature automatically track objects, 
collect data points about them and tbat information is 
directly passed to the computer system. This method uses 
radio waves whicb transmit the data from RFID reader to 
RFID lag. The implementation of Facial biometric 
technique with RFID ensures that we have a fail-proof 
system which can be trusted and works accurately. The 
position of the camera directly impacts on tbe outcome due 
to various external factors like light, tbe position of the 
object and distance of tbe image object as there is two 
module in th~~f!:!un~rk whicb connects between each 

modelling of Face Recognition: other by th~".I,p.l:'ri¢ati%~are...~. ~ .. 
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With the help of application software. one can start. log. 
acce~s the menu and mark the ath.:::ndancc by sclcct"ion 
attendance list. The enrolment process i~ designed to allow 
individuals to enrol their details along with their images. 
The Facial recognition sy:item is intended for an individual 
to attest his/her presence in the enrolled courSe but also 
track their presence across the campus. Table I 
demonstrates the number of test cases porfomlcd to track 
student based on the implementation of human tracking 
mechanism using RFID & Facial recognition techniqucs. 
The initial test was conducted on 50 subjccts to validate thc 
effectivencss of thc identity device. For thc first tcst run, the 
external parameters are set as accurate as possible or at 
higher configurations like lighting condition, the distancc of 
image objcct, position of thc image object. Thc devicc can 
identify 47 test subjects successfully & only three items 
were unsuccessful to validate. 

Table I : Detat s '1 0 fTraek'I~ 
Succcssful 
Track I Unsucccssf ul 

Test No NStudenls Rate Track Rate Accuracv 

40 38 2 95% 

2 

I 

40 38 2 95% 

4040 0 100% 

4 

3 

4045 5 88% 

5 44 I 97% 

6 

45 

45 45 100%0 

I50 49 98% 

50 I 50 

7 

100%08 

50 100%50 09 

For the seeond test run, the external parameters are 
adjusted to the actual real scenario of an institution 
classroom where 48 students are accurately identity from a 
total of 50 test subjects. After analyzing the failed subject 
data logs, we identify the root cause of the unsuccessful 
tracking is due to one of the external parameter is time. 
The subject must spend a minimum amount of time near 
the tracking device to get detected by the system. 

Attendance. fucki ng Metti 

Fig.4 Tracking Metric 
Figure 4 illustrates, graphical presentation of the accuracy of 
subject tracking by the implementation of a solution using 
RFID and Facial recognjtion. The improvement metrics 
show, In the second test run, the aecuracy was improved by 
two percentage, which is 96% in total. After tweaking the 
external parameters, we see the increase in ratio to 100 rates, 
also considering the time spent by the subject with the 
tracking devices. The below table 2 demonstrates the 
elapsed time by the system as co ared with the previous 
technology-based imple tati. The avewse time 
consumed by the proposed . . on is.,J~.rn>>~llI.l'ared to 

{(\~W. . .~\r. 
(\\o\ , olle'" .y.,
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thc survey performed on the othcr technologies. The average 
time is 8.7scc (IS comparcll with 11.6sec, which consider ilS 

lo be Ihe most promising rcsulls. 
T able II : Tid for aIIendnne c apse ance 

I'ypc or System ItIStudenlS fotal timcJsec) verage Tbl1C 

Paper Based 50 580 11.6 
NFC Cards 50 300 6.0 
Facial + NFC 50 437.11 8.7 

V.CONCLUSION 

The implcmcntation of thc suggestcd solution in 
educational institutions will increase the percentage of 
tracking and managing students without any manual 
intervcntion. The adoption of the systcm can be suitable for 
addressing the issues related to manual efforts & 
computation for managing studenls attendance. The system 
is a web-based system that allows the lecturer to compute 
students attendance via thc web browser. This system can bc 
easily implemented in a various number of an ~dueational 
institution. It can be scalable as pcr the need, which makes 
the affordable solution to thc cdueational sector. The data 
captured by the system can feed into various analytical tools 
to create different learning patterns as well as a retention 
plan for the students. The data can also be utilized to 
develop a predietive model oJ student behaviour which 
helps students & institutions to provide better & quality 
education. 
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Abstract: Recent technological revolution has been reported as the revolution 
of the cloud computing technology. The explosive availability of the 
unstructured data in the cloud has gained the attention of the researchers and 
the users store their data in the cloud without any right over controlling the 
data, causing the privacy concems. Therefore, there is a need for the effective 
privacy protection techniques that assure the privacy of the user data in the 
cloud. Accordingly, this paper proposes a Kernel interpolation-based technique 
for preserving the privacy of the data in the cloud. Privacy and accuracy are the 
two factors assuring the privacy for the data, which are afforded using the 
proposed technique that uses the proposed rider-cat swann optimisation 
(R-CSO) algorithm for computing the Kemel interpolation coefficient, which is 
associated with atfording the privacy in the cloud. The proposed rider-cat 
swaIm optimisation (R-CSO) algorithm is the integration of the standard cat 
swann optimisation (CSO) in the standard rider optimisation algorithm (ROA). 
The analysis of the methods using the dataset from VCI machine learning 
repository reveals that the proposed method acquired the maximal accuracy and 
minimal database difference ratio (DBDR) of 80.552% and 15.58%, 
respectively. 

Keywords: cloud computing; pluggable data; privacy preservation; 
interpOlation; optimisation; rider-cat swann optimisation; DBWorld; kemel 
interpolation-based; termination; rider optimisation algorithm; ciphertext
policy; R-CSO algori thm; block diagram; Hash-Solomon code algOlithm. 
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DATA ANALYSIS 

1. Demographic Analysis 

Gender of 
respondent 

No. of respondent Percentage (%) Valid percentage (%) 

Male 30 100 roo 
Female 0 0 0 
Total 30 100 100 

2. Age Analysis 

Age of respondent No. of respondent Percentage (%) Valid percentage (%) 
17-21 15 50 50 
22-25 12 40 40 
>26 3 10 IO 
Total 30 100 100 

) 

Age Demographics 

. 17-21 

. 22-25 

Interpretation 

From the above age demography, it can be stated that the people from those the data is collected are 
mostly comes from the 22-25 age group that is 50% while least age group above 26 that is 10%. 

Department 0; Iniormotion Technology 
Sm\. K.,hib., "l ,v'Jle College 01 Engineering 
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key, whi ch is employed ror acquiring the original data. Thus, based on the preference of 
the users, the access (0 (he data varies, affording the perfect security over the data 
published in the cloud. The interesting fact is that the privacy is assured using the kernel 
interpolation coefficient, which is determined optimally using the proposed R-CSO 
algorithm tllat is the modification of the standard ROA using the standard CSO. The 
privacy protection of th e data in the cloud using the proposed technique is analysed using 
the dataset from ucr Illacilillc lea rning repository. The analysis based on accuracy and 
DBDR proved that the proposed technique outperformed the existing methods with 
maximal accuracy and minilllal DBDR of80.552% and 15.58%, respectively. 
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Analysis - In Wakad region top ranked brands is Amul milk which having 36% of the 

share and Gowardhan has only 5% of the share. 
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Retailers Preference to Gowardhan 

Analysis -In Bhosari region it was observed that most of the retailers do not prefer to use 
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Abstract 
Due to ever increasing population and growth in pollution there has been considerable 
increase in the cancer-causing agents due to this there is a need to detect cancer at its 
early stages so that it becomes easier to cure it. The precautions to be taken to cure or 
prevent cancer or other tumor is that cause death very less or completely negligible 
this is why there is a need to create a system that can suggest the early stages of 

cancer and the precautions that will be taken in order to prevent this cancer from 
growing more. Cancer as it is cannot be cured hundred percent when it is in the 
moderate stages and above as there are very few treatments for undertaking or curing 
cancer completely. We have undertaken the job of detecting lung cancer as it is the 
major cause for death in Cancer diseases. Lung cancer when it is in the initial stages is 
very accurate and is very difficult to detect and it spreads rapidly and the chances to 
stop this growth are very less or completely negligible so to avoid this, we have 
decided to create a system that can detect lung cancer at its early stages. Lung cancer 
comes in stages and to cure this we need to understand each and every stage precisely 
the lung cancer has around Four stages. After looking at the stages of cancer we can 

clearly see that the first stage is very important in the recovery process and for cancer 
treatment. So, if we detect the cancer at its early stages it becomes easier for us to cure 
it and the patient suffers very less due to this cancer. In some cases, the microscopic 
examination of this cancer shows wrong results as the cancer is very less and cannot be 
easily detected even at microscopic level. If we record such occurrences it becomes 
easier for us to detect for the next time and the chances of error reduces. Here comes 
the role of Technology and our system. As we are using machine learning for the 

development of a system which is Computer aided design for early lung cancer ,--,. ' -

detection it becomes easier to train the machine for intangible occurrences of r~s,Lllts " \, 

which cannot b neglected as life of each and every patient is precious. Our sy 
com el ased on the data analysis of mUltiple cases of cancer where lung 
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learning based on Pytllon programming language as it becomes easier to monitor data 
as well as the detection process of cancer. Python makes it easier to use machine 
learning and we can train the system for the future. Python has multiple directories 
which we can use for our project and which makes our project very simple and accurate 
as we are going to take the data set which includes arrays of data. 
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Abstract 

With Multi-Objective Optimization (MOO) mechanisms, many practical sce
narios are imitated in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). In MOO numerous 
desirable conflicting or non-conflicting objectives contend with one another 
and the decision has to be done among multiple available solutions. Based 
on the type of situation, Programme, and issue to be solved, the MOO 
problem has varied solutions. The solution chosen is a tradeoff solution 
on several occasions. In WSN, it is possible to identify MOO issues and 
associated solutions based on network architecture, node deployment, MAC 
strategies, routing, data aggregation, node mobility, etc. In this context, the 
paper proposes mobility aware, competent; delay tolerant Energy Efficient 
Hybrid Routing Protocol (EEHRP). Optimizing several metrics to pick tbe 
best route from the source to the target node is tbe cornerstone of tbe EEHRP. 
Multi-Objective optimization from optimization theory is a NP-hard problem. 
EEHRP seeks to obtain a Pareto ol'timaI solution for the section of best 
MOO-based route under sensor node. The simulation results demonstrate 
that, relative to state-of-the-art solutions, EEHRP is efficient in terms of 

Journal ojMobile Multimedia, Vol. 17J-3, 245-272, 
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energy, throughput, delay, control- and routing-overheads. Furthermore, the 
paper investigates statistical significance of the findings obtained across 
confidence intervals. To prove EEHRP's competencc, a confidential interval 
of 95% is inserted into the simulation reoults obtained to rcpresent margin of 
error around the estimated points. The on-hand state-of-art solutions and the 
propensity of the research fraternity in relation to MOO are also analyzed in 
this paper. 

Keywords: Energy consumption, multi-objective-optimization, routing, 
wireless sensor network (WSN). 

1 Introduction 

Through value-added WSN application areas, the information handling cri
teria have need of careful attention to lessen the energy consumption, and 
latency in communication. Nodes that are utilized to collect as well as to 
communicate optimally routed infOimation to the sink, have limited assets 
for instance energy, bandwidth, processing speed as well as memory for 
storage. The lifetime of WSN is governed by the energy consumption of 
the nodes for the duration of communication of aggregated information 
packets to destination than during computation and sensing. This is for 
the reason that the radio inside the sensor nodes utilize more energy dur
ing transmission as well as reception. In WSNs, it is very hard to alter 
the energy source of sensor node. unlike the customary wireless networks. 
This is the most differentiating characteristic of WSNs, the node's energy 
depletion consequence is partitioning of network and eventually failure of 
the network. lOT systems, where enormous information is obtained from 
various sources. need secure information transmission through optimal route 
to destination. For an efficient routing in WSN, proper balance needs 
to be achieved amongst available multiple -paths as well as -nodes. The 
effort to choose the efficient route need to consider Single-hop or multi
hop communication, transmission-, propagation- delay, energy depletion, 
the number of packets -transmitted, -received, in addition the number of 
nodes encompassing transmission must be considered for optimal route 

selection [I]. lo-
WSNs are different than the customary ad-hoc and cellular network. First 

of all, WSNs have enormous number of sensors organized in addition it is H 0 
extremely hard to allocate globally unique address to every nod"o~<p~of Information T..:~ ~0I09Y 
with data rather than identifying it is important. Second, withsfli¥:~AIJ1;itJ:d ,<av ale ColI.g. ,,1 ~l1g,ne.llng 
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Abstract 

In Ihe jield ofindependenl vehicles, Lane idenlijicolion ;s viewed as the main parI in lessening 

Ihe quantity a/ mishaps and dangers. Nonelheless, path discovery is a 17'oublesome issue due 10 

/he changing street conditions Ihat one can experience wh;/e driving. In this Paper, a prof01lnd 

learning procedure is utilized 10 identify the curved way;n self-governing vehicles. In this venture 

1I IweC/ked path discovelY calculation was aClllalhed 10 recognize the shape of the path. By 

planning poin//o point in each edge 80-90%.!iguring productivity andprecision i;' accomplished 

in recognizing way. To accomplish more exactness commotion eliminating channels are utili::ed. 

f(eYlVort!s- Lane detection, Self-car driving, Curve Prediclion, Deep learning 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the field of self-governing veh icles path location and curve identification is essential to keep 

away !i'om the crash. In Prediction of curve way and path identification picture preparing is utilized 

to improve the picture from input and various tasks are perfonned on picture to identify the path 

li'om the picture and the arch of the path. The path location essentially has three significant 

advances: Preprocessing, Edge identifi cation and afterward the line location. Edge indicator creates 

a picture su bsequent to separating and result the edges. At that point picture is taken care of for 

additional line discovery which will locate the privilege and left path limit. The limit in the path 

utilizes the detail that is acquired in the edge recognized. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Byambaa Dorj and Sabir Hossain presented curve path identification calculation dependent on 

kalman filter in their paper "Highly Curved Lane Detection Algorithms Based on Kalman Filter" 

[I1This calculation incorporates Dtsu's edge strategy to change RGB over to gray scale image 

hough change is utilized for recognizing the straight line in the close to field. Further, in "Real 

time lane detection for autonomous vehicles" [2] by Sheroz kban et al. after change of RGB to 

gray scale pi cture F.H.D. algorithm is utilized for more precise edge identification. CCO camera 

is utilized to catch the picture from front ofthe moving vehicle. The edge identifier utilized in this 

calculation and which delivered best pictures from all assessed edge indicators is Canny Edge 

detector. In [3] ,"A precise lane detection algorithm based on top view image transformation and 

leasl-sqt,are approach" authors proposed a successful path recognition strategy by utilizing the 

top view picture change approach. In request to recognize an exact line of the W :;pa! io the 

changed picture, the top view picture is isolated i, , close to pictu 

the close to picture segment, a straight Une reco y util iz 
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while, in the far picnlre segment, incorporaring u logical illustrative model methodology and rhe 
most un-square assessment strategy to decisively. 

G.Pavithra, N.M.Dbanyn proposed "Curve path prediction and vehicle detection in lane roads 

using deep learning tor autonomous vehicles."[4J ami execution done through the CNN and the 

path recognition is done through open cv. This is profound lenrning calculation utili zed less

handling advances picture acknowledgment and vehicle recognition. Disadvantage of this 

calculation is actualized on open CV not ongoing model. Further, "Curve path detection in 

autonomous vehicle using deep learning." by Kodi Balasriram et nl [5] is centered principally 

around the bend way recognition utilizing video/PC vision in which profound learning strategy is 

utilized. In this paper a tweaked path identification calculation was actualized utilizing ground 

truth labeler application. According to calculation here handling time is 0.04 sec per outline by 

that 225 edges each seconds. Hilwacli Hindersah et al discussed in "Implementation of lane 

detection algorithm for self- driving car on toll road cipularang using python language." [6] about 

the after effect of usage of vehicle identification calculation on expressway of self-driving vehicle 

framework. Video picture made a utilizing lOove camera mounted on the highest point of the 

vehicle with 1280*720 goal. The picture handling technique are mix of strategies for object 

location, include instinct, shading spaces and histogram ofsituated angle. 

In "A computer vision based lane detection approach." [7] various advances are combined in 

proposed path recognition framework by authors. The angle and HLS thresholding recognize the 

path line in two-fold image efficiently. Sliding window search is utilized to perceive the left and 

right path out and about. The proposed framework is executed in python language with intel center 

i55200U. Qin Zou et al proposed in "Robust lane detection from continuous driving scenes using 

Deep Neural Networks" [8]a novel half breed neural organization consolidating CNN and RNN for 

vigorous path identification in driving scenes. The proposed network designs were based on an 

encoder decoder system, which accepts various constant casings as an info, and predicts the path of 

the CUlTent casing in a semantic division way. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. Block Diagram: 

MorphologieaJ
Video Image Detection 

Acquisition Enhancement (Edge 
Deleclion) 
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fig. I Block Diagram of Curve Path prediction and lane detection 

B. Implementation: 

In the implemented system, by using the video acquisition live video has to be recorded. Camera 


is used for this purpose. Enhancement of image or captured video reduce the processing time and 


segmented to bit image. The frames are then converted to gray scale. Both the HSV Saturation 


and the ROB to gray scale conversion are done for the better accuracy. Firstly, edge detector is 


used to detect the lane in the image. To remove the noise from the image which will reduce the 


accuracy of image filters are used. After detection of lane extraction of edge is to be done to find 


the len or right lane. To find the curve of path curvature of lane is calculated which helps to 

calculate the curve of path. 


C. Video Acquisition: 

Video acquisition server or a video grabber is used to obtain the video inputs. This video input 

will be given to system for further processing. 

D. Image Enhancement: 

GeneraHy, image upgrade is the change or planning of one image to another. image upgrade is the 

way toward changing computerized images with the goal that the outcomes are more appropriate 
for show or further image examination. It's likewise utilized for improving the quality and data 


substance of unique infonnation prior to handling. Image upgrade devices are regularly grouped 


into point tasks and spatial activities. Point activities incorporate differentiation extending, 


commotion cutting, histogram adjustment and pseudo shading. Spatial tasks utilized in image 


handling are regularly straight activities. The justification this that the spatial direct activities are 


effectively executed. Image improvement procedures are utilized to refine a given image so that 


ideal image highlights become simpler to see for the human visual framework. 


E. MOIphologica/ Detection: 

It is an image where every pixel esteem demonstrates the difference force in the nearby 

neighborhood of that pixel.it is helpful for edge location and division applications. Morphological 

tasks utilize little engineered image called organizing components which are crucial instrument in 
numerical morphology. Morphological sifting is utilized for spot extraction from the image. The 


morphological channels are very compelling for smoothing double pictures yet they have other 


significant applications also. One such appl ication is limit location, which is the parallel instance 


of the more broad edg~ . lI1dicators. ~ 
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F. 	 Feature Extracting! Curvature /:'.wimalion: 

After the edge idenliticalionthal edge recognized piclure is moved for highlighl removing. Based 
on that shape of the streel (i r Ihere) is de term ined. Assuming there is no bend in the separated 
image, it will pass signal as n~ecls be to the control machine/yield showing window. 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION 

Some experiments thai arc perfonned at the early stage of implementation are, simply 
displaying image. conversion of image from RGB to gray, plotting image with the help of 
matplotlib libral), and masking of image to find the region of interest which is helpful to detect 
the lanes without any other objects. To find out the region of interest properly, coordinates of the 
image should be given so that image can be masked easily. Houghline that is predetined function 
of python is used to deteci the lines in the image that is output of canny edge detection. After doing 
all this steps lane can be detccted in input image. 
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Fig 2. Displaying image with help of oponcv library Fig. 

3 Masking of image for region of interest 

Fig. 4 Lane Detected in an im age 

V. RESULT 

The result of this experimentation is prediction ofthe curvature on the road whether it is left curve 

or right curve and the lane detection which helps users to detect whether they are driving in the 

right lane or not. In the cases where dead curves are present on the road pred icti on of curvature is 

very helpful. Fig 5. Shows the result of experimented lane detection. 
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Fig. 5 Above image shows how the system is predicting cLlrvat Fig. 
6 Above image shows lane detection in night 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The Curve path prediction and lane detection plays a vil11 role in field of self -driving cars and 

mobile robots. With the help of series of images and Deep learning algorithm it is possible to 

detect lane and to estimate curvature of path accurately & precisely. In this way the proposed 

system can Predict the curvature of path and can detect the lane for users. The methods used and 

proposed for lane detection, the demanding situations and the future scope and their overall 

performance metrics is likewise provided. despite the fact. that numerous new method has been 

implemented in lane detection, nonetheless trouble exists. most of those hassle happens while in 

negative environmental condition whilst it fails to locate or in the curvy roads in which detection 
is simply 100 tedious. The paper suggests that the CNN performs better in the automobile 

detection. 
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Equation given below is the basis for the computation of the energy consumplion (E) ofanV !riven 
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Abstract 

Energy meters. undoubtedly, have a velY important role to play in the power distribution. The 


proposed .\yslem presents Single phase electrical energy meIer based on CI micro-controller. II can 

measure varioZls supply parameters including voltage, current andpower consumed. This electronic 


meter does nol possess any rotating parts and the energy consumption can be easily readfrom LCD. 


Besides Ihal. energy consumplion is stored in the microcolltroller 's EEPROA1memory. This aelion 


is necessa/J; to ensure a correct measuremenl even in the event of (111 eleclrical olltage or brown 


out. As SOOI1 as the supply is reslored. the meIer restarts wilh the stored value. Such System uses 


MODBUS RTU communication protocol. To check the pelformance and then lesling ofthe meters 


the IS standard IS I 3799 can be used. 


KeywordS-Single Phase, Energy Meter, Microcontroller, IS Standards, 

I. INTRODUCTION 

India's per capita energy consumption grew 46% over the last 14 years, but it is still a third of the 
global average, according to the International Energy Agency's India Energy Outlook Rep0l12015. To 

track the amount ofenergy consumption by a consumer, the energy meters are used. Electromechanical 
energy meters and Electronics energy meters are the commonly used types of energy meters. The 
electromechanical meters are operated by counting the number of revolutions of the disc hence, the 
accuracy of these meters is limited . Whereas, electronic meters are the extremely favorable metrology 

with absolutely no moving palis. These meters use microcontrollers, DSP processors or ASIC for the 
metrology providing extremely accurate measurements with digital display. As the electronic version 

of the meters does not possess any mechanical rotating parts, it helps to avoid the tampering by any 
false person. To improve the energy efficiency, consumer needs to be more aware of their energy 

consumption. This paper presents a totally electronic single phase energy meter supporting low to 
medium load. It measures the quantity of electric energy consumed by a residence, a business or an 

electrically powered device. Electric utilities use the meters installed at customer 's premises for billing 
and monitoring purposes. 

II. ELECTRICAL ENERGY COMPUTATION 

8t=(t2-t I): 
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E= f,',2 V(t)i(t)dt , 

where v(1} is the supply voltage and i(l) is the load current. 

The power measurement IC A TM90E26 is used for the purpose of calculating the metering parameters 
including active power, reactive power, power factor, nns voltage and clm-ent, tamper detection etc. 

The en~rgy consumption is displayed on a LCD. 

III. LLTERATURE SURVEY 

Supply voltage level detector circuit is used in case of the outage. If the microcontroller supply voltage 
becomes less than 4.2 Y, this circuit changes the external interrupt port RBO/INT input from 5Y to O. 
This forces a program interrupt to occur, that activates the sub-routine that stores the energy 
consumption value into the microcontroller EEPROM, and next causes the program to go to a 
background loop, until the normal line voltage is reestablished. This is recognized by a voltage greater 

than 4.8 Y at the external interrupt port, that makes the program to leave the background loop and 
resume the normal processing. In the event that the microcontroller supply voltage becomes less than 
predefined level, the disabling circuit is activated. Disabling circuit prevents the controller to work with 
low voltages levels, close to the minimum allowable value [I). For measuring the energy consumed, 

the current transformer (CT) and a potential transformer (PT) will be used to sense the value of load 

current and supply voltage respectively. Transformer generally perfonns two major tasks-the first one 
is to transfonn currents or voltages from a usually high value to a measurable safe value and the second 
one is to provide isolation from high current or high voltage circuits. High voltage and CUlTent are not 
directly measured by measuring instruments, higher values are stepped down with a known ratio of PT 

or CT and then lIlultiply measured value with ratio of transformer to get accurate value for current and 
voltage. CT is a series connected type of instrument transformer, "'hi Ie PT is a parallel connected type 
[2]. There are several issues related to the smart meters. SmaJ1 meters encourage consumers to conserve 
energy by helping them maintain the quantity and cost of their energy consumption. Physical damage 
to the cable might cause discontinuity in data transfer, hence maintenance should be done accordingly. 

In addition, energy meters are located in open and insecure environments and need proper shelter to be 
physically secure. Some other issues are software and hardware issues with the smatt meter, electric 
network as well as distribution network failures. Illegal usage of electricity is also a serious issue now 

a days hence the system is introduced with the tamper detection [3]. Smart meter can be efficient than 
the conventional energy meters. Drawbacks of traditional energy meters are mentioned below: Strong 

chance of Energy Theft by anyone in mega events especially, Chance of human error while collecting 
the data from meter, Electricity user has not his daily update of usage of electricity, It is exceedingly 
depend on meter reading person who collect all the readings, There is no option of cross checking for 
readings taking from meters, There is some probability to modify the meter readings while taking snap 

shot of meter by using different software trappings and there is no privacy and security for metering 

data. The smart meters are cost efficient so installation come to be far at ease. Minimization ofelectricity 

theft and controlling the usage of electricity on end user side to escape waste of power. It generally 
decreases the manpower to keep record of data usage [4]. 
Ways of illegal electricity usage: 

I. 	 A consumer can use some mechanical objects to retard or prevent the revolution ofdisc 

of a meter, so the disc speed is reduced and hence the recorded energy is less than the 

actual value. ~ 
umer can change ~ag~~!iC field of the current coils ,,·ith the help of 

.xed magnet, thereb :educing the ener£< consumption recorded. ~	 to I " )-l?D Head 	 :Z '(: "' 
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3. 	 Ill ega l users I.:l:Ul sw itch the enBrgy Gables at the meter connector box to prevent the 

flow of current through the current coil of the meter, so the meter does not record the 

energy consumption. 

In digital automatic meter read ing the energy meter calculates units of energy consumed based on 

voltage and current data received from CT and PT. Remote switch ON/OFT functionality is possible 

with the help of relay-another part ofsmart meter. the control command bcing sent Ii-om energy provider 

via power line carrier signal [5]. 

A. /S Standard: 

This standard was introduced in 1993. It specifies static watt-hour meter of accumcy olass I and 

class 2 for measuring AC active energy. It applies to: 

I. 	 The meters cons ist ing of measuring elements and registers enclosed together in a meter 

case. 

2. 	 Operation indicator and test outputs. 

3. Multi-rate tariff meters and meters whieh measure energy in both directions. 

It does not apply to: 


I. 	 Meters where voltage across terminals e xceeds 600V. 

2. 	 Portable meters and outdoor meters. 

3. 	 Data interfaces to registers of the meter. 
The meter has other Standards inbuilt in it which includes, IEC 60068-2-75 for environmental testing 

and ISO 75-1 for the determination oftem perature ofdeflection under load. Basically, amongst the class 

I and class 2 of IS 13779, we will be using class I as its accuracy is more as compared to class 2. The 

errol' percentage of lass I is: ± I %, while that of class 2 is: ±2%. 

B. Test and Test Conditions: 

Different tests for checking different parameters required to be carried out. Each of these tests have 

their own conditions to be checked and IS 9000 is used in some while IS 13779 in some cases 

I. 	 Test of Insulation Properties: This test incl udes impulse voltage test, AC high voltage 

test and insu lation test. 

2. 	 Test of Accuracy Requirements: This test includes test on limits oferror, test of meter 

constants, test of starting conditions, test of influence quantities, test of repeatability of 

error and test of ambient temperature influence. 

3. 	 Test of Electrical Requirements: This test includes test of power consumption test, test 

of influence of power supply, test of influence of short time over-currents, test of 

infl uence of se lf-heating, test of influence of heating and test of influence of immunity 

to earth fau lt. 

4. 	 Test for Climate Influences: This test includes dry heat test, cold test and damp heat 

cyclic test. 

5. 	 Test of Mechanical Requirements: This test includes vibration test, shock test, spring 

ham Iller test, protection against penetration of dust and water, test of resistance of heat 

and fire. 

C. RS485: 

RS485 or EIA (Electronic Industries Association) RS485 is a bal 3Jlj~I:Iil~,Jl 

system allowing tmnsmiss ion distances of up .to 1.2 km. Rs48 

RS232 because, RS232 has a lower transmission speed and the 
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It has a large voltage swing and large standard connectors. No mUltipoint capability is available in 
RS232. 

Table I : Specifications of RS485 

In RS485 , the Receiver and Driver pins are the pins that will be connected to IC and Arduino. The 
power 10 RS485 pin will be connected to the Recei ver pin and driver will be given to the microcontroller 
pin. 

Parameter Specifications 

Mode of operation Differential 

Number of drivers and receivers 32 drivers 
32 recei vers 

Maximum cable length(m) 1200 

Maximum data rate(baud) 10M 

Maximum common mode voltage(volt) 12-7 

Ma,imum driver output le~el s(loaded) ± 1.5 

Minimum drivers output leve ls(loaded) ±6 

Drivers output short circuit current limit(mA) 150 to Gnd, 250 to -7 or 12V 

Minimum input receiver resistance 12 

Receiver sensitivity ± 200m V 

D. Power Measurement les: 

The power measure,nent IC is needed for the computations of the metering parameters of single-phase 

energy meter. Some of the manufacturers of such ICs are microchip, maxim and analog devices. The 
comparison of the power measurem ent ICs produced by these manufacturers is gi~en below. 

Table II: Comparison of Power measurement ICs 

Parameter Microchip 

Apparent power 

Maxim Anal0g Devices 

Yes Yes Yes 
calculation 

Reactive power Yes 
calculation 

Yes Yes 

Acrive power Yes 

calculation 


Sensitivity/Accuracy 


Yes Yes 

O. I % error across 5000: I 

dynamic range i.e 0.5% 
Current calculation 

SNR=88dB 

Yes 


Voltage calculation 


Yes Yes 

Yes (SPIfUART) Yes Yes (SPI) 

Communication Yes 


lIN condition safety 


Yes Yes 

Yes 


Tem perature 


Yes Yes 

-40°C to +80°C 
condition 

-400Cto~ ' . Jg.~~}\ to +85°C 
~,..,.. - ~-
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Operating voltage 3.0V - 3.6V 2.9V - 3.6V 2.8V - 3.6V 

Auto Calibration No Yes Yes 
- -

I V. M I'TIlOIlOL.OGY 

A. lJIock Diugrom: 

Fig. I Block 

LOAD 

:\'L\J.....tGn1[i\, 

Diagram of 

Phase En

Single

ergy meter 

B. Methodology 

The micro-controller is the heart of the meter. The voltage and the current signals after proper 
conditioning are sampled. The voltage supply is attenuated using a voltage di vider then sa mpled and 
converted to digital form by a AID converter. Similarly load current signal is attenuated, sampled and 

converted to digital form. The voltage and current sampled values are transferred serially to the micro
controller. The selected micro controller is that possesses relevant characteristics for the current 
application, such as low cost, EEPROM memory, that stores the measured energy value even in the 
presence of a power outage. The micro controller processes and stores the energy consumption. The 
energy is compared to a referred value (Erel) set during a calibration process, where, for a I kW load, 
the consumed energy is calculated and accumulated (integrated) for 100 periods of 924ps (a program 
cycle). The energy consumption is indicated by a 4 digits display. As the above block diagram states, 

the schematic of meter consists of two main blocks: Voltage Block & Current Block. In voltage 
measurement, the main power supply is connected to the primary of a 230-4.5 V step down transfonner, 
while secondary oftransfonner is connected to voltage divider circuit. The value is given to the analog 
pin of Arduino, where the negative value is convet1ed by giving DC voltage shift to incoming signal. 

In current measurement, CUtTent sensor (ACS712) is used. It connects in series with load and its output 
is fed to Arduino directly. RTC (Real time clock) (DS3232) is used to get the real time to count and 
store into the EEPROM. 

V. EXPERJMENTATION AND RES ULTS 

Proleus simulation software is used for experimentation purpose, in which, after uploading the 

Arduino Code results can be seen on Virtual Tenninal. It shows Voltage, Current, Power, Energy and 
Power Factor. RTC (Real Time Clock) (DS3232) is used to get the real time to count and store into the 

EEPROM. Following diagrams shows simulation results. ~ 
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Fig. 2 Simulation diagram of Energy Meter 

Virtual Terminal 

Phase . . =28. 57· Degre~ 


Power.Fector .O.88 · 

Voltage =214.14 v '. 

Current =24.07 Amp ' . 

Real Power .=4527.24 Watt 

Reactive Power =2464.67 KVAR 

Apparant Power =6991.91 .KVA 

Ti..Tfle =4s 

Power = 4S27.24w 

Power Kw . =4.·53kw 


)Power kwh =O.30kwh 

Fig. 3 Output of meter parameters on virtual tenninal 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The described energy meter measures the electrical energy conswnption with the help of 
microcontroller, as an alternative to the conventional electromechanical meters. This micro-controller

based meter doesn't possess any rotating parts, which helps preventing the frauds caused by tempering. 

The production cost of the system is lower and it is more precise than the conventional 

electromechanical energy meters. As the measured values are displayed using LCD, it is easier to 
monitor the energy consumption . ~ 
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Ab"lrnc/: 

In today's world many underdeveloped countries often neglecl eye care due 10 lack ofawareness. 

Our idea describes a speech recognition-hased eye lest which is capable aj'pel/arming the entire 

Snellen eye lest on ifs own (Ind estimates one's visual acuity. The l est uses a few random felfers like 

"A", "E", "1", "R/(, and "L" \IIilh the same 6 possible lext sizes for each of these lellers. The lIser 

speaks his/her guess into the microphone. The speech recognition portion uses energy thresholding. 

The syslem will Ilzen delermine Ilze l1exl slep based on wlzellzer Ihe IIser guessed Ihe displayed leller 

correctly or not. If the tI,\'er guesses enough correctly, the text size will continue get/ing smaller and 

If the lIser guesses 100 many letters incorrectly, the system will display the result corresponding to 

the current text size, The thresholds for amount guessed and amollnt guessed correctly are set in the 

code. The software usec/ji)r Ihis Proiecl is PYlhonjor Raspbeny Pi 

Keywords: Speech Recognilion, Visual acuity, Snellen Chari, Raspbeny Pi 

l. INTRODUCTION 

The standard Sne llen letter chart based diagnostic system does not work always. There are instances 

where the first few students who unde rgo this diagnostic system, memorize the letter sequence of the 

Snellen letter charI and convey the same to other fellow students. Hence other st udents simply read 

out the Snellen lener sequence from their memory, not by looking at the Snellen letter chart. Thus, 

there is a need of randomizing the seq uence of letters being displayed on the Sne llen letter chart for 

every student to be diagnosed for eye testing. Our idea describes a speech recognition·based eye test 

which is capable of perfonning the entire Snellen eye test on its own and est imates one's visual 

acuity. T he test uses a few random letters like "AI\ liE", IT', "R", and flL" with the same 6 possible 

text sizes for each of these letters. The user speaks his/her guess into the microphone. The speech 

recognition ponion uses energy thresholding. The system will then determine the next step based on 

whether the user guessed the displayed letter correctly or not. If the user guesses enough correctly, 

the text size will continue gening smaller and If the user guesses too many letters incorrectly, the 

system will display the result corresponding to the current text size. The thresholds for amount 

guessed and amount guessed correctly are set in the code 

Eye is an impoltant organ of human body and regular eye lests are important because our eyes don't 
usually hurt when something is wrong. Nowadays, for a simple eye cheek-up a person needs to take 

an appointment beforehand, sometimes it takes days to make an appointment. Such delays can be 

mitigated if a smart phone application or computer-based program is availab le which can estimate 

negligence for a regular eye check-up. But regular eye check-up IS 

problems may occur such as a driver with lower eye sight may ~~:::m~Q: 
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reason, a low-cost automated eye check-up system is needed. 

II. EVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The literature survey of the vision based systems are reviewed in this section. Shikha Gupta et al. l 

proposed paper finding different speech aware applications available in the market. In this paper, the 

authors look for various efficient alternative methods like speech recognitions systems (SRS) for 

devices where typing becomes difficult. Author has used embedded plmfonns to make the SRS. 

They use speech analysis technique for the SRS where analysis, extraction of the infonnation of the 

speaker identity is done .In this paper, various techniqnes are discussed about SRS. This paper also 

presents the list of technique with their properties of Feature extraction and Feature matching. The 

goal of speech recognition is to analyses, extract, characterize and recognize infonnation about 

speaker identity. Variety ofthe techniques are used for detemlining the speech characteristics. Also, 

author specified different types of Speech Analysis techniques which are i) Segmentation analysis, 

ii)Sub segmental analysis, iii)Supra segmental analysis Lalima Singh et ai' proposed a paper on 

"Speech Signal Analysis using FFT and LPC", in this paper she has done speech analysis using FFT 

and LPC . She proposed that in speech processing there are different signal analysis techniques are 

used. In this paper two most commonly used signal analysis technique are used. First is Fast Fomier 

Transfonn(FFT) and second is Linear predictive Coding(LPC). These techniques are used to extract 

and compress some features of speech signal for further processing. In this paper five samples of 

single word is taken by same person. These samples are analyzed using FFT and LPC in MATLAB 

and spectra plus software. After analysis different parameters of sall1ples are obtained for FFT and 

LPC spectrum individual, also this paper analyses the accuracy of feature extraction based on 
modelling which is implemented using Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) and Hidden 

Markov Model (HMM) for two different type connected and continuous speech. In this paper two 
most commonly used signal analysis technique are used. First is Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and 

second is Linear predictive Coding (LPC) which are used to extract and compress some features of 

speech signal for further processing. In this paper, we have used two signal analysis techniques FFT 

and LPC. Using these techniques, the speech signal first analysed and ditferent parameter of speech. 

Neha Jain et aI.' proposed a research on Speech Recognition Systems. In This Paper, she has done 

has the detailed study of the mechanism, the challenges and the tools to overcome those challenges 

with a concluding note that would ensure that with the advancements of the technology which this 

paper has reviewed various aspects related to Speech Recognition Teclmology and the systems 

implementing this technology to engineer Speech Recognition Systems. The paper tirst describes 

what actually lead to the emergence of developing Speech Recognition Systems, continning with 

how the mechanism of conversion of speech takes place in distributed real-time systems. Finally, this 

paper reviews the advances that have taken place after the development of traditional Speech 

Recognition Systems, also this paper briefly makes a quick comparison between the algorithms and 

the models that were and now are being used to implement these Speech Recognition Systems. 

Lindasalwa Muda et ai' presented a mobile health care (mHealth) system for estimation of visual 

impairment that provides easiness by specifying the degree of an eye as orthoscopes. Our proposed 

system called AcuMob which is an Android based mobile application aimed to be used by patients 

who have myopia. In this, digital signal processes such as Feature Extraction and Feature Matching 

are introduced and studied to represent the voice signal. Several methods such as Liner Predictive 

Coding (LPC), I-lidden Markov Model (HMM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and etc. are 

evaluated with a view to identify a straight forward and effective method Tor voice signal. The results 

show that these techniques could be~~~f!e.\ 

Network (ANN) are currently paper on 
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mobile healthcare (mHealth) system for estimation of visual impairmcnt that provides easiness by 

specifying the degree of an eye as orthoscopes. The system is called i\cuMob which is an Android 

based mobile application aimed to be uscd by patients who have myopia. The system is developed 

with using Xamarin framework and voice commands are used to interact with mobile app. Some 
preferable leltcrs that are suggested by the ophthalmologists wcre used in the system .This research 

has aimed lit making a prediction abollt the ViSUCll acuity of users via a mobile application. As part of 
future work, the necessary arrangements will be made so that AcuMob can also run on the iOS 

platform. Ultfil SARIBULUT et ai' proposed paper on FFT transform. The objective of this paper 

is to study about ITT and learn to claSSify and analyses various types of PQ disturbances in power 

systems and signal process. In this paper, the fUIldamentals of Fourier series find FT with their types 
and distinctions over other disturbance dctection methods are clearly discussed. This paper presents 

the fundamentals of rourier series, Fourier transform, discrete Fourier transform and fast Fourier 
transform with simple examples and review of FOllrier transform to provide a clear understanding of 

its applications in power quality issues. Aakash Agarwal et aI.' in which they developed an eye test 

on android .The objective of this paper is about the android app which is called Dr. Eye which is an 

android application that focuses on the calculation of the vision acuity of a patient in a similar way 

an ophthalmologist. The use of front camera and the speech to text conversion of the Android API 

makes it possible to achieve this process. This paper also predicts what defect a person can have 

based on the answers of a questionnaire as well as provides the corrective measures and treatments 
for the defect and also displays the nearest Ophthalmologist or the nearest Hospitals to the user. In 
future, this application can be extended by improving cxisting database for more defects of the eye 

and integrating proper reasoner for predicting defccts and corrective measures. Manjutha M et al. 8 

proposed a paper where they have developed Automated Speech Recognition System .This paper 

analysis the accuracy of feature extraction based on modelling which is implemented using Mel 

Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for two different type 

connected and continuous speech. In this paper, continuous and connected words are considered and 

MFCC features were extracted from the speech corpus. The extracted speech signal is trained by 

HMM model. In this paper, MFCC feature is extracted and the speech is trained by HMM model 

which is implemented for both connected and continuous speech. In order to improve the accuracy, 

other modelling techniques will be implemented in future. Saud Khan et aI.' proposed a technique 

that aims at the ease of accurately testing vision anywhere. In this method, author has made use of 

two speech extracting techniques which are FFT and MFCC and also given information about the 

same. Snellen chart and Ishihara tests were performed using screens and a microphone for the patient 

to utter their observations from the screen. After the proposed feature extraction and classification 

techniques, the model predicts the correct or wrong guesses of the user sequentially and then 

displays the eye test results on screen. Annisa Novantina et al.lO proposed a paper on which Snellen 

Chart based eye test is created using android control. This study has shown the development of the 

android Snellen control chart to facilitate the visual inspection process of the eye. In this study, an 

examination and testing of the Android Snellen chart control were carried out. Tests were conducted 

to determine the ability of Bluetooth HC-05 to send data to android at a distance of 10 meters. The 

test is carried out with 2 conditions, namely the first condition in one room without a barrier while 

the second condition is different from the rOom with a change in range every 2 meters. Tests for each 
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letters on the Snellen chart. It will facilitate ophthalmologists to perform examinations. In this paper 

It can be concluded that the electronic Snellen chart is able to be created by the control through the 

application on a smaltphone connected to Bluetooth. The electronic Snellen chart can function 

adequately, it is appropriate and suitable for a checkup. Tingxiao Yang" worked on investigating the 

algorithms of speech recognition. The author programmed and simulated the designed systems for 

algorithms of speech recognition in MATLAB. There are two systems designed in this thesis. One is 

based on the shape information of the cross-correlation plotting. The other one is to use the Wiener 

Filter to realize the speech recognition. The simulations of the programmed systems in MATLAB are 

accomplished by using the microphone to record the speaking words. The simulations of the 

programmed systems in MA TLAB are accomplished by using the microphone to record the speaking 

words. SANJA GRUBESA et al." proposed this paper where they discussed about method of 

speaker recognition based on wavelet functions and neural networks is presented in this paper, the 

method is based on spectral analysis of time windowed speaker' s voices, using the Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) and creating the averaged spectrum over the defined time. Pranab Das et al l' 

proposed paper in which he described and performed the Voice Recognition System. In this paper 

the fundamentals are discussed and its re,:ent progress is investigated. The various approaches 

available for developing a Voice Recognition System based on adapted feature extraction technique 

and the speech recognition approach for the particular language are compared in this paper. The main 

aim of our project is to develop a system that will allow the computer to translate voice request and 

dictation into text lls ing MFCC and VQ techniques. Feature extraction and feature matching will be 

done using Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients and Vector Quantization technique. The extracted 

feature will be stored in .mat file. A di stortion measure which is based on minimizing tbe Euclidean 

distance will be used while matching the unknown speech signal with the database of the speech. 

signal. In near future, home automation will be completely based on Voice Recognition System 

III. METHODOLOGY 
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Fig. IBlockDiagramof Speech Recognition Eye Vision Test 

First, we have adjusted the parameters which meets the requirements of the mic which you are using 

like Chunk_size and sample_rate. Chunk_Si ze - The microphone audio is record in chunks of 
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Higher samp lc_rate values resuit in better audio quality, but also more bandwidth (and therefore. 

slower recognition). Additionally. some machines, such as somc Raspberry Pi models, can't keep up 

if thi s value is too high. For generating random cllnracters,aHcr setting the parameters, we have to set 

the characters which we are guessing in the test these chamcters arc from any letter in between A to 

Z. To listen for input through M ic. J\ ftcr setting random characters. the next process is to listen to the 

user's words (User has to sm nd at least 20ft away from thc screen). Ir character shown on screen is A 

then USCI' has to identify the character and then speak in the mic.Next step is to rccognize the speech 

which user has said and check whether it matches wilh the gcneraled characler. This process is donc 

by Recognizer O. Creates a new Recognizer instance, which represents a colleclion of speech 

recognition settings and functionality.Recognizer instance.energy_threshold = 300 represents the 

energy level Ihreshold for sounds. Values bel ow this threshold are considered silence, and values 

above Ihis Ihreshold are considered speech. This is how syslem recognizes speech. If Ihe random 

character generated on Ihe display is recognized correctly Ihen the size of Ihe nexl characler 

generated will reduce and Ihe process repealS ilself ulllil either Ihe user guesses Ihe character 

incorreclly or guesses the characler correclly ill all sizes.lfthe user guesses Ihe character incQlTectly 

Ihen syslem will stop Ihe process and will check thai parlicular size oflhe character Ihal the user has 

guessed wrong and generate a power in that range. 

I V. EXPERIMENTATIONANDRESULTS 

, 
Eye Testing 

Size 4 
Test Iteration 2 
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Fig 2 - OUtput if user's voice and generated cha racter are same 
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Eye Testing 

Size 4 
Test Iteration 3 
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Fig 3 - Output if user ' s voice and generated character are different 
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Fig 4 - Final Output indicating user's eye wer if user guesses the wrong character more than twice 

rt'ifl~..s i ze level. 
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and at each size there arc 5 iterations. 1\ user \-vill go from size 1 to size 2 ir he has guessed the 
characters correctly at least 4 out of 5 limes at size I. If the user guesses incorrectly twice at sizc I 

then the power corresponding to size I will be displayed on the screen. The maximum size is II and 

users guesses correctly at size I I then the power displayed will be O. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This work has implemented Eye Vision Test Using Speech Recognition System in Python. Python 

speech recognition libraries had provided maximum range of visual acuity with statistical approach 

in speech recognition model training provided with numerous da~l. The results show reasonably 

good success in recogni zing continuolls speech rrom various speakers, for a large vocabulary. 

VI. SCOPE FOR fUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

Visionary problems such as glaucoma , black eye and similar tests can be added and be successfully 

identified and, in some cases, may be treated as well before permanent damage. The proposed 

method can be installed in smart homes as part of Internet of Things where the results can be sent 

directly to the personal practitioner for fUlther analysis. It can also be installed in different Basic 

Health Units in remote areas where the need of waiting for a practitioner will be drastica lly reduced . 

The computation power is low to the point that it can be rlln on a Raspberry Pi which fm1her helps in 

reducing its overall cosLDue to current circumstances and unavailability of hardware and lab, we 

were unable to perform this project on hardware but it is highly possible to perform this project on 

Raspberry Pi. 
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Abstract: 

Energy meters are used for commerdal purposes to record consumption of energy by consumer and 

correspondingly billing the consumer. Indian metering industJy is a heterogeneous one with multiple 

communicalion protocols so even though there are many communicalion technologies used today for 

meter reading applicalions Ihey lack Ihe properties 0/ inleroperabilily and homogeneilY. The presenled 

solulion describes a microcontroller-based device, which works on an Open Protocol, Ihal provides 

real lime local dala display and record, /01' several electrical paramelers, acquired from a power and 

ener.fJY meter device through optical communication. The open protoeolused here is lEe 62056, tvhich 

helps 10 overcome mo.'1 o/Ihe challenges regarding data acquisilion. uniformity and homogeneity 

among various energy meIer monu/acturers in India. The proposed ,ySlem focuses on DLMS COSEM 

Melering applicalion prolocol and provides guidelines on the implemenlalion 0/ DLMS COSEM in 

clienls (dala colleclion lInils) as lVeil as in servers (MeIers). The device is designed 10 be connecled in a 

home, or residence, which makes it velY useful as an intelface for Optical Port Data Communication. 

Keywords: Energy meIer. DLMS, COSEM, Optical commllnication, ISI 5959 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Energy meters are used for commercial purpose i.e., to record consumption of cnergy by 

consumer and correspondingly billing the consumer. In these days in every sector, there are number of 

customers which use the electricity but they are not satisfied with the services provided by power 

distribution companies. Electricity authority & the government realizes problems occurring in the 

existing transmission network, such as increasing cost due to poor operational efficiency, 

environmental impacts and an ongoing demand for energy. The idea of remote metering was born in 

the 1960s. Initially, remote pulse transm ission was used, but this has gradually been replaced by using 

various protocols and communication media. Today's energy meters are data loggers. Now-a-days, 

DLMS COSEM - OPEN PROTOCOL 
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meters with complex functionality are based on the latest electronic technology, using digital signal 

processing, with most functions being implemented in firmware. They give much more than just 

energy readings. Meters have a largc amount of data, which is not practical to read using the given 

display and can be better read electronically. 

Fig. I. DLMS/COSEM Open Protocol Structure 

One of the major components of operational cost in an electrical utility system is the cost of 

acquiring data on consumption of the thousands of consumers, spread over a large geographical area, 

connected to the system. Typically, acquiring data on energy consumption is accomplished by making 

a meter reader visit the premises of each and every consumer and record data manually. Time and 

again loss of revenue to the utility Occurs because of human errors in acquiring data on the 

consumption of individual consumers. Automating the entire process of acquiring data and billing will 

reduce the cost by eliminating human intervention in meter reading. The task of collecting data on 

electricity consumption without human intervention is popularly known as automatic meter reading 

(AMR). To facilitate automatic data collection, the metering systems should be networked. The earlier 

Common Meter Reader Instrument (CMRI) had a hardwarel software that used different 

communication protocols as provided by various manufacturers to download data from the meters of 

respective manufacturers, all of which were generally supplied with their own data exchange fonnats 

or protocols. To ensure interoperability of energy meters, implementing open protocol was the only 

true solution . Today for Indian power seclOr "IEC 62056 Electricity metering - Data exchange for 
meter reading, tariff and load control" which is commonly known as Device Language Message 

SpeCification (DLMS) and Companion Specification for Energy Meters (COSEM), is adopted for 

implementation in meters as the open protocol for meter data exchange. This series of IEC standards 

are supported by the Indian Companion Specification as IS 15959. This proposed system aims to 
enhance the homogeneity in different makes of meters by developing a common meter reading 

instrument that follows OLMS COS EM protocol and reads any meter data accurately and efficiently. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

This main concept of this proposed system revolves around an Open Protocol called 

OLMS/COSEM which is used here for the purpose of data exchange. The OLMS/COSEM 

specification specifies an interface model. and communication protocols for data exchange with 

metering equipment. DLSMS/COSEM Open Protocol follows a client/server model where data 

collection systems play the role of the client and metering devices play the role of the server. For 

communication to the server many options are available as wired or wireless such as, power lines, 

cable networks. RF modules, GSM modules, Zigbee, which are studied by different researchers. 

Different approaches were used by the researchers to simplifY the meter reading process and increase 

the overall efficiency of the process. 

DLMS/COSEM User Association formulates and maintains the documentation of world-wide 

established standards of OLMS/COSEM. The Green Book Edition 9 [I] describes the complete 

technical information about the OLMS/COSEM protocol. The OLMS/COSEM specification specifies 
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an interface model and cOll1munication protocols for data exchange with metering equipment. The 
objective of DLMS/COS EM is to specify a standard for a business domain-oriented interface object 

model for metering devices Cllld systems, as well as services to access the objects. This Technical 
report, thc "Green Book" specilies the DLMS/COSEM application layer, lower protocol layers and 

communication profiles. DLMS/COSEM uses the concepts of the Open Systems Interconnection 

(OSI) model to model information exchange between meters and data collection systems. Data 

exchange between data collection systems and metering devices is based on the client/server model 
where data collection systems play the role of the client and metering devices play the role of the 

server. The client sends service requests to the server which sends service responses. In addition, the 
server may initiate unsolicited service requests to il11fonn the client about events or to send data on pre
contigurcd conditions. 

Fig. 2, Client-server model and communication protocols 

Blue Book Edition 12.2[2] guide describes the basic principles on which the COSEM interface 

classes (lCs) are built. It also gives a short overview on how interface objects - instantiations of the 

ICs - are llsed for communication purposes. Data collection systems and metering equipment from 
different vendors, following these specifications, can exchange data in an interoperable way. In order 

to acccss COSEM objects in the server, an application association (AA) shall first be established with 

a client. AAs identify the partners and characterize the context within which the associated 

applications will communicate. OBIS provides a unique identifier for all data within the metering 

equipment, including not only measurement values, but also abstract values used for configuration or 
obtaining infonnation about the behaviour of the metering equipment. The ID codes defined in this 

document arc used for thc identification of: 

I. logical names of the instances ofthe Interface Classes, the objects 

11. data tnmsmitted through communication lines 
111. data displayed on the metering equipment 

A technical document issued by Bureau of Indian Standards [3] provides a suitable approach to the 

implementation of the IEC-62056 standards and this Indian Companion Specification in such devices. 

For each logical device the DLMS/COSEM server shall support one association with properties, 

objects, and access rights adequate for transferring the stored data of the corresponding meter to the 

BCS in an efficient manner. The server within the HHU is not required to support ad-hoc access or 

selective access to the data that differs from the requests which were earlier used to read the data from 

the meter. HHUs (Hand Held Units also called CMRI or MRI) may retrieve data from DLMS/COSEM 

Meters conforming to this standard using the communication ports. HHUs shall provide a 

DLMS/COS EM server interface to the BCS (Base Computer System - the Data collection software) 

over a suitable communication medium. We learn more about the CMRI and its functions througb 

another technical repOlt issued by Central Electricity Authority [4] which states CMRI supports two 

modes of operation: CLIENT_MODE and SERVER_ MODE. In CLIENT_MODE, CMRI reads and 

displays selectively or all the instantaneous values, Energy values and demand values, etc., that are 

specified in ICS. CMRl downloads data from the various meters. CMRI also uploads programmable 

parameters for desired meters. In SERVER_MODE, CMRI uploads to BCS all the downloaded data 

from various meters. 
Pradish M. et. al has defined in his technical repOlt [5] the important characteristic of 

DLMS/COS EM i.e., Interoperability. Interoperability could be defined as "The " , f a system or a 

product to work with other systems or products without special effOlt 0 ~~~ lib>, 
Any system can read any meter and n olvement of vendors port ( escribes 

that the choice of communication m . important as it alo assures 
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seamless conncctiv ity in the chosen diso'ibution network and ensure successful implementation of the 

application. The application software at either end aided by a common open protocol can exchange 

required information as and when needed protocol which assures seamless connectivity in the chosen 

distribution network and ensure successful implementation of the application. On the same grounds, 

the paper by Gordon Struklec e t. al [6] adds that DLMS/COSEM covcrs all the AMRIAMI application 

fields and supports all the communication media (except maybe wireless mesh networks). The lack of 

the PC client application which includes all (or most of) DLMS features and which is able to interpret 

data in a user-friendly way makes the integration process more difficult and more time·consuming. 

Main function of an Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) system is gathering meter data for billing in an 

automated way. Various standard-based techniques enable local or remote connections to meters, e.g., 

I EC62056·2I , IEC62056-3 1, M-bus, GSM, GPRS, PSTN, Internet, PLC. As stated here, for the 

proposed system we are using I EC62056·2I which is also known as the DLMS/COSEM Protocol. 

While reviewing the previous research work on the proposed system, it was found that different 

approaches were opted by the researches to implement different models realized using same protocol 

and concept but different methodology and components were used for different applications. Subrata 

Biswas et. al. in her paper [7] described a PC based Energy meter billing system for home and 

commercial buildings. She explains how the PC based energy meter monitoring system can gather 

data for remote reporting. Radio frequency used in this PC based power monitoring system can take 

many forms. The more common ones are handheld, mobile. satellite and fixed network so lutions. The 

software used for her model is written in C-sharp because CII language is intended to be a simple, 

modem, general·purpose, object-oriented programming language and it can be modified. Hiren R. 

lala et. al. proposed in his paper [8] an Energy Meter Data Acquisition System with Wireless 

Communication for Smart Metering Application in which he used an effective technology of 

MSP430G microcontroller and CC2500 RF transceiver that saves the power very much. The message 

coll ect ion of the meter readings at the utility office is done with the use of one SIM300 based GSM 

module same used in the center node and data collector software Ozeking. The drawback of th is 

system is that a GSM module has to be connected with each Energy meter which will increase the 

overall cost of the system. 

Whereas F. Dragan et. AI describes another approach in his paper [9] where he proposed a Local 

Monitoring / Recording and Display Device for Power Electricity Meter, llsing TEC 62056-21 which 

is a Local AMR application device for DLMS-COSEM based Power Meters. In this model, the RS232 

serial interface is llsed to connect the device with the power meter using an appropriate physical layer 

communication protocol, like IEC 62056-2 I. Parameters are identified using short OBIS codes, each 

value being followed by its measure unit. A simple message exchange consists of pairs of "queries", 

"acknowledgements" and "responses". 
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FIG. J. BWCK DIAUHAM OF OPTICAL POHT DATA COMMUNICATION lISING DLMS/COSEM 

Power Supply from 

Energy Provider 


III. METHODOLOG Y 

The above block diagram descri bes the proposed sYSlem. This system broadly consists of a meter 

whi ch acts as a server while the reader devi ce acts as the clien!. As described in the block diagram, the 

Digi tal Energy Meter ac ts as an interface between the user and the power supply from the energy 

provider. The Reader device consists of an Optical sensor, a lllicrocontrolier and a user interface 

(Laptop/PC). Common Optical Probe with Optical band width 900 to 1000 Nano meters is used here 

whose optical eye is connected to the meter and the USB end is connected to the Microcontroller. The 

Optical sensor acts as a communication channel bet\veen Meter and Reader. rts main function is to 
collect data through the Optical port present on the Energy Meter. Microcontroller acts as the hear! of 

the proposed system . Here we are using Arduino Uno (ATMEGA 328 P) as our lllicrocontrolier. It 
establishes an association between the server (Energy Meter) and Ihe Client (Reader). The main 

fu nction of the lllicrocontrolier unit is 10 interpret the data received from the meter. The Laptop/PC 

acts as the user interface between the user and the Reader device. It displays the data acquired from Ihe 

meter for better understanding and acts as a tenninal to send commands to communicate with the 

Server (Energy Meter). For this system, we use Laptop as the User Interface which is connected with 
the Microcontroller uni!. 

According to the proposed methodology, we put together a reader device using Arduino Uno 

(A TMEGA J28P) and connecting it to the Energy Meter through the Optical probe. With the help of 

the tenminal displayed on the User Interface, we establish an association with the Energy meter after 

successfully completing a process called "Hand-shake". Later on, we communicate with the Energy 

Meter and acquire data from it in the form of el ectrical parameters which is made visible on the User 

Interface Display. 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS 
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Fig. 4. Arrangement ofcomponents for Handshake process 

The initial steps of the proposed system implementation involved testing the Pylhon3 code written 
to establish communication with the meter. The meter (L&T EMIOI+) was connected to the laptop 

through the COM3 p0l1 using the Optical probe which had the optical sensor. This Optical Probe plays 
the most important role of transmitting data from the both ends. The handshake process was tested on 

with this setup in order to move forward with the implementation on the microcontroller. The 

Handshake process is a process which basically means getting authenticated by the meter for the future 

communication. Once the authentication is completed the meter expects an acknowledgement string 

which further initiates the data exchange with the meter. This can be carried out from any 
microcontroller once the programming task is completed. We, for the purpose of the proposed system, 

selected the Arduino Uno board for its added advantages. A USB port module was additionally 
attached to the Arduino board to help the probe connect with the board. This complete set-up forms 

the client-side device that we intended to create as an objective of the proposed system. 

First part of data exchange involves initialization and changing the transmission speed. Each 

telegram is concluded with Windows line ending (CR+LF). The communication starts with Request 

telegram which might contain up to 32 characters Device address field. If no address is specified, all 

devices tly to answer back sending their identity. The identity telegram contains 3 characters code of 

the meter manufacturer (represented by XXX), one character to identify supported baud rates (Z field) 

and meter identification. To trigger data readout from the meter, reader sends ACknowledge which 

contains baud rate control (Z) and selection between data readout mode and programming mode (Y). 
If data readout mode is selected, meter indicate start of sending data (STX character) and promulgate 

most important metering data. Each COS EM object is transmitted as a single line which contains 

object OBIS code and value. The ending sequence contains transmission end character (ETX) and one 

byte of block check character (BCC) to ensure data block integrity. Each parameter in data block is 

sent as a separate line, the content is composed according to the IEC 62056-61 standard. 
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Fig.5. lEe 62056-21 Protocol Telegram Types 

To match content of the line with pal1icular data items registered by the meter, understanding of 

081S codes is required. The code consists of (up to) 6 group sub-identifiers marked by letters A to r 
(rigure 6). All these do not need to be present in the identifier - groups A and 8 are often omitted. In 

order to decide to which, group the sub-identifier bclongs, the groups are separated by unique 

Mtdium Ch:umc.-I Typ~ VlI'ilbk Tmtf Period 

~ ~ \ / /~//-/ 
~~... _.\ - B : C . D _r. " f ( V;ll~ ) 

~__,.. 15. s ~"Ol (0011+1_15) 

/' / 4j \'~~ 
Electricity Acti\~ Enc:tiY TdT2 L1~ICIo;«I 

separators. Thousands of 081S codes have been defined, they cover metering data as well as 

configuration of metering equipment and meter status for all types of utility metering applications 

including: electricity, gas, heat and water. 

Fig. 6. Example of081S code for Absolute active energy 

For better understanding of readout message structure, refer figure 7 which shows an example of 

complete data readout process from the energy meter. 
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sTX 
e.e.e(LTT977e5377) 
8 .9. 1(172751) 
8.9.2(188289) 
1.8. e( 343642. 9"kHh) 
2.8. D( 1958.9" k'olh) 
3.a.e(120.7+kvarh) 
4.8.e(7e68.5~kvarh) 

1.6.e(1Se14~kW)(10-92 -e1 ee:1S) 
2.6.8(8'kW)(10-02-01 88:15) 
3.6.e(186 t kvar)(1e-S2-el 913:15) 
4 .6. e(366"kvar)(10-92- el 0e:1S) 
1.Z.e(275663+kW) 
2.2.e(21S8*kt~) 
3.z.e(54+kvar) 
4.2.e(5683t-kvar) 
1. 8 .1( 150967 . 3'kHh) 
1.9.2( 104673 . 3+ k\olh) 
1.8.3(88e62.3 +k\':h) 
2. g .1(1958. 9"'klolh ) 
2.8.2(e.e+kWh) 
2.S.3(a.0+kWh) 
3.8.1(SS.1~kvarh) 

3.S.2(2.S"kvarh) 
3.8.3(62.8·kvarh) 
4.8.1(312S.7*kvarh) 

Fig. 7. Example of Communication with Energy Meter. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

There are many communication technologies used today for meter reading applications, but lack the 
properties of interoperability and homogeneity. Device described in the proposed system is a so lution 

for meter reading system with capabilities of local display of electrical parameters. In advancement, 
wireless modules can be used along with other technologies and resllit can be further improved. 

VI. SCOPE FOR FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

Creating a smalt meter architecture minimizes human intervention in metering, billing and 
collection process and helps in reduci ng theft by identifying loss pockets. It requires a two-way 
communication network, control cen ter eq uipment and software applications that enable near real-time 

gathering and transfer of energy usage information. India is aiming to replace the present-day digital 
meters with the smart meters in near future. In terms of future enhancements, the Reader device 

introduced in the proposed system will act as an impoltant intermediate block which will simplify the 
process of bridging the present mode l of digital mete to the aimed smart meters without incurring 

heavy losses ell as cutting clown the expan :;.qf-rePfl'.'S:ing and discarding the old digital meter. 
Our- sic ally turns the present :> ·iaT;n~tcijh<i be compatible with the aimed Smart 
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Ab,./rac/

The paper tends /0 aim at creating automated captions by learning the contents ofthe image. Nowadays 


images are inlelpreled with human inteJ!erence and it becomes a nearly unbearable task for enormolls 


commercial records. The image record'j are given as input 10 a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)) 


encoder for generating "thOlig/1I vee/or" which extrads the features and enhances objects Olll of our 


image and RNN decoder (as a "Long Shorl-Term Memory'; is used 10 translate the/eatl/res given by Ollr 


image to obtain a sequential, meaningfUl description ofIhe image. In this paper, we are going to explain 


the survey aboUl image captioning and our proposed system. 


Keywords: Image annolalion, Deep leaming, CNN, LSTM, Pylhon, etc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The mechanism by which a computer system automatically assigns metadata to a digital image in the 
form of captioning or keywords is known as automatic image annotation (also known as automatic image 
tagging or linguistic indexing). Image retrieval systems use this application of computer vision techniques 
to arrange and locate images of interest from a database. This approach is a multi-class picture 
classification with a large number of groups - as large as the vocabulary s ize. Machine learning 

techniques typically use image analysis in the fonn of extracted feature vectors and training annotation 
terms to attempt to automatically apply annotations to new photos. The first methods learned the 
relationships between image features and training annotations, and then machine translation techniques 
were developed to try to convert textual vocabulary into "digital vocabulary," or clustered regions known 
as blobs. Following these efforts, work on classification methods, relevance models, and so on has been 

done. The benefits of automated image annotation over content-based image retrieval (CBLR) include the 
ability for the user to specify queries more naturally. CBLR currently allows users to check for example 
queries or by image definHions such as color and texture. Certain image features in example images may 
take precedence over the idea tbat the user is really interested in. Traditional image retrieval methods, 

such as those used by libraries, have relied on manually annotated images, which is costly and time-

consuming, particularly given the vast and ever-growing image databases. To shape a full jm~g 
definition approach, we wili incorporate techniques from both computer vision and natural langu 
processing in this paper. This will be in charge of creating computer-generated natural descriptions of CUD' 
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images provided. The idea is to usc a deep convolutionalneurai network (CNN) trained to classify objects 

in images to replace Ihe encoder (RNN layer) in an encoder-decoder architecture. The SoftMax layer is 

normally the last layer in a CNN, and it assigns a probability to each object in the picture. We can feed 

the CNN's rich encoding of the image into the decoder (language generation RNN) designed to generate 

phrases if we remove the SoftMax layer from CNN. We can then train the entire system directly on 

images and captions, ensuring that the descriptions it generates are as close as possi ble to the training 
descriptions for each image. A dense feature vector can be generated using a convolutional neural 
network. This dense vector, also known as an embedding, can be fed into other algorithms or networks as 
a function input. This embedding becomes a dense representation of the image tor an image caption 
model, and it will be used as the LSTM's initial state. An LSTM is a type of recurrent neural network that 

is frequently used to solve problems ''lith temporal dependencies. In its memory cell state, it is able to 

capture information about previous states i.n order to help inform the current prediction. A forget gate, 
input gate, and outpul gate are the three key components of an LSTM. Each of these gates is in charge of 

modifying changes to the memory state of the cell. 

II. RELATED WORK 

[I] Vinyals et al. proposed a method called Neural Image Caption Generator (NIC). The method uses a 

CNN for image representations and an LSTM for generating image captions. This special CNN uses a 
novel method for batch nomlalization and the output of the last hidden layer of CNN is used as an input 

to the LSTM decoder. This LSTM is capable of keeping track of the objects that already have been 

described using text. NIC is trained based on maximum likelihood estimation. In generating image 
captions, image information is included to the initial state of an LSTM. The next words are generated 

based on the current time step and the previous hidden state. This process continues until it gets the end 
token of the sentence. From this paper author showed BLEU-I score improvements on Flickr30k, from 56 

to 66, and on SBU, li'om 19 to 28. Lastly, on the newly released COCO dataset, they achieve a BLEU-4 

of 27.7, which is the current state-of-the-art.[2] In this paper Venkatesh N. Murthy et a!. proposed a 

s imple and effective model for the image annotations. Their fi rst set of models is based on the Canonical 

Correlation Analysis (CCA) paradigm, which aids in the modelling of both visual (CNN) and textual 

(word embedding vectors) features of the data. In the proposed model , the author combined a function 

(representing an image) from a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with word embedding vectors 

(representing the tags associated with it). The term embedding vector for a tag is extracted using a pre

trained skip-gram architecture, and these CNN features are extracted for images using a pre-trained VGG
16 architecture (word2vec). In word embedding concept they represent the tag (word) by a 300

dimensional real valued feature vector using a Word2Vec tool and they call it as a word embedding 

vector. In the author's point of view word embedding vectors (W2V) work better than binary vectors (BV) 

with best performing model CCA-KNN. This suggests that word embedding vectors provide a better 

representation for words than binary form representations.[3] In this paper Sun Chengjiang et aI. proposed 

a multimodal deep learning framework, which aims to optimally integrate multiple deep neural networks 

pre-trained with convolutional neural network. The proposed framework explores two-stage learning 
scheme that consists of learning to fine-tune the pararneters of deep neural network and learning to find 

the optimal combination of diverse modalities. The proposed model is the best perfonner, beating other 

approaches which are Lazy learning-based and codes-based 
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approach (DRC) by a statistically signiticant margin in Hamming Loss and validating the efficacy of 

learning effective simiiarilY fUIlctions on multl-modal data annotation. 
[4] Fang et al. introduced generation-bascd image captioning. It uses visual detectors, a language model, 
and a Illultimodal similarity model to train the model 011 an image captioning dataset. Image captions can 
contain nouns, verbs, and adjectives. A vocabulary is formed using 1000 most common words from the 
training captions. The system works with the image sub-regions rather that the full image. Convolutional 

neural networks (both AlexNet and VGG 16Net) are used for extracting features for the sub-regions of an 
image.[S]In this paper Kyunghyun Cho et al. described system for a variety of tasks: machine translation, 
image caption generation, video clip description and speech recognition. All these systems are based on 
set of building blocks: gated recurrent neural networks and convolutional neural networks, along with 
trained attention mechanisms. In this paper authors focused on a general approach to the alignment 
problem known as tbe soft attention mechanism.[6] Chen et al. proposed an attention-based image 

captioning method. To compute an attention diagram, this approach considers both spatial and channel 
wise attentions. For the generation of an attention map, current attention-based image captioning methods 
only consider spatial details. The fact that these spatial attention methods compute weighted pooling only 
on attentive function maps is a common downside. The CNN with Spatial and Channel-wise Attentions 

(SCA-CNN) outperforms the others. This is because SCA-CNN takes into account spatial, channel-wise, 
and multi-layer attentions, while most other attention models only consider one.[7] In this paper 
Jingqiang Chen et al. proposed a model for news image captioning. The author of this project proposes a 
news image captioning approach based on the attentional encoder-decoder model and a multi-modal 
attention system to attend to both image and text at the same time. For image extraction, the author used 
CNN, and for caption encoding and decoding, he used RNN models. General captions do not provide as 
much details as news image captions do, such as entity names and incidents. Experiments show that the 
author's approach outperfonns the current state-of-the-art generic image captioning method, which only 
takes the news image into account.[8] The attention-based model that automatically learns to define the 

content of images is discussed in this paper by the authoL Kelvin Xu et al. used convolutional features 
and a decoder with backpropagation techniques to demonstrate that the model can learn to produce the 
corresponding words in output sequence automatically. The authors received some incorrect captions for 
the first collection of photographs, but he was able to produce proper captions for the images using the 

attention model. Kelvin Xu et al. demonstrate how learned attention can be used to improve the model 
generation process' interpretability. [9] In this paper Junhua Mao et al. talks about the Multimodal 
Recurrent Neural Network model for generating novel image captions. The model consists of two sub 
networks a deep recunent neural network for sentences and a deep convolutional network for images. 
Tbis project can be tenned as bilateral as the RNN model helps to retrieve images or sentences and 
achieves significant perfonnance improvement over the state of art methods.[IO] In this paper Junhua 

Mao et al. focuses on speeial case of text generation where the goal is to generate a text description that 
applies to a certain region or one object in an image. Junhua Mao et.al have used the state-of-art deep 
learning using CNN and RNN. To obtain the text description for a region in an image the authors have 
encoded a relative location and size of the region using a 5-dimensional vector. The experiment shows 
that training of listener must correctly decode a generated description which can outclass a model which 
simply emits captions based on region features. [II] Jin et al. proposed attention-based image captioning 

method. Based on the semantic relationship between visual and textual content, this method can extract 
the flow of abstract meaning. It can also gather useful data by presenting a scene-specific context.(12] 

The author of this paper proposed a method for generating captions that only uses Convolutional Neural 
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Networks (CNNs). According to the authors, the model is 3 times laster than N[C (an LSTM-based 
model) during training· time and produces better performance. Th~y also tested the model on the 

paragraph annotation dataset and found it to have a higher CIDEr score than hierarchical LSTMs. It's 

worth noting that the NIC model has around 6.7 million parameters, while this proposed model has over 

16.0 million.[!3] The bi-directional mapping between images and their sentence-based explanations was 
investigated in this paper. This model can both generate novel captions from an image and recreate visual 

features from a description of the image. They listed a variety of tasks, including sentence generation, 

retrieval of sentences, and image retrieval. To create this model, they used open source RNN code and the 
Carfe system. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

feature map 
0.20.10.3 

0.4 0.0 0.1 

0.2 0.6 0.2 

0.90.10.3 

0.2 0.6 0.2 
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0.00.80.1 

0.20.30.1 

IA 
Iman 
sitting 
on 
a 
bench 

1. Input Image 2. Convolutional Feature 3. RNN with attention 4. Word by 
Extractor over feature map word generation 

Fig I : Proposed System 

The goal of this work is to create .a:~h011 caption that describes the image's material, scene r~lationships: 

that focuses on the desired region and defined' objects. _ e system employs 
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(ROI). AIier leature extraction in the encoder, it is used to assign weights to the identified items, with the 

ROI receiving more weight. This is then fed into the decoder, whieh decodes the objects based on the 

weights assigned and generates the appropriate caption llsing the language model. The Inception V3 

model is llsed to speed lip the training process since it is pre-trained on ImagcNet, makiog it easier to 

identifY the artefacts. After hyper parameter tuning, a few layers from the Inception v3 model can be 

extracted and used to train the base model. To focus and reassign the weights to the region of interest) the 

visual attention mechanism is used. This can be tweaked to achieve the desired result. The visual attention 

system removes all visual words and lIses a visual mac;k to give them more weight. The language model is 

fed with the extTacted visual words and feature similarity is used. The fOCllS layer is constrained by visual 

terms. The caption is produced by the decoder using LSTM (Long short-term memory) as the language 

model. Words are sampled and output at time t to produce a caption. The beam search technique is used, 

in which a predetermined number of best-by-now sentences is computed and extended with new terms. 

The beam size for this experiment is 10. Greedy scan is alsc used, with the beam size set to one. 
) 

IV. System Working and Specifications 

I) Pre-Trained Inception v3

Inception v3 may be a widely-used image recognition model that has been shown to achieve greater than 

78. 1% accuracy on the Image Net dataset. The model itself is formed from symmetric and asymmetric 

building blocks, including convolutions, average poo~ing, ma.'<. pooling, concats, dropouts, and fully 

connected layers. Batch nOrm is employed extensively througbout the model and applied to activation 

inputs. Loss is computed via SoftMax. 

2) CNN (ConVOlution Neural Network) 

The Convolutional Neural Network, also known as CNN or ConvNet, is a category of specialized nellral 

networks by processing grid-like data topology, as pictmed. Convolutional Neural Networks is designed 

to perfOIm map image data to output. CNN's hidden features have the ability to extract elements from an 

image. 

3) LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory)

a 'memory ceJP which will maintain infonnation in me 

.. 
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lets them learn longer term dependencies. this is often one among the implementations of LSTM cells, 
many other Clrchitectures exist. 

4)Flickr8k _ Dataset-

It contains 8092 images with different size sand colors. Out oftotaI8092, we have used 6000 pictures to 
train the model, and 1000 pictures are used for development, and the remaining I k images are used for 
testing the model. 

5)Flickr8k _ text-

This text file describes which images are used as Training and Test data. It contains 
aFlickr8k.token.lxtwhich has five captions per image for training the model stored in thefonn of key
val ue pair where the keyis the Image id, and the value is the list ofcaptions. 

V. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTED 
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~\ 
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Grid Size Reduction 


2)( Inception Modu~e C 


Fin.ll pa" : 8~8.K201l8 -:.- 1001 

Auxiliary Classifier 

Fig. 2 Inception v3 Model 

• 	 CNN Encoder 

Step 1: Dataset containing images along with reference caption is fed into the system 

Step 2: The convolutional neural network is used a encoder which extracts image features f pixel 

by pixel. 


Step 3: Matrix factorization is performed on the extracted pixels. The matrix is of m x n. 


Step 4: Max pooling is performed on this matrix where maximum value is selected and again 


fixed into matrix. 


Step 5: Nonnalization is performed where every negative value is converted to zero. 


Step 6: To convert values to zero rectified linear units are used where each value is filtered and 


negative value is set to zerO_ 


Step 7: The hidden layers take the input values fj'om the visible layers and assign the weights 


after calculating maximum probability. 


• 	 Bottom-up Attention 

Step I: Extracting features from stimuli Sf. 

Step 2: The stimuli features are assigned more weightage in the bidden layers. 

Step 3: Feature similarity is calculated by comparing the visual similar features. 

Step 4: The weights are reassigned after maximum similarity2~~ il!s~Lte(l. 

~ 
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• LSTM Language Model 

........ ~~ 

!<;3r......., .. .-cle< ifIWe,- ! .... ~_,It.} 

Fig. 3 LSTM Model 

Step I: Given any sentence P the probability of forming a new sentence y is calculated (yO, y I.yt
J). 

Step 2: Tokenize the reference captions from the dataset used. 

Step 3: Tokens used are staJ1seq to indicate the start of the sequence words or sentence and 
endseq to indicate end . 


Step 4; Form a vocabulary and map these tokens to one-hot vectors. 


Step 5: Remove and replace all the special characters and alphanwneric. 


Step 6: All the uncommon words are given unk token. 

Step 7: Set input xt = yt- I . 


Step 8: Activation function is used to make a soft-max prediction to predict the next word yl. 


Step 9: Soft-max calculates the ma.ximum probability of the next word in sequence from the 

vocabulary. 
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VII. RESULTS 

In [21J: 	 ;; (a~l rile f!Jrd~1 ta t.~(;~' a!. tJi~ ,('(lit ~ -02~S 


:; rM. ,;ia (c;,t~ 1 .,:;:i.,.. .s c.;1. - :m ..1H ':,,:S dllt: c;nc . 

start : tille() 

en(odins...train : {} 

for i~g in train) 1:1&: 


~ncodinl..rain [ iJ1s{:~n{ir;;sB): l} : ~ n(od!(kl ) 


;;~bt{""fil:: U~en b SHo~d; : . , tbO-mni 
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e tf.globltv.lri..blH is d £?rmte~. ;>lust lise tf.cClIpat.I'l.globil t 'lariablu instead_ 

Tice t ikell i n mends :; 39S9 .9SS96649368fS 

Fig. 4 This is the part of the code which shows the time required to train the dataset for aLII" model 

and the times varies it depends on the machine we use it has to be executed only once. 
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Fig. 5 This is the part of the code which shows the lime required to train the epochs for our model 

and the times varies it depends on the machine we use. This process generally takes about 10-1 I 

Hrs. and it is used for training and increasing the accuracy of our model. 

77 

Greedy: boy in red shorts is jumping into t he "/ater 

"- , ... . • • ~,_ :t 

Fig. 6 Caption generated for the im age is showing a boy in red shorts jumping into water which is 

correct. 
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Fig. 7 Caption generated tor the image is showing till: dog running through the grass but not able 
to point out the stick in his mouth. 

VIII. Conclusion: 

Here the implemented system automatically generate annotations for given image. The programming 
language lIsed is a python and algorithm lIsed is CNN. The purpose of the model is to maximize the 
likelihood of the sentence given the image. So. lIsing deep learning techniques it is possible to generate 
automatic image annotations. This model is end-Io-end system neural capable of viewing given the image 
and generating a reasonable description that is syntactically as well as semantically accurate. This caption 
generation is on the basis of tokens considering the reference captions in the dataset assigned as train 
captions. Future scope of this work would be a modification can be applied in real life scenarios to tackle 
the real-world problems. The model has a convolutional neural netwol'k encoder and a LSTM decoder 
that will help in generation of sentences. 
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Ahslracl-

One of the crilical parIs of an educational program is the exam and educational programs on an 

online platform are no exception. During Ihe exam, Ihere might be a possibility ofmalpractice so its 
detection and prevention are important. To prevent this an online proclored .\yslem is 01 mosl 
important. This system monitors the lesl lakers con/imwlls!y similar /0 human sliperv;sion. The 
objective behind this is /0 avoid any malpractice happening by detecting their voice, active window, 

gaze. It reduces the workload required for identifYing, verifj'ing, and communicating with off-campus 
proctors. 

Keywords: Python, dUb, OpenCl~ Web camera, Al 

r. INTRODUCTION 

As now tile education system is shifting to a vi,tual platform, there mi ght be possibilities of any 
misconduct happening. In an Educational program, exams are a critical component. Tile detection and 

malpractice prevention in exams is important to maintain academic integrity. Exams are supervised in 

a conventional and proctored classroom environment, where the students are continuotlsly monitored 

by a person present in the room. AI-based auto proctored system for continuous online supervision is 

introduced, in case if there is an unavailability of halls and during the lockdown, if the exam needs to 

be conducted. This system takes access to the candidate's system web-camera and microphone. By 

tracking the eye movement and any audio disturbance the candidate is wamed by the system. A 

candidate is monitored continuously, and based on the proctored repori if a candidate is guil ty or not 

is decided. The goal of this system is to maintain the academic integr ity of the exams and prevent the 

students from misconduct. 

n. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

LimitationFeature 

Simple mathematical equations The system should work at a 

can be used to get PoG, pupil ti'ame rate of 10 to 15 frames 

detection accuracy 100% pC I' second, pointer size is large 

due to low resolution. 
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Sebastian 

H6ffffiler[3] 

GazeCapture 

improve the reliability offacial 

recognition, 'C++ accelerated 

massive parallelism was used in 

the implementation of the stereo 

matching algorithm, and 

therefore the speed of execution 
of the program was increased 

significantly. 

Gaze provides flexible data 

sources consisting of mUltiple 

pre-defined steps, Gaze is 

publicly available and the sOllfce 

code and software can be 

modi fied and redistributed 

without any limitations. 

software syslems highly 

depends on the initial 

condilions under which the 

educational activity is started. 

Webcams are limited to small 

frame rates and it is extremely 

difficult to find the real 

specifications like sensor sizes 

and focal lengths for many 

webcams that need iTracker to 

detect gaze points. 

Yousef Atoum Active 

[4] window 

detection, 

gaze 

estimation 

Low-level featllfes are extracted 
from s ix basic components: user 

verification, text detectjon ~ 

speech detection, active window 

detection, gaze estimation, and 

phone detection, features are 

then processed In a temporal 

window to acquire high-level 

features. 

It .is possible that the automatic 

DEP system might not achieve 

pelfect performance. 

AJunad 

Aljaafreh [5] 
Pygame, Dlib, 

and OpenCY 

feature 

detection 

Raw data of gaze location and 

dynamic stimuli is obtained 

using a low-resolution webcam t 

an algorithmic approach to 

process and extract data. 

The results demonstrate a 

significant di fference between 

normal and Multiple Sclerosis 

(MS) participants, latency time 

and am plitude gain are 

essential to perform a 

satisfactory diagnosis but 9 out 
of 10 MS pm1icipants, exhibit 

a significant difference for 

both parameters, either more or 

less. 

Mortiz 

Kassner, 

William 

Patera [6] 

Open-source 

software, a 

Pupil 

detection 
algorithm 

Under idle conditions, 0.6 
degrees of accuracy is obtained . 

Precision is obtained at 0.08 

degree 

Paralox error and tracking 

robustness I'll IR rich 
environment. 

PrabinSharm 

The haar

cascade 

a, Shubham algorithm, 

Jo~hi [7] . I CNN, 

~ ,.. ~ 

To determine the eye movement 

and facial emotion of the 

students with the help of an in-

built webcam. 

It is o~~ thiJ,t the students 

~~~~~~-~~ - --

The system was unable to 

correctly fi nd the concentration 

index as the students wore the 

glasses. 
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I higher concenlration index. 

I 
DIJaval Drowsiness For detecting drowsiness in real- It shows promising results 
Pimplaskar. detection time. tinder goucllighting conditions. 
Dr.M.S.Nag algoriilull. Memory consumption for 

mode. Atul C++ using 
detecting both the eyes 

Borka [8] OpenCY 

Aniket M. Viola-Jones By using the OpenCY library It will not gives accurate results 
Taksande. algorithm, function gives more promising when the light intensity in a 
Prof. R. P. OpenCY and real-time results in Image room is not sufficient to 

Patil [9] libraries. processing. capture images. 
Xilinx When lIsed along with Yivado Jf the person is wearing any 

HLS it shows the alternative spectacles will resist eye 

method for implementing given detection and tracking. 

face and detection. 

It helps the disabled person to 

control the computer effectively 

just by his eye movement. 

Liu Li, Mai AG-CNN Glaucoma could be detected AG-CNN method over the 

Xu, Xiaofei lIsing lighted by the visualized RIM-ONE database is above 
Wang, Lai maps of pathological areas, 0.83, despite slightly smaller 
Jiang, based on the predicted attention than the results over our LAG 
Hanruo Liu maps. database. 
[10] AG-CNN approach significantly 

advances state-of-the-art 

glaucoma detection. 

Nora NLP, gaze and It shows great potential in While integrating gaze or EEG 
Hollenstein, EEG improving NLP tasks and signals separately significantly 
Maria Barrett, facilitates insights into language outperforms the baselines, the 
Marius processing that can be applied to combination of both does not 
Troendle, NLP. further improve the results. 
Francesco 

Bigiolli, 
Nicolas 
Langer, Ce 
Zhang [IIJ 

Hemalatha YOLO based To identify the targeted object in It is insufficient to detect the 

Vadlamudi algorithm, a moving sequence. possibly present error. 
[ 12] GMM model, To analyze the object motion In Sometimes it is difficult to track 

CNN, and the video. the object. 
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lldar A clual coordinate system is g iven Diflerenl ligilling, reflections on 

Rakhmalulin, 
Deep learn ing! 

YOLOv3 tor controlling Ihe computer wi th the eye. camera resolution, and 
Andrew T. camera posili nn can affect the thc help ofgaze. 
Duchowsk accuracy or the developed A method of labeling the eyes is 
[13] given, in which 3 objects are lIsed device. 

to track gaze. 

Shima Rashid, This model requires training on 
Krista 

CNN, Logistic It de tects Objects target in the 
a large set ot backgrounds so 

Ehinger, 
Regress ion natural background that closely 

that it will not select anmimics human perfonnance. 
Andrew unrepresentative background. 

I t detects the known target in the 
Turpin, Lars 

natural background based on 
Kulik [14] 

biological aspects of the human 

visual system. 

, 

III. METHODOLOGY 
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Fig 1. Block Diagram of CNN 
) 

Input data to the CNN network is tbe image dataset, which is then passed through a convolutional 

layer which in combinm ion has an activation and pooling layer. Depending upon the required 

functionality the image dataset is passed through this feature eXlraction phase many times. Then after 

the required data is being obtai ned from the feature extraction phase it moves forward through the 

classification phase which consists of a Fully connected layer and softmax, where data is being 

classified into differen t classes with the help of fully connected layers. The softmax function is used 

for multiclass classificalion. Then the required output is obtained at the end.A feature map is created 

in CNN by appl ying a tiller to an input that summarizes most relevant features in the input. The 

convolution layer gives CNN its name. The operation called a "convolution" is done by this layer. In 

convolution layer Illulliplicat ion of array of input data and a two dimensional array of weights takes 

place with the help of filler or kernel.Each val ue of the fea ture map is passed through an activation 

jilllclion, right after convo lution bas taken place. The activati on function is used to activate the neuron 

by adding \v' ed sum a nd bias to it and also i ntrorlu~~s non-linearity at the output of the neuron 

IV . ' . gs the re levant features into .~~st cqinmonly used activat ion function in CNN 

i . ut lit of the act ivation function i eat;:;;:;; map which is fed to the input of pooling layer 
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where the pooling layer reduces Ihe dimension of the I""ture map, by reducing the number of 

parameters.The high-level reasoning is performed in the fully connected layer. The neurons in fully 

connected layer are connected with the activations of prcvious laycr. Sol'lmax function is used to get 

the ultimate probabilities of the image ofa prlrticular class whose values ranges between 0 and 1. 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION 

Eye Detection: 

The tirst thing to do is to lind eyes befol'e image processing and to lind the eyes tirst thing to find is 

face. To find the face ONN face detector in OpenCV is used.To lind faces network is loaded 

llsing cv2.dnn.readNetrromCaffe and model's layers and weights are passed as its arguments.To 

achieve the best accuracymodel is run on on BGR images which are )'esized to 300x300 by applying 

mean subtraction of values (104, 177, 123) for blue, green and red channels respectively.A 4-0 array is 

returned at e nd, which contains the contidence and coordinates which are scaled down to the range of 0 

to I and by multiplying them by the original width and height, predictions for the original image can be 

obtained as opposed to of the 300x300 on which the model predicted. Following is the image for the 

points that are going to be detected on the face. 

From I to 17: Jaw .. ..... I From 18 to 22: First Eyebrow ~ 

··:· ••.• r.., ., .".. 
 From 23 to 27 : Second Eyebrow 

." ., ." 1 From 37 to 42: First Eye , 

·11 . ., From 43 to 48 : Second Eye 

From 28 to 36: Nose 

From 48 to 60: External Part Of Lips 

From 61 to 68: Internal Part Of Lips 
., 

" ., ."., 
Fig 2. Facial Landmarks 

First, libraries are imported which are, OpenCV which is a library des igned to solve real time 

computer vision problems. NumPy which is a Python library used for working with arrays and OJib 

library which is the most popular library for detecting landmarks on the face. Then frames are 

obtained from the camera usingcap '= cv2. VideoCapture(O). 0 is for the first webcam, if having a 

different webcam index can be changed to eapnrre a frame from that camera. Then a loop is run to get 

the frame fi·om the camera.Ret,img = cap.readO is used to get video frames. After that, image is 

converted to greyscale fOlmat. 
~~;;;~.--------

I '. , , ~, . , -. , .. .. . ~ 
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Fig 3. Initial Image After cap.rcadO Fig 4. GreyScale hunge 

Faces arc detected in the detections alter loading the model using. First, model is loaded using 
cv2.dnn.rendNetFromCaffe(configFile, mocl. 1 file)the input to this model must be of 300 X 300 
dimension so ~v2.res ize() is used to res ize the image. With fur.ction cv2.dnn.blobFromlmageO 
mean subtraction, normalizing, and chmmel swapping is done, on an image obtained through a 
webcam. Passing blob through the network to detect and predict.Here co-ordinates of face are 
obtained with one point at the top left of the screen where the face is detected and other point at the 
right ball am and Ihese specific points are needed to get a rectangle where Ollr face is. The same can 
be done lIsing a grayscale image. 

Fig. 6 Coordinates after Shape_to_np converts the 
Fig. 5 Coordiuates after Shape_to_np convcrts dlib shape objects to a NumpyArray

the dlib shal,e objects to a NumpyArr:ly 

Fig.S Threshold before andFig. 7 Eyes Grey 
after erode, dilate median blur and bitwise not 

Eye DetectionResults : 
--'---

Fig.9 Results while no one is 
present 

\ 
\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

Fig.IO Results while looking 
norma) 

Fig.ll Results while looking away 

\ 

\. 
Head 
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Fig.12 Results whilc looking away Fig.13 1{('slIlts whilt· blinked Fig. 14 Res II Its while looking "'ft 

'~>/~D~:'~':":'::: 

" . ,'.' .'... - I .~ ... : :. 

, "'. ." #" I ' 

. '. 

Fig.lS Results while looking right Fig.16 RcslIlts wbile looking "I) Fig.l? Results while multiple 
people are present 

Object Detection: 
For detecting objects a video is captured through a webcam and YOLOY3 Pre-trained model is used. 

First the OpenCY library for computer vision and NumPy library for working with arrays is imported. 

Webcam is enabled to capture real-time video by cv2.videocapture(0), then after running while loop 

frames are being captured by function cap.read0.44. Then height, width, and channels are determined 

by img.shape, where height is at index 0, width is at index I, and channels at index 2. With funct ion 

cv2.dnn.blobFromlmageO mean subtraction. normalizing. and chalu]el swapping on an image is 

performed which was obtained through a wcbcam. Blob is passed through the network to detect and 

predict. 

Fig.18 Chair detected as an object Fig.19 Person detected as Object 

Fig.20 Person and Cen phone Fig.21 Car detected 

detected as Object ~ 

V.RESU Dl USSION @ ra~. 
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As this system uses AI-based Proctor the results turn out to be very helpful lor the organizations 

which monitor through this system. As this system makes use of a web camera for gaze estimation, 

objecl detection, or any other misbehavior in the frame is suddenly caught by the system. Based on 

the images captured hy the web camera the candidate is being monitored and tbe warning is being 

displayed on the user's scrcen. A microphone captures the surroundings as well as the user's nose and 

tries to identify them. The use of python with dlib and OpenC V makes the system easy to build. This 

system turns out to be user-friendly by taking the survey of many test takers and also the overall 

efficiency of this system makes il better than human proctor. This work presents a comprehensive 

framework for on line exam procloring. By the reviews of the test-takers, it is observed that the system 

turns out to be user-friendly, But by making the slight changes the system can be improved for further 

uses. With the help of more advance developing algorithms like deep learning more accurate results 

can 	be obtained. Additional components such as pen detection can also be used. By displaying a 

simple icon on the compuler screen 10 check that the web camera can see it or can playa quick sound 

clip to check that microphone can hear it these random commands and interventions make the system 

more robust against cheating behavior. This system can also allow humans to manually inspect the 

candidate. This manual inspection by using this system will help to verify the true detections as well 
as it will avoid false detection.After observing the output it detected the object properly, but in some 

cases, it shows wrong object delection. To improve this model needs to be trained with more image 

datasets with different c lasses. The accuracy of object detection also can be improved by using 
different pre-trained models I ike Resnet50, Retinanet. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Eye-tracking and procto,;ng using a webcam and there can be many ways to solve this problem. In 

this work, a computer vision algorithm-based solution is implemented. Computer vi sion algorithms 

can be successfu lly used for feature detection. Accuracy for feature extraction depends on image 

quality and lighting conditions. With the development of Computer Vision being backed by tech giant 

Intel, Future improvements in the system are promising. 

VII. SCOPE FOR FUTURE ENHANCEMENTS 

With continuous development in CNN and OpenCV being backed by Intel corporation as results are 

expected to be more accurate in the future. With the use of a good webcam with a hig h frame rate 

future work is needed on integrations to get more accuracy in the future. 
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Abstracl 

In the /ast .few years, we can see many articles have published on optical character recognition 


(OCR). Nowadays there are many commercial OCR systems present in Ihe markel. most of Ihese 

systems work for Roman. Chinese, Japanese. and Arabic characters. In India, we have 12 different 

scripts bUI there is no slifjicfenl work is· done on Indian language character recognition. In lhis paper, 
we are focusing on the Devanagari script which is used in different languages like Hindi, Sanskrit, 

Nepali, Marathi, Sindhi, and Konkani. Recently deep learning is replacing olher paltern recognilion 

techniques. Deep learning is the right choice to handle Ihe challenges are involved in applications 

like character recognition, which involve a large amount ofthe database and variability in the data, 

we are using the Convolutional Neural Network for the feature extraction and the class[/icaaon 

follo wed by pre-processing. This approach has been proven effective and accurate in identifying 
characlers in a digital forma t. 

Keywords--Optical Character Recognition, Image pre-processing, MATLAB, Classification, 
Convolutional Neural Networks. 

I. INTRODUCTlON 

Due to so many reasons like, writing style variations, a lack of ordering information of strokes, 

overlapping of wide strokes, pen-type and also the large similarities between the characters handwritten 

character recognition is a challenging task. Deep neural network requires less engineering by hand. By 

using different algorithms Neural network learns the features from the applied data on its own. As the 

amount of data and variations increases neural network's learning gets better and better. If we provide 

the samples with variations in data, it will learn those variations, otherwise it will misclassify the new 

samples. There are many types of neural networks present in the market like ANN,KNN,RNN but 

according to project requirements Convolutional neural network gives best resuits in image 

classification wilh good accuracy. A con vol utional neural network is also used for document analysis 

purpose. For pIinted as well as handwritten characters and word segmentation recognition many 

researchers have used convo~utional neural network. A Devanagari character recognition system 
consists offollowing stages, namely, pre-processing, feature extraction and classification. In this paper 

ResNet50 which is the pre-trained model ofCNN for the classification of the characters is used. 

II 

In[2] this work, they 


characters using deep convolution 
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techniques adopted from the deep learning community. They experimented the ISIDCHAR 

database provided by (Information Sharing Index) lSI, Kolkata and V2DMDCHAR database 

with six different architectures of DCNN to evaluate the performance and also investigate the 

use of six recently developed adaptive gradient methods. They experimented with a 

handwritten Devanagari character database with six difterent DCNN network architectures as 

well as six different optimizers. The highest recognition accuracy 96.02% was obtained using 

NA-6 network architecture and RMSProp-an adaptive gradient method (optimizer). Further, 

we again trained DCNN layer-wise, which is also adopted by many researchers to enhance the 

recognition accuracy, using NA-6 network architecture and the RMSProp adaptive gradient 

method. Using DCNN layer-wise training model, our database obtained 98% recognition 

accuracy, which is the highest recognition accuracy of the database. In [3) they discussed 

extraction of features from handwritten compound characters using Zernike moment feature 

descriptor and proposes SVM and k-NN based classification system. The proposed 

classilication system preprocess and normalize the 27000 handwritten character images into 

30x30 pixels images and divides them into zones. The pre-classification produces three classes 

depending on presence or absence ofvel1ical bar. Further Zemike moment feature extraction is 

perfonned on each zone. The overall recognition rate of proposed system using SVM and k

NN classifier is upto 98.37%, and 95.82% respectively. they presented a system for offline 

handwritten simple and compound character recognition for Marathi derived Devanagari script. 

Devnagari has given better result for compound character. The proposed system gives 

improved recognition rate of 0.37% than other handwritten character recognition system. The 

system has been evaluated on a huge amount of Handwritten Character Database i.e. 12000 

basic and 15000 compound character dataset created in our laboratory. In [4) they propose an 

OCR for printed Hindi text in Devanagari script, using Artificial Neural Network (ANN), 

which improves its efficiency. They found that the input matrix of size 48x57 gives better 

results than other choices. The test set used in this experiment is of 77 characters of five 

different types of fonts. This can be tested for a greater number offonts. The toughest phase in 

the experiment is getting a good set of characters for classification. This highlights the need for 

generation of a large ground-truthed set of characters of valious resolutions so that more 

research can be perfonned for recognition of languages from Indian subcontinent. The other 

future enhancement that can be incorporated in the work is to use a dictionary of words to 

correct the output. Certainly this will improve the perfonnance. Further speech synthesizer can 

be integrated with the OCR with the aim of making a system for reading aids to the blind. We 

can also implement the neural network method for classifying hand-written texts. [n hand

written documents, the fragmentation of characters and the variation in shape of characters are 

considerably greater compared to printed documents. The higher levels can be used to provide 

clues for a hypothesization system, which learns from the text it recognizes. The implemented 

the work for the scripts with only Hindi characters. However, we can extend it to classify the 

document with characters of more than one script. 

The English character recognition is easier than the Devanagari characters, that 
huge data set is collected which consists 1I10re than 45000 samples and efflciently classified 

with the CNN .superior results and robust data set handling is done with 95.7% accuracy in [5]. 

For evaluation MNTST,C1FAR-IO and CTFAR-IOO data set' are used. The NIN and SPP-net 

are incorporated in a single model. Different architecture model are introduced which influence 

the performance of new model formed with 59.85% accuracy by [6) .By using more techniques 

the final model of [6]should be c for real time applications. Spatial Pyramid Pooling in 

Deep Convolutional Networ . Jr.!' flexible solution to handl different sizes, aspect 
. ...~_' . ("'1.- • 

ratios. It is faster than R-CNN method. They suggested th . 1 the deep network 
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[7]. In [8] they proposed Deeply Supervised nets (DSN) method that method minimizes the 

error in classification and it improves Ihe directness and lranspaJcncy of hidden layer learning 
process. By using techniques extended from stochastic gradient method they analyzed their 

algorithm in [8). The resuits of (8) showing state-of-the-art performance on MNIST, CIFAR

10, CIFAR-I 00 and SVHN. In [9) they proposed a model which can adapt itself to detect the 

";gid objects with long or small local deformations. On the different datasets like PASCAL 

VOC 2007, VOC 2010, ImageNct it has achieved 41.7% ,39.7%, and 14.7% precision 

respectively .The way of proposing bounding boxes can be improved in terms of recall and 

speed in [9]. By using a combination of classical tools from computer vision and deep learning 

(bottom up region proposals and convolutional neural networks) results are obtained in (10). 

They have given the simple and scalable object detection algorithm which gives 30% 

improvement over previous resuits of PASCAL VOC 2012 in (10). Problems facee! during 

feature extraction and the recognition of handwritten digits arc focused by using the Black box 

approach and Support Vector Machine is used to enhance the ability with LeNet5 architecture 

[12]. They performed the experiment on MNIST database. In (13) they presentee! a review of 

the OCR work done on l.ndian language scripts. There, at tirst, they briefly discussed different 

methodologies applied in OCR development in international scenario and then different work 

done for Indian language scripts recognition. Finally, They discussed steps needed for better 

Indian script OCR development. They believe that their survey will strongly encourage 

activities of automatic document processing and OCR of Indian language scripts. For faster 

training of dataset non saturating neurons and very efficient GPU implementation of 

convolution operation is done in [14). For reduction of the overlitling in fully connected layers 

dropout method is efficient as proved in (14). Different types of neural networks are compared 

in [15]. 

III. DEVANAGARI CHARACTER DATASET 

Devanagari Script - Devanagari is part of Ihe Brahmic family of scripts of Nepal, India, 

Tibet, and South-East Asia .The script is used to write Hindi, Sanskrit, Nepali, Marathi, 

Sindhi , and Konkani. The Nepalese writing system adopted from Devanagari script consisls) 
of 12 vowels, 36 base fonns of consonant, 10 numeral characters and some special characters. 

Referred dataset is an image database of Handwritten Devanagari characters. There are 36 

classes of characters with 2000 examples each. It is split into training set(85%) and testing 

set(15%). 
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Fig.l. Sample Dataset images 

Dataset specifications are as follows :

All data set images are of Gray Scale data type present in the .png format. Images 

in dataset arc having 32 by 32 resolution. Characters are centered within 28 by 28 pixel, 

padding of2 pixel is added on all four s ides of actual character. 

IV. PRAPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The basic OCR system consists of 4 stages as shown in figure 

A. Devanagari Characters 

B. Pre-processing 

C.CNN 

D. Output Prediction 

OcvTmguri 
PI"e-pl"ocessin~ 

Charuoten;. 

Figure :2.Block Diagram 

A) INPUT 

Database as shown below The input can be given directly using a digital pad or by 

using scanned copy of the text. In our case we have used standard Devanagari numeral 

Figure: 3. Devanagari Data base 

B) PRE PROCESSING 

Image for operations on images at the lowest level of 

abstrac tion. not increase image information content but they 

decrease an1rfi!I\\ rm,rtion measure. The aim of pre-processing is an 

sup~. distoriions or enhances some 

~ 4 t92 
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image features relevant for further processing and analysis task. Here character image 
is resized to 224x224. As the input layer size of the ResNet-SO model is 224 x224x3 so 

we have to do the resizing operation on the scanned image. 

C) CNN (CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK) 

One of the classes of deep learning neural networks is CNN or the convolutional 

neural network (CNN). CNN is a machine learning algorithm that can take in an input 

image, assign importance (learnable weights and biases) to various aspects/objects in 

the image, and can differentiate one from the other. CNN works by extracting features 

from the images. Any CNN consists of the following: 

I.The input layer is a grayscale image. 

2.TI,e Output layer is a binary or multi-class labels. 

3. Hidden layers consisting ofCNN are such as convolution layers, ReLU (rectified linear unit) 

layers, the pooling layers, and a fully connected Neural Network 

ConvNets consist of multiple layers of overlapped tiling collections of small neurons to 

achieve a better representation ofthe original image. For image and video recognition 
ConvNets are widely used. 

CNN Layers:
I.Convolutional Layer 

2. MaxPooling Layer 
3.ReLU Layer 

4. Fully Connected Layer 
5. Soltmax Layer 

FUTURE LEARNING CLASSifiCATION 

Figure: 4.CNN Architecture 

1) Convolutional Layer- To extract high-level features from the image the convolution 


operation is important. While building the neural network, We can always add more than one 


convolution layer, where the first Convolution Layer is responsible for capturing gradients 


whereas the second layer capmres the edges. According to the complexity of the image more. 

oflayers are added. 


2) MaxPooliog Layer:- Max Pooling, which returns the ma~mum value from the pOition of 
the image covered by the Pooling Kernel. This is mainly to reduce the computational 

complexity required to process the huge volume ofdata . 
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3) ReLU Layer:- i\ ReLU implements the function y = ma,(x,O), so the input and output sizes 

of this layer are the same. The network trains many times faster because ofReLU Layer. 

4) Fully Connected Layer:- [n the case of a fully connected layer, all the elements of all the 

features of the previous layer get used in the calculation of each element of each output feature. 

Figure i] explains the fully connected layer L. Layer L-[ has two features, each of which is 

2x2, i.e., has four elements. Layer L has two features, each having a single element. 

5) Softm"" Layer:- [t is a function that turns a vector of K real values into a vector that sum 

to I. For this reason, usually, a softmax function as the final layer of the neural network.Here 

CNN architecture is used for transfer learning. Resized image dataset has been appJied to this 

CNN architecture. It consists of 8 layers, Basic features from input images are extracted by 

convolutional layer followed by RELU and Max-pooling layer. All neUrons at the end are 

connected in the fully connected layer. Muitic[ass support vector machine is fined using 

extracted features and predicted labe[s, Image is read and their feat ures are extracted and then 

given to classifier to predict the output class . 

0) OUTPUT PREO[CTION:

Images from test dataset are used for prediction at output. Features are extracted using CNN 

from test im ages 

and are applied it to the classifier which predicts the label. 

character34ksha character2kha character19 d ha character8cha character6eha 

f?I fa 
character1ka 

~ 
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character3 Stra 
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til 
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character,4d h88 character34 ksha 

~ mt 
character 6 ya

Eli" 
character2kha 

LEi 
character2k ha 

1m 
character'1ka 

' ~ 
character34 ksha character 6 ya character8cha character34ksha character2k ha 

~ ~" iii ~ ~ 
Figure:5.Predicted labels of characters 

V. EXPERlMENTAL SETUP 
Character Recognition is an image classification problem, and this paper proposes the 

transfer learning and Res Net-50 pre-trained model of convolution neural network for th is 

task. In the paper, instead of designing a new deep convolut ional neural network with the 
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A) Da/a Preparafion:

The dataset of Handwritten Devanaguri characters has 36 classes with 2000 illl'lges of 

each class. Dalasct of 92,000 images has partittioned into a trailling set of 78,200 images 

(0.85) and a testing sci of 13,800 (0.15). The images have a resolution of32 by 32 in the 

grayscale png formal with the original character in the centre. Along the sides, 2 pixels 

padding is used. 

The dataset generated by UCI Machine Learning RepositOIy had the handwriting of 

diflerent people III wide variation that can be seen in Figure. The authors scanned 

handwritten documents and cropped each characler manually to create this dataset of 

handwritten characters.' 

[j] ~ 
0134) 01HO 

~ m 
0131;)01»3 13 116) 0ms 

&D m 
0 ma o lID 

0 \~1 8H8) 1:; Ii!.! o na~ 

Figurc:6 Sample images to demonstrate variation of Handwriting 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

For this experiment, MA TLAB 20 19b and Neural Network toolbox is used to implement 

CNN. To train the network, the dataset is divided into 3 parts (Training 56%, Validation 

24%, testing 20%) 
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In figure 7 some random images are selected and displayed from the given dataset 

File Edit View Insert Tools Desktop Window Help 

Architecture of the Resnet..sO 

Figure 8.ResNet-SO Architecture 
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Figure 10.Classified images with accuracy 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a Devanagari character recognition system using Convolutional Neural 

Networks. By using ResNet-50, pre-trained network model the classification was done with 

an accuracy of 95-99% . CNN is hence a reliable techn ique for the classificat ion of 


handwritten characters and can be implemented for applications including home schooling 

and automated answer checking. Devanagari character recognition is not only a major 


application in itself, but is also a significant step in the implementation of other applications. 
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Abstract 

Bone /i·aclure is a typical issue because of mishap, osteoporosis and pressing factor. Also, bone is 
lInbencHng .legmenl and supports the entire body. Consequently, the bone fracture is taken as a 
significant issue as of late. Bone fracture location lltilizing PC vision is getting increasingly more 
sign(licam ill Compuler Aided Diagnosis fi·amework since it can assist with diminishing responsibility 
of the specialist. AI and image classifier can be utilized 10 effectively identifY bone Facture and can 
characterize them. In this work X-beamlCT images are utilized for bone fractures invesligation. The 
poinl of'lhis venlure is to build up a image preparing based proficiel7l framework for a speedy and 

eX(lct characterization of bones from the data acquired Forn the X-beamICT. Images of Ihe broken 
bones lire acquired }i·om emergency clinics alld handling procedures like pre-preparing, division, 

edge recognilion and highlight extraction strategies are received. The prepared image will 
additionally arranged into broke or non-froctured bone and look 01 the exaclness of various 
strategies. This venture is completely evolved in python with Ihe programming apparatus for stacking 
image, image preparing and UI advancement. Results got exhibit the presentation ofthe bone fracture 
ident{Iical ;0 11 framework. 

KeJ'lVords--. Deep Learning, Bone Fracture, Convolutional Neural Net1 f/ork 

I. INTRODUCT ION 

Bone li'acture is regular issue even in most created nations and the quantity of bone cracks is 

expanding quickly. Bone fracture can happen because of a straightforward mishap or pressing factor. In 

th is way, speedy and exact fmdin g can be urgent to the accomplishment of any endorsed treatment. 

Practically speaking, specia lists and radiologists hand -off on X-beam images to decide if a crack has 

happened or not and the exact idea of the fracture. Manual assessment of X-beams for crack 

recognition is a drawn-out and tedious interaction. A drained rad iologist may miss a crack image 

among sound ones. Computer aided design fram ework can assist with screening X-beam images for 

dubious cases and caution the specialists. Contingent upon the specialists alone for a particularly basic 

matter has caused terrible blunders and subsequently, the possibility of programmed conclusion 

framework has consistently been an engaging one. Image preparing and AI based investigations are 

being utilized in a few zones, for example, face acknOW ledgment, unique mark acknowledgment, 
tumor location and division. 

The bone is a significant segment of the human body. Bone gives the capacity to move the 

body. The bone cracks are basic in the human body. The specialists utilize the X-beam image to 

analyze the cracked bone. The man crack iocation strategy is tediou 

likelihood chance is high. Accord,,' ~""'l.::f!>hI:lliz,ed framework needs 
I 
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bone. The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is broadly utilized for the demonstrating of the force 
electronic gadgets. A profound neural organization model is created to order the crack and solid bone, 

information expansion methods are utilized. Contingent on the human specialists alone for a 

particular!y basic matter have cause bigotry mistakes. Subsequently the possibility of programmed 10 

technique has never-endingly been partner degrce engaging one. The fundamcntal objective of the 

undertaking is to recognize the bone crack rrom X-beam images utilizing programming created in 
python. Among the four modalities (X-beam, CT, MRI, Ultrasound), X-beam conclusion is generally 

utilized for bone crack discovery because of their ease, fast, and wide accessibility. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A deep neural network model to classifY the fracture and healthy bone. The deep learning 

model gets over fitted on the small data set. Therefore, data augmentation techniques have been 
used to increase the size of the data set. The three experiments were been performed to evaluate 
the perfOlmance of the model using softmax and Adam optimizer. The classification accuracy 

of the proposed model is 92.44% for the healthy and the fractured bone using 5 fold cross 
validation. The accuracy on 10% and 20% of the test data is more than 95% and 93% 
respectively. [1] They defined the key points which should be taken into account when trying 

to accomplish this purpose and compared each study with our baseline. In recent years, deep 
learning and, in particular, the convolution neural network (CNN), has achieved results 
comparable to those of humans in bone fracture classification. Adopting a correct 
generalization,they are reasonably sure that a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) system, 

correctly designed to assist doctors, would save a considerable amount of time and would limit 

the number of wrong diagnoses. [2]. Currently there is a lack of consensus on treatment or 
interpretation of computed tomography (CT) images for calcaneus fractures. They proposed a 
novel computer-assisted method for automated classification and detection of fracture locations 

in calcaneus CT images using a deep learning algorithm. [3]. 
Proposed a new deep learning method called dilated convolutional feature pyramid network 

(DCFPN), and apply it to thigh fracture detection. To evaluate method, they establish a dataset 

including 3842 thigh fracture X-ray radiographs collected from Linyi People's Hospital. The 
experiment results show that the Average Precision (AP) of DCFPN reaches 82.1 % in the 

detection of358 testing thigh fracture images, which is 3.9% higher than that of state-of-the-art 
FPN. [4]. Harris corner detection is used to find the broken points. Decision Tree is used to 
classifY image as fractured or non-fractured. KNN is used to classify the fracture type as 

Transverse, Oblique, and Comminuted fracture types. Accuracy they achieved was nearby 

85%. [5]. 

III BONE DATASET 

MURA (musculoskeletal rad iographs) is a large dataset of bone X-rays. Algorithms are 
tasked with determinin .!ter an X-ray study is normal or abnormal. Musculoskeletal 

conditions affect m 1l .7(~llion people worldwide, and are the most common cause of 

severe, long-term 'r; ~er 1ment visits annually d dis~~ilf, ~Vith 30 million e l 
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and increa<;ing. We hope thm uur dataset can lead to significant advances in medic(tl imaging 
technologies which can diagnose at the level of experts, towards improving healthcare access in 
parts of the world where access to skilled radiologists is limited. MURA is one of the largest 
public radiographic image datasets. We're making this dataset available to the community and 

hosting a competition to sec if your models call perform as well as radilogists Oil the task. 

J:JT.i ;:'g 

2':1 1.1)W 

t. J82.~:I'j 

. - S ·.18 

) 
Fig.l. Sample Dataset images 

IV. PRAPOSED METHODOLOGY 

The basic proposed system consists of4 stages as shown in figure 

A. Pre-processing 

B. Feature Extraction 


C.CNN 


D. Output Prediction 
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Figure: 2.Block Diagram 

The X-ray images i.e dataset are obtained from hospitals that contains norma l as well as 

fractured bones images. In the first step, applying pre-processing techn ique such as RGB to 
greyscale conversion and enhance them by using filtering algorithm to remove the noise from 

the image. Then it detects the edges in the image using edge detection methods and 
segmented the image. Later on next step is segmentation, after segmentation. the image is 
converted into set of images by feature extraction. Here, certain features of interests within 
the image are detected and represented for further processing. The resulting representation 

can we subsequently used as an input to number of pattern recognition and classification 
techniques which will then classify or recognize semantic contents of the image. After feature 

extraction, the types of bone tj'actured is observed (eg. Transverse fracture, linear fracture, 
oblique fracture, Spiral fracture, Greenstick fracture etc.) All this is done in classi fication 
block. Last but not the least Interpretation is done that is analyzing and judging the 

information to the current body of knowledge. Finally, the perfonnance and the accuracy of 

the proposed system is evaluated. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Following are some of output obtained from the system, where an image of bone is given as 
input and some techniques like resize of image, fealUre extraction and classification of bone is 

done, whether its fracture or not fracture and type of fracture is classified by usi ng CNN. The 

dataset was downloaded from kaggle. Dataset was trained and tested using CNN. 
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Figure:3 Sample images 10 demonstrate variation of Handwriling 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

For this experiment, Python is used to implement CNN. To Irain Ihe network, the dataset is 

divided into 2 parts (Training 80%, testing 20%) 
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Figure 5. Login Page 

Figure6 Output Predicted Window 
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features. it wil l form an algorithm for systcmatic eva luation of fractured bones .T his will 

lessen the time and ef/olis of doctors plus will give accurate resu its and remove the chances 

of errol's. 
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Abstract 
Human group o£.'livity recognition has drawn the allention of researchers }t,iorldwide because of the 
signijicolll rule it plays in many applications, including video surveillance lind pllblic security. To ensure 
h;gh deleclioll accuracy, current state-of-the-art tracking lechni'llfes require human supervision 10 

identifY objects o/il1leresl before automatic tracking can take place. Acfivily recugnition in humans is one 
of the active challenges thaI finds tiS applicalion in numerous fields slIch as, medical health care, 
military, mamr{aclUring, assistive techniques and gaming. Due 10 the advallcements in technologies the 
usage oj smCJrlphones in human lives become inevitable. The sensors ill the smarlphones help us 10 

measure the essentiall'ital parameters. These measured parameters enable liS to monitor Ihe activities oj 
humans, which we call (IS human activity recognition. .In Ihis System. we present {/ Jramework based on 
cOllvolutianalneurul networks (CNNs) Jor group activity recognitiun. 
Keywords - Group Activity Recugnition, Convolutional Neural Network 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

Group actIvIty recognitIOn is an important problem in video understanding and has many practical 

applications, sllch as surveillance, sports video analysis, and social behavior understanding. To Wlderstand 

the scene of multipl e persons, the model needs to not only describe the individual action of each actor in 

the context, but also infer the ir collective activity. The ability to accurately capture relevant relation 

between actors and perform relational reasoning is crucial for understanding group activity of multiple 

people. However, modeling the relation between actors is challenging, as we only have access to individual 

action labels and collective activity labels, without knowledge of the underlying interaction information. It 
is expected to infer relation between actors from other aspects such as appearance similarity and relative 

location. Therefore, it is required to model these two important cues when we design effective deep models 

for group activity understanding. [n this work, we address the problem of capturing appearance and 

position re lation between actors for group activity recognition. Our basic aim is to model actor relation in a 

more flexjble and efficient way~ where the graphical connection bel ween actors could be automatically 

learned fi'om video data, and inference for group activity recognition could be efficiently perfonned. 

Specifically, we propose to model using CNN (Convolution Neural Network) for recognizing group 

activities. Thus: our model can discover and learn the potential recognizi ng group activities is a more 

flexible way. Once trained , our network can not only recognize individual actions and collective activity 

for group activity understanding. Objectives oftrus work are to examine activities from video sequences or 

still images to detennine the activities of a person or a group of persons Motivated by this fact , and human 

activity recognition sys tems aim to cOlTectly classifY input data into its underlying activity category. 
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ITI.LlTERATURE SURVEY 
A survey of various techniques involved in activity recognition in gelleral and human activity 

recognition in specific. The different methodologies used are also introduced. Applications reported in 
brief and challenges identified gives an illsight into the area of computer vision based human activity 
recognition [I] System examined the use of CNN as feature learning method for HAR. Both IMU and 
audio-based HAR were considered. Results at all stages confirmed that CNNs challenge the state-of-the

art HCF-based approaches, while providing a standardized and automated way to accomplish the feature 
learning step.[2] 

System presented a CNN model for the HAR problem. Focused on a set of activities extracted 
from a common exercise program for fall prevention, training our model data sampled from different 
sensors, in order to explore the classification capabilities of each individual unit, as well as groups of units 

[31· 
The System Propose an end-to-end deep architecture, Differential Recurrent Convolutional 

Neural Networks (DRCNN), for group activity recognition. DRCNN does not require human trajectory or 
bounding-box infonnation and achieves fully automatic group behavior understanding without sacrificing 
performance. When no human supervision is utilized for state-of-the-art methods, DRCNN outperforms 
these techniques by a significant margin [4]. Developed a transfer learning fmmework using 
convolutional neural networks to build a personalized activity recognition model with minimal user 
supervision [5]. 

Presented a framework based on multi-stream convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for group 

activity recognition. Streams ofCNNs are separately trained on different modalities and their predictions 
are fused at the cnd. They evaluate the method on the Volleyball and Collcctive Activity datasets [6]. 
Proposed system accurately recognizes six types of physical activities, viz. \valk, walk-upstairs, walk
downstairs, sit, stand and lay using convolutional neural network framework [7]. 

A novel fast and robust deep convolutional neural network structure (FR-DCNN) for human 
activity recognition (HAR) using a smartphone. The effectiveness and extends the information of the 
collected raw data from the ineltial measurement unit (IMU) sensors by integrating a series of signal 

processing algorithms and a signal selection module [8]. 
lV.lMPLEMENTATION DETAILS OF MODULE 

Main goal is to recognize group activity in multi-person scene by explicitly exploiting relation 
informatioll. We first introduce two widely-adopted data sets and {he implementation details of our 
approach. For each video clip, we track a set of bounding boxes (tracklets) around each person over T = 
10 time steps by the object tracker n the Dlib library. To address the problem of person missing in some 

frames, we adopt the simple strategy used to make up the feature of the missing person by a full-zero 
matrix. Specifically, System train a CNN model to recognize individuals' actions: and extract the CNN 
features of individuals on the person's bounding boxes, which are input for group activity recognition. 
For fair comparison, we employ the pre-trained model to extract the CNN feature of each person on the 
person's bounding box. 
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Fig I;System Architecture 

V.EXPERIMENTAL AND RESULT 

In order to perform experimental evaluation of the models under consideration, various performance 

metrics like Accuracy, Precision and Recall is used in this work. Below are some performance confusion 
metrics are given. 

Tnte"ossil,ive+Tl-ue" ega , ive (I)
/ ICCllracy = . . .. 

Tl uepossicive+Truellegflliv(' + Falsepossicive +Falseliegative 

.. _ Truepossictl.lePreCISIOn - ... _. _...... . .......... . . ... .................. ... (2) 

Tnlepossitiue+ F'al se"ossitille 

Recall T TruepOSSi,:ve ....... ... . ..... ....... . ... . .........................(3) 
nlC?possitive+ Fa senegarive 

Models are implemented using Python3. All the models are evaluated, where in each split 80% of the data 

is kept for training purpose (training data) and the rest for testing (testing data). The Convolution and 

Pooling parts of each of the model may be followed by fully connected layers, with ReLU activation and 

finally a s ingle-node prediction layer with sigmoid activation function. Here are some screenshots from 

proposed system where an input video is been given an the qutput is displayed. 
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Abstract-
Nuwadays, the rise 0/ automobile industries is directly related to the increasing number oj car 


accidents. So, organizations like insurance companies and others are jacing a /01 ofclaims leakage 


and problems ofdelay il1 pmcessing it. To reduce the load, artificial intelligence based on machine 


learning and deep learning algorithms can help to solve these kinds ofproblems. In this project, we 


are going to apply deep leal'lling-hased algorithms like VGGl6 and VGGI9 to classify damage and 


also used dalasel which is mCllwall},; augmented. The algorithms used helps in defecting damaged 


paris ofa car and assess its locatioll alld saverily. Initially, we discover the effect o/domain-specific 


pre-trained CNN models, which are trained on the ImageNei dataset and followed by jlne-tuning 


along with CAM (Class Active t\doIJfJillg). Then we apply transfer learning in trained VGG models 


and lIsed some techniques to ;ncreuse the accw"acJ" ofour system. Based on the pelformance of vee 

models, we will come to kllow which VUG model is beller for our syslem. After analyzing and 


implementing our models. we came fa know fha! the results ofusing which technique can work belle]' 


and will give belle,. accuracy. This project will reduce the human efforts and give prompt results. 


Keywords - Damage deteclion alld assessment, Deep learning, CNN model, Transfer learning, VGG 

model, CAM (Class Activation Mapping) 


I. INTRODUCTION 

Car insurance firms waste millions of rupees per year due to claims leakage in today's world, 
as the incidence of car and veh icle accidents rises. The insurance claim process is not only 

complicated, frantic, and wasteful of resources, but it also takes time. AI technologies focused on 
machine learning and deep learning will assist with issues such as data analysis and processing, fraud 
detection, and more reduces losses and medical claim process. However, developing modern 
applications to address such issues remains difficult, especially when using deep learning to assess car 

damage. Deep learning is a time-savi ng technique. It is a method for solv ing complex problems, but it 
requires more resources. 

Deep teaming is llsed for model creation, or training a model. It necessitates a large dataset and takes 

longer to compute. To realize a deep learning approach for assessing car impact, the paper focuses on 
two issues that must be addressed in order to create an effective model: (i) car damaged dataset for 
training, and (ii) a decrease in computation time. since car damage assessment is a specific area, so we 

have lack of publicly available dmasets for car damaged images with labelling. The most difficult part 
of training a model is doing so with a limited dataset. Made considerable ;;(o~n. this case on how 
to solve classification problems when a small dataset is insufficient. i6';tYafn- a'" N model. This 

problem can be solved by using data augmentation, which entails manually COlleqvn~l'd labelling 
data on the web. The most difficulr challenge is reducing model trainil)g lime. J:i.) 5
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Performing image classification tasks with a conventional CNN 1II0dei and identifying the 
correct weights for the network through several forward and baokward iterations will take a long time. 
Using GI'Us, this process may take days or even weeks to comrlete. rortunately, using pre-trained 
CNN modcls that have been previously tmined on broad benchmark datasets like the Image Net 
dataset, the model tra:ning time can be reduced. Via transfer learning, we can freely download their 
weiglus and use their architectures for other unique tasks. In thi s papcr. Alexnet CNN model is used 
for classilicatiol1. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Literature survey is all about study of existing system and also the collection of the 
informati on needs to implement in our task. It helps in knowing the recent work and researches done 
on that topic and provides a platfonn to implement om ideas and concept. Thcre are many research 
papl'rs and journals has been published on I-lome Air Quality Monitoring system. Some of them are 
mentioned below 
Survey I: 0 I) Mahavir Dwivedi, Malik Hashmat Shadab, SN Omkar, Edgar Bosco Monis, Bharat 
Khanna, and Satya Ranjan. [n.d.)." Deep Learning-Based Car Damage Classification and Detection". 
They made an insurance claim app for the damage detection of the car, the customer wiN upload an 
image from his/her mobile app to the server. 
Survey 2: 02) Phyu Mar Kyu, Kuntpong Woraratpanya. I -5 1une2020 IAIT Thai land. "Car Damage 
Deteclion and Class ification". They considered common damage types such as bumper dent, door 
dent. glass shatter, headlamp broke, a tail lamp is broken, scratch and smash. 
Survey 3: 03) Kalpesh Patil, Mandar Kulkarni, Anand Sriralllan and Shirish Karande." Deep Learning 
Based Car Damage Classification".20 17 16th IEEE International Conference on Machine Learning 
and Application. Here it is presented as a nove l framework to detect, locate, and identiry damage 
severi ty on vehicles using CNN, transfer learning, and Mask R-CNN techniques. 
Survey 4: 4) Najmeddine Dhieb, Hakim Ghazali, Hichem Besbes, and Yehia Massoud. 2019." A very 
decp transfer learning model for vehicle damage detection and localization". In 2019 31st 
International Conference on Microelectronics (ICM). IEEE, 158-16 1'. Here it is presented as a 
framework for Car damage detection and classification. CAR DAMAGE DETECTION AND 
CLASSIFICATION 13 
Survey 5: 5) Advances in At1ificial Intelligence and Data Engineering Select Proceedings of AIDE 
2019. Here we learn concepts of CNN, Deep Learning. 
Su rvey 6: 6) Srikanth Tammina. [n.d.). Transfer leaming using VGG-16 with Deep Convolutional 
Neural Network for Classifying Images. ([n.d)) They considered COmmon damage types such 
asbumper de nt, door dent, glass Shatter, headlamp broke, a tail lamp is broken, scratch and smash. 

Iii. CA R TRA NING DATASET 

For Car damage classification, training is to be donc for our system to understand tbat 
wheth er given image is of car or not damaged or not. There is image of dataset attached below which 
shows car. There are around 920 images each for testing and training and of three categories which is 
car in good condition, car in damaged condition and car based on severity and location. So, total there 

is around 4000 images'~:::=::7=::::::'..... 
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Fig I. Dataset images 

IV. PRAPOSED METHODOLOGY 
Car damage detection and classification is based on several methods. It consists of some stages 

which is shown bel ow in from of block diagram: 
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Fig. 2 Block Diagram 

The diagram shows the overall function one need to perform during classification of car damage. It 

mainly consists of 4 statges-

Dataset collection, pre-processing of images, CNN prediction and final output. 

The block diagram above depicts a car damage assessment. Here, we will perform various tasks 

such as detemlining ifthe given picture is of a car or not, whether it is damaged or not, and what 

the location and magnitude of the damage are. The overall method of car damage assessment is 

depicted in Figure I. There are four phases in total, each with three models based on three datasets. 

Task 2 is completed by two classes in dataset I; task 3 is completed by three classes in dataset 2; 

and task 4 is completed by three classes in dataset 3. We get input data from our datasets in the 

first process, and then we select one of the CNN models trained on an ImageNet e1ataset to 

recognise as a car or not a car in the second phase. We move on to the second step after select ing 

and checking the model. We build model I and train it with dataset I in this process to decide if 

the input data is a damaged or undamaged vehicle. We also train a model 2 with dataset 2 to detect 

the position of the damaged part of a car when we enter the third level. After training. input is 

given as input to the system and then image is pre-processed. Here the system understands the 

features of image and then using CNN model given condition is predicted. After all this we get 

final output at the end user. 

A. Input 
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Fig 3: Input Images 

B. Convolutional ncurnlnetwork (CNN) 
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Fig 4. CNN model 

Step J: Convolution Operation 

The convolution operation is the first step in our attack strategy. We'll lalk about feature 

detectors in this step, which are 

essentially the neural network's filters. We'll also talk about function charts, including how to 
learn the parameters of 

such maps, how to detect patterns, the layers of detection, and how to map OUI the results. 

ReLU Layer (Step J(b)) 

The Rectified Linear Unit, or ReLU, will be used in the second part of th is slage. We'll talk 

about ReLU layers and how linearity operates in the sense of Convolutional Nellral Networks. 

It's not mandatory to understand CNN's, but it's never a bad idea to brush up on your skills. 

Step 2: Pooling 

We'll go over pooling in this section and see how it operates in general. However, our nexus 
would be a specific form of pooling: maximum pooling. However, we'll go through a variety 

of methods, including mean (or sum) pooling. This section will conclude with a presentation 

using a visual interactive method that will undoubtedly clarify the ' e.defi nition . 
COIla 

Step 3: Flattening .:.:DY.9 ~ 
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When dealing with Convolutional Neural Networks, this will be a brief breakdown of the 
f1nllening mechanism and how we switch from pooled to Ilallcned layers 

Step 4: Full Connection 

Ali we1ve discus5ed so far in this section will be combined in this section. YOllIII gain a bener 

understanding of how Convolutional Neural Networks functi on and how the "neurons" that 
are eventually generated learn to classify images by learning this, 

C Output 

Images used for predicting output is taken from dataset Us ing CNN model is it trained and 
classified then final output is predicted on given conditions, Some of the outputs are shown 
below
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Fig 5 Car Damage Detection 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this paper, system presented a convolutional neural network as framework for car damage 

detection and classification. To proceed with this project first we evaluated the dataset from 

github and imageNet and manually we augmented the data from dataset. For model 
development we useel tensornow libraries, keras libraries, numPy libraries and for 

development we have decided to lise PyChann,spyder notebooks and anaconda virtual 
environment.The libraries which we are using is numpy, pandas, matplotlib,ipython etc. 
Below are some resuits of this paper-
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Fig 8. Accuracy graph of images LInder different conditions 

In figure no. 6 there is four different figures in which Fig I. shows the accuracy ofCNN model, Fig 

II. Shows the accuracy of image of car, Fig llI. Shows the accuracy of damage severity and Fi g IV. 
Shows the accuracy of location of damage. 
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Fig I. Fig II. 

Fig 9. GUI resull 

In above figure, Fig 7, final result is shown which we gel alter creating GUL In Fig L all the 
required condition is predicted for car damage classification. Also, In Fig II. It is shown that 
selected image is not car is predicted by CNN model. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper depicts the damage on car and classify ilS severity and location using deep learning 

method. The classification is done using alexnet which is a CNN algorithm_ It gives accuracy of 
upto 90% - 95%. So, we can conclude that CNN is so efficient and reliable for classification of car 

damage that it can be further implemented by insurance companies. 
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Abstracl-

Digital images are playing velY importanl role in research and lechnology which are used in face 
recognition, automatic license plate recognilion, finger print recognition, signature recognition, satellite 
television, magnetic resonance imaging, computer tomography eiC. lmages are used in variousjields like 

medical and education blll images often degraded by noise. Noise call occur during image acquisition, 
transmission, reprodllcliol1 etc If the images are c;orrupted by noise fhen Ihe qualifY of images will be 
redllced. To retain the original image from the noise corrupted image denoising techniques are used. 
Denoising means removal of umvallled information ji·01n an image. Image de/1Oising model is used to 

remove the edges when p reserving the edges. Generally the Gaussian and salt Pepper noise occurred in 
images of different qualily due to random variation of pixel values. To de/JOise these images. it is 
necessQl)' to apply various jilfering lechniques. So for there are lots offtltering methods. The aim of this 

work to eliminate the Gaussian and saIl Pepper noise using Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). 

Keywords - -Deep Learlling, De/wising, image, demosllickillg, Convolutional Neural Nelll/ork (CNN) 

I INTRODUCTION 

In order to create realistic images, modem digital cameras depend on seq uential execution of distinct 

image process ing steps. The first two steps are generally associated with denouncing and demo icing 

where the fonner aims to decrease the sensor's noise and the latter transforms a sequence of light intensity 

measurements into colour images. Modern methods attempt to address these issues collectively, i.e. joint 

denoising-demosaicking, which is an inherent ly ill-posed problem considering that two-thirds of the data 

on intensity is missing and the remainder are disturbed by noise. While there are severa l machine learning 

systems lately implemented to fix this issue. A new algorithm inspired by strong methods of classical 

image reg ularizat ion, large-scale optimization, and deep learning techniques. Proposed ne ural network 

has a clear and transparent interpretation compared to other methods powered by black-box information. 

Proposed network perform in both noisy and noise-free infonnation across multiple datasets. This 

improvement in the quality of restoration is ascribed to the principled manner in which proposed network 

architecture is des igned, which needs fewer trainable parameters than the present state-of - the-art 

solution and can also be trained effectively using considerably fewer training information than existing 

profound demaicking networks. 

Computerized images gadgets have been broadly applied in numerous fields, including 

acknowledgment of people and distant detecting. The caught images is a debased images from the 

inactive perception, where the debasement handling is influenced by e lements, for example, and lighting 

and commotion de fil ement. [n particular, the commotion is created in _tl\e cycles of transm ission~ 
'- "COlb . 
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pressure Ii'om the obscure inert perception. It is vital for use images denoising procedures to eliminate the 
clamor and recuperate the inert perception from the given corrupted images. Images denoising procedures 
have pulled in much consideration in ongoing 50 ye2.rs. At the beginning, nonlinear and non-versatile 
channels were utilized for images applications. Nonlinear channels can save the edge data to smother the 

commotion, dissimilar to direct channels. Versatile nonlinear channels rely upon .nearby sign to
commotion proportions to infer a suitable weighting factor for eliminating clamor from an images defiled 
by the mix of added substance irregular, signal dependent, motivation clamor and added substance 

arbitrary commotion. Non-versatile channels can all the while use edge data and sign to-commotion 
proportion data to gauge the clamor. In time, machine learning techniques, for example, meager based 
strategies were effectively applied in images denoising. A non-privately incorporated scanty portrayal 

(NCSR) strategy utilized nonlocal seltCsimilarity to upgrade the meager technique, and got superior for 
images denoising. To diminish computational expenses~ a word reference learning technique was utilized 
to rapidly channel the clamor. To recuperate tbe nitty gritty data of the inactive clean images, priori 
information (i.e. , complete variety regularization) can smooth the uproarious images to manage the 
tainted images 

II LITERATURE SURVEY 

The primary organization which was essentially, added substance white Gaussian noise(A WGN) 

incorporates convolutionary layers as a key component, while the second, IR-put together depends rather 
with respect to non-nearby sifting layers, empowering the characteristic non-neighborhood self-similitude 
properties of normal pictures to be abused. Not in the least like most existing significant framework 

approaches requiring the arrangement of a specific model for each considered clamor level, the proposed 
models can manage a wide extent of commotion levels utilizing a solitary arrangement of learned 
boundaries, while they are exceptionally powerful when the commotion debasing the dormant picture 

doesntt coordinate with the commotion insights utilized during preparing. The last contention is supported 
by results that we report undelmined by unidentified commotion on openly available pictures and contrast 
them 2nd choices gained through contending methods. Simultaneously, the organizations presented 

accomplish great outcomes under added substance white Gaussian clamor (A WGN), which are 
tantamount to those of the present status of - the-workmanship organization, while depending on a 

shallower engineering with the quantity of prepared boundaries being one significant degree smaller.[ I). 

Taking the reference of [I), Proposed an IR-based denoising calculation whose iterative advances can 
be adequately determined. The iterative method is then spread out into a significant neural framework 

involving diverse denoisers interleaved with back-projection (BP) modules to ensure consistency of 
discernment. It proposes a convolutionary neural organization (CNN) based denoiser that can misuse 
regular pictures t multi-scale redundancies. In that capacity, not exclusively does the proposed network 
misuse the amazing censuring capacity of DNNs, it additionally use the spectator models earlier. Through 

start to finish preparing, it is feasible to together advance both denoisers and BP modules. Test results on 
a few fR errands, for example, picture denoising, super-goal and debl, show that the proposed technique 

can prompt extremely aggressive and regularly condition of - the-wOIkmanship results on different TR 

undeltakings, including picture denoising, de.bJun:ing, and super-resolution[2]. ~ 
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Afrer the CS procedures by huge edges, the n~w restonltion of interest ill counterfeit neural 

orgnllizulions was fuelled in different picture handling and PC vision assignments by their fruitful 

applications. In Ihis work, we utilize the rotational I"lllctllmion of the common picture fix appropriation 

and propose a multi-facet bas~d multi-facet bt.lscd I11l1ili-I-~lCCt neural organization to show picture. 

Contrasted with condition of - thc-craHsmanship approaches requiring a lot bigger areas, we show that it 
docs shockingly well [3]. 

furthermore, it additionally prepares a huge corpus or picturcs with a profound neural organization as 

opposed to utilizing hand-tuned channels. While significant learning has exhibited phenomenal 

accomplishment. it's guiltless application using existing gctting ready datasets doesn't give great results to 

our anxiety due to the shortfall of hard cases. We present mcas urements to distinguish troublesome 

patches and procedures for photos of the digging local area for sHch fixes to make a superior preparing set. 

Our tests show thaI both loud and commotion frce information are heated by this organization and 

preparing method. Also, our computation is a solicitation for degree speedier than the past best 

perfonning frameworks [4]. 

As referenced ovcr~ the primary bits of knowledge of cllstomary strategies for improvement and the 

speed oflate organization based techniques. In particular, we are proposing a novel significant framework 

coordinated, named ISTA-Net, impelled by the Iterative Shrinkage-Thresholding Algorithm (lSTA) to 

smooth out an overall I I standard CS revamping model. We are fostering a powerful procedure to settle 

the proximal planning related with the sparsity-actuating regularize utilizing nonlinear changes to project 
ISTA into profound organization structure. All ISTA-Net boundaries (for example nonlinear changes, 

shrinkage limits, step sizes, and so forth) are learned sta rt to finish as opposed to hand-made. Moreover, 

given that characteristic picture residuals are more compressible, an improved rendition of ISTA-Net in 

the remaining area, named {ISTA-Net} +, is gotten to additional upgrade CS remaking. Broad CS tests 

show that, while holding speedy computational speed, the proposed ISTA-Nets outflank present status of 

- the-workmanship streamlining and network-based CS strateg ies by large edges [5]. 

III METHODOLOGY 
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Input Image ( Pre·pro.:es< I Convolution,1 

Neural Network 

Techniques 

Denolse Im'ge 

Fig I : System Architecture 

Input Image: - Input image is passed from dataset and the selected image IS further passed for 

preprocessing. 

Pre-process:- The linages which are been collected in acquisition step are being pre- processed in this step 

as the original image has background noise and irrelevant infonnation. Also, there is a need to sharpen the 

image for further processing. Further we apply CNN techniques on it. 

CNN:
Input is passed through various layers like convolution layers, pooling/subsampling layers, non-linear 

layers, and fully connected layers. We are applying 2 layer of CNN . 

Denoise image is obtained and further the image is resized and then finally we get the demosaic image is 

obtained. 

\Ve proposed an iterative neural network fo r solving the joint denoising-demosaicking problem that 

yielded state-of-the-art results on various datasets, both real and synthetic, without the need of millions of 

training images. There is a close connection between our proposed Algorithm 1 and some instances of the 

proximal gradient descent algorithm. In fact, the denoising of our approach is equivalent to computing the 

proximal operator. However: between the two algorithms above and our approach, [here are two 

differences that we would like to highlight. Firstly, a distinctive difference between our CNN based 

approach and the proximal operator is the fact that Ollr denoiser can only approximate the solution, so in a 

sense, it is an inexact proximal solution. Thus our proposed algorithm acts as an Inexact Proximal 

Gradient Descent (IPGD). Second, Iterative Residual Network Algorithm (lRN) require the exact form of 

the employed regularizer, such as Total Variation. In contrast, our methp ' . rtv leam.sthe regularizer 
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from availilblc datu as a part of th~ proximal i1pproximation. Of course, there is no straightforward way to 
derive the type of regularization that our de!.!p karning dcnoiser has learned during training. 

IV RESULTS AND DISC USS ION 

In the following system it pre-train the denoiser images on simple case where M=1. The pre-training of 

dalaset has proven that it vastly reduces the time rcquired for training. These images were split in two sets, 
400 were lIsed to form a train sci anti the rest 100 formed a validation set. All the images were randomly 
cropped into patches of size 180*180 pixel.,. Using the pre-trained denoiser, overall network is fUliher 

trained end-to-end to minimize the averaged loss. When it passes the input image various techniques of 
Convolutional Nemai Network arc applied. Noisy and Denoised image are the outcome obtained from the 
proposed system 

~nois!d image 

''',,-------, 
." 
'" 

:: O,()6, 
,... 

Fig 2 : - Outcome of Proposed System 

V CONCLUSIONS 

Though the existing noise reduction algorithms are efficient and robust in removing various types of 
noise, the application offilters can result in information loss. There are different types of noises that may 
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corrupt a natural image ;n real life, stich as Gaussian noise and salt pepper noise etc. However, both salt 

pepper and white Gaussian noise was considered because of its simplicity. This drawback can be 

overcome by using Olll' proposed algorithm Convolutional Neural Network which net only ret<dns the 
important details but also reduces the undesired artifacts in the reconstructed frames. 
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Ahstract 

Due (0 high population. trq/lie: congestion problems have become a major issue in !oday's },/orld. So 

il is a need to solve Ihe parking probl~ms c/11d provide an effective and e.fficient solulionfor parking 0/ 
the vehicles. Advanced vehicle Parking i.\· an efficienl solulion/or traffic congestion. The objective of 
this paper is to design an advanced vehicle parking syslem which will automatically park the vehicle 

witholll the help o/driver. As evely/Iring in lire modern world is goingau/omalic, we have buill a sy.\'/em 

which can aUlomatically sense Ihe emply parking slot and the vehicle is parked aUlomalically. This 

.~yslem 1101 Dilly reduces Ihe hllmall efforts. but also reduces Ihe cOl1sumplion of~pace. The advanced 

vehicle parking assures/if" sq/ety u/w:hicle and its owner. This syslem has shown Ihe concepl q/an 

automatic vehicle parking system. 

Keywords- Autonomolls parking: Neuro Fuzzy; Parallel parking: Pic lvlicroconfroller; Parking 

Algorithm 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In modem times, parking of vehicles is a major issue. Because as vehicles are increasing rapidJy the 
issue to park them are also increasing. Due to these increased vehicles, traffic congestion probJems have 
become a major issue in the current world. So it is necessary to make provision for the parking space 
and provide an effective solution for parking of the vehicles. 

Parking of vehicles is a major issue in both developed and developing countries. Following the rapid 
increase of car sales, many citi es are unabl e to maintain the minimum threshold required for parking 

space thus creating an imbalance between supply and demand of space. This imbalance is partly due to 

a lack of planning and miscalculations in the utilization of these spaces available. Unavailability of 

parking space, high parking tariffs, and traffic congestion due to visitors in search of a parki ng place 

are only a few examples of everyday parking problems. Autonomous vehicle Parking is an efficient 

solution for traffic congestion. 

Many parking algorithms and route planning have been studied. Fuzzy control is applied to the 

autonomous parallel parking process. Another work demonstrated that the practicable controls of 

motion (motion of steering and backward/forward motion of vehicle) approximately following a 
feasible parking path regulated by trigonometric functions are iteratively generated and applied during 

the automatic parking process. Between iterative motions, the real-time vehicle location data from the 

sensor feedback monit,:r tbe park ing maneuver to correct the following motion and avoid collision. 
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the generic nOI1 holonumic constraints of the vehicle rOlltes with variotls mathematical functions, such 
as circular functions. trigonometric formulae and polynomial tllnctions. These paths l18ve continuously 
changing curvatures and usually req uire lengthy periods oCorbit planning and continuous wheel steering 
for path tracking, resulting in shortening tire lifetime. 

To simplify the control process, a si mple algorithm with fixed tuming curvalurc was proposed and is 
partially adopted in the setup of this project. The design of this system in which the parking has no 
intervention of humans at all. This system successfully reduces human efforts and consumption of 
space. The Autonomous vehicle parking system assures the full safety of the vehicle and its owner. 

11.CtJ RR ENT AUTOMAfiC PARKtNG SYSTEMS tN THE M.~RKrT 

Many automobile manufacturers provide optional automatic parking assistant systems including 
Toyota, Ford, BMW, Audi, Mercedes-Benz, and Chrysler. However these systems need human 4 
monitoring and accelerating/braking inputs and are not completely automatic. Bosch [12] is developing 
a fully automated parking system by calculating a parking mane liver and monitoring the surroundings, 
and it allows the driver to leave the car and activate an autonomous parking frol11 a smartphone. All 
these system s have similar parking strategies and maneuvers with just differell! levels ofautomation. 

( ?ol , ~' lIc l p l dnngl 

C.uner.a 
j) ,. 

, . r::u.",tl.el 
~p .3PP' O"lnl~II.-ly 1 nl ;:: ter 

"",ove torvilud Fl••
•-'PP70XIITkltor-ty SITl 

" Stop ~hind the preceding vet'nde 

, :( MOVe fo.-'Wdro S TT\ete..-s. c.I~nge the 
C)t!;)T to re~rS<l'. and 'WI t~ dC!'sared 

~~}qr:'~.F!Flntelligcnt Parking Assist For 

Take Toyota's Imelligent 
Parki ng Assist12 for parallel parking as example, the vehicle moves forward by a particular distance 
(arou nd 5 meters) after detecting al1 appropriate parking lot, then the system assists steering the wheel 
monitored by sensors whil e the driving force controls the accelerating and braking, as shown in Figure 
I. The system demonstrated during this paper is fully automatic almost like the one among Bosch with 
a parking lot finding function . After the parking procedure is started, the vehicle moves slowly keeping 
an appropriate distance from the road side parked cars. Once an appropriate space has been detected, 
the car moves forward with a particular distance then drives backward to park the car automatically. 
The Whole procedure is monitored by ultrasound sensors. 
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III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

This system is concentrated on achieving one task (automatic parking) by integration of sensors and 

actuators controlled by microcontroller and strategy phInning/coding. There are generally three s011s of 

parking patterns: parallel, front/back-in perpendicular, and with an angle (usually 45 degrees), and this 

project is simply focused on the parallel parking. The modified vehicle is expected to do the following 

tasks in a complete automatic parking process: 

I. Drive along an imitated road-side environment and detect the space from the vehicle to the road-side 

obstacles like parked vehicles or simply curb on the proper hand side. 

2. Once the length of a parking lot is larger than the length of the vehicle plus a buffering distance is 

detected, the vehicle will stop automatically. 

3. Performing a sll100th and efficient parking behavior consistent with the relative positions of the 
vehicle 


The automatic vehicle parking system has the subsequent major components: 


I.The vehicle consists of a 7 V DC motor in tbe back and a servo motor in the front. 


2. PIC 18F4550. PIC Micro-controller controls the ve hicle's driving DC motor and turni ng servo motor. 

The sensorS are connected to the PIC Micro-controller and integrated in the system, therefore the 

parking strategy and algorithm can be programmed and uploaded to PIC Micro-controller. 

3. HC-SR04 ultrasonic sensors, shown in Figure 2(a). Currently two ultrasonic sensors are mounted on 

the vehicle. Two senSors are setup on the proper side to live the space between the vehicle and therefore 

the road-side objects. The other two IR sensors are mounted on the front and there!ore the back bumpers 

of the vehicle so as to stop collisions during the parking process. 

4. L298N H-bridge high current ruotor drive shield . Arduino's maximum DC CUtTent from VCC and 

GND pins is simply 200 mAo This shield provides up to 2 A current to drivc the vehi cle's motors. See 
Figure 2(b). 

5. A frame is used to support the ultrasonic sensors. It keeps the sensor stable in order to obtain the most 

accurate measurement data. 

Fig 2(a) HC-SR04 

Fig 2(b) L298N 
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IV. RES ULTS 

FigA.l Introduction to Selj~Parking car 

After pressi ng Ihe switch, parki ng algorithm is initia lized and "Self · Parking Car" message is displayed 
on the LCD display. 
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Fig.4.2 Parking Space Check ing 

Continuollsly monitoring the distance and verifying if the distance is available or not. 
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Fig.4.3 Displaying the available distance 

Displaying the avai lable distance on the LCD display and checking for required space. 
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Fig.4.4 Parking available 

I f the availab le distance which is displayed is greater than equals to the required distance, then "Parking 

available" message is displayed and parking procedure is initialized. 

Y . CONCLUSION 

it is focused on the most difficult case of parallel parking that is when the parking space dimensions 

cannot be tdentified. The current work is focllsed on redl " e to park the Car and sa. e he fuel 
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This type oftecbnology could be implemented in Self Driving car in which most of the functionalities 

would be Autonomous. The proposed automatic-driving car is successfully simulated and tested 
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Abstract

111is paper proposed a system ofdetection of skin diseases that can be applied to Teledermat%gy. 
Our system will classijy skin diseases on Database images using the Deep Learning algorithm, 
Convo/llliollol Neural Network (CNN). Skill problems not only injure physical health bill further 
psychological prohiems, especially/or patiellts whose jaces are damaged or even disfigured. Using 
smart devices, most people can obtain convenient clinical images oftheir face skin condition. On the 
other hand, the convolutional neural networks (CNN) have achieved near or even better pelformance 
than citizcm}' within the imaging field 71lere/ore. this paper studied different CNN algorithms for 
face disease of the skin classification supported the clinical Database images. Skin diseases have 
caused immense economic burdens both ill high-income and low-income countries . for each 
individual, skin problems can have advene effocts on all aspects of life, including il1lerpersollal 
relationships, work, social functioning, physical actil1ity. and menIal slale. 

Keywords-- Disease,Deep LeGlning.COIlvolutional Neural Netlf/ork,Data Augmentation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Based on a survey skin diseases had the foul1h leading reason behind nonfatal disease burden 

within the world, and 3 of the world's most lypical diseases were skin diseases may be a major 

downside among individuals worldwide. Completely different machine learning techniques are often 

applied to spot categories of disease of the skin. Herein, we've got applied machine CNN algorithms 
to categories categories of disease of the skin victimization ensemble techniques, so a feature choice 

technique is used to check the results obtained. 

The most unpredictable and troublesome !enains to diagnose because of its quality. In most 

developing countries, it's expensive for an outsized variety of individuals. in keeping with World 
Health Organization (WHO), skin diseases area unit the foremost common non-communicable 

diseases in Asian nation. the ever present use of smartphones in developing countries like Asian 

nation has spread out new avenues for cheap designation of diseases. The camera in smartphones will 

accustomed exploit the image process capabilities of the device for designation. The planned system 

deals with the creation ofAN application that helps in designation of disease of the skin .. 
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Figure: I.Background Diagram 

Skin is that the outer most region of Ollr body and it's probably to be exposed to the atmosphere 

which can get in touch with mud, Pollution, micro-organisms and additionally to UV radiations. These 

{may be could additionally } the explanations for any reasonably Skin diseases and also Skin 

connected diseases area unit caused by instabil ity within the genes this makes the skin diseases 

additional advanced. 

One of the developing countries that require tons of attention so as to enhance the life variety of its 

voters. Technology must be improved on several aspects, pa'1icularly within the medical field , owing 
to its sensitivity and impact in human lives which needs correct and objective designation, one among 

the necessary and customary regions is that the branch of medication that coping with the skin. nails. 

hair and its diseases that is termed medical specialty. 

With the rise in medical technology the conception of pc being employed for the designation of skin 
diseases has been around recently. Use of technology wil-! build it easier to notice the diseases simply 

from the pictures of the infected skin image and will assist the human's ability to research advanced 

data. computing is absorbing automation all told fields ofapplication even within the attention fi eld 

11. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Automated Skin disease prediction system exploitation Image process and Machine Learning 

International 10urnal of pc Applications (0975 -8887)Volume a hundred and eighty - No.19. 

february2018 The approach of exploitation two stage method for prediction of skin diseases, 

wherever the region is born-again into a feature vector so used for coaching of network is novel to 

better of Our data with AN overall accuracy of ninetieth . Correlation of our work with connected 

works during this space has uncovered stark contrasts within the execution and perforrnance.[2)Ski n 

Diseases Prediction exploitation Deep Learning Framework. 

The better outcome achieved to predict and stop the medical specialty diseases exploitation the 

techniques in Deep Learning Neural Networks (CNN) and Residual Neural Networks (ResNet)to 

predict skin diseases and so provides a lot of accuracy than different neural networks. [3)Macbine 

Learning Algorithms based mos etection ijitee If embraced well, the techniques will 

definitely give applicable help !p. . ach to sk in ~ assist patients and 
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physicians cllre ~kin diseases in (l very timely manner. analysis and execution of restricted mcciic£l1 
datil square measure accessihle. 

Machine Learning Algorithms are based mostly on disease Detection[4J. Detection of disease is 

one amongst the most important isslIes within tile medical trade and may be weI! and retrieved if 

properly diagnosed at an early pUI"[)Qsc. Literature study demonstrmes that totally dilTerent disease 

observation techniques square measure gelling used. rS]A Method Of disease Detection exploiullion 

Image process And Machine Learning science direct assets In this analysis the methodology of 

detection was designed by exploitation pretrained convolutional neural network (AlexNet) and 

SVM. last, we tend to should not furgct that this analysis has" good role within the detection of skin 

discases in Saudi Arabia as a result of it has a terribly hot weather for the presence of deserts; 

this indicates that skin diseases square measure widespread.[6] The previous publication by 

Damilola A. Okuboycjo, Oludayo O. Olugbara, and male monarch A. Odunaike, titled _Automating 

skill condition identification explOitation Image Classification' [I] examines an analogous premise. 
Here a study has been createu to style and model a system that uses medical imaging to cut back 

serious dependencies on doctor l-or identification procedure of Pigmented skin Lesion (PSL) in 

patients. The methodology of this work is predicated 011 so ft science style to understand a image 

system for the identification of skin condition pictured by a skin image. The intention being the 
utilization of feature supported texture analys is and class ifies the lesion exploitation techniques like 

thre sholding and neural networks to develop and image a replacement formula for skin condition 

identification. 

In the within the skin disease predication System exploitation Image process and infol1nation 

Mining' by R. S. Gound, Priyanka S. Gadre, Jyoti B. Galikwad, Priyanka K. Wagh[7], a system has 

been projected a picture obtained rrom the user is processed and segmental to make a model that may 

predict the illness for a replacement image of a skin condition. Feature extraction is finished on every 

image to extract options that may be accustomed produce classification model. 

With this classification model, system finally will predict the illness for a replacement image of a 

skin condition which can be obtained by the lIser through golem application. And suppoJ1ed this 

foreseen illness, system can raise question from the user and sUPPol1ed answer, system can decide 
illness SOlt. Finally, the system suggests medical treatment or the recommendation sUPP0l1ed foreseen 

skin condition result. 

The diseases taken into thought square measure skin disease, mycosis and UJ1icatiO.AnotiJer paper 

_A Image analysis System to find Skin Diseases' by Pravin S. Ambad and A. S. Shirsat(8) presents 

the image analysis system to find totally different skin diseases, wherever User are going to be able to 

take pictures of various moles or skin patches and also the system can analyse and method the image 

and classifies the image to a range of skin condition. this method captures image from commonplace 

information and place in to the system to tell the user for preventing the threats joined to ski n 

diseases. 

The system can analyse and method the image and classifies the image to traditional, melanoma, 

skin condition or denno case based mostly extraction the image options. associate degree alert are 

going to be provided to the user to hunt medical facilitate if the mole belongs to the atypical or 

malignant melanoma class. this technique additionally suffers rrom the problems with 

segmentation.another paper is [9] Skin disease detection using artificial neural network Neural 

Network by: D.s Zingade,Manali Joshi ,Viraj Spare,Rohan Giri present the Image preprocessing,Back 

propogation,ANN algorithm.[IO] An Intelligent System to diagnosis the skin disease by Manish 

Kumar and Rajiv Kumar in October 2016 under observation Demlatology,KNN, active contour, ROI 

,contrast, mean value. 
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III. PRAPOSED METHODOLOGY 


The basic OCR system consists or" stages as shown in figure 


A. input images 

B. image-processing 

C.CNN 

D. Output Prediction 

Training Tc sting Data 
data 

CNN 

1 
User PredictionI Userdata ~ 
input r- model 

Figure :2. Block Diagram 

A) 	 INPUT 
Database as shown below: 

prediction 

Figure 1: Training Dala Set 

Figure: 3. Data base 

B) 	PRE PROCESSING: 
In this study, a sample data rrom the complete dataset employed to train the system model 
is presented in [Fig. 3]. The database is split into; training set, validating/testing set. A 
training set is adopted for learning to fit the parameters and is specifically applied to alter 
the varying weights and errors of the system in each training run. Validation/testing set 
tunes the parameters and is used only to assess the effectiveness and efficiency of the 
system. 

In this method, the divide ~t to 90% for the trainin~% for the 

vahdatrng/tesung of the data~ ~ 
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C) CNN (CONVOLliTIONAI. NEURAL NETWORK) 

One of the classes or deep learning neural networks is CNN or the convolutional neural 
network (CNN). CNN is H machine learning algorithm that Cilll take in an input image, assign 

imporlance (Ieanwhle wdghts and biases) to various aspects/objects in the image, and can 
dinerontiate one from the other. CNN works by extracting features from the images. Any 
CNN consists of the lollowing: 

ConvNets consiSi of multiple layers ofoverlapped tiling collections of small neurons to 


achieve Hbetter representation of the origillClI image. For image Clnd video recognition 

ConvNets arc widely used. 

CNN Layers:
I.Convolutional Layer 


2. MaxPooling Layer 
3.ReLU Layer 

4. Fully Connected Layer 

5. Softmax Layer 

'HPUl 

HAlURf lEARNING CLASSlfICA1[ON 

Figure: 4.CNN Architecture 

1) Convolutional L"yer- To extract high-level features ti'om the image the convolution 
operation is important. while building the neural network, We can always add more than one 

convolution layer, where the tlrst Convolution Layer is responsible for capturing gradients 

whereas the second layer captures the edges. According to the complexity of the image more. 
oflayers are added. 

2) MaxPooling Layer:- Max Pooling, which returns the maximum value from the portion of 

the image covered by the Pooling Kernel. This is mainly to reduce the computational 
complexity required to process the huge volume ofdata linked to an image. 

3) ReLU Layer:- A ReLU implements the function y = max(x,O), so the input and output sizes 

ofthis layer are the same. The network trains many times faster because ofReLU Layer. 

4) Fully Connected Layer:- In the case of a fully connected layer, all the elements of all the 

features of the previous layer get used in the calculation ofeach element ofeach output fe ature. 
Figure 13 explains the fully connected layer L. Layer each of which is 

2><2, i.e., has four elements. Layer L has two features, element. ~ 
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5) Softmax Layer:- Ii is a runction that turns a vector of K real values into a vector that sum 
to I. For this reason, usually. a sonmax function as the final layer orthe neural network.Here 
CNN architecture is lIsed for tnll1ster learning, Resized image dataset has been applied to this 
CNN architecture. Ii consists or 8 layers. Basic features from input images are extracted by 
convolutional layer followed by RELU and Max-pooling layer. All neurons at the end are 
connected in the fully connected layer. Multiclass support vector machine is fitted using 
extracted features and predicted labels. Image is read and their features are extracted and then 
given to classifier to predict the output class. 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
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V. CONCLUSION 
A model is mad" employing a deep learning rule, convolutional neural network, that 

helps in predicting the disease of the skin. knowledge augmentation is finished to improvise 

the accuracy of the model. The planned model may be a consecutive model with high 

accuracy of eighty two it's found that by exploitation deep learning rule, deliver the goods 
higher accuracy and that we can predict more diseases by making a much better model that 
desires a decent infrastructure facility. the long run work is to attain higher accuracy so it will 
be as rending. 
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Abstract 

The provenance system of agricultural products is vital jar ensuring Jood sq/ety. However, the 
middlemen (growers, farmers, sellers etc.), making it hard 10 manage data and knowledge with a 
centralized approach As a result, the assembly procedure remains non-transparent and trust is tough 
10 create. l¥e propose an agricultural provenance syslem supporled lechniques ojblock chain, 'which 
is featured by deeenlralization. eolleclive maintenance, consenslls trllst and reliable data, so as to 
unravel the trust crisis in product supply chain. Recorded in/ormation illcludes the management 
operations (fertilizing. irrigalioll. etc.) with certain arrangemenl. Applying block chain techniques 10 

Ihe provenance q/agricultural pruduct no! only widens Ihe appliance domain ojblock chain, bUI also 
supporls building a reliable community among different stakeholders around agriculture production. 

KeYlVort!s- Block chain . ./ilOd safety. Iraceabilily./ood saJety. Irust building 

1.INTRODUCTION 

In agriculture as there are lot ot' middlcmen between farmer and end user. middle men can keep the 

agricullUral products, can stores them. As results the prizes of that panicular product get increases. 

after which the middlemen brings that product in the market. This all happens due to centralized 

system and lack of transparency. This problem can be solved using BCT. 

The globalized production and the distribution of agriculture production bring a renewed focus on the 

transparency in agriculture and food supply chains. The growing number of issues related to 

fanner's suicide and corruption risks has established an immense need for effective traceability 

solution that acts as an essential supply management tool ensuring adequate transparency of products 

in the agricultural supply chain. Block chain technology can provide an innovative solution for 

product traceability in agriculture and food supply chains. 

Block chain features: 

I. Decentralized! Distributed Database 

2. Enctypted Database. 

3. Visual Cryptography 

4. Blocks of Data (Iransaction). 
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Block chain-Based Soybean Traceability in Agricultural Supply Chain [II in this paper 

Agriculturel production had brought a renewed focus on the safery and the validation of several 

important criteria in agricultural food supply chains. The growing number of issues associated with 

food safety alld contamination risks has established ail immense need for eFfective traceability 
solution that acts as an important quality management tool ensuring adequate safety of products 
within the agricultural supply chain. Block chain may be a disruptive technology which will 

provide an innovative solution for product traceability in agriculture and food supply chains. The 

proposed solution focllses on the use of smart contracts to control and control all interactions and 
transactions among all the participants involved within the availability chain ecosystem. All 

transactions are recorded and stored in the block chain's immutable ledger with links to a 

decentralized file system (IPFS) and thus providing to all a high level of transparency and 

traceability into the availability chain ecosystem during a secure. trusted. reliable, and efficient 

manner. 

Blockchain Based Provenance for Agricultural Products: A Diso'ibuted Platform with Duplicated 


and Shared Bookkeeping [2] in this paper describe the tracing system of agricultural products is 


important for ensuring food safety. However, the middlemen (growers, farmers, sellers etc.) are 


numerous and physically dispersed. making it hard to manage data and information with a 


centralized approach. This results. the production methods non-transparent and trust is hard to 


build. 


In this paper. an agricultural provenance system based on techniques of block chain, which is 

featured by decentralization, collective maintenance, consensus trust and reliable data. in orderto solve 

the trust crisis in product supply chain. Certified information includes the managementt operations 

( irrigation, feltilization etc.) 

Applying block chain techniques to the provenance of agricultural product not only widens the 

application domain of block chain, but also supports building a reliable community among different 

stakeholders around agriculture production. 

III. BLOCKCHAIN TECHONOLOGY 

Blockchain is an arrangement formed by blocks linked together in chronological order. Each block 

consists of a block header and a block body, which can be a set of industry data like bit coin 

transaction records, smart contract codes, and agricultural tracing records as during this 31ticle, etc. 
The block header consists of the meladata of the block. The foremost important part includes the 

timestamp of the block, the hash value of the block, the ID of the block, the lD of the parent block. 

The existence ofthe parent block ID makes all the blocks form a sequence structure ... The insertion of 

the latest blocks is allowed only within the tail, while the prevailing blocks aren't allowed to be 

modified, which may be a key rule of block chain. 

lV. 
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In the current scenario limllers dOll', get the required price for their products (crops); this problem can 
be solved by using BeT technology. Fanner can regbtcr on registration cenler and at homepage they 
can add the product details. 

In agricultural chain, as there arc lot of agents between f~lrmer (lml end user, they can keep the 
agricultural products and stores thelll. Using BeT we can !rnce them. When tlgent take products from 
farmer money will get automatically transferred to farmer's accounl. 

The system based on H distributed database that means recorded information will be given to many 
servers. In n decentralized system every middleman can be traced, every transaction history can be 
stored permanently. 
Recorded information includes 1~lnller' S production, product transferred to middleware and we can 
know the total products available in market. Secure database as decentralized also encrypted. 

Nonnally consumers do not need to register, but being the end users, they are the important 
components of this system. 
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Fig. I.Block Diagram of Application of block chain technology 

in agricultural supply chain management 
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There will be Transparency in every transaction In a Decentralized system every middle man cun be 
tracked. Every transaction history is stored permanently. Secure database as decentralized also 
encrypted also visual Cryptography prevents unauthorized login. 
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Ab,,'trllct 

We are moving toward') an era where eve/~v aspect oj our life is getting automated. So, gelling jacial 

emotion Clnalysis done by artificial intelligence is one ofthe steps towards Clutomation. Fac;al expressions 

are of the means of identifying one~\' emotion. Facial emotion recognition is widely lIsed in fields like 

psychology, /Orensic.,' and social media as U is oj vital importance to get reliable resulfs in 01/ of these 

fields. The proposed .\ystem will work towards identifying the seven common emotions- happy, sad, anger, 

.lear, disgust, surprise, neutral. Ne ural Network based approach is commonly employed /01' this process 

and Convolutional Neural Network which is a Deep Neural Network met hoc/, is vmy popular. Hoar 

cascade classifier if{ used/or/ace detection. A publicly available database is used to test the architecture 
o/fhe proposed Convolutional Neural Network. 

Keywords- Deep learning, Convolutional Neural Nehvork, Facial expressions, Face recognition, 
Human emofions 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Facial Emolion Recognition (FER) has attracted attenlion si nce the work of C. Darwin in 1872. In 

Charles Darwin's book "The Expression of the Emotions in Man and Ani mals", he said that each 

one humans and animals sho", ... emotion through remarkably similar behaviors. The first reported research 

project on the analysis of facial expressions is often traced back to as early as 1862 to Duchenne who 

wanted to work out how the muscles in Ihe human face produces facial expressions. The first attempt to 

analyze facial emotion from image sequences was done by Paul Ekman and Wallace V. Friesen in 1978. 

They defined six basics' emotions (anger, fear. disgust, sadness, surprise and happiness), which are the 

same across cultures. Facial expression recognition system is one of the most important non-verbal 

channels through which machines can recognize human's internal emotions and intent. Facial expression 

recognition has brought much attention in the past years due to its impact in clinical practice, sociable 

robotics and education. According to diverse research, emotion plays an important ro le in education. The 

automatic expression recognition has significant meaning in many applications. \Vith the advances in the 

robotics, the requirement of the robust real-time facial expression recognition system is urgent. It could 

improye the performance of human-computer interaction and help to construct more intelligent robots 

with the ability to understand human emotions. Apart ~t~.~, .fa.cial expression recognition system is 

also useful in other fields such as education softw~c:.!.lTIatioJ1, automobile syslem and behavioral 

science. In the fie ld of education, exi sting virtual lea: ~. v n~ iro~-me~ts s uccessful ly simulate interacti~ 
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at a cognitive level during traditional teaching processes. In the process of human-computer interaction, 
teachers naturally expect a face recognition system to possess the power to detect, analyze and process 
emotions so as to urge good teaching effect, such as perception, understanding and expl'essing emotions. 
Currently, a teacher uses exams, questionnaires and observations as sources of feedback but these 

classical methods often come with low efliciency. Using facial expression of students, the teacher can 

adjust their strategy and their instructional materials to help foster learning of students. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Developed a technique us ing deep neural network for human facial expression recognition. Kernel PCA is 


applied to feature before feeding them into the deep ncural network that consists of I input layer,2 hidden 


layers and a SoftMax class ifier. They have used the Extended Cohn-Kanade Dataset for training and 


testing. It is demonstrated that the network generalizes to new images fairly successfully with an avcrage 


recognition rate of 96.8% for six emotion and 91.7% for seven emotions. In comparison with shallower 
neural Networks and S VM methods, the proposed deep network method can provide better recognition 


performance at [2). Identifies some optimal parameters like Eyes features, Haar feature & Filter & edge 


detection for eyes and mouth using Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. platform used was Python 


2.8, OpenCV and using JAFF database they showed that the proposed method has high classitication 


performance. For their results they used Neural Network, Emotions recognized were Sad, surprise, happy, 


anger, disgust and fear. Overall, because the mouth was added as an identification of elements using Han-
like method, accuracy has improved at [3]. This paper used the Viola-Jones algorithm to detect the eye 

and lips region from a face and then with the help of the neural network. Also, Machine Learning 

techniques, Deep Learning models, and Neural Network algorithms are used for emotion recognition. 
This paper detected emotion from those features from the positioning of the mouth and eyes. They used 

Dataset from Kaggle.com results found is that the accuracy of the system can be raised to about 97% if 

adequate quantity of raw data is obtained at [4). They present a new architecture network based on CNN 

for facial expressions recognition. They fine-tuned their architecture with Visual Geometry Group model 

(VGG) to improve results. Feature Extracted using Vector field Convolutional, Local Binruy Pattern 

(LBP). To evaluate their architecture, they tested it with many largely public databases (CK+, MUG, and 

RAFD). Obtained res ults showed that the CNN approach is very effective in image expression 

recognition on many public databases which achieve an improvement in facial expression analysis [5). 

Emotion detection is done using two-channel Convolutional Neural Network. Viola-Jones algorithm is 
used for feature extraction. Two datasets are used in this paper - JAFFE and CK+. In this paper 

MATLAB 2016 platform is used for the experimentation. The accuracy for JAFFE dataset is 97.71% and 

95% for CK+ dataset at [7). Deep Convolutional Neural Network is used for emotion detection. Haar 

cascade is used for feature extraction and SoftMax classifier is used for emotion classification. In this 

paper Python 3.5.3 platform is used. Yale-face dataset.is used and average system accuracy is 97.05% [8]. 

The jdea related to automated live facial emotion recognition through image process ing and artificial 
intelligence (AI) techniques is presented in thi; p~'~Convolutional Neural Network is applied using 

python. Haar cascade is used for feature extraction. T~(gotions are detected in the system with accuracy 

0; ,,% ,,~. ,~ ,,,,,,,d ",<em d,"'" , ~m;oo,''';g''. ''''''. """'" f'"~" 
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and surprise. Based 0 11 COllvolulionaJ Neural Networks. The Viola Jones Algorithm is used for feature 

ex1merion. Multi-class SVM based classitier is used. Two datasets are used to train and lest model: CK+ 
benchmark and ImageNcl. The accuracy of the model with face detection algorithm is 86.04% and 

without it the accuracy is S1.36% at [15]. Method for feature extraction is Haar Cascade. The emotions 

the proposed system will detect arc Anger, happiness, surprise, neutral, fear and sadness. The method 

used is Convolutionalncural network (CNN). The tools used are Keras, TensorFlow, OpenCV. It is found 

that better functionalities using Python as compared to when MATLAB used. The face should be at an 

angle of at leas t 45 degrees et al [IS]. 
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III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
A convolutional neural network (CNN) is strong image processing, artificial intelligence (AI) systems 

that use deep learning approach to accomplish both generative and descriptive tasks, with image and 

video recognition, as well as recommender systems. The CNN employs a technology similar to a 

multilayer perceptron that is optimized for low processing requirements. An input layer: an output layer, 

and a hidden layer with several convolutional layers, pooling layers, fully connected layers, and 

normalizing layers make up a eNN's layers. The main advantage of CNN compared to its predecessors is 

that it automatically detects the important features without any human supervision. CNN is also 

computationally efficient. It uses special convolution and pooling operations and performs parameter 

sharing. This enables CNN models to run on any device, making them universally attractive. 

COl/vOlllliol/al Layer - The initial layer and one of the fundamental building components of a 

Convolutional Neural Network is the convolutional layer (CNNs). They use the training image's raw pixel 

values as input and extract features from it. By learning visual attributes from small squares of input data~ 

this layer assures the spatial link between pixels. 

Max PooUllg Layer --A Pooling Layer is usually applied after a Convolutional Layer. This Jayer's major 

goal is to lower the size of the convolved feature map in order to reduce computational expenses. This is 

accomplished by reducing the connections between layers and operating independently on each feature 
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map. There are numerous sorts of Pooling operations: depending on the mechanism utilized. Largest 

element is obtained from ihe feature map in Max Pooling. The average of the elements in a predefined 

sized Image scgm<::nt is calculated using Average Pooling. Sum Pooling calculates the total sum of the 

components in the predefined section. The Pooling Layer is typically used to connect the Convolutional 

Layer and the FC Layer. 

Fully connected Layer -- Layer The weights and biases, as well as the ncurons, make up the FuHy 

Connected (FC) layer, which is used to connect the neurons between two layers. The last several layers of 

a CNN Architecture are usually positioned before the output layer. The previolls layers' input images are 

tlattened and supplied to the FC layer in this step. Later, the flattened vector is sent via a few additional 

FC layers, where the mathematical functional operations are normally performed. The classification 

procedure gets started at this point. 

The proposed model consists of four convolution layer, four MaxPooling layers, four layer of batch 

normalization, flatten laycL dropout layer, three fully connected layers and output layer. Among four 

convolutional layer two layers are of 64 nodes and remaining two layers are of 128 nodes. All the three 

fully connected layers i.e., dense layers are of 128 nodes. Batch normalization is a layer that allows every 

layer of the network to do learning more independently. It is used to normalize the output of the previous 

layers. Using batch normalization learning becomes efficient also it can be used as regularization to 

avoid ovcrfitting of the model. The activation function is one of the most crucial elements in the CNN 

model. They're utilized to learn and approximate any form of network variable-to-variable association 

that's both continuous and complex. In simple tenns, it determines which model infonnation should fire in 

the forward direction and which should not at the network's end. Activation function used for every layer 

is ReLu activation function. There are several commonly used activation functions such as the ReLu, 

tanH and the Sigmoid functions. Input image size given to the CNN model is 48x48.In categorical 

encoding, One-Hot encoder is used. Loss function used is categorical_ crossentropy and Adam optimizer 

is llscd for optimization process. SoftMa'X classifier is used in the output layer to classify various 

emotions from the given input image. Haar cascade is used to detect the frontal face from the input image. 

Various libraries such as TensorFlow, Keras, OpenCV and other libraries is used in the project. The 

proposed system gives the accuracy of 64%. 

Architecture of Convolutional Model is: 

ModeJ: "sequential" 

Layer (type) Output Shape 
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conv2d (Conv2D) (None, 48. 48, 64) 640 

batch_nonnalization (BatehNo (None, 48, 48, 64) 256 

n'"X_llOoling2d (MaxPooling2D) (None, 24, 24, 64) 0 

eonv2d_ 1 (Conv2D) (None, 24, 24, 64) 36928 

batch_normalization_ 1 (Batch (Nolle, 24, 24, 64) 256 

max_pooling2d_1 (MaxPoolillg2 (None, 12, 12,64) 0 

eOllv2d_2 (Conv2D) (None, 12, 12, 128) 73856 

batch_normalization_2 (Batch (None, 12, 12, 128) 512 

conv2d_3 (Collv2D) (None. 6, 6, 128) 147584 

batch_normalization _3 (Batch (None, 6, 6, 128) 512 

max_pooling2d_3 (MaxPooling2 (Nolle, 3, 3, 128) 0 

natlen (F1anell) (None, I 152) o 

dropout (Dropout) (None, I 152) o 

dense (Dense) (Nolle, 128) 147584 

dense_I (Dense) (None, 128) 16512 

dense_2 (Dense) (Nolle, 128) 16512 

dense _ 3 (Dense) (None, 7) 903 

Total params: 442,055 
Trainable params: 441,287 

Non-trainable params: 768 

Dataset is taken from KAGGLE.com. This dataset is split into approximately 8:2 ratio, where 80% dataset 
is used for training the CNN model and the remaining 20% da~set is used to evaluated the model. As the 
system is supervised the training dataset is labeled into diffei"ent emotions which we are going to elect 
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(angry, surprise, happy, sad, disgust, fear and neutral). The Tables I gives information about number of 

images used for each emotion for training purpose 

TABLE I 

TRAINING DATASET 

Emotion Label Emotion Name Number ofimnges 

I Angry 3993 

2 Surprise 3205 

3 Happy 7164 

4 Sad 4938 

5 Disgust 436 

6 Fear 4103 

7 Neutral 4982 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Thus, the facial emotion recognition system proposed in this paper uses supervised learning method, the 

process starts with training the neural network with an open-source dataset from Kaggle.com. Training is 

followed by three major stages: image preprocessing, feature extraction and emotion classification. 

Reliable results are obtained for six emotions which are happy, sad, angry, fear, surprise and neutral. 

However, this model cannot be relied upon for the detection of the emotion disgust as the dataset for this 

emotion is too small. The model was trained with front-facing images. As an extension in future, we 

would like to make the model capable of dealing with faces facing at different angles. 
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Abstract: 
On a daily basis, we read oj numerous Tamil fisherman being capll/red, jailed, and killed in Sri 

Lanka. The /undamenlol reason/or this cross~border tragedy is because the countries' marine borders 
are difficulllO delecl. Then we had Ihe idea ofdeveloping an embedded device Ihal prolecls fishermen 

by delivering a signal 10 Ihe coulllly's borders via Ihe Global Positioning Syslem (GPS) and Ihe 

Global Syslem jor Mobile Communicalion (GSM) . A GPS receiver is used 10 identify the localion of 

the fisherman's boat. Using CPS, we can de/ermine the current latitude and longitude data and sen.d 

them to the microcontl'o/ler, To identify the precise position, the controller unit compares the current 

lalilude and longiludinal dala 10 Ihe specified value. As a consequence of Ihe device's manufaclure, 

the fishermen were warned that they were approaching the maritime time barrier. The fOlD" regions 

that make up the area (Ire regular region, alert region, region near to restricted region, and restricted 
region. The LCD will display (he usual area while Ihe vessel is in Ihe normal field. When Ihe boal 

approaches the restricted region too closely, a warning will sound, and [he vessel IS fuel injection will 

be decreased by 50% ins/al1lly, reducing Ihe boal's speed 10 50% all/olllalically. The boal motor is 

IlIrned offas il enlers Ihe reslricled area due 10 (he no ofsllpply ofenergy 10 Ihe engine. 

I.JNTRODUCTION 

Daily incidents of fishermen from state Tamil Nadu getting caught and killed in the Sri Lankan's sea 

boundary have enraged all citizen of the state. Around 18,000 boats of various types operate along the 

India-Sri Lanka maritime border from Tamil Nadu. The Sri Lankan Navy force arrests or kills Tamil 

Nadu fishermen. GPS (Gl obal Positioning System) is frequently being used for a wide range of 
applications. Its gives stable positioning, navigation, and timing services to worldwide llsers on a 
continuous basis in all weather, anytime day and night, anywhere on or near the Earth. The main 

motive of this paper is to help the fishermen not to navigate beyond other country's border. If a 

fi sherm an navigates beyond the country' s border, an alarm is generated indicating that the fisherman 

has crossing the border. With this alarm, the fisherman can be caution and come back to our country's 

border. A message transmitter is also connected to the gadget, allowing it to send a message to a base 

station on the beach signalling that a fishing vessel has crossed the boundary. As a result, beach 
guards can assist and offer further assistance to those fi shermen if necessary, preventing them from 
being murdered or detained. 
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Alert System for Fishermen Crossing Border using Android by .I Charles Finny Joseph, R Dinesh 

Kumar, M Shubin Aldo provide infonnation about The application can be widely used by people in 

the border to found thc correct path to reach the destination. The application will giving the 

information of where the devices are being located and intimate them about the issues that occur dllc 

to opponent forces in ships to server. This may be used as an incident management tool to prevent 

disputes in a variety of circumstances. This infonnation was puhli shed in International Conference on 

Electrical, Electronics, and Optimization Techniques - 2016 

Location Based Services using Android by Archana Gupta, Mohammed Abdul Qadeer, Sandeep 

Kumar provide infonnation about From the available GIS processing tools in Android we can realize 

all three types of Location Based services as a mobile can be configl1l'ed as a server and for that we 

can also use the SQLite database to store infonnation as android also supports this technology. We 

can design the two mobiles to provide pcer-peer Location based services through SMS or MMS with 

the use of accurate intents. It was published in 2009 IEEE 

Tagciti: A Practical Approach for Location-Aware and Socially-Relevant Information Creation and 

Discovery for Mobile Users by Pulathisi Bandara, Udana Bandara shows Tagciti is a novel location

aware and socially- relevant infonnation creating and discovering service for mobile users. Rather on 

depending on business created location related information, Tagciti provides users the essential means 

to become part of the infonnation creation process. It facilitates the formation of dynamic, up to date, 

and socially-relevant shared information. A Iso, it provides a strong mechanism to socially-relevant 

and location-aware manner utilizing users' social network and location information and was puhlished 
in 2008 IEEE. 

If/, METHODOLOGY 

This paper is proposing a gps modul e for detecting fisher man and save there life. Basically this 

project based on zones - Normal zone, warning zone, zone near restricted zone, and restricted zone are 

the four zones that make up the region. The LCD will indicate nonnal zone if the boat is in a normal 

region. If the boat approaches the restricted zone, the alarm will sound, and the speed of the boat 

engine will be reduced by 50% automatically. When the boat enters the restricted zone, the fuel 

supply to the engine is cut off, and the boat engine shuts down. 

A.Block Diagram 
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Figure I : System block diagram 

The gps modem will continually transmit a signal that determines the latitude and longitude of the 

fisherman and indicates their whereabouts to them. After that, it produces an output that is read and 

shown on the LCD. The same data is sent to the fisherman's cell phone and sent to the maritime 

border security at the same time. An eprom is used to store the data, received by gps receiver. LCD 

display, gsm modem, and gps receiver are examples of devices that interface with the microcontroller. 

The global positioning system (GPS) is rapidly being employed for a variety of purposes. It delivers 

continuous location, navigation, and timing services to users all over the world in all weather 

conditions, at all hours of the day and night, wherever on or near the planet. The latitude and 

longitudinal degree of the boat's position are established by comparing the arrival time of the satellite 

signal with the onboard clock time at when the signal was produced. The current design is an 

embedded application, which will continuously monitor a moving boat and once the boat goes beyond 

the level of the defined layer the pal1icular operation will be done. For doing so an ATMEGA328p 

microcontroller is interfaced serially to a gsm modem and gps receiver. 

B. GSM : (global system for mobile communication) 

A GSM modem is a device which can be used as a mobile to make communicate as a network. GSM 

modems need a SIM card which is connected to a network. It can be connected to a computer by serial 

port, Bluetooth or USB connection. The SIM card mounted GSM modem sends SMS to phone by 

getting the data from Arduino controller through serial communication. The received data is sent to 

the concerned mobile devices checks the condition that implemented in the microcontroller program. 

The phone numbers are feed in program already and its functions. 
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Fig 2 : Block diagram ofGSM 

C. GPS (global positioning system) 

Cell phones with GPS receivers communicate from the 30 global positioning satellites in the GPS 

system. GPS uses a formula based on the junction point of overlapping spheres given by satellites and 

your phone's GPS receiver to establish your position. In other words, trilateration creates overlapping 

"spheres" that intersect in a circle using the distance between the sateIJites and the receiver. The 

present location on the planet is the junction. 

D. LCD Display 

Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) contains mater ials which composites the properties of crystals and 

liquid. Since, LCD's are lightweight and has low power consumption, they are compatible with low 

power electronic circuits, and can be powered for long durations. Because LCDs produce light, light is 

required to read the display . Reading in the dark is feasible with the help of backlighting, The LCDs 

have a long life span and can operate in a broad variety of temperatures, LCDs are more consumer 

friendly since changing the display size or layout size is reasonably straightforward. 

E. Arduino microcontroller and IDE Software 

The tracking system with GPS and S' trolled by the Arduino UNO in~ Atmega328 

microcontroller. An embedded progra @I1l!! ell " then saved into the microcontroller's flash 

memory. Arduino IDE sotiware is (,~ fo{ e '~. and compiling the roo 'nto the 

microcontroller. The Arduino IDE software is us~ to wri., the application that I' 

satellite and sends it to the mobile phone. The"belov" coordinates are already 

he 
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program so that alert message can be sent to phones. A Google map is used to display the location of a 

boat on a cell phone in real time.The Google Maps server is automatically accessed, and the location 

and place on the map are shown. 

F. FUNCTIONAL ARCHITECTURE 

GSM 
LCD (display) 
L.a~ InCIIJI rro,..., CPS -

H. Pelfonnance Evaluation: 

In order to gauge the achievement of the algorithm the subsequent diagnostic categories were 

considered on the detection stage: true negative (TN), fillse positive (FP), true positive (TP), false 

negative (FN). The obtained values for these indexes are contrasted with the segments indicated 

within the datalx1se as having seizure or no seizure by the neurologists. Then the statistical diagnostic 

indexes of sensitivity (SEN) and specificity (SPE) were also computed. The performance of proposed 

seizures detector is obtained. Following diagnostic categories are considered on the detection stage: 

true negative (TN), false positive (FP), true positive (TP), false negative (FN). The obtained values for 

these indexes are contrasted with the segments indicated within the database as having seizure or no 
seizure by the neurologists. 

IV.RESUL T AND DlSSCUSION 

The simulation of this project has done with the help of PROTEUS simulation tool. Printed 

circuit board layout now offering automation of both component track routing and, placement 

getting the design into the computer can often be the most time consuming element of the exercise. 

The simulation result of the proposed work using PROTEUS is given below. 
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FIG I : PROTEUS Simulation tool 

Here all the components are configured as per the system design using PROTEUS tool. The fig I 

shows that pin level connection and configuration of all components of three units like cont rol 

room, boat sect ion and navigation boat. Three level border crossing scenarios are simulated 

&shown in fig 2, 3, 4. Fig 5 and 6 displays the boat starting and Navigation boat starting 
simulation setup. 
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•Fig 6, Shows Restricted Zone 

V,CONCLUSION 

As a result, tisherman can quickly identify national maritime borders, preventing them from entering 

their territory. The technology gives highly accurate and precise Latitude and Longitude information. 

This model outperforms the current approach, which relies solely on a GPS device to track the border 

and cause the boat to drift backwards. As a result, it not only saves lives but also fosters good ties 

with neighbouring countries. Piracy aboard ships is something that can be controlled. 
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Ahslracl 
Distribution transjhrmers of substation are one of the most important equipment in power system 

network. Because qlthe large number ({transformers and variolls components over a wide area in 
power .~ystems. the clata acquisition, condition monitoring, wltomatic controlling are fhe important 

issues. This paper presents design and impleme11falion a/automatic control circuits which is used in 
PLC automation to monitor as well as diagnose condition of transformers. like load currents, 

transformer temperatures and voltages, The proposed on-line 1J1oniJoring ~J'ste111 integrates a solid 
slale device named P Le (programmable logic cOl1lrollel's). The suggesled pic moniloring syslem 
will help (0 deleel Ihe /mdl. P LC based solution is 10 be provided 10 gel a reliable and fail-safe 
TRIP signal for Unil Proleclion devices; in case 0/ abnormal operaling condilion ofa Generalor 
Transformel: This device should monilm' Ihe slalus of iluge number of analog inpuls 0/ all Ihe 
eighteen cooler units and on sensingfai/lire should generate the respective output signal. 

KeYlVords- PLC, Transformers, ladder logic, Monilol'ing, Cooler Banks. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

PLC based solution is to provide reliable and fail-safe TRIP signal for Un it Protection devi ces. This 

monitors the status of large number of analog devices of all the eighteen cooler units. Generates a 

TRIP signal on sensing failure in system, which is then processed by unit protection devices to safely 

shutdown the entire unit. Each s ingle phase transformer of three phase bank have six cooler units. 

Each cooler unit consists of IWO fans and one oil circulating pump. So there are eighteen cooler unils 

in the GT Cooling of the GT's is severely affected in case failure of these multiple cooler units and 

results in high operating temperatures of the GT's. Prolonged operation at elevated temperatures may 

result in permanent damage to the transformer winding insulation. This which affects the availability 

of the entire 660MW generating unit and consequential losses to the power utility. 

For a three-phase transformer of capacity 750mv. NPTC has used 3 single phase transformers of 

250mvarating to get 3 phase 750 mv rating. Each single-phase transformer has total 6 cooler banks. 

And a single cooler bank has 2 fans and one oil pump for cooling of the transformer oil. And for a 

single transformer 5 active cooler banks are required. The 6th cooler bank is kept as stand by. So for 3 

transformer> Cr, y and b phase) total 18 cooler banks are there and hence we have total 18 inputs. 

Consider the following situations. In anyone of the transformers (r, y or b) if one cooler bank fails 

then the 6th stand by cooler bank will come in selvice if in the same transfOlmer another cooler bank 
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transformcrs. The generation of the output signals from the pic logic should happen only when the 

transformer in charge condition. If the unit is in off condition the above logic is disabled. 
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II. LlTERATURlo SURVEY 

I.Paper Title: Protection of Distrihution Transformer us ing PLC and SCADA bas.d System 

In this paper we study that distriblllion transform~r is an \:.'Iecrrical tnmsformcr that is llsed to carry 

energy from a primary distribution circuit 

to a secondary distribution circuit electrical. It can help to tind the various IllultS which are over & 

under voltage, over & under current, and 

over temperature faults at prinHuy side of transformer as well as under & over voltage and over 

current faults Ht secondary side of 

transfonner. I f any faull is observed during online operation of the transformer, a warning message 

appears on computer and then the 


transformcr is automatically OFr. 


2.Paper Title: PLC Based Transformer Fault Detection and Protection 

This design of protection system of transformer based on PLC that is used to observe a control the 

current, voltage and temperature of a 

power and distribution transformer on both the primary and secondary sides. The system will help 

to detect ins ide fault as well as outside 

fault of transformer and also rectify these faults with the help of desired range of parameters which 

is set by programmer operating person 

who is on the desk of control panel. A monitoring is necessary to est imate transformer enforcement 

and safe operating conditions. 

3.Paper Title: Three Phase Transformer Fault Detection and Protection using PLC 

In this paper we studied that the transformer protection is to detect faults or abnonnal operating 

conditions and to initiate corrective action. 

The PLC system which has been designed to monitor the transformer's essential parameters , it 

continuously monitors the parameters 

throughout its operation. When the PLC recognizes any increase or decrease in the level of voltage, 

current or temperature values the unit 

has been made shutdown in order to prevent it from furt her damages with the help of relays in three 

phase system. 

4.Paper Title: Real Time Monitoring & Protection of Transformer Using PLC 

The main concern of this paper is to reSClle the distribution transformer in power system network 

against the internal and external faults. The 

system can protect and monitor a transformer by using the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). 

Various parameters like current, voltage 

and temperature and their real-tim e values can observed on the screen. Protecrion against tbe 
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III. METHODOLO(iY 
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Fig.2 PLC based solution for TranstclImers 

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SPECIFICATION 

I.Three Phase Power Supply 

Normally power system has a three-phase supply which is used for transmission of electrical power 

from one station to another station. A 
three-phase system is usually more convenient and economical than the single-phase system. In 

three phase systcm lIsed transformer are 

three phase and bigger in size than that of the single-phase transformer and the protection of this 

equipment very essential to maintain the 

continuity in the power system. 

2.Single Phase Transformer 

The conversion of the 21 kV/400kV and voltage single- phase step-up transformer is used. Single 

phase lransfonner is used. 

3.Switching Mode Power Supply (5 A, 24 V Output) 

A switched-mode power supply is an electronic power supply that incorporates a switching 

regulator to 
convert electrical power efficiently. 

4.Relay 

Relay is a static device which is the electrically operated switch. In this proposed system 

electromagnetic operated relay is used also other 

operating principle used. Relays are used where it is essential to control a circuit by a low power 

signal 01' where number of circuits is 
controlled by one s ignal. 

5.Relay Channel Mode 

In information theory, a relay channel is a probability model of the communication between a 

sender and a receiver aided by one or more 

intermediate relay nodes. 

6.PLC System 

Recently Programmable Logic Controller is- used for industrial automation and computer control 

system that regularly observes the state 9 ., of E . 
input devices and makes reso lution based up~~ft, tom program to contl'Dl the state of ompUl 

devices. Automated machine or a process is l" ' ~ 
:l 

called as a process control system. The m"'", fun¢iTh .. f thIS proc~ is regularly 

monitored by inpm devices (sensors) and - * 
~!1a . 

Dcp . on~I~.~ _0 " . 
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gives signals to a PI.C ~olllroikr. 

Fig 3. PLC System 

7.Ethernet Cable 

An Ethernet Cable is a network cable used for wired connections to the Intel11et. It will be used to 


connect our PLC to the laptop for the 

proper operation of PLC. 


8. Power supply 

In this proposed system PLC, relay and micro- controller is used fm' both this regulated supply is 


required. For the PLC 24V for the relay 

operation 12V DC and for the microcontroller SV DC is required. The conversion of the 230V/12V 


and voltage is rectified in a pure DC 

voltage and given to the PLC. relay board and micro-controller. 


9.Ladder Logic Programming 
In this project we are using Ladder logic which is widely used to program PLCs, where sequential 

control of a process or manufacturing 

operation is required. Ladder logic is useful for simple but critical control systems or for reworking 
old hardwired relay circuits. Recently 

Programmable Logic Controller is used for industrial automation and computer control system that 
regularly observes the state of input 

devices and makes resolulion based upon a custom program to control the state of output devices . 
Automated machine or a process is cailed 

as a process control system. The main function of this process control system is regularly monitored 
by input devices (sensors) and gives 

signals to a PLC controller. Ladder logic has evolved into a programming language that represents a 
program by a graphical diagram based 

on the circuit diagrams of relay logic hardware. Ladder logic is used to develop software for 
programmable logic controllers (PLCs) used in 

industrial control applications. The name is based on the observation that programs in this language 
resemble ladders, with two vertical rails 

and a series of horizontal rungs between them. We are using CC Workbench version 10 software to 
design and implement the PLC logic for 

the Transfor~er logic. 

IV. RESULTS DISCUSSION ~ 
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Fig 8: PLC Hardware Solution 

V.CONCLUSION 

In this proposed system we are goi ng to design a protection system of transformer based on the 


proposed PLC system which wi ll be designed to monitor the transformer's required parameter 


outputs continuously through out it 's operation. When the PLC will identify any changes in the 


outputs of cooler banks, the transfolmer has to be shut-down in order to protect from damages with 


the help of relays in single and three phase system. Pushing the GT output load to 80% if two 


cooler banks stop working. Generating a Trip signal within 10 minutes if 2 or more cooler banks 


fail. 
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Abstract 

Human emotion recognition plays a key role in developing intelpersonal relationship. Depiction of 
emotions is done by speech, hand and gestures q( the body and through facial expressions. Speech 
Emotion Recognition (SER) has been a topic of research since many years in human machine 
infelface application. Developments ofmany systems have taken place for solely identifYing emotions. 
This paper explains how a real time system works for detection ofa person's emotion from speech. 
The classifiers used can predict emotions sllch as Happy, AnglY, Fear, Calm and likewise. The 
databases used for the speech emotion recognition system are Ryerson Audio-Visual Database 
(R.4VDESS) and Toronto emotional speech set (TESS). Thefeatures extractedfrom these datasets are 
Energy, Zero Crossing Rate, Mel frequency cepstrUln coefficient (MFCC). The study is based on 
comparison of two classification models: Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Support Vector 
Machine (SVM). To enrich the intelface with the system, Tkinter Python package is usedfor building 
a Graphical User Interface (GUl). 

Kel'lVortis - Support Vector Machine (SVi\f), Convolution Neural Network (CNN), Mel Frequency 
Cepstrum Coefficient (MFCC), RAVDESS, TESS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Speech can be considered one of the fastest and legitimate methods for holding a communication 
between machines and humans, compared to other ways. Humans have a natural tendency to use 
all their different senses for maximum awareness of the received signal. Through this senses itself, 
one can perceive the emotions from the speech of their communication partner. While it is quite 
natural for humans, in case of machines it becomes a challenge. Therefore, the objective of 
emotion recognition system is to apply emotion related knowledge for the bettennent of human 
machine communication [2]. Regardless of the semantic contents, a SER system should be able to 
distinguish between emotions. Humans can easily perfolmthis task as a natural part of speech 
communication; to train the machines so that they can conduct it automatically using 
programmable devices is still an ongoing subject of research. Better SER results were produced by 
using more complex parameters such as the Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs), Teager 
Energy Operator (TEO) features, spectral roll-off, spectrograms and glottal waveform features [5 . 
Emotion recognition from the speech information is of two types: Speaker dependent or Sp.~1;.~Fi=:::::
independent. 
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A. 	 Applications ofSpeech Emotion Recognil ion 

Speech emotion recognition have a lot of applications in many fields, which includes medical, e

learning, entertainment, law and many more. In medical field, SER can be used to help monitor a 

patient condition for rehabilitation. It can also be used for finding out client' s emotional state jllSt 

from their speech and provide counselling. In e-Iearning, presenter can adjust to the learner by 

observing emotional status in speech. It can be used for monitoring call centre systems for 

detecting voice signal with and using them as a feedback for the employees. In the field of 

entertainment mood and emotion of the user and satisfy the needs using the SER. It can al so be 
used in the field of law for lie detection. 

B. 	 Significance ofMFC-
The Mel-Frequency Cepstrum (MFC) is basically conversion of Linear Cosine Transform of the 

periodograrn of the signal into non-linear Mel scale of frequency [4]. That is, MFC is 

representation of power spectrum of sound. Whereas Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients 

(MFCCs) are the coefficients that constitllles an MFC. MFCCs are derived from non-linear 

representation of an audio clip. The distinguishing factor between Mel-Frequency Cepstrum and 

Cepstrum is that in MFC, the frequency band are uniformly spaced on Mel-Scale, this 

approximately depicts the human auditory system ' s response more accurately than the linearly 

spaced frequency bands used in a normal Spectrum. 

Mel scale can be obtained by: 

M(t) = 1125 In (1 + fl700) ( I) 

» Step In Calculating MFCCs 

Divide the audio sampl s inLo shorL frames. 

For each frame, calculate periodogram estimate of power 
spectrum 

Next, power spectra are a~~_ed with the Mel Filter Bank, 
add up the energy in each filter 

Formulate the logarithm'tf all filter-bank energies 

Calculate OCT of the og filter-bank energies 

Keep OCT coefficient 2-13, discard the rest 

I. . 
Divide t~~Y: \~~~ort frames . 

'§f't' .... .~ 
(, <;; r J, r; 
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Fig. 2 MFCC feature graph 

II. CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES 

Initially, the ideology behind the proposed paper was to build a model based on Support Vector 

Machine (SVM) but later it was decided to take Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) (3) into the 

study and compare both the results. Both the techniques are unique on their own. SVM incorporates a 

Machine Learning approach and a supervised where the user needs to define the model based on the 

requirements. Whereas CNN leans more towards Deep Learning Approach where a neural network is 

laid out with a defined number of layers and rest is carried out by the model itself. Generally , there are 

two kinds of trained models: Speaker Dependent & Speaker Independent. Speaker Dependent model 

is trained by an individual who shall be using il. Hence, the accuracy for that specific person tends to 

be on a greater side whereas for other people it lacks considerably. The Speaker Independent model is 

trained on variation. Regardless of the speaker, the system is expected to generate optimum results. 

SVM 

Support Vector Machine is a supervised algorithm. It is generally used for Classification as well as 

Regression based problems. Support Vector Machine technique aims to find out an optimal 

hyperplane solution in a N-dimension space (where N = Number of Features) that distinctly separates 

the datapoints (8). An ideal hyperplane is such that the margin between the line and data points 

remains maximum. SVM tends to output an accuracy of 83% for a Speaker Independent model, with 

MFCC, ZCR and RMSE as a feature taken into consideration. 
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Fig. 3 SVM One vs All Multiclass Classification 

CNN 

Convolutional Neural Network is a Deep Learning approach mostly applied in the field of 

imagelY. Deep Learning is a subset of Machine Learning. CNN depicts a feedfonvard network, 

which means that it resembles a regularized multilayer perceptron. CNN tends to output an 

accuracy of 80% for a Speaker Independent model, MFCC, ZCR and RMSE as a feature taken 

into consideration. 
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Fig. 4 Block Diagram of Proposed System 

Fig.4 depicts the actual working of the proposed system with the help of block diagram. The 

proposed block diagram is bifurcated into initial Model Training Phase and Live Prediction Phase. 

Initially, two major datasets which are RA VDESS & TESS were merged together and then used for 

feature extraction. In feature extraction, the focus is on three essential features: MFCC, Root Mean 

Square Energy & Zero Crossing Rate. The audio files from which these features were extracted are of 

16 bits, 48 kHz & in '.wav' format. Once the features are extracted, they are fed for model training. In 

this system, two classification models are proposed which are SVM (supervised model) & CNN 

(unsupervised model). SVM is incorporated using Skleam API whereas CNN is incorporated using 

Keras API. The dataset is split in 70:30 ratios, where 70% is for training and 30% belongs for testing 

purpose. Once the models have been trained, testing can be carried out upon them. For testing one can 

record a speech sample of 5-1 0 seconds and use it in '. wav' fonmat for getting prediction results from 

the respective trained models. The las t block that has been shown in the block diagram, 'Out Results 

to GUI', is a GUI built for the proposed system. The GUI comes with features such as: 

a) Browsing a file 
b) Plotting the audio signal ofthe selected file 

c) Predicting result using either CNN, SVM or both 

IV. RESULTS 

After training both the model s, CNN produced the most optimum accuracy of 85% whereas 

SYM produced an accuracy of 83%. The accuracies of the eight emotions that the system has 

generated for both the models each of are as follow: 

Emotions Classification 

Accuracy (%) 

Neutral 85% 

Calm 62% 

Happy 78% 

Sad 83% 

Angry 90% 

Fearful 86% 

Disgust 82% 

Surprised 83% ~ 
Head 
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Table. I Emotion Classification Accuracy rates ofSVM 
Table. 2 Emution ClassificatioJl Accuracy rates 

ofCNN 

CNN 

Classification 
Accuracy (%) 

Emotions 

.RR%in" Nelll ..,1 . inn 

'o1.14C1lI1I1 I (21 ~2 I), nn. ~~'¥~ -4330 
Happy 80% 

Sad 82% 

Angry 88% 

Fearful 86% _. 
Disgust 84% 


Surprised 
 89% 

The model produces an accuracy of85% with 50 epochs into consideration. For the CNN model of the 
proposed system, two I -D Convolutional Layers and a Dense layer have been used. The descriptive 
model summary can be referred from below table 

Layer (type) Output 
Shape 

Para 
m# 

ConvlD (None, 40, 
64) 

384 

Activation (None, 40, 
64) 

0 

Dropout (None, 40, 
64) 

0 

Maxpooling (None, 18, 
64) 

0 

ConvlD (None, 18, 
64) 

2054 
4 

Activation (None, 18, 
64) 

0 

Dropout (None, 
1152) 

0 

Flatten (None, 8) 0 
Dense (None, 8) 9224 

Activation (None, 8) 0 
TOlal params: 30, 152 
Trainable params: 30, 
152 
Non-Trainable params: 
0 

) 

Table. 3 Model Summary (CNN) 

The below figures depict the accuracy and validation loss plot. As it can be inferred from the 
accuracy plot post 40 epochs the test accuracy changes negligibly. The system has also been tested 
on 1000 epoch run , and ideal number of epochs was selected as 50. From figure 5, it can be 
observed that as the number of epochs increases the training data's accuracy increases. Similarly, 
the test accuracy increases with no ove.rfihing pa r e ' [0 case ofloss plot, both train and 
test losses d<;C~he number of epochs incr the pattern of the line plotted in loss 

plot, one can/~~ .lG "he l'8rnlllg rate is high. _ 
~ L 


. J ~ 3 


uracy modcllo?s 
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Fig. 5 Model Accllracy (CNN) Fig. 6 Model Loss (CNN) 

The performance of the CNN model on the set of test data can be described with the help of the 
Confusion Matrix. Performance parameters such as Accuracy, Precision, Recall & F I-Score can be 
formulated from the values mentioned in the matrix. 

TP+TN 
Accuracy ==-=:-:-::::-= (2)

TP+TN+FP+FN 

p .. TP (3)reClSLOn = TP + FP 

Recall =~ (4)
TP+FN 

2 x PrecisiotlXRecali
Fl - 5core = . . 

P'"eeISIOn+Recall 
(5) 

Actual Values [[123 1 2 7 2 e 2 G) 
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Fig. 7 Represenlalion ofa Confasion Matrix Fig. 8 Confusion 

MatrL" (CNN) 

Positive (1) Negative (0) 

TP FP 

FN TN 

~~~model has been trained using features s;UU:C~hii;as ZCR. The kerne~~~~~~~~~
D 

the model is "polynomial". As mentioned" to produce an accuracy of 

83%. The confusion matrix is shown below: B:ea J 


1 
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Fig. 9 Confusion Matrix (SVM) 

V. CONCLUSION 

Speech Emotion Detection system based on comparative analysis of two classification models is 

illustrated. Both the models can detect amongst the most common emotions such as happy, sad, 

fear, calm and likewise. In case of SYM classifier, the highest accuracy is obtained for 'angIY' 

emotion which is equal to 90% whereas the least accuracy being for 'calm' emoti on which is 

equa l to 62%. In case of CNN classifier, the highest accuracy is obtained for 'surprised' emotion 

Wllich is equal to 89% whereas the leas, accuracy being for 'calm' emotion wllich is equal to 

69%. The reason behind the lower accuracy of the 'calm ' emotion compared to other emotions is 

that, one of the da tabases doesn ' , comain 'calm ' emotion sample. Overall, by looking at the 

performance parameters, CNN leverages the average accuracy ofthe model by performing better 

in all classes and thereby prod uces beller results. With the help of this compalrative study one call 

clearly notice how a deep learning classifier and a machine learning classifier perform, and how 

important role feature extract ion plays in case of SVM. 
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Abstract 
This paper proposes the study of implementation and comparaave (J1w~)'sis of pre-trahled 

COllvolutional Neural Network (CNN) models architectures 011 the basis of' accuraGY for malaria 
parasite detection. Malaria caused by the Plasmodium parasites. is a blood disorder, which is 
transmilted through the bite (?f' (I female Anopheles mosquito. It is detected hy tmined microscopists 
who analyse microscopic hlooel smear images. in recent times, Machine learning technologies have 

been used for automated diagnosis of malaria. A1anual evalualion for diu/-!,l1osis requires various 
steps /0 be pel/armed. J\;foreover, Ihis process leads to overdue and mi,\'guided ana(l'sis, even when il 
comes to the hands of expertise. The peljormance of pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network 

(CNN) dependent DL models as feature extractors for classifYing parasitized and uninfected cells is 

evaluated in this study 10 help in improved disease screening. We take odvul1Iage oFtransfer learning 
methodology by examining pre-Irained VGG-I6, Xception, convolUlional neural ne/Work (CNN) 
models with adjusted, densely connecled classifiers. We compore the oblOined results and visualized 

them. The proposed models have been evaluated on a dataset containing /3789 healthy and 12188 
infecled images. The dellasel used was token from National Institute 0/ Healtil named NiH Malaria 
Dataset. The use ofpre-trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) as a promising method for 

feature extrac/ion for this reason ;s demonstrated by statistical confirmaaon c?lthe res1flts. 

Keywords- 1'vfalaria parasite detection, convolutional new'al network. Trol1.y{er Learning, deep 
learning. Pre-tmined model. 

I. INTRODUCTI ON 

Malaria is a life-tmeatening disease spread by bite from infecled female Anopheles mosquitoes. 

In 2015, there were 214 million ca~es of malaria and 438,000 fatalities, according to a data released 
by the World Health Organization (WHO)[I]. Malaria is usually only detected tmough a manual 

examination of a microscopic slide. Four human red blood cell samples were produced using entire 
slide pictures in Fig. I. Necessary training and specialised human resources are required to offer a 

trustworthy diagnosis. Unfol1l1nately, these materials are in shol1 supply and are usually inaccessible 
in underdeveloped areas where malaria is widespread. As a result, an automated diagnostic system 

interest from academics because of their capacity 

malaria [2], [3J
SVM and Naive Bayes Classifier were 

respectively. Unsupervi sed learning, such as K 
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recognise malaria infected cells in [3), in contrasts to supervised learning. A three-layer Neural 

Network (NN) was built as a classifier in [4), with an accuracy of 85% in detecting malaria infected 

cell~. Even though these supervised learning algorithms have achieved some success in lerms of virus 
detection accuracies, their resuits are highly dependent on the feature extraction method utilised. As a 

result. constructing a discriminatory feature vector with low redundancy is critical. There has been a 
lot of work done to extract features for malaria-infected cells [2), [3 ], [5).A detailed discussion of 

feature extraction and optimization for malaria cells may be found in [6]. Although a good feature 

extraction method can enhance detection accuracy, this sort of virus detection cannot achieve entirely 

automated diagnosis because trained specialists must still manually extract feature vectors based on 

speci Ac datasets. A deep convolutional neural network (CNN) was used to identify malaria in a thick 

blood smear in [7). Pathologists, on the other hand, find it diflicult to separate infected and non

infected samples in thick films since the distinction is not as evident as it is in thin film s, where 

individual red blood cell s can be cropped from complete slide images. The spatial local correlation 

among neighbouring pixels/voxels is an essential source of information for photos. Convolutional 

Neural Networks (CNN) are a type of deep learning model that uses methods like local receptive 

field s, shared weights, and pooling to utilise this information[3I). Alex Krizhevsky introduced 

AlexNet, a CNN-based deep learning model that won the ImageNe! Large Scale Visual Recognition 

Challenge (lLSVRC) in 2012 and significantly improved CNN classilication perfonmance [31] 

Several samp le CNNs, including VGGNet [24] and ResNet [30], showed considerable improvements 

in lLSVRC annual challenges. DL tools are currently being used by researchers all around the world, 

with promising findings in a wide range of medical picture analysis/understanding applications 

(Rajaraman et ai. , 2017: Suzuki , 2017). Studies on using DL techniques to detect malaria parasites 

have also been found in the literature. SVM and pre-trained DL models such as LeNet (LeCun et aI., 

1998), AlexNet, and GoogLeNet were compared to classify parasitized and uninfected cells by Dong 

et a1. (2017). The authors randomly separated the red blood cells (RBCs) into train and test sets after 

segmentiIig them from thin blood smear pictures.We suggest using deep learning algorithms for 

malaria cell detecti on in this paper, with the ultimate goal of creating a fully automated diagnostic 

platform that does not require manual feature extraction. Deep machine learning approaches may be a 

suitable fit in this case. Deep learning algorithms can extract a systematic representation of the data 

from the input , with higher layers representing increasingly abstract notions that are less susceptible to 

transfonnations and scaling. The inherent properties of malaria infected cells and non-infected cells 

were learned using three well-known deep convolutional neural networks, namely VGG-16, VGG-19 

and ResNet-50.We tested the effectiveness of pre-trained CNN-based DL models as feature extractors 

in identifying parasitized and uninfected cells to aid in disease screening. The following are some of 

the work's major contributions: A comparison of the perfonnance of pre-trained DL models as feature 

extractors for distinguishing parasitized and uninfected cells is presented. The following paper is 

organised as follows: Materials and Methods delves into the data collection, it's pre-processing, 

s imulation platform, architectures of pre trained models, and then Result and Discussion concluded 

with conclusion and Future Scope. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

-E;.J/, ....... ~~ 
Data Collection ..., ( ~ ~ 

I!!ff; !I. 

The data for th is study was obtained frOm ::~ ~ I~~}) lnstitu!e of Health [23). It's made up of 

segmented cells from the Malaria Screener re~a\llW ~{(;ty'S thin blood smear slide tographs. At 

Chittagong Medical College Hospital in B , Giem sa-stained thin bl,~~~p!'Ps from 
1- 4332 
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150 P. 13lciparllm-infected and 50 healthy patients lVere colleclcd and photographed. A professional 

slide reader al Ihe Mahidol-Oxf(ml Tropical Medicine Research Unit manually labelled the 

photographs. There 8I'e 25,977 segmented cell photos in the dataset, wilh 

DO 
FIG I: Pamsitized and Uninfected cell mages 

1'2,188 parasiti?ed and 13 ,789 uninfected segmented red blood cell photos in equal numbers. 


Positive samples had plasmodium, while negative samples did not have plasmodium but could have 


other things slleh as staining artefacts or contaminants. The patchcs of segmented red blood cells are 


3-channels (RGB) with s izes ranging from 110 to ISO pixels 


Image data pre-processing and Dola Compilalion: 

To build a deep learning model data need to be trained and also is cssential to test the performance of 

the model on unseen data. These models use 80:10:10 splitting 10 Irain the data, validate as well as 

test dataset correspondingly. 

The Training sel comprises of20781 image samples while the Testing set has 5196 image samples. 

The dataset consisted of image samples of irregular dimensions. In order to train our models we 
upsampled the dalaset to 224x224x3,each axis in the dimension representing the height, width and the 

colour channel, which in our case is RGB, of the images respectively. To upscale all the images 

without having to lose relevant information we used geometric i11lerpolation in image processing. The 

technique employed was bicubic interpolation to interpolate dma points on a two dimensional grid. 

The images resampled using this technique were found to be smoother and having less interpolation 
artifacts. 

Simulation Platform 

The models were trained and tested on a, platform called Google's Colaboratory, a web based IDE for 

Python programming, which enabled LIS to utilize high end GPUs for free. Colaboratory comes with 

excellent cloud support by Google's cloud platform which allowed tiS to use upto 15 gigabytes of 

memory. Colaboratory is embedded with 3 runtime options users can choose from, CPU, GPU and 

TPU. For the proposed project, each model was Irained on the Tesla T4 16GB GPU which is based on 

the Turing architecture and is solely targeted to enhance deep learning model inference acceleration. 

PythonR 3.6.9, KerasR 2.1.6 with TensorflowR 1.4.0 backend. 

The N"work Archileclures 

1. CNN-

data using relevant filters, The layer is the basic da 

Convolutional layers which perform mathematical 
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output. A Convolutional network proves to be more efficient than primitive methods when it comes to 
pre-processing, because in primitive classification algorithms the filters are manually generated 

whereas Convolutional networks have the ability to learn these flIters based on the 

inpuLConvolutional networks can capture spatial and temporal dependencies in an image. Which is 

why convolutional networks are preferred over Iced forward networks.[31 ]There are certain 

parameters of Convolutional neural networks that are discussed in detail below 

a) 	 Convolutional layers: - Are the basic building blocks of any CNN, It performs the linear 

function of convolution on input image data. This starts activation, on performing this 

process over and over again produces a feature map which is derived from the input 

image itself. 

b) 	 Feature Maps: - The feature maps of a CNN capture the result of applying the filters to 

an input image. They are the output obtained at each layer. The feature maps extracted 

depend upon the amount of data fed into the network. In our case we use around 20,000 

images, each image of224x224x3 dimension. The amount of features extracted would be 

huge. Therefore in order to reduce the dimensions of these feature maps, we employ 
special layers called Pooling layers 

0) 	 Pooling layers: - Pooling layers are used to reduce the dimensions of the feature maps. 

Thus, it reduces tbe number of parameters to learn and the amount of computation 

perfolmed in the network The pooling layer summarises the features present in a region 

of the feature map generated by a convolution layer. So, further operations are performed 
on summarised features instead of precisely positioned features generated by the 

convolution layer. This makes the model more robust to variations in the position of the 

features in the input image. 

<I) 	 Stride: - For any tilter in the Convolutional neural network, after specifying the size of 

the filter, we specify the stride. It controls the filter which convolves around 
the given input image. For various neural networks: theie are either present strides or can 

be implicitly set. For instance, in our case the pre-trained model VGG 16 uses a maxpool 

layer which has a filter size of 2x2 and a stride of 2 and a Convolutional layer with a 

stride of I. 

e) 	 Activation functions: - Activation functions act as deciding factors. They decide whether 

a neuron or node in our neural network be activated or not. by calculating the weighted 

sum and adding bias with it. The main purpose of any activation function is to add non

I inearity into the output of any neuron. 

f) 	 Dense LayerslFuUy-connected layers: - Fully Connected layers in a neural network are 

connected layer whicJ0~'r~jjes--Ill.'~~~ 
j

output. 

~ 
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We have discussed the basic ConvolutiQnal neural network in the section above. In 
our case we have employed a popular technique in Deep learning called "Transfer learning". 
In deep learning, transfer learning is a technique whereby a neural network model is Iirst 

trained on a problem similar to the problem that is being solved. There are various models put 
/i)rth by leading institutions in the world, in our case we have chosen 3 prominent models 

namely. 
I) Oxford's VGGI6 

2) Oxford's VGG I 9 
3) Microsoft's ResNet50 

As described in the previous section. we used three different experimental settings and 
leveraged transfer learning by fine-tuning three pre-trained models, VGG 16, VGG 19. 
and ResNet50 architecture. The model architecture and weights for these mentioned CNN pre 

trained models were downloaded from GitHub repositories [28]. We'll go over each of these 
in detail. 

CNN 
VGe -

16 
VGG -19 ResNet - 50 

Year Proposed 2014 2014 2015 

iNumber of Layers 16 19 50 

Top 5 errors on ILSVRC 9.33% 9.9% 6.71% 

Number of Convolutional 

Layers 
13 16 48 

Kernel Size 3,3 3,3 7,7 

Number of Parameters 
15,242,0 

50 

20,551 ,74 

6 
24,637,826 

Dropout No No No 

Batch 

Normalization 
No No Yes 

-TABLE I: Companson of VGG - 16. VGG - 19 and ResNet - ,,0. 

ILSVRC stands for "lmageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Competition". 

We will discllss the architecture of each one in detail below. 

1) Oxford's VGG16

VGG J6 is a convolutional neural network model proposed by [24] K. Simonyan and 
A. Zisserman jiom the University of Oxford in the paper "Very Deep Convolutional 

Networks for Large-Scale Image Recognition". The model achieves 92.7% top-5 test 
accuracy in ImageNet,which is a dataset of over 14 million images belonging to 1000 

classes. It was one of the famous model submitted to ILSVRC-2014.The input 10 covI 
layer is of fixed size 224 x 224 RGB image. The image is passed througb a stack of 

convolutional (conv.) layers, where the filters "iere used with a very small receptive 
field: 3x3 (which is the smallest size to capture tbe n01ion of left/right, up/down, center). 
In one of the configurations, it also utilizes I x which can be seen as 

a linear transformation of1he input cl1illln.els jp . The conVOlut~.on 
stride is fixed to I pixel; the spatial pa,ldi l'ltfll-o,nv is sucb that the spat' 

resolutioh is' preserved after convolution: for 3x3 convclay .
Hea 
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Spatial pooling is carried out by live ma'(-pooling layers, which follow some of the eonv. 

layers (not all the conv. layers are followed by max-pooling). Max-pooling is perform ed 

over a 2x2 pixel window. with stride 2. Three Fully-Connected (FC) layers follow 

a stack of convolutional iaycrs (which has a different depth in differenl architectures): the 
first two have 4096 channels eOleh. the third periorms 1000-way ILSVRC classification 

and thus contains 1000 channels (one for each class). The final layer is the soft-max layer. 

The configuration of the fully connected layers is the same in all networks. 

2) Oxford's VGG19

A fixed size of (224 • 224) RGB image was given as input to this network which 

means that the matrix was of shape (224,224,3). The only preprocessing that was done is 

that they subtracted the mean RGB value from each pixel, computed over the whole 

training set. Used kernels 01' (3 " 3) size with a stride size of I pixel, this enabled them to 

cover the whole notion of' the image. spatial padding was used to preserve the spatial 

resolution of the image. max pooling was performed over a 2 * 2 pixel windows with 
sri de 2. this was followed by Rectified linear unit(ReLu) to introduce non-linearity to 

make the model classify better and to improve computational time as the previous models 

used tanh or sigmoid functions this proved much better than those. implemented three 

fully connected layers from which first two were of size 4096 and after that a layer with 

1000 channels for 1000-way ILSVRC classification and the final layer is a softmax 

function 

3) Microsoft's ResNet-

ResNet [50], short for Residual Networks is a classic neural network used as a 

backbone for many computer vision tasks. This model was the winner of ImageNet 

challenge in 2015. The fundamental breakthrough with ResNet was it allowed us to train 

extremely deep neural networks with 150+layers successfully. Prior to ResNet trai ning 

very deep neural networks was difficult due to the problem of vanishing 

gradients.AlexNet, the winner of ImageNet 2012 and the model that apparently kick 

started the focus on deep learning had only 8 convolutional layers, the VGG network had 

19 and Inception or GoogleNet had 22 layers and ResNet 152 had 152 layers. In this blog 

we will code a ResNet-50 that is a smaller version of ResNet 152 and frequently used as a 

starting point for transfer learning. ResNet first introduced the concept of skip connection. 

The diagram below illustrates skip connection. The figure on the left is stacking 

convolution layers together one after the other. On the right we still stack convolut ion 

layers as before but we now also add the original input to the output of the convol ution 

block. This is called skip connection. The ResNet-50 model consists of 5 stages each 

with a convolution and Identi ty block. Each convolution block has 3 convolution layers 

and each identity block also has 3 convolution layers. The ResNet-50 has over 23 million 

trainable parameters. 

l~- , ND DISCUSSIONl. CP ~. 

c"'~ ~ 
. givenAll three above mentioned pie trallled ' -qNN m~ls tv~re trained and tes~e \\ 
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Model Input Size 
Activalioll 

flll1ction 
Optimizer 

Batch 

Size/Epoch/Dropout 

Learning 
rate 

VGG-16 224x224 Relu & Sotlmax SGD 32174/0.5 lc-5 

VGG-19 224x224 Relu & Softmax SOD 3211 00/0.5 lc-5 

ResNet- 50 224x224 Relu & Selimax SGD 321100/0.5 1 le-5 

TABLE 2: Experimental selling of CNN models for Training and Testing 

As the above table suggests, we were able to achieve good results in the fOfl11 of fast converging 

objective function. FIG 2. Although we had to fine-tuned the pre-trained models. The top most layers 

were frozen and were added wit h relevant layers such as dropout, to avoid Overfilling of the model. 

Freezing the layers reduces the number of trainable weights which results in decreased model 

computational time and complexity. VGGnets have over 138 million parameters and ResNet50 has 

over II million parameters, which makes Res Net model comparatively computationally inexpensive. 

The optimizer used was [26]SGD + momentum for all the three models, out of a plethora of optimizer 

choices,the traditional SGD + momentum proves to be the most efficient. Adaptive optimizers such as 

RMSprop,Adaptive Moment estimator(Adam) would olien result in slow convergence because of the 

size of the parameters present in the model. The loss function employed was categorical cross ent ropy 

because our input tensors were one-hot-encoded before teeding into the network. 

For dropout [25], 0.5 was set so half the inputs to the dropout layer were initialised to 0 to overcome 

the problem of over fitting. Batch-size was specified to be 32, which ensured the model's stability and 

speed. In additi on, the activation function includes ReLU which proves to be fast and helped in 

avoiding overfilling of the model , and the Softmax temction which creates a probability distribution 

of the classes. 

This training set was used to train all three neural networks, and the trained models were then tested 

on the testing set. Validation was carried out after training, with the loss of each method given in FIG 

2. 

Convergence of Loss Function over epochs 

0.' 


0." 


0.' 
0.35J 
0.3 ~ 

0,2, 

0.2 

0.15 

0.1 -- 
0.05 

0 

_ V(;G!6 _ilesNE-t~O _ VGG19 

FrG 2: Validation loss for VGG-16, VGG-19 and ResNet-50. 
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The above figure FIG 2 shows the convergence of Loss Function over number of epochs nlll for the 
above mentioned three mode ls. It was observed that VGG-16 proved 10 be the most efficient model 

among the three in terms of convergence and ResNet-50 was observed to be the slowest for our input. 

Avg. 
Training

Model Accuracy Log LossPrecision Recall F-I score AUC precision 
Time 

score 

VGG- 16 95 .55% 104min 83 s 0.13950.95 0.95 0.95 98.65% 98.655% 

VGG- 19 94.59% l77min 6s 0.15510.94 0.94 0.94 98.40% 98.434% 

ResNet- 50 91.48% 105min 20s 0.19600.93 0.93 0.93 97.78% 97.809% 

Table 3: Performance Metrics 

Table 3 shows the performance metrics that were obtained from the Sklearn's classificat ion report 
library. These values were obta ined by using the predict method on the test set consisti ng of 5196 
images divided into two classes. Accuracy of the models was noted to be 95.55%, 94.59% and 

91.48% for VGG 16, VGG 19 and ResNet50 respectively. Accuracy is simply the ratio of predicted to 
actual values. 

Accuracy = (TN + TP) / (TN + TP + FN + FP) 

In Our comparative analysis, on the basis of performance evaluation metrics consist ing of Precision 
score, Recall and F-I score (27), VGG 16 outperformed the other two models with observed trends of 
0.95as an average for each metric. The model with the lowest metric score was ResNet with 0.93 as 
an average for all the metrics The precision is the ratio of all positive samples that are actually 
pos itive. 

Precision = (TP) / (FP + TP) 

Similarly, the recall is the ratio of positive predictions among all positive 

Recall = (TP) / (FN + TP) 

And, the F I measure is a metric employed to describe the classification performance of the system. [t 
is calculated through the recall and precision rate 

F -I measure = (2TP) / (2TP + FP + FN) 

In the comparative study we also observed that the highest training time was taken by VGG -1 9, 

177min 6sec, on the other hand VGG-16 and ResNet-50 took much lower training time than the 
earlier. These results were obtained as training time is basically proportional to number of trainable 
parameters. 

Also the best AUe and log loss was observed and obtained from VGG- 16, 98.655% and 0.1395 
respectively. Whereas the least results were observed fiom ResNet-50, 97.809 and 0.1960 
respectively. 

Here, the log-loss represents how :'"I't~~~tfbability is to the actuaUtrue number (0 or I in 
case of binary classification). TI umber, the more t~bability 
differs from the actual value . 
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Furthelmore, we plotted something called a binary confusion matrix[29.1 using a function. True 
positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives will all be listed in a C!lnfusion matrix. It 

informs us not only about the errors made by a classifier, but also about the kind of errors made while 
identifying Parasiti zed and uninfeded malaria cell. The graphic in TABLE 4 depicts detailed 
comparison of confusion matrix of veG 16, VGG-19, and ResNet-50. 

Positive in the confusion matrix is Uninfected blood cell and Negative is Parasitized blood cells. By 
this annotation we made a comparative matrix where True Positive [TP] is truly uninfected similarly 
True Negative [TN] is truly Negative, whereas False Positive [FP] is falsely predicted as Un infected 
and similarly False Negative [FN] is falsely predicted as Parasitized which were observed in our 
comparative study and are given 111 TABLE 4. 
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In addition to this TABLE 4 shows the conilision matrix for al! three models 

(Predicted Label) 

Positive Negative Accuracy 

Positive 2726 82 
0 _ 

95.55%
Negative 173 2215 

Positive 2707 101 
94.59%Negative 193 2195 

Positive 2649 159 
91.48%

Negative 220 2168 

VGG- 16 

VGG- 19 

ResNet- 50 

TABLE 4: Comparison table of Confusion matrix of VGG 16, VGG 19 and ResNet50 

From the confusion matrix [29J it is evident that the number of false positives and false negatives is 

highest in the model ResNet-50 with 220 and 159 images respectively, that is 220 falsely predicted as 
Uninfected out of 2388 parasitized truly labelled images, which comes to 9.2% parasitized images 

were classified to Uninfected. Similarly, 159 falsely predicted as Parasitized out of 2808 uninfected 
truly labelled images. whi ch then comes to 5.6% uninfected images were classified to Parasitized. 
And here the best pelformed model was VGG-16 with highest accuracy and least false positive and 
false negati ve predicted label images TABLE 4. 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

This study aimed to apply a deep learning pre trained model for the detection of parasitized 
and uninfected ma laria cell and compare them on various performance evaluation metrics.Malaria 
causes death of lot of people every year, and it's especially dangerous for children and people with 

chronic illness. The proposed work aimed at providing a solution to the question, "which model 
would perform better on my dataset?". Based on the results obtained it was clear that Oxford's 

VGGnets performed better as feature extractors for dataset, unlike Microsoft's Residual network. 
Although the ResNet was the first model that introduced the concept of skip-connection. The idea 
of skip connection revolutionized convolutional architectures. If the current problem were to be 

solved by anyone in the year 2014, they would've stumbled upon the infamous vanishing gradient 
problem. In residual networks, The skip blocks are stacked together the fundamental idea one should 

keep in mind here is that skip connection is used to preserve the gradient value that would often get 
very small even zero at times, for the first few layers while backpropogating using the chain rule. 

Techniques such as sk ip-connection pave the path for the future methods of deep learning. The 
VGGnets despite of being complex models with a large number of parameters are used more often 

because of the ease with which one can ifl).ple.menJ them. 

This study has one major limitatiol~~S th~C'u(1llvailability of the recommended hardware, the ~ ~ 
computationally expensive process that'is deep learr!tJg, often requires state of the al1 hardware. The 
ResNet model was fi rst run on a personal computer:' lat had an NVIDIA GTX 1650 GPU, yet the . . 
training time of the Inodel for 10 epochs was note'd, .to be 8 hours. It is highly recommended to use 

cloud based instances that are compatible with tl§ 9.~p learning frameworks or employ techniques 

such as paraliel Plocessi ng for utilising on€ or mo~your system to pelfonm the task at -
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hand. There are many cloud based platforms that provide virtual instances which have fully fledged 


high end GPUs suc h as II WS's p2.xlarge instance or the EC2 instancc that provides popular deep 


learning li'ameworks for us to explore. One can also opt for platforms such as Floydl-lub and Kaggle. 


Througll this com parative study we will be able to extract vila] information that discriminates a model 
IrOill the other. In future works, the network architectures will be further analysed to understand the 


various performance metrics yielded on the basis of seri es of cxperiments which include computing 


Performance rnetrics by using different optimizers, activation ttillctions and also finding optimal 

layers [31) which contain the best trained weights of the model and storing those weights which can 


be efficiently accessed for transfer-learning applications. 
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Abslracl 

Alzheimer's disease is an incurable, progressive neurological brain disorder. Alzheimer 's disease 

callses Ihe brain 10 shrink and brain cells 10 die. Early deleclion 0/ Alzheimer's disease can help 

palienl 'with proper trealment and prevent severe brain damage. In this paper a deep convolutional 

neural network model by analysing lHRf .w.:an.'i for diagnosis of Alzheimer disease at early stage. 

pel/ormed morphological operalions on MRI images 10 achieve beller Iraining .leI. Segmenlalion is 

done on training set fhal extracts features and gives significant information about Alzheimer>s 

Disease (AD) and Mild Cognilive Impairmenl (MCI). This will evenlually help doclors 10 predicI Ihe 

Slage of disease and patient will gel proper Ireatment accordingly. Our method uses machine learning 

algorilhms 10 predicI Ihe Alzheimer disease. 

Keywords: -Alzheimer Disease, Deep Learning, Convolulion Neural Network, MR!, Mild Cognilive 

Impairmenl (MCI) 

I. INTRODVCTION 

Alzheimer's disease is a progressive neurodegenerative disease, where dementia symptoms 

gradually worsen over a number of years. It is the cause of 60-70% of the cases of Dementia . The 

greatest known risk factor is increasing age. the majority of people with Alzheimer's being 65 and 

older. But Alzheimer's is not just a disease of old age .To extract patterns from neuroimaging data, 

various techniques, including statistical methods and machine learning algorithms, have been 

explored to ultimately aid in Alzheimer's disease diagnosis of older adults in both clinical and 

research applications. However, identifying the distinctions between Alzheimer's brain data and 

healthy brain data in older aclults is challenging due to highly similar brain patterns and image 

intensities. Recently, cutting-edge deep learning technologies have been rapidly expanding into 

numerous fields, including medical image analysis. The best way to fight this disease is early 

detection. This can help target the disease before irreversible brain damage or mental decline has 

occurred. Although current Alzheimer's treatments cannot stop Alzheimer's from progressing, they 

can temporarily slow the worsening of dementia symptoms and improve quality of life for those with 

Alzheimer's and their caregivers. The goal of this project was to create a basic neural network that can 

differentiate between normal patients and those affected by Alzheimer based on their MRI brain scan. 

The main objective of this project is to overcome the problem of pre·detecting Alzheimer's di sease. 

II. RELATED WORK 
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E. Nigri, N. Ziviani, F.Capabiancu worked on diagnosis of the disease different methods, such as 

lumbar puncture , blood tests, structural Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) , functional MRI , and 

Positron Emission Tomography . While each type of exam has its advantages, structural MRi is 

desirable for its low sensibili ty to early changes in the affected region [2]. 
N. Dhanchandra, K. Manglem , Y . .Iina Chan used ANNs to solve a wide variety of tasks that are 

hard to solve using ordinary rule-based programming. Deng showed that a higher sensi tivity and a 

higher accuracy can be derived using ANN than the traditional discriminant function analysis used in 

dementia classification using MRI [3]. 

C. Ge , Q. Qu, Irene Y. H. Gu , A. lakola proposed AD detection method to incorporate multi-scale 

feature learning into a deep convolutional network architecture for the characterization of Alzheimer's 

disease from MRIs. In the proposed method, 3D MRI scans first pre-processed, followed by 3D multi

scale convolutional network (3D MSCNN) to extract features in different scales [4]. 

K.R. Kruthika" H.D. Maheshappa proposed a method called multistage classifier by using machine 

learning algorithms like Support Vector Machine, Naive Bayes and K-nearest neighbor PSO (particle 

swarm optimization) which is a technique that best selects the features to obtain best features. In the 

initial stage GNB classifier was used to classify the objects between AD, MCI and NC [5]. 
1M Farooq, S.M.Anwar, M. Awais, S. Relunan In this paper author has presented a convolutional 

neural network based framework for classifying MRJ images to diagnose Alzheimer'S disease ,MCI, 

LMCI and nOlmal controls[6]. 

K. A. N. N. P Gunawardena, R. N Rajapakse, N. 0 Kodikara , r. U. K. Mudalig. Support Vector 

Machines (SYM) technique is used for initial tests, where author attempted to train and test a SVM 

with linear kernels which was implemented using MA TLAB's svm train and svm classify functions 

[7]. 

P. Lodha,A. Talele K. Degaonkar tested 5 models namely support vector machine, gradient boosting, 

neural network., k-nearest neighbor, random forest and concluded the best model depending on their 

respective accuracies[8J. 

Ill. SYSTEM METHODOLOGY 

The basic block diagram of Alzheimer's detection and classification is given in Fig.1 

Input MRI ,--. f---+ 
Feature Classification f----> PredictionPre processing extraction -I 

image Ir 

Fig. I System block diagram 

Magnetic Resonance images (MRI) are given as an input to lbe system. This is widell' used technique 

for brain tumor detection through imaging. MRI is used to create detailed image of the human body 

organ. In this Phase the MRI is processed by using necessary image processing techniques. This 

technique is used to improve the feature of the image at lowest level. This need not add some extra 

feature but remove undesirable feature from image. Image resizing are done. After preprocessing 

Morphological Operations are applied on image. A set of image processing 

operations that process digital images based on their shapes is morphology. Classification of disease is 

done in classes that is healthy brain, mild demented, moderate demented, very mild demented, non

demented. The results are predicted by displayin robability of chances of having Alzheimer 

normalization, activation and dense layers. CNN I~ th ~Dest results when compared to any other 

disease .The output also displays which ty @e' 
Network Architecture - CNN architect (ft' he of DenseNetl69, batch 

'
image classification method. Therefore, a CNN was§ln ple ~ted to .~'ages. 
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DenseNctl69 - The DcnscNcI169 model is one of the DenseNel group or models designed 10 

perfoml image classification. 
It is used as a base model for this syslem. Oasically feature extraction is done by this network. 

Traditional architcctures such as LeNetS, VGG 16 suffer from vanishing gradient as the depth 

increases .Fig. 2 shows the layout of the DenseNet. Last layer x, receives the le ature-maps of all 

preceding layers, xo..... x--I. Input x = H([xO. xl, ... , x-I]), where [xO , xl , . .. , x-I] refers to the 

concatenation of the fealure-maps produced in layers 0, ... ,x-I because of its dense connectivity. 

Pooling layers: The concatenation operation used is not feasible when the size of feature-maps 

changes. An important pal1 of convolutional networks is down-sampling layers that change the size of 

feature-maps. To perform down-sampling in this architecture the network is divided into multiple 

densely connected dense blocks. Layers between dense blocks are referred as transition layers, which 

do convolution and pOOling. The transition layers used in this experiment consist of a batch 

normalization layer and convolutional layer. 

Flatten Layer: Flattening is basically converting the data into I dimensional array .Once the pooled 

feature map is obtained. the next step is to flatten it. Flattening is done to create single long feature 

vector and this is connected to final classification model, which is called as fUll y connected layer. 

Dense Layer: A ner the flatten layer, we have used two dense layers. The dense layers are also known 

as fully connected layers. 

Activation Layer : The reclified linear unit (Relu) acti vation function overcomes the vanishing 

gradient problem ,allowing models to leam taster and perform better. This step is lIsually followed by 

convolution and pooling layer. Mathematically it is defined as Relu: y=max 

(O,x)->atax= I if x>=O else 0. This activation function will output the input directly if it is positive. 

Otherwise it will output zero. This brings non linearity and avoids overfitting problem. 

IV. EXPERlMENTATION 

For implementation of this system we are lIsing Python language and libraries such as numpy, pandas, 

matplotlib etc. Keras library is also used with tensorflow at backend. Dataset is divided into 4 classes 

namely non demented, very mild demented, mild demented, moderately demented. Training images 

are 4098, validation images are 1023 alld test images are 1280. 

The flow diagram of this system is given below. 
~-----
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l-l eoh~Alzhetmer's 
disease present I3 l'a i~~J 

'---------'IFig.2 Flow diagram 

For this system iinplemel1lation MRI images are used as a input. Data pre-processing is primary and 

important step whil e g iving input to CNN mode. Here image resealing, zooming, image rotati on is 

done. Next part is feat ul'e extract ion. In machi ne learning and image processi ng. feature are created 

from the initial datase!. Which is used for the training process. The se lected features include 

information about the input data. Feature extraction layer of DenseNet uses multiple layers of 

convolution activati on. mHX rooling and normalization. After feature extracti on, the images are 
classified in the fully connected layers of classification stage. activation fun ction ReLu is used to 

avoid overfitting as thi s is non-l inear function and at the output layer ac tivat ion function softmax is 

used as this is multiclass c lass iticati on . 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Model accuracy and model loss gra phs are plotted. These fig ures shows that this model is neither 
underftt nor overfi t. As shown in the graph I(FIG.3) as no. epochs increases model accuracy increases 

and in FIGA as num ber or epochs increases, madelloss decreases . 

5 ! 

''''' 
FlG.3 FIG.4 

87. 17% mode l accuracy has ach ieved and image is correctly cl assified by the model. 

/ u'ir/l ocal/lib/python3.]/dis t· pacKilges/tensorflowf pyt hon/ keras/ eng ine/s~l.lential . py :455: usert·uwni llg: 'lIIOdel. predict_(las ses( ) ' i 'i deprecated 
:.-ami llgs , ~larn ( " mod~l,predict_claS!.es()' is. deprecated and' 

/u ~r / lonl/l i b/pythonl , ] /di st · packages/tensorfl ow/python/kerils/engine/s !!q uential , py :<l 30: userl~i\r"ning : '!!IOdel, predict_prooaO' is depr ecated iI 
warni ngs, \oi';J'n( " model , pt'ed!c t..,pNlba() " is deprecated and' 
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VI. CONl'LlJ~tONS 

The purpose of early deteotion of Al zheimer's disease is achieved. Image preprocessing techniques 
and transfer learning techniques are being used. Machine learning approach to predict the Alzheimer' s 
disease lIsing machine learning algorithms is successfully implemented and gives greater prediction 
accuracy results. The model has got 87.17% accuracy. The amount of enlargement will classify the 

patient as Hcalthy patient , Mild demented, Non demented. The majority of the existing research 
works 	focuses on binary classification, this model provides significant improvement for multi-class 
classification. Th is network can be very beneficial for early-stage AD diagnosis. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Though the model has bcen tested only on AD dataset, it Can be used successfu lly for othcr 


classification problems of medical domain. There is always room for improvement, innovation or 

change of ex isting techniques in any research field. So, despite availabi lity of so much quality 
research work in this field, yet there is a lot of work to be done in making those automatic monitori ng 
systems more accurate and reliable. 
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V-Kiruthika, C.A marSingh, et al. focused on improving accuracy and efficiency in medical 
segmentation process, the proposed tumor segmentation is based on adaptive threshold algorithm. 

Deeplearning CNN classifier used 10 compare the test and trained data and produces the result for 
tumor.[ I 0] 

H.Saddam, M.Muhammad, et al. invest igated an automated segmentation algorithm for brain tumor 
using deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN). The algorithm includes preprocess ing in which 

images are normalized and bias field corrected, and post-processing where small fal se positives are 
removed using morphological operators.[ II] 

P.Sergio, P.Adriano, et al. proposed an automatic segmentation method based on convolutional 
neural network (CNN), exp loring small 3x3 kernels as it allows designing a deeper architecture. The 

use of intensity normalizat ion as a pre-processing step was also done.[12] 

m. System Methodology 

Brain tumors are the resull of abnormal growths and uncontrolled cells division in the brain. They can 

head towards death if they are not detected early and accurately. The key issue was detecti on of brain 
tumor in very early stages in order that proper treatment must be adopted. Based on this information, 

the foremost suitable therapy, radiation, surgery or chemotherapy can be decided. As a result, it is 
evident that the chances of survival of a tumor-infected patient can be increased significantly if the 
tumor is detected accurately as soon as possible. Usually, healthy brain tissue consists of three parts: 
gray matter, white matter, and cerebrospinal fluid. The segmentation is used to investigate the areas 
surrounded by a tumor. Magnet ic Resonance Image (MRl)has become the standard non-invasive 

technique for brain tumor diagnosis oyer the last few decades, due to its improved soft tissue contrast 
that does not use harmful radiations unlike other methods like CT(Computed Tomography), X-ray, 
PET (Positi on Emission Tomography) scans etc. 
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Fig I. Block diagram of brain tumor segmentation and detection 

A. Dataset 
This section presents the source of brain MRl image dataset. It includes Brats 20 18 and 20[3 

combination dataset which contain 606 LGG and [26[ HGG. Different modalities ofMRI images of 
the brain were used, including T I-weighted, segmented image, TI-weighted image, T2-weighted 
FLAIR image. 

B. Pre-processing 

The primary purpose of preprocess ing is to improve the quality of the MR images thus making it 

suitable for further processing by hum an or machine vision system. In addition , preprocessing 
helps to enhance certain parameters of MR images like im provi ng the signal to noise ratio, 

enhancing the visual appearance of MR image, removal of noise with spatial linear or no n-linear 
filters and undesired parts in the background, RGB to grayscale conversion , reshapi ng, and 

preserving its edges. 
C. Segmentation 437 1~ 
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The segmenlation is the most important stage for analyzing image properly since it affects the 
accuracy of Ihe further steps. Brain tumor segmentation involves the process of separaling the tumor 

tissues (Region of Interest - ROI) from normal brain tissues with the help of MRI images. Here, 
watershed algorithm is used for the segmentation purpose. Watershed segmentation is a gradient

based segmentation technique. Tile gradient map of the image is considered as a relief map of the 
image. It segments the image as a dam. The segmented regions are called catchment basins. 

Watershed segmentation solves different variety of image segmentation problem. It is considered for 
the images that have higher intensity value. Watershed transformation has its advantages of being 
simple but the main drawback is over-segmentation due to presence of IIIany local minima, thus to 

overcome this problem marker based watershed transformation have been implemented . These are 

robust and flexible techniques for segmenting objects with closed contours. The internal marker and 
external marker are defined at the start itself. The boundariesare expressed as ridges between two 
markers and located, even if not clearly defined. In marker-controlled watershed segmentation to 

segment the image the external marker is obtained manually by drawing a circle enclosing object of 
our interes!. The internal marker is determined automatically by techniques including Canny edge 
detection, thresholding and morphological operation. Modify such that it only has minima at 

theforeground and background marker locations. 

D. MOIpliological Opera/ions 

After segmentation, Illorphological processing is applied to remove the unwanted parts. Morphology 
deals with study of shapes. It is used for the extraction of the boundary areas of the brain images. 
Conceptually, morphologica l operation is rearranging the order of pixel values. It operates on 

structuring element and input images. The basic morphological operations are dilation, erosion, image 
opening and image closing. 

Fig 2. Three views of brain MRI images 

Images are captured from different views of the skull; thus the size and position of the tumors varies 

in different angles. The axial or transverse plane is horizontally oriented dividing the brain into upper 
and lower sections. The sagittal I . vertically oriented dividing the brain into left and right 

sections. And the coronal plan ~dlIfI.r~ 'ented dividing the brain i:~Ck sections. 
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Thus, the three views of Ihe brain MR images are called as axial , sagittal and coronal. In further 

process, the segmentalion is being applied to these three views of the brain MRI. Thus the tumor is 

segmented and detected in each of these three views. 

IV. Experimentation 

Our model is divided into two parts, firstly converting images from 30/40 to 20 by segregation and 

then performing segmentation part. In the model we are taking input as MRI brain image which is in 

nifti files(.nii). The images in nitti files are mostly in 30 or 40 dimension, so they can't be displayed 

directly just like any 20 images. To view the nitti image we need to convert it from 3D or 40 view to 

20 view. For this we are checking whether the image is 40 or 3D image, mostly the images are in 3D 

format only because 40 is not virtually visible. To convert 30 image to 20 image we perform 

segregation with the help of mathematical calculations by considering the spacing for aspect rat io, 

checking the size per slice, taking the middle slice number for reference. The three views of brain are 

plotted on the window i.e. axial, coronal and sagittal in one frame. We can select anyone view 

according to our choice, convert it into png format image and then give the png format image as input 

to segmentation unit. 
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Fig 3. Flow diagram of the proposed system 

After that basic pre-processing method of RGB to grayscale conversion is being performed as 
thresholdi ng requires gray image. In thresholding, we convert an im age from grayscale into a binary 
image, i.e., one that is sim~'y1l ac --and white. This is typically done in order to separate foreground 

. I ~ b k I.' ,<;',e lc/" . h b . . b . d fj hptxe s 1r0l11 ac 'groun !l'::ro .s-:-~e" entallon process, t e raUl tmage 0 tame rom t e 
thresholding step is seg'rif<1'n~ using · ~ controlled watershed segmentation. Us ing the gradient , 7. (tl 

image, the watershed transform .($ aon . xt, the segmented image is divided into normal brain 
region and tumor region accordi~ to t - . nsity values of the ori gi al image. To enhance the image 

and remove unwanted part we are a · I morphologicaloperati 'n" and closing. Thus, 
the tumor is detected and segmetited-' 
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V. Results and Discussions 

Next figure shows the resultant image as an output i.c. datn frame, three view images, thresholding, 
water segmented images. As tumor in MRI image have an intensity more than that's of its background 
so it becomes easy to loeate and extract the tLlrnor from image 

Fig 4. BRATS 3D MRI image converted into 2D with all views 

Fig 5. Three views of Brain [mages 
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Fig 7. Watershed segmented images of three views 

This section presents the results of our proposed image segmentation technique, which are obtained 

by using real brain MRI images. From the result we can predict that the green colour indicates the 
main tumor area where as the blue colour represents the subsequent brain edema in the nearby tissues. 

It can be seen that the sagittal view does not contains details of other organs and tumor is mare 
prominent here than the other images. Also it was observed that as compared to the other images, the 
axial view was consisting of fewer details. 

VI. Conclusion and Future Scope 

The diagnosis of brain diseases requires accurate diagnosis without any deviation. Any misdiagnosis 
will cause irreparable losses. The incidence of brain tumour has been high, and the number of patients 

has increased year by year. The workload of medical personnel in this field has also increased to a 
certain extent. An accurate and efficient method of brain tumour image segmentation must be urgently 

suggested as soon as possible, which has solved the increasing demand. Here, in model sagittal view 
has more accuracy than axial and coronal view as it prominently highlight the tumor area rather than 
other organs. Based on this background, them ode I focused to improve the segmentation accuracy and 

also to achieve automatic segmentation without manual intervention. 
In the future work, method may be implemented as a simple and useful tool for doctors in 

segmenting the brain tumor from MRI images. Also different classifiers can be used to increase the 
accuracy combining more efficient segmentation techniques. Moreover an app-based user interface 

can be build in hospitals which allows doctors to easily determine the impact of tumor and suggest 
treatment accordingly. 
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Abstrllct 

This paper presents an ultra-wideband two element Multiple Input Multiple Owput (MIMO) antenna 

wilh a band rejection structure. The strw.:lure reduces the mulual coupling between the two elements 
to provide effic:ieJ71 gain. A slot is elched on ho/h fhe rectangular patches /0 provide a nOlchjl'equenGY 
0/6Gf/z. The resonance 0/ proposed UWIJ lvllMO antenna ranges Fom 3.2 GHz 10 10.2 GHz 

benejicial/or Wi-MAX applications. 


Keyovords- MIMO. Ultra-Wideband, Mutual Coupling, Notch Band, Band Rejection, Decoupling 


I. INTRODUCTION 

Ultra-wideband (UWB) and Multiple Inpul Multiple Output (MIMO) antennas are acquiring great 

importance and recognition in modern wireless communication systems. Increasing demands for the 
high data rate, low power consumption and low cost, gave rise to research and development of UWB 

MIMO Antennas. An Ultra-wideband (UWB) is a communication technology which is used for short 

range communication systems operating at high bandwidth of radio spectrum. The bandwidth of 

UWB is greater than equal to 500MHz and frequency range lies between 3.1 GHz to 9.1 GHz. The 

basic concept of MIMO is to use multiple radiating elements to transmit or receive s igna ls with 

different fading characteristics. But designing a MIMO with multiple radiating elements and low 

muttlal coupling is a great challenge. The size of the UWB antennas is usually smaller than traditional 

antennas due to the increase in the operating frequency. Designing such multiple radiating antenna 

elementS on the small space available in portable devices causes severe mutual coupling and degrades 

the performance. Many MIMO antennas have been proposed for UWB systems which have large 

bandwidth and are better immune to multi path propagation and narrowband interferences. 

I t. LITERATURE SURVEY 

"Ultrawideband MIMOlDiversity Antennas With a Tree-Like Structure to Enhance Wideband 

Isolation", [I) the main challenge; faced by design of UWB MJMO antennas are reducing the size of 

radiating elements in MIMO and enhancing the isolation between these radiating elements to reduce 

the mutual coupling to get better gain and radiation pattern. To conquer these challenges and 

overcome drawbacks many design designs and methodologies are proposed. One way to achieve 

isolation between radiating element is to introduce decoupling structures between two radiating 

elements. One UWB MIMO antenna of 3.1 - 10.6 GHz is designed with tree-like structme on the 

ground plane. The effectiveness of the't~ee-like structure is analyzed in reducing the mutua l coupling 

between the radiating elements. " Compact MIMO Antenna forPortable Devices in 'UWB 

Applications", [2) in this paper Similarly another antenna consists of two planar-monopole antenna 

elements placed perpendicularly to each other to achi . lation. To enhance ~ 
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long protruding ground stubs are added to the ground plane on the other side and a short ground strip 

is lIsed to connect the ground planes of the two monopoles together to form a COlllmon ground. In this 

paper two-element MIMO antenna is designed a band rejection structure is introduced on ground to 

reduce coupling effect ,nnd enhilnc~ the isolation. 

III. DESIGN AND SPECIFICATIONS 

Design of antenna plays a vilal role in determining the parameters of the anlenna. The precision of 

antenna depends on the design speci f1cations of the antenna. The proposed antenna consists of two 

uniform rad iating elements dcsigned on FR4 substrate. The dielectric constant of FR4 substrate is 4.3 

and thickness is O.8mm. Each radiating element is a rectangular monopole antenna. The dimension of 

absolu te antenna is 26 x 31 mm2. The two identical radiating elements of the antenna are rectangular 

patches with indi vidual feed lines. A single partial rectangle slot is cut in each palch which obtains a 

notch band at 6GHz. The ground plane of the antenna is a partial copper annealed plane. A band 

rejection structure is printed on parlial ground plane 10 enhance Ihe isolalion between two monopoles 

which reduces mutual coupling. The band rejeclion slruclure consists of 3 slumps. Two stumps on the 

outer sides are inverted L shaped. Given below are Ihe designs of the proposed antenna. Fig.3. 1 shows 

the antenna withoul the band rejection strllcture. Fig3.2 shows the antenna with band rejection 

structure. 

i O ntenna without band rejection structure 
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fig. 2 Antenna with band rejection structure 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The simulated antenna performances are investigated by carrying simu lalion on CST Microwave 

Studio software. Fig.5.1 shows s-parameters IS II I and ISI21 for the anlenna in Fig. 3.1. lSI 11 which 

represents return loss shows Ihal antenna resonates in the frequency band from 3.4 GHz 10 9.6 GHz 

with the band rejection at 5.9 GHz i.e from 5.6 GHz to 6.2 GHz. 

S~I"'f [~'~ ndfll:r nmm ; . /:l. ....L ...m. . ... ~. I 
•:: j~~vj\":~~o/ .,
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" 

Fig. 3 S-Parameter without Stub Structure (IS Il l. IS 121) 

Fig.5.2 shows s-parameters ISII I and ISI21 for the antenna in Fig.3.2. lSI II which represents that 

antenna resonates in the frequency band from 3.4 GHz to 9 GHz with a band rejection at 5.7 GHz i.e. 

fi"om 5.4 GHz to 6.2 GHz. 
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lC !l 

Fig. 4 S-Parameters with Stub Structure (IS I II, IS 121) 


Since two antenna elements are identical lS221 and IS211 are same as lSI II and ISI21 respectively. 
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Fig. 5 S-Parameters without Stub Structure (IS221, IS211) 
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Fig. 6 S-Parameters with Stub Structure (IS221, IS211l 

V. CONCLUSION 

\The design is implemented on CST Microwave Studio Suite Software. Antenna performance is 

investigated by observing the results such as VSWR, S-Parameters and Efficiency with and without 

the band rejection structure. The antenna resonates at frequency range 3.2GHz to 10.2GHz. The 
radiation patterns at three different frequencies (3.2 GHz, 6.7GHz, 10.2GHz) are analyzed. Improved 
Impedance Matching is observed along with the wide band characteristics by comparing the design 

without band rejection structure with design containing the structure. Thus the proposed design is 

proved to be efficient in reducing mutual coupling between two elements ofMIMO antenna 
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AbSlraCI-

Medical imaging techniques are lIsed in the medical./ield fhr finding solutions of many problems. 
Different types of imaging techniques are used for different applications. The images are used for 

clinical analysis to detect the issue in Ihejimclioning of that organ or body part. Cataract is a layer 
formed over Ihe eye lens and Ihal blocks Ihe lighl which passes Ihrough Ihe lens. Thai will ((ffeci Ihe 

shaJpness of the image which is reaching 10 the retina of the eye. I1s the result our vision becomes 

blurred. Most ofthe time cataract will develop slowly but with time it will grolV larger and as it grows 
larger ;t covers more part q/our lens (lnd distorts the light jj'om entering into the eye. This may lead 
to complete vision loss. To avoid the caloract is to be detected as early as possible and also proper 
treatment should be taken. 

in this paper the digital image prucessing techniques are used to detect the existence of cataract. 
D~lferent image processing tec!mhiues !O detect contours fi'om the image of eye are available. This 

paper searched/or the two dij/erel1l contours 0/affected and non-affecled part 0/ iris. After delecting 

that the area over which the cataract is present can be defined and also the percentage qj"that can be 
calculated and based on that, the pr()per treatment can be taken to cure that before the major loss. 

KeYlVords- Cataract Density, Cataract Analysis, Cataract Detection, Cataract 

I. I'iTRODCCTlON 

Tn today's era, image processing technique is very beneficial for the medical field to analysis various 

diseases.Image processingis the process in which different types of processes are applied to the image 

or vidco sllch as image enhancement, masking, feature extraction and many more, it gives the result 

corresponding to the necessary pan of the picture. The image processing system uses images like two 

dimensional signals while applying signal processing method and different algorithms for getting the 

solution for medical problems which deals with effectively and efficiency in technological views. Due 

to spending a lot of time in the sun, bright area without any protection for eye, constant monitoring of 

bright screen and cosmetics it will form a cloudy or foggy area on the eye, due to formation of the 

cloudy area the light entering into the eye become less so ahead object will look blurry, foggy or filmy. 

Cataract will cause difficulty in seeing the object, changes in the way you see colour, double vision or 

it may cause blindness. According to the national blindness and visual impainnent survey 66.2% of 

blindness, 96.2% of visual impairment cases in people above 50 years in India. Under medical cxpen 

cataract can be detected and prevented at early stage modern technological give major contribution for 

the solving problems of medical field. Medically cataract is analysis using X-ray image expen solve 

related to visual muscle branching so GJ'¥l;t!~l'Itl . ervation so 
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from this paper we can calculate density of cataract with the help of affected and non-affectedrcgion 


of cataract. 


II. liTERATURE REVIEW 

Image processing has improved with higher scope in recent era under Python base processing. In the 

medical field eye is VCI)' soft tissue so more focus is laid on the study and consultation of eye research 

technologies and the structure of analysis the cataract is complicated due to this they ana lysis the 

cataract in limited sca le. 

Md. Anayet [8J to analysis NC and CC image employed computer aided (CAD) technique is used. To 

detect the cataract image prucessing technique is used which give the result of 20 and 3D colored 

contour image for visuali;wtion and surgical aid. 

Ishitaa Jindal [I5J to determine the cataract digital image processing is used where in this two 

different algorithms also used which is varying degree ofcataract. 

Linglin Zhanga [I3J method for cataract consists of two componentspreprocessing and DCNN 
classifier in themethod of preprocessing, it likewise requires fe w approacheslo enhance the condition 

of images, for instance, imageimprovement and noise removal. Segmentation and location ofretinal 

structures, such as ret inal lesions, vesscis, optic discs,and aneurysms. 
Xinting Gao [9J methodto detect cortical and PSC cataract using retro-illumination images. Based on 

the observation of the images and the graders' expertise on conical and PSC cataracts .. an enhanced 

texture feature is proposed and used to classify the cataract images from the non-cataract images. 

Syed Thouheed Ahmed [12] wavelets and masking terminologies are used to extract the cataract .For 

the density calculation region of interest is consider in appropriate ratio. 

III. PRAPOSED METHODOLOGTY 

IInput image Pre-processing Iris Contour separationj 
I 
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l:ig.l: Block Diagram for Cataract Analysis. 

Fig 2: Input image 

Cataract suspected images are applied as input shown in fig 2. 

A. Pre-processing 

Fig 3 : Gray scale image 
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Fig 4: 2D filter output 

In pre-processing input colored image is converted into gray scale image shown in Fig 3 and gray 

scale image is a process with 2D tilter for smoothing the image shown in Fig 4, 

B. Iris Contou}' separation 

~~ring 
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In Iris contour separation technique simplcthrcsholtling is clone in \vhkh threshold value 
(50).Forevery pixel, Ihe $"'llcthrcshold vailies is applied.irllwpixel vallie is smaller Ihanlhe threshold, 
it is set to mHxvnluc. othcrv,dsc, it is set to 0 as shownill Fig S. Morphological opening of an image is 
basically Erosiolll'ollowcd by a Dilation. llsing the same strucluring clement. Opening generally 
smooth tile contours of thcimagt~, breaks down narrow bridgc~ and reilloves smallobjects from the 

foreground as shown in Fig 6. 

C. Hough IrcmsjlJrmaliol1 

• I c'rd", d<:I~ClIXf i.ly Hough Tr~nslorm 

Fig 7: Hough Transformation Olltpllt 

For detecting the circles in the image hough transformation is used as shown in Fig 7, 

D. Inversion 

.' ; "v.:!rt ~d Ll x 
~==----------------~ 

Fig 8: Inversion output 

To reduce the confusion between outer area and the cataract inversion technique is used as shown in 

Fig8 
E. Iris affected & nOli-affected area detection 
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I ' pupi! "1I1SS " x 

Fig 9: Iris area detection 

Here detect the area of the whole iris where the cataract may be fonned shown in Fig 9. 

F. Cataract area detection 

Fig 10: Cataract Area Detection. 

To detect tile area over which the cataract is formed shown in Fig 10. 
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A nul' finding both the areas we can conL"lude the percentage of" the cataract formed on the iris shown 
in fig 11. 

I V. CONe!.1 i\ION 

This paper presented the teehniquc in which difkrcnt lilters and image processing tcchniques are 


used 10 deteci two different contollrs of Ihe non-iII"lected area and affected area. Then the densiry 


. oCthe calaruel is 'ca[culated using the mtio oT'lll alTected and non-affected region of the -iri s.ThiS 


technique gives the perecntage of the area of iris over which thc cataract is present. This technique 


de[ivcrs thc result with an accuracy of 85%. This technique can also useful for chccking the 


presence of the cataract.This can bc used for carll' Si.l!gc detection of cataract. 
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Abstract 

l1:'i velJ' diJJicultfor mute people to convey Iheir message 10 reg ular people. Since regular people are 

not Irained on hand sign language, the communication becomes very difJicult. In emergency or other 

limes h'hen ({ mUle person travelling or among new people cOlJJlJJunicalion wilh nearby people or 

conveying a message hecomes velY dV/iclIlt. So here we have designed a jystem which would enable 

the mute people to communicate 'with regular people.. In this system webcam is placed infront ofmute 

person.. The mute person would put finger in ..Ii"ont 0/ }veb camera and webcam will capture the hand 

gestllre and pel/orm image processing. And hand gestures will be converted into voice for mute 

people and also message will be displayed on screen. 

Keywords - sign language, voice conversion ,gesture to speech, hand gesture, dumb 

J. INTRODUCTION 
The main objective ofthis project is to help mute people to communicate with regular people. In our 

country around 2.78% of peoples are not able to speak (mute). Their communications with others are 

only using tloe motion of their hands and expressions. Dumb people can't speak and normal people 

don't know the sign language which is used for intercommunication between mute people. This 

system will be useful to solve this problem. Gestures are in line with people's habits of 

communication, so many researchers have done a lot of work in gesture recognition based on vision 
based approach. 

Here we propose a smalt speaking system that helps mute people in conveying their message to 

regular people using hand motions and gestures. Need for the new system mute people can't speak 

and normal people don't know the sign language which is used for inter-communication between 

mute people. This system will be useful to solve this problem Advancesladditions/updating the 

previous system Smart wearable hand device as a sign interpretation system using a built-in SVM 

classifier is implemented but the system is for blind people we here created a system for mute people 

too. 

H. 

In [1], authors successfully designed and implemented 

as a sign interpretation system using a built-in SVM classifi 
was developed to demonstrate the usability of the proposed 
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text-to-speech service.Jian Wu and Lu Sun [2] proposed a wearable real-time American Sign 

Language recognition system in their paper. Feature seleclion is performed to select the best subset of 

features /Tom a large number of well-established features and four popular classification algorithms 

are investigated for our system deSign. The prototype architecture of the application comprises of a 
central computational module that applies the camshill technique for tracking of hands and its 

gestures. Haar like technique has been utilized as a classifier that is creditworthy for locating hand 

position and classifying gesture. The virtual objects are produced using Open GL library. [3]n [4], 
hand tracking based virtual mouse application has been developed and implemented using a webcam. 

The system has been implemented in MATLAB environment using MATLAB Image Processing 

Toolbox. The system can recognize and track the hand movement and can replace the mouse function 

to move the mouse cursor and the mouse click function. In general, the system can detect and track 

the hand movement so that it can be used as user interface in real time. YelJapuMadhuri and et al [5] 

presents a report on a mobile Vision-Based Sign Language Translation Device for automatic 
translation of Indian sign language into speech in English to assist the hearing andlor speech impaired 

people to communicate with hearing people. This system is an interactive application program 

developed using LABVIEW software and incorporated into a mobile phone. This is able to recognize 

one handed sign representations of alphabets (A-Z) and numbers (0-9). 

Ill. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
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extracting only that par! of image which is or our interest or which has meaningful information. 
Database: it consists of different iland gestures and against them is lISer defined readable 
word/sentences. Classification: classifying hand gesture into readable and understandable 
sentences/words. CJas~incr compares input hand gesture with hand gesture present in database and 

accordingly classilie> it into sentence. Classilied sentencc is then sent to scrvcr (firebase server). 
Android App fetches this sentence l'rOI11 server ancl then displays it onto app. App also plays audio of 
sentences for betler resuits. 

IV. SVM ALGORITHM 

Support vector machines (SVMs) arc powerful yet flexible supervised machine learning algorithms 
which arc used both for classification and regression. But generally, they are used in classification 
problems. In I960s, SVMs were first introduced but later they got refined in 1990. SVMs have their 
unique way of implementation as compared machine learning algorithms. Lately, they are extremely 
popular because of their ability to handle mulliple continuous and categorical variables. An SVM 
model is basically a representation of different classes in a hyperplane in multidimensional space. The 
hyperplane will be generated in an iterative manner by SVM so that the error can be minimi zed. The 
goal ofSVM is to divide the datasets into classes to find a maximum marginal hyperplane (MMH). 
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Fig. 2 Support Vector Machine (SVM) diagram 

The followings are important concepts in SVM 

A. 	 SlIppor' VeclOrs-

Data points that are closest to the hyperplane is called support vectors. Separating line will be 

defi ned with the help of these data points. 

B. 	 Hyperplane-

As we can see in the above diagram, it is a decision plane or space which is divided between a set 
of objects having different 

classes. 

C. Margin 

It may be defined as the gap between two lines on the closet data points of different classes. It can 
be calculated as the perpendicular distance from the line to the suppol1 vectors. Large margin is 
considered as a good margin and small margin is considered as a bad margin. 

The main goal of SVM is to divide the datasets into classes to tind a maximum marginal 

hyperplane (MMH) and it can be done in the following two steps

• 	 First, SVM will generate hyperplanes iteratively that segregates the c lasses in best way. 

• 	 Then, it will choose the hyperplane that separates the classes correctly. 

In practice, SVM algorithm is implemented with kernel that transforms an input data space into the 
required form. In simple words, kernel converts non-separable problems into separable 

problems by adding more dimensions to it. It makes SVM more powerful, tlexible and accurate. 

The following are some of the types of kernels used by SVM. 

I. 	 Linear Kernel - It can be used as a dot product between any two observations. The 
formula of linear kernel is 

as below- ~ 
K(x, ~~~;) ....................... . .......~.. L (I) 
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From the above forlllul<l, we can sec that the product betwccn two VCl'IOrs say x&xi is the 
slim of the Illultiplication 

of each pair of input values. 

2. 	 Polynomial Kcrncl- It is more gcncrnlized ICmn of linem kernel and distinguish curved or 
nonlinc<lr input space. 
Following is the formula of polynomial kernel 

k(X, Xi) = 1 + sum(X • Xi)d""""""",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,.,,(2) 

Here d is the degree of polynomial, which we need to specify manually in the learning 

algorithm. 

3. 	 Radial Basis Function (RB") Kernel - RBF kernel. mostly used in SVM classification. 

maps input space in indefinite 
dimensional space. Following is the formula of explains it mathematically 

[«(x, Xi) = exp(-gam11w, sum(x - xl) "". """"" ,,(3) 

Here, gamma ranges Irom 0 to I. We need to manually specily it in the learning algorithm. A 

good default value of gamma 

Is 0.1. As we implemented SVM for linearly separable data, we can implement it in python for 

the data that is not linearly 

Separable. 

V. RESULT I 

RESULT 2 
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RESULT 3 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

This system eliminates the barrier in communication between the mute community and the nonnal 
people. It also provides communication between dumb and blind. It is also useful for speech impaired 

and paralysed patient means those do not speak properly. The project proposes a translational device 

for deaf-mute people using glove technology. Further tlte device will be an apt tool for deaf mute 

community to learn gesture and words easily. And also it is portable. 
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Abstract-

This paper proposes the implementation ofa Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to classijy music 

into its rejpeclive genre. 7'l1e digital entertainment indu.wy is hooming right now and people are 


mostly listening to music onlinc these days. lvfusic plays a key role in our lives. The quantity ofmusic 

being released on internet pla(/orms is huge. But 10 manually ciassW' mllsic jiles is a hectic task Jar 

human beings. There is also a good chance 0/ error ill case of classijication done by humans. The 


increase amount q/"work in (his/ield recently has brought a great demandJar automatic music genre 

ciass{/icaNon. This paper presen/s a deep learning approach w·;ng Convolutional Neural Network 

(CNN). CNN model is !rained using GTZAN dataset with ten musical genres and spectrogram ofeach 

audiojile. The model essentially uses a neural :-,pecijication to classify the music file into 10 different 


genres. CNN has good ability to work with various musical pal/ems. CNN has been mostly used in 

recent approaches and it is more efficient than standard machine learning approaches. 

Keywords- Music genre classffication, convolutional neuralnetrl'ork, spectrogram, GTZAN, deep 
learning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Music performs an essential role in our lives. Music unites like-minded people and is a link 

between communities. Communities are usually identified by the types of songs that they have 

composed or may have heard. Different communities and groups listen different sorts of music. One 

main feature that separates one quite music from another is that the genre of the music. 

As the number of songs keeps on increasing, people find it relatively hard to manage the songs of 

their taste. Since taking note of music online has become very convenient for people, because of the 

increase of online music streaming services like Spotify, iTunes, etc. users expect the music 

recommendation by the service_ To make this possible, we need to check people's listening options 

and determine the genre they are listening to. This is the best way. Due to the rapid growth of the 

digital show business, automatic classification of music genres has acquired significant prominence in 
recent years. One way to effectively classifY the song is based on genre. Classification of genre are 

often very valuable to elucidate some interesting problems like creating song references, tracking 
down related songs and music labelling. 

[I. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Snigdha Chillara, KavithaA. S., ShwetaA. Neginhal, Shreya Haldia, VidyullathaK. S. in [1] did a 

survey in music genre classification using machine al a~:.!!!!:!5:.. where comparison oflearning J~i:ii

different music genre classification techniques with machine algorithms is giVen~ 
Spectrogram-based models and Feature based models e best model fo 
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classification. CNN model was determined to be Ihe best model over others like RNN, ANN, and LR. 
Subset of Free Music Archive [rMA] database is used. Librosa, a Python libr",y is used for feature 
extraction purposc. Hareesh Bahuleyan in [2] proposed the work whieh gives an approach to classi fy 
music automatically, Comparison of the performancc of two classes of models is done. CNN model is 
trained end-to-end using spectrogram and the second approach utilizes various ML algorithms like 
Logistic Regression, Random Forest, etc. VGG-16 CNN model gave highest accuracy of 89%. In this 
research' Audio set' dataset is used which consists of mp4 files. The mp4 files are converted into the 
desired wav format. Tom LH Li, Antoni B. Chan, Andy HW. Chun in [3] made an effort to 
understand the rnain features which actually contribute to build the optimal model for Music Genre 
Classification. A methodology to automatically extract musical patterns features from audio music is 
been done. In this CNN has the strong capacity to capture informative features from the varying 
musical patterns. Due to this the approach is made to CNN, where the musical data have similar 
characteristics to image data. The dataset considered here is GTZAN which consists of 10 genres of 
100 audio clips each. The musical patterns are evaluated using WEKA tool. Bryan Lansdown, Dr. 
Shan He in [4] gave comparison of machine learning algorithms in their suited ness to the task of 
music genre classification. Classification was based upon 54 features extracted from each song of the 
dataset, most of which pertained to spectral information. The average genre scores across the standard 
dataset were as follows: Electronic:60%, Folk: 73%, Hip-Hop: 74%, Pop: 41 %, Rock: 73%. R. 
Thiruvengatanadhan in [5] proposed a technique of Music Genre Classification using GMM 
(Gaussian mixture model), a new technique that uses support vector machines to classify songs is 
described. Parametric or non-parametric methods are used to model the distribution of feature vectors. 
The music data is collected from music channels using a TV tuner card. A total dataset of 100 
different songs is recorded, which is sampled at 22 kHz and encoded by 16-bit. In this work fixed 
leng[h Ii·ames with duration of20 ms and 50 percentages overlap (10 ms) are used. GMM method has 
good performance in musical genre classification scheme and is very effective and the accuracy rate is 
94%. 

Ill. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system hel ps classify music under the genres of the GTZAN dataset. Convolutional 
Neural Network (CNN) is a deep learning model which delivers great performance with images and 
basically saves sizeable number of efforts and time. 
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Input will be presented in the timn of audio tile in .wav fonna!. Dataset used here to tmin and test 

the model is GTZAN which consist of 1000 diClerent songs with 10 dit"tlJrcnt genres (100 

songs/genre). Each song will get converted to its respective spectrogram which is nothing but a 2-D 

representation of an audio signal , having time on x-axis and frequency on Y-:Olxis. The table provided 
below shows different genres in the GTZA N dataset. 

TABLE I 


GENR ES IN GTZA N DATA SET 


Sr. No. GENRES No. of Songs 

I BLUES 100 

2 CLASSICAL 100 

3 POI' 100 

4 ROCK 100 

5 COUNTRY 100 

6 DISCO 100 

7 HIP-HOI' 100 

8 JAZZ 100 

9 REGGA E 100 

10 METAL 100 

The next step is to gather som e paramelers or features from the dataset. This step includes 

computing Mel spectrogram of evel), audio file in the dataset and also computing its MFCC(Mel 

Frequency Ceps tral Coefficients). Mel spectrogram is generated us ing Mel scale. MFCC takes audio 

samples as input and after process ing, it calcul ates coefficients unique to that particular sample. Also, 

several numeric features of the audio fil e are computed using Li brosa library. The numeric features 

included are first 13 mfccs, zero-crossing rate, spectTal centroid and spectral ro lloff. This Mel 

spectrogram data and numeric features will be used to train and test the CNN model. Out of 1000, 800 

songs are tra ined and 200 are tested. 

Convolution Neural Network (CNN) is a deep learning module used to classify a short segment of 

the spectrogram, which is passed to hidden layers which consists of convolution, max poo ling and 

dropout. The data is split into training and testing set of 800 and 200 songs respectively. CNN then 
predicts the computed genre of the Illusic. CNN gave the traini ng accuracy of 80% and testing 

accuracy of 62%. As number of epochs are increased, model learns more but too much epochs would 

lead to overfilling, so increasing the number of epochs would likely not improve the model. 

Convolutiona l neura l network has its o rigin from the study of biol ogical neural system. Hum ans can 

find and recognize patterns without having to re-Iearn the concept. Convolutional Neural Net can also 

do this because it recognizes an object as an object even when it appears in some different way . 

IV. CNN ARCHITECTURE 

At the heart of it all , convolutional neural networks can be seen as a neural network that uses the 

same copy of the same neuron. This allows the network to work wi th a lot of different hidden layers 

and perform on highly computational models. In simple terms, CNN can take an image as an input 

and it consists of multi ple hidde n layers of artificial neurons. Pre-Processing ~ in convo lution 

networks is much lower as compared to other classification algori tluns. As in pr~~"J!l ods fil ters 

used are hand-en gineered having enough training, convolution networ~s -' h~e ""it . ity to 

automatically learn these filters. The result of this is specific features that ca{ be de~cie ~ vhere ~ 
'l.j . 
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on inpul images. The architecture of this networks is similar to that of connectivity pattern of neurons 

in the Human Brain. The following figure shows how hidden layers work in CNN. 

Output layer 

Hidden layer 

Input layer 

Hidden layer 

Fig 2 Layers of CNN 

Convolutional layers are not only applied to input data but they can also be applied 10 the output of 
other layers. More data needs more layers to be able to learn more complicated patterns. In mUltiple 

layers the filters that work on raw data will extract low-level features and the extraction of features 
will be at high-level as depth of the network is increased. There are some basic and imp0l1ant layers 
that are used in CNN. 

A. Convolution layer 

This is the first layer of the network which is used to extract different features ITom the input 

spectrogramic image. In this layer all the mathematical operations of convolution is perfomed using 

the filters. In convolution layer the implementation starts with a larger image and ends with a smaller 
array that helds records of which sections of image were most interesting. In this the information 
about the image like the corners and edges is extracted. 

B. Maxpooling and Droput layer 

Convolution layer is followed by pooling layer in most of the cases as the fundamental aim of this 
layer is to decrease the size of convolved feature and subsequently reduces the computational cost. 

This is done by reducing the connections between layers and independent operation on each featme 
map. This layer reduces the size of the array while keeping the most interesting features. Dropout 

layer is used just in case of over-fitting. To overcome this, few neurons re randomly dropped from 
the network which si Ul1r.; v reduces the size of model. 

~0\ EIlgins. 
C. Fully-Connected I~~e~ 
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I3y c·ollYolutioll and muxpooling a large image is reduced in a srnnll array. That array can be used 
as input to another layer named as !illly COllllCClcd layer. This layer is the linal layer in which Ihe 
main purpose of cia ssilicati 011 is carried out thus it is jusl before the tinal output. 

The basic idea of these layers is to summarize a large image until the final result is achieved. 

V. FUTIJRI'SCOP!' 

This work was done for quick implementalion so il has a lut of scope for improvement. The dalasel 
used in this sludy has 

1000 songs of 10 different genres. Training and testing lIsing larger dataset in future might improve 
CNN's ability to classity music into its respective genre. Few songs result in weaker analysi s and over 
fining of some algorithms which can be improved wilh large dataset. Also using more features of Ihe 
audio file could help to cnhance the CNN accuracy. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed syslem is a technique for classitYing music genres. The exponential gro\\~h within 
digital industry causes an urgent need for effective genre classilication for users as well as content 
provider. The system used is robust and cosI etTective because open-source lools like Python, Jupyter 
can be used. And it is also easy 10 implement as il won ' t need much higher specifications. In case of 
classification done by human being Ihere is a good chance of error because of the different nature of 
every individual. If we have some system which will categorize music into its respective genres 
automalically, we would save a large number of human efforts and time. CNN model used gives 
better accuracy i.e., 80% training acclIrncy than conventional machine learning algorithms. 
Misclassification may occur in some cases due 10 complex audio tracks btl! overall CNN gives betler 
accuracy. So, to justify, it would be better to have an automatic genre classifier for music. 
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Abstract 

Impulse noise is a common cause of image corruption during image processing Clnd transmission 

procedures. To achieve low-complexity VLSI architecture, we propose An Efficient VLS! Architecture 

Jor Removal o/1mpulse Noise in Images Using Edge Preserving Filters in this paper. To detect the 

noisy pixels, we use a decision-tree-based impulse noise de/edo}", as welf as em edge-preservingjilter. 

To recreote the intensity values 0/ noisy pixels. em edge-preserVing fi/ter and a mathematical 
morphological }iller were used, as well as an edge-preserving .filler and a mathematical 
1I100phologica! jilter. 111 addition, adaptive technology is used to boost the effects ofremoving random 

valued impulse noise. In terms of both quantitalive assessment and visual efficiency, our proposed 
methodology oll/pel/orms the previous lower-complexilY approaches. Furthermore. the results could 

be equivalelll to those of higher-complexity methods. Using TSMC 0.18m technology, the VLSI 

architecture q{our design achieves a processing rate ofaround 200 MHz the architecture only needs 

fwo-line mell7OJ:v bujjers and has a low computational complexity. It has a low harmvare cost and can 

be used in a variety ofreal-time applications. 

KeYlVortfs- Spartan 6kil (FPGA), Xilinx ISE, edge-preserVing filter. VLSI Architecture, De/wising, 

MOlphological jilter. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In the process of acquiring photos and transmitting media through various channels, impulse noise is 
commonly included in photographs. While image processing is critical in a variety of sectors, noise 

has a significant impact on the process' performance. The noise may have a significant impact on 
image processing algorithms' performance. As a result, effective de noising becomes a critical 
challenge in image processing. Impulse noise is divided into two types based on the distribution of 

noisy pixel values: fixed-valued impulse noise and random·valued impulse noise. Because the pixel 
vallie of a noisy pixel is either the minimum or highesl value in grayscale images, the former is also 
known as salt-and-pepper noise. For grey-scale photographs, the values of noisy pixels damaged by 
random-valued impulse noise are evenly distributed in the range [0, 255). There have been several 

e shown to be effective. Due to 
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the unpredictable distribution of noisy pixel values, random-valued impulse noise is more challenging 

to manage. In this project. we simply focus on eliminating random-valued impulse noise from the 

damaged image. We're presenting a method for removing noise from photos. Although several filters 

sllch as the mean filler, median filter, Gaussian tilter, and others are already in llse, they are llseless in 
that they afteet bOlh noiseiess and noisy pixels. This might lead to a misunderstanding of the 

information contained in the picture. The alpha-trimmed mean filter will be used. This filter is a cross 

between a mean and a median filter. This filter overcomes the disadvantage of the mean filter, which 

is that il alters the values of both noiseless and noisy pixels since it is unable to discriminate between 

them. We lise an edge preserving filter in addition to the alpha trimmed mean filter. Using standard 

filters may result in the loss of picture edges, or in other words, edges may become blurred. We'll be 

able to avoid this with the help of an edge-preserving filter. A decision tree-based denoising approach 

is used to discern belween different sections of a picture, such as a smooth region and an edge region. 

The decision tree-based impulse detector in this DTBDM will detect the noisy pixels based on the 
region they are in. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The authors of this recent paper [11 tells us that by utilizing the modules such as, 'isolation module', 

'fringe module' and 'similarity module', the denoising is done quite effectively and the proposed edge 

preserving filter is used to preselve the edges in the image Using FPGA Mechanisms to Implement 

NLM for Denoising of MRI Images [2] The have worked to propose that a denoising method based on 

Non-local Mean fliter and has compared it with Anisotropic Diffusion filter. The ADF smooth the 

images by blurring them like Gaussian filter but the effect is, unlike Gaussian, blurring of edges is 

much less and the features of the image are clearly visible. But it doesn't preserve the edge. Hence 

they have used NLM filter to solve this problem. In [3] they have proposed the work to tell us about 

an edge preserving filter in this paper. They have designed an algorithm which considers pixel values 

along a direction in a 3x3 mask. Eight directions have been defined and if the pixel values along this 

direction have similar values with minor variations then that region in the image is considered as an 

edge. Thus edge can be preserved. Using a Combined Filter, an Efficient De-noising Architecture for 

Impulse Noise Removal in Color Images. [4]ln this survey they have proposed that a de-noising 

method for color images using Adaptive Marginal Median filter. The Adaptive marginal median filter 

is effective in preserving details of the images and it smooth the image. Remove Impulse Noise in 

Medical Images Adaptively and in Real-Time. In [5] they have worked to show that the Image 

Histogram and Fuzzy Method and have used a Median filter to remove high noise levels in images. 

This method is especially effective for denoising medical images like X-rays, sonography reports, etc. 

This method is highly effective in removing high-level noise in medical images. [6] The alpha

trimmed mean filter is a nonlinear windowed filter that is a combination of the mean and median 

filters. The basic concept behind a filter is to look at the neighbourhood of any signal (image) 

element, discard the most atypical ones, and measure mean value using the rest. The parameter Alpha, 

as you can see from the filter's name, is responsible for the number of trimmed components. This 

filter is a combination of the Mean and Median filters, resulting in a more efficient output. 

~u. eRO'OSED METHODOE~~ 
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In order to determine whether pi,j is a noisy pixel, the correlations between pi,j and its neighbouring 

pixels are considered. Surveying these methOds, we can simply c1assi ly them into several ways 

obsclving till: degree or isolation at t;urrcnl pixel, determining whether the current pixel is on a fringe 

or L:olllparing the similarity between the current pixel and il s neighbollring pixeis. As a result, we 

build three module!l in our dccision-trec-based impulse Lietcct()[': separation, fringe. and resemblance. 
A decision trec is formed by concatenating the decisions of these modules. The decision tree is a 
bin",), tree that can use various equations in different modules to decicle the position of pi,j. The 

isolation module is used first to determine if the pixel value is in a smooth field. If the resuit is 

negative, we know that the current pixel is part of the noisy I'rec category. Otherwise, a positive 

outcome indicates that the present pixel is not a noisy pixel or is located on an edge. The fringe 

module is used to double-check the outcome. The outcome of the fringe module will be negative 

(noisy-li'ee) if the current pixel is on an edge; otherwise, the result will be positive. If the isolation and 

fringe modules are unable to establish if the current pixel is noisy free, the resemblance module is 

used to determine the outcome. It measures the resemblance of the present pixel to the pixels around 

it. Pi..i is a noisy pixel if the answer is positive; otherwise, it is noise-free. 

Noisy Imille 

Declsion-Tree-Based 
Impulse Oetecter 

Yes Edge-Preserving 

No 1-----------' 

Fig. t The dataflow ofDTBDM 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM DESIGN 

The architecture of DTBDM shown in Fig. Consists of five main blocks 1) Line buffers, 2) register 

bank, 3) DTBID, 4) Edge preserving image f,lter and 5) Controller 

A. Line Buffer 


DTBDM adopts a )x3 mask, so three scanning lines are needed. Therefore mask contains 9 pixels. 


The centre pixel i.e. 5th pixel is processed. 


B. Register Bank 


It consists of nine registers to store the.3 x3 pixel values of the current mask. 
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C. 	 Decision Tree Based Impulse Detector 

The associations between the centre pixel and its neighbouring pixels in the mask are considered 
in order to decide if the 

present mask's centrc pixel is noisy or not. This DTB 10 is made up of three modules: i) isolation 
module ii) fringe module 

and iii) similarity module. 

Controller 

Edge 
Preserving r- Image 

Ev.::nl in.: , out 

Bufler 
image Filter "f---+0 

I-> ...... 	 0 ", 
V I/ 

Imago:: 

In 


Fig.2 VLSJ Architecture ordt: eiS10n Tr~ B:lS<!d Denoising Melhod 

A decision tree is fOlmed by concatenating the decisions of these modules. The decision tree is a 
binary tree that can decide if the mask's centre pixel is noisy or not. The pixel is noisy if the response 
is positive. Otherwise, a pixel is called noise-free if the effect is negative. 111e isolation module is 
used to determine whether or not a pixel is in the smooth area. The Fringe module is used to 
determine whether or not a pixel is on the fringe . Finally, if both the isolation and fringe modules fail 

to detect the noise, the effect is determined by the resemblance module. 

O. Edge Preserving Image Filter 
The noise-free pixel's pixel value remains unchanged. The Edge Preserving Image Filter is used to 

reconstruct the pixel value ofa noisy pixel. It is made up of two modules: [the min ED generator and 
ii) the Average generator. Out of eight paths, the min ED generator produces the edge with the lowest 
weight. The value of a noisy pixel is then reconstructed using pixels in the minimwn value direction. 

The median value is used for reconstruction of noisy pixel if all other pixels in mask are a lso noisy. 

E. 	 Controller 

It sends control signals to control pipelining and timing statuses of the VLSI OTBDM circuit. It also 
sends signals to schedule reading and writing statuses of the data that are stored in register bank or in 

line buffers. The VLSI DTBDM involves too Inany architecture for detection of noise as well as for 
reconstruction ofnoisy pixel value. Which makes it very complex to realise and to use for real time 
applications 
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V. RESUI.TS 

We have used Spllrtan6 FI'Gi\ kit to implemen! VLSI architecture. For this, 512xSI2 8-bit greyscale 

corrupted image of Lena, Boal, Photographer arc generated using MATLAB environment with noise 

ratio of I %, 10% and 30%. These corrupted images are then denoised using our VLSI architecture, 

and then the denoised images are compared with original image. These comparisons are done on the 

basis of PSNR ratio and SSIM. Following table shows the test results: 

(a) Lena with I % NO (b) Lena with 10% NO (c) 

Lena with 30% NO 

Fig. 3 Images of Lena with different Noise ratios 

(a)PSNR-51.55, SSIM-0.9986 (b)PSNR-40.04, SSIM-0.9847 

(c)PSNR-33.03, SSIM-0.9409 

Fig. 4 Oenoised I mages of Lena with PSNR and SSIM 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Our method is robust and fast and has low-complexity compared with previous methods. Proposed 

method enhances the perfonnance and is better than previous lower-complexity methods. It is 

comparable to that of high-complexity methods. The approach uses the decision tree-based detector to 

detect the noisy pixel and employs an effective design to locate the edge. By using alpha-trimmed 

mean filter, the effectiveness of impulse noise removal has greatly increased and the quality of the 

image is maintained. The cost of the VLSI architecture is quite low, and the speed of operation is fast. 
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Abstract 

111 Ihis project, as {Ill experiment setup fiJr efficient diabetic fool deleclion is described. Diabetes 01:.,-0 

brings neurovascular complications, which results in development of increase in pressure among the 

regions ofthe /001. Palienfs with diabetic polyneuropathy ofien lose sensation,\' ofpain and temperature 
in their jeel, this results in an derisOIY pressure in their feel, while slanding or walking. This may calise 

injuries in the feel; painless Irauma develops and results in ulceration. So taking care ofdiabelh: foot 
ulcer is required. For Ihal we are introducing the device wMch will lake the reading of the pressure 

applying on Ihe fOOl ofa diabetic palienl , the pressure will be read or sense by Ihe pressure sensor which 
react on a very lmll pressures. According 10 Ihe Normalized Peak Pressure (KPo) values Classijication of 
normal and diabetic neuropathy paOenls will be done, In this method diagnosis a/foot ulcera/ion will he 

done in an earlier stage thereby Ihe further prevenlion ofulceration. 

Keywords- Diabetes, Flexiforce sensor, Fool pressllre, Neuropathy, Fool detection. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Foot gives slability supp0l1 while walking, standing and running. The foot has five major 

functions, it's the inspiration for the enti re body, it can adapt to uneven ground, it acts as a shock, it 

provides leverage for propul sion , and it absorbs transverse leg rotation. Loss of anyone of those functions 

are often detrimental to the patient, and is usually noliced in patients with diabetes. quite 50 million 

people within the world have diabetes the prevalence of diabetes among those over 45-65 years aged 

group. In India diabetic is that the second commonest exptanation for lower limb amputation. Foot 

ulceration affects 25% of patients with diabetes during lifetime and 850/0 proceeds to ]ower limb 

amputation. Elevated levels of blood sugar (hypergIycaemia) origin of spillage of g lucose into the urine. 

Normally, blood sugar levels are hig hJy controlled by insulin. 

ll. UTERATUARE SURVEY 
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requirement, non invasive, robust andreproducible. [2] Patients with diabetes mellitus are prone to have 

mulliple complications. One of the major complications is foot ulcer. It is a conunon complication which 

has shown an increasing trend over previous decades. Fifteen percent of diabetic patients will suffer from 

foot ulcer during their lifetime.Although the accurate figures are difficult to obtain, the prevalence of this 

complication ranges from 4% to 27%.Diabetic foot ulcer is a major source of morbidity and a leading 

cause of hospitalization.Approximately 20% of hospital admissions among diabetic patients are due to 

foot ulcers. Once diabetic foot ulcer has developed, there is an increased risk of ulcer progression, leading 

to infection, gangrene, amputation [3] The processing of signals is carried out in the digital domain 

because digital processing is accurate, fast and reliable. Digital signals are often an approximation of the 

analog data (like video or voice) that is obtained through a process called quantization. Representation of 

the digital signal is never exact, but its most closely approximated digital form. So its accuracy depends 

on the degree of approximation taken inquantization process. The advantage of digital communication 

over analog one is its noise immunity. In any transmission path some unwanted noise or voltages are 

always exist which cannot be fully eliminated. When a signal is transmitted, this noise gets added to the 

original signal causing some distortion oftbe signal. [4] The LabVIEW instrument driver library contains 

instrument drivers for a variety of programmable instrumentation, including GPIB, YXI, and serial. If a 

driver for your instrument is in the library, you can use it as is to control your instrument. Instrument 

drivers are distributed with their block diagram source code, so you can customize them for your specific 

application [5] This technology described educational model of computer controlled fan, with special 

developed software. This model is designated mainly for teaching of control systems basics. Students can 

test the OFF control, PID control, identification with use of the transient response. All this tasks are 

highly configurable \vith possibility to save measured data from experiment. 

III METHODOLOGY 
~ 

I FSR I j---L. ArdUirO uno 

V ADC -
I FSR2 

VISA 
Adapter 

I 

1 


LABVIEW 

GUI 


Fig. 1 Block diagram of system 

In this block diagram we have tried to describe you the whole working of Our project. so basically 

we are getting the pressure readings from the flexi force sensor, which are given to the 10 bit ADC of the 

arduino uno which will convert it to the digital fOlm for the smootb process. That data then passed 

through the arduino uno for the process of serial communication. Afterward that serial will be acquiesced 
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by the VISA which will act as data acquisition system (DAQ). And then it will access I'rolll the labview 

fo r the c1etertion purpose. 

IV. IMPLEMENTATION 

Arduino Programming: 

Algorithm: 


Step I Start the system 


Step 2 Seriai communicalion will begin 

Step 3 Loop will take place 


Step 4 Analog 0 will show rlsrReading and analog I wi ll show I fsrReading. 


Step 5 To begin with rfsrReading print «R'~_ 

Step 6 If rfsrReading is < 10 then print rls..Read Or else processed to next. 


Step 7 IfrfsrReading is < 100 then print rfsrReading .. 


Step 8 If rfsrReading is>999 then print 999. Print the final rfs rRead ing. 


Step9 To begin with IfsrReading print "L". 


SteplO further output will be same as rfsr for Ifsr. 


Step II Print the finallfsrReading. 


Step l2 Delay of sometime 


Step 13 END the program 


When we will Start the system Serial communication will begin then Loop will take place then 

for right leg Analog 0 will show rfsrReading and for left leg analog I will show IfsrReading. To begin 

with rfsrReading it will print "R".If rfsrReading is < I0 then it will print rfsrRead Or else processed to 

next.lfrfsrReading is <100 then print rfsrReading. 

If rfsrRead ing is>999then print 999.Print the Iinal rfsrReading,To begin with IfsrReadi ng 

print " L".further output will be same as rfsr for itsr.Print the final IfsrReading.Delay of sometime END 

the program 

Proteus Simul ation: 

Fig. 2 Hardware Simulation 

The above result is proteus simulation, our project is hardware-:l(3Sj st we need to do 
,{r;'~?,o~ Tf-? 
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Abstract 

Criminal idelltijicativl1 has received much attention since it is a fundamental task in intelligent 

surveillance .'>),stems. 111 i'vlalaysia identification ofcriminal is done through thumbprint ide11lification. 

Criminal are velY clever Ilowada",vs they do not leave their thumbprillf on/he scene and also evidences 

on the crime scene. Willi the advent of sect/rily technology, surveillance cameras installed in many 

public and private areas /0 ohserve surveillance activily. The footage of the surveillance camera can 

be used 10 idel1li}y su.lpecls all scelle. The proposed criminal idenlificalion syslem uUlomalically 

delecls Ihe similarily heMeen pholo in Ihe Joolage and recorded pholo of criminals, based 017 facial 

recognition using CNN algorithm. The proposed method helps the law enforcements to detect or 

recognize suspect o/the case ifno thumbprint present on the scene. 

Keywords: criminal idelllijication, face recognition, python. etc 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Face recognition is one of only a handful few biometric techniques that have the benefits of both 

accuracy and low intrusiveness. For this reason, since the early 70s, face recognition has importance 

in fields of security, image processing and computer vision. Face recognition has also proven useful in 
public places. Then again is to choose if tbe face is somebody known, or obscure, utilizing for this 
reason a data base of faces to approve this input face. This project main aim is to create an efficient 

architecture for face recognition in playing videos using Alex net. This product which two self
contained Alex net which are used to detect and recognize faces in regions containing a dense 
grouping of features from Accelerated Segment Test (FAST). Compares the image of any given 

person matches any of the face images stored in a database. This problem is difficult to solve 
automatically due to the changes that various factors, such as face extraction, can cause on the image. 

Facial recognition may not be the most reliable Among these various biometric techniques but it has 
several advantages over them. It is widely used in various areas such as security and public places, 
police controls and in attendance management system. Face Recognition is easy to use. It is a series of 

several related problems which are solved step by step: First step is Concentrate on one face at a time 
and understand that even if a face is turned a weird way or in terrible lighting, it is as yet unchanged 

individual. Second step is deciding different interesting highlights of the face that can help in 
distinctive it from the essence of some other individual. These attributes could be components of the 

appearances. And third step is compating these distinctive features of that face to all the faces of 
people we already know to find out the person 's name. We have to do best code for this system. Face 

recognition systems fall into two categories: extraction and recognition. Face verification thinks about 

a face picture against a formal face pictures, whose character is being guaranteed. Actually , face 
identification analyses a question face picture. 

II. REI:;,ATED WORK 
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In Criminal Face Id entification System[6J ,Criminal record usually contains personal information 

concerning explicit person Alongside photograph, To spot any Criminal we need some identi tication 

related to person, that are given by viewer, Much of the time the norm and spine of the recorded 

picture portions is poor and difficult to recognize a face, To beat this disadvantage, we tend to are 

creating code, Distinguishing proof should be possible in different manners like tinger impress ion, 

eyes, DNA and so on a face is turned a peculiar way or in awful lighting, it is as yet unchanged 

individual. One in a ll applications is face identification, The face is our primary focus of attention in 

social in ters course taking part in significant role in conveying identify and estab lishi ng emotion. 

Despite the fact that the ability to construe knowledge or character from facial look is suspect, the 

human capacity to recognize face is remarkable. 

An automatic face recognition system for criminal information was proposed using known 

Principal Component Analysis approach [7].This technique are going to be ready to discover face and 

recognize face a utomatically. This can facilitate the law enforcements to detect or recognize suspect 

of the case ifno thumbprint present on the scene. 

E-crime detection using face recognition system is goes to spot criminals at numerolls security 
place like a irdrome, railway etc. v ideo camera catches a rigid scope of cas ings of an indi vidua l 

com ing before s ign on counter. Proposed framework analyses these caught pictures taken through the 

camera with the photos of the Criminals which are put away in the data se t. Proposed framework is 

associat ion of two phases Face location utilizing Hear Based Cascade classifier and acknowledgment 

utilizing Principle Component investigation with Eigen Face. The goal is to impl ement the system 

(model) for a se lected face and distinguish it from an oversized range of stored faces with some period 

of time variations as well.[8] 

In Crime [dentification using 3-D Face Recognition, is used to assess confront discovery and 

acknowledgment procedures and provides a complete image based mostly face location and 

acknowledgment with higher truth, higher reaction rate associated an underlying advance for video 

observation [9]. Arrangement is planned in light of performed tests on totally different face made 

databases as so much as subjects, stance, feelings and light. Person identification using face is 

incredibly exigent and knotty drawback. Recognition of a person from an arbitrary perspective is 

crucial necessities for security measures and access management. Recognition of a specific face may 

be lIseful for countless issues like person laptop interacti on, criminal detection, etc. The present 

system has additional calcul ation because of higher dimensional and no more effectual st ill. Rather 

than feat of face vectors with high speciality it is higher to use face vectors with lower speciali ty. This 

en- forced face recognition system is easy and comparatively simpl e to recogn ize the faces from 

videos taken from a distance and web cams. The improved PCA rule removes facial expressions and 

classification is perfonmed by minimum distance classification [10] . [n this paper, we proposed a 

crimina l identification system using deep learning concept. 

fll.S YSTEM ARCHITECfURE 
[n this paper, System proposes a Criminal Detection through Face Recognition. To beat the 

disadvantages that were in the existing system we foster a system that wi ll be exceptiona lly helpful 

for any examination division investigati on department. 
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Fig.1 Crim ina l Identification System 

Figure I shows the proposed criminal identification system, input face is taken by using webeam 

,and all criminal images is uploaded in dalabase. next step is we pre-processing and extraction of 

features of face images and it compare with the webcam image if feature is matched then criminal is 

detected and send alert message to near police station . 

ALGORITHM: 

K-mean Clustering Algorithm 

Input: K- the number of clusters 

Dataset: a data set containingn objects 

Output: A set of k clusters 

Step I: Randomly select k data objects from dataset D as initial cluster centers. 

S tep 2: Repeat 

Step 3: Calculate the distance between each data object di (I i= i i= n) and all k 

cluster centers cj (I i= j i= k) and assign data object di to the nearest cluster. 

Step 4: For each cluster j (I i=j i=k), recalcu late the cluster center. 

Step 5: Until no changing in the center of clusters . 


The computational complexity of the algorithm is O(nkt) 


Where, n: the total number of objects 


k: the num ber of clusters 

t: the nu mber of iterations 
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IV.RESULT 
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Fig.2 Result 

V.CONCLUSION: 

In this system we execute criminal identification system, which will record crooks as per face 
acknowledgment. It will save time and effort, especially if it is a social place. Automated criminal 
recognition System has been imagined to lessen the disadvantages in the conventional (manual) 

system. This system demonstrates the use of image processing techniques at public places. This 
fram ework cannot just simply help in the criminal examination framework, yet additionall y improve 
the generosity of the public authority . 
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Abstract 

Intelligent radios collect in/ormaliol1 l~y sensing signals within the radio spectrum, and the 

automatic modulation recognition (AMR) o.fsignals is one oftheir most challenging tasks. Although 

the result ofa modulation classification based on a deep neural network is better, the training ofthe 

neural network requires complicated calculations and expensive hardware. The proposed ~ystem 


consists o.l Convolutional Neural Nefwork (CNN) combined with a deep learning-based method, to 

achieve higher-accuracy AMR thaI are trained on different datasets. The proposed system adopt 

dropout instead ofpooling operatioll to achieve higher recognition accuracy. The proposed system 

is combined with CNN, and is designedfor recognition ofeight modulation modes ofBPSK, QPSK, 

8PSK, GFSK, CPFSK, PAM4, 16QAkf, and 64QAMThese modulation modes are widely used in 

modern communication systems, including optical communications and satellite communications. 

When unknown signals are deleeted, (he initial CNN ,rained on lQ samples is employed to recognize 

easily distinguishable modulation lIIodes except 16QAM and 64QAM. This CNN does not have the 

capacity to distinguish between thelll, blll it can separate them fi"om other modulation modes. 


Therefore, they are categorized il1to the same class (QAMs), .from which the other CNN trained on 

constellation diagrams can distinguish 16QAM ond 64QA.M The experimental results show the 

effiCiency of each of the modulation lIIodes. The system reveals that BPSK modulation has 97% 

accuracy. PAM4 has 91% accuracy. PAM8 has 88%, PSK4 and PSK8 both have 93% accuracy, 


QAM4 has 94%, QAM16 has 81% and the final one QAM64 has 87%. The overall systelllundergoes 

90% accuracy which the best value 10 be measured. 


Keywords - Deep Learning, Convolutional Neural Network, Automatic Modulatioll Recognition 

(AMR), Cognitive Radio (CR) 


l. INTRODUCTION 

After a long time in development, wireless communication technology has derived a variety of 

types of signal modu lation methods for different application scenarios, mainly divided into analog 

modulation and digital modulation. With the gradual popularization of the digital signal, digital 

modulation has become the main research topic in this field. Therefore, this paper focuses on the 

identification of digital signal modulation methods. The modulation recognition of digital signals is 

divided into two cases: cooperative conditions and non-cooperative conditions. In a Non-cooperative 

environment, modulation recognition is a techno logy between signal detection and signal 

demodulation. Its main purpose is to determine rhe modulation method of the signal to be detected, 

which is also the subsequent estimation of the parameters of the signal to be detected (carrier 

frequency, symbol rate and so on). The modulation and ide· of signals under non

cooperative conditions has a wide range of applications in tJ ~ Qjf, 

civilian field, modulation identificntion of signals is main ly u{~lflpr· sign~ . "::! ation, interference 
Identification and mterference confllTJIatlOn for radiO spectr !J1i'Inagel~lt. I 
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mainly L1sed for radio communication countermeasures in software radio technology and electronic 

countermeasures. A cognitive radio (CR) is a radio device capable of sensing, learn ing, and adjusting 

to adapt to external wireless environments. There are many types of modulation technologics, and one 

of the most essential functions in CR is to automatically select these modulation modes according to 

external environments. So, a precondition of receivers in demodulating received signals is to confirm 
signal modul ation modes in CR; otherwise, the signals cannot be demodulated correctly, and 

transmission can't be completed. Therefore, automatic modulation recognition (AMR) is a function 

that must be solved in the CR receiver. 

Recent years have witnessed an ever-increasing demand for multimedia communication 

applications. World Wide Web applications have extensively grown since the last few decades and it 

has become a requisite tool for education, communication, industry, amusement etc. All these 

applications are multimedi a-based applications consisting of images and videos. Images require 

enormous volume of data items, creating a seriolls problem as they need higher channel bandwidth for 

efficient transmission. Thus, the need for image compression arises for resourceful storage and 

transmission. Image com pression teChniques aim at reducing the amount of data needed to accurately 

represent an image, such that the image can be economically transmitted or archived. The approach 

presented in this offers great potential in complete lossless compression of the biomedical image 

under consideration, with the reconstructed image being mathematically identical to the original 

image. The method comprises getting rid of the redundant data and encoding the non-redundant data 

for the purpose of regenerating the image at the receiver section without any observable change in the 

image data. Most compression algorithm s are independent of specific file format. Indeed, much 

format support a number of di fferent compression types. They are important parts of digital image 

creation, transmission and storage. Among them some algorithms are more efficient in compressing 

monochrome images whereas some are good at a compression colour and medical images. In this 

project, the main focus is given on medical images. 

II. MOTIVATION 
In classification of different modulation formats. It plays an important role both in military and 

civil applications. There is an urgent need to investigate the different methods of modulation 

estimations, discuss the challenges in cognitive radio environment, and understand tbe distinct 

requirements in real-time modulation classifications. The cognitive rad io networks. automatic 

modulation recognition (AMR) is a fundamental step to perform the first approach deals with 

classifYing distinct QAM modulations. As just seeing towards scatter plots human can identify the 

type of modulati on technique, but machine can't so for the sake we are implementing this system. 

Ill. LITERA TURE SURVEY 
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Automatic Modilimion Recognition is the algorithm that recognize modul ation of unknown signal 

without auxilinry illfonnalion. Modulation is the process of converting drt!a into radio waves by 

adding iJ1formation to an electronic or optical carrier s ignal. RFML Ecosystem i, used in the RFML 

application space, which arc nOl by and large present in the picture, sound.. and addition211y text 

application spaces. 1.11 Tcst un advanced sign adjustment mode recognizable pl'Oof strategy, to 

recognize recurrence tweak (2FSK and 4FSK) from one perspective and abullliancy and stage 

regulations (ASK, [JPSK, QPSK and 16QAM) [2]. M.Venkata Subbarao et al. proposed new order 

calculations for AMR utilizing directed Decision Tree (DT). DT Class ifiers (DTC's) are non

parametric classifiers whic.:h give fast and low complex arrangements in characterization. Fine Tree 
(FT), Medium Tree (MT) and Coarse Tree (CT) classifiers were carried out. [3]. 

Generative Adversarial Nctworks-Based Semi-Supervised Automatic Modulation [4] show that 

contrasted and notable profound learning strategies, their strategy improves the order precision on a 

manufactured radio recurrence dataset by 0.1% to 12%. Hao Gu et al. proposed a visually impaired 

channel distinguishing proof (BCI) supported summed up AMR (GenAMR) strategy dependent on 

profound realizing which is directed by two free convolutional neural organi zalions (CNNs). 

Recnactment resuits affirm that their proposed summed up AMR strategy is altogether better 
compared to previous framework. [5]. Automatic modulation for cognitive radios using cyclic feature 

detection is rehashed more occasions to build the profundity of neural organiZ<1tion and Ihe model's 

capacity to learn highlights.[6] 

IV. SYSTEM METHODOLOGY 
Figure I Shows basic block diagram of the system. Our system is combined wil h two CNNs and is 

designed for recognition of eight modulation modes of BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK, GFSK. CPFSK, PAM4, 

16QAM, and 64QAM. These modulation modes are widely used in modern communication systems, 

including optical communications and satellite communications. When lmknown signals are detected, 

the initial CNN trained on IQ samples is employed to recognize easily distinguishable modulation 

modes except 16QAM and 64QAM. This CNN does not have the capacity to distinguish between 

them, but it can separate them from other modulation modes. Therefore, Ihey are ca tegorized into the 

same class (QAMs), from which the other CNN trained on constellation diagrams call distinguish 

16QAM and 64QAM. 

) 
Unknown\\ 

IQ 
s~mples 

Fig.1 Architecture ofthe system 
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V, RESULT AND EXPERIMENT 

The overall implementation of proposed system is designed based on MA TLAB and Python, Python 

uses Keras with tensor fl ow for implementation of proposed network , Firstly, we collect the dataset 

for va rious 8 signals, 1000000 samples are collected and trained for system , The acquired dataset is 

trained using Convoluti onal Neural Network Algorithm (CNN), The random signals are generated in 

MATLA B and been passed to python, and based on the noise it identities the category of noise, CNN 

is used for class ification likes CPFSK, PAM4, 16QAM, 64QAM, BPSK, QPSK, 8PSK and GFSK, 

The complexi ty of a convolutional neural network is divided into time complexity and space 

complexi ty, The time complexity includes the number of convolutional layers and channels in the 

network (Le" the number of convolutional kernels), and the overall time compl exity is the sum of the 

tim e complexi ty of all convolutional layers, The space complexi ty incl udes the total number of 

parameters and the characteristic graph of each layer, The result and confusion matrix of various 

netwo rk in the data are given below, 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

This Automated Modulation Recognition System can recogni ze eight modulation modes with high 

identification accuracy, CNN trained on constellation diagrams with a density window can detect 

sufficient differences to distinguish 16QAM and 64QAM, which cannot be differentiated in the 

former CNN, Due to the excellent perfonnance of our method, we be lieve our approach can be 

di rectly employed in CRs if networks are trai ned by more signals with different modulation modes 

under different SNRs, 
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Abslrllcl- Language is one of the ...ign{[icant methods' jor correspondence; Speech is ils Jundamental 
medium by which fwo individuals can communicate. In this current period, technology based on speech 

are broadly utilized CIS it has limitless uses. Speech Reco/?l1itioll (SR), as the man-machine intelface 
assumes a fimdamental parI ill the field ojAf aud NiL where precision is a sign(/icant challenge. In this 

proposed .~yslem, a model has been processed where to separate two voices by using DNN techniques. 
Conversation is made on various methods and approaches oj the discourse acknowledgment measure 
lIfiUzing Ihe DNN. DNN can effectively e.-':lractlow-dimensionaIJeatures. Hence Ihe accuracy oJspeech 

separation can be improved by the designed system. The main motive is to bring ID light the progress 
made il1 the field a/speech recognition. 

Keywords- Deep Neural Network, Speech, Speech Separation, Speech Recognition 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A reflexive multilayered mission organizer with an unaided discourse detachment system for blends of 

two inconspicuous speakers in a si ngle channel sett ing dependent on deep neural network systems 

(DNNs). It depends on a key suspicion that two speakers could be isolated on the off chance t.hat they are 

not like one another. A difference measure between two speakers is first designed [Q describe the partition 

capacity between contending speakers. At that point appear that speakers with the equivalent or various 

sexes can regularly be isolated. If two speaker bunches, wi th huge enough separations between them, for 

every sexual orientation gathering could be set up, bringing about four speaker groups. Next, a DNN

based sexual orientation blend identification calculation is designed to decide if the two speakers in the 

blend are femates, guys or from various sexual orientations. This locator depends on a recently designed 

DNN design with four yields, two of them speaking to the female speaker groups and the other two 

describing the male gatherings. At long last the propose is to develop three au tonomous discourse 

division DNN fram eworks, one for everyone of the female-female, male-male furthermore, female-male 

blend circumstances. Each DNN gives double yie lds, one speaking to the objective speaker gathering and 

the other portraying the meddling speaker group. Prepared and tried on the Speech Separation Challenge 

corpus, our trial results demonstrate that the designed DNN-based methodology accomplishes enormous 

execution increases over the best-in-class solo procedures without utilizing a particular information about 

the blended target and meddling speakers being isolated. Single-channel source detachment means to 

recoup at least one source sign of enthusiasm from a blend of sign. 
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IJ.L1TERATURE SURVEY 

There are varioLis techniqut!5 tor Speech Recognition and Separation based on lItterance~ vocabulary 
size and specker mode. Speech has evolved as a primary fonn of communication between humans. The 
advent of digital technology, gave us highly versatile digital processors with high speed, low cost and 

high power which enable researchers to transform the analog speech s ignals in to digital speech s ignals 

that can be scientifically studied. The Speech is most prominent & primary mode of Communication 

among of human being. The communication among human computer interaction is called human 

compliter interface. Speech has potential of being important mode of interaction with computer. Federico 
Cruciani eL gives an overview of major technological perspective and appreciation of the fundamental 
progress of speech recognition and also gives overview technique developed in each stage of speech 

recognition. It helps in choosing the technique along with their relative merits & demerits[2] .Achieving 

higher recognition accuracy, low word error rate and addressing the issues of sources of variability are the 
major considerations for developing an efficient Automatic Speech Recognition system. In speech 
recognition, feature extraction requires much attention because recognition perfonnance depends heavily 
on this phase [3].The design of Speech Recognition system requires careful anentions to the following 

Issues: Definition of various Iypes ofspeech classes, speech representation, feature extraction techniques, 
speech classifiers, and data base and perfonnance evaluation[ I]. To overcome above issue, we use Deep 

learning concept in Automatic Speech Recongnition. A deep neural network (DNN) is an artificial 
neural network (ANN) with multiple layers between the input and output layers. There are di'fTerent types 

of neural networks but they always consist of the same components: neurons, synapses, weights, biases, 
and functions. These components functioning similar to the human brains and can be trained like any 
other ML algorithm. DNNs can model complex non-linear relationships . DNN architectures generate 

compositional models where the object is expressed as a layered composition of primitives. The extra 

layers enable composition of features ITom lower layers, potentially modeling complex data with fewer 

units than a similarly performing shallow network. For instance, it was proved that sparse multivariate 
polynomials are exponentially easier to approximate with DNN s than with shallow networks. Deep 

architectures include many variants of a few basic approaches. Each architecture has found success in 
specific domains. It is not always possible to compare the performance of multiple architectures, unless 
they have been evaluated on the same data set.The main objective of this paper is the comparing speech 

recognition accuracy of a target speech signal that was extracted from a mixture of two speakers and 
determine whether the two speakers in the mixture are females , males or from different genders. 

III. MPLEMENTATJON DETAILS OF MODULE 
The basic system consists of 4 stages as shown in fig.I. such as Feature Extraction, Training, DNN, 

Output Speech Separations. 

Gender Mixture Deteclion- To show the importance of the gender mixture detector and the effectiveness 

of the DNN-based approach, First introduce a method widely used in the speaker recognition communiry 

as a comparison in experiments. The alternative speaker representation and a fOim of Bayesian adaptation 
to derive the speaker models, two models representing male speakers and female speakers are trained and 

then used to detennine the gender identities of mixed speech. 
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Speech Separation- Speech separa tion or segregation is the separmion of a desired speech signal from a 
mix of environmental signals. These can include ambient rOOI11 noise, other talkers and any other non
stationary noise. The majority of speech separation techniques try to reduce noise by replicating the signal 

processing performed naturally by human auditory sensory system. Speech segregation can be separated 
into two categories. The first is monaural approaches, which includes speech enhancement techniques and 
computational auditory scene analysis. 
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Fig. 3 Training and Testing 

The figure 2 and 3 is the output of training and testing. Various voice were trained and calculated their 

train loss and va lUoss To know the loss of each sample we have used printO to print the statlls of train 
loss and valiJoss. The above fig indicates the loss made during validating and testing when 5ample like 
O.wav, I.wav, 2.wav!3.wav,4.wav were passed for training testing phase. 

O.1I"mod-.fi· i1 , ",,< SJ.:r 

.\ t.fn:.Spte.<h:NiI·' wl.f..5ourId ai ' 8 :"" ,
'" S

:epe'.)t«'-~OlJf<d.\""·1 1'6"(6. ~i l:SlI.~.' .'fl.. · SbvrIcII 318 

Hpe'''I«I~~c\,JI(C'l.w~v .. <1)\ 20ll 1M AM :~. .r.c~ . It B 

Fig.4 output 
The above results i.e. Figure 4 states that the sample of mixed voice i.e. Mix_speech.wav was been 

passed to the system designed. The proposed DNN algorithm extracts the features and compare with 
trained dataset. The frames were separated, clustering was performed, if some frames were not needed to 

be supported those were kept as it is. Rearrange of frames with the sequence was performed. Reconstruct 
of wave folm was done and later on the audio was separated into two different voice. i.e. 
Seperated _source I.wav and Seperated _ source2. wav 

IV CONCLUSION 
A nove l DNN-bascd gender mixture recognition also, discourse partition system for solo single 

channel discourse partition inspired by the investigation of the speaker dissimilarities. An extensive 
arrangement of trials also, examinations. including the significance of DNN-based finder also. the 
correlations among various blend mixes, are led. The designed DNN structure could reliably beat the 

cutting-edge approach in wording of various target measures. This investigation is an effective show of 
applying the profound learning innovation to unaided discourse detachment in a solitary channel setting 

which is as yet a difficult open issue. Later on, target refining the designed system by structuring better 
speaker gat hering calculations and improving the exhibition of both locator and separators. Besides, 
intend to further build up our framework on bigger datasets and even some other dialects. The other 

neural system structures are likewise going to be investigated later on, for example~ intermittent neural 
system for our framework. Another intriguing course is to consolidate the uniqueness measure with cost
capacities for DNN-based finder and separator. 
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Ab"lracl 

The COVID·19 pandemic has a rapid spread across Ihe globe & is increasing exponenlially, which has 

deployed life Ihrealening complicalions ever since il slarled from China in December 2019. A quick 

delection ofposilive cases on corona virus will prevent Ihefurther community spread and initiates an 

earlier Irea/melll 10 common man. In Reeelll findings, Ihe images oj Chesl X ray and CT scan have 

shown salienl/ealures Ihal iIIuslrales Ihe severily ojcorona virus in lungs. SCienlijic advancemel1l oj 

Arlijicial Il1lelligenee in deploying a deep learning based medicaljield is remaining powe/jill 10 handle 

a huge do/a with accurate andfast results in medical imaging /0 diagnose disease!{Inore accurately 

and efficienlly wilhjitrlher assislance in Ihe remOle areas. Proposed me/hod is developedJor analysing 

chesl X ray images /0 deleel COVID·I 9, by using convolulion 2D lechniques Ihal are applied on Ihe 

open-source dawselS oJCOIIID·19 available a/ GilHub and Kaggle. 

Keywords- COVID·I9, CNN, X ·Rays, Deep Learning, COVID·I9 Deleclion 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Novel Corona virus has taken large attention of the entire globe. Everyone joined the battle to fight 

the Corona virus. As a part ofsociety, we develop the software for Corona detection using AI; specially 
designed for front-line use to help doctors to detect and monitor the disease efficiently and effectively. 
Patients with confirmed COYID·1 9 pneumonia have typical imaging features that can be helpful in 
early screen ing of highly suspected cases and in evaluation of the severity and extent of disease. Most 

patients with COVID-1 9 pneumonia have ground-glass opacities or mixed grOlllld·glass opacities and 
consolidation and vascular enlargement in the lesion. Lesions are more likely to have peripheral 
distribution and bilateral invol vement and be lower X·Rays predominant and multifoca l. CT 

involvement score can help in evaluation of the severity and extent of the disease. In this paper, the 

decision-tree based denoising method is proposed. By utilizing the modules such as, ' isolation 
module', 'fringe module' and 'similari!:'! module', the denoising is done quite effectively and the 
proposed edge preserving tilter is used to preserve the edges in the image. In this paper we have 
proposed a denoising method based on Non·local Mean filter and has compared it with Anisotropic 

Diffusion filter. The ADF smooths the images by blurring them like Gaussian filter but the effect is, 

unlike Gaussian, blurring of edges is mllch less and the features of the image are clearly visible. But 
it doesn't preserve the edge. Hence, we have used NLM filter to solve this problem. [n this paper we 

have proposed an edge preserving filter. We have designed an algorithm which considers pixel values 
along a direction in a 3x3 mask. Eight directions have been defined and if the pixel values along this 

direction have sim ilar values with minor variations, then that region in the image is considered an 
edge. Thus, edge can be preserved. We have proposed a denoising meth d for colour images using 


Adaptive Marginal Median filter. The Adaptive marginal median iii ~ reserving details ~ 
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of the images and il smooths the image. In this paper we have proposed Image Histogram and Fuzzy 

Method and have used a Median filter to remove high noise levels in images. This method is especially 

effective for denoising medical images like X-rays, sonography reports, etc. This methoel is highly 
effective in removing high-level noise in medical images. To design and devclop a syslem for COVID 
19 deteclion ti·om Chest X-Rays images with Ihe help of Convolutional Neuml Networks (CNN) for 

faster, more informative CT scans, Ability to experiment with new deep learning architects and highly 
reduced programming time. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Some survey analysed that the sensitivity of RT-PCR testing at various tissue sites, bronchoalveolar 

lavage fluid specimens demonstrated the highest positive rates of at 93% (n = 14). This was followed 
by sputum at 72% (n = 75), nasal swabs at 63% (n = 5), fibro bronchoscope brush biopsy at 46% (6/ 13), 
pharyngeal swabs at 32% (n = 126), feces at 29% (n = 44) and blood at 1% (n = 3). The authors of that 

study pointed out that testing of specimens from multiple sites may improve the sensitivity and reduce 
false-negative test results. The letter examined 1070 specimens that were collected from 205 

hospitalized patients with conlinned COVID-19 in China In another study published 
in Radiology, investigators found chest CT achieved higher sensitivity for diagnosis of COVID-19 as 

compared with initial RT-PCR from pharyngeal swab samples. This retrospective study analysed 1014 
hospitalized patients with suspected COVID-19 in Wuhan, China with patients undergoing both serial 
RT-PCR testing and chest CT. Using RT-PCR results as reference standard, the sensitivity, specificity, 
and accuracy of chest CT in diagnosing COVID-19 were 97% (n = 580), 25% (n = 105), and 68% (n = 

685), respectively. 

Ill. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Proposed method takes X-Rays Im ages as input. It processes on input image using median filter. After 

that it extract the region of interes!. Then our deep dense network will look for any symptoms for corona 
such as glass opacity. If it found any of the trained symptom then it will give result for COVID 
costiveness. The accuracy ofany Deep Network depends on the training dataset. For our model we used 

normal X-Rays Images from L1DC Dataset [4] and Corona image are taken from web. As there are 
privacy issues of corona images. Also, in this situation no one is ready to make those dataset public. In 

Second generation, number ofarchitectures or algorithms is present for classification problem. In other 
languages we have to start from scratch, but for MA TLAB and Python this is another case. Simply 

calling that function and changing the input argument, you test. 

I V. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

A breakthrough in building model s for Covid-19 X-rays Images classification came with the discovery 

that a convolutional neural network (CNN) could be used to progressively extract higher- and higher
level representations of the X-Rays image content. Instead of pre-processing the CT image to derive 
features like textures and shapes, a CNN takes just the CT image's raw pi xel data as input and :'Iearns" 

how to extract these features, and ultimately infer what object they constitute. 
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Fig. I System Architectme 

Proposed method takes X-Rays Images as input. It processes on inpul image using median filter. After 

that it eXlract Ihe region of interest. Then our deep dense nelwork will look for any symptoms for 
corona such as glass opacity. Ifit found any of the trained symptom then it will give result for COVIO 

costiveness. The accuracy ofany Deep Network depends on the training dalaset. For our model we used 
normal X-Rays Images from LlDC Dataset [4] and Corona image are laken from web. As there are 

privacy issues of corona images. Also, in this situation no one is ready to make those dataset public. A 

new artificial intelligence-powered deep learning model will help radiologists to distinguish COVIO
19 from community-acquired pneumonia and other X-ray's diseases in chest CT imaging. Proposed 

model will help wilh a growing workload to be able to focus on complex clinical cases. With its deep 

learning algorithms, it automatically highlights abnormalities, segmentS anatomies. Proposed model 
J gives better accuracy for Dataset. For real time imagery large datasel is needed. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In covid-19 deteclion and stage prediction system we have been implemented highly trained model that 
can accurately recognize diseases. [n this system we used Gaussian blur for Gray scale conversion, 

Otsu's method for binary conversion of images after that we used convex hull for edge detection. 

I. Gray scale conversion In Gray scale conversion colour image is converted into a Gray form using 

Gaussian blur. Colour image containing noise and unwanted background which is removed or blurred 

by using this method. 

II. Bmary conversion Glay scale image is given to input for Ot~~u' ~inary conversion. In 

Binmy form of images converted in 0 and I form means black a ~~1\ 
HUn Edge detectIOn binary image get dimensions by countersJ JJ/Ij. conv~' hural orithm. In which 

eccentricity finding drawing edges around white portion of bmarj" image. ~ I.' ~ 
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IV. Tra ining Model In our system we are using tensor ftow for extracting features of training dataset. 

In which 1200 image samples are trained by using training model. Finally plot files generated as an 

output of our trained model. 

V. Testing Model In final phase of data testing in which X-ray 's disease and normal X-Rays im ages 

were matched by "or training model with higher precent of accuracy. After matching all type of disease 

images respecti vc resuits of stage and detection display on console and stored in text file as well. 
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Fig. 2. Signup Screen 

Fig. 3 Login Screen 
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Fig. 4 Main Screen 

Fig. 5 Chest X-Ray Screen 

Fig. 6 Accuracy Screen 

VI. CONCLUSION 

I. Faster, more informative CT scans: Proposed method noI only detects the availability of NOVEL 
CORONA hut also it tracks the treatment progress. 

II. Ability to experiment with new deep learning architects: In Second generation, number of 

architectures or algorithms is present for classification problem. In other languages we have to start 
from scratch, but for MATLAB and Python this is another case. Simply calling that function and 
changing the input argument, you test. 
III. Highly reduced programming time: Due to available built-in commands, design and development 

time get reduced. With minimal Mathematics behind deep learning, we can design and test various 
architectures of neural network. 
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Abstract - In day-Io- day l(teslyies we listen approximately many Tamil jishermen being stuck and 

placed Sri/an/can custody or even killed. The sea border among the international/oea/ions isn't lFitholit 

difficllily idenlij/able, Ilral i.I·llre pl'immy lIlolive/ol' Ihis go bOl'del' cl'uelly. Il1lhis pupel'. a machine Ihe 

usage a/embedded machine which pl'olecls Ihejishel'men by Ihe usage q/'Global Positioning System 

(GPS) and Global machine jill' communication (GSM). We lise GPS I'eceivel' la discovel' Ihe modern

day place q/'Ihejishing boal 01' vessel. Using GPS, we will disco vel' Ihe model'n·day range and longilude 

values and is dispatched 1o the micro-controller unit. Then the controller unit need tofind the current 

10ca/iOll by comparing the present latiliide and longiludinal values lvith the prede/inedvaille. Thenfi"01n 

the resull ofthe comparison, this machine conscious the fishermen Ihallhey're approximalely 10 al/ain 

Ihe naUlieal border. The localion is split into 4 zones- ordin01Y sector, eaU/ion sec/or, sec/or close to 

res/rained sec/or lind ,'·;ubsequel1/ly the restrained sector. If the LCD displays normal zone, then the 

boat is in normal area. The LCD displays warning zone, in case it moves ./itrlher and reaches the 

warning zone, if/belisherman ignores the \-varning orfaillo see the display and movefl/rther, and if 
the boat enters the zone nearer to the cons/rained zone the alarm will turll on {lnd the speed of/he boat 

engine 1'0bOlic£llly gels conll'olled by 50%. I/thefisherman did nOllake any I'eaclion aboullhe alarm 

and move/urther, the alarm continues to beep as before, then the boat will enter Ihe constrained zone, 

and once il IOllches Ihe I'eslricted zone, Ihe boal engine gels offby Ihe co11l1'o1 o//llel supply to engine. 

KeylVortll~ Glohal Posilioning System, Global syslem/or mobile communicalion, lIelay, Inlernelo/ 

Things 

/. INTRODUCTION 

GPS un-remarkably referred to as internationai Positioning System additionally referred to as Nav star 
GPS that has Geo location and therefore the data to a GPS receiver all told, atmospheric condition, 

anyplace on or c~ose to the planet wherever there's Associate in Nursing unclogged line of sight to four 
or additional GPS satellites. GPS systems are a unit very versatile and might be found in nearly any 

business sector. They will be wanting to map forests, facilitate farmers harvest their fields, and navigate 
airplanes at the bottom or within the air GPS systems are a unit utilized in military applications and by 
emergency crews to find individuals in would like of help. Therefore, with a large form of its usage the 

GPS technology to unravel the issues sweet·faced by the fishermen. Thus, a GPS modeled device has 

been created through that fisherman is prevented from crossi ng the border by keeping a continuing eye 
on the movement of ships within the ocean. GPS and Wi-Fi module are incorporated with the ships. 

GPS modules facilitate USA to sight the latitude and line of longitude of the actual place and as before 
long as these ships reach a selected location, i.e., close to the border the GPS can find it and a buzzer is 

plumbed and a red lightweight can glow that may a1el1 the fishermen and that they might simply come 
back from the border. The motivation for this paper was primarily the $64000 d[a\vbacK"O fishermen 

UN agency visited earn their bread and butter within the ocean and accide l~lY~~Cr~ss- te' 15 , ers and 
face legal issues from the opposite countries . encouraged the U, ~' (basica~:2' _. clever 
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response to the current downside of the anglers, so they do not face any drawhack whereas fishing 

within the ocean or seas. According to the anglers' perspective, because of sheer obliviousness about 

sea limits, wandering happens incidentally. Now and again, the float is a direct result of motor 

disappointment, a few Indian fishermen engage in free floating to exploit marine resources in Sri

Lankan. The Indian Coast Guard not withstanding having an enormous armada ayailable to it has not 

had the option to recognize unl·amilia.· gate crashers now and again. The Indian Coastguard has openly 

admitted its failure in preventing 26/11 Mumbai attack even after getting a warning from intelligence 

sources prior to the attack. Our sea defense is weaker than we believe here it indicates. Infrequently the 

anglers sight an unfamiliar fishing boat poaching in their fishing grounds, they are compelled to observe 

weakly in dread that they may be harmed or killed. 111e fishing boat would regularly leave unafraid of 

punishment. Poaching is getting a difficult issue since this would cause ecological emergency in beach 

front zones. The system that we propose not only prevents the fi sherman from crossing the Intemational 

Maritime Limit Line yet in addition empowers the anglers to answer to the Coast Guard on recognizing 

an intruder. This increases the overall security of coastline and reduces the necessity for periodic 

patrolling of sea by the coast guard. 

II. LITERATliRE SURVEY 

D. Jim Isaac et al [I] the paper titled as "Advanced border alert system mistreatment GPS and with 

intelligent Engine management unit, "In the system mistreatment GPS and GSM, wherever GPS is 

employed to seek Ollt the placement ofthe boat. If the boat nearerto the boundary primarily it is warning 

the fi shermen with the alann and emits the placement of the boat to the closest coast workplace via 
GSM communication. Once it additional nears the maritime boundary associate degree interferes is 

shipped to the Engine management Unit that controls the speed of the engine with the assistance of the 

electronic fuel device and its low value maritime. By this methodology, we can alert the fishennen and 
conjointly monitor them, thereby avoiding illegal activities like impOl1ation, intruders, etc. S. Kiruthika 

et al [2] the paper titled as" A Wireless mode of protected defense to mariners mistreatment GSM 

technology "In that framework abuse exclusively GPS to get the information from the satellite and hang 
on the boundary areas to locate if the boat has crossed the line." If. therefore the seafarer is alerted and 

therefore the message is transmitted to close the coast workplace through RF signals at VHF (30

300MHz) vary that covers wide space. Naveen Kumar [3] the paper titled as" border ale.1 associate 

degree sensible chase system with alarm uses DGPS and GSM and this technique uses DGPS to trace 

the placement of the boat and to activate an alarm that consists of a Piezo-buzzer, once the border is 

moving toward or crossed. Also, additionally, the DGPS info is shipped to manage workplace, and 

conjointly the knowledge is shipped to the family at regular time intervals that square measure in 

expectation concerning their family member's safety. 

Ill. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

In this proposed system, the main modules are GPS and Wi-Fi sensor in additional with the 

temperature sensor. The information ofcurrent latitude and longitude is recognized to both fishennen 
and coastal guards. Tile border is known by comparing the current values with the original values and 

the message is sent through Wi-Fi sensor using lOT. For this single antenna is used. Instantly the 

information is updated continuously. The low earth orbit is used to provide the cOlmectivity without 

gaps. This likewise helps in recovering the missed messages. By using the electronic map, the 

navigation path can be knowR ;fhus, G aves the lives of the fisherman nd aIel e base station to 
7/ 0\ r. 'ift; 

provide help. .'u<J.::.' 
• ijO 
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PO'....ERSUPPLYI I 
t 

GPS GSM 
MICROCONTROLtERMODULEI ~ MCCVLE 

RELAY DRIVER RELAY 

,I 
1! DC 

L BUZZER 
MOTORI 

Fig. I The proposed system block diagram 

The GPS receiver is connected to the microcontroller through UART. The data are sent to UART and 

then to the Jnicrocontroller. Computational works are done in the microcontroller and the signals are 

sent to the LCD display, buzzer and GSM module. Message form controller to GSM module is sent 

through UART. 

The type of receiver determines with GPS the accuracy of a position. Most hand-held GPS units have 

about 10-20-meter accuracy. To obtain much higher accuracy other types of receivers use a method 

called Differential GPS (DGPS). DGPS requires an extra beneficiary receiver fixed at a known area 


nearby. The roving units recorded the observation made by stationary receiver to correct the position, 

producing an accuracy greater than I meter. At the point when the framework was made, timing 

blunders were embedded into GPS transmissions to restrict the exactness of nonmilitary GPS recipients 
to around 100 meters. This partofGPS operations, called Selecti ve Availability, was eliminated in May 
2000. 

The Control Unit UART is an abbreviation of Universal Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter. The 
MAX232 is a double driver/recipient that incorporates a capacitive voltage generator to supply 
TIAIEIA-232-F voltage levels from a solitary 5-V inventory. For generating 5-V TTL/CMOS levels 
each receiver convelts TIAIE1A-232-F inputs. GPS and GSM work in CMOS levels. [n thi s way, max 

232 aides in synchronizing GPS and GSM modules wi th the microcontraller which works in TTL level. 
Microcontroller (89S52) gets the information from the GPS beneticiary through UART. infonnation 
got contains numerous subtleties alongside scope and longitude. The latitude and Longitude of the 

current position are separated from the detailed data from GPS. The current positions were compared 
with already stored latitude and longitude ofcountry boundary localions. The latitude is compared with 
stored latitude which identifies if the current position is located near to the boundary. If the latitude 

matches, then the adjacent latitudes and longitudes of the present latitude is retrieved from the 
microcontroller. Later, usingan algorithm, the position of the vessel with respect to boundary is fo und. 

The CUI lent position received from a GPS is stored at S 1 (latitude), S2(1ongitude). The lat~~~f!~' 

compared with stored latitudes. Iflatitudes match,. then adjacent lat itudes.and longitude " -' . -aRj-:)" 

LCD DI~~LrW 

16;(2 

1. 
~;:;;,
.~ 

X2. Y2) are retlleved from stored table and substItuted ~~ven below ( (;r/(~~'- y;l) 
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=(X-X 1)/(X2-X I) By simplification, we get aX + bY = c Now, S I and S2 arc substituted in above 
equation of line. 

IV. RESULT 
.,.· l~.' '' ·G'i'''·_'"''''' ''''-Q·'l' 

'olt \ ..... IU 1; >1: .'" .... 100", '-:... " r_-e ' ....... '-':.If s,.- 1""1> 
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Fig. 2 normal conditions latitude and longitude values 
In the above figure, we get latitude and longitude values under normal conditions. 
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Fig. 3 lalitude and longitude value wilen boat is near to the boundary. 
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Fig. 4 Latitude and longitude value when boundary is Detected 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the typical, the fishermen must be compelled to keep watching the marilime border, that cannot be 

simply separated as land region. If Ihey crossed sure limit on the ocean. They need to pay the penalty 

or got inactive by the military service guards of the neighbor country. The project generates alarm if 

they cross the border by mistake. With the straightforward electronic equipment and the use of sensors 

(low value sensors) makes the project a coffee value product, which might be purchased even by a 

poorly trained worker. This project is best suited to places wherever the fi shermen endlessly monitor 

the boundary limit. In the recent times the capture of Indian fishcnnen across the state border has been 

exaggerated. It's tough for the fishermen to get the borders and lost into different country' borders. Our 

objective is to present wireless support to those fi shermen and except for to travel out when them if 

they're found missing. This project may be a low value economical methodology of wireless trailing. It 

additionally offers ample info to each ship and coastal guardians of anyone crossing the border. 
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Ahstract: 

This paper shed') light 011 the advGncemellls made ill (he agrh':lIlluI'a{ indllst/y. Digital image processing 

techniques are now widely usedfor the ni7ening eSlilllalion q/ji-Ltits. This work fCxlIses 011 the study and 
analysis of the varioZiS algorithms and lea/lire extraction techniques that are used for the extracting 
[eall/res/i'DIli Ihe caplllred digilal images. III COllnlries like Illdia one o[lhe lIIain challenges[aced by Ihe 
farming indlistlY is the lack of labour. The sys1em is proposed to inspect an Apple's ripeness based 011 

cololll's. The aigorili1m is implemenled lIsillg RASPBERRY PI developmelll hoard. A cosl-ejJeclive 
embedded system prototype is proposed ./hr the de/(!rminGtion of colollr of the fruit . A real time object 
detection algorithm is implemented to demonstrate the harvesting step, wherein il detects ripe jhtits lor 
plllcking 

Keywords: Rospbeny Pi, Digital Image Processing. Embedded. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper describes how the ripeness of fruit is determined using Raspberry Pi and a true time object 
detection algorithm. In countries like India one amongst the most challenges faced by the fanning 
industry is that the lack of labor. Automation of the farming process may be a perfect solution to beat this 
problem. This project will detect the ripeness of fruits using raspberry pi. The recent application and 
development of image analysis results in quality evaluation of products within the field ofagricultural and 
food. The proposed system stal1s the method by capturing the fruit image by using Raspben·y Pi. Then, 

the image is transmitted to the processing level where the fruit's characteristics like color, size are 

extracted by artificial neural networks Color and size are the most significant asp~ct of agricultural and 
food products because high-quality products are s ignificant for achievement in loday' s highly competitive 
market. In agricultural applications, the standard ofa product especially fruits are often classified by their 
texture~ shape, and color. These elements utilize human's vision especially as part ofdeciding the standard 
or ripeness of fruits. The method of evaluating is completed manually, repetitive and at risk of human 

error. In recent years, image processing techniques are discovered progressively helpful within the fruit 
industry, especially for applications in grading or ripeness of fruits Therefore the prototype is developed 

using a true time object detection algorithm which demonstrates the harvesting step by detecting ripped 
fruits for plucking. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

1\ 11 Automatic fruit harvesting system is combination of a low-cost stereo-v ision camera and a robotic 
ann. The stereo-vision camera i$ employed to detect the color, distance, and position or the fruits, 
whereas the robotic arm is employed to mechanically cut or pluck the ITuits. The harvesting robot is 

predicated on a prototype. Combining the harvesting robot and moving platform demonstrated the 
potential for autonomous harvesting within the 2-<1imensional area. [I]. Further wo rk proposes "fruit 

localization and Detection" and fruit harvesting by using a robot manipulator with a hand which can reach 
[he fruit without damaging the fruit and its tree to perform an automatic fruit harvesting by using a robot. 
Si ngle Shot Multi Box Detector (SSD)is used to detect 2_dimensional (2D) position of the object 
(Ii·uit). The SSD is one in every of the final object detection methods that use Convolution Neural 

Network (CNN). The SSD can exactly judge from color and shape. A three-dimensional (3D) position 
must be obtained to send a command to the robot arm. [2]. Various techniques are described to test the 

speed of ripeness for various fruits and vegetables. The various techniques used are histogram matching, 
clustering algorithm supported segmentation, relative value of parameter-based segmentation and image 
segmentation. The clustering algorithms used for segmentation are k means, fuzzy c means and GK-B. 
The process uses color image as input and that they have set some threshold val ues. Then by comparing 
the computer file images with the threshold values the maturity level of a vegetable or fruit is found [3j. 
The identification of normal and defective ITuits supported quality using OPENCVIPYTHON 
successfu lly with adequate accuracy. The utilization of image processing for identifying the standard is 
often applied not only to any fruit [4]. Image processing method to accurately detect individual in 

conjunction with machine learning approaches. The proposed method in the study consists of three steps. 
At the primary step, pixel-based segmentation was conducted to roughly segment the pixels of the 
photographs into classes composed of fruits, leaves, stems and backgrounds. Blob-based segmentation 

was then conducted to eliminate misclassiflcations generated at the primary step. At the third step, X
means clustering was applied to detect individual fruits during a fruit cluster. [7]. Another research 
discusses different apple harvesting systems to retum up with an appropriate system design. There are two 
ways in automated apple harvesting are one being bulk and the other being apple by apple. Mechanical 
apple harvester could be a mass harvester system that's designed for a narrow-inclined trellis which needs 
uniform ripeness row inclined trellis which needs uniform ripeness [8]. 

Ill. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Cutting Of 
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r In.u,u.."~ Separation ofR, Gaussian 
Thresh oldingG and B Ja:ycrs FilterV , , 

Pixel 
Data output classification Mean Filtet-
As a Ripe 01' Unripe counter 

Fig . 2 Proposed System IMAGE processi ng. 

I) Input block: The input citrus image captured wi ll be in color format i.e" it consists of Red Green and 
Blue (RGB) components. The input image is divided into different types depending upon its color. It 

provides in formation of ripeness of rruits that are given as the input. It is basically the collection of 

numerous cit rus ti'uit images which are mainly used in future for the better grading in order to fetch 
enhanced revenue in nati onal and intel'llational market. It in cludes ripe or unripe fruit. 
2) RGB layer separation block: Each R, G and B layers of images are separated to which the citrus 
categorization scheme is app lied separate ly. 

3) Citrus categorization block: The categorization system, the citrus categorization system itself consists 
or Gaussian f1iter, Thresholding, Mean filter and a pixel classification counter. 
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Citrus imnge (RGB color space) 

Separation of R, Gand Blayers 

I 

Application of Citrus 
Categorization System 

Finnl output image 

Fig. 3 Methodology 

(1) The input image consists of noise; hence it removed using Gauss ian filter. 
(2) Thresholding- Binarization is that the operation of convclting a grey-scale image into a binary image 
to spot the objects of interest from background. Binarization may be a widely applied pre-processing step 
for image segmentation. Often, the burden of segmentation has been on the edge operation, in order that a 

proper threshold image results in better segmentation. Within the proposed project, so as to stay the 

hardware as si mple as possible, a world binarization method with a set threshold is to be performed. (3) 
Mean filter is used to remove additional noise and blur effect of the image. (4) A pixel classification is 
performed by counting the quantity of the pixel of the region of interest that belongs to each one in all the 

classes among four classes (raw, semi-Citrus image (RGB color space) Separation of R, G and B layers 

Application of Citrus Categorization System FinaJ output image ripe, unripe). Finally the output image is 
obtained through which it easily classifies the various level of citrus. 

1) Initially layer with maximum value between red and green layers of the image is considered and set as 
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Fig.5 Green apple. Fig.4 Red apple. 

This the image inputted by the camera. This the image inputted by the camera. 

3) Two counters are maintained at this point where 1st counter holds the count in which the maximum 

value is more as compared to blue layer and 2nd counter holds the count in which the blue layer has more 

value as compared to the other when both are given as input to the comparator. 

4) If the maximum value is more as compared to blue layer, then the fruit is in the good/ripe condition 

else bad/unripe condition. 

5)The bot will move continuously in search of apple until the ripen apple is detected. 

6) When the Python code for apple detection is executed, then if the apple is captured by the camera and 

the apple is ripen then the signal is sent to the raspberry-pi and the bot stops moving and the cutter is 

activated. This will pluck the fruit. 

7) A motor driver and a IlV servo motor is used for bot wheels so that the bot can move in search of 

apple and capture continuous images with the help of a webcam. 

8) The output of the code executed is as shown below. 

[V. RESULTS 
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The Canll), edge detector is an EDGE 
DETECTION operator that uses a multi
stage algor ithm to detect a wide range of edges in 
images. 

The edges ofthe captured fruit is determined by 
us ing canny edge detection algorithm. 

Fig.6 BGR image. 
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Fig.IO Edge Detectio" 
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Fig .11 Detection of Unripen Apple 

/11'1'1.10 DETECTED IS 
UNRII'I'EN. 

COMMAND SEND TO MOVE 
FORWORD. When the apple 
detected is not rippen ,move t()rw:ll'li 

wmmund is sent which continul!!'> 

the search of another apple. 
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APPLE DETECTED IS R1PPEN. 

COMMAND SEND TO CUT OUT 
APPLE. 

When the apple d~lcct~d is rippen thl! 

message sent is 

For cutting Ihe apple. 

Fig .12 Detection of Ripen Apple 

V. CONCLUSION 

The implementation of a system for automatic apple sorting bRsed on ripeness which wi ll be detected on 

the color combination in the fruit image using Open-cv. This system can be applied for assisting for the 
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Abstract: 

These days some bird species are heingfollnd once in a while and whenever discovered arrangement 


of bird 'pecies forecast is troublesome. Normally, birds present ill different situations show up in 


various sizes, shape:;, shadings, and points /i'om human viewpoint. Plus, the pictures present solid 


varieties to recognize the bird species more than sound grouping. Likewise, human capacity 10 


perceive the birds through the pictllres is more reasonable. So this strategy IItilizes the Caltech-UCSD 


Birds 200 [CUB-200-201lJ dataset for preparing jllst as testing reason By utilizing deep 


convoilltional neural organization (DCNN) calculation a picture changed over into grey scale 


arrangement 10 produce signature by utilizing tensor strealJl, where the numerous hubs ofcorrelation 


are created. Test examination on dataset shoUis thaI calculation accomplishes an exactness ofbird 


distinguishing somewhere in the range oj80% to more than 90%The trial study is finished with the 


Ubuntu 16.04 OS utilizing a Tensor stream librClly. 


Keywords: Autograph, Caltech-UCSD, grey scale pixels, Tensorflow, Convolutional Neural network 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Bird conduct and population pat1erns have become a significant issue nowadays. Birds assist us with 
distinguishing different living beings in the climate (for example creepy craw lies they feed on) 

effectively as they react rapidly to the natural changes. in any case, assembling and gathering data 
about birds requires enormous human exertion just as turns into an extremely costlier strategy. In such 

case, a dependable system that will give enormous scope preparing of data about birds and will fill in 
as a signi.ficant instrument for special ists, legislative organizations, and so forth is required. Along 
these lines, bird species ID assumes a significant part in recogr>izing that a specific picture of bird has 

a place with which animal types. Bird species identification methods anticipating the bird species has 
a place with which class by utilizing a picture. 

The distinguishing should be possible through picture, sound or video. A sound handling strategy 
makes it conceivable to recognize by catching the sound sign of birds. Be that as it may, because of 

the blended sounds in climate like bugs, objects from genuine world, and so on preparing of such data 
turns out to be more convoluted. Typically, individuals discover pictures more viable than sounds or 

recordings. In this way, a way to deal with ord·er bird utilizing a picture over sound or video is liked. 
Bird species distinguishing is a provoking undertaking to people just as to computational calculations 

that does such an assignment in a programmed design. 

As image based classification systems are improving the undertaking of grouping, objects is moving 

into datasets with undeniably more classes like artechl;Ji Late work has seen a lot of 

achievement around here. Caltech UCSD Birds 1(~ " ~cS """~UB-:206;1 is a notable dataset for b~:I
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pictures with photographs or 200 classes . The dataset contains hirds that are generally found in 

Northern America. Caltech-UCSD Birds 200 comprises of 11 .788 pictures and explanations like 15 

Part Locations, 312 Binary Attributes, I Bounding Box. 

In this paper, rather than perceiving countless different classifications, the issue of perceiving 

countless classes inside one classification is explored - that of birds. Grouping birds represent an 

additional test over classifications, due to the enormous comparability between classes. Likewise, 

birds are non-inflexible articles that can distort from numerous points of view, and thus there is 

additionally a huge variety inside classes. Past work on bird grouping has manage few classes, or 

through voice. 

The figure I addresses the way toward recognizing the bird from picture. The picture is getting 

transfer first then from that picture the different arrangements will be thought about like head, body, 

shading, snout and whole picture. Further, every arrangement is given through deep convocational 

organization to separate highlights out from various layers of organization. After that portrayal of the 

pic ture will get consider. At that point based on it the characterizing result will get created (for 

example highlights are accumulated to move it to classifier) and the bird species will get found. This 

paper is collected in design: Section II covers the parameters one can consider while distinguishing a 

bird outwardly. Section III contains techniques utilized for fostering the proposed system. Section IV 

addresses by and large progression of the system. 

I .'...~hu,,· L .. ·,. ....... 


~... h •• _ ----
V-,ch..... I<--.-----~::.----

~I _ 1·",:dl"'I1~'" ., ....s,,' 

P',v"ic:t 

Fig 1: Process of classification 

II. BACKGROUND 

Essentially bird identificat ion is done visually or acoustically. The fundamental visual parts involve 

bird's shape, its wings, s ize, present, shading, and so forth Nonetheless, while considering the 

parameters season should be thought about in light ofthe fact that bird's wings changes as per their 

development. The acoustics parts involve the melodies and call that birds make. The imprints that 

recognize one bird from another are additionally valuable, for example, bosom spots, wing bars whlch 

are depicted as dainty lines along the wings, eye rings, crowns, eyebrows. The state of the mouth is 

frequentl y a s ignificant angle as a bird can perceived particularly. The attributes of bird, for example, 

shape and stance are the generally used to recogn ize birds. Generally specialists can distinguish a bird 

ITom its outline s ince this trademark iShard~ bird can likewise b se a ' d utilizing its 

tail. Thet~il can be perceived from various f> ~eclJ ~, for exampl e, sc . pointed, or 

adjusted. At times legs are additionally utilized for<;;>ercei\ 'ng a picture in des ng, or short. 
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l3y consideriJlg a solitary boundary won't yield an exact outCOIllC. Along these lines, numcrolls 

parallleters lire to be considered to get proper yield. The size of a bird in a picture difters relying on 

components like the goal, distance between the birds and the catching gadget, and the central distance 

of thc tbeal point. Along these lines, in light of a COlllillon :-:;cnsc perception for enormouS number oj' 
pictures, pictures are separated based on shading which comprises of difl'eren! pixel. Top to bottom it 

is Irac:ked dowlllhat more prominent the picture quality 1110rc noteworthy is its exactness. 

The programmed bird species distinguishing for bird pictul'es project present a progression or 

correlation led in a CUB200 dataset made out of in excess or 6,000 pictures with 200 distinctive class 

. In this paper, they have considered two distinctive shading spaces, RGB and HSV, and an alternate 

nUlllber of animal types to be grouped. In the evem that the picture comprises of over 70% of the 

pixels the exactness of yield was going from 8.82% to 0.43% . 

III. M.ETHODOLOGY 

For fostering the system cel1ain procedures have been utilized. They are as per the following: Dataset 

(Caltech-UCSD Birds 200), Deep Convolutional Neural Network, Unsupervised learning calculation, 
) 

and so forth 

Calculation: In this investigation, solo learning calculation has been utilized for fostering the system , 
on thc grounds that the inputted picture characterized isn't known. Additionally, the information 

which is given to solo learning calculation are not marked, for example just the information 
variablcs(X) are given with no re lating yield factors . In solo learning, calculations find fascinating 
designs with regards to the actual infollnation. Exhaustively, bunching is utilized for partitioning the 

information into a few gatherings [4]. Top to bottom, deep learning models used to discover huge 

number of neurons. Deep learning calculations get familiar with the picture as it goes through each 

neural organization layer. For arranging Neural Network is utilized. Figure 2 addresses layers of 
neural organizations for include extraction. The neural organization is a structure for some, A I 
calculations. Neural organizations comprise of vector of loads (W) and the inclination (B). 

) 

Hidden layer.s 

Fig 2: Three layers of neural network 

In deep leaming, convolutional neural organ ization (CNN) is a class of deep neural organization for 

the most pal1 utilized for dissecting visual pictures. It comprises of an info layer and yield layer just as 

numerOUS secret layers. Each layer is comprised of gathering of neurons and each layer is completely 

associaTed with all neurons of its past layer. The yield layer is liablc for expectation of yield. The 

convolutional layer accepts a picture as info, and produces a bunch of highlight maps as yield [2]. The 

info picture can contain various channels like tone, wings, eyes, nose of birds which implies thaT the 
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I) Feature extraction part: highlights are recognized when organization plays out a progression of 
convolutional and pooling activity. 

2) Classilication part: extricated highlights are given to completely associated layer which goes about 
as classifier. 

fully
connectedConvolutiollal 

layer 1 Convolutlona: 
36 layer 2 

~ 
, 12 

'. :::::~,>J2; :;~,~~;.,;-'~;:";'
---26 12 9 J .) 

36 ~tax poohn9 

.~ 
-, 

9 Max9poolon9 layer 2 Output 
3 !ayer 1 layers 

Input layer 

Fig 3: Convolutional Neural Network layers 

CNN comprises of four layers: convolutional layer, actuation layer, pooling layer and completely 

associated_ Convolutional layer permits extricating visual highlights from a picture in modest 
quantities. Pooling is utilized to lessen the quantity of neurons from past convolutional layer yet 
keeping lip the significant data. Initiation layer goes a worth through a capacity which packs esteems 
into range. Completely associated layer interfaces a neuron from one layer to each neuron in another 

layer. As CNN arranges every neuron inside and out, so it gives more precision. Picture order: picture 
characteri zation in AI is regularly done two ways: 

I) Gray scale 

2) Using RGB values 

Regularly all the information is generally changed over into gray scale. In dark scale calculation, PC 
will dole out qualities to every pixel dependent on how the worth of the pixel is it All the pixel 
esteems me placed into an exhibit and the PC will perform procedure on that cluster to characterize 
the information_ 

Library: 

TensorFlow is open source programming library which is made by Google. It offers designers to 
control every neuron known as a "hub", so the parameters can be acclimated to accomplish wanted 
execution. TensorFlow has many underlying libraries for picture characterization. TensorFlow is 

answerable for making a signature which comprises arrangement of handling hubs. Each handling hub 

in the chart addresses an activity like numerical activity and association or edge between hubs. With 
the assistance of python language TensorFlow gives developer to play out these tasks. 

Dataset: 

A dataset is an assortment of information. For performing activity identified with birds a dataset 
named Caltech-UCSD Birds 200 (CUB-200-2011) is utilized. It is an all-inclusive rendition of the 
CUB-200 dataset, with generally twofold the quantity of pictures per class and furthermore has new 

part section comments for higher exactness. The definite data about the dataset is as per the 
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Fig 4: Data Cailech-USD200 

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH 

figure no. 5 addresses the genuine progression of the proposed system. To foster such system a 

prepared dataset is needed to chamcterize a picture. Prepared dataset comprises of two sections 

prepared outcome and test outcome. The dataset must be retrained to accomplish higher exactness in 

identification utilizing retrain.py in Google Collab. The preparation dataset is made utilizing 50000 

stages thinking about that higher the quantity of steps higher is its precision. The exactness of 

preparing dataset is 93%. The testing dataset comprises of almost 1000 pictures with a precision of 

80%. Fu.1her, dataset is approved with a precision 01'75% to build the presentation of system. 

At whatever point a client will transfer an infonnation document on site, the picture is briefiy pul 
away in dala set. This information record is then reed 10 system and given to CNN where CNN is 

combined wilh prepared dataset. A CNN comprises of different convolutional layers. Different 

arrangements/highlights like head, body, shading, mouth, shape, whole picture of bird are considered 
for grouping to yield most extreme exactness. Every arrangement is given through deep convocational 

organization to separate highlights Ollt from numerous layers of organization. At that point a solo 
calculation called deep getting the hang of utilizing CNN is utilized to arrange that picture. 
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Fig 5: Flow Diagram 

Further, a dark scale technique is utilized to group the picture pixel by pixel. These highlights are then 

collected and sent to classitier. Here, the info will be contrasted against the prepared dataset with 
produce potential outcomes, During grouping, a signature is produced which comprise of hubs that at 

last structures an organization. On premise of this organization, a score sheet is created and with the 
assistance of score sheet yield will be delivered. 

V.EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

The assessment of the proposed approach for bird species characterization by considering shading 

highlights and parameters like size, shape, and so on of the bird on the Caltech-UCSD Birds 200 
(CUB-200-20 II) dataset. This is a picture dataset commented on with 200 bird species which 
incorporates 11,788 explained pictures of birds where each picture is clarified with an unpleasant 

division, a bouncing box, and paired trait comments, In this the preparation of dataset is finished by 
utilizing Google-Collab, which is a stage to prepare dataset by transferring the pictures from your 

neighbourhood machine or from the Google drive. 

In the wake of preparing marked dataset is prepared for classifiers for picture handling. There are 
likely normal 200 example pictures for every species are remembered for dataset of 5 species which 

are straightforwardly caught in their characteristic territory thus additionally remember the ecological 

parameters for picture like grass, trees al1~ variables. Here bird can distingui sh in their any 

kind of position as fundamental spotli~~~~ size, shape and shading boundary. First and 

#, 
foremost these variables are considered for :l.l>vision !here RGB and dar cal niques are utili zed 
for histogram. That is the picture changewr,£ver i 'number of pt. IIlg dark scale 

technique, where an incentive for every pixef 'il:./1l1

'
,~ and esteem II ubs are shaped which 
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likewise alluded as neurons. These neurons moderately characterized the construction of' coordinated 

with pixels is basically si milar to diagram of associated hubs. 

As per the hubs framed the signature is produced which reasonable by TcnsorFlow to characterize the 

picture. This signature is then taken by cJassilicrs and picture is contrasted and the pre prepared 

dataset pictures of Calleeh UCSD and tile score sheet is created. The score sheet is an outcome which 

contains top 5 match resuits by wh ich the most elevated coordinating with worth of score sheet is the 

aftereffect of bird species. I-Iere a preliminary has made to carry out 80% precision in outcome via 

preparing the Cal tech UCSD. 

For instance, considcr bencath Figure No.6 as information picture given to the system lor grouping of 

bird which has a place with North~rn America. I-low about we perceive how it is being assessed. 

The system creates following scoresheet after order which discloses to us the potential outcomes that 

above chose bird has a place with different animal categories. 

Sr.No S~eci" Score OItt~Dtd 
I El<pot "'" 

RaJ r"cd ,,,,,,,,,,,t 
0.00941 
o.W)l4 

1 B",l lOllmrut 0.008S 
j 0.0082 
5 O.1IOII1kS 

Table LScore Sheet of probabilities 

The table no. 1 shows the scoresheet dependent on the outcome created by the system. After 

examination of these outcome it has notice that, the species those are having the most noteworthy 

score has been anticipated as a necessary animal varieties. this outcome can be appeared in the 

following chart. 

Accuracy 
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Fig 7: Accuracy chart of Different technologies 

Subsequent to dissecting the information, it is seen that if a solitary boundary is utilized the exactness 

acquired is iesser. However, on the ofT chance that a consolidated strategy is utili zed that is by 

considering parameters like posture, wings, shading, mouth, legs, and so forth the precision of the 

undertaking get increment. 

VJ.CONCLUSION 

The current examination explored a technique to distinguish the bird species utilizing Deep learning 

calculation (Unsupervised Learning) on the dataset (CaJtech-UCSD Birds 200) for grouping of 

picture. It comprises of 200 classifications or 11,788 photographs. The created system is associated 

with an easy to understand site where client will transfer photograph for distinguishing reason and it 

gives the ideal yield. The proposed system works on the standard dependent on recognition of a 

section and extricating CNN highlights li'om different convolutional layers. These highlights are 

collected and afterward given to the classifier for grouping reason. On premise of the outcomes which 

has been delivered, the system has given the 80% exactness in forecast of discovering bird species. 
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Abstract 
This paper./oc:uses on control and Gulomation o./inlellfgel1/ road .~ymbol defection system fur vehicles 
in normal environment conditiuns. Autonomous cars are the long-term smart cars expected to be 

driver less, efficient and crash avoiding ideal car oJ the long leI'lII. Noll' a day's people losing their 
life just because q/ disobeying traffic I'u/es. we are rea{~v 10 overcome Ihis challenge using image 
processing because iI's higher aeCl/racy and ejficiency during this paper IFe are presenting road side 
sign, lane deleelion and objects deleelion technique on small scale driver less car. Using this 
technique, we are ahle to drive car without human inleljerence so, it'l/ decrease the human error 
chances. Camera ,md ultrasonic sensor work as input sensors. Arduino UNO work as a processor 
and rna/or work as un output. Here some samples are already stored in machine and when camera 
slarl's doing its work, machine slart's training code. Therefore, 'he car will drive Use!! and reach 10 

the destination. 

Keywords- Vehicle, Automation, Image processing, Selldriving car. 

l. INTIlODUCTION 

Computerized vehicles are an innovative improvement in the field of cars. Presently days, because 

of bother of public transportation people groups are utilizing their private vehicles. Because of 

countless vehicles, the traffic issue has been happened. To determine this traffic issue , traffic rules are 

planned. Yet, resist or such traffic runs cause's mishaps. [2] Also, the greatest mishaps will be 

happened because of a human blunder. To lessen these mishaps and to improve wellbeing 

transpOltatioll we require a Self-ruling Vehicle. A Self-ruling drive innovation is quite possibly the 

main developments in the car business. On the off chance that we will ready to carry out thi s 

innovation and have absolute authority over it, at that point it can bring about enonnOllS advantages 

for the two people and the society. 

Individuals from IEEE anticipate that in 2040, Independent vehicles will be comprise of up to 75% 

of the vehicles on the streets. A huge number of individuals has lost their lives or has gotten 

incapacitated worldwide over the most recent 10 years as a result of car crashes; [5] the motivation 

behind this unde11aking is to make a protected self-driving vehicle that could help many individuals 

every year. Practically all the car crashes are brought about by the human mix-ups. 

Unfortunately, as indicated by measurement, within the following 10 years the number of lives lost 

each year will probably be multiplied to stay b issues we are moving towards Self-

governing Vehicle. Mechanized vehicles and ~ D..h/' ncements (remembering those as of 

now to be used on the streets) can possibly, n ~crashe;;<f\ tall wounds. nd . es. Of all 
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genuine engine vehicle cnlshes. 94% are due to human mistake or decisions Sclt'~driving vehkles are, 
vehicles or trucks during which human drivers are never needed to require control the vehicle. 

Otherwise called independent or 'driverless' vehicles, they consolidate sensors and programming to 

manage, explore, und drive the vehicle independent vehicles make and keep a guide of their 

environmental factors obsessed with an assortment of sensors arranged in variolls pieces of vehicle, 
Radar sensors screen the case of handy vehicles Camcorders identiry traffic s ignal s. read street signs, 

and track different vehicles. [6] [7] 

Robotization can help decrease the quantity of accidents on our streets. Government information 

recognizes driver conduct or mistake as a factor in 94% of accidents, and self-driving vehicles can 

help lessen driver blunder. More significant levels of independence can possibly decrease hazardous 

and perilous driver practices. [6) [4) 

II.L1TERATURE REVIEW 

In this paper "Working model of Self-driving car using Convolutional Neural Network, Raspberry 

Pi "nd Arduino" by Aditya Kumar Jain. The proposed model takes an im age with the help of Pi cam 

attached with Raspberry Pi on the car. The Arduino UNO and the laptop is connected to the same 

network, the Arduino UNO sends the captured image to the Convolutional Neural Network. The 

image is Gray-scaled before passing it to the Neural Network. Upon prediction the model gives one of 

the four outputs i.e. , left, right, forward or stop. When the result is predicted corresponding Arduino, 

signal is triggered which in turn helps the car to move in a particular direction with the help of its 

controller.[5] 

In this paper describes an ISEAUTO project, the first self-driving car project in Estonia is 
implemented at Tallinn University of Technology in cooperation with an Estonian automotive 

company. ISEAUTO works in research and educational project targeted on the design and 

development of an automated vehic le in cooperating with a pri vate company and students. [6] 

[n this paper elaborates a couple of a unique technique is embedded a controller design of a self

driving, electrified, accident proof and a GSM destination guided vehicle. A GPS module accura tely 

tracks the location of the car, destination and source, and mapping the co-ordinates provides 

navigation Velocity of the vehicle is au tomatically controlled by keeping a safe distance while driving, 

which may be a function of a velocity, having the vehicle in a front view. Distance of the front and 

side vehicle m'e continuously moni tored by a stepper motor controlled rotating distance measuring 

sensor and the regulation as well as the track changing is done accordingly. [7] 

In this paper they have designed two applications of an autonomous vehicle, which can help the 

driver to relax for the limited duration of time. It also presents a concept which focuses on modified 

concept of Google car, the GOO~O reach the static destination automatically; in this 
prototype, they made the dynamic ' ~v (g~Here self-driving car w ill fo ll ow a vehicle which is 

moving on a certain route. This proto~y'pe will ~w that vehicle.[2) 
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Fig. I Block Diagram 

• 	 CAMERA: 
Camera attached to image processing sub-system which capture the image and provide 
system. 

• 	 WINDOWS/ PYTHON INTERFACE: 

In this modulc, it perform Lane Detection and sign board detection is finished through 


windows system. System extracts the information from the image and generates the command 


about movement. Mainly image processing is lIsed here to detect the road lane and sign. 


Generatecl commands are forward to subsys tem. 


• 	 UL TRASONIC MODULE: In Ultrasonic Module. an Obstacle detection sub-system is 

detecting the obstacle in the rront of a car and also calculate the distance between the obstacle 


and the car. And the insufficient dis tance is available to move a car forward the command 


from Arduino UNO is forwarded to the motor driver else this command is rejected. 


• 	 ACTUATORS: 

Actuator is a motor driver for the DC motors. Arduino UNO only control the motors, another 


input is from sensor to detect the obstacle. 


IV.RESULT 
In an image processing system , it is essential to distinguish the path from a separated picture of 

a street. Framework separates the information from the picture and produces the order about 

a turn. Mainly image processing is utilized here to identify the st reet path. Generated commands are 

forward to the obstac le detection subsystem. The Obstacle detection sub-system is detecting the 

obstacle in the front of a car and also calculate the distance between obstacle and the car. And 

the insuffi cient distance is available to move a car forward the command from Arduino UNO is 

forwarded to the motor dliver else this command is rejected . The Image processing sub-system 

includes Arduino UNO model and the carnera module. In this, the straightforward program that catch 

the picture before a vehicle and this picture is utilized to identify the path and the form at. As per 

the format, the vehicle will stop. 
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Fig. 2 Simulation Diagram 
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Fig. 4 & 5 Sign Detection 

Fig. 5 & 6 Sign Detection 
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Fig. 7 Lane Detection 

Fig 8 Hardware 

~ P~\~~'" 
.".. ~ V.CONCLUSIONS 
~"i £ 

Driverless car revolution 1.'Jol1 foe ~ on the improvement of a self-governing vehicles for simple 
transportation without a dri~ economy. the society and individual business this self

. governing innovation has bio)jg1\~S • erous expansive ramifications. A strategy is resolved for 

stamped street edges is clan Ie' exhaustively depending upon OpenCV. Vehicles that drive 

themselves will improve sITeet wellbeing. eco-f. OO+iT1eSs increment usefulness and availability; the 
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driverless vehicle innovation assists wilh limit ing the lossof control by improving vehicle's soundness 
as they are il1lendcd to limit mishaps by tending to one of the fundamental drivers or crashes: 

I. Driving mistake. 
2. Interruption. 
3. Sluggishness. 
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AbstJ'ur.:/ 

Derma/olog,y is one o/the important area o/prescriplioJ1 Iha(~'i involved approximately the evulualiol1 

and remedy ofpores and skin disorders. Skin illnesses "rc some oflhe mru.-imum broadly diagnosed 

c1inicall'roblems across the world. Regardless of heing comlllon, their dedication is pretty difficull 

and c(ll/s jl)/' wide expertise and know-how wir/lil1side (he lIrea. Skin disorder may reason intense 

fitness alld economic results ./01' sl{[ferel's if no\\' 110 longer detected and managed early. Early 

popularily can prevent the silualion from worsening,. This mission offers the improvemenl of an 

autallla/if.: pores and skin sickness prognosis gadget which lakes pies qj'a pores and skin sickness as 

an eWer viC! way o/means qfthe person and predicts the kind u/pores and skin sickness_ The gadg,el 
makes lise q{" technique for deleclioJl and predicfioll /eclmique which successfully amalgamales 

photo processing and gadgellearning. In the .iirsl stage. rhe plw/a o./Ihe pores and skin circumslance 

is issue to several varieties 0.(pre-processing sll'ulegies ohserved via way of means of charaCleris/ic 

exlraclioll. The extracted ./imclions for eve,): pho/v are then Iral1.~formed 10 a characteristic vector 

and subsequently sickness is e..'lpected the lise oftrem~v dataset. 

Ke:pvords- Dermalalagy, skin disorders, aUfOmafed skin disease diagnosis, pre-processing. 
feature ex/rac/ian 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The largesl organ of the frame is human pores and skin. Its weight lies among six and 9 kilos and 

floor location is set rectangular yards. Inner a part of fram e is separated via way of means of pores 

and skin from the outcr environment. It offers safety in opposition to fungal infection, bacteria, 

allergy, viruses and controls temperature of frame. Situations that frustrate, extrude texture of the 

pores and skin, or harm the pores and skin can produce signs like swelling, burning, redness and 

itching. Allergies, ilTitants, genetic structure, and precise sicknesses and immune device associated 

issues can produce dermatitis, hives, and different pores and skin issues. Many of the pores and skin 

sicknesses, including acne, alopecia, ringworm, eczema additi onally have an effect on your look. Skin 

also can produce many styles of cancers. Image processing is used to discover those s icknesses via 

way of means of the usage of numerous techniques like segmentation, filtering, function extraction 

etc. To get an stepped forward picture or to get significant statistics from an picture, it's far essential 

to transform an picture into virtual shape after which carry out features onto that picture. It is part of 

sign processing. The enter is a picture and or a image and output is the ailment anticipated primarily 

based totally on predefined database. 

JI. LITERATURE SURVEY 
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skin diseases like melanoma skin tumours non-melanoma I) basal cell carcinoma 2) squamous cell 

carcinoma and Malignant melanoma skin disease like scabies, Acne, Sickle-Cell Anaemia, Rubella. 

Leprosy, Psoriasis Hand, foot, mouth skin diseases. 

In this paper "Melanoma recognition using extended set of descriptors and classifiers" [2] have 

demonstrated that the dermatological criteria are highly correlated with measurable visual 

components. Accordingly, they have designed six medical representations considering different 

criteria for the recognition of skin lesions and construct a diagnosis system for clinical skin disease 
images. 

The purpose of research in "Detection of Malignant Skin Diseases Based on the Lesion 

Segmentation" [3] is to develop the case-based system for detecting the skin cancer by ut ili zing the 

information retrieved from users. Conversational case-based reasoning gu ides users to describe their 

problem through the question-dialog procedure. DePicT is a knowledge-based approach to Detect and 

Predict diseases using image classification and Text Information from patient health records. 

In paper "Valuable Pre-processing & Segmentation Techniques Used in Automated Skin Lesion 

Detection Systems" [4] an innovative approach for automatic identification of skin lesions is 

proposed. To improve the quality of skin lesion images, Median filtering and segmentation. The 

efficacy of the proposed work has been verified by measuring the entropy of the resultant images 
obtained for different ski n diseases. 

"An Innovative Approach for Skin Disease Detection Using Image Processi ng and Data Mining· ' 

[5] paper proposes a skin disease detection method based on image processing techniques. This 
method is mobile based and hence very accessible even in remote areas and it is completely non 

invasive to patient's skin. The patient provides an image of the infected area of the skin as an inpullo 

the prototype. Image processing techniques are performed on this image and the detected disease is 
displayed at the output. The proposed system is highly beneficial in rural areas where access to 

dermatologists is limited. 

Tracking of the skin disease is a necessary step of diagnostic as well the measure of the wound's 

surface is very useful in healing's document in this paper "Early diagnosis of cutaneous melanoma: 

revisiting the ABCD criteria" [6]. To overcome the difficulties of the skin illness's estimation. 

encountered with the currently used measurement techniques, we propose a nove l approach aiming to 

reduce the time-consuming and the error rate. The proposed method is based on two steps; the first 

step is a preprocessing one which cons ists in image segmentation to detect the edge of the infected 
skin region. 

Ill. METHODOLOGY 


The figure shown below is the block diagram of the proposed system . 
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Fig. I Block Diagram of proposed system 

The system will go through various operations such as lirst input image is given, which will go 

under pre-processing, segmentation, feature extractioll, classification. In preprocessing the unwanted 

p3l1 is removed, segmentation will divide the area of interest into the number of parts, leature 

extraction phase will extract the data and will store it for comparison purposes. After the classilicmion 

phase and comparison finally, the disease is detected. 

Image Input: the First step of the module is taking the image as an input. The input image is a photo 

of Concerned or affected area. It will be beneficial if the picture quality of the entered image is good 

so that preprocessing of the image will be easy. Result window consists of a dropbox or button by 
clicking on it the user will able to upload a respected input image. Uploaded Input image will be 

further passed by the system to the next block i.e. , preprocessing unit for preprocessing ofan image. 

Image Preprocessing: Image pre-processing is that the term for operations on images at the rock 

bottom level of abstraction. These operations don't increase image information content, but they 

decrease it if entropy is a system of measurement. The main aim of pre-processing is an improvement 

of the image data that suppresses undesired distortions or enhances some image features relevant for 

further processing and analysis tasks. [mage preprocessing uses redundancy in images. In 

preprocessing we are resizing of the image. 

Image segmentation: Image segmentation is a technique to determine the shape and size of the 

border. It separates the object from its background based on different features extracted from the 

image. After removing the Doise and hair from the lesion area, the lesion must be separated from 

the skin, and thus the analysis for diagnosi s is conducted purely using the necessary area. 

Feature extraction: A feature is a piece of mformation that is relevant for solving the computational 

task related to a celtain applicatIOn Feature e:t W'Ot ~at the process of extracting 1 11~
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Classilication: Convolutional neural network (CNN) is used for the purpose of classifying the 

infected imagc I into normal. 

IV. RESULT 

A Firs! Fronllntelface a/Model 

Sklnalytics 
Vourone slOp solution for identifying common $kin and sexually transmitted diseases In a snap. 

St;lrt bVupfoadlng apIcture of your affected skIn into the box below. 

..... 

I 

I 
Drop flIes iler<. or click to upload

I -. ,. -- --- -

Fig.2 First Front interface of Model 

This is a front interface or slide of the project model. The interface is designed considering the 

project title CLINICAL SKIN LESION DETECTION SYSTEM. The first page consists of a dropbox 
where we can upload input images (injected/ajjected areas). By clicking on a box, we can upload 
input. 

B. Result Window 

Your Diagnosis 
Acne 

4555 

papules: small red. raised bumps caused by 

Infected hair follkles pustules: sm;lll. red pimples 

that have pus at their tips nodules: solid, painful 

lumps beneath the surface of the skincysls: 

Jhlinful. pus-filled infections found benealh the 

skin 

Average duration 

5 years 

A doctor's visit is highly recommended. 
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Af1er processing on input image we will get our tinal output shown above. The above example 

shows the result panel or output window where we can get detected skin problem name along with its 

information such as type of problem, cause. recovery duration, tlnd doctor suggestion. 


V. CONC LUSION 

Thc proposed syslem is impicillenied as a prototype web-based sortware application in pylhon for 

skin disease prediction Llsing image processing. It is capable to pcrfonn pm-processing lo extract 
requircd features. 
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Abstract 
Machine Learning is an application of artificial intelligence where a compllferlmochine learns fioom 

the pas! experiences (inpllf data) and makes future predictions. The peljorl1l{fm:e (~l.wch a syslem should 

be at least human level. Machine Learning is generally categorized into three types: Supervised 

Learning, U,1s1lpervised Learning, Reil'!/orcemel1t learning. 

Supervised Learning: In supervised learning the machine experiences the examples along with Ihe 

labels or targets .liJr each example. The labels in the data help the algorithm tu currelate the features. 

Two of the most common supervised machine learning tasks are dass{/ic:olion and regression. 

Unsupervised Learning: When we have lInclassified and unlabelled data, the system llllempis 10 uncover 

pallernsfrom the data. There is no label or target given/or the examples. 

Reinforcement Learning: Reinforcement learning refers 10 goal-oriented algorithms, which learn how 

to allain a complex objective (goal) or maximize along a particular dimension over many steps. As 

machine learning technologies improve, they can be adapted 10 compile a continuolls stream ofreal~/ime 

data collected locally with available forecasts into ever evolving and improving /J1l1chine learning model 

parameters. 

KeYlVord- A'iachine Learning, supervised learning, unsupervised learning, reiJ!lurcementlearning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Tides are the rise and falJ of sea levels caused by the combined effects of the gravitat ional forces 
exelted by the Moon and the Sun and the rotation of the Earth. Most places in the ocean usually 

experience two high tides and two low tides each day (semi-diurnal tide), but some locations experience 
only one high and one low tide each day (diurnal tide). 

The times and amplitude of the tides at the coast are influenced by the alignment of the Sun and Moon, 
by the pattern of rides in the deep ocean and by the shape of the coastline and near-shore bathymetry. 
Tides vary on times cales ranging fi'om hours to years due to a number of factors, which determine the 

Iunitidal interval. To make accurate records, tide gauges at fixed stations measure water level over time. 
Gauges ignore variations caused by waves with periods shorter than minutes. These data are compared to 

the reference (or datum) level usually called mean sea level. 

• Tide changes proceed via the following stages: 

• 
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• The: water rises to its highest level. rcm.:hing high tide. 
• Sea level fhlls over several hours. revealing the intertidal zone; ebb tidt:. 

• Thl! water stops falling. reaching low lick. 

While tides arc usually the largest source of short-term sea-level tlucluations, sea levels arc also subject 
to forces SlIch as wind and barometric pressure changes, resulting in storm surges, especially in shallow 
seas and ncar coasts. 

Tidal phenomena are not limited to the oceans but can occur in other systems whenever a gravitational 
field that varies in time and space is present. For example. the shape of the solid part of the Earth is 
affected slightly by Earth tide, though this is not as easily seen as the water tidal movements. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The tidal level VClnatlOI1S me conventionally estimated lIsing the harmonic an<llysis.[I] This paper 
presents an alternative method for prediction of tidal variations. Using this method it is possible to predict 
the tidal level variations at the reference station and till the gap for the missing data. High value of of 

cOl'relation coemcients obtained indicate the validity of technique for tidal level prediction. 

Based on this study, an operational real time forecasting environment could be achieved when using a 
trained neural network. This technique can be conveniently lIsed to generate missing data. However, if the 
training data are obtained from a different station. it should be ensured that the subordinate station is 
located in the nearby area say within the estuary or in a distance of about 20 - 30 km away and should not 
be located at a far distance of more than 100 km away. 

Traditional methods of wave predictions have disadvantages of excessive data requirement, time 
consumption and are tedious to carry out. The present study makes use of a relalively new technique [2]of 

Artificial Neural Network which has been tried and tested in various coastal engineering applications. 
In the present study [2] FFBP and NARX networks are used to predict waves at NMPT along the west 

coast of India. Predictions of waves at NMPT for one year have been carried out using yearlong wave 
data with FFBP network giving a sa tisfactory correlation coefficient 'r' value of 0.90 and 0.9 I for the data 

set divided on monthly and weekly basis respectivcly. 

Using NARX network prediction up to 25 weeks can be achieved with accuracy level greater than 0.94 

using one week's data and yearly prediction can be achieved with accuracy greater than 0.94 using one 
month's data. Comparison of the results of FFBP network and NARX network showed NARX 

performing better than the later as the 'r' obtained in case ofNARX was 0.94. 

The review focused on the application of various soft computing techniques in predicting significant 
wave height [3]. The predictive efficiency of a machine learning approach depends upon quality and size 

of the data set available. 

ANN takes more comp utational time and finds difficulty in determining the effective structure of the 

network. Hybrid models give better result than plain model. Wind speed, air temperature, sea surface 

temperature and wind direction has most to least influence in wave height prediction respectively 
This paper has surveyed [4] the state-of-art literature in tidal analysis and forecasting methods for 

tsunami detection to identify publication trends, issues worthy of further investigation, and aspects that 
have not yet been comp letely exploited. 

This paper is intended to provide [4] the communities of both researchers and practitioners with a 

broadly applicable, up to date coverage of tidal analysis and forecasting methodologies that have proven 

to be successful in a variety of circumstances. and that hold particular promise for success for the 

development or the improvement of Tsunami Alerting Devic~s forthe detection ofts~l ' . __ 
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In order to explore an effective method [5110 predict tidal level with a typhoon cn~ct at Luchaogang. 

two tidal level prcciic.:lion models. based on unique BP neural nr.:twork and on a combination of BP neural 
network and KIA-based cubic B-spline t:urvc, were introduced. 

Then, lIsing the data from Pudong Hydrological Bureau, I.!xpcrimt:!nls on the two models were 

conducted with six parameters of typhoon as the input parameters and corresponding tidal level data as 
the output parmm:ters. The.! cOll1pnrison results have showed that the I3P-K IA model is superior to the 
unique BP neural network model. 

This optimized model has not only improved thc prediction accliracy of the highest tide level but also 
has accurate predi ction results on time when the tidal level peak occurs. Through the BP~KIA prediction 

model, the trend ot'tide leve ls in24 hours call be forecasted in realtime. Based onlhe BP-KLA tidal levc l 
prediction modcl developed in this study, protective mcasures can he taken ill advance to effectively 
reduee the impact oflyphoo l1 disasters. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. Dalo Col/eclion 

Collection of data from CW PRS. 

B. Processing Data 

Next step is cleaning the data which includes rearranging the data and processing according to model 

and output requirements wi th dropping the unwanted rows and columns in the data. 

C. Training And Te.l'/ing 

Third step is training and testing the data for predicting average Height oflile tide. 70% data is trained 
in the model and 30%data is tes ted for Model predictions. 

D. Model Building Ane! Deployment 

Actual model depl oyment included actual prediction by using clata frame function as we are able to see 
the accuracy in our model with the less Error percentage Flask is a web application framework written in 

Python. It has mUltiple modules that make it easier for a web developer to write applications without 
having to worry about the details like protocol management, thread l11anagement, etc. Flask gives is a 
variety of choices for developing web applications and it gives us the necessary tools and libraries that 

allow us to build a web ap plication. deploy model flask. 
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OATACOLL£CTION 
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BUILDING MODEL 

PREDICTION ANO DEPLOYMENT 
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Fig. I. Proposed System Flow 
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!:. DlIIa Imparl: 

We took the raw data which is provided by CWPRS to 11$ nnd then used pandas library to read the data 

as shown in Fig. 2 
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Fig. 2. Data Import 

F Dam Cleaning 

Next step is cleaning the data which includes rearranging the data according to model and output 

requir(:ments with dropping the unwanted rows and columns in data as shown in figure 3 
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Fig. 3. Data Cleaning 

G. Training and Testing 

Third step is training and testing the data for predicting average height of the tide, 70% data is trained 

in the model and 30%data is tested for model prediction , 

from sklearn,model_sele<tion import train_test_split 

fr'om sklearn.1 inear_model import Lineal~Reg,.ession 


11' = LinearRegression() 

X = data,drop(['H'1'.'g'],ax;s= l ) 

y = datal 'I<a'lg'j . 

X_train, x_test, y_train, y_test :: train_ test_ split(XJ YJ test size=O. ) 

lr,fit(X_train, y_train) 

1r,s<ore(X_train, y_train),lr,s<ore(x_test, y_test) 


(O, 981794690au14501, 0,9718675019398781) 
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Fig. 4. Training and Testing 

/I. Model Results 

Actual model deployment included actual prediction by lIsing clataframe function as we are able to see 

the accuracy in our model with the less error percentage. Sample is shown in Fig. 5 

df ; pd.Dtlt.1FI·~e(li!>t(zip(y_tc!>t, y_pn~el»), 
colullll1s =[·y_.te~t·, ·v.. pr .~ d'J) 

elf .he:.lt.l(1!:iI 

v_ItS' y_pr.d 

0 11 li501-1 17001803 

I 24 ~3802 2-1.985.:22 

2 2900001 29601772 , )1 18110 29. j.:183'3 

• 2520-197 , 18 -Ij568 

25759990 

181OB!':9 , JO 34008 29825012 

7 3161!83 32050529 

• 2665678 2&35657-1 

• ?7 Jt"iJ.'l1 ?1 Ol1?q; 

y_pr'ed 
y_pr'ed 

:: ll'.predict(x_test) 

ar-rt1y([17. 9018031:16, 
18.7088~882. 

7.6.99G22163, 
22.61940809, 
26.16tl7359 , 

2£1.98542161, 29.60177165, 
29.8250116, 32.06052895, 
29.37399025, 28.17757869, 
24.77168904, 29.00557637, 
24.1:18977091]) 

29.7tl193561, 
26. 35657~25, 

23.~0375363J 

28. 718502 , 

25,75999001, 
27.01125639, 
24.37179419, 
19.88151568, 

Fig. 5. Model Result 

I. Model Deployment 

Actual model deployment results predicted by the model. 

i H1 /3 

i Eps 
hour 

o TW X + 
~ C (D i 27.0.0.1 :5000/ predict 

Iridal Wave prediction 

\ '\':;1'.'0::- Hrnax Inm 
H1 : 1O T1 /10 

T1 ;3 Tavg 

"'OHm day , 

Predi:0 

verag<! height ofwn,ve with given parameters could be 19.29 
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rig.6 Model Deployment Results 

V. CONCl.lISION 

Prediction of tsunami and storms can be pl't.::dictcd with higher accuracy. The proposed systell1 is 

helpful in assisting the ship movements at coastal environment. From proposed machine Icaming and 

artificial intelligence model we can prcdict the Tsunami movements change in the height of the wave 

coastal area harbour projects movcments of ships these are things we can predict from the tidal wave 

prediction model. We can predict the height with utmost accuracy and this project will be helpful for the 
people living in the coastal regions. It will be helpful for their safely, The data generated by this model 

will be helpful for various coastal stations also. 
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Abstr"cI- Brain tumour delection is a challenging 'ask and it's vel)' important to analyse the structure 

ofthe tumour correctly S0, an automatic method is used HOW a day for the deteclion of the tumour. This 

method saves lime Wi well as it reduces (he error which occurs in the method of manual detection. K

mean clustering is used for segmenting the affected area and to show relative affected areo. SVMs are 

used for detecting and classifying tumollr affected tissues lVith not affected tissues. II/ this project We 

Pelform wavelet 'ramiorm 011 the converted gray scale image and extracted 12 features like contros/, 

correlation. energy. homogeneity e/e. DB4 wavelet transform is usedfor feature ex/raetion. 

KeywoT(ls- SVlV/S, lI'aveleJ tram/arm, tumour, j\1Rl image, k-mean clustering 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The lumour is nothing bul the development of additional phones freq uently shapes a mass of tissue 

development. One of the real reasons for death among individuals is Cerebrum tumor.ll1e manifestati ons 

of a mind tum ollr rely on the hllnour size, SQ(1 and area. Indications caused although a tumour pushes on a 

nerve and also damages a piece of a cerebrum. Additionally, they might be caused when a tumour 

obstructs the liquid that moves through and around the or when the mind swells develop of liquid. 

Cerebral pains, Changes in discourse, vision or hearing, issue adjusting or strolling. changes in 

temperament, identity or capacity to focus, issues with memory, muscle snapping or ting ling, deadness or 

shivering in the arms or legs. Identification of the kind of mind variation from the norm is an exceedingly 

fundamental treatment which can limit the lethal outcomes. 

Manual discovery of mind tumour is a repetitive activity and takes a large amount of time and it is also 

not precise ,due to change in shift. Accurate outcomes are often acquired just through PC sup ported 

robotized frameworks. Other than that being exact, these procedures must scope rapidly keeping in mind 

the top goal to use them for continuous applications. Tumour in cerebrum area can be analysed by 
utHizing attractive reverberation imaging (MRI), ultrasonic, CT pictures and X-beams. For precise results 

we use the MRI image in the SVM algorithm. The segmentation and identification methodology is very 

popular in recent years. Segmentation in our system is done with the help of k-mean clustering algorithm 

and for feature extraction from the provided segmented image we use DWT,that is a discrete wavelet 

lransform. After extracting features we create a noble train set data which we provide to SVM algorithm. 

With the help of the SVM algorithm we can easily identify the type of tumour. 

II. LITERATURE REViEW 

A review of x-ray based therapeutic picture examination for mind twnour thinks about, Paper explain [I] 

about a fasl , automated method, with light compulational complexity, to find the slnalle"s;,! ~::-''---'''' 
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a.round the tumour region. This region-of-inte.rest are often used as a pre-processing step in trainjng 
networks for subregion tumour segmentation. By adopting the outputs of this algorithm, redundant 
information is removed; hence the network can specialise in learning notable features associated 
with subregions' classes. The proposed method has six main stages, in which the brain segmentation is 
the most vital step. Expectation-maximization (EM) and K-means algorithms are used for brain 

segmentation. The proposed method is evaluated 011 the BraTS 2015 dataset, and the average gained 

DICE score is 0.73, which is an acceptable result for this application. 

Brain Tumour Segmentation utilizing Convolutional Neural Networks in MRI Images, In this paper 

[2J studies and explain about a deep learning method to boost the accuracy of tumour segmentation in MR 

images. Cascade approach is employed with mUltiple scales of images to induce both local and global 

views and help the network to succeed in higher accuracies. their experimental results show that using 
multiple scales and the utilization of two cascade networks is advantageous. 

Structured Prediction with Convolutional Neural Networks for Multi modal Brain Tumour 

Segmentation, In this paper [3] study about a four-step procedure, which includes k-means clustering 
method, Hierarchical Centroid Shape Descriptor (HCSD), Feature extraction and classification method? 

The brain extraction is used as the pre-processing step in order to remove the skull and noise present in 
the MRl. The k-means clustering method segment the tumour with surrounding healthy 
tissue supported the pixel intensities. Hence the HCSD method is used to segment the tumour section 

alone. The features extracted from the segmented tumour region and then KNN classifier (k-nearest 

neighbour) method will verify the tumour by using the tumour features. This method will increase the 

accuracy of the automated tumoW" detection system. 
,Processing Technique for Brain Tumour Detection and Segmentation, In this paper [4] study about the 

neural network are going to be wont to classifY the phase of brain tumour that's benign, malignant or 
normal. Feature extraction by using the grey Level Co-Occurrence Matrix (GLCM). Image recognition 

and compression is completed by using the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method and also large 

dimensionality of the info is reduced. Automatic brain tumour stage classification is done by using 
probabilistic neural network (PNN). Segmentation process is completed by using K-means clustering 

algorithm and also detects the brain tumour spread region. Nwnbers of defect cells are finding within 
the spread region. PNN is fastest technique and also provide the good classification accuracy. 

An investigation of Segmentation Method for recognition of Tumour in Brain, Explains about the study 

[5J of some types of brain tumours such as metastatic bronchogenic carcinoma tumours; glioblastoma and 
sarcoma are performed using brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRJ). The detection and classification 
of MRJ brain tumours are implemented using different wavelet transforms and support vector machines. 
Accurate and automatic classification of MRJ brain images is extremely important for medical analysis 
and interpretation. 

Processing Technique for Brain Tumour Detection and Segmentation, In this paper [6] learned that the 

~~~~d~K~SVM with GRB kernel still achieved the best accurate 
~ n the different kernels in the system. 

~ 
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Image processing techniques arc being lIsed to detect the brain tumour. For the purpose of detecting 
Tumour in the MRI images, MATLAB software is used. The figure shown below is the block diagram of 
the proposed system .. 

--- - -- - ~- -- ---- ------- - ------ --- - ----- - -- - - ---: :: . 
DESIGN AND DRAWING 

,-- - - - ___ ,,\: _ - - - - - - - - - - - - i --- - - - - -- - - --- --- - - --- --- - - .--,- - ---- ... - - ------ ... 

: : : , i ! 
; Preprocessing ~ Image ConversIon :-7~ Binarization iLm._......_.i Cmm.....m..mmm l ImI: 
,--------- ---------- - ---, ; ----.------ ----- -.-------- - - ~ : : 

i Feature Extracllon!+---! Wavelet Transform H Segmentation j 
I ' , ' ,, , L___ ________________.____ _ ! :._________________.! 

.c--~-~--:I:-:~:- ---"~ 
., , ,, , 
: Classification ' 

!-----------------, 

Fig.1 Block Diagram of proposed system 

The detail description of system proposed is as follows: 

Pre-processing: 

It generally entails removal of background noise having frequency low, Inormalizing Ithe lintensity lof 

the lindividual Iparticles' images. masking lof some portions of the images and removing reflections. 
Image pre-processing is that the mdhod to enhance data images before computational processing, 

Image conversion: 

In greyscale image or ROB image is that image the worth of every pixel is merely one sample which 
can'ies information associated with the intensity of sunshine or in other words which represents only the 
amount of light. This sort of images is composed of various shades of gray colour. The range of the 

contrast from black colour at the weakest intensity to the white colour at the strongest. Keeping this in 

mind, the conversion of the image in black and white is done. As we understand Tumour is really large 
enough to not deemed as tiny bOllnd, therefore we are getting to detach little pixel bound. 

Binarization: 

ft is the process of converting the image into Binary, For this we use OTSU thresholding in our system 

Segmentation: 
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It is the process of selecting the region of interest. For this we use K-lnean clustering in our system. 

Wavelets transform: discrete wavelet transform is uscd for extraclillg different types of features along 
with db4 filters tor remova.l of noise. 

Featllre e.r:traclion: 

For thc purpose of extracting featurcs from input image different operations are needed to perform like 
cntropy, contrast~ correlation , energy, root mean square, standard deviation etc. 

Class{/icalion: 

Supporl vector machine i.e. is SVM are used for the purpose of classirying the tissue I into nOimal or 

cancerous. If the tissue is normal Or not-infectious, no Tumour detected displays on MATLAB output 
window. the tissue is benign and malignant will be precisely identified. 

Steps for proposed system-

Step I: Read input MRI image 

Step 2: Convert to Gray scale 

Step 3: Apply Low pass & High Pass filter 

Step 4: Convert Image into Binary Image using OSTU Thresholding Algorithm 

Step 5: Segment tumolll' Using K-mean Clustering. 
Step 6: Try morphological Operations Dilation and erosion 

Step 7: perform feature extraction on Given MRI image Using DWT. 

Step 8: perform feature reduction with the help ofPCA. 

Step 9: Classification of Tumour Type with help ofSVM 

Step 10: perform Cross-validation Using K-fold Cross validation. 
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we also extracted 13 leatures from the segmented image (Tumour).Also run Accuracy test of different 

kernels lIsing system on the segmented image. The kernels are RBF i.e. Radial basic pUllction, Linear 
kernel, Polygonal Kernel and Quadratic Kernel. 

IV.CONCLUStON 

Features of tumour cells can be extracted efficiently from the MRI im(1ge. For feature extraction 
purpose we used DWT i.e Discrete wavelet transform successfully. SVM is used as a classifier in the 

system. With the help of classifier. And cross validation is done to make the system more reliable. Using 

this system we C(11l detect tumour malignant Or benign successfully. The efficiency of the system is VCIY 

high. 
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Abstract 

Diabetic re(inopa!l~v is one ofthe mos/threatening complications qldiabeles tha/leads' to permanent 

blindness iflefi IIntreated. Olle ofthe essential challenges is early detection, which is velY important 

jar treatment success. U,?fOrfUnalely, Ihe exact ideJ1l{/ication of the diabetic retinopathy stage is 

Jlotoriously tricky and requires expert human intC!lprelalion offimdus images. Simplijic:a/ion of the 

deteelion step is crucial and (:an help millions q{ people. In Ihis pl"lijec/ we propose em all/omalic 

deep-learning-based method for stage detection a/diabetic retinopathy by single photography of the 

human funt/us. Conl'olUlional neural ne/Works (CNN) have heen successfully applieel in many 

adjacelll suhjects, anel for diagnosis II! diahetic retinopathy itself However, the high cost of big 

labeleel datasets, as well as inconsistell<J' between different doctors, impede the peljimnclI1ce of these 
methods. In this project we propose an automatic deep-Ieaming-based methodfor stage detectioll of 

diabetic retinopathy by single photography ofIhe human jilllelllS. In this system, we analyzed diabetes 

detectability ji'om retinal images in the Diabetic Retinopathy Database - Calibration Level Raw pixel 

intensities ofextracted patches served directly as inputs into the following classifiers: CNN. 

Keywords- CNN,', retinopathy,jundus, deep learning. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Diabetic Retinopathy that is caused by the untreated diabetes have the symptoms which staJ1S from 
microaneurysms which exists due to weakened capillary walls and viewed as red colour small dots. 
Once these walls ruptured, hemorrhages appeared which are flame shaped and are of red colour. 
When the severity of the DR increases, hard exudates appear in the retina which exists due to leakage 
of proteins and lipids from the blood. They are yellow in colour. After more advancement in severity 
of DR, there is obstruction in blood vessels that leads to fonnation of soft exudates in the fonn of 

cotton wool spots of white colour. both healthy and pathological retina there are various stages of DR 
which includes Non-Proliferative DR (NPDR) and Proliferative DR (PDR). NPDR is further divided 
into Mild, Moderate and Severe. If the disease is detected at the stage of NPDR by the accurate 

segmentation process, then it can be cured. Early diagnosis of DR can be done if the screening 
programs for segmentation are perfonned very effectively. But there is number of difficulties in the 
early diagnosis as the patients have progressive DR without symptoms of reduced vision. The severity 

of DR increases as there is decrease in the distance of abnormalities from the macula decreases 
The manual segmentation of blood vessels is very difficult and tedious task as it requires expertise 

since the images are very complex. Also it is very time consuming when the database is very large. 

There is great difficulty in measurement of various features of blood vessels which includes length, 
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The [I] explains about proposed algorithm can be used for early detection of Diabetic Retinopathy. 

This can be performed as accurate segmentation can be done by this method. 111is method is in the 

category of supervised approach as it uses neural network for training purposes. The performance 

parameters given by Sensitivity, Specificity and Accuracy shows the better performance as it is 

compar",i by human observer values of these parameters. The results clearly show the proposed 

algorithm is effective for the segmentation of retinal blood vessels. DR that is caused by the untreated 

diabetes have the symptoms which starts from micro aneurysms which exists due to weakened 

capillary walls and viewed as red colour small dots. Once these walls ruptured, hemorrhages appeared 

which are fiame shaped and are of red colour. When the severity of the DR increases, hard exudates 

appear in the retina which exists due to leakage of proteins and lipids from the blood. They are yellow 

in colour. After more advancement in severity of DR, there is obstruction in blood vessels that leads 

to formation of soft exudates in the form of cotton wool spots of white colour. both healthy and 

pathological retina. There are various stages of DR which includes Non-Proliferative DR (NPDR) and 

Proliferative DR (PDR). NPDR is further divided into Mild, Moderate and Severe. If the disease is 

detected at the stage of NPDR by the acclirate segmentation process, then it can be cured. Early 

diagnosis of DR can be done if the screening programs for segmentation are performed very 

effectively. But there is number of difficulties in the early diagnosis as the patients have progressive 

DR without symptoms of reduced vision. The severity of DR increases as there is decrease in the 

distance ofabnormalities from the macula decreases. 
The [2] explains about segmentation. Automatic blood vessel segmentation in the images can help 

speed diagnosis and improve the diagnostic performance of less specialized physicians. An essential 
step in feature extraction is blood vessel segmentation of the original image. Many algorithms have 

been developed to accurately segment blood vessels from images with a variety of underlying 
pathologies and across a variety of ophthalmic imaging systems. This work focuses on developing 

existing retinal blood vessel segmentation algorithms, comparing their perfonnances, and combining 
them to achieve superior performance. 

The multistage transfer learning approach and an automati c method for detection of the stage of 

diabetic retinopathy by single photography of the human fundus [3] are proposed. We have used an 

ensemble of CNN architecture and made transfer learning for our final solution. The experimental 

results show that the proposed method achieves high and stable results even with unstable metric. The 

main advantage of this method is that it increases generalization and reduces variance by using an 

ensemble of the networks, pretrained on a large dataset, and fine-tuned on the target dataset. Also, we 

will be using kaggle dataset because it is the laFgest dataset which is available publically out of 

which the images will be classified into malignous or non-malignous images. 

[4] presents a framework to explore multi-field data of aneurysms occurring at intracranial and 

cardiac arteries by using statistical graphics. The rupture of an aneurysm is often a fatal scenario, 

whereas during treatment serious complications for the patient can occur. Therefore, medical 

researchers are very interested in better understanding these relationships. However, the required 

analysis is a time-consuming process, where suspicious wall regions are difficult to detect due to the 

time-dependent behaviour of the data. Our proposed visualization fram ework enables medical 

researchers to efficiently assess aneu~and treatment options. 

The [5] gives idea aboUl differeQe\§t ~f diabetic retinopathy. The four stages of DR was 

classified as: I. Mild Non-proliferati e Retin )l'gly: The earliest stage where microaneurysms occur. 

2. Moderate Non-proliferative RetinQR\lIgY4f.s r1i~ disease advances, few blood vessels that supply 

the retina are blocked. 3. Severe No~-prolit';r ~ Retinopathy: More blood vessels are blocked, 

which reduces blood flow to the areas f the . ;::, hese areas send signals to the body for growth of 

new blood vessels for nourishment. 4'. i'r§ stage, the 
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signals senl by the retina lor nourishment trigger the growth of new blood vessels. This condition is 

called prolilerative retinopathy. These new blood vessels are abnormal and fragile. These blood 

vessels by themselves do not cause symptoms or vision loss. Since they have thin and weak walls., 

[hey can leak hlood. causing severe vision loss and even blindness can result. 

A dilTerent technique to detect diabetic retinopathy [6] and studied the efficienc), of them. 

Employing computational approaches tor this purpose would help in efficient retinal analysis. The 

methodology proposed in this work involves sequential application of image pre-processing, 

supervised and unsupervised learning and image post-processing techniques. 

tit. METHODOLOGY 

Following diagram gives complete flow of project. For the purpose of detecting retinopathy in the 

eye images spider software is used. The figure shown below is the block diagram of the proposed 

system. 

Ditplar OlllPlit 
to l:1~ 

~·."}t 

Cl.m:fyiq 43:; l.aUlg Scppo:t 
\'«tOt ~rlth%el 

SYStem 

Figure I: Block Diagram of proposed system 

The detail description of system proposed is as follows. Pre-processing: It generally entails removal 

of background noise having frequency low, lnonmalizing I the I intensity lof the I individual 

I particles' images, masking Iof some portions of the images and removing reflections. Image pre

processing is that the method 10 enhance data images before computational processing. 

Image conversion: In greyscale image or RGB image is that image the value of each pixel is only a 

si ngle sample which calTies infonnation related to the intensity of light or in other words which 

represents only the amount of light. This sort of images is composed of various shades ofgray colour. 

The range of the contrast from black colour at the weakest intensity to the white colour at the 

strongest. Keeping this in mind, the conversion of the image in black and white is done. As we 

understand Tumor is actually big enough to not deemed as tiny 'bound, therefore we are going to 

detach little pixel bound. 

Feature Extraction: For binary classification, here we are using 2 features, ie, number of exudates 

are counting number 

pixels in the image. 
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Segmentation: It is the process of selecting the region of interest. 


Classification: Support vector machine i.e., is SYM are used for the purpose of classifying the eye 


image Iinto normal or malegnolls. 
Following are the steps for the proposed system: 


I) Input Image 


2) Input Image Pre-processing 


3) Pre-processing 


4) Image Segmentation 


5) Image Segmentation 


6) Feature Extraction 


7) Apply SYM 


8) Canny edge detection 


9) Prediction of status of blood vessels. 


IV. RESULT 

This is the result of input MRI image. In this we detected that the given patient has Benign type of 

tumour. We successfully implemented the SYM algorithm for classification of tumour. From this 

image wc also extracted 13 features from the segmented image(Tumour). We also run Accuracy tes t of 

different kernels using system on the segmented image. The kernels are RBF i.e. Radial basic 

Function, Linear kernel, Polygonal Kernel and Quadratic Kernel. 
"...........,. . 


Type of Tum", 6ENIGII 

1 _ _ ~_" 

Figure 2 input and output of MRI image with features 

V. CONCLUSION 

In the proposed work, a non-invasive procedure has been presented to evaluate the presence of 

diabetic diseases in the eye. The classification of diabetic diseased and normal eye IR images is done 

through Support Vector Machine classifier using various combination of texture and statistical 

features The simulation results indicate that the classifier in the detection of diabetic diseased eye 

performed in the accepted level iJll:cI=I!'fe1itiri!' accuracy, sensitivity, specificity using SYM classifier. 

A number of studies us 'Olks and image processing for detection using different r 

architec tures. It is certain that:p ' ng macb; . learning techniques will give us good results along with 

good accuracy for prediction. (n th~~6i1 \,~e explored the potential usage of the CNN in retinal 

image classification. Due to the rMirous rna ! € I methods by medical personnel, an automated system 

can reduce the labor involved in ' ~ . ;;:j quantities of retinal images significantly. 
Cun'ent ly in the scope of this Pi! ocessing time of diabetic retinopathy detection is kept in 

mind , so as to deliver a graphi 'Iltelface to the usef / patient, so that they can use their fundus 
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images as input to the graphical lIscr intcrfllcc and thereby get to know whether they are suffering 
from diabetic retinopathy or not from a reliable SOllrce with faster processing time also. Further 
upgrades latcr on might incorporate till! lise of a superior calculation something like a convolutional 
neural system which Can help in arranging the pictures well than the present utilized classifier 
individually. Aside Irom that, highlights like helpline or client manual oughl 10 be given in the 
graphical UI, 10 be uselill Iur Ihe clients who probably won't be acquainted wilh innovative 
progressions and ulilization of the applicalion. this project will surely help a step ahcad in diabetic 
retinopathy detection. 
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Abstracl 

To ensure the sqf'ety measures, Ihe deteelion of' lrajlie rule violators is a highly desirable bZ/1 

challenging task d lle to variolls difficulties slleh as oCc/llsion, iIIuminalion, poor quality 0/ 
surveillance video, varying weather conditions, e/c, In Ihis paper, we present a framework for the 

au/omalic detection of motorcyclists driving without helmets. In the proposed system, we have to 

de tect Nlotorcyc!ists wearing a helmel or not, jor delec/ing helmets we used a TensOJjlow object 

deteclion hence we systematically studied the EfficientDel model which consistenlly achieves much 

better efficiency Ihan prior ar' across a wide spectrum ofresource constraints and fined limned ilIa 
delect Helmets. 

Keywords-Helmel Detection, Traffic Surveil/alice, Tellsorf/ow, Ejjiciel1ldet 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since motorcycles are affordable and a daily mode of transp011, there has been a rapid increase in 
motorcycle accidents since most of the motorcyclists do not wear a helm et which makes it an ever

present danger every day to travel by motorcycle. In the last couple of years alone most of the deaths 
in accidents are due to damage to the head. Because of this wearing 

The helmet is mandatory as per traffic rules, violation of which attract hefty fines. Inspite, a large 
number of motorcyclists do not obey the rule. Presently, all major cities already deployed large video 
surveillance networks to keep a vigil on a wide variety of threats. Thus using such an already existing 
system will be a cost-efficient soluti on; however, these systems involve a large number of humans 
whose performance is not sustai nable for long periods. Recent studies have shown that human 

surveillance proves ineffecti ve, as the duration of monitoring of videos increases, the errors made by 
humans also increase. 

Deep networks have gained much attention with state-of-the-art results in campi icated tasks such as 
Object recognition tracking detection and segmentation due to their ability to learn features directly 

ITom raw data without resorting to manual tweaking. 
Tensorflow is a deep learning framework that powers many of the state-of-the-art (SOTA) models in 

natural language processing (NLP),speech synthesis, semantic segmentation, and obj ect detection. TF2 
aD API is an open-sourced collection of object detection models which is used by both deep learning 
enthusiasts, and by different experts in the fi eld. For the tra ining of the helmet detector, we' ll be ftne

tuning a pre-trained object detection model from the TF2 Object Detection Model Zoo, Specifically, 
we'll be using EfficientDet DO 512x5 l2 which offers a good trade-off between speed and accuracy. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

EfficientDet: Scalable and Efficient Object Detection, the paper describe that the [ l] Detection of 
Motorcyclists without Helmet in Videos using Convolutional Neural Network. The proposed 
approach tells that using CNN improves the classification perfonnance for both the classification 

tasks and thus leads to more reliable detection heh ets. This 

improvement is achieved for the classification 
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Automatic detection of bike riders without helmet using surveillance videos in real-time. In this 

paper [2] An Enhanced Approach for Detecting Helmet on Motorcyclists Using Image Processing 

and Machine Learning Techniques. In this paper, They proposed an approach to automatically 

identifY the bike riders who are nol wearing helmels. TIlis approach lakes video feed from the 

surveillance camera deployed at roads and applies a background sublraction lechnique to identify 

moving vehicles. From the foreground blobs, different features are extracted to identify motorcycles 

among the other vehicles. From the motorcycle objects, the head region of the blob is considered to 

extract helmet-related features. For the perfonnance and accuracy improvement, they apply principal 

component analysis (PCA) on the derived features. To detect helmet from the motorcycle object, 

different machine learning techniques on the selected features and per/ann the feasibility analysis. 

Passenger compartment violation detection in hov/hot lanes, the paper describe that [7] Safety 

helmet wearing detection based on image processing and machine learning. In the proposed approach, 

they uses three phases to detect safety helmet i.e. background modelling, pedestrian classification and 

finally safety helmet detection. In background modelling ViBe background modelling algorithm is 

used to detect motion objects under the fix surveillant, after detecting motion objects they used 
Histogram of gradient (HOG) which explains the inner human and support vector machine (SVM) is 

used to classifY pedeslrians. At last colour feature recognition method is used to detect whether the 

persons wearing safety helmet or not. They also used few machines learning concepts like squeezing 

out HOG feature and Iraining supporl vector machine (SVM). The ongoing work of this system is 

improving accuracy and performance of the algorithms. 

Ill. DATASET 

A Dataset is a collection of data. For the training of the model, we used 700 images of a bike rider 

with a Helmet and Non-Helmet. We have downloaded these images from a goggle datasets search. For 

the preparation of the dataset to feed the neural network, we have drawn a bounding box using the 

Label-hng tool and convel1ed its annotations into Pascal/Voc format. 

IV. PROPOSED ApPROACH 

In a proposed approach we have taken a dataset of motorcyclists wilh and without a helmet. And 

drawn bounding boxes on helmets of motorcyclists using labelling tool and converted them into 

PascallVoc format, which is required for training. After the bounding box, we have divided the datasel 

into Training and Testing data in which 75% of data is used for training and 25% data is used for 

testing. 

For this there are llsing the EfficientDet object detection technique which is developed by "The 

Google Brain team" recently. EmcientDet model consistently achieves much better efficiency than 

prior art across a wide spectrum of resource constraints. It uses the fewest training epochs among 

object detection models. Making it a highly scalable architecture especially when operating with 

limited computation.shown below. 

Fig. 1 shown the amollnt of FLOPs(Billions) used to COCO AP. Hyper parameters required for 

EfficientDet algorithm is mentioned below: 

• Num classes: 2 

• Batch_size: 10 

• 

• 

• 
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AI10r setting hyper parameters we have trained HlicientDet object detection on googlecollab with 

the required dataset and achieved high accuracy. Alkr training. we downloaded all inference graphs to 

our local system and uscd them to test the model. 
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Fig. I Amount of FLOPs (Billions) used to COCO AP 

V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

Somce: The architecture (fig. I ) and description of the EfflcientDet model is taken from reference 

[I) which is mentioned in references. 

EfficientDet is a single-shot detector fairly similar to the RetinaNet model with severai 

improvements: The ell"icient net backbone, weighted bi-directional feature pyramid network (BiFPN), 

and com pound scal ing method. 

The usual approach for improving the accuracy of the object detection models is to either increase 

the input image size or use a bigger backbone network. Instead of operating on a single dimension or 

limited scaling dimensions, compound scaling jointly scales up the resolution/depth/width for the 

backbone, feature network, and boxlclass prediction network. 

EfficientDet models with different scaling factors are included in the TF2 OD API Model Zoo, and 

the scating factor is denoted by the {X} in the name of the model. 

;I. Efjicienldel Architecture: 

BiFPN serves as the feature network, which takes level 3-7 features {P3, P4, P5, P6, P7} from the 

backbone network and repeatedly applies top-down and bottom-up bidirectional feature fusion. These 

fused features are fed to a class and box network to produce object class and bounding box predictions 

respectively. Similar to this, the class and box network weights are shared across all levels of the 

feature. 

B. 	Compound Scoling: 

a new compound scaling method for object detection, which uses a simple compound coefficient 'P 
to jointly scale up all dimensions of backbone network, BiFPN network, classlbox network, and 

resolution. object detectors have much more scaling dimensions than image classification models, so 

grid search for all dimensions is prohibitively expensive. Therefore, [I) used a heuristic-based scaling 

approach, but still, follow the main idea ofjointly scaling up all dimensions . 
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Class l)rc{hc hOIi net 
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Ellic icnlNe[ hi'lcklJone 

Fig. 2 The architecture of EfficientDet Model 

I. Backbone Network: reuse of the same width/depth scaling coefficients of EfficientNet-BO to B6 
such that [I] can easily reuse their fm ageNet pre-trained checkpoints. 

2. BiFPN: BiFPN is an improved version of the very popular FPN. It learns the weights that 
represent the imponance of different input features, while repeatedly applying top-down and bottom
lip multi-scale feature fusion. Formally, BiFPN width and depth are scaled with the following 
equat ion: 

Wbifpn =64 '(1.35), Dbifpn =3 + q> ....(I) 
3. Box/class prediction network: Both BiFPN layers and class/box net layers are repeated mUltiple 

times based on different resource constraints 

C EfficientDet architecture 

EfficientDet architecture employs EfficientNet a, the backbone network, class/box prediction 
network. Both BiFPN layers and class/box net layers are repeated multiple times based on different 
resource constraints. Scaling configs for EfficientDet DO-D6 - q> is the compound coefficient that 
controls all other scaling dimensions; BiFPN, box/class net, and input size are scaled up lIsing 
equations 1, 2,3 respectively. 

Dbox = Dclass =3 + [q>/3](2) ..... (2) 
Input image resolution - Since feature level 3-7 are used in BiFPN, the input resolution must be 

dividable by 2 ~ 7 = 128, so [I] linearly increase resolutions using the equation: 
Rinput = 512 + q> . 128(3) ..... (3) 

Following Equations 1,2,3 with different q> EfficienrDet-DO (q> = 0) to D7 (q> = 7), where D7 is the 
same as D6 except higher resolution. Notably, scaling is heuristic-based and might not be optimal, but 
will show that this simple scaling method can significantly improve efficiency than another single
dimension scaling method. ~ 

~~~~ I '~<:<:'\ VLREsULT 

For this used TF2 0.6 ~-rl wh~'\tlt~~~ces eager execution that makes debuggi ng of the object 
models much easier. Tre:ne\\)~ mod ~~?o introduces new SOT A models such as Effi cientDet. 

The training has done ol'i· g(~trla~gOOgle provides free GPU access to users and for storing 
the dataset we utilized a google IT . ! ~ local system ' Jupyter notebook to test the model 
lIsing the below libraries: . . 
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Tcsorllow: 2.4.1 

Python: 3.7.0 

Numpy: 1.19.5 

Matplotlih: 3.2.2 

Fig. 3 Output 

VI!. CONCLUStON 

EfficientDet consistently achieves better accuracy and efficiency tha n the prior art across a wide 

spectlUm of resource constraints. In panicular, scaled EftlcientDet achieves state-of-the-an accuracy 

with much fewer parameters and FLOPs. Hence by using efficientdet we trained helmet, non-helmet 

data and achieved state-of-the-art accuracy. 
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Abstract: VHDL environment is implemented jor jloaling point arilhl11etic.: and logic unit design using 


pipelining; the novelty in the pipelining ALU design offers a high-pe1iormal1ce ALU to simullaneolfsly 


execute several ins/ruclions. FOllr arithmetic modules, addiJion, sllbJraCfiol1, multiplication and division, 


are combined in the lop-down design approach 10 form a jloating poil7l ALU unit. In order to seleci a 


speqjic opera/ion, each module is divided into sub-modules with /1110 seleclion bits combined. Each 


module is mlllHa/ly independent. In the Xilinx12. Ji programmed, the modutes are realized and tested by 


VHDL simulation. 


Keywords: Arithmetic Logic Unil, Top-Down design, Valida/ion, Float;ng pOint, Test-Vector 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper for representing numbers that would be too large or too small to be represented as integers is 

defined by fl oating point. Compared to fixed point representation wi th small word size, floating point 

representation will maintain its resolution and accuracy. Numbers in this tonn are expressed in binary 

base multiples in scaled form. The number representation is ofa significant digit multiplied with exponent 

power by its origin. The fEEE 754 standard is used in digital systems to represent floating point numbers. 

The Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) is a digital circuit that performs arithmetic and logical operations. The 

ALU is a basic building block of a computer's central processing unit (CPU) and the inputs to the ALU 

are the data to be worked on and a control unit code that speci fies which operation to perform. The 

product of the computat ion is its performance. Cases such as carry-in or carry-out, overflow, divide-by

zero, etc. are indicated by these codes. The Floating Point Unit also performs arithmetic operations 

between two values, but in floating point representation: they do so for numbers. And the ALU is called 

an FPU with fl oating point operations, A pipeline is a technique used to improve teachi ng throughput in 

the design of com puters and other digital electronic devices (number of instructions that can be executed 

in a unit of time). The basic concept is to split a machine instruction's processing into a series of 

independent steps, with storage at the end of each step. This enables the control circuitry of the computer 

to issue instructions at the s lowest phase processing rate, which is much quicker than the time taken to 

execute all steps at once. The pipeline term refers to the fact that each step c3lTies data at once, and each 

step is linked to the next, so that the system is idle at no time and output is available at each clock 

execution after a few steps. The implementation of the pipeline involves the separation and pipelining of 

different phases of floating point operations into sequential phases. We also proposed a VHDL. 

Environment for the design and simulation of fl oating point ALU for fas ter units. This has further 

helped to ease the classification, simulation of verification and rea lization of hardwareThe VHDL 
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standard is commonly accepted and has various capabilities suitable for designs of this type. In particular, 

the use of VI-!DL for modeling is attractive because it offers a structured system definition and enables 

the use of speeiJic description styles to cover the different abstraction lovels used in this design. For high 

speed and multiple executions, the synthesis of the proposed design is carried out to ass ist in broad data 

s ize management. 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

AutoRARE: An Automated Tool For Generating FPGA-Based Multi-Memory Hardware Accelerators 

For Compute-Intensive Applications[I]ln this paper, a Java-based automatic design tool to generate 

hardware accelerators based on the Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). All VHDL models required 

to build/synthesize a processor specifically customized for each application are automatically created by 

Auto RARE. The user only needs to provide a special-purpose floating point Arithmetic Logic Unit 

(ALU) or function core with the VHDL definition.The tool produces a VHDL definition for the memory 

interface, the memory controller, the interface of the host processor, and the particular processor of the 

application. We also present details of the FPGA-based multi-memory hardware accelerator, generated 

using Auto RARE, for accelerating computationally intensive applications. The multi-memory hardware 

accelerator is heavily pipelined and capable of reading and writing multiple floating point values from 

multiple memories simultaneously.The multi-memory architecture is the secret to having faster 10X
100X executed hardware accelerators than traditional multi-core processors. As an application to show 

the merits of the multi-memory hardware accelerator, the Taylor Series expansion of the sine/cosine 

functionality is used. We performed the Taylor Series in software in our experiments and compared 

execution times with an implementation of FPGA-based hardware. Our tests show that the multi-memory 
Taylor Series hardware accelerator based on FPGA is 481X faster than the Taylor Series running software 

on a standard serverenvironmeot for the design and simulation of floating point ALU for faster units. 

IMPL EMENTATION OF THE STANDARD FLOATING POINT MAC USfNG IEEE 754 FLOATfNG 

POINT ADDER [2] The standard floating point MAC was implemented in this work using the IEEE 754 

floating point adder. This can be used to design, via the standard floating point MAC, all floating po int 

DSP processors. 

Advanced verification of Single precision floating point ALU [3] In this paper our daily life, arithmetic is 

the fundamental process involving operations such as addition, subtraction and multiplication. The 

Arithmetic Logical Unit (ALU) is used to verifY the proper operation of these arithmetic operations, and it 

is the most important element of a system. The DUT verification of single-precision floating-point 

arithmetic logical un it (ALU) in the language of Machine Veri log using Questa Sims software is 

discussed in this paper and the objective is to achieve full functional coverage. The FPU design as format 

of single precision LEEE754 compliant integrated unit also can't handle only basic floating point 

operations but also handle . ns like shifting, square root determination and operation of 

transcendental functions ~ ~it'lijVG\lti ne and tangential function.!t is a math coprocessor which is 
designed specially to c " operat! s on floating point numbers. The FPUs will perform operations 

like addition, subtract ~n; ~Iication and division. Main function of FPUs can execute different 

functi ons such like as .'"P '. entia'l"9J>tri ~nometric calculations, although these are done with software 

library routine in nearly" all recent proe ~s. Our FPU is basically a 32 bit (single precision) IEEE754 . 
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Tesling of noaling poinl lInil usi ng BIST with parallelism [4] In this paper parallel tesling, the proposed 

archilecllIrc is altered by splilling the FPU into 3 scpo rate blocks. In this step, the olher block of the FPU 

is checked in pandlel when one of the blocks is in normal operalion. In Verilog HDL, the RTL code orthe 

design is wrillen, and Xilinx Vivado 2015 is used for simulalion. Compared to the Iradilional method, the 

proposed method decreases the dynamic power by 10.47 percent.Arithmetic computations can be on 
integer orfloating(real)lluInbers. In digital systems, ALU handles arithmetic operations. However, ALU is 
not suitable for handling operations on real numbers as the result may not be precise and accurate. Hence 
to perform operations 011 real numbers digital systems use a dedicated unit called floating point 
unit(FPU). In this paper, the designed FPU is s ingle precision and operates on IEEE - 754 - 2008 formal. 

The available arithmetic operations on this FPU are floating point multiplication, division, addition and 
subtraction. The designed FPU can operate on normal(normalized) and subnormal(DE normalized) 

numbers present in floating point numbers. In this paper, stuck-at fault model using Built in self 
test(BIST) method is designed for the floating point unit to check the fault in the design. Basic idea 

behind the BIST is testing the device by itself. The proposed design is modified for parallel testing by 

dividing the fPU into 3 independent blocks. III this method whell one of the blocks is in its normal 

operation the olher block of the FPU is tested in parallel. The design's RTL code is written in Veri log 

HDL and Xilinx Vivado 2015 is used for simulation. The proposed method reduces the dynamic power 

by 10.47% compared to the conventional method. 

Optimization of all Arithmetic Logic Unit lIsing generic floating point algorithm for 12-Bit 
Architecture[5]In this paper proposed high speed generic floating point algorithm for 12-Bit Architecture 

is consist of adder, subtractor, mUltiplier, divisor, square root, and cube root modules. A novel algorithm 
was proposed for each modules using VHDL to optimize the speed and area as well as to attain the 

highest maximum operJting frequency. A top down approach was applied for the modules and these were 
further subdivided into sub-modules for the two inputs to be combined. The novel algorithm was written 

in VHDL code, s imulated in Xilinx 9.2i and 13. 1 version and implemented in Xilinx FPGA Vertex 

boards. The results were analyzed and compared with different algorithms. As the FPGAs' (Field 

Programmable Gate Array) popularity increases rapidly, they are becoming more suitable in many 

applications that require dense computations and high frequency. The improvement in the performance of 

electronic systems can be traced to developments in integrated circuits which form the fundamental 
building blocks of modern electronics technology. As with the modem technology [ast-approaching, the 

development of integrated circuits can also be attributed with the help of hardware description language 
(HDL) such as VHDL and Veri log. The need to improve the face of the ICs through the use HDL also 

defines the speed and area of the whole circuitry. The basis for conceptualiz ing the design, development, 

and evaluation of a generic algorithm is to provide a direct impact of improving the existing modules that 
was implemented on many design applications in DSP. Prior, to the development of the VHDL modules, 

other studies involving ALU similar to the paper were considered to determine the parameters to be 
observed. The enhancement of the existing VHDL modules in the other papers are implemented for the 

ALU and this includes the development ofthe new modules such as the square and cube root. 

Floating point unit core for Signal Processing appiications[6] A floating point unit is a feature of a 
computer system specifically built to perfOim floating point number operations. in d·iffe rent systems, the 

floating point unit has been introduced as a coprocessor rather than as an integrated unit. In the design of 
Digital Signal Processing and application specific systems, today's floalin point arithmetic operations are 
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very important. Arithmetic logics are quicker and more area-efficient. as Fixed-Point. but calculation 
lIsing Floating-Point numbers is often de~irable. Adding and multiplication is often performed in most 
opticHI s ignal processing applications. This paper presents a review of the Floating Point unit for a s ignal 
processing applications. which has fas ter rate of operations. 

III.PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Inputs 

I - - - . ~- -

\~ ~ Fpu 
Fpu_Add Fpu_Sub Fpu_Mul 

I 

-- 
, 

Fpu_Exception 

Fig. I System Block Diagram 

A part of the centra] processing unit is the arithmetic unit, also called the arithmetic logic unit (ALU) 
(CPU). It is also referred to as the CPU "driver" because it enab les mathematical operations, such as 
addition, subtraction, and multiplication, to be done by the computer. "The ALU also conducts operations 

of logic, such as "AND," "OR," and "NOT. When processing, the ari thmetic unit works along wi th the 

register array, which holds data. 

IV.A LGORITHM 

The main objective of this paper is to introduce pipelining using VHDL in the configuration of the 
floating-paint ALU. A 8-bit floating point ALU that operates on the fEEE 754 standard is designed for 

the sub-objectives. The four basic ari thmet ic operations are provided by floating point representations; 
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division are defined in this section. The second sub-objective is 

to use VHDL to model the actions of the ALU design. The Specifications for the implementation of a 8

bit floa ting-point ALU are: ~ 
::<,:,'q~\ "a~q/~ 

i. Input A and B and output' s.uil r "S-bit ·n,. ry fl oating point. 
. . 
v. . 
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ii. Opltntnds A and B operate ns follows 

A (operalion) B~rcs ulls 

Operation can be addition (+), subtraction (-l , Multiplication (*), division (I) 

iii. 'Selection' 11 2-bit input signal that selects ALU operation and operate as shown in table I. 

iv. Statlls- a 4-bit output signal work as fl ag a microprocessor. 

v. Clock pulse is oilly provided to the module which is selected using demux. 

vi. Concurrent processes art! Llsed to allow processes to run in parallel hence pipelining is achicved by this 
execution. 

ALU operations are divided into smaller modules: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division and is 
controlled though demux and mux. 

Y, CONCLUSION 

In this paper implementation of a Iloating point ALU using VHDL using Xilinx tool is done, It will be 
simulation and will be purely so ftware oriented. This behavioral design can be made synthesizable and 
thus can be used for layout and fabrication on FPGA based digital circuits in furure,By simulation with 

various test vec tors the proposed approach of pipeline float ing point ALU design usi ng VHDL is 

successfully designed tested and implemented cUIl'ently .we are conducting further research that consider 

the further reducti on in the hardware complex ity in terms of synthesis. 
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Abstract-The Hew area o/research is image cfyptography. 711ere are numerous cryptography techniques 

thaI have been developed In order to conceal [he v;sual delails (images, text, elc.) in images, many 

enclyptioJ1 techniques have been lIsed. The primm)' principle ofencryplion is (he probability of human 

vision decJyption if the right key image is used, known as visual Cfyptography. Using visual clyptography 

and digitalll'atermarking, a new method for user awheJ1tication is suggested. Using visual cryptography 

and digital watermarking; a user authentication method is suggested. The original picture, mainly the 

approved person's piJotogl'Oph. is split into shares. One of tile shares is kept within the server and the 

other is sent by mail (0 the approved person. When the share is downloaded and submitted to the weh by 

the authorized person, two sections are combined and the user receives a single captcha image 

containing the password after entering which lIser Can login to the system. 

Keywords- Secured University results, visual clyplOgraphy, .ISP, servlet,java. web 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The existing paper used by universities uses a centra lized system of databases that stores all their data in 
one location. Hence, when it comes to defense: this system is not that trustworthy. To ensure that only 
approved participants can access the system, the system lIsed in our project utilizes visual cryptography. 
In addition, data is stored in various databases, ensuring data confidentiality. Data stored in databases is 

stored in encrypted form which adds extra dimensioil to security. The existing system used by universities 
uses a centralized system of databases that stores all their data in one location. The same unified database 
is accessed by all the actors involved in the system. As everybody accesses the same database, this is the 
key downside, so improvements made to this database go unnoticed. Without adding any encryption, the 

current device stores data as it is.The current system receives input from the student, the examiner and the 
supervisor, and all changes, enhancements and data are applied to a single database. The architecture used 
is very simple and basic. Different forms of potential risks, such as data theft, data modification, etc., are 

not considered. The current infrastructure is vulnerable to multiple attacks. Therefore, to make it more 
reliable, the system needs to be updated. We will implement visual cryptography for examiner login for 
authentication purposes. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In the paper, "Advantages and disadvantages of lIsing cryptography in steganography" [I] present two 
steganography algorithms, so that one cryplographic algorithm will be used to encrypt the message before 

the steganography operation. In the following, the advantages of using and not using these cryptographic 

algorithms against its disadvantages are revicwed and suggest ions about their use in steganography 
algorithms and systems are prese nted. 

From the paper, "Implementation and Analysis of Various Visual Cryptographic Techniques for Sensitive 

Data Protection" author has given visual cryptography is the cryptographic technique in which variolls 
forms of visual tlata like pictures, texts, etc. are encrypted such that they cannot be directly read and need 

to be visually decrypted for lise. Sensit ive data like defense data involves diverse content types and 

ditl"erent formats of data related to criminology, militmy, aeronautics, communications and space flights. 
Communicating the crucial data safely is a topic of vital concern for govemrnent. This paper intends to 

analyze the various cryptographic techniques and explore appropriate visual cryptographic solution for 

securing the sensitive data. 

The paper, " Improving Quality of Friendly Progressive Visual Secret Sharing using Essential Shares" 

implements FPVSS using essential shares to overcome the problems of existing work. In addition to that, 

the proposed scheme can also be used in hierarchy secret sharing. The simulation result shows the 
effectiveness of proposed scheme. 

A Paper titled, "Analysis of Fearure En hancements in Visual Secret Sharing", analyzes the feature 
advancements in the VSS field. The VSS approaches remain distinct from the conventional cryptography, 

thereby offering new security solutions in many applications. Security being the central and challenging 

demand in contemporalY infonnation systems, the analysis ofthe state-of-the-art VSS stands significant. 

The paper, "On the Analysis and Design of Visual Cryptography with Error Correcting Capability" 

investigates a VCS with t-error correcting capability (VCS-tEC). To the best ofour knowledge, VCS-tEC 

is introduced for the first time. Three (k, n)-VCS-tEC schemes are proposed: the separated scheme, the 

integrated scheme, and the nonsystematic scheme. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

The original picture will be split into shares at the time the user logs in. One of the shares is kept within 

the server and the other is sent by mail to the examiner. When the share is downloaded by the approved 

individual and submitted to the web, two sections are combined and the user receives a single captcha 

image containing the password after entering which user can login to the system. 
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Fig. I Moditied system architecture for university result system 

Result 510fed 

Fig. 2 Input output scenario of University result system 

This system takes input from stl1dent~ examiner or admin in various forms sllch as updating student 
information~ entering student marks, entering results information, etc. The output of the system is result of 
students. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper aims to introduce a framew ork to handle results safely and transparently by implementing 
cryptographic functionality. By designing, analyzing and testing the architecture that helps to overcome 

the limitations of previous work, the outlined result framework will be created. We will demonstrate that 
cryptography gives universities a new opportunity to switch from a centralized scheme to a more efficient 

database scheme~ while growing the current scheme's security measures and providing new options for 
transparency. Moreover to this, various security measures including visual cryptography and encryption 
are introduced to make system more stable. To create Capteha, visual cryptography combines two 

pictures. One picture is sent to the email of the examiner, and another is generated by the server. In this 
'.vay, visual cryptography guarantees that the device can only be accessed by certified examiners. Data 

would be stored in encrypted form 
anyone accesses the device. 
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Abstract- SmartforgelY detection for signatures using deep learning and neural networks is a ::,ystem 

that will play an important role in au/henfico/ion of 011 individual's signature. Hence for various 

security pwposes. Ihe above slaled .,vslem will be useful/or inslanee 01 banks. legal documenlalions, 

government organizations, invesiigation purposes, business, automatic data ently etc. This system is 

Irained on Convollilional Neural Nelwork (CNN) Ihal works well wilh Ihe dOlO sel 0/300 images. 

CNN has been imp/ememed in FYlhon using Keras wilh TensorFiow backend It will compare Ihe 

dala sel images wilh Ihe image (o/signalw'e) provided by Ihe user and hence oUlplil will be predicled 

Yl'/1ether Ihe given image is authentic or forged. This system is expected 10 yield an accuracy of 80
85%. Also Ihis system is practical and occl/rofe enough to be deployed. Hence the above stated ::,ystem 

successfully recognizes and identifies the signature of and individual. The planned system is highly 

economical and its accuracy can be increased l~y training Ihis model on more dala set. 

Keywords- Forgery, Authentication, Art(jicio/ Intelligence, Neurol Networks 

I. Introduction 

Signature verification aims to verify the identity of a person through his/her chosen signature. A 

signature acts as a proof of individual. Compared to physical traits such as fingerprint, iris or face, a 

signature typically shows higher intra-class and time variability. FUl1hennore, as with passwords, a 

user may choose a simple signature that is easy to forge. On other hand, the signature's widespread 
acceptance by the public and niche applications (validating paper documents and use in banking 

applications) make it an interesting biometric. Signature verification systems are sub categorized into 

two groups: Online (dynamic) and Offline (static). In offline verification process, the signature 

acquisition is done only after the writing process is over. Digital image is used for representation of 

the signature. Forgery is the act of falsification or illegal reproduction of documents and contracts 

including signature of a person. The range of issues of signature forgery, signature verifiCaTion has 

corne into action. It is a technique deve loped to differentiate forged signatures fi'om genuine 

signatures. Another aspect of the difficulty in signature verification is that even the owner of the 

signature cannot always write it same in all respects-there would be variations in the size of the paris 

of the signature and the signature as a whole, variations in orientation among the components and the 

whole, variations in thickness and lots more of other aspects. CNN tends to produce more aCCUlTate 

results. CNNs are used for image classification and recognition because of its high accuracy.The CNN 

follows a hierarchical model which works on building a network and finally gives out a fully

connected layer where aU the neurons are connected to each other and the output is processed. 

II. Literature Survey 

amine signature verification is one of most ~~IllE~~areas of pattern recognition. The previous 

works on this type of signature verification ~ 

III,;S 
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Abstrllct-

The lomalo plant is Ihe mosl comprehensive~y developed produce in India. The serious issue that the 

ranchers all IhroughOlll the planet face is mis/orllmes, due to nuisances, sickness or a supplement 
insufficiency. They rely on the data that they get ji-OIn thejiIrming divisions for the determination ofplant 
leaf infection. This process is lengthy and complicated. Here comes a system to help farmers everywhere 
in the world by automatically detecting plant leaf diseases accurately and within no time. The main 

objective 0/ this system is to acquire more reliable pelformance in the identification ofdiseases. Amidst 
various plant diseases that alfoct leaf comprise of Late blight, bacterial and viral diseases have been 
chosen to differentiate infected leaves ji-om that ofthe healthy leaves includes Late blight, bacterial and 
viral diseases. The proposed model is designed in such a way that it effectively identifies specific diseases 
that affect leaves of tomato plants through the use of a huge dataset. We have proposed tomato leaf 
Disease Prediction using CNN Techniques. 

Keywords - Image Processing, Disease, Convolutional Neural Network 

I. Introduction 

Ag riculture is quite possibly the main occupations all throughout the planet. It assumes a significant part 
since food is a fundamental requirement for eoch li ving being on this planet. Consequently, expanding the 

nature of farming items has gotten vital. Legitimate administration of these harvests directly from a 
beginning phase is significant. There are a great deal of stages in a plant lifecycle. It incorporates soil 
planning, cultivating, adding excrement and manures, water system measures, infection identification 

assuming any, utilization of pesticides and reaping of yields. Plants have been faced with many harmful 
diseases that cause notewOlihy reductions in th e production of qualitative farming products. It's crucial to 
perfonm identification and prevention of plant diseases to overcome this issue. In general, plant 
diagnostics are performed with visual inspection by the experts and, if appropriate, measurement of the 

concentration or potency of a virus or bacteria by its effect on living cells or tissues of plant leaves are a 

second choice. Many computer-based approaches have been used to identifY plant diseases based on their 
leaf images. Many methodologies examine not only plant diseases, but also the localization of their 
impacted areas. In deep learning and image processing domain, object detection and location have 

recently gained a great deal of attention and many promising methods have been proposed. Diseases and 
pests thot are to be detected, hanms the leaves of the plants. These hanmful effects change the physical 

appearance of the leaf so that the cause of the harm can be detected from the images taken from the 
cameras. [n this case, there is a need for a mobile computer and a standard RGB camera for disease 
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detection and Even Recent machine learning trend deep learning achieves high accuracy in classitlcation 

tasks. 

II. Literature Survey 

In system, they used the convolutional neural network (Cj\.'N), through which plant leaf diseases 


are classified, 15 classes were classified, including 12 classes for diseases of different plants that were 


detected, such as bacteria, fungi , etc., and 3 classes for healthy leaves. As a result, they obtained excellent 


accuracy in training and testing, they have got an accuracy of (98.29%) for training, and (98.029%) for 


test ing for all data set that were used. [I] An overview of image segmentation using K-means clustering 
and HSY dependent classification for recognizing infected part of the leaf and feature extraction using 


OLCM. The efficiency of the proposed methodology is able to detect and c1assity the plant diseases 


successfully with an accuracy of 98% when processed by Random Forest classitler. [2] 


Proposed an integrated deep learning framework where a pre-trained VGG-19 model is used for 
feature extraction and stacking ensemble model is used to detect and classify leaf diseases from images so 

as to reduce production and economic loses in agriculture sector. A dataset consisting of two classes 
(Infected and Healthy) and a total of 3242 images was used to test the system. Their proposed work has 


been compared with other contemporary algorithms (kNN, SYM, RF and Tree)[3]. 


A CNN for automatic feature extraction and classification was proposed. Color information is 
actively used for plant leaf disease researches. In model, the filters are applied to three channels based on 

ROB components. The LYQ has been fed with the output feature vector of convolution part for tra ining 

the network [4]. 

The main motive was to reduce the use of pesticides and thus yield a good crop and increase the 

production rate. Plant disease can be detected using image processing. Disease detection follows some 

steps like pre-processing of the image, feature extraction, classification, and prediction of classified 

disease. Thus creating a recognition system can help in evaluating high precision image of the plant for 

proper cure and further prevention [5].Deep learning methods were used to detect diseases. Deep learning 

architecture selection was the key issue for the implementation. So that , two different deep learning 

network architectures were tested first AlexNet and then SqueezeNet. For both of these deep learning 

networks training and validation were done on the Nvidia Jetson TX 1. Tomato leaf images from the 

PlantYillage dataset has been used for the training. Ten different classes including healthy images are 
)

used. Trained networks are also tested on the images from the internet. [6] 

Two different models in[7], Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN, are used in these methods, where 

Faster R-CNN is used to identify the types of tomato diseases and Mask R-CNN is used to detect and 

segment the locations and shapes of the infected areas. To select the model that best tits the tomato 

disease detection task, four different deep convolutional neural networks are combined with the two 
obj ect detection models. Data are collected from the Internet and the dataset is divided into a training set, 

a validation set, and a tes t set used in the experiments. The experimental results showed that their 

proposed models can accurately and quickly identity the eleven tomato disease types and segment the 

locations and shapes of the infected areas. This system showcased a prototype that uses multimodal 

analys is through sensor data, computer vision. The main objective of this system is to accurately detect 

disorders in tomato plant using loT, Machine Learning, Cloud Computing, < mage Processing [8]. 
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III. Implementation Details of Module 

C=~~~==J--------.l·-------I-! 'np'" ,~.gc:::J 
Prediction 0/1> I 

Fig. 1 System Architecture 

The images dataset are obtained from Kaggle that contains nOlTnaI as well as different types of 

affected leaves images of tomato leafs. In the lirst step, applying pre-processing technique such as ROB 

to grey scale conversion and enhance them by using filtering algorithm to remove the noise from the 

image. Then it detects the edges in the image using edge detection methods and segmented the image. 

Later on next step is segmentation, After segmentation, the image is converted into set of images by 

feature extraction. Here, certain features of interests within the image are detected and represented for 

further processing. The resulting representation can we subsequently used as an input to number of 

pattern recognition and classification techniques which will then classify or recognize semantic contents 

of the image. After feature extraction, the detection of leaf is observed. All this is done in classification 

block. For these entire steps have been done by using convolutional neural network technique. Finally, the 

perfonnance and the accuracy of the proposed system is evaluated. 

IV. Conclusion 

The convolution neural network is the deep feed-forward artificial neural network which is applied for 

detecting the leaf disease. We are considering one leaf per image because the surrounding leaves may 

have the same or different disease and it will be difficult to detect accurately. In the proposed method, we 

are performing series of steps like data pre-processing for improving detection accuracy and other image 

processing methods to improve our result accuracy. If this method is fully implemented then the disease 

can be detected at early stage and this will reduce the cost and the time consumed manually. 
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Abslracl 
Agriculture gave birth to civilization. Being an agricultural country, India's economy is largely 
based upon crop produclion. Agriculture is Ihe backbone of every economy. fn a counilY like fndia 
which has ever-increasing demandsforfood due to the risingpopulalion, advances in the agriculture 
sector are required to meet the need. The agriculture sector needs an enormous up-gradation to 
slll.{,ive Ihe changing conditions of Ihe fndian economy. For oplimum yield, the crop should be 
healthy; thereJore some highly lechnical method is requiredJor periodic monitoring ojthe crop. Crop 
disease is one oj Ihe main Jactors which indireclly inf/uence the significant redllclioll oj both the 
qualil)' and quamil)' oj agricullural products. Several saris ojpesticides are available 10 control 
diseases and increase production. But finding the foremost Current disease, appropriate and effective 
pesticide 10 control the infected disease is difficult and expert advice is required which is time
con.wming and expensive. The presence ofdisease on Ihe plant is especially ref/ecled by symptoms on 
leaves. So, there is a requirement of an automatic, accurate, and fewer expensive Machine Vision 
System for Jhe detection ofdiseases from the image alld to suggest a CO/Tect pesticide as a solution. 
Detection ofdisease through some aulomatic technique is really useful because an oversized :"ork of 
watching in huge Jarms ojcrops is reduced by it and at the lerribly early slage itself it detecls Ihe 
symplOms oj diseases means thai after Ihey appear on plant leaves. This system presents a neural 
network algorithm for image segmentation technique used for automatic detection still because the 
classification ojplanIs and survey on complelely differelll diseases classification techniques Ihat may 
be used Jar planl leaJ disease deteclion. Image segmenlation, which is a really imporlant aspect Jor 
malady detection in plant disease, is completed by a victimization genetiC algorithm. Deep learning is 
a hot research Jopic in pal/ern recogniUon and machine learning at present; it can successfully solve 
Ihese problems in vegelable pathology. fn this study, \Ve propose a new sorghum leaJ disease 
delection melhod based on convolulional neural networks (CNNs) lechniques. To improve the 
deleclion accuracy ojsorghum leaJ diseases and reduce Ihe number oJnetwork paramelers, the Alex 
Nel model based on deep learning is proposed Jar leaJ disease delection. 

Keywords- Image segmentalion, Feal"re Exlraction, Alex-Nel Algorilhms, Image Processing, 
Convolulion Neural Network 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Agricultural is the backbone of any country's economy. Many fanners want to adopt modem 
agriculture but they can't due to the several reasons like lack of awareness about latest technology, 
high cost of the technolog 

control as its p~o:!!!!~~?f~!5~:5 
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Fig. 	 I Convolutional technique for diseases Detection 

A. Workil1g 

I. RGB to Grayscalc conversion of image: A grayscale image is one in which the value of each 


pixel is a single sample representing only an amount of light, that is, it carries only intensity 


information. Grayscale images, a kind of black-and·white or gray monochrome, are composed 


exclusively of shades of gray. The contrast ranges from black at the weakest intensity to white at 

the strongest. 


2. Edge Detection: The Canny edge detector is an edge detection operator that uses a multi-stage 


algorithm to detect a wide range of edges in images. It was developed by .Iohn F. Canny in 1986. 


3. Thresholding: Image thresholding is a simple, yet effective, way of partitioning an image into a 


foreground and background. Thresholding is used to create a binary image from a grayscale image. 

4. Noise Reduction: Noise removal algorithm is the process of removing or reducing the noise 

from the image. The noise removal algorithms reduce or remove the vi sibi lity of noise by 


smoothing the entire image leaving areas near contras t boundaries. Types of noises are salt and 


pepper, Gaussian noise, Shot noise, etc. 


The second stage in processing of image is Alex-Net Algorithm. Alex-Net consists of 5 

Convolutional Layers and 3 Ful ly Connected Layers. Multiple Convolutional Kernels (ak.a filters) 


extract interesting features in an image. In a single convolutional layer, there are usually many 


kernels of the same size. For example, the first Conv Layer of AlexNet contains 96 kemels of size 
 'nt 
II x I Jx3. Note the width and height of the kernel are usually the same and the depth is the same as 


the number of channels. The first two Convolutional layers are followed by the Overlapping Ma, 


Pooling layers that we describe next. The third, fourth and fifth convolutional layers are connected 


directly. The fifth convolutional layer is followed by an Overlapping Max Pooling layer, the output 


of which goes into a series of two fully connected layers. The second fully connected layer feeds 


into a softmax classifier with 1000 class labels. ReLU nonlinearity is applied after all the 


convolution and fully connected layers . 


B. 	 Figures Hen( 
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Fig. 1 A grcyscalc image is olle in which the value of cach pixel is a single sample representing 

only an amount of light, that is. it carries only intensity information. Grayscale images, a kind of 
black-and-white or gr~ly monochrome. are composed exclusively of shades of gray. The contrast 
ranges from hlal.:k at the wcakc!:)t intensity to white at the strongest. 

rig. 2. Image segmentation is the most important task in many image processing systems, such as 
pallern recognition, image retrieval and small surveillance. The resuli of segmentation is mainl y used 
for image content understanding and visual object recognition through the identification of region of 
interes!. Image segmentation is used to locate objects and boundaries (lines, curves, etc.) in images 
and assigns a label to evel), pixel in an image, in a manner that pixels with the same label share 
certain visual characteristics. Also, the result of image segmentation is a set of regions that 
collectively cover the entire image, where each pixel in a region is similar with respect to some 
characteristic or computed property, such as colour, intensity, or texture. 

C.Figlire Captions 

Fig. I RGB to GREY scale Conversion 
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Fig. 2 Image Segmentation 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

Sorghum crop diseases can eam tremendous amount of loss in agriculture if sufficient attention is 
not given. Using computer and communication technologies, an automated system can be built which 

can provide early notification of disease. ALEX-NETs is a valuable pattern-recognition method both 
in theory and in application. In this paper, we proposed an innovative technique to enhance the deep 

learning ability of ALEX- NETs. The proposed ALEX-NETs based model can effectively classify 
common diseases through images recognition. The application to the Sorghum leaf disease detection 
shows that the proposed ALEX-NETs model can correctly and effectively recognize Sorghum leaf 
diseases through image recognition. ALEX-NETs are very good feature extractors. 

This means that we can extract useful attributes from an already trained ALEX-NET with its 
trained weights by feeding your data on each level and tune the ALEX-NET a bit for the specific task. 

In this study we have implemented techniques of the image processing and machine leaming that have 
been used sorghum leaf disease detection and classification. 
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Abstract 

It is tried and tested that optical and electronic microscopy images ojsteel material specimen could 
be categorized into phases on preset ferrite/pearlite, spheroidized, jerrite, pearlite, and martensite 
type microstructures with image processing and statistical analysis which include the machine 
learning techniques. Though several popular classifiers were get the reasonable class-labelling 
accuracy, the random lorest was virtually the best choice in terms of overall pelformance and 
usability. The present categorizing classifier could assist ill choosing the appropriate pattern 
recognition method fi'om our libnllY for various steel microstructures, which we have recently 
reported. That is. the combination q( Ihe categorizing and pal/ern recognizing methods provides a 
lotal solution for automatic class(jicatioll of a wide range of sleel microstructures. In this work we 
present an innovative approach for metallurgical sample idenlification and error calculation based 
on imaging classification with classic: machine learning algorithms. 

KeywordS - Metallography, Machine Learning, Microscopy, Metallurgy 

J . INTRODUCTION 

Steel is one of the most reasonable and more used classes of materials because of its mechanical 
properties while keeping costs low and it gives a huge variety of applications. The mechanical 

properties of steel are primarily determined by its microstructure so that the perfonnance of the 

material highly depends on the distribution, shape and size of phases in the microstructure. Thus, 
correct classification of these microstructures is cruoial. The microstructure of steels is consists of 
various distinct phases such as austenite, bainite, marten site etc. As the microstructure could be a 

combination of different phases or constituents with complex substructures its automatic 

classification is very challenging and only a few prior studies exist. Prior research is focused on 
designed and engineered features by experts and classified microstructures separately from the 

feature extraction step. Recently, Machine Learning methods have shown strong performance in 
vision applications by learning the features from data together with the classification step. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Table I Literature Review 

AUTHOR NAME/YEAR TITLE CONCLUSION 
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Of Surface Defects of automated visual inspection of 

On Rolled Steel surface defects on rolled steel, by 
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Automated Visual This article attempts to present a 
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ill . METHODOLOGY 

Implementation of the system is done lIsing software and hardware specifications-Python,Open CV, 
Intel core 13, RAM 4GB,HDD 80 GB 
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1 
Classification 

1 
Result display 

Fig. I Alock Diagram 

The inner structure of a steel material is called microstructure. It stores the genes of a steel material 
and determ ines its physical and chemical properties. While microstructural teatures are widely 
spread and well known, the microstrucnlral classification is mostly done manually by human experts 

and manual efforts, which gives ri se to erroneous results and uncertainties due to subjectivity. As the 

microstructurc could be a combination of different phases or constituents with complex substructu res 
its automatic classificat ion is very challenging and only a few prior studies exist. Prior research is 

focused on designed and engineered features by experts and classified microstructures separately 
from the feature extraction step. Recently, Machine Learning methods have shown strong 
pertormance in vision applications by learning the features from data together with the classitication 
step. 

B. Implementation 

In order to train and test CNNs and FCNNs, Cafe33 framework and a K40 m NVIDIA GP U was used. 
Cafe framework is a library in which most of the fundamental layers of neural networks have been 
impl emented efficiently by C++ programming languages. Training object-based CNN. All of the 
cropped object images were resized to 224x224 px which is the fixed input size of VGG 16. We also 

considered this size of input for training networks from scratch. We used a fixed learning rate of 
0.001, a momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 0.004 in slOchastic gradient descent algorithm For 
training CIF ARNet from scratch, the standard deviation of Gaussian noise for initial random weights 
for the first convolutional layer is 0.0001 and for Ihe rest is 0.01. For fin e tuning, a pre-trained 
VGG J6 network was llsed. We initialized the last fully -connected layer with random Gaussian noise 
with standard deviation of 0.0 I. The learning rate of 0.000 1 (chosen on validation set) was used to 

train CIFAR Net and VGG 16 respectively. Using pre-trained extracted features (De CAFs) . To 
classifY De CAF features using SVMs, we trained a multi-class SVM with RB F kernel wi th extracted 

features from pre-trained VGG 198 network. In VGG 19 architecture, a full y-connected layer before 
the classification layer (size of I x 1 x4096 px) was considered as the feature vector. Therefore, the 
feature vector is a Ixl x4096 dimension vector. Training MVFCNN. Inlraining MVFCNN, we used 

learning rate of 10-10,10-11 and 3 1012 . - to train FCN32s, FCN-1 6s, and FCN-8s, respectively. 
A bigger learning rate causes the training loss to explode. The momentum of 0.9 with weight decay of 

• - 5 10 4 was considered. 

hes were cropped with I OOOx I 000 px size with a batch size of I, due to 

:~~~~~E~CN-32S model, and then added a skip layer (FCN-16s) and fi ne
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dataset. The network was trained with 7000 iterntions for -4.5 days. The inference time for a 

1000xlO00 px input image was -600ms. Class Balancing and Data Augmentation. In order to address 

the problem of class unbalance in the dataset, in the MVFCNN method cropping was carried out for 

different classes with di fferent stride (step size) parameters in horizontal and vertical directions which 

in the end all of classes had the same number of p.atches i.e. the class with least number of images had 

smaller stride than the class with the largest number of training images. 

Stride parameters are the parameters determining the steps using which patches are cropped. For 

example if the horizontal stride is 100 px, it means when a patch is cropped, the next patch will be 

cropped with a 100 px step. The same goes for the ve rtical direction. In our experiments, we chose 

different stride parameters corresponding to the number of images for each class. Stride parameters in 

horizontal and vertical directions were chosen the same. For an example, an image of 7000 x 8000 px 

includes 7 8. = 56 patches with 1000 x 1000 px size stitched together. By using a stride parameter of 

100 px, one can produce 61 7 * =1 4331 patches each with the size of 1000x I 000 px. Resulting 

cropped patches were also rotated by 90°, 1800 and 270° to augment the dataset. In this case, the 

number of the training images can increase three times. 

,,____-' 

soCttnax
ctmvolurion 

+ Rt'LU 

~~:'~~=~., _ p(C,IO) IPhase Cla~argrnOlx(P(C,IO» 
~r.'!'!~ ":' LxIx' _ _ 

II .c:a fully cOllnect!!d dropout 
rnaxpoo ng -- + ReLU (training phase) 

Fig. 2 Cropping and classification of images 
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Fig. 3 System Flow Diagnun 

User provides the images of mete Is and system will do the microscopic class ification of metal. 

System will do analysi s based on the tra ining dataset so the values of the trai ning dataset is cross 

checked and if any error of defect found informed to the system. Here are 2 users, User use the 

system and admin update the delaset and maintain the dataset. User does the registrat ion and login 

after that user prepare fo r the meta l mi croscopic classiti cation done Ihis by sectioning the metal, 

mounting the metal , grindi ng the metal, polishing the metal. User provide Ihe metal image for 

de tection and system do the microscop ic class ification and check im age against the training dataset 

for identifying meta l and enor calculat ion in metal. 
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Deteqt-sd det .. .:t : ,CrazingPatches 

Select image I 

Fig. 4 Defect detection 

V. CONCLUSION 
This work demonstrates the feasibility of an effective steel microstructural classification using 
Deep Learning methods without a need of separate segmentation and feature extraction. We 
performed a pixel-wise micro- structural segmentation using a trained FCNN network followed by 
a max-voting scheme. The observed strong improvements in classification perfonnance over the 
prior state of the art confinn our idea of leveraging the raw data input for training Deep Learning
based classification systems. Besides the high accuracy result, wearable to achieve a very fast 
prediction. 
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Abstract 

Pneumonia is aJalol disease Ihal immensely affecls Ihe elderly and may prove 10 be life Ihrealening. 

Early diagnosis of PneulIlonia gains a primGlY imparlance for saving many human lives, This work 

aims at Ihe deleclioll alld classification oj palienls affected by PneuIIIonia based on Iheir chesl X
rays. Unlike olher deep learning classifiealion lasks wilh sufficienl image repasilO/y. il is ditfieull 10 

oblain a large alllouni oj pneumonia dalasel for Ihis c1assificalion lask; Ihere)!;re, we deployed 

several data augmentation algorilhms /0 improve the validation and c!assijicu,;on acclirocy of the 

CNN model. Deep Leal'l1ing models alilomale the process and ensure speedy, adroil, and adepi results 

when provided with X-rllys of patients. 711e accu.racy should increases as the model trains and 

decreases Ihe loss simllilaneously. Ove/filling is may be prevenled by implementing data 

augmenlalion beJore jilling Ihe model. This model could help allenuale Ihe reliability and 

comprehensibilily challenges o/ienJaced when dealing with medical image/yo 

Keywortls- Convolutional Neural Network, Image Processing, Machine Learning, Pneumonia 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Pneumonia is a form of an acute respiratory infection that affects the lungs. The lungs are made up of 

small sacs called alveoli. which fill with air when a healthy person breathes. When an indi vidua l has 
pneumonia, the alveoli are filled with pus and fluid, which makes breathing painful and lim its oxygen 

intake. The risk of pneumonia is immense for many, especially in developing nations where billions 
face energy poverty and rely on polluting forms of energy. Over 150 million people get infected with 

pneumorua on an an nual basis especially children under 5 years old.Medical X-rays are images which 
are generally used to diagnose some sensitive human body parts such as chest. Medical experts have 
used this techn ique for several decades to explore and visualize fractures or abnormali ties in body 

organs. Several research works have been carried out on the diagnosis of chest diseases using artificial 
intelligence methodologies. Deep neural network CONN) models have conventionally been designed, 

and experim ents were performed upon them by human experts. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
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layers make the explicit assumption that any input to them is an image. When working 011 a similar 
eompuler vision problem, we can use those pre-trained models, instead of going through the long 
process of training models from scratch. This method of transferring learning from one predefined and 
trained model to some new domain by reusing the network layer weights is called transfer learning. 
Transfer learning is a very useful technique and has achieved significant results in computer vision. 
Lot of academicians and corporate houses have taken interest in employing or testing Neural networks 
for ditferent datasets for the benefit of the masses. Like Inthis paper of liang g zheng, an automated 
diagnostic tool is presented that classifies children's chest X-ray images into normal and pneumonia. 
In order to learn the effective texture characteristics of lung tissue, we designed novel network 
architecture with residual structures. The network consists of 49 convolutional layers and the ReLU 
activation, followed by only one global average pooling layer and two dense layers.ln addition, we 
use transfer learning to accelerate neural network training and overcome the problem of insufficient 
data. Like in This paper of AmyarA presents an automatic classification segmentation tool for 
helping screening COVID-19 pneumonia using chest CT imaging. This work proposes a new 
multi task deep learning model to jointly identify COVID-19 patient and segment COVID-19 lesion 
from chest CT images.Thc architecture is composed of a common encoder disentangled feature ') 
representation with three tasks, and two decoders and a multi-layer perceptron for reconstruction, 
segmentation and classification respectively. The architecture is composed ofa common encoder. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In our work, as discussed in the project title, Convolutional Neural Network for Image Classification, 
more specifically binary image classitication.CNNs are used for image classification and recognition 
because of its high accuracy. First step in Image Classification using CNN is always data collection or 
acquisition. While doing so, it is carefully monitored that the images in training dataset should not be 
present in the validation and testing dataset. We have used data augmentation technique in which 
Keras deep learning neural network library provides the capability to fit models using image data 
augmentation via the Image Data Generator class. It provides the ability to use data augmentation 
automatically when training a model. The Image Data Generator accepts Lhe original data, randomly 
transforms it, and returns only the new, transformed data. The various steps performed in data 
augmenatatioll are imp0l1ing tensorflow, creating directories for data, test, and val, Creating images 
train, test and validation using Image Data Generator. For creating the CNN model, we defined the 
layers which are pooling layer, a convolutional layer, fully connected layer, access the model and 
Train and Predict the model. Our Input layer of CNN model has 32 layers of kernel size(3,3) and it 
has the image size 224.The CNN model is trained for 20 epochs and 16 as batch size is used. For 
Model Tuning. We have used SGD (StOChastic gradient descent optim izer) optimizer as it has 
numerous advantages over other optimizers. A confusion matrix is used to describe the performance 
of our model on a set of test data for which the true values are known. 
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Fig. 3 flowchart 

IV. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULT 

Show the prediction using our proposed model. As it can be seen in figure an unknown image was 

given as input to our CNN model. It has correctly predicted that the input x-ray image is "NORlYlAL. 
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Fig. 4 prediction: NORMAL Input Image to model 
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rig. 5 prediction: NORMAL Output image obtained from mode 

V. 	CONCL l SIO:; 

We have demonstrated how to classify positi ve and negati ve pneumonia data from a collection of 

imges.We understood that Data Augmentation is a technique used to increase dataset by applying 

variolls transformations on images. We understood that lhere are various steps in impleJilenting our 

own CNN model. We also understood that there are various tools used to build CNN model. 
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Abstrllct- 7iuHors, Tonsillitis, andmuchmorediseasescanbedelecledinlheearlyslagesandcan be healed. 

For Ihis a n('lI' idea jol' ejjiciem Gabor jiller design with ejjicient noise reduclion, less power 

consumption and reduced memOlJ' usage is proposed in this paper. The filter design is befitting for 
detecling the infancy ofcUsease using Ie.x.lural properties o.l anatomical structures. analysis of image 

finds applicalion in an expansive range, namely lumor deleelion, securil.v pwpose by keeping an eye 

on cap/ured images, diagnosis of infcmey diseases in various parIs of /he body, and so on. Image 
segmenlalion plays a signijicam role in the analysis ollhe image 10 make a beller jorm 0/ an inp,,1 

image jar its analysis in the next phase. Segmentation is a crucial elemenl in image analysis 10 

maintain less processing lime Gild to arise proper meaning in the presence of large puzzlement and 

noises in the image. The significant challenge in image /ragmentation is 10 allain quicker estimation 

and a cheap role wilholl/ dislllrbing Ihe basic allribule oJlhe image. 

Keywords-Tunsillitis Disease Detection, Gabor Filter, LabVie·w Ni Vision, Image Acquisition, color 

extraction 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Detection of tonsillitis in its early stage is necessary to cure easily. In this paper this will be possible 
by edge detection technique using gabor tilter. Edge detection is an important tool in the field of image 

processing, Disease like tonsillitis, tumor, fracture and many more can be detect and cured in its early 
stage, by detecting the edges of that disease, 50 edge detection having always given first attention in 

the field of image processing. In this tonsillitis detection module is design in LabVIEW. The algorithm 
used is SOBEL operator and for best ridges and fast processing log gabor filter is used. It is used in 
various applications as medical image processing, object detection etc. Lab View NI Vision assistant is 

used for better performance and for simplified design, by using NI Vision Assistant different image 
pre-processing can be done Edge of an Image is One of the most fundamental and significant futures. 

The purpose of edge detection is to discover the information about the shapes and the reflectance or 
transmittance in an image. It is one of the fundamental steps in image processing, image analysis, 

image pattern recognition, and computer vision, as well as in human vision. The correcmess and 
reliability of its results affect directly the comprehension machine system made for objective world. 

This firstly describes the characteristics of edges, the properties of traditional detectors and the 
methodology of common edge detection and then analysing the results of MATLAB is commonly 

used to realize the hybrid programming so as to expand the scientific computing ability of LabVfEW. 
Engine must be running in this way and that results in lower perform efficiency and then summarized 

their recent research progresses and applications. Finally, this analyzed their advantages, 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

This literature survey deals with the study of various research papers that contributed in the image 
segmentation using Gabor filters.There is an increasing demand of image segmentation in various 
application areas that can be categorized as: edge detection, statistical approach, histogram 
thresholding, region based methods such as thresholding, region growing, region splitting and 
merging, color perceptron model, characteristic feature clustering, neural network, physics based 
technique and fuzzy set theory. Gabor filters can serve as excellent band-pass filters for one
dimensional signals. A Gabor filter is a linear filter whose impulse response is defined by a hannonic 
function multiplied by a Gaussian function. Gabor filters is having various transforms, image 
properties, operators, frequencies and various features which are used in detecting image 
segmentation. 

SRNO. PAPER NAME! STUDIES AUTHOR NAME CONTENT TAKEN FROM THIS 
PAPER 

Improvisation of M.F.MMohamed, S. This paper details important enhancement 
gaborfilterdesign using veri log ArazakA.H.Azoolfakar made to the Digital Gabor tilter to minimi 

HDL . A.S AI- Junid the sizing problem and the coding style tho 
synthesizable 

2 Simulation of Gabor Filter for Geetha M.N and This work demonstrates the application of 
Fingerprint Recognition using Jagadeesh.B Gabor filter technique to enhance the ima! 

Verilog HDL The incoming signal in fonn of image pix· 
will be filter out or convolute by the Gabo 
filter to define the ridge and valley region: 
of image. 

3 The given image is pr processed Z-Q Liu, R. M. Information regarding orientation of the 
by a sequence of Gabor filters Rangayyan. C. B Frank I inear patterns in the image and the area 

covered by the patterns in specific directic 
is then computed from the filtered images 

4 Yhdl implementation for edge 
detection using log gabor filter 

Y.v.kumbhalwar,S.r. Dixit Edge detection is first and essential stp~ ir 
the field of image processing. Detecte, 

fo r dieases detection edges playa very important role such as 
image enhancement, object detection, fOCI 
area selection and many more 

5 Design and implementation of 
gabor type filters 

Sunitha m k,Harsha 
.b.k 

The paper presents, a brief mathematical 
overview of the Gabor-type filters which 
involves floating point arithmetic operatio 
analysis results, the architectural details 01 

the Gabor-type filter, and, the structure of 
the FPGA implementation is 
given. 
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III. SYSTEM IMI'LEMENTAT!ON 

Color Plane Log-Gabor Sobel EdgeAcquJre Im~ge~.~orru.al or AtTeCled :::::Extraction ~ DelectionFille-r----, in LabYIE'," ~ Image 

!-:lh\'I1.:\\ 111t:l ~f: Pn't ("'i '''l!H! \", ! I ~ ' ~' I "I"lO:Hl ..\..;: sh"ltl l 

Im.age Re:5ult 
on 

Dispht~· 

Fig. I Proposed disease delection model 

Description ojProposed System 

Platform used: LABVIEW SOFTWERE 

Programming language: MATLAB 

Normal or Affected ImAge:- in given design normal image or disease detected image is transferd to 
LabVIEW for image processing. IMAQ tool detect input image, acquire it for LabVIEW processing. 
Provide .IPEG formatted Tonsillities image using input image tool which is used for provided path of 

image .The Imaqread file tool will read that image we will require some memo!), to save that image 
so we have used IMAQ Create tool 

Color plane extraction: To convert color image into grayscale image here color plane extraction 

used . It improve Ihe ridges of image. The resul t ofcolor plane extraction left us wi th a grayscale image 
that gives bright intensities for strong edges, low intensities for weak edges, and gives black portion 
for no ridges. III image processing first RGB image converted in grayscale image with the help of 

color plane extraction. Color plane extraction extract one basic color from RGB image and at output 
grayscale image we found, Here math lookup (exponential) and image thresholding function used for 
background color adjustment After 

imageacquisitionpartLabVIEWapplysomebasicprocessingforfineresultand for better noise reductio n so 
that resultant output will be accurate. 

Log-Gabor filter: In signal processing it is useful to simultaneously analyze the 
spaceandfrequencycharacteristicsofasignal. WhiletheF ouri ertransformgi ves the freq uency informatio n 

of the signal, it is not loca lized . This means that we cannot determine which part of a (perhaps long) 
signal produced a particular frequency. It is possible to use a short time Fourier transform for this 

purpose, however the short time Fourier transform limits the basis functions to be sinusoidal. To 
provide a more fl exible space-frequency signal decomposition several filters (includ ing wavelets) have 

been proposed. he Log-Gabor filteris one such filte~at is ,an imp 'ovement upon the original Gabor 

filter. I prove contrast ridges as !":U as reduce -no'se frolll images. ByusingLog
~"' , \ 
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Gaborfilterwecanworkonmorethanoneoctavebandwidth.Filler used for noise reduction purpose from 

grayscale image. 

Whcn considering filters that extract local frequency information, there is a relationship between the 

frequency resolution and the time/space resolution. When more samples are taken the resolution of the 

frequency intonnation is higher. however the timelspace resolution will be lower. Likewise taking 

only a few samples means a higher spatial/temporal resolution, but this is at the cost of less frequency 

resolution. A good filter should be able to obtain the maximum 

frequencyresolutiongivenasettilne/spaceresolution,andviceversa.TheGaborfilter achieves this bound. 

Because of this. the Gabor filter is a good method for simultaneously localizing spatial/temporal and 

frequency information, 

The Log- Gabor Ii Iter does not have the same DC problem as the origina l Gabor filter. A one 

dimension.al Log-Gabor function has the frequency response: 

GU) ~ exp ( -(Jog(1! /0 »: )
2(log(u/ fo» 

FO is the central frequency of the filler and affects the bandwidth of the filter. It is useful to maintain 

the same shape while the frequency parameter is varied. 

Sobel edge detection :

Here Sobel operator based edge detection technique used and extended it for real- time applications. 
Due to its property to counteract the noise sensitivity, Sobel 

operatored gedetect ionoverothergrad i entoperatorsareused. Thesobel operator uses two 3 x 3 matrix 

parameter and kernels which are with the original image to calculate approximations of the derivatives 

one for horizontal changes in an image, and second one for vertical changes in that image. Sobel edge 

detection algorithm developed in Lab VIEW for tonsillitis disease detection. Image acquisition tool is 

used for image detection and process purpose. File dialog consist total image processing parameter 

which proposed image preprocessing and filtering operation one of the most fundamental image 

analysis operations is edge detection. Edges are often vital clues toward the analysis and interpretation 

of image information, both in biological vision and in computer image ana lysis. Some sort of edge 

detection capability is present in the visual systems of a wide variety of Creatures, so it is obviously 

useful in their abilities to perceive their surroundings 

[V. IMAGE ACQUISITION 

Implementation image acquisition 
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Fig. 2B result of image acquisition 

In the example presented in above fig 2A shows how to acquire a digital image in RGB and gray scale 

format llsing the IMAQ toolbox. In this case there are two important blocks: The first one is the lMAQ 
Create block located in Vision and MotionlVision Utilities/Image Management, this block creates new 

image with a specified image type (RGB, Grayscale, HSL, etc.), the second block is the IMAQ Read 
Im age which is located in Vision and Motion/Vision Utilities/Files/, the function oft his block is to 

open an image file which is specified previously in the file path of the block and put all the 
information of this opened image in the new image created by IMAQ create. In ot,her words, in the 

examp le presented in Fig. 10 the tonsillllll.jpg is opened by the IMAQ Read Image an? the 
information this image is saved in a new image called image Color that corresponds to a RGJ'! (U32) 

image I)' simple to modify the image t1: the system, in Fig. I 0 the image Iype is 
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V. IMPl.EMENTING LOG GABOR fiLTER IN LABVIEW 
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Fig. 3A implementing log gabor filter in lab View 
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Fig. 3B result of log gabor filter 
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for facial expression rccogll1t\OIl . Gabor filters have also been widely used ill pattern analysis 
applications. For example, it has been used to study the directionality distribution inside the porous 
spongy trabecular bone in the spine. The Gabor space is very 

useful in image processing applications slich as optical 
character recognition. iris recognition ilnd finger print 
recognition. Rclulions between activations for U specific 
spatial location are very distinctive between objeots in an 

image. f'ul'thennore, important activations call be extracted 
from the Gabor space in order to create a sparse object 

representation. 

VI. RESULT 
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Fig. 4a LabView design for disease detection 
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Fig. 4b result of detected Tonsillitis disease 
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Fig. 4c resull of noI delected Tonsillitis disease 

Results of disease detection by using sobel operator, log gabor filter and with labview are shown 
above in tig 4 (a),(b) and (c). 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In Ihis we proposed the tonsillitis detection module with the help of sobel edge detection algorithm 

and log gabor filter. It conclude that the LabView is totally compatible for digital image processing. 

As Lab View is graphical programming language it is easy to understand and also easy for 


implementation. In this project a concepl of architecture for tonsi llitis detection is proposed. It will 

improve data transfer rates, provide efficient noise reduction, less power consumption and require less 

memory storage. The gabor filter is an efficient tool to get all requirements as mentioned above. The 


processing time required for simulation is very less as compared to software simulation this concept 


will be helpful in detecting early stages of disease and cure it with proper treatment. 

) 
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Ahstract- The expected advent of the lnternet of Things (101) has triggered an oversized demand of 
embedded devices, which envisions the autonomolls interaction of senSors and actuators while offering 
all form of smar! services. Be lha! because il may, these loT gadgels are restricled in compUialio11, 
storage, and network capacity. which makes them simple to hack and settle. To accomplish secure 
improvement of loT, iI's important to style adaptable security arrangements upgraded for the loT 
ecosystem. during this work, we propose 10 tentatively assess an entropy-based solution to detect and 
mitigate DDoS attacks in loT sill/ations utilizing a SDN data plane. The results obtained exhibit 
interestingly the adequacy of this method specializing in loT data traffic. this text digs into handling the 
DDoS assault go offby maliciolls wireless loT on loT servers. Our security conspire use the cloud and 
programming characterized network (SDN) world view to moderate the DDoS assault 011 loT servers. 
we've got proposed a unique mechanism that detects DDoS utilizing a semi- supervised machine-learning 
and mitigates DDoS. We Clccomp[;shed an improved exactness rate in recognizing DDoS attack. 

KeYlVords-Distribllled Dellial-af-Service (DDoS), III/emet of Thillgs (101), Claud, Attack, Security, 
Software- Defil/ed Network (SDN) 

J. INTRODUCTION 

Recently years, we've got seen an advancement of communications networks, which has permitted 
clients to be associated whenever and anyplace, during this manner producing developing traffic 
interest. The expansion of assorted keen gadgets and applications, even as the advancement of a good 

scope of organization advances, are generating an unprecedented amount of infonnation traffic. 
Moreover, the ascent within the quantity oflhings related to the nel has made Internet of Things (loT) 

an inexorably developing subject as recently and it's normal that it'll dramatically growing and 
interesting topic within the coming years. Several forecasts project that the present number of 

connected devices at the top 0[2019, around 1.3 billion, will reach at 5 billion loT gadgets in 2025. 
during this specific situation, the damaging ascent of 10T is prompting the making of recent progressed 

administrations with more tough prerequisites, for instance, low interval and low energy utilization. 
Administrations, as an example, the modem loT, car loT or e-wellbeing are run of the mill 10T

empowered basic frameworks that need the organization to be prepared to administer the legitimate 
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organization abilities and further more to adaptto numerous security challenges. In rcalily~ to form the 

progress of loT, it 's important to make progressed components able to guarantee legitimate security 

levels to acknowledge digital attacks nnd allcvi2.te 

digitaldangersatwhateverpointhappcnwithintheoversawloTorganization.Thisrepresentsangreat 

challengeaslo T gadgetsmayhand ledel icatcdataand var iousbusi nesslo Tlow-endgadgets, whichdcn' t 

usually support strong security mechanisms, making them obvious objectives to regulate the malicious 

network of gadgets for various aMcks like DoS (Denial of Service) and DDoS (Distributed Denial of 

Service). 

II. L1TERATURESURVEY 

They have proposed a completely unique mechanism named learning-driven detection mitigation 

(LEDEM) that detects DDoS employing a semi supervised machine- learning algorithm and mitigates 

DDoS. They also tested LEDEM within the testbed and emulated topology, and compared to the results 

with state-of-the-art solut ions. Their team achieved an improved accuracy rate of 96.28% in detecting 

DOoS attack [I] 

1. Learning-Driven Detection and Mitigation of DO oS Attack in loT via SON-Cloud 
Architecture 

They have proposed a unique mechanism named learning-driven detection mitigation (LEDEM) that 

detects DDoS empl oying a semi supervised machine-learning algorithm and mitigates DDoS. They 

also tested LEDEM within the testbed and emulated topology, and compared the results with state-of

the-ali solutions. Their team achieved an improved accuracy rate of96.28% in detecting DDoS attack. 

2.DDoS Detection and Mitigation ill loT 

Proposed a Software-Defined Network (SDN)-based security process, for detec ti on and alleviation of 

DDoS in loT networks. SON could be a flex ible method of managing and contro lling a network that 

segregates data and contro l pl anes. It makes networks programmable which may be accustomed 

develop an efficient method to accommodate catastrophic attacks in 10Tnetworks. 

3.A DDoS Attack Detection a nd Mitigation with Software-Defined Internet of Things 
Framework 

GivenfTameworkincludeofinanycontrollerscontainingSD-loTcontrollers,SD-loTswitchesintegrated with 

an loT gateway, and loT devices. It will then propose an algorithm for detecting and mitigating 

oDoSattackswiththeproposed SO-I 0 Tframework,andintheproposedalgorithm, thecosi nesim ilarity of the 

vectors of the packet-in message rate at boundary SO-loT switch ports is employed to work out 

whether DDoS attacks occur within the loT. Finally, experimental results show that the proposed 

algorithm has good perfOlmance, and also the proposed framework adapts to strengthen the safety ofthe 

loT with heterogeneous and vulnerable devices. 

4.A Novel SDN Dataset for Intrusion Detection in loT Networks 

TheyintroduceauniquedatasetforintrusiondetectioninloTnetworks.Thedatasetcolllpl'isestwoparts 

modeling static and dynamic loT networks and consists of27.9 million and 30.2 million data records 

respectively, which contain cyber attacks of varied types additionally to benign traffic. The dataset is a 

crucial resource for inrrusion detection research in SDN-managed loT: which is able to be increasingly 

-1~~~~'~h~in the future networks of ubiquitous connectivity. 
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5. New-flow based DDoS attacks security in SON: Taxonomy, rationales, and research challenges 


They proposed a description of such security vulnerabilities achieved through SDN architecture and 


leveragedbyanew-flowbasedDDoSattack.Theyalsoprovidedananalysisofthenewestdevclopments made 


in back years on DDoS detection and mitigation research works to beat these security vulnerabilities. 


Finally, they discuss SDN security- related research challenges that may be valuable for the research 


community and academics for completing further research and investigation. 


6.A Survey on Emerging SON and NFV Security Mechanisms for loT Systems 


A comprehensive analysis of safety features introduced by NFV and SDN, describing the mani fold 


strategies ready to monitor, protect, and react to [0T security threats. They also present lessons learned 


from the adoption ofSDNINFV-based security approaches in loT surroundings, comparing them with 


conventional security countermeasures. 

7.An Efficient Forensics Architecture in Software- Defined Nehvorking-[oT Using Blocl<chain 


Technology (IEEE Access, 2019) 


The logs of events were used and stored on the blockchain within the proposed SDN-[oT architecture. 


Heretheyevaluatedtheperforrnanceofourforensicarchitectureandcomparedittotheprevailingmodel using 


various performance measures. Their evaluation results demonstrate performance irnprovementby ' 

reducing delay, latent period and interval, increasing throughput, accuracy, and security parameters. 

III. IMPLEMENTAnON DETAIL OF THEMODEL 

The architecture consists of two levels of controllers called local controllers for accumulating various 

lOT devices and universal controller for final check to avoid DDOS attack .NODE MCU is employed 

here for interfac ing sensor to the local controller .The working is proposed as lOT devices sends data 

which where collected by sensors ,The controller will check weather the information is coming from 

the authorized source or not by using lP address concept and machine learning algorithm called SVM 
(support vector machine) algorithm. 
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I"IG-SYSTEM ARCI'IITECHTURE 

IV. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND WORKING 

serverlDatabase 

Controlier/RPi 

/GUI/Compute~ 
screen 

\... 

lOT 
Device/Node 

MCU 

I '\ 
Sensor/DHTll ) 

lOT 
Device/Node 

MCU 

f '\ 
( SensorlDHT11 ), 

./ 

FIG-BLOCK DIAGRAM 

In this model we tried to show the DDoS attack of type TCP SYN flood where two lOT platfonn which 

is interfaced with the DHTI I sensor sends data to the server, one of the source is blacklisted as it is 
coming from the hacker or attacker so it is blocked the model \'-lorks as-

In our proposed model we have used two DHT11 sensor which measures temperature and humidity and 

is interfaced with two node MCU which is a lOT platform that is connected to thenetwork. 


lOT device (Node MCU) will send data to controller (RPi) along with the IP address, controller will 


store the data which is sent by the lOT device and run machine learning algorithm which will predict the 

authentic IP addresses and data associated to these IP address will be stored in thedatabase. 


4f.'~~~~we will show the data received fl:om the authentic source. 1 ~~
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Y. HARDWA RE SPECIFICA TlON DIAGRAM 

FIG-HARDWARE SPECIfiCATION 

VI. RESULTS 
FIG- RESULT OF MODEL 
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In the rosult section we can see that aJ! the four devices (controller, both Node MCU, computer) all are 

connected to a single network that mobile hotspot now we can see in the GUI that one IP address is 


continuously blocked.so only authenticated data is sent to the database. 


VII. CONCLUSION 

We have proposed a completely unique security mechanism on loT server. We accomplished around a 


25% expansioJl in throughput when checked out to best in school arrangements. Other organization 

execution measurements additionaHy demonstrated better qualities when the DDoS assault was 

generated. Accordingly, our security system can forestall Denial of- Administration to the user in any 

event, when the loT worker is assaulted by remote loT. 
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Abstract 

The main aim (?/"Ihis paper is 10 design and identify slress using machine learning approach. Proper 

delee/ion a/ slress cCin conveniently prevent many p~ychological as well as physiolog ical problems 

such as cardiovascular sicknesses, arrhythmia, diabetes. In our project we will be using Ihree 
important jeatures Fum ECG signal to detect stress - QT interval, RR interval and EDR. Using 

machine leaming the lIIodel is trained with a set qfcombinations qfECG/eatures and different SVM 

types. The model which g ives better accuracy is selected. This project will be helpful ill hiomedical 

applications if" the required pel/ormance level is achieved. Until now, only HR V(heart rate 

variability) is used as (he main/eo/ure (0 detecl stress. We will be using three importantjealures jrom 
ECG signal to detect stress-QT interval, RR interval, EDR. The outcome 0/ this project will be ta 

select the best model with greater accuracy using all the features. 

Keywords- Stress detection, ECG Derived Respiration (EDR), Machine Learning, MATLAB 

I. !i\TRODVCTJON 

These days ' people live at a frantic pace and in a nearly constant state of competi tion. In current 

scenario, mental stress is becoming an unavoid able part of our daily life because of various social and 
professional responsibilities. In the last two decades, researchers have realized that there is an 
important relat ionshi p between the physical health of an indiyidual and his/her emotional state. Stress 
is one of the major factors that contributes to physical, emotional, mental and also behavioral changes. 
When a person is unable to balance between the demands that are placed on himlher and hislher ability 

to cope with them, then it causes pressure on mental health which creates stress. Stress can be 
constmctive or many times destructive. Constructive stress makes yon work, it keeps you active, busy 
and moti vated. On the contrary, destructive stress makes you dull, inactive, scared and you feel lonely. 

By so far, one can divide stress into two types, Short-tenTI and the other long term or chronic stress . 
Short-tenn stress is situational as soon as the situation changes, the stress is gone or over. Long-term 
stress is a long term problem and causes long tenn harmful consequences. Stress has a degenerative 
effect oyer time. 

There are traditional as well as scientific methods to detect people under stress: 
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Abstract 

The project illustrates the implementation of a complete agricultural robot for farming. This is 

developed hy the integration ofan ARJv! controller, a set q(sensorsfor navigation between rows, DC 

Gear Molar. The new technologies can serve efficiently for many problems by overcoming the 

limitations q( the previous one. The syslem incorporates actuators and relevant sensors to measure 

and 1I10nitor the critical parameters that adversely control the motion ofan agricultllral robot as well 

as the operations 10 JX!I/orm. Ulh'asonic sensor-based row guidance with distance measuring to drive 

an agricultural robot through the row crops in the field The new real-time cOlltrolto avoid collision 

and advancing towards the target at row end. Nowadays many industries are using robots to help 

human beings. MATLAB based image processing technique with image enhancement by enhancing 

the contrast and image segmentation by K means clustering along lVith the classification a/multiple 

diseases and heal/h)"leaves l-lSing Multi-Class SVM Image acquisition using live streaming through 

ESP32 Camera Module. 

KeywoJ'ds- Agricultural robot, navigation between rows, speed control, ultrasonic-sensor based r01V 

guido/1ce, real-time control, k means clustering, live streaming 

I. INTRODUCTION 

India dominates the agriculture field in the world. But the traditional fanning technique makes it 

hard to get the yield for the amount of work put in. The use of the technology is far less in the 

agricultural field than it is supposed to be, this project works on one of the imp0l1ant aspects of 

farming that is pest control. The project helps and protects fanners from any harm that may be caused 

due to contact with the pesticides. This project also works on detecting the type of disease. The 

proposed robot works on DC Gear motors to move in-between rows without touching crops, turn at 

the end of the row and enter the next one. An ultrasonic sensor-based navigation system is used to 

control the movements of the robot. In this project, an automated robotic system will be designed that 

can spray pesticides in restricted quantities after the pests are discovered to solve the many pest 

control related problems mentioned above. Disease detection is done using the SVM Classifier based 

fimction in the MATLAB software. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
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Leaf Disease Diagnosis and Pesticide Spraying Using an Agricultural Robot (AGROBOT) [I]. In 
this paper, Identification and collection of the photographs of crops using a camera. Images are 

preprocessed, transformed and clustered and then are sent to the processor as an input where the 
images are compared. Ifthc disease is detected automatic pesticide sprayer will spray the pesticides to 

the affected area. PIC controller is used for wheel control and pesticide spraying. 
Development of Smart Pesticide Spraying Robot [2] in this paper, a Robot model web camera is 

used to scan the crops using a live feed of the crops and sent to a video processor using Wi-Fi. The 
video undergoes preprocessing and segmentation by suppressing unwanted distortions and removing 

noises. Processed data is sent to the controller using Bluetooth. The spraying of pesticides is 
performed on the basis of the number of pests. Raspberry Pi 3 is used for video processing. The 

motion of the robot and pesticide is controlled by A Tmega328p on an Arduino Microcontroller Board. 
MATLAB is used for image processing to compare the preprocessed image with the clustering 
techniques like K-means clustering. 

A Design of an Autonomous Agricultural Robot to Navigate between Rows [3]. An ultrasonic 
sensor-based navigation system is used in this design to navigate between the rows of the field. 
Arduino MEGA lIO is used to analyze data coming from the sensors and adjust motors based on such 

data. Dual YNH2SP30 Motor Driver CalTier MD03A model DC motor card is used to Ilm the motors 
so that the control card can operate the robot. 

Automatic FaITOer Friendly Pesticide Spraying Robot with Camera Surveillance System [4] the 
robotic model in this paper provides the faci lity to control the movement of the agricultural vehicle in 
different directions and spraying pesticide on crops. The robot is operated by a Bluetooth module. 

Bluetooth module, DC motors of the wheels and pesticide sprayer are interfaced to the PIC 
Microcontroller. The input received by the IR sensor through Bluetooth is used to control the wheels. 

Autonomous Pesticide Spraying Robot for use in a Greenhouse [5]. In this paper, metal rails are 
used in this system for the hassle-free operation of the robot. Proximity sensors are used to accurately 

detect the presence of the metal rails. The drive system consists of a worm drive motor capable of a 
maximum speed of 0.26 mls whilst driving on the heating rails. The motor is driven by a high 

powered PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) controller board, taking in an analogue signal from the 
microcontroller. Onboard Ethernet connectivity allows for the future realisation of the remote wireless 
control of the robot. The valves are electronically controlled by the onboard microprocessor which 

receives input signals from infer-red sensors on the underside oflbe robot. 
MATLAB Multi-Class Support Vector Machine [6] this function can classity more than two classes 

which are limited in MATLAB SVM. This is the primary work and does not include plotting 

functions for SVM. This is version 3.0 of the original function which removes some limitations of the 
first & Second ones. 

Plant Leaf Disease Detection and Classification using Multiclass SYM Classifier [7] this is a 

MA TLAB code to detect and classify diseases in plant leaves using a multi class SVM classifier. A 
MATLAB code is written to classify the leaves into one of the following types: 'Alternaria Alternata', 

'Anthracnose', 'Bacterial Blight', 'Cercospora Leaf Spot' and 'Healthy Leaves'. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed mobile robot helps farmers in reducing the labour work of manually spraying 
pesticides. While using the ESP32 camera module also saves time detecting the disease using image 

~Sing the system. This lobot works on the LPC2148 ARM Microcontloller unit. 
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I__POWER SUPPLY 

LPC2148 ARM 

MICROCONTROLLER 

ULTRASONIC 

SENSORS 

PESTICIDE 

SPRAYER 

Fig. I: Disease Detection. Robot movement and Pestic ide spraying technique. 

A. Robot movement 

Robot movement is controlled using the three ultrasonic sensors placed on the left, right and front side 
of the system. Robot movement is based on the two DC Gear Motors placed on the front and backside 
of the system to control front side wheels and rear side wheels respectively. 

B. 	 Disease detection 

• 	 The proper detection of the disease using image processing will be done. 
• 	 Spraying of the respective pesticides for the disease can be done throughout the field using 

the mobile robot without much help of manpower. 

JV. ROBOT MOVEMENT METHODOLOGY 

In this project, an agricultural robot will be designed, which could navigate between rows and at the 
end of the row turn to the next row autonomously. 

The robot will acts base on the following three conditions: 

1) straight motion: 

At first , when the robot is being placed in between the two lanes, the two ultrasonic 
sensors one of which is mounted on the left side of the robot and the other is mounted on the 

right side of the robot i.e. left and right ultrasonic takes reading If the left side distance is 
equal to the right side distance then two dc motors will run at the same speed. Here speed of 

dc motor control via PWM signal which is generated by LPC2I48 microconlroller according 
to feedback from ultrasonic sensors. 
Also if any obstacle is occurring in front of the robot, the front ultrasonic sensor will detect it 

and the controller wi ll stop the dc motor to avoid a collision. 
2) 	 Left turn: 

For the left turn, the controller will slow down Ibe left dc lIlotor by varyi ng the PWM 
signal. So the robot will tum slowly towards the left side. . 

----= 
3) Right turn: t'/~ 
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for Ihe righl lurn. Ihe conlroller will slow down Ihe righl dc mOlar by varying the 

I'WM signal. so the robot will turn slowly (owards the right sidc. 

V. IMPl.EMENTATION OF IMAGE PROCESSING 

for captoring images of plmlts we are using the ESP32-CAM module, it has an inbuilt Wi-Pi module 

so it can transfer images to the lise I' PC. After sending the image to the L1ser PC image processing is 
being donc. 

,.----.... 

CROP { ESP32 
CAMERA 
MODULE ,~~~~~~u~ng 

'IMI 

USER PC r-

) 
MATlAB 

""~lI':' 
P'~(i:Of,.n~ 

, 
Name oflhe 

Disease 1 

Fig. 2: Block of Disease Detection 

The image processing consists of 5 steps as follows: 

FEATUREI"'-"GE DISEASE DETECTIONIMAtJE'!<AGE:=::::;ACQUtSITI~ PRE-PROCESSING ~ MlO CLASSIFICATIONSE~EHTATION eXTRACTION~ ~I 
I .-

Fig. 3: Block oflmage Processing Technique 

J) Image acquis;!ion : 

ESP32-cam module streams live video from the field to the user Pc. The user can capture 

images whenever he wants. After taking images of the leaf it will process further. The image 

taken will be in thc form of RGB. 

2) Image preprocessing: 

In this stage different preprocessing techniques will be applied on images like cropping, 

smoothing etc. we can enhance the image by increasing contrast also by different 

4678 
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The primary image is in the form or ROB. So it will be converted into a gray image using 
colour cOllvcrsioll. 

P(x) = O.2989*R + O.5870*G + 0.114*B 

3) Image seglllelltatioll: 

This segmentation is done by k-means clustering. it converts RGB colour space to Lab 
(luminosity layer L. chromaticity layer a and b) colour space. All the information is in the a 
and b layers. classilication of colour in a and b colour space is done by k means clustering. 
since the image has 3 colour spaces it will creHte J clusters. Then we can measure the distance 
lIsing the Euclidean distance metric. 

4) Feature extraclion: 

In this stage feature extraction is done based on segmented parts and variolls features like 

entropy, text lire. colour etc. 

5) Disease detection and classificatioll: 

The classi tication is done by multiclass SVM. in Ihis stage output dala is compared with train 
data of healthy leaves. Based on differences in the data, by comparison. classification is done. 

VI. RESULTS 

Image Processing result: 

The first phase of algorithms deals with the separation of the healthy crops from the affected ones and 
the second phase of algorithms concentrates on finding the disease on plant leaves. An efficient and 
speedy response algorithm was developed using MATLAB software. 

NnCIEDRE~I"" L ...:.w\ACY" " ] 

Fig. 4: Image Processing Result. 

In image acquisition, the image is captured using ESP-J2 cam and is sent to the user PC wherein the 
MATLAB application the leaf image is loaded. In image pre-processing, the image gets cropped in 
the required size. Then the image is en hanGed resulting in a contrast-enhanced image. Then in image 
segmentation. the image gets segmented by region of interest. Then later in feature extraction and 
classification disease name is detected and it also calculates the affected region and accuracy in 
percentage. 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

In this project, an agricultural robot is designed, which could navigate between rows and at the end of 

the 	 row tum to the next row autonomously. The proper detection of the disease using image 
processing is done using the Multi-class S VM Classifier. Spraying of the rcspective pesticides tor the 
disease can be done throughout the field with the help of a pumping motor mounted on the mobile 

robot, this process will not require much help of manpower. 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Temperature sensor, moisture sensor, pH senSOI", humidity sensor and various other sensors that can 
be used in farming and plant health monitoring can be implemented. 
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Abstrnct-


In India, agriculture plays a crucial role jor development in jOad production. In our cOllntry, 


agriculture depends on the monsoons 'which aren't sufficient source of water. therefore 


the irrigCllion is employed in agriculture jield Internet of Tilings (loT) may be a milestone within 


the evolution of techllology, lOT plays a crucial role in mallY fields, one among that's Agriculture by 


which it can feed billions of individuals on Earth in fillure, the target of this paper is gelling 


to overcome this challenge, the entire system is micro control based and may be operated from remote 


location through wireless transmission so there's no got 10 concern about irrigation liming as per 


crop or soil condition. Sensol' is employed to require sensor reading of soil like soil moisture, 


temperatllre, air moisture and deciding is controlled by useI' (farmer) by using microcontrollel', the 


info receivedfrom sensors are sent to server database using wireless transmission. The irrigation are 


going to be automated when the moisture and temperature ofthe sector is reduced The farmer is 


nolified with the knowledge regarding field condition through mobile periodically, this technique are 


going to be 1I10l'e usefit! ill areas where there's scarcity of water and can be worlh efficient with 


satisfj'ing ils requirements. 

Ke.Jlwords- Arduino IDE, loT, LED, humidity sensor, dielectric constant, wireless transmission 

L INTRODUCTION 

In India, where 60·70% economies depends on agricullure, there's an excellent got to modernize the 

traditional agricultural practices for the higher productivity, Thanks to unplanned use of water the 


bottom water level is decreasing day by day, lack of rains and s,carcity of land water also leads 

to decrement in volume of water on earth, Nowadays, water shortage is becoming one among the 

most impol1ant problems within the world, We'd like water in each and each field, In our day to day 

life also water is important. Agriculture is one among fields where water is required in tremendous 

quantity, Wastage of water is that the major problem in agricullure, Whenever more than water is 


give to the fields, There are many techniques to save lots of or to regulate wastage of water in 

agriculture. The target of the system is to a) conserve energy & water resources b)handles the system 

manually and automatically c) detects the extent of water. Thanks to the climatic changes and lack of 


precision, agriculture has resulted in poor yield as compared to increase, Irrigation is usually done 

usingcanal systems during which water is pumped into fields after regular interval of your time with 


none feedback of water level in fieid, This sort of irrig,!,: . ffects crop health and produces a poor 

yield because some crops are sensitive to li.~r~c6M~ soil. a sensible irrigation system, 
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contrary to a traditional irrigation method, regulates supplied water. The feedback mechanism of a 

sensible irrigation system may be a moisture sensor and temperature and humidity sensor. Evapo

transpiration (ET), thermal imaging, capacitivc methods, and neutron scattering method and gypsum 

blocks arc a number of the teChnologies that enable moisture sensing. Capacitive sensors, however 
instantnneolls, arc costly and wish tube calibrated often with varying temperature and soil type. 

Neutron probe based moisture sensors are very accurate but present radiation hazards, ca libration 

difficulty and arc costly. an outsized agriCUlture field presents is with different a part of areas, hence, 

moisture measurement at one locating within the field doesn't make much sense. 

Consequently, what's required may be a distributed number of sensor nodes and scattered pumping 

units to pump water to those spec ific locations covered by the sensor units. an automatic irrigati on 

unit, in conjunction with a coffee cost moisture sensor, is proposed during this paper. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Water is an important resource in our day to day life so it is important to conserve water and reduce 

its wastage as low as possible. As we have a limited source of water right now but new methods are 

emerging everyday on conservation and reduction of water usage. These techniques can be mOre 

useful with places with scarcity of water and help them manage resources in better way. 

Control of irrigation automatically by using wireless sensor network [I] this paper has proven that by 

using sensors and with the help of lOT we can get water savings up to 90% efficiency which is not 

good but great, which is much efficient than the traditional wa), of fanning. 

Study on an Agricultural Environment Monitoring Server System using Wireless Sensor Networks 

[2] this is a vel')' well organized system using sensors to check the yield of the crops, and usage of 

wireless data transfer techniques from the sensors and store the results in its database which in turn 
helps us to compare and increase the crop yield. 

A Test-bed on Real-time Monitoring of Agricultural Parameters using Wireless Sensor Networks for 

Precision Agriculture [3] the main purpose of this paper is to detect the moisture of the soil and 

accordingly sw itch the relay. This system uses python programming for controlling the entire system. 

It uses raspberry Pi to control the system 'Nhereas we use Arduino Uno in this project. 

A wireless design of low-cost irrigation system using ZigBee technology [4] this paper proposes a 

system which will help farmers to make decisions using real time infomlation generated regarding the 

field and associated crops, which in tum enables farmers to perform multi cropping practices and 

hence increasing both yield and income. 

In. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
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moisture 
sensors stUll 

sensing 

Fig. I: Block diagram ofSmarllrrigation System Using loT 

NodeMCU is a low-cost open source loT platform. Node MCU is aelua based firmware for ESP8266 
WIFI SOC from Espressif. The NodeMCU/irmware is a companion project to the popular NodeMCU 
dev kits, ready-made open source development boards with ESP8266-12E chips. It is used a logic 
control device in this circuit. It commands all the operation and it is programmed using Arduino IDE. 

Soil moisture sensors measure the volumetric water content in soil .Since the direct gravimetric 
measurement of free soil moisture requires removing, drying and weighing of a sample, soil moisture 
sensors measure the volumetric water content indirectly by using some other property of the soil, such 

as electrical resistance, dielectric constant, or interaction with neutrons, as a proxy for the moisture 
coment. This sensor has two probes through which current passes in soil, then read the resistance of 
soil for reading moisture level. Weknow that water make the soil more prone to electric conductivity 
resulting less resistance in soil where on other hand dry soil has. poor electrical conductivity thus more 
resistance in soil. The pump can be controlled both automatically and manually according to user 
requirement. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The automated irrigation system implemented was found to be feasible and price effective for 

optimizing water resources for agriculture production. This irrigation system allows cultivation in 
places with water scarcity thereby improving sustainability. The irrigation system helps the fanner by 

making his work smarier. Becallse the demand for water increases, alongside the necessity to 
guard aquatic habitats, conservation practices for irrigation got to be effective and affordable. As 

multiple sensors are used water are often provided only to the specified area of land. This system 
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reduces the water consumption to greater extent. It needs minimal maintenance. the 

!""ci lity consumption has been reduced considerably. The crop productivi ty increases and therefore 

the wastage o f crops are considerably reduced. The extension work is to form interface much simpler 

hy just using SMS messages for notifications and to work the switches. 

V. FUTURE SCOPI' 

As the technology is advancing day by day we are able to calcuiate various parameters precisely and 

accurately. We can include PH sensors to measure the acidity or basicity of the soil. We can also 

calculate the rate of cvapo transpiration. We can also use photosensitive diode to measure the sunlight 

for backyard irrigation as it contains chlorophyll. We can deploy buzzers in the field with motion 

detector sensors to protect the crops from cattle and birds .Henceforth, reduci ng the human laboul'S 

and increasing the productivity of the crop. The DHT I I is a basic, ultra low-cost digital temperature 

and humidity sensor. It uses a capacitive humidity senSor and a thermostat to measure the surrounding 

air, and spits out a digital s igna l on the data pin. It measures relati ve humidity. Relative hum idity is 

the amount of water vapor ill air vs. the saturation point of water vapor in ai r. At the saturation poi nt, 

water vapor starts to condense and accumulate on surfaces forming dew. It detects water vapor by 

measuring the electrical resistance between two electrodes. 
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Ahstr(lct- The lJIulfir.:opfer is Unmanned Air Vehide (UA V) rhor may have many applications. As we are 

developing gradua/~)' /i'ol11 fI centllly old design, modern tnu/licopfers are turning info small and agile 

vehicles. A number of lJIulticopter conjiguratiol1s lVere studied for this project and finally quad rotor 

configuration was selected. Our present locus is on developing a suitable design configuration for a 
quadcopter. The design was started by the approximate load the quad copter should cany and weight of 

each component. Based on this weight of tIJe Cjlloclcopter, the appropriate J1l0101'~ and corresponding 

electronic components were selectee/. The selection q/componellls for the structure was ba~ed 011 weight, 

forces acling 011 them, mechanical properties and cost. First person view (FP V) was incorporated info the 

system to carry to surveilIance with the help 0/11' camera. Since this quadcopter is specially designed an 

uncol1ventionallolldillg gear. 

Keywords- Civil drones, Construction, Drones, Military drones, Unmanned Arial vehicles, Brlfshless 

molors, remote sensing, ESC wires 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper we have propose a border monitoring solution, which is consists of a Wireless Sensor 

Network (WSN) 10 detect and track intruder, and a set of lighlweighl (Unmanned aircraft vehicles) UA Vs 

in the form of quadcopter that interact with Ihe implemented WSN to improve the border surveillance, the 

tracking of intruder, the capture and transmission of real time video of the intrusion scene, and the 

response to hostage situations. An algorithm is used for the tracking mission by increasing the rate of 

detected intruders spotted by the quadcopter. All this together with the design of the electrical, 

Mechanical and software architecture of the proposed V-Tail quadcopter, we develop in this project ) 
powerless techniques to accurately localize terrestrial activities using PIR (passive infrared sensor). The 

developed V-tail type drone is tested to get valid and accurate parameters' values for the simulation. 

Drones for military use were stalted in the mid- 1990s with the HAE UAV ACTD (High-Altitude 

Endurance Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrator) program managed 

by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and (DARO) Defense Airboroe 

Reconnaissaoce Office. Unmanned aerial vehicles (UA V) are also known as Drooe. Basically, all kind 

these of drones are called as a flying robot. III combination of software programming, the ftying 

machine/robots or drone may be remotely cootrolled or cao fly autonomously by software controlled 

flight plans in their embedded systems. Tn this project, the basic purpose of UA V is to reduce the number 

of person deployed on the border as well as reduce the number of causalities caused during the war. The 

Night Vision Camera is used for tracking the border. P1R sensors are used for detecting the intruders. 

Once the intruder is detected it gives signal to the controller. 
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II. LITRATURE SURVEY 

Quadcoplcr UAV based f7ertilizer and Pesticide Spraying System [IJ this paper represents the dctail about 
implementation or Agriculture wonder drone. Paper contains the detail about Quadcopter UA V and 
sprrtyer module and also mentioned about pesticide content to the areas that can't casily accessible for 
human b~il1gs. Author represents the llsed of multispectral cameras which is used to capture remote 
sensing images to identify the green field as well as the edges of crop area. For this particular purpose of 
cirone TOlal pay load lift is of 8 kg. They used QGIS software for the purposed of analyzing the remote 

senslllg images. 

Border surveillance monitoring using Quadcopter UA V -Aided wireless sensor networks [2] 
in this paper, a border surveillance application using Quadcopter as tool is implemented for proacti¥e and 
reactive responses as well as to detect the intruders. Technology used in this paper is RFID and WSN 
(Wireless Sensor Network). 

UA V Traffic Patrolling via "Road Detection and Tracking in Anonymous Aerial Video Frames [3] 

In this paper Quadcopter is used as Tranlc Patrolling Drone. The start and end point ofUAV are known. 

This work is achieved by anonymous streaming video captured from UA V for simulation purpose. Aerial 
Road Tracking technology is used in this paper. 

I-Iuman Detection System using Drone for Earthquake Rescue Operation [4] 
Drone is used for recusing the victims trapped in the natural calamities like Ealthquake, Floods, etc. with 
Ihe help of (Passive Infrared sensor) PIR. PIR sensor detects and provides the information of the live 

humans. Technology to detect human and iheir motion is used. 

Review on Application of Drones for Crop Health Monitoring and spraying Pesticides and Fertilizers [5] 

Drone is lIsed for Health Monitoring of crops as well as for spraying different pesticides and fertilizers on 
rhe crops. The Spraying System in the proposed paper can be used for many other purposes. Spray Gun 

algorithm is used and implemented. 

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM AND DRONE CONSTRUCTION 
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Fig . I Block Diagram of Proposed System of Drone 

Drone is consists of two lI1ajor systems: 

I . Movement system 

2. Control sys tem. 

Movement system Frame:: The basic e lement of a drone is its frame, which should be light in weight. 

The separation of frame construction is mainly bascd on the number of arms. Due to the number of arms 

and the motors used, the drones are classified into : 

I. Bicopters - two motors, 2. Tricopters - three motors, 3. Quadcopters - four motors. 

4. Hexacopters - six motors~ 5. Octocopters - consists of eight motors. 

Generallyit is appreciated that the construction with more arms allows for a more stable flight. The frame 

ofdrone is made up of carbon cloth 3K. 

Engine and Propellers: The next components of a drone are engine and propellers. The main propulsion 

system of a drone consists of these two compone nts and is subjected to the highest loads; therefore the ir 

durability is very important. The propellers change a torq ue (derived from the engine) for a lifting the 

drone in the air. Due to the propeller system and fli ght direction are related to each other so it can be 

divided into the following types: ) 
l. +: One is the leading propeller which consists of at least four propellers. 

2. X: The most common construction, in wh ich two propellers are leading (with an even number of 

pro pellers). 

3. Y: Three arms stacked in the Y, where one or two arms will be leading. 

4 . V: Very rare arrangement in which two propellers lead onto outstretched anns. 

5. H: A very rare arrangement where the construction is based on the H-shaped with two propellers 

leading. 

All of the above-mentioned construction can be mounted with double propellers (at the top and in the 

bottom), which significantly increases the capacity of the drone, and does not requi re the additi on of 

other arm. Double propellers mounted on a less number of arms increases the capacity of a drone this 

allows more lifting capacity and insuring the paralle l engine in case of a failure. Thus, the own \ve ight 
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Thc drone willgs can also bc dividcd on terms oCrotation: 
I. Clockwise (CW), 

2. Counter clock Wi,c (CCW). 

The wings <.Ire consists of carbon liber. plastic or aluminum, and are joined to each other by 
lamination (also used for joining the drone cxtremities), which ensures optimum perfonnance 
between the weight of the entire construction anti mechanical durability. The wings size is very 
important. The larger diameter or the wings results in low speed of drone, which contributes to a 
reduction of drone volatility. The larger the wing blades, the greater aerodynamic lift is generated, 
also the pressure is exerted on the propeller hub increases and the force deforming propellers is 
getting bigger. The bigger propcllcr blades the stronger should be the engine to cope torque, which is 
required to keep propellers, into motion. It is very essential to balance each propeller before lise, to 
minimize vibrations generated by the unequal operation of the system. It is very impol1ant to choose 
the engine and propellers in stich a v.!ay that drones should lift a given load as long as possible. The 
brush motors are vel)' commonly lIsed for building drones. However, the experiences have shown that 
lIsing brush less DC motors improves durability, efficiency and reduces the consumption of battery 
with moving parts. This allows the longer and less emergency work of the motors. 
ATmega328p: It is a single-chip microcontroller created by Atmel in the mega AVR family. [t is 
consists of modified Harvard architecture g-bit RISC processor corc. Theg-bit A VR RlSC-based 
microcontroller combines 32 KB ISP nash memory with read and write capabilities, I KB EEPROM, 
2KB SRAM, 23general purpose input-output lines, 32generai purpose working registers, three 
flexible timer or counters with availability of compare modes, internal as well as external interrupts~ 
serial programmable USARTwith a byte-oriented 2-wire serial interface, SPI serial port, 6channel 10
bit analog to digital converter (8-channels in TQFP and QFN/MLF packages). In addition to 
this, watchdog timer with on chip oscillator, and 5software selectable power savi ng modes. The 
device operates between 1.8volts to 5.5 volts. The device successfully achieves throughput of 
I MIPS per MHz. 
Power of drone: LiPo battery Nominal voltage is the default, resting voltage of a battery pack. LiPo 

batteries get fully charged when battery reach at 4.2volts/celJ, and their minimum safe charge is 
3.0volt&'cell. 3.7volts is pretty much in the middle, and that is the nominal charge of the cell or 
battery. 

ESC controller: It is an electronic speed control in an electronic circuit with is used to control the 
speed of servo-motor as well as its direction; [n sh0!1 it is act as a dynamic brake . These controllers 

are very commonly used in motors, essentially providing an electronically-generated three phase 
electric power with the low voltage source of energy for tbe motor. It also allows much smoother and 
more precise variation in motor speed. For this a resistive coil and moving arm is commonly use. 
BLDC motors: BLDC motor Brushless DC electric motor (BLDC motors, BL motors) also known as 
electronically commutated motors or synchronous DC motors are motors powered by DC electricity 

via switching power supply or an inverter, which produces an AC electric current to drive each phase 
of the motor via a closed loop controller. Then the controller will provide cun'ent pulses to the motor 

windings which use to control the torque as well as speed of the motor. The construction of a 

brush less motor system is similar to a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM). 
RF 2.4 GHz remote controller: RF2.4Ghz remote control is an embedded devices which is use 

controls drone motion. This is very similar to TVs and radios Infrared (/R) remote controls. Most of 
t rs nowaday have a radio frequency (RF) remote key fob. In addition, Wireless keyboards as 
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well as mice use RF links a1 '27 MHz or 1.4 CiHz. Instead oflR we can also lise one Node MCU. It is 
Less complicated and having. inbuil! Wi-J:j module itself. 
The P1R (I)assivc In"ra-H.~d) Sensor: II is n pyl'O electric de·vice that detects IHII1l<!ll or animal 
motion by mcaslII'ing chHnges in the inirar!.!d levels emitted by surrounding objt:cts. This motion is 
deteoted by !.!hccking j-oJ' a high signal on i.I single input-output pin. When an object like a person, 
animal passes in front of the background, such (IS a wall. the temperature at that point in the sensor's 
field will rise ti'om 1'00111 temperature to the body temperature, and then back again to Hanna!. After 
this sensor will cOllverts this all resulting change in the incoming infrared radiation which results in 
change in the output voltage, and this triggers the detection of the object. 
Ultr.lsonic sensor: This sensor creates the Ultrasound which can be used for measuring wind 
direction rind speed (anemometer), tank or channel fluid level, and speed through air or water as well. 
For measurements of speed or direction, a sensor device uses multiple detectors and calculates the 
speed from the relative distances to particulates in the ail' or in the water. For measurement of tank or 
channel liquid level t as wcll as sea level (tide gauge), the sensor measures the distance (ranging) to 
the surtace orthe fluid. 

Simulation Diagram 
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Pig. 3 working ofgun controller 
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Fig. 4 Gun Controller, PIR Sensor, Ultrasonic Sensor in on Condition 

Here Fig. 2 represents the circuit diagram for the working of Gun Controller, PIR sensor and Ultrasonic 

sensor. Fig3 shows the working of Gun Controller i,e. when the controller is active , the led in the 
simulation diagram turns ON (rcd) which means the trigger of the Gun is being·operated. Fig4 shows the 
working of both the sensors along with the Gun controller when they are provided with the power supply. 
All three leds are turned ON i.e. turned into the RED. 

VII . RISK INVOLVES IN USING OF DRON ES 
The uses of drones on a large scale contain a high risk. The main risk is that drone can rail frOin a great 
height, which may be due to: 

I. Battery getting discharge. 

2. Damage caused by weather conditions ( low air temperature, precipitation). 
3. Hitting to an obstacle (tree, building, hi gh·voltage line). 

These risks can be predicted; therefore the action should be taken to prevent their upris ing. The battery 
status and other telemetry data, including temperature can be controlled remotely by the system. In case 

of exceeding the one of the case the alanm should be start. This will allow take the action, such as 
emergency recall the drone to a branch or base. However, the sensors and software that based on the fli ght 
path and on the detected obstacles should continuously update the route which will be responsible for tbe 
avoidance of all the obstacles. 

VIIl. CONCLUSION 
In this proj ect, a border survei llance application using quadcopter as a tool for the proactive and reactive 

response to failures and intrusions, to improve the quality of detect.ion and tracking of intruders crossing a 
border supervised by a wireless sensor network will be implemented . 
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Deep Learning Module for Spectroscopic Identification of Pathogenic Bacteria 
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Abslrllcl- · Bacterial infections (Ire a major threat 10 the health-care sec/or and (J leading cause ofdeath 

in mUll)' cOllntries. According 10 the study, over 15 mil/ion antibiolic-resislant injections occur in the 

lndill ew.:/J year, re.wt/ling in Oller 170, aoo deaths. To overcome the proNem (In intelligent techniques like 

compllIer vision in a single slage, it promises label-j;'ee bacterial detection. recognition, and antibiotic 

slIscepfihi/ity testing. Tradilional sample clustering is the latest diagnostic approach which is used /0 

deleel and idel/f!!j, the bacleria and its al1libiotic susceptibility. This procedure is leisure process and it 

(akes around seven days even in acknowledged laboratories. This led /() wide range ofgeneric anlibio/ics 

in prescriplion while patient is still waiting/or the resull. Utilization ofantibiotics may cause side efj(xts 

such as un/i-microbial resistance, drug injeclions. digestive problems. Jimgal infections. lntelligenl 

technicilie/or I'ophl, culture free diagnosis oJbac/erial il?/eClion is el/ohling earlier prescription ojlargel 

lInlibiolic.:,\· and helps mitigate antimicrobial resistance. 

Keyword.\'- Clustering, Pathogens, Diagnosis, Antibiotic, Computer Vision 

I. INTRODUCTtON 

Bacteria! infect ions are one of the biggest threats to the health indust ry and a leading cause of death 

across the nations, claiming more than 6.7 million lives each year. According to the report, more than 15 

million anlibiolic-resislant infeclions occur in the U,S, each year, and more than 170,000 people die as a 

result. In addilion. 223,900 cases of Chloridoids difficile occurred in 2017 and at least 12,800 people 

) died. To overcome this problem, we are with the intelligent technique for medical diagnosis of pathogens. 

The live scenario for medical diagnosis is the traditional method in which lab lesting in which they collect 

samples and test it. This process is slow and it takes 5-7 days. This led to wide range of generic 

antibiotics in prescription that cause side e ffect while patient is still waiting for the result. The other 

method is Spectroscopic methods like Raman Spectroscopy combined with Computer Vision techniques 

which is mainly Convoluted Neural Networks and Artificial Neural Networks architecture is a new way 

of cultllre tree diagnosis. Additionally, spectroscopy like confocal spectroscopy can be used to recognize 

individual bacterial cells. Different bacterial phenotypes have different chemical compositions, which 

results in tiny changes in their Raman spectra. Due to the low effectiveness of Raman scattering, these 

tiny spectrum variatio ns are easily detected by background noise. To achieve high identification 

accuracies. a high signal to noise ratio is required.An additional problem is the demand for complete 

datasets that are not collected in research for species differentiation. Because of the scarcity of data, there 

is a large bias towards the training set, which makes predictions difficult. This issue can be solved by 
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adding more spectroscopic data to ollr data set to create variance, and then utilizing regularization 

approaches when training. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Resnet: Generalizing Residual Architectures [8]. On dit"tlcllit computer vision tasks, residual networks 

(Res Nets) have recently achieved state-of-the-aI1 stat liS. They implement Resnet in Resnet (RiR), 

generalized deep dual-stream architecture. It is simple to implement and has no computational overhead 

when using Res Nets and regular CNNs. RiR outperforms Res Nets on CIFAR-IO and creates a new 

state-of-the-art on CIFAR-J 00, outperforming architectures with comparable quantities of augmentation. 

It's more difficult to train deeper neural networks. We present a residual learning system for training 

networks that are much deeper than previously used networks. Instead of learning unreferenced functions, 

we directly reformulate the layers as learning residual functions with relation to the layer inputs. We 

present extensive empi.rical evidence demonstrating that residual networks are simpler to optimize and 

can gain accuracy from significantly increased depth. 

Raman Spectroscopies in the detection of hazardous material. Baltic URSI Symposium (URSI) [I3].In 

this paper explain a Raman spectroscopy has become a common technique for first responders to identify 

hazardous materials. However, considering its many benefits. this strategy has a drawback: it has a low 

sensitivity. Surfaced Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy, a technique that has yet to see real-world 

applications, could solve this constraint. They offer a summary of approaches, Raman spectroscopies, and 

examples of how they've been used to detect and identify biological, chemical, and explosive materials in 

this paper. Spectroscopic techniques, such as Raman spectroscopy, which is based on inelastic light 

scattering, meet this requirement. This method, on the other hand. is designed to identify vast quantities 

of materials. 

Perceptron-based learning algorithms. IEEE Transactions on Neural Networks [5] in this paper, the 

creation and study oflearning algorithms is a crucial activity for connectionist science. Several supervised 

learning algoritluns for single-cell and network models arc investigated. The pocket algorithm, a 

modification of perceptron learning that makes perceptron learning work wen with non-separable training 

data, even if the data is noisy and contradictory, is at the heart of these algorithms. These algorithms have 

the following characteristics: speed algorithms that can manage large sets of training data; network 

scaling properties, i.e., network methods scale up just as well as single-cell models when the number of 

inputs is increased; analytic tractability, i.e., upper hounds on classification error can be deduced; and 

analytic tractability, i.e., upper bounds on classification error can be deduced. online education. 

III. PROPOSED DESIGN 

The block diagram fig (I) will show the implementation of the model using traditional method and 

computer vision method using deep learning. 
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Fig. I Model for bacteria detection 

Block Diagram Description 

Processing -7 Lab processing of the sample. 


Lab Testing-7 Traditional diagnostic methods which takes - 7 days even in the state-of-the-art hospitals. 


Spectroscopic identificatioll-7 Creating Raman spectra through Spectro photometer. 


Filtering and cleaning-7 the input for ma'Ximllln feature extraction. 

) 	 ID Resllet-7 Extracts trends and spatial features. 

MLP-7 Based on the features extracted, this is a decision-making ANN network. 

Group Prediction-7 Predicting the group of bacte,.ial. a group represents all the bacterial which can be 

treated w ith simiJar anti biotics. 

As far the prediction of the model the antibiotics is suggested in 1 hour including testing procedures_ 

IV. IMPL EMENTATION 

Deep Neural Netvvork 

Neural networks are made up of layers of computational units (neurons) linked by links between them. 

These networks change data - such as pixels in an image or words in a text - before they can identify it as 

an output: such as naming an object in an image or, in our case, spectroscopic data classification. 
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Each neuron in a ne;work transforms data by performing a series of calculations: a neuron multiplies nn 
initial value by a weight, fldds the result to other values coming into the same neuron. ch,mges the result 

by the neuron's bias, iJnd then normalizes the performance with an activation feature. The bias is a 

neuron-specific number that changes the neuron's value after all connections have been processed, and the 

activation mechanism ensures that values passed on are within a tunable, predicted range. This process is 
repeated until the final output layer can provide SCOres or predictions for the classification task at hand, 

such as the probability offinding a dog in a picture. 

The network accomplishes this by comparing initial outputs to a given correct response, or goal. The 
initial outputs are modified using a cost function based on the degree to which they vary from the target 

values. Finally, the effects of the cost function are applied to both neurons and connections in order to 

change the biases and weights. Backpropagation is the secret to how a neural network learns a specific 

task by using this push-back approach. I f we give these neural networks enough data from different 

clusters, they can directly detect the differences between them and predict the cluster of unknown 

samples. 

Fig. 2 An artificial neural network with 784 inputs features and 10 prediction classes 
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Fig. 3 The neural network optimizes itself using back propagation algorithm to get the weight of the 

corresponding to the minima 
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Convolutional Neural Network based Resnel architecture is being used in the work. This ~lr(:hilCctllfe is 

widely sllccessfl1l across a fi:lIlg\.' of computer vision tasks. Structure for the neural nelwork an.:hilectun: is 
provided. 
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Fig. 4 ResNet-based architecture 

On the isolate classification missioll l these architecture hyperparameters were chosen through grid search 

using a single training and validation split. We also tried simple MLP (multi-layer perccptron) and CNN 

arclilitectures, but the Resnet-based architecture proved to be the most efficient. 

V. Results 

The dataset contains 1000 features X 80,000 samples dataset with 30 label classes or bacteria. This 

dataset is taken from Standford Hospital in year 2016-17. These 30 classes cover 94% of all bacterial 

infection treated by Stand ford Hospita l. For testing we have [2,000 blood samples from year 20 I 9 of 

class MRSA and MSSA. 
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Fig. 5 The spectral representation of blood sample of C. glabrata 
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Wc train the ncura l network or. a 30-class detection task, where CNN outputs a probable distribution 

across 30 re ference class and the maximum is taken as predicted class as shown in fi gure 6. 
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Fig. 6 Confusion matrix 000 bacterial classes which is trained by CNN 

As from Fig. 5, MSSA I, E. coli 2, MRSA 2 this bacterial class having less than 60% predic tive rate as 

they are similar structure to (he adjacent bacterial group that result in low pred ictive accuracy. 
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Fig. 7 The antibiotics confusion matrix 

In Fig. 7, the antibiotics prediction confusion matrix is represented were the overall accuracy for 
predicting antibiotics is 95%, therefore the antibiotics recommendation accuracy is 95%. 
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Fig. 8 The accuracies of bacteria 

In fig 8, The accuracies for indi vidual bacteria shown in the form of bar plot were the 10 class it predicts 
with 100% accuracy and 5 class with less than 60% accuracy. The overall accuracy using I D CNN is 
81%. 
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VI. Concl usion 

Due to lack of facilities of experimental owning to covid 19 situation, dataset is tested on machine 
learning algorithms 011 open-source dataset available from Stanford Medical Hospital and we achieve of 
75% accuracy in it. Same Dataset is tested on ID Resnet CNN architecture and the accuracy is 81%. 
Predicting many groups of bacteria, a group represents all the bacterial which can be treated with similar 
antibiotics. The same technique can be used for other cases to predict the classes and extract spatial 
features from dataset. From the results it is clear that the Deep Learning modules have more ability 
extract more spatial features than the Machine learning algorithms. 
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Abslrm:t-
Most '?/ the 7i'ctns{Jol'latiol1 of commercial goods ill india i,\' done by the railway network and any 

damage to these network leods to damage to economy. lndian railway has not yet reached the 
international standards in terms of the reliability and sa/ety parameters, The main concern about 
railway network is early detection ofany cracks in the structllre. if lhese faults are not detected and 
repaired at early stuges, Ihey lIIighl lead 10 derailmel1ls which leads 10 heavy loss oflife and properly. 

Our model proposes a cos/~eJJectiye solution /0 the problem uf track crack detection using lR 

Ironsllliller and receiver which detects Ihe crack and./ee" local ion Ihrough CPS and video feed ofIhe 

track immediate(r so thai many lives can be saved. There are many advantages when compared with 
Ihe tradilionalsystem i,e, cost effective, lower power consumption and lesser analysis time, 

Keywortls-lR transmitter and receiver. Railway crack delee/ion, Cps. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Indian Railway network is the largest rail -passenger transport and it is now the backbone 

of the country's t.ransport illfi·astructure. 111 India, most of the commercial transport is being 

administered by the railway network because it's being cheapest mode of transportation preferred over 

all other means of transportation such as buses, flights etc. The rapidly improving economy of India 

has resulted in an exponentially increas ing demand for transportation in recent years, and this has 

resulted into a really huge rise within the volume of traffic in the Indian Railway network .. Economic 

prosperity has always been hooked in to increasing the capacity and rationality of transport. But the 

infrastructure and operation of transport features a great impact on the land and is that the largest 

resollCce of energy, making transport Sl,stainability and sa fety a serious issue Transport is extremely 

important to hold the passengers and goods from one place to a different. The better transport leads to 

more trade. Economic level is especially counting on increasing the capacity and level of transp0l1. 

Here in this paper IR sensor is used to detect the crack in rails. When the crack is detected its latitude 

and longitude values are send as a message to mobile phone. TIlen IR sensor is used for the surveying 

process. 

Transport has throughout history been a spur to expansion as better transport results in more trade. 

Economic prosperity has always been hooked in to increasing the capacity and rationality of transp0l1. 

But the infrastructure and operation or transport reatures a great impact on the land and is that the 

largest drainer of energy, making transport sustain ability and safety a serious issue. In India, we 

discover that rail transport occupies a prominent position in providing the required transpOtt 

infrastructure to sustain and quench the ever-burgeoning needs of a rapidly growing economy. Today, 

India possesses the fourth largest railway network within the world. Today, India possesses the fourth 

largest railway network Wil~~'world. However, in terms of the reliability and safet)' parametelS . 
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we've nOl yet reached tIuly global standards. The principal problem has been the shortage of cheap 

and efficient technology to detect problcms within the rail tracks and in lact , the shortage or proper 

maintenance of rails which have resulted within (he formation of cracks within the rails and other 
similar problems caused by anti-social elements which jeopardize the safety of operation of rail 
transport. 

In the past, this problem has led to variety of derailments leading to an important loss of life and 

property . Cracks in rails were mostly the cause for derailments in past, yet there are cost effective 

automated solutions ava ilable for crack detection purposes. The new method which utili zes simple 

componcnts inclusive of a GPS module, GSM Modem, IR Transmitter and Receivcr based crack 

detector assembly is extremely lIse ful in milway crack detection. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this paper Shubham Dhoke proposed a a simple, effective and portable robot for the identification 

of major railway track damages using Raspberry pie and Internet of things. It also lIses a GPS system 

to urge the precise location of the damaged track. A robot will move across the railway track with IR 

sensors placed thereon to detect /law on the track. Its location are going to be traced and can be 

transmitted to the most server. Author Connectcd a laptop to router and the raspberry pie is also 

connected to the router so the IP address of the raspberry is obtained through the router 's 

configuration. After getting the II' address of the raspberry pic, put that IP address in TA software 

called "P utty". After putting the IP address login in the terminal using user id and password and doing 

this, we need a graphical user interface to work on raspberry pie scripts in a user-friendly way for 

doing so a software called VNC server is install on raspberry pie. After login open python script and 

run the script written for the sensors and GPS and as soon the crack is identified by the sensor the co

ordinates are trnnsmitted over Internet via USB Wi-Fi dongle connected to the raspberry pie [I]. 

In this paper Disha Bhat proposed Arduino based rail crack detection system that has the potential for 

detecting the cracks within the rail track including minor cracks automatically with none human 

intervention. they're using suitable mechanism for on and off tracks using A TMega2560 

microcontroller on board UNO board. The microcontroller is employed to regulate the IR sensor array 

output and ultrasonic sensor output and transmit the knowledge by using the GSM module and 

therefore the function of GSM module getting used is to send the signal whenever it detects the crack 

to the bottom station through an SMS [2]. IR sensor works on by employing a select- light sensors to 

detect a specific light wavelength within the infra-red (IR)spectrum. The transmitter section contains 

an IR sensor, which transmits IR rays to be received by an IR receiver module. The emitter is just an 

IRLED (light emitting diode) and therefore the detectors isjust an IR photodiode which is sensitive to 

IR light of an equivalent wavelength as that emitted by the TR LED. When lR light fall s on the 

photodiode, resistance and output voltages, change in proportion to the magnitude of the LR light 

recei ved [3]. 

In this paper S. Bhagyalekshmi proposed a system which introduces an improvised, cost effective 

system with renewable based electric vehicle that detects major faults in the railway track with better 
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delector a"embly. In Ihis proposed syslel1l Ihey uscclPICI6F877A microconlrollcr. The logic used ill 

Ihis crack deleclion is thai lighl reachiug Ihe Ll)R is proportional 10 Ihe intensily of emek. This 

change in value shows prescnee of a crack or some deject in the rails. The GSM module is getting 

used 10 scnd Ihe presenllatilude and longilude dala 10 Ihe relevanl aUlhority as an SMS[S]. 

In Ihis paper Purvalhy A. proposed a syslelll cons iSis of a gauge which finds the amollnt of slress Ihal 

is being applied over the rail lines during the train passes through it. Knowing the dynamic parameters 

of Ihe rail (Young's modulus E, Poisson's ralio v) and ils geometrical characteristics (web Ihickness 

geometrical moment of inertia I. Ilrst mornent or space H) the theoretical value of the strain can be 

calculated i"()]' a particular stress. Jrany changes in the width or length of the tracks, ultrasonic senso)' 
detects it and alert Ihe opel'iHor[6]. 1\11 automatic railway track crack detector system for Railway has 

been proposed by Harilha P. which aims in building a bot that can detect and analyze any kind of 

crack on Ihe railway line and send Ihe location of thai defeclive line to Ihe authorized person. The bol 

is equipped wilh two ulirasonic sensors. GPS, GSM modules and Arduino Mega based crack 

deteclion assembly which is cosl ertic.ienl and robusl to provide betler safety standards in railways. 

LoRa lechnology offers compelling lealureS 1'01' lOT applicalions including long range, low power 

consumption and secure data tranSIll issiont7]. 

In Ihis paper Rohini Chavan have proposed a comprehensive GPS/GSM based train tracking 

syslem, which provides accurale. dependable and limely information 10 the controller. Here crack 

sensing circuit is used for sensing thc crack present on the railway track. Here ultrasonic sensor anu 

MEMS sensor are used for deteeling obslacle present on Ihe railway track. For the purpose of sending 

message to the authority person GSM (Global system for mobile communication) modem is used [8]. 

In this paper E. Dhivya proposed an aUlomatic railway crack detection system using image 

processing. In this project we are l1sing Raspberry pi 38, reader module, weboam~ cloud server. 

Raspberry pi is the major componenl which is used to get the information from Ihe camera and 

compared those images with the reference images using image processing, and the raspberry pi 

receive the location of the crack by EM 18 reader module, and then it saves the location to the cloud 

server. The images taken by Ihe wabcam by image processing edge detection mel hod which analyze 

the image by screening the edge of Ihe track. If the crack is detected Ihe RFID reader. In this paper 

module read the location informalion and store Ihe information to the lOT and from the server the 

information about the crack is known 10 Ihe supervisor in the railway department. If Ihere is no crack 

detected then the RFID reader module does not read any RFID tag and the webcam continues 10 

capture the images [10]. 

In this paper Rakesh V. Pise proposed a system which introduces an improvised, cost effective system 

that detects major faults in Ihe railway track with better accuracy. The IR transmitter is attached to one 

side of the rails and the IR receiver to the opposite side. During normal operation, when there are not 

any cracks, the sunshine from transmitter doesn't fall on the receiver and hence the set value is low. 

When the sunshine from transmiller falls on the receiver, the worth gets increased and therefore the 

amount by which it's incremenled are going to be proportional to the intensity of the incident light. As 

a consequence, when Light from the transmitter deviates from its path thanks to the presence of a crack 

or an opportunity. The GSM module is getting used to send the present latitude and longitude data to 

the relevant authority as an SMS. The aforementioned functionality has been achieved by interfacing 

Ihe GSM and GPS modules with the PIC16F877A lIlicrocontrol!er[ll]. 
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Figure I: System block diagram 

Above diagram shows the diagram of the proposed work "loT based railway track crack detection 

system~' . Tn this system we are llsing Raspberry pi, which acts as a brain of the system. This 
minicomputer controls the circuit function. Various components are interfaced with this to perform 
desired operation of the system. The hardware components utilized in this technique requires 

regulated power slipply for the operation. This power is provided by the rechargeable battery 

connected within the system. The battery will be charged through mains supply. 

In this system we've interfaced two TSOP IR sensors with the Raspberry Pi 3 module for the space 

and detection of the crack present within the track of the railway line. To communicate the received 
information, we make use of loT technology and email service. The GPS receiver is used to collect 

the current latitudc and longitude data from the satellite and to send it to the relevant authority as an 

emai l. 

Two DC motors are used to move the bot in forward direction. These motors are interfaced and 

controlled through the controller un it. To operate these motors a driver circuit is used in this system. 

A pi camera is also used in this system. This camera is interfaced in the system for live streaming of 

the railway track. This is designed to monitor all the process remotely by the user. 
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Figure 2: Flow Chon. 

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
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In our project, there are two set of IR sensor units fitted to the 2 sides of the vehicle. The IR 

transmitter and IR receiver circuit is used to detect the crack. It is fixed to the front sides of the 

vehicle with an appropriate arrangement. When the vehicle is powered on, it moves along the track. 

The sensors continuosly monitors the condition of the track. When the battery supplies the power to 

the Raspberry Pi 3 module it starts the motor rotation to move in forward direction. When crack is 

detected then vehicle stops, after that the GPS receiver triangulates the position to receive the 

coordinates of the vehicle position from satellites. The coordi nates received by GPS are converted 

into a text message which is processed by microcontroller. This message is then forwarded to the 

authorized person by means of email or sms. Also, the camera provides the live video streaming to the 

loT application of the system through wi-II over the internet. 

The functionality of the model starts with the IR sensor 

i. When the vehicle starts, it moves along its designated palh model. The IR sensors sense the 
circumstances of the track. 
ii. When a crack is detected by the Infrared sensor, nearest station gets the coordinates of vehicle 
location through the (GPS) from satellites. 

iii. The Latitude and Longitude coordinates of vehicle is received by Global Positioning System ) 
(GPS) and are conve,1ed into a message which is done by the microcontroller. 

iv. The lOT module sends the message to microcontroller which displays the message on webpage. 
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Absfracf-

In our everyday life the media transmission innovation assumes a significant part. 11 has totally 

progressives the manner in which we convey, particlilarly significant distance correspondence. In spite of 

evelY one of these headway in the media transmission field, the actually disabled individuals have no 

entrance j br these innovations. So as a s/age /0 overcome any barrier between the visually impaired 

individuals and the innovative progression in the media transmission field we chose to plan a SlvlS 

framework for thelll by intelfacing Braille pad with the wireless so double disabled individual can have 

the admillance to Ihe SMS framework and through which they can take significant noles. Here the client 

sends the SkiS 10 the visually impaired individual's versatUe number which is associated with the 
microcontroller which peruses the SMS utilizing GSM module through the AT orders and ajienvard 

changes overlhe letters ofthe SMS into the Braille language utilizing the quel)' table in its memory. With 


the assistance of6 transfers Microcontroller (PIC18F4520) vibrates the Braille pad on which the visually 

impaired individual can peruse the SA4S. 

Keywortls-GSM, Vibrate Motor, f'IC18F4520 Microconlroller, SMS, Impaired Persolls 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Braille characters are linle rectangular squares called as cells that contain small obvious knocks called 
raised dots. The number and arrangement of these dots recognize starting with one character then onto the 

next. We are planning a secluded gadget utilizing which dazzle hard of hearing individuals can send and 

get message with no help of others. The essential matrix of a Braille letters in order character comprises 
of six cells, situated like the figure six on a pass on, in two equal vertical lines of three dots each utilizing 
which 64 distinct signs can be made. In Our secluded plan we are addressing cells as vibrator motors. 
Present days, visual impaired is one of the significant illnesses. 37 million individuals across the globe are 
visually impaired and more than 15 million are from India. So theTe is appeal in building up a helping 

gadget for them to give training through the minimal effort Braille cushion. Braille is an arrangement of 
raised dabs that can be perused with the fingers by individuals who are visually impaired or who have low 

vision. Braille isn't a language. Maxbe, it is a code by which numerous dialects. Braille is utilized by a 

lif':r~ 
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huge nUJ1lb~r of individuals everywhere on the world in their local dinlects, and gives a methods for 

proficiency to all. Bmille symbols are framed inside units of room known as Braille cells. 

As we know how important telecommunication is in our life. and mobile phone is used for that 

purpose. There comes limitation on it as people having visual inability al1d can't access them, So, we are 

designing one de vice through which these people can access the mobile phone and read SMS from the 
cell, plus can read the documents, books which are saved in external SO card. We are going to use braille 

system as a basis. Braille is 110t a language but it is a code through which people having low vision can 

learn any language. We are going to interface GSM module and vibration module to the microcontroller 

so they can access data from that and Visually Impaired People can get it to read. 

II.LlTERATURE SURVEY 

The framework is connected with a GS M-GPS module to follow the area of the visually impaired 
individual and to set up a two way correspondence way by utilizing a remote innovation. Here the client 

sends the SMS to the visually impaired individual's portable number which is associated with the 

microcontroller which is capable perused the SMS utilizing GSM module through inbuilt the AT orders 
and afterward changes over the characters of the SMS into the Braille language utilizing the query table 

present in its memory. With the assistance of 6 transfers Microcontroller vibrates the Braille cushion 

which go about as stage from this paper, we comprehended that how Braille language can be utilized to 

infer a (Wo rOLlte correspondence between typical individuals and hindered individual. Additionally, we 

saw how to assemble the rationale as indicated by the look into table in the microeontroller. [I] The client 
sends the SMS to the visually impaired individual's portable number which is associated with the 
microcontroller which peruses the SMS utilizing GSM module through the AT orders and afterward 

cbanges over the letters of the SMS into the Braille language utilizi ng the query table in its memory. With 
the ass istance of 6 transfers Microcontroller vibrates the Braille cusbion on which the visually impaired 

individual can peruse the SMS. For sending a SMS, the microcontroller changes over the composed 
Braille letter on Braille cushion to the English letter sets utilizing the Lookup table. Uproarious speaker is 
addi tionally utilized for making the voice declaration. From this paper, we comprehended working 
instrument of different sorts of transfers. This idea will ass ist with creating decorating on paper so that 

visually impaired individual can decipher it. [2] 

Venture depends on designing a courier for the diversely crippled arrangement of Humans, who 

may not be in the s ituation of utilizing cell phones for informing or some other sorts of discussing 
gadgets, with tbe palatable solace. This fram ework is connected with a NODE MCU module for the 
visually impaired individual and to build up a way correspondence way by utilizing a remote innovation. 

Here the client sends the SMS to the visually impaired individual's p0l1abie application which is capable 
realize the SMS utilizing NODE MCU module through inbuilt wifi safeguard orders and afterward 

changes over the characters of the SMS into the Braille language utilizing the query table present in its 
memory. Voice play back and OCR are the primary upgrades in this idea. Raspberry incorporated with 

cam era carries out OCR measure for handicapped individuals. [3]. 
A plan to plan and create easy to understand financially savvy learning help for outwardly 
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model is builds up a character followed by number on Braille cell successively thus helps the visual 

debilitated to become familiar with the language. [4]. 

Presents H SMS Communication framework that is exceptionally valuable for the visually 
impaired society. An imaginative SMS correspondence framework is created atilizing different modules 
like GSM module, Braille keypad, amplifier, SD card and ringer. The toolbox will acknowledge the SMS 

from the. ordinary client, store it, changes it over to voice signals and afterward declares it through the 
noisy speaker and furthermore shows it on the LCD module. This framework additionally gives an alert 

utilizing the bell to show that a message has shown up. Hence the tclecom innovation can likewise be 
utilized by the visually impaired individuals [5]. 

III. 	 BLOCK 

DIAGRAM 

[GSMSOOC h 0 
:., 	L I .-J " ,'-'=' ] 

[ Pow•• S.""y ~ -.J l· 

,-_ _ , 1--1 R.I.,· H v . ;o.rO!or 

l V . l'tlotor 

1 V.lr.lolor 

l V. !\oIolor 

IV. 	 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

GSM module is one key module which is used in the system. After supplying power to the system it 

comes into ready mode for receiving message. The received text can be max 6 bits. We have proposed a 
simple one-way communication suc.h that it will be easy for the blind person to read the incoming 

message and at the same time able to understand what alphabet is being rece!ved. The user sends the SMS 

[Q the blind person's mobile number. The microprocessor reads the SMS connected to it via the data cable 
through the AT commands and then converts the SMS is read and the vibration motor process starts In 

short here the text message that arrives on the SIM card is first sent to the PIC microcontroller. Then the 

process of reading the receive text starts and the text can easily understood by impaired person 

V. 	 CONCLUS ION 
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Embedded based easy to understand and cost cffective Braille pad framework utilizing GSM has been 

propo~ed. Because of prCl8F4520 microcontrollcr highlights equipment prerequisite is diminish 
additionally cost gel decreased. Our framework is carable to print sequential characters ip. Braille code 

which is usefhI for visually impaired person. Circuit simulation is carried using Proteus 8 programming 
which is additionally use for designing PCB. Endeavors are as yet made to fuse more highlights in the 

proposed Braille pad framework. 
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) 
Abstract - Cloud Computing has been one of tbe "ollest buzzwords over the last lew years but it is 
surprisingly known that the people "ave been using it jar more than 10 years. Gmail, Facebook. 

Dropbox, Slcype, PayPal, and Salesforce.com (Ire (Ill examples ofcloud solutions which was not thinking 
about them in these terms. The main idea behind the cloud is that the information can be accessed over 

the internet without having any exhaustive familiarity ofthe communications used to enable il. The major 

services existing in Cloud computing is the Cloud storage. With the cloud storage, data can be stored on 

multiple Ihird party servers which is nOI cared by Ihe user and 110 one knows where exaclly data saved 

JYith Ihe increase in size 0/ the data evel), day, there is a need 10 handle, manage and mainly to store 

data, is a major problem faced by the people or organization. This article specifies about the study on 
space occupied by duplicate data over cloud. Where the data is increasing day by day, at the same time 

one thing to be noticeable that enough space at cloud is occupied by duplicate data so there is a need to 
check the data for de duplication at cloud bejore uploading. 

Keywords - Data DE duplication, cloud, AES, MD5, Java, JSP & Servlet, etc 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is the on-demand delivery of compute power, database storage, applicatioos, and other 
IT resources through a cloud services platform via the internet with pay-as-you-go pricing[ 1) .Cloud 
computing provides various services in which data storage is the main cloud service. Cloud computing 

works behind tbe scene in our day to day activ ities such as to watch movies, play games: sending mails 
and listen to music etc, With Cloud computing, we can store, recover and backup data, create new 
applications, deliver software on demand, 

host websites and so on. Whenever there is a demand, user can access the services of cloud dynamically 
via internet[2). There are three types of cloud computiog services models namely SaaS (Software as a 
service), PaaS (Platform as a service) and laaS (Infrastructure as a service). SaaS is a cloud computing 
offering that provides users with access to a vendor's cloud-based software. PaaS is a cloud computing 
offering that provides users a cloud environment in which they can develop, manage and deliver 

applications. JaaS is a cloud computing offeri ng in which a vendor provides users access to computing 

resources such as servers, storage, and networking[3]. Big data storage is a compute-and-storage 
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architecture that collects and manages large data sets and enables real-time data analytics. As the 

technology is mounting, the size of data is also growing accordingly. So people are living in the world of 
big dala. The term big data refers to the dataset of huge size which arc incapable to storc in typical 

database[4j. Big data often lacks structure and comes from various sources, making it a poor fit for 

processing with a relational database. Cloud Data Storage is made out of thousands of distributed storage 

gadgets grouped by system, disseminated document frameworks and other stockpiling middleware to give 

distributed storage administration to clients . The normal structure of CDS incorporates capacity asset 
pool, circulated record framework, benefit level assentions (SLAs): and administration interfaces, and so 
on. Comprehensively, they can be isolated by physical and sensible capacities limits and connections to 

give more compatibilities and communications. Compact discs is having a tendency to joined with CDSS, 
which will give progressively vigorolls security. Cloud storage is one of the primary use of c loud 
computing. With the cloud storage, data is stored on multiple third party servers, rather than on the 

dedicated servers used in traditional networked data storage. When storing data, the user sees a virtual 
server which is called that it appears as if the data is stored. But it does not exist in reality which is just a 

pseudonym used to re ference viltu"1 space carved out of the cloud. Tn reality, the user's data could be 

stored on anyone or more of computers used to create the cloud [5]. The basic level in cloud storage 

system is that it needs one data server cOllnected to the internet. A c lient sends copies of files over internet 
to the data server, which then records the information. When client wishes to retrieve the in fOimatioll, he 
or she accesses the data server through a web based interface. The server then either sends the files back 

to the client or allows the client to access and manipulate the files on the server itself. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Data in most companies are processed by Hadoop by submitting the jobs to Master. The Master 

distributes the job to its cluster and process map and reduces tasks sequentially. But nowadays the 

growing data need and the competition between Service Providers leads to the increased submission of 

jobs to the Master. This Concurrent job submission on Hadoop forces us to do Scheduling on Hadoop 

Cluster so that the response time will be accept- able for each j ob. In this Deduplication techniques are 

most widely employed to backup data and minimize network and storage overhead by detecting and 

eliminating redundancy among data. So which is crucial for eliminating dupli- cate copies of identical 
data in order to save storage space and network band- width? We present an attribute-based storage 

system with secure deduplication in " hybrid cloud setting, using public cloud and private cloud. Where a 

pri- vate cloud is responsible for duplicate detection and a public cloud manages the storage. Instead of 

keeping mUltiple data copies with the same content, the system eliminates redundant data by keeping only 

one physical copy and re- felTing other redundant data to that copy. Each such copy can be defined based 

on user access policies. In this user will upload the file with access policies 'and then file type question 

with answer. Then same file with different access policies to set the particular fil e to re place the 

reference. Where a users private key is associated with an attribute set, a message is encrypted under an 

access policy over a set ofattributes, "nd a user can decrypt a ciphertext with his/her private key if his/her 

set of attributes satisfies the access policy associated with this ciphertex. 

2. "S. Kalaivani, Secure Data Sharing in Cloud Computing using Revocable Storage Identity Based 

Encryption. 2017 
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Nowadays regularly lise cloud services in our daily life. There are various services provided by cloud 
such as a service, Platform as a service, and Illtras- LIucture asa service. The used to keep our 
data,doCllments, and tiles on cloud. The data that store may be Personal. Private, secret data. So must be 
very sure that whatGver the cloud service we lise that must be secure. Cloud computing Provides numbe; 
of services to client over internet Storage service isone afthe important services that people lIsed now 
days for storing data on network so that they can access their data from anywhere and anytime. With the 

benefit ofstorage service there is an issue of security. To overcome security problem the proposed system 
contain two levels of security and to reduce the unwanted storage space de-duplication[ 1,2J technique is 
involved. To increase the level of security one technique is a session password.Session passwords can be 
lIsed only once and every time a new password is generated.To protect the confiden- tiality of sensitive 
data while supporting de-duplication[ I ,21the convergent en- cryption technique has been proposed to 

encrypt the data before outsourcing, Symmetl'ickey algorithm uses same key for both encryption and 

decryption. In this paper, I will focus on session based authentication for both encryptions for Ales and 

duplication check for reduce space of storage on cloud. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Fig: Proposed System 

An attribute-based storage system supporting secure de-duplication. Our storage system is built under a 

hybrid cloud architecture, where a private cloud manipulates the computation and a public cloud manages 

the storage. Attribute based storage system suppol1ing secure de duplication of encrypted data in the 
cloud, in which the cloud will not store a file more than once even though it may receive mUltiple copies 
of the same file encrypted under different access policies. The Attribute Authority issues every user a ( 
decryption key associated with the set of attributes. The attribute based storage system check the 

duplication of the Ale. The duplication is not occur, the tile is stored. If the duplication is occurring, the 

attribute authority changes the ownership pennission. In this system utilizing client accreditations to 
check the confirmation of the client. In that cases cloud is available two sort of cloud such private cloud 

and open cloud . In private cloud store the client accreditation and in the open cloud client information 

present out. The system have utilized a half and half cloud construction modeling as a part of proposed. In 

this system have to need to mind the file name in record information duplication and information DE 

duplication is checked at the square level. On the other hand, client needs to recover his information or 

download the information record he have to download both of the document from the cloud server this 

will prompts perform the operation on the same record this abuses the security of the distributed storage. 

Division and Replication of Data in the Cloud for Optimal Performance and Security (DROPS) that 

collectively approaches the security and performance issues. In this project, DROPS methodology, divide 

a file into fragments, and replicate the fragmented data over the cloud nodes. Each of the nodes stores 
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only a single fragment of a particular data file that ensures th::tt even in case of a successful attack, no 
meaning-ful infonnation is revealed to the attacker. 

Algorithm: 

MD5 

Step I .Append Padding Bits. The message is "padded" (extended) so that its length (in bits) is congruent 
to 448, modulo 5 I 2 .... 

Step 2. Append Length .... 

Step 3. Initialize MD Buffer .... 
Step 4. Process Message in 16-Word Blocks .... 
Step 5. Output 

In cryptography, MD5 (Message-Digest algorithm 5) is a widely used cryptographic hash function with a 

I 28-bit hash value. As an Internet standard (RFC 1321), MD5 has been employed in a wide variety of 
security applications, and is also commonly used to check the integrity of files. An MD5 hash is typically 
expressed as a 32 digit hexadecimal number. 

Experimental Results: 

Login Page 
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Abstract 
As COV/DIY virus is becoming velY threatening, it has made the biggest pandemic ever/aced all over the 
world. The pandemic sifuaNon cannot be conh·olled immediately but by taking safe(y measurements virus 
spread and itllectioll can he avoided. Health safety, sanitizmion and hygiene maintenance must be top 
priority for all people and should be followed positively. So, to ease the process ofsafety measurement, 
this process can be automated with Automatic Temperature check and Sanitization system lIsing 
RaspbenJI Pi. With implementation of this system safe~)' ofpeople in the public places can be assllred. 

This system is helpful in body temperature check ofpeople, sanitization and also with the crowd control. 
This system will ensure that only safe and sanitized people will el1fer public place sllch as banks. shops, 
offices etc. The main advantage of this system is thaI, it is alltomalie process so manual work effort, lime 
and human 10 human virus spread is avoided. 

Keywords-Covid 19, Temperature check, Sanitization, UV disinfection, Safety measurement 

I. INTRODUCTtON 

In the currem situation the world's biggest problem is COVID 19 virus so there was need to get 

safety measurement and to avoid getting infected. Most of (he people are feeling extra challenged to 

do our work in this situation.AIl the people are operating with limitations in our life than usual, the 

anxiety of the pandem ic, and less contact with others than you normally have. And after lockdown 

over people are getting to new normal, they have to undergo basi c health checks and san itization 

everywhere which is manual work. This Inanual work takes lot of time, efforts and also increases 

risk of getting infection. 

According to the world Health Organization (WHO) more then I 10M peopl e infected by this 

Covidl9 virus and More than 2.5M people lost their lives due to this virus and this number is 

increasing day by day. Therefore, until every people gets the vaccine all need to take some health 

measurements and keep ourself safe when going outside home for on r work especially in public 

places like banks, offices etc. 

The worldwide pandemic situation has given an insight in exploiting emerging technology to 

design and develop a basic health check and sanitization system as pan of a first-line protection 

measure. In this connection, this System has a two stage approach: firstly, to design and build an 

non~contact infrared (IR) thermal temperature measurement system and Ultraviolet-C spectlUm 

(UV-C) disinfection s tation. This system will automatically detect the person approaching toward it, 
and then check the temperature using non-contact temperature sensor (tsI1 8-3 thermometer), and if 
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the temp is above pre set limit the system will not give entry to the people. But people having body 

temperature below limit {;un also check thdr pulse oximeter Rne! heart rate. After basic health check 
measurements people can sanitize their hands lIsing automatic sanitizer dispenser. Also there is UV

C chamber for sanitization of hard items like bags, mobile phones, keys etc. In this system erowd 

management can be done by limiting the number of people ins ide the public place by us ing people 

counter. If the number of people inside plael.! exceeds new entry will be restricted at entry point. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Research on the temperature measurement technology of infrared thermal imaging and its 

applications review [I J It explains the basic principles of infrared thermal imaging technology are 

introduced, and the related literatures in the fields of military, medical, electric power, industry, 

architecture, agriculture and forestry are summarized in reccnt years. 

Non -contact infrared temperature Measurement [2] where they developed a Infrared thermometer 

for high temperature object under the premise of high measuring accuracy and low cost.A quick and 

accurale surface temperature measurement of an object was realized. Tt also concludes that The 

ins trumentation engineer must take great caution when making the decision of using the noncontact 

temperature devices to realize selected temperature measurements. 

Design and Modelling ofToT IR Thermal Temperature Screening and UV Disinfection Sterilization 

System for Commercial Application using Blockchain Technology[3].In this paper they used 

blockchain technology to store the and keep track of data of person on the monitoring system. They 

used Infrared thermal scanning with a camera (ThemlOvis-Mi-FRAHT-800). To capture person and 

measure the body temperature. This system designed with a precautionary measure that requires3 

conditions to be met for the automated barrier to be open which include temperatLlTe measurement, 

disinfecrion, and sanitization processes. 

Flat panel UV-C light source with CNT cold cathode electron beam (C-beam) [4] where they 

developed flat panel UV-C light generation technique with the electron beam pumping technology 

using carbon nanotube (CNT) emitters. Flat panel UV-C light genermion efficiencles depend on the 

anode biases and current densities. With the optimized C-beam and anode, they could obtain UV-C 

with wavelength of 269.5 nm, Flat panel UV-C light source would be applied to many industries 

because advantages of flat areal light source. 

Directional People Counter Based on Head Tracking [5J this paper presents an application for 

counting people by using a single fixed camera. This system performs the count dist inction between 

input and omput of people moving through the supervised area. 
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This is SIo:I1S0rs and cOl1(l'ollcr-based system. The rcchnolngy lIsL:d in this system is non-contnct 

temperature sensor, IR sensor, h!.::<1rt ('tlte Lind ~)xil11 ctcl' sensoi', DC motor these electronic 
components arc controlled by raspberry pi controller. For automatic temperature measllrement ts118

3 temperatllre sensor is used. POI' sanitization purpose automatic sanitizer dispenser and UV-C 
chambl:r for disinfection purpose is used. 

A. Temperature sel1sor 

To detect temperature of human body by using non-contact sensor require infrared thermal 

screening. Infrared lhcrmal sensor works as Infrared Temperature Measurement System for the body 
having a temperature abovc the absolute zero(- 273.ISoC = 0 Kelvin) emits an electromagnetic 

radiation from its surface, which is proportional to its intrinsic temperature.A part of that intrinsic 

radiation is infrared rndiation, which can be used to measure a body's temperature. This radiation 

pcnetrnles the atmosphere. By using lensthat is input optics the beams arc focllsed on a detector 
element, which gencratesan electrical signal proportional to the radiation. The signal is amplified 

.and processed, lIsing sllccessive digital s ignal process ing and transformed into an output signal 
proportional {Q the object temperature. The display is used to show the measured value. 

Fig.1 Infrared Thermal Measurement 

B. UV-C chamber 
UV light base disinfection system shows a lot of promise and it is based on the wavelength of 

the light. e UV-C light (200-280 nm) is completely absorbed by our atmosphere and never reaches 

the surface of the earth. According to (Dana, 2020) research already shows that germicidal UV can 
effectively inactivate airborne microbes that transmi t measles, tuberculosis and SARS-CoV-l, a 
close relative of the novel coronavirus.At this juncture, advancement in UV-C (ultra violet spectrum 

C) led technology which is an area of the electromtlgnetir: spectrum is a relatively new frontier for 

solid- state lighting and consequently, forms as the promising solution for purifying air and water 

and for inactivating microbes. 
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IV. PROPOSED WORK 

(', 	 System working 
This system is sensor and controller bused, As shown in architecture diagram all the sensors arc 

connected to the controll er 

Here IR sensor is uscd ( 0 detect the person approaching the system. 

Temperature sensor is used to measure the temperature of that person which will be displayed on 

LCD 
Automatic sanitizer dispenser wi ll dispense sanitizer for sanitiza ti on. 


Max30 I02 is pulse oximeter and hl!Clrt rate sensor this data again displayed on the display. 


UV chamber is used to disinfect hard and other items such as bags, m obile phones etc. 


This system entry will be given by rotor bar which is controlled by DC motor only if the temperature 


of person is within limits. 


People counter is simple IR sensor-based person detector counter which is used to count the entered 


people. \Vith this the entry call be restricted when count reaches the limit. 


Control ler 

,----1Rotor bar

8 
I 

People 
Counter 

Temp Automatic 
sensor Sanitizer 

dislX'nser 

uv 

Fig.2 System Arehitecture 

D. COlltroiler 

This proposed System requires a controller to control all the sensors and actuators. For that 

raspberry pi 3 is used as a controller. rt is easily available pocket-sized controller having mu lti 

connectivity ports like Ethernet, B luetooth, Wi-Fi etc. and also it is faster and powerful compared to 

other controllers. 

Raspberry Pi is a fully-fledged computer with CPU, integrated GPU, RAM, network interface 

card , in-bui lt camera interface port, USB controller, and GPIO controIter for interfaci ng with 

electron ics. It runs on an operating system (most com monly Raspbian, which isLinux custom ized for 

the Raspberry 's on-board bard ware) and application software (written in any language, from 

assembly or C to Java. Pvthon. PHP. Haskell. Scratch) on too of that. 
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I~-. ImplementatioJl. workflow and design: 

When allY person approaches to our sy~tl!m S(.!l1sor deleCl.~, the person and start the checking the 


temperatllre. ffthe temp is normal then the rcrson is allowed entry and automatic sallitizmion is 


done. 

Tfthe temp is above the limit the pcrson is not allowed to entcr and entry is restricted. 


Every entered person is counted by controller. So that it keep the count and limit the entry so sodal 


distancing is maintained in public places. 


Detects Temp. check 
person r-- J Permission tll-u Dispense 

- allowance Sanitizer 

If 
00 

Open 
rotary 

b" 

Counts ! 
person : 

i- 
People 
counter 
senso r 

Fig.4 System Workflow 

V. RESULTS 

For this system s imulation of raspberry pi with sensors is not feasible in proteus or in any other 

software. it can be only performed on hardware. Tn Software part python code for interfacing o f 
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Fig. 6 Simulation code result-2 

Here above images are showing th e python code for interfacing of sensors with controller and its 
calculations. After writing code for software, these are tested. All the codes of interfacing are 

compiled successfully and running without any errors. It shows that these software codes are ready 
to implement in the hardware system so the system will be working smoothly. 

VI. CONCLUS ION 

With the implementations of this System , lots of human effort and time can be saved in this 

current pandemic situation and also helps to follow standard operating protocols set by authorities. 
As the system will be fully autom atic and human less, it avoids the direct contact with monitoring 
staff so the saved manpower (health worker) can be used in other work.It will also ensure safety in 

crowded area and make it safe working environment. This system would be foundati on to follow 
safety measure for infection control lIsing latest technology. 
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Abstract: In this paper, we have presented the design 
and simulation of a 7-channel next-generation passive 
optical network (NG-PON2) network for the deployment 
of Fiber-to·the·X (FTI"X) access network. Coexistence 
architecture is proposed, designed and simulated for the 
implementation of NG-PON2 access network. In a coex
istence architecture approach, legacy PON networks like 
Gigabit passive optical network (GPON) PON, 10GPON, 
etc. and wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)·PON 
supporting point-to-point connectivity are designed and 
simulated together. A 4 x 4 WDM-PON in which each 
channel carrying data at2.s Gbps data rate is capable of 
supporting a throughput channel capacity of 65.5 Gbps. 
NG·PON2 network is designed and simulated at 187.1, 
187.2, 187.3 and 187.5 to 187.8 THz wavelengths in 
downstream direction for different link distances from 
40 to 80 Ian looking into the requirement of reach of 
access network for future cities. The network perfor~ 
mance parameters such as bit error rate (BER), quality 
factor (Q·factor), signal-to·noise ratio using the 
Optisystem·16 simulator at above data rates and link 

distances. Further, channel capacity estimation is done 
for single·mode fiber channel coexistence NG·PON2 
configuration up to 80 km supporting BER e-13 and 
Q-factor 7 for WDM link and BER e-12 and Q-factor 7 [or a 
legacy network supporting almost· I Gbps data rate to 65· 
users and 100 Mbps to 512 user. 
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1 Introduction next-generation 
passive optical network 

The legacy of optical networks using GPON is capable of 
supporting 2.5 Gbps in downstream and up to 1.25 Gbps in an 
upstream direction [IJ. If this network is shared with 32 or 64 
users, then it will support less than 39 to 78 Mbps data rate 
per user. To support next-generation applications such as 
8 K streaming video channels, ultrasmart home, building 
and city applications, online classrooms and education, ul
trahigh definition screens, 3D·video, conferencing and 
meetings, online gaming, security and surveillance, 
fanning, automation and industries, etc., bandwidth 
requirement is 100 Mbps and more per user [2- 41. Point·to· 
Point (PtP) access network using wavelength division mul· 
tiplexing passive optical network (WDM-PON) can deliver 
data rates much greater than 100 Mbps to an individual user, 
but it significantly increases the cost of access networks and 
services used by customers [3, 5]. Tbis problem is addressed 
by coexistence architecture for access networks, in which 
legacy networks like GPON, IOGPON, EPON and IOGEPON is 
implemented with the WDM-PON, Coarse wavelength divi
sion multiplexing (CWDM) and Dense wavelength division 
multiplexing (DWDM) [6-8J networks delivering up to 
100 Gbps per user [I , 2, 9J known as Time and wavelength 
division multiplexing (TWDM) networks [10]. This archltec
ture shares the network resources to support bigher data 

rates to more users reducing the cost to operators and cus
tomers both. The nodes such as business or corporate users, 
manufacturing setup, Wi-Fi hotspot, large residential com

plexes and UniverSity campus can be supported by WDM 
link and smaller setups can be served by legacy network 
links. The coexistence next-generation (NG)·PON2 network 
designed, simulated and analyzed for channel capacity for 
different data rates to support I Gbps data rate to almost 65 

users for over a link distance between 40 and 80 Ian. 
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2 Block diagram of coexistence 
architecture of NG-PON2 FTTX 
access networks 

There are several possible architectures for the design and 
/ implementation of NG-PON2 FTTX access network is as 

shown in Figure 1. Here, the block diagram is having three 
subsections namely optical line terminal (OLT), optical 

distribution network (ODN) and optical network unit 
(ONU), The coexistence approach, in which legacy access 
networks like GPON, IOGPON, 10GE-PON, XGS-PON are 
deployed along with high wavelength density access 

network like WDM-PON used for the implementation of 
NG-PON2 network supporting 1/2.5/10 Gbps data rates on 
L-band wavelengths 187.1 to 187.3 THz in a downstream 

direction. A 4 x 4 WDM·PON supports four channels 
delivering 2.5 Gbps on each channel on L-band wave
lengths from 187.5 to 187.8 THz [l1J. To maintain the prime 
requirement of NG-PON2, transmitters and receivers are 
tuned to specific wavelengths from L-bands. Tbe network is 
designed and simulated to support a throughput data rate 
of 65 Gbps over a distance ranging from 40 to 80 km. As the 

number of subscribers increases in the future, the network 
can accomodate 512 subscribers supporated by 126 Mbps 
data rate per subscriber i.e. more than 100 Mbps data rate 
per subscriber. The benefit of coexistence architecture is 
the sharing of avaliable infrastructure that further reduces 
the cost to service providers and subscribers [1]. 

Ali the cbannels are modulated and transmitted 
separately from OLT. ODN consists of a combination of 
WDM Multiplexer (Mux) and Demultiplexer (Demux) and 

Lu.w:.leuLe elellleul (CEx). CEx I, u>eu lu comulne GPON, 
lUlrhJN and t'U' WUM dlCUW~b hUlI1 L-lM..LH1. !-'uLllit::l, i:tll 

seven channels are lraveliug thl:! Lli~LC:tncl:! frum 40 Lu 80 krn 

OLTs ODN 

, : 
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and then separated using WDM·DEMUX and connected to 
individual wavelength·specific ONUs. 

2.1 Simulation setup for 2.5 Gbps 4 x 4 
WDM-PON PtP link 

Optisystern-16 is a system-level s imulator based on real
istic modeling of fiber optic communication (FOC) sys

tems at physical layer. It provides an environment 
consisting of active and passive components along with J 

library of fibers, transmitters, detectors, amplifiers, fil
ters, etc. to design, select connect, simulate and carry out 

analysis of FOC systems. FOC systems are used to 
implement backbone networks for wireless communica

tion systems, as well as widely used NG-PON front-end 
opticaJ access networks known as FITX. As shown in 
Figure 2 and Figure 3, the entire architecture is divided 
into two sections corresponding to C-band channels and 
L-land cbannels and simulated individually. The build
ing block of the NG-PON2 network is 4 x 4 WDM-PON 
operating at L·band wavelengths supporting 2.5 Gbps 

data rate [12J. The wavelengths used to transmit the user 
data are selected from the spectrum allocated for 

NG-PON2 application in the range of 187.1- 187.8 THz for 

downstream direction [13J. 
The pseudo-random bit sequence is set to generate 

2.5 Gbps for the individual channel over the link distance 
from 40 to 80 km. External modulator Mech-Zender inter

ferometer (MZI) is used to combine carrier and data signal. 
Similarly, three individual channels supporting 1 Gbps, 

2.5 Gbps and 10 Gbps data rates are multiplexed using 
coexisting elements like WDM and transmitted over an 
upUcallillk tlli;tauce [lUlU 40 lu 80 ktll. WDM (au also ue 
Lt:IJ1C:tLt::J uy uIJu(.dl :5.l)li[tE:fS. (-band wavelength,!!: are 
~elet:led [or lransmission of the above data rates. 

ONUs 

Figure 1: NG·PON2 coexistence architecture. 
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Figure 2: A 4 x 4 NG-PON2 WDM-PON simulation model for mx acceSS system. 

Figure 3: 1/2.5/10 Gbps optical link simulation setup. 
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3 Simulation results 

The enlire setup is simulated for different optical link 
distances with input launch power of 0 dBm. The 
received power on every channel was recorded using 
optical meter and used for the calculat ions of signal-to
noise ratio (SNR) and link power budget. Figure 'I shows 
the 4 x II input spectrums at 187.5. t87.6. 187.7 and 
187.8 THz used [or downstream transmission o[ 2.5 Gbps 
data rate. Figure 5 (a)-(j) and Figures 7 (a) .-(0) and 8 
shows the eye diagram obtained from a simulation of 
[our 4 x 4 WDM-PON channels [or 2.5 Gbps and three 
individual channels supporting different data rates of 
1/2.5/10 Gbps [or user 1 and user 2 at 2.5 Gbps trans· 
mission rate [or link distance [rom 40 10 80 km. It is 
observed that as the link distance in increasing, bit error 
rate (BER) and quality [actor (Q·factor) performance is 
reducing. Further. Table 1 and Table 2 show that SNR. 
BER and Q-factors are related to each other. Further. SNR 
is used to calculate channel capacity for individual 
channel data rate and estimate the optical link distance 
with minimum acceptable BER. 

4 Network parameters: 
calculations and discussion 

4.1 Noise power and Np calculations 

The input launch power is PT or Pin which is coupled into 
the fiber. The power received by the receiver is given by PR 

Or Pout which minimum power required to achieve the 
required BER for the optical link. The logarithmic ratio o[ PT 

ancl PI{ is defined as aCcCjllahll'!osses of the optical lin l< arc 
given below. 

. (Pout)NOise Power(Np) = 10 log,o Pin (I) 

The received power Pout on all the channels are 
measured using nn optical power meter and recorded 
separately [or all the channels at di[[erentlink length dis
tance. Noise power (Np) for all the channels is calcu lated 
using Eq. (I) and summarized in Table I and Table2. The Np 
calculated is further used to calculate the SNR [or each 
channel. Further SNR will be used to estimale the fiber 
channel bandwidth. 

4.2 SNR and SNR calculations 

SNR is a figure of merit that indicates a magnitude of the 
signal with respect to the noise level. The quality of the 
telecommunication system SNR is an important parameter. 
The higher the value o[ SNR. the better wil l be the per[or
mance o[ the network [3. 141. It gives the relationship be
tween Signal strength and noise strength in the 
communication channel. The value of SNR is expressed in 

dB is given as by Eq. (2). 

Pin)SNR =to Log to Np (2)( 

where Pt is the average power and Np is the average Np in 
the given bandwidth o[ the channel. SNR is also given as 
a ratio of energy per bit. Eb and Np density No repre· 
sented by Eq. (3). These values are often expressed in dB 
and based on the data rate used for the optkallinl< is 
given as [14]. 

Optic61 5pedrum Analy:c. 

Optical Spectrum Analyzer S;g"..Ilr')(feot 0 
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Figure 4: A -'I·channel WDM·PON input 

wavelength spectrum. 
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Figure 5: (a) - 0): Eye diagram obtained at 2.5 Gbps at different optical link distance for 4 x 4 NG·PON2 WDM·PON optical link for user 1 and 

user 4. WDM·PON, wavelength division multiplexing passive optical network; NG, next generation. 

Sp Eb
SNR =-= = 

Np No 
CPs- Pn) - D+ Nbw - R (3) Pn: Measured noise power in dBm 

D: Duty cycle of burst data in dB 
Where, Nbw: Noise bandwidth 

Sp: Input signal power in dBm R: Symbol rate or baud rate 
Np: Noise power in dBm From Eq. (3), it can be concluded that as the data rate of the 

Ps: Measured signal power in~m communication channel increases, the signal power 
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(a) 

Figure 6: (a) - (c) 1/2.5/10 Gbps input spectrum. 

reaching the receiver stans reducing. This one directly af

fects the SNR ratio, i.e., SNR is inversely proportional to the 
data rate of the communication channel. Further, it leads to 
an increase in the BER due to an increase in the data rate. 
Since SNR also represents the quality of the signal, another 
parameter is related to channel, i.e., Q-factor. 

4.3 Channel capacity calculations 

Channel capacity was first described by Claude Shannon in 
19'<8 [IS]. It is the ability of the rate of data transmission in a 
channel over a distance with a minimum acceptable error 
rate for the network. For optical network, an acceptable 
range of BER is lO'u to 10-15 and Q ~ 7. From Shannon's 
theory, the channel capacity is described by a well known 
equation given by Eq. (4) [IS] 

C = B x 10g,(1 + SNR) (4) 

where B is the channel bandwidth. 
From Eq. (3) and SNR values calculated using Eq. (2), BER 

values and Q·factor are summarized in Table I and Table 2, 
the channel capacity for different channels are calculated as 
follows: for I Gbps, the obtained value of BER at 80 Ian is e· 
169 and Q-factor is 27. These values are well within an 
acceptable range for an optical link. So bandwidth x distance 
proctud fur single-moue fi.~r dlilllild is estimated at 
I Gbps x 80 kIn [16], i.e., single·mode fiber channel is deliv· 
ering I Gbps data rate with acceptable BER and Q·factor pa· 
rameters up to 60 krn with SNR 0.95. So channel capacity for 
I Gbps data rate is given by Eq. (5) as, 

C = I X 10'Iog, (I + 0.97) 

C = I X 1O'log, (1.97) = 9.66 x 10' " I Gbps (5) 

- ~ 
~..:;;;;:;-- .. 

(b) 

".,.... , 

. 
-.... . ~ 

(c) 

link. So channel capacity for 2.5 Gbps data rate with SNR 
0.47 is given as follows: 

C = 25 X 10'log, (1 + 0.47) 

C =25 X lO'log, (1.47) = 1.38 x 10' ,,1.32 Gbps 

For 10 Gbps obtained value of BER at 40 km is e·13 and 
Q-factor is seven is within the acceptable range for an op

tical link. So channel capacity for 10 Gbps data rate with 
SNR 6.58 is given as follows: 

C = 10 x !O'log, (1 + 6.58) 

C ~ 10 X 1O'log, (7.58) ~ 29.2 x 10' " 30 Gbps 

Throughput channel capacity of the network is addi· 

tion of charmel capacity of seven individual channels is 
approximately 64.76 Gbps supporting 56 users with I Gbps 
data rate each over a link distance km to 40 kIn. 

5 Results and discussions 

Four WDM channels and three individual channels are 
designed and simulated to support coexistence architec
ture of NG·PON2. SNR for each channel is calculated using 
Eq. (2), and BER and Q·factor are noted from eye diagrams 
nhteinprl from simulation of the channels of 40 to 80 kIn 
link dis tance. Figure 6 (a), (b), (c) shows the laser input 

spectrum for 187.1, 187.2 and 187.3 THz used for trans· 
mission of I Gbps, 2.5 Gbps and 10 Gbps data rate, 
respectively, for GPON legacy network. Figure 6 (a)·(o) 
shows the eye diagrams obtained for the above data rates 
for 40 to 80 kIn link distance. Table I summarizes the 
transmitter power, received power, BERt Q-factor and 
calculated SNR for ' I Y: II WDM with 2.5 Gbps channe-l 

operated at 187.4, 187.5, 187.6 and 187.8 THz for different 
fDr 2.:) Gbp3 obtnincd volue ofDrR ot 1Jr) l{m i~ c ' .... o r,a!!:::-...!.inh rli~tilnr.r.. The rcb.tionGhip ond variatiom bQtw~n thi 

Q·fadof is == 7 is within the~ '"·p· :~I.;t~:. fO .:-~~nnol pmomcte," arc repreocntcrll1c,in~ graph. below,aJ;~~ . ~ aug._ 2 :tab
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5.1 	 BER vs. SNR comparison for different 
users 

Figure 8 gives the reliltionship between BER and SNR ob
tained for the user no. I and user no. lj of four users con
nected to the WDM network at optical link distance from 40 
to 80 km at 2.5 Gbps. The SNR values are calculated by 
taking the logarithmic ration of input power to the Np 
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for diffcmnt link distances for 110 to 80 km. From Figure S. it 
is evident that as SNR is increasing, BER is reducing 

significantly. At 14.82 SNR, BER is lQ"ro and lO' ~ for user 1 

and user II, respectively, at link distance of 40 krn. SNR is 

reducing due to an increase in tbe optical link distance to 

80 km. It is concluded from the above results that the value 

of BER is inversely proportional to SNR. A 4 x 4 WDM ar· 

chitecture is designed and simulated which is a part of 

1+1
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Figure 7: Continued. 

Table 1: A 4 x 4 WOM 2.5 Gbps simulation and calculated. 

Sr. Link distance User 1 User4 
No. (Km) 

Tx Power Rx Power SNR BER Q-factor Tx Power Rx Power SNR BER Q-factoT 

(dBm) (dBm) (dBm) (dBm) 

1 , 40 
50 

0 
U 

-2.11 

~.9H 

4.15 
2.22 

e·286 
c-144 

36 
25 

0 

0 

- 2.14 

-3.96 
4.10 
2.23 

e·282 

e·l72 
35 

2" 
~ 60 0 - 6.16 1.20 ~'44 14 0 -6.1J 1.21 e-:iG lG 
I, , 70 

RO 
0 
0 

- 7.93 
- 10.07

0.76 
O.4f\i 

e-2 3 
Po-n 

10 

7 

0 
0 

- 8.07 

-10.00 
0 .74 
0.46 

p·1 n 
e·9 

h 

6 

WDM, wavelength divis io n multiplexing; BER, bit error rate; Q·factor, quality factor; SNR, signal-to· noise ratio. 

Table 2: Sim ulation results fo r 1 Gbps optical link. NG·PON2 architecture for FITX access network deployment 
and can support the maximum link distance up to 80 krn 

Sr.No. Link T. Rx power SNR BER Q·ra"or with acceptable BER values 10'" and 10-" and SNR of 14.78 
distance power (dam) (dB) for user 1 and user 4. respectively.

(Km) (dBm) 

1 40 0 -3.05 2.97 e·330 103 
2 0 	 5.2 BER VS. Q-factor comparison for SO 5.06 1.62 c·330 76 , 6U U -1 .U6 U.9~ e-"l./~ ,I diff~r~nt u~~r~ 
4 70 0 - 9.07 0.57 e-193 29 
5 80 0 - 9.32 0.54 ,· 169 27 Figure 9 gives the relationship between BER and the 

4rit LITiUr r Ie: Q faLtu r, quality factur; 51~R, ~r~~'M'tsl.J.~.. Q-factor of the .signalreceived for the U3cr no. 1and t13Cr no. 

XJ~~""-	 ~_'1>."~~ 1~.;:r:,~.:..~',~
!! I. fof " IL, <,(',,'rs & Ii. f - '" _ 
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II offom lI~er~ connected to the WDM network at opl icnllink 

distance from lin to 80 Iml at 2.5 Gbps. Q·factor defilll"S the 

overall quality of the communication system, from Figure 9, 

it is evident that as Q-factor is increasing, BER is reducing 
significantly. AI 40 km. for user 1 and user I I, the obtained 
value of Q·factor is 36 and 35, respectively. At this vallie of 
Q-factorobtained DER is 10-:'111 and 1O-.w· for user 1and user II, 
respectively. Q·factor can be improved by reducing the 
overall noise in the system. This results in increasing BER 
perfonnance. As Q·factor increases, BER decreases and as 
Q-factar reduces, BER increases as seen from Figure 9 

5.3 	BER Vs. link distance comparisons for 

different users 


Figure 10 gives tile relationship between BER and the 
different optical link distance for user 1 and user 4 at 
2.5 Gbps. The BER obtained is 1O-~ and 1O-~ at 40 km for 
user 1 and user 4, respectively. As the link distance in
creases, the BER starts increasing. At 80 krn, BER is 1O-1J 
and 10-9 for user 1and user 4, respectively, which is within 
the acceptable range. It is also seen that as the link distance 
is increasing, the BER is increasing significantly. So from 
Figure 10, it is evident that we can use a 4 x 4 WDM link 
design efficiently up to 80 km. 

5.4 Q-factor vs. link distance for different 
users 

Figure 11 gives the relationship between the Q-factor and the 
optical link distance user no. 1and user no. 4 of four users 
connected to the WDM network at an optical link distance 
from 40 to 80 kmat2.5 Gbps. It is evident that from Figure 8, 
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Figure 9: Variation of BER with Q-factor For user 1 and user 4 at 

different link distance. BER, bit error rate; Q-factor, quality factor. 

that as the link distance is increasing, Q-factor is rectudng. 
This fall in Q-fa ctor further increases BER and reducing the 
overall performance of the link as shown in Figure 9. 

Acceptable value of Q-factor without affecting the 
performance of the network is seven and six for user 1and 
user 4, respectively, at 80 km at 2.5 Gbps. From these 
performance parameters, it is concluded that Q-factor is 
inversely proportional to link distance. The values repre
sented in observation Tables 2-4 are the values obtained 
for different configurations of the optical links. These pa
rameters include transmitted power, received power, BER 
and Q·factor. 

5.5 	 BER Vs. link distance for different data 
rates at different link distance 

Figure 12 shows the variation between BER and the 
different link distance at 1/2.5/10 Gbps data rate for 

BER Vs Link distance for User-I & User-4 
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proposed NG·PON2 architecture to implement FTTX access 
network. BER is much less, Le., of 10-"" for 1 Gbps and 
2.5 Gbps, while at 10 Gbps; BER is 10' " at 40 km, respec· 
tively, It is also seen that as the link distance is increasing, 
the BER is increasing significantly. At 80 km, BER increases 
to 10-'", 10'" and 10" for I Gbps, 2.5 Gbps, and 10 Gbps, 
respectively. So from Figure 12, it is evident that BER in· 
creases with an increase in the link distance, as well as the 
data rate of the communication system. 

5.6 Q-factor VS. link distance for different 
data rates at different link distances 

Figure 13 shows the vanation between the Q·Factor and the 
optical link distance at 1/2 5/10 Gbps data rate at different 
link distances for proposed NG·PON2 architecture to 
implement the FlTX access network. It is evident that, as 
the link distance is increasing, Q-factor is reducing_ This 
faU in Q·factor further increases BER and the reducing 
overall performance of the link. Q·factor is 32.05, 31.07 and 
7.5 for I Gbps, 2.5 Gbps and 10 Gbps, respectively. As the 
link distance increases to 60 kIn, Q·factor reduces to 18.21, 

Table 3: Simulation results for 2.5 Gbps optical link. 

Sr.No. link dis
tance (Km) 

Tx 

power 

(d8m) 

Rx 

power 

(dBm) 

SNR 
(d8) 

BER Q-factor 

2 

3 

4 

5 

40 
50 
60 
70 
80 

0 
0 
0 
0 
a 

-1.59 
-3.30 
- 5.02 
- 7.93 
-9.91 

5.13 
2.74 
1.64 
0.76 
0.47 

e-330 
e-176 

e-84 

e-SD 

eo31 11 

48 
28 
19 
15 
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Table 4: Simulation results for 10 Gbps optical link. 

ST.No. link dls lx Rx SNR 8ER Q-factor 

tance (Km) power 

(dBm) 

power 

(dBm) 

(dB) 

1 .0 0 -1.08 6. 58 e-12 7 

2 50 0 -3.1 5 2.88 e-11 6 

J 60 0 -5.02 1. 64 ,·5 /, 

/, 

5 
70 

80 

0 
0 

-7.22 

- 9.15 

0.91 

0.56 

, -4 
.·3 

J , 
BER, bit error rate; Q-factor. quatity factor; SNR. signal-Io·noise ratio. 

BElt Vs Link distancc for differ'cnt data rales 
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! / .·300 

-330 

-360 
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Figure 12: Variation of BER with link distance at 1/2.5/10 Gbps at 

different link distance. 

16.57 and 5.96 for I Gbps, 2.5 Gbps and 10 Gbps, respec· 
tively. From these performance parameters, it is concluded 
that Q-factor is inversely proportional to link distance and 
the data rate of the channel. 

5.7 	BER VS. SNR for different data rates at 
different lin k distances 

Figure 14 gives the variation between BER and SNR ob· 
tained at 1/2.5/10 Gbps at different link distances for 
proposed NG·PON2 architecture to implement FTTX ac· 
cess network for link distance from 40 to 80 km. From fig., 
it is evident that at a maximum value of SNR is 14.80 and 
14.810btained at 40 kIn for I Gbps, 2.5 Gbps and 10 Gbps 
data rate, respectively. BER 10'''' and IO" ~ for I Gbps and 
2.5 Gbps. BER is 10'" for 10 Gbps, and it is well within the 
acceptable range. It is also observed that the value of SNR 
is reducing; the BER is increasing significantly as seen 
from the graph. It is concluded from the above relation, 
BER is inversely proportional to available SNR. To 
improve the BER parameter of an optical link. SNR must 

0 . ,.
·S- . 

./ ... ,, L 
V-", ' L 

~, 
i ~Be:R ,etJ 

-~ ~Be:R . 2.5Gb ,. 

--+- BER JOe . , i 

3<10'. Quality factor. SNR, s;~~~e,improved' 
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Figure 13: Variation of Q-factor with link distance at 1/2.5/10 Gbps 
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Figure 14: Variation of BER with SNR at 1/2.5/10 Gbps at different 

link distances. 


5.8 	BER vs. Q-factor for different data rates 
at different lin k distances 

Figure IS gives the variation between BER and Q. factor 
obtained at 1/2.5/10 Gbps at different link distance for 
proposed NG-PON2 architecture to implement the FTTX 
access network for link distance from 4.0 to 80 kIn. The 
acceptable values obtained for the said cOnfiguration are 
summarized below. For 1Gbps data rate, at 80 km optical 
link distance, obtained Q·factor is 17 and BER is 10-". For 
2.5 Gbps data rate, at 80 km optical link distance, ob
tained Q-factor is 11 and BER 10-" . For 10 Gbps data rate, 
at 40 km optical link distance, acceptable obtained 
Q-fac tor is seven and BER 10-11 These values give the• 

range of fiber cbannel bandwidth-dis tance product for 
1/2.5/10 Gbps. 

LJ. U"' .. 

,,' .,/.' C ,/I: , 

It/\. P.'l !:arc C! ill.: TWDM coexi st en ( I' ,III hit cclllre 

5.9 Channel capacity vs_ link distance for 
BER vs_ Q·factor for different data rates 

Figure 16 gives the variation between channel capac ity 
calculated for seven channels at different data rates alld 
different link distances. It is observed that the channel 
capacity reduces as link distance increases. For the 10 Gbps 
data rate, maximum channel capacity obtained is 
29.2 Gbps at "0 km link distance. 

Beyond f,O km, BER and Q-factor are not in an 
acceptable range for 10 Gbps as shown in Figure 13 and 
Figure 14. 50 we can use a 10 Gbps data rate only up to 
"0 km link distance. Similarly. for 2.5 Gbps, channel ca
pacity at 40 km is 6.5 Gbps and reduces to 1.3 Gbps at 
80 km. For I 'Gbps, channel capacity at f,O km is 2 Gb]Js 
and reduces to I Gbps at 60 km. Throughput channel 
capacity derived for seven channels NG·PON2 coexis 
tence architecture is 65.6 Gbps between 110 and 80 km 
link distance. 

5.10 	 Power budget analysis and splitter 
configuration analysis 

In this section, we presented the power budget analysis 
and splitter configuration calculations for Pin - 0 dBm and 
Pin - 6 dBm. Power budget is calculated by Eq. (6). 

PB - Transmitted Power - Receiversensitivity obtained 

+ Link Margin 

PB for I Gbps channel - 0 - (-9.32) + 3 - 12.32 dB 

PB for 2.5 Gbps channel =a- (-9.91) + 3 =12.91 dB (6) 

BER Vs Q-Factor for different data rate.s 
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Figure 15: Variation of BER with Q- Fa ctor at 1/2.5/10 Gbps at 
different link distance. 
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Table 5: Aggregate splitter ratio supported by 7·channel TWDM NG-PON2 network at Pin = 0 dBm (191. 

link NOBP For Splitter ratio sup- NOBP For Splitter ratio sup- NOBP For Splitter ratio sup- Aggregate 

distance 1 Gbps chan ported by 1 Gbps 2.5 Gbps chan ported by 2.5 Gbps 10 Gbps chan ported by 10 Gbps sptitter ratio 

n,1 In dB channel nel in dB (h.lnIlClI nel ln dB channel 

20 km 5.05 2 5.81 2 5.22 2 14 
)0 km 3.0$ 2 1.81 2 3.22 2 1.4 
IIQ 11m ,"' 1.22 7 

Channel Capacity Vs I ,ink disfan('c 
30 

27 
~~.2 I ~C (N~ I r.bll.~ 

" 
I 

@ _:~ Cbps 

' I ~ l- e (n 10 t;b IS 

I ...... i'o.. l .5 I 
.......r....:I 

"fa. ~ ! 7 I -~ j./ , -i,
3 

o ~ 1.1i 

~o 50 60 70 80 

Link dist.1ncc 

FIgure 16: Variation of thannel capacity with link distance at 

dIfferent data rates. 

PBlor 10 Gbpschannel =0 - (-9.15) + 3 =12.15dB 

Total power attenuation is calculated by Eq. (7). [17) 

A=aL+as*X+ac*Y (7) 

where 
a: Fiber attenuation/Ian = 0.2 x 40 km = 8 dB 

as: attenuation due to splices. 
X: Number of splices 

ac: Attenuati on due to connectors 

Y: number of CDtUlectors 

Since no splicing is considered in the design, losses due to 
splicing are ignored. So total insertion losses (IL) incor

porated due to commercial photonic devices such as MZI 
[12), Mux·DeMw< (17), connectors and fiber channel losses 

[18) are calculated using Eq. (6). 

A = (0.2)-40 + IL(MZI + Mux + Connetors) 

A = 8 + 1.5 + 1.6 = l1.1dB 

So, net optical power budget (NOPB) is 

NOPB = PB - TotalLinkAttenuation 

NOPB lor 1 Gill's ~ 12.32 - 11.1 ~ 1.22 at ' ,0 kill 

NOPB for 2.5 Gbps = 12.91 - 11.1 =1.81 at ',0 km 

NOPB lor 10 Gbps =12.15 - 11.1 = 1.05 at /,0 km 

Since, the NOPB values lor 1/2.5/10 Gbps is positive 
values and 1.22 dB, 1.81 dB and 1.05 dB, respectively, we 

confiam that the proposed link sopports the power budget 

requirement of the network. To idenlify the maximum splitter 
ration supported by the network, we have to look into the 
available NOPB. NOPB should be enough to accommodate 

splitter losses for a specific configuration. So, we calculated 
NOPB for 20 lan, 0 km, /,0 km lor 1/2.5/10 Gbps channels, 

respectively. as described in the response of point no. 2. From 
avrulable NOBP, we confiam the maximum splitter ratio 

configuration supported by the link for the specific link dis· 

tance. Table 5 summarizes the NOPB lor link distance be

tween 20 and 40 lan and splitter configuration which we can 

accommodate in the network at Pin = 0 dBm. Aggregate 

splitter ration supported by the network is 14/14/7 for 1/2.5/ 
10 Gbpsdata rate, respectively. The relationship between the 

link distance and splitter ration as depicted in figure no. 17. 
At20 lan, NOBP is 5.81, 5.22andS.05 dB. So, at20 km, we can 

accommodate 14 subscribers supporting a maximum of 
10 Gbps data rates. Sinoilarly, at40 km, we can accommodate 

seven subscribers supporting maximum 10 Gbps data rate 
Figure 16 Variation of splitter power budget with link 

distance lor 1.25/2.5/10 Gbps channels at Pt = 6 dBm. 
Table 6 summarizes the NOPB lor link distance be· 

tween 20 and 40 lan and splitter configuration which we 

cau accommodate in the network at Pin = 6 dBm. Aggregate 
splitter ration supported by the network is 56/28/28 for 

1/2.5/10 Gbps data rate, respectively. The relationship be

tween the link distance and splitter ration at Pin == 6 dBm is 
depicted in figure no. 18. At20 km, NOBP is 11.05, I1.R5 enrt 

11.22 dB. So, at 20 lan, we can accommodate 65 subscribers 

supporting maximum 10 Gbp, uata rate. Similarly, at 

40 kIn, we can accommoclatp ?R subscribers supporting 
m8X1lllum 10 ubps Mta me. 
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Table 6: I\ggrc~JIC spl1tter r;ltlo supporl(>d by 7-ch illlllcl TWf)M NG-PON2 a t Pin = 6 dBm. 

link NOBP Fer Splitter ratio sup· NOBP For Splitter ratio sup- NOBP For Splitter ratio sup Aggregate 
distance 1 Gbps chan ported by 1 Gbps 2.5 Gbps chan ported by 2.5 Gbp!> 10 Gbps chan ported by 10 Gbps splitter ratio 

nel in dB channel nel in d8 chMnel nel in dB channel 

20 km 11.05 8 11 .81 R 11.22 8 56 
30 km 9.05 " 9.81 9.22 4 28" 40 km 7.05 " 7.81 4 7.22 4 28 

NG-PON2, nc:r;,C·gcnertition passive optical network 2. 

From Figures 17 and 18, we conclude that, as we in
crease the launch power Pin, we can increase the splitter 
configuration which we can incorporate in the access 
network. 

Splittc)' Budget Vs Link dist:mce lit Pin= 0 dOm 

7 
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Figure 17: VClriation of splitter power budget with link distance for 

1.25/2.5/10 Gbps channels at Pt = 0 dam. 

Splitter Budget Vs Link distance at Pin= 6 dBm 
IJ 
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figure 18: Variation of splitter power budget with link distance for 

1.25/2.5/10 Gbps channels at Pt = 6 dBm. 

6 Conclusion 

NG·PON2 is the future of access networks capable of 
supporting more than 1 Gbps data rate to an individual 
user. Channel capacity estimation is the ultimate 
parameter to measure performance in any communica
tion network or system. Simulation model for 7-channel 
NG-PON2 coexistence architecture for FTTX access 
network is designed and simulated using optisystem us
ing different wavelengths for optical link distance in be· 
tween 40 and 80 km. From the simulation results, SNR is 
calculated using Eq. (2) for all the channels. Fiber chan· 
nel bandwidth expressed in the form of bandwidth x 
length product is found out from simulation results as 
noted in Table 1 and Table 2. Further, channel capacity for 
each channel is calculated using Eq. (4) with an accept· 
able range of BER and Q-factor for each channel. It is 
observed that 1 Gbps channel is capable of supporting 
approximately 1 Gbps channel capacity for 60 km link 
distance. A 2.5 Gbps channel supports 1.35 Gbps channel 
capacity for 60 km. A 10 Gbps channel supports 29.2 Gbps 
channel capacity for 40 km. Proposed network with seven 
channels support channel capacity up to 65 Gbps. 
Further, this channel bandwidth can be divided among 65 
subscribers supporting 1 Gbps channel each by appro· 
priate selection of NOPB. 
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A Review of Different Methods for Automatic 
Diagnosis of Oral Cancer 

Allllt'adha S. Pandit, V.V. Dixit 

AbSlr(l£.'I: Oml cOllcer is hnvinc 6,h Nil/ii IIlIt oj ,,/I c(",cers ill 
the y,·orld. There might be Wmor ill .mlil"flry glands, t(utsils 01111 
IIIS(I ill lIee:k. head, /tlC . .'e mlfl ural c{li·ity, 01'111 C:fll1C:er ,:an be 
(/iag/losed wilh lItetlwds /ike hiop.\)' or with screeni,,;: melhod. III 
biopsy method .,'mall sample oj ti.~.me is being removed Jrom 
aJJected parI ojIhe body timltesfed unDer micron·ape, Btli biopsy 
is illl"asiv(! amI pllilI/III. Al..u patlwlog;c,,1 Ulwlysis oj il is lime 
CUII$lUllillg. Screening methor/ i.\' IWIt illl·lIsh'!!. Eurb' r/l!fecfioll is 
possible with screening method IVllich is lIecessary Jor 
imprlJVemenl oj survival rate. This paper prl!."enl.'i difJerent 
screeltillg methodsJor delection ojoml c.·(lIIcer. Optical Co/terence 
Tomogrophy aud II Vllri(!l)~ oj Machine Lellming hO$ed 
tedmique.s, inclm/ing Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), 
Bayesian Networks (BNs), Tree aoust Model art! discul"Sed ill/his 
paper. 

Kqwortls: OSCC, CLCM, SVM, Optical Coherellce 
Tom ography, Neo Maker, Deep Callvolltlioll Network. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

It is in cancer there is abnormal celis growth that gets control 
of normal tissues in the body. One of the most frequent 
abnormal growths in a part of human body is due to Oral 
Squamous Cell Carcinoma (OSCC). Death rate is familiar to 
be: vt:ry high. J[ con b~ r~fl:rn.:d to any ll1ollgnan~y thal has 
been begined in the head and neck region as it can be detected 
in any part of the oral cavity or oropharynx. As near about 
400.000 new cancer cases accounted annually Oral Squamous 
Cell Carcinoma (OSCC) grades as the sixth most common 
cancer worldwide. Though early stage diagnosis and 
treatment of oral cancer will lead to higher survival rate than 
later, identifying the symptoms in the early stage manually is 
extremely challenging. After all it will also depend 011 'he 
experience and skill of that person. Hence Jlt::ar about half of 
the oral cancer cases are not detected in early stages. To 
overcnme this problem, cffcctive methodology fur c:arly 
detection of urlll t.:..lI. I1 C(' f jj II..YUiH.. J d::' cddy ib lJu~~ILIt:. TIit:1'1:! 
are different technil']nr.~ nvnilnhlr. fN (\fal cancer dclcl:liull 

like th ree-dimensional convolution neural networks 
(3DCNNs), digital Image processing techniques feature 
extraction, deep convolution neural network (DCNN) 
combined with texture map, Neo Mark system 

11. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Due to difficulty in detection of premalignant and malignant 
oral les ions, multiple timeG biopsy is HCcl.lcU. .T. WnnnffYlI, .I 
Zllung, J. ChWlg. r'. \ IIdct-Jn1lth, M, UtClll lC:l. J. S. Ncboll, 
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and Z. Chen, for interpretation of different stages ()f ural 
cancer propogation authors have checked the suitability of 
ocr. OCT is made more suitable for diagnosis cfOral cancer 
is in this system by providing conventional 2-Dimclllionl 
OCT images as well as 3-Dimention l volume images 
premalignant as well as malignant oral injuries. OCT cnn 
clearly distinguish many histological features. The advantage 
of30 images is that any structural information at any location 
and at any angle can be viewed as per the requirements of 
clinician. OCT uses diode based optical fiber system hence it 
is non invasive and inexpensive. lo order to get more 
feasibility in the Current system broader light source which 
may enable resolutions approaching 1Jim can be used. 
As both morphological and biochemical changes go with 
transformation of normal tissues [0 neoplastic lesions. Both 
these changes should be concentrated during di~onosis of 
cancer. But optical imaging having fundamental lack of 
providing both information simultaneously. Hence 1. A. 10, 
B. E. Applega'e, J. Park. S. Shres,ha. P. Pande. I. B. 
Gimenez-Conti , and 1. L. Brandon have first time developed 
bloodless imaging system. The system is developed by 
combining OCT and FILM. On comparing the sensitivi ty and 
specificity in early diagnosis ofepithelial cancer, it is hoosted 
for hannony ot' both ill:Slead of u:sing a single modality. Three 
dimentional images provide high resolution. This system 
provides immediate diagnosis of lesions which are found in 
visual inspection. N_ Sharma and H. Om proposed three 
predictive models. Based on classification analysis, the 
authors developed the predictive model. There are different 
predictive models like Single Tree. Decision Tree Forest as 
well as Tree Boost. They compared a ll these models and 
found out the effectiveness of the models for prediction of the 
enduram:t: of lhe pl:ople those who are sufferer of oral cancer. 
Results and performance all the models are similar but Boost 
model is somewhat Ltllc:r lhull uLht:rs . Usc of ncural network 
JlJuJc:b fUI lJl t::Jh.:lIJlg llll::: survIval rate will be the future scope 
for the system. D. S:1I\'i~ tvl. Pil,.;ulIl:l. ivL T~rtt:;u Arredondo. M. 
Fernanda, C.Umpierrez, A. Esteban, S. Steger, and T. Poli 
presented the NeoMark system. Also for integrating all its 
related heterogenous data how they used an idea is also 
presented in this system. The main problem relevant to cancer 
treatment is recurrence. Its necessary to predict the 
probability of recurrence. It can done by analyz ing the set of 
biomarkers. This paper presents lCT enabled cancer 
recurrence prediction method. though validation of the system 
'iitllWl"'d ro'!hlvp r(,~\I1t" niH i0mo: Improvement(; ::ue (,till 
necessary. 
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K. Kala lllZitk i. I~ . S. BeL K. 1'. F.x areh~)s . M. 7crv;lkis. 

(j:II·(llhlakis. I). I. i-'oliadis, lakl:J1 hdp (d' sparse cxpcrimclll::1 

Icmpoml data and suggl.!stl.!ri u li·tlmcwork lh r bllilding ilnd 

evaluate gt.!l1v 1lL·lwork. Also look flvvr its il11plivity in oral 

l:illll:Cr 

X. Wang ;1Ilt! 1\. Eisbruch have IIsed IMRT mlv:'lllced 


technology for high radiation dose 011 i1f'tb.:tcd nr~as. 


K. Kamol!, C. Papaloukas and D. I. Foliadis utilized 

transcriptomic data lor idcnritying the most differentially 

expressed genes. Also they performed pathway enrichment 

evaluation for the particular gene list. This will help to find 

o ut the Illost important alley in terms of Qverrcpresentation. 

DNB algorithm is employed for implementing the 

methodology. 

K. Kouroll , T. P. Exarchos ,K. P. Exarchos ,M. V. 

Karamouzis , D. l. Fotiadis have disellsscd the different 

predictive models based all different supervised ML 

techniques. The main task in learning is classifications. 

Summery is done for Application of different ML techniques 

in forecasting cancer by discllssing different ML techniques. 

C. R. M. Ahmed, M. Narayanan. S. Kalaivanan , K. S. 
Narayanan , A. K. Reshmy havc detected and classified 
affected cancerous cell. They used d igital image processing 
techniques for feature extraction. It clearly visualizes the 
affected areas. They used firefly algorithm for detection of 
cancer tumor. For classification of cancer cells they used 
Expectation maximization (EM) algorithm. In future scope is 
whether cancer cells are spreading to other parts. 
Rajdeep Mitra and Dr. Menaka R have concentrated on image 
enhancement so that the affected areas of cancer can be 
effectively diagnosed. For enhancement of image, different 
operations are carried out on an Image like image 
segmentation. feature extraction. Dynamic output is achieved 
in this system by fusing GLCM features with Watershed 
segmentat ion. T his analysis can be applied in future for 
characterizing the cancerous, precancerous and non 
cancerous les ions. H. Rajaguru. S. K. Prabhakar have used 
Hybrid Artificial Bee Colony - Particle Swarm Optimization 
(ABC-PSO) algorithm and Bayesian Linear Discriminant 
Analys is (BLDA) for classirying the risk levels ofcancer. For 
classification of oral cancer they used Gaussian Mixture 
ModeJs (GMM) and Multi Layer Pereeptrons (MLP). Linear 
Layer Neura l Networks is also used for classification. Authors 
have presented the accuracy of classifier at different stages of 
Oral cancer. It can be enhanced by using different classifiers 
and different machine learning algorithms. 
D. Padmini Pragna, Sahithi Dandu, Meenakzshi M, C. 
Jyotsna, Amudha J. 
In the proposed work, the health alert system is fed with CT 
scanned images. And these images are c1ass jfied as nonnal or 
abnonnal by perfonning different operat ions on it. Operations 
are perfonned to increase the pixel clarity. Preprocessing of 

CT image is performed using Adaptive Median Filter. And 
then the different features such as Texture, Shape, Water 
Content, Linear Binary Pattern (LBP). Histogram of Oriented 

Gradients (HOG) and Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix . Th(GLCM) are extrac e fr et d om preprocesse d Images. 
, I .,., ., . 

UIllI t::I•• t:~::'!':tJy It:~ lul~ 11It: t:AL. uut:u U~Ul.~ I t:~lult:~ . I 
..-"!"r. I' I' ~ 

I'lt K,.; t:~:-,. '\1 ..-\51' III ~I d .... }Clllgll 1/1 11Ji1 q~.1 11J.'~ }l!JOl/~""'" 

IlIt:thodologil:S Werl: hav ing lal:k of specificity. Also Ihese 
mel hods arc hnving iacolls istcnt evident of their ut Hity in 
clinical pmet-ic.;c. HCI1\,;c Ihe re is need for clinical too l Il lal can 
scpamtc. detect , nnd c1t:scribc osee. This gap cou ld be lilled 
by molecularly targeted optical imaging. The system Llses an 
ideal targeted imaging agcnt. That is to be fluorescent, 
targeted against nn abundant biomarker, inexpensiv e. and 
simple to usc. With this imaging tool , it is expected lO 

improve early detection of tumors. 
H. Rajaguru and S. Kumar Prabhakar have con1parcd 
c1assi fi cation accuracy ofT NM staging system with the aid o f 
M LP and GMM classifiers. Post classifier for oral cancer 
classification Extreme Learning Machines (ELM) is 
employed in this systcm. Also there is a comparison between 
this sys tem and both GMM and MLP is done. 
R. Anantharaman, V. Anantharaman, Y.Lee uset d deep 
learning technique. Analysis of oral cavity images is done in 
this system. Hardware from this system is very good for 
capturing oral images. The hardware not only capturcs thc 
oral cavity images but also it provides diagnosis at right point 
without waiting for the dentist go through the images. The 
data set in this system is very less, need to more work in tbis 
area using deep learning. S. Xu, e. Liu, Y. Zong, S.Chen, Y. 
Lu, L. Yang, E. Y. K. Ng, Y.\Vang, Y.Wang, Y. Liu, w. Hu, 
e. Zhang used 3dimensional Convolution Neural Network fo r 
analyzing the images. Also 2Dimesion & 3 Dimension 
Convolutional Neural Network comparison is done this 
system. 3 Dimension Convolutional Neural Networkprovides 
better results as compared to 2 Dimensional convolutional 
Neural Network. In this system early diagnosis of oral cancer 
is done with the help of3 Dimensional Convolution Network. 
It early diagnose malignant and benign. A. E. Heidari. S. P. 
Sunny, B. L. James, T. M. Lam, A.V. Tran, J. Yu, R. D. 
Ramanjinappa, U. K, P. Birur. A. Suresh, M. A. Kuriakose, Z. 
Chen. and P.Wilder-Srnith designed mobile OCT imaging 
system. in the remote areas where specialist and facilities are 
not available, it is really difficult to diagnose oral cancer. In 
such a case this system provides easy diagnosis by providing a 
good mobile based screening. There is need to enhance speed 
of image processing. e.H.Chan, T. T. Huang, e.y. Chen, 
e.e. Lee, M. Y. Chan, and P.e. ChWlg proposed model that 
marks ROI and cancerous region automatically. Gabor 
filtering method and wavelet transform methods are used in 
this system. Standard deviation is computed. This will be 
helpful for preparing texture map and it will be used as an 
input for deep convolution network. 

III. CONCLUSION 

In order to decrease mortality rate in Oral Cancer its early 
diagnosis is very important. Manual detection will require 
more time as well as may not give accurate results, after a ll it 
depends on skHl of expertise. Hence there is a need of 
automatic detection. The different methods are listed in this 

paper like OCT, combination of OCT and FILM, different 
predictive rnuu~b, lIuvellCT based method. IMRT advanced 

h I G . M' Mod I (GMM) d MI'tee no ogy, ausslan I Ixture e s on uti . 
T."yer Perr.eptron.' (MI,P), Multi Laver Perceptron (MLP)

.." '. ' 
i111l1 Gall~slan Mixture Model (GMM) clasSifiers. 

Vecto 1 M) classification . ~ . 

used.A roF, Susannc Kossatz. Dan ~ 
~~ Zanoni, Mili Riljadhy~ksh\l.. Snehal Pat ;91 ,\:>;r, \l,'W-'~"1. rn 
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Abstract 

Nowadays vehicle ac:cidents are most common if the driving is inadequate. ]\1051 of the accidents are 
caused due /0 mobile. NSTHA (National Highway Traffic Safety Administration) has stated that texting, 
browsing, and dialing is the reason for longest time ofdrivers taking their Eyes Offthe Road (EOR) and 
increase the risk ofcrash by three limes. Drivers easily gel distracted by the activities happening around 
them sllch as lexl ing, lalking on mobile phone or talking to the neighboring person. In this project, a 
method is proposed to estimate the gaze of the driver and determine whether the driver is distracted or 
nol. The system identifies the driver's Distraction or sleepiness and gives an alert to the driver as an 
assistance system. The camera placed in best p osilion is chosen to be on the dashboard without 
distracting the driver. The system will detect the driver's face and eyes by using CNN that showed 
significant advantages regarding processing time and correct detection algorithms. The main aim of this 
project is to reduce the number ofaccidents caused by distracted driving. 

Keywords-- Driver's Dis/roction, Voila-Jones. Gaze Tracking, Head Pnsition & ·tj(Jwtiun, Eye Detection. 

LINTRODUCTION 

The main target of eye gaze tracking based driver mon itoring system is to reduce accidents caused by 
distracted dri ving. Distraction is mentioned as main cause in 78% of crashes and 65% of near-crashes in 
NHTSA (National Highway Traffic Safety Admini stration) study (20\ 3). Distraction is a major factor in 
more than 20% ofall accidents inr.lnrline f8.ta liti~·s and serious injurie!:i. 
ni slracted driven~ temi to dc,crcn~~ Mtl",nt il Ul h, illljlm(i.Iul inform~ltlon l1oac1cc1 fnr' :'.Illk. dnvill~ whkh 
makt!s lhem suffer from car ac('.idents. NHTSA ha~ classified nriVf':.f rli ')traction into four type~ ;1~.~ fullow!;: 
u.uJ ;lUIY, ."bual, lJlumt!l.!hanical and cogOltlve. Keasons tor distraction can be dri ving after cirinkinB 
ulcullul , driVIng at Higbl lime, drIving without taking rest, aging, tatigue because of continuous driving, 
long working hours and night shifts etc. Nowadays another concern for distracted driving .is the use of 
mobile phones and other electroni c devices while driving. NSTHA has stated that texting, browsing. and 
dialing is the reason for longest time of drivers taking their Eyes OfT the Road (EOR) and increase the 
rink nforooh bv thrct. tjllll .~ 
.Pwjlu:-;ed drl vC'.r moni toring sY1-;(tm bar.ed Eye gozc true-king tll1d JJJ Iit::au pust: estimation can hdp in 
continuously monitoring and alerting driver in case of eyes off the road (EOR) or distraction and 
drowsi ness. Implementing system which will give audio alerts ;-!Od whcel vibration alelts dept!lIuing on 
l'.i tllAtion. To l11illimi:L~ the numbcr of accjd~l1t~ (.au~c:u uy uislraclion is the motivation behind thIS project 
in order to improve traffic safety. 
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IJ.LlTERATURE SURVEY 

Thi s paper presents a prototype computer vision system for monitoring a driver's vigilance in real time. 

this process calculates !}ix parameters as follows: Percent eye closure (PERC LOS), eye closure t1l1J'Htion~ 


blink rrl!quency, nodding rrequency, face position, and fixed gaze. lIsing multiple visual parameters, the 

fusion of these parameters produce a morc accurate inattention characterization than by using a s ingle 

parameter. The system tested with different sequences recorded in driving conditions in a motofway and 

with different users. Some experimental results and conclusions about the performance of the system are 

presented. [I] 


The system combines a hcad tracking system, and measures the gaze angle independently from the head 

pose. We show that the estimated measurement error angle do not vary when considering different head 

positions and directions of gaze and that the standard deviation stays wi thin the dcsired accuracy. Finally, 

wc discllss validity of the hypothesis we made on the eye model and the sources of inaccuracies. Possi ble 

tracks for further improvements include testing different infrared lights configurations, subpixel 

determination of both corneal reflections and pupil center, and subpixel stereo matching and integration 

of the Bruckner to detect when the eye fixates with the fovea directly into the camera with coaxial 

lighting.[2] 


This paper proposes a robust eye detection system wh.ich uses face detection for finding the eyes region. 

The CHT(Circular Hough Transform) is used for locating the center of the iris. The parameters of the 

CHT are dynamica lly calculated based on the detected face information. A new method for eye gaze 

directi on classification us ing SVM(Support Vector Machine) is introduced and combined with CHT to 

complete the task required. The CHT is used to locate the center of the eye irises. The proposed method 

uses color features of the detected eye region as inputs of SupPDt1 Vector Machine classifier to detennine 

the eye gaze direction.[3] 


III till S paVt:I, wt: l1avt: pwpu~t:u all dJIt:H::llt gcl.l.t: ,ut:a t::,lIl1ldlul Ld,:',I,.,J un lI. drivel"s hcnd ol'lenuulon. our 

method offers the following contributions. 

I) To determine the driver's exact yaw, we proposed an elliptical face model alternative to cylindrical 

face model. 

2) To find the driver's pitch reliably and efficiently, This paper presents a vision-based real-time gaze 

zone estimator based on a driver's head orientation composed of yaw and pitch. 

3) this system proposed an efficient gaze estimation method based on the driver's head orientation using 

support vector machine.[ 4) 


The face, an important part of the body, gives a lot of information. When driver is in a state of fatigue, 

fneinl c~,prCJ .1ion:J, eg., the fi.'cqucm:y or hlinl(in~ ural )'Uwllilll;. uro diftoront trom thUllt: ill the normal 

stute, 

We propose a novel system for evaluating the driver', level of fatigue based on face tracking and facial 

k~y puint ueleetioll. \Vc dellne Lhe l'dclui n:glulls uf uclCelluII uu:..t:u Uli fad..t l t c)' iJU.i l1~. abu, HI,., 


introduce a new evaluation method for drowsiness based on the states of the eyes and mouth. [5] 


In this paper, We proposed driver gaze direction estimation technique from smart phone video using 

computer vision methods. Categorizing the gaze space into eight common driving gaze directions enables 

fast extraction of relevant gaze. Fast feature descriptors and a linear suppo rt vector machine class ifier are 

chosen to contain computational cost. Data collection procedure significantly improves generalization 

performance of the classifier across different driver/vehicle/camera settings without compromising driver 

satdy or convenIence. toJ 
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till! proposed paper presents a survey of the heau po:'>c (;still'1ation methods and systems that have been 
published ovcr the past 14 years. This work is done by common themes, paired with the discussion of the 
advantages and disadvantages inherent in each approach. this paper presents a similar treatment tor head 
pose estimation. The proposed algorithm is implemented in which the gaze orthe person is estimated and 
the driver's attentiveness is detected by determining whether the driver is distracted or not. The algorithm 
has been implemented considering the frontal lace images.[7] 

In this paper, we presented an active appemance model and a fitting algorithm to track a driver's face, as 
a component for a drivcr alertness monitoring system. based on computer vision using active 
illumination. We test the tracker under different conditions where our previous tracking system fails or 
exhibits poor performance due to changing light conditions, occlusions, daylight or drivers wearing 
glasses. The algorithm is very efficient and able to run in real~time. Some experimental results and 
conclusions are presented.[8] 

III. METHODOLOGY 

A. introduction 

The gaze direction estimation of driver is implemented using different modules. Initially, face detection is 
done, and then accurate eye detection by using template matching method, further gaze estimation is 
done. The gaze of the driver is estimated as a measure of driver's distraction. 

8. Face Detection using Viola-Jones algorithm 
The input video or the images acquired from the camera are given to the haar cascade classifier after 

converting it to grayscale to detect the face. Viola-Jones algorithm needs positive images (images of face) 

and negative images (nonface images) to train the classifier. Haar features are used for this. To calculate 

these features, an integral image is used. Cascade classifiers are used to combine the features. If the input 

image passes through all the classifiers it strongly detects the face. 

An USB camera is used to continuously track the facial landmark and movement of eyes and lips of the 

driver. This project mainly targets the landmarks of lips and eyes of the driver. For detection of 

sleepiness, landmarks of eyes are tracked continuously. [mages are captured using the camera at fix frame 

rate of20fps(frames per second). These images are sent to image processing modllie which performs filce 

landmark detection to detect distraction and drowsiness of driver. If the driver is found to be distracted, 

then a voice (audio) alert is provided and a message is displayed on the screen. Following use cases are 

covered in this project 


l.lf eyes of driver are dosed fur a period uf lime then it is considered that driver is feeling sleepy and 

con'esponding audio alarm is used to make the driver aware. 

2.Tf the mouth of driver is open for t.he perioo of time then it is considered that driver is yawning and 

corresponding suggestion are provided to the dIiver to overcome drowsiness. 

3. If driver don't keep eyes on the road then it is observed using facial landmarks and the corresponding 
alarm is used to make the driver 

C. Video Capture 
Video capturing is the process of converting an analog video signal produced by a video camera, DVD 
player, or television tuner to digital video and sending it to local storage or to external circuitry. The 
n;:::mllillg digital daLa are mt::nlioned lo as a digital vidt::u slrt::am, Of more often, simply video stream. 
Depending on the application, a video stream maybe recorded as computer files, or scnt to a video 
e1i ' ploy, or both. 
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D. Frame Pl'oces,\'ing 
Frame processing based data is a common format in rcal-lime systems. Data acquisition hardware often 
operates by accumulating a large number of samples at a high rate, and then propagating those samples to 
the rcal-time system as a block of data. This type of propagation maximizes the efficiency of the system 
by distributing the tixed process across over many samples; the faster data acquisition is suspended by 
slower interrupt processes after each frame is obtained, rather than after each individual sample is 
acquired, 

E. Gaze Extrac/ion 
Eye gaze tracking and estimation Driver eye gaze is continuously cbanging during driving depending on 
surrounding conditions. Thus detecting eyes is nO( sufficient. Eyes need to be tracked in real time.so, 
Continuously Adaptive Mean Shifi (CAMSHIFT) algorithm is used ror real time eye tracking. Pupils of 
the eyes are tracked. 

F. ClassificGlion 
Classification is a process related to categorization, the process in which ideas and objects are recognized., 
di rferentiated and understood. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM: 

Capture 
video 

InSLFrame 
processing 

Trained 
feature vector 

Gale 

Safe 
Moderate 
Risky 

Fig 1: System Architecture 
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FLOWCHART: 

Track eyes.nd vJarn driver 
Gaze direction 

I
IFull head position direction I 

Fig 2: Flow Chart 

IYRESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The proposed system was implemented on Intel CPU. The algorithm was tested on input imf]ge!' of 
different datasets. The pixel iult:HSiLy, shades near the eye region change depending upon the lightning 
conditions and time when the image is captured. for robust eye gaze t..:.slimalion, the images were tested 
uuJt::r diITt!renl. illumInation condition~ ami (t Crtlph IS plntt!':rt \Vhi~h rtio:;plny<; th p nrrllrnry 0f r:'0Ir('"('tly 

detecting the gaze under the different illumination conditiuJis. It is t!!!:iled un the input videos with fi'al1le 
rate l~ fps. The gaze is classified as left, right and tile center. Tho ~"". direction is displayed after every 
second in the videos. At the end of second, the result depends on the output of the previous frames. The 
number of occurrence of a particular direction was counted for every frame and the number was 
iucremented for the next frame s subsequently. The direction in whieh the person was gazing for more 
number of times that was taken as the direction (tITer everyone second. 
Tnle positive ~ No. of !i.ames correctly JotecleJ !Totol number oftTames. 
False positive = No. of fi:ame$ incorrct..:lt..:u dctcclcd ITotn] number of frames. 
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V.CONCLUSION 

The main goal of the system is to detect eye gaze direction and head pose direction. Another goal of this 

system is to detect drowsiness condition of drivcr and alert driver in both conditions. Viola lones 

algorithm is implemented in OpenCV for rapid face detection with eyes extraction. Real time eye gaze 

tracking is proposed using CAMSHIFT algorithm. Pupil tracking is achieved Head pose estimation is 

proposcd with AAM and POSIT algorithm. Diffcrent gaze zones are defined and eyes off the road can be 

detectcd by combining eye gaze and head position together. Fatigue detection is achieved by detccting 

closed eyes. If driver's eyes are off the road Or if he is drowsy then alert will be generated. System is 

robust as two methods are combined to find gaze. If one method is failed to detect properly, then other 

method will work. System is also robust under night or low light conditions due to llse ofIR illuminators 

and build on raspbcrry pi to be compact and low cost. 


VI. FUTURE SCOPE ) 
The gaze estimation algorithm should be able to handle the head movements. The face detection 

algorithm needs to handle the head movements and needs to detect the face for all possible face 

orientations. The cunent gaze estimation is done only for frontal face images. The system can be 

extended to include non-frontal face images. The different roll, pitch angle of face images can be taken 

under consideration. The calculated gaze can be categorized into different viewing angles. The estimated 

gaze can be used to warn the driver. The system could warn the driver to pay attention whenever the 

drivers gaze gets fixated on position other than the road. 
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Abstract 

The Automatic Writing Machine is a device which helps Ihe physically handicapped people to write, 
as they Jace difficulty in physical writing on paper. So this device is designed in such a wcry that it 
eliminates the necessity oja person to use his/her hand. The hardware platform used is Raspberry Pi 
3B+ and Arduino UNO which is a powerful means Jar controlling device related realtime operations. 
The mechanism is programmed with 'peech recognition system(or a computer input}. To pel/arm the 
wril ing operations, the device will be jilled with a pen. II can also make you drmv small and simple 
sketches. 

Keywords·- Raspbeny Pi 3B, Ardu;no Uno, Speech Recognilion, writing machine, Alilomalic Machine, 
Ploller 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Since many years people who could not write that is they' re disabled or blind, did not have any means 
to express their thoughts on a paper. Also, while appearing for exams they had to get a phys ical writer 
with them to write their paper while they dictate him!her. Considering these problems we tried to find 
a solution for this by introducing an automatic writing machine which will write as the person speaks 
in the microphone. So the main aim of the proposed system is to facilitate the physically challenged 
people. The device can be used by handicapped people for writing operation. The main aim of 
developing the proposed system is to facilitate the physically challenged people to write or type. 
Presently, the physically challenged people need scribe!writer during exams to write their papers. 

II. 	 LITERATURE SURVEY 
In this survey, we h"ve analysed or studied a few research papers relate<l to this project. We have 
written the gist of all the parers in the survey, i.e, which technology has been used, which processors 
or board is useu. Also the ho,ir wnrbllQ prinninl r. ,-,f nil tl .. iJ4)JUlo Itu~ ba.1l1"leu. 

This paper [1) uses Android PhQne tn ni'r l~)' ti"t on 0 monitor rOIl'" 'I 'cedt InpllT WI,h the help of 
LIIuetoi,ll. 1I1ll! Ra'pLoilY Pi. ThIs application is quite IIseful in classrooms and presentatiom. This 
system gives ease of giving inputs to blind, deaf and physically handicapped people. Python is used as 
the programming language to write the code. AMR(Android Meets Robot) Voice "'pk software is 
used for spr.r.r,h tn I.... vt Gonvoroion in findl uiJ. The !.;peceh Is convcr(~J iUlo text fil e and the same is 
sent to raspbetTy Pi through Bluetooth device which is displaycd on the mOllitor. 

Homework composing machine[2] is used for drawing any kind of content and sketching any outline 
on paper. Homework composing machine works like a CNC machine. This Machine is chipping away 
at 3 axes (X, Y, Z). This three axis movement is constituted by stepper motors and servo motors. It is 
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very lise/til and can be used in everyday life. it is more or less demanding and is exceptionally Llseful 
tor school and sc hool going children and very helpful for the IT sector. 

The purpose of this paper[3] is to demonstrate the implementation of a Voice Command System. A 
Voice Command System means a system that processes voice as an input. processes the meaning of 
that input and generates an appropriate voice output. Raspberry Pi is the core of the voice command 
system as it processes the data. Sound input is given as input to the speech-ta-text converter, wh ich 
converts speech to text. Then that text is broke down and searched for keywords. This system is built 
around system of keywords where it searches the text for key words to match. Once keywords are 
matched then it gives the required output. 

The proposed system [4] wiH receive the speech input from the microp hone and get stored on the Pc. 
If the match of spoken word is found in the dictionary, the computer will compare the speech signals 
with dictionary of words stored in it and sends the control signals to robot ic arm connected to the 
arduino to control the servo motor. The three actuators (servo motors) are connected to the robotic 
arm which is connected to the arduino board. Human ann basically moves in three axes. This 
movement of human ann is achieved by using three servo motors moving in three different directions. 
The working of the robotic arm basically involves two parts. The first part consists of receiving the 
speech signal and converting it into text and other part involves mechanical action of motor to obtain 
written text. 

This paper deals with the automatic pen writer with brain sensor[5]. Automatic writing is an ability 
allowing handicapped people to write words without consciously writing. These words come from the 
conscious mind of the person. Automatic writing machine is a mechanical hand which is used to write 
characters as well as words. The pen is used to write whatever the person wishes to indicate to others 
with the use of brain sensOrs. The pen writer consists of automatic writing machine, pen, hard disk, 
voice sensor, brain sensor, battery etc. The automatic pen writer with brain sensor is designed for 
three main purposes. First to sense the things that come to our mind using brain sensors, second is to 
convert the mind sense to voice matter. Hence the voice is thereby converted to text using automatic 
writing pen. 

This paper[6] has discussed a new concept that is Automatic Pen Writer using Voice sensor 
commands. Automatic Writing pen is a mechanical hand which is used to write the words, characters, 
numbers, etc. from the user conmlands. Pen is used to write the document stored in the hard disk, user 
sends input through the voice sensor. Another feature is included that is scanner can scan the font style 
of user and execute it. The components used required for automatic pen writer is auto writing hand, 
uaUwlY, h.llu diLr~ vok. £.11£01', Icrulllo:r, tJ'iuumittr.r, rrrri\t' rTj rtr Fir..t thn vnir, ~ nfthe w~~r is lislen~d. 
and documcnt is written. In tlllS, a transmitter is cOlmected to commands given by the user and 
receiver is connected to a utomat;c pen. 

This paper[7] presents the design of the low-cost voice recogniti on based home automation system for 
The physicH lly chHllenge<ll'eople who "allllut IIIU VO II/oil limbs but can spcuk and li3tcn. The uttered 
words are fed to the microphone and these words or speech signals are sampled to recognize them and 
sent further to the Arduino Board. Voice Recognition Module converts the Voice Signal to text output. 
The recognized text can be stored in module that is connected to an Arduino. This project is capable to 
recognize the speech and convert the input audio into text, it also enables a user to perform operations 
by providing voice inputs. Arduino displays the input word on LCD and according to this word action 
is takeu and a signal is red Lu relay Lu cUIILrul "~~lial1ces. 

The aim of this system [8] is to convert the input speech signa ls into the text output for the deaf or 
by using Me l Frequency Cepstral 
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Coeflicic'nlS (iVII-'CC) Ii'om Ihe speech signals or isolated spo~en word. And. I-liddon Markov Melhod 
(HMM) is applied 10 train and t"st the audio liles to gel Ih" recognized spoken word. The speech 
dalaba!>c is urcatec! using MATLAB. Tht:n, the original spt.'t'Ch signals arc preprocessed and these 
speech snmples .Ire extracted to the Ilmture vectors which are used as the observation sequences of the 
Hidden Markov Method (HMM) recognizer. We have cut short the discussion or this paper as this 
system holds limiled lise in Ihe implementation of the prqject. 

This paper [9] illuslrates major lechnological overview of speech to text conversion and also gives gist 
of the technique developed in each stage of classilication of speech to text conversion, Each stage 
consists of disiinci concepts. The Illture scope for developing technique in human machine interface 
system in different languagcs is the conclusion of this paper. It also discusses the various techniques 
used in each step of a speech recognition system and to analyses an approach for designing an efficient 
system for speech recognition. In this system an online speech-to-text engine is developed. 

The main idea behind this paper[ I 0] is to design and implement a cheap, smaller size, easily operable, 
easy interface and 3-axis Computer Numerical Control(CNC) plotter machine. The lower cost is 
achieved using 2 CD drives from old PCs with their stepper motors as the main structure for the 
hardware. The pen movements are controlled using two stepper motors which are present in the CD 
drives onto X and Y axis and ane on the Z-axis. The proper drawing synchronization is handled by the 
Arduino UNO board using these three motors during printing/drawing process. The Arduino is 
programmed with G-code parser from PC that is connected to the Arduino through a USB cable ta 
control the motors movement and synchronization. The plotter machine is implemented and tested by 
printing different images and texts on papers using a pen. The motors' winding Voltages were 
displayed on the oscilloscope ta investigate the synchronization between the three motors. 

This study [II] emphasizes the fabrication ofaXY plotter by using mechanism from scanner and 
microcontroller system(Arduino) to control the movement of XY axis. Modeling and analysis on X-Y 
plotter is caHied out through the computer linked with the Arduino software. It is executed through the 
algorithm and G-code and Java programming. The X-Y plotter is a more simplified system as 
compared to the CNC machine since CNC is running on 3 -axis direction and the programming is more 
complicated. G-code is the generic name given for a control language for Reprap machines. 

This paper[12] will present an affordable model of a plotter machine which is able to write the text 
which is spoken in the AMR_Voice App, At tirst the user needs to convert any text file into G-code 
using InkS pace softwarc and then fecd it to the machine using Processillg SuD ware. Arduino UNO is 
u,ect as the cuntrulling device for Ihis project The micrornntroller converts this (i-code into a ,,"t of 
machine language instructions to be sellt to the motor driver of the plotter. 

By studying all the above papers it was observed that most of the models have been developed using 
Arduino and G-code. Most of the papers doesn't use speech as the primary input and due to arduino 
being a microc.ontroller, its [ullctionality is limited, Moreover it uses C I I as the progranunillg 
language, thus it cannot run or execute a full scale operating system. 

III. PROPOSED MODEL 

By studying the "hove papers, it was cvident that arduino, alone is 1I0t a [ully functional board. lIenee 
\\Ie u:..eU Ku:;~bL:rry 1'1 In addition Lo AllluilltJ (1 .~ (1 molilhcation, A~ lilt': Pi n<{p., python pro~ammmg 
language it IS easy to use to develop :~!I uperating system. ft is as good as a mini computer. I\lso \·ve 
have used user speech"" the primary input. Raspberry Pi is not having a shOl1 pulse, and hence it 
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cannot rotate a stepper motor 011 a high speed. Also it cannot take Ihe load or multiple motors rotating 
simultaneolls ly and thus lise of Arduino is required. 

~ AA~'?--1 ~~"'O~~ 

c:::J 
Pen 

Figl: Block Diagram 

In this project we are going to use ULM2003 motor driver to control the stepper motor from Arduino. 
Depending upon the stepper motor configuration, step angle varies. Various popular step angles are 
0.72', 1.8', etc. We are going to rotate the stepper motor in steps and in I imited angular rotation. Hence, 
we need to provide sequential steps. The combination of full and half step sequence could be used to 
draw the letters. The speech to text Conversion is perfonned by Raspberry Pi and the motors are 
rotated by Arduino. 

START 

.J, 
TAKE USER 

SPEECHFROP~ 
MlCROPHONE 

i-
PERFORM SPEECH TO 


TEXT COINERSIOII 

U SIIIG PYTHON 011 


RASPBERRY PI 


i-
SEND THE TEXT TO 


ARDUINOFOR 

FURTHER ACTIONS 


{ 
ROTATE THE MOTORS 

ASTHE TEXT 
1I1~IHUCl~ 

.J, 
ACTUAL WRITING ON 

PAPER 

~ 
[ END I 

Fig:2: fluw Churl 

IV. CONCLUSION 

By studying all the research papers, we came vith a combination of Ardiuno uno and Raspberry Pi 
and a different model is designed. No \9' V, ·rcuit implementation, interfacing of servo and 
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stl'pper 11l()lors ~! t: will be L:a rJ'!L:d Ollt. ()11l:C tilL: Illudel is imp1t:nll·lut:d. it L:l.nild bL: usefu l for future 
research and improvisation. Autolllatic Writing Mm:hinc is being is being illlpl L: lllcnted wi th 
RaspbL:n'y Pi and J\nliullo lIl\l'). The primL: utility is in such applications WhL:ll~ thl.! pcrson is physically 
unable to writ\!. The $ys tem is rc1c::vant bCCCl USL: it converts specch into physical writing with the help of 
Spt..'t:ch Recognition Raspberry Pi and <trdiuno lIIlO. 
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Abstract 

Lung cancer is one o/Ihe significant cause oJ death across the globe. Early detection is 
necessOlYlor reducing the risk a/death. A computer aided diagnosis (CADx) system lIses CT 
scan images with help a/convolution neural network. Over last 10 years the survival rate has 
been increased to 17.8"/0 due to early age detection. Digital image processing (DIP) are 
carried using MATLAB Median filtering is an image processing technique is used to 
improving the contrast in the image and remove noise. Input data sets are provided to and 
used in differentiate between the aspects a/the image. It is used to redllce the image in the 
form easier to process withollt losing any feature so that we can get good predications. By 
comparing }vifh dala sets and input image we can gel 10 know if lung ;s cancerous or 
noncancerous. 

KeywordS-Lung cancer, Median Filter, CNN. Linear classification, Early detection 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cancer may be a group of diseases characterized by the uncontrolled growth and spread of 
abnormal cells. lfthe spread isn't controlled, it may result in death. Lung Cancer is one of the 
conunon ~ll1UIlg mon und \-\'OI11CI1 lLL.rU~ tIll:;: ~Iuuc. 3':;"lh ul" lIte luLal Is uue to smoking and 
consumption of tohnccQ anti remain..ing dut: to occupational and environmcntlll exposure like 
asbestos, certain org~nic chemical, air rolilltion etc. From 2005 to 2015, lung cancer 
iu(.;iuencc rates cie,r.rf".~"f':rl hy 2. 5~/o p':r year in men and 1.2~fo per yeur iII women. ~YInptom5 
don't usually occur until the cancer is advanced, and should include persistent cough, sputum 
streaked with C blood. pain, voice change. TmR~e Processing may be a met.hod to convert 3 

picture into digital form and perform some operations there on, so as to urge an enhanced 
image or to extract some useful infonnation from it. It includes acquiring images, its 
segmentation and processing. In Tmage Processing, the RGB images will be converted to gray 
scale and binary. Images will be enhanced and noise will be removed using filters. Blurred 
effect will be eliminated if "ny. This improves the quality of inpul imuge The Image 
Proce.r;.r;iI1e. J"uuIlHI ,lo; ill MATI .A R i') lI~t'd Lu perfonn the Im3ge ProGc~~ing 3tagc3. MUIlY 

riiff"" r"'nt )"lltl,llrithrnc arO poooibio for cuch 1tng,..:. iii illl~I:7I..' jll u\"'c!:o!:Jitig. Dt:!e~ Lt!:arlllll~ I ~ us~d 
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fbr tile classification of CT SL:tln Images (lS canccrousinon-cH1H':crouS. The process of feature 


extraction in Convolution Neural Networks. 


Motivation 

Medical imaging is a fundmnentaI aspect of modern healtllcare and plays an impoltant role 

in cancer diagnosis and post-treatment monitoring. Medical images encode visual features 

which represent cancer phenotypic characteristics slich as cancer location, size, texture and 


shape, which are uSel"til for disease diagnosis and oncologic research. Furthermore, the 


growing quantity Hnd quality of medical images allow the creation of big data-driven 


approaches to computer-aided diagnosis (CAD, where clinicians routinely utilize CAD tools 


such as segmentation and registration to aid in their interpretation and decision making, as 


well as automated detection and classification of diseases as the second opinion to improve 


diagnostic accuracy's. 


IT.LITERATURE SURVEY 

Various optimization algorithms are evaluated to detect the tumor. Before being subjected 

to statistical analysis preprocessing is needed for medical images. The adaptive median Iter 

has better results than median and mean Iters because the speckle suppression index and 
speckle and mean preselvation index values are lower for the adaptive median Iter. 

Comparing the algoritlu11S, the accuracy of the tumor extraction is improved in GCPSO with 

the highes t accuracy of 95.8079%, and it obtained above 90% of precision altogether the 20 

images. When it is compared to the previous techniques where the accuracy was 90% in 5 out 

of 10 different dataset, this proposed teChnique was more accurate. Infuture studies, the use of 

more number of optimization algorithms will be included to improve the accuracy [I]. 

A total of 910 images were taken from LIDC as the dataset for the implementation. 257 

images were labeled nonnal, 331 as beningn and 322 as malignant. 210 images of each class 

were pre-processed and trained in the CNN network. The remaining images were untrained 

and tested to get results. A total of281 images, 47 images of normal, 121 images ofbeningn 

and 113 images of malignant class were tested. A accuracy is calculated using confusion 

matrix[2]. 

tHn:: ItlV!:Il UJIJIlt:t..11a.lc lululc WVlk I:) lVU~L WlttC.f jjKd jcg,.ll1cntmion Q..'l rho lnltluI luug 
see;mentatinn nther nppmtllnities for improvement include makinl: the network deeper, and 

more extenslve hyper parameter tun mg. A Iso, we save GOur model parameters al UeSl 
validation AUC, but perhaps we could have saved at other metrics, such as FI. Other future 
work include extending our models to 3D images for other cancers. The advantage of not 

requiring too much labeled data specific to our cancer is it could make it generalizable to 
other cancerS. [3]. 

Study draws attention to the early diagnosis of lung cancer. Lung nodule classification is 

benign nnd mnlignnnt. DeeJ11enrning architecture CNN isespccially known for its Sllccess in 

image classitication. For biomedical image classification operation, it also obtains successful 

resuits . 3D CNN architecture is used for classification in the study. Experimental results show 

that the method is successful, although the images in the data set used are rather small. In the 

future, the performance of the system can be improved with a larger dataset and an improved 

architecture [4] 
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nl:twork(CNN) <loes not necessarily require an image-feature extractor. Therefore, imagt:
based Ci\Dx is powerful compared with feature based CADx that requires the image-feature 

extractor for differential diagnosis of lung abnormalities slich as lung nodules and diffuse 
lung diseases. We have also developed an image-based computer-aided detection(CADe) 
algorithm by use of regions with CNN features (R-CNN) for detection of lung abnormalities 

/5J 
Universal Binary Neurons Cellular Neural Networks (UBNCNN) end ocardialedge detection 

is proposed. The echo cardiographic image is preprocessed to enhance the contrast and 
smoothness by utilizing Multi Valued Neural Cellular Neural Networks (MVN-CNN) 

nonlinear filter. UBNCN is applied to the smoothed image to extract the heart boundaries. A 
non-threshold Boolean function withn in evariables is utilized to detect the edges 
corresponding to the upward and downward brightness overleaps. Some experimental results 

are given for different echocardiographic images. The combination Of MVN-CNN and UBN

CNN approach showed better results for extracting the LV endocardial boundaries [6]. 

IH.METHODOLOGY 

I I
lIOC OATA 

·1 
PRE· I .·l ENHANCEMENT IBASE IMAGES PROCESSING 

+I CNN INTIALIZAT10N I 
tI CNN TRANING J 
J. 

I ENHANCEMENT I .. : C.... TESTING I 
f J 1 

PREPROCESSI..G I CANCEROUS I NON· 
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IMAGE 
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We have used and obtained dataset from a Lung Image Database Consortium (L1DC) for 

training. These dataset has various CT scans of both large as well as littl e tumors, thcse illC 

saved in DICOM (Di~ital imeging ~nd C0\111\1llllj,uliu"" I" ~"l~.ji"il!u ) tormol. III pre
pro"""III); stage the image is conveIled from RGB to Gray Scale illluge. The image resizing 
is June in the same Stage. By using Adaptive Median Filter Enhancement of the image is 

done. CNN is initialized and training of image does the Classification of the cancerous anrl 

nOll - r,Clnc~roll~ image:J. Duta..scl foJ' [raining 1:-; ohtrdned from Lung, IliLage Database 
Cunsurtlum (L1DCj and Image Database Resource Initiative (!DR T) T..IDC Rnd !DR! con5isl 
of 1000 CT scallS ot both large and small tumors saved in Digital Imaging and 

Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format 
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CNN: I\n artilicial neural network is an interconnected group or nodes, inspired by a 

simplification of neurons in n brain. Here, each circular node represents an artificial neuroll 
and an arrow represents a connection from the output of one artificial neuron to the input of 

nnorhcr. There arc various steps involved in CNN algorithm slIch as: - Convolution 

Operation, Pooling, flattening and Full Connection. 

IV.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The neural network based on convolutional and watershed segmentation has been 
implemented in MATLAB and the sample data of lung image is trained to understand and 
familiarize the lung cancer. A sample image has been fed as an input to the trained model and 
therefore the model at this stage is in a position to inform the presence of cancer and locate 
the cancer spot in the sample image of a lung cancer. The process involves the feeding the 
input image, pre-processing, feature extraction, identifYing the cancer spot and indicate the 
results to the user. In case of the malignancy is present, a message indicating the presence of 
will be displayed on the screen along with the given input image as shown in figure 4.4 

D RESIZED IMAGE 
:u ENHANCED IMAGE 

Fig.3 Resized Image FigA 

x 


OK 

Fig.:; Result Display 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
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This study uraws attention 10 the t.:Hrly uiagJlosis ni' Illog 1.:alli':CL I .ling noduic dassilkation is 
benign and malignant. Deep learning arclliwclUrc CNN is particularly known for its ~uccess 
in image classillcalion. We have received success i'ul rl.!sults for biomedical image 

classification operation. CNN architecture is employed for dassificatioll within the study. 
Experimental results show that the tactic is ::iuccessful. although the pictures within the data 
set llsed are rather small. In the futllre, the performance of' the system are often improved with 
a bigger dataset and an im,proved architecture. 
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Abslrtlcl 

.~1FCC is one o/Ihe moslly IIsed/eature ill (JU/olJI(llic musical ins/rumenl sound classification. ~Ve also 
lIsed some higher order ,\pectral featllres such as spectral centroid. spec/ral flw: and spectral kurtosis 
along wilh At/FCC. The MFCC features resembles human tIlie/iIDl)' system Ihus gives better accuracy 
for idenlificCllion. These features together comprise 10 make Ihe model robust and accurate. CNN is 
used here jar ciassijicGliol1 pm]>ose. II deleels Ihe jeollires ol1d builds a network 10 idel1lifj' differenl 
instruments. 

Keywords- iV/FCC, CNN, Feuilires, lvllR 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Music is one of greatest creation of human mankind in course of histOlY. Music speaks what cannot 
be expressed, makes mind peaceful. Music is used not only for entertainment and pleasure but al so for 
psychological effects and treatments. Music makes mind peaceful, happy and re laxed. Musical 
instrument classification deals with recognition and classificalion of musical instruments. The demand 
for online access of music data on internet is increasing day by day. Therefore, the need for 
development of computational tools for the analysis, summarization, classification, and indexing of 
music data has increased. 

Over a decade, Music Information Retrieval (MIR) has been making efforts to provide a 
reliable solution for several music related tasks. Musical instruments sound classification is a sub-task 
of MIR and deals with identification of individual musical instruments and its family. Musical 
instrument classification problem consists of three steps: pre-processing, feature extraction and 
classification. Majority of the research on musical instrument classification is focused on feature 
extraction and feature analysis, of which feature extraction is vital. Finding compact, efficient and 
robust feature set is a major challenge in inSllUl11em classification. In addition, selection of a suitable 
classifier pJays an important role in improving c1assificalion accuracy. 

Here CNN is applied to extracted feature vectors of raw audio data. Both spectral and 
tomporol footuroo uro uood for finding bottor ooouroo),. 

II. LITER~TURE SURVEY 

In the proposed system. the model tries to solve the trouble of MIR. The use of features gaining 
know ledge of system based on the network of deep convolution. Music signal is represented as 
spcctrograms which is .givcn as input to dccp CNNs. Thc CNN modcl consistin.'! of 3 convolutionary 
lavers, j fully connected layer~ i1nd a ~otflnax laver extract teatwe~ of spectrograms and pl'edlctlons 
or t<n tns tl'Ul1I<nwl classes Is done. Prediction d~scJ'lbcd by th~ eN1'>! IIlutkl lLu illdi""I",,1 
spectrogram perfollnance as signa l to update the acceptance vatu~s for all instrulllcnmls. [I J. 
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features from tli,; sampl:..: musical instruments. The eXlracted fl!alun:s arc trained for predicting the 
instrument exactly. The proposed algorithm t:!assilies thL: instrument according to lhe extracted 
teatures. The result ~ho\Vs that the proposed algorithll1 dass ilies the musical instrument with the 
accuracy 01'97.5% [11 

In tbe proposed work, music instrument rccogllltJon llsing deep convolution neural network is 
accomplished. The system receives input in the form of sampled audio signal which filrther convened 
to Mel spectrogram forln. The network receives input in the matrix representation form of Mel 
spectrogram. This work is accomplished using eight layers deep convolution neural network [3]. 

Two state-of-the-art source separation methods was firstly evaluated and showed that on multitimbral 
audio data, analysing the harmonic and solo streams can be beneficial compared to the mixed audio 
data, For the specific use-case ol'jazz solo instrument classification, which involves cfassifying six 
instruments with high til11bral similarity, combining solo/accompaniment source separation and 
transf'er learning methods seems to lead to AIR models with better generalization to unseen data [4]. 

Musical instrument classification method using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) \vas presented. 
Unlike the traditional methods, they investigated a scheme for classifying musical instruments using 
the fearned features frOI11 CNNs. To create the learned features from CNNs,not only conventional 
spectrogram image was used, but afso multi resolution recurrence plots (MRPs)were proposed that 
contain the phase information of a raw input signal.By combining the proposed MRPs and 
spectrogram images with a multi-column network, the performance of proposed classifier system 
improved over a system that uses only a spectrogram [5]. 

Identification of polyphonic sound in music is a very complex and difficult task. It auto-tags piece of 
musical sound by the instrument. and then search that piece of music in music database by the 
instrument. It can be used in creating other application such assource separation, genre recognition, 
music transcription, and instrument specific eqtlalizations. The methods were reviewed for the work 
which al,o incltldes recent developments in tlw convolutional oemal network. The maior problem 
with this learning models was that they required large amount of annotated data[6). 

In thc proposed systcm instrument identification with convolutional ncural networks three different 
experiments were designed. For all approaches, a multi-track classical music dataset incorporating 13 
different instruments was empfoyed. After applying the herein developed crosstalk reduction method 
on the spot microphone tracks~ the individual instrument activities were first determined to then 
binarize. features wereextracted in form of Mel-spectrograms from the according stereo mixrures. To 
examine the effects of frame size to classification performance, labels as well as features were 
generaled with different frame sizes. After the training phase, the learned model was able to predict 
the instrument composition for the given frame size.While the former can improve classification for 
small frame sizes by utilizing classifiers which were trained on larger frames but only classify 
centreframes, the laner did not show any enhancements [7]. 

In this paper, the performance of western musical instruments was studied which uses the higher order 
moments, such as skewness and kurtosis. Supplementary statistical information of the signal over the 
conventional first or second order momentswas contained in high order moments. Higher-order 
moments provide segment level features. Experimental results proved that low level features 
integrated using higher order moments improves the recognition accuracy [8]. 

Thr. dil<;<;itii.(1tinn nt" 11111,ir:;:l1 il1<;tnllllf'llt<; t':"\" tr;:ll~tinn of timhr>r frnm <;nlll1r1 .c;iemll h(1.c; heen subjcct of 
sevetal experimemation, \vhere various spectra-temporal parameters Ilave been proposeu alJU 
compared. Direct classification and hierarchical classification are two discrimination approaches of 
classification strategies. Both strategies are based on facnhat (he feature vecto:' is static and is used 
during the whole treatment process. From this paper, author experimented on echelons classification 
Vhere the featUJe vector is dynamic and · 5 depending on each level and each node of (he 
chelons tree The feature vector wa ' rJDIe, was determined with the sequential backward 
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selecti un (SBS) algorithm. t Jsing a large database (R We), the results show. a score gain in 11I11SiCLI I 
instrunlellt recogllition performances with the proposed approach 191. 

From this paper. the ro le of various features with different chlss ilit.!rs on Ctulomatic dassification or 
musical instruments was I,.·xarnincd. Piano, nutc. trllmpel, guitar, xylophone and vio lin we.re clas.silictl 
llsing vari otls attributes alld c1assifiers.For this purpose. sp[xtral fcntul'es like spectral centroid, 
spectral slope, spectral spread, spectl'al kurtos is, spedral skcv,mess and spec tral roll-off were uscd 
along with zcro cross ing rale, autocorrelalion and Mel Frequcncy Ccpstral Coefficients (MFCC) were 
used. The classification of musical instmments accuracy depended on these features was studied for 
differcnt classifiers. The analysis also confirmed the seleclioll of fcaturcs and classiflcrs with the 
resuits [10]. 

In this paper, t.he author presented it new innovative method for quantitative estimati on of the musical 

instrument categories wh ich composes a music piece. The two methods used were for a wavelet-based 
musk source (i.e., musical instrument) separation algorithm. In the first step,the musical instruments 
which composes music are separated using a source separation technique based on wavelet packets. 
For the second step, a categorization algori thm based on support vector machines was applied to 
approximate the musical type of each of the musical instruments recognize in the first step. This 
method perfomlssuccessliJlly when evaluated on the publicly available Iowa Musical InslJument 
Database. [I I]. 

A new acoustic model using decision trees (DTs) is used in this paper as replaccments for Gauss ian 
mixture models (GMM). It computes the observation likelihoods for a given hidden Markov modcl 
state in a speech recognition system. DTs are selected by author because of their advantageous 
properties, such as that they do not impose restrictions on the number or types of fcatures, and that 
they automatically perform fealure selection. High-level information such as gender or contexts can 
be directly incorporated into DTAMs (Decision Tree based Acoustic Models) using equa l or decoding 
questions. Feature usage ann lysis is also better in DTAM than GMM. Context-dependent DT-based 
HtuJd.') dJ L Iti g hl y LUlJlp"l.lI.UllIjJ~:U t:'d III CIJHVt;::t d.illflrtl flrvnvl-IIHst:ll Hl:II I1 ,..,Ii ,: 1111 I tI ~l.... [12]. 

This paper presents an empirical study on classical musical instrument classification. A number of 
experiments was used to assess the proposed methodology of feature extract ion and eva luation. 
Experiments involving features like MFCC, MPEG-7 Audio Descriptors, kNN, SVM, GMM etc. are 
studied . The paper was aimed to detect instruments in solo passages. Total 20 Musica l instmments 
from 4 families have been lIsed for this research work [13]. 

n,is paper presents the use of kNN cl." ifier for mltomatic classification of mllsica l instrllments. The 
signal is segmented and framed wi th 441 samples in each frame. Then thc signal was passed through 
hamming window which reduces s ignal to zero from both sides. This ensures that processing is 
concentrated on middle pan of signal in time doma in. Feature lIsed for classification is MFCC as it 
w~r"'.lIlo oUlIlelhing neur to human nudilOry 'Y'tcm r141. 

This paper presents an analysis on cepstral features and spectral features. Cepstral features such as 
MFCC is used. 13 coefficients were found necessary and spectral features were extracted using MIR 
toolbox. 8 musical instruments were Llsed for the experimentation. Only coefficient I was found 
useful for MFCC. The experimentation concluded that only Roll-off and centroid features are useful 
for classification [15]. 

nUt,,'t HUUULU<.;\ 

Various attempts have been made to construct automati c musical instrument classificati on system. 
Researchers have used different approaches and scopes, achieving different performances. But, the 
literature survey study states that, finding reduced and effi cient feature scheme is a maj or challenge 
for musical instrument class ification. Tn order to achieve thi s objective. we hav~ proposed amomatic 
musical instrum~nt c1ass ifica~" MFCC feat ' CNN for isolated musical instrument 
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sounds_ This work call Ix: ~xtt:Jlded I'lr polyphonic Illusical instllllllcnt sound classilication. III 
polyphonic 1l11lSical instl1lment L'lnssificatiul1. several instrumenl."i an.: plny..:d simultaneollsly_ 
The timbral and similar features like spectral decrease. spectral ct:ntroid, spectral flux. spectral 
kurtosis ctc .. can be extracted and lIst!d in same way for classilkalioll of polyphonic musical sOl}nd 
signals. The proposed autotllHtic J11usical instrument classifit.:atio!1 system is depicted. The input to the 
system is musical instrument sound in the form of wave tile and output is name of instrument and its 
family. We applied pre-processing to the raw file to reduce redundancies using methods like Zero 
Crossi ng Rate, trimming the signals to small length. The complete block diagram is described here . 

FEAlURE 

~ EXTRAGTlON 
(MFCC. PITCH.1--_!_~_~_~_J---t>1 :~~, 1--4 FRAMf<G 

PSD) 

1 
CLASSIFIER 

Violin 

0""," 
Flute 
Drum 

Chime 
Tabla 

Fig. I Block Diagram of Proposed Model 

J)Pre -Processing: The dataset is firstly trimmed to lengths of few microseconds. It helps in training 
easi ly and then framing is done. We also applied Zero Crossing Rate to make sure the void part of 
signal is removed before processing. 

2)Fearure Ex/rae/ion: After the pre-processing is applied, the main aspect is to extract features which 
are usefu l and robust.Features such as Spectral Centroid, Spectral KUl10sis, Spectral Spread, Spectral 
Roll-oft; MFCC, Time Peak Envelope etc are used to make sure that classification is done with better 
accuracy between in-class and inter class instrument family. 

3)Spec/m/ Spread.·It is the standard deviation around the spectral centroid. It represents the 
"instantaneous bandwidth" of the spectrum.!t indicates dominance of a tone. 

~)Specrral Cell/roid: It is the ji·cqucncy-wcightcd slim normah<:cd by the wCIjl,hlCd ,um. the opectral 
l!t:!mWIUIt:!lJreseIlLS llie '\:elller uf g,ravllY·· uf lhe speclrulIl. IL Is useu lU Il.:!lJle~t:IJt lilt: illJil.c1Liuli vI' 
brightnru:;. r: . G/lnn~ 0In~~jfil)ation nnd mtl~i(1 nnnlY:Jis is gClllornlly donn lIninr. rhir. ffh1f1lrf:. 

5)~peClral Kurtosis: It is a measure of Hatness, or non-Gaussianity, of the spectrum around ils cellllUid . 
It is computed fi'olll fourth order moment. 

6)M7"CC:Mrcc are the short time power spectral representation of a signal and repre,ems 
psy(:hoacouslic property of the human auditory system. MFCC lUIS b!;!:' rl u-::':t'd t" xlf':ll -.ivf':ly in speech 
analysis over past few decades and recently received more attenti00 in Illusk <1nalyc;;ir;;: H prp, Mtf:mpts 
have bt::t:n made to identify and classify musical instruments using MTCC rl'atun;s. Computation of 
Ivwee !t::alUlt:!:l lUI (:j ~t:glllt:J1l u/' tllU~il': ~ l g1H11 CUll!:ll~b ul ~.He-t:111~lld~i ~ . framing. \'-vindowing, ITI , 
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7)CNN:/\ COIlVollltiollillllcuralllclwork (CNN) is a spL:ciiic typl' ol'ilrtificial ncurallH.:lwork that lIst;:S 
pcn.:eplron, a machine kill'lling unit algorilhJJl. for supervised kilming. 10 allCliysc t1a!(\ , CNNs apply [0 

imag~ pl'm;l!ssing. Ilalllnl! language proc('s~:ing and other kinds of cognili vt;.' IHSk~-;. /\ convoluti onal 
neural net work is also kno"'m as a COllvNct,a convoiluiollalllcnrai Ill'lwork (CNN. or ConvNet) is a 
CiflSS of deep I1curaillelworks, 111('::;1common ly applied 10 imalysing visual imagcry. There are vari ous 
sleps stich as: ~ Convolutional Operation, Pooling. Flattening and Full Connection, 
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An epic L'OlllpolleJlt CXlr<lL'lioll plot IlH' programmed order or Illt:lodil: illslnnncnts sound utili zing 
MFCC lIighlighis have becll proposed. The proposcd highli ght~; expand the bdwccn-class variety ilnd 
limit th~ in:-.idc cia!'!; variely and increnlent the separating capacity of the highlights with same 
computational IlHlI[;facctcd nature as MFCC. The propo;.;:.::d highlights catch the dynamic time 
tluctll<Hing IHllurt!' uf sound sign due to trill like portion prell1iSL' L'apacity and help to catch acoustic 
qualities of music sound flag superior to MFCC. CNN has been used for prediction and cJassi ficalian. 
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Abstracr 

Present day complITer;=ed cml1eras depend 011 consecut;1'e execution of innepeJlde11l image pl'epm';ug 

steps to create sensible picllll'es, The. inilial t1l'0 stages are 1I0rmal/y identified with del/oising alia 

aemosaicking 1I,he1'6 the pre dolts intends to decrease Noise from tlJe sensor also, the lasi changes 

O1'e1" n progression of light pOll'er readings to shading pictures, PreseHl day approaclJes attempt to 

mllllla'~l' take care of these issues, i" e, joint delloisillg-demosaicJ.:ing ,."Ilich is an innately badly 
presented issue gil'ell that 66% of the p01l'er data are missing and the rest are bothered by Noise, 

While there are a ftntJ Alfi·aTl1e1l'0,.ks that have been as of late pre.sented to take care of this issue, 

proposed a 1I0l'el calculation which is enli,"ened ~r a11la=ing old STyle illlage regll!ari:atioll sh"ategie.s, 

en01'1110/(S scale advancement and pr%rilld learning procedures, The inferred neural system has a 

Slrtligltifunmrtllllld clear Translation conn'asted " ,!th other dlscol'el)' IIi/ormation dl'n'ell approaches, 

The broad e.'perimelllation line illusn'otes that the proposed system beats al1)' past approaches all 

both boisterolls al1d NOisefree information crosswise Ol'er a 1\'ide range ofdatasets, The improvemeHI 

in J'emakillg quality is credited to the principle way .sn"/rcture system design, lI'MC/! as a result requires 

less h'o;nable parameters than the current slate oj-the-11"OrJ,.71Imlslnp al1'allgemenr alld besides ea}] be 

proficiently prepared by uTiIi:;;ng al1 altogerher more modest /lumber ofpreparing information than 

exisTingprofound demosaickil1K .sYSTems" 

E4!J',I'UJ'us-LJaep laamulg; dcnOlsmg; llf::11Iuswckmg: COJH'uJUIi01l,11 Jlt'!!I},(TII1!!tII'Ork (''fJNJ, 

1. h'JRODUCTIO:S 

In order to create realistic images, modem digiral oameras depend on sequential execurion of 
distinct image processing s teps, The first two steps are gellerally associated with denoising and 
demosaicking where the fanner aims to decrease the sensor's nOlse and the 1atter trallsfolUlS a 

sequence ofIight intensity measuremeuts iuro colom' imaJ!es, Modern methods atlempt to adch"ess these 
iSSUe!; collectively, i.t.:, juiul deuOlswg-demosaickiug. wllidl i!:. an inherently ill-po!)i!d problem 
considering that two-thirds of the dara on ioten..,ity is mlssin~ and the l'emaindel" are disturbed by 
lIoise. \Vhile th~re :.:lee: s~vt>rallJladline leanling systems lately implemented to :fi..x this issne, A new 

~lgorithw inspired by strong methods of c1assic.-:U image regularizatioll, large-scale optimization. and 
deep leanlillg techniqnes, Proposed nemalnetwork has a clem' and transparent interpretation c011lpared 
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to other Illelhods powered by blnck-box infomuuioll. Propo:>cd network perf01111 in botb noisy and 

lloise~frce illfolUWtiOll across mulriple datase.ts. This improveweut ill the qnnlity of restornlion is 

nscribed [Q the principled mnnner in which proposed network nrcwtecmre is designed. which needs 

fewer trni.llnble pnrruneters than lhe presellt state-of - the-art solutiou <'Uld can also be trained effectively 

llsing cOllsiderably fewer training. i..nfol'lnation than existing profonnd delllosaicking uetworks. 

ll. RELATED WORK 

The first nelwork which WtlS bflsically. ~dditive white Gnllssiall noise(AWGN) includes 

con\,oltuiouary layers as a key element. while we second. IR-b~sed relics iustead on llou-local filtering 

layers~ enabling the iutrinsic nOll-local self-similarilY propeI1ies of nilrurai picrures to be exploited. 

Not at nil like most existing profOlUld sysle.m approaches requiring the prepmmion of a pal1iculru' 

model for eadl considered uoise leveL the proposed models can deal with a wide scope of noise leveJs 

using n si.ngle set of learned ptlrameters. while they are very robust when the noise degrading the hnent 

image does 110t matcll the noise statistics used dllling training. The latter argument is backed by 

outcomes tlIat we repoll cOIll1pted by uwdeutified uoise 011 publicly accessible picnlres and cOlllpare 
tllem witlI altematives acquired rhrough competing teclIDiqnes. At the same time, the networks 

introduced acliieve excellent results WIder additive white Gaussiat.! noise (AWGN). which are 

comparable to those of the ClUTent stme-of - rhe-ru1 network. while relying. OIl a sllallower tll"dtirecnlfe 

with the number of trained parameters being one order of maguiNde smaller [I]. 
Taking the reference of [1]. Proposed an IR-based denoisiog algoIithm whose iterative steps can be 

effectively cillcnlmed. The iterative procedw-e is then unfurled into a profound ueural system 

comprising of different denoisers interleaved with back- projectiou (BP) modules to guarantee 
cOllsisteucy of perception. II proposes a cOilvolntionary neural network (CN1\1) based denoiser that 

can exploit uahu·tll images' muiti-senle redundancies. As such. not only does tIte proposed network 

exploit tile powed\l! denolluc1ng ablllly of lJNNS. II also leV"rHges lite uusel vel lllUlle!> ~liul. 

Tllrough elld-to-elld training. it is possible to jointly optimize both delloisers at.!d BP modules . 
Experimental results on sever~l lR tAsks. such as image .deIH:lising. super- resolution and debl, show 

that tbe proposed method Gau lead to vel}' competitive and often stale-of - the-art results on multiple IR 
tasks. including image denoisiog, debluning. and super-resolution[2]. 

As meutioned above. the structural insights of traditional methods of optimization and the speed of 

recent network-based methods. Specifically. we are proposing a novel profOlmd system organized.. 
named ISTA-Net. propelled by the Iterative Sluinkage-Thresholding Algorithm (ISTA) to streamline 

a general I 1 standard CS remaking iliodel. We are developing at.! effective strategy to solve the 

proximal1l1apping associated with the sparsity-iuducing. regularize l1sio~ llonlineru' u'ausfOIIDs in order 

io ~' n.:; t 18'L\ 1LH~' 1.h:I.'P w.,\wvllt li.'uli . J" \11 1ST.\. I·jn! pnrnmotorn (6.g. nnnJini:11" trausfOllnSltit:'lll'i. 

:. llrillk~~ ~~ lllie'wiVlJ::.. ::.le,l) ~i~e:. , ell...) <lie le~lJ. lled (,Ud-t0-.::nd l'Dt11Cl" Ilulli hlU.lU-cmUct.l. 1u ncJclitiolL 
given that u::muaI imag.e re6idllal!; are more compr.es6ible. m improver! vers;ion of ISTA.Net iu th~ 

resld,,,,! dow.m. dubbed (ISIA-Netj + .15 oblawed to ttltlllei' enllallce l.~ recollStlUc,lull. I:XI~llSlv" 

CS experimeuts show that. while retaiuiug quick computational velocity. the sugg.ested ISTA-Nets 

olltvelfol111 currellt state-uf - Ihe-art optimizaliou and uetwork-based CS techniques by big Ulargins 

[3]. 
A.:fter the CS techniques by big margins , the recent revival of interest in ru1ruciaJ ueural networks 

WRS fuelled in various image processing: and computer visiou tasks by their sllccessful applications. In 
this work. we use the rotational vatiallce of the natural inlage patch distribution and propose a 

llluitilayer-based multilayer-based multilayer neural network to delllollstrate image. Compru'ed to 

~tatc-of· the~fHl approachc~ reqllirmg much larger ncigllbolllhoocis , \ve show that iT does sUJprisiugly 
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well [4 J. 
Aud it nlso trains a lnrge COlVlIS of ilUfl,ges wilh n deep Jlclu"nl llet",:ork instead of using haud-tuned 
tilters. While profound lef1111illg hAS demonsu'Jted extrnordinmy achievement . it's innoceut application 
11lilizil1g existing prepJring dmnsets doesn't give good outcomes to om' concenI because oflbe absence 
of harci cases. \Ve present metrics to identify difficult patches nnci techniques for photographs of the 
mining COlllll1Unity for snch patches in order to crente a bener rmining set. Om' experiments show that 
both noisy and noise-free data are outpelfonued by this network and tr(\iuing procedure. Besides. om' 

cfllcnlatioll is <1 request for extent quicker Than the past best perfOlllling systems [5]. 

1II. METHODOLOGY 

Nemnl network. llsed by previous resenrchers for solving the john denoising-demosaicking probleill 

thm yielded state-of-the-ru-t results on variolls datasets. both real and syntlJ.etic. without tlJ.e need of 
millious of trainiJlg imag.es. There is a close cOlmeclion between proposed algorithm and some 

instances of the proximal gradient desceut algorithm. such as the iterative residual nC[work nlgoritlun. 
III f<tet the deuoisiug of om' approach is equivalel1t to computing tbe prox.imal operator. However. 

between the two algorithms above and our approach, there are two differences that we would lli;e to 
highlight. Firstly_ a distinctive difference between CNN the based approach and the pfOximal operato[ 

is the fact that the delloiser can only approximate the solutiou, so in a sense. it is an inexact proximal 
solution. Thus the discllssed algorithm acts as an inexact Proxim.al Gmqieut Desceut (IPGD). 
Secondly. the nen"'fork algorithm requires the exact f01lll of the employed reguiarizer. stIch as total 

variation. In contrast. the method implioitly learus the regnlarlzer fi'oU! available data as·a pan of the 
proximal approximatioo. Ofcomse. there is no straightforward way to derive the type ofregularization 
that rhe deep learning: denoiser has le<U11ed dUIing u·aini.ug. 

Noise in the image might be presemed either dwing its developmeot or during its clu-onicle. For 
~xawple tbe Noil:i t! lllm is presenced in a photographic flllll is because of the capacity of the 
U.~vdujJllleur which is the recordmg mechanism. 

Tlle two separate procedures that are probably going to add (0 the noise in the images are as:
n)Arbitrary chnnges in the quantity of photons and the photoelectrous on the photoactive surface of 
thefiuder. 

b)The inegular walID Noise which is created in the circuit that detects the picture. gains it and 

procedures the sign from the identifier'S pbotoactive sm"face. Noise lllay likewise be presented during 

llie transmission of btilliant vitality. 
It is obviolls that the Noise presented in the gaiuing procedure of the i$age is incompletely signal 

wru-d and somewhat sig.ual autonolliOus added substauce lloises. 
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Fig 1 System 4lrcilitecture 

The images are deg.raded by noise which is some random elTOL Noise could be picked along with 
the image during capnuing. u'ansntittillg or during Ihe processing. II could be dependent or 
independent of the image comell!. Variety of noise models j;ue used to create different types of noise 

for the imag.es. The probabilistic characteristics oflhe noise c·an be llsed to desclibe it. The often llSed 

idealized noise.. which is also called v{hire noise, has the intensity that does not decrease with 
increasing frequency. A special case of white lloise is Ganssian lloise. A random vruiable v.ritb 

Gallssian distribmioll has its probabiliry density given by the Gaussian clllve. Noise willch is nOlmally 
dependenr of the im~cres signal occurs when an image is transmitted Ibrough some challllel. This 
signal independent degradation is called addilive noise and this can be described by the model. 

f (x, y) = g (x. y) +v (x. y) (I) 

Wllere the noise v and the input image g are independent variables. In many cases the ruagnimde of 

the noise depends on the very sigoal IlJagnitude. 'When !he !loise m.gnitude is much higher in 
comparison with the signal. tills model describes mulliplicative noise. QlUlDtization noise (Uhifonn 
noise) Oc.curs \"ben insufficient qnantization levels are nsed, for installce, 50 levels for a 

monochromatic image, Presence of impulse Hoise inlplies that an image is conupted with iudividmd 
noisy pixels 'whose brighruess differs signific8mly from that of its lleigllbOlu·hood. The term salt-and
pepper noise is 1l";ed to ctesclibe samrated impulse nojse. i.e.. an image conupled with white andior 
black pixels. Salt-and-pepper noise can c0ll11pf the binaty images. The efficiency issues for llie 

classification the blur type is monitored by llsing an edge dctcccor to obtain binary input values for the 
CJ'..'N training which benefits !he blnr analysis task. 

A convolutioual uenral network (CN1'-Il could likewise be a chosen. SOli of COllIltelteit llenral 

system that utilizations pereeptron's. an machine learning: unit cakulatiou. for supelvised leamillg.. to 
data analyses CNNs tlpply to image processing, tougue processing and other fonus of cognitive tasks. 

Cl\:"N" inClude.s six components: r.onvohltlonal layer, ~llb-satllpli.ng: layers. Rectifi~d lineal- lulll 

(ReLU). Fully connected layer. Outpnt layer anel Sofunax layer 
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1) COfll'Olflliol1 l.a)'('/": COI1volmiOlUd Inyers ilre dC1Cnni!l~r1 by lHllllbcr t)f gcncmt~d llli\p~ tIIld 

kCll1cl's :;izl!. Tilt::' kernel i~; llI()vl!d over th~ valid <lwa u[ [he giVL'11 ima~c (J.lerform il (.;ollyolutiou) fOl" 

gl!lll'nlling th..:: map. If ti be (I tilter with a k..:ll'llel size 11 x III nne! is snpposed io appJicrl into the given 
i1nnge x. Ourpl!l ofrhc Inycrs elm be calcnltlTcd as. folln\\'s: 

. ~ 

C(r.J = r.~_,r.:_",f,(i.jlx'_"·_1, , 

Where each eNN" neuron hns II x Illllulllber of input connectiolls. 

2) S/lb-sampling In,.vers: tbe nwp size of previous layer iu order [Q increase the invarimlce of (be 

kemels_ Sub-sampling includes two types of average pooling and l!laXimWll~pooling _By applying 

uHlxinnuu function in the Ma.",\-Pooling_ input value is rednc~d nt the Xt_ If IJ1 be (he size of the kerneL 

output ofmax-pooling cau be calculated as follows: 

3) Rectified Iinenr unil; A recTified linear mllt is n activation .filUctioll which it simply thresholded at 
zero and can be calculated as follows: 

RCr) = mar(O.r) (3) 

ReLU has advantages over taub/sigmoid .fiulctioll in whjch it cau be implemented by simple 

ThresllOlding at zero, while in talliJlsigllloid there are expensive operatious like ehl>Ollemials. ReLU is 

also prevents loosiug gradient elTor, auel extremely accelebrale the stochastic gradient descent 
convergence compared with the tanh/sigmoid funcrions. 

4) Fully contlecred l(lyer: Fully connected layers are similar to nenrons in general neural networks 

which its neurons are fully counected with every nem-ons in the prior layer. In the be input with size W 
"nd the lllunber of neurons represented by _"ill the fully couuected layer. the layer can be c"lculated as 

follows: 

FCr) = a(W • r) (4) 

Where G is activation fimclioll. 

5) OutplJl Layer: The output layer represent class of rhe input image wllich its size equal to number of 
classes_ OUtpUT vector x produce resulting class as follows : 

(5) 

6) Sojtmax layer: The error of the network is propagated back through a sofhnax layer. If N be the 

size of the input 

vector. a mapping can be calculated by softrnax such that: 

(6) 

IV_RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In tue following systeUl we pre-traiu the denoiser lm<lges uu simple case where }'l=L rhe pre-
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lraining. of cimasci ha') proven tIl:\[ il v(lstly reduces the time required for lraining. These images were 

spJiI ill Iwo 5icls. 400 were llscd to fOlm II lrain set and (he rest 100 f01U1ed a validation set. All (he 

images were randomly cropped into patches of size 180« 180 pixels. Using tbe pre-trained delloiser. the 


overalllletwork is fi.u1her trained end-to-eud to mjnjmjze the averaged loss. 


The demonizing step of onr approach is eqllivll!ent to the weU-knO\Vll proximal operator. Emphasize. 


Firstly. a distinctive difference between our CNN based approach and the proximal operator is the fact 

that the delloiser can only approXilllnte the solmioll. so in essence it is au inexact proximal solutioll. 


Even in the nOll-COllvex cases Ijke ours. an inexact proximal solution cau converge in tile same 


cOIl\'ergence rale as tbe original PGD algorithms. provided that ce11ain assumptions apply. Fig. lea). 

2(a). 3(a) is obtained by \Ising au adaptive homogelleity- dire<ted demosaicking algorithm aud l(b), 


2(1)). 3(b) by ttsing DNN algoritluu whereas l(c). 2(c). 3(c) is obtained by using COUVolllliollalllelU'al 

network by Ilsillg IT Demosaicking Dataset. 


(b)DNN 

(b)DNN (e) CNN 

(bJDNN (e) CNN 
Table 1: - Accuracy COlllp811S0n 

) 

Sr.No AlgOlithm Accuracy 

t .>\.0 aJavli v..: hvwv~t:'l1city- dUC:(.[ltd 
clemosatcklil1! algonUun 1" 1. 60'%-70% 
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2 

3 

DNN 75°'u-85(Vo 
Aigorillul1s ill 

COl1volUlillllill Nellnli Netwurk 
Algorithm 80%-90% 

K. Hirakawa ;'Iud Ep. al.[7J lIsed An ;ldi1ptive hOlllogeneity- directed demosaicking .,lgOl;t!Ull in fig 

1(a).2(1l) and 3(a) where he ~uggesLed a SYSlCll1 where !I.,fetric neighborhood modeling Leclmiques were 

Hsed to compare the level of color ,u1ifacts that an~ present in imilges and to select the direction for 

inrerpolatioll. Filter bank iutelpolation techniques were developed to cancel aliasing.. and interpo!atioll 

artifact reduction iterntiollS suppressed color artifacts. The discnssed demosaickiug. illgorithm 

esrimates missing. pixels by iuterpolatrng ill the directioll with fewer color artifacts. The aliasing 

problem is addressed by applying filter bank tecbniques to 2-D directional intelpolation. The 

interpolatioll artifacts are reduced using :l nonlinear iterative procedure. Experimental results using 

digital llilages coufum the effectiveness of this appror.ch where as M. Gharbi nnd Ep.al. [2} llsed 

delllosaicking algorithms and h:lve achieved result as S11O\\l11 i.ll in fig I (b), 2(b) and 3(b) where rhey 

have sug.gested an adaptive approach as vlell as a !lew llloire' detection metric to tackle these 

diallellges. The method O1uperfollns srate-of-llle-a11 solutions in tenus of both percephml and 

statistical vhual quality. while being. an order of wngnintde faster, 

V. CO?\CU:SION 

A new deep teaming system for high-quality picmres for the raw sensor pictures compared to the 

present state of the rut network, our demosaick net\vork delivers snpelior outcomes both qmUllitatively 

mId qualitatively. In the llleanti.l.ne. even when trained on tiny data sets. strategy is able to generalize 
well and the amonllt of the netvlork parameters compared to other competing alternatives is kept low. 

Finally, introducing CN'N as an effective way to train netvlorks vv'ith an arbih'ary number of sets. 

which hope will pave the way for the successful u'aining of leru.uing-based approaches for other 

similar tasks of image restored. 
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Abstract 

J:.'lICI:Vptiol1 is the process ojl1'fl1lSjormillg (nim'malion imD all lmidenlifinble code so ,bm ollly the 

jntended l'ecipiell1 COil access it muJ those 11"'0 are 110/ awllOri=ed cannol. Enclyp(iol1 does /lul 

itselfprevent i1lfeljerence, bill denies (he il1lelIigibie cOIf/eJlf to a would-be i11ferceptor, It can still 

be IIsed 10 prOTe.ct a lIser's identity and prirtrcy. As more ann more in/ormatioll ;S sloren on 
cOlJlplifers or c011l111llnicared l'ia comp11lers, the need ofthe hotlr is to ensure thaI this information 
is secllre and (0 prel'em fi'o1JJ SIIOOpillg / tampering becomes more relel'om. Erell ifdata does end 

lip getting stolell, it will be ullreadable alld nem'ly useless if iI's encrypted. With the faST 

progressio" bJ digital data exchange ill elecr,-onic way. Encryption is essential Jar ensured and 
trusted delil'el'Y of sensilil'e inJonl/mioll sem Ol'el' the internet, Contemporary lll/maJl being 

intelligence, lend 10 ClJptography has becollle more complex ;n order to make inJorlllaliol1 more 
secure, A1enulI'hile many encl)prioll algorithms are being developed ill the \I'orld oJCyber security 

society. In this paper. a IwrdlL'nI'e implememot;on a/three standard crYPlography algorithms on a 

lfI'd,'ersal architecture, The cryptography processor nlgorithlll targets S111011' card applications alld 

il/lpJeme11ls both pril'ate andpublic-key algorithms. 

Key1vords-In/ormatioll Secl1ri~v, EIIC1:l'ption, DES, HCe, AES, 

I. Introduction 

The rapid g:rov.rtll ofportable electronic devices with limited power and area has opeued a vast area 

of 100v-power and compC1ct circuit design oppOlumities and cllaUenges for vlSI circuit designers . 

Cellular phones. PDAs. and smart cards are examples of p0l1able electronic products that are 
becoming an integral pmt of everyday life, The popularity of these devices necessitates special 
considerations for their ,c;ecurity subsystems, Ulllike cOlllputer network security systems that 

impose less stringent funitntioIlS 011 the area alld power COllSIUllptiOll but put illore emphasis on high 
thro\lgbpur (several Gigflhirls) , portable applications dem3ud Secl1rity bardwl1re vlith illore 

11:'_::.11iLliulCi Uil Iln:u HlHl power and less on throughpul (:)~v~ral llUUdl'ed kilobitis to a few 

Mega bitls). This difference in requirements dictates a different approach in the nf':."ip,n :tnrl 

illlplctnE':nt(\tirm nfUw: ~f>'Clll'ity c.:y"rpT11i fnr lh~~ p. d~vir; i~, 

Private Key algOJithll1s with high throughput are suitable for dat9 c.o1ll1llUlllcatlon. while public ke,y 

algoritl1ms wilh much lower tlu'ougbput are suitable for private key exchange and cmthentic3(ioll. 
Among all available algorithms. data encryptiou staudard (DES). advanced encryption standard 
CAES). and elliptic Clllve cryptography CECe). which are approved by standards organizations, are 
..Iwed for this application. DES. for post cOl1lpotibilit}'. and ALS. for high secnrity and 
thr..:.\1 ~bf'lIt. ,uc lh~ liJ<1.jVJ \" ;,wlliJal~~ 1\)1 prlvuIC key nlgorlrl'uns. and l.:l'C lS tile Ue!.t (i\.ll(l1dctlt:: LV1 
the- pllhli c- k'Py :'I l'[.('rithm fIJI' il); ~11~T)'l!linn pffil':i l"On r,y 'P. ~, i\ ,,\'hi"1i j'l 111'11,' \.\ 'ltuudnl'd publJ..:. l:ty 
algorithlll. is llOt considered in this desigu for three reasollS, First. it is believed tllat 160-b ECC 
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provides the saJ11~ level of securiry as !024-b RSA. Thus. ECC will be a b~rter choice when 
implementation [Irell is a key facror ill the design. Secoll(~ RSA uses biJlaIY Ildditiou of large 
nnmbers and needs biu~uy adders that nre eitber slow for cany propagation or large for look-nhertcl 

cnny genermion. Third. a larger number of bits in RSA means " 'ider buses. which adds to the area 
and power cousuUlprion oflhe design, both ofwhich are scarce resources in Slllatt cards. 

A cryptography system can be implemeured in either soft- wClre or hardware. Software 

irnplellentatious allow lllulriple algorithms to be supponed on The same bardware plmfornL but 


they are usually slow and call1iot meet the required specifications. }..I[oreover. they are cOllSidered 


to be more vulnerable to sirle-chauuel anacks compared to other implementations. Side-channel 

attacks llse physical measurements all the device. for e..xampie, the power consnmption of the 

processor. to detect tile encryption/decryption key .Ou the other haud. hard- ",,'Ore 


illlplementations wbich support higb throngllput do not allow for flexibility and. he.nce. are not 

sujtable for smart cards. 


RISC processors that implement the cryptography algorithms in software provide a velyattractive 
throughput. area, and power consumption solution. Howev~. since nsers and manufacrurers are 

still concerned abollt the vulnerability of software implementatiollS of the cryptography algorithms 

to side-channel attacks, it is important to design hardware circuits that meet the required 
specificapons at;ld are more illlllllUle to these attacks. COllsidetiug all of the limitations discussed 
so far. it is quite challenging to de- sign and implemeut au algOlithnl-~gile and area~and-power

efficient crypr~process·or for smart cards wim acceptable performance and security. The published 
works ill this arelI address ouly a snbset of these issues. Referalces and consider ECC ouly. 
implements DES. and implements .llliS ouly. The FPGA implementation in is a processor that does 
not support AES and ECC. 

IT. LITF.RATllRF. SURVKY 

S. S. Rnghurl1m nnd C. Cbnkrnbnrti. UA progmmmable prot,;~50r for cryptograpby.~ ' ill Proc. ISCAS. 
pp. V-685-V-688.[l] 

In this paper. a programmable architecture that can handle a large munber of algorithms including 
DES, R~A Blowfish, SAFER et cetera has been developed. The architecture cOllSists of addition, 
subtraction. modular lllUitiplication. and exponeruiatioll and XOR units and thus can support a 

m~ority of the clwtogr:otpbjc algorithm~ . A h.igh clarA n-1tc is Achieved by applyiug IOOl.nmrolling to 
the MOlltgomery algorithm that is used for modular mttitiplication and e."ponentiatioll. The 
differences ill the llllIllher of bits. key length. and sequence of operations are handled by the micro 

plU~(1.ll.U..lICU l. uut..lUl ullli. A ''o''llUL LUull~ ll1a~ L~":'ll dcvdvp.:.d llllcl3ynthCil[zCt! lI~ill.!! . \uto Lugiu II 
from Mentor lh'aphlcs. lhe resuits show a ·ti·equency of operation of 77 Megahertz am! all ,llt!a u1 
23,000 "Optimization COST" units. 

M. Aydos, T. Yanik, alld C. K. K:oc, "High-speed implementation of all ECC-based wireless 
aumenricatioo protocol on an ARM microprocessor." Proc. IEE Commun.. vol. 148~ no. 5, pr. 2T~
27.9, Oct. 200 I [2] 
Tllis paper presellt the resllirs of implemelltatioll of elliptic curve crypto~ajJ".v (BCC) over the field 
Qf!!)) 01) ~n SO-11HZ. 32- liit 1\lUvl1lli<rQj)ro,,~.or; Tbe project produced 1I wuellcnl software 
library which SUPP0I1s variable length implementation of tbe elliptic curve digital signamre 
algorithm (ECDSA). Paper implemented the ECDSA and a recently proposed ECC -based wireless 
uthentication plotocol USillg the lfuHny. The timlllg results show tbat the 160-btt Ee DSA slgnarure 

enelation and venfication opelartons take around 46 1115 ~nd 94 lits. respect ively \Vlth rhese 

rss ......: 12J3~785 7 DFGCN 
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in!..:nlilt l{Ju:iI Jtlllrll:ll n \ FlIlure c,1::nt.:(,){iI'1B ( '(':lIrnnni t rtUolI :\1 )11~ d\\",'rki l1g 

\"nl. 1.1. ~n. 1:;. t.!OlO), I'p. Js- ..n 

tinllugs. 'h~ cx(;.'("utioJl of Ihe ECC-biISCc! wireles!i :1Ulhelllicntioll protocol tak0S arouud 140 IUS on 

Ihe ARM7TDj\.f.I pnx.:C;!ssor. wb..idl is ;1 wieldy used. low-power corc pro<:t$sor for \vireless 
npplicntiolls. 

J.GooclmClu and A.P. ChClUcirakils<lll. "An cu~rgy-0fticient Cl.."'Configurablc public-key cryptography 
processor." IEEEJ. Solid- Siale Cirellils, vol. 36. no.11. pp. IS08-1820. Nov. 2001.[3] 

This p"per presents" dOlllaill-spt!Cific couiigurability which is uliHzed [0 provide the required 
tlex.ibility. without incurring the l1igb overhcad costs Hsso..:iflted with generic reprog.ralllUlrlble logic. 

The resulting implementation is capable of performing an enrire suite of cryptogrnpwc primitives 

over the integers modulo N. binnry Galois Fields tlnd nOll-super sillgular elliptic curves over GF (1 s 

). wirh fully progrAJllUlable moduli. field polynomials and curve parallleters Hll1ging ill size .fi:Olll 8 
to 102,1 bit'>' The resulting processor consumes a max.imum of 75 m\V when operating at a clock 

rate of 50 MHz and a 2-V sllpply volrage, In lIllIalow-power mode (3 lVlHz al 0.7 V) Ihe processor 
consumes at Illost 525uW.. l>.1easm·ed perfonnance and energy efficiency indicate a comparable 

level of perfonnAllce to previously repOlted dedicated hardware implementations. while providing 
all of rhe flexibility of fl sofiware--based implementation. In addition. the processor is two to three 

orders of magnitude more energ.y efficient than oplimized software and reprograummble logic. 

E. Trichina, M. Bucci, D. De Sem, and R. Luzzi, "Supplemenml cryptographic hardware for smart 

cards," IEEE Micro, pp. 26- 35. Nov.-Dec. 2001[4] 

The autbor describe true random uumber geuerator and all i\ES compmatioual u.LI.it: lWO differellt 
special purpose hardware block that O~Ul be iutegrated ou the silicon substrate aloug \vith the usnal 
fimcliouaI uuit of a SI11f1rt card microcolltroUer. The paper synthesized the Randaes logic using. the 

Ambit synthesis tool from Cadence wilh " 0.18-micron srandard-celllibrary. The sYllIhesis resulfl; 
filmished an area of approximately 0.025 1lllu2 forRNGA 0.016 mm2 forR..1\'GB. mId 0.002 mm2 

fVl RNUC. Th~ VU~lV1Uce~ur' S LOud area is (u)4 I'n.m2. TheIr required rhroughplH for MuS after 

pu::. l }JILII.:C:;siug is .DulIl 2.5 10 III lVn,pS. TJle symhesis re.snlt for }\.c,s rufwslled au area 01 
::'Pl)roxiwmely 0.1 nulil. With tbe clock pcnod tixcd at 3 llS, UtC coprocessor achieves 

approximately 24-1vIbps tbroughpuL A rotal cipberiug time (tbat is. rime required for generating 
round key and enciphering oue block) is 18 microseconds. 

P.H.W.Leong and LK.H. Leung, "A microcoded elliptic curve processor using FPGA teclmology." 

IEEE Tl"llS. Very Large Scale Inlegr. ("lSI) Syst.. vol. 10, no. 5. pp. 550-559, Ocl. 2002[5]. 

The implememation of a micro coded elliplic curve processor 11Sing field-progfanJlllllble gale array 

lecb11olo"", is qescrjbe\l This oroces.!>r i01I1Ie1]1el1l' Ol'~m.l nor111.1 h.sis fieln op.....,i011-' in F(?"') 
Tllo dcoien in ornthc.1i~':rl hy n pnrIlIH'-Ir.l"ind t...·k"tllk t, III I Jt IIIl ",IIi. 11 • ,III ~l' 'Iltltlll"l",rr ,,.hill .... y 

n rlll(f abo produce ficlel multipliers with riiff~fllt ~pf':l":ci /m'l"'~ 'r~cfp-()ffc; Til". enntr,·.) ['::lIT "f th .. 

prOCOO!lOf 1:1 mir.ro coded. ClUlbli.ug curve operatiolls tv be iu~or'poratt:d inlo tht: !.IfU\...t:~~Ul CllllllH::uu:: 
reducing the chip's 1/0 requirements. The micro coded approach also facilitates rapid developlllent 

and algoritluuic optimization: for f..-...;alllple. projective aud affine coordinates were supp0l1ed lIsing 

differem microcode. The design was successfiIlIy lesled on a Xilinx Villex XCVI 000-6 device aud 

could perform all elliptic curve multiplication over the field F21l1 using affine and projective 

coordinates for u = 113, 155 and 173. 

l.Vc.rbumvhcdt, r. ~J..:hnururlm, and H. Kill), "D\:';,i~H ,Iud }Jt;:!dlJlHJ..l.U1c~ l~~lill~ uf u :!.1~ - (j.e/~ 

rijnclaelproce:;sor,"IEEE J. SoJid- State CirctlllS, vol. 3S.no. 3, JlJl. 569-572, Mar. 2003 .[6] 

This paper describes the design and performance testing of all Advallced EnCl.-yption Standard 

(AES) cOllpliaut enerypliou chip (llm delivers 2.29 GB!s of eUCl)]lliou thrmlgbpul al 56 mW of 

power consUillpriou ill a O.lS-lIlll C~vIOS standard ceU technology.. This imcgra(ed circuit 
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implements the Rijlldael encl)'ption algoritllllL at any combin(luon of block lengths (128. 192. or 
25 bits) aud key lengtbs (128. 192. or 256 bits). We present the chip .rcwtechlfe and discuss the 
design optimizations. We also presentme.1sltrement results that were obtained ti'Olll a set of 14 {est 

samples of this chip. This project can reduce tbe gate COUll[ as wen as the critical path to half the 
elm'ent alllOllllt. 

N. S. Kim. T. :Mudge. unci R .Browll, "A 1.3 Gbls fully imegrated ;:"Iud symhesizable aes rijndael 
core." in Proc. IEEE Custom Imegrated Circuits Conf .. ~003. pp. 193-196.[7] 
In this paper. they preseuted a fillly integrated and sylllhesizable cipher core snpporting the 

Advanced Encryption StandArd - Rijndael. Tbey designed and fabricAted the fillly integrated core 
key scheduler. encipller. and decipher using TSl\·fC O.lSpm technology. The core openHing 
frequency is 4651vIHz A.qd throughput is 2.3Gbis. The chip cau process all the standard key sizes 

and plain text lengths - 128. 196. and 25G bits. The design was fabricated with TSMC O.lSplll 
process and the tested result shows that the ma."'{imUlll thronghput is 2.33Gbis with a power 
consumption of O.314W. They also proposed the rOlUld key cacbe to improve key scheduling ) 
efficiency. It takes advantage oftbe temporal locality of the cipber key in crYJltograpwc. 

m. IMPLEMENTATIONDETAllrS 

Our procedure for designing this universal algorithm 1;0015 by listwg all three algoritimts with a 
m.ioimUlll set of required blocks for each algorithm. Then, i1 cost filllction. which is the area in this 

case. but could be any other parameter sneh as power or speed Of any combination of several 
paramerer! is defined and calculated for the selected set. If the cost is larger than tbe available 

budget, the complex ftwctional blocks are e},.·pressed i.n terms of simpler blocks by revising the 
algorithm primitives or by selecting a new mathematical interpret-ation of the operation. This 
should be followed by the selection of the mi.ni.mlllll set offunctional blocks and calculation oftbe 

ue\\" cost. TIle procedure should be repeated lUltil the cost criterion is lllet or ihe simplest fOlm of 
tbe f\Jnction'al blocks is achieved. 

TDES 

The encryption/decryption process is equivalent to performing three standard DES 
encryption/decryption sequ~llces. The Standard Triple-DES core iteratively performs the DES 
encryption/decryption process. Fast Triple-DES implementation comains three DES modDles 
ananged in a pipelined 'architecnue. Thus. tbe frrst output block is obtained ill three tUlles the time 

needed by a sin~le DES core, However. each subsequent iUplH block can be fed to the core ill the 

tiUl~ l)eeded for a siulOle 1JI:~ eUcrypnoIVde(:l}l1tioU. If the inP1\1 feed 10 lb. core is ,"aill'aill",1 
aon:Hont in tb.iG [copect. cnch Output blocIc.. :lavc the [mn. i3 obtnincd nfter timo nccded 

to pcrfoI'm single DES processing. The parameters used in the lllain now of DES depicted are 32 b 
wide and the implemeJ,ltnti9A Qf die operations in each [OtUlct is straightforward. Note that the key 
scheduler.is also modified to llave it" Output match the cllauges in the to-box. 
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Fig. I TDES Encryption Ie<bnique 

AES 

I) Key Expausions rO\Uld keys are derived Ii·om the cipher key using Rijnclael's key schedule. 


AES requires a separate J2S-bil round key block for each round plus one more. 2) Initial Round: 


2) AddRoundKey each b)~e of the stale is combined with" block of the round key using bitwise xor. 


3) Round.. 


• Sub By1es 

• Shift Rows 

• IvIix C olulllllS 

• AddRotmdKey 

'I) Fin"l Round (no Mix ,,-,!llllms) 

a) Sub Bytes 

0) <bjft P.?\\ll 

0) Addl{ollmlKey 

>l. n ~ II! '.in HPMf.wa N",~j: ~llll1ur ',\-l th n tmert hJnrk (,liI:~. \:,f 120 IlIHl rI Vt'!, ill lth- lr-::}. lr-IIt,II. 

Tile different tr::tnsformatiollS operate on the intermediate r esults, called state. The state IS a 
rectangular alTay of b)1es and since the block size is 128 bits. which is 16 b)1es. the reclangular 

anllY is of diJl1ensioll~ 4x4. (In tht: RijmbteJ vpr.<dnll wit1l vari~ble block 5ii?;t~_ thr. ro'w o;IZ~ it:; fixed 

to fom- and the number of COlUlllllS varies. The number of colulllllS is Advanced Encryption 

Standard (AES) the block size div;ded by 32 and denoted Nb). The cipher key is .inlilerl), pictured 

l1U UrcctangulO1' lU'l'tly with rulu IU\"~. The lllJlllL~L ur culullill::. uf we cipher key. aenoted Nk. IS 
equ<ll to t.he key length divided by 32. 
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PRE ROUNTI OPERATION 

III this operation. a given dma illput (1]8 bits) is bitwise XORed with User defw~d key (128 bits) to 

generate a cipber (e.'i:t of 12Sbirs. 

Example: 

Inplll = 32 43 f6 a8 88 Sa 30 Sd 31 31 98 a2 eO 37 07 3·1 

Cipher Key = 2h 7e 15 1628 ae d2 a6 ah t7 15 88 09 cf 4f3c Oll~)l1r = 19 3d e3 be aO f4 e2 2b 9a c6 
8d 2a e9 f8 48 08 

THE Sl..JB-BYTIS STEP: 

Sl1b~}tes operation is a nOll-lillear byte substitutioll. operfltiug Oll each byte of the state 

indepeudeuUy. TJle sllbsritulioll table (S-Box) is iuve11ible aud is constmcted by the composition 
oftwo transformatiolJs: 

1. Take the lllllltiplicative inverse in Rijudael's fmite field 

2. Apply an .ffille rrallSformation as described as b'i = bi+b(i+4) DtodS+b (i+S) tllod8+b(i+6) 
mod8+b(i+7) tllod8+ci for 0 <i< 8 

. where bi is the ilh bit of the by'e. and ci is the itll bit of. b]1e c wilh the vahle {63) or 

{Oil 000 II}. Here and elsewhere, a prime on a variable indicates that the variable is to be updated 

with the value on the right. 

SHIFT ROW OPERATION 


In this operation. each row of the state is cyclically shifted 10 the lell. uependiug on the row index. 


The I strow is shifted a positions to the left. The 2ml row is shifted I position to the left. The 3rd 


row is shifted 2 positions to the left. The 4th row is shifted 3 positions to the left. 


MIX COLUNIN OPERATION 

Tile:Mix Columns transformation operates Oll the State colu1llll-by-collllllll.,. treating each column as 


a fOl.lI-term polynomial <IS ne.'\crihed iu Sec.2.2.5. The columns are considered as polynomials over 


GF (28) and lllllltipJied modulo x4 + I with a fixed polynomial a(x). given by 


a(x) (03)x3 + 

{0\)x2 + {Ol Jx 

{02} KEY 

GENERATOR 


OPERATION 

HI'" tcy Cl,¢llcfAtor dl'o!ult tI.\U~d·:'U1 (0 ~cutrml.· ~1Tl!lll1(' 1.IIY nil ""'III Y 1111111\1 \/1I_1,llivu iu .A..[~ 

algoritinn." Key expander (or 

geller.tor) operation basically follows five steps to generate a unique key for each round. User 


defined is fed as an lllPIlT to Key expander circuit to fmd the key g.enerated output. 


Jff!1~::~2~3~:~~ OPERATION 
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The prilllfll"Y illllcliOIl of Add ROllllcl Kl.!y Opel"rttion is 10 associnto:.' key-expander olltpm generrtted 
by key gem.'fino)" Circuit to the AES :llgorilhlll. In this opl!fatiol.l. a Round Koy is appIi~d to rile 
state by a ')u.nple bitwise XOR.. Tht;! ROllud Key is derived fi'om the Cipher Key by the metlllS of 
the key schl!dnl~. The Ronllli Key length is l!lllUlI To the block key length (= 16 bytes). Add round 
kt;!y OUlPUI is g.iven by XORiug of Kcy-t;!xp output IIIllI ~Jb:.-cohlllUl output. The above output is;he 
enclJ'j)u:d output of round 1. The Add round key output iF; again feedback to the Sub Byte 
tWllsfonUfltioll through feedback loop tor 2nd round ofoperalion end rhe same process is repeated 
uutil it completes 10 rOlluds ofopcrat.iou. 

o .•• ~'" 1/11 

.Ito" ....! "" ShlrlROw 

.... ddfl " I(~ J
o"""'''.. ,''m N''' I IN ~) 

N,'N<I. 01 Round. (lO <If l:l o r 1") 

I'll Nk, fl o . "' .n D,' ....o>nJ . J" ~ ..~C ~.6,lIl 

[la"",,' 

Fig. .2 AES Encryption tecbniqne 
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I:."CC· 

The poinl multiplication Q == K. P in ECC is the bnsic operation of [his alg.orithm. nnd. illstead of k times th~ 
addition of rhe poilu J> to ilself. it is more efficient to use (he binnry expansion of k tlnd lise a S~( of doubling alld 
addition 10 lind Q .!IS presented illfI 1]. Field addition and doubling is cheap (XOR and Circular sh.i11 left) ann is 
don\! ill {he point-llHllriplic:ltioll main rontine. It should be emphnsized That, since all of the compUTations arc 
perforllled ill fI single basi$ (ONB), there is 110 need for the basis conversion. <!TId hence llO basis cOllversion 
overhead is associated WiTh [his design. 

Secret Key:Ka S~rct Key:Kb 
Cakur.lte: Ka.p Carculate:Kb.P 

C.lcul.te: S=K.(Kb.P) calcul.te: S=Kb,(K>.P) 

Ka=User A's PrIvate Key Kb=Uscr's 8's Private Key 
Ka.P.:;User's Public Key Kb.P=User 8's Public Key 

Fig. 3 ECC Key Exchange technique 

FJolr-chnrf 

Seflder Data 

IFI Control IFO 

Signal 


0/1) 


r--- ---- ----_ ..... .. "' - - ----, ,I USED FOR ENCRVPTION 
PI ) PPI)<iF I 

I ..... _--- 1----.,......-_.... ---------------..1 

USED FOR KFV FXrHANrli : 
PURPOSE 

•----  - _..... __ .. -------_...... 

fig. .:1 FIO\v chnrr nff:ry]ltogr:::lphy r11g-orithm 
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IV. DESIGX I'ERFOIO'IANCE 

We used Vcrilog-XL 10 simulate both Ihe RTf. find gale-it.!veillellisls urthe (h:signccl cryplOgrapby algorithm. !he 

throughput of encryption and dccryptiou of DES and encryption of ;\[5 aigorithms <Ire lllllch higher than the 

maximum data inmsfer I~te necd~d. hence. for more powCl'-rcslrictcd npplictltiollS. the clock fi:equency c~u b~ 
lowered for these cases to reduce the power COIlWllIptioll. 

Also uote that. fOl" ECC. the performance is Illcllsnrcd ill poim muitipliciltioll PC1" second (Plvlls) rather tban bits pcr 

second (b/s). because ECC is mainly llsed for secret key exchange and authenticntiou purposes wIDcll both use point 
multiplication IlS the basic operation. The ECC performance plot shows limt highly secure applications(23b.92b,54b 
ECC) need to spend around LSs for secrer key excllange or a point multiplication. while rnediulll (131.155b)and 

low(S3b) security applications can perform the same operations ill less than a second. 1...1oreoveL it is possible to 
trade performance with area cllld powcr in this implementation. For exalllple. higher perfoll.uance can be obtained by 

l1111ning. the algorithm at higher .fi:eqneucies-up to 25 MHz for the curreut design-(increasing power cODSlUnption) 
and/or lIsing: pipelinillg (increasing area), for more perfonuance-denumdillg applicatiollS. 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 

AES 

/) S-BOX 

~ -Cl-. ~- .-_.. ..-

"' ___1' 

;I: lit ,..... -
i u=-~ 

L., _. -: _. ::s .... f'i ........ 

:J )ROllJ1ds Operation 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

Tllis design presents a universal cryptography pro'cessor algorithm that suppons both private and public key 
cryptography algorithms. We achieved this by ..xpressing the primitives of three important algorithms for SDlMt 
cards (DES. AES. and ECC) in tellns of simple logical operations that maximize the number of COonnOIl blocks 
among them. This approach resulted in a crypto-aIgorit.nIll that meets performance specifications and time 
constraints. As switching. betwee!l both the private key algorithms Ileeds • good cOlltrollability. Also ECC algorirhm 
is nsed for secure transfer between the cOlllIllunication entities . 
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Abstract 

Mobile Ad hoc Nelwork (1.)fANET) is a 0'pe o/ll'ire/e.ss nelll'orks tlmt provides JlumerOIlS applications 
ill mony diJj'erenr areas. All ad-hoc 1/et" 'ork is all il1ji-aslrucwre leoSs nefH'01'k, lI'/Jich is a collection 0/ 
mobile nodes, \l'hich are nt-rauged in D dynamic form. This network is Oil il1dependew n11d isolared 
lIef1l"Ork. SecurilY 0/ lvUNET han become aile 0/ the impOl'tDm topics in lIetll'orks fields. M4NET is 
prolle to d{Derellt types 0/nUDek:;, "hie" nffect i{sfimctiol1nlily aJJd cOl1necti,';ty. The black-hole attack 
is considered one o/tlte most lridesprend nClil"e nftacks thm degrade the pelformonce Gnn re};nbilily 
o/the ne1l1'Ork. This is dlleto themaliciof/s node, H'h ich drops nil the packets recei1'en by il. 

Keywo,.tls- Black Hole Attack, NS2, lvlANET, Black Hole Detection, Blnck Hole Prel'ention. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A mobile ad hoc network (MA.!"\''ET) is relatively uew in mobile cOUlllluuicatiou. MANET has 
received spectaclllar consideration because of the self-eonfiguratioll and self-maintenance property of 
MA.,l'ffiTs. A lvL<\NET is it network which consists of several mobile nodes) whicll are connected to 
each other by wireless lin.ks. EC\ch mobile node can act as a host and also as a ronter .. to establffih a 
ronte. Whell a source node intends to send tile dma packets to rbe destination node. then [he packets 
get tnmsfen'ed tllrough the intermediate nodes present in the network. Thus, for this pnlpose, quick 
dcploymeut of tIle nodes is ueeded. in order to establish a route. and this is an impOltant isslle in 
lvL"..l'iET . 

) 
Black hole attack is a special type of attack. in the Reactive protocols. A black·hole uode. is a 

maliciolls node in the net\l/vtl •. ILat (1lllacts the packets by falsely claiming1 thot either It bas shortest 
route to reC\cn the desriuation or it is the destination itself. and then. it drops tbe packets. 

These Black hole llocles lllay CflU baveva.rions harmfl11 actiollS Oil tlle uetwork. snc~ as: 

i) It cau behaves as a Source none by falsifying the Rome Request packet. 
ii) 1t call heh' ''''' 0< 0 n,,'inorioll node by fol'ifying tho Routo Reply pnclwt. 

iii) Item! UCi.1'eaSe The munber of hop connt, wlIell 101 wanJlllg Rome Request packet. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Prevention orBlack Hole 
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for Prevelltion of 
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Other Attacks ill regarding. Ronting 

MANETs: A Survey Protocols. to Detect 

AnshulShrotriya) 
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Techniques under Black 

3J 
Hole Attack in 

MANETS: A Survey 
(Nancy MittaL 

Lal 

ALita'atme Survey of 
Black hole Attack in 
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(Montka Shivhare. Prof. 
Praveell KllUlCll" Gaurnm) 

Iufonnation 
regarding BlaGk 
Hole Attacks. 
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regarding Attacks in 

MA".'ETs. 
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and 
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A number of open 
issues are listed 

Effects of Black Hole 
Attacks can be 
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implememing 

different techlliqnes 

Higha' packet delivery 
ratio 

Higher eud-lo-eud 
Delay 
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much used 

AJgOlithm not 
much effective 

Due to 
unspecified 

design there are 
many limitatious 

ofroming 

SJ 
of Black-Hole Attack in 

MANETS 

6] 

Detection and Prevention 
of Black Hole Attack ill 

l'vIANET 
(Veenita. Shamsher 

Singh Malik) 

7J 
attack by different 

methods in IvIANET. 
(NakkaNandini. Reeua 

8J 
Network: Prevemion and 

mitigation techniques 
(Ani111ddila 

Iufonnation 
j"egarding Black 

Hole Attacks. 

Information 
regarding Co-

Operative Black 

Hole Attack. 


Information 
regarding Siugle 

Black Hole Attack. 

InfoL1.llatioll 
regarding different 
typ.es of Attacks in 

IvL-I..i,\'ETs. 

Higher Detection Rate 
(DR). Packet Delivery 

Ratio 

call be applied to 
identify and remove 
any lllllllber of Black 
Hole or Gray Hole 

Nodes in IvlAl'\lET 
are 

prevemed in some 
extent ill the 
llerworking 

envirollll1ellt 

Categorized different 
types of ad hoc 

seculity attacks solely 
based on their 
cl1aractetistics 

Lower 
Tilroughput 

Delay is higher 

Lower Accurate 
Threshold value 

More powerful 
algoritluns 

requ ired for 
DATA and 

CONTROL traffic 
attacks. 
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ad hoc networks 
Fnn-Hslll1 Tsengl . Li-Dcr 

Cholll alld Han-Chieh 
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probability 
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10] 

Detecting and Isolatiug 
Black-Hole Attacks ill 
M.'\.'1ET Using Timer 

Based Baited Teclllliqlle 
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Mahmolld Abu Zant) 
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regarding different 
Black Hole Attack 

Detection and 
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enhance "lack-hole 

detectiou 

Lower 
ThroughpUt. 
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Delay. llild Packet 
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SURVEY OF 
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ATTACKS ON AODV 
PROTOCOL IN MAL,'ET 
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for Black Hole 
Detection aud 
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Solution to Black Hole 
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Demand Distance Vector 
Routi..Ilg Protocol 
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Information 
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Throughput. 

13] 

BlackHo!e Attack and 
Detection Method for 

AODV Routing Protocol 
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Black Hole Attock 
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This technique is 
useful for other 

ronting protocols to 
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nodes ill the network. 

Detection is 
difficult cine to 
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14J 

Identifying &, Isolating 
Multiple Black Hole 

Attack on AODV 
protocol in MM'ET 

(AtnaI!SaurabiL 
RakeshYadav. Harjeet 

Kam) 

Information 
regarding 

Identifying & 
Isolating Multiple 
Black Hole Attack 

inMANET. 

The proposed 
Algorithm can work 

Effectively & 
Eflicieutiy in both 
single & nntltiple 

Black Hole Attacks_ 

Caunot detect 
Collaborative 
Black Ho!e 

Attacks. 

Modified ADDV 
Prntol'nl frw n~t..:-:ti(.'u Information 

15] 

and Prevention of Black 
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lIoc Network 
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& Packct DelivelY 

Ratio. 

Patel. Dr. Hole Attack. 

-.~" . 

KIlI1'hbooT~Jlnthi). ___ _ - .._-_.- - -.--- --- .

ill. AD-HOC NETWORKS 

"Ad hoc" is a kind of makeshift. improvised network, hence a wireless ad hoc network (WAl\'ET) 
is it type of oll-delllancl iruprompnt oevice-to-device uetwork. In ad hoc mode. a wireless counectioll 
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can be sef directly to another computer or device. witholll having [0 COlWect to a ,\Vi-Fi access point 
or router. Due [0 rhe nanl1'e of ad hoc connection. which does nor need an existing i.nfi:asrrnclHre. to 
sustain the network. it is enTirely decentralized and is also considered as a peer-Io-peer nelwork. Ad 
hoc does not nse a central managing device (like a ronter). where rhe network's data is constantly 
flowing, in and out oftbe network aucinodes, Every single llode in the ad hoc network. forwards data 
eveuly thronghout the entire strucrure, 

Types of Ad-Hoc Networks are: 

i) Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETS). 
ii) Velticular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETS). 

iii) Smartphoue Ad Hoc Network (SP.",""!). 
iv) Wireless Mesh Network. 
v) Army Tactical Manet. 

vi) Wireless Seusor Network. 
vii) Disaster Resclle Ad Hoc Network. 

IV. lVIAl'IET 

MAN"ET stands for lVlobile ad hoc Network l...IAl'\,'ET uSllally has a mutable networking 
envirollillem. which works 011 top of a Link Layer ad hoc uetwork. M.WET cousist of multiple 
wirelessly c01ll1ected mobile nodes. Tliese nodes in fhe network are self-configuring.. self-healing 
nanu'e. and does not have a fL'Xed infi:astntctlu'e, i\1ANET nodes freely move arouud the lletwork~ as 
the netv.-·ork topology changes frequently, Each node also behaves as a router. as a result they c.an 
forward traffic to oIller specified node in fhe nehvork. 

lvlANET can operate as either in standalone fashion or they cau be a part of larg.er internet group, 
rvL>\.t'lET form higbly dynamic autonomous topology with tbe presence of one or multiple different 
transceivers betweellllodes, 

Characteristics ofM.WETs are: 

i) Dynamic Topologies. 
ii) Bandwidth COllstrained. Variable Capacity Links. 
iii) AutonomollS Behavior. 
iv) Ellergy Constrained Operaiioll. 
v) Limited SeCllrity. 

vi) Less Human Interventiou. 

v. MAl'IET ROUTING PROTOCOLS 

RVlIlllIE!- ~ (lJ! llUYUlhtllL ft:ahut= ill allY Jlt=lwud\.. whdlid it .llhly be t01' wired v1' fur wireless. The 
protocols HIDCh are deslgned tor routIng m each ot the two types of networks, uamely wired networks 
• ,i wir..l.. r~ \1,o.tw'::'I!'b, h;w~ tNally rliff.-.r"'nt rlnr"rtp.I'i"ri,...~ 'R"llt;1\~, ['I'nmrnlq f01' wirrill1('twnrlrr; 
t1u~ Jlul H~~d Iv llaudl~ luuuilily vf llud~s v.:ilhiu the ~y~km, and neithcr do they llaVi: these' protocols 
10 ue rl~iguerl which will 11l..iuiJ..uize lhe:le t:oWilluuicilliull uv~rhead. Tills is because geuerally wired 
uetworks have high baud widths. Most importantly. the ronting protocols in wire line networks or 
wireless infi'astlUcnu'e network are assullled to execute on rnlSted entities. namely the routers. But in 
case of ~1AL"T£Ts. there are no special routers, Hence. each node present in the net\vork has to 
perform rontiu,g functiollS i.n order to forward a packet to the destination. As a result mobility is a 
h::l.;;!r f",:'!nwp In '!\,r4hr"FT Ap~fT fl'nm Th~" , r~nllrr~ ('nn"rruitll"i ul<';fl t'nv~'l lilt" rh".'i't'll or 111111 iug 
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prolocols for such Ilclworks. Therefore. Ihese rouring protocols need 10 be specifically designed for 
MANET. 

Th~ TypL'S of MANET Routing. Protocols ::Ife: 

i) Proocrive Routing Protocol. 

ii) Reactive Routing. Protocol. 


iii) Hybrid Routing Protocol. 


VI. ATTACKS IN iVL-\NETS 

Due to lack oftmsted centralized amllority and limited resources. J\rlfu"'\T£Ts are more vulnerable to 
security attacks. In MA.'NET. the nodes which are within the wireless trans1llission ranges of eacll 
other. they call cOluml1lllcate directly. However. the nodes which are outside the range of each mller. 
they bflve to rely on some other illlerrnediate nodes to relay tile messages. Hence. allY ronting protocol 
wWch is used. lleeds to ellcapsnlate an essential set of security 1llechanism. These mechattis1IlS are 
useful for detectillg. prevellling and responding to any kind of attack 011 the uetwork. 

The major security goals that needs to be addressed fer 1l!.1intainiug i'l reliable aud secure ad-hoc 
network ellvirownellt are: 

i) Confidentiality. 
ii) Availability. 


iii) Authemicatiou. 

iv) Integrity. 

v) NOll-repudiation. 

Types of Attack.. in lvlAt'lETs are: 

i) Ext<111al Attack. 
ii) Internal Attack. 


iii) Passive Attack. 

iv) Active Attack. 

v) Routing Attack. 


vi) Resonrce Consumption Attack. 

vii) Other Attacks. 


). Vll. BLACKHOLE ATTACK IN M...\.,....-.:r 
Security of the network, is amoug the maiu researcll TOpics ill tlle field of compUTer networks. One 

of the most famous ana.cks, in networks. is the Black Hole mrack. A black hole attack is an attack 
where the malicious node forcibly obtains the route "ith greatest sequence number aud less hop connt 
and subs.equently overhears or drops all data packets. The secnrity of the network is illlportl'lilt. due to 
the extensive use of ad 'hoc networks ill the Illattii'll environment and olner security sensitive fields. As 
the nodes participate in tlle routing process. it may be pos'sible that. they call destroy the uetwork. As 
the roming procechrre is based on SOlll~ kind of tnlst between nodes present in the network it cau 
provide a good ~llauce for attackers to make an attack 011 tlle network. in order ro disorder the routing 
process. 

There are two types ofBlaok hole Attack: 

A. Single Black hole Arrack 
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In single bInd;: hole anack. n sillgle attacker node is present in the network. This Atracker node 
claims that, it Ims the shortesl roule 10 the deslinmioll . or it is tbe destination itselC And after the 
packer is routed rbrough tbis attacker node. it drops the packel. and the packet never reaches the 
destmi1tiOlL A single black llole attack can take pjace. very easily in the mobile ad boc networks. 

B. Co-Opernlil'e/Collnbprm;w~ Blnck hole ..1rtGck 

In a Cooperative black hole anack there are two or more black hole nodes preseut in tile network. 
Tbe cooperative black hole attack. lakes place in two stages. In (he frrst s tage, the nrst black hole 
llodes. fakes to tile network, [bat it lIas the s1101tesl path to tile destinatiOlL or it is the destination itself. 
A...f'ter the packers have been routed to the attacker node. il forwanL., these packets to the second black 
hole node. Now tllis second black Ilole node. acntally drops the packets. Due to this. cooperative black 
Ilole altacks are difficult 10 detect. 

VIII. METHODOLOGY 

For tile detection and prevention of black Ilole. 2 differelll algorithms are been used. For detection of 
malicious node, Timer based baited system is used. And for Prevention of malicious node. i -way hash 
function is used. 

A. Detection ofJ\1alicioliS Node 

For the purpose of detection of malicions node. Timer based baited algorithm is implemented. The 
algorithm is implemented as follows. 

I) 	 Step 1: The source node requests a ronte to the destination. by broadcasting the RREQ 
packets. The Malicious node gives a fake reply to tile SOlU'ce mentionillg that. it Ilas the 
shortest route to the destination,. or it is tbe destination itself. by sending the RREP pAckets. 
At the same time. the 'intended destination node also receives tile RREQ packets from the 
source llode. and so it will st8.11 a timer of fLxed duration (say 1 second). 

2) 	 Step 2: The source thell starts sending fhe packets to the malicious l1ode, and tbe malicious 
node tllell drops tile packets. Due to this tlle intended destination node will not receive any of 
the packets, alld fue timer will cominne tickiug on. 

3) 	 Step 3:After the :fIXed time (hlratioll, tbe destination node's timer will time-out. as it did 110t 
receive' allY packers. So. it send a packer to the somce. mentioning that. it bas not rece'ived any 
packets from the s.ource. This packet \vill reach the source Hode. via al;lOrber route in the 
network. This will alert the sOW'ce node. that the packets sent by it. are been dropped. 

4) 	 Step 4:Tlle sonrce node will consider that, the node to which it is sending tile packets. is 
suspicions. So, the source node will blacklist the 11ode. to which it was seuding the packets. 
The source node will broadcast this information, that the snspiciolls llode is blacklisted. so 
that all OIlIer nodes in tbe network will blacklist tbe node, be11ce resulting: in removing tlle 
maliciolls node frolll the network. 

B. Prel'entioJJ of l\1n!;cioIiS Node 

For the pm'pose of preveutioll of malicious node. l -way hash filllctioll. llld5 is implemented The 
alg.01ithm is implemeuted as follows. 

I) 	 Step I: EvelY uode in the network possess a unique rd. by tue means oflhe hashing filllctiOll. 
2) 	 Step 2: Tlle source node generates a key pair. whiell is used for the autheutication of the 

nodes. through whicll the packets is b een sent. This key p air L. then verified with Ibe nodes 
in the network. 

3) 	 Stet 3: If the authentication is found invalid. the node is thelllllarked as malicious node. and it 
is then removed from the network 
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L"\:. RESULTS 

The NS2 scenario consist!> of:1 100al (If 20 lIociC' (uodl.! 0 to !lode 19). of wllicil there is I ~OL1fce node 
(node 2). 1 destination node (node 3). :md i ~wtcker node (node 1-0. The cOllullunicarioll is iutended 
to be sc! up. betwcen rhc !iomcc nude and the dL'sl"in;lIimJ node. To measure rhe performance of the 
network. different paraIU~[Cr;s like: Product Delivei}' Ratio (PDR). End-to-end Delay. Throughput alld 
Energy. <Ire been observed. TIle sending of packets begin at I se<:ollcl_ siumlatioll time. 

The dma is collecred. based ou 5 scenarios: 

i) Without Black Hole (WOBH). 
ii) With Blnek Hole (WBH). 

iii) Detected Black Hole (DBH). 
iv) Prevented Black Hole (PBH). 
v) Detected·Prevented Black Hole (DPBH). 

The graphs ofPDR. Delay. ThfOUgbput and Energy are as foUows : 

PDR 

100 

~ 80 
~ 

60 
13"" 
c 
w 40 
v 
<; 20" - I
0 

WOBH \VSH DBH PSH DPBH 

Fig. 1: PDR 

PDR stands for packer delivf1Y f<ltiQ .It is the ratio of number of packet delivered to (he number of 
peekets seul.As seen from tb. graph ahove tile network without blackbole (WOBH) has the highest 
PDR of 78% wbile the network with Blackbole (WBH) !las the least PDR of 4%. The network in 
which the Detection and Prevention methods are implemented (DBH. PBH. DPBH) has 
comparatively higher PDR than DBHwit!l60%. 76% and 76% respectively. Higher PDR means. most 
of the sent packets are being delivered to (he destination will1miuilllulll packet loss. 
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Fig. 2: Delay 

Delay is the time taken by the packet to reach the destination from tile soW"ce .and is measured in 
Seconds.As seen fi·om the graph above the network withom blackl10le (WOBH) has the the delay of 
213rns. while the netWork "'th Blackhole (WBH) llas the delay of 138ms. In WBH, the delay reduces 
significantly, as the packets are being dropped by the attacker node. 

Throughput 
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Fig. 3: Throughput 

Throughput is the rate at which the packet are beirIg sent through the network. from the source to the 
destination. As seen from the ·graph above the network without blackhole (WOBH) llas the b.ighest 
throughput of 80kbps. while the network with Blackl10le (\vBl-!) has the least throughput of 41.-bps. In 
WBH, the throughput is the least. as the majority of the packets are being dropped by the attacker 
node. so veJ.y less packets actually reach rhe destination. 
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fig. 4: Energy 

Energy is tbe total enegy of tbe nodes in the network. packels has been transf~rred through the 
nodes .As seen JiOlll the graph above Ihe network without blackhole (\VOBH) has the least energy of 
574J. \vIule the network with B1nckhole (WBH) has the Ilighest energy of 588J. In WEH. the energy 
is high. because the energy of tlIe node increases. whenever a packer is dropped by the attacker node. 

x. CONCLUSION 

]VIA.J."f.ET is vulnerable to various types of attack.. Serious security j)l'oblems in MAl"f.ETs are - Black 
Hole attack Black hole attack.. is au attack where the malicious node sends fake RREP (route reply) to 
source node. claiming the false parameters and initiating the route discovery and hence prevents the 
data u'affic fi:om the source node. Differenr exist.iug techniques aJ;e used tOr detection of black hole 
attacks in !vlANETs is done. Each tecbllique has their own merits and demerits. ill the end it is 
concluded that rhe e,ffect of blaek hole attack is negative on the network, and the e.f:fect can be reduced 
by implementation of different prevention techniques. In filttlfe the algoritbm can be made more 
effective. to reduce the effect of black hole attack in MANET. 
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Abstract 
A healthcare becomes a big issue due to lack ofnrailability. So, ll'e are proposing a health care system 
which will be integl'aied H'ith cloud computiug, In this healthc(fre system consisls ofcomputing det'ice 
alld IIIlmber ofsellsors lIIowlled all palielll 's body. Medical Records ofpn/iellls ,rill plO\f a beJll!ficinl role 
fo,' patient's health improl'emellf. This system 11'm keep track ofpatient 's health in a timely 111mmer 
and generate the SiltlS alert when the pntient 's vital parametel's crosses (he 1101'11Ial l'aluE?, TI,e data 
",ill be transferred to rite cloud srorage thnt can be accessed by registered expert doctors via Android 
App. This system iSlfse fill for dOCt01' as ll'ell patienrfor belfer health care 

KeyU'ords~Healfhcare, SlVlS, Cloud, Android, }v]obile, Storage, }vIClJ: ElvLR 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is a type of mtemet-based computing tlIat provides sbared cOlllputer 
processing resources and data to computers and otlIer devices on demand, It is a ll10del for enabling 
ubiquitous. on-demand access to a shared pool of coufigurable cO.mputillg resources (e.g.. computer 
networks.. selve.rs. storage. applications and selvices), \",hidl cau be rapidly provisioued and released 
witb minimal management."Thing Speak" is au open source Internet Of Things (lOT) application and 
API to store and retJieve data fl.-om tbiugs using the I-ITTP protocol over tbe Intemet or via a Local 
}\rea Nenvork. Thing. Speak enables the creation of sellsor logging applications. location u·acking 
applications. and a social network of things with statusupdates, 

The lllaID foclls of the metllod is to implement a prototype model for the real time 
patientlllonitoringsystem.Theproposedmethodisusedtomeaslu'ethepllysical 
panmleterslikebodytemperature.heartbeatrate. andorllerpru'ameterswitlIthe11elp of sensors, 
Conventionally there are number of techniques available for tbe leu patiem's healtlI monitoring 
system with wired COmInnIDcatioll techuology, In t11is system the patient healtll is continuously 
monitored. and the acquired daw IS 

tratlSlninedtowiredorwirelessseUSOlnetworks.Thel1ealthsensorssupportfor 
analyziugtheinputfromthepatientandtheresl1ltsofaUtheparametersru'estoreel 
intheclonddatabase.Intheclonddatabaseboththepatientdetailsaudthedoctor details are stored. If 
any abuOlmality felt by the patient indications will send tothe 
medicalofficialsaudaswellthepatieutsiftheYlleedtohaveanysuggestiollSfrom 
thedoctor, theycanhaveit.TheimplementfltionofthesystemisacbievedbyPIC. o.odeMCU and 
AndroidApp. 

II. II.LlTERATURESURVEY 

Cloud computing: ill Cloud Computing. the users use the \veb browsers <15 an interface. v...tlile tbe 
sofrware and data are stored Oll the remote selvers and hence it is device iudepeudeut. E:rvIR - electronic 
medical record (EMR) system by wbich the medical records are maintained in a ceutralizeci database 
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in the form of tin electronic record uud the records <lrc stored in the c1olld[ 1J 

The 3\!IlS0rs concer the pmicUI viwl pnrmllerers sneh <IS temperamre and blood pressure. eye blink 
~ensor. Hemlbeat Sell"lor: Titis sensor monitors the henrt rate. Telllp~rmure seHsor: Its main npplicatioll 
is defection of ilenr. so it is used as telllperature sensor. The Eye Blink sensor is m.. base: Eye blink 
sensor is used for post-operative patients or sU'cke patients wlJO wallis somebody's help immediately 
bur cmmot walk or Lift hands or speak to draw attention of doctors or cnre rakers. In sllch cases. tlie 
patient can blink his/her eye wllich is detected by eye blink sensor[2] 

Prel:iented a survey of about Cloud Based Healtllcare iviollitoring System for Hospital 
Managelllent. The privacy of the eleotronic health dnta in lllobile cloud 
compUlingellvirolllllentisaseriollsissnerhatrequiresspccialcollsideratiolls.Even 
presellteclareviewonthetedmologies3ndapproacilesillatarecurrentlybeillgused to deal with the 
important issue of healthcare monitoring system and mobile lIealtllcare suggestion service. 1'1lere 
are several challenges applied in cloud computing environment 
tothehealthcaremoui toringsystelllandnlobilellealthc31'e s uggestioll service for 
hospitalmanagemellt[3] 

Tile continuous monitoring ofpatiellt can be achieved by collecting £he plIysiological infonnation :fi:om 
various sensors. processing them using PIC microcontroller. n·3nsmitti.llg the data throngh GSlvl and 
loT module and s toring the results in the intelllet you can access tIre data anywhere and there is no 
problem even you forgot any repol1 while cOllSulting: a pllysician. He can access the details by typing 
the pmtienlar id given to tile patient[4] 

Propo~es a framework for secure HealthCare Systellls based on big data rmalytics in lllobile clond 
computing env.iJ:olllllent. The fi:ame\vork provides a high level of integration, interoperability. and 
sliming healtl1cflre providers, patieIHs aud practitioners. Tile cloud pel1llits a fast Internet access and 
shming by mltheutic~ted users. Big data allalytics helps analyze patient dat-a to providt! tight 
intervention to Hle light patient at tile light time. The proposed framework applies a set of secwity 
constraints and access control that guarantee integrity. coufidentiality and privacy of medicaldata.[5] 

ReviewedthecunentstateandprojectedibUlredirectionsforintegrationofremote health monitoring 
technologies into the clinical practice of medicine. Weare able 
sensors.particularlytllOseequippedwithloTintelligence.offerartractiveoptiollsfor enabling 
observation and recordiug of data ill llowe and work enviroIllllentS.over 
nluchlongerduratiolls thaum'eclllTentlydoneatofficeandlaboratOlyvisits. This treasme trove of data. 
wilen analyzed and presellled to physidall~ ill Io!ctsy-lO- ass.im.ilate visualizations has the potential 
for Iadically il1lprovil1~ ll~altlI rnrC"' ~nrl 

redllcing<' os ts.\Vehigltlig.htedseve-.r<-ll(1 flhech", 11t':1w.es i I fSt".1 Isin p, :tnnlyrIc.<.;. and vlsmtllzat1011 

th<1tneedtoDea(ldre1;SedL)etoresystel1lscanL'~de'ii'gn~df0rSN'U)- I~_<:<: f111 ~er;1I itHI i III u 
c!inico]pr,ctico,[6] 

Prototype model for smru1 healtll monitoring system that constantly monitors the 
pat iell tll ea ltllwi thtllehe1pofthesensors.Thisda taisllladeav allah]eintlIedOlld throug] lth eI eal
timefeedovertheilltelllet.TheintemetofthlngsreferstOlmiqllely idelltifiablp. nhjec:t!\ anrl 'heir virtual 
representations in an intemet like suucture. futeIllet of Things also refen:ed of objects which 
connects " Ally Thing. Any Time fromAillyPlace"whkhwillbeverypopnlarinthecomingye,ars.[7] 

Attempt:; [0 l:C.\wl-'n.·.hen~ivdy rt'vit'\~ the current rp.sf:flrch find cteveloplllent 011 weare able hio
~eJlsor s)'!>Tems for hefllth lllollimnng. A variety o[sys.telll implelllt!'UlatiullS alt: (:ompru.-e-d in ~Ul 
~llJjJlv(\\..h tu i.JLldi (y Lhl. l\..LL.uulut=-i\..(J J.lvi!- ('0lliiu~3 .:..fthc tt111'~Jl( :nnta ot" tlIc,lU"lm ·:.-muuldu 
bioseusor solutiollS. An emphasis 
isgivelltoIllllltiparmneterphysiologicalsensingsystemdesigns.providiug: 
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rclill blcv it als i~Tl:)lllcastl remcllts:llldinl:orpora J iugrcnl-I imedec i~;ioll!mppor[ fur early d~tect ion of 
SYlllptOlll~ or con1ext awarelless. In {wder 10 l;.'vlIllli1tc the: lll:1tmit)' level of the top current 
nchievcrncDls in wearable health-monitoring systellls, a set of sig.uiJic::mt fea tures. that best 
describe 111t' JllIlCliOilality Clnd rhe dl:lrilcl erblic~() nlH!sys lcm~. htlsbce!ls('lectecttodcrive a 
Ihorollghs I udy.[Sj 

III. FRAMEWORK OF SYSTEM 
figure 1 shows block diagram alld ov~r vicw of the project. 

Figure I. Block diagIam of health monitoring System 
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1 he systelU is desig.ucd to llIonitor difielciU parameter like body temperature. heanrate of jJatient 
and update this illfOl'lnmion all cloud_PIC controller is the bmin of 
1 hcsystel11. \V caregoillgtOlls~PIC lSF·i550controllertowhichditlerentsellsorClre connected and 111:s dma 
is scnt 100 do..:lOr') mobile through cloud TelUpcnllurc Sensor LM35 is used to monitor body 
I€mpcmnlfl.! ()f pntienl which gives output in analogf'0l111. 
OutputoflM35scnsorisg.ivclltocontroHerthroughin-blliIIADC. 
PICmicrocontrollcrhas 13cluuUleLWCsowecancOIUlect13allalog;nputstoPI C. 
HcartbeaIS cllsorandcyeblinksensorgi veoutpulindigitalfonn. So.wecanconnect these outputs 
directly to one of the POlt pins of controller. PIC Conn'oller sends all 
IhisiuformAtiolll"cgnrdiog))atienrtollodervlCU 
NodeMCUiscOllllectedtoPICCOlln'ollelthroughserialcOlmuwllcatioll.NodeMCU h"s illbuild Wi
fi through which we will get counected to iuteluet alldcheck 
pCl ran1ete[snncBfa 11y1'a1'a111et e1'exce e ds thre-sIl0 IdvahIethellSMS \\till besenrt0 

doctorslIlobilcCludpntientmobile.Also.thisinfonnatiollisllpdatedonc1oud.Herc 
wearellsillgclOlldprovi<ledbytitingspeakwltichisanopeus01ucc.Accesstothis cloud infollllation is 
provided through read API key from which we Cill! update infolluatioll on AlldroidApp 

IV. RESULT 

1) In emergency cnse it is very useful for doctors as well as patients. 

2) It is expected that all sensors will show accurate values oC each parameter. 

3) Doctor gets SMS 00 the time so that they will handle patient quicldy. 


v. CONCLUSION 


llltlrisprojectwepreselltac101Idbasedinte"Uigentllcalthcaremonitoriugsystem 

whichprovidesmedic"lfeedbacktopatiennhrollgbcloudsllchasthingspeakor 

hospital.Thesensonlsedinthesystemwillbegiving adequate da tarelatedto patieut 'sdiseases 


VI. FUTURESCOPE 

ltveryimponnntilllllcdicalfieldJtprovideslargeUlllllberofapplications.Itisvery lL'3eful for doctors as 
wel! as patiellfs for bealthcare. 
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Abstract 
Choosing clolhes \I'i," complicmed pmfl?r11S aml coloJ's may be 0 difficult rnsk for [he l'isuCiI/)' 
impaired il1didduals. AIIIomntic r/othing parterl1 and color can bring fhe independence i111heir 
lires, Clothing pOI/em recognition is a cmnera-based paradigm system that acknoll'/edges 
c%l·jug paltems i11 lOllr classe...s, The), nrc plaid, sn-fped, pattern less, and in'eglilar and this 
SYSTelll also idemif\, alel'en colors. The syMe/1/ imegrates (1 C{/)IIp'/'(1, rm:pz,erry pi and a speaker 

or empholle fOl' at/dio descI'iprion af ciorhillg colors and patterns . .-1 camera is used for 
cnptllriJlgtlleiIJJ(jges~.rclotlls·, ChoosillgclotheSl"ithsllitablecolorsGllddijferentpofternSisadijficlll( 
(ask /or "iSll(Jl~l' impaired people. Blind people manage this task 16th fhe help %tller.s, So sl/ch 
a L5ystem H'ould impron? j/ie independei/ce illtheir lil·es. 

Ke)'words--NIIIIIPy, OpenCV, CliN, .1\1achine Learning. Tensor Flow, Rospberry Pi. 

LJ?>;"TRODUCTION 

Based OIl sfatistics from the global \Vorld Healtb Org.anization (\VHO)_ thereareabour161rnillion 
visually impaired individuals rouud the wori<l and thirty seven millioll of them can't see. By 
refening !~e data provided by World Health Organization (WHO). low vision is outlined as 
lH; uily of 10/200 or h:~:J .clu:)c to 100 percellt of the male pUlJuli:llilJU ill .1::.lIllJV~ sun~rs itom 
SUUle sly Ie of visloll deiiciency (blwduess), the ioremos! usual cnse being the inability to 
differentiate between different colors .Choosing clothes with 5uitahle c:nlon; CUld pattem is a 
cllalh.:ugutg task for these peoples. Tllt!y lllauagt! tiris (ask with the assistauce frolll tlleir family 
members ,01' by explOltauon plastic Braille labels or diffeJ.ing types of sewing pattern tags on the 
ganuents. or SpOlt in gruments with an identical color or "ritb nODe pattems... AUI01Uafic C3mera
based pattel1l recogl.l~tioll Illay be a difficult task because of several clothing pattem and color 
styles. Ht!re. we tend to mn-odnce a camera-based system to assist visually impaired iudividuals 
1(1 3cknowlod.ao pnrtolTl nnn.d COlc.f.!i. \V... hllv," n~":lllhc:- \.-"'tllda , 1;-t)o,jlJ,~I'.YLi i :11 111 H ')pt'ul..,_'l" for 
a~'sl~ilJ~ lw:, syslcm. The camera is used for capull1ng tile Image of the clothes and tllese 
im~fle f\ ~riil ut.od to dotonuino [be color alld plIttGfn of tlte dulllo. Tilt: uulJlul i!s ~llJv ill~lllJy llJ~ 
speaKer. 
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Il .LlTERATURESURVEY 

[0 I] Selecting. gnrments with fldvnnced palTcll1s flud colors is a difficult task for visnally 
impaired peoples. They Imve developed 11. cmnera-b~sed Il.dvanced system that recognizes pntlems 
in fom- classes (plaid. sniped. pattern less. and inegnlar) aud identifies eleven colors. TiJe system 
integrates a camera. electro-acoustic transducer. a computer. and a Bluetooth earphone tor ;mdio 
description of covering pattelus and colors. A camera mounted npon sung.bss is employed to 
capnu'e picmres. This method is controlled by speech input throug.h electro-acoustic tmnsdncer. 
To judge tiJe effectiveness of the planned approach. they have used the CCNY Pattern dataset. 
Their approacll achieves ninety two percent recognition acctn~cy. 

[01] In some systeUlS rbe image is captured by the camera and fileu processed to spot the patrem 
of the gmments that are chosen. The pattem may be classified by tlIe SUppOlt vector machine 
fOIUlula. The feamres are exu-acted by using various descliptors. The statistic~l feamres are 
identified by radon signature desCliptor and global feahu·es are extracted by wavelet sub bauds. 
This gets combined with the local features present to get the required paneru of the clothes. The 
system nses tlle CCNY Pattem dataset. TIllS technique may be all efficient method for all the 
Visll.,lly impaired people which will ~elp them in identifYing various clothing colors aud patterns. 

[02) Selecting ganuents with confnsed examples and hues Ulay be a testing assigument for 
visually impaired people. Progranuned at tire style acknowledgment is in addition a craving 
analysis issue owing to pivor. scaling, eulightellll1ellt. and sigll.ificantly intensive intra class style 
vatieties. TIllS approach is used to set up a model tllat may belping mU'sing:, ongoiug: item 
advancement for disabled people. Such a S)'stem of recognizing patterns having completely 
different colors makes their life easier and improves their life quality. The designed paradigm can 
include most of the pattern like fabric, stliped. pattem-Iess. in·egular and can acknowledge eig.l!t 
style of colors. The system includes a speaker, a computer mId MATLAB. The output of Uris 
techlliq~le is giveu by audio signal. Sound flag is llsed for thls framework. 

[03] Several essemial daily chores can be a tough task for people who are visually impaired. 
Aurolllatic pattern recognition will bdllg. the lot of required indepeudence in their lives by using. a 
camera-based illlag~ system that ideutifies patterns in four classes. These are plaid .sniped, 
patterIiless and ilTegular. It also identifies sixteeu colms. The system integrates a crunera. a mike. a 
computer, and a ear-phones for audio descriprioll. The technique used by them is edge detection 
for pattern recognition. To idelllify the colors they have used the threshold tecJmique. 

ill.METHODOLOGY 

A. Opell laptop Vision (Op elleV) 

A prior inlOnnation ou Python and Nwnpy array is required before beg.iuning OpeuCV. Numpy 
could be a extreillely optimized library lor lllUlleric.1 operations. It provides lvV\.TLAB-style 
syuta"X. The entire Open CV array strucnue.s area unit regeuerates to-and-.fi:om }\1-JJ1UPY alTays. 
Therefore no IlUlTTcr opcrmi()l1s you'll hc Ilble to do ill Ntuupy. yuu will be ablQ to mi."'\. it with 
OpenCV that will increase variety ofweapons in YOlrr arsenal. OpellCV could be a cross- platfolln 
library exploitatiou thaI we are able to develop pe!iod of time laptop vision applications. It mainly 
focuses on image process, video capture and analysis together with optious such <IS face detectioll 
and object detection. 
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B ,COIll"OIU(;UI/ N(,llJ'fll NC'lll'ork (CNN) 

Ci\fN uses spt!'cial COUVOIUlioll ;llld poolill~ oper:niolls nnci performs pnraIll~ter sharing. To use CNN 
techniq\le Oil the :1Jlplying... there's a desire of TI.!II$or Flow 1111<1 Kerns libr:u"y for the r~<lturc extraction. In 
am npplicntion. wet end to ;)re~ unit expluitation 3 layers of C'NN. 

C . Tensor Floll' 

Tensor flow is Associated in Nursing ASCII text tile mi1l.:huld learning library for analysis and 
production. Tdll.SOr Flow alTers A pis for begi.tmers anel consult anls to develop for d~sk."'top. mobile. web. 
,mel cloud. Tensor Flow could be fl framework cr(:{Jted by GoogJe for lIHiking. Deep Lenming. models. If cnu 
be llsed in machine training and deep learning applicntiolls. To develop <lIlei analysis on fascinating ideas 
on compnting. Goo~de team cre~tecl Tensor Flow. Tensor Flow i5 ill tended ill PYlhon programmillg 
hmguage, thus it's thoug.ht-rtbollt :1 simple to know frmnework. Tensor Flow is additionally known as a 
"Google" product. It includes (I range of machine leaming find deep lemlling nlgoritlulls. Tensor Flow will 
trflin and nUl deep nelU'al networks for wliltelI digit classification. image fecognition. word embedding and 
creation of assoI1ed sequence models. 

The steps thai needs the execution and con·eet dimension of the whole network: 
l. Embrace the mandatOlY modules for Tensor Flow and therefore the knowledge set modules. that area 

unit required to work am the CNN model. 

2. Declare a perfon]) knowu as l'llll_cuuO. wlrich incOll)orates varied parameters and improvement 
vmiables with declaration of knowledge place holders. These improvement variables call declare the 
coaching pattenL 

3. Dllling this step, declare the coaching Imowledg.e placeholders wim inpllt parameters. Then reshape 
the tellsor as per the needs. 

4. Currently it's time to fonn convolution layers. 

Let us flatten the omput prepared for the totally c01lllected output stage - once 2 Inyers of stride a pall· 
of pooling with the !:cnlc of twcnty eight x rWt.:l1ty eighl. 10 dimeusion ui fourteen x lo111teeu or mini.rnum 
seven x seven x,y co-

Ordinfltes: however with si.\.'ty rom' outpm cllt.'1I.1llels. To fOfm [he totally connected with "dense" layer. the 
new fOl1ll has to be [-1. 7 x 7 x64J. 

Fig.J: s.Y$tem Block Diagram 

a) Camern: 
• For taking photos of gannems we tend to used USB a pair of2.0webcam . 
• The consumer goods panem are classified into:' SOIls like (plaid. sttiped, pattemiess. 
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horizOilla l- venic..l!' iln~gtllar elc.) !lnd cOlllplercly different colors that are sC(lJlIled oy llSing webcam. 

b) RnspbenyPI: 
• The raspbeny pi could bt! i1 credit-card sized laptop that plugs info a computer monitor. 
o It is e1llployed for cODlpurillg and process of color panelll. 

c) Speaker: 
o The output is provided by the speaker. 

dl Dataset 
• CCNY data set is employed to store the prmcm of clothes which can be llseci for comparison with 
here all time cloth image. 

,) SD card 
o It is e1llployed to store the datn. 

l. EXPER1'vJENTATION At'®RESUL IS 

Fig 2: lnputImage Fig 3: Grayscaleimage 

Fig 4: Bilateral image Fig 5: Canny image 
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TIll! r,;:slllts w~r" oht:Jil!~d by pC"I-lonlljllf.! rhl! pi ~prol.:~ssillf! 011 the real titUl' illl:lg.(). The gray s~i11e imag.e i ~ 
obr:lined by processing Ihe illpllt im:'lge t~)1" rcdllcillg Ih\! COIlIPkxilY \..,rlh~ im;lge. For Ihis cOllversicn. wc add 
rile thr~e IHIf'ic colors i.c. RCiB ;1Ilr1 divhlt! it bV 3 to induce the ~pecijit:d gray scale illlilge. A bilmeral image 
is employed for nOLI· Iiucar. ecl~e·prcservillg nnci noise-reducing smoothing of tbe gmy senle imnge. II 
relllms Ihe ill il.ltcll!)ity of each pixel with <l smumcd averngc of intensilY values fi-Olll neighboring pixels. 
The canny im(lgc dl!tectioll is completed 10 d~tect a go Ofnngc of edge siu image. It is edge detection opcr:lte 
or II.W.t lIses a more lil;1U om's a get detcct the cd~e prt!senl ill ;m im<1gc. 

- ..... . 
"~, " '~~'".~., ' 

, . 
:.~~W -. l,;. '  . ' 

fig 6:lnpul image Fig 7: Gray scale image 

Fig 8:Bilarerr\1 image Fig 9: Canny image 

The above four results were obtained after preprocessing another real time image. The first image is input 
itllage. After preprocessing it grayscale_ bilateral and call1lY image are obtained. This images wiU be used 
for the further process ofcolor aud pattem detection. 

Given below is t:lIe figure showing resllirs of ephocs. 

." , 

L.,----,-----o-,~--. 
,->-; 

- .~ 

''''''. 

Fig 10: Re:mlt 
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In {his. tiglu'e shows the accuracy and loss of the system witu reference to rbe epoohs. TIll:! fIrst tigure 
shows the accmtlcy witll reference la epoclls aod secollcll1gme shows the los.s with reference to epoch'). 

Fig II :lnpllt Image Fig 12: Color detection 

The above two ligl1re shows the results after processing the given image. Fig. II S110\'\'5 the input 
unage of the cloth whicll is taken for the color and pattenl detecrioll. The color detected after processi.ng 
the image is bllle wllic~ is s~own in the Fig 12. This figure shows the detected color. 

"" ---O;'~,,, ; ~_ . ""' ... 

~t:=:~~~r::::-.::-::::_=-= 
- _ .1 ..:-",.. .. .. 
' ..- - ...."""~ .,....~.... ."'::.<-....,-.. -~-

fig 13: Pattem detection 

The above figw'e shows rhe pattern which has beell detected after processing the given image by nsing 
the Couvolutianal Neurnl Nen"ar\': algorithm. The Pattern detected is solid. 
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\' .CO[l;C1.lISIO<': 
This tecblJiquC' emt aCknowledge paltom> flud colors 10 help vismdly impaired folks in lueir existence. 

The pr~j~clcd system delcels Ihe clothing colors Ilnd pallcms. It offers SOUlt: liew <lpproach [0 the visml11y 
impaired persoll. The clothill? pnllem is detected lIsing tbe COllvoilltiOlwl Neural Networks. The system 
processes (lle images lIsing OPENCV u!cliuiques. Tile outpul is provided by tile speaker throllg.h whiclt 
visually impaired people C,'IIl acquire the colour and pattem of cloth. Hence. the system will help tllem ill 

their daily chores. 
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Abstract 
With nil impro\'ement ill tedmolog;,.' and milliaflfri:::.ariou 0/sensors, there hm'e been at.tel11pTS 
TO utili:e the J/~II" taclmology iJ11'Oriorls areas TO impl'Ol'e the qualif)' o/humanlife, One main 
area 0/research thar has seen all adopTion o/the technology is the healthcare sector. The 
people in need 0/ healthcare sen'ices and it \'ely expensil'e this is pariiclllal'ly frlle ill 
derelopil1g countries, As n result, This project is (Ill nrrempt fO sol\'e (J healthcare problem 
clIl'renf~V society is lacing. The maiu objecth'e 0/ the pl'ojecf is to creme a health mId 
secllri'y den'ce /01' dementia affected pariems 1I'il11 del'ices like heartbeat senso,., 
temperature sensor, etc. Technology plays the major role in healthcare sysiem, not only/or 
recording parameters through sens01Y de\'ices btll also in communicating. recording and 
sfo1'ing the measured parameter, Ir is vel)"' illlportalll to 11101li£Or ,'ar;QUS medical 
parameters. To O(1cess 'he patienr's mediral paramerers il1 loral and remote area, 
healthcare c011l}J1lmicatiollllsing GPS and Real Time Clock (RrCj lor alarm /01' medication 
method ;s adapted. The 11Iain objecli,.e o/Ihis project is 10 n'ousmitiillg The partent 's health 
monitoring parameters through u';reless c01111J1rmicatioJl and also we can store these 
paral1/~ters illfo SD card dlle to lack netlt'ork. These iJlptil darn are stored in cloud seITer 01' 
into memo;)' card and transmiTted to the compmer and mobile/or careg;"ers and dO.Clors. 

Keywords: ARMLpcll 48, Hear/bear Sellsor, RTC, GPS, ThillgSpeak. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of the project was to design a remote healthcare system for 
demelltia affected patients. Demelltia can go missing or experience critical incidents when 
they leave home alone and are unable to find their way back. The system comprises of two 
main pans. The first parr being. derection of patient~s \'itals using sensors. second Remote 
viewing of the data enables a doctor or guardian to monitor patieut 's health progress away 
from hospital or home premises. The Real tiDle clock concepts have been widely used to 
interconnect the available medical resources and other smart, reliable. and effeclive 
healrhcare service to the patients, The health care monitoring system is velY critical 
monitoring system, it is used for monitoring physiological signals including heart beat. body 
temperamre etc. In heallh care monitoring system, the multiple sensors are used for 
receiving physiological signals like as including heart beat. body telDperanlCe probe to 
measure lhe physiOlogical signal. For Demeutia affected peoples there is also increased risk 
of injury or death from traffic accidems. hypothermia. dehydration. falls, fracmres. and 
drowlling.GPS module which Gill detect The person's location both inside as well as ourside 
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of building send the location to the computer. ("ardic,c arrest is quoted as the major 
contribUlor to the sudden and unexpected denrh rate in tbe modern stress filled lifestyle 
around the SlUTOllllded. Sometime peoples go in critical condition means they feel 
discomfoJ.1s. \veakness and when parient goes to doctor then they become normal so doctor 
cannot diagnose the acmal problem of patient about tbeir abnormal conditions. The 
physicians cannot stay next to the patieur all time ronnd the clock. we go for the bealth 
moniroring system. PaTienT need to tnke efforts to get admission and stay long time ill 
hospital for treatment. 

To overcome many health problems, we are propos.ing cbange in technology by 
designing a device such that compromise of different sensors t.o acquire infoImation 
regarding human body temperamre. beart rate. save to database. To record abnonnal 
conditions of buman being using existing wireless technology. To monitor and alert about 
abnOlmal condition of human being to their caregivers and dociors. ReUlote health 
monitoring can proVide useful physiological information in the borne. Wireless sensors are 
used to collect and transmit signals of interest and a processor is programmed to receive and 
automatically analyze the sensor Signals. In this project. we are to cboose appropriate 
sensors according to what you would like to detect and design algorithms to realize your 
detection. The system was to collect a heartbeat detection system data, temperature data. In 
tod.1Y'S fast-moving world. where all are nying to move towards technology-based system in 
all day to day life activHies tbere is also need of smarl system which will save the bumans 
life with automation facility in it like all other thing around us nowaday' s which are mostly 
automated. Tbe pbysicians cannot stay next to tbe patient all time rOllnd tbe clock, so we go 
for the health monitoring system to record abnormal conditions of patients. Wben patient's 
heartbeats and temperature become abnormal then our system will record the abnormal 
\--alues of the person by llSing sensors such as heartbeat sensor. For such purpose we are 
trying to build this sYStem. 

n. LITERATURE SURVEY 

The proposed system here consists of \'arious medical device sucb as sensors and web based or 
mobile based application which communicate via network connected devices and help to monitor 
and record patient bealth data and medical information .The objective of rb.is paper is to 
transmitting the patient's bealth monitoring parameter through wireless communication[ 1]. )
Tl:re primary goal was to develop a reliable patient monitoring system using IOT so that the 
healthcare professionals can monitor their patient, wbo are either hospitalized or at home usiug an 
IOT based integrated healthcare system with the view of ensuring patient are cared for beller[2]. 
The objective of the proposed work is to design a hardware which would constantly monitor the 
health parameter such as pulse rare, oxygen content, teruperan.lIe, sweating~ blood pressure and 
falling of patients [3]. 

This system is developed for human physical activity assessment in ambulatOlY monitoring using 

only one ponable sensing deyice combining tri- axial accelerometer and its distributed data 
processing [4]. 
In this system, it presents an accelerometer sensor-based approach for human aciivity recognition. 
Our proposed recognition method uses a hierarchical scheme [5]. 

In tills system they implemented a small- size wearable data stOling system in real time that they 

used !\.ficro Sd-Mellory card for convenient and long period habitual physical activity monitoring 
dltring daily life [6]. 

£~'7r.-t:~><ivity recognition based on sensory dnta in AAL systems is an illlp0I13m task because: it can be 
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uscd for estimfltion of lcvcls of physical nClivily: cnn lead to detecting clHingcs of daily pnttern5 
Ihl\! may indicate nn ~l1lcrging medical condition. or cnn be used for dekclion of accidents and 
emergencies. To be "ccepted. AAL systems necd to be nffordablc while providing reliable 
performance [7]. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The proposed system is to design n real lime health and security monitoring device 
for dememia affected elders. It consists of web server. thiogspeak and sensors like heart beat 
Hnd temperature sensor. The sensor will get information from the controller and it will pass 
tllOt infonmtion over a network, that values will be accepted by the server and it caD be used 
to view over thingspenk which is in the network. The network used is WLAN. 

CPS 

HE.~RTBEAT 
SE'\'SOR 

RTC 

Fig.l : Block Diagram 

A,Harrlll·are 

AR",,! LPCl148: Tbe controller used in the system is rbe LPC2148 ARl\>I processor. The 
LPC2148 is a 32 bit A1Uvn family based micro-controller and it works on maximum 60Mhz. 
Low power RTC (renl time clock) The LPC2148 micro-controller has two illputlOlllpUl ports 
and these are termed as PO &P leach of 32 bits. 

GPS: \Vandering is a common behavior in people with dementia, but cognitive impairment 
can cause rbem to become disoriented and lost. Locator devices that use GPS (global 
positioning system) are assistive teclmologies thai can help to promote safe walking by 
alerting caregivers when a person with dementia 'wanders outside of a designated area. and 
providing the geographic coordinates of that person so they call be found more easily.Tbe. 
recorded location data can be stored and transmitted. 11 essentially contains a GPS module that 
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receives and calculates the coordinfltes. The GPS system locate the coordinates and fm1her 
sends to the AfuVI LPC2148 and this datn is filf~ler send to tbe twngspeak where we can 
locate the patient with the help of maps. This locarion we can view on any device like mobile 
pbones, compurer etc. 

Heartbeat Sensor: Hearlbeal Sensor is an electronic device that is used ro measure the hean 
rate i.e. speed of tbe bean bear. Monitoring body temperature. heal1 rate and blood pressure. 
The principle behind the working of the HeaI1bear Sensor is Photopletbysmo graph. According 
to this principle, the changes in the volume of blood in an organ is measured by tbe changes in 
the intensity of the light passing througb tbat organ. Usually. the source of light in a beartbeat 
sensor would be an IR LED and the detector would be auv Photo Detector like a Photo Diode, 
an LDR (Light Dependent Resistor) or a Photo Transistor.' 

Fig.2 : Heartbeat Sensor 

B.Soj'tllwe 

Thingspenk:- TltingSpeak is an open source internet of things (loT) application to store and 
retrieve data from things using the HTTP protocol over tbe Internet or via a Local Area Network. 
ThingSpeak enables the creation of sensor logging applications, location tracking applications, and 
a social network of things with stallls updates. ThingSpeak was originally launched by ioBridge in 
2010 as a service in SUppOI1 of loT applications. ThingSpeak has integrated suppon from the 
numerical computing software MAnAB frOUl Math Works allowing ThingSpeak users to analyze 
and visualize uploaded data using Matlab without requiring tbe purchase of a Matlab license frOlll 

Matbworks. 
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Fig.4 Output 2 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In roday's fast-moving world, where all ru'e hying to move towards technology-based 
system in all day to day life activities there is also need of sUlart system which will save 
the humans life with automation facility in it like all other thing around us nowaday's 
which are mostly automated. In system patient health mOlliroring are dOlle by different 
sensors & transmined the data towards the network using thinkspeak .Our system can be 
ltighly used in emergency situations as ir can be daily monitored. recorded and stored as a 
database. In furure our device can be combined with the cloud compuring so that the 
database can be shared in all the hospitals for the intensive care and tceaunent. Our system 
cOllcludes that physicians cannot STay next 10 the patiellt all time round the clock. we go 
for the health monitoring system. It records the abnormal values like heartbeat, 
temperature of the person by using various sensors sllch as heartbeat sensor. remperature 
sensor, ere, 
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Abstract 
Images hare become all i}J{egral part of aliI' nnj~v {h'es, il1 sorinl nehrorkillg, ill scientific 
applications or sllrve.dlnl1ce systems and where Ihere is image. comes the concept of blurring: 
Bhl17'ing ofa piclIIre may be a ilia jar esp/mwlion for image de.gradmioJl lrhich 111a), be caused by 
variolls blurs I1mJ/e~l', Gaussian billr, morion binI', defoclis billr, m'erage blur or threshold blllr. 
Thereby, the proposed system (1i11lS at peJjorllling blur classification. esTimation ofp(1rameters and 
deblllrr;l1g in alhree srageji·mnell·ork rhrouglr deep /earl/ing. FirstZr, rhe proposed system identifies 
the blllr type from a /J/;.yed illpm ofimages i.e. block and ll'hIte or color image degraded by WlI'iolls 
blurs with differe1lf paramerers i1Sing a pre-o'ained deep neural Nehmrk (DNlv) in a sllpeli'ised 
way. The robusmess, effectil'el1ess, l'fficiellcy aud competency ofthe proposed system shall be noted 
and accqrd;Jlgly applied to reallrorld scenarios fa delJlollsn'(I{e the same. 

Keywords- Blurred Images," Neural Nehrorks; Deep LearniJlg; lvlachine Learning; COlll'011lfiollol 
Neural Nehl'orks 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Now days, images have become very lIsefnl in COllllllllllicmioll media, There is a belief that the 
image speaks more rrurh abom rhe incidem or rhe simarion caprured rban the words . In the past, 
professional knowledge was required to manipulate the images generated by traditional film cameras 
with sophisticaled dark-room equipment. which is difficult to do so for average lIsers. The images are 
easy to acquire nowadays with the inexpensive devices. The process of recording! storing and sharing 
of large number of images is possible by everyone. The restoration of blurred images. photographs Le.! 
image deblurriug is the process of deriving hidden slh''I11) images from inadequate information the 
degradation model. Therefore, to remove blur in images where the blurring parameter is mlkuowll and 
is locally blurred: a three-stage framework is introdul;ed to classify the blur lype ,estimate lht! 
parameters and thereby deblur the image. A pretrained damset using DN"'N (Deep Neural Network) is 
induced to identify the blur type. Classification and deblurrillg of images have many real time 
applications SUell as in surveillance systems, satellite imaging and crime investigations. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The best system could reliably track [ile head movelllent over 96% of the time. The evaluations are 
performed over the naruralistic real-\vorld driving data set. '\vhich is a must as dley preseur the actual 
scenario. To trus end~ they collected a unique and novel data set of naruralistic driving with dislributed 
cameras. The data set targets spatially large head films (away from lhe driving direction) during 
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different maneuvers (e.g., merge and lane change) 011 urban streets and [re~ways. Going forward, they 
combined the [\Vo approaches to improve rile computational cost withom sacrificing the failure rate 
and the head pose I!rror [1]. An approach of using SSL in driver distraction detecrion based 011 drivers' 
eye and head movement data from real dri\'ing conditions. By utilizing unlabeled dara. the graph
based semi-supervised meulods reduce the labeling cost and improve the detection accuracy. The 
highest accuracy of 97.2% and G-mean of 0.959 are achieved by SS-ELM [2]. The proposed online 
predictioll system achieved promising prediction results w·ttb overall prediction accuracy of 81 % for 
Event I and 70% for Event II. Under the best perfOlm3nce settings, the average prediction time of 
Event I is 234 lllS ahead of the real OCCllrrence of Event 1. and the average prediction of Evenr II is 
430 ms abead of the real occurrence of EveD! IT. The proposed metbodology provides a practical tool 
to solve the challenging problem of online predicting of driver distraction nsing multivariate: EEG 
signals. It has a potential to improve design of future intelligent navigation systems from a novel 
perspective, by preveming driver distractions in advance and tbe related safety risks [3]. 

Exhibited how for tlie recognition of driver intellectllal intemlptioll at stop-controlled crossing points 
and analyzes its component subsets and classification exactuess ilUmediately on a speed-constrained 
park-way. In the test system study, 27 subje'Cts were en.li:sted to take part. Driver subjective interruption 
is instigated by the clock task that charges visuospatial memory. Tbe help vector machine (SVM) 
recursive component end calculation is Utilized to extricate an ideaJ element subset out of highlights 
built from driving execution and eye development. After component extraction, the SVM classifier is 
prepared and oross-approved inside subjects[ 4]. Non-nosy strategies are unequivocally favored for 
observing interruption, and vision-based frameworks have gave off an impression of being appealing 
for me [.V.IO drivers and specialists. Biomechan,ical. visual and subjective interruptions are the principal 
generally distinguished sorts in video-based calculations. NUUlerolls imemlption location frameworks 
just utilize one viewable prompt and hence, they'll be effectively upset when impediment or 
enlightenment changes appear [5]. 

In proposed System the design of a driver assistance system, when looking at the driver, the driver's 
identity is irre.levaut to understanding and predicting driver behavior. We explored a identification 
sche·me that preserves the facial region around the eyes in The foreground and obscures everything else 
in the background. We particularly fO<ruSed on eye.s because it can provide finer detail on gaze-zone 
estimation. A user study using human participants showed face recognition to be well below chance 
and the gaze estimatjon 'accuracy for me "five gaze zones to be 65% and 71 % with one eye and two 
eyes. respec.tively. ~ze zones were m,isclassified mostly due to tbe lack of spatiotemporal coutext.[6) 
The System presents examinations concerning the job of PC vision innovation in creating more secure 
cars. \Ve tbink about .....ision frameworks, which can't just watch our of tbe vehicle to distinguish and 
follow steeers and abstain ii'om bitting deterrents or people 011 foot however at the same time look 
inside the vehicle to screen the mindfulness of the driver and even foresee her expectations. A 
frameworks situated structure for creating computer vision innovation for more secure autos is 
exhibited. We will think about three principle parts of the framework: condition, vehicle, wbats more. 
dliver. Vle wiJI talk about different issues and thoughts for creating models for these principle parts 
JUSl as exercises related with the perplexing errand of safe driving. This paper incorporates a exchange 
of novel tangible frameworks and calaulations for catching not just tbe dynamic encompass data of 
the vehicle yet additionaJly tbe state, plan, and action examples of drivers [7). 

The System examines the effectiveness of DAD through a comprehensive comparative experimental 
evaluation of a speed compliance driver assistance system, whicb is impl~mented on a vehicular test 
bed. Three differeut types of display protocols for assisting a driver to comply witb speed limits are 
tested on accual roadwa}~. and these are compared with a cOllvemional dashboard display. Given the 
inclination, drivers who are given an over speed warning alert reduced tbe time required to slow down 
to tbe speed limit by 38% (p < 0.01) as compared with the drivers not given tbe alert. Additionally. 
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certain <llerls decreused distraction levels by reducing the time spell! looking away from the road by 
63% (p < 0.01). Ultimarely~ these alens demonstrate the miliry and promise of [he DAD system [8]. 

IIl. iVlliTHODOLOGY 

The Architecrural design of a system is tile total pictori:11 represenration of the proposed syste.m. 
The block diagram gives tile IOtal representatiou of me modules and their execuri.on flo\vs. There are 
total three main modules whicb is to be designed in the proposed system which are as foHows: 

I) Blur-type Classiflcation using DN'"N (Deep Neural Network). 
2) Deblurring of image using deconvolution. 

--!>
ONN Training 

Upda.e Weigh' 
& Bias 

NOISY IMAGE /-------' TrainedM~ 

'--- --' 

'--t>IDenoiSe<llmagel, 

Fig 1: System Anhltecturr 

In proposed system. Dl'.TN aigoritlun wIDch is a non-parametric method is used for classificatioll a.nd 

regression of the blur types(such as Gaussian blur, defocus blur~ motion blllr)of an input bhmed 

image and regression techniques using back propagation are used for the parameter est.i.mntion after 

the classification is done. The initial classification of the blur type is done by applyiug discriminative 

deep learning to the general fennlIe extractor for cOllUDon blur kemels with various parameters. 


Input.: Blur image. 

01ltput:Tbe given Deblurred and Blur image is classified 


System Descliptioo: 

Inpnt: Blurred image 

Output: Deblmred J.m.1ge. 

FUllctions : F 1, F2: F3 

Mathemarical Formularion: 

Let $ be system such that $=-{I, 0, F}. 

,,'here, 

1= Blurred image 

0= Deblurred Image. 

F=Fl , F2,F3 (se. offunctiollS) 

where: 

F I ():Blur type classification using DDN. 

F2():Blur parameter estimation using GRNN. 

F3():Segmentation & Deblurring of image using decollvolntion. 

Success Conditions: Appropriare Image FOimar. 
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AbstracJ 
Reducing the human efforts lI'h/le mmm/ac1Uring ,he product is all lmportant factor which is cOllsiderecl 
in indllsny. Designing the system with vel)' less or without auy human participation is the main loclIS of 
manufacturing il1dllstries. At the same lime focliS is on increasing prodllcti,-;t;: alld reduce the processing 
time. Proposed a system is ·Velcro CUlling lv/achille 1I1ith STepper molor and encoder using PLC 
programming is all al!tomated system lI'hich 1I'iIl help the industries to achiere abore objectil·es. PLC is a 
main conn'ollel" 11'hich \\'ill accept the inplll and take control action on the stepper motor. The cliffeI' is 
attached to a stepper motor. The actions of the cutler are GOl1h'olled by the steppeI' motor rotations. An 
H i\1J 1I'ill be lIsed by user to p"opide inputs. This is h01l" this Velcro cutting machine 11' i11 help ill reducing 
hllman effOl·ts mid increasing productivity. 

Keywol'ds- Velcro curting machine, Stepper motor, PLC, HAil. 

I, INTRODUCTION 

Proposed system is 'Velcro cuning machine with stepper motor aud encoder usiug PLC programming is 
an automated system. The lllajor goals and objectives ofour project is to reduce human effOlts, designing 
the system with velY less or withoutany hlunan pmticipatiou. At the same time focus is ou increasing 
productivity and reduce the processillg timeThe main pmt of tills project is Programmable Logic 
Cona·oller. We Are controlliug theoperatioll of Velcro cutting machine using a Programmable Logic 
Controller. Any activity that needs high consislellcy control and ease otprogramming and process fault 
diagnosis uses a PLC.They havebeell mostly adopted as high·reliability automation cOlllrollers suitable 
for harshenvironments. A PLCs output resultsmust be produced in respollSe to input couditiollS in a 
limited time, else unexpectedoperatioll will result.Iu this project. the interface of the press and the PLC is 
on the basis of a sensOlY sjistelll.The switches m'e used to operate the state of the m"ciline (ON/OFF) . 
Using stepponuotor we coutrol tlle rotation of the roller. Encoder is used to give pulse per 
revolution.Heater is used to heat the cutter of the machine to cut Velcro piece properly.Temperanu·e 
sensor is sellSes the teIl!peranu'e of the heater and gives feedback to thePLC. All this COIllpouents are 
controlled by PLC. The PLC programming can be donein traditional ladder diagrams. PLC ladder 
diagrams and using flow chart algOlithms.We have used PLC ladder diagram method for progrannning in 
this project, 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[I] Bbagyesh A. Vaidya, Swapnil V. Sawant, Pram.d R. Shirke "Review on design and 
development of PLC operated cutting machine". GRD Journals-Global researcb and DeYrlopment 
Journal for Engineeling, Jannary 2018, ISSN: 2455-5703.This paper reviews PLC application in 
illdusuy of cuttiug machines. Also gives infonuatioll regarding PLC properties and cutting hardware. The 
conclusion obtained from this paper isthe overall Material cost is reduced significantly. Development 
time for manllfact1.Uillg: is reduced. 

[2] RushikrsbGadalr, SanchitTayadr, S .V Klllakarni. "PLC based automatic cu11ing machinr". 
International journal of engineeting and tecbnical reseanh, March 2015, ISSN: 2321-0869.This 
paper Itelpsto understand tbe application and importance of involvement of automation in convenlional 
cutting maciline in mannfacnu·ing. Also For cutting machille based on PLC has got faster execution time 
and is more efficient. Tlte system presenled in paper is more flexible. 

[3] ShashiSahu, Satya Kumar, Behra, Amar Kumar Dey "Review of antomated profile cn11ing 
machine using PLC". International journal of digital application and contempol'alY researcb, May 
2015, ISSN: 2319-4863. This paper presents llow to work on profile cutting machine by using PLC 
teclUliques. TIlis paper tells the inIpOltanoe of automation in lnduslly. The techniques used in paper is 
mainly used for industlial applications. Also it concludes tbat using PLC machine is made more reliable 
and efficient. 

[4] Dr Rahul Paw..., Dr N. R. Bbasme "Application of PLC's for Au'lomation of P"ocesses in 
Indushy." International jonrnal of engineering researcb and applicatious, June 2016, ISSN: 2248
9622.This paper Reviews PLC application in automation industry. This paper also gives infolmation 
about how PLC is better than other controllers. Also gives iufOlmation regarding industrial mltOluation 
system. The lt~e of PLC in autamation system incr ..;es reliability and fl~xibili;Y. At the same time it 
reduces the cost. 

[5J .J Batbell, A . .Jonsson, C Bacs "Conceptual Design Approacb for Mechan'onics Systems 
Contnilled by Progmmmable Logic Conn'oller (PLC).~ InteriIational conference on engineering 
deSign, August 2003. Tllis paper gives information regarding SFC programming ofPLC. Use PLC makes 
system more simple mId Flexible 

[6] GavaJi Amit Bhimrao, PatilMabadev S. "PLC based IndnslIial Antomation System." 
International conference on Recent Trends iu Enginft'ling and lVlanagement Science, April 2014, 
ISBN: 978-3-642-14819-9. This system gives infOlmatiou regarding Software ofPLC. Also shows PLC 
based control Panel for autolll3ted system. Troubleshooting aids makes the PLC progranrming much Dlore 
easy. PLC based systems are simple and more flexible. This paper cOlllpares automation using air! 
technologies like relay contactar logics and concludes tluIt. it PLC is more simple and flexible controller 
for automatioll. 

[7] SmitaKumari and SeemaKumari "Traffic ContTol System USing PLC." International Journal 
of Engineering Science and COlliJluling, AprU 2017. This paper tells us about Ladder Diagram 
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Progrmuminf!, ofPLC.lu previolls pnper we have ICrUllt abollt SCr- progrm.lllujllg l)CPLC. ,\ftl:!l" studying. 
this paper we can conclude that Laelder DiHgrmn Progrnllllllill~ method is simple programming method 
[or PLC. Alf\o Illey have IIs~d NC mal NO s\vilchcs inllwre syslcm. 

[8] Pn·palliR:uuanalllllla. "Impl{'mrntatiou of Vt'luling i\'lachilH' Using I>rogl':lInnwblf' Logic. 
Controller." lutrrnalional .Jolll'nal CUI' Rese:.llTh ill AppJit'd Sri(,llc(' :md Enginrl'l'ing Tt'chnology, 
Juno 2018, ISSN: 2321-9653. This paper gives infollnatioll regarding Sequellti"l Fllllction chm1 for PLC. 
Also tiley llave discussed about Unemploymelll issue due to Automation. This paper concludes that the 
futlU"e scope ofPLC is vety vast in indusny of alltomation clue to i" flexibility and alltomarion. Also the 
have concluded that automated system have an issue ofH<loptillg to v~riolls new scenarios. 

[9] MV Vagb, Vaisbaligbghadnml, SnrupndaMnpari "Automallc Objecl PlinHng Marhine using 
PLC" International Journal of A(\\"Hllcr Re-sr.aITh hI Elrcll'onks and Tdrcommunicalion 
Engineering, May 2017, ISSN: 2278-909X. This paper reviews how traclitional system are gettillg 
replaced by automated systems. PLC based systems reduces the maintenance cost. A150 it increases 
Accuracy. But in this case it resulted in large circuit. They h~ye also \Jsed conveyor belt and proximity 
sensor for ease in operation. 

[10] MenakaKul":li aud H. Prasanna Kumar"Auotomat«i Washing Machine Using PLC. 
"Iulernational Journal of Software and Hardware research in EOginefl"ing, Septrmber 2018, ISSN
2347-4890. Tltis paper proposes infOllllation regarding aUlomarion of daily hOUle needs. Tbey have 
implellleuted basic PLC functioning like tiIuiug. sequellcing and relayillg. Also gives iufollnatioll 
regarding ladder Diagram Logic. The System is Cost efficient and lnllllall eff0l1s are reduced. 

III. PLC 

PLCs were illvenled by Dick Morley in 1964. Since then PLC is rising intheinduslrial and manufaclUting 
sectors. There is a huge range of PLC functions like timiug. cOlUlting. calculatillg. comparing and 
processing of vaIious analog signals. The maw advantage of PLC against hard-wired control system is that 
you can go backand change a PLC after you 've programmed it. at linle cost. In a hard-wired 
controlsysrem. you're essentially needs to cbange (he wiring of the syslem for any cbange in control 
functions(wltich is Illoreexpensive and (akes longer). Let ' s look at an example to better understand 
tltisadvantage.Imagine you have a light cOOllecled to a switch. In general. tile light operates under two 
conditiollS - ON and OFF. Now you are given a task that when you mOl ON Ille switch.the ligh( sllould 
glow ouly afier 30 seconds. With Ihis hard-wired se!Up - we're slllck.Tlle only way (0 acllieve this is to 
completely rewire our circuit (0 add a timing relay.Than a lot of hassle for a minor 
chauge.PrograJll1llable Logic Controllers cOllStantly lllonilOrs the inpUl values from variousinpul seusillg 
devices (e.g. accelerometer. weight scale. llardwired signals. etc.) audcreates respective oUIpU( depending 
on Ihe nalure of production and indusny. Ablock diagram of PLC consists of five pans namely: 

• Rack or chassis 
o Power Supply Module 
o Central Processing Unit (CPU) 
o Input & Output Module 
o CODllllUIlication Intelface Module 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

With further coming teclUtologies and availability of motion coutrol of electric drives.tlle application of 
Progranunable Logic Controllers witb power elecn·onics in electricalmacllines bas been inlroduced ill the 
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development of "momation systems. The use of PLCin the process of amomation increases reliability. 
l1exibility and reduction in cost of production. Use of PLC cOl1llected with power convellers. personal 
computers and other eleCh"icequipll1ent makes illdnsniai electric ckive systems lUore accnrate and 
efficient. PLCs ltavebeen gaining popularity all the factOlY floor and will probably remain importmlt in 
comingyears. Most of this is because oftlte advantages they offer. like 
• Cost effective for controlliug complex systems. 
• Flexible and they can be reapplied to control otlter systems quickly ane! easily. 
• Computational abilities allow more sophisticated COlltroi. 
• Trouble shooting makes programming easier. 

SopplyI~ 

1 SMPS 

,.......
· ..... .....,..· 
Sdedor'J"itch· ,-"",· .., ~ 
c-.u· 
· Tanpcnt\l/'O. 

T 
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PLe 
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I moo ICnnI<OIlcr 

Fig. lBlock diagrrun of system 

The various exrunples ofPLC based Machine are: 
1. PLC based automatic Washing Machine. 
2. PLC based Automated Printing Machine 
3. PLC based Automated Vending Machine 
4. PLC based Automated Drilling Machine 

Fig. 2HardwareSystem 

V.DESIGN CALCULATIONS 

CiJ:clunference of circle =2*pi*R 
Shaft 0 f Motor ~ Pi *D 
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So. Pi· D a 3.1 f ! 'L':;2IllIll- IOO 
So in one revolution lOOIllJU ofmfHerial is p:ls.sed & we have 1000 Pulse per revolmioll (PPR) Encoder. 
So for oue revolmion = IOOOppr 
IOOlUm; IOOpI'r 
So we need 50mm& 120nuu Velcro clltting 
So for 50mm; 500PPR encoder 

VI. RESULT 

Fig. 3Velcro cntting machine 

Above figure shows the final proposed system of velcro cutting machine. In this system PLC 
programming is used. As PLC is used to coutrol the system. the coutro! fimctions cau be chauged simply 
by chauging the program. But if we used Hru'dwired contra! systems theu it is not possible to cbauge 
conu'oJ fimctiollS by cilanging the program. It requires to chauge the wi.ring of system 

Fig. 4 User Intelface Fig.5Conrrol Panel 

Above two figures shows the llser interface aud coutrol panel of the sys.tem which consists cmlllter. 
temperatme comroller. indicator. push buttous. selector switches. emergency 3tOp. PLC. stepper 1110tor 
fwd driver etc. ntis velcro cutting machine llelps to improve the qnantity and quality of velcro pieces as 
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compared to human eftons. II cllls 5000-6000 pieces per day with dimensions >l1ch as 50x50null and 
50xI20111Ul. 

vn. CONCLUSION 

A PLC for velcro cutting machine is programmed in order to obtain the velcro pieces of the desired 
dimensioll. Velcro pieces of desired dimension C~ll be cut fl.-om vekro tape using velcrocutting .m~chine 
using PLC.Programming ofPLC is done in order for the fillther operatiollS ofthe machine. 
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Abstract 
In past cenhlries, Holographic video plotting Is done using point S01/rce tecJmology and projectors 
H'hiclr is ,'el)' cost~\' IIm'iug complex setup [JJ, Here we are displaying \'ideo on the p.vramid shaped 
fibre using the python laugllage 11Ol'/'l1g simple setup, Holography is nOThing bl/t upgraded lel'el 0/ 
pholograp/~r aud cOJl\'emr'oJlal film and its three dimensiol1al natllre makes it complele~r new p 

possibilities for /wure lise, Through this project H'e are trying to help display products, objects, and 
animated sequences three-dilJlensiolla/~}', 3D Holography is different ji'om COII"fmriol1a/ film 011 a 
standard screen. 3D hologram is visible fi'om all sides, so the observer call walk arollnd the 
hologram, enabling an absolllte~l' ,.enJistic~/ookil1g image to form,A video lI'hich is to be displayed 
will be processed. While processing. the image H'iII be dilllellsiona/~}' split jn sitch a \1'0)' that after it's 
reflection on the fibre, it could be seen fi'om all sides, The dimensions ofthe fibre being used 1\'ill be 
required to be aligned 1I'itll thar o/the iJJlage/or p,'ope/, display. The methodology ll'e (we using in this 
project is Reflection Holog1'nphr usiug Geometric T1'011sformation [J]. 

KC)-'wortls- Holographic Video. 3D hologram, Reflection Holograph~'. GeoJJleh-ic Transfonllatioll. 

I. L""lTRODUCnON 

We cab often see the 3D holographic comnmrucatioll technology in science fictiolllliovies, by using 
the principle of 3D computer graphics. and the distant person or thing. can been projected in the air in 
the fOnD of three dimensional. Due to development in science, all the equipmeut are reduced in size 
and precision increased .. while Lhe display device are not upgraded as per the reqniremellt. so people 
have a demand for advanced display for projectiou to solve the problem. The 3D holographic 
projection does this role precisely. The word hologram is includes the two Greek tenus. "bolos" for 
"Complete view"; and gram meffilS '\Yrinell", A hologram is siruply a3D projection of the positive 
interference paneru of laser ligllt \"aves, 
A scientific term for holography is 'WiJve from reconstmction', Dennis Gabor. [be Hungarian 
physicist worked on advancement, research for electron micropscopes and other related fieldsJle also 
discovered tile basic {echnology of holography ill 1947, However. the technique was not fully 
revealed and utilized lmtil the 1960s. when laser tecimology was perfected. 3D Holographic 
Teclmology (3DHT) introduced in 1962. Holography means ofmakiug ofnuiqne photographic image 
without the use of a lells or spectacles, The projection and recording of the image is called a 
holography. which appears to be au uureco:,uizable. complex paneru of stripes and whorls but which 
when illuminated by cohe.rent light. as by a laser beam organizes the lig.ht into a three dimensional 
representation of the expected OligiDal object 's image, 
3D Holographic projection technology is the new sigu of future technology and advanced 
connnnrucarions, This technology first received attention worldwide ill 2008 when Prince Charles 
addressed the \Vorld funlfe energy' sUlllluir and made Ius first appeanmce as a hologram In " bid to 
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Laptop Screen 

Fig. 2 Hologmphic IH"ojectioll SCI1Clll'}lic 

Tbe initial step is to capture Iht' objeci lig.ht wave pallem illfollllHtioll by lig.ht interference plinciple. 
the cnptming process: (he object 0 1' image under source rtlClimion tonus a some diffuse pattem for 
objectfimnge: another pm1 of tile source as a reference beam silines on rile holograplJic display. and the 
image bemn is snperi1l1pos~d and produce interference. COIlVCI1S the phase and amplirude of object's 
image Iig.ht waves to the intens ity ill space cbanges. thus capmres and record all the infommtioll of the 
image Jig.hl waves with using of contrastand spaciug. ill interference panelUs. The film. recording tbe 
i.nterference panern. after developing: and fixing projection display. n hologrttJll or bolographic image 
will fonn. The next step is by ciiffi, lclion tlJeory which reprodllce the image light wave imOlmarioa. 
wbich 15 the imaging process. the hologralll is like a complex intelference panern. in coherent som·ce 
[5]. Tbe image of reproduction has the strong three-dimensional feamre and a effective visnal effect. 
Evel), pa11 of the hologralll will capnlre the light of the iUlage. so in ptiudple. every pan cau reprO(hlCe 
the Oligillal image, a nmnber of different images can be captured 011 a .film by Ulultiple-exposure and 
showed each otber without disnJrbing.. 

In projection model of holography. A four sided reflective tnUlsparent fiber pyramid whose size 
can vary according to projection model. applicat ion and need. A !;Creen. like mobile or laptop is used to 
run Lhe desired processed video 011. TIle actnal setup sho\\ll in fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. Holographic Proposed Sehlp 
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III tIle holography projections model. n pm1i~lllarly inlercstillg point - different liDlll television or 
Vit1ual Reality. a 3D holog.ram enn be seen by eV~lyon~ willIant 3D speclncles. which is all incredible 
aciViUtl;lge for lise at exhibitions. cilIcI1nilllnem illdnslIY and similar evclHs. This method of using 3D 
holo!!l'ams crenres compietely new. imercsting. Wily of represeuti.ng products in market. It is also 
recolllmendable to use some acollstic bnckdrop perfectly coo!"dinated to suit the 3D hologram to appear 
atlrflclive and effective. including. backgrotlnd SOlUld and special sound cHects. It receives the anention 
span and sub-consciously the prodnct being presented even more deeply ill the minds of the audience, 

IY.ADVANCEMEi'·;-rIN HOLOGRAPHY 

A. Toucbab)e Hologram: 
TIle impOl1ance of interaction techniques creflles much more attcUlion with fhe advancement of the 
computer graphics technology. tbe pllysical simlllatiou and the visual display technologies. There are 
a lot of interactive systems which aim to enable the nsers w handle 3D graphic objects and images 
with their hands using finger sensor. If (aclile feedback is provided (0 the user's bands in 3D free 
space. the usability oftbose syslems will be considerably improved [6]. 

B. 360-Degree 3D System: 
The system was made possible by opera ring high-speed video Oll a continuous spimung minor. 

As this spinning mirTor cbanges direction. different perspectives of the projecred image is captlu-ed 
and shown, [7]. •. 

v. 	RESULTS 

In this module, tbe illPllt video is pre-processed. filulles are extracted from Ibe input video fot 
further processing and nMsfonnatiou as sho,,"n in fig. 4. After processing, e:\.tracted !i·ames are 
merged to fonu the splitted video whicb is going to display all fibre pyramid as ShOWll below in fig 5, 
tab/mobile screell-llsed:;':'::'~?4:-~· ~~~lf(:e.__~ 

Fig 4 .E~tracted fmmes fi:Olll input video 

Frames are e.\.1rnc(ed from the input video using python 3. We used the OpenCV module for 
video Processing. Differenf operations are performed on thls extracted frames to look like in four 
different spaces i.e. splitting. 
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Fig =' Splilling. ofviclcu using geoJll~lric Irallsfonllmiull 

V/. CONCLUSION '" FUTURE SCOPE 

Through this pap\!r. we clubbed together the ccnnny old concept of holograpby with Python 
language 10 displny the vimml image 011 chenp Hucllumclnble fibre display. Holographic Technology 
llas lllony applications. as far as the hllllHUl mind cnll imagine. Holograplly beillg the clo')est and 
dictinct display tecllllology to our real environment lllay just b~ the riglll subsrinlte "'llen reality fails. 
\Vith holography. educational insritutions cau reach ont to Ihe depth of the vru10\lS regiOlls, where 
infol1llatioll t'md expenise are witllin rnnge. Ivlobility and Knowledge sharing will ouly cost a second 
and learning will become more effective and interncrive. 

The future is inter~ctive holography technology which makes it possible to touch and manipulate 
vjrnlal object is especially imp0113nt. As the field of tonch('lble video system continues to grow and 
integrfltes '.vith ho.lography. iuteraction with holograms becomes limitless. In fUTlu·e. llolographic 
displays will be replacing all preseut displays ill all sizes. froll sllall phone screen to large projectors, 
so t.he holographic display will become more am'active and effective, 

• Futllre Scope: 
A. Marketing with 3D Holographic Display 

This world's innovative technology can enable obselvers to see the lln(lges tllat float deep inside and 
project several feet above the display screen. 3D visnal display solmions has recently inh'oduced its 
unparalleled digital signage in the UK. Tbis world's innovative technology can enable observers to 
see 3D hologr::lpbic-like iln::lges that float deep inside (lncl proje,ct several feet above the LCD or 
plasma display screeu. l[s aim is for adveltising agencies and consumer products who wish to catch a 
huge am'action .fi.-om this new break through rnedia. 

B. Holography in Education 

Recently holography is not being widely lLC)ed in educatiou, However. application of holography in 
education are not uew, Long distance projection is possible since the linages me transmitted over tlIe 
illlelllet, Holography is differelll fl,-olll video cQUferellcrng because Ihe teacber ::Ippears to be ill the 
classroOlll, \Vhile in video conferencing llsers can easily notice a screen and a camera, 

C. Holography ill Enterminment Tnrlnc;try 

"VLeu 1I11~ ll.uuks ilb()lIi 1,hlt1gl<lplty iu ille entCI1nlnmcllt i1.ldustry. IDe lUOVles Avenge~ ~nc1 ~t:tr 
\Vms come into llund, III thefie movie!'.. p~oJllt': rt':hl/t"': wlili hflJ(\t'!:.lm~ ~c: Tbpy 'vo\llr;l rdate with real 
hUll1an Although_ what people see ll1 tlIese movies ru'e not real hologrruns, they depict what a real 
ho!ogr:uulooko lil,c and fUnlrc cnpnbililic, of holography. 

In ille musical indusily, holography is being llSed for concel1s, In this case. the musicians can be 
far ,1way i1.l Nt:w YuLk. \\,hile verlunomg.m several cities arOlllld the world. "loday. tlu'ee dlllletlS10nal 
televisioll and cinerna1> ru'e becoming COlWllOIl. and there is more to cOll1e.3D movies in llollle theatres 
require chuuky glasses which Ulay be lll1coOlfot1able for some people to wear. Also experts fOHud that 
viewing 3D televisioll over 0 1011g: pCliod can cnm.c hc;\ rI:l~he aDd eye strain dH~ tv llt!W ~t;!illiUly 
experience, Since hoJography 1ll(lkes heruued image look like real. it should not have any thtnre ~tr::lln 
Oll tile eyes 11 or gcncrntc hendflchc, 
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Abstract 

The mllsic plays a I'CI)' crucial role in the life ofhumans. In a day 10 da,l-'Iife pcople lisleJI to lI1J~sic 
for fim, relaxation, enterlaimnel1t and mental peace. The music also can be IIsed as a remedy to 
l'ecol'erfi'om mm~)' diseases and physical fatiglles. The Raga is the base ofIndian Classical Music. 
The bellm,'jotll' of the Raga is l'ecogni:ed by Swnrn llotes movement. The Ragn may be slIug as pel' 
emotions, enl'l'ronmel1tnl situations and Cl'ems at a particlilar time. TIle ,'al';OIlS jeafllres extraction 
techniques .{I'om the Digital Signal Processing (Ind Raga Idemification Techniques for classifying 
Il1dimJ Classical JvIusic are been discussed. In this paper, the properties ofImlian Classical jV/usic 
are listed that are Ilsefill/01' the Identification ofRaga's. 

Keywords-- lCA1(lndian Classicallvillsicj. Raga, lvfusic. Arohana-Al'arohana. 

1. L'ITRODUCTION 

Tbe music exp[t!!;se~ the feelings with the different movements of the sound. J[ I::; dle m05( in:Jpired nod pure 
fOl111 of creativity by the hwnans. The e.'Xperience of music gives tiJ.e fun,. entertainmeDt~ relaxation and 
mental peace 10 me humans at the different moments of life. In the modem world .. the music has gained 
honoured of healing memal illness and physical £'1tigue. there are many National and International 
organizations working on the Music Therapy. The main goal of the organiZ:1lions is 10 make aware, educate, 
practice and research in the lvlusic Therapy for the health care of common people. Few organizations have 
identified and listed the suitable Ragas \vhich help to cure a particular disease. Musk information retrieval 
is (he need of the hour due [Q the availability of large amount of music on the Internet. Musk 
illforination retrieval can be thought of as part of Multimedia infonnation retrieval. A lot of work has 
been d01:le in the other components of multimedia like text, video and the one tbat is yet to be fully 
developed is audio. Audio processing involves processing speech and music. 

The classification of Indian Classical Music (ICIv!) based on Ra,ga '\\ill belp to e·leamers, composers, 
musiCians 111 an ethclenr retneval ot dara. The ICM has categonzed m two types Camatlc and Htndustaru 
Music. The Camatic illusic has the Melakart\1a ~a and Janya Ra~a, wMe the Hmdustarumus,c bas Thaat 
and Raga, The Melalautha Ragas are called as sampooma Raga \'"hich has all seven Swam, present. The 
Hindustani music has ten Thaat Bbairavi, .t\sawari, Bila\val, Khamaj. K.:1Iyan. l\.fClf1;·a, POOI'vi.. Todi, Kafi, 
.-,r,d RI",ihIV 'J:\/r"l)l 'R:',!{II I I,...hIIlg"- In II ThuIII TIll' Trr\(r lu,'. [IVI·I,.'!' h l l'Ji, 41111,,,, II! '\ IlI Ulh Til" "\-fl!,'" IIW 

categorized as Shuddha (nauJraI), Kamal (flat) and Tivra (sharp) Swam, The Swams can be considered in 
three ditfererrt tones namely Mandrn (low), Madbya (middle) and Tar (high) that generates 36 distinct notes. 
Every Raga .bas Aaroh and Avaroh which defines. as ascending and descendi.ng sequence of Swam 
respectively. The characteristic ph.rns~s or set of Swru"as which uniquely identifies the Raga called as Pakad. 
The Identification of Ra~a ha~ed on Aaroh-Avnmh or the pakarl is not the just strinr matchin~, The two 
Kat.>il~; lImy have salTl!:! SWiIlWi, hili lilp. wily of rXl1rP.fJ'iUlt' II mny hi~ r-hf.trrrnt. which prI1Vldr.:; dl'ilmr.! 
teelIng. 
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1. LITERATURE SURvt;y 

Sr 
No. 

References Purpose Ti.!chnology 
used 

Advantages Disadvantages 

1. "Ragn identification of 
Carnaric nrusic 
infQrmation retrieval" 

To purpose a Raga 
identification of 
Cam.aric music 

Pitch values 
and slring
l11Hrching 
algorilhm 

Better and accurate 
identification 

The assumplion 
of fimdamental 
frequency. 

1. Hindustani Raga 
representation and 
identification. 

To purpose the 
represenration of 
Raga. 

Manuaily 
detected Pitch 
values and 
llivLM 

Bener 
Representation 

Less efficient. 

3. Raga mining ofIndian 
music by extracting 
Arohaoa-Avarohana 
pattern. 

To purpose 
extraction of 
Arohana

A-vrohana pattern 

Pitch values 
and ANN" 

\Vorks successfully 
for monophonic 
songs. 

Does not work 
successfully for 
even polyphonic 
songs. 

4. "Tansen: A system for 
automatic Raga 
identification. 

To purpose 
automatic Raga 
identification 

Pitch valnes 
and 1JM,Vl 

Multi-phonic note 
identification. 

Cannotidentify 
polyphonic note 
efficiently. 

5. RAAG 
RECOGNITION 
USING PITCH-CLASS 
AND PITCH-CLASS 
DYAD 
DISTRIBUTION 

To find the results 
of the fus[ large-
scale raagrecog
nition experiment. 

markov model 
andPCD 

helps in classifying 
even after identical 
sets ofnotes 

ifficulty in 
classifYing 
relatively loud 
and complex 
accoDQParUrnent 
andlowSNR 
conditions. 

6. Automatic mag 
Classification llsing 
sprectally derived tone 
profiles 

To find accuracy 
llSing spectnlUy 
derived tone 
profiles. 

Hidden 
Markov 
Model 

Chamcteristic shape 
independent of the 
instrument high 
accuracy. 

Time consuming. 

7. Automatic Chord 
Recognition from 
Audio Using Enhanced 
Pitch 
Class Profile 

analyzing the. 
overall hannonic 
str:ucrure of a 
musical piece 
using automation 
of chord labelling 

Chromagram 
or Enhanced 
pitch class 
profile, 
SUppOl1 vector 
machine, 
hidden 
markoV" model 

This smoothing 
process reduces 
errors due to sudden 
changes in signals 
caused by transient 
and noise-like 
sounds. which can 
obscme hannonic 
components. 

the errors like 
confusion is 
created at some 
extent. 

s. Ulld'?f5"mnding ~1llotion 
in Raag: An empirical 
study oflistener 
Responses 

To find tho 
COll3i3tcnCY of 
emotional 
responses in Raag 

Artificial 
Neural 
Nenvork 

elva[ p3tti01£ of1"33t 
llnd ruuJical fcatures 

L3r~ir i:~tA 

reqUIrc3 morc 
dimension 

9. Computaional 
Musicology for Raga 
Anal)~is in Indian 
ClocDical .MUDic: },. 
Critical Vie\v. 

It explains 
evolution of 
cO\l1pnrati()n~l 

llluDioology field 
and exisrillg work 
dUIlI;' IU Ill'! (,;ulltt:x! 

of\Vcstc11l1vlmic 

C ornpmational 
Musicology. 

Automatically 
classifying keys and 
d lO rrls llsing a 
complltcr program. 

Similarities 
between the 
ragas can add to 
the complcKifj' O!I 

ragas having set 
ul uoles. may 
generate srune 
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If. PROPOSED WORK 

It is the cOlworsion of input song iuto seq1.1t!llce of notes ie. swam script. In the frequency extraction is done 
through finding fundamemal frequency of each s~gment and converting it into swarns. From input files, 
swam combinnrion. number of swaInS used ill ruga, generated for non-linear RAGA. A Neural NehYOrk is 
used for thl.! training purpose. Feanlres of two-three songs selected are random and given as input [0 lraining 
system. System generates weights according to input given. This is tested which gives Fearure extraction is 
the first required step for Raga Idemification. The various feamre extraction techniques based on timbre, 
pitel!, and tempo are available. The welllmown Timbre feanlees are Linear Prediction Coefficients (LPC), 
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) and so on. The features are obrained by applying various 
signal processing techlliques like Fourier Transform, ShOlt Term Fourier Trausfonn (STFT) and Wavelet 
Tr'!llsfonn (\V1). The pitch detennincs the fundamental frequency of the souDd. The Pitch Class Profile 
(PCP) and Rannowc Pitch Class Profile (HPCI') are widely used in tasks like melody eXUllCriOIl and note 
extracrion. 

RAGA I NOISE • 
~_S_M_MP__L_ES__~-----"L__RE_~_1_0_V_AL__~----~ I fRAMING I 

FEATURE• EX"TRACTIO 

1 
TRAINED At~~ 

FEATURE CLASSIFIER 
VECTOR 

1 
BHA1RAVIFig. 1 Block Diagram 

BHAlRAVBARAR 
A. Problem Statement 

The objecti....-e of the paper is to develop a sysrem which automatically mines the raga of an Indian Classical 
Music. The fig sho,",,'S the configuration of the.proposed system. As a flISt step Note transcription is applied 
on a wven audio -file to generate the sequence of notes used ro play the song. The features related [0 

AIolllUla - Avarohana are extracted in the next step. These features are given to the Artificial Neural 
Networks for training and testing the sysrem 

Note

Tmuscriptioll


Input So 
g Wci~hts~J.::l 1----,-.../1~~JFcntnrc ,/
Extraction 

Raga of the 
song 

Fig II. The Proposed Configuration System 

Testing
B. Nore TroJlscripliol1 
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In order to identjfy the raga of the songs, tile sequence of nO(,;$ used to pIny the song must be knowll. The 
process of idemifying the sequence of notes i.e the SWl.InI script is called as Nole Tmn!icription. For the 
Indian classicnl Ulllsic. Note Transcriprion process its~lf is a \ IClY challenging task and two heuristics are 
been lIst!d, based on the pitch of the auelio smnpl\! for Note IIiUlSCriptiol1; The Hill Peak Heuristic and Note 
Duration Heuristic. Sound ollSet detection and mnsical meter estimation was proposed by KaJpuri for Nore 
lfiHlscript.ion in Iudian Classical Music. Here we illustrate a method for this process and discuss the incurred 
probJems.lvfusic is represented as signals. so nole transcription in\'olves signal Processing techniques ..Music 
can be deflllcd as the melody composed by the combin3lioll of swaras.. whereswarn is bunch of set of 
frequencies - Fundamental frequency and harmonic frequencies. The ~Jl8l1 perception of these set of 
freqllency is called [IS Pitch. TIle velY first step in Note Transcription is identifying all different frequency 
segmenTS in the song called as 'Frequency Extraction'. Fundamental frequency of each segment is 
calculated using tite AutocOlreLlIiou method with a frame-size of SOm:;. For simplifying the type of the 
input audio file taken is monophonic song with a single sound-source. System can be enhanced further for 
recorded Polyphonic music, by applying nllliti-pitch detection teclmiques described in. After listing all tile 
frequency segments in tbe audio file, each such segment has to be converted into its corresponding swam. 

C. Feafllre Ern'neriO/,

A raga is defined by: The choice of nares (from the 12 notes), AScending and descending sequences 
(aroillma&avarohana). these features help to identify the raga. A raga is been constructed of five to seven 
consistent svarns (melodic steps). Each raga has an ascending (arobana) and descending (avarohana) fotm; 
i.e. the arohana and avarohana may contain different svaras; Arobanais the ascending sequence of notes 
which the raga follows. Any ascending sequence in improvised portions of me raga follows the pattern 
defined in Arohanastrictly. Similarly, Avarohnna is the corresponding descending sequence. In our system 
the feanrres which are extracted from the input files are, Swara CombinatioD! Numbers of swaras used .in the 
raga, Vakra pairs in Arohana& in Avarohana..t\rohana-avarobana pattern in ragas SWara combination is 
nothing but basic set of llotes(swara) which is llsed to compose a musical script. Swara combinations are 
represented in bits. The binary sequence is convened into decinllll value For Example, Mohana Raga, The 
swam combination is: s r1 g2 p d2. So! But, as IS' is present in all tbe ra:gas we can ignore me value llild the 
binary sequence will be, 01010010100 - 660. Anomer feature is alSo one of me characteristics of raga. It 
teUs abour the number of distinguished swaras used in me raga. Example I: Mohena !{ago, tj1e swara 
combination is: s r2 g2 p d2, Numbers of swaras are.:- 05 Example 2: Todi, the swam combination is. S rl gl 
ml p dl nl; Number of S\varas are:07 The Arohana and Avarobans ofthc raga can be either linear or non
linear. In linear, the Arol13Ila and Avarohana pattern is the same as the swam combination in ascending and 
descending sequence respectively. In case of non-linear the Arohana-Avarohaoa pattern may have some of 
the pairs which are not presellt in ascelldin~ldescending sequence ofswara-combination. Stich pairs in nOI1

linear arohana-a'-'"3rohana are called as vakra. For example. L Cha1cravak raga (linear) Swara combination 
sequence, srI g2 ml p d2 nl Linear arobana: srI g2 ml p d2 n 1 s' Linear Avarohana: s' nl d2 p ml g2 r I s 
2. Dbanyasi raga (Non-linear) Swara Combination sequence, s rl gl ml p dl nl Aroabana: S gl ml P nl s' 
Av<u.ulwla . >' ul ull' wi gl d > Vwa pairs are, (5 gl) and (I' nl) IIere we find olllilic!lC' 012 vnkru 
Vdll!> ill d.lUlhlUd cUJJ 2 \,<lk..ad IJdll!:> ill dVc1J.uLd.Ud. L.u..h v0~.5j(:'11!. pair is Jl.55i.gu..:J II voluc according to T...."hich 
the features are genermed. 

RAGA SWARA Combination AROHANAIAVAROHANA 

Todi sri glml p dl nl Sri gl ml p dl nl s'! 5' 111 rll P 1111 ?o' rl 
s 

Dhanvasi Sri gl ml p dl nl Sgl ntIpnl s' I s' 01 dl oml gl rl s 
VaraJi 

-
Mf\~;amal:aHlf;l211la 

Sri gl m2pdJ n2 

Srlg2mlpdln2 

S rl gl m2 I' dl n2 s' I s' n2 dl P m2 gl rl 
s 
S rI g2 m1 r 01 n7 <:' l t>' 11"') Ii I P rn 1 r.:'. rl 
s 

Saveri Srl oo mlpdln2 Sri ml pell s' I s" n2 dl pml g2r1 s 
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Chukl':l\'ilk SrI g2 ml p d2 III s' i s' III d2 P Illl g2 rl SrI g2ml p d2nl 

Gatlin SrI g2ml n2 
Kf1umvnrdllini Sri g1 1112 P dl n2 s' i s' u2 dl P m2 g2 r1 

s 
Saumshtrn 

Sri g2m2pdl u2 

SrI g2 011 P d2 n2 s' i s' 111 d2nl d2 p mlSri gZ1l11 P d2 nl112 

Abheri 
Anmldabh.1iI3vi S gl r2 gl ml p d2p s ~ I s! 01 d2 P ml gl 

r2 s 
Blk1imvi 

Sr2 gl ml pd2nl 

S r2 gl ml p d2 nl s' l s' nl dl p ml gl r2 
s 

Sr2g1 ml pdl d2nl 

Table 1. Arohana- Avarohana Pattel1l in Ragas 

D. Training and Testing 

A neural network is constl11cted by hlgblyiDterc01ll1ected processing muts (nodes or neurons) that perform 
simple I1lalhematicai operations, Neural ne(works are chaI3cterized by their topologies, weight vectors and 
activation filllction which are used in the hidden layer.; and O\1tpllC layer. The topology refers to the mnnher 
of hidden layers and connectiQn between ~lodes in The hidden layers. The activation functions can be used 
are sjgmoi~ hyperbolic [angem and sine. The lletwOTh: models can be static or dymmuc. Sratic networks 
include single layer perceptrons and multilayer perceptron. 

Xl 

X2 
0 


0 
 )-.l.11J.jput 

0 

Xn+l 

Xn 

Fig III: Function of a Neuron 


A multilayer perceptron is shOWll schematically. The informMi0ll flows in J fecd-ibrwnrd Illallilt:l frolll iip 
l~yer ro the olp layer through the hidden layer.::. The number of nodes in the inpullayer Ami output layer are 
fixed. It depends upon the number of input vatiables and the mnnher of output " .. riables in a panem. Tn this 
work: mere are 51'1{ ilp variobles and oue O/p "ruiable. The mlIDber of nodes in a hidden layer and the number 
of hidden Iny~r,;; are yariablo. Depcnding uvou Ill~ typ~ of opplicatloll, the Ilt:lwork parameters such as rhe 
number ofnodes in lhe hidden layers and the number of hidden layers are found by trial and error method. 

-
Ompnt Layerlllput Layer Hidden Layer 
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g ~o 
g----.~ 

Fig IV: Multilayer Perceptrou 

In most o[the applications, only one hidden layer is sufficient. The activation function which is llSed to train 
the Artificial Neural Networks is the sigmoid function and it is given by: 

[(x) = 1/(1 + exp(- x)) .......................................... [1] 


[(x) = I~= I (Wij(P)X,(p) + e(p)) ... ..... . ........ •....... .[2] 


ill. CONCLUSIONS 

R.:1ga in an Indiru;l Music is a very complex structure. TJle sequence of notes used to play the songs is 
based on the raga. The sequence of notes for Raga ideutification has been analysed. The arohana 
avarohana and swam combination pattem is \vell defined for each raga so it is very useful feature in 
identification of the raga. The system works successfully [6r monophonic song. This method \vorks well for 
even polyphonic songs, however wilb. some qualms in frequency eXtraction. This is due to the fact that 
rhythmic insmtments do not contribute to the rag, but only the beat. and yet superimpose frequency 
cOmpOnents in the spectrum. The system is been enhanced fiuther by generating a complete swara· 
scripJ containing notes and rhythm information which will be very useful for musicians. The method 
of raga identification is improved by using rhythmic infonnation. 
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Abstract 

The period of Industry 4.0 has arril'ed. iWodern crean'ng organi=miolls face dltrable imel'est fo broaden rlrei,. 

efficiency b.lI achrall'ledging great productio1l lines aHn great delherillg. Lately. the utili=atiol1 of 1I1ecJurJlic€1! 
press machine has seenfasr H'iflt c01l1puter;=ation procedures. TIle procedures which are urili=ed fO mainrain a 
sn'ategic distance from the WOUJ1ds at crf'arion destinatiolls, This paper is going to tttili=e PLC to make press 

machine secure and safe.Flll'lhenl1ore iurerfacing oiRel'olurion Pifor cOHtrolli1lg different methods ojmecJlOnical 

press llrili=ing 1"a1";OIlS gadgets, for e:wmple, cell pirone. ALEX4 dC1';ce nnd so 011 is done and hence the 

mechanical press is controlled el'en from remote locatiol/. Flmdml1e"'aJ~v, PLC is a ProgrquIn}able Logic 
Controller, It has inpllt Jines, to which actuators are associated. It ;s progrmmnable by functional block. ladder 

diagram and lEC programming. By urjli~ing PLC Ol1e Can alltomate the mechmlicnJ press. The Re,.-olll1iOI1 pi is 
intelfaced with the mechanical press; if is aJ! open source loT door. 11 lIHI fllrnish JlS wilh the grea/est opportunity 
0/associating mobiles and different gadgets. 

Keywords: Revolution Pi, PLC. Cloud, J\:Jechallical Press, 

I. l.....fIRODI;CTIOl'\" 

Indusny 4.0 is the sllbcategory of the fOlll1h lllech.anicalllllresl that wonies induslry. The fourth mecballicall1nrest 
and industry 4.0 are regularly utilized conversely. industry 4.0 alludes to the idea of ruallufachlIing plants wherein 

machines are increased with remote availability and sensors. associated with a fi-amework that can picture the 

whole crealion line, coutrol and -settle on choice all alone. Conespondence Wilh oue another, dma ou work pieces 

and seJ,f-associatiou these are the most .~ielllfir-.s:'I1lr f'nmpOllellti tIt]t 31'13 ~ponnut for thc pnrtil!.\lln..1' and 
deceno'alized stIllctm'e of a brilliant production lill~. 

l'vlechanical press is normally utilized in mend fashioning prorlll.tirlll 811(1 ..hppt lllf:'tj\l working, Tho prooG ohoOl1J. 
punches, fi:ames or amasses metal or different lllfiterials by methods for apparntuses or nice joined to :;Iitll!s or 
i.nclines. lV[etal "\'\-"Orking bappens by sening. stock on a base kick the bucket and hitti.ng: iu with a top pass OLl 

Press machine are utilized hugely in car metal working steel i.ndustty and so (onI! press computerization is 
Ilonn::llly l1~f>rl to build profitnhiJity (If preu, ;'(1 ,:'!:o-. hllill!! 11t,1 11111\111 Ilrr~ ~ trll'\,~hill~ wt Vllllhni llluuly uu:,' 

worksbops where press 
machine was introduced ligllt liOW felt that press machine have a few wellbeiug requests as there is chance related 

with press machine activity indUStry has seeu llumerous mishaps occuning while at tue same. time dealing with 
press machine .Subsequently to lessen them compnterization ilS wcll as security autoLllation lli requin;d i.n Drefi~ 

Ill:H:hllle. :-'1"(';nl1ty mcchnnlZtlliull vnric.:; HUll ~1<ll1d;:lrd autullt,ilivH 011 Ihe- prem,~e fhM we-.llbeing: automation p~rtr. 

afe excess stage safe and have self-indicative. 
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The modes of Mecilrmicrtl press machine (Ire being openned by rLIe PLC [tnd H.rvII 1S inreefaced for performing 
control functiolls and receive feedback 011 those actions. II will provide lIS with the llmxim1lll1 freedom of 
connecting. mobiles and other devices through which we \",illable to control mechanical press even frOIll remote 

places. Those safety ClUIOlllClliOll compol11!nts flee ft.1(lullClant phase safe and have self-diagnostic. 

II. LITERATnu: SURVEY 

In a fi'slllework the quanrity of transfers required for a specific [tctivity is Illore th:m a PLC ntilized for a similar 
activity. Practically used for controlling complex fi·umeworks. It is adapwble and call be reapplied to control 
different fi:ameworks rapidly with no issues al all. Compumtioual capf1cities pemtit progressively advanced 

control. COllvellienttrol.lbleshootil1g helps ll1f1ke progrmlUlling simpler find lessen dm"TItllne {ll.A few emerprises 
llse cOl1Secntiv1! mechanical procednre which is individual ill uahlre. ror such procedures euteJ.prises lleed to rely 
ollutilization of transfers, veumring dnun. clocks and comrois. e.,:tensive ch[tllenges experienced in recoustmcting 

required because of progress in the idea of creatioll. Regularly the entire fi"amework Ill1lst be rejected and an 
upgrading is required To conqner these issues PLC coutrol framework is presemed. The PLC can be depicted as a 
control stepping tool involving a succession program. PLC groupiog program comprises of regularly open and 
ordinarily shut contacts associated in -equal or ill seties (21.A vario11s leveled engineering of the savvy 

man.ufactl1ring plant was proposed to begin with, and afterward the key ull1ovatiollS were examined fi:om the parts 
of the physical asset layer. the system layer. and the iufollllation application layer. What's more the significant 
issues and potential answers for key rising: iuuovatioDS. for e.-xample. Iut.erner of Things (loT), euonnollS 
information. flud distribnted computing. wbich are installed in the assembling process(3). Inchlsny 4.0 activity has 

gotten a wonderful consideration of the business Rnd research network In spite of the fact that the thought isn't 
new and was Oll the motivation of schola~ly research in munerolls years with variolls observations. the €.\:pressioll 
·'Industry 4.0" is simply propelled and very much acknowledged to sOme broaden in scholastic life as well as in 
the modem culture too. While scholastic research centers arolIlld comprehension and characterizing the idea aud 
attempting to create related frameworks. plan of action and particular approaches. industry. then again. 
conceutrates on the difference in modem machine suits and smoot items j1lst as potential clients on this 

advancement. It is along these lines significant for the organizations to principally comprehend the highlights and 
substance of the lndusrry 4.0 for potential change from machine prevailiug assembling to advance assembling. So 
as to accomplish a fiuitftll change, they ought to obviously audit their positiollS and p31ticuJar possibilities against 
essential necessities pm forth for Indl1stry 4.0 standard. This will permit them to create a very much characterized 
guide. There have been a few methodologies and conversatiollS going on along this line. a fe\v guides are as of 
llOW proposed [4].Compmerization framework comes in to presence through its difIerem stages. Before. 

computerization is done through transfers and cootactor ratioll8les. Since the Imm3ulllediatiou is more. the extent 
of bllmders was like,,':ise more. However. with the appearance of microchips and microcoutrolle:rs H f~w uew 
in.slllimelils as Progr"WllllIble Logic COlluolleJ (PLC) comein to utilization. These have decrcnsed llulDlln 
mediation. It has e..xpanded exactness, accmacy and efficiency [5]. 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 

i. FUIlC'1ioll'll BJork Di:1gl"llIl 

~ 
.~ 


Mechanical 

press machine 

Figl. Block Diagram ofAutomation of1vIl!chnnical Press Machine us ing Revolution Pi and PLC. 

Fig.1 Represents block diagram representation of proposed system. The detailed fimctiou of each bJock is as 
discussed. 

• 	PLC - A PrograUllllable Logic Controller (PLC) is an industrial computer coutrol system that continuously 

monirors state of inpnt devices and make decisions ba~ed on custom program to control the state of output 
devices. 

• 	HJVll - It is Human Machine Interface used for bandling human to machine and machiue to human 
interactiollS. 

• 	 Revolution pi - Revolution pi is an open. modular and inexpensive industrial PC based Oil Raspberry pi and it 
can be used as a srnall coun-oiler unit. 

• -"lobile (SiVlS) aud ALEXA... device - It is used £0 ~ive COJll1llAll!1r\ fi-om H~1llnt p phwP";. to rhp. mp..r-h:11l1rAl pr~')~ 

machine 
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ii. Flow Chart 

,/ 

/--- '--' 
/ 

PSS4000 Hudw:m ModultI 

,---- 
~.s.\l.r-.ful[i 
Contign.rnt oc 

/ 

Rtilyor Cont:l.tfor 

MOTOR 

, 
Merblluicallink 

(~Io\"e-s mechanical punch) 

-------c=-
1 £nfay Ligbt Cur!lIin 1 

Fig 2.Flow Chalt 

Ihe flincfionality oi proposed system IS cies lgned wrth the ilelp 01 tig.~ ..H.e[e the .PSS4UUU sottware1l10dule 
consists of various inbuilt fUllctions . Some of which has been used in this proposed systelll. namely two hand 
cOliu'ol switch,. foDt switch. semp mode. emergency stop and reset. 
The logic of this entire module is developed in PSS4000 software. After development and dumping: of the logic in 
the·PLC the relay controls the electrical circuit ofthe machine and nlrns on the motor. 
Once the lllotor starts the clutch and break in the machine statts operating simnlta.lleonsly. Here after on selection 
of different modes "[he 1l1.aChine stans its operatioll. ill case of au)' iuternlption wllile the piston is lllO\,IDJ!. Ihe light 
curtain \\riJl detect it and then immediately S!ops the operation. 
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IY. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION 

i. PLC MODULE 

Fig 3. PLC 

A typical PLC is 35 sho"" in fig 3. In the automation namework PSS 4000. the protectedchecking capacity is 
perfectJy incorporated inside the urilizer progJamlllillg:. Two distiuct.ive evaluating standards. and therefore 
various capacities. cau be acmalized. For instance. screen up to 8 tomahawks for every comrol fralllework (pSS 
general PLC or PSS all-inclusive multi) up to PLC with a conservative module and relating programll1iugsqllares 
and that is simply wirh oue encoder. 

\Ve execme safe position obseJ.viug in the mechauization framework PSS 4000. Connter modules with 
programming squares are accessible for this reason. Consequently, ill merger with two encoders (non-security 
related). 
The PSS oll-inclusive PLC cOlltrol frarnewmk.s are a reasonable answer for interlinked... cowpte.x plauts. Tuey can 
be utilized as a feahlre of a system or as au independeor framework. 
Tbe PSS widespread Imdri conn'ot frameworks are reasonable for nse Oll machines or.in ljrtle plants. In bleud with 
110 modules. utilize these controllers 10 make control frameworks which are CUSI OUl fitted to singular 
pH~requisite'i 

ij HUMAN MACHINE INTERFACE [HMIJ 
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A HUIlHlll L\·lachine Interface (H]vH) is shown in fig 4.Hl\H is a nrilizer interlbce or dClshbonrd that nssociales an 

individuAl to n lllttclIine. fi:alllework. or contraption. \Vhile the term cau in fact be npplied to allY i-ICrCCll Ihal 
authorizes a utiLizer to associate with a cOlltraptioll. HMI is 1110st regularly llsed with regards to a llloderll 

procedure. HlvUs speak witlI Prognulllllable Logic Controllers (PLCs) and infoIlllation/yield sensors to get and 

display darn for clients to see. Hl\1I screens can be used for n solirfllY capacity. sllch as obselv ing and following. 

or for performing increasingly complex activiries. snch as ntming. machines off or augmenting engendenneut 

scramble. contingent upon how they (lJ'e actualized. 

iii. REVOLuTION PI 

Fig 5. REVOLlJTION PI MODULE 

Fig: 5 represen(s pictorift! representation of RevPi.RevPiCore 3 is the most recent fOfm ofl11e-RevPiCore. the base 

module of Transfortllation Pi. The quad-cenlerRevPiCore 3 comes fiuuished \vitll tbeRaspbeny Pi Figure 1·Iodule 

3 for a defiu.itive in superior for complex undertakings. for example, picnlre handling. RevPiCore 3 comes 

outfitted with an adjllsted Raspbian Jessie "ith aRT lix. Comprising of open equipment and programming. the 
[industrial PC] RevPiCore 3 fil1fills tbe EN6l13l-2 gnideline and. as a resnlt of irs particular strllcmre. CiIJ) be 
upgraded with advanced alld. simple liO modules just as proper fieldbns gateways. 

h'. ALEXA DEVICE 

Alexa is a virtual advanced associate created by Amazon for its Amazon Ecllo and EclIo DOl line of listing 
contraptions as shown in fig 6. Alexa's abilities imitate tbose of other call1lY helpers. for example. Apple SiJi. 
lviicrosoft C011ana, Google Assistant and Sa1llSung Bixby. 

FiJI; 6. ALEXA DEVICE 

Alexa reacts £0 voice comrol by rehirwug data on Items (all Amazon ObVIOusly). 1U1i SIC. news. clunate. sports and 

thar~ only the tiD of the iCeher~, 
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Th~ un.:k-cnd motor for AmIlZOtt's Alexa mns on ;\UHllOIl \Vd.> Facililies inlhe cloud, clllpow~rillg !\(e.'Ul to get 

fmniliar wilh:m individuill or Jamily's iuclillafmlls tllld grow ils usefulness nfter some time. AlexH gl,!ts its nal.lle 

from the <1I1tiqualecllihrary of Alexandria. 1I1le! it very well luay be illiliHlcd by til'st ~ayillg It trigger word (either 

"Alexa" as a mallcr ofcom~e or "Echo." "A,mazon" or "pc." in view of your im:linaliuns). trailed by yom inquiry 
or solicimtion.Ale.\::1 milizes chnmct~rjstic language trflllsimion to process nlld follow np 011 clem:uuis. 
Notwithstanding returning data . .:=\Jexa likewise empowers reverberation gndgets to work as brilliant home centers 

tbat can control Intemet of Tlungs associated gadgets like keen lights. indoor regulators and Imrdwflre. 

V. SOFIWARE DESCRIPTION 


The implemenlation of this project bnse 011 following. soflwflre's: 


• PSS4000 

• PASVistI 

• NodeRed 

"r PSS4000 

The controllers from the c;ompnterizatio1l1l"mnework PSS 4000 can be utilized as per the multi-ace standard. You 
can interface a few controllers \\lith equivaleut amborizatioll basically throug.h the constant EUlemet Safety Net. 
Safety NETtrades infonnntion and states between the courrollers and synchronizes them. With the fhullework PSS 
4000 you can acmalize ventures for wellbeing aud mecl1:1Uizatioll. The fi:amework works without criticism to 

ensure the secmity of hlUllall aud machine consistently. This guarantees changes or extensions in the control 
segment have no effect ou wellbeiug. The software is flexible for new developers. 

VI. Il'fi'LEMENTATION RESULT 

The logic of aU the eight modes of the press Illaclline respectively I.Press Off 2.Set-Up Witbout Motor 3.Set-Up 
4.Two Hand Siugle Stroke 5.Foot Switch 6.Automatic Mode 7.Light Curtain 1 8.Ligpht C,utain n have been 
successfully implemented usiug the PSS4000 software 

"r PASSViSn 

With the electronic represemation progrrUJ.lI.U.ing PASvisll you have all ideal p"erspective Oll the framework 
PS.C;; 4()On Yon r f'l11 rnnnp("t th~ reprt:'~f;!Jlt;.ltion prop:r:lllllUiliEl PAS'.'irm r:trnif{htforwnrrlly to tha Gontrol 

venture from thl~ PSS400n pJ"llt':nlllllllill~ Tt givp," )'"0l1 f\lll aC~~H t~ all pl'oc~d\1fr. factcr'i made ill rh~ 

llnc1erttlking just as to the whole naTllespace of the lllecbanization framework. Accordingly you can profit by 
;,;ilorter task 11111 t1T1H~·-S . qnk-ker hnildin,2 and a dillllni~herl porenrbl for hlnucif>1" Thl". m~C'hil1~'" infnrmMinn 

becomes noticeable Oll the P ilz Human Nlachine IIlterfaceusingP AS visu software. 

The flow bused development {Ool Node-Red has been l1sed for Wlrtllg the hardware devices together. 
JavaScript .fimctiOllS are created wjth help of th;s development tool. Node- Red flows are stored l1sing 
JASON hcncc it can be easily iIllp0l1ed and e"polted for sharine witI! otlJ.~r devices. 
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Fig? FlUlctiOnal Logic ofPress 

-

Fig 8.Fuuctioual blocks of Node-Red 

Fig.7 represents fiUlctionflllogic of press whereas fig.S is representation of blocks of Node-Red. 

V11. CONCJ ,111>101'1 

In automation industry. while dealing wifh machine presses. sOUletimes accidents may occurs and it may be 

daugerous for human life as well. In the proposed system. with the help of Revolution Pi and ...'\LEX--\" sroan PLC 
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system is deployed so rilm wellbeilll'! estinmtc$ should ~onsis relltly be taken. Hi-manui.ll (t,;oU!rols th~ lHilizmioll (1 1' 

whit:h requires two hmHls to he on the pllshbllllolls 10 work) arc fI gellerally CxccllClll :l}lpn)ach 10 forestC11l 
wislu\}ls. as nre light S~l1sors tlwt shield the Jl1achin~ Ii'olll working if Ihe administrator is ill scope of peril. Tlle 
major (1(IValltngl~ of propt~secl systelll over -Collvl'lltional system is. it Illay be t.:ontrolled from :lIIy remole locntioll. 
Thus avoiding. ciirect IHllllnll interference I (') the preiis llH1.chinc ilnd provides safel), of life. 
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Abstract 

The constant increase in demnnd of seamless \rireless conl11llmicatioll is in rllrn fastening the 
det'elvpmem of next generatiolls il1 C01ll1lJlmiCfliion lecJm%gy. The larest Jorm oj leclll1olog)'~ 5G 
wireless technology is scheduled to be released beyond ]0]0. The system is still in its research stages. 
To Ol'eI'COIHe theflnll's oJthe past gellermiolls, andprol'Me n harmoniolfs Vel'lical Hmldol'er (VHO) 
tH'O importallf networJ..-illgJrameH'orks are proposed l'i=. IP Aifllltimedia Systems (Al1P) lL'ith Session 
integrated Protocol (SIP) and IEEE 802.1 I .Hedia Indepe11dent Hmulol"er (lvDH). The. paper states 'he 
idea of il1voh'ing these fi-nmell'orks and implememiHg Olll" Olm Impermil'e Alternali,'e MeAra 
Indepel1de11l Hal1dol"er Jor Vertical Hmldol 'er /lsiug AnH fi'mm!ll 'orks based 011 FII==Y Logic. This 
provides loll' connection Jailllre probability (session rejection probability) mId quite economical Jor 
enhancing VHO in heterogeneous em'ironment oj wireless lle",.orks. Our proposed algorithm helps 
reduce the probability ojsession rejection by around 75%, thereby enhancing fhe qllalify and securily 
ojconnection 

Keywords - Verricallwlld(Jverscel1al'io, VHOCOlll1ectiol1/ailllre. HEN.~1J.H. 

l. L"TRODuCTION 

The proposed SIb generation mobile network (5G) is nowadays a trending topic in the field of 

cODllllunicaIioll teclmology (iudustrial and academic). The system is supposed (Q be released beyond 

2020 and expected to be low cost and low power, being more safe and reliable (han the preceding 
generations. The optimisation and effective execution of handover is a very important aspect of radio 

resource management The affective execution of handover plays a vital role ill tbe reliability and 

effi l,~ iency if lhe- tull.ll system. The efficient wor..b:ing of the system helps seamless caU execution and 

delivery in Ulrn enhancing thc quolity of call COl11lcction. 

ll. LITERATh"RE Rn'1Ew 

As proposed by Omar Khanab[lj and et.al two different mechanis!llS independently operated by IEEE 
and 3G-PP; namely, Media Independent H3ndover (~·flli) and Access Network Discovery and 

SelecTion Function (.A..:N'DSF)! lespe-t.:l ively. Titt"se mech,m,isms enable a seamless YeITlcal Handover 

(VHO) between [he ditferent types of technologies (3GPP and Don-3GPP). snc~ as GSM (Global 
System for Mobile Communication). Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi). \Vorldwide Interoperability for 
\\ifi, mWrLw' .<\ f'I~""~~ C~iir\lr!l. Y) , 1 In.i"'t'rf'.li H ;i' l.'ily 'l'-iliCo?llull\mk\ltiolW i ym m (Ul>.1TS) alill LUllg 

Term Evolution (LTE). In rhis paper. we overview these illt"chanisllls and shm,v (heir components, 

hpnpfi(r; and drn"...'boc1~ . Thcn \YC prcocilt Otlr Imperativc Altcrnnli\'c ~, InT fIll" ·Vertic.al TTlllld\'i\'~ r (T 

~
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AM 4 VHO) approach based on the approacbes that have been shldied ill the literature with better 
performance (packet loss and latency), less connection failure (probability of r~ject flcs~ions). tess 
complexity and more exhallstive for enhancing VHO heterogeneous wireless networks euvironmem. 

Further aurhor discuss about simulation results ill his another paper entitled " " Oue chaUenge of 

wireless ner\vorks integration is the llbiqnitclls wireless access abilities which provide, the seamless 
handover for any moviog communication device between diffe·rent rypes of technologies (3GPP and 

non-3GPP) such as Global System for Mobile ComoulOication (GSM), Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi), 
\Vorldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access {WUvlAX)r Universal Mobile Telecommunications 
System (UMTS) and Long Term Evolution (LTE)_ This challenge is important as Mobile Users 
(MUs) are becoming increasingly demanding for services regardless of technological complexities 
associated with it. To fulfil these reqniremenis fol' seamless Vertical Haudovei (VHO) two main 
interworking archit!l-ChlreS have been proposed by European TelecoIDllllrnicatioll Standards lnstitute 
(ETSI) for integration berween different types of technologies; namely, loose and tigbt coupling_ Ou 
the orlier hand, Media fudependent Randover IEEE 801.11 (Mill) i, a framework which has been 

proposed by IEEE Group to provide seamless VHO between the aforementioned technologies by 
utilizing these intem'orking architectures to facilitate and complement their works. The paper presents 

the design and the simulation of a Mobile IPv4 (MIPv4) ba~ed procedure for loose coupling 
architecture with WillI to o.p.timize perfonnance in heterogeneous \vireless networks. The simulation 
results show that the proposed procedure provides seamless ,.rHO with minimal latency and zero 
packet loss ratio. 

The authors Radhwan Mohamed Abdullah(2] and et.al discussed in proposed paper entitled, 'Enbanced 
handover decision algorithm in HVvN' that transferring a huge amount of data between different 
nenvork locatioilS over the ncnvork links depends on the nctwoIk' ~ trnffic capacity :md d411a rate. 
Traditionally, a mobile de·vice may be moved to achieve the operations of verti.cal handover, 
considering ouly one criterion Lhal is ih~ Rl:!ct!iv~tl Sigtml Stlt:llglil (R3S). The \lS~· e,f" ~il1g1c crituriuu 
may cause service interruption. an unbalanced network Load and an inefficient venical handover. In 
tWs papei~ author proposed an enhanced vertical hand over decision a1gorithm based on mUltiple 
cliteria. in the heterogeneous ,vireless uetwork. The algoridun consists of three technology interfaces: 
Long-Term Evoluriou (LIE), World-wide interoperabiliry for Microwave Access (WilVL)'x) and 
Wireless Local .tuea Network (WLAN). It also employs three rypes of vertical handover decision 
algorithms: I;'ql1al priority, mobill:' prinriry ~flri nenvork prinrity. The simulation results illustrate that 
rilt tllCtt typl!S vI deCISIon atgorH~ oULpl!riorIlllhL: Ll'!:IdhlU1lUl UL'l\Vlllh..lkl..l :"LUIi ,dJ)\ltillu!J ill l\.lU!,J 

of handover uumber probability and the haudover failuTe probability. In addition. it is noticed that the 
netv.'ork priority handover decision algoritlun produces better results compared TO the equal priority 
and the mobile priority hand over decision algorithm. Finally. the simulation results are validated by 
the analytical model. 

FUl1her the authors NiaU Maher!-1] and er.al stated in their research thatin principle. each lllobile 
terminal (node) is. at all times cOlmected to a nero'ark and within range of at least one network access 
point all that network.The area serviced by a Base Station (BS) is identified as its cell As a mobile 
DOde moves it will handover its conne.ction from one cen 011 A network to another ceil. MOST nerwork 
~elet;lion approadl~ use an evaJuatioll of network performance to determine when halldover should 
take place. Traditional handover initiatious are based Oll RSS. Such approacbes have evolved by 
proactively predicting ItSS values. though still making lise of STorie handover Iriggeriug rhresholds. 
Otb.er criterio that nrc now taken into accOlmt in handover initiations inClude; bandwidth; latE"ncy. link 
qlllllilY lint! ()lIlIliIy or ,"-':(·! .... I! ·I · {(il!!,: '1 ,";'II ,j, 1I1:'lWLIlh :, 'cII~l..tjI/JI allVlvf,o;h<;~ "1"; limitr:d lI~t 1111''1 lin 11111 

consider bow tbe predictable nature of mobility can be used to influence uenvork selection. Vie 
~~~;lo weigh the relative imponance of the dynamic performance llletrics together wim 
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prcdktablc llIovemt?nt pnI1L'1"Jl::: in oreier to oplimi5e network 5dection. The dynamic selection will be 
weighed :lg~lins t the probability sclcclion and (rom this the best path \vitl be selc(;wd ill order to 
optimist! perlormance. 

The authors Ht::echeol Song1jJ and et.al discussed in a paper emitled. 'Analysis of Venicl.lI Handover 
Latcncy lor IEEE 80~.21-elli.lbled Proxy Mobile IPv6" Ihal low hondovcr lalcncy and lP session 
continuity ore envisioned to be important factors for realizil1,g next-generation all-IP heterogeneous 
wireless nctworks. To meet these constraints of the next generation networks. Proxy Mobile IPv6 
(PMIPv6) hns been considered as one of the IP mobility mfLnagement protocols in recent years. Ivluch 
resenrch about the performance analysis of PI\!IlPv6 hilS been done. Howe"er. a PMIPv6-bilsed vertical 
handover llnd its perfonllAnce analysis for heterogeneous wireless networks have not been considered 
yer. In this paper. we present a performance analysis of vertical handover latency for IEEE 802.21
enabled PM1Pv6. Results of the performance evaluation show that the bandover latency of PMIPv6 
can be reduced with the IEEE 802.21. 

The researchers LOllta M)"1 and etal proposed.access Net\vork Selection (ANS) providing the most 
appropriate networking teclmology for accessing and using services in a heterogeneous wireless 
environment constitutes the heart of the overall bandover management procedure. The aim of this 
paper is to survey representative vertical handover schemes proposed in related research literature with 
emphasis laid on the design of the ANS mechanism. Schemes' distinct features are analyzed and tbe 
authors discuss on their relative merits and weaknesses. 

Dr. P. P. KardeP) and et.alllas contributed tbeir research in wireless communication staring Ihat,ul .qext 
generation wireless network the mosr desirable feamre is its abHity to move seamlessly over various 
access network regardless oftbe network infrastrucrure is used. The hand over between these dissimilar 
networks can be explored by using venical bandover algorithms. This paper focuses on the vertical 
handover decision methods and algorithms effectiveness. Most of the algorithms which are based on 
RSS vahles provide vertical handover with smail delay at a lower rate of throughput. There are such 
algorithms which provide ~ignifir~flt improvements in Throughput but nt n CO:1t of hiehl'.r rl.... byr. A,; 
per [he need for (he real timp ::Ipplications in next generation wirclc3~ nctworks there is a requirement 
of developing new optimized algorithms that are able [0 produce high throughput and mi.JJimizing 
~;i e'l:ll1ing ('(1St and delay. 

Researcher Dr. Omar Khattab proposed improvement in the initiation phase stating. one challenge of 
\vireless networks integration is to provide ubiquitous wireless access abilities and seamless bandover 
for mobile couunuuication devices bem'een dit1eren( types of technologies (3GPP and IlOll-3GPP) 
such as Wireless Fidelity (\Vi-Fi), \Vorld,yjde InteroperabiJity for .Microwave Access (WiMAX). 
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) and Long Tenn Evolution (LTE). This 
challenge is critical as Mobile Users (I\.fUs) are becoming increasingly demanding for improved 
services regardless of tbe technological complexities associated with them. To fulfill these 
requlremeuts for seillllless Vertical Handover (VHO) two main interworking frameworks were 
proposed by IEEE Group and 3GPP for integration between the aforementioned technologjes; namely, 
Media Independent Handover IEEE 802.21 (Mlli) and IP Muhimedi. Subsystem (]]vIS), where each 
of them requires mobility management protocol to complemeut its work such as Mobile IP (iVlIP) and 
Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)~ respectively. This paper presents an improvement on the tradi.tional 
Imperative Altemative Mill for V~rTir.~1 H~nrlj)Vf"r (T !It~,f {I VH() 1IAr.'ritiull for onhmlOing- '''/lIO in 
heterogeneous wlreless networks environment. Finally, me numerical analysis of the improved 
algorithm shows lo\ver VRO r.onnection faiJure (probabili.ty of session rejcction) compared to the 
traditional I Alvl4 \iRO algoritilms. 
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lll. METHODOLOGY 

Fig.l. Flow Diagram of execution process 

The process is divided into three phases: Nerwork monitoring, Handover Decision aod Handover 
Execution. 

Network l\1onitari1tg Phase: 
This phase monitors the current network conditions and provides the data gathered together with 
lI)fll.-nWltifm rel(a~d TIl C11I'rellT nll1l1ine applicnliol1s ou tht.:· q;jt,;r':i lllobiLc device and their rs!;ource 
l~4.UUto'Wt;:lll~ lu ,hI::: H~wjul;t;:J Udl::'JUU.wuuul!=. 

HOl1dol'er Decision Phase: 
Handles the net\yor~ selection process and it iniriated either by 30 nuromatic trigger for a band over 
for an existiug call connection or by a request for a new connection on the mobile de\~ice. 

Halldol'er EYectlfioll Phase: 
Once a new target network is seleCled. the connection is Set up on tbe target candidate network (and 
the old connecrion 10m-down). 
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Fig. 2. Propo::erl Algorithm (Courtesy: I Al...r ..J. VHO alg.ulillllll by Dr. Omar Khartab al1d et.al, 

AT. (;n 'IITTffM: 

In the process of vertical handover conuectioll failure occurs wben the target doesll't hAve sufficient 

resources to compiete the hando\'er while being executed. For the better execution it is important to 

monitor the Radio Access Technologies (RAT) list of priority. The proposed algorithm uses fuzzy 

logic known as Imperative Alternative Media Independent Handover. This algorithm is 

advantageous for providing low connection failure probability in wireless communicarion to improve 

the verticAl handover. 


FinallYi r'h"p, (':~k\,latioll of the proro~eci :ll p:orithm ..110\1":'; that the proh,lbiliry I'lf mi' l ill,i .. i,,:!. VHf) 

connection failure i5 reduced. 

Tbe algorithm. to implement defines two main lypf!s of VHO: Automatically Imperative VHO 

(A1VlluJ ~~ " " III" !llJU A.i(crnahve VIlO &e~~ion (AVHU). The AVIlO consists of AmomaliL:aliy 

Alternative VHO (AAVHO) session and Manually Alternative VHO (/vIA VHO) sess ioll. 
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[v. DISCLSSIO:-;-S 

The Handover Decision Module interacts with the channel module in order to get The needed RSRP 
meaSllremems. 
Massive iufrastnlcmre is required (0 build the ner,\lork. Number of base station increases. if more 
cnpacity is required. lucremelit ill l1sers leads to increase the complex.iry in network managemene 
Seamless connections throughout [he nerwork bave !o be provided Handovers needecl. Tight resource 
planning straregy needed (increased number of cells impels huge number of lime sims and carrier 
frequencies assigned per cells).Resource management needed to support resource planning. 

The proposed algorithm can be used faithfully in !vIobile communication for efficiem cOliDeetion. 


V. CONCLUSION 

Handover is the key technology in the research of next generation of wireless mobile 
communication. It ensures the continuo'!Js connection of the communication '''hen the 
communication terminal crosses the cell.Han.dover can improve (he validity and reliability of the 
whole communication system.In SG application scenarios. the handover decision algorithm and the 
handover executing mechanism are the .key factors rh.at affect the performance of haudover 
technology.s 
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Abslrac/ 
Humans hm'e the capaci(v to produce a l'(wied range ojjacial aClions dllTing conJ1l1llllicmiol1 thm 

"ar:" ill imensity, complexity and menning. lv/nchines can be u'nined to uuderstand human emotions by 
Ifsing processed images com'erred il1to data a,s Oil input to a neural1lenl'ork. The system will be lfsing 

cameras to acqllire images. The images will befir1'lheJ' processed Gild filtered to prepm'e lite images 

jor data extraction. T/Jis data is thell provided to Jhe neural netll"orkjor trainiug and tesling pmpose_ 
After training our jystelll to recognise emotions, it will be implememed to increase securi(v by 

J'ecogni=illg mass jear alld notifying the authorities. 

KeYlI'ords- Emotion recognition: Classification: Neural Net\vork, face recognition, Security system, 

T Tl'!"TRODlfl' no,'; 

Metro 's are considered TO be {he key solution to the traffic problem. Bur even with these provisions 
the metrO ' s are still prone [0 accidenls and attacks. By making lise of [he inmge processillg and 

Inachine learning we cau make om metro safer. This can be done by detecting facial emotion and 

notifYing {he authorities. This sys tem will be ahle to deal with the most unprecedellted situations. 

In recem last twenty years: human-compurer interactions (HC!) filed has been progressed and 

}Jldy (\1.1 .i.utl>U1l<HH 1Ul~ Ju t1eveloplng computer SCIence by creatmg WIde variety practical application 
so that incorporate hUman beings behavior with computer devices. In the robotics research. 

particularly humanoid robots. there is interesting to apply emotion recognitiou all the 111achil1e to allow 

a way of communication naturally. These is also inrerest to use emotion in rhe HeI ro carry out an 

efficient and intelligent imeraction or commlurica[lOll bet\veen human and machine like human 
beings. 

Automaric emotion ex-pression recognition include three sreps: face image acquisioll, feature 

extraction. aDd facial emotion expression recognitiolL Feature extraction for emotion recogo.ilioll can 

be divided into (\\.'0 approaches: GeomeIric feature-based merhod and appearance-based metho'd .In 
tj l lj fIJrt lll'3Ihod. inont.ipn ond !lhapc (jf ptHt' (,f til.. f~u. 1,., :'LldJ .l.'. '= },e :.: IIIIJUllli, l:Y l'·l)W\\: uutl uul~t! lll~ 
considered. while in rhp. ~p.r:(mrl mp.thnrl rarticlll'ilf for:l1iQn or whol'i of[,1 C:" Off' rnnr.irl('\rrri 
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II. LITEUATU!U: SURVEY 

This study in paper [1], "Emotion Rl'cognition Based On CNN" altt!llIpts to use the EEG signal 

from the DEAP data set to c1assity the emotion offhe sllbj~cts , this dnta SCI r~preseJl[s the emorional 

ciassiJicalioll research. Then the principal component al1alysis is lIsed to reduce the dimension of the 

preprocessed EEG data. so the main emotional EEG fearures are obtained. Then the accuracy of rhe 

classification of the training samples and the test samples is tested by the C~TN algorithm~ and the 
other classification methods nre compnred to obtain the nerves. The network cnn be lIsed as a robusr 

classifier for braiu signals even better than trnditionallearlliqg teChniques. 

The model shown in paper [:2].. "Hlllll<111 Emotion Recognition using COllvolutionallleural nehvork 
in real time ,~ have developed a smart vision for a device that can detect hunmn face and recognize its 

emotioH. in a single integrated module. \Ve have proposed shallow and deep network for identifying 

iluman facial emotions accurately. The shallow model consists of single cOllvo{mion layer attaining 
accuracy up to 47.94°1"0. This model tlses recently i.ntroduced swish activation function in the fully 
connected layer whicb makes it more nnique and efficient in terms of performance. 

The paper[3]) "Overview au Emotion Recognition System" describes the advances made in the 

field of emotion recognition and the various approaches used for recognition of emotions.. The main 

objective of the paper \V3S to analyse the strengths and weaknesses of various techniques adopted in 
the emotion recognition system. The iuter personal cOI1lDuUlication behveen a lmman being and a 
computer can be increased rapidly by combining all (he pros. 1vIost of the real time issues can be 

improved by using tbis recognition system. 

The system described in paper[4], "Emotion Recognition from 2D Facial Expressions" has 
developed <1 paradigm for facial expression recognit.ion using learned feature approach. It consists of a 

convolutional neural n{"..(Work model tlmt i~ deep enough to learn features from the facial images. To 
avoid overfitting the developed CNN mode]~ they have included several techniques such as dropout, 

batch normalization, nnd data augmentation. These :.tddirious prevent the developed CNN model from 
ove.ditting nnd at the same time decreases the number of parameters in (he ar<:hileclure which reduces 

th.c:' m"'mf'll~y n .. ~(!1'" 

It! the srudy shown in paper[ 5], "Snldy of CNN in the recognition of image ond audio" the 
performance of ConvolutioD Neural Network (CNN) in emotion recognition in speech and emotion 

and image recognition was compared and presented. The comparison was canied out between CN~ 

and SVM baseline sys tem. For image recognition. recognition results on CNN are better than them 

on SYrvI baseline system \vitlJ. better robustness. For image recognition, recognition results on CNN 
are better than them on SV.M baseline system with better robllstness. 

In Paper[6)) "A New Approach far Automatic Face Emotion Recognition and Classification Based 

on Deep Networks~' it is said that Automated Face Expression Recognition (FER) is still continuing to 

be a challenging and concerning problem iJ..l Computer Vision. In spite of aU the efforis being made in 
the evolution of various method s for FER, the present metho~s lack popularity when it comes to 

unseen images or pictures caphued io wild settings. This paper makes an attempt 10 design an 

artificially inrelligent system capable of emotion recoguition through facial expressions of unknown 

people. The nerwork in this paper consists of three CQUVOhllionul hlYl'r:i t'adl fi)l1nw("!d hy mnx pooling 
and ReLU. The network was trained on FER2013 dataset and was tested on RaID dataset thus giving 
1\ , ...·irl.: ,·lInt:.:. ('i f trriining imn,g.:\, to the ncr....Ol'lt. DO tllot it o~ O"'urUUIllV L}).;;' bocie p\':ll'l"illl ('of 

recognirion of llnknown faces. The p ertinence of tile tiualmodel is dcpjcted in a live Yid~o application 

that C311lI1stantanoousJy renlIll users emotIons based au (helf 1...1C131 posture. i HeaCcill'ac,) omalnet.l LJy 
this method was 68%~ which is better than the previous state-o f-tbe-allS me(ilods. The results provide 
an llnpo11ant insight on the significanc~ of using differem datasets for training and validation.. 

lSSN:2233 . 11 FGCN ~ , % . 
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In research papcr(7J. they developL'd a face recognilioll syslem "Design of Face Detection and 
Recognition System for Smart Home Security Application" and applied for household securiry. The 

desig.n was implemented llsing MyRIO 1900 and programmed llsing LnbVIE'V. The connection 

between myRJO mut computer W:15 a witi network. The imnge of a person is acquired through a 

wobcam conneclCd 10 MyRIO using a USB cable. The face recognition system was based on 

Principle Component Analysis. while the t~'lce detection system is builr based on the template 

matching. The testing is done to exami.ne the performance of the face detection in case of changes ill 
distance. light intensity. light position angles. persoll's accessories and shirt colour. The face detectioll 
module has good performance in some conditions where the distauce between the person and the 
camera is less than 240 em, tbe persOIl doesu't use any accessory to cover any part of the face.. 

person doesn't use shirt wilh colour similar to skin colour, and background colour is difference from 
skin colour. While [he face recognition system has 80% of accuracy when i{ was tested llsing realtime 

images. 
In [he paper[8], ' ''MUltiple face detection based on machine leaming" they have used methods based 

011 machine learning that aUows a machine to evolve byb means of a learning process, and to 

undertake and perform ulsks that are difficult or impossible to till by more convention'al algOlithmic 

means. According to this context~ they have established a comparative study between fOllf methods 
(Haar-AdaBoost, LBP-AdnBoost. GF-SVM, GFNN). These techniques differ according to the way in 

which they extract data and Ihe adopt learning algorithms. The initial two methods n~aar-AdaBoost, 
LBP-AdaBoost" are primarily based on the Boosting algorithm, which is utilised botb for selection 

and for learning a stroug classifier with a cascade classification. The last two methods used for 
classification were "GF-SVM. GF-:N"N II w1llch used the Gabor filter to exttact lhe characteristics. 

They found that the detection time varies from one method to another. The study seems to indicate 

that LBP-AdaBoost and Haar-AdaBoost methods are faster compared to others. But in terms of 
detection rate and false detection rate. the HaarAdaBoost method has a lead on the other four. 

In tbe paper[9] , "Real rime Jllilltiple face recognition using deep leaflling on embedded ~pu system" 

lit.... rilu lli:u nlco~nl~lnJ1 mnlhpl,- I... ":'::. iu 1 ..;,IIiJIIII nn TIlt:' QlnbCdd-:c1 !'~.'!, lelll J:I \'CI Y l:ilHII;'nging dUt 

to · the complexity compntation of the processing is taken into accowlt. In the paper~ they have 
proposed (\ frnlllp.work- fnr multipli faca roooguilioll which. h OUjJll:!111Ci1kd 011 lhe e1Ul5edd~c1 Ul'U 
system. The framework contains face detection based ou convolutional nemal network (CN""N) \vith 

face tracking and stare of the arr deep Cl'<"N face r.ecognition algorithm. Tiley implemented the 

proposed framework into the embedded GPU sysrem, i.e. , NVIDIA Jetson TX2 board. Results 

1)\0110:1110..1.1 UJ.<1l Hlt:l1 !.i]':"lelU L'~ recogJ.llZe mulllplt! fuces up to 8 faces at the same time in real time 

with a processing time up to 0.23 seconds and \vith the mininlllUl recognition rate above 83.61 %. 
The model described ill paper[lO]. "Facial Expression Recognitiou Combined with Robust Face 

Detection in A Convolutional Neural Network" was developed considering tbat for reliable detection 

of ordinary facial ex.prt!ssioos (e.g .. smile) considering the variability among individuals as well as 
facial appearances is au important step toward the realization of perceptual user interface and building 

the next generation imaging system with autonomous perception of humans. They have attempted to 

desig.n a robllst facial expressiou recognition system using the result of face dete~tion by a 

convolutional neural network aDd rule-based processing. In this study. Illey have attempteri Tn re-s-olve 
lilu pLUhlolll of :'l1hj ~Cl unJo::pl:'Hd~JlfJlj as well as translatlOn, rotatiun, nod scale UlviJrinuce in rhe 

recognition of t:1cial expression Thpir r~sult promil;es relioblc dcrcctioll of s,uil~!i wilh ll:'coguitlon 
mtf;': of up to 97.6% for 5600 still ium/?:l.':'. TIJ~ Pfop,)sed algnrilhm dL'IDOU!Hrntcd the ,1bility to 

din-crcuu311! smiling iwm talking based 011 the Saliency score in the proposed algorithm .. 

In this article presented in paper[ll] , "Convolutional Neural Nerwork (CNN) for Image Detection 

and Recognition" they have mtempred to build CN'"N models ro analyze its perform..1llCe on image 

r~coguitioll and deteC1ion datasers. The algorithm is implememed on l\1NlST and CIF.~RlO dataset 
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and its performance are evnlmlted. The accmacy of moclels en :vINlST is 99.6 %, CIFAR-IO is lIsing 

real-ti.me data augmentation and dropout on CPU unil. The article discusses various aspects of deep 

learning, CNN in particular and performs imnge recognition rind detecTion on tv1N1ST and CIFAR-1O 

datasets using CPU unit only. The accuracy of Ml'<lST is good but the accuracy of CIFAR-IO can be 
improved by training with larger epochs nnd on a GPU unit. The cnlculated accuracy on MNlST is 

99.6% and on ClFAR-IO is 80.17%. The 

The proposed face recognition 5ystem[l2], "Face Recognition and Detection llsing Neural 

Networks" carries out face verification and face recognition task. In verification task. the system 

known a priori the idemity of the user and has to check tbis identity i.e. the system has to decide 
whether tbe a priori user is an imposter or not. They have made use of ,MATIAB 2013 and neural 

network for face recognition. Training accuracy on elfAR-IO is 76.57 percent after 50 epochs. There 
is a further chance of improving the accuracy further by introducing more hidden layers. And this 

.system can be implemented as a assistance sysrem for machine vision for detecting namre language 
symbols. 

The paper(13], "Face Recognition Using Cloud Hopfield Neural nerwork" presents an approach of 
\lsing cloud Hopfiold neural network (elINN) for the recognition of low resolution grey scale facial 

images. Here firstly, we transform the grey scale facia! images into binary facial images nsing OISU'S 

method.. the~ to store binary faces in the weight matrix of the network the Hebb mle is employed and 
flllaJJy using CHNN retrieval algorithm correct face is retrieved from distolted face. Their resnlts 

show that even when the distortiol1 in the presented face is 45%. tbe CID'N is able to give at least 

82.8% successful retrieval as opposed to only 63% by cOllvemional HNN for th~ same amouot of 
distortion. This is much greater than previous reponed claims to the best of our knowledge. 

In this paper[14], "Real-Time Implementalion Of Face Recognition System" the major task of the 
research is to develop face recognition sysrem with imp;roved accuracy and improved recognition time 

of a face recognition system. This paper proposes a hybJid face recognition algorithm by combining 
two face recognition teclmiques by integrating (PCA) principle Component Analysis, (illA) Linear 

Discriminant Analysis. Jacobi method is used to compute EigenvecLOr that are necessary for peA and 

LDA algorithms. Face Recognition system will be implememod on Embedded system hased 
Raspberry pi 3 board. In this paper, he has proposed an efficient Face recognition system based on 

PCA and LDA. Using these two combination of methods have given me accuracy of 97% by using 

raspberry pi 3 modnle. This project on face Recognjtion has given me an opportunity to study many 
face recognition algorithms that were used and being currently used. This project has also provided 

,virh ~e kpowledge that combining (wo or more methods increase the accuracy of Face recognition 

5ystelll. ill futUIe this Face recognition system could be incorporated On a RobQ[ to make it more 
Hmnfln like. 

In. PltOPOSED SYSTEM 

------,. 

Police 
ConrroJ 
ROOD) 

., 
Figur.:: 1. Block DIagram oi"Proposed System 
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Figure 2. CNN representation 
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CNN comes back to 1998 which llas been SbO\VD is very effective for learning feamre and modeling 

bjgh level of abstraction. CNN includes six components: COllvoimioIlal layer, SubRsampling layers. 

Rectified linear unit (ReLU), FnUy connected Jayer, Output layer and Softmax layer 

1) Com'olurion Lnyer: Convolutional layers are determined by Humber of generated maps and 

kemej's size. The kemel is moved over the valid area of the given image (perfoml a convolmiou) 

for generating the map. If fk be a filter with a kernel size n )( In and is supposed io applied into the 

givenlrnage ~ output of the layers can be calculated as follows: 

n m 
2" T 

C(x~,) = I I [.0'))."'- /,""'1 
f=~f=-i 

\Vhere each CNN neuron has n x ill number of lnpm c01l1lectioos. 

2) Sub-sompling layers: the map size of previous layer in order to increase the invariance of the 
kernels. Sub-sampling includes two types of average pooling and maximum-pooling . By 
applying .I11lliXinrum function in the Max-Pooling! input value is reduced ar the x;. If J1/ be the size 

of rhe kernel. output of max-pooling can be calculated as follows: 

3) Recnfied /;Ilenr lInit: A rectified linear unit is a activation function which it simply thresholded at 

zero and cau be calculated as follows: 

R(x) = max (0. x) 

ReLU has 3dvantages over Hmn/sigmoid function in which it can be jmplel1lt!nt~rl hy ~iTl1plt" 

rhrcsholding at zero. while in rauh/sigmoid iher~ are expell..Si\'~ operations like exponemi:lls. 
ReLU is also prevems loosing gradient error, and extremely accelebrate rhe stoChastIc gradiellt 

descent convergence compared wim the tanh/sigmoid functions . 

. 1) FuJI,' conuqctod Im'cr; Fully <;: nl1ll nut~rl Inyrm nrC' 1imilnf rn nr,l1rnll~ in ,o.r nrnd nf'llt'rd I1MIVilt'h 

which irs neuroilS are fully connected with eve!)' neurons in the prior tayer. In the be input with 

size k and the nwnber of nenrons represenredby I ill the fully connected lay~r. the layer can be 

calculated as follows: 

F(x) = creW· .<) 

WIlp.rp. co i<; rw rivnlion ftlnction. 

5) OWPlll Loyer: The outpUl layer represent d ass of the input image which its si.ze equal ro number of 

classes_ Outpur vector x produce resl11ting class as follo\\' s: 
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Cl.') = (iI3iV(t i: xJ :5 X,) 

6) Soj'l1Iax 1(~l'e/": The ~rror of the network is propagated back through ;-l SOftlllilX layer. If N be the 
size of the input 

vector. 11 mapping can be calculated by sofnnax sllch that: 

s(x): R - . [0.1]'". 

7) Features of Cl'<"Ns 
i . 	 i) C'}\.IN s build rheir own feamres from raw signal. On the other haud algoritluns that use 

ve(;(Qr representations where every componellt {ends to make some sense on ilS own. 

Outside the context pixels don' l make any sense, but \vhen together they may hold more 
information about the objects 011 tbe picrure than a bunch of its attribnteslfearures that YOll 

feed into SVM. 

ii) CNNs have the ability to llse infinitely stroug priors. Tllis property of niRx pooling layers is itS 

primary property. Invariance to local fluctuations and good generalization makes them super 

scalable. 


iii) CNNs rely on spatial features. The context ofthe ieatures can be local or it can be distributed. 


the fanner works in favor of the CNN and makes it stronger while the later makes it weaker (a 

sum of several one-hal eocodings is easy for a decision Iree to handle but more difficult to handle 

with CNNs). 

iv) The number of parameters stored by 0\1N is much more compared to other methods. Trees in 

RFs call only tell you something about the feature importance if you have inteIpretable features, 

but that would be it. To use the enormolls amounts of parameters convents have a better way out. 


Figure 3. Nlmliple Faces detection 

In tbe implementing pbase . ROB (0 Grey conversion is done for ilnage ~ the image is then passed 
through the Gabor fllter, the feamres of tbe image were then exn'acted using haar cascade feature 
extraction process. In this phase. anempt was done to recognize multiple images in the same frame. 
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Figure..\. Emotion recognitioll 

In the second phase, recognition of the emotions of the [Bees detected in the earlier phase is done 
wilh Ihe help of COllvolutiollol Nemol Nelwork(CNNJ. 

IV. CO"CLI3SIO" 

The results obtained are very promising: fast and ve lY much applicable for practical purposes_ The 
system is being fed with real time input through a lap top camera. The software continuously scans for 
Faces after e.....ery specified interval and scallS for recognizable faces in the image. It is reliably 
detecting We faces and recognizing the emorions of the recognized faces The emotion of [be detected 
faces are also successfully labelled as anger~ sadness, happiness, scared~ surprised or neutral in case 
the face shows no emQ[iollS. The system accuracy often declines if the light availability is not enough 
to illuminate the feature:. of the fnec . The disrancc ofibe faces frOUl rhe camera al~o i.t[[~ds lh~ I t:!~uhs 

proportlonally with the closest faces giving berrer results, 
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Abstract 

Visual information is increasingly being used in digiwl forensic invesJigation due fa popu{orily of 
intelligenl mobile devices and Ihe loll' price a/surveillance syslems.Now a day's mosl o/Ihe digital 
video considered as evidence SOllrce such as to identifj;, analysis. The plllpose o/Ihe development 0/ 
Ihis paper is 10 assisl Ihe forensic invesligalion by analyzing Ihe video, To develop this o/Iechnique 
we proposes Ihe video and image enhancing techniques using them buill forensic analysis sysyem. In 
thaI convolution neural network algorithm identifYing abnormal action as per the frame conversion 
alld HOG, 

KeYlVords- forensic investigation analysis, video/image enhancement, object detectioll, deep learning 

l. INTRODUCTION 

In forensic investigation, digital cameras and mobile devices are routinely seized as evidence sources. 
Video and images retrieved from these devices are widely lIsed in crime evidence investigation, which 
can provide key forensic evidence items, piece together existing evidence Hems, or establish links 
between evidence items in particular case, The Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) systems are widely 
used for malls, banks, traffic intersections to park, stores, or even home, where video evidences are 
retrieved from these system can be used as evidences much more thane ver before, 
In the past few years, the 'Image enhancement' teclmiques have been proposed, most of 
themcanbegrollpedinto spatial domainmethods and frequencydomainmethods. These techniques 
shows guod potential to improve the quality of images, but only a fcw of them can be used for low 
'Iuality of footage, ouch as eel\! footage, mobile video clips etc. Many C:1CTV surveillance system 
export tootage in their own formats, which need to be re-format ur convertcd to a suilable format thaI 
easier for invf";~tieation. However, this can often cause tht lower of quality and information loss, 
which makes the examination process diftlcult. 
The main aim of forensicvideoanalysisis to identifystrongevidence items atdifferentleveL In this 
paper, we fucus un the contcnts of the video to rlevelop efficient video analysis techniques from the 
view point offorensics,[I] 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In "Video-Based Evidence Analysis and Extraction in Digital Forensic Investigation", paperJianyu 
Xiao, Shancang Li, QinglianeXu stated Illal tll~ clll(,rgingforoncicvjd~()::tnRl)'"is techniques mainly 
fOCllS on following aspects: (I) Law enforcedforensicvideoanalysis ; (2) Forensi~analysis for vi deo 
and multimedia ;(3) Jmage/videocomparison ; allJ (4) Lnhoncedtorel1sic:vjdr.()(lIH.lly~i:.. In this wo rk, it 
focus on the ' improved forensi c video allal ysis~ by us ing the most recent video and data analysis 
techniques,[I] ~ 
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In"Applicatiol1 of forensic image :Illalysi~ in acciul:l1t in vt:~ li :;.ati on~" . paper prnposcd by Dr. Ellen 
Vcrolille ami Dr.ArjanMierclllcl. ~ "l1cd Ihm il dell1O:1:;I,alc Ihe applicabili lY "f forensic techniques Illl" 
accident investigations by presenting a !lumber of ca"t!S frum olle ~p~cili(' field of expertise: image 
analysis. \\lith the rapid spread of digital devices and ncw mcdia. a wealth ot' image material and other 
digital illformation has become available for accident investigators. It Sl10W thalllltich informaiion can 
be distilled froll1 footage by using iilrcnsic image analysis techniqucsl.2] 
In "Reconstruction of Hidden Representation for Robusl realurc Extraction" ,paperZeng Yu alltl 
Tianrui Li suggested a way that It was dcmonstrated that the reconstruction error of the inpul has a 
lower bound and minimizing the Frobenius nonn of the Jacobia matrix of hidden representation has a 
deficiency and may encourage getting a much worse local optimum value. Based on this evidence, a 
new deep neural network, DDAE, for unsupervised representation leaming was proposed by using the 
idea of learning invariant and robust features for the small change on both input and hidden 
representation. The idea was implemented by minimizing the reconstruction error after injecting noise 
into both input and hidden representation. It is shown that our model is flexible and extendible. It is 
also demonstrated that minimizing the reconstruction error of hidden representation for feature 
representation is more robust than minimizing the Frobenius norm of the Jacobia matrix of hidden 
representation[3] 

In "Wavelet-Domain Color Image Enhancement Using Filtered Directional Bases and Frequency
Adaptive Shrinkage", paper Sangjin Kim, Wonseok Kang, Eunsung Lee, and Joonki Pai k stated that 
theMost Iraditional noise reduction methods tend to over-suppress high-frequency details. For 
overcoming this problem first decompose the input image into flat and edge regions, and remove 
noise using the alpha map computed from wavelet transform coefficients of LH, HL, and HH bands. 
After removing noise in the flat region, fUl1her remove noise in edge regions by adaptively shrinking 
wavelet coefficients based on the entropy. Moreover, it present a new directional transform using 
wavelet basis and Gaussian low pass filters. The wavelet coefficients of edge regions are inverse 
transformed by using the filtered wavelet bases. Experimental results show the proposed algorithm 
can reduce noise without losing sharp details and is suitable for commercial low-cost imaging 
systems, such as digital cameras, eeTV, and surveillance systemr 41 
In Facial Comparison frolll CCTV footage: The competence and confidence of the jury", paper 
Heather Walker, Ann Tough stated that CCTV footage is commonly used in the coun room to help 
visualise the crime in question and to help identifY the offender. Unfol1unately the majorit), of 
surveillance cameras produce such poor quality images that the task of identify ing individuals can be 
extremely difficult. This study aimed at detennining whether the task of identi fY ing the offender in 
CCTV footage was one which aj ury should be competent to do, or whether expen evidence would be 
beneficial in such cases. The ability of potential jury members, the general public, was tested by 
u,l<.ilJg pUJlicipwlts Iu play the role of a jury member by means of an online survey . Putcrlliai jury 
mcmbers viewed CCTV ill which" simulMed offence took plac.e, and wel'e SlIbse'l"enl.ly a.,ked to 
compare still ima"es of a defendant to the ofTender to try 10 dctcnninc if they were competent and 
confident about maki ng a judgement as to whether the defendant committed the crime. Factors such 
as age, gender and profession 01" th" put""tial jury IlJelliGel ' were cUlisitJeJeu , '" wd l as the type 01 
crime committed, in order to establi sh if these play any role in the decision made by potential jury 
members. These factors did not appear io playa significant role; however confidence was also 
investigated and it became very evident that this was a factor that must be taken into consideration 
when determining the requirement for expel1 eontrihution in facial comparisons[5] 

III. MET1JODOLOGY 

There is no spacing for digital or physical investigations. my research attention focused on identifying 
the fundamental s of a digital investigation. if there are many ways to answer the questions, then what 
do they have in common? One of the resu lts of this work was the Computer History Model, which 
describes what occurred in a computer and can be used to model digital in vestigation techniques. The 
Computer J odel is un ique with re ,e previously proposed process models because il 
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is based Oil uwtiwl11;t(ic.:al theory of ClllllPU!atioll Illodels illld is not simply all arbitrary grouping of 
sreps and phases. 

A. PROPOSED WORK: 

ABNORMAL ACTIONL...F_RA_f_AE_f_ON_V_ER_S_IO_N..Jo6c> B 
TRAINEDCNN 

D 
we~~~ ERROR ¢ INORMAL 

D 

Figure I: Block Diagram of Digital Forensic Application. 

(a) Diagram Description: 

Frame Conversion- The Frame Conversion block passes the input through to the output and sets the 

output sampling mode to the value of the Sampling mode of output signal parameter, which can be 

either Frame-based or Samp le-based. 

HOG-The histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) is a featuredescriptor used in imageprocessing for 

the purpose of object detection. The technique counts occmrences of gradient orientation in localized 

pOJ1ions of an image. This method is similar to that of edgeorientationhistograms, scale: 

invariantfeaturetransfonn descriptors, and shapecontexts, but differs in that it is computed on a dense 

grid of uniformly spaced ce lls and uses overlapping local contrast nonmalization for improved 

accuracy. 

CNN- Using the results of the frame conv~rsi on ::lno HOG c:onvoillfion::ll nf~IIf:i1 n~twork wi ll !'tarts the 

work. accordin~ to that rc~ult~ CNN will irlentif\ ths :thnorm:tl im:1f.';ftf.. Cb~~ifyillr, thc framc~ uF:inp, 

certain types of connifions i.e lIorlllal as well abllormal. 


(b) Existing System: 

In recent, the new technologies make it much easier to create, collect, and analyses these image 

materials. The advances of emerging techniques such as mobile devices, low cost image/video 
capturing devices together with information processing such as artificial intelligence, machine 
learning, etc. 

(c) Proposcd Systcm: 
11 is clear thaT In abuvt! prupu:.ied [rumcwork the forensic video nnaly:.;b can be du:.;:.;jficd iulu 
following two main categories: video type analysis and video contents analysis. 

(d) Forensic video type Analysis: 

In forensic video type analysis, one of main aims is to examine whether the video is illegally re

produced. This analysis also conducts video source identification and video steganography analysis to 

uncover hidden information. Specifica lly, the v ideo source identification is an imp0l1ant evidence 

~uun;~ to id~ntify the 30llJ'CC::; COJ}H';ru Ul' t1evicc~ lhul tokell Lhi~ videu ur imu~c.:. 

(e) Video Contents Forensic Analysis: 

Actually, the traditionally metbods is very time consuming and inefficient when huge volumes of 

video footage are available. In many case, the analysis significantly relies on the investigator. With 
the advances of emerg ing techniques, such as facial recogni tion, objects detection, deep learning. etc .. 
it makes the automated fore lsi video analysis possible. however there arc st ill many chall enges need 
to be addressed. 
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A. RI ';VIEW OF VIDEO EN IIANCI:MENT AI.(jORITIIMS 


Algorilhm 1:- Video EIOhancemcnl Algorilhm Using COl1lra51 Limil~dAHE 


Input: Video or camera inpu1 V 
OuipUt : Labeled V 
I: v+- video capture(V) 
2: vg <-video group(v) 

J: for each frame f Evg do 
4: In itialize array Histogram to zero; 

5: for every contextual pixel j do 
6: Hist[gU)]=Histl[g[j]+ I 
7: end for 
8: CHistl = 1'1 k=O Hisl(k) 

9: 10 =CHistl xL/W2 

10: vg <-update(f ,10) 

II: end for 
12: V <-update(v, vg) 


It is noted that in Algorithm I, we have to calculate the Hist[gGl] for each pixel is computationally 

expensive, lor an image with size M x N, it COSt OeM x N x W2). To further improve the pe rformance 

of image quality. 


Algorithm 2:- Color and Shape-based Object Detection and Tracking Algorithm 
Input: Video or camera input V 
Output: Labeled V 
I : v videocapture(V) 

2: vg vi deo group(v) 

3: for each frame fi Evg do 

4: fhsv <-covCo lor(fi ,COLOR_RGB2HSV) 
5: fshsv <-split(filSV) 

6: for each channel cE{hue,saturatin,value}do 
7: thresh Id(fshsv[ c ],dth[ c ],Iow[ c], upper[ c]) 
8: end for 

9: fresult <-bitwise _ and(dth[O],dth[ 1],dth[2]) 
10: end for 
II : V <- update(v,vg) 

In Algorithm 2 we apply features provided by the Open CV and CUDA to make it can work with real 
time video streaming from camera. 

rv, REVIEW OF RESULT 
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Figure 2. CLANE example(left: Original;right: Histogram). 

ca) (b) 

Figure 3. Enhanced CCTV footage frame in a night visual. (a) Original frame (b) Enhanced frame 

(a) (b) (e) 

Figure 4. (a) original frame (b) Enhanced multiple objects recognition (c) Enhanced single objects 
recognition 
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(.) (b) (e) 

Figure 5. Object detection and tracking using deep learning algorithms (a) Image objects detection (b) 
CCTV footage object detection (c) Specific object detection image 

(b) 

Figure 6. Object tracking in real -time video (a) Labeled image (b) Original image 

V. 	 CONCLllSION 

It is noted that in digital foren sic investigation, the low quality CCTV footages are widely used to 
extract potential evidence items. In this work, we proposed a framework for video based digital 
forens ics investigation, and further we developed a way to enhance the quality of video to extract as 
much as evidence items. Specifi cally, we proposed a method to extract more evidence items in a 
reverse way. It is also useful for anti-crime or fast response when crime activities or behaviors are 
detected. In the future works, we will further establish the links between existing evidence items and 
the detected evidence item. 
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Abstract 
The proposed system is l"ersmile so if can be /lsed 10 maima;n an indoor climate in bldllsn'ies, 
residential homes, roadside gardens, bllilding aud it call also \I'ork in agriclllrural afllommioJl as u'ell, 
As an iudoor cfimate is close~v related to hUIIIall health, H'ell-being aud comfol'l. Tlris systeJII can be 
helpfiil fO society, Tire de1'elopmcJIf of this sysfem will be hosed on the imenlet of thil1gs (loT), 
Rnspben:li Pi as a c01/f/'oller, alld sensorsjor sellsing el1l'iroJlJ1Jemal couditions, This 5ystel1l /1/o11itors 
di,fferem parameters like temperature, 1Il0isilll'e, rhe jlJlel1si~v of figllf, 11lI1IIidity (lnd ultrasonic sensor 
jor ,,·(lter 1e'L'el indication Acilfntors am be us<?dfor cOHn'olling pmpose. In rhis proposed sysTem dJe 
defected data/rom sensors ore tl'ol1sJlJilfedllsing TYi-Fi to the loT hub ond this collected datn further 
cOllfrolled by a dashboard H'i,h (he help 0l.-1=ure cloud. loT supports people to get cOJJnected to 
reqUire system (/JI)'n'/JIe and (//l.~'l'here. loT teclmolog1' helps in collecting in/ormatro1l abo", 
conditions. The system flfili:;es rhe JmerHe; ofThings technology ond the A:;lIre public cloud platform 
to al(tomate the management procedure, [111p"O\'e the scaLability. enhance lIser e,\periences ofplanTS, 
mId colltribllle fO (f green indoor climate mId Agl'icuimre, 

Keywords-A=ure Cloll(l, Dashbo(/rd, lOT hl/b,. Rnspberrypf, SellS01'S. 

I. L-vrRODLTCI10N 

This is a versalile system (har can be used in indusrrial offices, buildings for maintaining a 
green indoor clinw.te as u,:eU as it CUll be llsed as a smart agriculhlre system for mainrailling the fann, 
OUr l1lHiu objective of this proposed work to develop the autonomous plant ,vatching system ..vhicil 
can perform sens,jng: monitoring and conrroUing. As the proposed system is versatile so it can be used 
to maintain all indoor climate in Industries. residential hOlles, building as an indoor climate is closely 
related to humau health, well-being ami l:umtort and it cnn also work jll ;)gli, 'uiturai automatioll as 
well. This can be helpfUl to s(Jl:i~!y . 

The development of this sys tenl will be based on tlte imerne t of things (lOT), R .1spben-y Pi ns 
CI controller. and sensors for sensing environmenml conditions, This system monitors diffe.rent 
pC:llClmeters like t.emperamre. moisture. the imensity of light, Immidity aud llitrasonlc sensor for \vater 
1"""121 indic:Hinn. {\omntol'3 clin be u!o..:d [Ui l:ul1lrolllng purposes, hlllus proposed system the detected 
data from sensors are transmitted u::;ine \l-li-Fi TO [he ToT hub anel thir. colicctNf rlMH f\lrther coml'ullt"!j 
by it dashbuC:Ild wilh (he help oiAzure cloud, 

lU i SUPPOlts poople to ger COllUeC[ed to reqnire system anytime and anywhere. ToT 
technology helps in collecting iufonnatioll about conditions, The system utilizes the Internet of 
Things teclmology and the Azure public cloud platform to automate the managemeU1 procedure, 
improve the scalability. enh:ll1ce uscr cxperiences of plants, <Jnd comribure to a greeu indoor climate 
Ann ;\ g 1"j(' \liturt, 
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II. LITERATURE SI:RVEY 

In lOT Based Agriculture NIoniroring and Sm.1r1 Irrigation Syslem Using Raspbl!rry Pi. JoT is a 
shar~d Network of objects \vhere these objects interact through rhe Interner. 
Sm,'ut Agriculnue reduces wastage of water. fenilizers and increases tbe crop yield. Here a system i~ 
proposed to monitor crop-field llsiug sensors for soil moisture. humidity tlnd temperamee. By 
lllonirorillg these parall1eters~ the irrigation system can be amomared if soil moisture is low. To cope 
up with (uis use of temperahue and moistlJce, sensors are placed at suitable locmiollS for monitoring 
the crops. However. rhe lise of 1echnology in [he Held of agriculture plays an imponam role ill 
increasing productivity as well as reducing n13npO\ver [5}. 

In Greenhouse mon..iroring using the internet of things~ The aim of the p<1per is to design a 
greenhouse monitoring system based on the lntern~t of things (lOT). A greenhollse is a covered area 
wllere plants grow and cultivate. There are SolU~ important parameters [0 be llIollirored inside the 
greenhouse are remperamre, relative luunidity and carbon-di-oxide lIsing cosier. The proposed s:ystem 
consists of a sensor that contimlOllsly takes in data from the greenbouse environment and reports it to 
the g..'"tteway node. Automating a greenhouse envisages Ulol.litoring and controlling of the climatic 
parameters which directly or indirectly govern the plant growth and hence their produce. Automation 
is we process control of industrial machinery and processes~ thereby replacing wlman operators[4J. 

The loT based greenhouse monitoring system is a complete syst~m designed to monitor and 
cameo! me envirorunental parameters inside a green.honse. Tbe smart greenhouse alHomatically 
controls the varions parameters ueeded for the planrs and sends the sensory data to n Cllstomized 
webpage for continuous and effective monitoring[llJ. 

In Automation in Agriculture Using loT and Machine Learning, me purpose of tbis project is 
[0 imptove tbe efficiency of [he agriculture sector. loT helps llS in many fields amoug wh.ich 
agriculture is one of the p'rimary ones_ With the: help of loT along with t\.1achlne Leaming in the field 
of agriculture, we can increase the efficiency of crop production. Different weather parameters are 
taken inro consideration with which the best suitable crop to be grown are predicted w ith the belp of 
supervised learuillg like Decision Tree Classifier. Regression. Vlirh the help of rliffe renr sensors. the 
].:·)1 ru};j t1hll,:'lph':r1': .: .:.u.jitic.m nr~ drrf'rmlllfVi nnli TI'1\nr;tilrrC'(1 Thn1111~11 rnuHi il'Jp ':I.--Iw,J, H\I! .i. ,!/i( .1l r,', 

thp "prvPr in whir.h mnnirorine nf rrop'" hp,alth and control of irrigafion ~Y$lem rakes placef31. 
Iu Active Plant \VaU for Green ludoor Climatc Da::;cd on. Cloud nnrl Internet of Thing~. ilH 

indoor climate is closely related to humau health, 'well-being! and comfort. Thus. indoor climate 
mouitoring and mauagemenr are prevalent in many places. from public offices to residential houses. 
In this article, propos.e a remote monitoring and control system that is specific 10 the plant walls. The 
system utilizes [he Inreruet of Things technology and the Azure public clond platfonn ro aUIOmale rhe 
manage!pent procechu'e, improve the scalability, enhance user experiences of plant \valls, and 
conrribure {Q a green indoor climale[1]. 

ill Aulurnalll": lul UUSt:(( t'hHH i\l1obltot l11g llUcr o.,VJlerlug ;)y~l~1ll u~ll.Ig l\l1:.pl.Jt!ll Y fi. tIle lll"'~ll 
objoni"'-Q of Ihiu propo~od wnrk jr, tn rlf'vAlop :In f'mbmida:d Syn::m for plum JllDnilnr in!,. ~nrl w~rp.rin(' 

LYV tU111 Ullillg (IN IuII!UI"j\ ",.[Tlu1!g( , F, :lif" ·' ''' rr~1 Pi H T'rf" '-~~ i" ...()r . fi nn ~f'n~tlr" fnr ';(~.J1r~ inf rll\'irnnmen1al 
conditions. In rhis work. the loT concept is introrlnced to connect devices through the Internet aud 
facilitate information access by the 11sers. The sysiem can obtain an accurate perception of 
Environ01enral information ill [he agriculture field and tben transmir tbe same to users. Tbe system 
monirors different parametexs like Temperature. Humidity. Soil I\·lois ttlre and Inrensirj of light. IR. 
sensor is frxed (Q check any extemal object entty into the field, in case of intruder deTection buzzer 
will turn Oll for a few seconcts[8] . 
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m. SYSTEM BLOCK DIAGR'\'~'I 

I
Mohture 2 chnnnci WebAppCloud" I-->fHumiditr r---- Relay 

Monitoring ]I[
G<lS 1 1
I--> 

Database

l Pump Il F:ln [ ControlrMicrocontroller 1 Ij j
Temperllt

Rnsilben:..- piI-->ur. 

-i Light ) 
LDR 1--+ \ /

Wl-Ft Module ->I 
lOT HubUJtrnsouic f  1 


./ 

J ~, ~~l loT 

.. 

Fig. 1 System block diagram 
A. RnspberrY Pi: 

The Rnspbeny Pi is a small POCkf':f-$izt' ~'(,m1pllter U!;cct to do sm"U computinr and l1~lwnrkjllg 
ujJenttlons.lt j ~ tile m,qlll f.'lem~nt in the field of the intcmet ofrhings. It pwviut.:s (H.:~eSS to the imernl!t 
and hence the connection of 1}momation system ,vith remote location controlling device becomes 
possible. 

The Raspberry Pi Zero W extends the Pi Zero family. Launched at Ille end ofFebruary 2017, 
the Pi Zero \V has all !he functionality of the original Pi Zero bur comes \vith added connec[ivity~ 
consisting of 801.11 b/glll wireless LA..J.'.J'~ Bluetooth 4,1. 1 GHzJ single-core CPU. 512MB RAl\1. !v1ini 
Hn'NJT. and USB On The-Oo pnn>~ Mi,'rll lJ'jB puwltr, HAT uOll1pmJblc 4o-pin h(. hilH' (':~J UIIU':UI 

ioU Uut:H.: lo r. 

B. l\1oiJ'lUre Sensor: 
Moisrure sensor measures the \vater conteut in the soil. This sensor reminds the user to \Vater 

their plants and also monitors water cometH in the soil. It uses capacitance to measure dielectric 
perminivity of the mediulll. Thi·s creates applied voltage proponioilai to the dielectric permittivity. It 
operares at 5V. 

C. Gas Seils or: 
~'IQ2 smoke sensor has been used ill rht.!l projr. r:r \vhieh h ... lpJ ill dete, rinr., jf rhf'l rr i" r.nn)(" :Jon 

01 kukugl.! of <lny gast!:::. ill the crop held or may be fIre. Once llie gas is detected an alarm is triggered 
\vhich helps in alerting people and take necessary acnoll and prec3mion. It works 0 11 invened logic . 
.'\.11 .MQ2 smoke sensor has great sens itivity and has quick response time and at the same time is stable 
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and has a long lifetime. It is used for rht! Illl!nsurement of gas concenrratiOll. The gas sensor is used ro 
detect Co2 gas in rhe environment. 

D. Telllpei"{l/lire Dud HI/lllidity Sensor: 
Tempemmre and humidity sensors monilOf environmental conditions. The rempcwl11re sensor 

operates when the applied \'oltage increases. Similarly, the humidity sensor works by a change in 
temperature in air and change in elecrrical ClilTent. The different types of humidity sensors are 
capacitive, thermal and resistive we bave used DHT11 sensors iu om projecr. It is basically a 
humidity and temperature sensors which helps in getting the digital output. It is quite reliable and has 
good stability and at rhe same rime is cost-effecrive. It comprises three main elements a resistive type 
humidity sensor. an NTC thermistor (for temperanlre measurement) and an eight-bit lllicrocontJOller 
which helps in convening analog signals [rom both sensors and helps in sendiug am digilal signals. 

E. LDR Senso,.: 
It is used to fmd out the imeusiry of light by using the imensiry value we can apply P\Vlvl to 

the light. It turns onioff light wilen it required. LDR (Ligllt Dependent Resistor) is rile light sensor 
which is usually nsed for the purpose. Its main llmciion is to monitor the jnrensiry of ligln. It nmlS off 
the light when i( needs to save the power and turns on the Hgln when light are required in me 
greenhouse. The Light Subordinate Resistor (LDR) is fair another extraordinruy sort of Resistor and 
subsequently has no extremiry. tvleaning they can be associated in any course. They are breadboard 
lll\'iting and can be efforrlessly utilized on a board too. The Ullage for LDR is fair as compared to 
Resistor but includes internal bolts as appeared lmdemeath. The bolts demollStrate tlIe light signals. It 
can be utilized to sense Light, it is a little, cbeap and effectively accessible_ \Vhen lighl falls on the 
LDR (hen the' resistance decreases and increases in £he dark. \VlIen an LDR is kept in the dark place, 
its resistance is high and: when the LDR is kept in [he light its resistance will decrease. 

F. Ultrasonic Sensor: 
An ultra::;onic sensor is in::;lalled at me bottom of the system to measure rue warer level in the 

tank. An ultmsouic sensor is an iustnuuem that measures the distance to an object llsing ultrasonic 
sound waves. An ultrasonic sensor uses a Iransdl.!cer to send and receive uJrrasonic plllses that re,lay 
back infonnation abom an object'S proximity. High.frequency sound waves reflect from boundaries to 

produce distinct echo panems. Ultrnsouic sensors work by sending out a sOllnd 'Nave at a frequency 
above the range of human hearing. The transducer of the sensor acts as n microphone to receive and 
send the ultrasonic sOllnd. Our ulu:asouic sensors. like Ulany others! llSe a single transrn.lcer to send a 
pulse and to receive the echo. The sensor determines the distance to a target by llleasnring rime lapses 
between the sending and receiving of the ultrasonic pulse. The \vorkiug principle of rhis lllodule is 
simple. It sends an nltrnsonlc pulse om at 40 kHz wh.ich travels through the air and if there is an 
ubs{uc1 ur uU,iet:l , it will uuuw;t! um;k lu Lhl: :il:U::'Ui. By c,)kl1iating rh~ travel time and the jpecd of 
SOlUld~ the distance can be calculated. 

G-. Acllllll()r~. 

The 1It:(lI,H{II :-; III lilt:' Sy ~ lt!!IJ l:lIlJSbt ula VLtUJjJ, hglll. dllJ 1.111. 1111:: ~llillP b l1Jcd f u r Lll..1.1J.ig 11m 
Wll,k. Liglll and fall are IIseJ lo cOlllwlllIt!' lem}JeH\(lH~ ,UJJ IlllJU.i.tJily III tbe. surrounding cl1\'il'onmcnr. 

H. P/lmp: 
i\lkw DC 3·6V r.,·licro Submersible PlUUP ~..l.ini water pump [or FOllUluil1 Gar(!;:-u [\..IIn! \\':tter 

circulalion System DIY" -project. This is a low COSt, small SIze Submersible PuUlp Motor which can be 
operated from a 3 "- 6V pOWt!f snpply. It can rake up to 120 litters per hour with a very low current 
consumption of 220m.4. Just connect nlbe pipe [0 the morar ourler, submerge it in water ;tnd power ir. 
Make sure that the water level is always lugher thau the motor. The dl'Y nUl may damage the mo(or 
duc to hcatin,g and it will also produce uoise. 
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ro'T supports people to get rOllnet'lect 10 req\lire syst...'m anyt ime lltld anywhere. loT 
tech1lology helps in collecting iJlfornUllioll ;1b01l1 cOlldition:>. The sy::;t~1l1 IHiliLes tht! illlC[lJCI of 
Things technology and the i\Z\lr~ public cloud platform f(l aU[Olllafe thL' management procedll1''':-. 
improve the scalabililY, l~nhanct!' user expericm:cs of pl:lUIS. and conlriblltt!' 10 <1 green mcioof clim.1tc 
and Agriculntrc. 

J. MQIT Dashboard: 
MQn' (lvlQ Telemetry Transpllfl) is an open OASIS and ISO standard (IS0rlEC PRF 20922) 

lightweight. a publish-subscribe network protocol lilar [f;.lllSports messages between devices. The 
protocol usually nlllS over TC'P/ IP: hO\,\'i?ver. any nelwork prorocol rhat provides order..:-d. lossless. bi
directional connections can sllpporr MQTT. It is d~sigl1ed for cOllnecTions \vith remote locutiom 
where a "smal1 code [oOlprilll" is reqnired or [he network bandwidth is limited. 

K A=ul'e Cloun: 
Microsofr AZUre. formerly kuown as 'Windows Azure. is Microsoft's public cloud computing 

platform. It provides a range of elond serv'ices, including those for compute. analytic. scorage aud 
networking. Users can pick oud choose from these services to de....elop and scale new applications. or 
run existing applicatiolls, in the public cloud. ~1icrosorr Azure is widely considered both a Plattbnu as 
a Service (PaaS) and lllirastmcmre as a Service (laaS) offering. 

IV.PROPOSED SYSTEM FLOW 

lOT collector IInput 
(data from 
sensors) Receiver Sender If--+~~ 

Output 

Receiver IActuators Sender 

,'----------' 

Fig.2 Proposed s),stemjloll' 

Iu rhis system fiow,inpm is data from tile sensors which is further transmitted to the loT collector for 
proeessing. The processed dam is trans ferred to the azure cloud for storage. loT hub provides control 
actions according to previously decided threshold levels of seusors llSing acnlators. It provides remote 
control using IOT from anywbere. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

The traditional system for plant monitoring is labour-intensive and lime-consuming. The proposed 
system saves rime, money and Immau e ffort , It provides a controlled environment for the plants to 
prevenr them from damage and rhus increasing the overall performance. The system automatically 
controls the various parameters lleeded for the plaurs and sends the sensors data to a cllstomized 
webpage for continuous aud effective monitoring. Iu this proposed system remote lDouitoring and 
management solution thaT is hrlf; P.f'l on TnT ~,\,i d011d plarform. 11 i[; Gnpoblo of performing pl!\Dt cl\r~ 
luw.:lions according to the llser ~ched111e. It 3lso increasC's the yi(21d and nne of gr(,\vrh and produces 
orgawl: agricuJrural products. It also reduces the effon aud time of farmers for making farming 
efficient and profitable activity. This system indicates that a cloud and 10T based remote monitoring 
and managemem system can be significant merit lO application ill terms of its reliable performance. 
real-time mon~tori.ng, timely feedhack. fmc1 convf>nif'nt r;;omotr: controL 
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Abstract 
The aim Qf Ilze projeci is 10 implemenl Ihe aUlOnllllicaily conlrolled boring by using PLC. The manual 
melhod 10 work gear case producl requires operalions 10 be done by labors. The PLC is used to 
process Ihe process by using ladder diagram program in which required sequence a/operations are 
programmed. The movement 0/malerial 10 feed the boring 1001 is canied oul by Ihe sliding the job 
which is controiled by the Iimil swilCh and molars. This pr~iecI is COSI effeclive and saves Ihe 
processing t.irne and maintains accurate dimensions of the product. Push bullons are used as al1 

inpuls. The machine can work in bOlh manual and aulomalic modes as per required by Ihe worker. 

Keywords- PLC, Boring Machine, Iimil switcizes, selonide valve, motors. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents the basic idea of this project which is to reduce the human efforts while 
maintaining the quality when manufacturing the product. This is an important factor which is 
considered in industry. Designing the system with where less hwnan participation is the main focus of 
manufacturing industries. At the same time aim is to increase productivity and reduce the processing 
til"e. Be,~u," uf tlti" I'roI'U,~u a syst~"' ' R~trofi!!illg of heau boring Machine using PLC system' Is 
introduced. It is system whi~h Ita, autumateu a, well manual moueS wbich will belp tbe industrie, to 
achieve the required goals while avoiding the errors. PLC is a main controller which will accept the 
input and take control over the actions of the machine. Head machine in NHlNT block is used for 
machining liner bore operations. This machine is having old & obsolete Allen barely make PLC 
system. As this PLC is obsolete, supplier is not providing support for service as well as spares back up 
for the PLC. This machine is critical for NHlNT block line hence uptime of this machine is very 
important. Now it is very difficult to diagnosis the problem as online diagnosis is not possible in the 
""j,twg I'LC. Alsu if >olIle spares are l:lUlty, machine will be down tor more lime. Hence upgrading 
tl,,, IIJilulIulU \\'llh Lule"1 I'Ll: "l':ltCI11 with I.nddor dcvcl.,j1I11CllI .'« ck'.lI'knl .Iwlr,:hc,.nr ,101£.11 will 
help in solving the occurred problem. Advancements in technology will results in revolution of 
manufacnlrine innllstrie.s for inc.re.HSP.n pr(l(ilwtivity and (jllality. Key goal of manufarturing industries 
is to automate the system for high performance machining. Automated equipment and good shape 
layout normally improves speed, precision and quality regardless of which type of machinery is 
performed. The heart of any industries is the motor drives, the automated drives increases the 
efficiency and even speed control is easy to achieved. Many industries use PLCs in automation 
processes to reduce the production cost and to increase quality and reliability. PC+PLC based control 
systems are widely IIscd, not only in the disc.rete and seqllence c..ontrol processes bllt also in 
continllous control processes, hecause of rapid improvement in performance. of PC ann PT.C. The 
development and introducing of effective PLC control units. In this, the automation process is 
explained and why they are used, which enables the increases the accuracy of production. 

n. LITERATURE SURVEY 
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Lauzon, J.K. Mills and l3enhabib 12J gave generalized methodology o r Supervisory Control of 
Manufacturing Systems (SCMS) which utilizes recent advances in control theory with the PLC 
technology. Here a PC is used tor the online generation of control strategies and is employed for their 
execution.Valery Marinov[3], said boring is a process of producing circular profiles on a hole made 
by drilling process. where a single point cutting tool called a boring bar is used. In this process either 
the boring bar can be rotated, or the work part can be rotated. Machine tools which is used for rotating 
the boring bar against a stationary work piece are called boring machines or also boring mills. Boring 
can be achieved on a turning machine with a stationary boring bar placed in the tool post having a 
rotating work piece, which is held in the lathe chuck. Krar, Gill and Smid [4] used to produce one or 
more machined surfaces perfectly on work piece using one or more rotary milling cutters. Work piece 
which are held on work table or holding device are brought into contact wilb cutter in vertical milling 
machine most common. In horizontal milling machine checks operations normally performed by other 
tools. The boring machine removes the metal with a revolving CUlling tool called a drill. With various 
attachments, boring machines can be used for boring, slotting, circular milling di viding, and drilling. 
These machines can also be used for culting keyways, racks and gears and for fluting taps and 
reamers[3]. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 


Understanding the existing problems of the machine: 

The present PLC used in the machine is: NEXGEN400 

Number of inputs: 64 

Number of outputs: 40 

The problems with the existing PLC are that: 


1. 	 There is no backup in case of any fault. TIICrefore in case of any breakdown no immediate 
replacement can be made. 

2. 	 There is no longer the production of this PLC. So spare parts are not available 

If such problems occur, the fullowing are Ibe actions taken: 
1. 	 If a card is having a fault, any other card from an old instrument is replaced at the place of the 

damaged card. 
2. If there is no card available, sometimes even direct connections of wire is made. 

But the above given solutions are very temporary and no long term guarantee is obtained by it. In case 
any spare parts are not available, direct connections might put the machine into risk. Therefore a 
reliable PLC is needed here. Thus, in order to establish a reliable PLC system in the machine, the PLC 
oflbe company MITSUBISHI is selected to retrofit the older PLC. 
The new PLC is MITSUBISHI 128MR. MR stands for relay 10gic.TIle programming ofPLC is done 

on tbo ooftw,re OX Developer. 
The benellts that we will have after this project are: 

1. Due to this if Ibere are further problems in Ibe machine, the PLC can be easily worked on 
2. 	 F.ven if there are prohlems with the PT.C, or nny modificntion i. to he done, spare parts of the 

PLC IIfl: IIvllilllblc. 
Dul lLL }JIVgJ.41l..L1l.l.i.ug HlI..lLvJe. vf lhL uh..lul e.uft\\, .UI.J .wu th\J u'.;,;,- e.VflW;!'lL &11. JiffLl l.dl. AIK., the 

tenminologies of both Ibe PLCs are different. Therefore, all the inputs, outputs and flags of the older 
")'"t.m, .r. to he converted to the now PI.C tenm. Th. followlnB 1" the procedure to convert the PLI.' 
inputs "ne! outputs: 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 


Given below is th"!-~ystem on which the further work will be conducted. 
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Fig. I: Machine block diagram 
Block diagram of proposed system (Fig. I) shows the interconnection between the PLC and the other 
devices as inputs modules, outputs modules, push button and motors has been demonstrated. All field 
devices, limit switches are inputs to the PLC and motor, relay, contactors are the outputs, the 
interaction in both directions are as per input which is feed and output results are display by machine 
performing its work. 
Initial control system: earlier the protection and controlling of any electrical circuit or systems were 
done entirely using relays, contactors etc. But using these circuits caused a lot of problems. As large 
wiring were used hence there is a large wiring problem and thus the complexity of the increases. Also 
implementing the hard wiring for every connection is time consuming. Debugging the circuit in case 
of any fault becomes a hard job in which a person has to trace each and every wire to fmd out the 
fault. The size of circuit and the space alternatively increases and also requires large maintenance. In 
case of any faults present in the hardware parts and the components pertaining to that fault are to be 
entirely replaced. If the control system is required to be changed, hence the entire hardware of the 
circuit changes. 
In this study the inputs and output gives the information about particular task to PLC unit and we can 
manually operate as per requirement as well as use automatic mode. PLC controls all the output 
devices and get the required controlled processes. The boring machine which are considered for 
producing smooth and accurate holes in a work piece by enlarging existing holes with a bore at 
different desired length and required diameter in a particular time are set at desired values. This 
proposed automation scheme will help to achieve the desired requirement.Parameters that are to be 
considered while selecting a PLC: When a PLC is to be selected for any purpose, the following are the 
parameters that are to be considered: 
I. Check whether the PLC is compatible with the application 
2. Environment: check whether the PLC can withstand the environment 
3. Voltage and frequency that it can handle 
1. Total numher of ,\C and DC input' ."d 0utpulb 
5. CPU required: 

a. K byte program memory. 
b. K byte data memory. 
c, S(:an time. 
d. Check whether battery backup is required 

6. Special functions needed and softwares installed 
7. I/O locations 
8. COlllllJUuicaliuIls needed: PLC to l'LC Modbus RTU, Other 
9. Determine the programming requiremellts alld determme whether any spec1al programmlllg 1S 

required. ~ , 
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V. RESUJ"TS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Special Purpose Machines: These are the machincs which are designed to serve a specitic mechanism 
that is required in the manufacturing of any product. The requiremeOl of dIe company and the task 
which is expected is given to the manufacturer and then he designs the machine accordingly. They 
can't be used for any other purpose. 
This is a special machine designed for the company to serve the drilling purpose. The machine 
basically does the drilling of the engine block. The unit is used for drilling for gen side of the block. A 
drilling machine removes metal by rotating a multi-toothed cutter that is fed into the moving job. The 
spindle can be fed up and down with a quill handle on the head. All the movements of the various 
components are controlled electrically. The main parts of the drilling machine that require the motor 
supply to drive them are as follows: 

• 	 Motors for the movement of the spindle. 
• 	 Motor for the movement of the component. For this purpose a lubricant motor is used. 
• 	 Motor to supply power to the pumps that supply oil to gears, various motor parts, etc. A 

hydraulic motor is used for this purpose. 
• Motor for the burr conveyor. 

Depending upon the amount of power needed by the components above, the rating of the motor 
changes. 
The entire machine cycle is controlled electrically by various inputs like push buttons, selector switch, 
etc. The entire control on the input and output is done from a control panel that is located near the 
operator. There is one separate panel for controlling the main power supply to the machine and the 
PLC unit is located in this panel. 
Basic construction and entities if panel: 
An electric panel is basically a combination of various electrical equipments needed to operate a 
machine. 
The variuu, cumparlmenls uf an electric panel can be described as fullows.The cumparlments are 
basically divided into two types: 

~ 
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legend 
1.1 Preuure Relief Flat 4. Main Busbar 9. lighting Arrester 14. ves Truck 
1.2 l.V. Trunking 'i Ilu~h;u MnnnhJo~k 10. Earth BU5par 15, Vacuum Int~rr\cml'r 
1. Enclo5ure 6. Busba r SpOut 11. Segregation Sheet 16. ce. Carriage 
L ~ectlonaJ Main Busbar 7. c.T. 12. Shutter n. Earthing Switch Operating Mechani5m 
3. Busbar 8. Earth Switch 13. S('(ondary Plug 18. Base Plate 

Fig(2): Compartment block 

I . Power equipments: 
a. Busbar 
b. Circuit breaker 
c. Fused contactors 
J. l.uslnllileul ll'aIlliLul'll1tr, tl<.:. 

i. AuxilldJ It:!); 

a. Instrument compartment 
b. Wiring ducts for interconnections, etc. 

1. The circuit breaker compartment: 

Jills compartment IS to acconunodate withdrawable circuit breaker or fused contactor, and for truck 
racking in and out with door closed. Components mounted in tbis compartment are: Primary 
disconnects: bushing insulators containing power connections of the circuit breaker or fused 
contactors and busbar comparl!* 
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2. The main hushar l'ompartmcnt: 

This compartment i ~ located in panel upper back pari contains the main bus bar system, which is 
supported and connected to the circuit breaker nnd fused contaclar fixed insulating contacts by mean~ 
of branches. 
3. Feeder compartment: 

It should be accessible from panel Cront by opening the door. This compartment should 
include: 
a. 	 Branch system for connecting power cables to the circuit breaker or fused contactor fixed 

insulating contacts. 
b. 	 Fault make earthing switch with operation from panel front. 
c. 	 Mechanical interlock between circuit breaker or fused contactor and earthing switch. 
d. 	 Current transformer 
e. 	 PT fixed or withdrawable 
f. 	 Other components on request 

Cable sealing ends should be visible at anytime via viewing window on compartment 
door. 

4. Low voltage compartment: 
This is a separate compartment from the high voltage compartment. It should be 
placed above the circuit breaker compartment Equipments: 

a. 	 Terrninallinks and wiring 
b. 	 Auxiliary equipments of circuit breaker or fused contactor and cubicles( low voltage 

MeBs, relays, measuring instruments. 
5. Cable compartment: 

By means of cable bushings, power grid cables are connected to switchgear busbars 111 cable 
compartment. Cable compartment comprises the following components: 

a. isolator bushings 
b. cable clamps, 
c. earthing terminals for return cables. Switchgear cubicles are designed for installation of the 

following cables: plastic sleeve, oil-filled cable with paper insulation saturated with non
running agent and common lining. 

Conversion of inpnts and ontpnts ofthe current PLC into new PLC 

Table I Inputs to PLC 

SR.NO. 

l. 

2 

3 

4 

.~ 

6 

7 

8 
9 

10 

bll 
17.~ 13 

r...... "'! n 

-

PLCPINS 

XQOQ 

XOOI 

X002 

X0li3 

XOO1 
X005 

XOOG 

X007 

XOIO 

XOI I 

XOl2 

XOl3 

XOl4 

INPUT MODULES 

lO :Q DOWEL PIN SENSOR 
10: I TOOL RETRACT PROXY 

10:2 SLIDE AT IIOME 

10:.i SLWb l"b b lJ .tONlJ LS 
. . 

10:1 TABLE HOME OR LS 

10:5 FIXTURE I TO 5 POSITION LS 

IO:G TInER CYCLE START PD 

10:7 BIG CAM CYCLE SEL SWITCH 

10:8 SECOND SLIDE RETURN END LS 

SLIDE AT TOL ADV POS! BIG CAM 

10:10 FIX AT BORE NO.6 POS LS 

101Il B}\REL INDEX CORRECTELY 

10:12 BAREEL AT POSITION I 

" 	 jJ "',k');~' ~COII~ 

:l.' "", "r.l'ing 

. t.,\ . QQ.. 	 , 
~ ~1,I(,i"" ~• 
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14 XOl5 10: 13 ADVANCE TOOL SS 
15 XOl6 10: 14 TOOl. ADVANCE PROXY 
16 XOl7 SLID AT TOL ADV POSI SMALL CAM 
17 X020 10:16 
18 X021 10:17 LIMITS SWITCH 6 
19 X022 10: 18 CLAMP PRESSURE SWITCH 
20 X023 10: 19 JACK ADVANCE PRESSURE SWI 
21 X024 10:20 SLIDE RESTED ON JACK 
22 X025 10:21 TOOL AT CENTER PROXY 
23 X026 10:22 TOOL RETRACT SS 
24 X027 10:23 MANUAL! AUTO SS 
25 X030 11:0 HYD ON PB 
26 X031 II: 1 HYD OFF PB 
27 X032 11:2 DOOR INTERLOCK 
28 X033 11:3 CONTACTOR HEALTHY SPIDNLE 
29 X034 11:4 SPINDLE INCH P.B 
30 X035 11:5 JOB CLAMP PB 
31 X036 11:6JOB DECLAMP PB 
32 X037 11:7 TABLE RIGHT PB 
33 X040 !I:8 TABLE LEFT PB 
34 X041 !I:9 SLIDE UP PB 
35 X042 11:10 SLIDE DOWN PB 
36 X043 11:11 
37 X044 !I:12 SPINDLE STOP PB 
38 X045 11:13 SPIN DLE ROTATE PB 
39 X046 II: 14 SMALL CAM CYCLE SEL SWITCH 
40 X047 II : IS ROTATE BARREL PB 

T bl 0 f Ca ell ut uts 0 PL 
SR.NO. PLCPINS OUTPUT MODULES 
I YOOO 00:0 JACK DOWN SOL 
2 YOOI 00:1 
3 Y002 00:2 
4 Y003 00:3 UECLAMP SUL 
5 Y004 00:4 TABLE RIGHT SOL 
6 Y005 00:5 TABLE LEFT SOL 
? Y006 00:6 SLIDE DQW'UDL 
B YOO? 00.7 3LIDE UP 30L 
9 YOlO 00:8 ROTATE BAREL SOL 
10 YOII 00:9 RESET BAREL SOL 
I I YOl2 00:10 SPARE 
12 YO13 00: I I TOOL RETRACT SOL 
13 YOl4 00:12 SPARE 
14 YOb ... 'nJ..t-r 00:13 HYDRAULIC. 

.1... 1 • • j 

~ V( I ... -., ~ 'L I • .... , 
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15 YOl6 00:14 SPINDLE MOTOR 
16 YOl7 00:15 HYDRAULIC 
17 Y020 02:0 CLAMP SOL 
18 Y021 02:1 LIMIT SWITCH FAULT LAMP 
19 Y022 02:2 BAREL AT POS NO I LAMP 
20 Y023 02:3 LAMP TOOL AT CENTER 
21 Y024 02:4 
22 

Y025 
02:5 BAREL INDEX CORECT 
LAMP 

23 Y026 02:6 I 
24 Y027 02:7 TOOL ADVANCE SOL 
25 Y030 02:8 
26 Y031 02:9 
27 Y032 02:10 
28 Y033 02:11 
29 Y034 02:12 SPARE 
30 Y035 02:13 
31 Y036 02:14 
32 Y037 02:15 

Programming the ladder: 
The entire ladder is written in the software. This is latter programmed into the PLC. The new PLC is 
installed in the machine and the wiring is done. And after the complete installation, triols are taken to 
test whether the program is properly working. 
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Fi~. 3 ladder for PLC 

VI. RESULTS 

Thus • s;m"l~ "0(1 mnnnni <;'l)~r~t~d mu,/Iille~ ore u~cd f\lf b9rin\lllro~,~~ , whieh iR time ,0nRJlmiov 
and sevcral labour power is required which was the disadvantagc in tcn", of labour, production and 
maintenance. These machines becomes phenomenally productive and flexible by retrofitting them 
with automated controllers. Upgrading the old machines restore them close to their original 
performance levels. The concept of remanufacturing machine tools is emerging. These are cost 
effective solutions of automation (on PLC based control systems) are equally beneficial to the small, 
medium and large industries. This project undergoes automation which is controlled by PLC cmitrol 
panel, speed of the moto~u: ed for b~d milling controllcd by thc 3CrvO drivC3. Thu3 the cntirc ' 
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PLC or the machine was retrolillcd with a reliable PLC system or MITSUBISI II. Trials will be taken 
to test the working of the machine. This would ensure Ihe proper working or tbe machine in the fulure. 
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Abstract 
Vedic lIlathematics is the name gil'en to the al1cielJl Iudiall system ofmathematics based 011 Vedic sutras, 
Vedic multiplier is based ou these Vedic SlIo'as, The proposed multiplier which uses the concepts of 
Vedic lvlntltelllatics is designed to reduce delay, design complexity. increase speed as lfell as to decrease 
pOlrer C011.~U1lJpljon ill comparison to cOIl1'(lIIfionaI11lulfipliers, The project is about high speed Vedic 
multiplier architecture lJ'hic./1 is qUite dijJere1.1l }i-om the. Com'entional multiplier, A multiplier i.s au 
important elemeHl in DSP systems, ll'IIiC/t acts as a building block inlllost computational digital s),stems, 
tIJere/m'e, speed mJdpower consumptiol1 are two important parameters ofdesign, The Ve{/ic lvIulriplier 
computed the pm'rial products in a simultaneous mOJJner and the COlT)' was propagated using adders, 
The high :peed mllltiplie~'s moe needed in DSP applicotions/or/ast e'l:eclIliol1. Ther~fol-e il1 this project 
we lmplement a 4'''4 bit multiplier llsing Urdhmoa Tiryagb!Jyo1/l algorfrll1J1 using VHDL coding{md the 
Olltpll/ is obsenoed on FPGA J..it(Spartal1 3£), 

Keywords: Urdham TiiJ'agbh:mm, Vedic Ailiftiplier, Carry look-ahead (1dde}~ Vedic 1Hath2IJJalics 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Multiplication is tile key operation in several DSP' s for pelfonning operations like convolution, 
ftItering, Fast Fourier TransfoflllS (FFT) and in tile ALU units. Multiplication dominates the . 
computational requirements ofDSP systems, marking the need fOf a higll speed multiplier 
system tllat is efficient in terms of power considerations as well. The demand for high speed 
processing Ilas seen a constant increase over tire years, as a result of expanding signal and 
computer processing applications. Aritlllnetic operations with higller tllrougllpnt are essential 
lu uchic\'~ th.:. l ~lj lllllAl }Jl..l[U11.illWt..e: iu llidll}' 1I.:HI-lwll: :sigiilil atiu llilagl; lJilJl;t;:SSlllg 

applicatIOns. 

The reduction of tinlC dcJ~y and power consumption [OllliS an essemial requireJllent tor Illany 
applicmions. In order to 1<!i1lize Ille,e requIrements, the llltlltlpher proposed here "ses the 
concept of Vedic Matltelllatics. A.l)ply.iu~ tile concept of Veciic Mathematics ,igllific~lltJy 
reduce tlte 111l1llber of pattial products computed, tltereby raising the speed ofoperation of tile 
llllutiplier. 111 tile case of tile AlTay Multiplier, the products are computed sequentially, raising 
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the computational delay. In case of the Booth Multipliel~ repeated operations ofadd or subtract 
and aritlunetic shift are performed, leading to computational delay. 

An algorithm in Vedic Mathematics is referred to as Sutra. Willl respect to multiplication. two 
maiu Smms are put fOllh to perforll1ulUitiplicatioll, namely. the Urdhava Tityagbllyam Sutfa. 
TIle Ulultiplier proposed here used the concept ofUrdhava Tuyagbhyam. This rule ptlls follh 
the "veltical and crosswise" concept of performing multiplication oftwo numbers. Under this 
algorithm. "crosswise" products are added and are concatenated with tbe ' 'vertical'' products. 
This parallel computation o[products fi'ees the multiplier fi'om the constraint oftbe processor's 
clock fi·equency. 

There are f01ll" types of anciell! matbematics, the Vedas and Vedic matbematics is one of pmt 
the f01ll" Vedas. The Atharva Veda, the Sthapatya Veda, Yajm Veda, Rig Veda. Tile Athmya 
Veda consists of aritbmetic, trigonomelly geometry, quadratic equations. calculus factor. 
Holiness Jagadgul1l Shankarachruya Bharati Krishna Teerthaji Maharaja (1884 - 1960) was the 
founder of these sulras.After all researcb in AthaIVa Veda, Swami Ji described 16 sutras 
(fOlIDulae) and 16 Upa suh'as (sub formulas). In present text of Atbarva Veda these formulas 
are not much found because they were implemented by Swami Ji himself. The simplicity in 
Vedic Mathematics is that calculations can be carried out mentally. 

II. LITERATliRE SURVEY 

There are four lypes of ancieut matbematics, the Vedas and Vedic mathematics is oue of pm1 
the four Vedas. Tbe Atharva Veda, the Sthapatya Veda, Yajm Veda, Rig Veda. Tbe Atbmva 
Veda cbnsists of arithmetic, trigonomeny geometry, quadratic equatious, calculus 
factor-Holiness Jagadgum Shankarachmya Bharati Krislma Teeltbaji Maharaja (1884 • 1960) 
comprised all this work together. After all research in Atbarva Veda, Swami .Ti described 16 
snh'as (fOlIDulae) and 16 Upa sutras (sub fOlUlulas). In present text of Athruya Veda these 
f0l111illas are !lOt much fOlmd because they were implemented by Swami Ji himself. 

The simplicity in Vedic Mathematics is tbat ca lculations can be canied out mentally. There 
are 1Ilauy advantages of nsing mental systemThe Vedic mathematics bas been divided into 
sixteen different SOiras which Can be applied to any branch of matbemarics like algebra, 
nigonometry, ge.omeny etc.The Sanskrit word "VlODA" is derived from the word "VID", 
whicb means to know witbout limit. It based on the 16 sulras which deals with variolls fields 
of malhematics such as algebra, geometry, calculus, and more. Tbe Vedic watb's converts 
complex calculations Ulto easy calculations. The 16 Vedic Slltras are as follows: 

• EldmdhikeuaPurven..1 By Olle more thmlThc prcvioll!i Olt!~_ 
• Nikhilallll"\!avatascm'mnamDasatah - All 110m Yaud tile la&1 Irom j U. 
• Urdhava-Tityagblryam - Vertically and crosS\we. 
• Pm'avartyaYojayet - Transpose aud adjust 
• ShnnYi-lnlSrtmaYflSm11l1Ccaye - when the ~l1n is the samt: that sum is 7em. 
• (Amlnlpye)SI1llnyamanyet - Ifone is ratio, tbe other is zero. 
• SonkolflnflVynvnlmlonobhynm - By ndMioll nnd by subtraction. 
• Puranaplll"llllllbbyam - By tire completion or non· completion. 
• Chalana-Kalanabhyalll- differences mId similm·ities. 
• Yaavaduualll - Whatever the e.,1ent of its deficieucy. 
• Vyashtisamllnstill-P3lt mId whole. 
• ShesanyankellaCharamenll - TIle remainders by tbe last digit. 
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• Sopmllltyadvayalllillllyam The ultimate ami twice the pClluililllale. 
• EkcUlYlll1enaPUfVl!llti - By one less than Ule previotls onc. 
• GUllitasamucbayall- The product oflhe wm iscqual to the Stlln ofprodllcr. 
• GlUL9kasamw.:lmyah·- Thl.! Hlctors ofthe Slim is. equal to "ue Slim offilctors . 

Table!: ofl.iteralure Smvey 

. ri~r;:: o,~O: . . :~:~r'~~'2 .: ~.~:~:~ I;' ~y.~ r~ft;::~ ..;'. :;: '.: -;~..."I~:: _.~~ :ccc';" '" 1,).'< ' " 

The Vedic multiplier is 
implemented using ripple 

FPGA Implementatiou ofEfficient cany adder and cany select 
14.620 nsUrdhava adder. The main drawback Vedic Mult iplier 1] TU)iag.bhyalll

(MukeshD.Palil)[ I] of the adder is speed 
operation is delay by 

propagation delay 
I 

Tile implementation is done 
by breaking down the block 

High speed multiplier based by Vedic 18.64us. of two and each Urdhava
2] Mathematics multiplicatiou is Tiryagbhyam

(SaudyaSubraman i)[6] ,propagated using 4bit 
ripple can)' adder 

This multiplier is 

Perfonnance analysis of4bit Vedic 
 imp lemented using 

5.35 11SNikhilalll uikhilmn sutra . It is3) 11nlltiplier 
Suu'a suitable for conventional 

mathematics. 
(VaithiyanathanGunullo0l1hy)[7] 

The multiplier is 
umltiplier 

FPGA Implementation of Vedic 
30.02 nsinlpIemellted 11slng. de"signUrdhava 

~] (for 8 bit) 
Vidyaslu'ee)[3] 

full of compressor instead (Nagaraju.N, Tiryagbhyam 
of full adder 

4bit lllllltiplier is
VHDL Implementation ofVedic implemented by using Urdhava 

5] 30 os Multiplier (Siba Kuma!" Panda. VHDJ. code. Tf is riesie,1l hyTiryagbhyalll
Tap,",JRi1uj'iliSuhuu.) Pl 

m'inu nini full Jddir nnd '1 
-bit special adder 

FPGA Implementation of4 bit Vedic 
Urctimva The nlllltiplier is 

15 .88 ns61 Multiplier (S.R.Panigrahi , O.P. Das, implemented by using Tu)'agbhyam 
T.K. Dey) [4] adder ,1';nl ;p, and ~vV\,C. 
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unit. T hey implemented 
MAC unit using Vedic 

illultiplier. 

Design aud analysis of4 bit vedic 
4 bit multiplier is 

7J 
Multiplier using cany save adder Urdbava 

implemented lIsing carry 

(Prof. PrasheeIThak:re.Ank-urMaloo. Tiryagbhyam 
save adder and tbe partial 

JyotiprakashChowdwny.) [9J 
product is computed lL>ing 

2 bit adder 

In this implementation, 

Design and implementation of 4 bit 
Multiplier module is 

81 multiplier (Samikslla Dhole , Timpati 
Urdhava implemellled using tile fOllr 

Yadav) [IOJ 
Tiryagbllyam input 1\..1\11) gate aud two 

half adder. It divides 
nlllllber of bits in tile input 

eaually in two PaI1 . 

Survey ofPerfollnance ofVedic 
lTrdllava 

The 4 bit Vedic Multiplier 
91 Multiplier 

(Elakk.iva . J Mantllan . N ) [81 Tiryagbhyalll 
is implemented by lIsing 

reversible logic gates. 

Novel Delay Efficient Approach for 
This project is implemented 

101 
Vedic MUltiplier witll Generic Urdhava 

by using ripple CaITY adder 

Adder(N.G.Ninnal , Dr. D.T.lngole) Tiryagbllyam 
aud kogge stone adder for 

[15J 
verifying various input bits 

Design aud implelllelltation of w!!h 
Tile project is implemented 

speed 4x4 Vedic nml! iplier -
Urdhava 

using the speed of digital 

llJ (A Debasisb.Sullud~ 
circuit like mult.iplier using 

Kaullllcllarangauda)[ II J 
Tiryagbllyam adder in higl1 perfollllimce 

system DSP, 
Microprocessor 

Design . Implemeutation aud 
Tile project is implemented 

perfon:nance ofvedir. Innitipiier 
by using r:ipple CaITY adder 

121 (Vi,ilikha Sbarma' , ' ,"wikct Kumllf 
Urdllava which is on~ uf the digital 

')[11J 
Tit Yrlgl,liYHlu r,dder used in many logIC 

rl1T.llitr; 

The project is implemented 

lJC3ign ofVcdio mltillplier ucing 
by llsma Urdhava 

UrdhvaTiryagbhyalll SUlra 
TiryagbiIyam slltm that 

13) (HarsiIa R. , Anill"lnlar S.R) 
Urdbava means velticallv and 

[l3) 
Tiryagbhyalll crosswise. It has n~Ulerous 

advantages in tenus of area, 
power. rleiay, complexity 

14J Design And Illlplemeutation OfHi.,!ili Urdbava Tills project Isuuplemented 
,Y Speed Vedic Multiplier Tirya!!bhvam bv llSing ripple CaIT\' adder 
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2. ·-196 ns 
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15) 

(I {il":mSllSekhnr Sllhu l 
. Khirod KUIll;)!" 

Sethi:', T"jesh Kumar Chaudhary)II'11 

Veclic Mathematics or Sixteen Simple 
SI111"nS from The Vedas(Jagadgnrtl 

Swami Sri Bharath, Krislllla Tiratllji) 
[2 

Veclic Sutras 

in which all filii adder are 
cascaded i.n Sl!ries 

This paper represents the 
study orall the Vedic 

Sulras. 

III,IMPLL\lETIATION 

The algorithm is written for the 4x4 Vedic Muitiplier and the general method is shown ill FIG 
1. III the fU'st step, the two numbers are broken clown, and each number is divided illto two 
pillts of4 bits each. A veltical as well as crosswise multiplication operation is performed, which 
involves the vertical multiplication ofthe LSBs together and the MSBs together. The crosswise 
multiplication operation is perf0l1Iled betwecn the LSBs and the MSBs. 
The carries generated in are propagated through the system aud added to the uext cOlTespolldiug 
bit nsillg respective cany look-ahead adders. The product of MSBs and LSBs are passed 
through two sepill'ate carl)' look ahead adders and added with the cany and sum ofthe previous 
stages. Thus, the fmal product that is obtained is a collection ofsum aud Cill1Y bits of tile last 
stage adders. The parallelism in generation of pmtial product improves the speed of 
multiplication. 
For computing big mUltiplication ofN X N, the number is divided in to small blocks and ntilize 
for design. For higher number of bit some modification is required. Divide the number ill to 
two equal pms, Let ' s analyze 4 x 4 Illultiplication, Say X, XoXlXO aud 1'3]"Y')'0. The result of 
multiplication of these two numbers is given by lvhM,M,M.lvi"li,M11'vio . 
Let's divide tile X and Y into two Pillts say X3-¥2and X,Xofor X and Y3Y' and J"1J'0 for Y. For 
the proposed Vedic umltiplicatiou method consider 2 bit at a time and perform the 
multiplicatiou by using 2bit uUlltiplier. The FIG I stmct\ll'e shows the multiplicatiou of4 x 4 
lllmlber using Vedic multiplier, Each block as shown above is 2 x 2 multiplier. x "r, and J'3ri 
are giveu as input to fn'st 2 x 2 mulriplier.X3X·, and 1", Yo is given as input to second block. XiX, 
and Yjri is given as input to the third block of mnltiplier. X,Xo and 1',1'0 is giveu as illpnt to 
last block. The final result ofnlllitiplication is of 8 bit say Al,]vi.M,M.A13M2M,lVO, calculated 
as given below in FIG I. 

ASSll111illlt tiIc outpnt of each ulllltiplicatiou is as given ~bove. For th~ final re.llit , tllt; 
multiplicatiou resnlt of each2x 2 multiplier block is mTan,~ed in specific UlallUer as shown ill 
Ih,. rT(; ~ A,t,1 the uuJi.lk p'Ullucl IClln alung with the term dwwnuelow. The first tWO 
uutvul~ 1\111 Ulltt Ail nrc :'lome. M MuO nnrt IHJ l ("Jnt jhit ihll .'ldL~,·r i~ 11,,' ,'1 I,') ., ,1,1 1111
(M,3A,J,2M;IM,O) ann (M,3M12MrIM,0). 

The result of addition of the I ' t adder is added with the (M31lvJ,2Mo3M02). The result of 
addition ofthe 2nd full adder gives M,M,M3M,bit offmalmultiplication. The cany generated 
durin? first full adder operation is added Ilsing half adeler with cmTV f(enerate~ dmiJl\'. ~~co!)d 
lull udder operatl0u. The tina I smn alid cm'IY ofhalf adde, is "Jded with lviJ3J'vJ,2 which givc~ 
M,M. bit of final 11luitiplication result . 
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X. X, X3 JS, Xl ~ -
X X X 

Y. Y2 Y., Y2Yl YO, 

Xl Xo 
X 

Yl YO 

FIG 1. URDHAVA TIRYAGBHYAM STEPS FOR 4 BIT MULTIPLICATION 

, 

FIG 2. STEPS FOR !vfUL TIPLICATION. 
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4 BIT CARRY LOOK AHEAD ADDER 

Il1lo:muti(lIlal .1\,111 11.11 nf !·-n:un: C'n:nCI7I! ion ( ·I \lII l" ~lII it:l lw:t ,11111 '\ctwOI'kill!; 

VQI 13 . ~o. :?". (11)20), I'p. IN2-1q} 

Oll~ !>OtOQ 
00 ( ?)o ,6 

ODD-O "roo 

1)100I).J.PO 
orO 1 a~~ 

1')(100 00.00 

ANS- OOOOIOOO 

FIG 3. S,(AMPLE OF URDHAVA TlRAGBHYAM ALGORlTIDvl 

l 2 BIT MULTIPLIER 

I[
2 BrT MULTIPUER 2 BIT MUI.TIPLIER I I 2 BIT MULTIPLIER 

X3X2 Y3V2 X3X2 Y1YQ )(lXO '1'3'1'2 Xl)(O YIVO 

T --r-- .' I• 
4 BIT CARRY-LOOK AHEAD ADDER -1 L ------" 

HAlF ADDER 

_J 

I 
1 

MIMO 

j. 
~15 )..14),0 ).·12 

Mi J-f6 

FlG 4. AKCIDTECTIJRE OF 4 BIT VEDIC ]vlULTlPLIER 

TV. RESULT!> 

The results of4bit llulTiplier is shown below: 
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vedic4bit 

P(~--:11 mult(7:0) 

Q(~ I 
.... ..,. I 

Vedic4bit~ 

l 

FIG 4(a). 1ST LEVEL RIL SCHEMATIC DIAGRA.lv! OF 4x4 VEDIC 
lVIULTIPLIER 

rIG .I(b): 2"'"1) LEVEL RIL SClIEt..1ATIC DIi\GRlilll OF 1",1 \'FDIC 
MULTIPLIER 
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FIG 5. SIMULATION DIAGRAM OF 4x4 BIT VEDIC IVIULTIPLIER 

THE TIMING RESULTS ARE SHO\VN BELOW: 

Timi..ng constraint: Default path aualysis 
Totallllllllber of paths I destination po11S: 414 ! 8 

Delay: I I. 823ns (Levels ofLogic = 8) 
Source: P<I> (PAD) 
np};;tinatioll: lllult<6'> (PAD) 

Data Path: P< I > to lllult<6> 
Gate Net 

CeU:m->ont funout Delay Delay Logical Name (Net Nrune) 

IBUF:I->O 
LUT2:1O->0 
LUT4:IO·>0 
LUT3:Il->0 
LUT4:Il->O 
LUT4:1O->O 
LUT4:U->0 
Olll ir'T->() 

10 !.l06 
5 0.612 
3 0.612 
I 0.612 
2 0.612 
2 0.612 

0.612 
3.1(.9 

0.902 P _ UB1..JF (P_ I_IBUF) 
0.690 1\,12/ql (1\,l2/q) 
0.520 AdliMxOly<l>_Result2 (101<1» 
0.426 Ad2!c_3_or000027_SWO (Nil) 
0.532 Ad2!c_3_or000027 (Ad2!c<3» 
0.449 Ad2!c_4_orOOOOI (c2) 
0.357 A,GiMxory<O> _Resulll (1ll11It_ o_ ORUf) 

llillll_6_0BUF (llluli<6» 

Total 1l.823ns 

Table 2: for Device Utilization Summary 

AVAILABLE UTILIZATIONLOGIC USED 
UTILIZATION 
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Number ofslices 21 960 2% 

Number of4 
input LUTs 

37 1960 10/0 

Nnmber of 
Bonded lOBs 

16 66 24% 

V. CONCLUSION 

Vedic multiplier can be used for many applications. Multiplication is the most nllldamental 
operation in several DSPs for performing operations like convohltion, filtering, Fast Fourier 
Transforms and in the ALU units. In this project a 4bit Vedic multiplier using Urdhava 
Tiryagbhyam algorithm is implemented. The proposed 4x4 bit Vedic multiplier has 
computational delay path of11 .823ns. Thus it is proved tbat Vedic multiplier is much faster 
!ban the conventional lllllitipliers. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

Vedic Mathematics developed abont 25-00 years ago, gives us a chle of sy1llmetric 
computation. Vedic !)lathematics deals with various topics of mathematics. If Vedic 
mathematics are used to implement hardware, it will reduce the computatiunal speed 
dra,stically. Therefore, it could be possible to implement to complete ALU using Vedic 
Mathematics lllethous. The wethous eml also be used in FFT's and the IFFT's. By using 
these ancient methods world can achieve new heights of petfonnance and quality for the 
c.nlting edge technology devices. 
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Abstract 

The Orthogonality frequency dil'ision mulriplexil1g (OFDA-I) is a method of encoding digital data on 

multiple frequ encies. TlteOI·thogonaliry al/oll:<; high specn'al efficiency and almost the whole aI·ai/ahl.e 
frequency fO be lIfili=ed. By comparing the performance of FFr-OFDlvi aud DWT·OFDMfor channel 
lIoise G1ulfading enl'iroJ/llHmt. Challnel noise is addilire lI·hire noise (."lWGN) film affects the transmitted 
sigllalll'hell pnsses through (he chmmel. Fading environment is Rayleigh jadillg and Riciml fading. To 
characteri=e the pelforll1ance of FFr and DrY7, bit error ratio (BER) is used as a parameter. This 
;ecllJlique is more complicated thall eorlier/orms ofsignals formm, it prol'ide sOllie distinct adt.·ama.ges jn 

terms of data transmissiol1, e.o.pecially 11"here high datn rates are needed along with relntive~v wide 
baJlmridth. 

Keywol'ds-Onhogol1(Jlity fi'equellcy dh'isiol1 multiplexing (OFDM), FFT (fast jom-jer tronsfonn), DWI 
(discrete wavelet n"(lnsform). Rayleigh, Rician. Additil'e whife noise (A. WGN), Bit error ratio (BER). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As we know Ihere are many dara u'anSnllSSiOIl (ecilniql1e for interll~f purpose ~nd rlIey are baving 
mi.niJmllll speed aud they also have intersymbol interference in data transmission process. As the world is 
moving: to,,,ards digital word with the higher data rate aud speed. Greygory Rayleigh WIIS the [u-st to use 
the l-HMO ill OFDM combination. Rayleigh published researcb on additional MlMO OFDM under the 
time valying: couditions. channel estimatioll. synchronization teclllliques and the performance aualysis 
with three leading techniques i.e quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM), rlirect seqllellce spread 
SPectrum (DSSS). diBcrete 1111l1t i-I"ne CDlVIT). [1] 

II. EARLIER WORK 

Tllli is the ;;:CGll3rio for which many project!: h.1'.'S b8Bll triod Olld d01Jclopod. l\..lthOUgh uor Domo but 
m.-.ny rp.i::ned work have been done by mallY fe!:iearchers. Some of papers lIave been refen'ed and e),:plored 
bere. A dewiled aLwlysis of the existjll~ systems is done. TIllS snldy belped in idemifying the benefits (md 
also the (lrawhach of ex isting. !-'.yJ:'tttms. 
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[1 1 Rob~rt W.c.;hfl llg. et HI. ·· IllIroduced an orlhogonal frequcncy lcdllliqllC to s-illlllhaneollsly 
Irallsmit large muubcr of data messages wilh nm:ximulll elata nIte throllgh IlTU1Sl1li~sioll medium which 
is bnud limited but wirllout lSI nnd reI. Adaptive correlation is used for data processing as the 
orthogonality is sllstai.ned among the received signal 'withom any eirect of phase clistorlioll~. Tins 
proposed system provides strong protect ion against clwllllellloises <IS well as intersYlllbol imerference. 
[2] L.J Climini. "Ana lyzed a modlllmion techniqne which combals the effects of CO-dl::lnnel 
interfereuce aud J1mltipmb propogation in digital lllobile cJ.lannel. DFT is used to mUlIiplex si~nal 
frequency Olthogonally r'lnd Rayleigh fading effect is siguifically reduced when used with pilot b:lsed 
correctioll with au iwprove.tllenr in 6dB. [3] S.B weiusreill. "Proposed a data cOlllllluuication system 
lIsing DFT andlDFT for modulation and deillodulation process. The system requires bank of~nbcan'ier 
oscillator and coherent demodulators. The effect of linear challllel distortions are studied and 
differential phase modulation is used. [4J R. bUllal' er al. "Colllpared the performance oftillle dornahl 
eqnalization with frequency equalization technique by usillg tbe window function in time domain 
equaliz2.tiou. It is shovm that the window technique suppress ICE better than correlative cocti.ug. (6) 
Hyunsoocheon (2002), "Effect of chalmel estimation error in OFDM based WLAN published ill IEEE 
COMMUNICATION, 
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Transmitter-. 
P;lrallel Serial~ Modulalion ~ II+T f-f-

10 Par.dlel (0 Serial 

Channel 

Mullipalh I+ i\:oisc 

4 Serial 
to P;uallcl ~1 
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1'1'1" HDomadul.,ion H Pamllcl 
to Serial hOul 

Figl.Block Diagralll of System 

1. OFD~-l Trausmilter 

The OFDM transmitter consists of the Random Data Generator which ~euerates the random bir 
sequeoce as flU input signal. Consider tbat we \Valli to selld the following data bits using OFDh.f : D = 
fdO.d l .d2" .. ). The fIrst trung that should be considered in desi~ing the OFDNI tri'lllsmitter is the 
Jlumber of sub carriers required to send Ihe given data. As Ct generic CCtse. lets assume that we have N 
subcaniers. E<lch sl1bcaniers are centered <It fi:eql1ellci'es that are orthogollCtI to each otller (usually 
ml1l1iples of fi·equeucies). Siuce we asslUlled that there are N subcalTiers allowed for the OFDM 
trallSIlllSsion, we name the subcaniers from 0 to N-I. Now. rhe Serial to Parallel converter takes the 
serial su·eam of i1lput bits aud outputs N parallel streams (indexed ji-Olll 0 to N-I). These p","lld SU""lllS 
"Ie "lllivl~""lly "llllvenecl 11110 rhe required d,?mll mMl1!l1110U IOronar lll!'!SK. \.I!'SK. \.lAM erc ... ). 
Ler's call this output So.S" .. S". The conversion of parallel data (D) into the digitally onodulated data (5) 
is usually achieved by a coustellalionlilllpper. which is essentially a look up table (LUI). Once the data 
bits <Ire COllverted to required modulation format. th~y ueed to be supeliIDposed on the required 
orthogOlml snbcaniers for transmission This is achieved by a series of N parallel Sillllsoidal oscillators 
tuned (Q N orthogonal fi:equeucies (fo,fl • .. . iN.)). Finally,. the resultant OHtput from the N parallel arms are 
sUDlllled up together to produce Ihe OFDM sigual 
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Fig 2. OFDM Transmirrer 

Now. the WlPOrtl1ut concept i1l OFDM is gnard band. The guard baud is used to <lchieve high levd of 
llluitipath robustness beccUlse rime for lDllitipnth signals from the previons sign<ll die away before the 
illfo.nuation fi:OIU the ClUTeIlt this eiiminates Imer symbol imerferellce (lSI) also lIsing 
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cydic prdix Wo; glUlrcl illlervill hclp5 cyclic prefix kecp:l Iht: tran:mlincd signal periodic ;lIId this redmiqnes 
helps to avoid Inter carrier interferellce (fCI 

2. OFDM Receiver 

TIle OFDM signal at transm.itter consists of some Ganssirulnoise. TIle data receivt!d ar the receiver and 
the guard interval is removed from Ihe OFD~\'I signal. Then tht! data is converred from serial stream to 
parallel stream. The parallel data is trausfonlled by the FaSl FOlU'ier Transform block and the time domain 
signal gets convened into frequency domain signal. The signal is fiU1her demodnlared and decoded. Thus 
tIle received signal is equalized and detected to retrieve the originally transmitted symbol. 
The llse of Fast Fourier Transform avoids the cOlllple..xity in the circuit. It reduces the tmrnber of 
modulators aud filters to be used at tlIe transmitter as well as comple1l1entru-y filrers and dClllodularors ar 
the receiver. This greatly simplifies the design of both trallSminer and receiver: unlike convemional FDtvt 
a separate filter for eaclI slIb-channel is not required. 

3. BER Calculation 

A common problem foond in high-speed communication is inter-symbol interference (lSI). lSI occurs 
when a trausmission interferes with itself and the receiver cannot decode the translllission correctly. 
Because the signal reflects from large objects such as llOlUltains or buildings. rue receiver sees more than 
one copy of [he signal In cOlllDumicatioll termino]ogy~ this is called llultipatiL Since the indirect paths 
take more time to n'avel to the receiver. the delayed copies of the signal interfere with the direct signal 
causing lSI. This project \"ill focus OIl Orthogonal Frequency Division Multipie.xing. (OFDl\f) researcIl 
and simulatjon. In au OFDM scheme a large mlmber of sub- chaunels or sub-carriers are used to transmit 
digital data. Each sub-channel is orthogo~ to each other. They are closely spaced and nanow band 
As communication systems increase their information transfer speed the tiine for each u'ansmission 
119~~\a[11y bi~Omit nbUrTor. £inGo tho doloy timo Gnnfiorllr~r 1111llripnth romninf. GOnfitaot. ll!il \;'~,;omi_G n 
limitatioQ in high-data-rate cOlllllmnicatiolL OFD~tl avoids rhis problem by sending many 10\v speed 
trans~ssions simultaneollsly on differeur calTiers as ShO\l,11 in following fig. 

I 


~I===Q==~
I 

I I) 

Fig.. 3 signal transmitted \0 the tnmsmitter. 

IY. PROPOSED DESIGN 

This paper discusses the design and implementation of an OFD:!vl modem used in wireless 
cOllummicatioll. This technique has high transmission rates over \vire line <lucI l,vireless ChaIlllels with 
protection jJ:olllnmltipatll fading. \vhich can ntrn out to be a predicted tecllllique ill fOlll1h Generation (4G) 
lllobile phones. The advantages of tllis modulmion are the reason for its increasing usage. OFD?\·:1 cau be 
implemented easily. it is Spectrally efficicJ1[ aud call proYide hig.h data rates willi snfficieut robustness to 

"';E:-:;;i:::A2r~ imperfections. These s.ystenl will reduce BIT ERROR R.4.TE ALSO increase data rate. 
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v. lilT "RROR RATE 

·111 digital trnllslll ission. Ihe number of hil errors is rlte number of received bils of the claw slremn over a 
COI1JIUllllicmiou chaunel rhm Lms been nltcred due to noise illlerfercllcl' dislortiolJs or bit syncbrouization 
errors. 
The bit error fmC (BER) is rhe !1llIuht'f of bit etTors per unit lil11o. The bii en·or r<Hio is rhe Illuuber of bit 
elTors divided by the tolal number of transferred bits during a rime imerval. Bit enor ratio is a lluir less 
perfonmlllce mellsure. often expressed as a percentage. 
The bit error probability is rhe e..xpectatioll value of the bit enor ratio (BER). The bit error ratio can be 
considered as an approximate estimale of the bil en·or probability. Titis estimare is accurate for a long 
tiloe interval and a high number of bit CITors. 

VI. RESVLTS 
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Fig. 4 BER graph lIsing BPSK for AWGN chaunel. 
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Fig.S BE.R Vs SNR graph for Rnylcigh. 

• 

Fig. 6 BER vs SNR graph for Rician. 

Fig. 7 BER vs SNR graph for A WGN channel 

/ CONCLUSIO:"i 

cmce fO! \ ' JllOUS digltsl llloduinhon sclIemes were analvzed fO! A\VON. Rrl vlelah.. Riclan 
c:haunels. SelecTion ofmot.1ulat ioll scl lles depends all perfon~cUlce chalacrellsrics. C'ho~lce comes~J ""U '~ ~aVa/e . 
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willi a t]'flde otf ill h:-l rrlw:In.~ allt! pcrfonll;lIlce. HPSK mul <)P~K gi\·L'S beHe!' perl"onmillcc wilt'!] COillIHIJ"t;'d 
[0 oilIer lI1odulatioli dmnne!. 
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Abstract 

Nowadays em' lJ1anufaclllrers lise either their 0")1'1/ 01' pre-built c011lfJIercial(v ami/able vibration 
testing systems, to e.mU/iue e\'e}~ ' parr oftlTe carfroUl the seats to lhe ellgine_ The cost ofthe 1'ibratiol1 
test systems is extre}//e~r high, and fhe alilolllotil'e indllsn-ies are 1'ery' keen 011 the ,'esearch and 
derelopmem of new cost-effective tecllllfques with real lime.. lJIol1itoring systems. Based UPO" these 
requiremeJJfs, 1I-'e hm'e developed a preliminmJ' prolo~\pe sySfem for testing I"_e "ibranofl of fhe 
"ehicle engine, based UpOl1 fhe lis e ofn Conn'ollel' A,'ea Network (em) sysfem, This system can be 
integrated e./ficfe1l11y into the presem "ehicles' mmmgement nel1rork system. The system includes t1l"0 

micro controJler-bmed bom'ds 1dtll PIC18F4520 nlld ADJ,7..335 chips, Thefirst hom'd has a ("H'o-a:'ds 
acceleration sensor, 1J'hic" ;s mOllmed 011 a cnr engine for l'ibralioJl testing, H.-hile Ihe second board. 
commflllicares 10 the PC lO simulnfe a car dashbom'd for comrolling fhe sysfe.m. The two boards 
C01WI1lII1icme "ia the. ,'ehiale 's existing dala communications network (CA . .N bits). These micro 
controller-based harnll'(1J·'e de-.:jces are driven by programs lI7'itlell in the C programming language. 
while LnbVIEWprol'idl's Ihe user-conn'ol interface, This paper will presew (he methodology, de.sign 
approach and results ofthe ol1line 11I0HitOJ'illg system. 

Keywords- COIlh'oller A,'ea Ne flfork (CA..N): VibratioJls, Avera-conn·ollel· 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays car manufacUlrers use either their own or pre-built cOIDlllerciaUy available vibration 
testing systems, to examine eve.lY part of the car frolll the seats to rhe engine. Tbe cost of the 
vibration test systems is extremely high and the automotive industries are very keen on the researcll 
and development of new cost-effective techniques \l;11h real time monitoring systelllS. This system 
comprises two parts, oue is a micro controlier-based vibrations testing board mouuted 011 tbe eugine 
(see Figure I), and tbe other comains the second micro controller-based board and the PC ibat 
siulUlate the dashboard. These two pallS COllllllllnicate rhroug1t a CA...i~ bus. The micro controller 
chips 11m programs written in the C programming lang.uage. TlIe second board COll1llllUllcates WillI 
the PC through a RS232 selia! bus. The CA...l\i protocol was developed by Bosch in the 1980's, and 
the CA.!.'f network is widely applied ill lllany autolDation industries. panicularly in the alHolllotive 
industry [2]. It is an advanced serial cOUlmunication bus system wilh a transmission speed from 
125Kb/s to IlvIb/s. depeDding on the physical bus I~"lil. CA.,,, efficiemly SllpportS distributed real 
time control with a bigh level of secm1ry [3]. There are two popular CA.l'J" specifications. 2.0A 
(StaDdard C'A.:" message fonnat with 11 bits identifier) and 2.0B (E,.1ended CAN message fonnat 
witb 28 bits identifier) [4]. TIle employment of this existing date COllllUlullcatlons networK ill this 
design enables tlIe system to integrare efficiently with the CUlTent vehicles' mflllagemellt nettvork 
systenL The vibration sensor chip, ADXL335. is a small. low cost. low power device that has three
axis accelerometers with a llleaSUrelllellt range of±109.. The micro controller dup. PIC' 18F 4520_ has 
a built-in c..<\.t'J" controller and conrrols tlie seusor. The second board consists of a PIC 18F4520 lllicro 
conu-oller chip. and a RS 232 driver chip (NLA...-"'C 233). which drives the R S 232 COlllllUluicatiolls 
between the board and the PC 
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II. LITHtATIJRE SURVEY 

1J 

2J 

3J 

4J 

Eleclric 
vcllicle data 
acquisition 
system 

CAl'l In 
Alltoluarion 

Monitoring: 
vibration of 
veltic1e engine 
and various 
parameters 

Analog. 
devices 

paper V<1ri0115 pllrameters 
reseru-checl nnel ii'om this we research 
how data is Irausmirted and received 
for example research in electric 
velticle dlivi.l1g pattem. vibration 
testing and fleet m8nagement.F ardata 
trausmissiol1 nnd received CAN 

or 
protocol is a method of 
cOlllmunication between various 
electronic devices like engine 
lIlanagement systems, active 

Basic concepts of 
sentiment analysis 
explained 

suspension.. ABS. ge£\f conrrol More detailed model 
lighting. control. aIC cooditiouiug, of sentiment analysis 
airbags. central locking etc. is given 
embedded in an automobile. An idea 
initiated by Robert Boscb GmbH iu 
1983 to improve the quality of 
atn.oUlobiles thereby making: them 

From this paper we got actnal 
i.ru.plellentatioll of om' project whose 
can is used, \\.-hat parameter are 
reqnired for input and output. 

Low cost +-2 g!+-10 g dual axis 
accelerometers with digital output 

ADXL210. lu real time application. 
We use engine but tor demo purpose 
\ve llse }\DXL21 0 sensor and we get 
inIonnatioll about ADXL21 0 sensor 

Detailediufonnatioll 
about 
importing datasets. 

Better. low cost 

Only 
Generalized 
methodology 
explaiued 

TeChniques 
not mnch 
used 

Algorithm not 
much 
effective 

Methodology 
oot 
Explained in 
detail 

m. CAN (CONTROLLER AREA NETWORK) 

The CAl'i prorocol was developed by Bosch in the 1980's. and the CAl"'lnetwork is widely applied in 
many automation industries. particularly in the antomotive indtl')try. The CAN ccnu'oller module is 
for communicarions between both boards. The data length of CAN transmissioll data is up to 8 bytes. 
and the transmission band Rate is programmable up to Imb/ps.Every CAN uode in a CAN system 
must have a device to couvert the digital signals Generated by a CA1'J' controller to signals suitable for 
trallsmissiou over tlle bus.A CA.i~ trallsceiver Il/fep 2551 cbip is used for luis purpose. it serves as the 
intetfaceBenveeu CAN couu'oller and physical bus. Its operation speed is up to I1vIb/s . 
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CANH 

CANB., 
~~~--------~+- ----~+-----

Fig.l CAN Controiler Module 

v. ,\<IETHODOLOGY 

Ihi') system comains two boardOue is a micro coutroller-based vibration testing board mouuted au 
tbe engine. Other comains tbe second microcomroller-based board and the PC that simulate the 
dashboard..These two boards communicate throngh a CAN bus.For demo. we llse ADXL335 vibration 
sensor chip which is mounted on board 1 similarly we also test various par31llelerS of engine like 
lelllperature.engiue oil level etc. The omput circuits of the ADXL 335 cOQ.velt tbe analogue signals to 
duty cycle modulated digital signals whose duty cycles (ratio of polse width to period) are 
prop011iollai to the acceleration in each of th~ two sensitive a\:es. These onfpms are measured directly 
with the micro controller COlUHer llsing the CCP Illodule.it initializes tbe cillp, sets the timer/clock, 
initializes tbe CAN module. ,nd captm·es the data frOll! the pins of CCP module for the calculation of 
the duty cycle for the AnXI.3~5 chip. There are fom data Olltpllts from this device. tbese are TJx and 
T2x (for x axis vibration). Tly nnd T2y (for y axis vibration). Tbese are caprured. and theu sent to the 
Board 2 via the CAN controller and CAN transceiver. The second program is for the micro controller 
chip of board 2. TIns program initializes the chip. sets the timerlclock. captnres tbe data frOll! CAl"! 
bus to the buffers, initializes the U . .!\R.T modnle. and sends/receives the data to the PC via tlte RS 232 
driver. The PC calcnlates tbe vibration results nsing the data coUected from the micro controller-based 
hardware system lIsing equation 1. and then the calculated vibrations testing results are displayed. 
SOlle of the information about the CAN communications between two boards are captured and 
displayed. .4...l1 of the pru·ameters for the RS 232 cOllllllllnicatious and part of the parameters for the 
CAN communications can be set io this user illterface. 

III the Board 1 design. a micro cOlltroller chip PIC 18F 4520. a two-axis accelerometers chip. ADXL 
210. and a CAN u'ansceiver chip. MCP 2551. are employed. In tbe Board 2, a PIC18F4520 and a 
multicbannel R.S232 driver chip. MA.,'{233. are used. A 20lvIHz TTL oscillator is elilployed to clock 
each board. Several passive compouents are required for the board to operate cOl1'ectly. In order that 
the system is able to integrate efficieutly hlto the present vehicles. the board space is made flS minimal 
as possible. eacb board takes 52nll1l (L) • 50= (W) • 81l1l1l (H) only. To make the board secm·e and 
s table. the PIiuted Circuit Board (PCB) technology is used.Tbe PICI8F4520 is a flash progr=able 
processor allmving for rnpid developwem and protot)'Ping. and has built ill Capnu'elCompare!P"\VNI 
(CCPl. C","" conn-oller. and Uuivel~a l Asyncbronous Receive and Transmit (UARD modules. Tbe 
CCP module is used to capmre the ompms ii-om the accelerometer's sensor chip. Tbis modnle 
contains n 16-bir register that cau operate as a 16-bit capnu·e. compare. orP\V1vLDuty CYcle register. 
The CA...l<oJ controller module is for communications between bOlli boards. it SUPP0115 bOlh CAN 2.0 A 
and B. The data length of CA!'l n·ansmissioll dnta is up 1O 8 bytes. and the n·anslllissiou balld rate is 
programmable up to 1 Ivfb/s . The UART module is for RS 232 COIUllIlUlicatioos between the second 
board and ule Pc. 

EvelY CAN node in a CAl""" sy.s tem lUust lwve a device to COllvelt ihe digit.,l signals generated by a 
CA..J.""J controller to signals suitable for u·ansmissiau over the bus. A CAL~ n·allsceiver ~IICP 2551 chip 
is used for tills purpose. it serves as the intelface between a CA1~ controller and the physical bus. Its 
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operalion sp\!ed is up to 1 NIb/s. The physicill CAN bus is a two-wire bus. which are known <"IS CAN 

Hig.h and CAN Low and ill their inactive state Ihey nannany sit at 25V. The CAN bus hilS two st<1tes 

(SCI! Figure 3); DOlllin8111 state occurs when the CAN High voltage is hig.her than CAN Low voltage. 

and Recessive slate occurs when C.W High and CAN Low voltage are at tbe same level. 


The programs for [he PIC1 8F45:!O chips are VtTittell using ces PICmicro C compilers. This C 
compiler lItilizes a Windows Integrated Development Euvirollment (IDE). whicb makes the programs 
lUore straig.ht forward to creare. A development programmer. PleSTART Plus. with the software of 
MPLAB IDE is employed to program tlIe micro cOllU"oller chips. 

The GUI was created using. tlIe LabVIE\V programming language. The PC calculates the vibratiou. 
results lIsing the data collected .fl:om the micro conh'oner~based hardware system nsing equation 1, 
and thell the calculated vibrations testing results are displayed. Some of the infonualion about the 
CAI'< communicMions betw~en two boards are capntred and displayed. All of tbe paTIlmeters for Ihe 
RS 232 communications and part of the parameters for the CAN communications can be set io fhis 
11ser interface. 

hlside the ADXL335~ two-axis acceleration sensor is a surface micro machined poly silicon structure. 
Ploy silicon springs provide a resistance against acceleration forces . The deflection of the structure is 
measured using a differential capacitor. Acceleration will deflect the beam and Imbalance the 
differential capacitor, resulting in an output square wave whose amplitude is pr.oportional to 
acceleration. The output circuits of the ADXL335 couvel1 the analogue signals (0 duty cycle 
modulated digilal siguals whose duty cycles (ratio of pulse widlh to period. see Figure 4) aIe 
propOltio1l31 t.o the acceleration .in each of the two sensitive a."'\es . These outputs art! measured directly 
with rhe micro conu·oller cOlmter using the CCP moduJe [Analog Devices. Inc.~ 2005]. 

In order that the vibrations testing results can be displayed and the nser can conb:ol the system 011 the 
PC, tile RS 232 driver chip, iVIA,'( 133. on Board 2 is connecled between tile pins of Ibe UART 
modllle of tile PIC18F4520 and the RS 232 serial bus. 

hI tbe c..<\J.'J" COl1lllllUllcatiou Infol1nariOIl page, the infollnation about the CAN cOllumullc3tiollS 
between two boards, sllch as the C~-\J\T module initialization state (success or fail). the micro 
controller' s buffers state, the transmitted message number! the baud rare~ the data length I the CAN 
fonnats (standard or extended), and tbe CAN II) are displayed. Some oflbe paramelers for botll tile 
RS 232 and the CAN cOllllllunicatious are available for tbe nser to set in the Parameters page_ There 
are cONn and COM 2 pOlts selections. data bits. stop bits.. buffer size and baud rate for RS232 
communicatiou. The baud rate and CAN lllessage fonnats can be set as well. In the Block Diagram 
(see Figme 8). which contains tile codes to coutrol the objects of tile Front Panel (GUI). There are 
many SEQUENCES, CASE. FOR, and WHILE programming loops employed in tile program. Three 
main items (.vi) are llsed for RS232 serial conmumicatiollS. ) 
These micro controller-based hru:dware devices are driven by programs written in the C programming 
language. wIllie LabVIEW provides the user-control interface. This paper will present tile 
methodology. design approach and results of the online monitoring system. 
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'3 

Fig.2 ~1onitoIing the vibration resulrs of ADXL335 in X.Y and Z direction 

'Whatever tbe values will be received from ADXL335 (fi.-olll X, Y & Z directions) are fm1ber passedto 
the Car dashboard by usingeAN Network 

VII. CONCLUSION 

This CA.'N" bus based low cost vibration testing system can be Integrated UltO the management network 
system of current vehicles very efficiently due to its flexibility and extensibility. The test of this 
system is very stable anci successful and the system is ready to deliver to the industry.Future 
development of the system will involve building lllore boards with CA1'l uodes for capturing dena 
from the differeut sensors used in this proj eel and COlllllluuicating with the sinmlared dashboard (main 
cOlin'ol board) usillg can bus, This (1.,1ta will include carbon monoxide. nitrogen ulOnoxide. nitrogen 
dioxide. Sulphur dioxide aud hydrocarbons sensor outputs. 
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Ahs/r"cr 

i\;/alluJoctlfrilig indllstries ore amo11g tire strough' 1Jlofi1'Oted industries 10 use high precision and high 
accl/rocy ill.<;pectio}l systems H'ft/! 101\' installation and at the same time maimailling cost a/Jd as ll'ell 

as the possibilities Jar redl/ction in time COI1SlllJlplio/1 and eJjort..s thot they 1"(?,presenJin the industry. 
This project ailJJs to illlprOl'e the ceramic tileJaciOries classification oJtheir products in terms oJlheir 
si=e measuring im'estigmion. The ol~iectil'e oj this exploration is 10 lise 011 image processing 
algorit/'m to compute the lel/gtlt ojaliI' considered object i.e. ceramic tiles. A "isllOl inspection system 
Jor ceramic tiles is appointed to emIl/ate the suggested algorithm in' a real experimental enl'iromnent. 
The oulCOlJle siron'S that the m(lximllm error ill length measuremelll is yery Howflral. Tire Blob 
algorirlml cOllld be IIsedJor image detection and idennfyillg the sides oJthe ceramic tiles. AutolJlation 
oj the error detccliol1 JOCllS (If reduction ill I1~01I11al illyolvement oj the process and a Significant 
reduction il1 the rime allouedJor assessment oJthe cermuic tiles (llId their grading. 

Keywords- Visual Inspection, 1\1achille Vision.DilllellSion :!vIeasurelllent, Quality Control 

1. INTRODCCTION 

Tlle ceramic tiles fabrication process bas now been completely antomated \\·ith tbe peculiarity iu the 
final stage of production Goncemed wirb visual asseSSIllent. Tbis autolllated categorization method 
helps us to gather knowledge about the pattern of defect within a Vety little time and also to decide 
abom the recovelY process so that the defected tiles may not be merged with rhe fresh t.iles just 
obt<lined. This paper is concerned \vith the cOlllplicarion of autolllatic assessment of ceramic tiles 
l1sillg computer vision. It mlL<;t be noted that detection of defect or enor in te."'{mred surfaces is a vital 
area of automaric industrial assesslllerH that has been largely overlooked by the recent wave of 
research in machine vision applications. HUlllans are capable to discover such defects withOln any 
prior lmowledge of the defect free paneru. Defects are viewed as in-homogeneities in regularity and in 
orientation fields. T"\\'o pronollllced but concephlally related proposal are presented. The 1st one 
defines SU1Ichuai defects as regioIlS of sndden falling regularity, the 2nd one as peliurbatiolls in the 
dominant orientatioll. Both methods are general in the senses that each of them is suitable to a variety 
of p<lttelllS and defects. HlUUrul judgment as we know rhat is also inflnenced by expectations mId 
initialinfonuation. However. we can say that this problem i<; not determiuecl to stnlChu'al defects. ill 
lmmy detection f<lsks for inSf(lllce. edge detection. there js a llloderate tralL<;ition from presence to 
absence. \\-1Lile on the other baneL in "cryswl clear" cases most in€Xpelienced observers agree that the 
defect is present. even if they are not able to identify the srnlChlfe. Snch task th.olt require examining is 
of COllfse tedions and time taking:. subjecti.ve and a"'{orbitant blit it is based on a loug expelience and 
can make nse of the huge admiration <Inc! recogilltion abilities ofille hu1llan mind. The defect detection 
fUllction induces that the whole surface of each illld every tile mUSl be imaged and analyzed. The goal 
of rhe assessment is to produce a statistical investigation of the production batches. Snch that aU 
batches of tiles lvill be imaged separately wi.thout any sampling msk. The image acquisition acquired 
directly online. in the cmrent rillie i.e. real time. The linage analysis al,?-orithllllllllst be quick enough 
to follo"'.v tIle manufacturing rate. Objective of this paper is to create a visllal system That is eif icient 
for detecting: the :mrface de:D s for the Ered ceramic tiles. That ~nsure that the products are free fl:om 
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faults for the classifying process. Classifying process lllust be effectively. objectively nud repeatedly. 
witll r<lpidness and milliIll<l1 costs. It UlUsr have tue capabilily to adopt alltOllOlllously to clumges in 
materials. The techniques l1seci range ti:olU Blob, Crack. Pin-hole aud Spot detectors algorithms for 
plain., textures riles. Ibis therefore decreases the number of faulty tiles. The presented .1ssessmeIlt 
procedures have been executed and tested on a llliluber of ceramic tileS llSing syntlletic /Iud real faults. 
The olltcome suggested that the perf0l111anCe is sufficient to provide a basis for a viable cOlluuercial 
visual a-ssessment system which we will see it ill the next sections. 

ll. BACKGROUND 
lu this we smdy the soning systelll in the ceramic tiles industries from relying. ou the human which 
detects the fallhs mannally upon his experience <Uld abilities which varies fi:Olll person to person to the 
automated systeLll relying on the computer visiou. Thar affect Lllainly in the categoriznrion or soning 
fUllctiou which is also done by human ill Ihe iudustry. People may workefficiemly for shOlt\ periods 
of time and many discrete operators are involved in inspecting (he saLlle batch of tiles. Continuity over 
time is not assured and UlBy result in overall poor quality. which may canse Cl1stOlllers ro protest or 
even to reject the batch. Miss-sorti..llg is kept at low level Isolating cliffeJellt kinds of faults in tiles 
images·. Autolllated sorting systems would bring lllany llumber of benefits to the overall sector with 
major economic advantages. ~ [so assure product quality. increase in plaut efficiency and decrease 
fixed and per:iodic investments. 

III. LITERATURE SllRVEY 
(1) H.NL Elbebiery ; A.A. Hefnawy ; M.T. Elewa "'Quality coutrol enhancement via nondestructive 
testing for green Ceramic Tiles 1) 

Quality couu·ol in the ceramic tile productioll is quite difficult and labor inteusive so it is perfOlUled in 
a real harsh industrial euviroument with noise.temperanu-e and humidity. It call be categorized into 
color analysis, dimension verification. and surface fault detection v.fuch is the centered pHllJose of our 
research. Fault detection is based on the judgement of human employee operators while most of the 
other production acti\oities are automated. So. our work is a quality courrol magnification by executing. 
a non-destructive testing for the greeu ceramic (iles using proximiry ultrasonic sensors tl.la( enables 
on-line process contl'Ol. which is a test configuratiou for me green ceramic tiles. lfltrasonic testing is 
utilized for integrity validatjon of cOLllposite materials. Design laullchedover here in the research is 
the minimal cost on-line measnreruellt systeLllllsing proximity nltrasonic transducer root 011 the TOFD 
technique, which is one of the non-destructive testing techniques tillilOW. Time of flight difn:actioll is 
quickly gajllill~ atteurioll as a po\~rerflll stal1d-~lolleassessLllelll technique tbar call simultaneously 
detect and size fault. This paper. presents the solution of an experimental investigation for a llon
destructive test on real green cerauric tiles including: prodllctiont'anlts "\vhich will be described in the 
research. 

[2] Yao Zhang: Xiaoya Lill "'Extract Characteristic of High Reflec t Rate Surface Texrure Using 
'Vavelet Transformation)) 

Against the difficulty of drawing out the color abelTation of high-ret1ect-rate ceraUt.ic tile surface 
te..Xtl.JIe.. anthor came up with an excitingly amazing way of utilizing. wavelet (ranslonnation (0 pull om 
the image texture feanu·es. Basically. the way is suggesting to lise dimellsion wavelet decomposition 
011 each and eVeJY passage of the image and pl1U out energy charaClerislic from every detailed sub
graph. This energy signal mixes the message of color and feamre. COlnputes salllples' color histogram 
statistics as the crit ical dm Cl for doine: cateeorizatiou. At the end utilizing IvliuinlUlll Distance 
Classifier to rank tile sl'Illlples. According to rh; experi.menr conducted. COIllPru·; the cmremly existiug 
method which wostly llSes [he cotOl' histogram distribution .. this proct!dure call show greater messag.e 
of color disrriblllioll in space. Experiment signifies that this panicnlar method call get a 
goodcateg:orized result. 

[3] Ylln F eng Li ; Xi Xi Han ; Sheng Yang li --NOll-contact dilllellsioll measnrellleur of mechauical 
parts based all image proc ess ing" 
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Shedding lig.ht at tile problell1~ that Ill\:!cbanical paris are hulk prQcluced in industrial llltlilufacturing. 
;:lUd the \Vorklo.-,d of Iraclitinnal m:lt1unl compntation is hcavy. Ihe COlllptllillion cJllcieucy is low. 
Contact computation s),strUl thai rely 011 ill1:lgc processing aud m1!chilll! vision lechnology is 
illlrodnccd. The hflrdw(ll'e of the computalioll~rn1l1gcmeUlcoIlt<1insilllllllinlion source. optics. camera 
Hod PC. the computation system ,lcquire 1I'<1Ilsmined ilhllUiuHiioll to shed lighl Oil the contour featme 
of mcclHmical paris. Preproccssing is iniliallyexec\llcd 10 the cHpl'nreci image hy the softwnre of tlJe 
computation system. Ihcnlhrcsholcl sectiollaliz<1tioll and the edge comour e:<rmctioll Are performed: At 
last. in order 10 ameliorale the detection precision of the g.eometric clements. a llletlIod to locate the 
center of circles Accurately is adopted. which based on Hough transform nlgorillun. The results show 
the validity of the method Andlhc feasibility of the algorithm in the system. it moeliorAtetbe efficiency 
of the computation system rmd understands the 110ll-contact online me.1surement of mechanicflJ pfl11s. 

[4] 'Min Li : Wei~\Vei Zhang: BiClO Ma "The measurement sysrem of hardwAre's shape and 
dimension based on im.age processing method." 

Image measurement teclUlology appJies the digital image processing. tecbnology for precision 
measurement. As Corupared to traditional ways of measurement. inmge llleaSlU"ellleut technology has 
advalltages of high accuracy. large dyuamic range. nOll-com act aud fle.-..:ibility. so. it is very suitable 
for a IDuuber of on-site llSes, and it has 1arge applicaticlls and practical value. In this paper, key 
technologies of image measnrement techn010gy were improved to raist! the meAsnrement accuracy 
and speed Two-dimensional median filter was Ilsed to filter image noise aud eubance flltering speed. 
Edge extraction algorjtiuu based on eiglu-direclion Sobel operator overcame the edge fi:acnu'e 
problem. Hongh transform based on graphics g.eoUletric characteristics was applied to detect the edge 
oftlIe geomellic primitives. Finally. curve was fiued by least squares au edge ofpb:elpoiuts. aud its 
geomerric dimensioIlS were gained. The measurement results of standard g.auge blocks auomeasllring 
needles reaches sub-pixel accuracy and proves the efficiency of the method proposed in this paper. 

(5) Xie Chi; Liu Yiug ; Liu Nian ; Yang Fn : Tang Xiaoji "Capturing and processing for large 
dimeusion measurement of large transformers" 

Tile CCD sensor is the imp011aut part of the atHomatic measnrement systelll with high aCCllr3cy of 
direct pointing. Because the target ofme(lsurement system is the complic(lted silicon-steel sheet with 
no more than 0.5 mm thickness for the large transformer. the rOlltille projection aiming cannot ,,,,ork 
easily for the complicated figure. For the measurement of largetrausfonners' silicon-steel sheet. a llew 
aiming method with 

CCD sensor is developed. In this method. the system's aiming mechanism is the special CCD sensor. 
fllld the cOllventiollal aiming line is supposed as tile vlltl.laJ line and the center of CCD sensor's pichue 
1s regarded as original of coordinate. The complicated images of larg.e rrallSfonners' silicon-steel sheet 
are capmred fast by tlJe CCD sensor and by image processiug.. and we can determine the edge. then 
tlle image cau be processed as well as antolllatkally by tlIe etTOr con'ectiou, so the aiming ve10city 
and tlIe accuracy are increased. At the sallle time, all the operations. sllch as image c3pnue. image 
processing. and control s igual sending.. (Ire integrated in one opera lion envirollluem, and tile error 
COlTectiou calculation for tbe CCD sensor with fast aim is completed by cOlllpmers alltollltltically. The 
capturing and signal processiug for 1arge dimension llleasurement is very usethl to the modern 
mannfa.cnuing illdusny and application. Tile image signal process ing: eITor cOITeclion lllethod for 
CCD camerawork can overCOllle rile artificial pointing eJ.Tor ill tLIe convemionalll1e111od. 

IV. DESIGN NIETHODOLOGY 
The block diagram of tlIe methodology is Sbo\V11 in Fig-me belo,". It' s compouents of n raspberry 

pi microconrroller. \VITI. SD card. pi camera and power supply. 
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PQV',1i:;R SUPPLY 

1 

WIFIPI CAI,IERA ~ 

RASPBERRY PI 
MICROCONTROllER 

SDCARDCAMERA ~ f----------> 

Figl.Block Diagram or the system 

The hardware components reqnired for the above system is explaiued below: 

I Raspbeny Pi ~licrocolllroller 


~ Pi camera 

I WlFI 


J SD card 

j Power supply 


Keyboard. 

A. Raspberry Pdlicrocolln'oller 

Raspbeny Pi ~vfodel. 512 J...'Ib with a black plastic case: The Raspberry Pi is a low cost. credit-card 
sized computer that call be plugged iuro a computer monitor or TV. anct it uses a standard keyboard 
cUld lllOllse. It can interact with The oUTside world. aud can be used in real time applicatiollS. The board 
is the cean-al module of the whole embedded image capturing aud processing system as given in 
figme. Tools aIe available for Python as the programming language, with support for others like BBC 
BASIC (via tbe RISe os image or the "Br<'llldy Basic" clone for Linux)& C. 
Hardware: 
Ini[ially sales ,vere of the Nlodel B. with ?-.Jodel A following in early 2013. ivlodel A has only one 
USB port and no EtherneT controller. and will cost less than the Idodel B which has hvo USB ports 
and a 10/1 00 Erlleluet controller. 
_.:.\.lthongh the .Model A doesn't have an 8P8C (RJ45) Ethernet POft. yet it can COWlect to ;) network by 
llsing an e:h."temal usersupplied USB Ethernet or a \Vi-Fi acmpter. On the model B the Ethemet pon is 
provided through a built-in USB Ethernet aCi;Jpter. As TJvicaJ of modern compmers. generic USB 
keyboard<; and mice are compatible with [he RClspberry Pi. 
The Raspbeny Pi does not have a real-Time clock. so the- OS must llse a network time server. or ask. 
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the lIser for lillIe iul'orillmioll nl boot time to get ncte~s 16 tillle lmel datc for tilt! tim!.! nnci dnre 
slflInpillg. Also. a real-lilue L:\()(:k (~lIdl:lS the DS13(7) witll \}mlcry backup lIlay be ;,dded via rhe PC 
intcrfllce. 
Hnl'dwnre accelerated video encoding becnme avnilnble on 2:\ Auglls.t 2012 nfter it beca1lle kllO'v11 
Ihat the existing licellse also covered I.!llcoding. However. yl.!l there is 110 st;lble sonw;'lrc s11pporr for 
Imrc!ware H.264 encodiug.. 
The Raspberry Pi Founcimion has released IWO additional codec's rh~lI can be bought sepflra[ely~ 

MPEG-2 and 1vlicrosoft's VC -1. Also it was Rlll101U1ced tbAt the Pi will support CEC, to en~ble it to be 
controlled with the television's remote comro!. 
A revision 2.0 bOArd \V~s announced all :5 September 2012. with a number of minor corrections and 
llllprovelllents. On 15 October 2012. it was annonnced tbat all new Raspberry Pi model B's would be 
fitted wilh 512 ME insteod o1256lvIDRAL'1. 
USB bub: A USB 1mb is a device \l,o'hich expands a single Universal Serial Bns (USB) pan imo 
several pons so that there are more pons available to COllllect devices to a host ~stem. U~B hubs are 
mostly built into equipmellt such as computers. kcybOc1rds. monitors. or printers. When snch a device 
110s nh1ny USB ports_ they allllsually branch ITom aile or IWO internal USB hubs ralher than eRell P0l1 
having indepeudellt USB circuitry. Physically sep;lrate USB hubs arc avialable in a wide variery of 
forlll factors: from external boxes (looking similar to an Ethernet or network hub) cOlmectible with a 
long. cable. to smail designs that can be direcrJy plugg.ed into a USB porL 

Fig2. R(JspbenJ' pi 

B. Pi camero 

The Raspbeny Pi camera module is used to take higll-definition video. as well as stills. II's easy to 
nse for beginners, but has plenty to offer advauced nsers if oue is looking: to expand ones knowledge. 
There are lots of examples of people using. it for time-lapse. Slow-lllorioll and other video 
modifications. Yon can also use the libraries bundled witll tile camera to create effecrs. 
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Fig3. Pi camera 

C. WIFI 

Wi-Fi is a popular wireless llet\Vorki!l~ tecb.uology that uses radio waves to provide wireless higb
speed Iuternet And network cOlmectiollS. A COllllllOll misconception is that the leon \Vi-Fi stallds for 
"wireless fidelity." but this is not tbe CAse. Wi-Fi is simply A trAdemArked pbmse tbat means IEEE 
802.Ilx. 

D. SDcard 

Tbe SD card is aessential part of the Raspberry Pi. it provides the initial storage for tbe OperAting: 
System and files. Storage can be e.xpanded through many types of USB counected periphemls. A 32 
GB SD card is used for our Project. 

Fig". SD Card 

Secure Digital (SD) is a nonvolatile memory llsed extensively in ponable devices. like mobile 
phol1es. digital call1eras. GPS u3vigrition det-1ces . handheld consoles. aud tablet compnters. It is fi:Olll 
a falllily of solid-state storag.e media . The Secure Digital standnrd was introduced in August 1999 as 
an improvemeur over ~-Il1!tillledia Card;; (1vnv1C). TIle Secure Digital s[ancimd is maintained by tile SD 
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Association (SDA). The Secure Digital furmm hn~ fom tnI'd tiHuiHes avaiJnble in three different fOfm 
faclors. The four f~1lllilies beillg the original Sfitlidanl.Capacity (SDSC). the Hig.h-Capacity (SDHC). 
tile extended-Cnpa.:ity (SDXC). nnel tile SDIO. thet combines the input/output functions with dntn 
srorage. The three fOfIll facto!'!) nre the original size. tbe mini size. nne! the micro size. Electrically 
passive adapters 1l1lows a smalier card (0 fit and fUllction illll device built for a larg.er card. 

E. POll'er SIlPP~l' 
Raspbel1Y Pi cau work witlI or wirhoU( [he maiu cOllnection by using power bank tlIat can be 
cOill1ected TO Pi using au USB cable. The UlUI uses a ivIicro USB connection 10 power itself (as only 
tlle power pillS are connected - so it will not transfer data over this cOllnection). A standard modern 
phone charger with a micro- USB cOllllector will work. if it produces ;'It least 700wA at 5 volts. Check 
the power supply's ratings carefully. If unsure what to use oue can nse a range of other power sources 
(assuming that they are able to provide enongh curre.nt '-700mA): 

Computer's USB Port or powered USB bub (which will depend on power omput) 
Special wall sockets with USB ports 
Mobile Pholle Bac~'up Banery (will depend on power output) (in fueOly - it needs to be 

confll1lled). 
To u!)e the above, we ueed a USB A 'male' to USB lllicro 'male' cable· these are often shipped as data 
cables. 

F. Keyboard 
Any standard USB keyboard and mOllse works with Raspbeny Pi. Wireless keyboards and mice will 
work ifit is already paired. For keyboard layout configuration options checkraspi-coufig:. 

V.METHODS 
A. Image acqltisilioll and caplllring image acqllisition 

Image acquisition is the process of obtaining a digitized image froill real world. Each step in the 
acquisition process lllight introduce random changes luto the values of pi.'\els in tile unage which is 
knO\'VU as llOise. All image of ceramic tile is capnu'ed and s[Ql'eci in computer for processing. We 
intended to create images that are most suitable for the hUll1an visual perceptioll object detection and 
target recognirion. We used principles of Image processing. and llIorpllOiog.ical operations Oll tIle 
capnu'ed images. Hence. we get new images [har comain the surface defect only (Q ll1ake easier for 
detecting process and classification operation. 

B. Image Capturing 

The ceramic tiles ill1ages are capt1u'ed through the camera held Oll tIle line production at tile indusuy 
Tlle image captured will couvert to auother kinds of images (Binary or Gray scale) to be suitable for 
the vm'ious defect detection algorithms used for differem types of defecrs. Differeut methods used are 
Edge detection. lI.:!OlVhology operarions, Noise reducriolL smoothing process. and intell<;ity 
adjustlllem. Tile effects ofulleqllaI lighting and space sensitivity of the TV call1era CCD are corrected 
analyzing a sample tile made of wluie Plexiglas wllOse image has been previously divided in 8x8 
scc[Qrs. This represelltsa compromise between spatial f e5olutioll diSlributioll and computing time. 

C. Edge deTection 

All edge Illay be c-ousidereci as a boundary bel\veen nvo diss i.miIClr regiollS in an image. These lllay be 
different surface5 of the object. or a bonnd31y benveell light .Uld SlH~do\V falling on a single surface. 
All edge is easy to locate sim::e di.ff~rellces in pi-"c] value; be[\\o'een regiOlL'i are relatively e<lSY to 
cakulate by considering gHldieuts. )'1any edge extraction techuiques call be broken into two phases: • 
Findillg pixels ill tbe image where edgeS are likely to occur by looking. for dlscomiuuities ill gradients. 
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• Linking these edge points to produce descriptiollS of edges in terms of lines curves etc. 
TJuesholdingproduces a segmentation thnt yielrls all rhe pixels tlml belong to the object or objects of 
interest in an image. Anotber way is to fmel tbose pL'(els that belong to the borders of the objects. 
Applying the Defect Detection Process: Pre-processing operations afe applied to the reference i.J.nage. 
stored iu the computer to compare witlI test image. 

D. E'Tpected Olltpm 

As described in the previous section Blob algorithm. and spot detection ~tgoritlullS used 
independently also ns post-processiug stages to our other techniques. It is an aCOlrate approach but is 
computationally demanding. We apply these algoritluns ou a several munber of tiles, which are plain 
tiles and texn"ed tiles. In additioll. these algorithms are Applied all A dozen of tiles images. These tiles 
images have the same kind of defect wliereas the operating conditions (speed of the line. vibrations 
etc.) were similar to real conditions i.e. for logistic reasons to see if the algorithm gives the same 
result or not. 

E. Working 

This project aims at creating visual inspection system thaes capable of measuring the dimensions of 
ceramic tiles.This system's \vorking stalis with a power supply which provides power to pi camera 
and keyboard. The pi camera module is a p0l1abie light weight camera that SllPP0l1S Raspberry pi. 
captures the image of illcoming tile.Keyboard is used to provide staudard size of tiles. Here we 
provide two standard dimensions that are 2eIll X 2cm and 2em X 1Cill. The capttlIed iumge is verified 
wnether it is correct or 1l0Uf not rnen the image is caphrred again.If the capnued imag.e is correct3 

tnen these inpllls are given to Raspbeny pi microcolltroUer.Based Oll tbe iuput values and algorithm 
used microcoruroller measm'es length. breadth. and thiczkness of the ceramic tile. The microcollU'oller 
lIsed rLIen sends signals as olItpm to tbe interfaced computer through WIFI. If the cuneut tile is faulty. 
tnen it sends an eITor signal on tbe compmer screen. Fault ocems if the dimension oftbe tile does Dot 
marcbes with the standard dimensions provided as inpnt In tlus way design flow occm·s. 

VI. RESULT 
It is required to find the dilllensious and measmement of ceramic tiles wnen llsed. Because a wrong 

ceramic tile would nor be proper fit whellllsed. \Ve need a proper dimension of the tile to fit it in the 
desired position. A camera is used for image capmring which can be used to fUld whether tile is faulty 
or not. A good and well dimensioned tile would be used after the operations are ped'ormed. We are 
llSing raspbeuy pi as a main conn'oller which controls all operatious. Input:..: through keyboard like for 
selecting measnrement cli.InensioflS. length. breadtb and thickness of the ceralllic tile. If tiles are not in 
the proper dimensions. then error message \\.ill be display 011 the screeu. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND F{)TURE WORK 
This paper is concel'lled with the problem of detection of the surface defecrs 011 the fired ceramic tiles 
using the linage processing operations. By impleJ)lenting this technique we can develop a dlaug.e in 
the ceramic tiles industries fi'OIll depending on humans \\rb.ich detects defects lllalU1ally to the 
automated system depending on the computer vision. People can work effectively for ShOlt periods 
and many operators are iuvolved in che..:king rbe sallie batch of tiles. Continnity over time is not 
guarallteed and may result iu overall bad quality, which may cause cllsrolllel'S dissatisfaction or even 
to reject tbe batch. \Ve s.uccess in differeminting differeut kinds of defect in ceramic tiles images . 
.Alltomated sorting: systems would brillg nUUlerous benefits to the entire sector with major economic 
advantages. also guarantee product quality. increase plaut efficiency and reduce investmenrs. The 
COlltuulOUS llleasurement of :nui'ace defects gives line production operators to optimize temperanu·e. 
speed and otller operating: paramerers. 
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Abstract 
Air pol/lllion is one of the 1II0st impol't(///f concern of the ll'orld. Air pollution 1I1a), emerge fr011l 
aurhropogenic 01" lIamral sources. Air pollmams like CO, CO}, Sal, NO}. and OJ s/lspended 
pariielllate maUel" (SPA!) in ahnospheJ'e. repairable suspended pa.rficulate matter fRSPi'.{j. alld 
l"olatile organic compounds (VOCs) hm'e considerable effect 011 the people health. lvIost of 'he cities 
in dendopil1g counn'ies and most cities of the del'eloped COl/wries are suffering fi'om this problem. 
Therefore a need to develop a real time air quality and pollution monitoring syslelll ;s critical. A11 
arduino based air pollution defector is developed lI'hich combined a small-si=ed, minimHm-cost 
sensor to an arduino microconn'o/ler lInit along H"it}, this lV"e are lIsing machine learning. The 
advG11lage being that all the data of a location 11·iII be m'ailable to liS 011 all android application 
plarfol"m. Fer1flwes beil1g that it is lIser-fi'ie}/d~J ·~ q/fordable, 10H'-cost and minimum-power 
requirement harrfwm'e which is appropriatefor mobile measurement, at l!"ell as comprehensible data 
collection, Sofnmre OJ] android platform l\·ill be able to aua(v=e, collected data with high precisiol1. 
Simple insn'lIl1Jem del'eloped further can be commercia/~v lllili=ed. 
Keywortfs-Air poI/lit ion; android; gas sensors; doun; prediction 

I. L'nRoDUCIIoX 

.A..ir pollution means the preseuce of umvantecl biological molecules. particles and oilier hannfttl 
components into the ealth atmosphere. It constitutes a major canse of infecrions. allergies. and 
evennJally results in death to some peoples" 
If also harms other liviug iubClbitants like that animals as well as irrigation crops. or the ecological or 
built environment. They are also responsible fer various kiuds respiratOlY diseases (like asthma). 
canses of different types of caucer in individuals. if they are unprotecred to these toxic contents or 
chemicals for long period of time. For instance, carbon monoxide (CO) is e..xtrBlDely dangerous to 
people as it llmy cause ~ seliotTs asphyxiation, headaches because of the compositioll of carboxy
hemoglobin and thus a reason of defltb ifunprotected for a long period oftime. 

The world health orgauization ~'HO) ill 2014 approximated those 7 million people deaths 
worldwide bec~\llse of flir POJIutiOll. The similar approximarion rong.hly eql1alled by the International 
Energy Ag.ency (lEA) also. These cherui.cals or POlllltauts are also responsible for various 
environmental calamities like acid raiu and depletion of OZOlle layer. Because of a llll1llber of 
phylogenic actions, air pollntioll is on the Sleep growth and its controlling being humans is of utmost 
importance to alleviate acriollS to li.uli.t it. 
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PM2.5 Pollution in Major Indiiln Cities: 2015-2018 
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Fig.l Pollution in Indian cities. 

Fig.I shov.,-s a report depicting rhe level of air pollutioll across various cities of a developing 
countlY like India. This dH.ta was recorded during the period of 2015-2018. Talking. of past. the air 
quality measuring sensors were large. non-portable and costly. Presently. air pollutioll sensors are 
developed on five COillillOll ai.r pollntauts which are uitrolls oxide. carbon monoxide, ozone. sulphm' 
dioxide and particle matter. In today's world of technology: air pollution and qlJality monitoring are 
VeJ.y important as it has a great effect on people healtll. It's known that eradicating it completely is 
hypothetical today but it can be appeased by being awal'e about it. The idea proposed is that to have 
pre knowledge of the level of pollution in allY specific area so tilat a person OP[S for the safer route 
before going out. Say. for e.xample if the jomney is fl:ow A [0 B with multiple romes then willi the 
knowledge ofpQllution rile patil witilleast pollution can be dlosen. 

II_ RELATED WORK 

The air pollution is one of the major problems the world is goiug tbrouglllight now and it affects 
mbaIl areas more because of density of antolllobiies and industries present there. The air is polhlted to 
a level that it is not even safe to breathe in it. It is reponed that the hannfttl gases have a fair share in 
causing casllalties across the globe. 

The air pollution monitoring sysrem has flattered Ulauy mind to ·work on it and there is a 
considerable amount ofprojects done on this. Projects have been described in tlle literature that makes 
llse of less eA-pensive air pollution sensing devices that can be llsed by individuals or by the vehicles 
[1}. In a different study by De Nazelle et a1. [2]. the ·writers made use of environmental sensing 
approaches that reinvigorated tlJ.e awareness and sympathy of individuals towards pollU[ion. In two 
studies. [3} [4J, ille antllors showed an envirolllllental sellSing illetllod that recaptures attention and 
sympathy of citizens toward pollution. Exposure Sense [5] is a p0l1abie paHicipatory sensing system 
that is made to screen one's daily movements. 

In a study [6]. rlle amhors gave a cloud-based system that nses knowledge-based flllclings to find 
rertl-time pollution levels. The dam is gat.here(t by Illoniroring STations !hl'1t <1re kept <It different geo
locations. TIlls llas mobiie devices for monitoring: pnrposes. III [7] they presented fin Audroid 
application which llas llsers \vith information about air qnali0i. By combining uSer area information 
find metropolitan air quality data gleaned by l1l0uitOrillg devices_ this applicatioll presents a ubiquitous 
and nllobt111sive monitoriug: [8J framework that is ready to advise nsers aoom their daily air pollution 
exposllre. 

Reslli et a1. [9] designed a wireless network platfonn, called VeliNode. that gave automobiles the 
ability to clleck t.he level of hanDful matters ill smoke of vellic1e. ?dujaw{ll' er. a1. [10] figured au air 
pollntion levelllleasnriug system witll\vireless sensor net\.vork for use in Solapur City. 1I.1icro-seusor 
nodes get and calculate the target gfl5 by measllring rlle sensing layer's electrical conductivity:. \Vhen 
the gases made contact with the surface of the sensor they are accllllmimed ~11lc1 the conductivity 
varies. Abo~ a sellliconductor sensor is lIsed at the emissioll pon of tile vehicle to sense rhe- qualltity of 
pollutants and send rlris level to tbe microcontroller (I1]. The comparison table for Ihe rhree 

./ algori thms discussed belo\\: for development of systeill. 
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Mlllliplc 
Regression 

Uses lllllitipic wlriahlcs 
to build a model and 
hence the prediction is 
more reliable. 

Better mmlysis of aU 
tbe dependent features 
and more accurate. 

Has to be too careful with 
data as small amollnt of 
false information leads to 
a whole wrong prediction 

Logistic 
Regression 

Logistic Regression is 
best used when the 
ampUl needs to be 
bimny in nature. 

Works better \~ith the 
categorical (L,ta which 
means the OUlpH[ can 
h..1ve ouly two 
categories 

Can ouly predict a 
categorical outcome which 
is nominal in nantre. 

K Nearest 
Neighbour 

Estimates the class of 
the data by considering 
its nearest neighbours. 
Euclidean distance is 
calculated. 

Can work on 
Nonlinear classes 
easily. 

Slow as it has to monitor 
all the data to find its 
nearest lleig.hbonrs. 

Ill. ARCH1TECHURE A>""D iHETHODOLOGY 

The air pollution is monitored with the help of embedded system. Arduino board is used which has 
the gas sensors embedded to it. The sensors like IvlQ2. MQ7. MQ135 are for sensing gases like 
Carbon Monoxide ..Methane wllich are major pollutants of the air we breathe ill. These seusors will be 
placed at various locations iu the city and they will be constantly sending tlle data. Eacll ardnino board 
will make lise of wifi models to send llie data ap.d it \\'ill be first received at cloud storage. From the 
cloud storage men it ,""ill be send to tlle mobile applicatioll. The predictioll pmt comes then wilere a 
maclillie learning model trained on the past records will be predicting: pollutioll level or AQI for the 
upcoming days. Seusors are llsed to measure various gas levels. The sensors taken into use include 
MQ7 whlch has tlle prope11y of selL'iing Carbon IYJolloxide \v1ll1e for sensillg: the lllethane content tile 
MQ2 is used. 1 ...fQ135 is lllgbly sensitive to Ammonia NH3. Sulphide S02.Gas sellsor works 011 au 
operating voltage of2.5V to 5.0V. Fig. 2 shQ\vs system architecture of air pollntiou1l1onitoring. 

Tlle arduino board will read the (bta gathered by all these sensors and will combine their output to 
give the result iu equivalent AQL A.rduino·UNO is a microcontroller hoard bflsed ATmega,28P. Ir ha~ 
IGiVlHz quartz nystaL 14 digital input/ompUl pins, 6 analog inputs. a USB connectioll. a power jack. 
all ICSP. 

ANDRlODU.NO WI.fI MODULE 

Fig.2 Systl"Dl al'cbitt'ftul'(' of air pollutiou monito.-ing 

DATA FOR PREDICTION 
 ON ANDROID APPUCATION 
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Tile Ardllino plrilfonn is llsed for its coding and compihltioI1 the eXHlIliuing window. The data from 
the arcll1illO is to be seut to the cloud srorage alld for 111m the wifi module is cOWlecled with tile kit. 
ESP8266 \ViFi ?vloduie is the \ViFi module used and it a self containedSOC inte,e.r<lteci with TCP/IF 
protocol stack that cau ~ive any microcontroller access to \ViFi network. ESP8266 is capaille of 
hostillg an application or offioading all \ViFi networking limctiollS :fi:om all application processoLA 
cloud service is provided to nsers on derut'llld by virtue of the 1ntemet iiOln a cloud compnting 
provider's server as opposed to being provided fi·OlU a company's server. The clond service stores the 
data real Time wh.ich is Ilseful to access from anywllere in worl(l This data aVllilable 011 cloud can 
work for building data set for machine learning. The model built will collect the data fi:om the cloud 
and will display on tlIe android application. 

A. Android .·lpplication 

.A..ndroid application will be (t user fiiendly applicarion to dlsplay the pollution level in any ronte on 
the map. Suppose. ~ person wanrs to travel !i:om point A to point B then the application will slIow 
ilow mllch the route is polluted \\'.ith help of varions colors. Each color will represent various levels of 
polhltion. Applicatioll will also sllmy the prediction for the fhmre which \vill be based on the past 
records. 

AIR Q[J.-UJTY ACCEPT.~E FOR GB"'ER.,u Pl:"BlJC SENSITI"I: 
0;"1:5 SF.OL"l.D IGNORE PRm.OXG EXFQSL'RE TO AlR. 

Fig.3 AQI cllart 

Air quality index (AQD is a measuring unit for the polhltiOU level in the air. Fig.3 represents AQ1 
clIart ranged from 0 to 500 and categorised in varions levels. Eacb.level says sometlting about the air 
qualiTy. It is depicted below with the help of the chaIt. Air qnaliTy index is calculated by a linear 
fUnction by determining the cOllcenu·atioll of tlle pollutant. Tlle project predicts the quality of air 
based on its AQ1 range. The air qualiry index is composed of 8 pollmanrs (Pwl1o. PM2.5. N01, S02, 
CO. 0" NH,. and Pb). 

TABLE ll:AQI (::Ite-gory , pollutants and health breakpoints 

AQI (Rauge) so, co 

All these gases cOlltribnre greatly to rhe pollntion of air lImvever. in the project tlIe mai.n focus has 
been set on calculating. The levels of SO:,:. NO:, and co. 
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B. Prediction 
i\'fHchine learniug is used to drflw hidden insig.hts li·olll Ihl! dataset of rhe shov,rrng: poihnioll in the 

city fli various lime and locn[ioll. The old records art! used to [min the model and based 011 the 
nlgorithm llsed which is rvIlllrivnrinle Regression ir will give the prediction. Since the darnset \villllOt 
be single variant. The nmltipJc variable regression is Hsed as it will give the hig.hest accuracy in lilis 
case. 
The Illtlltiple regression equatioll explained above takes the following fOlln: 

y= X,b, +X;,b,+ ... +X.b" + C. (1) 
Here. bl (i=l!~ ...u) are simply (he regression coefficiems. \\'hich represent the value at which the 
criteJion variable changes when the predictor variable changes, Y = Xb + C is the case for single 
varinble dependency where it represellts the linearity in the data . b denotes rlIe slope of rhe equarion 
while c is (he y intercept wwch is Ihe output when inpm is equnl to zero.lu this case the data \\~U 
depend on llllliriple factors like rhe day. time and location and becanse of this multivariate regressioLl 
is preferred. 

C. Flow Chart of the Model A 

GAS s~SORS 
RE.-U> THE LEVEL 

'lALUESARE 
SHOWN ON 

APPJ.l('a,noN 

YES 

HIGH 
POLLlITlON A,'n) 

IS VALUE 
> 

ALL DATA 

STORED ON 
CLOtiDA...~n 

o 

POLLlITIOl\:' IS 
NOR.'\-tU- A1'<1) 
. --~ - . ---

A Fig. 4 Flowchart of the model 

The :flowch,ut abOVe depicts the sequellce of processes taking. place to finally give the ontpnt Oll 
the mobile application. The data gathered :fi:om the sensors via rhe Arduino board will be ~ellt 011 tlle 
cloud s torage and Ii-om there it will be sent on the audroid application. The cloud data will be used ro 
train the machine learning model and lllake predictious. 

IV. RESULTS • .\.l""D DISa:SSIOl' 

\Vhell the model was rUll gave the fo Uowillg. results. The sen'5ors sens ed the gas fed to ir.Tlle results 
shows the output of me sellSors readable on the LCD via the archlwo board which is discussed. Fig. 
5(a) shows the screelL'511ot of UI of tbe appwith the SOllfce(greell) alld destillatioll(red) for indicarion. 
The pollutiou ""rill be monitored ou the ronte hetween these two locarions. T ilis app is analogous to the 
Google Maps with tbe main difference lyiug in its additional function of showing pollutioll levels too 
Oll the route. Fig. 5(b) shov.rs the 01l1pur of the sensors on LCD read by the archlino board. The g.as 
sensors is embedd.ed to the arduillo board wiru LCD on rue otber s ide of the board. The data from tbe 
seusor is monitored by rue arduillo board and then (lisplayed on the LCD coJltilluously. 
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Fig. Sed) shows. screeushot Ii-mil the jup),1emotebook where the data set has beeu b·.ined. The ) 

multivariate machine learning. algoririlm was llsed to train on feattlres like level of 802, N02 and 

Statiou code(STN _COD). The final output varies on all the [eanu'es but only the re,lotion. between the 

SOl levels tlnd the AQI is shmvll ill fig 5 (c). 
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Fig.!' d) Inter relation of ::1l1 features with each o1ht'l'. 

This sCl'eellShot shows the inter relation bet\veell all the features of the ck'ltaset. For eXfl.1uple, how SOl 
varies with different STN COD. different levels of NO:! and the AQI levels. As can be seen t11.11 has 
different levels of concentration at different station codes wirh maximulll being at tb.e 
STN_COD=250. SO, and NO, are almost liu""r to each other. 

V. CONCLUSION 

This air pollutioll mollitarillg. system along with the integrated lllobile applicatioll can be helpful to 

humanity by giving prior iufonllarioll ahom the air quality. The data gathered via the gas sensors will 
be interpreted by tbe al'duiuo bomd and tbell the equivalent AQI "iii be calculated. TIns AQI will be 
stored in the clond which will he further sent OD the aodroid applicatioll. 00 the application the 
CWTeut AQI and also the predicted AQI for future will be showu.The mobile application will be llsefill 
and handy iu naOIre. The rea.l rime monitoring will help peop le {O take (be least polluted rotU~.. Ir is a 
user friendly iutel'face aud on the basis of AQI(Air Quality ludex) based Oil the cOllceon'ation of SO, 
.N02 and CO and PM2.5. Though there are mauy other gases respousibIe for the pollution bm this 
project only considers S02 ,N02 and CO and PMl~ as they have the most i1llpaCTon pollution. 
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AbsTract 

O\'er rhe years. a rapid~F groll'ing lJumber 0/lor del'ices are/olfl1d ill the marker ill all 'he 
fields ina/uding ;l1dlfslry and G/rlollla/iolllhese deVices, lI'hich are deployed ill ,'asr 1Il11/1bers are 
fi'eqllenr~\' used o,'er mm~l' years H'irholll m~l' modijica/ioJl or replacel/lellf, They pose a risk of 
malfunction or they migh' becollle pralle ro errors. We plan i1llpleme11latioll ofdllrable and sfoble. 
system for building secure finmmre IIpdmes Jor embedded de"ice.s based all miCl'OC01lfrol/er 
using Wi-Fi lIlodule or any \L'ireiess rrallsm;ss;oll medillm. This H:ill include mechanislIl to build 
the updates fr0111 source and mlfOIll(1/ica/~\' transfer and install ir 011 rhe forgel device. alice the 
program is f1'ansle~red u'irelessl), to lite dr-dce rhe boofloader \I'iIl b/lrn it into 'beflash memory. 
The progrom '''at is ,.ecent~l' illsTalled into the micrOCOJlfl'ol/er 11'ill be eseclffed. 

KeYlYords- FOTA (Firll/lI'(1J"(' Ol'er rhe aid, SD card, boorloader, ESPS266, FTP. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In embedded systems, the software, also 1000V.-1l as finnware. is au essential pllrt of system, 
Embedded systems are ofteu thought as systems tllf1t never change their requiremeuts or 
fimctionality. However. pHtctjc~l use shows thm the euvirolIDlem in wllich these systems 11Ul ill 

fact. does change. III illOSt of the cases rhe requirements can be llet by changing finU\\'are and 
"'ithollt any modificatiou ill hardware. III embedded systems. soih'fflre. also knmVll as finnware. is 
au essential part ofsystem {2]. Embedded systems are ofteu tllo\1g!1[ as systems that llever change 
their requirements or functionality. However. pracrical use shows that rhe euvironmellt in whic-h 
these systems 11m in fact. does clumge. In most of tIle cases the reql.liremeuts cau be Illet by 
changing fumware and without any modificOltion inl11e b,udware. 

II. LITERATURE SURv'EY 

A . An Ol'er tlte olr IIpdare lIIechonismfor ESPS266 

Presented by. Dustin Frisch. Sven ReiBm aun. Clu'is(iau Pape. Uuiversiry of ::\ppliecl sciellces. 
Fulda. Germany, Presented by. Dustin Frisch. Svell Reillm :Ulll Christian Pape. Ulliversity of 
applied sciences, Fulda. Germany. 

ESP8266 is a microcolln'oller wmch is ~sy to llse as it Tills is au application paper pllblislled 
by rvficrocllip regardiug AN851 bootloacler aud its operation [4-1. 

]11 tIlls pOlper NIta memory parririouiug. of pic 181452 in order (0 use bootloader is smelied. 
Bootlonder perfol"ws operarions. sllch as read. \\-Tire. erase erc. for remo\'illg rhe previOlls program 
and npdate the mellory with uewly updated program. This eUSures rhat (be mlcrocomroller 
COlli iuues to perform Ihe desired 0 rmiou [i l. This paper will help !0 design a relevaul boot loader 
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Abstract 

Ol'er tire yeal'S, a rapid~l' gJ'ol"illg IIl11lJbel' ofJoT del'ices are fo/md in the market in all the 
fields inclllding industry and a1ll0mation these devices, which are deployed in \'Ost llU1IIbei's are 
fi'elJtlelJt~l' IIsed over man)' years withom a~' 1I1orii/lcntiol1 or rpplacellle11l. They pose a risk of 
ma~rllnatioll or they miglll become prone to errors. We plall implementation ofdllrable ami stable 
system for buildi1lg sec/we jirnnml'e tlpdates for embedder! del'ices based 011 microcollfroller 
using Wi-Fi modllle or Gil)' lI·jreless n'onsmissiol1 medilllll. This lrill include mechanism to blf;Jd 
the updates/rom so/wee. aud automatically n'ansjer and illstall it 011 the target del·iee. Once the 
progrfl1J1 is n-all:.fen·ed ll'irelessly to the del'ice the boot/onder 1I'ill burn it into the.flash memo/)', 
The. program that is receurly i11Stalled into the microconn'olier 11"i1/ be eyecuted. 

Ke)'words- FOTA (Firmware Ol'er the air), SD card. bootloader. ESP8~66, FTP. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

III embedded systems, the software. also known as finllW<lre. is all essential part of systelll. 
Embedded systems m'e often thought as systems rhal never change their regnirelllellts or 
fimctionality. However. pracricc:ll nse shows that the environmenT in wbich these systenlS nUl in 
facl. does cllange. In mos[ of the cases [be requirements can be: met by changing ftrmware c:lnd 
without any lUodificc:ltiOll in hru·d\vare. bl embedded systems. software. also known as fll1uware. is 
all essemial pan ofsystem [.2]. Embedded systems are'often thought as systems rMt never change 
their requireJllellts or filllcrionality. However. practical nse shows That tlle environmenr in which 
these sy'stems 11m in f::tct. does change. In most of the cast's the reqniremems C::tll be met by 
changing flfmware and \vithollt any modification in tile llardwClfe. 

II. LITER-\'TIiRE Sl:RVEY 

A. An Ol'er rhe nil' tpdare lIIechal1islllfor ESPS::66 

Preseuted by. Dustin Frisdl. Sven Reillm rum. Cllris r.i;!ll Pape. University of applied sciences. 
Fulda. Genllany. Presented by. Dustin Frisch.. Sveu Reillm ann. Cllristian Pape. Ul.l.iversiry of 
applied sciellces. Fulda. Gennany. 

ESP8266 is a microcolltroller whici..J is easy TO use as it This is an application paper published 
by lvficrochip regarding.. AN851 bootlo<lder aud iTS operation {.!J. 

In This paper d<lta mem0l1' parritioniug of pic 181"452 in order to llse bOOiloadt'r is smdied. 
Boorloader performs operations such as read. \\-Ti!e. er<tse t'(c . for rerlllwing rue previous progratn 
<lud llpdn.te tIte memory with ue\vly updaled progralll. This ~I )!:.ures thm tlle microcontrolkr 
continlles fo ped'ollll the denrect 0" 'miou [I] . TIllS paper wiU h~lp 10 design tI rdev<tlll b00l1oader 
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for the required application by referriug code and cOIllmands ill tbe code of :\N851. 
Ims inbuilr Wi-Fi module. In this paper the author has builr all OTA system uSl1lg ESP8266. They 
have used git A.sM SClver m,: n sOllrce server or as it build sClver.{IJ 

This system is essential parI of tIle Ilome-automation developmem and deployment ill the 
i\fagrmhen Laboratories e. V. 

Hackerspace 

B. Boot/onder Design for Microcollfl"oller in Embedded System Prepnre Your Poper B~rol'e Styling 

Presemed by, Jacob Beningo, CSDP,Jncob Ben..ing.o is a Certified Sofiwnre Development Professional 
(CSDP). chair of the IEEE Consultants AffJuity Group. an independent consultaut and lecturer who 
specializes in the design of e1llbedded software for resource constrained ami low energ.y devices. He 
has successfully completed projects across a llumber of indusrries including automotive. defense. 
medical and space. 
III this paper author has discussed how to wIite a universal bootloader for any l1licrocolllroller. 
Duriugthe initial stages ofproduct development, it was quite obvious for tile boor-loader to ignored 
by development team. PrillllUY reasOn for tllis is that the boot-loader is llOt primary end product 
filat is expected by the customer but after cel1ain analysis boor-loader is potentially Illosr illlportant 
part of that product lSI Boot-loader allows an orgrullz"tion to IllUllch their product with softw"re 
that only fblfils portion oftheir fmal reqlliremeut and thell add feamres to Iheir product once it has 
been launched into the market. It also allow-s tilem to fix bugs that are discovered after systemllas 
been released and installed by customer and tested into wild. 
For an embedded software engineer. boot-loader requires a fitlllUlderstandillg of how a processor 
works. how to utilize its memory and how to work on processor at lowest l~vels. Boot-loader 
development call be an extremely challenging endeavour to undertake bm absolutely the rewarding 
oue. Once a developer has gone through the process. each additional boot- loader becomes easier 
and easier to imple1lleJ..it by follovving a COllllllOll alld consistent approach to the boot-loader des 

C. PIC intel/aCing lrilh SD card 

Linle https:ffopenlabpro.com!guideisd-card-using-petit-me-system' 

Tills website shows lIow to interface PIC lllicrocolltroller with the SD card in order to petform 
commuuicatioll operation. Just like illterfacing of any other VO device with a microcomroller SD 
card interfacing also reqnires various commands in order to perfollll cennin operations [51. 

\Vben we come across smaUer microcontrollers. where tlIe memory is limited and rhe RAi\1 
size is pretty small when compared to the size of a sector. creating a file system to operate an SD 
card becomes incollveniem. In order to overcome this issue in smaUer llllcrocoutrollers. (he FatFs 
(FAT FS) is broken down intO a smaller. less complex alld wore convenient me system known 
as the Petit F.tFs (petit fat file system). 

Variolls operations provided bythls .file sy"'Stem are: 

pf_moullt -1vlount a Volume 

pI:'"open - Open a File 

pfJead - Re"d File 

pCwrite - Write File 

pf_Iseek -:Nlove read/\wire Pointer 

pf_opendir - Open a DirectOlY 

pCreaddir - Read a Directory Item 


D. Using HITP and an HTNfL il1leljnce 1o Up/ond andDom1ioodflles to an ESP8166 Fili,lg Sysiem 

Liule hnps:i!github.comiG6EJDiESP32-8266-Flle-

This website gives procedw'e ro imple1llent an inrerface to upload and dovmload flIes au 
ESP8266 filing system. There are few steps which we need to follow and impleUlent tile serVeL 
A void combilullg SI aud CGS ullits, such as current ill amperes and magnetic field in oersled's. 
~Tlris often leads to coufi.tsiou becanse equations do not balance dill1~usiollaUy. If :YOllllll1St Hse 
~ . ct milts, cle;!rly state the l1llir s. for each qnamiry that you lise in (I n equatioll. 
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AN851 A FLASH 
Boo!loadOl' for PICIG .Dd 
Ple lS Devices iJ] 

https:llope-nlnbJ)ro.rom/ 
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Michmmeh"ochip 

5 Using HTTP and an 1?6EJD YOliTube 

Tt>rhnology 
ustd 

Microcoutroller 
consists of 
illbuild Wi-Fi 
module. 

ResllU 

Easy to implement as 
interfacil1g. is required is 
much less. 

Explains working of 
standard boatload,,·. 

Different 
bootlo 

ader commands (Iud 
fUllctions calTied out by 
boatloader. 

Data memory 
partitioning in order to 
use Bootloader 

Interfacing. 

of 
microcontroller with 
SD card in order to 
pe:rfoll11 communicatioll 
opE~ration 

Implemenr an interL1ce 
HTlvfL illler!'ace 10 Upload !Channel 10 upload and download 
and Download fil es 10 an files an ESPS266 filing 
ESPS266 Filing SyslenPI system 

Table 1. Demiis of Liternmre SlU\.rey 
1lI. BOOTLOADER 

Integratiou of bootloader support in a product consis ts oftilree pans 

• Host Applicarioll- Ut ility lIsed 10 process Elld Application memory space and finmvare version 

• Device Bootloader - Dedicated flnllware respollSible for managing Eud Application oudevice 

• Devic~ End Applicat ion - Products operational applicatioll.firlll\Var~. 

The hosl applica tion is respousible for loa ding tbe new hex file. and send it to the bootloader 
througll supported command 8)1Hax. The eud applica tion lS requi.red (Q be aware oftbe bootloacler. 
and must understand how (0 return control co the bootloader llponreqllest. or configured events. The 
boorloader by default is geuermed to run upon s tnn -up. and coufinns ifa val id application is loaded. 
If a va lid applicarion is preseut. comwl is relinquisbed milenvisoe operation \\1JI remain within 
the bootloader. The bos[ application used to manage tbe bootloader process cau be Microchip's 
Unified Bootloader Application. a Cll5touHDade s raud-alone applicatioR or a separate extelllal 
lvIicrocoutroller device. Eidler way, the end ptu"pose relllallls tile same: llpdali.ng. the end 
application firmware vers ion through use of the Boorloader and supported commands. Tills user's 
guide describes one fOL"mofilllplemeillatiolL using llleBootloada: Generator .MCC software librmy 
to produce code \\"lllch SliPpOI1~ proper COllllll<1 nd sYlHax for i.menlcli.oH wirh Unified Bootlonder 
hOST Applicmioll. It will describe hov,r to configm'e au end·applicat ion (0 be aware of boot-lotldillg 
possibility control back to tlIe Bootloader nuder a trigging condition [~ J . 
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Each bool-Ioader will have its OWJl unique set ofrequirements based ou the type of applicat ion: 

however. there iUl! slill a few g.eneral reqllil'cllll!nts that are common to all hool-Ioaders 


I)Abiliry to switch or select tbe operntillg mode (ApplicMion o( boot.londcr) 

2)COUlllllllllCaliol1 inlerface requiremel1lS (USB. CAN. 12C. us/un. etc) 

3) Record parsing: requirement (S-RecorcL hex. inte!. toelT. etc) 

4)Flash system requirements (erase. "l'ite, read. location) 

5) EEPROM requirements (partitiolL erase. read, write) 

6) Applicatioll checksulll (verifying the app is not C01111pt) 

7) Code Security (prolecting. the boot-loader tlnd the applicntion) 
Use of nn 10 pin il1dicaror is nn option available to use n dedicatee! pin to show when if 

the device is in bootloader or end-application operatiou. Form of indicatioIlIllCl), vary depeudiug: 
upon the product design specification. The 10 pin indicator can be simple.. snch as a LED used to 
indicate stare. or as n sign<ll connected to another device in the product circuit. 

The bootloader SllOUld protect irself fi:om accidental over-\\.1'ite. Therefore. attempts to write 
inro the memory where the boot/oader resides should be prevented. PIC® nllcrocolltrollers have 
two methods to ensure this: I.lnrdwar e and sothvare. Write- protect Configmation bits call 
selectively \VIile-protect various regions of the program memory. The advantage to bardware 
protection is a smaller code footprinr. The dO\YLlSide is that the block size is flxed and may leave 
memory wasted [~] . 

The address protection can also be accomplished in software. Code can check the destiuat ioll 
address of cacii WritefErase COll11ll311d. If tile address range conflicts with the bootloader region. 
tlIe command request is rejected. Tile software requires <l little more code space. but it has the 
advantage of additional flexibility (2), For example, special bootloader code could be written to 
allow the original bootloader to be replaced \'lith an updated version in case n bug emerges after 
production has alI-eady occurred-begun. This is not possible ifprotected via llardware through tile 
\VIile-protecl Configuration bit is set. 

7 	 2 

6 	 3 

IV. 	SD CARD 

The secme digital card (SD) is <l low COSL uon-vola[ile memory card format developed by rhe 
SD Cm'd .4ssocialioll. Since its inception back at tlIe SlaI1 of IlJe century. the delllfllld for rhis 
medil1l11-sized energy and space-efilcient. rlle memory STOrage device lIas been growing a[ a last 
rate. Therefore. 10 meet the markel J' eC],uire1llenrs, [lIe SD.-\ was sei up as a 1l011-prollt orgmuzat ioll 
to plOmote and Cleate SD ('ardsl~lldm ds Tbere areVarlOl1S top ic.s re l<Hed TO th~ SD c<lrd snch as. rIle 
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different device frunilies. speed classes. sman cards. card security and so on and il is llsed in 
various mArkets like digital cameras. personal computers. and 1.!lllbedded systems. Some of the 
standard varintiolL' incllJ(ie SD. SDHC. SDXC. SD·uitro bigh speed etc. Tbe lllicroSD is the 
minianlrized SD memory card format witlI a small form factor nlld is widely used ill various 
electrouic devices PI. 

\VIlat we are going 10 lertl'Il is Ihe llse of SD cards in an embedded system. To be specific, we 
will be dealing witb the lise of SD cards in small embedded systeUis. 

SD card bas a native host interface a'paI1 fi.·om the SPI mode tbr cOllunnuicating with lllaster 
devices. The native interface uses four lines for dara tllUl.Sfer ,",,·here the microcollu'oller has SD 
card controller lDochtle and it needs separate license to lise it. Since the SPl is a widely used 
protocol and it is available in most low-cost l1licrocontrollers. t.be SPI mode is tile widely used 
intaface in low cost embedded systems OJ_ The working. voltag.e range 0f SD family Lo:; 2. TV to 
3.6V and this is indicat.ed in the operation condition register (OCR). 

IvIost Jllicro-col1trol1~rs use the SPI communicatioLl protocol to iuterface witlt the SD cards. 
Tbe SD cards have a lllicrocomroller tbat sbows their avoilabiliry to !he Uloster coutroller 
(microcontroller). The micrCKontroller sees the SD card as an addressable sector on wltich 
readi"Tite fllllctiollS are possible. Ollce the miCfOGOImoller is in tbe SP! mode. communication 
between the master and the slave is done Vh1 4 pins viz. clock chip select. data in and data out. It 
should be kept in mind that t.lu:ougllout the cOIlllllunication between tue two device$. rbe micro
comroUer will be s~nding out the clock. NIost development boards have a dedicated SD card slot. 
But to understand the connections, let us analyze this fairly Next COUles the trick.'Y part. initializing 
the SD card and performing tlleraw clata cOlllnltlnicatioll [41. A system.1lie approHch to programming 
tIle software would make the task pretty easy. 

But first it is important to learn how the micro-coutroller activates tile SD car.d There are a 
.fIxed set of eonuuands aud responses. which must be followed to create a COIUJU8Ud to response 
stmChrre in our program. The Oliented format with a defutite lengtll. 

Fig 2: SD card 

V.METHODOLOGY 

Ao:; per the requirement of transmissioll system for tbe fmnware transntission through local channel 
network via persollal ssm and PASSWORD for encryption a s.uitable sensor network ie. ESP8266 
\Vi-Fi module will be used. 

Transm.ission part in caregories as fi:oll(- end and back-end. In the front-end systelll by usiug CSS and 
HTlvIL !auguages a webpage is created for browsing .HEX file wbicil is to be execute in targer c01Jtroller 
at "[he receiver end ParalleUy back eud of the rransminer consists ofan algoritbm whicll transmits .HEX 
file using TCPIP promeol ro the server. SD card is used as. se.rver storage in transmission r':l . File whicll 
is browse in webpage is stored in server of local network. 

Receiver part oftue system is totally an embedded pan. In the begiIlIling SD card contain a HEX file in 
a s.ystem fonnar. Tllis bex file is loaded into program memory oftarget cOJlo:oller by using Bootloader 
[' I 

Several illlenupls are nse ill bootloader to switcll the main code to bootloader code. Flaslliug is \lsed to 

erase the previolls code in target controller. TIle aspects of bool1oacier are security switcIl_ tlasll.iug. 
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testing.. Iiuker scripts imd SO c:lrd COlllllKll1cis ill execmioll of the code. 

Illitially HlL1in code is executed in wrgct controller after receiving. intcrrupr commander Boorlo:-1der is 
executed and lond ncw hex file iuro prog.r<llllll1elllory of controller. Server ~;()rllge llIlt! target C::,.llltroller 
is cOUJlected vin SPI protocol for betrer syncilronizntion tiIi:=; will increase the prodtlcrivity of 
transmi5sioll also it will make !'l)'!'lkm more- immune 10 the losses. 

VI. CONCLVSIOX 

• 	 The prOject will huplemelll rUe !'lystem for providing. OTA Ilpdates to the embedded devices 
compelL';C1ting the sb0l1comings of other already available systems. Our work has high 
efficiency. it is more accurrtte and reliable Pl. 

y 	 !vlC1ill pllIpose of luis stndy was 10 remove Ihe requirellJent ofphysical cOIlnection to update 
or modify the system wirh reduction in mnn pO\ver and provide higher efficiency. 

• 	 Tilis syMem will increase prepnredness for emergency sittlCltiollS if 

enconmered by rhe sysrellL 


• 	 All tbe componenrs used III tbis .'iystem are easily available ,mel 

low cost. 
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A Survey: Drone OpPol'hlllities and Challenges 
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Abstract 

A drONe is au UllllIa/lJlen oel'inll'elJicie lI·!ticl, is /l.sllo/~l' c01'l11'ollen fi'om a nedicnred remote unit and 
c(111 mal/age all fhings ill (7il' due fO a1/ imelligal1/ software pl'ogrmu. Drone cau be cmegori:ed 
depending 01/ the JJI/1JJber ofpropellers such o.s 'ricopter, qllnt/copler, he:mcopter, Dctocopter. Drones 
call also be diflel'e.ntiaJe.d according fO its si:e, 11·eiglit. flight aliitllt/e. purpose oflise and restrictions. 
Drones aI'£! II/(Iill~\, made lip of fi'01l1€, brllsltlcss motors, propellers, flight controller. bOlteJ:V, 
elecn'oJlic speed comroller, fraJ/smillel' and receil'er. 1t is c01/{}'olled using (1 lI'l71JSmillel' and /'eceil'er 
sewp. While building a drone some of the co/muon problems faced m'e stability, frame strength. 
progrmmllillg ofthefliglll COlIIl'o/Jer, sensor limitations, ballery life etc, Drones eml be illcolpormed 
IL'irh radio fi'equeney tecJ/IIologF to aroid range limitations. For stability of the drone optilUal flight 
cOfl/roller sellillgs a/'e required lI'hieh call be aclthn:ed by trial and error process, B)' using toda.'r's 
ndl'(111ced drolle technology it has opportunities ill l'a/'ioIlS seCTOrs sHch as photography, sll1i'eillaIlCe, 
precision agriculture. shipping and delh'ery, geographic mopping. 

Keywords-Drolle; qlladcoprer; challenges; slabilifJ'; opporltmities. 

I. L""TRODUCTIO~' 

A drone is au lllillulUlled aircraft. They are also called as unmanned aerial veilicles (UAV) or 
lIWllatllled aircraft systellls(UAS). Drones can fly alllollomolisly by using its program 8nd it's onboard 
seusors or can be femOlely controlled by anoperatoLDrones are of varions types such as lricopter. 
Ql1ac!copter. hexacopter. ocTOCOprel.'. erc.Drone uses bmshless dc lllotors. known as BLDC :rvfotors to 
rotate the propellers. The Ihumb 1111e for the drolle is that, the [olal thrust produced D.-om all the lllocors 
should be 50% more tllan tTle total weight ofthe clroue to hover.Quadcopters uses two sets of idelltical 
fixed . pitched propellers: n.vo clod.-wise. (C'W) and twocounter-cloehvise (CC\\I) Variations in 
RPlvlcollll'ols the lift and rorque. By using figllt controller. drones can becontrolled by alteJ:ing the 
rotation rate of one or more rotor. thereby changing its thmstilift charactelistics. But tllere are various 
challenges ill lllakiug of the drone snell as stability. fight controller progranulliug.. ii-rune strength. 
banery life. variatiollS in the ideal and practical RPi\.{'s of rhe brl1shless lllQ[ors , elc.Acquiring stability 
of tbl! drone i,; one of tile illOSt illlp0l1am challenge faced . 

II, RELATED WORK 

p(lveiChmelarer.aL discllssed abollt a constnlerioll of tile quttdrocopter. which \vas builr 
incooperatioll \\'ilb his colleag.1Ie lng.. P:weLRozsivaL Added focus on a principle of control. stability 
and possibiliry to llsing thequadrocoprer for mallY applicatiolls. They llSed DeM (Direct Cosille 
Man-i.....;) algol'itl.Im for stabilization. CJ-ffi.-6d position sensor is llseci wbich has onhoard EKF 
(Extended Kalman Filter) for pilcll and rolls angle estimation. LCD display to tlle MCU to show tbe 
im erual srme of tIle MCU. Tile conu'ol of quadeopter by lIsing: a RC remote conu'o! is common. bm a 
blueroorh module. which it is nm too expens ive. is preferred. The meritof this is. it courfols rhe 
drouewell but demerit of rllis is thm rlIe range is less dne 10 blueIOGth and problem is regarding: 
' IRbiliry[I]. 
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Tayebi A. et a1. proposed a lle\V quaternioll-bnsf"cI feedback ..:ontrol scheme forexponelllial nttimde 
s tabilization of a Jour rotor tak~ off and landing. Their qmukopter aircraft is a modified version of the 
Dragauflyer III which was ii-om RC Toys. To test their drone safeiy they used a stationary baU joint 
base which gave them the aircrall umesu'icted ya\v movemeut aud 30 deg.ree +/- of pitcll and roll. 
giving the aircraft ftxed in 3D space. III this project they llsed low cost sensors. Bur theGyroscopic 
torqne did not make" much difference ill Uleir case due to initial conditions "nd rel"tively low speed. 
David Roberts et al.collstrl1cted and te'lted Cl qlladcopter. c41pable of carrying. a 500gm payload. He 
used Talon V2.0 for frame and Ardupilor as a fligbrconrroller board. 5600mAh lipo battery was used 
testing tile quadcopter. A test bed \1S coustlllcted (0 tes t the quadcopter safely. Flight dnratioll WaS 

measured by varying. the load. He successfully completed the objective of lifting500gm. but strains in 
tlIe drone body crmsed by the vertical constraining system caused cracks to fonn iu tlle motor monnts. 
wltich Was replaced by new moral' mOllnt and vertical constrain.iJ..lg system [3} . 
Samir BOllabdallail et al.developed an actiYe system for (kone. It cousi'its of fomSRF 10 ultra·sOlwd 
(US) sensors for detecting obstacles and one US sensor for controlling. irs altittlde with tlIeir maximulll 
reading. fi'equeucy of 15Hz. They developed a simu!atiou tool in Ivlatlab/Simll.link using an aCCllrate 
dynamic model of OS4. this tool allowed them to simulate and improve the OS4 controllers ill 
diIIerellt modelled euvir0umeuts Bnd by applying ditferem appro::lcilt!s.They successfully 
implemented collisionavoidauce system. bur due to onboard sensor limitations cmise speed was 
less[4]. 
N!ahen lvLA et al.developed amphibious ql1adcopter with uncollvelllional laodillg gear which would 
float , take off and land all water . They were deVeloping a suitable design coofiguratioll for 
allamphibions quadcopter with the help of CAD and CAE [Ools. CREO 2.0 \vas used for 3D modeling 
of qlladcoprer. Flighr controller KK2.1. 5000mAb lipo bMrery. FPV module and GPSwere med. They 
we successful ill canying out sl1l"Veiliance froUl 25 metersheigilt for dnratiou of 15 IlliUlnes and six 
degrees offi'eedom wirt rolling morion partiAlly achieved [5J. 
VibhnKistor er ALdesi!'lled rte ql1adcoprerby us ing arduillouno board insread of preprogrammed KK 
flight controller. They were able to obtain a thIllSt of 0.902 kg. per wotor by supplying 20001.15 pulse 
aod tillls obtained 3.608kg weigbt tifting capacity with four BLDC motors. Their drone was Cheaper 
and aftbrdable amollllt and can be easily lI1ad~ fi:Olll shelf components [6]. 

PranayGadiya et al.built a quadcopter with stable flight. gather and store data aud to perform semi 
auto cOlllmands such as amo bomecoming by wireless GPS Q"<tCking to deliver medical help such as 
Blood and Emergency medicine. They used ArduPilot :Nlega 1.8 1\.1ulti Rotor as a flight controller and 
2200 ll1Ahlipobattery.Tbeirquadcopter took I llli1l45 sec to travel 700m with the -400gm payload at 
15% battery "-'<PellSe Pl. 
Sllpritha K et ai.attempted to bring about fhste.r accesSibility· of medical services to tbe patieut 
especially in ruraJ areas. They used KK Board 2_1. 5 as flight controller. wireless camera transllliner 
and receiver and Raspberry pi3 to interface GPS allClnItrasouic sellSors. In tlris project GY-GPS6MV2 
GPS module was used. They \\-Tote <1 code which generate (he gps data evelY 2 sec [8]. 
FaiY<1z Ahmed e( al. built a device for surveillance withoun'isk of allY damage to tile hUlllalllife. They 
presented the mechanical stmcttlfe and also described all the palts needed [0 develop a qnadcopter 
such as stmctme, BLDC mOlors. propellers. ESC. !ipo banery. lithiul1l charger. with (he v.:orking 
princ ipal of ql1adcoprer [9J. 
Auand 5.5. et aLfabricated nndimpJemented au nrunallued aell<11 drone which is coun'olled by meau.s 
of vOlce recognirioll CAn-\ soft-ware is lIsee! for qnadcopter virtual model with motors aDd propeller 
flssembly. RF lDodule was used having frequency rallg:e of 434?vlliz ami Easy\"R 3 lllochile for speech 
reco.gnitioll. They had failure bad.11p system iuwhicll. in case of failure of "oice it can be alternatively 
cOllU"olled by remote control. blll due to this method tilere can be lossin rrallsmissiou and so the drOlle 
takes rime to respond to tile signal [10]. 
~lnhalllJl1ad Rahalu3n er al.deveJoped a drone with IIJlrasonic SeJlsors. Tllt!Y IlSed Pi., lm;,;vk as a fliglu 
controller and arduinollllo Ie receive iufonnation l"i"Olll sensors. COllllllunicanon wirh groulld aud to 
comroI anotiler device to perfonu 0bstade avoidance. lVloving. mediulll fil rer is used ill rhis project. 
They used llltrtlsonic sensor which is capable of I mm reselutioli Wilh maximlllll range of 5000111111. 
Servo gil Ie i 5,~c1 {Q stabilize the ulrrasonic !:, e\l:-or so timt it will be always poimed forwmds [11]. 
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Omk:lrT;'t;\l~ c( nLdesigncci and IestCOlJlIiHkoptcr. TIl~y expl:liw.:d all rhl.:: pnrts Ilsed \0 dcvelop a 

'ltladcoplcr fIlld Ihe mech:ltlicill stl'llclurc Heeded LO dcsigll:\ qU:Hlco}lt~r wheu it .... dimcllsioll and em:\ 

(lrc the lllilill cOllsrrniuts (lIOll~ with the b:lsic lllechrmislli or the qllac!copter !121. 

Anu<lc('p tv[ el :.1Lmodifiecl the Cjl1adcopter cJe<;ign aud cHlTied <;; llltic lIIwlys is oIllhe fl'flme to slIstnin Ihe 

loads g,ellcraled by it CAD lllodel were prepmed :ulIl converted to [OES or srp formal (llJd w(!r~ 


imported illto II pre processor PAT RAN to crente FEi'.'1 model for the construction of the qU<ldcopter. 

They sliccessfully managed to bring: the llI<lxill)lIIll stress obttlineci iu all pmls. below UitilllHtc strength 

mId reduced rhe power consllmption by reducing it::. weight lL'-I. 


III. METHODOLOGY OF DRONE 

Accordiug to Ihebasic principle of drolle. Rotor 1 ami :1 ~holiid rotme in dock\.vise direction ::Illd Rotor 
2 tlnd '" should rol:ltc in tlnti-clockwisedirecTion. Fig..l shows mechrmism of drone where ,111 tbe 
Rotors 1.2.3,4 should rot[tte at [I specific equtll RPNI to lin the drone from the g.round byexceeding the 
force of gJ<lVi[a ~ioll. if The 1'0(01' docs lIot produce needed thrust to exceed the force of gravity thell the 
dronewill dcsccud. 

1 2 

4 3 
Fig.l Ivlechnuislll of tile (b' one 

\Vhell Rotors 1 alld 3 rotate at lower RPl\1 thelJl Rotors 2 aud 4. tile cirone will rorme in c10cbvise 
direction and torowte the cirone in auticlockwise direction Rotors 2 and.:l should rotate at lower RPlVI 
t11an Rotor 1 nud 3. By increasing rheRP1vI of Rotors 3 ami -4 rmci decreasing the RPl\I of Rotors 1 and 
2. tile cirone will fly forw"3rci and by i.ncreasing the RP)',! ofRotors 1 tlud 2 and decreasing the RPtvI of 
Rotors 3 and 4. the (h'one will fly baCk-ward. To roll the (h'oue to left. RPlvI Rotors land 3 should be 
increased and RP!v! of Rotors 1 and 4 S11011ld be decreased. To roll the drone to rig:llt. RP:rvI Rotors 1 
and4 sl1oul<1 be increased and RPl\1 of Rotors 2 and 3 sl10nld be decreased. Desi2Jl of different drones 
like u'icopter, quadcopEer.llexacopter. ocrocopter are sl10wn in Fig.. 2. Fig.3.Fig: 4.Fig.5 respectively. 

Fig.2 Trkopter Fig.3 QlIadcopter 
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IV. OPPORTI]?o.:'1TIES A.'\J) CHALLENGES 

Design aspect of cirone changes as per applic~tion. Designer should think Oll various opportunities, 
along with the cballenges faced d\U'ing designillg of tbe drone. Some of them are listed below. 

Drones can be HSed for aeri~l photography by attaching a lJ.igb resolution c~mera beneath it. By 
atraclling a rack or building a compartment beneath the droue it can be llsed for shipping and delivery 
services. Thermal caUlera or 3D camera can be attached to rhe drone for geographic mapping. Drones 
call be llsed in agricnlture by attaching sprinklers {o it. thus reducing. Llllruan efiorts. They can be Ilsed 
for snrveillauce by equipping wi~h day uight vision camera. Drones can also be used in search and 
rescue operatiollS. They cau also be used to spray disinfectants in areas where sauitation is reqnired 
for disea~e colItrol. Drones are llSed ill film iudusuy to capmre fast action scenes. Nowaclays they are 
also used for flrefighting purposes where flrefighring rmcks c~n't go. TilliS drones are becoming 
increasingly illlponanr in the field of science. technology and society. 

F raille of the drone should be strong. because if the frame is not strong. it cau form weak points and 
break due [0 the vibration ~nd force produced by the Illotor and propellers.Frame should be well 
balanced as possible. as if it's llOt well balanced the drolle will not be able to fly stable.Selectioll of 
BLDC motors and propellers are critical ill making of the drone as it decides the thrust obtainecl To 
make the drone able to fly the basic 2:1 rule must be followed.. which is the roml rn.11Jst produced by 
all the lllotors lllust be t\"\ice the lotal weight of the drolle.Flight cono'oller of the droue must be tuned 
properly for the stability of the droue as ideal RPM of BLDC motor differs in pr~ctical life due to 
various factors such as Ihcrioll. lUmmfactllrillg tolerances, etc. Bad rtllling of the flight comroller may 
result in catas(fophic accideut. Banery capaciry should be selected according to the droue's flight 
duration ueeded bnt irs weight should also be considered tor au efficient drone. Due the limitations in 
the range of the rnUlsmirter aod receiver. it should be selected acco[dingly with respect to its 
application. Drone should have vibrations as less as possible. bec..'ltlse vibratioll in ch'one can result ill 
additioll of error value in rlIe process of fight conu·oller. which results in IUlStable drone. 

V. CONCLrSIO?\: 

Droues can be used in va1'io11s fields. which can pro\,oide a viral comributioll towArds mankiud. 
Human's creativity and imagillatioll cau lead to limitless uses of the droue. According. to the desired 
application different types of cirones are used such <lsfor drone racing or aelial swveillance tricopter or 
quadcopter is Hsed as (hey don ' t llave much weight. butfor fu·efighting. agriculnu'aL cLi1elllaric 
shootillg purposes lllOStly hexacopter or octocopter is 11sec1 as more weig:.ht needs to be lifted frOIll the 
ground. \\'hile building n drone the illOst important challenge is to make it llover stably in air. There 
are also variolls other challeng.es in making of the drone ,,,irich may include hardware or software 
probleIlls. but by overcomiug these problems a fully functiol1al drone coo be built. 
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Abstract 
A:lachine Learning is one ojthe SlJJort procedures tilnt hal"e demollstrated promising olilcomes in the 
spaces ojarrangement and expectation Due ofthe gro\l'il1g =ones requiring great prescient precision 
;s sport forecast, becanse ofthe IllIgeJiual1cial sums engaged \I'ith u'ager;l1g. Likewise, club chiefs 
and proprietors are taJ,.-illg a smb at arraJlgemeHl models so they can compreht'lld. alld plan systems 
e,\pected to " 'ill JIIarches. These models depeJId on \'ariot/s elements engaged \I"ith Ihe games,/or 
e.x:ample, the aftereffects Of"8l'ifiable matches, player e\'ecllfioll markers, and ,.esisfallce dara. 
klachille Learning a/l01l's liS to gain insight imo dara lIsil1g H·Ju'ch H'e aim to cO\'erjearure e.-.:n-(Iction 
for Predicting outcome ofsoccel' matches lIsing machine learn;//g ro gain inSight. Th e. sysiem \\'ill be 
pel:fo,.mil1g aliI' al1a~,'sis based 011 om'featllred damsel and implemelll /I/Illriple classification 
algorirlll11s such as SIfPpOrT SVJvl 

Keywords - lvlachine Learning (}IIll.. ) , Football resulT predicTion, Soccer, SVi.Vl (Support Vector 
Afac/iil1ej, Premier League, 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Spons are e:'i.tremely well known ruJ.d boundless rype of illvesring tiee euergy, beiug healthy and 
procure cash. Game grollp adllllnisu'MiollS are contributing tremendous measures of cash into 
improvement of their plnyers 8ml mechanical hardware mId olIices. Colleclioll of information abont 
pJayers and the marches empowers experts 10 exantine Pflst outcollles of the entire group as fI unil 10 
conclude effect of differellt impacls in the group's res.nlls. Domain of prescielll investigation is 
addilionflily outstfludi.llg methodOlogy which is intently associ , ned with SpOIlS. For \\'bmever length of 
time that g.ame is llDpredictable movement performed by 11ll11l:m beings. there is typically tlU 

irrelevant factor of haphazardness and differem vie"'1)oiUls sllch as weather. miud of players or effect 
of media and 1"hns. Tl~t is the reason (he games pre-expressions llave consistently been trying. tor the 
explores amI exfHnillers aud foorbllll (soccer) is beiug vie\ved as such a game. \\l11e11 all is said ill 
dOlle. there are two fi elets, where pre-styles could be applied. Benillg org~1l1izmiollS dealers are 
utilizing lllea!)Ureme.l1!s to defiue betrillg cilances for the various groups, player aud matciles to 
acquire cash for tllei..r organizations. Tllen again. there are i.ndividuals. '.\-110 are anempting to beat 
these odd~ and win cash for Ihti!fulmL'.:es of tips of single lllatches. Even thotlgh thi":i is considered llS 

risk.)' action. it show~ like au intrigning. scientific problem. 
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Each round of toatball keeps going lor 90minutc, (+ stoppage time) two rival groups of 1 I 
players each safeguard objectives at L1f edges of a field llaviug goal line!) lit each end. \'lith focuses 
being scored predominantly via conveying the ball over the rival's gOf\lliue and by place-kicking nr 
drop-kicking the baU over the crossbar uctween the operation oppouent's objective posts. There are :; 
potentia! results of the game host group victory. away group win or drf\w. OUf work is also based 01) 

predicting snch results of Ule football matches in order to build reliable model capable of conrainin.g 
knowledge th"t could be used for optimizalion of composition of the foolball team. 

II. LITERATltRE SURVAY 

[l] Maral Hagbighar. Hamid Rastegari and Nasim Nourafza proposed various auswers for lakeollt 
difficulties. For example. forecast precision can be improved using AI and iufonnatioll minin!! 
procedures th"t have not been utilized in tills lield however have yielded great outcomes in different 
fields. Use of half and half calculations can likewise help forecast exactuess. Besides. includin g 
various highlights, for example. player execution 'vill add to progressively precise forecasts. Thell 
again, a thorough dataset GHn be gathered by the assistallce of a gatherillg of specialists in every gaIlle 
field. So as to give the opportmllty to e"amimTIons between varions investigations, specialists aloe 
prescribed to gather information fj'om substantial associatious (for example NEA). 

[2] Albina Yezus, Machine leaming teclmiques was been applied to various fields. including spol1S. 
On the case of English Premier League. it is demonstrated that it is conceivable to discover a 
classifier that predicts the result of soccer matches with the accuracy of over 60%. Be that as it lDlly. 
there was still a ton of work to be done aud they said research will be continued. 

[3] Brianne Bolch·in. proposed system where Football is one of the ,nost troublesome games to 
foresee yet as of late there has beeu fast development ill the tenitory of anticipating football results 
through measurable displaying. The 1Il0st viewed aud ,most gainful football alliance in the word is the 
Euglish Premier League. Communicate to more thau 643 milliou homes and to 4.7 billion individuals. 
dIe Premier League is Englaud's top class with specific spots. They proposed a model after a Poisson 
dispersion to anticipate tbe outcomes aud the best wagering choices of the 2016-17 Prelnier League. 

[4] Norbert Danisik, Peter Lacko, Michal Farkas proposed plan that depended ou the dataset 
comprising of both match histolY am! player qualities infolTI18tion. These characteristics they are 
picked lip from the computer game called FIFA and they are joined with the information highlights 
gathered in the gemline football matches. Our iterative way to deal with the work drove us to create 3 
prinmry model smctmes in generally speaking. At t1mt point they efficiently anempted differem 
setups with cross-approval to deliver the most target results. The best perfoolling was the LSThI 
relapse model, which achieved normal forecast precision of 52.479\~/o . This: is a promising: olltcome. 
which is sinlilar with the distribmed best ill class anangemetlts. Results demonstrated both 
appropriateuess of UTilization oftlIe LSTM nemal systems for slIch a prescient elTand and the positive 
effect oflltilizing: tIle computer g(ll11e information so as to deten.nille gennine. nOll-virtual issues. 

[5] Siddhesh Sathe. Darshau Kasal. NehH Kulkarni. proposed that their system has Best performing 
algorithm which was SV1\1 having accuracy of 0.599 followed by NaIve Bayes of0.55which is better 
than accuracy of 0.52 ofleadingBBC aualyst Mark La\Heuson[l2] and bening organization PUlDllcle 
SPOI1S in which had aCClu'acy of 0.55 which is equivaleur to that obtained by naIve Bayes. Random 
forest "ilh accuracy of 0.50 had lowest accmacy. TIllS accuracy can be umher improved by adding 
more relevant featlU'es developing models which take into consider eVeu broader aspects offootball. 
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[6lllen Ulmer and MilUhcw FC'rnanth:z "Prcdil:ILng Sort,:!, lvl[ltcil Results in the English Premicr 
Lcague''':20 17. proposed SYSICIll 10 prcclil:t the resnits of soccer lIlatches in th~ Ellgli:;h Prcmil:!J.' 
Lenguc (EPL) llsiu.!! <'Initicial iutclligencl: ~md lIl~h;hiIlC lC1lLTung. a1f!oritillHs. Frolll hi~lorical datn 
wc created a fcatlll'c sct that iuciutie'i .~rlllIC rillY data alld Clinent team pcrt~)fjIliIllCC (I~>nll). Using. 
feallire datn. they (J'I,:,'nted five llif]~"rellt cJilssitier~: Lincilr from srochH~lic gIHdicut descent. Naive 
Bayes. Hidden l\'larkov ModeL SlIpp"n Veclor Machine (SVM). and Random Foresi. Their 
pr~dictioll was one of thr!.:!c ci:1SSL':'i for each game: will. draw.. or loss. Thl!il' best CI1'or nile; were 
wilh 0111" Linear cIAs,j[icr (.'18). R'lIldo!ll Foresl (.50). and SVtvl (.50) and Iheir error nllAlysis 
focused on improviug hyper pnnulleter!-i and clnss imbalance. 

[7] Tim van der Zaan.. "Predicting rhe outcome of soccer lllt1tches in order to nwke money with 
betting" , Busincss AnalYlics and QlIIlIltitativc Marketing. 6ntsmus Ullivcl'!':iity ROllcrdam.2017 
One of Ihe Ulain goals Iheir syslem was 10 cOllle up wilh prediclion models Ihal Accuralely predict 
the outcome of soccer matches, In addition. it is ::tttempted to canstmct a bctting strategy thAt is 
able to defeat the booknmkcrs rmd generate profit 'limn betting: on 
soccer lllmches. 

[8] Sumit Shresrhn}"Prenuer League Game Result Preclicrion". Triblmvan University,2016.Their 
appJication estimates tlte prediction of th!.:! rc::;ult of prcluier lengue gam!.:! between two teaulS ::ts 
win. lose or draw of (he gmne. Tlleir result was overall satisfactory with 47% of the accuracy of 
tbe prediction using Back Propagation nlgorithm. 

[9] Chimhey Peace anel Nwachuk",1. Enoch Okechuk"" ."An Improved Pre- diclion System for 
Football a Malch Reslll! ' ·. IOSR Journal ofEngilleering (IOSRJEN). Vol. 04. IsslIe I:! (December 
2014) The improved foolball resul! Prediclion Syslem explores Ihe use of macb.ille learnulg 
techniques i:n the fi:a1l1ev~'ork of Kltowledge Discovery in Database. Their research was driven by 
the overwhelming increase in the pool of avail- able sports dma in English premier league. The 
dAtasets collected WAS sllccessfi.IlIy implemented using ciara mining technique in differem aspects 
of (he work. In many instances. predicting the results of sporting procedures has always been (t 

challengillg And rew::trciiug venrure. therefore forecasting problem provides a grovvillg need to 
conduct research in this nrea. Sporfs otHComes predictive techniques arise. and this motivates the 
need to fmeL lUore vnluAble clatmiet.'i to improve the prediction accuracy and make precise decisions 
at key, Past cOllprehell~ive statistical dClta has beeo k.ept assisting English premier league games 
aod other sparring. events. Both players and teams' present varying forms of these statistical facts 
kept as data seasoll in and off-season. As the dataset set grows with the EPL games. it has become 
Ihe preferred tesl platform. This pool of information will keep Ulolivating differenl groups. 
ranging. froIll public. ~t<l[i!)licialls and sports enthuslasts to discover embedded knowledge in it. 

[10] Albina Yezus. ··Predicting outcome of soccer matches llsing maciline leanllllg' \ Saiut 
Petersburg Stare University iVfathemarics and l\,·Iecllanic£ Faculty.20 14 ~'Iach.ine leaming methods 
was been applied 10 dillerent fie lds. including SPOris. On the example of English Premier League. 
it is sllO"\vn that it is possible ro find a classifier that predicts the outcome of soccer matches with 
the precision of tllore luan 60%1. However. there WAS still a lot of work to be dOlle and they said 
research will be proceeded. 

[11] Jougho Shi ll anci Raben Gasparyan. "A novel \\'ay to Soccer l\1atch Predicriol!". semantic 
scllolar .2014They deU1011Slrar~ no alternative source for cnrmed data: video game.C), Video games 
are onen overlooked dne to irs origin. HO\VeveL video games have come a long way since P::tc 
!\',fan and FroggeI' and lla\'e cr2nted p llenoUl~llally ;,lccuri'lTe simu lations of me real ....yorld. \vlrich 
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can only be done through very intellsive data collection. This data can be used ill machine learning 
projects 10 make predictions in the real world with very accurate results. Of comse. this would be 
made easier if the video game industry shared this information in public domain. FIFA 2015 has 
done a great job sinlUlating the action of soccer players .. bUT it is likely that they I.we used more 
than 33 features .. w!ricl! are presented in the game.. to accomplish this. 

[12] Maral Haghighat, Hamid Rastegari alld N.sim NourafZa, "A Review of Data Mining 
Teclllliques for Resnlt Prediction in Sports". ACSIJ Advances in Compll1er Science: an 
Ill1ernatioual JournaL VoL 2. Issne 5 .. No.6 . November 2013 Suggested a number of solutious to 
elullinate challellges. For instance. prediction accuracy can be Unproved lIsing 1113clline learning 
aud data mining techuiques t!Jat !Jave uot been used in this field bllt have yielded good results in 
other fields. Application of hybrid algOlithms can also boost prediction accuracy. Moreover. 
including differeut feaolfes such as player perfonnauce will colltribute to lllore accurate 
predictions. Ou the other hand. a comprehensive daraset cau be collected by the help of a group 
of el1pens iii each sports fidel In oi'def to provide the cli:uice fOi' tOliijlaI'is61lS between differeilt 
sOldies. researchers arerecolllilleuded to collect data Ii-om valid leagues (e.g. NEA). 

m. System Arrbitectu..e 

i lp 
Data 
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Data Split 

Preprocessing Data 

Classification Trained 
Data ) 

Prediction 

Fig 1: System A ..rmlerl"..e 
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IV. WORKING 

\Ve train the fiual d~t[l sct on variolts 1ll1Khil.h! lcaruiu~ c1nssi1it:rs. \Vc CQmpare rh8 performances e>f 
cHell c1fts!.;itkr ami c.boose Ibi.:.' (lite thaI rcltlrns the best n:.'sull. TheIL we optimize tlie classifier thC!'l l 
yields the besr result' (a thnher enhance th,.~ model :H..:cm:lcy ill making prediction.... 

.4.. DllIGSel Description 
\Ve fire goiug to be predictwg 1.11ftlch Olltcomes u!iiug dElta ft.'OIll pnst games [or [I few seasons. The 
dara vnriolls attributes per season regarding Ihe home team. the nway team. the venne. scores. to llame 
(l fev,'. We f111ered lhcse allribtlles into <I tiu::tl list which proved to be the lIlosr influential for 
predicting Ihe uutcome. 

B. Pre-Processillg 
In data sel. oblained sever~1 ~I!ribules from each season. A 101 of Ihese reahrres are pretty Illucll 
lilUlecessm'Y for making OHltome predictions. Hellce, oui· priuiary t~sk is to clMn the d~la to oiily 
retnin tile feanues or attributes most. We CAlculate tile Scatter ~.fatrix to observe bow mucb O11.e 
~!lribU!e ~ffecls anolber sel and Iheir correlatiollS. Tllis will help us pick Ihe mosl int1uenlial fe~tmes 
that we Wallt to lise to build our new data set. 

C. Dnta Splilling 

::51 

Ollce we finish building our llew set of crllcial attributes. we split the dahl i.nto trailling and testing 
data . 

v. SUPPORT 'VECTOR YL~CHINE 

Support vector machines are models in machine leaming Ibal is usethl for regression analysis and 
classification tasks. we lllap each data item as a poilll in a spnce ofn-dimell.c;iollS (11 beiug the number 
of featm'es) in whicb each feature-vahle conesponds to a co-ordinate. the target is fO obtain a 
hypeq)lane thaI classifies ali IraiJling vectors into IWO classes. Ibe finesl choice is Ihe hyper-plaue lhal 
leaves the maxilllll111111argin from both the classes 

Case I: COllSicler tbe case ,,·itb data i;-oiu 2 differem classes. Now. we wish 10 fUld Ihe best 
hyperplane which can separare Ille Iwo cl~ sses. To find which hyperplane best suit this use case. Iu 
SV1\·1. we try to llUlXtmize the distance berween hyperplane nearest c1ata point. This is kuo\\·n as 
lllcU'gin_ 

Case 2: COllSider rhe case wirh data j;-OJu 2 differenl classes. Now. we wish 10 fmd Ihe best h)1Jerplaue 
\vhich can separme t'NO classes. As data of each class is distributed either on left or ligln . Our motive is 
to select hypel1>lane \vhich call separate the classes ,"ith max.imuilllllargin. In this case. nil the decision 
boundaries are separating. classes but ouly 1st decisiou bouudmy is showing maxiulUlllllllli'gin between 
rriaugle circles. 

Case :): COllsider the case with dara :fi:Olll 2 different classes. NO\v. \·ve wish to find the best bY1Jel1Jlane 
which cau separate the two classes. Data is nor eveuly distribllted on left and light. Some ofrhe triangle 
are on right roo. YaH lllay feel we can ignore the twO data points above 3rd hyperplcme but tb8t would be 
incorrecl. SV1vI h"ies fa find out maxilllu1l1 margin hyperplane bur gives priority ro COl)"eC{ 

classificaT ion. lSi decision boundary is separating some rri~llgle fi.:0111 circle bur not all. It is nor even 
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showing good margin. 2nd decisioll boulldmy is septlrating the data poillls similar (0 1st boulldmy bal 
here lllargin between boundary anci darn poinrs is larger U.lnll the previolls case. 

Case": we willlearu about outliers in SVJv1. We wish to tind the best hyperplane which cau separat c 
the two classes. Data is uot eveuly distribnted ouleft aud right. Some of the triangle are ou right too. III 
the real world. you may fmd few values that cOITespond to extreme cases Le. exceptions. Thes c 
exceptions are kno,," as Outliers. SVJvI have the capability to detect and ignore outliers. ill the image. 
2 lTiau~es are in betweeu the group of circles. These triml~es are outliers. While selecting hyperplane. 
SVM wiJJ autoularically ignore these al!(I select best-performllrg hyperplaue. lst 2ud decisioII 
boundaries are separating classes but 1st decision boulldmy shows nrnXllnUIll lllargin in betv.,ree~l 
bOllndary and SUpp0l1 vectors. 

VI. DATASET 

The dataset is obtained from the Kaggle Data Science website ca lled the 'Kaggle European Soccer 
Database,[12]. This database has been made publicly ava ilable and regroups data from three different 
som·ces, which have been scraped and coHeeted in a usable database: 

• Events, lineups & lllatch scores : l1ttp://football-dma.lll.'\-a.pi.~lletscores.comi 

• Betting chances: hrtp://w\vw.foorball-d£l ta.co.ukl 

• P layers and teaill feamres fro111 EA Spons FIFA games: Imp:!/sofi fa .comi 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The lllOOel we formulated depeuds 0 11 exmllwation of Predicting result of soccer ul.atches utilizin.,g 
machine lea111iug. We will b(lve the option to 1lli\ke geullinely preci~e predictions. The accuracy of 
this illodel is quite acceptable by util izing SVM algoritlllll. Thus, the callle about Prediction System 
can investigates the utilization of machine learning techniques. Tlte darasets gatbered was effectively 
executed ntilizing information luiuiug. procedure in various parts of the work. This exacUless of 
framework can be additionally huproved by including progressively significant highlights forming 
models which take into consider much lllore extensive parts of soccer. 
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,·JbSlract 

Crifical ilIjrasrrtlClUrf! 1I10JlilClI'il1g is olle o/fll(' /llOst imporfallf applicnliollS oJsma1't city, Strllctural 
health 1II0l1iroring (SHk!) is the appealillg jield ill cit'il engineer'illg tlhicll offe/'s the potenlial Jar 
COlltfllllOIlS mul periodic aSS('S$mcl1l ofthe so/ely alld iJ/tegri~l' ofci\'il illji'OslrtlClllres, D(//(1 sensing is 
rhe (;Ol'e of m~)1 SH":£ ,rackillg the dmn (lJlytime fllI.)"lt"/lel'e is a pl'et'(lilillg c/l(1lhmge, The o~jectil'e is 
to monitor the inlegri~v oj/Itt' SlrllCflln:s fe.g., buildings, bridges) (fnd dell' {lite 10calio11s oJpossible 
el'enls (e.g., dalllngc,s, cracks), III !llis popel' fI cloud-based heallh mOl/itorillg applicaJion thai could 
detccf damages in hllildings is rlone m',h (111 IOT.fi·{IIIIP.1rork. fOT is the network ojsma/'t sensors tliat 
combines sensing nnd 1\'j/'eless n"nnsmissioJl of dtal safety parallleters of bui/dings, to disram 
comp/lling Ifnits \I-J/icll (OlltinIlOm'~\ ' do the proce.ssing (/J1d lI/oniToring 0/ these parameters, The 
darai iJ(/vrJJl(1{iolJ of the dnl1lnge ill building is collected using wireless seJlsor networks, The results 
are lhen nccessenllsillg COll1Je("len diems like bro\l:sers or mobile applicmiolls ill real time, 

KeYII'ords-ilJtegrif) '. trackiJlg, monilor. damnge 

I. 	!:\TRODUCTIOl'O 

The three key feanu·es of SlU;ln cities. such as jntelligence. i..llterCOlUl!!ction. & insrlUllleotatiolt h..1ve 
been provided by Ibe lutemet of Thillg.s (lOT). The wireless sensor nerwork (\VSN) is network that 
seuse the data and trausmits the data \vlliclI has been sensed through a wireless medium. In sU'ncnu-al 
health lUOllltoring. tbe stres!) insened Oil the stmctllres. bridges is seused and analyzed to iustall tIle 
necessmy preveurive m easures, As the agjng of such su·ucttu·es iucreases beyoud their peJ.utilted life it 
lllay causes great damag.e. .4..nd if any sudden challg!! ill stl1lcmre propenies occms .. then courinuous 
mOniroring: of such sr11lcnu·es is required for lif~ safety & economic point of vi!!w, The process of 
continuous mOultoring of sllch stmcnlres is called as SUllCtural heallb monitoring (SHl\·I). Sl{M is very 
imporraut concept as it involves disaster mauagement because it is related to saving. the life of people 
directly or iudirectly by properly maintaiu. ll1onitoring replacement of st1l1ctme or its components. 

A. Backgrouud 
Infrashucnll'alltealtllmollitoring means. install a system to de.tection a damage for uUl'astmcnlral 

using \VSN. H~re tlle tel111 damage points towards clIcUlges in the mmerial or geometric shapes of a 
iufrastmcnu·al system. including change iu the boundary conditions (mel cOIUlecrivny and integI;ty of 
the ilw:astIllcnmd system. wllich \vill badly affect rhe performance of system. Tile in..fi:astmcnU'i:!l health 
moniroring process incitldes tile observation of a system over time using periodically sampled response 
measurements. which are seIlSed by various sensors. To implement a long- terUl infrastrucnlIal bealtll 
monitoring. tile ompm of rills process has beeLl periodically updated which is infoI1l1ation reg.arding the 
ability of the sU1.lctnre to perfol1n its defllled filllction ill light of the inevirable aging. aud damages due 
to operational enviroumeuts . After extreme events. such as eanhquakes or blast loading. iufrastmcnn'al 
health lllonitoring provides rapid condition screening ;lod aims to provide. real time. reliable 
information regarding. the illlegriry of the stmcnu·e. Infrastrtlcmr e inspecrion of tlle Snllcnu·es like road 
nerwork aDd bridges bave a key rol~ in public safety ill regard to both long-term dawag.e 
acctlll.1UlatioLls. Due 10 rh~ vaM deve!opmeuts in dara-driven teclllloiogies (ilat nre nausfonulllg lll:my 
flelch ill engilleering ;tIld science. machine It!Jmiug [lnd CC!11lPl!lc-f vis ion redutiqlle5 are illcreasingi:' 
capable of r..;oliably ctia12Jlosing and da~si fying pan~rns in illlag!! dara. which hi1s clear applicatiolL) ill 
inspection COnte.~t5. 
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B. ReleVilllce 
As there is ~ollolllic prosperit)' anel illcre?sc.xl awareness in social eife-cls of ilging.. extrelUe events 

ou civJl i.Jlrrasrrucl1.U"<~· have accompanied by recognition of Ihe need for advanced SII1ICI1UClI hec11th 
monitoring and advanced drunage detection [oots. In current iime monitorillg ,md inspection is done by 
\~.sual iU!ipecrion and VCIY traditional methods such as the tap lest. As it is laboc-intens ive task the 
Ji"equency of implementation is less thall once eVeIY two years for bridg.es. ami on iUl as-needed basis 
for olller infrastl1lclllres snch as buildings. Strncntral health monitoring techniques is based 011 ciU111ges 
ill tbe dynamic clmracterislics have been sOldied for the last three decades For substautial damag.e. 
these methods have some snccess in dete.n.niniug if damage has OCCUlTed. A number of new research 
Papers have been 'fimded to improve the damage detection methods including the use of innovative 
signal processing. new sensors. and control theory. This survey paper highlights these new research 
directions. 

II. 	LlTER-I.T1.iRE SL"RVEY 

III recent years Ulany researchers published papers on InfraStlllC!lIraJ lJealth Il1ouiwriug. aud we 
sOidiect few of tbem as follows. 

Sreevallabhan. K.. Cband. B. N .. & Ramasamy. S. in [l] deals with analyzing large structure like 
blidges. dams and he.:1VY machines. Here :MEl\·lS Accelerometer is uSl;!d to measure \-ibratiollS and 
Sh."Ollg Illation of such shllctm·es. \VSN is used to embed sellSors in wireless network to transmit data 
wirelessly and call measure data wirelessly at any remote locatioll.AT-IvlEGA 328P microcolltrolJer is 
used in \VSN node and radio transmitter is used for trausmitting data wirelessly. 

Gbayvat. H .. ;VlukhopadlIyay. S .. Gui. X. &SlUyadevara. N. in [2]ltsed WSN techllology to embed 
sensors in \vireless network. Stauqard ZigBee Digi X Bee seties 1 RF cOllummicmioll protocol is used. 
lvlesh networking topology for rOllting. LM35 temperanu·e sensor and PIR (Passive iufi:ared) Sensor for 
Illovewem detection are used. 

ffi. PROPOSED SYSTE?\!I 

The model proposed in this paper. consists of building. in wllich there are three floors to clleck the 
damages (e.g. cracks. strain) and temperanu·e. \Ve are using \vireless sensor llelv,iorks (\VSN) node on 
each floor to collect the information about defined paralllerers. This collected informati.on fi:om each 
floor is then passed to cloud. This information is then accessed Oll PC fi:om cloud. The TI.lllctiou..illg. 
components of system are listed below. 

Floorl·w;;n 
nodel -+ 

Floor2-w~n 

node.:! 

F100"rl · ~\·.ill 

o-.:x!e I 

CLOUD 

·Warn I!-ngm!"ef3-
through SMS 

~ Data ' info access on 
PC fri)mdoud 

Fignrr 2. 

FiguH' 3. Block Diagram ofPl"Oposrd SystE"1Il 
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A. 	 \Vireless Sensor Nelwork (\VSN) 

II consists of temperaturc sell~OI". vibmtion sensoL strain SCIlSOr. IVlSPl130 Controller. ESP82(j6 
\VIFI module. The infonmlliOIl nholit dam<l.!:!c 011 each floor is sensed fhroug.h ~nsors and send to [be 
cOlllfoller. Tlus i!lfonumioll ii'om controlicr is scud rhrongh ESP82GG (\VrFI Module) to the cloud. The 
daHl from tlie cloud will be l:oll1pared wilh the defill~d Ihrcshold vlllucs oC each paramerer. The WIFI 
Illodule provides the Hct cOJwcclivity auel is lISed to upload the dma all cloud. Also. tile alel1 of dmllilge 

will be communicated to engineer thrOllgh SMS iflhe value exceeds the defined threshold values. 


B. Wi-Fi module 
The ESP8285 is all ESP8266 with I ;.,m of built-ill nash_ allowing: for sillg:le-cbip devices capable 

of conuecting to Wi-Fi. Tlle ESP8266 is a low-cos t Wi-Fi microchip wilh full TCPIIP slack and micro
controller CA1pabiIity produced by Illllllufactmer Express if Systems in Slmllghai. China. The velY low 
price and the fact that there were very few external components on the module. wh.ich suggested thClt i[ 
could evennlally be velY inexpensive in volume. 

c. Sensors and pal'CUlleters 
To install proposed systeUllllentioned ill this paper sensors plays imp0l1ant role, as they sense the 

data and transmits it. The factors of sensors like sensing parameters. sensi..ng rang. power consumption 
of sensor affects the overall network design. heuce they should select according conditions. In this 
system to detect damrlge in ixlfraSllucttu'e various sensors are used. Tiley are as follows 

Vibratioll sensor: - It will give response \wen tilel'e is cbange in frequency. 
Temperature sensor: - It is llSed to measure tewperanll'e of tile sltlTOlUldillg. 
Strain Gauge Load Cell: - Strain Ganges load cell is used for weight measurement . 

TV. DA..'\LlGEDETECTIOK A1\"l) LOCALIZATION' 

In WSN for lnfi:astrncnu'al health monitoring sensor nodes collect parameter data sHch as 
vibrations. strain. temperanu·e. The sensed data is in raw form which is collected by controller via 
\VSN and collected data is processed to fwd out type of damage. Hence a cOIln'oller is used to detect 
both damage detection and localization. In tills sectloll we have discusses commonly used damage 
detection and localization techniques. 

A. Damag.e Detection 
Tile imponant function of Infi:aso'Ucturai health lllonitOJiug. to detect the damage .in system. The 

process of Damage detection is collection of sensed darft from sellSors via WSN by controller, who 
examine the collected data \vltich helps to extract parameters related (0 the strucrure ' s overall heal[h. 
Nanu·al.fi:equency and model shape are tile most common parameters llSed in dmnage detection. Modal 
parameter estimation can be perfolUled in both rIle lime and fi:eql.lency domain. Once modal parallleters 
are extracted.. damage detec tion algorithms are used to detennine v,riletiler damage has occuned. 

B. Damag.e Localization 
Al'ier s(mcnu-al daJ.lll\ge has been detected it is then important to derennine the damages location. 

Tlils process requires the instaUation of enollgll seusors such that sufficient sellsor coverage is provided 
to locate damage anywhere in tbe struchu·e . Insufficient sensor coverage can result i..u damage detection 
withour localization. 

Y . CH..\LLL.,\TGES .~ ws~ FOR Th"FR.\.STRUR..U HEALTH ;\.'lO;'\TIORING 

In prut icular. \VSN for lufi:astlllctHral healfh monitoring nocles collect. process. and tnlllsmit laJ'ge 
alllollnts of data from the seIlSors. seusor node deusities can be biglL and the number of hops from Ilode 
to base station c{ln be large. In Infrastrucnlral health monitoring. systems. we require smail delays. But 
SH!\'f systems is accaptable for long delays in mou.iroring a strucrure's long-time h.ealth FOf example. 
if nine-hour delay is required to collect, process and ag.,,2J:egme data at the base stanOIl can be 
acceptable as IOllg as data u'aJlSlllission is reliable. However. the purpose of Infrasn:ucttu'a l health 
monitoring systems is [0 llloniwf a SlnJcmre-s llealth in the event of an eanhquake or other nann-al 
disaster. T o deal witll such disasrers \\'e require a 11n1ch slllllller deJay. AJIl.lOlIg.h dela:r is generally not a 
concall. syuchronization of sellSor nodes \vith other Dodes in sysIem and also witlI me base station is 
panicularly important ill \VSN for InfrElstrncmral health mOlllrollug. If there is improper 
syncJ..u:oIlizarioD it will resnlt in loss of data aod dara mismatch. 

Wh en compared 10 1Il0S1 \VSN. \V~"N for Infrastrucmral health 1ll0lutorillg uave siuil lar reliflbility 
alld quality of service reqllirel1lenrs. Data mmsullssioll is required to be reliable so as to get'1he real 
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timt! information abollt the stl11l:lll1\~. There is i'l cliance of Packet loss in monitored strllctmes as 
transmission of paCk~l!i IW1Y reqllire wireless propaglll ion through materials snch as concrete aud steel. 
II is reqnired that the Sensor nodes installed 011 srrncnJres like bridges and wind turbines must be able 
to sl1stain hnl"sh weather conditiolls such as rain <lnd snow. Netv·:ork tillIe synchronization errors must 
be m.inimized for this pmposc [ollowing Hlctors arc cOllsiciered. 

A Network Scalability 
Scalability means the ability of network to grow in size along wilh providing a CJlL.1lity of service 

fIlat meets application requireLllents with lin acceptable complexilY. Scalability becomes more 
cLwUengiug in WSN due 10 tIle large l1Jnounr of data collection and Transmission required for effective 
damage detection alld localizatioll. If we wmlt to mOllitor hCfllth of inlj-clstlllcture in wider areas the 
llllluber of nodes needed to monitor the stl11ctl1re successfully will contiuue to increase. If 'Io!e go Oil 

increasing nodes in Infrastmcmral health monitoring sysrelll~ it will improve the system's ability fO 

detect ami localize damage. Factors such as daHl lransmission rate. data storag.e availability. power 
COJLCiUmption. time-synchronization error, and processing algorithms all affect a uetwork's overall 
scalability_ 

B. High SYllclu·onizariOll Requirements 
In pnst decade \VSN time synchronization has been cousidered an illlportatl1 research area. TIlere is 

a lack of SyuclU·Ollizatioll in Infrastruchlral health monitoring. between sensor nodes 1bm introduces 
en·ors in damage detection and damage localization. Hence \VSN for Infi:asrructural health monitoring 
needs precise rime synchronizatioll due to extensive sensor data sharing. Facrors affecting time 
syncw:ouizatjoll en·or were identified as clock: synchronizatjon errors. non-simultaneity ill sensor start
up. differences ill sampling fi:equeucy and Iloll-uniform sampling. intervrtls. 

c. Sensor Placemenr Optimization 
ill infrasrrncmrrtl heahl1 mouitoriug. placing SeliSors at particular positions is considered as all 

imporrant factor in wireless sen~or llerwork design. From a civil eng.ineering (CE) perspecrive sensor 
placement det-ermiues how effectively the seusor can collect srmctural infollnation. Ifwe fail to cIloose 
good sensors 10catiollS, the collected information wililimir [he system' s ability to detect flud localize 
damage. From a network design perspective sensor placemem affects rhe network's lifespan. overall 
cOllDectivity. robustness and fOlUIUg protocol decisiollS. 

VI. EXPERIML.' '-ATION At'....!> RESULTS 

Simulation of interfacing. of variolls sensors is done (0 clJeck tlie design of proposed system. Results 
received in simulation are sllovm in following figures. 

Figure 4. 
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VD. ADYAi'oTAGES 

This paper helps in reduces rhe monitoring. cosr of infi'astlllcnu'e ~!ld increases human safeTY due to 
continuous monitoring., Sellsors send real time data about the dmnage in building to cloud and 
accordingly health (lncl life of rhe sfnlCmre (building) is decided, If any dat1mge is to uucL [hen repi'lir 
schedule is plalllled accordingly. Healili nssessmelll of engineered Sinlcmres of Bridg:es. BHl~~lillg.:::- ;,'llld 
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otller related iIrfi:nsu·uclmes. Locating. the dmllnge, Identifying the rypes of dnlilliges. Quantifying the 
severilY of rhe damag.e. 

VIII.. 

InfrasDllChU'al healtll 1ll0llltoring: syste1ll is developed. This technique is low cosL easy to monitor tIle 
data and also less mfliIltennnce required. As the whole network works 011 WSN. it is possible to sehlp 

tile seusol' board ar any place in Ihe Sll11Cmre and also fiutller extension of more sensors to the WSN 
network is also quite easy, As the data transmissioll and receiving from the umltiple SCllSors at different 
locations is easy through WSN. 
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Abstract 
Hydro jJliell1l1ntic presse.<i ore r7 bplIer choice om;;' l~wlralllic aud cOJl\'emiollal mechanical presse.s. 
These presses are built to mOleh lip to (he dellumds ofopplicalions like mttolllot;,'c paris assemb(11, 
ph~"ci"g, embossing, iusertioll, bending, drmdllg, etc. The cantrol and the operation ofthe sysrem is 
based 011 a prog,.ammable logic unit and a system ofS(!l1sors. The PLC g(~t,\· inputs ji'om the sensors ill 
rile system. The home limit .<iB'itch sigllnl dejiues the \rcle 0 11' Ji·om PLe. a,e pl'1-'unry parameters 
measured by the PLC ar~ ~pecd and pressure generated. l1,e signal/i'olll Ihe clwl1geO\·er limir sldfe/l 
illdirntes tile trallsWou o/tlll! rOlli/rom high .\peed to high p"essn},F generated/or rhe pressing actio//. 
A ("O/lII ler is used ill the PLC/or couuring the Illlmber ofc.ycles. 
EeyU'ords- Hydro pUCIIJllntic, PLC, DVP, SkIPS. 

I INTRODUCTION 

A system Ihat utilizes air as well as oil in its ope.ratiou giving higher outlet hydraulic pressure Elnd 
lower inlet pressure is cnlled as hydro-pneumatic ~ysrell1. Tbis rechnology combines pneumatics and 
hydraulics and provides wirh advantages such 3S low energy consumption. compact clean design. high 
stroke frequency, reduced noise levels etc. The main advamage of hydro-pneurnaric presses is [llat 

tbey have a compact structure and does nor involve the worries of handling oil pumps and tanks like 
ill pure hydraulic presses. These presses are safe efficient and faster [0 achieve precision work 
srandards. 
The programmable conrroller basically has the function of emulating th~ ti,mcrions of electro
mechanical relays. 
A unique address is given to discrete UlplHS. \Vllether tbe inpUl state is on or off is rested by the PLC 
mstnlcrion. 

In this project. the interface of the press and the PLC is on the basis of a sensory system. The 
sensors/limit switches, sense the position of the pressing ram and the response is. sem as an inpur co 
tbe PLC . The PLC then performs the output function in terms of coorrolling the next action of the 
press and accordingly signaling the actumors. The acmatQrs concerned here are relays used for every 
action of the pressing ram. The ON/OFF action of the relays is controlled by the solenoids in the 
press, The operating stroke is divided into rhree srages: air-operated approach stroke. hydro-pneumatic 
power stroke and air-operated refilm s troke. Thus the press has D solenoiel for each i,e. the solenoid for 
rapid approach, solenoid for the pressing action and tile solenoid for the retlll1l i:1Clion. Ench solenoid 
thus controls the action of tile respective relay connected to it. The PLC progranuuing can be done iu 
trnditional1adder diagrams; PLC ladder diagrams and using flo\\" chart algorirhms. \Ve have llsed PLC 
ladder diagram method for progrnmming in this project. 

In this project) the inferface of Hydro pneumatic press and the embedded system is also dOlle llsing 
the microcomroHer AT89S52, Th~ embedded system have many advalllages over PLCPLC requires 
mor~ space than embedd~d. Embedded hJ.\"c lass Illass -production ihan of PLC" a lso embedded 
requires less space (hall PLC That's \vay embedded system is more cO!1Yenrional [han PlC. Operarioll 

of sys tem is same as [hat o~. ' 
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II LITERATURE SURVEY 

Literature sm .......·t>y is important because it helps to learn important amhors aud ideas related to the field 
of interest. This is usefnl part for the coursev,:ork and writing. Knowing key amhors also helps to 
become acquainted with orl1er researchers il1 the field. It compi [es signiticam research pllblisbed au a 
topic by accredited scholars and researchers. The survey ex,lInines contrasting perspectives. 
theoretical approaches. lllethodologies~ findings, results, conclusions. It also re\';e\vs critically. 
analyses~ and synthesizes existing research on a topic and perforllls a thorough "re" vie\v. "overview". 
or "look again" ofpas{ and currem works on a subject. issue. or theory. 

This project is based on the hydro pneumatic press and its control using PLC and also done using 
embedded system. This technology combines pnenmCltics and hydraulics. The controls are very simple 
and high stroke frequencies are easily achieved with nlinimum air consllmption. The hydro pneulUatic 
press technology has three stages: air-operated approach stroke, hydro pneumatic pO\ver stroke and 
air-operated rerum stroke. These strokes nre controlled uShlg 2 Ptc. 

PLC - DeJw DVP-14SS2: PLC llsed in this projecL Feanlres are as gi....'en below: 
econom.ic and compact 
built in RS-23} and RS-4S5 ports 
program capaCity: 8k steps) data registers: 5k words. 

Reference Paper: 

Meftahlvlahmond Mohamed·and Jason Gu. "PLC Conu'oller for Hydraulic Pressing.Macb.ine". [1] 

[In this syslem control using pic is acrual implementation. Simulation is carried Ollt for evaluation and 

identification of its normal operation and performance, Hydrmllic and Elecrromechan..ical pans to 

ensure the safety and functionality of the system. ] 

Feng Jinbing. "Design of control system 8lltOmalic riveting machine based Oil PLC."[2] 


[The machine is static auromatic riveting machine. energy. 110 pollution. to compressed air as a 

driving force, low energy consumption. The sys(em improves the product productivity and activity 

while reducing worker level intensity and improving the working environment. ] 

Lili Liu and J.in \Van. "The design and implementation of embedded computer cont.rol system in hot 

pressing macbine."[3] 

[This system gives us a better reliable. stable and good quality omput in controUing. improve in 

working efficiency and quality of electric machine.] 


ill HYDRO·P'\'lW'\-1ATIC: PRESS 

1: Hy dro-pneuJJJatic press machine: Hydro- pneumatic system contain p,vo component hydro
pneu1llatic pwnp and cylinder. !vlaul cOllponem of hydro-pneumatic pUOlp are gear box, cranl.")' Air 
motor and oil reservoir Pump is cOIlllected to tile pneumatic compressor. 
2: Hydro-pneumatic {(11lk conn'o! system: A hydro-pneumatic tank contains pressurized air and water. 
3: Hydro-pneulIIatic dlffch actuation sysIem: hydro pneumatic clmch aCTUation system is complex 

system \yhere pneumatic. mechanical. hydraulic and if reqnired electric component are CO\.lpled. 

Sl!rn~y on Hyd/"{}/llics: 
A hydranJic system spread the equal fluid constantly from a cerrain srock thaI is part of the primary 
mover, The liquid is almost uon-compressible fluid. so lhe flctnmor i f dri\'es can be controlled ro ver:? 
correct speed. force and posirion. A dedicared power 1mit is present fOe every machine in hydranlic 
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The plll!UJl1nlic cirellils nm :11 a h)\\'l'l' power Ihan j1urt' hydrt'lnlic sySI~IllS. Two main lK'lldiiS of air
opcrall'd ciH:uits are their design simplicity alld In\\' iniliul COSI. Because air SYSI1.!1l1S oper.1lc at the 
building bJOl.:k. sOl11l.!what low pn:s:ilIrl' al\tlcan bl' nmdt:' of r~hHi\'i.!Iy ilH.'xjwnsivt! I1lHtcri:ll. 

IV BLOCK DIAGRAM 

Ill " H ~~ I....... 
C"....... H rei;:):, 
~ M:!:(r.: 

.~ -.r:t.J;ll 

...., H UI:'.I.\! 

'" ""'..JiZJ.~!r. ' 

Fig. l.nlock dhlgram of System 

Block diagram description: 
PLC for press: The Delta PLC DVP~14SS2 is used. It gets inputs eirher manually frolll the controls on 
the control panel or from the sensors in tbe system. The PLC controls the relays for the soleJloid valves 
at tbe omput. 
Extension lVlodll1e: The main PlC originaUy !las SIG VO. If more nUI1J.ber of inptJts is required. an 
additional I/O extension card can be connected to tbe PLC for thm provision. 
Sl\·IPS: SIvIPS is supplies to supply mains and PLC. 
Cycle on PB: This push burrell is provided on till! courro! paneL This is used to starr rbe mechanical 
cycle oftlle press. Its signal is given as input [0 the PLC which then controls the actuator. 
Emergency offPB: This push button is provided on the control panel. This manual control is used if in 
case any umow<lrd 
incidem rakes place. Irs signal is given as inpm to rh~ PLC which then controls the (lCfil<ltOr. 
Halle' Lim.i t Switch: This is basically rt proximity sensor. It senses whether the ram is ill its home 
posirion or not. \Vhen tbe ram comes to the home posirion. its signal is giYe,u as inpur to PLC. 
Changeover limit Switch: Tllis is ,mother proximity s'c':llsor used to detect the changeover of the ram 
from high speed to high pressure. The signal is gi\'~n LO PLC which nccordingly ac[ivnres [he lower 
ram for high pressure pressing llction. 
Thmubwheel S\yirch: It enables 115 to set a specific COlint which is calibrated to rime in PLC. Tills is 
used ro sef the dwell rime of the ram afcer pressing. 
Relay for soleuoid: Tbe relay for every solenoid is connected to output of PLC. Every solenoid has 
individuaL relay connection 
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Rapid appronch: This solenoid flcrivares the mill for rapid approach before convers ion to high pressure. 

Pressing action: This solenoid tlctivates tbe ram for high pressure pressing action. The rapid ::tpproach 

cycle changes over 10 high pressure. 

RelUrn: This solenoid enables the ram to return to the initial/home position afrer completion of rhe 

pressing action. 


V SYSTEM OPERATION 

tL..cD; 

L., . -' '''' t •..c."... "",ct'!::,u''''':::..J 

l. 

~.. 
~1 

-c "'; 

Fig. 2.0peratioll of System 

The PLe ge ts supply from tIle SNIPS which is the driven by the mains power supply. The cycle Slalts ON 
by pressing tbe cycle ON push burton. In this case. a two hand pllSb burton has been used. The main 
reason to do this is ro keep both the hands of the operator engaged while tile operation srarts so as ro avo id 
any untoward incident. The hydro pneumatic press opercues in three main steps: rapid approach stroke. 
press ing action and rehlIll srroke. 1. InirialIy, both the rams are at tll eir [lOme positioll and born the 
solenoids aChIaring each ram are off. Tbis is the st<111 position of rhe system. The llome position of the 
rams is sensed by the proximity swirches. The proximiry sensor used as the home limir switch senses 
whether the upper ram is in irs initial position or not. 2. In rIle next step. the lower solenoid. say Solenoid 
L hIms ON. This actuates tile lower ram as air pressure keeping: the ram pressed upward is re.leased. Thus 
the ram moves downward. Due ro rIle ram movine downward. a cavi(}ris creared above it and oil from the 
oil tank enters this cavity. 3. Th~ solenoid controlli.ng. The upper ram. 'say Solenoid 2. then {Urns ON. This 
activates the motion of rhe upper ram which moves down witb high speed. This is tbe rapid approach 
stroke of rhe ram. Once rh~ upper ram approaches the lower mm. rhe Changeover limit swirch then 
actuates the changeover illa tion froIll high speed fO higb pressure. This happens as oil exists between both 
the raJUs. S ince. like air. oil cannot be compressed. tlIe onJy 'way rhe rams cau cOllihllle moving 
downward is witll extreme pressure. TIlls pressure generated is translated to the lower ram whicll in rum 
begins its press ing. acrion on the job. 4 . Afrer Ihe pressing action. the ram remains its position for the 
dwell time set by the thumbwheel switCh. The COUDI in the tlnHub\vheel 5v,.'i rch is calibrated 10 time for 
the ram. The end position of the ram is thus sell5ed by the lowerfend limit switch. This thell rurns 
Solenoid 2 OFF due to \vhich the air above rIle rall) acting dOWll\Vard pressure on it is reiensed resulting in 
the mill moving llpward . This is the remrn srroKe of the rflllL 5. After SoleLloid 2. Solc-lloid I is milled 
OFF due ro which the air above the tow~r mUI is re!ensed and air elliers below the ram \y hic h forces il 
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upward. Thus bOlh rams rClIlrn It) tlll'if initial positiQIl. Thi:; po~iti{ln ifi Iltwin sensed by [hI:' home limiT 
switch find the emire cycle $liIrI~j agniil. Iknee. the pn:ss Opl.:'l':ltl.'S m:ing oil liS wdl as air pressure 
folluwing the principle of hydro-PIICUIll:ltil:s. The acltHilillg st)\l!lloids art' c()lIlroIlL~d by lilt' 1'1!11l)' 
opornlions Ihrough Ihe PLC'. 

VII EXPERfME:-ITAJ. RESULTS 

In rhis project. rhe PLC DVP 14SS2 has been programmed using rhe software WPLSofl. The 
programming is done using: ladder diagram technique. The hattier dingram is a method of prograuuning It 

PLe using {\ combinmion of N!O NiC CotW1CIs i.l!. 'norlllally open' or 'uonnally closed' relay ~O!W1C1 S. 
Th~ PLe program can also be sinmlalcd iu the software \vith Of without physically conne-c[ing the PLe. 
HO"lever. in case of Sill11l1atioll \vithout cOllllecling: the hardwi.lfe. the input signals from the sensors need 
10 be given manually which otherwise would hflve been received nutollHlticnlly in the comse of action of 
Ihe entire progrmn cycle. Given below is the besl t'flSc sCC'llmio of the PLC pl'ogrmn for Ihis projecl.j 

~~t--------------------------------::::::::::::::::::ffij"~,,::~~~==~--~ 
~... 

Fig. 3.PLC ladder di::tgnull 

Tile tigure above shows rhe inputs XO. MO. X1. M2 and M3 and rhe outputs ~:ll. M4 and TO. The inputs 
and outpurs denote rhe following: 
XO: Emergency Off 
MO: Supply Auxiliary Relay 
Xl: AUlo!Mmma\ SelecTOr S\virch 
M2: Cycle I ON Push Button 
\13: Cycle 2 ON Push Button 
M I: Manual Mode 
\'/4: Cycle Stan 
TO: TillieI' 
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- - - - - - . "" •
: f---liI------ 
I:h:; ttM:l! 

" ~w;t_r_------------------------------~E~~'==~ro~==~,~,==:J
-" 

Fig. 4.PLC ladder diagram 

The above figure shows the inpms M4. MS. M6. M7 ano the outputs are YO. YI, Y2 and counter CO. TIle 
inputs and Outputs denote the following: 
M4: Cycle stan 
M5: Changeover Limit Switcll 
i\~6: End Limit Switch 
M7: Home Limit S\vitcll 
YO: Rapid Approach Solenoid 
Yl: Pressing Action Solenoi'd 
Y2: Renlrn Solenoid 
CO: Counter w,--·_

I~;'; I~ f-----------==r;~
-' I IRS I 

" 
~ 

~G : 

,~ 

~,"' 
' '1:; 1 

~Io " '"' 

C.~L~ 

::: 
~ 

~ 

1"" ' " 

Fig. 5.PLC l'Hlder diagram 

The above figure sbows rIle iupUi }.·17 and outpm CO and reset condilions 

CONCLl'SION 

Tbis work describ~s !be design tlnd experimemnl implementat ion of a cOnlrol system for a llydro
pneumatic press lllaciline. Prior to Tbe (lcrual !ruplementmion. simulmion is cnrried our for e ......lhmtion and 
identification of its normal operarioll and performance. This machine has low energy·. 10',,," power 
COllSUlllptioll. llO pOllution. Depending on tlIe \va:", [he PLC has been programmed, th~ mech'1Uical 
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1Il0Vl.mH.'ut5 of rhl' lllilL"hillL' gl" carril'd OUI i1L"cordinr-ly. Thi::; projl'l:! f:lCilil:llt's Ihl' (lj>l'r:llion of fbe press 
for a widt:.' rangt:.' of pressing applkmio,w:. 
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Abstract- Hyper spectral Super-Resolution (SR) is tbe medlod impro\'es 'be spatial resolution of 
an image. A HIS SR is combined willi the (CNN) model. It is used as a fearure extractor. CNN 

contains variolls layers. These layers determine the color. edges and curves of the image. The 
process consists of three phases training. testing and implementing. Fearure detection and its 
mapping are don.e by the cOIlvohnional layer. Pooling layer is auother building block of C~'N. 

Traiuing is followed by testing and implementation. The algorithm is formed by using software 
called OpellCV using Python as a language. The hardware used for the testing phase is Raspberry 
pi. It is a compac, size CPU. 

Kej'lVOrds-COl1Vollltio]Jall1eurallletwork, image SlIpe"-ResollltiOll (SRj, Raspberry Pi. 

LINTRODUCTION 

Raspberry p i is a credit- card sized computer. It functions almost like a computer. 
There are various surveillance systems such as cameras. CCTV . etc .. in tbese types of 

surveillance systems. the persoll who is stationaJY and is located in that particular area can 

only vie\v what is happening in that place. Whereas, here, even if the user is moving from 

one place to another. The main advantage is used in security purposes and another 

advantage that it offers privacy ou both sides since it is being viewed by only one person. 

Another advantage is tba, it is a simple circuit. The operating system used !Jere is Raspbian 

OS . The proposed system is implemented on Raspberry Pi w itb con - trOlling tbe device 

also live video streallling is implemented for quick actions and llWllan recognition. !vIa bile 
video surveillance system has been envisioned in the lireraLUre as either classical video 

streaming with an extension over wire and wireless network system to control the human 

operator. Remote monitor bas become an impOltant main- tenancy method tbat is based 

on the network. There aJ'e two units Raspberry Pi Unit and Process unil with 

wireless link between them. Sensor unit will send sensor reading 10 RaspbeITY Pi Unit 

which will be uploaded to the server. 

The Pi camera wi ll be connected to Raspberry Pi CSI camera pon. There are 

(WO units Raspbeny Pi U nit and Process unit Wilh w ireless link bety·:een them. Sensor unir 

will send sensor reading to Raspbelry Pi Uni{ which will be uploaded {o 'he selT r. Tile Pi 
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camera will be connected to Raspberry Pi CS] camera port. 

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 

Methods are evaluated via experiments on real-world MS unage datasets, achieving 

excellent performance when compared to other state-of-the-aI1 methods. The main 

advantage of the proposed DiCNN is that they provide explicit physical interpretations 

and can achieve fast convergence while achieving high pansharpening quality [I]. 

To make the first attempt to solving the HSI-SR problem using an unsupervised 

encoder- decoder architecmre that carries the following uniqueness's: 


a. It is composed of two encoder-decoder networks coupled tlu·ough a shared 

decoder in order to preserve the rich spectral information from the HIS network. 


b. The angular difference between representations is minimized in order to reduce 


the spectral distortion. 


The architecture consists oftwo deep networks, for the representation learning of the 

LR HSI and HR MSI, respectively. To address the challenge of spectral distoI1ion, the 

representations of two modalities are encouraged to have sirnilar patterns by minimizing 

their angular difference [2]. 


The fonnulation of a naval post acquisition approach for the enhancement of low-spectral 
resolution multiband hyper spectral imagery. The design of an efficient coupled 
dictionary learning architecture relying on the alternating direction method of multipliers. 
The problem of hyper spectral image un mixing using the recovered high-spectral 
resolution data-cube, and we are able to demonstrate that the proposed scheme provides 
significant value in hyper spectral image understanding teclmiques [3]. 

Linear methods for HSI classification include linear principal component analysis (PCA), 
projection pw·suit (PP). and linear band combination (fusion) These methods are simple ut 
algorithmic structure but not necessarily of low computational cost. or of accurate 
enough for Classification of complex scenes. The work extends the HSI classification 
pipeline with a single HS] data cube to multiple HSI data cubes. To be c1assitied of 
multiple classes. The main challenge is deriving the cube-wise classification from pixel
wise Classification [4]. 

To consider HS] classification wid, the so-called du·ected acyclic graphs (DAG) where 

Ihe layers are not limited to chaining one after another. To extract robust and effective 

feantres from HST classification. it is reasonable to explore CNN models which can 

sinlUltaneously extract the spatial and spectral information from mUltiple HS] feantres. 

This paper proposes a novel framework that lakes advantage of both CNNs and 

multiple feantre leaming to better predict the class labels for HSI pixels. We built a 

novel CNN archi tecture with vario'Ps features extracted trom the fav,,' imagery as input 
[5 ]. 
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III.SYSTEM DESIGN 

A. Block Diagram 

At the heart of ihis system is a RaspbeJTy Pi which is provided with a camera module and a 
display. It also consists of a SD card which wOllld be used to store the database of images 
for the purpose of comparison dW'ing resolution enhancing. First step would be done by 
the Raspberry Pi camera by capmring the image and the captW'ed image is passed to the 
raspbeny pi for processing the image and performs the image comparisons and 
resolution enhancement with the help of Convolutional neural network algorithm. Once 
the images are compared the captured image will be passed through the system and it will 
be super resolved to fOllJl a bigh resolution image ii'om a lower one. 

I 
I 

PI)Il'r1 S\lppJr 

C;UIlt'T:i 

L 

1 
Ibspben:y 

Pi 

.1 
I 

f">isJlbr I 

I 
SDC:lul 

Fig.l System Block Diagram 

B. Raspbeny Pi }"fod"le 

This is the hean of our contrivance that will decode the input picture from the camera unit 
and set the characters consisting of registration nnmbers apart. The Raspberry Pi is a 
single-board computer of a size of credit card developed in the UK by the RaspbeJTy Pi 
SubsrralUlll. 

The Raspberry Pi has a Broadcom BC:Vl2.835 system on a chip (SoC). which 
includes an ARMlI76JZF-S 700 MHz processor. Video Core IV GPu' and was pristinely 
shipped with 256 megabytes of RAi\·! , later upgraded to 512 ME. It does not include a 
built-in bard disk or solid-state drive. so au external drive is used for booting and long 
term storage. This is preferably done using a micro SD card which can be mounted on it 
easi ly. 
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Fig.2 RaspbeJ'ly Pi Afoaule 

J 
C. Camera 

Tbis is an important unit that will take the frames. We will use a webcam or USB camera. 
I! is a viewing record camera that works in true time i.e. it will get food to its image to a 
knowledge processing machine or knowledge processing machine network I. It is different 
from an IP camera as it nses a straight to connection using Ethernet or WI - FI A USB 
camera is generally connected by an USB thick wire cord. The common lise as a viewing 
record camera for the World Wide the net gave the webcam its name. USB camera is very 
having general approval. some oftbe uses cover safety over-seeing. knowledge processing 
machine vision, viewing record broadcasting, and for recording grouping viewing record . 

Fig. 3 Camera 

Python is an intelpreter. high-level. generaI-pwpose programming language. Created by 

Guido van Rossum and fust released in 199L Python's design pllilosophy emphasizes 

code readability with its notable lise of significant wbitespace. Python is dynamica lly 

typed and garbage-collected. 


Python is a generaI-pllrpose object-oriented programming language with high


level Programming capabilities. It has become fomollS because of its apparent and easily 

understandable syntax. p011ability and easy to le"'ffi. Python is a programming language 

that incllldes features of C and .lava. It provides the slyle of writing an elegant code like 
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C.and tc)r object-oriented programming. it offers classes and objects like Java. 

Vl. WORKFLOW 

A. COl1voJutiOJlaJ Nel/raJ Network(CVNj 

This pbase acts as interference between tmining and testing pbase. CNN fetcb tbe 
approximate data from the image using convolution layer of CNN. The approximate data 
is tllen bridged using Relu layer. The data existing in tbe surrounding blocks of central 
block is amplified. Ma:<pooling finds tbe maxirnwn value from the amplitied data . 
Dropout then drops 25% of unused data. Features(Weight & Bias) of- input image are 
manipulated to match with output image using softmax. Tbe error is compared with 
threshold error to measure accuracy. 

B. Tra;l1ing 

Tmining phase takes N images of low resolution (m, n) and high resolution (4m, 4n). 
Block processing is applied to all the images. Gabor filter is used to extrnct the textures 
present in an image at different angles. Tbese extracted feature vector is applied as an 
input to CNN . CNN tmining initiates once the input is provided to it. The weight and bias 
of inpm image is updated as per the requirement. The error of weight and bias of input and 
output blocks must be less than threshold only then the eNN is said to be tmined else the 
weight and bias are updated again. Training phase stops when the enor obtained is less 
than tbe thresbold value. 

CTesfing 

The testing phase is simpler than training phase. It works slightly similar as CNN. The 
image is captured by the camera provided in tile system. Block processing is applied to the 
captured image. The features are extracted from tbe image. Once all tbe features are 
extracted CNN testing takes place with pre trained CNN module. This module provides 
high resolution blocks. All these high resolution blocks are combined together to form 
single inwge tlus image is tbe Super-resolved image. 
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V. RI'SULTS 

• LR IMAGE I. Preprocess- - _ ...._ ----, 

Fig,6 Low Resolution Image Fig.7 Preprocess Image 

~ features ·-Gabor Fil ter----- ..,.,..,. 

Fig.S Gabor Filter Image Fig.9 High Resolution unage 

CONCLUSION 

At the output part of the system. higher resolurion image is obtained li'om a lower resolution image. A 
detailed compon'eDi- wise analysis and experimental comparisons are conducted to evaluate the previous 
co·d esigned classification on HSI data. 

Each component feature transfonnation. graph spectral metllod for dimension reduction, and statistical 
ensemble is investigated respectively. with the mller fixed components. satisfying accuracy is obtained. 
The application is also extended to hyper spectral face recognition: while the investigation is still ongoing 
on reducing the size ofCl\1N graph: all other components are proved dlective on the datese!. 
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Abstract 
AI=heimer's diseasr.! is a ucurodegeuermj,'e disease IlIm demolishes 1I1eI1l01~' (Iud ocher important 
cogl1ilil-'e aud behm'ioral jlfllclion.'i. It is one af the Se1'ere mental diseases in which brain cell 
cOl1uections anrl the cells thelllseh'es degenerate and die, AI::.heimer's is caused by all illlegrmion of 
genetic, em'ir01l1l1e1l1aJ and lifesTyle faclors tllnt affect Ihe brain orer time. Al1 early diagnosis 
prOl'ides palielll lI,ith a better clumce of bellq/itillg .{i·om n'eanllent m1d also helps his .rami~v to take 
prel'entil'e measures for patiellt, T"cr~rore, tire ai1ll qf this research ll'ork is to detect AI::.heime:r·s ill 
em'~l' Singe by means ofnnaJy::.ing lite electroenceplralogrmll signals in time andfi'equency nOn/ain, 111 
present rescarch ll'ork, lI'{'/1'elet based features are al1aly::.ed and given as all input for classifl'er, 
Dnllbechies wm'elet is lIsen /01· sigllnl (JJwlysis , Accordingly, stmistical [call/res stich as menn, 
w,rimlce, standard del'im i011. skell'l1ess nud kurtosis ara computed and used for classification 
SIPPOrt Vector Mnchille. a semi-slIpeJ,'ised clnss?{ier is /ludfor dassifi.'ing rhe data into flL'O classes 
gil·jug salis/actOI)' resu!;s. The research is carried 011 expel'imcwal databnse. Thel'~fore. the 
preselJfed l\'ork presents a reiinble methodology for A/;heimer's diagnosis. 

aepvords- AI:.lieilller's; Elecn·oel1cephnlogram; f.VOl 'e!cts; Afachille Leamillg; SUppOl1 Vector 
l"inchj}l(/. 

I. TYrItODUCTION 

Alzheimer 's disease is one of the most common and tremendously growing neurological diseases 
In rh l", wnrlrl 1='Iprtn':'\I~u,=ephltlog.r:l1l1 r:ir.nnln (EEG) give3 out po·.verful cnd rdativ..:.1y ....hC~liJ lvvl v[ 
diagnosis of different neurotically disease, Since in brain. there are millions of neurons interconnected 
in very complex mauuer. the re5ultant EEG signal is \--ery complex. nonlinear , nou .s tatiuuw:y <tnd llun 
Gaussian in namre. AD being neurodegenerative disease canses serious cognitive decline it is a 
common form of dementia. During the pas{ 10 years ir is observed that Humber of .W pmients is 
increasing gradually and its prevalence in tile \vorld is assumed to be doubled in next 20 year-s,[1] 

Number of pi'tients 

150 

100 

• • . Number of 
50 ~ patients 

0 --2010 2020 2030 2040 2050 

Fig. t: ESlimated number of pa[ients up to year 2050 

As AD is predicted to be increased in rhe Ileal' future' due [0 aging. several pre\,!~lltiyes are taken 
inro consi derat ion for the early d iag.nosis of disease. AD is mainly described by the Jli! ll-ona l 
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\viclesprt!a.d loss of cel1s. neurofibrillary tangles. senile pla.ques in HipPoc:lIllPU5. Brain changes due to 
AD may start 20 yea rs befor\! SYlllpEOms set:ll. At the early s1age of the disease. patients call runction 
normally but afrerwards brain cannm tolerate- neuronal damage which has occurred. AD pmients may 
nice difticulty in remembering newly Icml1ed information aI this stage[1].\Vorld H ealrh Orgmuzation 
and Alzheimer's disease Inl'l!rnalionnl stated a repoI1 calling on governmt~nt [0 accomplish nariollal 
dementia plans which focuses on I) Put lip public awareness about disease and reducing disgrace 2) 
Ellhuncillg beller early diagnosis techniques 3) Helping AD patients by gi\'ing better cnre and support. 

Early diagnosis and effective treatment of AD patients in !vICI stage IIrc criricfl! issues in dementia 
research. The issue in AD diagnosis today is (Q identify the disease before cognitive loss have reached 
peak of dementia [hat is at its Severe AD stage. There is a need. today. for boosting the diagnosis of 
AD with its early and specific diagnosis. Current existing techniques for detectjng AD depend on 
cognitive impairment tesring which. unluckily does nor yield precise detection until the patient has 
progressed beyond moderate AD. \Vhile current medications do nol stop or reverse Alzheimer's. they 
can help to reduce the symptoms sllch as loss of memory and confusion. An eady diagnosis of 
Alzheimer'S gives AD patient a better chance of benefiting from treatmenr.[l] 

This project is aimed at detecting an AD at an early stage using Support Vector Machine (SVM) 
classifier. SVM has been possibly regarded as one of the most excellent classification methods in 
machine learni,ug. The aim of our sntdy is to develop a classification system for the early derection of 
AD subjects. The Support Vector Machine comes under supervised learning. Supervised learning is 
the data mining task of inferring a function from a set of trajning data. SVtvI being an efficient 
classifier gives 96.67% of accuracy which is better than KN"N and Al.'JN algoritluns. In tlus algorithm~ 
every object is given by a point in N- dimensional space the value of each fennJre is represented by 
particular coordinator. [1]-[3] 

II. RELATED WORK 

Prof. Dr. V. K. B-airagi studied and proposed the technique for lhe diagnosis of Alzheimer 's 
Disease using EEG signal. In this, Preprocessing facilitates the posterior analysis of the data. Two 
different cleaning rueiliods namely Independent Component Allalysis (ICA) Wavelet-based De
noising have been presented. Different feanlres have been explored in the present srudy such as 
Spo(;trnJ bQiJi1d filmr'ic.• 'V~vilit b:a~Td f~i1lt1r'-:'i jiml n\! nr'''' S' il y~IIWil'rI t;~n t11rf'r. Thir. p,'per cOllcludcs 
tbat concluded [bat power in low freqnency bands ofEEG signals such as Delta (0-4.5 Hz) and Theta 
(4.5-8 Hz) increases, while power in high frequency bands such as Alpba (8-12 Hz) and Bela (13-30 
Hz) decreases in the case of patients with Alzheimer's disease due to me neuronal loss of cells and 
Dellro fibriHary tangles associated with the brai.n cells.[l] 

Yudong Zhang, Shllwua Wang. and Zhengchao Dong suldied classificatiou of Alzheimer Disease 
Based on Strucrural Magnetic Resonance Imaging by Kernel Support Vector .r-.·racillne Decision Tree. 
A hybrid classification system for disting1.1ishing NC: ,Mel. and AD based on strucnlral ~1RI images 
is used. peA is used to reduce the dimensionality of tbe feanrre vectors of the ~1RI data and the 
resultant principal components retained important infonnarion. The KSV1vI~DT method gatilered the 
principal components from ,r..,lRI dara. Limitarion of this method is thm rhe classifIer establishes 
machine-oriented rules not bumatl-{)rienred nues. AJlother limitation is accuracy or s)·stern.[3] 

P. Padilla. M. Lopez. 1. M. Gorriz, 1. Ramirez, D. Salas-Gonzalez. I. Alvarez srudied a N!VlF-SVM 
based tecluliqne for compmed aided diagnosis of Alzheimer's disease. The proposed tech..uique is 
based on the combination of Ilonnegallve matri.x factorization (NtvIF) for feature sel~ctiOll aud 
reduction and SVM with bounds of confidence for classification. NMF-SVM. SPECT. PET these 
lhree differenl appro.che, fur lbe d ass ifier are provided·l4 J 

E~k \"'c GaU..:gv-JurgJ.i, ~1ohallle d LIgcndi. !\.fcmbcr. frnncoi3 Vinlnttc. Jordi Sole Cata!s ..j,.ndrz~j 
Cichocki. 1.Jember. Charles Latclloumane. Member. Jaesung Jeong. iViember. Justin Dau\\·cb. 
Member studIed diagnOSIS ot Alzlleuners 1Jlsease U'o.tn .t:.1::..LJ by lYle~HlS of ~yuL!JJUl1j· M~d~UIC~ ;1.1 
Opti.mized Frequency Bands. This snldy demonstrates the discriminative power ofEEG sYJlchrony for 
diagnosiug Alzheimer' s disease. Narrmv frequency bands berween 4 and 30Hz fire sysrematically 
tested, besides rbe standard 1vide frequency band (4-30Hz). for evaluaring mult iple ;;YllChrollY 

measures. AsseSSllleOl has been done through s1<ltis!ical' tes ts (l\:Ianll- \Vhi tney C res t) and LDA 
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(lcavC-OW..'- llut Cf(')f1s va lidation). This pnpN condudt!s tiwi il is promising W l:ornbine syncbrony 
mC~Slll\.·S with ~adl olher or with olher EEG fC;UI.lI\ .'S, such as relarivl.! pOWL'r.171 

Ill. :\'lETIlODOI.OGY 

The EECr signals (or Imining as w('1l3s tesT ing phase ~re taken !i'om the dataset file ofEEG signals. 
The ErG dataset lIsed includes recordings for l>oth bealmy and AD subjects. Given below is the block 
diagram to d~monslrate llow the flow ofpro<.:csses will raken pla<.:e to achieve desired omput. 

TI~Ph:olSC 

RawEEG Pr. Feature 
signal ~ Processing ~ EXlmenon P Database 

RawEEG Pre FealUre Classificalion Decision 
sigtlal = Processing ~ Exrraelioll ~ (SVMJ p.1Sea: or beaItb, 

"";.a) 

TeUl1i Plw~ 

Fig.2: Block diagram of the system 

Ampli fic ation: As EEG signal is very small illlensity signal we need 10 amplify the signal using 
amplifier. This operation will belp (0 increase [he intensity of the signal and the signal can be easily 
srudied. Filrering: To remove unwamed signals like noise or anY useless frequency signal. initial 
filrprin~ nf FFf.j- <::ignn lls ~('Ine. In truE project, LPf in uued Le. Lo'.... PO!i[l riltcr to remove ullwallt~,j 
::.rgwils.ADC: Analog [0 digital con"erSlOll IS then performed on the signal and digital EEG signal is 
given to [he next block for further }JLUcess. Fealure Extraction: Required features are eXTracted from 
[h~ EEG signal. 11 rrausforms the data in the high-dimensional space [0 a space of fewer dimensions. 
Fearures llsed are mean.. standard de\·iat.iol1, variance etc. 
Classification: Database with reqlliren fp(lt\lH'S. are taken from both tr:tininf, <lod resting pha$e and 
given to classifier.SVM i.e. Sllppon Vector Machine d~ssifir:;uion <l!gorirlliu is USed fur da.ssi.(it;(ltioll. 
This wiU give llS final ourput as a result which w ill tell whether a persou is healthy or has Alzheimer's 
Disease. 

The EEG datnser nsed includes recordi.ngs for both heahhy and AD sObjects. Preprocessing 
includes alllpli!1ca[ioll ~ inirial fllr~ring of EEG signa! [0 remove ul1'.v"mted signal like llois~. Also 
<!l1ulug tU oiglwll.:buverslon IS made. ill the Dexr srage. wavelet based features are exrracted frolll the 
pr~processed aud digitized EEG signal. Features like mean. standard deviation. skewness. variance, 
h.-urtosis etc are exnucred TO derect AD ill Ihis project. The feamres extracted in the previous srage are 
gi\'en as input to the svrvI dassifier. In [his classifIcarion a comparison of trained dataset and test 
dataset is done. Fina Uy EEG signals are classified as signals with AD components and Non-.W 
i,:O lTlpOIH~!H'~ 

[rc .:;iguulJ 6re l>tl ~kdl) il.uH-:>ldliuu<Il)· .uul~y ulld !:.cllsltJve to ~ye-blluk111g of paHehls. mnscle 
aCliyity 'which '\\'orsen the performance of AD diagnosis. To eliminare such artefacts and certain 
problems (Issoc iat~ct with recordings, preprocessing is required. Preprocessing step increases the 
'dsl1ai reliabi lity of n signnl. It invo!vo;? s a set of reclmiques thaf enhallces cenain paralllt!ters of the 
signal ill order to efficiently process it for furrher analysis. This step includes Amplification. 1l1ital 
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I1lrcring of EEG signal to n.!JllOvc- noisy anel unwanted SiglWI. Also Analog to ciigiwl conversion is 
mncie i.e. EEG signal is cfigilzed. 

The Butterwot1h bandpass lilter is used for filtering the EEG signal from 0.5 10 30 Ilz. Initially, 
Raw EEG ;:)ignal is preprocessed [0 dimi.nme an artefact by using \Vav~lel-based dcnoising[ ].I{ is .1 

one-dimensional wavelet based denoising technique for preprocessing rhe signal. In pr~sent work. 
decomposition of EEG signal into five frequency bands was done by the usc of "Daubechies" 
","velet[ ). 

Frequency band decomposition is mentioned her~ lik.e DeiHl = 05-4 Hz. Them = 4-8 Hz, Alpha = 
8-12 Hz, Beta = 12-30 Hz. Gamma = 30-100 Hz. Ivlathematically. the model for noisy signal is given 
by, 

Sell) = fen) ". e(n) .. .. ........................................ .. ........................ ........ ( I) 

where e(o) presents gaussian white noise. The objective of this denoising method is to supress the 

noise pnrt of signal and to recover original signal [(0).This is how preprocessing is done and the EEG 

signal is funher given for feanlfe extrnction.[I]-[3]. 


B. FEATURE EXTRACTION 
Feanrre ex[raction jnvolves reducing the Dumber of resources required to describe a large set of 

data. feature extraction stans from all injtial set of measured dma and builds derived valtle.s Cfeamres) 
intended to be infonna(ive and nOI1-redllndaut, facilitating the subsequent leaming and generalization 
steps, and in some cases leading to better human imerpretations. 

Fourier transforms is used extensively for analyzing various signals, such as biomedical signals 
like electrocardiogram (ECG). EEG~ speech signals, and many more. lHallY of me times. Fourier 
transform is nor always !be con'eCl or appropriate metbod for analysis of non stationary signals since 
its spectral content changes with time. A Fourier signal analyzes spectral components residing in the 
signal. On the other hand, it does not provide information related to the time localizations of the 
spectral components. A time-freqllency represeDtarioll provides rime-localizations of the specrral 
components of the signal which provides necessary significant information. To represent power 
disrribmion ofEEG signals over both lime and frequpnr:y. wavelp.r transform proves IO be a promising 
npproach and it is suitable for spectral analysis for detecrion of brain di50rders l such as Alzheimer' s~ 

Epilepsy, mIllors, and many more as compared to FFT. 
Daubechies wavelet is used for signal analysis . The Daubechies wavel~ts are a family 

of orthogonal wavelets defming a discrete wavelet transfonn and characterized by a maximal number 
of vanishing moments for some given support. With each waveler type of this class. there is a scaling 
function (called rhe father wavelet) which generates an orthogonal Ululti-resolurion analysis. In this 
paper db2 wavelet transform with level 4 is implemented. 
The wavelet coefficients are derived by reversing the order of the scaling nlllctiull coefiici~llts and 
then reversing the sign of every second one. lvIamematicnUy i!] repre$emed as

~ (- 1)k aN_1_k .. .... · .. .... ...... ..... .............. .... ...... . .. .. .... (1)
bk 
Where k 13 the cocfficicnt index .• b i:J 0 coefficient of rhe wn..-elet sequence and a a co,="ftl riPIlf of thi> 
scaling sequence. N is the \vavelet index 

The f~lltUl\:J \:lIn be cmroclcd in time. U:J wdl lW fn.!y'lIL:llO), domnin. SHl\it:ti...·:ll :lppl'_'a·:- h .... f tht' rin1f' 
donrnin fe<l.tur~s prov~s to be mOst simple and cOll1ll1only used feamre w r~prcscllf the Inrge sets of 
dara. Statistical feamres. such as menno mode. standard deviation. and variance CCln b~ used in 
general[ 1]. In present r~s~arch work. mean power of rh~ wa'.'~let coeftJ.c iems \Vas compmed using 
following fommla: 

1 ",n - 1 2 · 1 iiiMean= ~ Li""O Xi ,j = ... 1' . ....... .................. .................(31 


where xl's are the computed c.oefficients of the signal at eacb Sllb band. n denotes number of 
coefficients at ench band and N denotes llumber of band . These teamres values were computed at each 
level ofDV>'l decomposirion separately for each recording blcck from each wsk at ~ac1l511bJ ec r. 

Standard deviation is a number llsed 10 tell how measuremems fo r a group are spread out from (he 
a\rerage (meau). or expected \·alne. A low standard de\"ia lioll me<1tls [hm most orthe !lumbers are very 
close to the average. A higb sraudard devialion means rhal rh..:! Illllnb~rs are spread oU! {1]. 
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, I ,"" - Ie )2(1 - ;;:::t £";",,0 Xi -' 11 ... .. ..... ... .. ........ .. .......... ... .. .............. ......... ..... .... ( 4) 


Skewness is ,I Ill t:!;t surc e) f tilt:! asymmelry of the prol"mbi lity di ~miblltioll of a real-valued rnnclolD 
variabk' aboul its mean. The skewness vnllle call be positive. zero. negative. or undefined[l-4). 

. _ DYi - y):1 ~ 
Skewness - (,, - 1)' .......... ... ... .... .... ....... .......... ..... ....... ........... ...... ... ..... ... ....... (.) 


Kurtosis is a measmc of the "tailedness" of the probability distribution of a real-valued mndom 
variable 

Kurtusis =;;Li~l (fv~~~) ""........................... ...... .................. ............... .........(6) 


Power Bandwidth in signal processing~ it describes the difference between upper and lower 
frequencies of signnl. The medi[ll1 frequency is deflned as the frequency of a power spectnlUl at which 
50 % of the pmver are at lower frequencies and 50 % orthe power are at higher frequencies[5]-[7]. 

c. The Supparl Veclor Machine Algoriihm 
Suppor[ veclOr macbine is moslly preferred as il produces olltstanding accuracy with less 

computntion power. Sup-port Vector 1vlachine (SVM) nlgorithm CCl ll be lIsed for regression as \'leU [IS 

class ification msks. But, it is genera lly used in classification purpose. 
The lUflin objective of lhe support vector machine algorithm is ro find a hyperplane in an N

dimensional space (N - lbe number of [eanll·es) Ibal disrincily class ifies Ibe dala points. Support
vecror machines ( SV~ls. also support-vector net'-.vorks) are supervised ieaming models with 
associmed ieflming algorithms that analyze data used for classification clOd regression analysis. Given 
n set of trainiug examples, each marked as belonging [ 0 one or the other of two categories, au SVM 
rraiuing (I1goritlun builds fI model that assigns lleW examples to one category. Fig.3 shows conceptual 
diagrnm of SVM . 

Class. 1 

Clas s 2 
SVM 

Classi fi e r 

Clas s 3 

Clas s 4 

Fig.3 Support vector classitier 

Tu diVIde lhe {wo clflsscs of data points. there- can lit! lIIallY hyperpltlDt"s poss ible thar could be 
c:.hnO;::Pfl Rm t il ,. Ina in flJ:'lj9~ti\."!) ir [0 find n pioul! tlll·,' illt. 11\<'. 1",\ ~ il\'11In I\\/tl'gin. i.,-. IL\.. lU<I,\' lJlHIW gal-' 
between data points of borll classes ..M[tximizing (be margin disrance provides reinforcement hence 
tu ture data poin ts c[to bE' classified with more confidence. 

llYJY':1'l:. ldu L.) £IJ1.. I.leL I~ lUll UUlIlLlhules wukll tJasshy me (lata polms. lJata pomts o n either Side ot 
thr. l1ypprpl"nf'· r ~ n hf>- Q' '> i!1nPri In rlitTi1'9nr -::-lnoGoG. / ·...1 001 rilo dimIJllnion of the. h:;l" Jll ln .... . 1'-l-'\. HdJo ,-'H 
tLe illunber uf different fenrures. The hyperplane is just n line if number fe'arures is 2. Btu if the 
uumber of input fearures is 3. rhen the hyperplane will be n two-dimensional plane. 

Noo-linear transformations: Some binary classifiers may nOI have a simple hyperplaue as a useful 
sepa rating principle. For this kind of problems, a mm.i1emaric<l1 approach is formulated. which ill nun 
1d II I I I ~. lle<'111y all Illc 3impllciry of r-nppol"i \tt~c tUl scparatlHi! hyperpJane.ll J.l3] .There exisHi il f: 1;1';~, pj' 

functions k < ."\'..1'> with the foHowing problem. which cousisrs of linear space S .md :I fUllcriou 
mappillg x to S, such that 

k( x.y)=«l)( xj . <D(yl > .... .. . ...................... ~ 
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Tile dOl product t:lk~s plac(,' iu thl' samC' spnce S. This c1a!;s of fl1l1clion includes [he follo\\'ing: 
1. Polynomiflls: For some posilive iJ1lcg~r rl. 

k{x ,y)~{ I +, '.y~ )"...... .......................................................(8) 

2. Radial basis fUllcti on: For some positive number (1. k(x.y)-e c.\p(-< (XRY).(X-Y) ~ 


{~(Jl).......... .............(9) 

3. Multilnyer Pcn:cplron (Neural Network): For E\ posilivc IIwnher pi and a negative number p'2 I 


k(x.y)=tanh ( p,,<X.y>;- p,)...... .......... .... .. ................ ................ ......... ........... . { 10) 

The mathemmical appro~ch depends all computational method of hyper plane by llse of kernel 

function. Dot product rechniquc is specil1cally used for obtAining calculations for classificAtion 
purpose nsing hyper plane technique. Therefore a nonlinear kernel makes use of identical calculations~ 
algorithmic solutions & classifiers nre obtained which [Irc nonlinear in namre. The obtained classil1ers 
nre hyper surfaces in some space S (say). but the space S may nol be examined or identified. In the 
proposed research work. supervised learning model is used. Firstly, n Support Vector Machine is 
trained, and thell uses tbe rrained machine to classify new data. In order to obtain satisfactory or rather 
better classification accuracy, a variety ofSVM kernel fUDctions are llSed.[I],[4]. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
To deTect minute changes in EEG signal, in this paper a tool is designed. In case of Alzheimer's 

disease diagnosis lO signals from database of 100 patients are taken and extracted 16 channel EEG 
sig.naI. Ml11richanllel graph representa£ion is shown in Fig.4. 

If there is much irrelevant and redundant informatioll presenr or noisy and unreliable data, then 
knowledge discovery during the training phase is more difficult. Data preparation and filtering steps 
can take considerable amollnt of processing time. Dara pre-processing includes filtering, 
normalization. transformation. feamre extraction and selectioll, etc. The product of dara pre
proct;ssing is the [mol tmining set. Fearure selection is detennining a subset of the initial fearures. Tile 
sclcct~d fcamrcs arc cxpccrcd to comain rlle relC\'WH infonnmioD from thc input dOlO. so that the 
desired fask can be performed by using this reduced representation instead of the complete initial data. 

"; ,.

, , 

" \. ! = 
~ 

,~ 

~ i 

'< ~" 

! 

Fig.4: Pre-orocessed EEG Fig.): Filtered signal 

Then (ile multi channel sigJlal is convened [Q single channeL Fig.5 shows muhi m single cha..unel 
converted signa1. A low pass fi.l rer is designed with sampling frequency 180HZ. The low pass filter 
removes lligh frequency noise cOlllponems and passes signa ls below 50Hz frequency. Followi.ng 
figure represents rile fi llered siguaL 

Daubenchies wave db2 either level 4 is llsed for decomposition in Discrete \Vavelet Trausfonn 
(DVlT). In feature eXlnlctioll s(atis[icalleamres such as mean. standard deviarion, skewness~ kurtosis~ 

po'\\:er bandwidth. llledian fTequency are extracled. Approximared coefficiellt and derail coefficients 
are shown lIsing fi..LA.TLAB . 
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Fig.6: Output waveforms of discrete wavelet transfoflll 

A discrete wavelet transfenll (DV.,rT) is any wavelet transform for which the wavelets are 
discretely sampled. As wirh other wavelet transfenns. a key advantage it has over Fourier 
transforms is temporal resolution: it capmres both frequency and location information (location in 
time). 

Daubecllies \vavelets is the most commonly used set of discrete waveler transforms. Tills 
formlliation is based on the use of reCllrrence relations to generate progressively finer discrete 
samplings of 3n implicit mother wavelet fUllction; each resolution is twice that cfthe previolls scale. 

v. CONCLUSION 

EEQ signals call be used as rellable llldicators at the melltal snHes lIke A lzhellller. The subtle 
Changes in tbe EEG signals cannot be discriminared by the naked eye; therefore. a compmer assisted 
tool is neccssary. in this we are trying to lllak4! il. The traditional time domain. frequency domain and 
wavelet domaius are ea::y to iruplemem. By using darabase here samplt:!s llave been taken and pre
processed then llSing DVr<-r and SVM algorithms, derection of Alzhcimcr's disease from .EEG signal 
at early stage can be done. Mean, standard deviation. skewness. h1.1rtosis. power handwidth and 
1I""'d)"!H UYf.ll1wncy rhooo fonnlrc9 6ro omIOcrcd UJlllg. lillltlnb . TLu.), [EO \..<111 Ul: Lbt:d ,t .) tL\.. 
inexp~J1 sive~ \,;oIlveruent tool for diagnosis of Alzheimer disease. ill tururcJ various dillcrcUl 
algorithms as well as classifiers such as neural networks can be used for .increasing the accuracy of 
diagnosis of the disease in early stage. ReSearch challeuges illCltldes the increase of accuracy up to 95°/0 
of EEG signal to detect the disease ill tbe early stage. use of different classifiers for classification 
purpose & to remove rhe artifacts i11 EEG signal are some thelll. In fl.lnlre. the above system call also 
be made portable. 
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Abstract 
Fillgerpriur recogni,ion is a popular problem in ,Ire field ofpOllerl1 recognition. I! is mnjoJ'~): lISed in 
modern authentication leclmology like in nccess del'ices in mobile phones. The goal of this project is '0 
im'eslignte the npplicabiUry of COHFoll/l;onal nellral net1FOrks for fingelprint recognition. This paper 

builds t1 CNN-basedji'{//lIeH'tJ"k to precise!l' IIIntel! cOlllnc-tless mid cOlllatl-bnsedjillge''P''im illlnges. This 
frnm(?l,'ork i}1itial~r trains n multi-Sia1l1ese CNN I/sing jingerpri11l details, respecti1'e ridge map and 
specific area of ridge map. A dislCl1lCe-Oll'flre loss function is generated using deep fingerprint 
represeUlati011. For more accurate cross comparison deep fingelprinl representations generated in sllch 
JIlulti-Siamese network are concatenoted. The proposed methodology for cJ"oss-jingelpriw comparison is 
cn/culated on t1l'O pllblic~v m'aill1ble dma. The m'oilabJe database cOlltains contnctless 2D fingelprints 
and re~peclil'e cOl1tacl-bascdjingerprints, 

Keywords- CNN.Neural nell FOrk:, SVM,Dmnsel, REL r.;,COIl1'OilltiOIl, GPU 

I. INTRODUCTION 

These days fmgeqJrint verification systems are popularly used ill personal identification alld verification 
systems. Nowadays, fingerprint recognitionllas been accepted officially for persoual identificatioll The security 
departmen!S identify the criminals by using the fingetprinls left on the suitable surfaces. Th",'e are several 
methods introduced for fingeLprinl recognition in the literatlrres. The first pamdigm of the Cellular Neural 
Networks (CNN) is introduced by Cbull and Yrulg. 
The structure of CNN is sinlple and parallel that makes it suttable for image processing. The CNN Architecnu'e 
contains llllUly processing cells. The cells operate in parallel in a 2D g.rid Each cell is cOllllocted to the cells in 
its loca.lneighborhood only. The CN~ cells Are really sinJple circuit nodes. Hence many of them can easily be 
integrated into A single chip. Comidcr OnllUOf:" of 6,1)[64 piJ<cb to be procC33ccl Theil 0 64:<64 CNN ccllo con 
be used to process the image by using a series of CNN algorithms. Tllat llleailS each pixel cOlTesponds to eaell 
cell in the CNN. 1be faster processing is provided by tile b\lilt in parallelislll. The stmcnlfe of the CNN is 
sinlple and becanse of its sUllple SnllCmre it is snitable for \/1.51 implementatioll Different image processill~ 
tasks. slich as edge detection. lIoise re:moval. contrast srrerciJ.iug.. dilarjon alld erosion can be pe:rfollned by 
changing the template coefficients of the CNN 

II. RELATED WORK 

Almost to the m.al'k comparison of contactless 2D fingerprint images with contact-based fingerprims is difficult 
for the success at" emerging contactless 2D fingerprint innovations. which offer more clean and defonnatloll-less 
acqllisi1ion of flllget.])riut feahlres, COllvohuiounl lleHral networks (CN!\T) have proved its remarkable 
eopllbiliri..:J lli t..iI./Wl.-u,,-,,") , I.A.v.!:9,tllivL1, Huw~vl!l. Ulb~ uCJI<t' utt:ll Hlwu'::>l till ~1 1 ~Wl' l~ IV iliH!Lli llilgl!! jJllli! I.!.illtg~ 
using C}''N based reaches. 
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Paper [1] develops a CNN-oost'(11icullcwork to ClCClUlltely match the conmctless and contac(-based fingerprint' 
images. OlD' fhunework first train') a multi-Siamese CNN usin~ fingerprint, respective ridg.e lilllp and specific 
region of ridge m:tp. This network is used to produce a dcqJ fingerprint representation using. a distance
awan.11e;s loss function. Da1J fingeJ]lrint representations geueratcd ill slIch multi-Siamese ucl\vork cue 
concatenated for more accurate cross comparison. The proposed approach for cross-fingelVrint comparison is 
evaluated by two publicly available d.1tabases containing contactless 2D fiugaprints and respective contact
based fingeqJrillts. Om' experiments are presemed in this paper consistently achieve outstanding. results. over 
various popular deep learning architecnrres aud over contactless to contact-based fmg"ptints comparison 
methods in the literatme. 
Pap'" [2] presCIltS a Cellular Nem'al Networks (CNN) based rotating invariant fingaprillt recognition systeUJ by 
takiug in consideration the hardware implements abiliry ill mind. Core point was llSed as a origin point aud 
detection oflhe core point was implemented in the CNN jj-amework. Developed system cousists of fom stages : 
pre-processing.. feanu'e ",,,tractiOlL false feanrre eliminatioll and lllatching. Preprocessing enhallces the input 
fingerprint image. Feanrre extraction creates rotation invariant features by using core point as a preface point. 
Umnatched featme eliuriuation increases the system p"fOllilllnce by rellloving the false miJllne points. 
Matching stage Coilijlares e.'\'tta<'ted feaflu'ea and jl:t6dllces a ililItching SCOi·e. Recognitiop jlei'foi'JU,'U\Ce of the 
proposed systan has been tested by using high resolutioll Poly U HRF DBn d.1tahases. The results are vay 
helpfiIl for implementing a CNN based fully automatic rotation invariaut fiugetpriut recognitioll system. 
papet· [3] present a fiugCIpliut PAD schane based on i) a newly capnlred device able to acquire images \vithin 
the SbOlt wave infrared (SWffi.) specUlun. aud ii) au in-depth analysis of Vlllious state-of-the-art techniques 
based on both handcraftea as well as deep leaming feanu·es. The approach is evMmted on a database 
comprising over 4700 samples. stenuuing from 562 d.i:fferent subjects aud 35 diffhent presentation attack 
iustn~nent (pAl) species in them. The results show the soundness of the successfiIl approach " i th a detection 
equivalent to "1"Or rule (D-EER) as low as 1.36% even in a realistic scenario where five different PAl species 
are cousid,,'ed only for testingputposes (i.e .. unknown attacks). 
In [,1]. mrthm' invc:rtigotcd all thc P033ibilitiC3 of iucoq)ornting OI1ificiol ncmol nctworlw into the fingClprint 
irjpntifir-atir'l1l prt.¥.'e"is. ~"'V;-llll?lltli'd ffilrj dor:llmellte-d 0nr mvn 'i0fP.V~.rP. ~oll1ti01l [Ix fing:'';:'111firl:t jrtPlltifirMinn 
based 011 nemal networks ,,1lOse impact· would maiuly affect OIl featme extraction accmacy aud overall 
recOl'UitiOIl rate was highly evailmte<L The result of this research is a fullv fimctional software system for 
fingCIprint recognition that consists of fiugetPliut sensing modules by using high resolution sensor. image 
enhancement lllodnle respoI1>ible for image quality restoration. Level-l alOllg with Level-2 feanrre extractioIl 
module based all nemal networks. and finally fiugeJPlint lllatching module using the indusuy staudard> 
H{)ZORTH3 matching algmitInn. Aim of evaluation we used more ting.elprint databases witb differing image 
quality. "net the p"fol1nl\llce of our systelll was evaluated usiniC FMRfFNMR and R or indicRlOl·'. From rtle 
obtained results. we ll.kly come to conc!u.c,ioJl1j about c-' vay ~ig.ni:fica.m impact of nelU..,l networks 011 overall 
recognition rate. specifically in bad qlJality. 
In paper [5]. a fiilly Cellular Neural Networks (CNN) based fiug.etplint recognition system is inn-oduced. TIle 
systelll includes a preprocessed phase wilere the input fingeJprillt image is developed alld a recognition plrase 
wbere the euhanced fiug"Plint image is matched with the fulg" plims in tile pre-defined darabase. Both 
preprocessing and recognition phases ru-e realized by means of CNN approaches. A novel application of 
skeletonizmioIl lllethod is used to PeJ.fOtlli ridgeline tbiruriug which improves the quality of the e.,-1racted lines 
for otlH~r upcoming. processing.. and hence iuneases the overall system peIf0l111atIC~. 
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III. PRl'POSED METHEDOLOGY 

Trilining Dataset I 

Fig.!. Block Diagram of Proposed System 

A. lIJ/nge ElllwJlcement. 

The resulrs of pre-processed image are highly enhanced bYHlltoDlotive and aCClu.,.te classification ofthe image. 
The umge enhancemell! technique is divided into two pmts "IDch are spatial domain technique and liequency 
d01llaiu umovatioll. llJ ~!J,ttial tiuuwil1 tt!l,;1uu(-lut! (he v(line of (he pixel is a"{cbanged with respect to the 
requirement while tile fj'cquellcy domain teCllll.i'l"e deal> wilh Ihe 1ale of change of Ihe inmge pixell; wllidl m'e 
e1L·lIlg.ill? (hle w ,palia1 domAin. It cannot be detelllllued that wllat type of technique L' better for lllliIge 
enh.:"1lJ.cement. There are vmi.om; tcclmiqltes are l1sed for image enhancanent. 

B. De-lloisillg Method: 
A esselltinl step iu inmge processing is fue srep ofrernoval of va rio lIS kinds ofnoisy elelllents fl.-om the image. In 
this stage, vrujous de-noising ll1e£hods will be used ro get good quality of the image by removing the 
tUlllecessruy lloise fi'Oill the ?vIRT imag.e. The impoltmu property of a good image de-noising 1llocJel is that it 
sllooltl cuuIplde!y remove noise as far as possible as well as preserve edges. The image de-noismg technique 
will be maully depending upon tile type of the unage and noise in cooperating. with it. There have been various 
pnblished algOJithms and each approach Ims its assmnptiollS. advamages. and limitatioDS. Spatial filters like 
mean amillledhtll fllter are u~eflll to remove tile nOIse trom uuage. 
C. F~lIl1 ll t:: l:.".w lit I ion. 
The iasf stage includes feanu'e e.xrracrion fi:om the imag.e. Imag.e feanu'e e.xtraction is one of the most important 
techniques of image proce:;sing. It uses different teclmigues Clnd algorithm to bifirrcare and derect various shapes 
and POltiOl" of the ulmge. There are numerously introduced techniques to apply this to the image. Wavelet 
trall~forlll if; one of Tbe tool for feanu·e extractiOll The wa\'elet tran'3fonn has a characteristic of 3.nalyzatioll of 
thp. il1lfl~P. v.';rh "~I)';ng. l111it 0f r~01mlQll :met hm: llluiti rocoiutioll onnlytia llroflOlt'f Tllf! wmT~Jct trnmfnrm in 
better [hall Fourier trunsfolUl (Uld RshOff time ronrie!' fr;lIl f\fnnl1 hl"c.i1llS"l)f\":';(·I'Vt";'; hOlh ,inll~ ~lld fj'("I'Ii'TlI'Y ~1'" 
in FOlu'ier U'<Ulsfol1n. 

Qlle of me main prol of lleural net\vork is cOll\'uluriOll network(CN"N). CNNS use image recognilion and 
cJassillcatioll ill order to c1etect objects. recognize f~ces. erc. They are made up ofnemons \:t;ith learnable weighr. 
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EflcLl specific neuron receive IlUlllerous inputs and then takes a weig.hted sum over thelll. where it passes it 
through all activntion fiUlction and respoucl back with rill ompuL 

IV. ALGORITHMS 

Couvolutional Nemal networks CNN are well designed to process dara throug!lmultiple layers of arrays. This 
type ofnel1ral11etworks is used in applicariom; like imag.e recognitioll or face recognitioll. The wain differeuc-e 
between CNN and any other onlinalY uem'a} ue£\.vork is that C1\lN takes input as (I 2D mray and operates. 
directly Oll the images rather than focusing on reanue ,,-'(traction which other neural networks puts light on. In 
the past ye.m ahllost all state-of-the-al1 algorithllls in the field of in,"g" recognition are based on the 
Convolutional Nelu'al Networks (CNN). The idea of CNNs '",as presented in the early 80s but there wasn' t 
enouglI for the computational resolU"ces ro train (Ill efficiellt net\york for image processing that times. Nowadays 
witb a power of Global Positioning Unit compnting, deep research on theoretical investigatiollS and wore 
training data CNNs have become demauding. CNN is a Feed-forward Nemal Network wbere each netuon is 
respollSible lor a regioll. where regiollS could overiap "ith each other. A biggest acivallt~ge of CNN is that it 
requires VelY swall image pre-processing and it leallls wlrich feann'e to be fOlllld in the image dlUing the process 
of uaining while in other algarithlllS of linage classification feanu'es are baud-engineered. CNN consists of the 
input layer. the output laye< and multiple lriddeu layers. such as couvolutiouaL pooling. fully intercOlwected 
layers and uOl1nalizatioll. 
The dominant approach of CNN involves solutiollS for questions of recognitioll. Top companies like Google 
and Facebook have done many research and developwent tOWal·,l, recognition projects to get activities done 
with greater speed 
A COllvohllional neural network uses three basic ideas 
• Local respective fields 
.. Convolution 
• Activation layer 
• Pooling 
• Flilly LUl1uL.\..lL-U luyu 
C:NN uses spatial conelatiollS that exist within the input data. Each conCiment layer of a nemal network 
COlmects some input lleurons. l1lis specific region is called local receptive field. Local receptive field focusses 
Oll the lridden neurons. The hiddennemons process tlte inpm data inside the wentioned field not realizing the 
cbanges ontside the specific boundary. 
CNN~ luwe same pe'lionrnmc.e to th p ortiin::lry tillly ("01l11f'Cled Nell!";.:!l Networks. These cOllvoilltionnl uetworks 
lmvc wctg1ll:.; lliu( QU1lcmu J.10m the inpur and bing~.1:vely neuron COllllecled I.1lrbe neTwork l"Cl.:ci.VL'S ~w i..ulJlIl 
and petfolll.lS a dot product on it. TIlis proceeds in not a linea!' fashioll. There is a single differentiable score 
flmction at last. This flmction consists of smres that we obtain from the varions layers of the lletlralnep,vork. 
Finally. a loss flmction at the end to evahlllte the petfolllllltlCe of the model. The convolutiolli11nemalnetwork is 
different from the standard Nemal NetWOl'k in the sense that there is an ,,-,<plicit asswnptioll of inpm as an 
lll1age. 
This consideration helps the arcbitecnu'e to definition in a ruore practicallllanner. For example. unlike the liuear 
anangement ofnenrons in (I simple oem'al network. These neuroI1Sbave au overall stIucnu'e ofthree dimellsiollc) 
- LengtlL Wid/h, and Heigh!. F or instance. images in the CIFAR 10 dataset will contain images of dilllensions 
J2xJ2xJ and th~ fJ.nal omptrr \.vill have a si1lgulru: vt'<,'tor or nIl: illlllgc:; of'd..i(W.:ll.Jion."'., 1xIx 1O. The :1l'chiTecture 
(')fth~ Convohuiollnl N~l1rnl Ne.rwork if, n~; follo"\\-'.'"; 

COJJ\'o/urio }/n/lm:er: 
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The firsllayer ill H CNN 1.letwork is the cOll\'oluionlayer, which is the care building block :llld doe; most of the 
comjJlltfltioIlalllea\y lHl:ing. Data or imaged is convolved lIsing. filters. Filters arc small llllllS that we apply 
aa-oss the (bta throllgll a sliding window. the depth of the unage is the same as the input for a color image that 
RGB valne of deplil 4 would also be applied to it. The cOllvolntional layer is " bnilding block of CNN. It does 
the lUost massive compntational work. To be named a Convolutional Nemal Network.. the neural network must 
llave at least one convolut.ionallayer. Its U1flin adwUltage is CNN lerullS to detect necessruy feattlres by itsel[ 
And orher advalllage is it doesn't require any intervelllioll in feature engineering. \Ve can dra\v an analogy 
bet\veen how Ollr bHlin makes its unage processing ,mel how convolutional layers leeml tlleir filters. This process 
involves taking tile elementwise product of filters ill tile image ,md tilen summing those specific values for every 
slidiug action. The ontput of convolution that Ik1s a 3d filter· witil color wonld be a 2d matrix. 

Activation layer: 
Second is tile activation layer which applies tile ReLU(Rectilied liner· [mit), ill this step we apply the rectifier' 

fiUlctions to increase nonlinearigr in the CNN. Images are made of differen! objects that are not liuear to each 
otiler. 

Paoling layer: 
Third is tile poolillg layer,wlrich invloves down sampliug offeamres. It is applied tilrongl! eVelY laYel· in tile 3d 
volume .typically tiler·e are hwreparameters within tlris layer. The lllUllber· of parameter·s is reduced by adding 
pooliug laYel·s. It is one mm·e way to rednce tile llIuliber of parameters. Its work is to reduce the size of the input 
voilune. Pooling layer·s reduces the compnrational cost of training. It conu·ol the overfitting problelll. Poolin:: 
operation i, a fOlTIl of non-liues!" down-sampling. It applies to eVelY depth slice separately as to two
dimensional matrix. Each UIpllt to a pooling layer is divided into HOll-overlapping regions. Then one Humber 
represent each oftilese regiollS in tile nex'! stages. 

FlllZv cONnected la.-ver 
Fully cOllllected layer. wlrich involves fiattring. This involves u·ansforming the entire pooled featme map matI"" 
into a single coillmn whicil is tile fed to tile nem·al network for processillg:. Witil fiilly COllllected layers, we 
combined these feahm~; together to create a modeL Finallv. we have an activation fuuctiOlLS sllch as sofhllEL",{ to 
utuuo!1'; at" UUlpUt. . • .. 

Each input image will pass it through saies of convohluon layers with filters. There is a cOllvolmiolllayer. 
activation layer. polling laye and fully connected layer. these are all ultercolluected so that Cl'i"""NS can process 
data in order to classify m1ges. 

V. Experted Output 
We proposed a CNN based systelll to lllatch contactless fingelprints to contact based fingerprints. The system is 
capable of fingerprim sensing. feature e;amction .marching and image enhancement. TIris systelll cOllSists of 
two phases. First phase is preproc€Ssillg pbase and tile second phase is recognition pbase. The iupm fingerprint 
image is enhanced in preprocessing pbase. In recognition phase the enhanced image is lllatched \vith the 
fingerprint in tile database. Nem·alnetwork take the data and push {be data into layers. The leaming: process 
takes pJace in layers. Optimizer improves tile leaming process by llpdating knowledge in the network. In tlris 
wlIy contactless finge:Lprillrs are Illiltched with contact based fingerprints 
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(A) (B) (C) 
lop1l(' im;lgc.' Rldgelinr Ihinning s!<elrfoutzalion melho!\ 

We rake input unage as ShO\'ll in Fig (A) then preprocessing is dOlle on rhat input image like ridegliQe rhinning 
which is shown in Fig (B) after that skeleouizalion1l1ethod isapplied on preprocessing unage. Skeletouizatinon 
merhod is used to perfOl111 the lidgeling: thitming:. It improves rhe quality of the e.XU<lcted lines and overall 
system per[onllallce .. result of skleltooizatioll method is as shown in Fig:(C) and then by using CNN we can 
recoguise image. 

(D) 

Fig (D) sbows Cont.ctless fingerprint and respective preprocessed cont.clless fingrrprinfli'om 
£latasrt. 

VL CONCLUSION 
In Ibis paper. we have presented a specially designed fmgerprint cross comparison fi·amework. It is used to 
acemately watch coutaclless to cOlltacl-based fmgel}J1"iuls. This is lhe illS! such attempt to address challeugin~ 
CrO(lf; finllel'prillt eomplUioou problem Heing cOllvolution llillr;l! nmvork. Tb,:, ('flli:i ('f)lllp';ui'i011 ".;:: inp-, t"{'\l1t::lrT_ 
based to cOUlactless fmgetplints are more challetlgllig so il can be bandIed using Ibis syslem Vety eff'ecMvely. Tn 
practice, lack of sufficient traiulng: elma. i.e. cOillacr-based and respective contacrless .lingelpr11lts. ill proposed 
n:amewol.'k em1si.21li1icamly de~rade the mnrchin!,! accuracy. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

Warehouse capilcity 

W ithout FRIO With RFIO 

FigA Warehouse capacity graph 

Inventory Accuracy 

Without RFIO With RFIO 

Fig.S Inventory accuracy graph 

The RFID technology has a number of advantage. inclusive of simultaneous series of big quantities of 
foots, wi th none ["e.qui t,-J ill-Ill VI I Lul l t:ct L: UUJllel-V0sllioli. wilich makes {he company tree of da lly 
mass repeating operat ions. The warehou se control system based on RFID can coliect, transfer. check, 

and replace mass statistics on every day frequent goods entry and deli very. therefore the labor depth 

are going to be decreased. errors like fa ult scanni eftJ canning. re -scanning within~ 
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the rr.::pcatingguide operations also can be avoided, whilst the perlonnallcc and accuracy will bl.! 
progressed a tot. With improvement of th~ RFID generation, reduction of costs. slow Ilililicatioll of 
(he standards, decrease cfthe mistake r(Jte. the effecti ve aggregate of WMS and RFID becomes on!.! of 
the key e!cmellts to decorate the compct itivc strength of firms nnd conscquently the efficiency oJ'the 
supply chain. 
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Abstract 

a warehouse management system (WMS) is a hardware and soflware-based syslem Ihol helps manage 

daY-Io-day operalions and also conlrol a warehouse. WMS system guides invenlolY slacking and wilh 

draw operation, optimizes picking, shipping oforders and also advises on when the stock is about to 

replenish. This system is a slandalone application and an irreplaceable parI ofEnte'prise Resource 

Planning (ERP) . A warehouse management system helps to minimize the errors that occur when a 

producl is shipped. The system also assists a company to complele orders more quickly and in 011 


errorless manner and also to trace products that were ordered, instantaneously within the ·warehouse. 

In the end the overall goal of warehouse management system is /0 achieve a paperless environmenl 

thaI direcls the employees automalically on the optimal picking. [I1tl-away al1d shipping of your 

producls. 


KeywoNb'- Warehouse Management, invenlOlY, Enlerprise Resource Planning. paperless 
environmenl. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Warehouse is a large area whic.h is customized by industries to stock their goods and is very 
imporlant segment of any bus iness. Warehouse management helps in directing and validating eac h 
step. Warehouse ma nagement 'system is microcontroller based project whieh takes human voice as 
input and searches and sorts through the self-created database and navigates the user or worker to the 
product wh ich he/she might be searching for .The system database keeps a track of the inventory and 
lets the workers know when the product is under stocked or over stocked .A bar code scanner is 
interfaced with the mounted controller which scans the extracted or stacked product and saves the data 
into DBMS .Thus it's a time saving process which helps saving time from manua l effort in turn 
helping the warehouse workers work more efficiently and in an organized manner. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

An organization/company can improve its competitive advantage by minimizing labor expenses, 
improving inventory accuracy, enhanc ing clistomer service and responsiveness with the execlition of a 
warehouse management. A warehouse management system gives an ability to firm to manage 
inventory in rea l time. with data as recent as the latest order, shipment. or receipt and any movement 
in between. A good inventory management system assists by minim ize your peak times by rest ricting 
inventory movement and increasing the re liability of the inventory records, a nd evemually supporting 
the jus t-in-time environment. Therefore, the requirement for a stock used as safety margin wi ll be 
minimi zed, which improves the overall inventory volume and also the goal of the work ing capita l 
management. 
[I J Bin Ding. Li Chen. Dianlong Chen. Haitao Yuan, "Application of RTLS in ware house 

management based on RFID and Wi-F i", Applied Science and Technology, Vo 1.32, pp.34-36. 
This paper proposes a replacement system model of Real-Time Location System (RTLS) supported 
the technology of frequency Identifi cat ion (RF ID) and Wi-Fi to understand materials tracking, wh ic h 
can make lot~ . of warehouse activity automat ic, such a,s. stQcking, allocating storage position an~ 
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checking. The framework model deals with making it programmed, computerized and shrewd 
administration of distribution center by utilizing improved acknowledgment, area and following 
strategies. It is demonstrated that the new system according to this model reduces management costs, 
greatly improves the efficiency of the warehouse operations, and makes considerable economic 
benefit. With the massive applications, development of information r.echnology, technique of logistics 
management, many enterprises have started paying more heed to warehouse management, which has 
poten,ial profit and plays a key role to ensure daily operation. 

[2] Mark F Levesay, David L Getchell, Chester H Singer, "Paperless warehouse management 
system", IEEE ISWCS, 2007, pp.148-152. 
The project consists of a Hewlett-Packard Unix-based server, client computer systems, client 
radiofrequency terminals, and various other peripherals which assist running the warehouse 
management software developed specifically for high-volume. Personnel, which include receivers, 
checkers, packers, shippers and auditors are equipped with hand-held Radio Frequency data terminals 
which operate in real time. The terminals display information, accept entries through a keypad, and 
scan bar codes on production lines, racks, warehouse and truck locations and products to maintain the 
stock record. The system has one server and mUltiple computer systems associated will! mUltiple 
production lines. The computer systems provide information of product manufactured, batch 
sequences, expected produce, current count and batch complete. The auditor supplies stacks to the 
production line and identifies plalmed stacks, marks and places them to be moved by the packers to 
the shippers. The auditor receives unplanned stack of products, scans the bar code and places the 
unplanned stacks in position for movement to the checkers. The checkers move product from 
unplanned production stacks to shipping stacks, scanning the bar codes of the wheeled stacks and 
products and entering amounts as prompted by their terminals, 1Il0ve the completed shipping stacks to 
the truck loading stations, scanning the bar code of the stacks and the shipping position. The shippers 
scan the stacks in the shipping. position, scan the truck ID and, as prompted by their terminals, roll the 
stacks onto the trucks, position the stacks in predetermined positions as prom pte!!, enter the stack 

position in the truck and scan the stack bar code. 


[3] Luo Chang and Xu Didi, "Design and implement warehouse management system using AOP", 

Computer Engineering and Design, Vo1.28, No.1, 2007, pp.83-86. 

This paper talks about the execution and style of WMS bolstered angle situated programming (AOP), 

which disentangles its framework structure, expands its versatility, expansibility and practicality by 

reengineering business rationale, and thus changes itself perfectly to present method of warehouse 

management. We also describe how AOP was applied and how does it work in our system through an 

example of stocking in. Applying AOP to WMS aids in solving some existing problems in current 

WMS, for example complex structure, poor maintenance and adaptation. 
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Ill. METHODOLOGY 

Device 1 

Device 2 

Micro ¢J RFID Scanner I
controller 

Microcontroller 
+ 

LCD .. - 
{J ¢iJ....-1_LED______I 

Handheld Database 
Device 

Fig. 1. Block Diagram 
A. Raspbeny Pi 3 B+: 

The Raspberry Pi is being used as a processing unit in this setup. Basically, there are 2 units which are 

used. The first unit is connected to a LCD as well as a mic for audio processing. lnput is given to the 

raspberry pi as an audio signal through the mic, which it processes and displays the particular 

searched component on the display. It then searches for the component in the database and displays its 

location on the LCD. And the second unit of raspberry pi is placed on the rack itself. It does the work 

of taking input from the RFID scanner and accord ingly updating the stock of the components on the 

app. The raspberry pi also controls a matrix of LEOs which are placed as one LED for one 

compartmer,!' So when, a particular component is searched the corresponding LED will glow. 


The raspberry pi's are connected to the server and can commun icate to each other and access the 

database from the server only. 

B. RFID Scanner: 

THE RFID TAGS WILL BE ALLOTTED FOR EACH TYPE OF COM PONENT GIVING IT A SPECIAL 

IDENTITY. THE NAME OF THE COMPONENT ALONG IVITHITS CORRESPONDING LlNIQUE ID WILL BE 

STORED ON THE DATABASE, SO WHEN A PARTICULAR RFID TAG IS SCANNED THE CORRESPONDING 

COMPONENT'S QUANTITY WILL BE UPDATED AS PER THE OPERATION PERFORMED SUCH AS STOCKING 

OF THE COMPONENT OR ITS REMOVAL. TH1S PART OF THE SETUP IS VERY IMPORTANT AS IT MAKES THE 

SYSTEM MORE ACCURATE AND THE PROCESS Of STOCK MANAGEMENT EASY 

IV. ALGORITHMS 

A. Apriori AIRorilhm: 
Apriori is an algorithm which mines frequent item set and associalion rule by learning through 
relational databases. It works by identifying ind ivid ual items in the database which otTer frequently 
and extending them to larger and larger item sets as long as those item sets keep appearing sufficiently 
often in the database. Apriori determined , item sets wh ich appear freq uent ly can be used to 
determine association rules which hig hlight genera l pattern in the database: this has applications in 
domains such as market basket analys is . Apriori ;s intended to deal with databases containing 
exchanges (for instance, assortments of things purchased by cl ients. or subtleties of a web webpage 
freq uentation or IP addresses). There are some algorithms ,designed for locating association rules in 
data having no tlansacrions (Winepi and Minepi), 01 hav' no timestamps (DNA sequencing). E0 ~ 
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tmnsaction is seen as a group of things (an ilem set). The item sets which are subsets of at 
least transactions in the database are identilied by the Apriori algorithm, given a prior threshold 
.Apriori uses a "bottom liP" approach, where visit subsets are included one at a ti me (a stage alluded 
to as competitor age), and gatherings of applicants are tried against the data. The algorithm stops the 
comparisons when no further sllccessfu l ex. tensions me found. Apriori lIses Hash tree structure and a 
breadth-first search 

Generate K·ltemset 

Candidates (Join 

Steps) 

Check Support 

(Pruning) 
itemScts 

Stop 

No 

SetofK·l 

frequent 

iternsets is~? 

!=requent 

Items 

Fig 2 :- Flow Chart Of Apriori 
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VI. CONCLUSION 


Warehouse capacity 

Without FRIO 

Fig.4 Warehouse capacity graph 

Inventory Accuracy 

Without RFID 

Fig.S Inventory accuracy graph 

With RFID 

With RFID 

The RFID technology has a number of advantage, inclusi ve of simultaneous seri es of big quant ities of 
facts, wit h none requirement on correct counter-pos ition, which makes the company free of dai ly 
mass repeating operat ions. The warehouse control system based on RFID can coll ect. transfer. check. 
and replace mass statistics on every day frequent goods entry and deli very. therefore the labor depth 
are gOlllg to be decreased, errors like fault scannm ~tt~'fi canning. re-scanning With in~ 
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the repemi ngguide operations also can be avoided, whilst the performance and accuracy will be 
progressed a lot. With improvement of the RFID generation, reduction of costs, slow unification of 
the standards, decrease of the mistake rate, the effective aggregate of WMS and RFID becomes one of 
the key elements to decorate the competitive strength of firm s and consequenlly the efficienc), of the 
supply chain. 
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Abstract 
In Telemedicine, huge a}J101l11l of injorlllntiol1 is stored in digitnl form. As Ihe imaging teclm;ques 
produce prohibilil'e nmolfJ1f of dalll, compression is l1ecessm:,' for stornge nnd commlllJicafiolJ 
pwpose, Image compression is used 10 reduce the ree/u1Idancies aud irrele"l'DIlI info1'mation in image 
and represems it in shorloJ' mmmer to achiel·e efficielll a]'chil'ing nun n'(1IIsmissioll of images. Many 
curren! compression schemes prol'ide a ,'e}~' high compression race bllt lI'ith loss ofquality of Image, 
The approach presemen ill this paper offers g1'ent potential ill complete lossless compression of the 
biomedical image u'uh Ihe reconsn'/Icled image being 1//(1/hel1latically idewicallo the original image. 
Here edges alld texlIlres are comide-red as the basic parameters in this compression algorithm. Edges 
are lite bOllndaries of smface. mal'kings as well as Cfl}"l'es ,Im( corresponds to the niscontimtitie..s in 
swface orieHlation Text/we (,.'011 be de/men as the property 0/ all smfaces that nescribes ";snGI 
palte1'1ls and contniWi importalll in/ol'mation about the s;-rllclllrnl arrangement of the sw/aces. TMs 
paper also compares lexmre based biOlnedical image COlllpl'essioll tecluJique witll other compression 
techniques, ' 

KeyJllol'rls- DICOJVI, Medical ilJlage compression., Texture, RUIl length el1codil1g. Discrete '\'(I\'el-el 
Tram·form. 

Every day, au enonnons amount of infonnatiou isstored, processed and transmitted daily digitally, 
Method of compressing tIte dara prior to storage and lor transmission is of significatlt practical and 
cOllllllercial interest Image compression llelps III reducing ilie amouut of data reqllll-ed to 
represeut a digital image. The fields of e-Illediciue aud Tele-Oledicine are booming and needs rhe 
fast and enor :fi:ee COlUlluullcatioil of medical images to their destinatioll to perfOlm e-collsultancy 
berw~en ·....alious specialists to agree npoll the con'eet diagnosis for the patienr. Thus. the relevance of 
imag.e compressioll remains to maintain tIle aCClU'acy and visual quality of image while compressing it 
to reduce redundancies and fast transmission across the intemet. 
Here twO parameters Are used: 1) Edges 2) Te:\."lures 
Edges are the bOll11daties of objects. rhe bound<lries of smface markiugs as well as ClUves mat 
correspond to discontinuities in smface odentatioll. Texmre is (he i.w..lme propen)' of all surfaces that 
desaibes visual parrenl5. each having propellies of homogeneity. It contains illlP0l1311t lllfol111anOn 
about the sfmcnu'al auallg.emem of the surfaces 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

TABLE L COMPARlSON OF REFERE1"cr PAPERS 

Sr Reference 
no 

PlL1)ose Merits Demel"its 

I Texttlfe based DICOM 
Image Compression 
(Asbok. 
M.sApk.ol.VinAyak. K. 
Bairag,L ~Is A Tapaswi) 

A compression approach towards As exemplar blocks The noise 
visual quality rather than pixel- are used. it remov2l1 
wise fideot)' has been p\ll'SlIed. To provides more technique lIsed 
11uly utilize the edges. edge-based compression ratio. in tilis method 
impainriug is designed and texture do not give 
synthesis is used to restore the efficient results. 
removed blocks. 

2 Texnu·e-Based 
identification and 
Characterization of 
Interstitial PltelUllorua 
Patterns in Lung 
Multidetector CT 
(Amit SatparhyXudong 
Jiang and How-Lung Eng) 

Tills paper proposes two sels of The advantages of The process 
novel edge-teXtllre features. the proposed captures ollly 
Discriminative RobllSt Local method are [hat tbe Ihe texture 
Binary Panenl (DRL BP) and ~lgOiithm illfbIDlatiou. the 
Ternary Pattern (DRL TP), for complexity is much comour is not 

objeci recognition. reduced. efIectively 
represellted 

3 Texture Classification 
with a Dicrionmy qf Basic 
Jmage Features 

(Michael Crosier Lewis 
D Gliffin) 

Here. we explore a quantizatioll of It desClibes rhe ili [his pa.l.1iClllar 
filter responses into a dictiollmy adv3utages of case. scale 
of discrete features which is based rotationally llivariance uurl' 
on geometrical, rather than invruinnt local have been a 
statistical considerations. resulting deScliptroll. disf\dvamage. 
in • simple texture descriptiou 
based Oll a diC1tOrnu.y of visual 
wordswhich is independent of the 
images to be deseli.bed. 

4 .~bsollltely lossless 
compression of medical 
images 
(Robina Aslu·af. 
Mubarrunad Akbar) 

A method is proposed which Original image cau It has moderate 
provides high compression ratios be recovered cOlnpression 
for radiographic images with no therefore (here ratio of tillal 
loss of diagnostic quality. caunot be compressed 

subsequent claim unage. 
tbat irupoI1ant 
information w~s 

lost as a result of 
the compression 
process. which 
could be cmcial. 

5 Run-length encoding for 
vohWleuic texnlIe. 

(Dong-HIll Xu. Arari S. 
Kuraru. Jacob D. Furst, 
Daniela S. Raicu 
) 

This paper presented a llew E valuatioll of 111 worst cas~ 

approadl for volumetric texmre \'olnmerric Te~1ure RLE generates 
analys is llSing I1IU length IS done by outpnt dara 
encoding matrix and ils texnlfe segtlleuration wllich is 2 times 
descriptors. process which more than size 

improves of input data_ 
compression ratio. 

6 lYredical Images Texture 
Allalysis: A Revie\v 

! (Su.hab.z.Ashwani 
I K~l1lar Yadav.Devendra 

III tltis paper, Ihe problems of Compares ditTerem 100°.10 acctu'acy 
texmre analYSt.!':. sl1clI .'1class wcatlOll carulOt be 
seglnemmion. and class ification algorithm along. obTaiuecl by any 
\vere discussed. _ WiTh its accm·ncv. ! of the 
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Kumar. Inelltiolled 
SOulw:HlshiRatluldeep) IteciuliqllCS. 

7 IlllplelllCrltat iOll of D<Ha Proposed sysTem Complex 
Compression U sing 

Impkmcnt"tion "f high~~peed 

arcbireCt11re. 
Hufflllmi Coding 

HUf1iUClU decoding systelll. euhances speed of 
operntiou. 


(K Ashok Bnhu and V. 

Salish Kumar) 


S .lPEG2000: A Review and Pnper provides a cOlupnrison of JPEG2000 PCRD 
ils PerfOl1llnIlCe perfonuallce of JPEG AND improves algoIithm in 
Comparison with JPEG JPEG2000 compression JPEG2020 is nor 
(Reena Singh. V. K. performance of sufficiemly 
Srivastava) JPEG especially at eflkient in 

low bit rate terms of high 
computational 
cOlllplexity 

9 Perfonnance analysis of comparative analysis of Applicable only 
medical image 

results are velY 
cOlllpressiollllletllod is canied out satisfactory in for images aod 

compression rec1utiques not for videos 
(Smitho Joyce Pima. Prot: 

teMs of 
signals. 

Iayamllld P. GawllIlde) 
compression ratio 
and compressiou 
image Quality 

10 !\1edicfll Imag.e In tills paper. a state-of-rhe-all High compressioIl It does have 
Compression based OLl unage compression f011l1flt knovm ratio with similar some 

Region of 
 os Better Ponable Graphics qUBliry compared to drawbacks. such 
Interest ll~illg: Berrer (BPG). which is bfl~ed on rile .!PEG. <IS lack of nnlive 
POl1able Groplnc, (BPG) High Efficiency Video Coding St~pp0I1. tbat 
(David (HEVC). is used for medical exrends 
Yee.SaraSoltaninejad.Debo ill1ag.e compressioll. it' sdecompile 
rsiHazarika,GoylordMbuyi. time. In general. 
Rishi Bamwal, Annp Basu) .be larger yonr 

file, then the 
slower lbe 
decorupiling 
time will be. 

ID. PROPOSED SYSTE"'1 

Fig. I.OH-rall mfrIlOdolog~' of the p rO}loserl (oUipression Systflll 
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AUlIllcompressed DICOM image is taken and processing is dOlle on the giv~1l image. The first step is 
(0 read all imag.e in !vV\'TLAB. FUlther the image ha') to be pre-processed alld th~ll eucodillg is carried 
out. The basic idea of the reduction process is to remove th~ redlludnIlt daHl. From a 
mathematical viewpoiut. Illis amouIlts to tnlllsfonn a 2-D pixel (lrray into a statistically 
IIncorrelated data set. This U1lJlsfol1nalioll is applied prior to storage or Iransmission of the 
im(lge. At the receiving cnc!. the compressed image is decompressed to recollstruct the original 
image or an approximation of it. 

IV. ENCODER 

IMAGE ANAL YSIS-. 

The ftrst &1ep is to read the input image ill NlATLAB. 

The mpHt image given is in DlCO~'I [onnat which is cOllverted into JPEG fotmnt. After this 

conversion. if the input image is in RGB fonn it is converted to grayscale image for further operatioIlS. 

Image preprocessing includes inlage slicing and noise removal. Noise reducrioll is done by adaptive 

median filtering is applied to tile sputum image to relllove any impulse noise present in the imag.e. 

Tile regions that are profOlUldly affected by Doise and lig.htly affected by llOise should be n'eated 

accordingly to enhance the resllitant image. hlteusiry modification gray~sca1e conversion is perfolllled 

upon the original image for further processing. 


EXEl\IlPLARSELECTION-

A wavelet representation provides. access to a se t of data at various levels of detaiL However, wavelet 
anaJysis differs from Fourier analysis such that rhe differem signal frequencies are described by 
individual wavelet basis functious are localized rather t11an global. AdvClmages of wavelet analysis 
include the following: velY good image approxinHHion with just <I few coefficientsjt can be used ro 
extract aod encode edge infonuation, which provide llnpol1ant visual cues in differentiating: images. 
Moreover, tile coefficiems of a wavelet decomposition provide information that is indepelldem of the 
original image resolntion. Images of difTereut resolutions can also be compared easily usillg this 
wavelet transfoIUl . Finally. wflvelet decompositions nre easy and [{1st to compute. requiring linear 
time in the size of the image. Wavelet trausfolln does llOr reduce rhe amOlUH of data present ill the 
lrnage. It:is simply a different fonn of repr~sentatiOll of the image. 
Vector qnamization on the other hand can reduce the alllount of data ill the image. Tills gives superior 
results which are in general applicable to any im<lges. TI1is wavelet decomposition and quanrizatioll is 
applicable to those area of digital images where high precision reconstlucred inmge is required like 
criminal investigations. medical imaging. etc 

ASSISTAi'IT INFO ENCODING

R1Ul length encoding is used for this purpose.Run-lengtll encoding (RLEj is. a fonn of lossles& dam 
compression ill which nUlS of dara (sequences in wllietl the same data va lue occurs in many 
consecutive dat(l elemcms) are stored as a sing.le dam value and COtuU, rather than as the original mn. 
This is wost useful on daw that contains lTIauy snell nlllS. 

V.DECODER 

ASSISTANT INFO DECODER-

Compressed image is decoded llSillg RLE decoder . 

EXEMPLAR BLOCK
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Inverse CJtI~lIui£<ltioJ\ 
\V,welet decomposition 

ASSISTANT IMAGE IlvlPAIJHING-
The pixels near Ihe euges nre res tored at this stage. After complete process: rbe pelformance 
parameters are cnlcnlatcd. 

PSNR(tlB) == 20*Jog f()(!vlnx;1Jltffll pixe/I'n/lIe) / (\'1\15£)---- Eq. I 

\vllere. PSNR represents Peak Signal to Noise Ratio. 

MSE represents the menu sqm1l'ed en'or of the image defined as. 


MSE = lIN ' I,I1( !fiJ) - F(i,j) i'------ Eq. 2 
\'Vbere. N is the roml munber of pi.'t(els. F (i.j) denotes the pixel vCl llle in the reconstnJc red image and 
f(i.j) is the pixel vallie in the orig.inal il1lClge. 

BR(bpp) == (Si:e ojthe compressed image in bils) / (T01a/ 110 ojp,:"(e/s) ----- Eq. 3 
Ifrhe bir rate increases. it results ill improvement ill quality of the reconstructed image. 

VL RESULTS & OBSERVATIONS 

Selected Image 

Figure' 2. Input image 

Input file size x 

~~sgze: 11947 

OK 

Figure 3. Input Filr Sizr 
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Fignrr 4. Noisr CI'rr image 

.= . 

~- . --

Figuro 5. Output of DViT 

,,-no CONCLUSJO!"O 

Texnlre Based medical image compression algorithm is proposed 10 improve compression efficiency 
by maintaining visual quality.The compression peliOlmauce mercies used are compressioll Tatio wlille 
the qlwlity metrics used me Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR). Mean Sq\1are EtTer (MSE). 
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Abstract 
Nowadays it is obvious that speakers C[1ll be identified fi'OUl their voices. III this work the detai1s of speaker 
identification fl.·om the real-time system point of view are discllssed. The speaker idelltificatioll systems can be 

subdivided into text-dependent and text-independent llletbods. Text-dependent systems require tbe speaker to 
utter a specific phrase (pin-code. password etc.). while a teXl-independent metbod sbould catch the 
characteristics of the speech inespective of the te.xt spoken. TIle system developed ill this work is the latter. text
independent. meaning the system can identify [he speaker reg::\rdless of what is being said. This paper: presents 
text-independent speaker identification sysrell1 which consists of mapping a speech signal from all UukuOWll 

speaker to a database of known speakers. i.e. 1I1e system hasbeen traiued with a llumber of speakers wbich [he 
systeU1 C(lll recognize. Speaker identificmioll has been done with hidden Markova model and vector quantization. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Speaker recognition refers to recoguizing persons fi:Olll their voice. No two individuals SOlllld ideutical 

because their vocal tract shapes, laryn.x sizes, and other pm1s of their voice production organs are 

different . III addition to these physical differences, each speaker has his or her cllar.ctel·istic 1ll.lmer of 

speaking, including the lIse of a pruticular accenL rhyt~ iutonatiou style. prOllUllciatioll patteru, 

choice of vocabnlary and soon. All important applicatioll of speaker recognition teclmology is 

forensics. Much of iufonuation is exchanged behveeu hvo pruties ill telephone conversat ions, including 

between crimilla ls~ alld in recent years tllere has been increas ing. interest to integrate aHtolllatic speaker 

recognition to snpplement .uditolY and semi-automatic aHalysis methods. It is also nsed in lelephone 
based services with integrated speecll recogllitioll. 
Speaker recognition is the state of the alt techniqne for identifying the person based on the preferences. 

HMNloutperforms neural networks oud SVlvl and he lice HiVIM is prefened for varions applications. 

This includes voice operated hOUle appliances. audio system for ems. \vhee!-chair, cordle,')si lllobile 

phones, and robots. The feature extraction algorithms have gre<1ter impact on tlte perfonllance of the 
speech recognition system. Mel jj'equency cepstraJ coefficients aud the cochlear filter banks are tire 

possible aJgoritllllls for the ASR. In order to cater to the various applications, an isolated speech 

recognition system is proposed lIsing fllvlld ill this reVOlt. Two approaclles oftlIe feature ex1ractioll are 

compared to suggest the best su itable fe ature extraction cllgorith1.ll depending 011 the operating 
ellvirolUuenl 
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II.LITERATURE SlJRVEY 

Speaker recognition is a multileveled pattern recognition task, ill which acollstical signals are examined 

and stl1lctured into a hierarchy of sub word lUJ.its (e.g. , phonemes), words. phrases. and sentences. A 

tehi-independent method should catch the characteristics of the speech irrespective of tbe text spokeu. 

The system developed in this work is the latter, tehi-independent. meaning the system can identify the 

speaker regardless of what is being said. This paper presents text-independent speaker identification 

system, which consists o[llliIpping a speech signal from an lni!rnown speaker to a database of known 

speakers, i.e. the system has been trained witb a number ofspeakers which the system can recoguize. 

Ravv 

Speech 

.!. 
Acoustic SequentialSignal 
nlodels constraintsIAnalysis 

Train 

J J T .!. 
I WordTiJTleAcoustic }-- FrameSpeech J 

l I sequencer------tscore,s AlignmentAnalysisFrames 

Train Tr2lnI I
I Segmentation I 

Structure o£ standard speaker recognition systeul 

Figure I: Standard speaker recognition system 

• Raw speecli:- Speech is typically sampled at a higb fr·equenc),. e.g .. 16 KHz over a microphone or 

8 KHz over a telephone. This yields a sequence of amplitude values over time. 

• Signal analysis:- Raw speech should be initially transformed and compressed. in order to simplify 

subsequent processing. Many signal analysis teclllliqnes are available which call extract useful features 

and corupl:ess the data by a factor often \\~thoLLt losing auy impol1ant information [11]. 

• Speech frames :- TIle resnlt of signal analysis is a sequence of speech frames , tJ1lically at 10 msec 

intervals, with about 16 coefficients per fr·ame. These fr'ames Illay be allgwellled by their own first 
andior second deriyatives, providing explicit infonnation abollt speech d)'llamics : this t)]lically leads to 

illlproved perf011llance. The speech fi"awes are used for aconstic analysis [12]. 

• Acollstic models:- In order to analyze the speecl! fi'"mes for their acoustic content we need a set of 

acollstic models. There are many khrds of acoustic 1lI0dels, varying in their represelltatioll, granularity, 
context dependence, and other propel1ies 

A. Featllre Ertraclioll Techniques 

Feature extractioll is Oile of rlle Illost importllilt ~t~ps required for represelltation and recognition of the 
speech sig.nals. Feature extraction llsing Linelll" Predictiw Coding (LPC) is based Oil the speech 
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production model. Feature extraction using Mel frequellcy cepstral coefficiellts (iYlFCC) are based ou 
crude approximation oflllunall peripheral auditOl}'. 

Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient. 

Speech in the tin Ie-domain is obtained by sampling the real signal wave-form. The waVefOI1ll can be 
convelted to a spectrogram by taking a Fonrier transfonu. For a sampling li"eqneocy of8000 this results 
in 129 frequency bins for each frame. Each complex number is couvelted to a real onmber by taking the 
magnitude. The specU'ograrn represeuts the power of different frequency bands over time (nsnally on a 
log scale). The spectrograms extracted in tbis wOlk have a window size of 256 samples which 
conesponds to about 32 illS (256 divided by a sampling frequeucy of 8000). The windows are half
overlapping and tlle 'Harrnning' windowing filnction is used [15]. 

Lillear Predictive Cepstral Coefficients 

J 
The basic idea behind the LPC analysis is that a speech sample call be approxilnated as linear 
combination of past speech samples. Tlle procedlU'e for LPC teatme extraction of the input speech is 
explained in this section. The basic steps for feature extraction includes pre-emphasis, frame blocking, 
windowing and autoconelation 

B. Feature Classification Techniqlfes 

Tllere are a lot of approaclles to speech recognition. Algorithms aud realme extraction are based on the 
acoustic-phonetic approach. Algoritllrns sllch as template matching come WIder the pattem recognition 
approach. wbile algoritlnlls that depend on knowledge sources, stochastic ofspeech signals and nemal 
networks are based on the attificial intelligence approach 
(J) Acollstic PholleTic Approach 

The earliest approaches to speech recognition were based 011 fUlding. speech sounds and providing 
appropriate labels to these sounds. This is tile basis ofthe acoustic phonetic approach, which postulates 
tbat there exist fnrite. distinctive phonetic units (phollemes) in spoken language and that tllese units are 
broadly characterized by a set of acotIstics propelties that at'e manifested in thespeech sigoal over time. 
Even though. the acotIstic propeltiesof phonetic lInits are h.ighly vat'iable, both with speakers andwith 
neighboring. sorUlds (the so-called co articulation effect),it is assuIlled in the acoustic-phonetic approach 
that the I1I1esgoverning the variability are straightforwru'd alld can be readily learned by a maclJi.ne. 
b) Pal/ern Recog1lition Approach 
The pattem-matching approach involves two essential steps namely, patiem training and pattern 
compatisotI. The essential featnre of tlJis approach is that it uses a well tOI1llulated mathematical 
fi'amework and establishes consistent speech pattem representations, for reliable pattem compru'isolJ, 
ii-om (l set of labeled training: samples via a formal training algorithm. A speech pattenl representation 
can be in the 101'111 of a speech template or a statistical model and can be applied to a sowld (smaller 
than a word). a word. or a plu·ase. In the pntteru cOlllparison stage of the approach. a direct cOIllparison 
is made between the unknown speeches (the speech to be recoguized) with each possible pattem 
Ic~rll~ct in the (raining stage in order to detel111ine the identity of the unknown according to the 
goodness armatch ~f the panems Pi ] 
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Abstract 
in this paper, we discllss abo1lt implementing automation ill industries. The paper supports the 

com.:ept of IndustlY 4. 0. Indusn)' 4.0 rejers (0 the com.:epts of jaetories in which machines are 

augmented \pith wireless connectivity and sensors, connecled 10 a syslem thai can visualize the entire 

production line and make decisions 0 11 its own in this prr~iect. we pmver ollr system lIsing ALE)(A, its 

speech services. Due to this, automation is possible in COli trolling the lighting system 0/ the entire 

industry, assembly line, wilh the help ofsimple voice commands. 


Keywords-Alexa, Amazon Echo Dol 3, WiFi 10 Blueloolh Converler, COllslanl Currenl LED Drivel'. 

I. INTROD UCTION 

Amazon Alexa, known s imply as Alexa, is a virtual assistant devel oped by Amazon, firs t used in the 
Amazon Echo and the A mazon Echo Dot smart speakers. It is capable of voice interaction, making to
do lists, music playback, setting alarms, playing audiobooks, streaming podcasts, and providing 
weather,sports, traffic, and other real-t ime informat ion, news. Users are able to use the Alexa 
capabilities by insta lling "sk ills" (addit ional funct ionality developed by third-party vendors, in other 
settings more commonly called apps such as weather programs and audio features). 
Most devices with Alexa a llow users to activate the device using a wake-word (such as Alexa); other 
devices (such as the Amazon mobile app on iOS or Android and Amazon Dash Wand) require the 
user to push a button to activate Alexals listening mode, although, some phones a lso a llow a user to 
say a command, such as "Alexa" or "Alexa wake". Currently, interaction and com munication with 
Alexa are available only in English, German, French, Ita lian, Spanish,!'] Portuguese, Japanese, and 
Hindi.[7] 
The Smart Home space has been a prime focus with the introduction of devices such as Amazon 
Echo, Google Home, Samsung Smart Things among others. Automati ons has a lso been introduced in 
industries in the form of use of Programable Logic Controllers (PLC's).I ndustry 4.0 is such an 
initiat ive.J ndustry 4.0 refers to the concept of factories in which machines are augmented with 
wireless connectivity and sensors, connected to a system that can visual ize the entire product ion li ne 
and make decisions on its own.So controlling the machines and rhe lights over voice commands is one 
of the sector of Industry 4.0.The project focus on controlling the switch ing of lights as well as 
controlli ng their intensities over simp le voice commands.The project uses A lexa, its speech services 
and a driver circuitry to control the worki ng of the lights.[4][5] 

II. LITERATURE S URVEY 

In this paper proposed by Prof. Ms. R. Rajyashree, VineelaKalluru and Himanshu Kumar, stated that 
machine-controlled workplace can be made automated to cut down the power consu mption and to 
create it economi c. Alexa Voice Services makes the place of work a lot more user-fri endly and useful 
with an aim to make the industry automated. Voice controlling a utomation creates the \-vorking 
environment more effective and resourceful, time consumption is also reduced due to ease of use.[ I] 
In this paper proposed byCu Pham, Yuto Lim and Yasuo Tan, suggested a way to use Alexa for the 
smart home based on echo net as well as the soluti on to support the combination of the c mmon 
Service Plattorm Oriented structure and the advanced Device Cloud a rchi tect llre.[2] 
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In this paper proposed by Hyul\ji Chung. Michaela lorga, Jeffrey Voas, and Sangjin 1, 88 states that 

due to virtual assistants become more intelligent and the I V A ecosystem of services and devices 

expands, there's a growing nc:ed (0 lInderstand the seclIrity and privacy threats from th is emerg! J1g 

technology. Several recent i"cidents have highlighted significant fragility in I VAs. With belte,' 

diagnostic testing stich exposure can be revealed and lead to more trustworthy 5ystems.[3] 

in this paper Andrea Horch, Michael Kubach, Heiko RoBnagel and Uwe Laufs has proposed 

deli nit ions and differentiations in the context of Smart Buildings and in particular for the field 01' 

Smart Office. They differentiated between the terms Smal1 Home and Smart Office based on the 

services and applications as well as the involved types of user groups. The main contribution of this 

paper is a concept for the operation and use of Smart Office service devices, which shows how smart 

devices can be integrated into an existing office environment and how the devices can be controlled 

by a network calendar and a voice service as Amazon Alexa.[4] 

In this paper Chan Zhen Yue and Shum Ping stated that in the near future, smart home system will be 

essential to everyone with the ever-improving Google Home and Amazon Echo. This paper presents 

the design and implementation of a low-cost voice activated smart home system which can be 

integrated with many basic subsystems and tailored to personal needs. With the Alexa Skill Kits and 

Raspberry Pi, every appliance can be controlled from anywhere without direct interaction with 

them.[5] 

Tatjana Eric, Sandra Ivanovic, SuncicaMilivojsa, Milica Matic and Nikola Smiljkovicanalyzed the 

existing voice recognition software, and possibility of integrating them with the HA system. The 

choice of the speech to text conversion technology determines the system architecture. Based on the 

analysis, they concluded that the future work should focus on the integration of with the existing HA 

system.[6] 


III. MARKET SURVEY 

Amazon Echo - Smart Speaker with ALEXA 
Echo connects to Alexa to play music, make calls, set music alarms and timers, ask questions, control 
smart home devices, and more - instantly. You can stream music by commanding alexa to play rrom 
Amazon Prime Music, Saavn, and Gaana - just by asking for a song, artist, or genre. Echo hears you 
from any direction - even while music is playing. Echo is designed around your privacy. You can 
press the microphone off button to disconnect the microphones. You can even get calendar, traffic, 
weather and news updates, set alarms, manage shopping lists, control compatible smart home devices 
with Alexa. Alexa is always getting smarter and adding new features and skills like booking a cab, 
playi ng games, and more. 
Alexa supports WiFi 802.11 alb/gin protocoLAlexa uses Advanced Audio Distribution Profile 
(A2DP) support for audio streaming from your mobile device to Echo or from Echo to your Bluetooth 
speaker. It uses Audio/Video Remote Control Profile (A VRCP) for voice control of connected mobile 
devices. Bluetooth speakers requiring PIN codes are not supported for Alexa as there is no provision 
to input the password for connecting. After a brief study of various reference papers related to this 
topic, we have gathered information about the basic ideas about this project. These papers give basic 
ideas about the different elements used in this project. Referring these papers has made it easy to 
understand the idea of the project as well as implementing it.(7) 

IV. FRAMEWORK OF PRO.JECT 

A. Proposedwork. 
Figure I shows block diagram & overview of the project. The input, that is the commands are given 

by the user in the form of voice commands. Alexa is activated over its command word - 'Hey Alexa'. 
Then Alexa starts to record the voice. Then this recorded voice is sent to Amazon Voice Services. This 
voice signal is converted into text at the Amazon Voice Services. As per the request from the user, the 
command is processed and required action that has to be taken is send to Alexa by Amazon Voice 
Services over the internet. 

When Alexa receives the information of what action should be performed, it sends the signal to the 
associated device over WiFi. This WiFi s ignal is converted into Bluetooth signal by the interfacing 
module. The output signal, that is the B '~h.sTgna l is send to the L D driver circuit. We have used 
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a constant Current dr iver. Tilt;! LEI) lights art;! l:onllt.."Cted to the driver. So, now the turning on or off or 
the LEDs as well as other actions like dimming can be controlied over voice commands. 

Audio EhWiFi- - Alexa - -
Signal 802.1j 

ufblg/n 
'.ltinoc!p2p 

netv,'ork 
' ~ support',-,. ,.---. 

Amazon 
Voice 

Services 

Interfacing Bluetooth 
Module 

Driver 

LED 
Lights 

I 
Wired 

Figure I Block Diagram of the System 
a. 	 ALEtA (Amazon Echo DOl 3) 

The Echo Dot is Amazon's smali, puck-like smart speaker with the firm 's Alexa voice assistant built 
in. New for the third generation is a softer, more rounded aesthetic with fabric sides. It is also slightly 
larger in all directions, measuring 99rnm in diameter and 4Jrnm tall. At the back is a circular power 
socket, replacing the micro USB socket of the old Dot, and a standard 3.5mm analogue socket for 
connecting to a stereo. On top you have the volume buttons, action button and the microphone mute 
button. Alexa is basically used in our system to give commands over voice. 
When Al exa detects its ac tivating word, that is ' Hey Alexa', it starts recording the audio that is 
followed by it. This audio recording is sent to Amazon Voice Services over the internet. 
b. Amazon Voice Services 
The Alexa Voice Service enables you to access cloud-based Alexa capabilities with the support of 
A VS APls (Amazon Voice Service Application Program Interface), hardware kits, software tools, and 
documentation. It simplifies building voice-forward devices with Alexa built-in by handling complex 
speech recognition and natural language understanding in the cloud. This reduces the development 
costs and accelerating the time to market. Best of all, regular Alexa updates bring new features to the 
connected device and add support for a growing assOltment of compatible smart devices. 

It receives the recorded audio and convert them into text. For this it 
uses its speech-to-text convers ion. Then the command is analyzed. The action that is to be perfonned 
is selected from the data stored by the main server. The action that should performed is told to Alexa 
over the internet. 

Figure 2 Working of Amazon Voice Services. 

c. Infel/acing Module 

Wi-FilBluetooth wireless technology is ubiquitous today in many of our electronic devices. We have 
cellphones, laptops, home gateway boxes and even refrigerators that can be connected via Wi
Fi/Bluetooth to be synced or transfer large da ta fil es. Wi-Fi/Bluetooth modules need to be able to plug 
into various different des igns from different customers, thus the modules have to be built to withstand 
mUltiple different electrical scenarios. Diodes Incorporated has the various components needed to 
enable Wi-FilBluetooth modules functi on at their optimum and also be use in different systems. 
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Figure 5,6 Distribution of light (values iu lux) in different areas of room 

For average luminance of 246 lux (Room height: 3.5m, Light loss factor: 0.8) 

Figure 7 Distribution of light (values in lux) in different areas of room 
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Figure 8 Distribution of light (values in lux) in different areas of room 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Machine-controlled workplace could be a place with all the automation created to cut back the ability 
consumption and to create it economical to figure, Alexa Voice Services build the workplace a lot of 
fascinating and useful with an introduction to the automation, Voice contrOlling automation creates 
the working environment more virtual and imaginative, which ease to work also reduce the time 
consumption. 
Due to the use of LED lights the system is energy efficient. Error probability is reduced due to 
reduced interference of humans, As the system uses LED lights instead of Smart Bulbs the overall 
lighting cost is reduced, As no complex system is used this system is easy to implement, 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

The range can be cons iderably increased, With suitable changes it can be used in all weathers and in 
al'l temperatures as well as for outdoor purposes, We can develop a mobile application and control the 
system from any location, 
It can further be developed to sense any sort of emergency and contact the police, ambulance andlor 
fire brigade on its own, 
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Abstract 
Voice coutrolled u'heelchnir ,!,yslem is (limed ro control 0 lI'heel ehai/' by lISillg speech recognirioJ/ 
modI/Ie, The system i.s designed ro control a H'heelchair using the 1'Oice of aN,t· perSOll, Ir is llsed to 
facilitate (he 1110vemem o/people \I:ho m'e disabled or handicapped alld elder~\' people H'!IO m'e 1/ot 
able [0 move H'ell, The gonl ofthis system "'ill allou' cerTnin people to Ih'e nlife lL'irh less depeJldence 
011 others for the;r morell/em as 0 dai~l" need. Speech recognirion techllology ;s (/ key technology 
1I'hich lL'iII pro\'i<!c (I new l\'~" ofhumoll il1leraCiiOIl with lIIoch;J/e 01' tools. There/ore, the problems 
fhotthe,:...- face cail be soll'cd by Ifsillg speech l'ccogllitiol1 teclm%gy/ol' the mowmleJII of 1!'heelchair 
nnd cOlltrolling the llOme opp/iallces, This cnlJ be realised alld optimised 11'ith lise oftire smarr phone 
device (google l'oice serl'ice) as all illlermediary or imelface, This paper use<; Ardllillo kif 
microcolUl'ol/er circuit (lnd DC molors to creme the 1II00'ell/elll of wheelchair (Iud Ultrasonic Sensors 
to detect the hurdles ill betll'e,?" wheelchair ami the lI'a), ofdirection. 

Keywords- Wheelchair, ..:I.l"rill;110, 1I1n'asol1ic sellsor, speech recognition, 

I. INTRODCCTION 

"\Vorld report Oil disability" [1] joi.ntly presented by \Vorld Hefllth Organi7...ntioLl (WHO) and \Varld 
Bank says that there are 70 milliol1 people are hal1dicapped in Ihe world, Unfolltularely. day by day 
the lllllllber of handicapped people is going 0 11 increasing due to road accidems as well as disease like 
paralysis, Among aU the disabllities perc enrage ofpllysicaUy halldicapped person is most, Ira person 
is h.llldicapped, he is depellciem all OTher persall for his day (Q day work like rrarl<,;po11, food_ 
orientation etc. 
As cousiderillg the Clll1'ent s immiol1_ at every secoud the populatioll of \-Vorlc1 as well as lnelia is 
increasing Vel], rapidly. In India 120 million people are disabled oot of which -11.32% me 
physicaUyclisabled [11. 

The aim offhe paper is to operate wheelchai.r automatically and operate by Ilsiug voice comrol such 
aSlUove forward . bacbvard .left aud right by smar1 pllone. [~f As one has ro tbink about the 
Quadriplegics and }.1ulriple sclerosis pmieurs have severe disabilities and cannot drive joystick 
operated tradil·joual wheelchairs. Traditionally wheelchair have SOllie JimiratiollS iu conleUl to 
fle.\:ibilit'j. bulkiness llild limited fUllcTion 
A wheelchair is fined with obswcle ~ellsors. hOUle appliances cowrol \virh voice. mOTOrs aud sman 
pllone TO help ch'iver to achieve some iudepeudelll mobi.lit:v, 
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By just giviug \·oice cOlllmand smm1 phone which is wilh [he wheelchair user whee1cllair can be 
moved in :l directions. The oh~taclc sensor call bell' the rider cmllml Ihlt wheelchair by talking oV~1' 
some of the responsibility for sh.-ering and avoiding objects until the IIser is <1bl~ to handle the job. 
Tile approach allows the lIser 10 Ilse Iuull<m voicealld synchrollizewllh llw movement ofwbeelchnir so 
tbat [hey can use it with comfort. 
Tbe cOll1ple..xity is reduced by making use of slllart phone so that size of the system is velY cOlllpact. 
The proposed wbeelchair integl'ated with voiceand smart phone. So handicapped person who cannot 
walk. cau drive chair by voice command llSing smal1 phone..r <1king: advantag.e of teclUlo]ogical 
evollU ion in order to iucrease the quality of life for bandil:Rp people and facilita te (heir integral ion illto 
rhe working worlds. Ell 
The LIest part is by using lllrrasonic sensors rhe parameter value is detected for the sake of obstacle 
detectiou aud providing safety 

S,...,." ..d_"_ 

" 

Fig 1): Statistics ofDisabiliry in India. 

II. EXISTING METHODOLOGY 

K.Slldheer. et al proposed voice and gesrure based elecu'onic powered wheelchair lIsing ARM llsed 

combination of speech and gesnu·e recoguition{3J .In this speecb recognition module . bidden markov 

model are used The 1vffi"'fS sensor is lISed and it sellSes tbe angle of band. For Voice recognition the 

voice Ie is used. The major dra\\ouack of tlIe system was its b.igh cost. 


Nt Prfllhyusba et <II were discllssing abollt Voice and tonch screeu-based direction and speed control 

of\~;Jleelcbairlll]. The speech recognition system lISes prograllUllable speech recognition circuit. Tile 

speed controller \vorks by vmy ing the averag.e voltage sellt to rhe motor. The system was made too 

complex and this complexity can be redlLced with latest tecb available. 


Rflkbi A. Kalauu·j . D.K Chitre lllelltiolled in their research how Olle call use automatic ges ture 

recogn.ition system control filllcriolialiry acceleration seusor[ll ).By calculatiug: amount of [ilt and 

ompul of tilt is decided of next lllovement. Gesrure recognition requi.red mandatory presence of lig.hr 

which made the 'iystem limited to bright areas. 


Jinhua Zellg. .Yaolll sun. Fang \Vallg: maiuJy focused olluatural hand geshlfe system for intelligent 
human-computer interaction and medical assistauce[5]. Tue hand gesmre vocabulary in the systeIll 
cons ist of:5 keys static lwud gesmre flud 3 dYll<llllic components. The hand motioll in the vocabulary 
is limitt!d to lllt'r(tcallJhaiaugealjoulI (?d CP) abduction and adduction ofiude.'{ fillger . ring finger aud 
!rlfle tinger :md the tllllUlb basal joint (TBJ) radia l abduction aud adduction of the thumb. Tbe lll(Jjor 
&(Jwback IS the system l ~qnll ed some \-ery cOlllplex COd Ulg tbat cOllld be l ectuced by us mg: .1.-\ ~d 
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III.liVIPLEMENTA'IION PLATHlRM 

For bcller 1'I;,'S\l115. it is proposed to mect Ihe tc)lInwillg Imrdware and soU ware conditions. 
flord,l ·t"." Rllqujrlw/enr~: 

At1l1cgn328p [\·1icro controller 
Smart Phone 
Ultmsonic sensors 
L293D molC>l' driver Ie 
Bluctooth <.:onlToller - HeOS 
Power supply SV 
ULN 2803 - High \"olrnge hig.h current D~rlingtoll tlITay for logic circuitry (mel 

multiple peripl1(;~ral power loads 

So!nmrC' Reqllil'clII('lIl: 
UNO IDE for Embedded Progralilming 

Proteus for PCB Design 

Android studio for Android Applicatioll 


TV.BLOCK DIAGRAM 

In rhe project I have made use of voice operation 1Ising. Small phone to control the location of 

wheelchair. 

The system is COlli rolled by Atmeg1l328P which also cOllu'ols the llirrasouic sensor. 


A',OJI\lIQ 

v-Wlr..~ 
Vrlt< 

c;Q('.'il! 

~' ~I:.tl:\ 

'urH>w. 
~IJ! I !X)T· ' 

""Iil '.'mo . 
~~ I'''' ~ 

Fig. 2_ Block Diagr:Hll of TI-aosruiUer Section, 

As per rhe proposed system's block diagram s110\\1.I ill fig:_~ DC morol's are annched (Q rhe wheels of 
the wheelch}lir hence based on roHHioll of lUe{Or direction of wheelchair \'l'iJ I be e<'ls ily controlled_ 
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?·..{olors are intelt:1ced ro lllicrOt,;olllroll~r by Hsingl1lotor drivers. The AI11lcgn328P ll1icrOCOlllroll~r is 
i .1IIerfc1~ed with Android pholl!: through BluelOOIh ~murol1cr. Depending 011 the user the voiL:c 
operationis done. 
P:mic bunon is provided on whccldmir to avuid allY mis: happening.... during emerg.ency whidJ force to 
tum 011 the buzzer. 
In tllis paper Auneg.a328P microcootroller and Bluetooth module are cOllllllunicaring. over UlillT 
9600bps. The module cowes ill SMD packag.e and works Oil 3.3V power supply. hl this profile the 
data sClld and receive to module directly COllles on the R...,,( pin of microcolllroller. It becomes really 
easy to make your device Bluetooth compatible. 
He-05 bas ouly 4 pius: 5V. GND. TX and R.,'(. Tbe 5V pin and the GND pin are ltsed for power ami 
the TX aJ)d RX pin illlplelllellt " serial interlace. The lX pin is used by the module To send 
information cUld the R.."'C pill is used to receive information. 
To test the module. Due has to counce! Ihis module to laptop. This IlIakes it easier (0 see whether the 
module is receiving characters or not. By simply llsing a terminal progr;un like Hyper terminal to 
visualize what the module i~ sendiug D:om irs serial interface. 
With ref to fig.3 the function of voice controlled wheelchair is discnssed as. the persoll gives voice 
cOlllmand to the systeIIl. the ADC couverts the voice signal into digital form and feecL<; it to the 
smartphoue now the IFTTT is lISed to set the desired commands to get specific cJmracters. now these 
characters are sent to the microconu'oller using. Bluetooth module. The smartphoue aud [he Bluetooth 
module does the wireless cOlll.OlumC(ltion. Now for the system to cow.mnuicale with (he Slll<trrphone 
will require a platfonIl for imeriace. this is provided by the appJicatioll that we have developed 
especially for this sole purpose. Now the ullcrOCOlllroller processes tills character and provides 
respected Olltpllt C0llll1l3Ud to the moror ch-iver alld the motor driver drives the motors accordingly. 

Fig. 3. Flow chaI1 of proposed system. 
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Thc hardwarc 5ct Hp is purposdy lIuJ(.ie simple so that ~UlyOl.le l::lU opt!rate it easily. And iH1s wide 
OPllmtll!lity for fl1lure devcloPllh.!llt, 

For better accnr<lcy one cnll lIse ANN based algorithm to controlmovemem of wheelchair and it may 
be considered couple of si llimiolls wbere user is so chilllcllged to spenk as well. In sucll case oue C(lil. 
• Iusre;:Jd of using voice rccognilion can use eye ret ilia llsingoptic(ll sensor 10 move \.vlleelchajr 
in d.itferem directions, 
• Use br(liu coulfolled (neural r<."Cogllition). 

By using tltis system phy.')ically handicapped people Hnd easy wAy to navigate within the ilOl1Se l1sing: 

wheelchair without the external help, This provides ease of operation. As the systemuses Sm~nt phone 

so that tbe accuracy is increflsed. The sensor provides obstacle clereclion giving safety measures. The 

IR sell~or is lIsed for obstacle rlvoidance. If allY emergency. then the Pmtic button is there (HELP) it 

blows buzzer. 
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Abstract 

Nowadays text sYllIhesis is most vila! parI of\\Ief, technology. NLP are often a sllbjie/d of linguistics. 

computing, informalioJ1 engineering. and if rconcerned with the interactions between computers and 

/-nrman (nallll'aO languages, e,\jJecially the lvay 10 program computers to process and analyze large 

amounts a/tongue data. Natural Language Toolkit also known as NLTK is to be used in which there 

are pre-existing provisions und libraries which are required for this particular application. The 

programming language to be used is Python. The system will be deSigned such that it will result into 

the sentiment oj the given sentence. In Layman 's terms, it would indicate if the database is positive, 

neulral or negative. This technology is already implemented in Google search recommendalions~ 


YouTube search recommendations, etc. 


Keywords-NLP, NLTK, python, tokenizGlion. normalization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Everything we express (either verbally or in wrillen) carries huge amounts of data. The topic we 
elect, our tone, our selection of words, everything adds some sort of information which will be 
interpreted and value extracted from it.[I) In theory, we will understand and even predict human 
behavior using that information. 
But there is a problem: one person may generate hundreds or thousands of words during a declaration, 
each sentcnce with its corresponding complexity.[2) If you would like to scale and analyze several 
hundreds. thousands or many people or declarations during a given geography, then things is 
unmanageable. 
Data generated from conversations, declarations or maybe tweets are samples of unstructured data. [6) 
Unstructured data doesn't fit neatly into the normal row and column structure of relational databases, 
and represent the overwhelming majority of knowledge available within the actual world. It is messy 
and hard to manipulate. Nevertheless, because of the advances in disciplines like machine learning an 
enormous revolution goes on regarding this subject.[8] Nowadays it is not about trying to interpret a 
text supp0l1ed its keywords, but about understanding the meaning behind those words (the cognitive 
way). This way it's possible to detect figures of speech like irony, or maybe perform sentiment 
analysis. 
Natural language processing could also be a subfield of linguistics, computing , information 
engineering, and AI concerned with the interactions between computers and human (natural) 
languages, especially the thanks to program computers to process and analyze large amounts of 
natural language data.[3] NLP is a part of computer science and artificial intelligence concerned with 
interactions between computers and human (natural) languages. It is used to apply machine learning 
algorithms to text and speech. 
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g:.llh:ry: {)I'illioll algorithms no IidclIli(yin,tA tile unique algorithms ror 
cXlr:H:lioll i-1!ld ~el11aJllic SllcCL'ss ful rviL'llliol1ed.proPLTlics ufillis problem und 

L 
dnssific1Jti(lI} () f" d ass ilkalion ur dCVL:lop a method 1(11' 

produ~1 reviews aUlonuui<.:ally disliliguishing text are 
( I< . Dave. S. Lawrence, betwC'en po~ itivc and negative mentioned. 

and Ll. !vI. Pennuck) I"l.;:viL:\V.s . .. 

1II. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING 

The essence of" Naturf:!1 Language Processing lies in making computers understands the natural 
language, That 's not [Ill easy task though. Computers c[ln understand the structured form of data like..: 
~readsheets and the tables in the database. but human languages. texts, and voices form an 
Ulstructured category of data. and it gets dimeult for the computcr to understand it. and there arises 
the nCl:d fur Natural Language Processing. There's a lot of natural language data out there in variolls 
forms and it would get very easy if computers can understand and process that data. Vv'e can train thC;;! 
1110dcls in accordance with expected output in different ways. Humans have been writing fOI' 

thousands or years, there are a lot of literature pieces available, and it would be great if we make 
computers understand that. But the task is never going to be easy. There are various challenges 
fualing out tllt:re like lIllders tanding the correct meaning of the sentence, correct Named-Entity 
Recognition(NER), correct prediction of various parts of speech, corefcrence resolution(the most 
challenging thing in my opinion). Computers can't truly understand the human language. If we feed 
enough data and train a model properly, it can distinguish and try categorizing various parts of 
s pecch(noun. verb, adjective. supporter, etc ... ) based on previously fed data and experiences. If it 
encollnters a new word it tried making the nearest guess which can be embarrassingly wrong few 
times. 
It 's very difficult for a computer to extract the exact meaning from a sentence. For example - The boy 
radiated fire like vibes. The boy had a very motivating personality or he actually radiated fire? As you 
see over here, parsing English with a computer is going to be complicated. 
Types of NLP are: Percy Liang, a Stanford CS professor and NLP expert, breaks down the various 
approaches to NLP f NLU into four distinct categories: I) Distributional 2) Frame-based 3) Model
theoretical 4) Interactive learning 

IV. PYTHON 

Python is a widely used general-purpose, high level programming language. It was initially designed 
by Guido van Rossum in 1991 and developed by P)1hon Software Foundation . It was mainly 
developed for emphasis on code readability, and its syntax allows programmers to express concepts in 
fewer lines of code. Python is a programming language that lets you work quickly and integrate 
systems more efficiently. 
There are two major Python versions- Python 2 and Py thon 3. Both are quite different 
A. FEATURES: The features of Pytho n are: A. Easy 

When we say the word "easy' , we mean it in different contexts. 

a. Easy to Code 
Python is very easy to code. Compared to other popular languages like Java and C++, it is eas ier to 
code in Python. Anyone can learn Python sy ntax in just a few hours. Though sure, mastering Python 
requires learning about all its advanced concepts and packages and modules. That takes time. Thus, it 
is programmer-friendly. 
b. Expressive 
Firs t, let's learn about express iveness. Suppose we have two languages A and S, and all programs tha t 
can be made in A can be made in B using local transformations. However, there are some programs 
tllat can be made in B, but not in A, using local transformations. Then, B is said to be more express ive 
than A. Python provides us with a myriad of constructs that help us focus on the solution rather than 
on the syntax. This is one of the outstanding python features that tell you why you hould learn 
Python. 
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C. Free and Open-Source 
Firstly. Python is frccly available. YOll can download it li'om the Python Wl:b~ itt:, Sc(;ondly. it is 
open-source. This means 1112.1 its source code is availnble to Ille public. You CHn dow nl oad it. changL: 
it , Lise ii, and distribLite il. This is ca ll ed f-LOSS(Free/l.ihrc and Open SOLiree So ft ware). /\s Ih~ 
Python community. we're all h~aded toward one goa l- an eyer-bettering Python. 

V.METHODOLOGY 

A large amount of data that is generated today is unstructured, which requires processi ng to generate 
insights. Some examples of unstructured data are news articles, posts on social media, and search 
history. The process of analyzing natural language and making sense out of it falls under the tield 0'1' 
Natural Language Processing (NLP). Sentiment analysis is a common NLP task, which involves 
classifying texts or parts of texts into a pre-defined sentiment. YOLI will use the Nat.urnl Language 
Toolkit (NLTK), a commonly used NLP library in Python. to analyze textual data. 

Tokenization: Tokenization is the process of converting text into tokens before transforming il int n 

vectors. It is also easier to filter out wmecessary tokens. For example, a document into paragraphs 0" 

sentences into words. 

Tokenization is the process of tokeniz ing or splitting a siring, lex t into a list of tokens. One can think 

of 10ken as parts like a word is a token in a sentence, and a sentence is a token in a paragraph. 

Removing stop words: Stop words are the most commonly occulTing words which are not relevant in 

the context of the data and do not contribute any deeper meaning to the phrase. In this case contain no 

sentiment. 
Normalization: 

Words which look different due to casing or written another way but are the same in meaning need to 

be process correctly. Normalization processes ensure that these words are treated equally. For 

example, changing numbers to their word equivalents or convel1ing the casing of all the text. 

'100' --> 'one hundred' 

'Apple' --> 'apple' 

The following normalization changes arc made: 

I. Casing the Characters 
Converting character to the same case so the same words are recognised as the same. In this case we 
converted to lowercase. 
2. Negation handling 
Apostrophes connecting words are used everywhere, especia lly in public reviews. To maintain 
uniform structw-e it is recommended they should be converted into standard lexicons. The text will 
Ihen follow the rules of context free grammar and helps avoids any word-sense disambiguat ion. 

J. Removing 
Stand alone punctuat ions, special characters and numerical tokens are removed as they do not 
contribute to sentiment which leaves only a lphabetic characters. This s tep needs the use of tokenized 
words as they have been split appropriate ly for us to remove. 
This process finds the base or dictionary form of the word known as Ihe lemma. This is done through 
the use of vocabulary (dictionary importance of words) and morphological analysis (word structure 
and grammar relations). This normalization is similar to stemming but takes into account the context 
of the word. 
"are', "js', 'being' ~ ' be' 

4. Substitution: 

This involves removing noise from text in its raw format. For exampl e, the text is scrapped from the 

web it may contai n HTML or XML wrappers or markUps. Removal of these can be done through 

regular expressions. 

5. Normalizing the Data: 

Words have different forms-for instance, "ran", "runs", and ':running" are various forms of the same 


~~~;l'e'~·epe nding on the requirement of your analysis, all of these versions may need to be 
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We will liS:': n:gular expr,.;ssioll!'i in Python In :-'l:nt'ch Ic)r and remove these items: 
1-lypc:r1inks - 1\11 hyperlinks in text are CUIWLll'led 10 the URI. sh(Jncn~r. Therefore, keeping them II I 

the lext process ing wuuld not add any value 10 Ihe analysis. 
TwiLler handks ill repljc~ - These Twi\!l.!r lIstJmamt:s nre preceded by (l @ symbol ~ which cloes nO'1 

convey lilly mcaning. 
- Pum:tuation and specinl chamctcrs - Whik these oltcn provide context to textual data, this conte;x1 
is oflOll clinicull 10 process. for simplicity. you will remove all PUllcluation and special characters 
from twects. 
6. Preparing Data ror the Model:
Sentiment analysis is a proct'Ss of identifying an attitude of the allthor on a topic that is being written 
about. YOLI will create a training data set to train a model. It is a supervised machine learning process.., 
whkh requires you to associate each datnset with a Hsentimenr" for training. In this tutorial, your 
model will usc the "positive" [Inc! "negative" sentiments. 
7. Converting Tokens to a Dictionary :-
Firsl, we will prepare Ihe data 10 be fed into Ihe model. You will use the Naive Bayes classifier in 
NLTK to perto rm the modeling exercise. Notice Ihm the model requires not just a list of words in a 
text. but a Python dictionary with words as keys and True as values. 

VI. RESULTS 

Thus, Ihe analys is of the text we get as a result oflhe above has the values between 0 and 1. Here we 
get the polarity scores such as positive, negative, neutral. Compound term denotes the clauses and 
conjunctions that are used in the said sentence. 
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Subjectivity and sentiment analysis is an emerging field in NLP with very interesting applications. A 
101 can be learned from the amount of unstructured/structured information on Ihe web which can aid 
in subjectivity and sentiment analysis. 
Simple sentiment of the given text is Ihe expected output from this projeci which is effici ently done 
by the use of Python, NLTK and Na'Jve-Bayes Algorithm. Annotations, abbreviations and sarcasm are 
the challenges faced in this entiment analysis. 
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Abstract 
Video compression is a combination ofimage compression and molion compensation Compressing CI 

video refers 10 decreasing 'he amount of clata used /0 represenl video. Each video contains oj· 
numerous ji·ames which are 2D arrays ofpixels. Each fl'ame is regarded as a slill image. The process 
of generaling a high resolution image ji'om its low-resolulion cOlmte/parl is referred 10 as Image 
intelpolalion. Hence Ihis process o/ i11lelpolalion can eslimate alllhe pixel values Ihal are required in 
a frame. Eul when the j i'ames lire vastly unco,.relalec!, this process becomes inefficienl. One of Ihe 
important lvays for video compression is using molion compression vector. The video coding 
standards has widely used the moliol1 compensaliol1 wilh fractional moLion vector. Fractional 
inte'polation filter produces the ji'aclional samples. That is used is an end to end invertfbilily driven 
training scheme. Improvel'nent in-video coding efficiency for low bit rate requirement is possible. 
Video can be shared in less lime withollt changing Us quality. 

KeYlVords-Fractional-pL'Cel interpolan'on, Variable filter size, Discrete cosine Fourier transform, 
High ejjiciency video coding, 

L INTRODUCTION 

In this paper techniques to compress a video have been discussed. Interpolation filters are widely used 
and discussed in this proj ect. 'Interpolation' is a process of up sampling which is foJlowed by 
filtering, An Interpolation fi lter performs the above phenomenon. Video coding slandards which 
defines a toolkit or a set of tools for compression is a document describing a bit slream structure and 
decoding method for video compression. The motion compensation with fractional motion vectors has 
been widely accepted by these video coding standards_ Properties of the fractional interpolation [I] 
such as Inevitability have also been discussed. Fractiona l samples can be generated fro m inleger 
samples and integer samples can be recovered from the fractional samples too using the fractional 
interpolation filters. Inevitability property has been discussed here, which is an important feature_ 
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The integer pixd~ call be gcnerated li'om till.: fractional pixI.'ls lIs ing the illtt;rpohltioll filter, similarly. tltt..: 
fractional pixels call also be gcncralt,:d Ii'om tilt: inh!ger pixL'ls lI sing init:rpol,lIioll liltl!l's. ~lIld this property 
of interpolation fillers is termcd as Invcrtibility. Th\;.' fractional interpolation is actually a pnx.:css t) 
recover the analog signal with several stilllplcs and tj'w.::tiollal pixels me sHmplcd from that ana log signal at 
certain fracti onal locations. I f the analog s ignal call be recovered with the integer pixels, it s hould also bl;::': 
recovered with the fractional pixels. Frame-rate lip conversion (FRUC)l3] hrls been used here to advancl:: 
the coding cfliciency for low bit-rate condition. The original fra mes arc restored after the restoration 0 r 
the compressed data. According to the phenomenon, hefore compression. the frame~rate is reduced. Some.::: 
high order motion models have been considered to give more precise charactt!rizatiol1 of the complex 
motion, The modern video coding standards has brondly taken on the s tate an of high effic iency v ideo 
coding (HEVC) [2] and block-based hybrid cod ing framework. These standards have used motion 
compensated prediction (MCP) [4] to kssen the temporal redundancy. Motion compensated prediction is 
used to decrease the number of unnecessary bits needed for quantization be (he current frame. Both the 
e ncoder and decoder consist of a reconstructed copy of previous frame. The present frame is separated 
into the non- overlapping blocks by block motion compensation and the ac tual position of the blocks is 
given by the motion compensation vector. Typically the source blocks overlap within the source frame . 
Some video compression algorithms [9] unite this current frame out of pieces which are various types 0 f 
previously-transm itted frames. In MCr, this block to be coded is retrieved within the prev ious ly 
reconstructed pictures and also the loca tion of the reference block is s ignaled by the motion vector 
Interpolation filters not only facilitat e Mep but also perform anti-al iasing and reduce compression noise. 
The future fram es may be predicting the frame. The expected frames then must be encoded after the long 
run frames and thus, the real frame order doesn't necessarily match the e ncoding order. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

"A Study of assortcd Video Compression Techniques", M. Mary Shanthi Rani , P. Chitra and K. 
Anandharaj, 2017, Various transform based techniques are used by video compress ion for locating bes t 
video compression technique. For e ffic ient storage and transmission, irrelevant information and 
redundancy could be e liminated using the process of video compression. Targets on transform methods 
like discrete cosine Transform (OCT), discrete wavelet transforms (OWT) and discrete ITactional 
transform (OFT). 
"Inter-Picture Prediction in HEVC, Benjamin Bross", Philipp Helle, Haricharan Lakshman, and Kemal 
Ugur, 20 14 targeting on the H.264/A VC and their coding efficiency. T he motion vector prediction was 
improVed with advanced motion vector prediction supported motion vector competition. The block-wise 
mot ion data signaling can be significantly s implified by an inter-prediction block merging technique. This 
technique infers all motion data ITom the blocks which are already decoded, thus making it s impler. 
';Oeep Learning-Based Video Coding: A Review and A Case Snldy" Dong Liu, Yue Li, Jianping Lin, 
Houqiang Li, Feng Wu. This paper provides us w ith the information about deep learning for image/video 
coding. Since the year of 20 15, this has been an actively expanding research area, specializing in two 
categories: Deep network-based coding tools (deep too ls) that shall be applied within traditional coding 
schemes and new coding schemes that are fabricated primarily upon deep networks (deep schemes). 
For deep schemes, auto-encoder and pixel probability m ode ling are the 2 approaches were viewed as 
transform coding scheme and predictive coding scheme, respectively. 

Table: 
Year 

1 Surve of related papers 

Paper Author 
 Description 
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Vnl. 1:1, No. 2s. (2()20). pp. :148-35 ; 

I A st lldy & M. Mary 
V'lriOllS v i d~(l SIHlllthi R[mi, 
t;()[1lprcssion P. (: hi lra and 
t~:c hniqllL's. K.l\nandharaj. 

2017 ( he observa ti on or (ile resuits s hows 
----,-

(ha( (hE:: 
P~Nj{, compress ion ratio for effecti ve 
Iransmission hybrid , DCT and trans form high 
p..:ak signa l noise ratio" 

2 Inter-Picture Jonas Nilson. 
Predict ion for 
video 
compression 
using low 
pass and high 
pass, 

2016 Thl..! resu lts arc limited to the performances of the 
low pass tiiter, LPF, and high pass tilters, HPF 
prototypes. Other filt ers, with different 
character is tics and cut off frequenc ies, could 
potentially improve the resu lts further. 

3 Deep Jcarnin~' Dong Liu, 
based video Vue Ii, 
coding a rcvjev~ ainping lin, 
~nd a case s tudy. i-Iouqiang Li, 

Feng Wu. 

20 18 Most of deep tools have been designed 
indi vidually but once they are applied jointly 
they may not collaborate well or may even 
contlict w ith each other. The underlying reason 
is that multiple coding tools arc indeed 
dependent. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

High efficiency v ideo coding is the next step in evolution. Advanced video coding or AVe is also a type 
of compress ion standard for digital video. It is also known as H.264. It helps to set a standard syntax for 
video formats like mobile TV etc. 

----'( 

Fig I : HEVC Encoder 
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Fig2 : HEVC Decoder. 

VC employs SPME for the same reason as H.264. SPME, which ofters sub-pixel accurate 
MV refinement, is carried out in order to widen the performance of integer pixel motion estimation_ 
However, H.264 SPM E is not as computationally complex as HEVC SPME. SPME is heavily utilized in 
an HEVC encoder. In HEVC video encoder, SPME can take up to 49% of the total encoding time. For 
sub-pixel interpolation, HEVC standard applies three different 8-tap FIR filters and up to 64x64 PU sizes. 
Numerous HEVC SPME hardware is proposed. All probable 48 sub ..pixel search locations can be 
searched by SPME hardware. However, only square shaped PU sizes is supported. SPME hardware 
supports all PU sizes but 8x4, 4x8 and 8x8. Also, it searches 12 SUb-pixel search locations. For quarter .. 
pixel interpolation, it uses bilinear filter. SPME hardware uses a scalable search pattern and supports all 
PU sizes. The necessary sub-pixels for sub-pixel search locations are initially interpolated by three 
different 8-tap FIR filters by HEVC SPME. In the first stage, sub-pixel search locations round the best 
integer pixel search location are found. The second stage searches the 8 sub-pixel search locations round 
the best sub-pixel search location of the primary stage. In Figure, lIsing the closest integer pixels, half
pixels a, b, c and d, h, n are interpolated in vertical and horizontal directions, respectively. Using the 
closest a and band c half-pixels, respectively, quarter-pixels e, i, p and f, j, q and g, k, r are interpolated in 
vertical directions. HEVC SPME can then determine the s implest sub-pixel search location with the 
lowest SAD value following the computation of the SAD values for each sub-pixel search location. 
intra-prediction: 
In intra-coding, the macro blocks are predicted from the current frame only and errors are encoded. Thi s 
improves intra-coding compress ion performance significantly. H.264/AYC supports various intra
prediction modes for 8 x8, 4 x4 and 16x 16 pixels. 

inter-prediction: 
The H.264 maintains 7 forms of blocks with dimension of 16 x 16, 16 x8, 8 x 16, 8 x8, 8 x4, 4 x8 and 4 x4 
pixels for inter-prediction. Prediction can be improved with reduced block size. 
Hence, smaller blocks are preferred for a high detail area. Each block has a predicted displacement which 
is given by motion vectors. 

Transform and quantization: 
The H.264/A VC supports multiple block size multiplier-free integer transforms for prediction residuals. 
Various integer trans forms are applied depending on the selected trans form mode. The H.264/A VC uses 
scalar quantizer for all transform coeffici ents. The quantizer value is selected us ing quantization 
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Vol. 13. No. 1s. (2010). pp. 341')- 35; 

parameter (QP) l,vhich can have 52 v<.Ilu(:s. 

Entropy cae/illg: 
The H.264/A VC supports two types of entropy coding schemes : context adapt ive variable length codin,g 
(CA VLC) and c:ont(:xt adaptive binary arilhrnetic coding (CABAC). For low complexity, CA VLC i :-> 
selected whereas for higher compression. a more complex encoding scheme, CABAC is employed . 
CABAC assigns a non-integer number of bits for each variable rather than integer number of bits by 
variable-length coding. 
Structure seleC:lion: 

The proposed end-to-end training scheme does not restrict the specific form of the InvIF. In principle, any 
differentiable function can be used as the InvIF in the training scheme. We can select different InvI F 
forms in practice, considering the requirements. Compression artifact reduction proposed 1 Variable 
filter-size Residue-learning CNN (VRCNN), have been adopted. VRCNN cons ists of 4 layers, and multi
scale convolutiona l kernel is utilized in the second and third layers. To adjust to the range of video quality 
different InvlF for different QPs will be trained . Using other CNN slructures wi ll be studied in our future 
work. 
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Fig3: InvIF block diagram. 

IV. APPLICAnONS 

• Videophone. 
• Videoconferencing entertainment video. 
• Broadcast video interframe JPEG. 
• HDTV. 

V. CONCLUSION 

• In this paper we have conclude that the Video gets compressed without changing original quality and 
compression for effective transmiss ion. 
• Share the video in less time. 
• Enhances the efficiency of video coding for reduced bit rate condition. 
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Ahslracl 
Nowadays ;11 Emergt!I1(V /\I/edit.:al Services (1';IJlISj, time is much more than a mailer (~f money ii's Cl 

mallf!r u/Nfe and death. An olllhu/lince-to-Iwspiial/og computing hased system is the besl example oj· 
how mobile lec;/Illology can help SaFe lives. by providing real time patient information to the hospital 
via wireless COIJlIIIUlIiCalions and also t() improve the hospital OPt) response time ti/l palicnl arrive.'·; 
to 11Ospilai. S'ojor the sake (~rsimplicily (?fsqiety, feasihility and re.!iahili/y and latem.:y response W e' 

put this idea into practice. This prtHecl mainly c..:OJ7siSf (llhree ullits which are Ambulance unil, jug 
compulinf.{ syslem hased unil and ho-ypiwl unit. The main lask of all Ihese slart after ambulance 
reporting and pUlien! board in amhulance. After gelting prinulI:Y aid 10 patient our unit gel slar' by 
gelling the all basic medical parameter like hearl beals, body temperalure etc. with help o/heart beat 
sensor and Temperature Sensor. rVhile doing this praclicejor symptoms analysis o/patient another 
unit simultaneollsly capturing a clear video by using Raspberry PI camera unit. Onwards hy using 
general pllrpose inplil Olllplil porI lVe inlerface alllhese parameler dala 10 Raspberry for Ihe jiJrlher 
process. NO~II by implementing software programmed design in eclipse and java we fe tch the data 
continllously without lagging time and send il towards hospital unit. To established communication 
bellveen all these lve use standard HTTP protoco/. In the third unit lvhic:h is hospital for accessing 
data sent by fog uHit we design a page in java which includes login JD and passwordfor gelling live 
streaming with data. For further analysis on patient's data we can send it on cloud By lIsing sllch 
practice we can save the life of patient and improves the Medical services provided by hospital 
topalienl. 

Keywords- ll'ireless data transfer, live streaming, Fog computing, Emergency medical service, cloud 
server. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For emergency medical services (EMS), time is much crucial than money-it's a matler of life and 
death. An ambulance based system is the best example of how technology can help save lives, by 
providing real time patient information to the hospital via wireless communi cations. providing remote 
diagnoses and primary care~ and also reducing rescue response time. Telemedicine 
(defi nedbytheA mericanT el emed i cineAssociation(A T A) )ismethod toexchangemed i ca linform ation from 
onesi tetoanother via electronic communications. to improve a clinical heaIthservices. 

Telemedicine includes various appl ications and services i.e. from remote health monitoring to 
education. In addition to usability, organizational aspects and regUlations of medical devices, these 
are of major impOitance to the technical system realization. 

In the tele-consultation centre, two tele-EMS physicians are on call for involved ambulances; a 
tele-EMS physici an supervises only a s ingle ambulance team at once.To collecte videnceon the 
medica l and organizational impact resulting from the use of this telemedicine model, the declared goal 
of Ollr pilot studies was to conduct them in regular EMS operations. Consequently, the telemedicine 
system must not hinder patient treatment: making usability a major concern; besides, application of 
telemedicine must not prolongon-scene time intervals significantly, which was already analysed 
informe! studies. Inagdilloll to usab ility. organizational aspects and statutory regulati ons of m~cal 
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devict.:s art.: (Jt"l11~~ior il1lp()rl~lIlCC to th e teclinical systcm I'C<lli:; '-1( ion. 

II. LlTFRATURE SU RVI,Y 

Mchdi Sookhak. F. Richard Yu. Ying He. III ('olllbinalion of cloud computing <lI1d FOG computing 

is uscd. :11 Cloud Cumpu(ing. the users usc the web hrowst.:: rs as an inll..'rlilce. while the sonware and 

data arc stored 011 the remote servers and hence it is deviceindcpl:lldcnt. 

Fog computing has been clll t!rged as a promising solution for accollll1lodali ng the surge or mobile 

lrafli c and reducing latency. which arc known as the inherent problem of c loud computing. 

So, Fog is cutting edge paradigm of computing which extends thl: L:Ollvclltional cloud computing to 

edge of network. This model is charncteri zed by low latency, geographical distribution of devices, 

mobility and large number of nodes. 


Xiaopei Wu, Robert Dunne, Zhileng Yu and Wcisong Shi, [4] EMS(Emergcncy medical service) 

systems (Ire public services that provide quick response, transportati on as well as appropriate 

emergency medical care to the emergent patient and STREMS: An ~ffi<:ic(l[ smart real-timeprc

hospital communication system for EMS. Specific[tJJy~ a cost-effective wearable physiological sensing 

solut ion to support lTIulti- dimensional te lemetry monitoring for an ambulance operating at as Basic 

Life Support, a type of EMS service leve l w ithom sophisticated medical equipment or paramedics. 

Then build a cloud-based real-time data sharing platform, enabling automated s treaming all gathered 

pre-hospita l data to the hospital prior to ambulance arrival. 


Indumathy N, Dr. Kiran Kumar Patil,[5] Sensors collect the patients health parameters such as 

temperature and blood pressure, heart bea LSensors monitors the heart rate and shows in digital format 

ancl temperature sensor's main application is detection of heat, so it is used as temperature sensor, 

basically LM35 sensor is used to detect theheat. 


I) 	 Emergency medical services (EMS) systems are public sel-viees that provide quick response , 
transpol1ation as well as appropriate emergency medical care to the emergent patient. For EMS, every 
second is critical.Unf0l1unate ly; current EMS systems have many challenges: lack effective 
communication between EMS providers and hospital profess ionals, less attent ion on care quality and 
limited resources of medical equipme nt and personnel, delay in treatment. Motivated by this, in this 
paper, we explore the use of video technology to propose EMS us ing FOG computing: an efficient 
smart real-time pre-hospital communication system for EMS. 

2) 	 Dr. G. G. Sivasankari, Prerana G Joshi,[7] This paper provi de the design and implementation of the 
Live video streaming us ing Raspberry Pi in 101' devices, with a sin gle board computer which 
processes the Motion Detection A lgorithm written in python as programmi ng environment. The 
system uses the algorithm to significantly decrease the storage space and to save the cost. The 
algorithm is implemented on the Raspberry Pi, which provide the live stream ing. The live steaming 
can be viewed from any browser on particular website from computer or even from mobile in the 
realtime. 

Raspberry Pi used for core process, camera for capturing the video and user phone or laptop 
connected to Wi-Fi to receive and view the live streaming videos. Also as our system requires fast 
processing speed for live video streaming withont any loss. In Raspberry P i external memory can be 
connected to enhance its speed which cannot be done in other microcontrollers. Raspberry Pi has 
GPIO ports as well as camera interfacing ports. 

3) 	 Gus,[3]As Ihe Pi doesn' t have a ny GP10 (general purpose input-output) pins that are analog. This 
absence of analog pins makes connection of analog sensors a little complex. There are several 
solutions for connecting analog sensors to raspberry PI with lack of analog pins li ke the one done in 
the Raspberry Pi LOR tutorial which involved using a capacitor to measure the resistance of the LOR 
(Light Dependent Resistor). A better solution to this would be to using an analog 10 digital converter 
(MCP3008). This chip or integrated circuit requires a little bit of setting. Also the setting of the 
MCP3008 is done with raspberry pi, this is a much easier process than writil t ode from scratch. 
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,I. IUol'klJiugrlJIII 
Tilt.: :>y!-. t ~11 1 is lit.:!'igncd to 11 10 11 i tm di l'fe-fcnt par;llllCl\.:r Iike body tl!J1lperutlln.~. H..:art ral t or patient. 

It is FOG-basl..:d n:ul-tilllc datil sharing plllllhnn. erlilb lillg autolllah~U streaming and updaliilg 
in ro 1'1 11 HI il>ll Oil cloud . 
Proposl..!d system cons ists of ambulance L1l1it, log SerVer lInil. d oud Sl'rVer unit and hospi tal unit, 
Hart! wme is placed inside a111bulance. l-IardwHn.: contains Raspberry Pi 3 interfaced with Pi camera 
and tempcratll\'~ , heart rate sensor to fetch patient' s images and datiJ respecti vely. 

T..:mpcr.ll lIro: 1= 
Raspberry 

Scnsor Pi3 -G 
P WI· =:FI I 
0 

Heart Rate = -
Sensor 

1f 1f 
Power Raspberry pi 
Supply Camero 

Fog 
Server 

+ 

Cloud 
Server 

Display 

I"-, 
-J' Hospital 

(Client 
server) 

Fig I: Block Diagram at proposed system 

These images are continuously sent on Fog server and sensor data is sent to cloud server. Then as 

requested these server response to hospital with requested information. 


B. Working 
To measure different parameters with the help of respective sensors are connected to the GPIO of 

Raspberry Pi. And Raspberry Pi camera can be interfaced to the CSI interface given on the board 
itse lf. So that continuolls monitoring of [he patients health is recorded and in real time base it is 
upl oaded on the Fog via W1FI which will be used for wireless data sending to the Fog. All the sensor 
data will be then available on the cloud. 

At hospital emergency room phYSicians and doc tors can receive and review the patient 's data at a 
desktop PC by requesting it from FOG or on a mobile device such as a tablet or Smartphone, and 
make preliminary assessments before the arrival of the patient (i.e. live s treaming and current sensor 
data can be viewed by accessi ng the data from Fog). The emergency room doctors ca n also zoom-in to 
see the wounds, discuss the situati on with the emergency medical technic ians (EMTs), and instruct the 
EMTs to administer primary care or emergency medical services, such as first aid. 

, Q ~ Fog Unit Ambulance 

unit 

• r-

~ oL 
... ~ 
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IV. RESI II. rs 

Folluwing un.: e.:xpt.:cte.:d 1\!SlIIIS alh:r S lll.:~ : e.: s:-- r!tl I.:Olllplc.:lillll or pwjc.:..:t shown below: 

. 1. lIelll'l ht.!lll SC!IISO" inlt'l.1clcill,L:. wilh Rwpbf:n:l-' /'U 

Fig 3: Henrt beat sensor interfacing with Raspberry Pi 3 

Above is the image of output from heart bL'at Sensor which will be using while collecring the 
heart rate of patient. Heart beat sensor will show the digital output. 

B. Temperature sensor interfacing with RaspberfY Pi3 

Fig 4: Temperature sensor interfacing with Raspberry Pi 3 

LM35 sensor will be used to detect the temperature of body & will give the output in analog form . 

C. Camera intel/acing with Raspbeny Pi 3Camera 

Raspberry PI 3 has a camera interfacing port. Camera is imerfaced with it and it will capture images 
continuously with correct frame rates. 
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Fig 3: Camera interfacing with Raspberry Pi 3 Camera 


As live streaming will be done by camera capturing images continuollsly and will be uploaded. 


Raspberry Pi - SurveilI;mce Camera 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
The Fog computing has been emerged a new computation paradigm in which the computational 

resources have been deployed along the edge of the network with the aim of reducing latency. In 
accordance with the resource restriction of Fog computing, a limited number of clients are able to use 
the fog computing simultaneously. Because of this advantage traffic on the network/server reduces 
which results in fast datatransfer. 

Tn this project, by observing health parameters of patient through sensors, we aim to provide real 
time patient information to hospital llsing FOG computing. Hence we aim to provide an improved 
emergency care in pre-hospital arena. 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 
More sensors like ECG, eye blinking, blood pressure measuring etc. can be interfaced for full 

body health monitoring of patient to improve analysis. Also audio communication system can be 
introduced in proposed system and a live screen can be installed inside ambulance so that 
communication between technician (in ambulance) and expert (at hospital) can establish for better 
understanding of situation. A technology can be introduced to receive acknowledgment that 
ambulance and hospital are intouch. 
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Ab.\·lracl 
Ovarian cancer is one q( the most common gynaec%gic tumours und lIsing manual me/hods it is 
difficllll Iv deleel iI, so 10 case the hectic process clI1d reduce time required /0 deleel we have 
developed a process. In this project computer aided diagnosis (CADx) is llsed which helps the 
pathologists to determine lind to diagnose the tumollr correctly. There are basically four types of 
ovarian cancers. They {Ire serous carcinoma, mucous carcinuma, endometrial carcinoma, clear cell 
carcinoma. Here cancer types will be detee/ed by lIsing Alex net architecture based on DCNN In this 
projecl. inpul images areo/cytologicallype. Theimage manipulatiun is done using dt/Jerenl fillers 10 

remove noise and obtainshwpened image. There are two types oj inputs to DCNN which are training 
sel alld lesling sel. In DCNN Ihere are(ive convolulioll layers. Ihree /II0X pooling layers and two full 
reconneel layers. Input image is passed through DCNN module and respectively lJ'pe of cancer will 
be delecled. 

KeYlVords--CADx. DCNN, Alex nel. Clinical Diagnasis. Gynaecologiclumour. Cylologicallmages. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ovarian cancer is the most aggressive and frequent gynaecologic cancer. Primary epithelial ovarian 
carcinoma are sub classified into subtypes as - serous, mucinous, endometrial, and clear celLIt is 
usually gets difficult to precisely differentiate the four subtypes from cytological images with the he lp 
of only pathologists' eyes and capability; especially when the images to be analysed and diagnosed 
are largein number, errors can occur. 
In order to improve the accuracy of diagnosis and reduce pathologists ' workload, we have used 
computer technology which follows cel1ain methods in doing the pathol ogic diagnosis.Computer
aided diagnosi s (CADx) schemes can potentially make a differential diagnosis more accurate and 
independent on the skill of the pathologislS. 
A large amount of training data is required in a deep neural nehvork model. Overfitting and other 
mistakes can be observed due to insufficient size of training. In our study. wehave increased the 
sample size manipulating images so as to improve the accuracy of class i fication. Image manipulation 
includes image enhancement and image rotation. To improve the image clarity and edge sharpness a 
Gaussian High Pass-filter with kernel si ze ~ 3*1 and La pass filter were applied to the image. When 
lhe image was acquired by the microscope and camera the directions ofH&E stained tissue sections 
was invariable. SO,lo increase lhe sample sizeswe rota led lhe original images (size: 227'227) framO o 

to 2700 in 90 steps around their centrepoint .Image enhancement and rotation process is shown in 
Figures 2 and 3. Two independent recognition models were made by our two-group data, one group 
used original image dataset as training data without image augmentation, and (he other one used 
image dataset augmented as training data, whose sample size was 11 times bigger than original image 
sets. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

[I] AUTHOR: Rinki Singh: AnupSum 
TITLE: aprof'iling of Ovarian Cancer Reveals C0l111110n Features Shared by Sub-lypes of Ovarian 

Cancer" 


Ovarian cancer is the most lethal gynec.:ological cancer affecting women Clnd hence 8n important 

public health issue. Identifying the underlying biology and neoplastic progression of ovarian cancer is 

very important to understand and advancing the trealment of the disease . The aim of this study is to 
identify the crucial genes ,-vhich arc common in all the cases of ovarian cancer irrespective of their 

subtypes, suggesting essential neoplastic progression and the comTllon molecular mechanism through 

which cancer cells progress. These gClles might prove to be good therapeutic drug targets. Our 

analysis revealed 320 genes, which functionally interacted among different subtypes of epithelial 

ovarian cancer. JUN, FOS, MYC, STAT5B, NR3CI , KRAS, PNN. SFN. SMARCA4, GSK3B, 

JUND, CA V I, and MAPK 13 are genes played crucial role in ovarian cancer progression and thus can 

act as good therapeutic targets. ] 

[2] AUTHOR: Hye-Jeong Song; Eun-Suk Yang; long-Dae Kim; Chan-Young Park; Yu-Seop Kim; 

Min-Sun Kyung 

TITLE: "Improving performance for classifying ovarian cancer with menopause information" 
Tumor biomarker testing is a relatively s imple test using blood, which allows low-cost cancer 
screening. In previous studies, a diagnostic model of ovarian cancer was made with a combination of 
two or three optimal biomarkers. This study proposes a classification model of ovarian cancer 

screening by adding menopausal information, which is important clinical information for diagnosis of 

ovarian cancer, to biomarker combination. The classification model was evaluated by the area under 

the ROC curve (AUC). The performance of the classification model including menopausal clinical 

information showed better performance than the classification model which did not include clinical 

information. 

[3]AUTHOR: Andrew Janowczyk ;SharatChandran ; Rajendra Singh; DimitraSasaroli ; George 

Coukos; Michael D.Feldman ; AnantMadabhushi 

TITLE: "High-Throughput Biomarker Segmentation on Ovarian Cancer Tissue Microarrays via 

Hierarchical Normali zed Cuts" 

We present a system for accurately quantifying the presence and extent of stain on account of a 

vascular biomarker on ti ssue microarrays. We demonstrate our flexible, robust, accurate, and high
throughput minimally supervised segmentation algoIithm, termed hierarchical normalized cuts 
(HNCuts) for the specific problem of quantifying extent of vascular staining on ovarian cancer tissue 
mi croarrays. The high-throughput aspect ofHNCut is driven by the use of a hierarchically represented 
data structure that allows us to merge two powerful image segmentation algorithms-a frequency 
weighted mean shift and the normalized cuts algorithm. HNCuts rapidly traVerses a hierarchical 
pyramid, generated from the input image at various color resolutions, enabling the rapid analysis of 
large images (e.g. , a 1500 x 1500 si zed image under 6 s on a standard 2.8-GHz desktop PC). HNCut 
is easily generalizable to other problem domains and only requires specification of a few 
representative pixels (swatch) from the object of interest in order to segment the target class. Across 
ten runs, the HNCut algorithm was found to have average true positive, fal se positive, and fal se 
negative rates (on a per pixel basis) of 82%,34%, and 18%, in te rms of overlap, when evaluated with 
respect to a pathologis t annotated ground truth of the target region of interest. By comparison, a 
popular supervised classifier (probabilistic boosti ng trees) was only able to marginally improve on the 
true positive and false negative rates (84% and 14%) at the expense of a higher false positive rate 
(73%), with an additional computation time of 62\% compared to HNCut. We also compared our 
scheme against a k-means clu terlno approach, which both the HNCut and PBT schemes were able to 
outperfonn. Our succe tely quantifying the of vascular stain on ovarian cancer 
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TM/\s suggl..·Sls [Iial I {NC',I 1.:ould bL' <l vcry powl:rful lnol ill digital pathology and bioinformatics 
applications wherc i[ t.:Oldd bL' used to !;n.:ilitale. 

[4J /\1 ITHOR : l3eant K'llIr: Kulvilldcr Singh Maun: Nianprcct Kallr Grew"J. 

TfTI.L: .. )varian cane..:r stage bilscd (kt":Cl ioll 011 convolutional Il..:uraillclwork·' 

Ovarial1 cancer is the linh most l.'tllllmOtl c;'! llcer alfccting womcn loday. Ovarian cancer is a cance!' 

that begins in the Dvnril.'s. TilL' llv;!rics arc !"l.'male gCIlL'rativt.! organs situated in thepe\vis. 

approxi!llHtt!ly th..: size or <III almond. Thc ovaries produce eggs (ova) for reproduction. In thi s 

resci.lrch paper. delccl the ovarian C<.lI1CLT and found the stage of the C[lncer in the malignant cancer 

image. The proposed algorithm is lIsed to nmturc extraction technique lls ing SIFT algorithm. Any 

object tllere arc many femures, interesting points on the object, that can bc extracted to provide ane! 

feature. a description of the object. In generic algorithm used to optimize the extracted feature with 

the help of [he fitness function. In fitness fUllction depends upon three parameters i.e, each feature, 

total features and classification error rate. The detection of the ovarian cancer and s tages found using 

a convolutional neural network . The accuracy is achieved with CNN classifier is 98.8% and with 

SYM is 85.01%. The performance parametcrs used arc Sensitivity Specificity and accuracy. 


[5jAUTHOR: ShubhamNegi; Poornima Mina; BrijeshKumar ;A namika Bhatia 

TITLE: "Detection of Ovarian Cancer using Organic Light Emitting Diodes" 

The modern world has been affected by a lot of diseases, and day by day new ones keeps on 

emerging. But no disease has threatened the mankind as much as cancer has, The reason behind it is 

that it has taken more human lives than any other disease. According to data of American Cancer 

Society, ill USA alone half a million people will die because of cancer in 2018. FUl1her this disease 

has a lot of different types which affects a whole lot of people varying in age and gender. Cancer even 

after all this is still a curable disease, but the problem with it that makes it so dangerous is late 

detection. If detected at early stages it can very eas ily be treated. Ovarian cancer is one of the 

categorization of cancer which has a very low survival rate often because of late detection and 

diagnosis. In this article a non-invasive sensor mechanism has been proposed for detection of ovarian 

cancer. This method will result in a portable device that can be used for giving an early diagnosis of 

ovarian cancer and can easily be used at borne. 


III. BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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In this prujet..:\ we are lIsing. Cytut ngical image as u input. A Ikr Ihnt St:gnl\;ntmioll i$ pt:r!(lrlllL'd on the 
inpUltytologitHI image. Tilt: l11l!tho(\ or applying, different liltLTS to the image is imag.e r~n l li1 llc (' nh': llt. 
S..:gJllell(~d image is passed through (j;Hl!)sian high pass tilier to obtain :J sharpened image and then 
we apply I.aplac\! high pass niter to sharpen the edges or the im age. To incrcase the sample s i~e. the 
next step is IOf'Qtale image from 0 to 27() ciL:gn;e. I-fellce il1lagl! lIluuilicatioll is Jonc. 
Then Wt;: will apply tilt: Ilh)difled inw.£,L! lItI DCNN based all Alc,;:x Net to automatic cli.lssify the Dvarian 
callcer cYlOiogical images. Tht.: DCNN for our study had live convohiliollal layers, three.:! max pooling 
layers, and two rull [,\!COllnect layers. Each of the layers was followed by a Rct..:tilicd Linear Unit 
(RcLU) as the acti vation function . TJln~e max pooling laycrs whose sizl! was 3*3 pixels and two fully 
reconnect layers were applied to reduce the size of image, which was the input of next convolutional 
layer. 
Two rull connected layers consisting of a large number of the neurons were applied at the end part of 
the DCNN. As a layer wh ich is l'tilly connected occupies most of the parameters, it is prone to the 
overfiuing. One method to reduce overfilling was dropout which was empl oyed in our networks. An 
efficient method for reducing the overfitting is Dropout , and it is usually llsed to improve the 
performance of neural networks on supervised learn ing tasks in vision, computational biology, 
docllment classification, and obtaining state-of-the-art resu lts on many benchmark data sets. The 
dropout rate applied is 50%. The output is the probability, for four ovarian cancer types, which were 
calculated by the SoftMax function. 
A. IMAGE ACQUISITION 
To investigate diseases involving a wide range of body sites cytopathology is commonly used, to aid 
in the diagnos is of cancer but also in the diagnosis of inflammatory conditions some infectious 
diseases and some infectious diseases. For example, a com mon application of cytopathology is the 
Pap smear, a screening tool used to detect ovarian tumour that may lead to ovarian cancer. 
Cytological images have been used in OUI' project 

Fig. 2 Cytological image of ovari an cancer 

B.lJvfAGE PROCESSING 
To perform image processing on digital images computer algorithms are used . Digital image 
processing has many advantages over analog image processing in a fiel d of digital signal processing, . 
It allows a much wider range of algorithms to be applied to the input data and can avoid many 
problems such as the build-up of noise and signal dist0l1ion during image processi ng. Since images 
are defined over two dimensions (perhaps more) digital image processing may be modelled in 
themultidimensionalform. Digital image processing are mainly depends on generation and 
development and which is affected by three factors: first, the development offirst,com puters; second, 
mathematicsdevelopment (especially the creation and improvement of discrete mathemati cs theory); 
third, Environmental demandsfor a wide range of applications, agriculture, military, industry and 
medical science has increased. 
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The most b.ISic im age cditing functions whkh is highly used arc Resizing and cropping. A.s they call 
affect imagc quality ,hcl1cd 30th I\!quirc careful cOIl~i(h:nlliol1. Thl.! dimel1sions of the image. wlli":!l 
usuully alTccls the lile size can he change using resizing(ancL thereby. imag.e quality). CUlling away 
the part 01' thl.! original image is done by cropping and results in somc or the pixels bei ng discarded. 
D. IA·IA UE .,/UUl'vIENTATlIIN 
To achievl:! good pcrfol"lnancc deep networks need large amount or training data. Image augmentation 
is usually required to boost the perfonnan..:1.:! of deep networks and To build a powerful image 
classilicr using very liuIe training data. ArtHiciaIIy creation of training images through different ways 
of processing or combination of multiple processing is done by image augmentation , such as random 
rotation, shifts, shear and fllps, etc. 

E NOISE PRI:;SENT IN IMAGE 

Random variation of bri ghtness or colour information in images are the types of noise in an image .. 
and is usually an aspect of electronic noise. It is generated by usi ng image sensor and circuitry of a 
scanner or digital camern. Image noise can also cOllle fromfilm grain and also frolll the unavoidable 
shot noise of an ideal photon detector. Image noise is an undesirable part of image capture which 
deviates the process of acquiring the desired information. 

F. DeNN 

For automatic classify the ovarian cancer we will apply the modified image on DCNN based on Alex 
Net on the cytological images. The DCNN had five convolutional layers, three max pooling layers 
and two full reconnect layers. Each of the layers inc ludes Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) as the 
activation function . Three max pooling layers whose s ize was 3*3 pixels and two fully reconnect 
layers were applied to reduce the size of image, which was the input of next convolutional layer. 

Fig. 3 DCNN 

At the end part of the DCNN two full connected layers consisting of a large numbers of the neurons 
were applied. Because a fully connected layer occupies most of the parameters, it is prone to the 
overfitting. One method to reduce overfi tti ng was dropout which was employed in our networks. 
Dropout is an effI cient method for reducing the overfitting, and It is usually used to improve the 
performance of neural networks on supervised leaming tasks in vision, computational biology, 
document classification, and outaining state-of-the-aI1 re:sults 011 mUIIY benchmark data sets. The 
dropo ut rate We applied was 50%. Thc output was .obi$1it" s fur fuur ovarian ~es.tl ~;;jJr cer 
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IV. CONCLIJSION 

In {his projel.:1 ~Ol11ptlh::r aickd diagnosis (C'J\Dx) will be lIsed which will pwvid!,,; Ihe lISl.:ful advkl.: for 
pathologists to dctl.!l'mine and to do diagnosis corrcl'tly. IlL'!'!,,; we will autnl11i1tiL:i:illy cll:lssily l'our 
cancer Iypl..!s by using Al ex nel archileCll!l\.! based on DeNN. In (his project OUI' inplll iTlIagc ar~ oi" 
~ylologicnllype, Then image manipuimion will he done using dilTt'1'cll! liltL'l'S lo remove Iwi.s.c lind do 
image sharpcning. There arc two types of inputs to DCNN which al'1.! training se( and testing sel. Input 
image is pnssl!d through DCNN module and respectively type of cancer will be detected. 
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Abslract 
Nowadays classical way oJJarming is being replaced by the advanced lechnology so as 10 get belle)" 
productivity and effectiveness on many fronls. Such last sorting ~yslem helps farmer or industry 
personnel with minimum human involvement. In {his paper, ~ys(em jar sorling ami segregating Jor 
ji'uils is proposed. Camera is being used Jar capluring Ihe images oJii-LrilS. [I identifies between 
desired and undesired Jruil moving on conveyor bell and separales in d(tferenl boxes. It also 
maintains Ihe record oj bulk oj ihtils in each pack. For Ihe implemenlalion oj system image 
processing techniques on pylhon software are used. Raspbeny pi is utilized Jar sorling mechanism. 
Knowledge base is quite highJor Raspbe,.,y pi. 

Keywords: sorling, desired, z01desired, image processing. 

J. INTRODUCTION 

Better health is central to human happiness and well-being. It also make an important contribution to 
economic progress of our nation, as healthy populations live longer, are more productive, and save 
more. Many factors influence health statlls. Good quality food is main in this. Our proposed system 
distinguishes between healthy and unhealthy fruits. To help the farmers and industry people, for 
sorting of quality fruits from bulk of fruits. The system proposed makes this segregation process 
speedily and effectively. Many business industri es are now days involved in impolt and export of fruit 
items and it has become one of the prominent bus inesses. The best example is tomatoes-export. 
Classification of tomatoes is based on colour variations, size, desired and undesired. As these 
parameters are measured manually it takes lot of time, contains human errors and reduces time to 
market. Automation is the best solution to it. The relevance of the proposed system is more for 
farming and packaging automation. The image of the fruit is captured by the camera. For the 
segregation purpose, fruits are being moved on conveyor belt and are processed by the processor. The 
colour and s ize of the fruits are being measured. The decision based on these parameters is taken for 
segregation. Further number of count of fruits in each pack is also monitored. Thus the process of 
segregation has become faster and more accurate with little involvement of human 
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Sr. Reference I'urp()s~ M~rits Demerits 
No. 

11 Co lo ur based Detection of fi'uit A~curate. reliubl~ The initiated system is a 
quality analysis 0 1' quality based on colour and consistl!nt demo vision. 

/i'u it s Il ,r und size. To implement syst~m. Can 
automatic grad ing automatic handle larg~ 

liS ing Raspberry fi'uil size grading, vo lumes. 
PI 

(P. R. Chavan, 
Dr. S. V. Rode) 

2J Determ inatio n of Inspecting qua lity of Cost effective It is applicable for 
ripeness and tomato based on shape, system grading ortomato only. 

grading ortomato size and degree of 
lIsing image ripeness. 
analysis on 

Raspberry Pi 
(Ruchit" R. 

rvUlaski, P_ B. 
Chopade, M. P. 

Dale) 
3J Improved quality To detect and segregate The work can be The accuracy 0 f system 

detection best quality fj-uits. fUlther extended. is 85.64%. 
technique for The system 
fruits using exhibits better 
GLCM and performance. 

Multiclass SVM 
(AishwaryaChand 

ini, Uma 
Maheshwari B) 

4J Automatic fi'uit Sorting and grad ing of The accuracy of It is applicab le for 
quality inspection tomato. Detection of defect fruit grading of tomato only. 

system defected tomato. detection is up to 
(Manali R. 90%. 

Satpute, Sumati 
M. Jaadale) 

5] Identification of Identification of It is better It focuses on 
fruit size and matur ity of mango fruit. alternative to identification of 

maturity thro ugh To determine size and manual maturity of mango fruit. 
fi'uit images using colour of fruit. classification 
OpenCV-Python wh ich is ted ious. 
and Rasberry Pi 

(IzadoraBintiMus 
taffa, SyawalFila-i 

Bin Mohd) 
6] Vision Based Fuzzy algorithms were Fuzzy method Sorting offruits is 

Fruit Sorting integrated with machine was superior to pure ly based on 
System Measures vision guiding robotic the traditional fuzziness of fruits only. 
of Fuzzincss nnd sO l1ing system fo r :.tatir.tical ~-

Degree Of fi·u ils. methods and •~~II'I 
Matching aives 93.3% of ~. 
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accuracy. 

Authentication of 

Herbal Medicinal 


Leaf image 


7J 

Process ing lIsing 
Raspberry Pi 

Processor 
(Vijayashree. T, 
Dr. A. Gopal ) 

Object Sorting 

Automated 


System using 


8J 

) 
Raspberry Pi 

(SushrutNageshK 
ulkarni, Sanjay 
Kumar Singh) 

9J Portable Smart To develop a pOltable The system can This is only applied for 
SOIting and fruit so rting and do so rting of the oranges. 

Grading Machine grad ing mach ine based fru its in 500 ms 
for Fruits Using on computer vision fur w ith precision 

Computer Vision small agro-industries. result. 
(HadhaAfrisal* , 

Muhammad Faris, 
GuntuUtomo 

P.,LafionaGrezeld 
a,IndahSoesanti, 

MochammadAndr 
iF.) 

10J An Automated To develop a computer Low cost, more Speed ofthe system is 
Machine Vision vision based system for intell igent system limited du e the use of 

Based System for automatic grading and conveyor belt. 
Fruit Sorting and sOlting of agricultural 

Grading product like Mango 
(Chand ra Sekhar based on maturity level. 

Nandi, 
BipanTudu, 

chiranjibKoley) 
Identification of 

Artificially 
Ripened Fru its 

using MATLAB 
(Miss. Nikita S. 
Hatmode, Prof. 

11 J 

M. N. Thakare) 

To class ify the plants 

according to its 


med icinal usage lIsing 

real time processor 


Raspberry pi with the 

image of the lea f. 


To examine the utility 
and effective use of 

Raspberry pi as a 
mechanical system in 

sO lting of objects. 

To identify the 
artificially ripened 

fruits using MATLAB 
software. 

The work can be 

extended to 


neural networks, 

techniques such 


as KNN-K 

Nearest Neighbor 


,Probabilistic 

Neural 


Network(PNN), fi.1 

zzy louie. 


Reduces human 
labour and hence 

accuracy 
increases. 

Efficiency is very 
high. 

Class ification is limited 
to only med ic inaili sage 

of lea f. 

Flash light and Light 
Dependent Resisto r 

were required to get the 
clear image of the 

object. 

It can detect the 
ripeness only by its 

image. 

To describe a _ _.I::±\4achine Learning 121 A Consumer~ Smartpho[yl is nl'qulrecJ 
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for running oft he 
Learning Based to detect art i fic ia lIy 

Friendly Machine I nondestructi ve method is used to identify 
among fru it s. application. 

Mechan ism to I fru it ripen ing. 
Recognise the 

Quality 0 f 

Commercially 


Available Fruits 

(Deepti C.,Aljit 

Jindal, Prudhvi 


Reddy, Amrutha 

D.) 

13) Tomato grading To grade tomatoes The system uses user 
system based on 

This system uses 
using neural network ML algorithm of defined database 0 f 

colour models by trained on the colour neural network tomatoes to train mode I. 
using neural parameters like red and System requires more 

network 
and back 

time to train model. 
(PrathameshAwal 

green. propagatio n hence 
it is rea l time 


ekar, L. S . 
 application. This 

Admuthe) 
 system is helpful 

due to mixture of 
hard ware and 

software. Grading 
of tomatoes is 

performed. 
14) Identification of The system requ ires 

artificially 
SOiting ofartificially The proposed 

smart phone which runs 
ripened fruits 

ripened fru its from system has an 
naturally ripened fruits android application. efficiency of91 % 

using using smartphones is in the 

smaltphones 
 performed. identification. 

(S. Maheshwaran, The system 
S. Sathesh, P. identifi es the 

Priyadarshini) 
 fi'uits ripened by 

artificial means. 
(5) Oranges sorting Perfect technique for Sorting oforanges Includes colour 

using arduino based on co lour and orange sorting is not sort ing and shape 
microcontro ller size using TCS 3200 and size detection discussed. Survey on 
(VikasChakole, colour sensor &arduino different colour based 
Pranayllamkar, 

system. Makes 
sorting is disc ussed. 

RupeshGajbhiye, 
microcontroller. use ofTCS 3200 

colour sensor 

SuhasNagrale) 
 &arduino 

microcontro IIer. 

III METHODOLOGY 

The proposed system is divided into two phases : 
I. 	 Processing of captured image using python and identifying the fruits which are des ired and 

undesired 
2. 	 The segregation of required fruits USi,ng Raspberry-pi and conveyor bel~ 
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S0I1ing: llleciHtuislll and rejection . . 

~ Displny cOlwr 

r----S-i~--I----' 	 figl,'
cOllditiolling IC======I~ 

circuit 

Count decision circuit 

Fig I: Block Diagram 

The work description in detail is given below-
Put the fruit below the camera and it will capture the image of fruit. It will send to image processing 
software where colour of the fruit and size will be checked. AccordinglY, it will send message to 
processing board. If fruit is desired and does get matched with the specifications, it will be passed in 
clockwise direction on conveyor belt. otherwise it will move in anticlockwise direction and it is 
dropped into a box. Count sensor will check continuously the count. Once the required count is 
reached, then signal is given and the box is ready to be packed. The count sensor senses the fruits and 
the logic circuit maintains the count of the fruits, Signal conditioning circuit converts the incoming 
signal from sensors to signal compatible to the logic circuit. Count decision logic triggers the 
display/alann to mention the fullness of the box of fruits. Sorting mechanism consist of conveyor belt 

along with drive and the rejection/acceptance mechanism/actuators. 

The system's software process as follows: 


I. 	 Development ofGUI: First button is to open the web camera and capture the image. Second 
button is to select the image input. Third button is close web camera button. 

2. 	 Keyboard interrupt is given and the image is being stored in memory. 
3. 	 Dataset of tomatoes are given with 0 and I format in which 0 indicates desired and 1 indicates 

undesired fruit. 
4. 	 First training of the module is done. 
S. 	 Comparison between the images from memory card and dataset. 
6. 	 Result of the comparison comes out to be 0 or I (desired or desired). 
7. 	 Display the prediction. 

The system's hardware process as follows : 
I. 

2. 
clockwise direction. 
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3. Irlhe fj'ui t is undesired then conveyor belt moves in anticlockwise direction. 
4. Thtls the proposed system perf'ormed the sorting. 

IV 	 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

The hardware used as follows : 
I. Raspberry-pi 
2. Webcam 
3. Conveyor belt 
4. IR sensor 

The so ftware used as follows: 
I. Python -version 3 
2. 	 Tkinter library for G UI 
3. 	 Tensorflow for object detection 

V CONCLUSION 

Conveyor- fruit categorization system is being implemented with automatic control and segregation 

process. The number of mit count is also monitor by the system. The system is programmable hence 

it is possible to modify for the better speed and accuracy. The prime utility is in such applications 

where less human intervention is expected. The system is relevant because it has high accuracy and 

speed. 
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Undenvatc,· Images Haze Removal 
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Ab.\'trllC{ 

The challenges ofcapturing unden vater images contain problems like aggressive light abs01 plion and 

disrupting scallering effect in the deep ocean enabling lighting problem, So mainly. we concentrate on 

the undenvaler image enhancement through haze removal algorithm by dark channel prior technique, 

But, it has tendency to darken the image in some situGtion bul shows a good result by reducing haze 

and noise effect. In order to improve the dehazing result, a histogram equalization technique has been 

,aken. CLAHE on RGB model has been followed in our approach 10 change Ihe level ofconlros/ and 
intensity o/dehaze image. In the enc/, a color correction alg orithm jar visua//y appreciable result has 
been used. Our pro}eci resulls expected 10 show Ihal Ihe proposed algorithm is significonlly going 10 
improve quality ofzmdenvater images visually as 'well as quantifiably by enhancing the contrast oJthe 
image and reducing noise as well as artifacts in the image. 

KeYlVords-Dehazing,Dark Channel Prior.CLAHE, Color correction 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The capability of humans of diving in the deep ocean for a long time is limited to a certain extent due 
to which the exploration of the sea bed also becomes limited .Exploring into the deep ocean has always 
been the interest of scientist and geologjsts ,But due to the fact that humans are incapabre to dive into 
the deeper ocean for longer durati on,they send UROVs(Underwater remotely operated 
vehicles).Oespite the fact that UROVs have a good quality camera and source of illumination,they are 
unable to capture good quality images due to the problems like absorption oflight and scattering effect 
in the deep ocean enabling lighting problem. Underwater imaging has many applications, these days 
and it has become an important field of research because the seas, lakes and rivers contain many 
valuable resources inside it,aiso has a huge variety of aquatic organisms to be explored.But1 the 
problem with the underwater is the loss of colors and contrast of the image. Because, as we go deeper 
, th e color and contrast of the underwater image varies according to the depth because of the difference 
in wavelength of fundamental components of white light. The red or orange light of the SUn which has 
longer wavelengths are absorbed quickly which causes most of underwater images appear blue andlor 
green in color. Mostly, the refraction and absorbtion by the water are responsible for the change in 
color. Every color absorbs at a different rate because every color has a different wave length and 
energy, 
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II. LITERATUR E S URVEY 

Sr. Nu NA ME OF !A LGORITHMS 
AUTHOR 

I Y. Sc hec llll er, N. COlltrast Li mited 
Karpe Adap tive 

Histogram 
Eq ualizmi on 

FEAI URES !LI !vIlIATIONS 

I 
Ellettive in Neglected the 
comparison techniques to redu ce 

wi th trad iti onal the 
methods nOise Iss ue 

2 J. Y.Chiang, Y.Lucal dark channe l 
C. Chen prior 

Obta in more The problem of the 
acc urate uneven illuminate is 

res ult al so neglected 

A . Yamashita. A rm ospheric scatteri ng 
M. Fuj ii, T .mociel 
Kaneko 

Ac hieves good Negiected the 
restorati on for techn iques to reduce 

contrast the 
and co lo r fidelity noise issue 

4 R. Schettini , S. 
COI'chs 

W iener fi ltering based 
on 

dark channel pri or 

~ hoJ1ens th, The problem of the 
·tmning time uneven illuminate is 

also neglected 

5 K. He, J. Sun, X . 
Tang 

Mixture Contras t 
Limited 

Adapti ve Histogra m 
Equa liza tion 

Improves the T he problem ofthe 
visuaJ uneven illumi nate is 

quality of also neglected 
underwater 

Images 

6 

P. D., E. Dc 
~ascimento. F 
M oraes, S 
Botelho, M 
Campos, 

Dark chan nel prior Res tore the Neglected the 
fogging techniques to reduce 

image effectively the 
and noise issue 

reduce the time 

, 

C. Y. Cheng, C. 
C. Sung, H. H. 
Chang 

lowest level channe l 
pri or 

utilises the exact The problem of the 
0(1) uneven illuminate is 

bilateral fi lte r for also neglected 
high 

perform ance 
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cllillbincd with dark adaptabilil) tedllliqucs 10 reduce 

culurs il nd rasl ...~xcc lH i ()n the 
prior noise isstlespeL'd 

9 A. I. t:v in. D. color imuge COrllraSI The problem of thecrticicnt and 
Lischinski. Y. Fog reliablc uneven illuminate is 
Weiss removing algorithm choice for fog also neglected 

removing 

I 
I 

10 Alka Tripathi . iterative. adaptive, 

IMs Pragya nO/1
pupta, Dr. parametric regression 
Vineet Richaria method. 

I 

denoisc the image The problem of the 
uneven illuminate is 

also neglected 

Table I :Llterature survey for vanous methods that were earned out to perform haze removal 
or correction of the underwater images. 

Ill. METHODOLOGY 

To develop a sys tem to satisfy our aim. we have used the following algorithms in sequence to obtain 
the haze free enhanced image. 

i)Dark Channel Prior(DCP) 
ii)Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Enhancement. 
iii)Colour Correction. 

rv. REMOVAL OF HAZE USING DARK CHANNEL PRIOR 

Dark channel prior method is usually used to remove haze from underwater image, and produce a 
natural haze free image. However. we use this method to enhance underwater image. The presence of 
water particles causes scattering of light which produces haze in the image which can be removed by 
Dark Challllel Prior method.!n computer vision applications, a hazy image S (x) can be represented as 
follows: 

S(x);Z(x)t(x)+A{ (I-t(x)) (I) 

Tn Equation (1), A represents global atmospheric light. S (x) represets haze mixed intensity of the image. 
Z (x) represents the intensity of the foreground or the intensity of haze-free image, and t (x) represents 
the percentage of residual energy, when the foreground irradiance passes through the medium, known 
as the medium transmission. The main aim of the DCP algorithm is the estimation of Z (x); t (x), DCP 
points that, in the most of the local regions which are present in the background of the image contain 
some pixels having very low intensity in at least one color (RGB) channel. 
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HAZY IMAGE OCP APPLIED IMAGE 

Fig.l: EFfect orocp on the original hazy image 

V. DEFECTS IN DCP PROCESS 

i)Gcnerally in an image, two grounds are there. First is foreground which is the main focus point and 
second one is the background which is generally irrelevant. OCP technique has major defects in 
enhancement of the background. 
ii) Firstly, if the haze image has small background area with low contrast, Dark Channel Prior will cause 
a bad result on dark backgrollnd with very low contrast. This is because the background of image is 
regarded as scene mixing with thick haze and the OCP method reduces the contrast of the local regions. 
iii) Secondly, the direct attenuation has a nonlinearity with the image intensity. So, the attenuation of 
the image ' s foreground is underestimated during the OCP process; so the resu lt implemented by DCP 
has a low contrast compared to the haze fi'ee image. 
iv) The drawbacks mentioned above have little effect on the haze removal result, but if the hazy image 
has a larger baCkground area with low contrast, the DCP causes bad results and also reduces the contrast 
of foreground. To remove this deficiency, we have used adaptive histogram equalization to the OCP 
result. 

VI. ADAPTIVE HISTOGRAM EQUALIZATION 

Adapti ve histogram equalization (AHE) is a technique used for enhancing the contrast in images. The 
adaptive histogram 377qualization method computes several histograms, each histogram corresponds 
to a distinct section of the image. In this way, it improves the local contrast of the image. However, 
AHE over amplifies the noise in relatively homogeneous regions of a.n image. 
A deviation of Adaptive histogram equalization which is called as contrast limited adaptive histogram 

equal ization (CLAHE) obviates this by limiting the amplication We have used CLAHE in Our 
algorithm. CLAHE is a generalized version of Adaptive Histogram Equalization where contrast of the 
image is kept contant. Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization color models specifically 
developed for enhancement of images. Specically, it operates on the tiles of the image. Tiles are nothing 
but the smal l reg ions in the image which is divided according to a particular grid to exploit local spatial 
coherence ill the scene. It enhanced the contrast of each tile. To eliminate the induced articial 
boulldaries~ tbe ileighbollrillg tiles are combined using bilinear interpolation. So the contrast became 
limited to avoid amplifying any noise especially in homogeneous areas in the image. It was originally 
developed for enhancement of imag 'no low contra t. I . mpllcation by clipping the 
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histogrr:11l :!t a user-delled vulul: called clip lilldt. TilL' ~ Iippill g. kvel dl:lcl'lllines tilL' level of il(')ise thaL 
should bl: slllootllCd in the hi~l ogralll and ilence tilL: Il:vel flf the cOllt rast to be l~ 1l11C1nC(;cl. A contrast 
limited techn ique which is "-nown (IS :!dapti v..: h i~lOgrnl11 dip (Aile) call al so b..: applieu. I\I-IC 
adaptively clips level Hnd rnnderah.:::; ovcr-t:nluulccl'IlL:nt or background reg iuns of images. One of tht: 
AHC tlwt normally lIsed is R<lylcigh distribution which prodllces a bdl-shapcd histogram . The functiol'l 
is given by: 

... (2) 
w here Kmin is a minimulll pixel vallle~ P(t) is a cUlllulative probability distribution and is a 

nonnegative real scalar specifying a distribution parameter. In this casc ~ clip limit is set to 0.02 and 
vulue in Rayleigh distribution function is set to 0.04. 

AHERESULT CLAHE RESULT 

Fig. 2: Effect ofCLAHE process on Adapti ve histogram equal ization app lied image 

VII. COLOUR CORRECTION 

As light crosses a water body, it losses the higher wavelength colours stalt ing with red,orange then 
yellow then green and so on. Therefore at the end, everything results 10 look blue.Color con·ection is 
the process of adjusting the image to provide good exposure to it. 

VIII. RESULTS 


The ai m is thus achieved and the following requirements which we were aiming are fulfilled: 


i)Haze of the underwater image is rem oved and an hazefree clear image is obtained. 
ii)The defects ofDCP process are overcome and a good contrast image is image is thus obtained. 
iii)Hence the original image which contained haze is corrected and enhanced to get a good qua lity 
image. 
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Fig.3 Histog~am of original image: 

FigA Histogram of dehazed image after the application ofDCP: 

? 
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• 	 Fig.6 Histogram orthe proposed methodology: 

IX. CONCLUSION 

In our project, \:\,Ie have taken an underwater hazy image. In order to dehaze the image we have used 
Dark Channel Prior technique but DCP decreases the contrast.Therefore, DCP is followed by a Contrast 
Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization which corrects the defects of DCP, After this finall y colour 
correction is applied and Consequently, we get the haze free underwater image. 
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Automatcd Supcr' Shop using image pr'occssillg (python) 
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I lbs/rllel 
UnslajJed relail shop is heen emerg.ing out in tire pas! years and has .'ii~lIiJic{/ntly oJleclet.! 

conventional shopping styles. In Ihis area, wU1'1cumed retail contailler plays un vel)' imporlclI1/ role. II 

can highly iJ1j1uence the shopping experience u/user. the tradiliollal wuy hosed Oil weighing sensors 

can 'I sense whal Ihe customer is Inking. 7'llis poper propose ... a smart l!l1slQlli.!d n.:lail shop scheme 

hosed on Image processing using python, aiming 01 exploring the feasibility (?r implemel11ing Ihe 

unstajJed reIail shopping. Based on Ihe dala se/ 0/ images in differelll scenarios Ihal includes 

differenllypes (i'sloek keeping lInil (SKU) wilh variable sizes, an end-to-end class[fico(ion model of 

uns/ajj ed shup Irained by the me/hod ; ,'1' developedfor SKU recognition & ()()Ullling, (mel Ihe proposed 

solution in this sludy is able to achieve f.:Ol mling and recognition lIceuI'm).' un Ihe tesl dala lable, 

which indicales that the sysIem c(In make up a good choice over dejiciency f?ltradilional unmanned 

container. 


KeywoTll\'- cashless economy. security, distribuIed dalabase, visual clJ'plography. hash algorithm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

This proj ect is employed for automating lhe billing system in supermarkets the database of this project 

will consists of some predefined shapes. The camera will capture the image of goods, it will find the 

objects which are predefined then it compares with the database, the software part will calculate the 

amount of bill. Now there will be two sO,1s of customers registered & non registered, if the customer is 

registered then the amount of bill can directly be debited from his account. 3D Object recognition 

systems can be terribly useful for an automatic billing system with mlnimulll human 

involvement. Several beholding algorithms are developed to boost performance of that varies in terms 

of accuracy, computation time etc. in terms of accuracy, computation time etc. A laptop vision system 

for automatic application should be easy with accuracy as a mismatch can result in \\ITong having large 

economic impact. Barcodes are widely used in many grocery supermarkets like Hyper market, -marts, 

Easy Day for billing and statement generation. Check-out counters use laser bar-code readers in 

supermarkets but the space between the sensor and the object couJd be nearly zero when the reader is 

applied. The billing has to manipulate either the reader or the objects. This makes the 

task diffi cult for the human worker. particularly in huge stores wherever many customers 

comes for looking in an exceedingly day and thousands of obj ects have to be compelled to be 

scanned in an exceedingly day. Every object has to be scanned separalely taking abundant 

time and making the task simple for the billing personnel particularly in 

huge stores wherever many customers comes for looking in all exceedingly day and thousands of 

objects have to be compelled to be scanned in an exceedingly day. In the modern era, the people have 

more income to spend and Jesser time lo spend, so they generally typically opt for supelmarkets for 

grocery and alternative looking instead of native outlets, Truly lhe client is in a position & absolves to 

opt for product from large on the market varieties which attract the large customers mainly in big 

cities thus therefore long queues of shoppers are seen at these stores. In several cases, the barcode is 

either broken or there is also downside in reading barcode because of lighting effects, low resolution 

elc. A bar code based billing system is also expensive as it requires bar coding of aJ I products. The 

planet IS moving towards an era of automation and creature is a great asset wh ich should be utj hZ~ 
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additional intellectual works instead of manual, monotonous works .. The evolurion in t~chnology has 
led to high speed computers with wonderful processors and storage capability. The concepts of 
Robotics, 3D Object recognition, AI could be helpful to develop an application for real timc automated 
billing to ease laborious human work. For the purpose of automation, rhe human operator needs to be: 
removed from the process. Computer processor vision based systems could be developed and 
deployed for such an autolJlated billing application where minimuJl1 number of human interference 
and Ic!sse r wait time is required leading to customer satisfaction. The recognition in tangled real-\\'orld 
scenes has to be unaffected, fractional obstruction, orientation. Local descriptors are generally 
engaged in numerous real-world applications like image retrieva l and object recognition as they are 
resistant to fractional obstructions, relatively unaffected to deviations in view and can be computed 
easily. There are two things to be kept in mind while usi ng local descriptors. First, the interest point in 
position and scale must be chosen to safeguard only those points tl,at are most probable to remain 
stable over transfOlmations. Second, the interest point descriptor must be built distinctive, concise, 
and invariant over transformations. Thus, the main steps in object recognition are computation ofloca 1 
interest points. computation of descriptors and indexinglmatching- In detection , some operators are 
applied to find typical key points during the feature detection stage to match well in other images. In 
description, the detected features are termed on the basis of the neighbour pixels around it during the 
feature description stage. In matching, each demanded feature is matched to the similar features with 
the referred one during this stage. Various types of local feature detector and descriptor have been 
developed but various recognition rates, efficiency, computation times, memory requirements are 
obtained by using various descriptors interest point algorithms for detection, description and 
matching. The challenge is to find the algorithms which are suitable for the automated billing 
application and finding the balance between various parameters to best suit the application. Comer 
Detectors detect comers which can be stated as a juncture of two or more edges. 

n.RELEVANCE 

Image Processing System for Automatic Segmentation and Yield Prediction of fruits using Open CV: 
Lizheng Liul , BoZhou2, Zhuo Zoul, Shih-Ching Yehl , Lirong Zhengl[2] 
Published in: 2018 International Conference based on Emerging Trends and Innovations in 
Engineering and Technological Research (ICETIETR) 
Unstaffed retail shop has been emerging in the past few years and significantly affected conventional 
shopping styles. In this field unmanned retail container plays an important role, it can highly influence 
the user shopping experience, the traditional method on 'weighing sensors cannot sense what the 
customer is taking. This paper proposes a smart unstaffed retail shop scheme based on image 
processing & open CY python which aiming at exploring the fe asibility of implementing the unstaffed 
retail shopping sty le. Information regarding Automatic segmentation & counting of fruits using image 
processing and open CY python. The merits of this paper are that it use open CY python which gives 
more than 98% accuracy & It is better than manual counting while the demerits are un employability 
will be increased because one machine can do 'work of many persons. 

Automatic Detection & classification of weaving fabric defects based on digital image processing. 
Gorbunov Vladimir(&), lonov Evgen(&), and Naing Un Aung [4] 

Published in: 2019 Second International Conference on Green Computing and Internet of Things 
(ICGCloT) 
This paper describes the detection and classifIcation of fabric defects based on digital image 
processing. It provides the higher speed and accuracy of defect detection than human vision and to 
search the source of the defects. At first It will find the size and position of wefts or warps of fabrics 
from an image. Then calculate the pattern of weft and warp positions and calculate whether there is a 
defect or not. The patterns of weft and warp may be varied based on the type of fabrics. OpenCY 
library and python programming language are used for the experiment. Seven kinds of defects on the 
fabrics model images are detected and five real fabric images are lIsed for the experiment. Using 
OpenCY & p}1hon we get the result t..,defect detection with 95% rate, and it is 50% faster 
than human vision in fabrics densi e type of pattern should be same ifp ,en it 
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Sarvi lli T. Slleha T. Sukany" (jowlhami (i S. Sushillitha Sand R KWIIi.lr 131 

Publisht:d in: Internationa l Confcrt:llct: on COIll!llllllicHlion and Signal Procl'ssing, April 4~6> 2019, 
India. 
The cOll ventional methods of weed l"I.:moval are lime-consuming and require more manual labour 
work. I-Icnee there is a need [0 automate thi s process. The objective of the proposed system is to detec 1 
weed rrOln crop using machine learning algorithms. The exhauslive datase t is co llected for four 
different cOll1ll1erdal crops and two types of weeds such as Para grass and Nutsedge. The shape 
features of an image me extracted to provide distinguish prope rties between weed and crop. The 
classification of weed and crop has experimented with three different classifiers: Support Vector 
Machine, Artificial Neural Network and Convolutional Neural Network. The performance comparison 
of weed detection algorithms is execuled on the Open CV and Keras platform lIsing python language. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

C.amera 

Image 
Slmpe 

compdrison 

Program 

Bil:Object 
Counting Generation 

Bill 
Deduclion oatab.s. 

Fig, 3.1. Block Diagram ojProposed System 

As shown in block diagram, first block is camera which shows that The camera will capture the image, 
it will detect for the objects which are predefined. It will give input to Image shape compariso n block, 
The shape comparison module will compare the input images with sku data images. Which is in 
MySQL database? The object counting block will count no, of images & also pri ce of that object & 
further process is done by bill generation block. The bill generation will be by backend programming 
by j ava or python. The software part will calculate the amount of bili. Now if the user is registered 
then the amount can directly be debited from his account This system includes technical supp0l1 of 
mobil e applications, and users will be able to conduct a seri es of actions like product searching, pre
ordering and online payment on the mobile app. 

IV. ALGORITHMS 

A. Sequance Diagram 
The algorithms can be understood by the Sequence diagram. Sequence diagrams provide a graphical 

representation of object & their interactions over time. These typically show a user or actor, and the 
objects and components they interact with in the execution of a use case. One sequence diagram 
typically represents a s ing le Use Case 'scenario' or own of events. Sequence diagram is a better \vay 
of documenting usage scenarios and both capturing required objects early in analysis and verifying the 
object use later 111 deSign. The diagrams show the sequence of messages from one ohject to another. 
and as such correspond to the methodology events s Orled by a class/object. ~ 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
Thus \Ve are going to implemtlll a system using pylhon lo uulOJnlltc the billing rroce~~ in thr: 
silpennorkets. This system will support digital India. Using this system uoth costumers and 
management will get a better shopping experience. We are e;oing to uSe Upen CV library 01' pylholl 
programming language, MySQL database for the system. These systems will helpful and tllne saving. 

In the future work, we will focus on improving algorithm ef ficiency and recognition rate with 
reduction in false alarming rate. Setting up a larger image data set for more SKU. As it doesn't need 
workers i.e. employees so man work will be reduced and as result un-employability will be increased. 
RI11 as til is system is time savine so lot of work will be done very fast. The experiment results show 
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Abstract 
The World Wide }JI<?b has seriously developed a towlly il1leresling roule/or individuals /0 exact their 
perspectives andfeelings aboUI variOlls poinls, patterns Clnd issues. The client created content present 
011 variolls medhlllls like web gatherings, conversation gatherings, and online journals serves a solid 
and signUrcant bose for choosing in dijjerenl petds like promoting, political surveys, logical revie ....vs, 
showcase etpectation and business knowledge. Sentiment analysis identifies with the mailer ofmining 
the senlimel7tsji·om online accessible iriformalion and classifying the supposition communicated by a 
creator lowards a chose element into at the most three present classifications: positive, negative and 
impartial. Right now, we present the opinion investigation procedure to arrange exceptionally 
unstructured it!lormaJion on Twiller. Furthermore, we lalk about different .systems to carryollt 
supposition (!."'Cominaliol1 on Twitler information personally. Besides, we present the parametric 
examination ofthe talked about strategies bolstered our distinguished parameters. 

KeylVor(/.t;- Sentiment analysis; machine learning: opinion mining; T-wifler; SVM 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Social Computing is an inventive and developing processing model for the investigation and 
demonstrating of social exercises occurring on different stages. It is utilized to deliver scholarly and 
inluitive applications to determine productive outcomes. The wide accessibility of online life 
destinations gives people to impart their slants or insights about a specific occasion, item or issue. 
Mining of such casual and homogeneous information is exceptionally helpful to reach determinations 
in different fields. However, the exceptionally unstructured arrangement of the supposition 
information accessible on web makes the mining procedure testing. 

Printed data present on web is significantly ordered into both of the two classifications: actuality 
information and estimation information. Reality information are the target phrasings concerning 
various substances, issues or occasions. Though estimation information are the abstract terms that 
characterize person1s conclusions or cOllvir.tinns for a specific ~ Ilbf.t::l n('.e, item or occasion. feeling 
invP"tigntioll if the way lu·...urd pcrc(..j"jllg auJ gluu~llIg varIolis assessments passed on online by the 
people to infer the essayist's methodology towards a particular item, theme or occasion is certain, 
pess imistic or unbiased. Conclusion investigation has three significant segments of concentrate as 
follows: opinion holder for example subject, assumption itself for example conviction and article for 
example the point about which the subject has shared the assumption. An article is an element that 
speaks to a distinct individual, thing, item, issue, occasion, theme or any association. 
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such as support vector machines. arliJie; ..1 Ill!ural nelworJ...~ :llld !'o on. The :-;l..'llIillll!nt analysis 1'1:51111 is 
either a positive. negative or neulral opin ion or lhe USCI' bnsed on that subject or tOpic. 

Sentimenl analysis is done at VHriolls levels running from lJOClrsc leVel to fine icvel. Right now. 
present n supposition ilivestigation process for Twitter inforlllHtion. 'WI..' have likewise talked about the 
cllrr~nt work in the lildd or sent iment Hnalysis and portrayed the technique to carryout estimation 
invest igation, 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In this paper, they proposed a lot of strategies of ML with sema ntic examination for characterizi ng 
the sentence and item audits dependent on twitter information. The key point is to examine a lot of 
aud its by utilizing twitter dataset which are as of now named. The system which g ives us a superior 
outcome than the greatest entropy and SVM is being exposed to unigram model which gives a 
superi or outcome than utilizing only it [I]. 

In this paper, they carryout estimation examinat ion procedure to arrange profoundly unstructured 
information of Twitter into positive or negative c lassifications. Furthermore, talked about different 
systems to carryout supposition investigation on Twitter information inc luding information-based 
procedure and ML strategies [2]. 

The abundance of data available on the online raises the necessity for techniques that are rcady to 
analyse and make a far better use of such huge information. Removing highlights from unstructured 
content and dole out for each component its related estimation during an unmistakable and productive 
way is that the objective of this paper. Aspect or feature sentiment analysis is that the suitab le level of 
sent iment classification especially for handling the domain of products and their related featu res [3]. 

A portion of the ML strategies like NaYve Bayes, Maximum Entropy and Support Vector Machines 
has been talked about. A large number of the uses of Opinion Mining depend on sack of-words, which 
don't catch sening which is basic for Sentiment Analysis. They presented and overviewed the field of 
estimation examination and suppos ition mining. It has been a functioning examination reg ion as of 
late. Truth be told, it has spread from software engineering to the executive'S science. At long last, 
this paper finishes up saying that all the assumption investigation errands are exceptionally testing. 
The idea of SVM is clarifIed through a linle arrangement of information in a 2-dimenional feature 
space [4]

They used different sentiment classification approaches and tools for sentiment analysis. Starting 
from this overview system provides a classification of (i) approaches as for highlights/procedures and 
points of interest/restrictions and (ii) apparatuses as for the various strategies utilized for assumptio n 
examination. Different fields of application of sentiment analysis such as: business, politics, public 
act ions and finance are also discussed [5]. 

Sentiment analysis is not a new term as hefty amount of research has been carried out in this field. 
But there is always room for improvements. T herefore, this research has been carried out to improve 
the results using a novel unsupervised technique based on rule based scoring engine and ranking of 
sentiment influencers present in the tweet to categorize the tweet as positive, negative or neutral [6]. 

This paper displays another thought for notion investigation in twitter. particularly for the Ind ian 
clients. Notion examination is extraordinary compared to other appnrntl1s to gauge slants of the clients 
holed up behind their content. However, it is conceivable that slants are not investigated effect ively 
hecause of Some harriers. Indeed. the errand of programmed feeling acknowledgment ill online 
cOlltent turns out to be increasinp;l v h~ all the previously ITICnti0nprl 1'P,:) C;On s like restricted size 
of character for example 140, b~~~e hotches, sl-ang words and various dialects. tn our 
examination, tile essenti"1 "nrl l,i~~\ ol~h i. }at the rcailty .,rf '-' 19 how individuals leel auuut 
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spcdlic 111t.:1tlt.:!s ...:all be cOllsidt.:n.:cI ;LS an alT'lllg"': llI t..: nl ta:-.k ;1I1d ~vacl!ating till..' Ii!l1guag~ himiralll:c.: 
utilizing Goog le Trilnsblor. Twitter is util ilCd lor the HSSoril11cnl of information corpus ill 

l11ultilingual. Gathered l:ru(k Llalasct is changed into st<lIHI:lrd lall J:;uagc 17.1. 

'I\vittcr sentiment ilnalys is rt.:!,gulariy turns illtO a trollbll:sOIll~ assignment because ()/' the nCi.lrrlCSS 0 I' 
slangs nnd incorrcct spcllillg.~, Additionally. wc continually experience new words. whicll makes it 
progrcssively hard to investigate and ligllrc the <Isse;:ssillent wlH.:n contrasted with the standard 
sentiment analysis. Twitter limits the tweet(coIllIllCIlt) tn l 'Hl dmrac.:ters, Along these lines, extricating 
important data from short messagcs is one 11'101'(;: lest Information based methodology and ML ean 
contribute significantly towards analysis ofselltimcllis from twects [8]. 

Sentiment analysis is for the most part worried about recognizing and arranging assessments Ol~ 
feelings that are communicateci inside a content. Nowadays, imparting insights and communicating 
feelings through long range informal commullkation sitcs has gotten extremely normal. 
Subsequently, a lot of information is created every daYt on which mining can be viably performed to 
recover quality data. Sentiment analysis on such inl·ormation can end lip being instrumemal in 
creating an accumulated sentiment on specific itel11s.[9] 

The assessments being performed on data sets include the quantitative and qualitative aspects. For 
summarization shortest ways were provided lIsing which the highest scores for increasing the qual ity 
were achieved. The results that were achieved by integrating similar kinds of net\vork properties were 
another contribution of this approach. The sentences were chosen on the basis of this incredible 
influence. The two categorizations of text summarization techniques are extractive and abstractive 
methods [10]. 

This technical paper presented a comprehensive survey of both of these techniques used for text 
summarization. This paper studied the different summarization techniques. An effective summary that 
has less redundancy and includes grammatically correct sentences is to be generated through the 
summarization approach. The users can use extractive and abstractive methods from which efficient 
results are achieved. For generating compressed and readable information for users, the hybridization 
technique proposed here proves to be highly efficient as per the test results [II]. 

In this paper, a rigorous dataset was constructed to determine and politically rank individuals for 
the US 2010 midterm elections, based on the political discussion and network-based data available on 
their Twitter timelines. This used many methods including SYM for politically classifying individuals 
and to determine percentage accuracy of the methods adopted Sentimental analysis was used to find a 
total number of positive, neutral and negative tweets. Findings show that analysing the public views 
could help political parties, tech giants and IT firms like Amazon transform their strategies [12]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

In our approach we have collected and used dataset from twitter and analysed on that data. By 
us ing various unigram feature extraction techniques, we analysed the dataset. We firstly applied pre
processing techniques to the raw sentences from dataset so that we can get more appropriate sentences 
which would be understand. Besides we applied different distinctive ML strategies prepares the 
dataset with highlight vectors and afterward the semantic investigation offers an enormous 
anangement of equivalent words and likeness which gives the extremity of the substance. The 
complete description oflhe approach has been described in next sub sections and the block diagram of 
the same is graphically represented in Fig. I 
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Fig I: Proposed System Architecture 

A. Pre-Processing ofDataset: 

T he tweets contain a lot of opinions about the data which are communicated in a few different ways 
by people. The 
twitters dataset used right now previously marked. Marked dataset highlights a negative and positive 
extremity and consequently the examina tion of the information turns out to be simple. The 
information having extremity is entirely powerless against irregularity and repetition. The nature of 
the information influences the outcomes and a long these lines as to improve the standard, the 
information is pre-prepared. It deals with the preparation that removes the repeated words and 
punctuations and improves the efficiency the data. 

n. Feature Extraction: 

The improved dataset after pre-processing has a great deal of particular properties. The feature 
extraction teChnique, extracts the perspective (descriptive word) from the dataset. Later this word is 
ut ilized to show the positi ve and negative extremity in a sentence which is va luabl e for determining 
the op inion of the individuals utiliz ing unigram model. Unigram model concentrates the descriptor 
and isolates it. It disposes of the tirst and progressive word occurring with the descriptive word in the 
sentences. 

C. Training and Classiflcalion: 

Supervised learning is a significant procedure for taking care of characterization issues. Right 
now, we applied different regu lated systems to encourage the predefined result for sentiment analysis. 
In next not many secti ons we have quickly talked about the three different supervised techniques i. e. 
SVM, maximum entropy and naiVe Bayes followed by the semantic examination which was utilized 
close by everyone of the three methods to compute the similarity. 

D. Support vector machine 

SVM is a supervised machine learn ing algorithm which can be used for classification or 
regression/ reversion problems. It uses a technique called the' kernel trick' to transform the data and 
then based on these transformati ons it finds an ideal boundary between the possib le outputs. Simply 
put, it does some ext remely comp lex data transformations, then figures out how to separate the data 
based on the labels or outputs which arL defined. SVM also supports classification and regress ion 

it helP rwhich are useful for statistical learn!ng,:~fOry and ~0 " e factors prec isely. that 
needs to be takcn into account, to undel'stan-d it successfully. Head 
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After :he lraining and cln s~ilic.::n(iol1. SCIWllllic analysis cOllies into the piL'wrl'. Scmantic analysi s 
interprcts \vhClher the syntax slrUl.:ture cOllslruclt.:d in the source prograrn prol'un: any Illeaning, Thi :-;: 
database consists I"':. nglish words which are linked togl'llleL If two words an: geographically close t() 

each other. they are semantically sillliinr. L"\plkilly. Wt; are able 10 determine synonym like similarity. 
The terms are mapped and me examin-.:d ror its Ilature alld relations. The main purpose is to use tht:: 
stored documents that contain terllls Blld thcn check the similarity with the words Ihal the user uses ill 
their sentences. Thus. it is helpful to shov.' the polarity of the sentiment for the users. 

IV. IV.CONCLUSIONS 
First, we carryollt sentiment analys is process to classil)' highly unstructured dala of Twitter into 

positive or negative categories. Secondly. we1ve discLlssed variolls techniques to carryollt sentimenl 
analysis on Twitter data including knowledge-based technique and machine learning techniques. 
Moreover, we presented the parametric comparison of the discussed supervised machine learning 
techniques based on our identified parameters, It has been found that variolls techniques applied for 
sentiment analysis are domain specific and language specific. HCllce. the future opportunities in the 
domain of sentiment analysis include developing a tcehnique to perform sentiment classification that 
can be applicable to any data regardless of domain. 
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Abslracl 
In a speech recogniJion device, Jo track and locale the sound source, the del'ice needs calculale the 


direction and angle of arrival C!f sOllnd. This is done with the lise of a microphone-array. A 

microphone-array is a MIMO device that call track, locale the sound source and can also help to 

iden/ify the type 0/sound source fi'om the surrounding environmen!. Different array types can be used 

depending 0/1 !he equipment available. Various types 0/ array geomeuy exist lor d(fferent 

applications. In this prujec/, we are designing a Linear Microphone-Array using the concept 0/ 

Delay-and-Sulll Beamforming. Beam/arming is a signal processing technique used in audio 

conjerencing systems to increase the Signal-ta-Noise Ratio (SNR) 0/ the sOllrce sOllnd signal. After 

llsing the concept of beam/arming, we will be able to estimate the angle ofarrival 0/sound In this 

project, we are estimating the angle oj arrival /Ising MATLAB and proving the concept of DAS 

beam/arming using Lab VIEW. 


Keywords: Home-Automation. Microphone-Array, Beamforming. SOllnd-Source localization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A microphone array is any number of microphones operating in tandem. It is one of the advanced 
devices in improving speech quality. A single microphone can only provide so much directivity and 
thus so much reduction in noise and reverberation without a post-processing solution. A microphone 
alTay effectively does quality enhancement implicitly by focusing a receiving radiation pattern in the 
direction of a desired signal, thereby reducing interference and improving the quality of the captured 
sound.A technique called Delay-and-Sum beam-forming is used to estimate the angle of arrival of 
sound. This an old technique which was implemented during WW2 to track stealth planes. 
Array processing involves the lise of multiple sensors to rece ive or transmit a signal carried by 
propagatingwaves. Sensor arrays have application in a diversity of fields, such as sonar, radar, 
seismology, radioastronomy and tomography. While the use ofsensor arrays for speech processingis a 
relat ively new area of research, the fundamental theory is well established as it is common to allsensor 
arrays, being based on the theory of wave propagation. 
Distant Speech Recognition (DSR) occurs when speech is acquired with one or many microphone(s) 
moved away from the mouth of the speaker. making recognition difficult because of background 
noise, overlapping speech from other speakers, and reverberation. DSR is necessary for enabling 
verbal interactions without the necess ity of using intrusive body- or head mounted devices. But still. 
recognizing distant speech robustly remains a challenge. Microphone arrays make it possible to 
capture sounds for DSR in human--robot interaction (HRI). This requires the installation of mul tiple 
microphones on the robot platform, and process distant speech perceived by filtering out noise from 
fans and actuators on the robot and non -stationary background sound sources in reverberant 
environments. fast enough to support live interactions. This process usually relies first on localizing 
and tracking the perceived sound sources. to then be able to separate them for specitlc processing such 
as speech recognition. Using sound source localization and tracking methods robust to noise and low 
computational cost is ·important. as it is usually the f 10 engage speech-based huma~ot r 
interaction (HRf) )-.~ College . 
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II. Lilt.~ra(llrt' !\UfVCY 

i IJ J"",b Benesty, Ji ngciongChen, Yiteng HUHng Hnd .J"eek Dmochowski in their paper "On 
Microphone-Array Beamtol"millg 171'0111 "M IMO Acollstic Signal Processing Perspecti ve" , discllsses 
about diftl:rcllt types of Microphone-J\rrtly~, (he signal-enhancement performance or the Microphone
Arrays, and develops a general bCClmlorming fram ework. It also explains the basics or beamforming 
and its working. 

[2/ Franl'ois Grondin and Franyois Michaud in their paper "Lightweight and Optillliled Sound Source 
Localization and TrackingMethods for Open and Closed Microphonc Array Configurations", discusses 
about the concepts of sound source localiza tion and its various techniques. 

[3 ] The presenta tion by Ulf Michel at the 2006 Berlin BCHlllforming Con ference discusses about the 

history of acoustic beamfonning. The survey paper talks about the app lica tions of microphone array 

used during World War II 


[4] 	 The referred PhD thesis by Ian McCowan on " Robust Speech Recognition using Microphone 

Arrays", discusses kcy concepts of fundamental array processing and beamforllling theory relevant to 

microphone array speech processing. The thesis was referred to unders tand the basic fundamentals of 

the signal acquisition, filtering and processing. The drawback is that it doesn't has information on 

designing the array. The author uses it custom designed software to implement manufacturing of the 

array on a large sca le, 

[5] 	 The book referred,"Array SignalProcessing" by Unnikrishnan Pillai discusses about the core 
mathematical equations required to implement the arrays and sound source calculations. The book was 
referred test var ious array geometries on paper using different kind of a lgorithms. The book requires 
prerequis ites of computational as well as number theory to design the algorithms and at times can be 
difficu lt . 

[6J The book referred, "Study and Design of Differential Microphone Arrays" byJingdong Chen, Jacob 
Benesty, focuses heavily on array designing fundamentals and spacing the array correctly in order to 
maximise the sound tracking efficiency. This book was referred to ca lculate the spacing between the 
alTay. Also the book used a custom c library ca lled as Open embedded Audition System(ODAS) to run 
low-cost hardware. The drawback is that the hardware has to be run on specific DSPs and these DSPs 
are not available in the Indiall Market. 

[7J The referred paper , "Flexible and Optimal Design of Spherical Microphone Arrays for 
Beamforming" by Zhiyun Li and Ramani Duraiswamidiscusses about designing flexible alTay 
geometries that can be placed in remote and di fficu lt conditions without reduci ng the performance of 
the array. The paper was referred to understand more about array design and its calculat ions. 

[8] 	 The book referred,"Fundamentals of Differential Beamforming" by Jacob [Jenesty, discusses about 
techniques in Adaptive beamforming. Adapt ive beamforming, is a bener way to implement instead of 
using the traditiona l beamforming methods. This paper was used to impl ement the LCMV-"Li nearly 
Constrained Minimum Variance" algori thm, but the algorithm failed severely because it was very 
resource heavy. 

[9] 	 The book referred "Miorophone Arrays" by Michael Brandstein, talks about the development and 
design of microphone alTays for s pecific applications like theatre, near field source communication 
inside astronaut helmets, ins ide vehic le infotai nment system . This paper was used to select application 
for the purpose of showing the output in a feasible way. 

[ 10] The book referred, "Fundamentals of Spherical Array Processing" by Boaz Rafael)" discusses about 
design and development of 3D arrays, spira l and helical arrays. The 3D geometry is vel' advanced form 
of atTay geometry and its implementation is generally done in the frequency domain. 
Lastly multipl e websitestll ].t " lin].t"] were referred throughout the design and implementation phase to 
solve and remove the bugs and problems. 
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Figl : Block Diagram 

The Fig I is the block diagram of the proj ect. The signal will be sampled by a 3 microphones whicj 
are spaced at a distanceof7-7.5 ems. The microphones have a built-in preset to remove the noise 
from the signaL 
The signals are then sent to. MATLAB at a maximum pDssible bauel rate 0.1' 1152000. MAT LAB 
decides if the data is valid 
or not by checking the data at COM pDrt 3 times . If the data dDesn ' t make sense, the data will be 
discarded, and a fresh set 
Df data will be updated over the existing data. 

While desi gning the microphone array it is necessary to maintain a trade off between the time taken to 
process a single instance of data versus the sampling frequency versus the tracked signal. The 
processing time has to be kept as minimum as possible. The processing function was clocked at an 
average Df 532.637ms using the tiC-tDC built-in functiDn in MAT LAB. That means Dne iteratiDn Dn an 
average tDDk 532.67ms to. prDcess. This is the time taken by the signal to. enter the channel when it 
first appears Dn the COM port up till it is displayed Dn the pDlar plDt generated using MATLAB. 
What can happen during this is that by the time Dne iteratiDn is cDmpleted, the sDund SDurce can 
change its IDcatiDn with respect to. the array. So. in SDme cases like these, the result can be difficult to. 
interpTet. So. all Df these tradeDffs have to. be cDnsidered during the designs and implementatiDn stage 
Initially, a basic unifDrm linear array is designed to. test the wDrking and the feasibility Df the 
project.The array is tested in ditTerent conditions to see the response to a sound SOUTce. Multiple 
designs Df the array aTe tested at this pDint using different equatiDns.A linear array shDwed the best 
pDssible result. It is easier to. experiment with this kind of an array because the mathematical 
equations doesn 't require changes even when the array geometry is changed. The array \V-arks best and 
mDst efficient Dn the principle DfDelay-and-Sum beamforming. 
Next after selecting this algorithm, the task is to select the correct number of microphones to acquire 
the signal. Initially 8 micrDphDnes were selected. but the sampling was nDt correct so the mics were 
reduced to. 5. These mics shDwed distortiDns in the signal and the time required to. prDcess the signal 
was high using a 4 Dr 5 clement an·ay. That is why Dnly 3element array is used. 
CDnsidering ), as the wavelength Df far field sDund SDurce, <D as the phase shift between cDnsecutive 
microphones and L as the spacing between consecutive microphones, we can represent the angle of 
arrival El as fDIIDWS: 

El=sin- I CO, *<D)! (2 ' IT*L)) ......... radians 
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Fig 2 :Structure of" deiay-"nd-sum beamformer 

IV. Results 

The result of the microphone array is interpreted us ing a polar plot which plOIS lhe di reclivity versus 

gain. 

Fig. 3 is the idea l res ult for I by 3 array. 

The result shows lhal lhe sound will be perfectly recorded by the array at 0°, 90°, 180°,270° which 

surrounds the whole env ironment. 

Unlfonn linear Array Beam Pattern in Polar Coord!n:!les 
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Fig 3: Ideal beam output lor a linear array 

Fig 4 is lhe resu lt laken by recording a I kH z signal. 
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Fig 4: Achllll output as displayed 011 MATLAB 

The dot is the direction of the signal. It shows the direction from which the signal is coming from. 

To verify if the beamforming is working around or not, we implemented the algori thm on a software 

called LabVIEW from Nationa l Instruments. 

A GUI panel was designed to see the results of the array, and, the array was tested by directing sound 

on it fi-om di fferent dimensions of the array_ 


Followi ng results confirmed that beamforming worked correctl y_ 


Case 1: Testing Results for the mic placed at middle position of the array 

Type of Sound Source: - Far field 

Angle of Incidence : 0 degrees 

Source Frequency 400Hz 
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FigS :Mic placed at middle posit ion of the array 

Case 2: Testing results for mic placed at the left cnd of the array 
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Fig 6 : Second Mic 

Case 3: Test ing the third Mic 
Type ofSound Sour~e : . Far tield 
Angle of Incidence: 270 degrees 
Source Frequency 400Hz 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Microphone-Array is an emerging lield ill the hands-li'cc tceJmnlogy world. But lhere are so Illany 
importanl p(lrameter~ to be considered while designing the array. The array can on ly work for a near
tield sml rce or a far field source. But havi ng the location of the sOllne! SOllrcc is very important to 
automate or design systclltS efficiently. 
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Abstract 
According (0 the World I-{eal'h Organizati()n, cancer is leading cause ofdealhs globally. Among all 
types (?/cOlu;er, liver callcer has the luwest slIrvh1ohilily, with approximately one million deaths each 
year. It is essential for medical praclilioners /0 decide a su;table Ireatment for stich cancer patients~ 
which re(lldres identijicaliol1 q/ cuncer cells correctly as earlie.\·1 as pOSSible. For /his pwpose, image 
processing teclmhllle is used in /Ms paper. Here Ihe input is (//1 lvlRI image and the Olltput is also an 
image. The O'SlI'S melhod will be used to enhance the iHRl image and watershed method will he used 
to segmentlhe cancer cell jj'om the image. Evaluatio)} and ex:amination oJthese techniques is doneJor 
jinest results and highesl accuracy. These techniques are also used in medical applications in 
delection o/various diseases. 

Index Terms- Image Processing, Image Enhancement, Image segmentation, DtSH'S method, 
Walershed method, MRI Image, Cancer cell. 

I.INTRODUcrION 
Presently, among all types of cancer, liver cancer is the leading cause of millions of deaths each 

year in the world. Hence to minimize the casualties, the cancer cells shoulcl be detected by the doctors 
and mcliologists in the early stages which will provide the possibility of better treatment. Some 
computer-aided systems like MRI ancl CT scans are used to scan the body or specific organs. These 
systems provide the image of an organ to analyze which is immensely hard for doctors due to some 
imaging parameters. In the purposed methocl, some image process ing operations will be performed on 
MRI images as it provides high-quality images. The input is an image and the output is also an image. 
The result of the MRI image will be greatly enhanced by some mathematical succession of the image. 
For image enhancement, Otsu's method will be used . In the next stage, Assorted denoising methods 
will be used to remove unwanted noise which will give the best quality of an image for further 
processing. To segment the object from the background, a Marker-controlled watershed segmentation 
technique will be adopted, The last stage is feature extraction where wavelet transform will be used, 
and the output is taken in the form of image. 

II. RELEVANCE 
Liver cancer is estimated as the most common cancer disease grands human life among both men 

and women. It is basically classilied in two types. First is Primary Liver Cancer which arises in the 
liver itself and is called as Hepatocellular Carcinoma (HCC) and another is Secondary Liver Cancer 
where the cancer cell arises from different organ and spread to liver. Due to Hepatoid Cellular 
Carcinoma (HCC) more than 80% of the cases are affected. It arises from Hepatocytes which are the 
crucial cells in the liver. For this reason, cancer cells should be identified correctly at early stage. 

Surveillance has been the need of time s ince centuries to be an important aspect in guarding and 
projecting the material of interest. Over the years, there has been a substantial enhancement in the 
surveillance technique. Keeping in mind its scope for the future, this paper is implemented. To 
understand it in a better way and to impl ement it efficientl y, a research on recent developments was 
carried out. 
In [I], authors proposed a Multiresolution Fractal (MF) feature based on texture which he~ps 
distinguish normal. cirrhosis and hepatoma li ver using ult~as'()mCT~~)Ofliver. 
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[2 'lhas soughi the advantages and applications of the wave let transform features for damaged liver 
tissue depictiol1l1sing 8-Scan liver images and di s tillgui"h~d the approach with other texturc mcnsures 

'like Fourier measures, Spatial Gray Levc l Dependcnce rVlatrices and Fractal texture measures. 
Furthcrmore, in [3] authors have stu died region growi ng method which is bascd on clustering oJ' 
neighboring pixels of a region that specify some presumption. In rhis paper, to calculate initial seed 
the mel hod of Harris corner delcctor is used. II e"pansions Ihe computation outlay. 

In [4],authors have purposed Ihal image contains Iwo classes of pixels following bimodal hislOgram. 

In Otsu method, it separates Iwo classes by calculating the opli mum thresho ld so their inter class 

variance is minimal or equivalently. II is mainly used for Ihe reduction of a grey level image 10 a 

binary image. 
According to authors in [5],Otsu method selects thc Ihreshold value by minimizing the inter class 
variance of the two classes of pixels which is separated by the thresholding operator. 

III. PRPPOSED METHEDOLOGY 

Fig. I. Block Diagram of Proposed System 
A. Image Enhancement: 
The results of pre-processed image are greatly enhanced by automotive and accurate classification of 
image. The image enhancement techn.ique is divided into two parts which are spatial domain 
technique and frequency domain technique. In spatial domain technique the value of the pixel is 
changed with respect to the requirement whereas the frequency doma in technique deals with the rate 
of change of pixels which are changing due to spatial domain. It cannot be determined that what type 
of technique is good for image enhancement. There are many techniques for image enhancement 
technique out of which we will use Otsu's method. 

Otsu' s method uses clustering-based techniqu e. It converts greyscale image into binary image. It 
can rough ly said to be one-dimensional method. It searches for the threshold which minimizes the 
interclass variance. The result gives minimum combined-spread and maximum inter-class variance. 
B. De-noising Method: 

A fundamenta l step in image processing is the step of removing various kinds of noise from the 
image. In this stage, several de-noising methods will be used to get best quality of the image by 
removing the unwanted noise from the MRI image. The important property of a good image de
noisi ng model is that it should completely remove noise as far as possible as well as preserve edges. 
The image de-noising technique will be mainly depending on the type of the image and noise in 
cooperating with it. There have been several publi shed algorithms and each approach has it s 
assumptions, advantages, and limitations. Spatial filt ers li ke mean and median filt er are used to 
remove the noise from image. 
C. Segmentation Method: 

It is an important process for ma ny tasks in image processing. T he Objective of the process of 
segmentation is to make the image more useful by changing the representation and s implifying the 
image due to which it will be easier to analyze the image. The process of segmentation divides an 
image into region or object. The image processing segments 2D image and it has numerous 
applications in the fi eld of medical. This may include visualization, estimation of volume of the 
interest object, detecting abnorm.alities like tumors, polyps et ualification and Illuch 
more. There are many techniques o~ image scgmentati we ha ve used Marker-
Controlled Watershed Sr,g mentatio'n 1n~e.thod. This process el region which indicate the 
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The la~t stage includes I't.:;!tllft: extral,.;tion, Image reature extractioll i!\ one of the most impnrL:lllt 
technique or image process ing. It uses diflcrellt techniques nnd algorithm to iso latt.: and det ect various 
slmpt:s tlnd purtions of the illlage. Tl1l..:rl..: afe Ilt!llH":roUS techlliques 10 flpply this to lIlt, image. Wavelet 
tra nsform is ont! of the tools ror lealure extractiol1. The wavel!.:1 transform has a characl!.:ristic of 
analyzing the image with varying unit Drresolution and has multi r\..~ollllion analytk property. The 
wavelet transform is bett er than Fourier transform, and shon time Fourier transform as it preserves 
bOlh time and rrequency as in Fourier transform. 

IV. ALGORITHMS 
A. Ot, ,, 's Method: 

Otsu method was discovered by Scholar Otsu in 1979. It is a very simple and effect ive 
thresholding method and hence used globally. This method uses clustering-based techniquc. It 
converts grcysca le image into binary image and minimizes the interclass variance. 
A lgorithm: 
I. Separate the pixel into two c lus ters according to the threshold. 
2. Find the mean of each cluster. 
3. Square the difference between the means. 
4. Multiply by the number of pixels. 
fl. '"forker-Controlled Watershed Segmentation: 

Marker-Controlled Watershed Segmentation process enhance the region which indicate the 
presence of the required object. Watershed segmentation is the eas iest method to separate objects of 
an image fro m background, 
Algorithm: 
I. Compute a segmentation function. This is an image whose dark regions are the objects you are 
trying to segment. 
2. Compute foreground markers. These are connected blobs of pixels within each of the objects. 
3. Compute background markers. These are pixels that are not part of any object. 
4. Modify the segmentation fun ction so that it only has minima at the foreground and background 
·marker locations.. 
5. Compute the watershed transforms ofthe modified segmentation function. 

V_ EXPERIMENTAnON & RESULTS 

Researchers of present day are experienc ing that cancer detection is one of the challenging tasks 
because there is a lack of an accurate model even after a lot of research. The detection is not uni
disc iplinary but is a multi-disciplinary task as it is sure of numerous parameters. 

The proposed system makes use of MATLAB 0.9 R20 18a software for processing of the. MRI 
images. The name MA TLAB stands for Matrix Laboratory. It provides vast library of mathematical 
functions for linear algebra, statistics, Fourier analysis, filtering, optimization, numerical integration 
and solv ing ordinary differential equations. 
Initia lly. the MRI image need to be enhanced. For this purpose, Otsu 's method is used which is 
clustering-based technique. The result of Otsu transformation is shown in fIg. 3 and its histogram is 
shown in fig. 4 

For the segmentation process, initially some morphologica l operations need to be performed on 
image. Opening is an erosion operation followed by dilation operation using predefined structuring 
e lement. Closing is a dilation operation followed by erosion using predefined structuring element. 
Opening and Closing operat ions are performed. The resu lts are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig6. 
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F'Ig..3 Otsu's Transformation 
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fig. 6. Result of Clos ing Operation 
VI. CONCLUSION 


The proposed method deliberately consists ofOtsu's preprocessing technique. Among all methods anel 

techniques, image enhancement will be performed in the first attempt before proceeding towards 

image segmentation. The result of O!su'S enhancement is an assimilated contrasting image. 

Segmentation of the image will be performed with the method of watershed transformation. Different 
preprocessing technique sllch as image opening and image closing has been performed for a suitable 
and expedient outcome. Feature extraction plays an important role to highlight the cancer cells which 

will assist the doctors and radiologists to locate the exact posi tion of cancer cell in Liver. 
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Abstract 

Brain IWllnr delec:lion is a challenging lask and it 's velY imporlant to analyze lhe structure ~l the 

tllmor correcf~v so an all/OJIll/li!..: melhod is llsed nowadayfor Ihe delection ofthe tumor. This method 

saves time as Hlell as it reduces Ihe error which oc:c:urs in Ihe melhod of manual delection. This 

proposed mel hod is a l1ell' technique which nol only detecl lumor bul also calculate percentage area 

occupied by tumor cells compared willi 10101 brain cells. Cin.:ulor !-laugh trans/arm is llsed for 

encircling the ajji!Cted area and to estimate relative ajjected area. KNN& LLOYED are used lor 

delecling and dijferenlialing Wmor ajJeC:led tissues wil!? 1101 af/eC:led lissues. Pel/onn Yl'avelel 

Irans/onn 011 Ihe cOJ1verled Gray s(.'ale image and eXlrac:led 12 fealures like contrasl, correlalion. 

energy, homogeneilY etc. DE5 wavelell,.an~form is usedfar/ealllre extraclion. 


Keywords: K.JVN& Lloyd, wClvelellran:iform, tumor, MRI image. 

r. INTROD LlCTlON 

The development of additional phones frequently shapes a lllasS of tissue called a develupment or 
tumor. Cerebrum tumor is one of the real reasons for death among individuals. The manifestations of 
a mind tumor rely upon tumor size, sort and area. Indications might be caused when a tumor pushes 
on a nerve or damages a piece of a cerebrum. Additionally they might be caused when a tumor 
obstructs the liquid that moves through and around the or when the mind swells since develop of 
liquid. Cerebra l pains, qneasiness and heaving, Changes in discourse, vision or hearing, issue 
adjusting or strol ling. changes in temperament, identity or capacity to focus, issues with memOl)", 
muscle snapping or tingling, deadness or shiveri ng in the anns or legs. Precise identification of the 
kind of mind variati on from the non11 is exceedingly funda mental for treatment arranging which can 
limit the lethal outcomes. Manual discovery of mind tumor is a repetiti ve activity and takes a great 
deal of tim e and nO( preci se, shifts starting with one speciali st then onto the next. Exact outcomes can 
be acquired just through PC supporled robotized frameworks . Other than be ing exacl, these 
procedures mus t scope rapidly keeping in mind the end goal to apply them for continuous 
applications. Cerebrulll tumor can be analyzed by uti li zing attractive reverberation imaging (M RI), 
ultrasonic, CT pictures and X-beam s. X-ray remains for Magneti c Resonance Imaging. A MRI 
scanne r milizes intense magnets to enrapture and energize hydrogen cores (single proton) in human 
tissue, \\;hieh creates a flag that can be disti nguished and it is encoded spatially. bringing about 
pictures of the hody. The !'vIRI machine produces radio recurrence (RF) heal thal part icu larly ties jusl 
to hydrogen. The framework sends the bear to that part icular territory of the body tha t should be 
inspected. Because of (he RF beat, protons here retain the vitali ty expected to influence them to tu rn 
in an alternate heading.· This is implied by the reverberation of MR!. Brain [timor is the extensive 
antecede nl of Ihe bereavemenl w ilh common people. It is obvious Ihal the probahilit) , durance 
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can be improved i f the tumor is detected and classify properly al ils early phase. Th~ seglllcll tal ion or 

l'rain tumors in magnetic r~SOllaIlCC illl.ages (MRI) is a difficull anI.: since the range oftlteir promising 

shapes. ioccIlions. image intcilsilic.";. In this paper, it is projected to cncap~ll i a te and evaluate the 

met hod of Ilh.!c hanical recognitioll of brain tumor through Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) with 

1-lislOgralll Thresholding and Artilicial Neural Network. The anticipated method can be effec tively 

llse ful to distinguish [he shape of the tumor and its geometrical measurement. Also in this paper, a 

tailored Anincial Ncural Network (ANN) model that is based on learning vector quant ization with 

image and data analysis and exploitalion technique is antici pated to carry out a computerized brain 

tumor classification using MRI-scans. The appraisal of the adapted ANN classifier concert is 

deliberate in terms of the guidance perfonnance, classification accuracies and computational limc. 

t'lJRI (Magnetic resonance Imaging) brain tumor metaphors detection is a difficult mission due to the 

:I\consistency and Convolution of tumors. This paper present two techniques for the exposure 

purposc; first one is Histogram Thresholding and another one is Artificial Neural Network technique . 

The planned Neural Network tcchnique consists of some stages, specifically, feature extraction, 

dimensiona li ty diminution, recognition, segmentation and organization. In this paper, the purposed 

scheme is additi onal precise and effectual for the brain tumor detection and segmentation . Brain 

tumor detection and segmentation the MRI Images is velY useful in recent years, Due to MRIImages 

we can detect the brain tumor. For detection of unusual growth of ti ssues and blocks of blood in 

nervous system can be seen in an MRI Images. The first step of detection of brain tumor is to check 

the symmetric and asymmetric Shape of brain which wiil define the abnormality. A fter thi s step the 

next step is segmentati on which is based on two techniques 

I)F Transform (Fuzzy Transform) 2) Morphological operation. These two techniques are used to 

design the image in MRI. Now by this help of design we can detect the boundaries of brain tumor and 

calculate the ac tual area of tumor. In this the f-transform is used to give the certain information like 

rebuilt of mi ssi ng edges aod extracting the silent edges. Accuracy and clarity in an MRI Im ages is 

dependent on cach other 


II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

.fin Liu, Min Li, Jianxin Wang et aI, studies the MRI based brain tumor segmentati on which is more 
and more anractive because of non-invasive imaging and good soft tissue contrast of Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) images. They purposed to provide a comprehensive overvi ew for MRI
based brain tllmor segmentation methods. Then, the pre-processing operations and the state of the art 
methods ofMRI-based brain hlmor segmentation are introduced. [I] 
Pavel Dvorak and BjoernMenze et aI, Indeed, even under treatment, patients don't make due all 
things considered over 14 months after conclusion [3]. CUITent medicines incorporate surgelY, 
chemotherapy, rad iotherapy, or a blend of them. X-ray is particularly helpful to evaluate gliomas in 
clini ca l pract i ce~ s ince it is conceivable to procure MRl arrangements giving corresponding data. The ) 
exact division of g lioma 's and its intra-tumoral structures is vital for treatment arranging, as well as 
for follow-up assessments. Be that as it may, manual division is tedious and subjected to between and 
intra-rater blunders d ifficult to describe. In this manner, doctors more often than not utilize harsh 
measures for assessment. Hence, precise self-loader or programmed st rategies are required [4] 
V.Karthikeyan, B. Menze and K.Sl'ccdhar et aI, the tumor mass impact change the course of action 
of the encompassing typica l tissues. A long these lines, the emphasis is 011 planning structures as 
opposed to creating handma<le elements, which may require particular learning. CNNs have been 
utilized to win a few question acknowledgment [6], [12] and natural picture division [5] challenges. 
Since a CNN works over patches utilizing pieces, it has the benefit of considering and be ing utili zed 
with crude information, In the field of mind tumor divis ion , late propos ition add itionally exp lore the 
utilization of CNN s [I I]. 
J .Sel".kumar, A.Lakshami&T.Arivoli et ai, deals w ith analysis of image Intensification call·ied o ut 
various methodologies 1ised in Mathematical Morphological [MM] theory on poor lighting images. 
They, Some Morphological Transformation have been processed througll Block Analysis. 
Morpho logical Opera(ion and Opening by Reconstrucl ion on dark Images. Analysis of above mention 
methods illus trated through the pr ' .. . lages with filtering teclmi IO'-~ ifferent 
dark background images. [7] me0 lfl/Je,.f? . t;. 
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RauuaqH.cwari, implement the o,;lIhant,;L:lllo,;rH or tlte digital ill1Hg~s by lIsing the global 
Illorrholngical leCllllil[lh': III detect the hm.:kgnHlIld rCj~ltIr:•.'s or tilL' images wlJit,;!J is ChiJn:H.:lcrized by 
poor lighting. The cOlltr~lsl imago,;: I.!llhalH.:t..'rnen[ c:lITic:u ()U~ hy tilt.: application of two ollt:ratnrs based 
011 the W~ber's law. Th(! first operator l!lIlploys information from blockcd analysis. whik the second 
transforlllatiun Llti1iz~s tilt.: opening by reconstruction. whirl! i~ cmpioyt.:d to define the Illulti 
oat,;kgrollncl .. Finally, the rcrft)rnulIlccs of thc propused openrtors arc processing thruugh the 
images with difrerent backgrounds, the majority 0[" them with poor lighting condition. (8) 
Stefan Bauer, Roland Wiest ct al. are the crcators decided on 21) filters despite the fact that 3D 
filters can exploit the 3D way of the pictures; however it builds the computational load. The vast 
spatial nnd basic nuctuation in mind tumors is additionally an cssential wor!), that we think about 
utilizing information growth. [9J 
Nil<esh T. Gadare, Dr. S. A. L'l(lhai<o, et al. used some Morphological Transformation which 
processed Ihrough Block Analysis, Morphological Operation and Opening by Reconstruction 011 dark 
Images_ Basically, Image enhancement anti Background detection is illustrated through Weber's Law 
Operator... In Mathematical Morphology it has n'anslormation which allows filtering of the Image 
with new contour leads to Opening by reconstruction and closing by reconstruction as well. (13) 
Vaishnavi S. Mehekare, DJ'.S.R., Ganorkar, from all among cerebrum tumors. Glioma are the most 
widely recognized, forcefuJ, prompting a short futmc in their Illost elevated evaluation. There arc 
c1ifferent proposes of automatic division strategy in light oJ" Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). 
investigating little kernel. The use of kernel permits outlining a more profound design, other than 
having a constructive outcome against over fitting. given the less number of weights in the system .. 
[15) 
Alexis Arnaud, Florence Forbes, Nicolas Coquery et al. analyzed brain tumors, which perform two 
tasks, are intrinsically linked, spatial localization and physiOlogical characterization of the lesioned 
tissues. There are different Non trivial interactions between relevant physiological parameters are 
captured which provide a larger variety of distributional shapes compared to the Illore standat·d 
Gaussian distributions. (20) 
NileshBbaskarraoBabadure, Arun Kumar Ray, 'lnd H:lr Pal Thethi ot ai, The segmentation, 
detection~ and extraction of infected tumor area from magnetic reSonance (MR) images are a primary 
COncern but a tedious and time taking task performed by radiOlogists or clinical experts. and their 
accuracy depends on their experience only. So, the use of computer aided technology becomes very 
necessary to overcome these limitations. In this study. to improve the performance and reduce the 
complexity involves in the medical image segmentation process, we have investigated Berkeley 
\vavelet transformation CBWT) based brain tumor segmelHation. FUl1hermore, to improve the 
accuracy and quality rate of the support vector machine (SYM) based classifier, relevant features are 
U .. llciL.lL.J f'!JIIi L.ctL.l. ~\:I:JlIt:lIlcJ ~i::,:-,uc:, Tilt;;! e"ptlilrr~lllHl 11;!,... qll..... Dr 1!IUpu!-,t:d tt:l:lilti(,.pll;;; lluvt: utt;11 

evaluated and validated for performance and quality analysis on magnetic resonance brain images, 
based on accuracy, sensitivity. specificity, and dice similarity index coefficient. The experimental 
results achieved 96.51% accuracy, 94.20/0 specificity. and 97.72% sensitivity, demonstrating the 
effectiveness oi the proposed technIque lor Identllylng normal and abnormal hssues tram brain MK 
images. The experimental results also obtained an average of 0.82 dice s imilarity index coefficient, 
which indicates better overlap between the automated (machines) extracted tumor region with 
manually extracted tumor region by radiologists. The simulation results prove the significance 10 

terms of quality parameters and accuracy in comparisou to state of-the-an techniques (38). 
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I II. PROBLEM DEFINATION 

In previous techniques of segmentation and morphological operati on accuracy of the algorithms is 
less. Making liSC of an automatic segmentation method based on K-Nearest Neighbour to overcome 
above drawbacks. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Brain Wmor is dClecled by using image processing techniques. Here we are using MATLAB software 
to delect tumor in MRI images. The block diagram of proposed system is shown In figure below. 

InpUI Pre Image 
Image processmg conversion 

Wavelet 
transfoml 

Feature 
extraction 

Classilication 

Tumor No 
dClcclcd 

.) 

Yes 

CaJculale % 
tumor pixels 

I SlOP 
I 

Figure I: Block Diagram of proposed system 
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V. ALGOHITHM 

Alkr th l:: text edit has been I.:Om plelccl, the paper is rcady fur the template. Duplicate the lemplate 
file by lIsing the Save As cOlllmand. and lISC thl! naming cOllvention p:'cscrihcd by your conference for 
the name of your paper. In this newly ereuted lile, hi ghlight all or the contents and import your 
prepared text fil e. YOLI arc now reaely to style your paper. 
I. Start 
2. Take input original MRI brain image 
3. Convert it into gray scale 
4. Filter the image using LPF &. HPF 
5. Morphological operations on image 
6. Take OSTU Segmentation 
7. LLOYD clustering to segment tumor 
8. Use KNN to lind Equlidian distance 
9. Hybrid feature extraction using 2 stage Discrete Wavelet Transform 
10. Calculate contrast,colleration,Energy,Mean,RTvIS,St3ndard Deviation, Snloothness 
I I. Tran image using PNN &. RBF 
12. Classify the tumor 
13. Find the percentage of tUlnor 
14. Stop 
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I. RESULTS 

Below Figures. shows the oUll1UI I"I.!Sl! 11 (,I' all sleps lIsed wi th KN N and LLOYD clustering. These.:: 
figure shows that all oUlpcrrorm ing [he I!xisting methods of classiriciJtion on avai l~ble dataset images. 

Table 5.5. RcslI lli mage5 

Gray Scale 

Low Pass Filtered Image 
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OSTU Thresholding 
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RauuaqH.cwari, implement the o,;lIhant,;L:lllo,;rH or tlte digital ill1Hg~s by lIsing the global 
Illorrholngical leCllllil[lh': III detect the hm.:kgnHlIld rCj~ltIr:•.'s or tilL' images wlJit,;!J is ChiJn:H.:lcrized by 
poor lighting. The cOlltr~lsl imago,;: I.!llhalH.:t..'rnen[ c:lITic:u ()U~ hy tilt.: application of two ollt:ratnrs based 
011 the W~ber's law. Th(! first operator l!lIlploys information from blockcd analysis. whik the second 
transforlllatiun Llti1iz~s tilt.: opening by reconstruction. whirl! i~ cmpioyt.:d to define the Illulti 
oat,;kgrollncl .. Finally, the rcrft)rnulIlccs of thc propused openrtors arc processing thruugh the 
images with difrerent backgrounds, the majority 0[" them with poor lighting condition. (8) 
Stefan Bauer, Roland Wiest ct al. are the crcators decided on 21) filters despite the fact that 3D 
filters can exploit the 3D way of the pictures; however it builds the computational load. The vast 
spatial nnd basic nuctuation in mind tumors is additionally an cssential wor!), that we think about 
utilizing information growth. [9J 
Nil<esh T. Gadare, Dr. S. A. L'l(lhai<o, et al. used some Morphological Transformation which 
processed Ihrough Block Analysis, Morphological Operation and Opening by Reconstruction 011 dark 
Images_ Basically, Image enhancement anti Background detection is illustrated through Weber's Law 
Operator... In Mathematical Morphology it has n'anslormation which allows filtering of the Image 
with new contour leads to Opening by reconstruction and closing by reconstruction as well. (13) 
Vaishnavi S. Mehekare, DJ'.S.R., Ganorkar, from all among cerebrum tumors. Glioma are the most 
widely recognized, forcefuJ, prompting a short futmc in their Illost elevated evaluation. There arc 
c1ifferent proposes of automatic division strategy in light oJ" Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN). 
investigating little kernel. The use of kernel permits outlining a more profound design, other than 
having a constructive outcome against over fitting. given the less number of weights in the system .. 
[15) 
Alexis Arnaud, Florence Forbes, Nicolas Coquery et al. analyzed brain tumors, which perform two 
tasks, are intrinsically linked, spatial localization and physiOlogical characterization of the lesioned 
tissues. There are different Non trivial interactions between relevant physiological parameters are 
captured which provide a larger variety of distributional shapes compared to the Illore standat·d 
Gaussian distributions. (20) 
NileshBbaskarraoBabadure, Arun Kumar Ray, 'lnd H:lr Pal Thethi ot ai, The segmentation, 
detection~ and extraction of infected tumor area from magnetic reSonance (MR) images are a primary 
COncern but a tedious and time taking task performed by radiOlogists or clinical experts. and their 
accuracy depends on their experience only. So, the use of computer aided technology becomes very 
necessary to overcome these limitations. In this study. to improve the performance and reduce the 
complexity involves in the medical image segmentation process, we have investigated Berkeley 
\vavelet transformation CBWT) based brain tumor segmelHation. FUl1hermore, to improve the 
accuracy and quality rate of the support vector machine (SYM) based classifier, relevant features are 
U .. llciL.lL.J f'!JIIi L.ctL.l. ~\:I:JlIt:lIlcJ ~i::,:-,uc:, Tilt;;! e"ptlilrr~lllHl 11;!,... qll..... Dr 1!IUpu!-,t:d tt:l:lilti(,.pll;;; lluvt: utt;11 

evaluated and validated for performance and quality analysis on magnetic resonance brain images, 
based on accuracy, sensitivity. specificity, and dice similarity index coefficient. The experimental 
results achieved 96.51% accuracy, 94.20/0 specificity. and 97.72% sensitivity, demonstrating the 
effectiveness oi the proposed technIque lor Identllylng normal and abnormal hssues tram brain MK 
images. The experimental results also obtained an average of 0.82 dice s imilarity index coefficient, 
which indicates better overlap between the automated (machines) extracted tumor region with 
manually extracted tumor region by radiologists. The simulation results prove the significance 10 

terms of quality parameters and accuracy in comparisou to state of-the-an techniques (38). 
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I II. PROBLEM DEFINATION 

In previous techniques of segmentation and morphological operati on accuracy of the algorithms is 
less. Making liSC of an automatic segmentation method based on K-Nearest Neighbour to overcome 
above drawbacks. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Brain Wmor is dClecled by using image processing techniques. Here we are using MATLAB software 
to delect tumor in MRI images. The block diagram of proposed system is shown In figure below. 

InpUI Pre Image 
Image processmg conversion 

Wavelet 
transfoml 

Feature 
extraction 

Classilication 

Tumor No 
dClcclcd 

.) 

Yes 

CaJculale % 
tumor pixels 

I SlOP 
I 

Figure I: Block Diagram of proposed system 
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V. ALGOHITHM 

Alkr th l:: text edit has been I.:Om plelccl, the paper is rcady fur the template. Duplicate the lemplate 
file by lIsing the Save As cOlllmand. and lISC thl! naming cOllvention p:'cscrihcd by your conference for 
the name of your paper. In this newly ereuted lile, hi ghlight all or the contents and import your 
prepared text fil e. YOLI arc now reaely to style your paper. 
I. Start 
2. Take input original MRI brain image 
3. Convert it into gray scale 
4. Filter the image using LPF &. HPF 
5. Morphological operations on image 
6. Take OSTU Segmentation 
7. LLOYD clustering to segment tumor 
8. Use KNN to lind Equlidian distance 
9. Hybrid feature extraction using 2 stage Discrete Wavelet Transform 
10. Calculate contrast,colleration,Energy,Mean,RTvIS,St3ndard Deviation, Snloothness 
I I. Tran image using PNN &. RBF 
12. Classify the tumor 
13. Find the percentage of tUlnor 
14. Stop 
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I. RESULTS 

Below Figures. shows the oUll1UI I"I.!Sl! 11 (,I' all sleps lIsed wi th KN N and LLOYD clustering. These.:: 
figure shows that all oUlpcrrorm ing [he I!xisting methods of classiriciJtion on avai l~ble dataset images. 

Table 5.5. RcslI lli mage5 
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II. CONCLUSION 

Features of tumor cells are extracted efficiently from the MRI image which is further processed by 

classifier system. In this research work KNN& Lloyd are used to calculate the area occupied by brain 

tumor. Low pass and High Pass filter along with morphological operation like dilation and erosion 

effectively remove noise. 
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Absll'ucl 
industries produce (l variety of effluent w(ls/e. !vlost of Ihe waste ix hazardous ond need) proper 
Irealment before lelting it inlO Ihe river, {{Ihe woste is not treated well enough Ihen if may damage 
wildlife /lobi/als & eventually conlamil1ote the drinking water, Hence the industries must Ireot the 
ejJIuel11 as pel' Ihe governmel1l 1101'II1S & keep" lrack 011 Ihe eOluel1l. This project "'ill help Ihe 
indus/lylgovernment 10 test the effluent whh.:h is let inlO the river. This robot may also help the 
induslIY 10 checkfor chemical spills and waleI' qllality in varioZis areas. 
Keywords- amphibian. lvIEMS(Micro Eleclro Mechanical SensO/) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Robots have been widely used to perform various kinds of tasks that reduces the manual work, 
specifically in remote arcas where ever human accessibility is inconceivable. The main applications 
where the robots have exhibited their excellence include surveillance, military purposes, disaster 
management like searching and rescuing victims as well as examining gas leakage in industries or 
gaseous liquid spills in the ocean. 

This proposed project will helps to perform variety of tasks which can be performed on land as well 
as on surface of water. It will be very useful for army, navy, militalY as well as industrial applications. 
It is an unmanned vehicle which can traverse on many varieties of surfaces like nat or rocky land 
terrains and various kinds of liquid surfaces. Robots capable of traversing on both land and water are of 
great use in military surveillance. Such robots are capable of patrolling in chemica l industries where, 
on land and water surveillance is required. This robot is a manually operated robot, for the convenience 
of the operator gesture sensing remote control is provided. Such amphib ious robot is designed in this 
project. 

II. n. LITERATURE SURVEY 

It gives the fundamental information about all the components used in the system. The purpose of 
this paper is to introduce the system to the reader. A literature surveyor a literature review during 
paper writing is that section that shows the assorted analyses and analysis created within the field of 
your interest and also the results already printed, taldng under consideration the assorted parameters of 
the project and also the extent of the project. 

In this section we have mentioned the previous projects and research information related to our 
topic which helped us with the idea of the implementing the hardware and the use ofsoftware. 

Mr. Kiran Patil et al [Il describes the normal technique of testing turbidity, pH scale & 
Temperature is to gather samples manually and so send them to laboratory for analysis. However, it's 
been unable to sat isfY the stress of water quality watching these days. therefore a collection of watching 
of turbidity, pH scale & Temperature of Water quality has been developed. The system consists of 
turbidity, pH scale & Temperature device of water quality testing, s ingle·chip micro-controller 
knowlcOge acquisition module, info transmission module, watching center and different accessories. 
Turbidity, pH scale & Temperature of water is mechanically detected below the management of single 
chip n)icro-controller all day. The controlling chIp gets the mfol mation, and so plocesses and a s~
them. After that, the information IS instantly sent . center by GSM network wit ' 
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variety of SMS. Ir [he water quality is abnorlllnl. the information is sent to monitoring center and 
management department at an simultaneous lilllt:. 

Meng Oingyi ct al l2J within the paper introduces as Oil- line Illoniwring system of TDS in waste 
water SlIPPol1ed by the optical absorption methodology. The system uses advanced processor 
STM32F 1 03. advanced scqll~ntial injection platform, correct optical mensuration structure, economkal 
pressure digl.!stion mcthodology~ high resolution quantitmive chemical analysis module. 

S.Harivardhagini et al. [3] describes the pH scal~ management method which involves a epitome 
model within which acidic and base-forming streams are mixed into never-ending Stirred Tank Reactor 
[CSTR] in correct proportions therefore on management the pH scale of the plant. 

Adrian Korodi et al. [4] introduces the shortage of well-trained automation and SCADA works 
designers causes delays in project implementation and adds difficulties to supervise the developments 
for each the adviser and therefore the beneticiary. The paper proposes to integrate within the program 
of students a course material concerning the steps to be followed so as to provide correct automation 
and SCADA technical documentation. The paper divides the technical documentation considering the 
kinds of documents concerning. 

Ill. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

I. Overview 
This project can facilitate perform style of tasks which may be performed ashore likewise as on 

surface of water. It'll be terribly helpful for army, navy, military likewise as industrial applications. it's 
associate degree unmanned vehicle which is {able to} be able to traverse on several style of surfaces 
like flat or rocky land terrains and numerous sorts of liquid surfaces. 

Robots capable of travers ing on each land and water are of nice use in military police work. Such 
robots are capable of patrolling in chemical industries wherever, ashore and water police work is 
needed. This mechanism are operated by hand mechanism, for the convenience of the operator gesture 
sensing remote is provided, such amphibious mechanism is intended during this project. 

The project is largely divided into 2 hardware units i.e. remote unit and mechanism unit. This 
mechanism can repo.1 back the processed parameters from the sensors placed on the mechanism unit. 
The 2 units are described below. 

2. Remote unit 

[ hlEMS S"""" t==J PIC 
l\licro('ontrollel' 

Fig.1 Remote unit 
The remote control consists of MEMS [Micro Electro Mechanical Sensors], which wiJi sense the 

gesture of our hand moments and provides the input signal to the microcontroJier accordingly. On the 
remote controller side the output oflhe sensors and operation details are will be displayed on LCD. The 
prc microcontroJier used on the transmitter side, will send signals to the robot through RF module. 
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I. Robot unit 
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Fig.2 Robot unit 

On the robot side RF module is used for receiving the signals, transmitted by the remote control. 
The signals then will be provided to the microcontraller for processing the data. H 

The microcontToli er will control the robotic movements by controlling the DC motors on the basis e 
of the received signal. This robot is further divided in two parts, one that works on land surface and 
other works on the water surface. The robot runs forward & backward on land with the help of two II' 
subsequent wheels and respective motors. For turning robot to left direction, the right wheel rotates in {r 

forward direction and left wheel rotates in backward direction. For turning robot to right direct ion, the 
left wheel rotates in forward direction and right wheel rotates in backward direction. Thus we get a 
quick axial turn. The robot runs on water with the help of propellers. The propellers provide the thrust 
for the robot to move on the water surface. The propellers are mounted on the rear part of robot body. 

This project will be able to collect the important and urgent parameters of the water necessary for 

the control over the water treatment plant. All the other parameters of the effluent water that are to be 

tested at the laboratory. For th is testing, water samples will be collected by the robot with the help 

small water pump and a container. This water sample will be taken to the laboratory for the further 

processing. 

D 

2. 	 Sensors 1\ 
PH sensor I 
A pH meter is an instrument that is used to measure the hydrogen -ion activity in water-based 

solutions, indicating its acidity or pH expressed in pH. The pH meter measures the dist inct electrical g 
potential between a pH conductor and a reference conductor, and then the pH. Hence meter is usually 1 
mentioned as a "potentiometric pH meter". The difference in electrical potential relates to the acidity or 
pH of the answer. The pH meter is employed in several applicat ions starting from laboratory 
experimentation to internal control. 

TDS sensor 
A TDS meter indicates the overall dissolved solids (TDS) of an answer, i.e. the concentration of 


dissolved solid pal1icles. Dissolved ionizing solids, like salts and minerals, increase the electrical 

physical phenomenon (EC) of the liquid. As a result of it's a volume live of ioniz ing solids, world 

organisation are often accustomed estimate TDS. Dissolved organic solids, like sugar, and microscopic 

solid particles, like colloids, don't considerably have an effect on the physica l phenomenon of an 

answer, and aren't taken under consideration. 
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Abstract 
Epilepsy is an interminable neurological issue described by intermittent unjustifiable seizures came 
about because of anomalolls, extreme and hyper synchronous neuronal action in brain. The proposed 
thought includes disCOW!I)l (~f Epileptic seizures utilizing EEG signals lvhich are chronicles on scalp 
of electrical action of the cerebrum. Since in mind there (Ire a large number of new'ons 
interconnected in on inlricate way, the resultant EEG signal is unpredictable, nonlinear, nOI1

slatiol7G1}' and non-Gaussian in natllre. The proposed thought decays the EEG signals utilizing 
observalional mode disinlegraliol1. The EA1D adaptively breaks down a sign into wavering segments 
or Intrinsic Mode Functions (IklFs). The ENID is in actuality a sort of channel hanK disintegration 
sh"ategy whose sub groups are worked as expected to isolate the diverse common segmenls of the 
sign. The time and recurrence highlights of IMFS are Ihen extracted. The significant highlights are 
chosen utilizing Lambda of Wilks. At long last the sign are delegated signals with epilepsy segnlfnts 
andflag with non-epilepsy components. 

Keywords- Epilepsy, ECG. EMD, IMFs 

LINTRODUCTION 

Epilepsyis a global disease with considerable incidence thanks to recurrent unprovoked seizures. 
These seizures being in the form of 	 signals can be noninvasive ly diagnosed using 
electroencephalogram (EEG), a measure of neuronal el ectrical activity in brain recorded along scalp. 
EEG is extremely nonlinear, nonstationary and non-Gaussian in nature. Nonlinear adaptive models 
like empirical mode decomposition (EMD) provide intuitive understanding of data present in these 
signals. During this srudy a completely unique methodology is proposed to automatically classify 
EEG of normal, subjects using EMD decomposition. EEG decomposition using EMD yields few 
intrinsic mode functions (lMF), which are amplitude and frequency modulated (AM and FM) waves. 
Epilepsy being related to brainis be a chronic disorder that affects over 50 million people worldwide, 
characterized by recurrent seizures (World Health Organization [WHO], 2006).Convulsion could be a 
transient occurrence of signs andsymptoms thanks to abnormal excess ive or synchronous neuronal 
activity within the brain (Fisher et aI. , 2005 & Berg et al.. 2010). This electrical hyperactivity can 
have its source in numerous parts of the brain and produces physical symptoms like short peri ods of 
inanention and loose of memory, a sensory hallucination, or a whole-body convulsion. The frequency 
of those events can vary from one during a year to many during a day. The bulk of the patients suffer 
from unpredictable, persistent and frequent seizures which limit the independence of a private, 
increase the chance of great injury and mobility, and leod to both social isolation and economic 
hardship (Friedman & Gilliam, 2010). Additionally, the patients with epilepsy have an increased 
mortality risk of roughly two to three times that of the final population (Ficker, 2000). For any of the 
explanations exposed before the seizure detection is a very important component within the diagnosis 
of epilepsy and for the se izures control. Within the clinical practice this detection basically involves 
visual scanning of Electroencephalogram (EEG) 10 eeoltii as by the physicians so as to det ee<c'l~~::-_~ 
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!.:Iassif)' till:! se.: iZlIrc aClivity present within tile.: l:-: E(, signJ1. Usually these are multichannel rCi.:ords o r 
24 to 1'2 hours length which mt;!ilns an mvfllHy time-consuming lask and it's also known rhat the 
c.onclusions HI'C very sut~jcclivc, 

II.L1n:RATURE SURVEY 

Em piricnlmode decomposition (EMD) is employed for classification ol'scizure and seizure-fi"ce EEG 
signals. The EMD method decomposes the EEG signal into a group of narrowband amplitude and 
frequency modulated (AM-fM) components called intrins ic mode functions (IMFs). the tactic 
proposes the utilization of the realm parameter and mean li·cqucncy estimation of IMFs within the 
classification of the seizul't.! and seizure-free EEG signals. These parameters are llsed as an input in 
statistical procedure support vector machine (LS-SVM), which provides classification of seizure EEG 
signals from seizllrc~free EEG signals. The classification accuracy for classification of seizure and 
seizure-free EEG signals obtained by using proposed method for second IMF with radial basis 
function kernel of LS-SVM [I] . 
ANNOVA consists of decomposition of EEG signals using EMO to get eight intrins ic mode functions 
(lMFs). These IMFs were subjected to I-Iilbert transform computation to yield AM and FM 
lrequencies. Three kinds of features were extracted from the IMFs (after Hilbel1 transform); (i) 
spectral peak magnirude, peak frequency, (ii) spectral entropy and (iii) speclral energy. In total, 32 
fearures were used for this work [2].The MLP is feed-forward neural networks trained with the quality 
back-propagation algorithm. it's supervised. It learns the way to transform computer file into a desired 
response, so that they are widely used for pattern classification. so as to guage the efficiency of those 
features in discriminating normal data from epileptic called Intrinsic Mode Functions network 
(MLPNN) and self-organizing map (SOM)[3]. Many nonlinear methods are proposed to extract new 
parameters linked to the electrical activity of the brain. Among these parameters, the Lyapunov 
exponent can detect electroencephalo graphic changes the correlation dim ension techniques can 
contain information about the various neurological states of the brain, the fractal dimension and 
entropy measu re the complexity or the degree of disorder of the EEG signal while correlation integral, 
a measure sensitive to a large style of nonlinearities, utilized in might be wont to characterize the 
epileptogenic regions of the brain during the intericral period. The author proposed a completely 
unique scheme suppOited the discrete wavelet transform (OWT) and approximation entropy (ApEn) 
for epilepsy [4]. 
Wavelet n·ansform may be implemented with a specially designed pair of FIR filters called a 
quadrature mirror filters (QMFs) pair which separate the high- and low-frequency components of the 
sign. The dividing point is typically halfway between 0 Hz and half the information rate (the Nyqui st 
frequency). The outputs of the QMF filter pair are resampled by an element of two. The firs t signal is 
passed to the pairs ofQMF filter and emerges as two signals[5].EMO of the EEG signals is achieved 
by computing IMF I to IMF5 for each segments of every channel. Classifier used is LOA . During this 
paper two different convulsion detectors supported the EM D of EEG signals are going to be 
described. Within the first detector, the algorithm computes the energy of evelY IMF and performs the 
detection supported an energy threshold and a minimum seizure duration decision. The second 
detector consis ts on the extraction of several time and frequency features of IMFs, subsequently a 
feature selection supported a Mann-Whitney test and Lambda of Wilks criterion is perfollned and in 
an exceedingl y las t stage linear discriminant analysis (LOA) of the chosen parameters is employed to 
classify convulsion and nonnal EEG segments[6]. 
The author proposed method that employs two successive signal dependent techniques for 
classification of ictal and seizure-free EEG signals. Firstly, the EMD method is applied on the EEG 
signals for the extraction of the IMFs followed by second-order difference plot (SODP) which 
measures the speed of variability of individual IMFs[7].Tbe purpose of this paper is to propose a 
brand new feature extraction method using empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and a multilayer 
perceptron neural network (MLPNN). The EMD algorithm decomposes a time segment EEG into 
intrinsic mode functions (lMFs) all whi ch autoregressive CAR) parameters are extracted, combined 
and fed to the MLPNN classifier. Experimental results distribmed on a publicly availa ataset, 
comprising normal, inter~ictal and ictal EEG si . 
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CIltl 1\':S\1 11 (lfthis n':Sl.:arCll is I.!spccially illl~ndcJ to assist pr'll.:.ti oller~ wi thill tilt~ diagnosis ofl.;'pilepti(.· 
pmtiOlls wjlhinthc EI ·:ri n:conlillgsI9j . 

Ill. DIFFERENT TYI'E OF ClASSIFIERS 

t\ !l~lIral network Illudd is comparabh.: to human system. Because the human learn things by 
cxperience amJ prac ticc or by n.'petition to dc\'clop the human like behavior in machine we use AI anel 
ncural network model uses the concept of AI 1hal'S why it's ca lled as artificial neu ral network. [he 
syntlletic neurallH.:lwork is taught through a dataset. This dataset could also be knuwn to liS rhen ANN 
is trained in an exceedinglY supervised manner, and it learns preci sely and quickly about the pattern 
buried in dataset and Trained ANN is employed to spot the patterns that it's trained. But if the dataset 
isn't known to us before then the unsupervised training is used[9].The Support vector machine comes 
within the category of supervised learning.Hut it's popularly known for classification. It's (1 really 
efficient classitier. During this every object or item is represented by some exteilt within the n
dimens ional space. the worth or every feature is represented by the actual coordinate[l]. The KNN is 
addi tionally the ciassifier of the category of supervised learning algorithm. (n supervised learning the 
targets are known to us but the pathway to focus on isn't known. to unders tand machine learning 
nearest neighbor 'S forms is that the perfect example. Allow liS to consider that there are many clusters 
of labelled samples. the character of things of the identical identified clus ters or groups are of 
homogeneous nature. Now if an unlabeled item has to be labelled under one amongst the labelled 
g roups. Now to c1assi fY it K-nearest neighbors is straightforward and best algorithm that have record 
of all available classes can perfectly put the new item into the categolY on the premise of largest 
number of vote fork neighbors. during this way KNN is one amongst the alternate to classifY an 
unlabeled item into identified c1ass[ I O].A multilayer perceptron (MLP) could be a class of 
feedforward artificial neural network (ANN). The term MLP is employed ambiguously, sometimes 
loosely to seek advice from any feedforward ANN, sometimes strictly to seek advice frol11 networks 
composed of mUltiple layers of perceptron's (with threshold activation). An MLP cons ists of a 
minimum of three layers of nodes: an input layer, a hidden layer and an output layer[9] . 
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Figure I : System block diagram 

V.DESCRIPTION 

The EEG dataset of Seizure Prediction Project of Freiburg is employed. The dataset includes 
recordings for both healthy and epileptic subjects. A trainee data set is taken. All EEG records are 
initially filtered with a second order, bidirectional, Butterworth, 50 Hz notch filter so as to get rid of 
the ability line interference. Then, the EEG signals are band-pass filtered with a second order, 
bidirectional, Butter worth filter with a bandwidth of 0.5 - 60 Hz. Next, ali EEG records are resampled 
to 128 Hz so as to cut back computation time of EMD decomposition. This operation doesn't have any 
influence on the results si nce the bandwidth of the signal of interest doesn't exceed the 60 Hz. The 
EMO is of course a so11 of filter bank decomposition method whose sub bands are built as required to 
separate the various natural components of the signal. so as to characterize the EEG signals several 
features are computed upon these 3 IMFs series calcul ated for every channel.For each IMF, a group of 
parameters in time and frequency domains are computed. To detect the EEG segments with 
convulsion a linear discriminant analysis (LOA) was implemented using the classification functi ons h. 
These functions are a linear combination of the discriminant variables (Xm) whi ch aliows maximize 
the differences between groups and minimize the differences within-group. during this classification a 
trained data set is compared with test data set and eventually EEG signals are classified as signals 
with epileptic components and non-epileptic components. 

A. 	 The EMD Algorithm 

The EMO may be a general nonlinear non-stationary signal decomposition method. The aim of the 
EMO is to decompose the signal into a sum of Intrinsic Mode Functions (!MFs). An IMF is defined as 
a function that satisfies two conditions: 
I. Within the entire signal, the amount of extrema and also the number of zero rn~0i~u~be 
equal or differ at the most by one. 

of r.k( ~ l·\ ' Y" ~'''::; ~«:~ 

2. At any point, the average 	 maxima and al envelo pe 
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defincd by tile local minima must be ze ro (or ilt":Hr /.cro). The maj or advantage of the EMD is that tilt: 
IMFs an: ck:ri v(:d directly from the signal i(sel r::tlld doesn't require any a priori known basis. Hence 
the analysis is m.laplivc. in contrast to Fourier or \Vavelet Transrorm, where [he slgna! is decomposed 
during 1:1 lincar combination of predefined basis functi ons. Given a proof x(t). the algorithm of the 
EMD will be given by (ollowing 6 steps. 
J. Fillcllocni maxima and minima of dO(t)=x(t). 
2. !l1terpo!atc between the maxima and Illinirmi so as LO get the upper and lower envelopes Eu(t) and 
EI(t). respectively. 
3. Compute the Illean of the envelopes m(t)=(Eu(t)+ EI(t))/2. 
4. Extract the detail d I (t)= dO(t)-m(t) 
5. lterale steps 1-4 on the residual until the detail s ignal dk(t) will be considered an lMF (accomplish 
the 2 conditions): c I (t)= dk(t) 
6. Iterate steps 1-5 on the residual met) so as to get all the lMFs c I(t) to eN(t) of the signal. 
The procedure terminates when the residual cN(t) is either a relentless, a monotonic slope, or a 
fUllction with just one extrema. The results of the EMD process produces N IMFs (cl(t), ... , cN(!)) 
and a residue signal (rN(t)). The EMD may be a technique essentially defined by an algorithm and 
there's not an analytical formulation to get the IMFs. 

Second De"1;ector 
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Fig 2 : Block diagram of epileptic seizure detectors 
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Abstract 
Underwater image enhanc:emenl is one of the challenging /ask\' in the/jeld o./IJ/arine species. While 
dealing /0 work in the marine class. the researchers jcu:e some problems related /() (he ll17Clenvaler 

images. As the depth o/waler in('Tease.\", the problems related /0 clear image capturing becomes more. 
The prohlems VClJ)' according (0 the type a/waler, amount o./light, depth olwa/er. the distance between 
camera and object, etc. This paper deals wilh the unclenvaler image enhaJ1cemenl by ·working on the 
resolution and contrastjactors to preserve the in/ormation o/an original image. The proposed syslem 
uses Discrete rVavelet Tral1~jorJll (DWT) me/hod 10 enhance Ihe qualfly u.funderwaler images. A Field 
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is a recol/jigurable hardware, providing bel/erJea/we.> Ihon DSP 
and other hardwm'e devices due 10 their product jidelilY and sustainable advanloges in digital image 
processing. FPGA has a large impact on image and video processing; Ihis is dlle /0 Ihe pOlential oJlhe 
FPGA 10 have parallel and high comp"talional densily as compared 10 a general pwpose 
microprocessor. This paper proposes underwaler illlages enhancement by wavelet decomposition based 
image jllsion implementatio11 on FPGA, The color corrected and conlrast-eni1cmced images are fused 
which are withdrawnjrom an original unde/waler image. 

Keywords· Image Fusion, DWT. Image Enhancemen/, Image Fusion, FPGA, 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Earth is an aquatic planet wherein water occupies 70% of the surface. Nowadays, the area of research 
has increased its interest in the marine class. But (0 work on the aquatic objects, it is imperative to get 
the clear images of the underwater object. As the air interface deals with the environmental and camera 
problems like dust particles, natural light, reflection, focu s and distance, underwaler images are also 
facing the same challenges, The quality of the underwater image depends on the density of water. depth 
of water, distance benveen camera and object, artificial light, water particles, etc. Most occurring 
problems in the underwater image is light scattering effect and color change effect. If the water is clear 
or limpid, the image quality and vis ibility is good. As the depth of water increases, Ihe water becomes 
denser due to sand, planktons and minerals. Due to increased density, the camera light gets reflected 
and deflected by parti cles for sometimes before reaching towards the camera and some part of camera 
light gel absorbed by the particles , This scattering effect results in reduced visibility of image with low 
contrast. Secondly, the color change effect depends on the wavelength of light travel in the water. The 
color with the highest wavelength goes the very short distance in water, Fig I shows the light penetration 
pattern in the clear water. Blue color has the shortest wave length, so it travels very long in the deep 
water. That's why the blue color is more in undenvater images [5]. As the degree of attenuation va ries 
for different wavelengths, the color change effect occurs. 
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The 3catlerillg effect and cnlur chang:: clTeCI I;omhin..:d resu lts in r..:duceu visihility in 1IIldc r\Vat~l
illlages. II 'llTeets th;;! resolution and cOlltr:1st attribute to <h;gradc the quality uf Ihe image. Image 
~llh(lJ1CCIl1CI11 is one or tile prt:-proct,;.'ssing Ilit:thods whit.:h impro vl!s the quality oran imagt: by incrl..'usi ll,g. 
thl..' pt!n:t:ptioll oj' information in it analysis work. 

ImHge fusilln is the process by which two or more irnages me combined imo a single image rctaining 
the important features Crom ench or the orig.inn! images. The fusion 01' images is onen requir(:d for 
images acqui red from di ITerent iIlstrulllCll11l1oda! jtics or capt urc tcchniques of the same SCCIlt: or objec(s. 
Important applications of the fusion of imagcs include medical imaging, microscopic imag.ing. remote 
sensi ng. computer vision, and robotics. f-usion tcchniqucs include (he simph:st method of pixel 
averaging (0 more complicated methods sllch as principal cOlllponl!nt analysis and wavelet transform 
fusion. Several approaches to image fusion can be distinguished. depending on whether the images are 
fused in the spatial domain or they are transformed into another domain, and their trans forms fused. 
The actual fusion process can take place at different leve!s of information representation. 

IJ.LlTERAHJRE SURVEY 

Since last few decades, an extensive number of approaches to fuse visual image information, These 
techniques vary in their complexity, robustness and sophistication. Remote sensing is perhaps one of 
the leading image fusion applications with a large number of dedicated publications. The main principle 
of some of the popular image fusion algorithms have been discussed below. 
Fusion us ing Principle Component Analysis (PCA): The PCA image fusion method [8] basically uses 
the pixel values of all source images at each pixel location, adds a weight factor to each pixel value, 
and takes an average of the weighted pixel values to produce the result for the fused image at the same 
pixel location. The optimal weighted factors are determined by the PCA technique. The PCA image 
fusion method reduces the redundancy of the image data. III Super-resolution image reconstruction: 
Super-resolution (SR) reconstruction [9] is a branch of image fusion for bandwidth extrapolation 
beyond the limits ofa traditional electronic image system. 
Katartzis and Petrou describe the main principles ofSR reconstruction and provide an overview of the 
most representative methodologies in the domain. The general strategy that characterizes super
resolution comprises three major processing steps which are low resolution image acquisition: image 
registration/motion compensation, and high resolution image reconstruction. Katartzis and Petrou 
presented a promising new approach based on Nonnalized Convolution and a robust Bayesian 
estimation, and perform quantitative and qualitative comparisons usi ng real video sequences. 
Image fusion schemes using ICA bases: Mitianoudis and Stathaki demonstrate the efficiency of a 
transform constructed using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) and Topographic Independent 
Component Analysis based for image fusion in this study [10]. The bases are trained offline using 
images of similar context to the observed scene. The images are fused in the transform domain using 
novel pixel-based or region-based rules. An unsupervised adaption ICA-based fusion scheme is also 
introduced. 
The proposed schemes feature improved performance when compared to approaches based on the 
wavelet transform and a slightly increased compntational complexity. The authors introduced the use 
of ICA and topographical ICA based for image fusion applications. These bases seem to construct very 
efficient tools, which can complement common techniques used in image fusion, such as the Dual-Tree 
Wavelet Transform. The proposed method can outperform the wavelet approaches. The Topographical 
ICA based method offers a more accurate directional selectivity, thus capturing the salient features of 
the image more accurately. 
Region-based multi-focus image fusion: Li and Yang first describe the principle of region-based image 
fusion in the spatial domain [II]. Then two region-based fusion methods are introduced. They proposed 
a spatial domain region-based fusion method using fixed-size blocks. Experimental results from the 
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method:; used, Ihe results obtaincd front Lll l' propused fu:;i ull pl'Ol.:e....;:-.I.:::I. wltidl consider specific kalllt"t..' 
information n:gardillg Ihe SD UI'CI.: iJllUges. ilrl.: I.:xl'd11.:111 in IcrlllSurvi,;uHI ptll"l:pliull. 
The pl'esenlL'd algorithm, spati al dOllluin !'cgiol1-hHS~d fusion !1ll.:thod lI~illg nxed-size blocks, is 
computationally simple and L',Ul be applied jll rc,d time. It i ~ IIlso vu luah ll.: ill practical applicati ons. 
Although the results obtained from a tlul11l1L:r of I.:xperimclHs {lrc promis ing. thcre are more parameters 
to be considered H~ compared to [111 MR-buSL'd type uf Illdhod, !:il\(,;h i1 ;S the wavckt method. Adaptive 
methods for choosing those parameters should be researclll:d further. In add it ion, further investigations 
are necessary for selecting more I.:ncctivc clarity measures. 
rm age fus ion techniques for non-destru..:tivc t~sting and remote sensing application: The authors present 
several algorithms of fusion based on Illulti-sea le KallllHIl filtering anu compmational intelligence 
methodologies [12] . Thc proposed algorithms are applied to two kinds of problems: a remote sensing 
segmentation, classification, and object detection application performed on real data availabl e frol11 
experiments and a non-destructive testing/evaluation problem of flaw detect ion using electro-magnetic 
and ultrasound recordings. In both problems, the fusion techniques are shown to achieve a modest 
superior performance with respce t to the singl e-sensor image mOdality. Thejointllse of the eddy current 
and ultrasonic measurements is suggested because of the poor resu lts that are obtained by processing 
each single recorded type of signal alonc. Therefore. both measurements are jointly processed, and the 
information used to perform the class ifi cation has been extracted at three different levels: pixel, feature, 
and symbol. 
The numerical performance of these techniques has been compared by using the probability ofdetection 
and probability of false alarm. Experiments performed on real dara contirmed the effectiveness of the 
proposed SL based approach, by maximizing the probability of detection and achieving an acceptable 
probability of false alarm with respect to the PL and FL fus ion techniques. 

III.METHODOLOGY 

The requirement for the successfu l image fusion is that images have to be correctly aligned on a pixel
by-pixel basis. In this project, the images to be combined arc assumed to be already perfectly registered. 
The Figure 2 shows the top level block diagram of image fusion using wavelet transform. The two input 
images imageJand image 2 that are captured from visible and infrared camera respec tively are taken as 
inputs. The wavelet transform decomposes the image into low-low, low-high, high-low, high-high 
frequency bands. The wavelet coefficients are generated by applyi ng the wavelet transform on input 
images. Wavelet coefficients of the input images are fused by taking the average of input images. The 
resultant fused image is obtained by app lying the inverse wavelet transform. 

Image! 

EJ-E/ "~dW~",
co-efflclents 

Registered Images Wavelet 

co·efficients 

Fused Image 

Fig .Block diagram of IDWT based image fusion 
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Till! ll10st complex and significant step in this algorithm is to carry Ollt the wavelet transformation. The 
wavelet tranSforms arc applied to images. The wavelet tr<.msform consists orlow-high. thl.! high-low and 
high-high (j'cqucncy bands of the image at diftl::I'l!111 scales (V ladimir 200 I). Since Jat'ger absoiute 
Iransfonn coefliciellts correspond to sharper brighiness changes and a good fusion rule to be selected 
at every point in the transform domain. The fusion takes piact! in all the resolution levels and main 
features at each scale arc conserved ill the new multi-resolution representation. Finally, a new image is 
constructed by applying inverse wavelet trans form on fused image. Due to compactness. onhogonali[y 
and availability of directional information, the rDWT can sLlccess fully extract the main features at 
different scales. The wavelet transform based image fusion technique produces the more naturally fused 
il11ag~ even when the images to be combined are very different. An area-based maximum selection rule 
and a consistency verification step arc proposed for feature select ion . Better fusion results, both visually 
and quantitatively can be achieved using wavelet transform when compared to averaging and lapatian 
pyramid based image fusion Wavelet-based image fusion technique is more robust under transmission 
and decoding errors, and also facilitates progressive transmission of images. Wavelet based fusion at 
higber compression avoid blocking artifacts. The designing and modeling offusion of two images has 
been performed by averaging and 2-D IDWT with different filters like Ham, Daubechies and 
Biorthogonal tilters in MATLAB Simulink. The results of all fusion techniques for different set of 
images have been carried out. High PSNR and clear fused image has been achieved by 2-D JDWT with 
917 Daubechies filter. 
There are two important questions in image fusion field: selecti on of wavelet name and fusion rule 
when wavelet transform is applied to multi-focus image fu sion. Fusion rule is the kernel of image fusion 
and it directly influences the speed and quality of image fusion. So, this paper not only study these two 
questions, but also involve the important part of image fusion rule, fusion operator and conduct fusion 
experiments on these aspects. Since multiple evaluation cri teria of image fusion exist, this paper mainly 
compares the fusion effect through the Similitude Measure so as to select the best wavelet basis 
function , the best fusion rule. 
IDWT architecture based on moditied lifting scheme is designed and is used in image fusion. The input 
images of size 100 x 100 have been chosen to validate the proposed fusion algorithm based on IDWT. 
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Fig. Top level block diagram of hardware implementalion 

The wavelet transforms of the images has been computed. The registered images have been passed as 
input signals through two different one-dimensional digital filters HO and HI respectively. HO and HI 
digital filters perform high pass and low pass filteri ng operations respectively for both the input images. 
The output of each filters are followed by sub-sampling by a factor of 2. This step is referred as the 
Row compression and resultant is called as L-Iow frequency component and H-high frequency 
component. The down sampled outputs have been further passed to two one dimensional digital filters 
in order to achieve Column compression. The HH-High High, HLHigh Low, LH-Low High and LL
Low Low are the output frequency components obtained after two level compressions of both the input 
images. The Figure 10 shows the block diagram of IDWT based image fusion process which consists 
of two input images, lDWT block, fu sion block and nOWT block. The HH, HL, LH and LL frequency 
components of one input image is fused with the HH, HL, LH and LL components of second image 
respectively. HH components of both images have been added and then the resultant output has been 
divided by a factor 2. Simi larly, the average ofHL, LL and LH components has been taken. This process 
is known as Tmage Fusion. This averaged result has been future followed by the reconstruction process 
i.e. , inverse wave let transform. nOWT is the reverse process oflOWT. fn IIDWT process, the HH, HL, 
LH and LL components have been first up-sampled and then filtering operation has been carried out. 
The sub-bands has been added or summed to get the resultant reconstructed image. 

IV. EXPECTED RESULTS 
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V. CONCLUSION 
The underwater images quality degraded due to scattering ofl ight, refraction an absorption parameters. 

To resolve these issues and (Q improve the quality ofan underwater image, a number of techniques are 
proposed in recent years. We have done literature survey on the underwater image and conclude that 
the image enhancement is done for better visualization like wavelet fusion and contrast enhancement, 
improving contrast and color correction, etc. A revie·w of underwater image enhancement is presented 
covering basic enhancement technique, issues and challenges and existing techniques for underwater 
image enhancement. 
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Abstract 

This paper is designed to provide jasl Clnd cosl effective product of patient diagnosis. Ac;lfe 
ly mphoblastic leukemia is cancer of white blood cells (WCBs) also known as lymphoblastic. Acute 
lymphoblasfic leukemia is type tlj'leukemiCi which is more common in children and adult of older than 
50 yrs.The term acute means the leukemia can progress quickly and ilit is not treated properly may 
lead (a fatal death within Cl few months. There is no ~pec!fic no/m'e of symptoms and signs of ALL 
leads wrong diagnosis.!t is difficult to c1ossijj' leukemia cells. The manual classification ofthe cells is 
time consuming and may be inaccurate. Therefore earlier detection of leukemia leads in providing 
appropriate treatment to patients. The soluUon to this problem is using various image processing 
technique to get a desired information Fom a blood images 0/ individuotes. In the blood image the 
lel/cocytes are separateclFom these blood samples and then it selects lymphocytes cells. 

Keywords- ACUle lymphoblastic leukemia, Discrete orthonormal S-transjoI7Jl ,Support vector 
machine. 

I. INTRODliCTlO;o.; 

The major criterion for the analysis of leukemia is a visual examination of blood sample. There are 
two different types of Leukemia which can lead to death if not treated at the right time are acute 
lymphoblastic leukemia and acute myel oid leukemia.ALL is detected in bone marrow and AML 
affects myeloid organs ,Abnormal collection of white blood cell generates ALL.ALL is significant 
hematopoietic di sease. The fighting capability of body with the foreign material gets diminished with 
increases in the number of malignant WBCs. Another impoltant step for detection of ALL is 
recogniti on of blast cell in bone marrow. For detecting proper stage of ALL percentage of blast cell is 
measure concern that wi ll be also help full for giving proper treatment to patients. 

The perfection of the haematologists and pathologists is important of detec[ion of disease. To 
SUppOit the haematologists for accurate earlier detection of ALL, a computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) 
system is used the feature of white bl ood cell(WBC) are generation it main step of CAD system 
which classify the cells into healthy or affected cell. The classification normal blood cell feature can 
be categorized as morphoiogical,texture,s{atistical and cololllthe smooth, rough, bumpy or silky as a 
fun cti on of the spatial variation in pixel intensi ties is suggested by this feature that define the 
characteristics by the image. 

T he telm ' Acute ' means that leukemia can progress quickly that may lead to fatal death within few 
month if not treated properly. Dueto its nonspecific nature of symptoms and signs of Acute 
Lymphoblastic Leukem ia leads to wrong di agnosis.Even haematologists find it difficu lt to classify the 
leukemia cells & cl assifi cati on of blood ce lls is time consuming & it can be inaccurate. For this early 
classification of leukemia cells using blood sample may yields in providing the appropriate treatment 
to patient 

The percentage of blasts is a maj or concern for detecting the proper stage of the ALL and is also 
helpful in the proper treatment of the patients. Leukemia is the most critical blood disease common in 
child and adults. A majority of cancer cell begins in body pal1s but leukemia is type of cancer whi ch 
beglOs and grows in bl ood cells.ALL occllrs when abnOimal ", hite blood cells produced by bone 
man ow. The detection of these blood cells depends on perfection of haematologists and patho~ 
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proccss is timc t.:unsurning and dinieult 10 get consistent n!sults (l nd may be inaccurate which may 
lead to the dead of the pers()J1.so early icit.::ntitit.:i.Hion is necessary.The technique llsed for detection of 
leukemia cell using microscopic illl (lgC using mat lab. 

II. REI.ATED WORl, 

Monica Madhukar and Anthony T.Chroncpou los [i ]conuuctcd study lhat due to imitati on of similar 
signs diagnosti c confusion OCClll" they had done I11l1ch work due LO cGlllplex nature of blood smenr to 
meet cl inical demands. ·nlCse system includes colour correlation. s<=-gmentation of nucleatedcell , 
classi ficali on and validation_ Feature exploit teature of colour and texturc parameter. They use 
watersheelsegementation algorithm to segement the nucleus the comlllon drawback is classify only 
sub images .Cell energy and Hausdorff dimension are the new feature used ..Preprocessing step 
involves over come background nonunifol"lllility. K- mean clustering algorithm is used to bring out 
nucleus of each cel!.to enhance the boarder the boarder of memorance and cell sobell operator is used. 
accuracy of these method is 98%.Sonali Mishra and Pankaj Kumar Sa[2) they purpose technique of 
diagnosis number of lymphoblast in a bloods smear. Fnding out malignancies in blood ,the changes in 
nuciells and cytoplasm plays important role. The CAD is lIsed here and divided into two 
categories .First appl ies genetic information ,while second uses information from the image modelled 
by using different ML techniques. It uses disceteorthogonaql S-transform for feature 
extraction. Followed by feature reduction using hybrid approach.DOST is uscd to characterized the 
texture of image and its accuracy is 98.67%.Random Forest is used for classifi cation. This system 
accuracy is 94.6 I %.Banshidar Majhi and Lokesh Sharma[3) .Have purposed work to used CAD for 
class ification and detection of ALL.Seperating Lymphoblast from microscopic image they have 
employed effective segmentation scheme. For feature extraction Gray level co-occurrence matrix is 
used. That extract texture feature. For classification Random Forest is used. Segmentation used here is 
the Watershed Segmentation.Accuracy of this method is 96%.Lokesh Sharma and Sonali Sharma[4) 
Purposed a method to make granules visible during analysis.Very low accuracy, slowness of 
analysis,drawbacks are improves in this system.For detection of Leukemia CAD is used.The better 
quality of image is generated by lIsing Weiner Filtering followed by contrast enhancement witil 
histogram equalization. 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

The proposed method includes steps like pre-processing, sub-imaging, feature extracting, feature 
reduction and classification. Techniques used are DOST for feature extraction and PCA+LDA for 
feature reduction . AdaBoost based Random Forest for classification. Figure I shows block diagram of 
this purposed scheme. 

A. Pre-processing and sub-imaging 
Cancer affected blood sample dataset have been collected comprised of noise 

and backgroundefTects.The RBCs and platelets present in the smear are unwanted for the 
detection of disease. To extract the WBCs from the blood smear, background subtraction is performed. 
Microscopic blood images are relatively larger in size and consist of more than one WBCs per image. 
However, the region of interest must contain only one WBC for the detection of ALL. Though all the 
WBCs require being exami ned for the detection of disease, bounding box method is applied to crop 
the image around each WBe. The next process is to clean the image that helps in removing some 
WBCs presen t on the edge of the image as well as the number of abnormal components. It can be 
done by evaluating the solidity of an object as per equation ( I). Solidity measures the density of the 
object.A solidity value of I signities a solid object whereas the solidity value less than I signifies the 
presence of holes in the object. Ttcanbedefinedas , 

Solidity= area _ _ _ _ 
Convex area .. ( I) 

which -is used threshold for each be included for c1assitication 
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Figt.Block diagram of an automated diagnosis of ALL. 

B. Fel..llure extraction 
Discriminative features from the segmented nucleus and cytoplasm region can be found out and 

given to class ifier for dilTerenliation between lymphocyte (hcaiIhy) and lymphoblast's (unhealthy). 
The crileria for diagnosisdepends on the number ol1ymphoblast's reside in the blood smear. A 
lymphoblast is morphologically defined by a large shape nucleus including an irregular shape and size, 
the nucleoli are present and prominent, and moreover, the cytoplasm is intensely colored, The changes 
in the nucleus and cytoplasm region play an important role in finding out the malignancies in blood. 
Different features used extraction are color, texture that differentiate between normal and malignant 
cells 
Discrete ol1hononnal S-trcmsfonn is used for feature extraction.it is multi resolution technique used to 
characterized texture of an image. Int.ensity variation (111 image is signified by texture feature. feature 
extraction is the process of converting the image into data so that we can check these values with 
standardvalues. A pixel description of texture by giving horizon tal frequency spectra is provided by 
2D-DOST.ln thi s method frequency domain is calculated using dyadic sampling scheme.DOST 
coefficient ofa lymphocyte f(a,b) of size M x N is describe in step as follow 
(a) find out fourior coefficient by performing fourier transform from equation (2)shown below, 

......... . (2) 

(b)perfoll11 and inverse fourier transform by partitioning the fourier coefficient F(u,v) and square root 
of number of points in partition is multiply with it from equation (3)shown below. 

vb' 
2 Pb -,)(3) ...........(3) 

Pa-2 
ua =2Pa- 1 + 2 (horizontal frequency) 

va=ZPb-l + ZPb- 2(veritcal frequency) 


(c)store the obtain DOST coefficient in empty feature matrix EM 
M x N coefficients are given by DOST of an M X N image as they contain frequency inform ation 
each coefficient is consider as an feature 

C. Feature reduction 
Problems like face recognition ,cancer detection etc. linear discriminant analysis is used. To find 

projection F that enhance the relarion between class scatter sb an within scatter sw is prime Objective 
of LDA.it is given as in equation (4), 

..........(4) 

T 

IFS·F I
argmax(F)-1_°-

FSw F 1 
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Numerous challcngl:~ l'()r vcry high dimension data is L'I1CO(lilier hy I.DA algorithm very large 
scallcring matri x ,m: roulld an it is challenging task to manage :hc..'1ll such isslIe is name as small 
sample size in this caSe dilJ1ension of origin I~aturc set is larger than sample set. For this we have [0 
usc peA before LDA approach so that the dimension of fcmure vector arc lesser. SW will no lungel· 
in singular form by applying peA by doing this LDA can be casily applicd to get reduce feature set 
Feature reduction u~cd I() l'r.!dllcc..' the size or sump:c sct so it is less than the dimension of original 
{"callirc Sr.!t. 

D. Classification 
For classification of normal and abnormal cell to improves accuracy we propose the combination of 

Ada boost an random forest classifier is used. the prediction in classification task is done by AdaBoost 
algorithm this classiner combines many classifier having high error rat e and produce resulting 
classifier having 10\\1 error rate AdaBoost algorithm uses base algorithm in series of cycle. each 
training sample is assigned n waight that symbolize the expectation of sample being used for training 
set during experiment weight is renewed based on the prediction result after training. The sample that 
are correc[ly c1assi tied by weak learner get lower weights and incorrect sample gel higher weights. 
The sample with lower weight is more focused in training set and process continues for each cycle. 
All weak hypotheses into s ingle final hypothesis are combine linearly by AdaBoost .Among ML 
algorithms the random forest is most robust technique which has greater accuracy rate. It is useful for 
estimating the most appropriate features required for classification. 

IV. PURPOSED EXPERIMENTATION RESULTS. 

Fig 2.Sampled Input image 

Fig 3.Gray sca le image of sampled input image .. 
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V. ADVANTAGES 

More accurate. 
Required less time. 
Good Segmentation results 
Highly effective method 
Can overcome related constraints in vi sual inspection. 
Highly accurate classification model. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we purposed the detection of acute Iymphoblasticleukemia for earlier detection of 
cancer using image processing Segmentation method separates nucleus from the leukocyte very 
simply and effectively here extraction of feature s from nucleus & cytoplasm helps in improving 
performance of the system. The dimension of extracted feature reduce by feature reduction we 
classified the cell abnormal and nom131 cells so the appropriate treatment given to patient. 
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Abstract 

People across everywhere the universe lire gelling more conscious about Iheir chef. improper diel 
can cause many problems like weight gain, obesity, sugar, ele. So d{fTel'ent systems were developed to 
invesfigale/()(}d images to calculate nutrition and calorie level. vVit/1inthe paper we address the matfer 
of automatic jood tray analysis in canteens and restaural1ls environment, which consists in predicting 
multiple/ooc/ placed on a tray image. 771;"; technique is incredibly IIserjriendly and easy. It takes Ihe 
image offood Then it lises image processing and segmel1latiol1 me/hods to calculate nutrition and 
calories within thefood. The system is nutrition measurement technique. 

Keywords-food detec/ion, calorie meaSlIremel1l, image segmen/ation, convolution neutral network. 
nutrition. 

T. INTRODUCTION 

Healthy eating contains a good impact on the approach to quality life and might prevent diet related 
diseases like diabetes, obesity and upset. Research data from the Institute for Health Metrics and 
Evaluation (IHME) in 2015 revealed that dietary risks are leading explanation for disease burden in 
Australia and contributed to more health loss than smoking, alcohol, and drug use. There are such plenty 
of great economical costs related to diet-related chronic disease. 

Self-monitoring food intake, with the availability ofautomated and tolerant feedback, is an efficient 
surgery to make awareness of one's current diet and eating patterns. This is able to require a sensible 
nutrition system. The most advantage of this approach is removing the burden of self- report. Although 
there are several studies to adopt these sensors to observe food intake. The typical accuracy for nutrition 
intake using these sensors is a bout 900/0 in laboratory environment. There are two main approaches for 
estimating the nutritional values from food images. One is to estimate the category of food and output 
information related to the category. Second is to estimate the nutritional value directly from image 
features using multivariate analysis. Most conventional methods follows the primary approach. On the 
first approach, a database is performed on the food name, and knowledge is presented associated with 
the food. So as to manage many sorts of food, the food names in database should be finely classified. 
Some data base of internet applications cover all the menus from large food chains. 

We consider young adults as they're at a heightened risk of harmful effects of unhealthy -meals outi , 
because they spend, proportionately, even more on the - Meals out and fast foodl category than the other 
age bracket. 

We are using the second method to estimate the nutritional value from the food image. During this 
paper we present an algorithm that estimates the nutritional value through semantic segmentation. The 
algorithm uses the food image recognition. It also uses the user preferences and environmenta l context 
information for the greater effect. The user must take the image of food images, this technique will 
classify 
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the tmage to delcct {he type of food and portinll sil.e and therefore the recognition information will 
estimate the tlumber of calories within the food. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

2.1 "PersOIllIlised Classifier For P'ood Image Recugnition", Simla Horiguchi, Sosuke Amano,makoto 
Ogawa, kiyoharu Aizawa 

Food image recognition tasks are evaluated against tixed datasets. However, during reul - world 
conditions, there are cases in which the amount ofsamples in each class continues to extend and samples 
from novel classes appear. In particular, dynamic datasets during which each individual user creates 
samples and contillues the updating process often have content that varies considerably between 
different users, and therefore the number of samples pel' person is accomplished on an outsized scale. 
Personalizing a classifier incrementally for every user ia s promising. during this paper, we address the 
personalization problem, which involves adapting to the user's domain incrementally employing a very 
limited number of samples. We propose a straightforward effective personalization framework which 
could be a combination of the closest class mean classifier. To conduct realistic experiments, we made 
use of a replacement dataset of daily food images collected by a food - logging application. 
Experimental results show that our proposed method significantly outperforms existing methods. 

2.2. "Eslimaling Nuh·ilio/wl Vallie From Food Images Based On Semantic Segmel1tation". Kyoko 
Sudo, lun Shimamura, Kazuhiko Murasaki, Yukinobu Taniguchi 

Estimating the nutritional value offood supported image recognition is very important to health support 
services employing mobile services employing mobile devices. The estimation accuracy may be 
improved by recognizing regions. during this paper, they need propose method that estimates nutritional 
information supported segmentation and lebeling of food regions of a picture by adopting a semantic 
segmentation method, within which they need considered recipes as corresponding sets offood images 
and ingredient labels. Any food object or ingredient in a test food image may be annotated as long 
because the ingredient is contained during a training food image, whether or not the menu containing 
the food image appears for the primary time. Experimental results show that better estimation is 
achieved through multivariate analysis using ingredient labels related to the segmented regions than 
when using the local feature of pixels because the variable. 

2.3. "Calorie and Nulriliol11\1easuremenl based 0" Food Image Processing ", Ms. Ankita A. 
Podutwar, Prof. Abhijit V. Shinde. 
People across the universe have become more sensitive abollt diet. Unbalanced diet can cause such a 
large amount of problems like weight gain, obesity, sugar etc. to beat these problems different 
techniques were developed to be told abollt food images which can later calculate calorie, nutritional 
level etc. This paper tells us about different systems which may serves us required leads to terms of 
calories and nutritional values. This method is extremely llseful for patients and dietitians to watch their 
health. The proposed system can certainly be improved and facilitate this calorie measurement 
technique. 

III. SYSTEM METHODOLOGY 
Reviewing the different systems, it is possible to develop another low-cost simple system as to 

accurately measure the calorie and nutritional level in food. This paper describes a simple and easy 
hardware implementation of food detection system using raspberry pi, which itself is a minicomputer of 
a credit card size and ofa very low price. 

The block diagram of our system is as shown in the figure I. User need to take the image of the food 
dish before the meal of the accurate calorie measurement. The next it do the segmentali . ge 
of food dish before the segmentation, each image will be analyzed to extract vario f the 
food image portion. There are color and texture segmentation tools are used for effect" urement. 
Various features sllch as size, shape, color and textu . xtracted and send for clasWtmllli on. Thus 
using above step food is recognized using segm ~e Ceill", Dept (>f :_:. ·,·tron!c:; & 
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Semantic st.!gmenlatiol1 is II 
predicted for c<lch pixels of an 

iJllage iJnllotatioll tcclmiqllc Illat is IlIostl y applied \() SCl:IlC' 
image so that the im:lge is divided into objr:::ct region, Each 

lIlld~rs !HJl(ling labels arc 
region consist s of' pixels 

associated with the same label . There art: Illilily illgrcd iell!s in recipe database ,llld many :ngrcdit:lHs have nlliit ipl c popular 
names so segmentation usc') (:o-occul'l'cncc of labcl s nol only onc image but also between multiple iliwges. \Ale generate 
c la ~ses of food groups this make it poss ible to partition image int o food n.:gi on and no.. l'ooci regioll. \V-.:. are using ;jupport 
vector I11m.:hinc for class ifi cation of food. 

IPower 
r Supply 

1 CNN 

1 

Food dish 
Image I 

Food Dish 

Image I' 

Food Dish 

ImageN 

Raspberry PI 

Camer'l 

Database 

C ompo risonRaspbelTY PI 
3 Model B 

LCD Display 

Fig. I Block diagram ofsystem 

IV. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The main blocks of project are: 


I . Raspberry PI 
2 . PI Camera 

With the he lp of block diagram, we will create pre model of the proj et and ana lyse the function of the proj ect with 
block diagram over view given as follows: 

Raspben·y PI 

RaspbelTY PI 3 is used for creating robot wireless and web based. Raspberry pi is connected to the smart phone which 
allows raspberry pi to transmit information over the web network. Raspberry pi uses an SD card for booting and for 
memory because it doesn't have an inbuilt memory for storage. Raspberry pi requires 5volt supply with minimum of700
1000 rnA current and it's powered through micro USB cable. 5 volt is required for the USB ports. It operates at 1.2GHz 
(roughly 50% faster than P12) we use python to writedown the code into the raspberry pi . 

2. PI Camera 

The raspberry PI has a camera module of 5MP and has a set of focus lens to capture still pictures as well as HD videos. 
Stills are captured at resolution of2592 x 1944, while video is supported at 1080p at 30 FPS, 720 at 60 or 90 FPS. 
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V. RESULTS 

In this experiment, we are lIsing calories, fat, proteins sodiulll, iron and other nutritional values. We 
compare the results of SVR I1lltritional estimation lIsing the label histogrmll feature as a prediction 
variable to those of S VR using the colour histogram feature as a prediction variable. The RBF kernel is 
used for SVR. The number of variables in the colour histogram is 75%. The colour indicates the food 
label. The results of the images show that foods that "1'0 shaped 01' decorated with fruit 01' vegetables 
yield better results when lIsi ng our method than lIsing simple co lour histogram. 

) 

!t h1}tt):!I·. I ~l com · -1 9 5 ·176 371 

Fig. 3 Image offood tray 


Table I Required result of System 


[Nutrition Average error of colour 
+SVR 

~verage error of label 
+SVR 

~alorie 33.6% 31.8% 

at 8.6% 37.6% 

IProtein j8.8% 37.9% 
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' H1ciUI11 	 40.2% 

[" 
137.9% 	 37.7% 

Iron 372	 38.7% 
1 % 

VI. DISCUSSION AND CHALLENGES 

v.,'e are proposing an inexpensive solution for classifier personalization. For every food image 
registration, Ollr SPC calculate similarity between the input and also the vectors within the user's 
database Vu and also the common database Vm therefore, the amount of similarity calculation is 213+t 
after the records. This calculation, computation required for an individual isn't large. After two-year 
operation of our food-logging application. in any case the method within the output it shows the 
nutrition values of the food. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

Understanding food habits and portions sizes consumed can form the habits to develop an system to 
provide context-specific information to guide and improve these habits. This paper presented a totally 
unique smali nutrition monitoring system for take-away food. It contains an information collection 
module that contains heterogeneous sensors. Following a fog computing approach, data from such 
sensors are collected and pre-processed before being sent to the smart nutrition monitoring engine 
within the cloud for fUliher processing, storage and visualization. In contrast to previous approaches fo,. 
food intake monitoring, this method is practical and non-invasive with minimum participant's burden. 
As future work, we aim to develop new modules within the architecture to facilitate the addition of 
latest sensors to the system with minimum burden for developers and administrators. We also aim to 
develop advanced analytics capabilities that will catch au fait inaccuracy of individual sensors, 
increasing even further the accuracy or the knowledge provided by the system. 
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Ahstract 

Fire disasters are among the top 3 disasters that calise high amount of loss to both property and life. A 
system that is reliable, fast anti ca n detect fire at an early stage is highly in demand. Fire Detection 
system can be used in CCTV video and doesn't require higher cost. These early and timely given 
warn ings can save a lot of life and propcrty. The commonly used methods are typica lly based on color 
and motion. There are many classifiers that can be lIsed to differentiate between positive and nOI1

positive pixels. In this opportunity we will create a fire detector system us ing different computer 
vision algorithms based on their accuracy, speed and other parameter and Internet of Things (lOT) in 
order to get the rea l-time detection resuits . Various Algorithm (such as HAAR, LBP, CNN) is used 
for the preprocessing of imagt; to detect the correct image of fire. As long as the camera will continue 
to monitor the conditions in the room. If there is a fire detected by the camera, then the fire image 
will be processed using Image Processi ng a nd the result is a data string sent to the server and 
forwarded to the user's smartphone (using the concept of lOT) as a warning (alert). 

Keywords- HAAR Cascade, LBP, Adaboost, CNN, Fire detection System. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Fire detection based on video plays an important role in areas where conventi onal s trategies, for 
exampl e, sensor-based frameworks fall flat. Fire detection systems are mainly responsible for early 
warnings to user to take necessary step. These are for the most part liable for early alerts to client to 
make fundamenta l stride. Systems that are quick, and dependable are demonstrated to be li fe sparing 
and can help in decreasing death to ll and propel1y. Inability to identify these occurrences has caused a 
ton of harm a nd a solid framework is profoundly popular. It is extraordinarily required in places that 
are open or require a huge space and sensor-based fram eworks can't be utilized as these are in 
compelling in open spaces. These systems are high in demand and can replace traditional system. 
These systems can a lso be managed centra lly and can be accessed anywhere, through the use of lOT 
[1 3]. There are some other detection system available that are either not reliable or require high 
amount of processing po\ver. Fire detection using recordings procured by reconnaissance cameras arc 
exceptiona lly successful in the identification procedure. This system uses modern a pproaches to detect 
fire at an early s tage and can be enhanced further for better and effective detection. The calculation 
util ized in fire discovery framework is accomplished by investigating a few highlights, for example, 
shading, shape, development and different other features [I] . 

A fas t increment in fire mishaps and woodland fire brought about a more appeal for these frameworks 
and a fra mework dependent on PC vision is except ionally compelling for these cases, Fire mishaps, 
for example, woodland fire and op en territory fire are the normally happening ca lamities. There are 
different strategies dependent on various calculation for fire identification which uses colour and 
movement. Most of the present fire detection fra mework are inefficient as well as can cause bogus 
activating too. Present fire deteciion techniques dependent on physical sensors like temperature 
sensors. fire sensors. These sensor-based recognition framewOIks are not truly sol id for fire 
identification and can cause bogus activating[ I3]. For exam Ie. regularly there ale instances of ~ 
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detection of lire because of part of smoke. II needs an adequtlte degree 01" lire inception for an 
unmistakahle detection. which prompts n lung identitication po~tp() ll e causing llllsalvageabi c harms. 
Another optioll. which l.:onld prompt the improvement of Slft:llglh alld dependability in the present lire 
recognition Ji'amcworks, is the visual fire di~;l.:overy approach along with rapid response to [he 
incident using DL methods [5-8][ 12J. 

II. RELATED WORK 

rire mishaps are the most usually happening tlascos these days. So as to moderate the quantity ot· 
fire mishaps, an enormous number of strategies have been proposed for early fire location to diminish 
the harm brought about by such mishaps. Aside from the issue of early fire discovery, present alarrn 
frameworks likewise end up being wasteful as far as the bogus activating of thc caution frameworks_ 
Present fire identification strategies are ordinarily founded on phys ical sensors like warm indi cators, 
smoke alarms, and fire finders. Anyway, these sensor-based recogn ition frameworks are not truly 
solid for fire discovery. For example, regularly there are instances of bogus activating with smoke 
alarms, as it doesn't have the ability to separate among fire and smoke. Then again, the other two 
identification frameworks need an adequate degree of fire inception for an unmistakable locati on, 
wh.ich prompts a long recognition postpone causing unsalvageab le harms. Another option, which 
cou ld prompt the upgrade of heart iness and re-risk in the present tire discovery frameworks, is the 
visual fire location approach[9]. As a civility of the headway in different man-made brainpower fields , 
vision-based research fields like Image Processing and Computer Vision have seen a decent amount 
of producti ve advantages. Different profound learning (DL) models have had the option to easily 
outperform the human level exhibition in explicit PC vision applications like picture characterization. 
The visual-based fire recognition approach likewise has had the option to exploit these technological 
upgrades. The following graph showing the highest risk factor based on the survey in India during 
2017. 
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Fig. I Graph ofthe highest risk factor in India 
Rezha Aditya et. al.Proposed in the paper Localization of White Blood Cell Images using Haar 

Cascade Classifiers tried to locate the white blood posit ion in an image use the Haar Cascade 
C lassifier Algorithm on this paper. And the result showed that the Haar Cascade Classifier can 
locating white blood cells with precis ion and recall values of 95per and74 per respectively. With Haar 
Cascade Classifier Algorithm also able to differentiate the white blood cells from other objects that 
have resemble colour[ 15]. Yunyang Li in his paper discuss about a real-time eye gaze tracking system 
using Haar Cascade Classifier Algorithm. Yunyang Li and teams want to calculate the positi on of eye 
gaze with Haar Cascade Classifier Algorithm based on the rectangular features of human eye. The 
features of rectangular of human eye is adopted to match the coordinates of represented where an 
object is looking. And the results show that Haar Cascade Classifier Algorithm can validate the 
effectiveness of the system. [4].Recognizing fire is a significant issue, current innovation 
isindesperate need of a diminish the harm caused because of 
countless fire mishaps occurring ordinary [7].At lists endeavoured to create ca~refUIlY 
assembled systems for fire location by concent, . nent and shading prQper\ies . , 
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lire h)(:~lIioJl, One slI..: 1I work clone by Thou-I 10 t:t al. useueolourprnpt:ny of fire ami ~mokt.:: t'Of the 
genuine lire discovery. 
In !tis papt!!' Fin.:: J)t.!!I.:ctioll Using CCTV with Image Prrx:~s:-; ;Il g Based Ra :-:, p-bcrry Pi by H Pranalllurt i 
alld team disclIss ci'Jl:ctivt..:ness of' rh..: HAAI{ e(lseade classifier ill lire detection. They have used 
HAAR cascade for fire detection and implemented the system on raspberry pi. They have also used 
10'1' li)r immediate <lkrt system I()f the user lI6].TI," lise 01· I.BP which is a texture based 
classifier was done in the paper Video-hased Flame Detection lIsing LBP-bascc\ 
De,criptor:lnlluenccs of Classiliers Variety on Detection E!Tidency by Oleks ii ror flame detection by 
the authors. The efficiency of LOP for !lame detection w,,, te,ted. Other pOJlular methods for name 
detection was studied and compared with to get a bcttcrpicture.Tltevarious mathematical aspects of 
LBP was also presented in the paper[2]. The downside of manual reature extraction makes the hand 
designing assignment repet itive and wasteful, especially when the quantity of images in the dataset is 
high. Conversely. thc DL-based methodologies have the upside of programmed include extraction, 
along these lines. making the procedure substantially more productive and solid than the traditional 
carefully assembled picture preparing strategies. These profound learning approaches require a great 
deal of substantial computational torce, not just while preparing yet in addition when the prepared 
model is to be implemented to equipment for doing a particular task. On account of nre detection, the 
capability of the algorithm to be deployed on com puta tionally substantial equipment like a PC 
machine is pointl ess since the unit should be comparable to a traditional fire detector, both as far as 
physical size and cost. [7.8]. 
Different profound learning approaches for fire detection have been proposed. Some proposed a 
CNN-based fire detection approach using Resnet50 and VGG 16 as architectures. But both these 
methods require large disk size and are generally not well suited for outside fire detection using low 
computational power. The comparison table for the three algorithms discussed is given below. 

Table [ Comparison table for various algorithm 

Metbod Background 
Model 

Advantage 
s 

Disadvantag 
es 

HAAR HAAR uses 
integer value for 
detecting 
various features, 
which in turn 
gives high 
detection 
accuracy 

High 
detecti on 
accuracy. 
Low false 
positive 
rate 

Less accurate 
on diverse 
images. 
Limitation in 
difficult 
lightning 
conditions. 

LBP LBP compares 
central pixels 
with its 
neighbour and 
based on that do 
feature 
extraction 

Computatio 
nally 
simple and 
fas t. 
Robust to 
lightning 
changes. 

Less 
accurate. 
High false 
posi tive rate. 

CNN CNN does both 
feature 
extraction and 
classification 
which is high ly 
efficient and 
reliable 

Faster and 
reliable 
algorithm. 
Very less 
false 
positive 
rate 

High training 
time. 
Requires 
high 
processing 
environment 
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detection in QlIr system. Tile al gorithm is not only effective and r~liablc in a di verse environment hul 
can be Illade :;l1laller in size by carefully tweaking the parameters to be ahle to run 011 low end devices, 

III. AHClllTECTtJnE ,\ ,'itl .\IETIH)J)Ol.OGY 

The archil ectureproposeci takes into account SOlne or the i! llomali es or previous methods thar ,11'(: 

bulky and have issues with diverse dawseLThe architecture menti oned in the block diagram examines 
various algorithm and at las t the best among them is cho$cn to bc implemented for the video baseel 
fire detection system. The proposed architecture takes the inpul dala as video and based on the feature 
extraction and classification detects whether there is tire in the video or not. As soon as tire is 
detected an alert is triggered to the user which recei ves the alort of fire on smartphone using email. 
The email contains the location and the link to view the live feed of the fire accident. The user can 
than take necessary precaution to avoid major destructions, 
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Fig. 2 Block diagram of the fire detection system 

A. HAAR Cascade Classifier 

One of the algorithm used is Haar Cascade Classifier, which is a strategy for identifying Objects in a 
picture, and the technique for Haar Cascade C lass ifier is an item recognition technique created by 
Viola Jones. This strategy depends on Haar-Iike highlights, joined with the classifier course are 
reinforced. Haar-like highlights are highlights that are genera lly utilized in detection of items, offering 
fast extraction process and can speak to a lower goals picture [4]. This technique has been effecti vely 
applied in many article discovery. The classifier generally is prepared from a portion of the positive 
instances and negative instances, which have a similar size. The area is marked with I Classifier for 
rated si milar to object or 0 to be assessed are not similar. After the training, the C lassifier can be 
found all across the entire object with a region of the image. What's more, to recognize the Objective 
region all the more precisely, the examining window size changed adaptive ly by Classifier. During 
the procedure of grouping, the model highlights the ideal square shape are chosen as per the items and 
the examining window [3] . 
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Fig. 3 Example to elaborate working of Haar Cascade 

Cascade of classifier is uscd constructs a strong class ifier as a linear combination of these weak 
classifiers. 
Strong classifier = linear sum of weak classifiers 

F( x) = L: (Ui • Ii (x)) ..... . ......... .. .. (I) 

here ui are corresponding weights to each weak classifier Ii (x) 

B. LBP Classifier with Adaboost 

LBP was initially proposed for surface arrangement by T. Ojala et 31. This administrator contrasts a 
focal pixel and its neighbours and, if the power of the pixel under investigation is smaller than the 
focal pixel of the window, it is doled out a zero, in any case the focal pixel is equivalent to one. 
Several variations of LBP have been proposed such as uniform LBP, an LBP invariant to rotation, an 
LBP uniform and invariant to rotation and an LBP that is not redundant. The uniform rotation 
invariant patterns describe basic structures such as flat areas, points, edges, curves, corners and end of 
lines, regardless of their orientation. Smoke texture changes constantly without following a definite 
pattern, therefore does not have a defined orientation and contrast, thus they can be discarded. This is 
the motivation behind utilizing non-repetitive LBP designs that consider indistinguishable spatial 
structures that are integral in their complexity [2). 
LBPs compute a local representation of texture. This local representation is constructed by comparing 
each pixel with its surrounding neighbourhood of pixels. LBP looks at points surrounding a central 
point and tests whether the surrounding points are greater than or less than the central point (Le. gives 
a binary result). 
The first step in constructing the LBP texture descriptor is to convert the image to grayscale. 
For each pixel in the grayscale image, we select a neighbourhood of size I' surrounding the centre 
pixel. A LBP value is then calculated for this centre pixel and stored in the output 2D array with the 
same width and height as the input image. 
To account for variable neighbourhood sizes, two parameters were introduced: 
I. The number of points p in a circularly symmetric neighbourhood to consider (thUS removing 
relying on a square neighbourhood). 
2. The radius of the circle r, which allows us to account for different scales. 
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Fig. 4 Example of LBP working 

here LBP code is given by Equation I, where I thresh is the chosen threshold value and I n are the 
intensities of the surrounding window pixels with different values of n. 

" ..(2) 

In this figure, we take the centre pixel (highlighted in red) and threshold it against its neighbours- 8 
pixels. If the intensity of the centre pixel is greater-than-or-equal to its neighbour, then we set the 
value to I; otherwise, we set it to O. With 8 surrounding pixels, we have a total of2 A 8 = 256 possible 
combinations of LBP codes. [II) 

000'00 
Spot Spot/flat line end Edge Corner 

Fig. 5 Different texture primitives detected by the LBP 
From here, we need to calculate the LBP value for the centre pixel. We can start from any 
neighbouring pixel and work our way clockwise or counter-clockwise, but our ordering must be kept 
consistent for a ll pixels in our image and all images in our dataset. Given a 3 x 3 neighbourhood, we 
thus have 8 neighbours that we must perform a binary test on. The results of this binary test are stored 
in an 8-bit array, which we then convert to decimal 

C. CNN Based Model 

The past profound learning based fire identification approaches only followed the process of 
calibrating distinctive CNNs like VGGI6, SqueezeNet, GoogleNet,Resnet, and MobileNetV2. One 
significant downside with such methodology is they are cumbersome CNNs and their last on-circle 
size of the prepared model and number of layers is excessively huge, in this way forestalling these 
prepared models to run easily at an adequate edge rate on minimal effort equipment like a Raspberry 
Pi for constant fire recognition. Additionally, it is very clear that the accentuation of the prepared 
model to run at a decent casing rate on minimal effort equ ipment like Raspberry Pi is especially 
legitimate, since the ultimate objective of everyone of these methodologies is execution for certifiable 
applications,(6) i.e., to be changed into different fire detection units introduced in the necessary 
condition like a shopping centre, a habitat ion, lodging, and so on. In this manner, there is the need to 
utilize financially accessi ble ease equipment, which is monetarily attainable diss imilar to a significant 
expense broad comp' io machine wh ich is worthl ess in certifiable fire discovery applications. 
The framewor l' zed in low end gada 11l~ cu lation doesn' t requ ire a great deal of 
memory. It d III' nearness to the in ~'li.d can distinguish fire in open spaces and 
large lobbies, ' sHd require closeness [. . ;;:i 
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Fig. 6 CNN model basic arcilitecture 

The proposed nellral network has three convolution layers and three dense layers in addition with 
pooling, dropout and 
'Softmax' output layer. There are three convolution layers along wilh pooling and dropout layer. The 
activation function used is Rectified Linear Unit (Rclu),Softmax is also used as the activation function 
for the last layer. The first layer is a convolution layer, which takes a coloured input image of size 
(64x 64). The kernel size chosen is (3, 3) and is fixed. In each of the two subsequent convolution 
layers, we doublethe input features keeping the kernel size constant. This isfollowed by a flatten layer 
and 2 dense layers. The final layer is a dense layer, acting as the output prediction layer.[8][14] 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The below result is for the HAAR based detecti on system which as compared can successfully 
detects the flame but fails when used with larger fire footage. This shortcoming is resolved by the 
CNN based model. The CNN based model can detect the fire in any situation with higher accuracy 

Fig.7 a) HAAR Based fire detection Fig.7 b) CNN Based fire detection 

The fig.7 shows the working of the CNN based approach for the fire detection system. The system 
predicts if there is fire in the video footage or not based on the trained model. As shown in the below 
fig. when there is no fire in the video footage the probability is very less which can be neg lected 
based on threshold probability for actual fire detection.The system at present is based on 
CNNarchitecture and is able to detect fire in video footage the frame rate is alsohigh . 
The performance obtained from these methods are summarised below based on three parameters of 
accuracy, false positive and false negative detection. 

Table II Accuracy of CNN based Model 
Metrices CNN Based 

Model 
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There accllracy of other two methods where not so encouraging when used with slIch Hdiverse dataset 
as in CNN based model, The number of lalse positive ,mel lillse negative where a lot higher than the 
CNN based model. The Haar and LBP classifiers worked wdl when used with sma ller and less noisy 
video footage, but lacks accuracy when tested on more real footage. Thus. CNN based model 
performed exceptionally weil as opposed to other methods. 

v. CONCLUSION 

This paper proposes a vision-based fire detection framework using CNN. Analysis of different 

classifier is done and their effectivcness and precision is considered for actualizing the framework. 

The CNN based model after fine tuning is an exceptionally lightweight neural system prepared on a 

very diverse dataset which out performs the other fwo algorithms in diverse environment. A definitive 
point of the total work is to build up a web of things (lOT) fire detection unit that can adequately 

supplant the current physical sensor based fire findcrs and furthermore can lessen the related issues of 

bogus and delayed activating with such fire locators. The performance obtained by the model on a 

standard fire dataset and an independent test dataset regarding exactness, accuracy, review is 

empowering. Also, the lOT usefulness permits the identification unit to give constant visual feedback 

and fire alert if there should arise an occurrence of fire crises to the client. [n otlr future work, 

oneintends to improve the presentation of the model on even a progressively differing dataset. 
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Abstmcl 

[-fyperlensioJ1 is the condilioJ} in lrvhich Ihe force of Ihe blood against the arIel}' walls is 100 high. 
Cardiac arrest is an une.xpecled loss of hearl system working, breathing and anylhing related 10 
heart. Both Ihese states are measured by the device called MerclllY Sphygmomanomeler. ,vIercUlY 
sphygmolilanomelers are considered Ihe gold standard. They show blood pressure by change in 
height a/mereU/y. Blit there is a discontinuation in merclilY sphygmomanometer due /0 its bulky size, 
inaccurate gauge and lIndelpei/armed 011 hearing and visually impaired people. This paper studies a 
hypothesis 10 il1vestigale the possibility of obtaining simullaneous accurale blood pressure 
measurements which can parallelly cause cardiac arrest and skin response through the pulses to 
detect tbe tension rale using FPGA. In this paper we will be studying XILINX SPARTAN 3 XCS 
400(4MHZ) FPGA. The analog valueFoln Ihe GSR (GCllvanic Skin Response) and Heart Role Sensor 
is converled into digital value using analog 10 digilal converter. The digital value is further processed 
by the FPGA 10 check Ihe GSR and Heart Rale Sensor and give the alert. If the value is crossed 
through certain Ihreshold limit thenlhe alert is displayed into 16*2 LCD. 

Keywords-Galvanic Skin Response, Hearl Beat Sensors, FPGA, Hypertension, Cardiac Arresl. 

I. INTROD UCTION 

With the turn of the century, cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) and hypertension have become the 
leading cause of mortality in India. The cumulative incidence of total deaths and sudden 
cardiovascular diseases at I month, I, 2, 3 years and at conclusion of the study was 10.1 %, 13 .2%, 
14.6%,15.8%, 17.3% and 4.9%, 6.5%, 8.0%, 8.9% and 9.7%, respectively. Overall prevalence 
for hypertension in India was 29.8% In comparison with the people of European ancestry, CVD 
affects Indians at least a decade earlier and in their most productive midlife years. For example, in 
Western popUlations on ly 23% ofCVD deaths occur before the age of70 years; in India, this number 
is 52%. In addition, case fatality attributable to CVD in low-income countries, including India and 
neighboring countries, appears to be much higher than in high, income countries. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) has estimated that , with the current burden of heart related diseases. from the 
loss of productivity and spending on health care over a 10-year period (2005- 2015), India would lose 
$237 billion. Reasons for the high propensity to develop heart related diseases, the high case casualty, 
and the high premature deaths include biological mechanisms, social determinants, and their 
involvement. Addressing this significant burden requires an understanding of both the biological and 
socia l reformer, and the complex dynamics underlyi ng their interaction, as well. In this review, we 
summarize the heart disease or CVD in India, the reasons for the high burden, prevention, and 
treatment strategies for CVD. The cumulative incidence of total deaths and SCD at I month, 3 years 
and at conclusion of the study was 10.1 %, 13.2%, 14.6%, 15.8%, 17.3% and 4.9%, 6.5%, 8.0%. 8.9% 
and 9.7%, respectively. Hypertension remains one of the IllOst s ignificant causes of deaths in 
worldwide. It is preventable by proper I a tion and lifest Office blood pressure (B P), 
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ollt-or-onice I3P measurement with continuous BP monitoring, and selr-BP Illeasurement al home are 
reliable and important data for measuring hypertension. Primary hypertension can be defined as an 
elevated I3P of unknovm calise cll!e to cardiovascular risk nldol's resulting from changes in 
environmcmal. s tress and lifesty le things. Another type. secondary hypertensio1l. is caused by variou~ 
toxicities. and congenital diseases. Complications of hypertension are the c linical rt!sulls of continue 
high BP that resul! in CVD, atherosclerosis. kidney related disease. diabetes mellitus. metabolic 
syndrome, preeclampsia, and eye disease. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Emotions playa significant role in everyday life of human beings. Developing algorithms for 
computers to recognize emotional expression are widely studied area. In this study. emotion 
recognition from galvanic signals was performed using wavelet based and time domain features. 
variolls feature set attributes are used for feature extraction. Feature extraction are done by Various 
length windows. Various feature attribute sets have been implemented. Arousal and valence have 
been relationship and categorized between physiological signals and arousal and valence has been 
studied using Random Forest machine learning algorithm. They have achieved 71.53% and 71.04% 
accuracy rate for arousal and valence respectively by using only galvanic skin response signal. They 
have also showed that using convolution has positive affect on accuracy rate compared to non
overlapping window based feature extraction [I]. A reliable method to measure potential difference 
(I'D) in the lower airways would be of interest in the field of cystic fibrosi s. They have developed 
silver/s ilver chloride (Ag! AgCI) electrodes to measure I'D in the lower airways [2]. Sometimes, we 
need to control different emotional si tuations which can lead the person suffering them to dangerous 
situations, in both the medium and short term. There are studies that indicate, stress i'ncreases the risk 
of cardiac arrest and several problems. In this paper we have studied and built a stress sensor based on 
Galvanic Skin Response and controlled by ZigBee. In order to check the device 's performance, we 
have used 16 adults (eight women and eight men) who completed different tests to show emotions, 
such as mathematical operations or breathing exercise. On completion, we appreciated that GSR is 
able to detect the different states or emotions of each user with a success rate of 76.56%. In the future, 
they have planned to create an algorithm which is able to differentiate between each state [3]. 
Presence of doctor is essential for proper patient care. But doctors cannot be present at each and every 
place to provide medical attention. So remote watching of a patient is that the correct resolution. 
However the most drawback is convenience of net association during a geographic area. Therefore 
this impressed U.S.A. to use GSM module during this paper, since the medium network is wide 
unfold among rural and concrete s pace of the Asian nation. this method is employed to watch physical 
parameters like heart beat and send the measured knowledge on to a doctor through electronic 
messaging. System consists of assoc iate degree IR base heart beat sensi ng element, GSM module and 
arduino Uno. This device are able to live heart beat of an individual. The low value of the device can 
facilitate to produce applicable home base effective watching system [4]. high blood pressure is one in 
every of the foremost common diseases today, and it's necessary to watch the vital sign during 
apatient's existence. The goal of this work is to style associate degreed develop an intelligent and 
easy-to-use digital pressure gauge for convenient personal use. because of the high speed olfered by 
Field- Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and since FPGA overcomes the disadvantages of a single
chip microcomputer's lack of on-chip resource and high-end Advanced architecture Machine (ARM) 
processors' higher prices, FPGA is chosen because the processor during this work. that they had 
initial used a pressure sensing element to capture the vital sign signal, out of that a pulse wave is 
electronically extracted through a band-pass filter to see the heartbeat and pulsation points. each the 
initial pressure signal and also the pulse wave signal area unit digitized associate degreed fed into the 
FPGA that implements an oscillometric methodology to method these 2 digital signals to induce the 
blood pressure and also the blood pressure. The readings area unit then shown on a s module. 
Experimental studies demonstrate that the digit _. ess:~ gauge is quick and cor 

vital sign [5]. 0~~'?~. 
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III. DESIGN 

• 


Fig. I. Proposed System Block Diagram 

Fig. I shows the block diagram of proposed system. This paper studies a hypothesis to investigate the 
possibility of obtaining simultaneous accurate blood pressure measurements which can parallelly 
cause cardiac arrest and skin response through the pulses to detect the tension rate using FPGA. In this 
paper we will be using XILINX SPARTAN 3 XCS 400(4MHZ) FPGA. The analog value from the 
GSR (Galvanic Skin Response) is converted into digital value using analog to digital converter and 
the heart beat sensor will directly gives its digital output to FPGA. The digital value is further 
processed by the FPGA to check the GSR and Heart Rate Sensor and give the alert. If the value is 
crossed through certain tlu-eshold limit then the alert is displayed into 16*2LCD. 

IV. HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS 

The Spartan-3 family of Field-Programmable Gate Arrays is specifically designed to satisfy the 
requirements of high volume, cost-sensitive shopper electronic applications. The eight- member 
family offers densities starting from fifty,OOO to 5,000,000 system gates. The Spal1an-3 family builds 
on the Success of the sooner Spartan-lIE family by increasing the quantity of logic resources, 
the capability of internal RAM, the full range of IIOs, and therefore the overall level of performance 
as well as by rising clock management functions. varied enhancements derive from the Virtex®-ll 
platform technology. These Spartan-3 FPGA enhancements, combined with 
advanced method technology, deliver a lot of practicality and information measure per greenback than 
was antecedently potential, setting new standards within the programmable logic trade. as a result 
of their exceptionally low value, Spartan-3 FPGAs area unit ideally suited to a 
good vary of shopper physical science applications; as well as broadband access, home networking, 
displaylprojection and digital video equipment_ The Spartan-3 family could be a superior different to 
mask programmed ASICs. FPGAs avoid the high initial value, the long development cycles, and 
therefore the inherent inflexibility of typical ASICs. Also, FPGA programmability 
permits style upgrades within the field with no hardware replacement necess3lY, Associate in 
Nursing impossibility with ASICs 

A_ Galvanic Skin Response 
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Fig. 2 Galvanic Skill Response Sensor 

GS R, standing for galvanic skin response, could be a teolUlique of activity the electrical el ectrica l 
phenomenon of the skin. Sturdy feel ing will cause infonnation to your sympathetic system, ensui ng a 
lot of sweat being secreted by the sweat glands. Grove - Fere phenomenon permits you to 
identify such sturdy emotions by easy attachi ng 2 electrodes to 2 fingers on one hand, a 
noteworthy gear to form fe eling connected comes, like sleep quality monitor. 

B. Heart Beat device 

Fig. 3 Heart Beat Sensor 

Heart beat device is intended to present digital outp ut of warmth beat once a finger is placed on 
that. once the center beat detector is functioning, the beat LED flashes in uni son with every heartbeat. 
This d'g ital output will be connected to microconttoller on to live the Beats Per Minute (BPM) rate, It 
works on the princ iple of sunshine modulat ion by blood fl ow ~ 
throughfingerat every pulse 

C Analog To Digital converter H d 
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An ADC can al so give I\s$o(.;iate ill Nursillg isolated measuring like Associate in Nursing electronic 
device tim: converts Associate [11 Ntlr~ill1-!. input analog voltage or current to a 
digital range representing the magnitude or the voltage or current. Gencn-!lIy the digital output coulel 
be a two's complement binary range that's proportional £0 the input, ho\vever there area 
unit alternative prospects. it convert device output into dig.ital output. 

D. liquid clystal display 

A LCD is Associate in Nursing electronic display module that uses liquid to supply a lucid image. 
The l6x2 LCD could be a terribly basic module normally utilized in DlYs and circuits. 
The l6x2 interprets to show 16 characters per line in a pair of such lines. during this liquid crystal 
display every character is displayed in nn exceedingly 5x7 element matrix. 

V. SOFTWARE SPECLFICATlONS 

A. Xilinx IDE 14.5 
) 

Xili",x ISE (Integrated Synthesis Environment) could be a code tool made by Xilinx for synthesis and 
analysis of alpha· lipoprotein styles, facultative the developer to synthesize ("compile") their styles, 
perform temporal arrangement analysis, examine RTL diagrams, simulate a design's reaction 
to completely different stimuli , and piece the target device. 

B. Programming Language 

VDHL artificial language is usually wont to write text models that describe a logic circuit. Such a 
model is processed by a synthesis program, on condition that it's a pmi of thc logic style. A simulation 
program is employed to check the logic style exploitation simulation models to represent the logic 
circuits that interface to the look. This assortment of simulation models is usually referred to 
as a check bench. VHDL has constructs to handle the similarity inherent in hardware styles. 

VI. RESULT 

This paper studies a hypothesis to investigate the possibility of obtaining simultaneous accurate blood 
pressure measurements which can paralle lly cause cardiac a lTest and skin response through the pulses 
to detect the tension rate using fpga. In this paper we will be using xili",x spartan 3 xcs 400(4mhz) 
fpga. The analog value from the gsr (galvanic skin response) and heart rate sensor is converted into 
digital va lue using analog to digital convelier. The di gital value is further processed by the fpga to 
check the gsr and heart rate sensor and give the alert. If the value is crossed through certain threshold 
limit then the alert is displayed into 16*2 Icd. 
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Ahstract 

111 2016, the Indian p.overnmellt. led by Prime A/finisler Norene/ra Singh J\-[oC/i, announced Ihal the 
na/ion's two highest-denuminatioll bunk notes would cea')e tv be legal lenders. At the time, (he 2 
denominations accounted for roughly 86 percent 0/ money in circulation in India. people that 
possessed the hanknotes were to deposit them wi{h;n the bank. J¥ith the move, the Indian government 
aimed to punish tax evaders looking back. The logic was that individuals with hoards of "black 
money" lI'ould must answer questions if they attempted to delJOsit the demonetized banknotes. 
Banking and technology are velJ' closely associated and innovations have changed banking 
drastically over the amount ofYOllr tillle. The digital innovatiuHs within the banking sector started 
'with the fntroc[uction ofcash that replaced the barter system lind so the gradual replacement o/wax 
seal with digital signatures. One .such disruptive innovation which is changing the banking sector 
glohally is Block chain Technology (BC7). Block chain is shared distributed ledger which stores 
business transaction to a permanent unbreakable chain which may be viewed by the parties in an 
exceedingly transaction. Block chaill technology has the potential tu disrupt the financial business 
applications because it provides permanent and lamper proof recording of transactions in an 
exceedingly distribzfted network. 

Keywords-Cashless economy, Security, Distribuled database, Visual clyptography, Hash algorithm, 
etc. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

India is CtllTently the seventh-largest economy within the world. It currently has an estimated 
population of about 1.34 bin people, or about 18 percent of the world's population, in keeping with 
the planet Economic Forum. Despite its GDP dropping by roughly 5.7 percent within the quarter that 
ended June of this year, India remains the fastest growing large economy within the world - aside 
from China. If estimates are anything to travel by, India will have oveltaken China because the 
world's most populous countlY by 2024, which might help solidify its position because the nation 
with the world's largest youth population. the planet Economic Forum also projects that India's 
economy are the second-largest economy within the world by 2050, with China occupying the 
primary position. Poor because the policy might need been for average Indians, though, there have 
been bright spots for proponents of a cashless economy. the planet Economic Forum reported that the 
quantity of digital transactions in India increased following the demonetization policy - a plus for 
the govt, \vho would now have increased ability to trace the flow of cash within the economy. the 
expansion in digital transaction in India is, in turn, a giant plus for Block chain and crypto currency. 
almost 0.5 percent of the people in India are into Bit coin, the crypto cUlTency that popularized the 
Block chain technology. By inference, if such few people in India comprehend Bit coin, it's safe to 
mention that only about 0.5 percent of India's population is conversant with Block chain technology. 
However, on the national level, lots of labor goes on to integrate Block chain technology into various 
sectors of the economy - including the financial and health sectors. [n 2016, the Indian bank, ICIC 
Bank, announced that it had completed a cross-border transaction executed on a Block chain. In 
September of this year, the Institute for Development and Research in Banking Technology, or 
lORBT, founded by the banking concern of India, announced plans to launch a replacement Block 
chain platform. The banking concern of India is India's financial institution. The announcement 
followed a report published by the lORBT in January ofthis year, that India could use Block chain to 
digitize its national currency, the rupee. Given the positi ves - increased tax payments, for example 
- that the demonetization policy il vielded thro d di gi tal transactions, it ' s 
plausible that the Indian government . .~ ashless economy. There 
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an.: $(UllC challenges, but it seems prOllllslI1g. If, as in anywhere ....vithin the world , the Indian 
government wants to spice lip its cashless economy. it has to find lasting solutions to the chailenges 
confronting the propagation Qr a cashless economy. a number of those challenges include linancial 
incilision, high setliP and tri.lnsaction costs and transaction times. because of a substantial segment of 
the Indiall economy remaining. informal, there's sti ll a large a part of the population that doesn 't 
depcnd on traditional financial institutions for financial services. supported the cashless technologies 
employed today, the majority wou ld wish a checking account so as to measure in an exceed ingly 
cashless economy - nn uphill bnttle. In essence, for you to run a cash less cconollly~ you~ ll need an 
alternate to traditional financial services. this is often a decent entry point for Block chai n. The Block 
chain technology almost entirely eliminates the requirement to belong within the tradition national 
economy, so as to be financ ially included. It costs a merchant between Rs 4,000 ($61.5) and Rs 8,000 
($ I 23) to line up a card-swiping terminal in India. that's definitely not an issue for big-ticket 
merchants, but smaller merchants who collectively constitute a giant a part of the economy may not 
be happy to pay that much additionally to the next transaction fees. for example, The Hindu reported 
in May that lndian consumers are moving back to cash-based transactions, due to demonetization and 
high digital transaction costs. This makes a case for a less expensive way of conducting digital 
transactions. Again, Block chain fits the bill. If a cashless economy is ever visiting be the order of the 
day, it has to have a true time feature thereto. Today's technologies have done an excel lent job in 
reducing the wait times between when a transaction is completed and when the funds become 
accessible. But, it's not yet at the extent where the complete populace are motivated to travel digital. 
And th is is often another problem that the Block chain technology solves brilliantly. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Didik Haryadi ; Hatisno ; Victor Harris Kusumawardhana ; Harco Leslie Hendric Spits Warners,"The 
Implementation of E-money in Mobile Phone: A Case Study at PT Bank KEB Hana" 20 18 Indonesian 
Association for Pattern Recognition International Conference(INAPR) [I]. 

This paper tells about to analyze the design 
of e-money, as well as provide some development ideas that must be done related to the 
implementation of e-money. Here the system uses e payment using QR code and encryption 
technology. 
Zhao fang Li ; Qinghua Lu ; Shiping Chen ; Vue Liu ; Xiwei Xu , "A Landscape of Cly pto 
currencies" 20 19 IEEE International Conference on Block chain and Crypto currency (lCBC) [2]. 

This study offers a breakthrough understanding of the crypto 
currencies through the generated landscape which report the state of crypto currenc ies, and can be 
used as a framework for crypto currency analysis .crypto currencies are the base currency of DL T 
(Distributed Ledger Technology)And normally baked into the core DL T platfonn. there are more than 
2000 crypto currencies so far, most of which are managed through the basic platfonn capabilities of 
specifiC DL T 
Christian Killer; Bruno Rodriguez ; Burkhard Sti ll er, "Security Management and Visualization in 
a Block chai n based Collaborative Defense" 20 19 TEEE InternationalConference on Block chain and 
Crypto currency (ICBC) [3]. 

This work presents the design of a security management dashboard for BloSS, designed for 
interactive use by cyber security analysts. This work is about DDos attacks in defense system. This 
work presented an applicable and operational management dash board reducing 
operationalcomplexity of block chain based cooperative defense. Thus human decision maker (ex. 
security ana lyst) can decide whether a threat is safe and defines a course of action based on an 
overview of all attacks relevant data in security management tool. 
Sean Kang; Kideok Cho, Kyle Park, "On the Effectiveness of Multi-Token Economies" 2019 IEEE 
International Conference on Block chain and Crypto currency (lCBC) [4]. 

This paper addresses the token classification, the reason for adopting multi-token economies 
and the effectiveness of them. They analyze the Steemit as a representative exam of multi-token 
economies and describe how the multi-token ew tCllY has been wOlkmg distinctive 
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featun:s OJ' l11ulti-tokerl C\,;OlHlIllics, 'I 'lley als{) propose tile evall!ation criteria for l1lulti-1okt.:ll 
econOIll ies, 
Van-Cam NGUY I': N: l-ioai·L!lan I'IIAI'vI: Thi-Ilong THAN; Iluu-Tl1lIan HU YN H; Yasuhiko 
NAKJ\ SHIM/\, "Digitizing Invoice and l'vfatlHgillg VAT Payment Using, Hiock chain Smart Contract" 
20191EEE Intcrnati onal Conference on Block chain and Crypto currency (ICBC) [5) . 

This paper proposed implcllwJltation of VAT sy~tcm as an on line system using BeT. A 
distributed database system is used in oliliric system, System can be prcvented from hacking using 
BCT. In this paper.we propose a system lhat digitizes invoicc and automalically calculates VAT by 
using Block, Chain smart conlruct. The smart contract has been implemented on the emi x IDE using 
solidity language based onetherculll platforrn, 
Dr.Kavita Saini, "A future Dominant Technology Block chain: Digital TransfOImation" 20 I g 
International conference on computing. power and communicalion Technologies [6). 

The paper discuss about the emerging technology block chain .Block chain a 
cryptographi cally sec ure digital currency and can perhaps lransform how the world works. The paper 
discuss about the challenges and how digital transformation is taking pace. paperall discllss about 
future scope of Block chain, The electronic ledger where electronic transaction are done without 
relying on trust. 

III. Proposed system 

E ~:tjJ)lY\rrc::~";X~ r--- --------,-----, 

s-,'!:~ _.;m.:j 
(It ~:~1G 

uxmn~ 

Fig: Cashless Eronomy Csing BCT 
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Fig. lCashless Economy Using Block-chain technology. 
Algorithm: 
MD5: 
Step I. Append Padding Bits. The message is "padded" (extended) so as that its length (in bits) is 
congruent to 448, modulo 512 . ... 
Step 2. Append Length .... 
Step 3. Initialize MD Buffer. ... 
Step 4.Process Message in 16-Word Blocks . ... 
Step 5.0ulput. 
In cryptography, MD5 (Message-Digest algorithm 5) may be a widely used cryptographic hash 
functi on with a 128-bit hash value. As an online s tandard (RFC 1321), MD5 has been employed in an 
exceedingly wide selection of secur ity applications, and is additionally commonly accustomed :~ 
the integrity ofmes. ~n MD5 hash IS usually expressed as a 32 digit hexadecimal number. ~ 
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AES: 
AES is utili zed to enc rypt lil<: database . 

The encrypti on process Llses a bUllch of spec ially derived keys ca lled rOllnd key:,. 

Thcse are applied, along with other operaLions. on all array or inrOrlll(lrinn thaI holds exactly one 

block ofinfonnation, the informati on to be encrypted. 

Th!s array we ca ll the slale ar ray. 

STEPS: 
I. Derive the set ofroulld keys from tile cipiler key. 
2. Initialize the state array with the bl ock data (plaintext). 
3. Add the initi al round key to the starting state array. 
4. Perform nine rounds of state manipulation. 
S. Perfonl) the tenth and tinal round of state manipulation 
6. Copy the last word state array out because the encrypted data (cipher text). 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Thlls we are visiting implement a system for cashless economy using Block chain technology. The 
proposed system under e governance are the foremost secure, transparent, lIser friendly and corruption 
free system. We believe that with the help of this proposed system, every activity in transaction are 
tracked and corruption of intermediate ballks are totally removed. 
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Abstract 

In prior security jimneworks, injormation transmission between t1l'0 armedforce stCllions was being hacked 
by fear mongers, Joe countries and even spies. Sub~Seqllenl, injormation security is significanl particularly 
ji'om resistance perspective. There are different methods for transmission oj information safely. 
Clyptography is a one ojthe method 'which can be utilized Jor verified transmission oj inJormation. There 
are various calculations accessibleJor scrambling and decoding inJormation and numerous calculations are 
being found. Polyalphabetic jigure calculation is probably the most grounded calculation ulilized for 
verifying information ;11 armed Jorce stalions. In this paper, po/ya/phabetic figure calculation is talked 
about for remote inJormation transmission between armed force stations utilizing arm7 processor. 

Keywords- Ciyptography, Arm Processor, Security. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Living in an era of information, we need to keep information about every aspect of our lives. Information is 

an asset and an asset needs to be secured from attacks. Technological advancement are happening day by 

day which are turning to be negative as pects for very nation and punitive meas ures need to be taken. 

Cryptography is one of the methods which would heJp in curbing such circumstances. In the war time 

terrorist & spies tries to get the information by leaking the hi~tech security systems with the goal to capture 

the information useful to win the war. Cons idering the above scenario cryptography comes out to be one of 

the good techniques for securing data, by creating a model which would help in maintaining the privacy of 

confidential information from unauthorized person ultimately providing privacy and integrity to army 

stations s ituated over long distance. PoJyalphabetic is one of the method of cryptography which would help 

in implementing the desired purpose to obtain confidential information securely from Source to dest ination 

using wireless communication. 

II, LiTERATURE SURVEY 

Achieved the main objective stated earlier which is analyzing and implementing the wireless 

communication: the radio frequency (RF) transmission in the secret message communication for military 

purpose, The prototype of this project is using the frequency 434 MHz compare to the range about 3 kHz to 

300 GHz of the frequency which have been reserved for thc RF theoretically, Besides the functionality of 

this project proved that the other objective ha ve been successfully atta ined which aredeSign~ 
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COllllllunic:lIiol1. 'T'his project have b\..'C1l d..:v..:loped Ll sing the programming in the microcontrollcr PIC 
J GF877. Th(;' "Secure windess communication for military appliL:<.llionll is an cfft:L:[ivl! security and safety 

system whidl is made by integrating the advanc\!!11t:nts in wircles!; und embedded tCGhnology. It helps for a 
successful secret mission [I] . 

The d\!s ign of this application was based on state of the an encryption t~chnologjes. namely AES. and 
exploits this technology within an envi ronment that promotes and facilitates the use of safe practices on the 
behalf of users. More specifically, the application takes responsibility for the storage, retrieval and 

management of the secret keys required for the encryption and proposes a protocol for using keys for use ..s 
that minimizes the risks for the unit if the secrecy of one or more of the keys is breached and the keys arc 
disclosed to unwanted parties [2J 

The corresponding attribute group keys are updated and a delivered to valid attribute group members 

securely. In addition to all of the components which is encrypted with a secret key in a cipher text are rc

encrypted by the storage nodes with a random and cipher text components are corresponding to the 
attributes which are also re- encrypted with the updated attribute group keys. If the user has stored the 

previous cipher text exchanged before user obtains the attribute keys and holding attributes satisfy the 
access policy, lIser cannot decrypt the pervious cipher text. [3]. 

II1.l.iV\PLEMENTATION DETAILS 

A. Base Architecture 

I lCD~ --, 
[ 

IlPClI.,St---·G, ,·::... ·,I 

'----,1~l
L· _ _______Iy~~;' I 

Fig. 1 Base Architecture 

B. Remote Architecture 
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Fig. 3 Simulatinll l"l'suH of sec nrc wirclc!-is ARM7 hase 

." 


Fig. 4 Simulation result of secure wireless ARM? remote 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Cryptography is indeed, the best method for data security. Among the various types of cryptographic 

techniques, Polyalphabetic Substitution cipher is the best method. This paper will help to maintain the 

privacy and to prevent any unauthorized person from extracting the information from the communication 

channel. So us ing this small concept, we wiil try to implement the algorithm for secured wireless 
conununication over a long distance, This algorithm wili help in obtaining the higher degree of security from 

terrorists, spies or any other harmful person. So this system can be practically used to obtain imp0l1ant 

information fi'om source to destination using wireless conununication. 
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SYIllIlH:Lric:. 10/2.:' (i bps lIS)'1I111lt:tric ::md 2 . ."12.5 sYlll llldric, 0 11 the basis o f datil rale supported by NG

PON2, ODN IHulich pmvL:r. ODN powt.:r loss and n::..:civ..:r s..:nsili vity. ITU-T G.98!J.2 has defined four 

..:1'I!:>s\..'::'l)r Nli-l'{) i\ .~ 11t:lwork as NI. N2 1-:1 :tllli E2 t.:xtcntling Ilpto 20 kill and 40 kill represented as DD20 

and 1)1),10 1ll:1\\\ll"".I ~. 131. Illlhe proposed paper. we su..:..: essfully (ksigned , simulated, demonstrated and 

investigated impklllcntation o f hybrid OON i. e, WS-DDN for DIS channels WR-ODN for U/S channels 

for E2-class coexistence symmctric 8-c ha ll llt;1 TWOM NG-PON2 network supporting 1.25/2.5/10 Gbps 

daw ral\..' ill I>/S ;·llld l llS direction i.Iccolll lllod.l1ing sp liLlcr ration 2304 at 20 km and 576 at 60 km wi th 

ilHer-dmn ncJ crosstalk (Cc) -D .)7 clB and -34.74 dB for DIS - U/S channel introducing 0 dB cross talk 

penalty (pi:) at 2.09 dB maxim um differential power difference (dmax) for ONUs at 29.4 0 dB ODN path 

loss well within the acct:ptable range reco mmend ed by ITU-T G.989 .2 [1 2] 

2. 	 Schematic ol"Cocxistence symmetric E2-class TWDM NG-PON2 FTIX Access 
Netwo rks 

ITU-T G.989.2 has defined parameters sueh as launch power per tnmsmitter tPTXi,), ODN path loss (PLODN) 

and minimulll acceptable receiver sensitivi ty for different data rates for DIS and U/S channels to ensure the 

speci"c class ofNG·PON2 networks shown in Table I [13] 

{"ahh.' I. Opli(;,11 illterrm:c par..nnctcrs tor 10 Gbps DIS dm <:\ rate for a dilTerem class ofNG-PON2 network 

Defined NG-PON2 parameters NI N2 EI E2 

Launch Power (MiniMax) in dBm (Pn().) 317 5/9 711 1 9111 

OON path Loss (MiniMa,) in dB (PLOD') 14129 16/3 1 18/33 20/35 

Rccl~ i vc r Sen si ti vity in dBm (Rxs) · 28 ·28 -28 -28 

The proposed E2 -classTWDM NG-PON 2 carries the fl exibility to accommodate legacy GPON, IOGPON, 

IOEPON . and XGS-PON networks with NG-PON2 network known as the coexistence approach as shown 

in Fig.l. This is the reason TWDM is a prime choice over other configurations ofNG-PON2 [I , 6]. 
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Abstract: III this paper, W (' investigated Nj ·d. ! 5~ Ti111C' a nd 

Wavelength Division Muliiplexing (TWDl\·i) Nex:-Cie lll!1"<llio!l 

Pas~ive Optical Networl,·2 (NG-PON2) supp0!"ling symmetric 

and coexistence configumtion in a \-vorst-case ::'cE.'i1Jrio. The 

network is optimized in the presence of linear ~ild nonlinear 

impairments such as chroma lie dispersion (CD), sclf' ph ilse 

modulation (SPM), cross-phase modula tion (X PMj, unci four · 

wave mixing (FWM). On-off key (001<) modulation technique 

incorpora ting hybrid optical distribution network (OON) 

Le., wavelength select (W5) a nd wavelengtl, -routed (WR) 

ODN is used to connec t downstream (DIS) ane! upstrea m 

(V IS ) channels supporting symmetric 80 Gbps dala rate 
operating a t 2.5/2.5 and 10110 Gbps, respectively. G_652 
single-mode (SM) fiber channel is modeled for fiber launch 

power PTODN ~ 3 dBm and 4 dBm for DIS and UfS channels to 
implement NI-cJass network. The DIS and VI S receiver 
sensitivity (Rxs) demonstrated are -N, .23/-37A6 dBm 
and - 28.46/- 35.32 dBm and inter-channel crosstalk (Cc) 
is -31.971-31.39 dB accommodating 60',0 spliller configura
tion a t50 km in the presence o f impairments at tOE-7bit error 

rate (BER) and Quality (Q)-factor of 5 for 10 Gbps charmel. 

Keywords: access networks; FITX; NG-PON2; TWDM; 
WDM-PON; XGS-PON. 
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1 Introduction 

From admin istration to l1I a n<1gement, education, sports, ane! 
enter:ntllmem. ~ales to services across the industries ;lIlt! 

subscribers need high· speed yet cost-effective acceS$ 

network solutions. In the pandemic situation because of 

COV!D -l ~, access ilNwork and the in lemet kept the world 

moving. Teachers, students, and executives working from 

home experienced patchy internet speed because ora sudde n 

surge in inlernet traffic owing to extensive use of videocol1

ferencing, online education, and live s treaming and gaming 

applications. Traditional wireless networks such as home Wi

Fi networks could not able to accommodate a massive load of 

lramc on the access netvvork and provide a reliable and fas t 

in ternet access network. The situation became worst when it 

came to connecting the subscribers from a remote rural area. 

Apart from the pandemic situation. subscribers are 

increasing like never before and demanding high-speed ac

cess network to selVe next·generation applications based on 

machine learning, internet of things (IoT), 5G, and artificial 

intelligence (AI) not limited to E-governance of smart cities, 

healthcare, manufacturing, robotics also catering the need of 

E-commerce and agriculture industries. It is expected that the 

minimum bandwidth required per user with the access 

network would be 100 Mbps [2, 8-10, 20, 3IJ.ITU-T G. 989.2 
has defined protocols for NI, N2, EI, and E2-cJass next· 
generation passive optical network-2 (NG-PON2) access 
netvmrks for fiber-to-the-home (FITX) applications incorpo

rating time and wavelength division multiplexing (TWDM) 

technology. The classification of NG·PON2 class of TWDM 
NG-PON2 networks based on optical distribution network 

(DON) launch power, ODN power loss, and receiver sensi
tivity for downstream (DIS) and upstream (u/S) channels 
supporting OD20 and DDLIO network between ~ and 40 kro 
link distance 16, 311_ Full services access netvvork (FSAN) 

extended the support for oetwork SUb-systems to configure 
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:-d hst: Jihl-!i:-. hy iJworporaling '! WI )\1\ II 'dJl J~ dc :, :y il ild 1I:. ill r: 
I:.· ~: i$ ti n~~ I('gac'v (.)J1 liCili Jle t w( lrk ~: s llrh ;J !' ( ;P( lN .ll,tl 

X(j · J-!()N in Il/ ~; ilnd U/~l dirt-c' tior•. It ele:,': no: ailH I t!u ' 
curtv lU ~t1h~n i l h ' r st' l vkl~ ! : at tliL' ."c. Il1f 1 tiill e' :l'rillln lc );:r 

Ill ig ril t inll ;!wl 1IJ1 ' l~ritf!;lIiOIl l!"fll li I ~l: ' l! y t; P{):\: ;11 111 

X(; -! '( H~ IlCl \·\,or!<is :;; !)!t'r ;mel ('o I1W 'n i [' lIi "Sit! l n V! IM- P{ IN 

for [h(' implementatiun uf Nti-!JoN2 bil:-ied FTTX i\ Clt.'SS 

Ill'!\'·.rorks. Tn ('nhallce the reach ;li1d (lit' c<l p ;H: i ty uf the 
gigabi t TWJ)M NCj -!'ON? optic~li \Vir (' l e~ s rar! ia flvC'r fIbe r 
(I{oF) cl(c e~s tl l.:' twork for long- hall l iJnd mr.:m <l CC S~ net
works, onh(J"onal time-divisi on i11ultipk'xing (UFIJ!\'1) 
jechniqllc is also proposed and vl'rified wi!h alt r;!cti vl' 
resul[s \"-lith mitigation of chrom;:l!ic di ~pe l' ~ i n l1. channl'l 
cross·talk imptlirmcm, and reducing in ter·symbol inter· 
ference (lSI) rer,ulting in inlprov~c1 bit (~rrm rate (HER) 
performance [1 21 . Because, TWOM NG ·POi\'2 is tl multi 
c1mnnel ncceS3 net \·vork, to tlccomm oda[e high.~ r chJI1 ne ls 
within L-bClnd optkal spec tHlm, channel sptlcing becom es 
curtail parameters. In a multi·channel access system, D/S 
ancl U/S channel spacing ~F is critical to minimize lS I and 
improve BEH performance. The equCll and un equal chan· 
nel spacing options can be tested for the effect on linear 
and I1011linem' channel impairments. It is demonstra ted 
that unequal clwnnei spacing provides better BER and 
Ql1ality (Q)· factor performance [19J. It is expected tha t the 
TWDM·NG ·PON2 access network should support 40 Gbps 
by arranging LI x 10 wavelengths and extendable up to 
80 Gbps by arronging 8 x 10 wavelengths in DIS and U/s 
di rection 131J. Other configurations supporting different 
data rates per channel in the TWDM NG-PON2 network are 
10/10 Gbps symmetric, 10/2.5 Gbps asymmetric, and 
2.5/ 2.5 symmetric. In the proposed paper, we successfully 
demonstrated the modeling of the NI·c1ass NG·PON2 ac· 
cess network for FTTX applications within the framework 
defined by ITU·T G. 989.2 in the presence of linea r and 
nonlinear impainnents 13J. The N1-class network is 
designed and analyzed demonstrating coexistence and 
symmetricconfiguratiol1 supporting four each 2_5/10 Gbps 
XGS· PON TWDM a nd PtP WDM·PON channels respectively 
\\rjth an aggregate data ra te of 80 Gbps in either direction. 
The performance evaluation of the proposed Nt·class 
NG-PON2 access network is carried out in the presence of 
Kerr-effect parameter y resulting in linear and nonlinear 
impairments such as CD, SPM, XPM, and FWM within an 
acceptable range of BER and Q·factor for 2.5/2.5 and 101 
10 Gbps data rate for DIS and U/S channels, respectively. 
The proposed network configuration supports reach up to 
40 km without amplification, delivering incremental 
receiver sensitivity (Rxs) performance as -44.231 
-37.L16 dEm and - 28.46/-35.32 dBm, inter-channel cross
talk (Cc) is - 35.97/31.43 dB, and corresponding crosstalk 
power penalty (Pc) is 0 dB for DIS and U/S channels 

2 Schematic of Nl-class symmetric 

coexistence TWDM NG-PON2 

architecture fo r FTTX access 

networks 

!TU·T ( j. 'J8Sl .2 has rr;nn~d prutOcols to ensure impicJll(' IH,[ ' 
[ion of !l. specific cla~s of NLi· PON2 .\ \VDM NG·PON2 bd5! ~ rI 

FTiX <-:.ccess nctworks such <1 S fiber launch powl'r lw r 
{ r ,lt1~; ln i tter(PT() l)·J. nllN P("1I1I lo~~ (1l ' lImJ, ;1l1cl lllini :l1l l!1l 

<1cC"f.:'ptable receivC'r :sell$i[ivity support ing 2.S/l . r:, illlrl 

10/10 Gbps della EHe~ fo r DiS nne! V/S channel:;. 'J",tiJk I 

summarizes the tolerance pmmneters clelin ecl fo\' lh i.' 
10 Gbps data rate. Funher deta il s fo r DiS<'Inc! U/S clwl1lwl s 
Gill be accessed from LTG·T G.989.1 [31]. The coexi ~ '! ' I1rC 

Clpproach in the proposed NI- Class TWDM NG·PON2 c:nnie:; 
the fle xibi lity to accommodate legacy GrON, lOGPON. 
10EPON, and XGS·PON ne[\<vurks with NG·PON2 net\·\llJrk ilS 

approach as depicted in Figure I [I, 5[. 2.5 Gbps legilcy 
xes· PON channels arC' demonstrated to coexist with 
10 Gbps PtP WDM channels in DIS and U/S direction. The 
multiplexer/dernultiplexer incorporated in the net\·vork is 
acting as a coexisting element (CEx) which accommodates 
legacy channels and PtP WDM-PON channels in either 
direction. 

Thus, the proposed Nl-class NG-PON2 network is sup· 
porting 80 Gbps symmetric tra ffic [29, 32, 33]. WS·ODN and 
WR·ODN approach is implemented to tune the DIS and U/S 
channels with tunable transceivers implemented at the op· 
ticalline terminal (OLT) a nd optical network uni t (ONU) ill 
either direction to connect the subscribers respectively_The 
proposed Nl-class NG-PON2 network consists of three sec· 
lions namely OLT transceiver, OON section, and ONU 
transceive r. OLT supports symmet ric bi-directional traffi 
c.OLT transceiver consists of Mach-Zehnder modulator 
(MZM) also known as intensity modulator (1M) o r OOK 

modulator. OOK-IM modulator is used to modulate ex[er
nally generated and radiating continuous wave (CW) laser 
as a carrier for D/S channels following the incoming Pseudo
Random Bit Sequence (PRBS). A spectrally efficient non· 

Tabte 1; Tolerance range of optical interface parameters For 
10 Gbps DIS da ta ra te fo r a diffe rent class of NG -PON 2 networl( [31 1. 

_D_'_ft_n'_d_N_G_._P_O_N_2..cp_'_"_m_'_t_"_s_____N_'__N_2__E_'__E_2 

Fiber launch power (Min/Ma;r;) in dB 3/7 519 7/11 9/11 

(PTo,,) 
respectively accommodating higher S li lt tio ODN pa th loss (Min/Ma;r;) in dB 14/29 16/31 18/33 20/35~

i.e., 2560 at 20 km and 1240 at 40 km in thep. ~n . (Pco'.') . . . 
SPM, XPM, and FWM nonlinear impairmer{~ ~ ~ s~ 'nd~m;~ -2-8----28 _- ____'1j *.n;_R_'_ce_"-,' '~ 'n~lI~y~lt "~ (R'ls..c)---- __ _28 - 28/1 !..l v _

I/O 1iS- ~.
I", 'Cl" ;,.
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Figure 1: Ptop0sed Nl·cla ss NG·PON2 symmet ric coexistence (irchit ccture. 

return- la -zero (NHZ) encoding technique is incorpora ted to 

convert pnBS imo an electrical $ignaJ for DIS channels.ONU 

transceiver is implemented using a tunable receiver filter 
based on the thin-fi lm filter (TFF) technology and low,cost 

directly modulated transmitter (DMl) to transmit the chan· 

nel in a U/S direct ion [or TWDM channels. The proposed 

architecture supports the unique feature of add and grow or 

pay as you gIO'.V approach to accommodate legacy and 
WDM PtP traffic channels and growing subscribers seam

lessly and cos t-effectively. The DIS a nd UIS transmission 

channels are selected from L-band in the range from 187.1 

187,8 THz and C-band from 195,1- 195,8 THz, respec tively 

[23, 3l ,j, ODN, which consists of a single-mode fiber (SMF) 

channel and the dis tri bu tion network, greatly affects the 

optical signal lrave ling through the SMF channel imple

mented using G.6S2. Channel impairments such as CD, SPM, 

XPM, and FWM if not optimized, greatly reduce the BER 
performance resulting in in ter-symbol interference (lSI). The 

mitigation of network impairments can be carried o ut by 
precise optimization of fiber launch power PIOON because 

the nonlinear variation in phase 0Nl depends on the fiber 
silica which is having power-dependent 

The mitigation of network impairments can be done by 
precise optimiza tion of fiber launch power PIODN b ecause 

the nonlinear variation in phase 0NL depends on the fiber 

silica wllich is having power-dependent characteristics 

resulting in linear and nonlinear impairments resulting in Cc 

[n, 17, 21, 351, The lise of a combina tion of WS-ODN and 

WR-ODN i,e" Hybrid ODN is demonstrated for DIS and U/S 

bet\lIJeen 20 and 50 km from OlT connecting subscribers. A 

power splitter is used to conneCl tunable ONUs at a specific 

wavelength. The U/s traffic in the legacy PON access ne[

works such as GPON, XG-PON1, GEPON, and IOG,EPON is 

transmitted using an O-band wavelength spectrll!n rang ing 
bet\vecn 1260 and 1360 nm which is also known as a regular 

band. In the coexistence approach, to support NG-PON2 

implementa tion, lTU-IG. 989.2 has recommended the useof 

an expanded spectrum which accommodates L-band and 
O-band spectrum betvveen 15211 and 1625 nm which sup

porting TWDM and PtP WDM channels to support high

speed access network traffic in DIS and U/S direction 

including legacy GPON, RF~ Video and XG-PON network and 

services on a shared spectrum between 1603 and 1625 nm. 
Four legacy XGS·PON channels sup[X>rting LI x 2.5 Gbps data 

rate are transmitted o n AI-A4 wavelengths channels at 187.1 

and 187.LI THz. AL.j-A8 ' ....'avelengths are transmitting 
4 x 10 Gbps PtP WDM channels in a DIS direction supporting 

40 Gbps, Eight channels are multiplexed by WDM CEx and 

transmitted to WS-ODN in DIS direction on single-m ode 

bidirectional fi ber over the link distance between 20 and 
50 I<m [1 ,28,311, R.,s and power budget analysis are carried 

out to ana lyze the maximum splitter ra tio [4, 8, 9J, A 

positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) photodiode is used along 

with a band-limited Bessel's filter to receive a specific DIS 
channel fo r a specific ONU, A low-pa ss filter (LPF) is used to 

reduce the noise introduced because of a trans- impedance 

amplifier. The 1.9-1.1 6 U/S channels are transmitted using a 
(-band spectrum between 195,1 and 195,8 THz, The channels 

channels in ODN. TIle ONUs are placed at a through WS-ODN and ~er 
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UL'f, 1IV n~ ("( 'i' /' 'il ill J " 51 ,j'Cl iW ()I.]":-:; ! f Cl!lSI'I' i w l :-; , I )Yll:u ni, 

!'wilrhill !J. is illlplt'I!II' :l!L'd !lsi llg II dYllilmk y ·.'j \vilt"h iO 

;l .::i~ ign a Pilfliclilirr limc :.l Int !o lra llsm it the da til in IiiI:' ll/~ 

direction rllr Xti:-i-J'() N'\ Wlll\.l N)· AI 2 Ch i IIll"H!I!:i. 

3 Design, modeling, and 

simulation of Nl-c!ass 8 x 8 
coexistence symmetric TWDM 
NG-PON2 network 

3.1 	OlT transceiver design and simulation 
setup 

OpliSystem·17 is tI comprehe ns ive design suite extensively 

and exclusively used for the design, simula tion, <In<1Jysis, 

and validation of fiber op tical communication (FOC) sys

tems and access networks. Software packages are provided 
for des ign and optimization of s ingle and multimode fiber 

and free- space optical (FSO) fiber wireless chan nels, li

braries supporting active and pass ive components and 

subsystems including optical transmitters such as ew 
laser, optical receivers stich as APD and PIN , optical am 

plifiers , add-e1rop multiplexers, s plitters, fork , etc. Design 

libraries a lso include advance and rich verity of the test, 

and measurement inSlwments such as optical spectrum 

analyzer (OSA), WDM analyzer fo r oplical SNR analysis. 

BER analyzer, and optical and electrica l power meters 

useful for design, test, and ana lysis of FOe. OlT transceiver 

consists oftranslnitte r and receiver mechanism for DIS and 

U/S channels respec tively. This is known as channel pair 

(ep). The simnlation set-up for the OLT transceiver is as 

(iI'pi, 11 'ci i r r ri::~ lilt · /. -Iii!' hi ~ 1 I' ~'Jl cr,", I c\ :!1 ,{ : '; !H_~ ;111 1 UljC I<I! i Ili! 

a: }.~, :! llr! 1() (ihps I:; !~l ' I1 I'r;rll'c\ U~ii l~ d P{W~ ~ent'l,!tu r 

I"ldill\\,hl bY<!1l Ni~1. puh- 1'111 tlti('r. !.ill, l.nl: il:d d;: lil ~!J " ;Vtl 

Inl :lll !i-lit·:- ~ Jl(" C\OV light ll 'i iJl ;~ t':w.::mil! ll1 /1d Il J ~H or \Vlv\. 

h:mr fl f l.' tH ·!! \tiS·" (Jt\ ;lIl': )liP l,':!])rV (him : I\~ ! :- ;m.: g l 'llt'l 

iUI 'd imd :riUl!i miu ' d bct\-\' '-~ell 18i .) i1 nrl l li7 .8 '!llz \-\',!\( '-

lC!1 :c;IJl:' frc lll1 L· lJan ri r('pr! '.·e-:lted b\! A]· lIn. Light cil.mIiL'ls 

mL' romiJinl:'d ily LEx WD:\1 bt'!urL' it i~ ,1f1piied to Iht..: 

dn:II! ,ltnr ;"Inc! Ihen prc pag<ticd 111 11J'._! ~:h \\I5·0D;\ ill th t' 

DIS di IL'Clinn. To design and impk'iIll'n i Ihe N l-dil:::s 
Nc..;-PON.2 !~c;vmrk. fi b!:! r bllllcil p;)\\"eT i:,: op!imizl':i !Il 

PTufji\" .::::: 3 ,m el '"1 dUm fer D, S tlnrl U /~; channels_ rl'~pt'{' 

ti\iE'I~1 [311). Precise I:'stimal ioll ;me! r ;J !cu l,HioilS of lincilr 

and nonlinear impai:-ments such c!s CD. SPM, Xi'IM. nnd 

FW\'i of the SM fiber channels 2n.' G!. rried oul for 

PT l1! !:\ '" 3 dB using EC]. (I) iJnd i ncorpor(:~cd in the SM fiber 

C)18I1I1('\ ilnd their impact is C111i.dyzed for minim um 

acceptabJe values o f BER and Q-factor and [he resulls are 

valid a t~ cl with expected results defmed by G.~89.1. 

PTo]J i" = 3 dBm is ensured by considering the insertion 

losses OL) introduced by network subsystems sllch as M21, 

drclliators. multiplexer, and other miscellaneous losses 

for accurate ca lculations of PIOllN . Channel launch power 

is estimated by knowing the summarization of all IL and 

PIn!l;'; as rep resented by Eq. 0)- Typical values of !L losses 

are 5.0!1, 2.6, and 1 dB fo r J\,lZ1, .\HJX, and circulator, 

respec tively (36-381_ Knowing the aggrega te vallie of the 

inpu t powers and the lL introduced by all the subsystems 

in OlI transceivers, we calculated !he modified channel 

input powers PTX,... Llsing Eq_ (1) to ensure 3 dBm power in 

ODN to implement Nl ·clnss DlIDM NG·PON2 in DIS sup· 

porting symmetric 2.5 and 10 Gbps data rate. Tota l IL is 

subtracted from the sum of a ggregate channel signal power 

coming to WDM MUX from eigh t channels using Eq. (1 ) for 
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I/) Gbps ,>, "'1 / I. r, r; ! ., . 'If"~ I ";" 

11, ~'.! .IIiTil ll.'j ~ dUm 13,<; ', dflm ! 'L'~ ~ ~Um 

2. r, Gbps 2.'.J:.,/ I,.r;~d ' (,. '..5 1 )oj,"j ',f 

", t, 'i dlj " ) 8. ::; ';' f~:~m ; o.', !1 dEim l~ .r, :; d6 n 

2.5 ,.!!l ei 10 (;iJp~ DIS itIPI!! dlilllnds. T<li Jle 1 slllllrnariz;;s 

[he oprimizt'd miniml! l!l ,lild Illllx i lllUlll ftbe!' ("h; ! r ~J)L'1 

launch jlower I' ,x,\ 10 illlpkllH:'11! a difh: ren! ,'Iii:;!> 01 
KG- PON2 ;Kces~ 11l'1 vmrk supporting I() Gbps and 7.", (;bps 

PrP \Nf)'\,\ ;!IId X(;S-IJON d;H<1 ril le for DI S CI1 ;l I11WI. 

1'-1 ~j I :..: : 

Pru1l!-I :; P I,~I.- L PfL',li': - L PI:r:il -]l!!\U!X + L PJ _'l'IlJ?i ( 1) 
M 1 c. I .l : 

Pwu': = l'lXt,·· (5.()Lj --- S) - 2.6 - O ·S)·' 11 8.11U 

P'IC!JN - Pn,:,l; - 50.9~ + IISAO ~ PH,}. - 2.ss-

Pno\ = P TU1!N + 2.5 (2) 

For 10 Gbps DIS clwilnei; PIX' = 3 + 2.55 ~ 5.55 dBm 
For 2.5 Gbps DIS chm1l1el; Prx," = 0 + 2.55 :: 2.55 dEm 

The receiver sect ion of Ihe OLT Iransceiver consists of a 
mechanism to demodulate a nd receive UjS channels. The 
signal passes through an amplifier, buffer selector, and 

Bessel filter before it is detected by PIN photocl iocle. 

Further, the ti e tected signal is analyzed by us ing a 13ER 
analyzer for the BER anc! Q-factor of the received signa l. 

Receiver sensitivi ly (Rxs) for TWDM and PtP WDM U/S 
channels is caIculatedusing Eq. (3) as, 

ReceiverSensitivity = Received Sensitivity (dBm) 

- [I LTOTM. +Power Penalty ] > - 28 

(3) 

!Lr;ol"At'" IL (DytlamicSwilch -"'- Mux -+ DeMUX .,. Cim:!a!O!) 

II It 

1:1 '1 I :\ I! , '('tt il!vl.y ~ ! I;I ',\ I 

'8 Btu 

il .IIIIA ]1 .1MZi I \1\ 11.\ Cin-II I; HI: r 1 iJPM!I.\· Circularl] l ) 

11. 111 , < 5 Uti . . '.tI . I . ::!.6 r ! 12.2/{ 

" hM}- -21.0l:} - i 12. 1/1 + 21 

I! is clmfi rmcd !11:11 !In.' :.!,( l' iwl" ~ t 'n!' i!ivi !y calcultHed [mill 

llIa;..:ilJHll11 !1u\\"'r receivr'"d ill ~il l" presence of CD, SI '.\!\. 

X!',\'l. ,mel FWivl d! 1.(1kill for X(;S·PClN TWDM and Pt P 'vVIJM 

U/S (hallnch is grl'<1 1Cl :hal1 the minimum requi r('d 

recf' ivL'!" S~ IlSii i vitV clch nvrt hv !TIi-T G. 9S9.2 

3,2 	ONU transceiver design and simuLation 
setup 

The optical spect rum consists ofeight channels is propagated 

through ODN cons isting of SMF 3nti splitter combination for 

in DIS directions through tunable receiver assembly imple' 

mented using PIN photodiode tl nd Bessel filter (0 receive DIS 
channels before being termin<1tC'c\ at ONU at subscriber pre

mises. At the same time. a U/S channel is generated 81 the 
ONU using low-cos! DML tf<)nsmitters fo r XGS-PON TWDM, 

<m el PtP WDM cha nnels. A simulation set-up for the ONU 

transceiver is depicted in Figure 3. LPF based on TFF tech

nology is used to lmver the (Impli fier noise in the sys tem. Two 
stages of dynamic Y·switch are used to transmit TItVDM 
channels at 25 Gbps data rale to implement symmetric 

bidirectional coexistence TWOM NG· PON2access network. IL 
of 2.40 dB is in troducecl by a dynamic s\vitch is used to 

calculate channellauncb power. Tooptimize the U/Schannel 

,.... r 
. ,. 
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Tilble 3 : I fIllIslIliu CII.lUi:ch 00\,.'1:'1$ p.)!., 10 CII!oLl"I ' P " u-. :. dBrn 10' 

Nt·r l.J!.!. tI /"I rWD'1i NG·YaN2 ilcce:; s. nC1WOh( U/:::t ( h" 1l/) Is 

U/5 (him· 	 N2 El E:!"1 
nel dat a 

rate 

10 Gbps S. !lid )./•.'; 1 " .f,11/ 5.44 ( 

10./. 1, dBm 10.11 /. dBm 10.1,1, o BI I ~O.l.ll (IBm 


).5 Gbps ~.4/'; 5."', ( S.l.I. / S.tl/./ 

10.:,1, dBm 10.11/, dB;r; 1UJ!I, d8:: \ :0.1.1, dUn; 


PTI}:J:'; 10 I. dUm. 1;:!lIncJ, power for ~~ch U/~ tr,1nsmilier is 
calculaleciusing Eqs. (il) ~J1d (5). 'n,e caIGllj)H.'Ci minimum tln::! 

maximum laser Iransmitter power {o impiel11l'l1I OIher classes 
of NG·PON2 nccess nEnvorks for 2.5 tlm: 10 Gbps !111 me 

slImmtlrizeci in Tobie 3. p·rx" = I, - 1.'1 /• = 5.11/, clHm for Nl·class 
for 10 Gbps nnd 2.5 Gbps P!P WDM ond TWDM U/S chon nels. 

~-! ,..-. 

Prom. = PT:". - L Pil.M7_\\ - I P!Ler - Pl;.-wi:r:: - PU_\\t;;.; 
.\ t .! C~l 

N-I 

- PII.md-5jllihCr + L P Ti::MUX: 	 (II ) 
k=1 

ProllN = PTX,," - (2 i ,O + 30.71+ 2.6 + 8 + 1.25) + 113.52 

Prom. = p n;.\ - 44.96 + 43.52 = Pn;,\ - 1.44 

Pr :...\ == PTOD~ + 1.i,i, (5) 

PTXA =4 +1.4l l=5.li4 dBm for N1 - class for 10 Gbps 

and 2 5 Gbps PtP WDM and TWDM U/5 channels. 

To implement the symmelric configuration, the data rates 

selected for U/S channels are 25 and 10 Gbps for XGS-PON 
TWDM and PtPWDM channels, respectively. U/S XGS-PON 
channels are implemented using a dynamic Y·switch to 

implement ruM opera tion in a U/S direction. U/S PtP WDM 
ond XGS·PON channels are routed through ODN USlng 
WR-ODN. A particular time slot for each U/S chonnel is 
obtained with the help ofEqs. (6) and (7) for Y·switch 1 and 
Y·switch 2, respectively. 

Swilchingevent lim~ .. TimeSlot o (l/Bi::.ueJ"Seque;lce lenglh/S (6) 

.. . . (1) Lenglh Window 
SWllchmg event lime .. T.meSlol - Binale -Sequence-g-oTime-g 

(7) 

The Rxs obtained should ensure the minimum sensitivity 
requirement for 0 /5 cbannels which is -28 dBm for PtP 

WDM 0 /5 channel and -30 dBm for TWDM 0/5 channels 
[or a specific class to fulfilllhe pO\...'er budget requirement 
of the channel. Rxs for each receiver channel is obtai.ned 
using Eq. (8). 

.Reteiver Sellsithrity .". Receiveci ~nsid#!~~;:':::, 

whc'le; !!.1U .\. = !i. ( .'-lZI - .\hc'\ . Cirn!ialor) in (\B. 

IJ. "r:.\I ",.llI! · VI . 2 - ~.6/, {~B for rtf' WONl illS 
ChHn !H'I. 

lI~111i,\L ::: 5.01., .; 2.6 ··· J -=: 8 .(,/1 clB for TWDM XGS j'()N 

DIS channel. 
Ber.allse opiical powel" [1cllaity (opr) for 8·c ilil !li!l' l 

N(j·PON2 network is 2 dB, using Eq . (l,). (he sensit ivily III 
ihe receiver for PIP \\IDM .1Ilel TWOM DIS channels ill th t· 
presence of CD. SPM. flnd XP;\1 nonlinear impainnl'llls is 

calculi.H.ed as, 

Hcceiver Sensi{ivity = Received Sensitivity (dBn1) 

- jILToT,'L + PowerPe-nBJlyl 

Receiver Sellsit i vity(Rxl;~_n'm},d = -31.55 - i8.64 + 21 

= -fI2.19 dBm > -30dS01 

Receiver Sensitivity(Rx :-'f'-WDM) = - 23.8] - [9 .6i l + 21 

= -35A5dBm > - 28dBm 

It is confirmed that the receiver sensitivity obtained fo r DIS 
cha nnel s in the presence of CD. SPM , XPM, and FVVM im· 

pairments is - 44.23 and -37.l16 dBm \·vhicb is much greater 
than the minimum required sensitivity forXGS -PON TWDM 
and PtP WDM channelsali,O km respectively as defined by 

ITU-T G. 989.2. 

3.3 	Optimization of ODN for Nl-class TWDM 
NG-PON 2 

The specific class of NG-PON2 is defined by the power 
launched to the SMF channel i.e., PTODN. In the proposed 
Nl ·c1ass NG-PON2 ne twork, we optimized ODN launch 

power PTO DN for Nl·c1ass i.e., 3 dBm fo r D/S and 4 dBm fo r 
U/S channels as depicted in Figure 4 recommended by 

ITU-T G.989.2 The detailed p rocess estimation of to tal IL 
and calculation of launch power of each channel PTX.\. for 

optimization of PTODN for 0 /5 and U/S channels is 
desc ribed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. 

Further, channels are connected to respective sub
scribers by deploying WS-ODN and WR-ODN approaches for 

D/S and U/S channels as depicted In Figure f l. The multi
plexed signals are further coupled to SMF and transmitted in 

either direction at 80 Gbps aggregate data rate towards 
respective ONU transcei rs . The maximum ODN path loss 

ca 
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obtained is 18.86 dB in 01e presence of nonlinear impair

mellls such as CD, SPM, XPM, and FWl...\ which is Illllch less 
than themaximtll11 OON power 105s i.e. , 35dB recommended 
by rrU-T G.989.2 Lower aDN path loss is ensured accom· 
modat ion of <t higher splitter configuration to connect more 

subscribers to NG ·PON2 network I1s, 31J. 

4 Estimation of linear and 
non-linear impairments for 
Nl-class TWDM NG-PON2 

The proposed TWDM NG·PON2 FlTX access network is 
optimized for the Nl-clas5 access network for a wors t-case 
scena rio as defined by ITU-T G.989.2. The optical spectrum 

optimized to channel launch power PICON = 3 dB and 4 dB 

for DIS and U/S channels are made to propagate through 
SM fiber channels over the distance between 20 and 50 km 

described using non-linear Schrodinger equation (NLSE) 
expressed as Eq. (9) [30J, 

ClAia'AaA. , 
(9) az + ¥'aT' + 2" = 'VIA IA 

where A - Optical pulse amplitude (Vim), z - Spatial po· 
sition in the axis of the fiber (m), T - Time in the moving 
frame of the reference of the pulse, (J2 - Second-order 
chroma tic dispersion (CD) parameter (ps'lun- I

), aA - Fiber 
i 

attenuation losses coefficient (dBkrn- ), i - complex vector 
notation, and y - Nonlinear Kerr effect (W- 1km- 1

) 

I Figure 'I: Hybrid up tical disHi:wlion nel:\·.'f.,k 

GI."lr-' O<.'Yo ' 


li'!U:Jcn pO'l!cr PTom; for N1·d.,~!'o 3 -. S 

TWDM NG·?ON2 symm tltric ne~·.·or·{. 

coefflc iem is n measure of [lber channel non-li nearity <l nrl i! 
is described as Eq. (10) I22J . 

2rrn2 
y :..:--	 (t 0) 

AoA"IT 

From Eq_(9), it is evident that the optical signal propaga (ion 
th rough the [lber channel is affected by liner impalrmenls 
stich as dispersion 13:;> and fiber channel a ttenuat ion a and the 

non-linear Kerr impainnent y as described by Eq. (10). KelT 

impairment y is a function of launch power imensi ty ami 
e ffective area AI'j{- The KelT eITect y can be controlled by 
optimizing the channel launch power of rhe PTUJ)N' The 
intensity-dependent non-linear refractive index '12 of rlber 
silica develops nonlinemities in the SMF channel such as 
SPM, XPM, and FWM. It is also confirmed that the non·line~ll 
refractive index of the fi.ber silica n2 is directly prcportionai to 
fiber channel launch power intensity and inversely propor

tional to effective area Ap.[f [n, 13, 14, 35}. 

4.1 	 Estimation of chromatic dispersion (CD) 
impairment 

Chromat ic dispersion is an important phenomenon tha t 
occurs when a group of optical pulses are traveling through 

the fiber channel and do not arrive simultaneously at the 
other end of the fiber channel. This is aJso known as group 
veloci ty dispersion (GVD). The effect of GVD or CD appears 

iirn:tt~e;;n:~nll~s, :o::f~~~:::~~,:t~h~:eoptical pulse cont ri bU. in ... (Q!
if 	 reducing hence iner 

. 	 Hen 
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HER. The 1t:' ((:::n:Hn? va! ups uI d i ~Jle r!iiu l1 coellicien l n i ll 

! ) j () J1 J1J wnvelenglh {or In ; r (1.( ,:;2 S.\'ll' 1 1~ (' rl for NG· PON2 
;H':U~ SS !; ~l wt 'r k:, is !ll ,I, li·! J-:' /!1 1l1 ' 1,1 :1 ;'! IJ(I CO ~ I u j',e (f ) · 

I?ffi ::if.' lli i~, ~ 1 ' o · O.05(i jl:;/rl lll J' km. These v<ll u t'~ ;;Iong 

\·.;iill t[1I' uptiri\ 1 l ink ri i!-= t' I!Ir,' !)l'1 Wl'l'll .~o and sn km arc' 

15 ::'1'(1 !O I.'Srill1ili l' The Vil !lW oi U ) for 1599 nm refc rcll ct' 

v.I;:l'leicngth wied ill N]·cla.f:.s T\VU !\'\ N(;-PON2 D/S chan nels 
[IS dc-scI i b~ (! by Eq. (II ) l3-'d. 

(J 1) 

The values uf cn oiJl<l ined for t!w DIS ch;:lIlnels 21 1596, 
i 599, and 16U2 11 111 ilrc 1 ~ . )76_ 19.7/1/1, <l 1l c! 19.91 ps/nm"'km , 

respeCl i vely. 13E-C<lll ~ (, the rere renc~ wtl ve l e !1 g t h is 1599 11m, 

the dis persion equa l to lY .7/,/, ps/nm *km is used For 

si mulaticn between 10 and :')0 kill . 

4.2 Estimation of non-linear Kerr effect-y 

and effective area Aerr 

The nonlinear Kerr effecl y results because of the in tensity-

d ependent na ture of the refrac tive index of the SMF silica 

caus ing a non-linear phase change 0NL resulting in 

nonlinear impairmen ts known as self-phase modulatio n 
(SPM) and cross·phase rno(iuia tion (XPM). SPM is also 

responsIble for pulse crimping con trihu ting to pu lse 

b roadening and CD thereby res ulting in increased inter-

symbol in terferen ce (lSI) and BER. Tbe nonlinear phase 
shift 0"'L because of XPM is estimated as described by 
Eq. (I2) [11 , 35J, 

(12) 

Eq. (12) where hand k a re the channels in the spectrum and 

PTOON is opt ical launch power. 

(13) 

From Egs. (1 2) and (13), it is observed that the nonlinear 

phase change is d irectly proportional to fiber launcb power 

PTODN- Also, SPM and XPM are present in the optical 

channel simultaneously. From Eg. (12), it is observed that 

0ltLxFM beca use of XPM is more than twice the value of0N Lsf».' 
because ofSPM. To keep the nonlinear pllase change and its 

effect at a minimum level, it becomes~ant.!o optimize 

the fiber channel launch power PTODN, to's specific class. 

Nl-class will introduce minimum nonl(~ea;-phase change 

• v " 

t h ('j ('h~'lll i ll il1)iz il l g rll!' d J"l'ns of l H: l l ii !H~ ilr imp;,i rm" JlI Clll 

I )H' nr::ir:11 " IlVf-' !CJ1W P((11 1Clgili ing thruugh lIre SMF cl 1-1110.'1. 
It i ~ dl'sirl',l thill JIl il:-i i llllll ll phn ~(' shi rl b C'G l lI:it:' uf no : ,lI li1', ll 

imp;dI'J1)ell1 :; :-:llOUlri !lo l be greater Ih l1 l1 u.s :'?d il l : 111 ' 

p:'t~S~Il C. 1,:' or x: ,.\\ and Sl'l\ \ !.~2 j . b\, ;.; nowing the v~ i \l c (oj r1111'1 

Inu llch power i ,e .. PTn!J:, 3 dlim for KI ·class NC i !'P Nl 
access netwo;'lc we Gdcu l~ l erl fhe c lTcc:ive lengih o f il l (' 

libe l' chill1ncl J 1'01' :W 50 km cili''H1 ilel le llg!h. F llll li l·1. " ' II 
nonlinear Kerr non liJl !2i.1r pmal1l£'lers y i ~ c;) icu hHeci \I!'"i n~: 

IA !'i , (12) and (\3) by t:o nsiclering rbe maximu m nOll iill 'a r 

ph~l $e shi fl of fJ_2 ~1ild 0.5 r,le! in IlIe presence of SP\ 'l and 
XPi'A re~ pertivel y . The calculated val ue o f non-lined!' !«;'rI' 

puramelers )I ro ~ SPM Cl nd XPM is 2: :< W- .l1ld 

5.01;.: lO-J W- l l11 - 1, respectively. Further. using Eq. ( 0) . 

putting 1:1e va lue of the calru la ted va llie of nCI1 -Hneal Kl!rI' 

pJ r,l111e ters V for SPM and XPM. and usi ng the refer nee 

wavelength 1599 11 m , "\Ie obtained the valueof effect i ve ii I l'i l 

A i'ff as q8.9 and 19.5 I-lInJ in the presence of SPM and XPM 
impai rments. The calculated values o f linear and nOll -li nen!' 

impa.imlenls CD, effective area Af.'ffi n the p resence o f SPM, 
and XPM are used in the simulation modeling of Nl ·ciass 

symmetric coexistence TWDM NG-PON2 access n <.'t\,vork 

between 20 and 50 km, a nd effects above impairments OLl 

the ne twork performance a re evaluated fo r the acceptable 
value of receiver sensitivity, BER, Q-fac tor and splilter 

confIguration for DIS and VIS channels . 

4.3 Estimation of four-wave mixing (FWM) 

component 

FVVM is an important nonlinear impairment that occurs in the 

multichannel communication system. FWM results because 

of the mixing of two or more optica l signals propaga ting 

through the same cbannel resulting in new degenerative or 

non degenerative frequency or wavelength component with a 

certain amount of power PF\VM ' If Aa, Ab, and Ae are input 
channels wavelengths, then new wavelength generated 

because of the FWM effect is given by Eg. (14) [15, 16, 22J 

(14) 

The effec t of FWM appears in terms of a n inc rease in BER 

a nd a decrease in SNR because of increasing inter-channel 

crosstalk of the system. The number of new frequencies 

components genera ted is given by Eq . (15) 

N' 
Nj = - (N -1 ) (IS) 

~2 
• 
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Will-'l l ' tV i:; i lll ' IJIllUht'j II/ challlll'l: j,!;l1l1 h"d to S;\l hIJ"r 

\'l lit flllt'l, 

The p(l\'''t'r(lf\\, i1vplf' n~th or tlw In'qllf'J!I), I '1IIIpllll' II' 

~:l'11I'ril[ ('d hr'l 'illtSI' qf :h~ HVM "ff" ct i!'i I1 I1)(t ·, 11'(1 dIHI h 

dL':;niI.H 'ci hy rq. (1( , ) i!:-i , 

where I' i~ !luillincilr !\l: rr p..Hillllel l ·I'S ;I:-i dl'tll1f'd by I'.I!. (\11) 

;Inrl I/"!'''I i~ I he effIciency of till' mixing of W ilV l 'S !:{,>Ilc ~·;!!, 'd 

bCCilllSC or' I 'V~IM . It is t'xprcit 'd (h il l 1111' HV.\'l l'lllri ('H, }/ 

s hould hens s m;111 iI~ jltl:::sihle;o ha\'l' it I l e~d i ;~ihl l ' t fr"L : h ll 

optical l'!lvelnp{' propagatillg throl1~h thl' SMI· ( hil1l1l1' L 

For fiber Chilnlll'1 I. .. ' I la. thl' FW1\'1l'fficienry is giwll br 
Eq. (17), 

(17)11 '<en 

where f).j~ is phase mismalch between Ihe group of !'ii~llicls 

propagating ill nn OpliGll envelope. hom Eqs. (16) Hnt! (17). 

it is con firmed [ha t the power of tlte FWM cOn1ponelll de

pends upon channel spac ing ~F, fibe r dispersion f3J' and 

core effective area A!,,, 117, 18. 20J. Thus . by optim izing 

channel launch power PTOIlN = 3 dBm, we obtained Ihe 

values of FWM efficiency and power of corresponciing F\vM 

components anci fo und tha t they much smalle r compared to 
uriginal channel signals, Table ll sUlllmarizes the calcllimed 

FWM efficiency 'll':vM and the power of the wavelength P;:WM 

genera ted beca use of the FWM effect in the presence of CD, 

SPM , a nd XPM nonlineari ly for DIS and U/S ch"nnels. FWM 
efficiency a nd power a re obtained using the calcula ted 

value of dispersion D 19,74 l , psjnm"'km, optical r ulse:::L 

a ttenua tion rate a lo ng with the fiber channel a '" 0,2 dB, and 

channel spacing l\F = 100 GHz, for the proposed Nl ·c1ass 

symmetriccoexislence TWDM NG-PON2 access network. It is 

observed that the power of the FWM generated rrequency 

component is at-53 dB for DIS channels and -53 and -52 dB 

for U/S channels in the pre lense of CD, SPM, and XPM 

nonlineari ty, FWM signal power level is much s ma ller than 

the signal power which is al - 8 and - 14 dB for DIS and U/S 
channels. 

11.11 Es timation of inter-ch 2nne! crossta li( for 
Nl cla$s TWDM NG-PON2 ar.cess 
networl( 

Ih ,' I' dJllut~ t l ~, ;\1F l'iti 1I1 111'1 lIunlinl'iH i!ir:- ~~ HI'!l ;J~ , t :ll , 

SPM , XI 'M, ,111d nVM l e:) ;1!!:- iI', ()\r('r1;lppin~: oj ilc1.ia n.:llt 

1'1, .10111'1 ... ll'sld: in)l, in Lr ,111:1 I (!lr,'~pnnrling rrn:lsHdl.: !'e 

, 's !ilLlil:I'd 1I::il1g i:q. OR) for IllS Spt 'I '!rl llll (I~ 131] . 

t.': uJ',),>!;, I Unifn]"lllity\\ \\ 

'IUI.01;:.[2 j(I (N- 1) 10 :' ] (IfI) 

hJl tijS -;PL'rtI'UI1l , Cc is e~lilll"Hl' rI by Eq. (19) as, 

(, - " po.xu '- d:-:-.;,,, 

- IULog,,, [ 2 . IO ~· IN - 3) ' III til'l dB (19) 

,·vhere A l'l l:'l:ll is ihe max imum difference in the launch 

pmvel', UniformitYwM is the lInifo rmi[~' frlctor de fined fo r 

WDM IljS spectrum wh ich is 1.5 dB max forWDM netwo rks, 

(/:1 .. ,:<; is i.I maxim uill ci ifferelllia l cii s tnnce of ONU pla cement 

in U/S channel, It) and JNA is channel iso la tion ofrered by 

multiplexing device for adj(lcent and non·adjacent chan

nels and IV is a total number o f chul1nels transmitted in DIS 
illld U/S direction. 

From Tables 5 and 6, l\PONl ' is 1 dB and dm;t~ is 4.98 dB. 

Typical villues o f t1 and INA is obtained from commerc ially 

aVil ilable multiplexing device, as i/l - i,O dB and i NA " 55 dB 

117J . From the specifications obtained, inter-chan nel cross· 

ta lk. for DIS channels is calcula ted as, 

Cc ~ 3 - 1.5 + WLOg!D[ 20W'!':' (8 - 3)' W'? ] ~ - 31.97 dB 

For Uj5 channel s pectrum, dl~l ;):O; = 6.54 c1I3. So inter-channel 

crossta lk for U/S channels for NI·c1ass TWDM NG·PON2 

access network is calculated as, 

Cc ~ 0 + [1.98 + WLogm [2. 1O'TIr (8 - 3)0 10111 ] = -31.43dB 

Table 4: FWM efficiency and power of wavelength gener2ted because of FWM for SPM and XPM nonlinear coefficient. 

Channel a p, AF y L~1f in km p. P, P, PMM in dBf/u"w 

0 /5 0.2 19.74 4 100 E+9 1.65E-52 2.0E-2 5 2_55 2.5 5 5.55 1.21E-53 

0.2 19.744 100E+9 1.6SE·S2 5.01 E-2 5 2.55 2.SS 5.55 3.03E·53 

VIS 0.2 19. 744 100E+9 5 5.55 5.55 5.55 3_62E-53 

0. 2 19.744 100E+9 5 5.55 5,S5 

Dc 11. of pI .." 

TelecoJ IImUl1 icatio,' 
' , ' , .. "mt. Kashibai '"V,,:' Ulll' C 

~ 

gineering, rllne - 411 IIJI 
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'1 Ill' n():;~ ! j) ij( pOWf'1 pL' mlllY Ohl;!il1 l'c\ lor I) /~:" ;UH\ IllS 
c'ha11111'1s wi j h r;.; I i neti( III 1ill in (Hq 1'i ;1 nrl { )·1 ;11 tnr ,~, 1111 Ii (, 
IOl DIS a!ld IllS (h. lll!lL'1S )"I':-;pertivv)v ;I! ;J{) kill ill !l ll' 

pr(' ~ l ' nn' 01 Cll, .'-;)JM . ilild XPM u:-;in!j Eq , (/() ) ;1:) r{If. 

Ill • .' .( 1;;1/ , ]\ .' )
I', - '> Log ( I NI Q "II _ I) 

Ill, (10; I):) 
-ljLn!~(1-- ii - I ~5- ' iO - l . (J.{ld!: (2( )) 

We confirm Ihal the dlHlll1e) spacing of ~r = Inn {;Hz and 

opt imizut iol1 of !'TOIIN'""' , dBm ;:mri /, dBm for DIS .l11d li/5 

chilnneJs rcs l.111ed in C,.=- - 31. 97/-31.£13 cI ELmd P, .. u d H for 
D/S and U/S ch<'H1nels, respectively, eire well wilhin l!lC 

tlcccptab le range defmed for NG-PON2 net ....vork [101. The 

flowcha rt dep icted in Figure 5 represen ts [Ill' pro::es::; of 

designing speci rIC class TWOM NG-PON2 -1(C~SS nt'[\·vork 

and valicla ting network parameters recommencl!;'d fOI 

TWDM NG·PO N2 specified in ITV·I G.989.2 (2019) includes 

ODN launch power PTODN• DIS, and U/S XGS·PON TWDM, 

ancl PIP WDM ciwnneilransmilter power at respective OLTs 

Pn :,\, receiver sensit ivities Rxs at respective ON Us, BER, 
Q-fac tor, SNR. Ce, and corresponding Pc for a specific class 

o [ NG·PON2 i.e., NI. N2. EI. and £2 should be verified step· 

by-step before going for test-bed or field trial. Optimization 

of ODN launch power PTOllN is a must to denne a specific 

class of TWDM NG·PON2 access network and to obta in the 

TV'lor...1 NG-PON2 network impaimlents within the accept

able range defined by ITU·T G.989.2. 

5 	Simulation results and network 
parameters analysis 

Figure 6(a) and (b) represent Ihe oplical spectrum in the 

frequen qr domain of eight DIS and U/S channels selected 

from L-band and C-band, respectively at the output ofCEx. 

The proposed Nl-class coexistence 80 Gbps symmetric 

NG-PON2 access network for FITX app lications is designed 

and valida ted [or link length between 20 and SO Ian in the 

presence o[ CD, SPM, XPM. and FWM impairments . 

The maximum differential distance power drnax ob
tained is 1.5 and 5.02 d B [or DIS and U/S spectrum. The 

differen tial distance power dmax is an important parameter 

used [or the estimation o r cc and Pc [or DIS and U/S chan· 

nels. Higher values of dmax may also lead to an increase in 
SPM and XPM impairments. So it is expec ted that the value 

of dmax should be as low as possible. The effect of the ob

tained value of FWM efficiency '1FWM and FWM com 

power PrwM which is e-S2 and e-S3 respectively s 

lH'glig ii II! ' ! II] Ills ,!llllil/~ Sfl(,(,1!'~l!n, Th~ ' c:"timtlh'!\ \', il I11': rll 
CIl, ~ i' 1\i. ,lilt ! XI'i\'\ ill Senion:, I l. l'llld '1.:2 'm' HSi 'd ill i ll, 
lnqtil'ling fl f lh~ S,W· cll;~nnel ami Ilwir 1~ r:L'r (on!! !L ' {lpl i' ,J! 

.-";Jl 'llrltlil is ,m;liYi'{'d (IWI' the link C\iS ltJJ1{, C bL'IW \..~ · 11 J{) [!l ,d 
fj (J ktl1 , !'igl1il i ' 7(nJ (h) dpp iClS tile simu].ttioll J"(;,'SIIi (s li b· 

!:Ji ned for 1WO,\'1 X<;S·PON i'd <lnel PtP WDM AS Ll / ':-; 1'1 1.11 , 

nels npNi-Hi!lg 'il1. :; and 10 (;b;)s d.lta rale in Ihl.' prr:':-: t '11('1' III 

nonlilW:1I jnlJ'li linl1l'n t~ SHC:l tiS CD, SP!Vl. .:mrl XPM ~ iJtll !l 

l,lll l'on:;;ly_ Tile eyc·opt'ili ng in the vertical C!mi Imrii'on' il l 

riin.:nion is good miniJl:i:-:ing BER up 10 '10 kill in illS fl i· 
r€' Clirm . i\ I ;t /tO kmlinl, riisl;! l'Ice . ;;1 Ih prese-ncl' of cr 1, S!'.\l. 

unci XPI\'l !lC'!\vork impilirmellls, the mC(l:mred v;:dll ~ of JlD~ 

and tl-fm:IOl is e·l /, and 7 for T\II/OM XGS-PON Al c11'1I1'1('1 
<lnd e-? and 5 for PtP iVOM A8 c1mnncJ respect ively_ Thll:; . \'.11" 

C0I1(1I'I11 thai the perforl1lBI1Ce of Ih~ proposed net\\'ori.; p ;t 

rameters support::; the worst-case scenario ns recon1l11 i..:n{]l:,'d 

by ITU· '!' G.989.2 [or Ihe NG·PO N2 nelwork 1161. Table 5 

summarizes Rxs obta ined at acceptable values of BElt 

C)·[actor. and SNH for TWDM XGS·PON ill a nd PIP WIJ,\o! liB 

D/S channels operating a t 2.5 and 10 Gbps d ata rate. i\S 

presellled in Section 3.2, the receiver sensitivity obtained fOl 
Al and A8 DIS channels at acceptable values of BER ami 
Q-factor a t 1.'iO km is -42.19 dUm to 35.45 dBm \"lhkh is much 

higher Ihan Ihe defined [or NG·PON2 i.e., -28 dBm in Ihe 

presence of impairments_ Higher Rxs will support a higher 

spli tter configura tion ra tio to accommoda te a g rowing 

number of users in the futu re, 

5.1 Receiver sensitivity performance for link 
distance for DIS 2.5 and 10 Gbps 
channels 

The receiver senslUVlty (Rxs) perfonnance of TWD~1 ) 
XGS· PON 111 and PtP WDM lIB DIS channels opera ting at 2.S 
and 10 Gbps in the presence o[ CD, SPM, and XPM impair' 

m ents between 20 and 50 km link distance of the proposecl 

NI·class TWDM NG·PON2 FITX access network is depicted 
in Figure 8. Since the launch power, PTODN is optimized to 

3 dBm and channel spacing is kept at 100 GHz, the e[rect o[ 

CD. SMP. and XPM impairments on induced phase shirt and 

receiver sensitivity a re almost negligible and remain the 

same up to 50 km. Receiver sensitivity is -42.19 dI3m for 

TWDM XGS·PON III DIS cbannel with acceptable BER and 

Q·factor values. For PtP WDM lIB DIS channel received 

sensitivity is -35.l1S d Bm at 40 Ian link distance. Higher 

sensitivities obtained for III and rs DIS channels will ensure 

faithful demodulation, reconstruction, and reception of the 

original signal at respective ONUs. more s ubscribers to the 

-speed FITX access netvvr l 

@'" '?tS . ,.
11>,,) \". , Dc t Helld 

~ III/d i . P . of Electronii:s & 
, t'£ ~ Teleco/nmullicalion En"in rl 
~(ti-;;;;;;:;-~x"~,y SlDt f{. h' . b ee ng~ . as .!lul N~VR!C College 

a ''lgio et'rill~, ""Ue ."ll 041 
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DE GR }'f r l !'? 

1.1:IX. IJ Fiil.!or 

I.'ill. BER J ·; )93~· O' 

'Ie H",~ hl l~ :o;!~·~'JI 
lhrr.siW!fl .. , 5!;i; ~ ''''',oi 

i~:.;c:: i ' n ;;: __::-.o~~.c;;js:;;o;;n;;;;•.: 

(a) TWDM XGS·PON DiS )..! e!mn"c! al 20 kill 

(c.) TWDM XGS·PON DIS i.1 Channel al 30 Ion 

Max. Q Faclor i5~~ 
Wn. BER 2.19363e-014 
Eye Height 1 71205e-006 

Threshold I 1.6S54ie-W6 

Decision I~SI.J 0.53125 

(e) TWDM XGS·PON DIS ),1 Channel al 40 Ion 

.- --- . 
(g) nVOM XGS ·PO]\/TI/S AI Channel at 50 Ion 

. 


1.1 .1>:. Q filcH)! 

~__I' /.'in.SenI.. I I'''''''~' ,f . : I.£;'(' tle'Q" 
i T '''''' / .:' ' :::::.; : Thf{!sholcl 
l ~ -:=-......:.......=. Decision ins: . 
~...., -

.' ~ i. : ~ 

:7jt 5-;" O ~ ~ 

~ CJ~ ': : ·j)O · 

Ill)!'l!' \I'm,,! DiS I·.X Channel al 2f1 "" 

t :~:f.l; ,DOtri\j;~1 '1:::£':::'''1 
~ ~ ,, ;;&·· !JCtl i~~"-:..~ .....J r Threshold 

L--.:. DecISIon lr.st' lI .....~""....- ---. 

(el) PIP WDM DiS ).8 C'!m1lld '" "0 km 

I.lax.O facto r 

Mm. SER 

Eye HeIght 

Th reshold 

Decision Insl. 
=--'-'~":" 

(f) PtP WDM DIS ),8 Charnl e! at 40 km 

(h) PtP "\lDM DIS ),8 Channel >t 50 km 

Figure 7: (a)-(h). BER and Q-factor perfo rmance of DIS TWDM XGS,PQN A1 Channel and PtP WOM A8 Channel between 20 and 50 km o ptical 

li nk in the presence of CD, SPM and XPM impairm ents. 

Table 5: Receiver sensitivity, BER, and Q,factor for DIS TWDM and PtPWDM A1 and As channels operat ing lit 2,5 and 10 Gbps in the :l .e sence 
of CD, SPM, and XPM channe l impairments. 

5r. link distance TWOM Channel,At at 2.5 Gbps PtP WDM Channel-As at 10 Gbps 
no. (K m) 

Tx power 
(dBm) 

Rx power 
(dBm) 

Rx sensitivity 
(dBm) 

Q-factor BE. Tx power 
(dBm) 

Rx power 
(dBm) 

Rx sensitivity 
(dBm) 

Q-factor BE. 

20 2.55 - 27.67 - 38.31 13 e- .41 5.55 -19.78 - 31.42 7 e- 14 
2 30 2.55 -29.33 - 39.9 7 10 e- 25 5.55 -21.81 - 33.45 7 e- 13 
3 40 2.55 - 3t.55 - 42. 19 7 e- 1.4 5.55 -23.81 - 35.45 6 e- 1O 
4 50 2.55 - 33. 59 - 44.23 0 5.55 - 25.82 - 37..46 5 - 7 

~ 
Head 
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Figure s : V'Hi ,,:run o! Ic(.civ l'1 SClisitivity wilh li ll i< di stitnc.c for il l S 

2.5 "nd 10 Gbps c!.<l l1 llcL; , 

IhSrll !'iliv i l y {tlBIII) 

Figure 9: Va riation of BER with rece iver sens itivity for DIS 

2,5/10 Gaps channels. 


5.2 	Receiver sensitivity performance with 
respect to BER for D/S 2.5/10 Gbps 
channels 

figure 9 depicts the performa nce between the targeted BER 

a nd the Rxs of 2.5 Gbps Al TWDM XGS·PON and 10 Gbps AS 

PtP WDM DIS channels in the presence ofand absence of CD, 

SPM, and XPM impainnents between 20 and 50 km link 

dis tance. The Rxs obtained for 2.5 Gbps Al TWDM XGS·PON 

DIS channels is between -36 and -46 dBm represented by 

the cunres in the left half of the graph, At the same time, the 

Rxs obtained for the lO Gbps A8 PtP WDM DIS channel is 

between - 30 and -'10 dBm represented by the curves in the 

top right comer of the graph, In the absence of channels 

impairments, the network performance is extended up to 

60 km with Rxs - 45.79 and - 39.32 dBm for 2.5 and 10 Gbps 

channels , res pec tively. The BER obtained is e·5 and e-9 is 

within the ta rget value of BER Le. , e-3 at 60 kIn . In the 

, .. 
, 

pl (':1" 11I (' 'II <:ll. ~ ;!) J\1 , 71 l1d X!'.\i r II. Jl II!! I 11lq r;IIlIlll':11 :" ; 11 

Ml 1'1 11 iill l< rl b-t.mr\.' Ilh l;!illl 'd HI !i h; ~ II, i'nd I' lil 

v.. uh II/ . le) d ll ,:1 i lll:'l -l~JI ~ di \nl ( 'n~atfvl1y flJ!' .',1:) ol lie! 

ItJ ( i bJ1 ~ ; III ;1 1l1\ }'R 1l/f; d l,i Ill1d" 11Th r lh " I\' . l ll'YOi'ld li D 1'1 11 . 

Irll' HF I~ 11 11)[1.... ~I!i II ply d :-' Il:'pn-<., PI1It'ri by.1 It'd (· ill. li! whi dl I:. 
bplmv 11" , ,1Ci't'pwhk r;mgl' lor Nt : l '{) :"-fl 11I'l \\'flrk~ i.L'" I' 

1 min ill llli ll . ;\! I rll km. 1\1(' t1Ct'l'PI::ill, ' l~;.;~ p('rfulllwn: 't"' 
Lt:.. '1 7_1") r!J~ lIl ;r llli :~ :; .ft r, dlim di " 1/( ilnd I' , HI RE '~ ['or Al 

) . ~ Lilli ,:i ,Hid AH j() (ibps illS ch' 1I1 1i l+~ !I~!iIH'd ivt'ly coafirlll s 

rm',:,ii ~llJllCt' fi lllnio:wli lY lor NCj·P!lN2 )J!.'; wl )Jk , So wt' 

n mrll1rll ' 1!t;I! the proJ'lfJ~t::d !1I '!work i~ ~lIi ;ilb lt,., fm 'ID kill 
withuut .my eXlrrnai ampiirl( rt tio ll :lIlri imp;l irlll l? l1t mili gi l 

[il:n l11eCh i} ni~m . 

5.3 Receiver sensitivity performance with 
respect to Q-factor for D/S 2.5/10 Gbps 
channels 

The rel <l!i on~hip be tween Q· faclo r and receiver sensi· 

tivity fo r 2.5 Gbps Al TWDM XGS·PON and 10 Gbps A8 PtP 

WDM DIS channels is depicted in Figure 10. When a ll 

the ch<l llnel impa irments ;:ne igno red , Ihe accepta ble 

Q-ractor i ,e., Q '" 6 is obta ined at an ex tended reac h up 10 

50 km link d istance. The e ffect o f CIl , SPM, a nd XPM 
channel im pai rmen ts is shovm by the encircled regio n 

where Q· factors drops sharply beyond liD km. The 

Q- factor obtained is Q = 7 and 6 a t l iD km link distance for 
the measured sens itivities of -/12. 19 and - 35.45 dBm for 

2.5 a nd 10 Gbps AI and AS DIS channels respectively, are 
within the a ccepta ble range of Q· fac tor and Rxs defi ned 
by ITU·T G. 989 .2 for NG· PON2 access networks DIS 
channe ls. 
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Figure 11: (a)- (h), BER and Q-fac.tor perform ance of U/S TWOM XGS·PON A9 Channe l and PtPWDM ;\.16 ( he nnel between 20 an d SO km optical 
link in the presence of (D, SPM, llnd XPM impairments. 

Table 6: Receiver sensitivity, BER, and Q·factorforU/S TWOM and PtP WOMA9 and 1116 channels operating at2.5 and 10 Gbps in the presence 
of CD, SPM, and XPM channe l impairments. 

S,. Link distance TWOM (hannel·A9 at 2.5 Gbps TWOM Channel o )"16 at 10 Gbps 
no. (km) 

Tx power Rx power Obtained Q-factor BER Rx power Obtained Q·factor BER 

(dBm) sensitivi ty sensi tivity 

20 5.44 - 9.8 - 22.24 10 e-24 -1 5.09 -29.33 9 e- 18 
2 30 5.44 - 12.24 - 24.68 10 e-23 -17.03 - 31.27 8 e-16 

3 40 5.44 - 13.7 - 26. 14 10 e-22 - 19.1 - 33.34 7 e- 14 
4 50 5.44 - 16.02 -28.46 9 e-20 -2 1.08 - 35.32 7 e- 12 
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5.4 Receiver sensitivity perform ance with 
respect to link distance for U/ S 2.5 and 
10 Gbps channels 

Simu la tion results of DIS l\9 and ).. 16 TWDM XeS-PON 

and PtP WOM DIS channels of proposed Nl-class TWOM 

NG·PON2 network a re depicted in Figure 11(a) - 0). 

Receiver sensitivi ty performance, BEH , rind Q-factor for 
DIS channels a re ana lyzeci belween 20 a nd 50 kill link 
d is tance. 

It is observed that the eye-opening free from jitter and 
quite clear to different ia te the ones a nd zeros bits benign 
received at OlT transceivers up to 50 kill in the presence of 
CD, SPM, and XPM impairmen ts. Table 6 summarizes the 
receiver sensitivity, Q-fa ctor, and BER obtained.\9 and '\16 

channels for link dis tances between 20 ;:md 50 km oper
a ting at 2.5 and 10 Gbps data ra te confirming the proposed 
NG-PON2 network is a symmetric network 

R."\: Sensitivity (dBIIl) 

i ,. · . : 

1.11\.11 " 1' ,l. . N ' rld~ fJ( j'Ilt.;'} l ll,,! ' ·, rh t' · · tlflr'. t lo!'l -- IS 

I ~i 'c .,j"p r s.'1!slIivl l y crt, ,,,} \ .,i[ \ll ~ l ;tlt\ lor NJ ;md Al l, 

HIS ['I!,1!l1WI fot lin!. rli :-i L I !1 [ ([ 111-' [wI ' \ '1I i ll ,:11<1 50 kHl i~ 

cil:,pi( [I'e! III ! ' i ~~hn' \..'. \tVhl'11 : Ill' l !w mw l b Ir~ l..' f w m 

;111\' 	 illlpairmi,.·n! , 1111 ' R:--:~ : n l ' f": :-:! I' I'l k·rj lip It I - 3/ . 1/1/ 

l (J.HI d Hm lor .\'J ilflt! Ai(,dlii!IiH'ls , ! e~iJ Ji': livl·~y.ln ;11,' 

11! (, ~ (,1l1' (' 01 CD. :--"IJ~\L il !:d X\' .i\i il1lj'lii!rm" llt s , !{ ;.; s o r At; • 

and AJ(-) d HllllWls il fC'liroPP f'd! n F, .:P/ ?S.lJ6 dH11l . 11 i::; 
;rl :;.o 	 o it!:)L'rVl'd thi.1l !h c I PCt'i \} (' \ Pf'lfnrmtmn' i s nlmo;o; ! 

llIliform and idc n!it;nl helwl? ' 11 20 and llO kill in !hL' 

prest'n ee of ch<lll llci il1l p;lirl11 cnl ~ . 

Th us. 'N(' cunfirm !h i!! ihe R.\s oblaillcd for XG S· I '{J~ 

TWUM ilnd Pr P WDlvl (""hi-!I1Il i:' l ~ af<..· '::<..Ilisfying :he mini · 
mum receiver s~nsitivi! y requirpn1 1?1li recommended by 

rrU -T G. 989.2 for U/5 clw!1nels_ 

5.5 	 Receiver sensitivity performance with 
respect to BER for U/ S 2.5 and 10 Gbps 
channels 

Figure 13 depic ts the variation of BER for the measu red 
sensit ivities for .\9. and ,\ 16 VIS channels representing 
TWDM XGS-PON and PtP WDM channels. Measured and 

acceptable BER is e-21 and e-12at - 28..3I~ and -30_1L, dBm Ht 
an extended reach up to SO km for XGS·PON and PtP WD!\o\ 

channel respectively in DIS direction satisfying minimum 
BER requirements recommended by ITD-T G. 989.2 for DIS 
channels in the presence of CD, SPM, and XPM. It is also 
observed tha t the effec t of linear a nd no- linear impairments 
is minimal on the performance of DIS channels. 

The small variations in BER values are observed because 
of differences in the insertion losses because of the incor
poration of dynamic Y·switch and MUX for TWDM XGS· PON 

and PtP WDM channels in the U/S direc tion. 
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5.6 	 Receiver sensitivity pcrforrnar.ce with 

respect to Q-facto r for U/ S 2 .5 ~nd 


10 Gbps channels 


A (Olllp:lri.':n ll ;,j \'i !1 jiLli(lIl~, i:llhp (),j'iit llif \ovith [hI' n'(I~ivE'r 

:;ellsit ivilif's for ,V) <tllli (o.\{) U/S rhCl!lnL'ls J(.' pr'~::i l,;'!l!ing 

T\NIli"'j X(iS·JlON iHld ' .'11 ' \1\-11:\0\ dli !JlIlI! ls in rill' J1rl..~~ellce

unrl 	 idJseno! of Chill1lwl irnpairni L'iH.'i is depicted in 

Figure JlI. Ignoring all Ihe imp(J!rme!1l~. <1l1il lY!:iis shows 

!hOlt Q·lauor is nmst,II11 ,I! (1 =- IU <Inri ~ for 1.5 illld 10 Gbps 

( hilnnel~ bCl\vccn 20 (inc! 60 ~Ol1 i1Chicvin~ Ih:s -30.81/ 

-37.311 dBm for T\'\1 0M XeS·PON tlnd P:l' WnM channels 

respectively in U/S directiun. in tl1l' presence C) r channel 

impClirmCJlls. the Q- factor .!nd link distance 2re dropped to 

Q", 9 fine! 7 ach ieving l<x~ ~28.116/-35.32 dBm for TWDM 

XGS·PON tlne! PIP WuM channels. respectiv~ly . It is noted 
that ve ly small variations in Q·factor and re(eiver sensi
tivities are nchieved because of the optimiz:Hion of U/S 
channel laullch power PiOll~ = II dBm. 

Because the calcul ated value of receiver sensitivities 
and obtained value o f BEP. and Q·factor fo r D/S and U/S 2.5 

and 10 Gbps channels a re v,.rel! \vithin Ihe ncceptable va lue 
specified for the NG·PON2 networl, 116). Hence we conclude 

tha t the proposed NI-cJass TWDM NG·PON2 network is 

reliable, fea sible, a nd can be lIsed for the im plementation 
of the FTTX access network. 

5.7 	Power budget analysis and splitter 
configuration estimation 

Power budget (PB) a nalysis provides insight into the power 
consumed and power ava ilable to accommodate splitter 
configuration in the proposed network. The to taJ power 
consumed or auenuated by the nen·vork is calculated using 
Eq. (21) (33) 

(21) 

where a - Fiber a llenuation/ km ~ 0.2*50 km ~ 10 dB, L 

Length of the opticaJ channel, as - attenuation beca use of 
splices, X - Number of splices, ac - Attenuation because of 
connectors, and Y - number of connectors used in the 
opticallinl<. Tota l insertion toss cons idered by Eq. (21) in 

cludes all connector losses and insertion losses because of 

different subsystems included in the network design. No 
splices or jOints used are used in the design. So tota l 
attenuation introduced by a link a t 50 km link dis ta nce is 
obtained as , 

A ~ (0.2)'40 + 8.64 ~ 16.64 dB for T D/S 

cha nnels. {~ ""(
.s;' "" e;; t. 
~ ·Ir9 l.nd ~ 'I 
o _ 
~ Ia 
~OJ'l_ ' 

!\ 	 (1l.2) · /IO ' 1.;.6.'1 17.lI/, till for PIP WIlJ\1 II! S 

CbiJ llIll'h:. 

The ~!vai!i.ible lilli, jJli Wl:r budgel i~ (.\Jcul :1!Cd n!- . 
PlI -	 T:i'lllsmi th'd Powl'r - i{('( ei\'(:':' f.t'M~iti\ ity 

From 	me;l SIH('rI :-: "I1Sili \' j;y fo r the Xl;o..; · j'uN AI C] l il111. I·1 

is -/12.19 dBm. For I'tl' \\lI)!\'\ M! ell imIlt'l i5' 1~Ji5 rlBII: ill i! 

110 km link tliS[i:ll1C~. So PH f(u T\VDM XC;S· !'ON A1 d 1;1111 11'1 

<mel WDl'" PiP AR dHmrwl i~ GdCUlrl.lCd li~, 
PB~:I;~. iWU\l ,.., 2.5S-(- {11.1 9~ = 11/1.7/[ dB lor DIS 

XGS·TWD~~ POt( AI ch;mnei. 

PB!'l; .....: ;JM =- 5.55- (- 15.115) '" Iii dB to:· DIS PtP \,VD'\'i 

PON M e1l""nei. 
Similarly, rhe pcn...!er budgct for U/S channl!is is 

caicuiated as, 

PB,(;,.nvDM " 5N,-(-28.li6) " 33.9 dB for U/S 

XGS·nVDM PON N;) channel. 
PBp,P.WIlM ~ 5.l,l,- (-35.32) " I,O.i6 dB for U/S Ptf' WIIM 

PON 1116 channel. 

Once individual PB is obtained, now spliaer power budget 

(SP) is calculatecl for individual channels USing Eq. (22). 


SP = PB - A- Link Margin (22) 

Spli tter power budget for PtP WDM a nd TWDM XGS- PON 

channels is ca lculated using Eq. (22) as, 

SPXG5-r.<Jml = [14.7/1 - 16.64 - 3 

= 25.1 dB for each TWDM XGS 

- PON Chan nel and 

SPPlP_WDM = 41- 17.64 - 3 

~ 20.36 dB for each PtPWDM channel. 

5.8 	Splitter budget versus link distance 
analysis 

Because the power spli tter is a passive component, lhe 
insertion loss corresponding to a particular splitter 
configuration needs to be estimated precisely to incorpo

rate speCific splitter configuration in the access network to 
accommodate subscribers. Insertion loss introduced 
because of splitter is estimated us ing Eq. (23) as [39), 

PLspumR = 1O.log(I/N) (23) 

where N-is splitter configuration. 
The insertion loss introduced 1:2, 1: /1, 1:8, and 1:16 

splitter configuration is estimated as ii, 6, 9, a nd 12 dB, 
respectively, us ing Eq. (23). From the obtained value of SP, 

"\Ie confin 0 km, 2048 splitter con figuration! 
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Figure 15: Variation of splitter rower budget with link distrl nce for 

DIS 2_5 <lnd 10 Gbps chrl nn els. 

channe l fo r XGS PON channels and 512 splitter con fi gura 

ti on/cha nne l for PtP WDM channels can be accommo 

dated. The aggregate sp li tter configuration which can be 

accommodated is 2560 a [ 20 km. As we increase the link 

distance [0 40 km, the splitter con flg uration red uces to 

1280 [fl , 39J . Table 7 s u mmarizes the s plitter power budge t 

available and corresponding spli tter configura tion which 
can be inco rporated in each XGS- PON TWOM and PtP \A/ DM 

DIS"! and "8 cha nnel res pec tive ly a t the end ofWR-ODN in 

the presence of CD, SPM. , and XPM impa irments s imulta 
neously. The varia tion in the s p li tter power budget and the 

corresponding spli tter confi gura tion in the p resence of 
channel impairments s uch as CD, SP, and XPM indepen 

dently is analyzed and depicted in Figure 15 between 20 

and 50 km in the DIS d irection_ It is observed that the effec t 

of channel impairments is negligible on the power budget 

and splitte r configuration tha t can be incorpora ted in the 

respective channels. 

For example, a t 20 km, in the presence of CD, SPM, a nd 

XPM, the s plitter budget XGS-PON and PtP-WDM channel 

is 29_1 and 24.36 dB which accommodate 20 48 

splitter ra tio per wavelength [28]. Further, as 

d i ~ I ; I!KP ir](' I"..'i1~~ r"!-=- h i 1:0 km . the spli:ier b lldget ,1(C ()!l1 ' 

In( Id <-l ~ b; l:iJ ,l i! \!'T r:;I ir J of S12 :md i 2S p (" r cili1nncl. Thus . WI ' 

condUde 1hil : t ill' propfls ~ .-! Nl ('\ (I'lSS'-: 8 T\-\1DM N{~ · P()N2 

il lre55 !l C' lv,'!nrk l o r r !TX Cl fl P liG! linllS SlI p 'len s l). Jl <l gg I't2' 

ga,c' 1780 ~ pl i H(>r ra tiu .It I! O kill . 

5.9 	 Results and param eters comparison and 
discussion 

Li t!ng 8 . [lj demonstrated an asymmetric coe.xistence 

approach for NG- PON2access net\,vork sup porting 1.25/2.51 
10 Gbp$ channels. At 50 krn , the power budget achieved is 

115 d B accommodating 512 splitte r con figurat ions . Veena 

D.et a l. 16J invest iga ted the performance o f four DIS 
cha nnels su pponing aggrega te da ta ra te of f lO Gbps s)ls tem 
su pporting 31 dB power budget accomm oda ting 1:6/, 

s plitte r con fi guration a t ,..2 km link d is tance. Zhotl Z. et a l. 

12fl] Analyzed and demons trated fo ur-channel symme tric 

100 Gb ps NG·PON2 con figura tions s upporting It2 dB power 

budge ts at 25 km accommoda ting 1:102fl splil ter con fi gu

rations_ Zhaowen X_ et aL [251 proposed a f ,O Gbps sym 

met ric NG-PON2 conflgura tion wi[h a 39 dB power bud get 

supporting 1:256 splitter con fi gura tions a t 25 km. Yuan qill 

Luo Cl a l. [26J Proposed and demonstra ted coexis tence 

approach delivering i lO Gbps data rate s up porting legacy 

GPON channels and 10 Gbps XGS- PON DIS channels and 

10 Gbps U/S channels from c-band enhancement band. It is 

demo nstrated that at 1 0~ .3 BER, the measured receiver 

sensitivity is - 30 dBm s upporting a 40 d B power budge t 

accommodating 1:128 splitter configura tions at 40 kIn with 

an EDFA ampli fi er. In the present pa per, we presen ted 

simula tive a nalys is for coexistence and symm etric N1-class 

TWDM NG-PON2 a rchitec ture s uppo rt ing 2.5 and 10 Gbps 
DIS and U/S channels in the p resence of CD, SPM, XPM, 

Slill. K:lshib :1i _" "vale Cull '~" 
r. '..-i Ul !l rill~! " PI:at.' _ ' 1' 
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Unit distance Sensitivity BE. Q·lactor 

Deflru·d rIf.1 Tested Od in(!d [161 Oh.aincd Defin ed {16! Obtainl·t! Defined [16[ Ohlidc; /!u 

J.) GIJ ... n s f.O ~(':' 1.0 kif! 10 dLJm - I;}. ~ ?d!ltil 10E-t. WE· i I. 6 

10 vb»' PI I.O /W · ',n km ;! s dB"!1 J5.t;~ (io::1 IOE·l, ~OE·l tJ 6 " 
:'. 5 k l: .. S U· I,n kill ~O kin - 2b dG ill - 78.1;(, liGili 10f·i, :0£· 22 6 ~ , 
It! Gnp'i UJS /.() k:;c 'jo !t ln .- ~ iJ: dBm - 35.S'! d~1!I IOE·I, :U£· 12 6 

Sl1li::er I'Hio Dcfin('d I;lH <it /,0 !U ll Oh: ;;i:1 Cd lSG{1 a:;O Ion ;:~Hi 12NO il l/.O 1,"1\ 

"3) dB Obt.1i llC:) 13.86 dB 

(·o5s· · nl i.; {(c} Defined -0 :0 -35 rW Ohi2.incd -31.97/ -3i.li3 d8 fo: D,IS-U / S (h ;;."~;~ cls 

(r05s·: ;.II, P i'}WL' 1 pen,ll ly (Pc) Defined 0.6 riB (Of 8 channels Obtained 0 dEl fo r D/S and U/S chnnl1cls 

[)i ikrt:nt l;:1di !i [ancC! power (d, ,,,,,) ) dB Max Obt2ined 3 clB 

Table 9: Cor;,ptlris ion of proposed N1·clilSS ilnd recent demonstrations ofTWDM NG·PON2 FTIX access networks. 

Author/Year Cla ss of Coexistence approach No. of Symmetric/ link distance Power budget Splitter 

NG ·PON2 channels Asymmetric (11m) (dB) ratio 

liang G.. 20 19[ 11 Notde ti ned YES·s upporting S·Ch Asymmetric 50 45 512 
1.25/2.5/10 Gbp5 80 Gbp5 D/S-U / S 
channe ls 

Doutje T., 2015171 Not defined Not discussed 4-Ch D/ S channels " 3] 1:64 

40 Gbps only 
Zhou Z .. 2015[241 No:de tined 25 Gbps D/S·U/S I,·Ch Symmetric 25 ii2 1:1024 

channel5 100 Gbps 
Zhaowen X., 2013 Not defined Not discussed 4·(h Symmetric 25 39 1:256 

[251 40 Gbps 
luo Y., 2013(261 Not defined YES'5upporting 4-(h Asymmetric 40 40 DS 1: 128 

2.5/ 10 Gbps channeLs 40}10 Gbps 3B US 

Wou ng £., 201 3(271 Not defi ned Not dIscussed 8·Ch U/S channels 40 1B 1:64 

80 Gbps 

Proposed Nl -class · YES N1·class YES·supporting B·Ch Symmetric 40/40 44.47//11 20 km· 

MS/2021 2.5/ 10 Gbps channels 80/80 Gbps D/S -U/S SO/50 For DIS 2560 
80 Gbps 33.9/40.76 40 km· 

For U/S 1280 

channels 

confi gura tion, and filters to match the simulative results 
with practical conditions. In addition, the power budget 
calculations are carried out with a system margin of 3 dB to 
compensate any additional losses if any incorporated 
because of connectors and splices. The results presented in 
the paper demonstrated the D/S and U/S Rxs as - 44.23/ 
-37.li6 dBm and - 28.46/- 35.32 dBm, supporting power 
budget of 44,47/111 dB for D/S and 33 .9/110.76 dB for U/S 
channels accommodating 1:1280 splitt~e ftgygtion at 
40 km in the presence of CD, SPM,/,w !if;dI<uihflIm:p_air
ments and FWM component at 10Elr~~aif6~.?f 5 
for 10 Gbps channeL Table 8 sumfuarize.s a comparis,on of 

, 'I 

netvvork parameters obtained after simulation and calcu
lations with the expected parameters for NG-PON2. It is 
found that the obtained parameters are incremental and 
acceptable compared with ITU-T G.989.2 recommenda· 
tions for TWDM NG-PON2 access network [31]. 

Table 9 represents the comparison of the proposed 
coexistence Nl class TWDM NG-PON2 network considering 
the worst scenario with a recent design and implementa
tion of NG-PON2 network. It is found that performance 
parameters are incremental and reliable for the imple
mentation of cost·effective coexistence NG-PON2 access 

networ~applications.for 
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6 Conclusion 

Nl· , I:J~'· H · H ·1\' ( I ~l'" :l .·t\Vlll k h)l i l1X' Vj).\~ N(i J'(I N.' i\ f 

ilppi it"aw lIl I!' tk~;; igll . ' d. IIlmil'Ii 'd. ,111' 1 ;!ftl d ;1 II ill til ,· 
IJl l" ~ f' rlu.' of li ll"'l~ ;'ilt! !\( J! il iI1Pilf I ~l ;!; lI i l ' l il1lflil in nt'IH-: 

~ lI ch ,is CIl , ~l' j\-t XPiI.'i. <inc! FWM. " Ile dfe:! ni r ll: l l!1 H..t 

illlpuirmcnl~~ ,Inti KI:'rr efr 'e : ,1re ;1 n:dvz(,d ill tI 'J1 iJ~ oj 

challne l rrns..<;· w lk. c rosS· I ~t! ).: prJ\..r~ r p ~ r Hl !(Y, n Vi\ i d b· 

cielley, [ 1(J\\'I,..lr or Fw;, ...l CU nl jH1iW IH, ;!Ild pr:~;:: illl( ~ pl i llf.'r 

conligur;nio!1 th;ll ( ;10 he ;; (TIIIll l1!nr\ ;!! f'f1 iIi til l:: 'J \VllM 

XC;S·PO NOin t! PI i' \'\11 ):\:1 rh.mnl:'is.1I iln; I ' llti !iJip v;dlll'~ gF I ~ 

•m et Q-faciOr fur s )'!lllllPtt"ic i!!ld cOI:'_'iis t i l1~ ;!I"d ;i rect 11J'(,. }\ 

h:;brid OON ii pproach is dl'll!onstri! lCd ICl implenwl1 : I1/S 

and U/S cht!nneJs. Eecause tile opt i rllil'.atio!l orO!, j\l lillil lCl1 

power limits i h <: Iineflr il!HI nonl inear il1lp;\ir l1lenis ~· lI b:-;p· 

quently thei r effects on Il1e opti cal ~ r('ctnil1l prop;,gming 

through the libe[ channel ex tending thl' r(>.:("11 and spli tt e r 

configurat ion to accommodate ihl' growin g [lumber of 

su bscribers riC:'ma nding hig h ·s peed access !lctwork~. \!\ie 

successfully demonslrated [he ODN launch po\\ter opt imi· 

zation process for the NI·c1ass NG·PON2 network und 

confi rmed that the proposed Nl ·class NG· PON2 networks 

show incremental performance in terms orOON p<:llh power 

losses and receiver sensitivities in the presence ofCD. SP;\oi. 

~md XPM channel impairments sat isfying [he recommen

dations m ade in ITU-TG.989 at acceptable BEl{ and Q. factOr, 

Thus, \'\'e confirm that the proposed Nl-dass NG-PON2 

n et\·vork supporting symmetric traffic and coexistence ar · 

chitec ture is feasible, reliable fo r implementalion to deliver 

high-speed FITX services. Further, NG·PON2 access ne t

works can be invesl iga ted for reducing OON pO\ver losses to 

support higher splitter configuration, improving spectral 

effi cie ncy to accommodate m ore subscribers, incorporatin g 

a hybrid switching network to deliver cost ·effective options 

for subscribers and JSPs. 
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Abstract 

Bearings are one of the most usual elements in rotating machinery, and as a consequence, bearing 

failure is likewise one of the main causes of breakdown in rotating equipment. The robustness and 

durability of the rollers are essential qualilies for a machine's safety. Deficiencies in bearings may 

occur dW'ing use Or during manufacturing. The identification ofthese defects is therefore critical for 

condition monitoring as well as for inspecting the quality of the bearings {II This paper exhibits a 

strategy for fimv discove,y in moving component bearing utilizing time-space highlights and 

recurrence area highlights ofvibration Signals. This system involves flvO sequential processes: feature 

e.xtraction and decision-making. Vibration signals were recorded in this process. Neural Network 

Feed Forward Back Propagation was usedfor the classification. The 12 extracted features such as 

Mean, Peak, Mean Square, Variance, Standard Deviation, RMS, Shape Factor, Skewness, Kurtosis. 

Impulse Factor, Clearance Factor, Crest Factor were used to Irain and check Ihe neural networkfor 


fOllr bearing conditions namely: healthy, outer race fault. inner race fault and defective ball & outer 

race fault condition. 

Keywords- Time Domain Features, Frequency Domain Feature, Feed Forward Back Propagation 

Neural NeMork. 


I. INTROOUCTION 
Most of the mechanical failure is due to fault with the bearing. Serious bearing failure can cause 

vibration, noise, low efficiency and even device breakdown. Standard treatment of bearings is a 
periodic replacement, possibly resulting in 90 percent of effective life waste bearing. Active 
maintenance is to develop a condition monitoring program to test the bearings satisfactory operation 
and conduct repair, according to realistic running condition and diagnosis of faults. 

Currently, rolling bearing monitoring and diagnostic techniques include vibration, temperature, 
grindings, acoustic emission, resistance to oil film. Among them, measurement of the vibration is the 
most widely used and effective method. The lise of vibration diagnosis can effectively diagnose 
common bearing defects such as crushing, cracking, indentation, wear [2]. 

This paper presents a technique for fault detection in rolling element bearing using time-domain 
features and frequency domain features of vibration signals. 

II. RELATED WORK 
Tandon and Choudhury [3], They calculated time-domain vibrations through parameters like total 

RMS level, crest factor, probability density, and kurtosis. In acoustic measurement both the sound 
pressure and the intensity of sound used to detect the bearing defect. Acoustic measurements of 
emissions used to detect defects in rolling element bearings, too. 

Pratesh Jayaswal, AK.Wadhwani and K.B.Muchandani [4] examined the feasibility of Rapid 
Fourier Transform (FIT) & Band Pass Analysis to classify REB faults with multiple faults. They dealt 
with three bearing faulty & safe conditions. They also reported that the filtered signals under three 
frequency bands can be useful signatures for erroneous detection, and the RMS values of the filtered 
signals can also be used as important diagnostic parameters. 

M Amamath, R Shrinidhi, A Ramachandra, and S B Kandagal [5], keys out the appropriateness of 
vibration detection and analysis techniques for detecti . ion bearing defects. Analysis of the 
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time domain, analysis of the frequency ciomain, and analysis of the spike energy was llst.::d to clas~iry 
various defe~ts in bearings. 

B. Samanta and K. R. AI-Balushi [6], presented a procedure for rolling elt::JlICllt bemings thult 
diagnosis via Al1iticial Neural Network (ANN). The characteristic features of rotating machinery 
time-domain vibration signals with regular ancl defective bearings that are applied as inputs to the 
ANN. 

Bo Li, Grego!)' Goddu, alld Mo-Yeull Chow [7] presented all approach of using Ileural networks to 
detect common bearing defects from motor vibration data. They llsed the frequency spectrum of the 
vibration sib1flal to train an artitjcial neural network and achieved excellent results with minimal d~lta. 

D.H. Palldya, S.H. Upadhyay, and S.P. Harsha [8] Presented an automatioll methodology for the 
diagnosis of ball bearings with localized deficiencies (spalls) on the different components of the 
bearing. The machine lIsed the decomposition of the wavelet packet using the real mother wavelet 
function rbioS.S ' to extract features from the vibration signal: recorded for various conditions ofI 

bearing fault. The degree of decomposition was detemlined by the sampling fj'equency and the 
frequency of the characteristic defect. For selecting the best node of the wavelet packet tree, maximum 
energy to minimum criteria for the Shannon entropy ratio was used. For selected WPT nodes, the two 
functions kurtosis and energy were extracted from the wavelet packet coefficient. For fault 
classification, the total 10 data sets were registered at five different speeds corresponding to each 
bearing state. Therefore, extracted features were used to train and check a multi-layer perceptron 
neural network to identity the state of the rolling item bearing as HB, ORD, IRD, [lD, and CD. 

III. VIBRATION-BASED CONDITION MONITORING OF ROLLING ELEMENT 
BEARINGS 

Since the last 50 years, vibration has been used to assess the mechanical state of equipment and 
parts thereof. Several researchers have experimented with different methods and descriptors under 
different environments and have attempted to investigate the relationship between the tested bearing 
and changes in vibration response under operating conditions [9]. 

A. Vibration Measurement Techniques 

Vibration analysis can be divided into a time-domain technique, frequency-domain technique and 
time-frequency technique [9]. 

/) Time Domajn Technjque: 

Some of the time domain techniques, such as Root Mean Square (RMS), Mean, Peak Value, Crest 
Factor, Skewness Kurtosis, Variance, Standard Deviation, Clearance Factor, Impulse Factor and 
Shape Factor may be used Or applied for condition monitoring [10]. 
a) Root Mean Square 

Root Mean Square (RMS), measures the frequency of a single signal as a whole. 

N 

RMS= ~l>~ 
n=l 

Where N is the discrete number of points and represents the signal from each sampled point. 


RMS is a powerful tool for estimating average vibrational strength in the device. RMS has 

employed a considerable amount of research to successfuJly recognize bearing defects using 

accelerometer and AE sensors. 

b) Mean 

The acceleration signal in Mean is the standard mean statistical value. Like RMS, the Mean is 
only recorded for rectified signals, since the Mean remains close to zero for raw time signals. As 
the Mean rises, the bearing condition tends to worsen. 

N 

Mean = ~ x Ifn 
i=l 

c) Peak Value 
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Peak Value is memilll'ed in the Domain of Time Or Frequency. Pcak Vallie is the limit in the 
amplitude of the signal. 

p. =21 
[maxU;.) - min(/;,)I 

d) Crest Factor 
Crest Factor is a peak acceleration raHo over RMS. This measure measures bursts of acceleration 
even when the RMS signal hasn't shifted. Crest factor may be counter-intuitive though. Bearing 
damage propagates, RMS increases, Clnd Crest FClctor decreases at advance stages of material 
wear. But to locate defects in rolling elements is unreliable with Crest Factor. 

Py

Crest Factor = RMS 

e) Skewness 
Machined or grou.nd surfaces in bearings display a random distribution of aspl!rities commonly 
described in the normal function of the distribution. Therefore, specific statistical moments will 
characterize the form of distribution curves, assessing the extent of surface damage at the bearing. 
The equation defines the third moment or Skewness as 

1 N - 3
Nl:n=,(fn -f) 

Skewness = RMS3 

Where the mean value is f. The odd moments for nOimally distributed data sets are zero unless the 
time domain signal is rectified. Therefore, forbearing conditions skew can easily track. 
j) Kurtosis 

The fourth, uniform moment with regard to the fourth power of standard deviation is quite useful 
in the diagnosis of the fault. This quantity is called Kurtosis which is a measure of the balance 
between the lower intensive moments and other more sensitive moments. Kurtosis has been 
reported as being a good criterion for distinguishing between damaged and healthy bearings. A 
Kurtosis value of around 3 will be the safe bearing with Gaussian distribution. This value goes up 
when the bearing deteriorates to show damaged condition which reduces again when the defect is 
well advanced. One of the advantages of this method is that there is no need to know the time 
history of the signal, and it is possible to monitor the bearing condition by observing kurtosis. A 
strong surface finish has a theoretical Kurtosis of 3, and the skew and kurtosis are resistant to 
loads and speeds as Kurtosis increases the surface fini sh deteriorates. The noise level between 
individual readings however hampered the detection of damage to the bearing. 

1 "N -f)'N "'n=' (fn 
Kurtosis = '-'--==,-

RMS4 
g) Variance 

variance = 0 .2 = 

h) Standard Deviation 

s = (N ~ 1t,Un - r}')
2, 

i) Clearance Facior 

j) Impulse Factor 
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k) Shupe FacIoI' 

2) Frequency Domain Technique 
The conventional approacb is tor detecting the frequency domain vibration signals. In rolling 

element bearings, the interaction of defects produces pulses of ve.y short duration whenever the defect 
strikes or is struck due to the system's rotational motion. The natural frequencies of the bearing 
elements and housing structures are excited by these pulses. These frequencies depend on the 
prope.ties of the bearing and are calculated according to the relationships as shown below [4][9]. 

a) Shaft rOlalional Ji"eql/ency 
N 

(FOR) = 60 (1) 

b) Inner race defectfrequency 

(FID) = (i) (6N
O)[1+ G:) cos 0] (2) 

c) Ouler race defeclfrequency 

FaD = (i) (:0) [1- (::) cos 0] (3) 

d) Ball defect frequency 

FBD = (~:)(:O) [1- (::)2 (cos 0)2] (4) 

Where, 

n = Number of balls. 

¢ = Contact angle. 

pd = pitch diameter. 

bd = ball diameter. 

N= rotational speed in rpm. 

FIT converts the convolution in one domain into a mUltiplication in the other domain. FIT 
simplifies the solution of many problems, but it is also useful in graphical illustrations of many 
relationships. Convolution is the operation by which the output (response) of a linear system is 
obtained from the input (forcing function) and the transfer properties of the physical system, in the time 
domain represented by its impulse response function. The impulse response function (lRF) of a system 
is its output when excited by a unit impulse at time zero. FIT shows the graphical representation of the 
data and interpretative the data, frequency vis Amplitude and many more. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
I HP induction motor drive the machine, measuring at different speeds varying from 1000 to 4000 

rpm. Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) has been used which gives fine speed adjustment over the 
necessary range. The configuration consists of 3 support bearings and I test bearing sitting on the shaft 
at a time from which two support bearings are SKF620S & I support bearing SKF 6004, and I test 
bearing is SKF620S. The test bearing is single row Deep groove ball bearings. The main dimensions 
are: internal diameter (d) = 2S mm, outer diameter (D) = 52 mm, total bearing thickness = IS mm. 
Figure S.I shows SKF620S Deep Groove Ball Bearing Geometry[II] . 
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Figure 5. I SKF 6205 Deep Groove Ball Bearing Geometry [I J] 

Figure 5.2 Experimental setup 

The instrumentation allows for a visual inspection of the vibration signal, recording it, measuring 
the overall vibration level, perfonming the frequency analysis. Figure 5.2 shows the experimental setup. 

This system involves two sequential processes: feature extraction and decision-making. In this 
process, vibration signals were recorded. Initially read the bearing vibration signal file on to the device 
and then display the signal graph for the time domain. Set the bearing parameters which have to be 
tested. After this calculate all the FOR, FID, FOD, FBD fault frequencies. The system displays a graph 
for the frequency domain. Extract time-domain features then use Back Propagation Learning to train 
the Feed Forward Neural Network. 
V. MULTILAYER FEED-FORWARD NEURAL NETWORK AND BACKPROPAGATION 

TRAINING 

A. Feed Fonvard Neural Network 

A network of single-layer S logsig neurons having R inputs is shown in figure 6. t, Full detail to the 
left and layered diagram to the right. 

Feedforward networks often have one or more hidden strata of sigmoid neurons followed by a 
linear neuron output layer. Multiple layers of neurons with nonlinear transfer functions allow the 
network to learn nonlinear input/output vector relationships. The linear output layer is most widely 
used for function fitting problems (or nonlinear regression) [12]. 
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Figure 6.1: A single-layer network of S logsig neurons with layer diagram on the right side [12]. 
The data was then obtained, there are two steps to be done before the data is used to train the 

network: the data must be preprocessed and separated into sub-sets. 
For preprocessing and post processing features, use mapminmax (Normalize inputs/targets to fall 

within the range [ - I, I ]) in this network. In most cases, tbey don't need to be used explicitly, as the 
preprocessing steps are part of the network object. The preprocessing and post processing will be done 
automatically While simulating or training the network. 

A neural network training process involves tuning the values of the network's weights and biases to 
maximize network performance, as defined by network performance function net.performFcn. For 
feedforward networks, the default performance function is mean square error mse -- the average 
squared error between network outputs a and target oulputs t. It is defllled as follows: 

N N 

F = mse = ~I (ei)2 = ~I (ti - ai)2 
i=l i=l 

The progress is constantly being updated in the Training window during training. The performance, 
magnitude of the performance gradient and a number of validation checks are of most interest. To 
terminate the training, the magnitude of the gradient and the number of validation checks are used. The 
gradient will get very low as the training approaches an output·minimwn. If the gradient magnitude is 
less than le-5, then the training will cease. You can adjust that limit by setting the net.trainParam.min 
grad parameter. The nwnber of validation checks represents the number of successive iterations that 
fail to decrease validation efficiency. The training will end if this nwnber exceeds 6 (the default value). 

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

For test bearing analysis, the vibration signal was acquired for four conditions: Healthy, Outer race 
fault, Inner race fault, and defective ball fault. The theoretical characteristic frequencies were 
determined according to the equations shown for the above cases of a defect as in table 7.1 and 
Summary of overall fault classification as shown in table 7.2. 

T bl a 7..I Th . I eharactenstIc Fe eoretlca . re uenCles (Hz) 

BPFO BPFI BPFR
Speed in rpm fs Fod I1d fbd 

1800 30 105 165 144 

2100 35 122.5 192.2 168 

2400 40 144 220 192 

2700 45 156.6 247 216 

3000 50 175 274.5 240 
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Figure 7.1 Time Domain Signal oftnner Race Bearing Fault Signal 
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Figure 7.2: FFT ofInner Race Bearing Fault Signal 
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Figure 7.3 Extracted Features and Classification Result 


Table 7.2: Summary of overall fuult classification 


Sr. 
No. 

Bearing 
Condition 

Dataset 
Correctly 
classified 

Mis
classif 

ied 

% 
Accuracy 

I 
Healthy 
Bearing 

15 14 I 93.3% 

2 
Inner Race 

Fault 
15 14 I 93.3% 

3 
Outer Race 

Fault 
15 15 0 100% 

4 
Ban + Outer 
Race Fault 

15 12 3 80% 
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VII. CONCLUSION 
Two sequential proce5.,,)cs. Icatun.! extraction and decision-making were lIsed for the detection of a 

fault in rolling clement bearing lIsing fccd~f(lrward propagation neural network. f'()r lhe detection of 
faults, SKF6205 deep groove ball bearing was chosen, then vibration signnls were registered and the 
device was red into. The program will read the registered bearing vibration s ignal IiIc and will map the 
time domain signal graphs. The parameters orSKF 6205 Deep Groove Ball Bearing were then set, and 
the machine also plotted the frequency domain graphs. 12 Time-domain features were extracted fi'om 
the system: Mean, Peak, Mean Square, Variance, Standard Deviation, RIvlS, Shape Factor, Skewness, 
Kurtosis, Impulse I'actor, Clearance I'actor, Crest Factor. Using the Back Propagation Training 
method these parameters were used to train the Feed Forward Neural Network. Then they classified 
different bearing faults. I'or Healthy Bearing Classification Accuracy was 93.3%, for Inner Race Fault 
93.3%, for Outer Race Fault 100%, for Ball & Outer Race Fault 80%. 
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Abstract-


The concept oj bio-brakes has gained popularity in a short period due ils po/emial to replace 
conventional brake material. Metal and mineral fibers used i17 a conventional brake pads comributes a 
mqjor share in non-exhaust brake wear debris and pollution causingJatal health issues. Replacement 
oj metal and mineral fibers with potential candidate plant fiber can reduce hazardous pOI/lition. In 
order to increase the use oJlhe plantfiber in brake pads, specific behavior and effects oJtheir individual 
properties and characteristics must be studied. This article summarizes the observations olthe effect 01 
plantfiber content on the pe/formance and properties oJthe plant fiber reinJorced brake pads and also 
the influence olvariOlls treatments and manufacturing process on them. 

Ke)'lVords- Plant fibers reinJorced brake pads; Fiber content; Friction and wear; rribological 
Properties; Mechanical Properties, Treatments. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1979, a ban was imposed on the use of asbestos in many countries due to its carcinogenic nature [I], 
[2]. Brake pad was one of the major applications where asbestos was a primary ingredient. This ban 
initiated an extensive research trend for finding alternative material for the replacement of asbestos. 
Many new types of brake pads were later invented. New generation brakes pads are primarily reinforced 
with metal fibers. It is reported that metallic fibers and minerals fiber used as reinforcement material in 
modern brake pads contribute a major share in non-exhaust particulale matter (PM) pollution [3]-[5]. 
The effects of the brake wear debris on human health have been briefly reported earlier [6]-[12]. To 
avoid fatal pollution, theses reinforcement material has to be replaced with eligible nonpolluting fibers. 
The effects of the brake wear debris on human health have been briefly reported earlier [6]-[ 12]. This 
lacuna initiated a major trend among researchers for the application of natural fiber composites (NFC) 
in friction material. 

Researchers have reported many candidate brake pad compositions till now [2], [1 3]- [24], where 
bio-products were used as an ingredient to reduee the use of potential pollutant ingredient in brake pad 
composition. Bio-products are primarily being used as filler materials. Since conventional 
reinforcement material has potential pollutant nature, replacement ofthe metallic and mineral fiber with 
plant fiber could significantly reduce the emission ofhazardous brake wear debris. Many studies have 
proved the candidature eligibility of the plant fibers as reinforcement material. This articl e summarizes 
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the obs~rvatiol1~ and effects of the plant fiber content on the mechanical and tribologieal properties of 
the proJlosed bmke pad composition. 

II. EFFECT OJ' THE PLANT FillER CO NTENT ON BRAKE PAD STRUCTURE 

As reported in many studies [2], [13]-[24][25]- [32], friction samples exhibiting better friction 
propeJ1k~, also exhibit better mechanical propel1ies. It makes evident that structural integrity and 
adhesion between ingredients are the key factors that simultaneously affect tribological as well as 
mechanical properties. The specific amount of the plant fibers as a reinforcement improves friction and 
wear performance [28], [33] (Table I). Plant fiber to binder ratio significantly affeclS the slructural 
integrity of the brake pad. When natural fiber to binder ratio exceeds optimum ratio, then fiber doesn't 
have enough bindcr to bind substrate together, moreover when plant fiber to binder ratio is less than 
optimum ratio, there are not enough fibers to reinforce the friction composite, in both cases, brake pad 
stmclure ultimately loses it binding power and in turn loses its performance, when subjected to the high 
temperalure. Optimum plant fiber content varies for every friction composition as it can be observed in 
table I.Accumulation of the excessive resin on the surface is undesirous since excessive use of binder 
is hazm-dous and carcinogenic [34], [35], also binder allows easy abrasion of the matrix, which in turn 
results in poor interfacial bonding between reinforcement fibers, matrices, and binders. Since the 
proportion of all ingredients matters in braking performance [26], [36]- [38]. In order to increase the 
content of plant fiber, plant fiber to binder ratio is desirous to be always greater than unity, as achieved 
by Xin el. al. [30] with sisal fibers, There is no accurate model exist to predict the properties and 
performance of plant fiber-based brake pad before experimentation. Finding out the share of each 
pfOperty and characteristic of the fiber in brake pad composition is sti II a challenge. 

Table I: Compositions oIPlal/t.fiber-rei~tbrced brake pad\'. 

I 

Friction 
composition Other ingredients 

Pineapple 
Phenolic Resin 10%, Lapinus fiber 20%, 
Alumina 5%, Graphite 5%, Venmiculite

fiber 
5%, Barium Sulphate (Balance) 

Phenolic resin(balance), Graphite (10%), 
Banana fiber! Ca (OH)2(6%), CaC03 (10%), AI203 

Phenolic (2%), MoS2 (2.6%), Sb2S3(2%), MgO 
Resin (3%), SiC (3.4%), Steel wool (12%), 

PAN fiber (12%) 
Hemp fiber! Phenolic Resin 10%, Lapinus fiber 20%, 

Phenol.ic Alumina 5%, Graphite 5%, Venmiculite 
Resin 5%, Barium Sulphate (Balance) 

Coconut Aluminium (20%, 15%), Graphite 5%, 
Fiber! Zirconia Oxide 2%, Titan Oxide II %, 

Phenolic Phenolic Resin 40%, Hexamethyle-
Resin T etrarnine 6% 

Compound mineral fiber, phenolic resin, 

Pine needle! 
venmiculite, porus iron powder, BaS04, 

Phenolic 
Petroleum Coke, Artificial Graphite, 

Alumina, Antimony sulphide, Friction Resin 
powder, Carbon black (All ingredients 
are in balance with pine needle fiber) 

Coil' Fiber! 
Aluminium (Balance), Silicon Carbide 

Phenolic 
(20%), Graphite (10%), Aluminium 

Resin 

ISSN: 2233-7857 IJFGCN 
Copyright@2020 SERSC 

Samples with 
pptimum 

natural Binder
varying fiber 

fiber Conten
content content 

5,10,15,20 10
5 wt.% 

(Wl.%) wt.% 

0,7,14,21 28
7wt.%

(wt.%) wt.% 

5, 10,15,20 10
5wt.%

(wt.%) wt.% 

5,10 
10 % 40 %

(%) 
, 

0,3 ,5,7,9 
7wt.% 

14 
(wt.%) wt.% 

0,5,10,15,20 
5 wt.% 

10 
(wt.%) wt.% 

Fiberto 
binder lReferenc 
ratio 

1:2 [39] 

1:4 
[26] 

1:2 [40] 

1:4 [41] 

1:2 [42] 

1:2 [32] 
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Oxide (13%), Zirconium oxide (2 %), 
Paper Ash (Balance), Resin (10%) 

I Bamboo 
Fiber/ 

Phenolic 
Resin 

composite mineral fiber, phenolic resin, 
venniculite powder, foam iron, BaS04, 

Petroleum coke, Graphite, A1203, 
Sb2S3, Friction powder, Zinc stearate, 

Carbon Black, Glass Fiber 

0,3,6,9,12 
(wt.%) 

3 wt.% 
12.62 
wt.% 

1:4.2 [37] 

Jute Fiber 
(JH)/ Phenolic 

Resin 

Wollastonite, Basalt fiber, Zircon, 
Baryte, Venniculite, Graphite, Hazelnut 
shells, Phenolic Resin (All ingredients 

are in balance) 

p,5.6,9,14.6,2H 
(vol.%) 

5.6 vol% 
20.2 
vol% 

1:3.6 [38] 

Flax 
Fiber/Phenoli, 

Resin 

Wollastonite, Basalt fibers, Zircon, 
Baryte, Vermiculite, Natural graphite, 

Phenolic Resin, Cardanol based 
benzoxazine (All ingredients are in 

balance) 

0,5.6,9, 14.6, 
23.6 

(vol.%) 
5.6 vol% 

14.6 
vol% 

1:2.6 [43] 

Sisal Fiber/ 
Phenolic 

Resin 

Phenolic resin powder (15%), Copper 
(10%), Barite (15%), Felspar (10%), ZnO 
(3%), Friction Powder (5%), Sb2S3(2%), 

Clay (Balance) 

10,15,20,25,30 
(wt.%) 

20 wt.% 
15 

wt.% 
4:3 [36] 

III. EFFECT OF PLANT FIBER CONTENT ON FRICTION AND WEAR 

Since friction and wear are the system responses [44] , they are sensitive to several factors including 
mechanical properties, manufacturing processes, and parameters. The stability ofthe friction coefficient 
is always preferred over high magnitude fluctuations of friction coefficient. The candidate friction 
sample is selected based on the stability of the friction coefficient and wear rate. As it can be observed 
that, majority of the brake samples follows friction influence laws stated by bztUrk et a!. [45]. Though 
the majority of the studies reported an increment in wear rate with the increase in fiber content, many 
are studies exhibit little deviation to this statement as shown in Table 2. Similarly, thennal degradation 
of the plant fiber significantly affects friction properties [37], [38], [40]. 

Table 2: Tribologica/ Properlies oflhe planl fiber-reinforced brake pads. 

ribological Unit fa 
Testing 

Fiber IB inder 
Testl 

Machine 
Friction Coefficient Wear wear Ref. 

Standard 

Pineapple 
fiber/ [S 2742 Chase 

Phenolic standard Machine 
Resin 

Banana fiber/ 
Pin-on-disc

Phenolic NA 
tribometer

Resin 
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rate 

PF- I (5% PF) showed most 
Wear of composition 

increases with an increase
stable coefficient (0.4-0.6), 

in fiber content. PF-I (5
followed by PF -2 (10% PF), cm3/(N
PF- 3 (15 % PF), PF-4 (20% 

wt.%) exhibited least 
m) 

[39] 

PF). 
(.0035) specific wear and 
PF-4 (20 wt.%) exhibited 
highest (~ .006) wear rate 

Wear of composition 
lincreases with increase in 

NA fiber content BP- g [26J 
0(0.0039) showed least 
wear followed byBP
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7(.0060) <BP-14(0.0 I 06) 
< BP-21 (.0129) 

FH- I (5% Hemp) showed a Wear of composit ion 
most stable coelliciont of the increases with an increase 

friction followed by FH -2 
in fiber content. FH-I Hemp flbmf 

IS2742 Chase (10% Hemp), FH- 3 (IS % [40]showed the least wear gPhenolic 
Pm1- 4 Machine Hemp), FH-4 (20% Hemp). 

(1.08 g) where FH-4 Resin 
COF ranged between 0.544 

showed the highest wear 
(5% Hemp)-0.512 (20% 

(1.69 g).
Hemp) 

C2 (10% fiber) 
C2 composition exhibited a composition showed the 


Coconut 
 least and stable wear rate 

Fiberf 


very stable ~ profile (between 
0.39-0.50) across the range 0 (between 0.07-0.03 gm) ASTMA g [41]NA 
pressing force rollowed by C IPheno lic across the range of 


Resin 

159 

(5% fiber content) between pressing force. CI showed 
0.30-0.43 . a relatively wear rate 

(0.19 to 0.13 gm). 
Wear rate increases as 
fiber content increases, 

5% PALF fiber 
Pin- on disc compos ition showed the 

PALF Fibers! mg/m NA test. EN31 NA least wear rate (between [29] 
pin type. 2-3 mg/m). The highest 

wear rate was shown of 
30% PALF composition 

(between 4-5 mg/m). 
FC-O showed the highest and 

FC-7 showed the least 
stable ~ ranging between 

GB5763 wear rate even at high 
0.33-0.44. Following FC-O,

Pine needle! 2008 temperature, whereas FC
JF 150D-1I FC-3 showed the second fm'f(NPhenolic Chinese [42]pshowed the highest wea m)tester highest but fluctuating ~. FC-

Resin national rate as temperature
5 showed the most stable I' 

standard increases followed by FC-
profile with a relatively low 

9, FC-O, and FC-5
rangeability of~. 

S I coir fiber showed the 
least wear rate (8.5% 

weight loss) followed by 
S2 (8.7%), wear rate 

Coir Fiberf increased as CO if fiber
Chase weight

Phenolic SAE J66 NA content increases. S5 [32]machine 105s%
Resin Composition showed a 

sudden rise in wear rate 
with 34.3% weight loss, 
where S4 showed 17.7% 

weight loss in wear. 
3% bamboo composition 
showed a stable friction 

Bamboo China 
coefficient across the range 0 3% bamboo compositionFiberf National ~m'f (NJF 150d-1I temperature, followed by 6%, showed the least wear [37]Phenolic Standard, -I'm)

9%, 0% then followed by followed by 0%Resin 1998 
12%. Friction coefficient 
profile of3% bamboo- I 
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composite showed steep 

increment after 250°C 


JH-9 showed the least 
As jute content increases .u wear rate followed by lH

14.6. JH-S.6anf JH-I-23.6 decreases, JH-O exhibited the 
Jute Fiber SAEJ66I exhibited similar wear. mm31highest value of ~ (0.6IS at [38](JO)/ Phenolic standards JFI60 d 

290'Cand 0.S38 at 346'q JH-O showed the highest NmResin 
followed by lH-S.6 (0.S82 at wear rate compared to all 
290'C and 0.40S at 346'q. other contestants in the JH 

group. 
F-14.6 composition 

F-O showed the most stable showed the least wear as
Chinese 

well as stable wear profile friction performance followed 
Flax National Wanda across temperature ~m'/(N-by F-S.6 and F-9 which 

[43]FiberlPhenolic Standards. JFISI tester 
variation. Where FH-O m)showed better Il. With the Resin OB S763

addition of flax fiber friction showed the highest wear 
2008 

performance depressed rate as temperature 
increases. 

S3 composition with 20% 20% sisal fiber 

sisal fiber showed the highest fomposition showed a ris 


Sisal Fiber/ 
 in wear rate asand stable ~ across all cm'/(N-
Phenolic NA D-SM tester temperature range. Followed temperature increases, [36]

m)Resin by S2(1S%) and SI(IO%). followed by steel fiber 
Range of the ~ for S I was and glass fiber. Asbestos 

between 0.3S-0.5 fiber showed least wear l 
FrIctIOn films prImarily mfluence the frIctIOn and wear performance. FIber content affects the 

fonnation of friction films in multiple ways. Plant fibers tend to agglomerate due to contrast affinity of 
plant fiber and binder towards the water. An increase in plant fiber content may cause the fonnation of 
non-uniform friction films due to fiber agglomeration affecting friction perfonnance [39], [40]. High 
temperature also affects the mechanical properties and in turn, it affects the friction properties [37]. 
Plant fibers are pulled out from the friction material surface due to weaken bonding due to high 
temperature and stress. Pulled out fibers and other debris can cause three-body friction, removing more 
material from the surface, if that debris gets caught between lribo-surfuce it may cause furrow effect 
[46J on the contact surface. This phenomenon increases the friction coefficient as well as the wear rate 
of the friction composition [36], [42] This could be some of the reasons forthe poor performance of 
friction sample with high fiber content. Though specific patterns or trends can't be observed between 
fiber content and friction properties some rough guidelines can be derived from the study. Since 
optimum fiber content is different for every composition, it can be concluded that only a specific amount 
of the plant fiber content is useful to enhance overall properties. 

IV. EFFECT OF PLANT FffiER CONTENT ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

Mechanical properties of the brake pads also affect the braking performance. SOIDe trends in mechanical 
properties can be observed in the bio-based brakes pads based on fiber content as shown in Table 3. 
Hardness seems to vary with fiber content. In the majority of the studies, it is observed that hardness 
decreases with an increase in plant fiber content. But in some studies, the hardness of the friction 
samples seems to vary irrespective of the plant fiber content. Selected candidate friction samples with 
optimum fiber content mayor may not be having better hardness among all friction samples. It is 
difficult to comment on the hardness pattern. In the study conducted by Kumar et. al.[27], the hardness 
increases with a decrease in the hemp fiber content, and on the contrary, exact opposite behavior can 
we observe with the banana fiber-based brake pads[47], where hardness seems to increase with the 
increase in banana fiber content. Porosity and hardness are always seeming to behave in contrast 
manner. 
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Porosity also aftects Il'iction performance. Lower porosity results in higher friction coefficient and 
friction performance. Lower porosity avails more contact areas between mating slIrfaces which enhance 
friction perfor/nance. [32]. Similarly, porosity promotes the water and oil absorption properties of the 
brake pad, which harms the brake pad perfollnance. Porosity seems to increases with an increase in 
fiber content [48), (49). The strong interfacial adhesion between the brake pad ingredients reduced the 
porosity and enhanced structural strength. When a brake pad is pressed against the rotor to reduce 
relative motion, the brake pad experiences the high compressive as well as shear stress. Compressive 
strength imparts the ability to sustain all kinds of stresses experienced by brake pad during vehicle 
braking. Compressibility seems to increase with an increase in fiber since porosity also promotes 
compressibility (table 3). The orthotropic nature of the plant fiber makes it difficult to predict the 
properties of the brake pad before manufacturing and testing. Plant fibers exhibit good mechanical 
properties. Precise study regarding the intluence of organic content in plant fiber on mechanical 
propeliies can enable the use of plant fibers on the commercial level. 

Table 3: Mechanical Properlies (!f'the planl./iber-rein(orced brake padl' 

Fiber!Binde 

Pineapple 
fiber! 

Phenolic 
Resin 

Standard! 
Testing 
a~aratus 

Hardness 

The hardness (HRR) 
remains in the range of 
96-115 and found to 

decrease with the 
increased pineapple or 

Kevlar conten t. 

TRSN-BD Tester 

Porosity 
Compressive strength 

Compressibility 
Porosity remains in Compressibility 
the range of 4.34 increases with an 

7.36 % in crease in fiber 
and it was found to content. The range for 
increase with the compressibility is 

increase of observed between 
pineapple fibers 1.16% -2.02% 

JISD4418 
ISO 63 10 standard 

standard 

Water Oil 
absorption 

Water absorption 
increases with an 
increase in fiber 

content. The range 
is found to be 

between 2.04%
3.62% 

ASTM D 570-98 

Ref. 

(39) 

As fiber content 
Banana increases hardness 
fiber! 

Phenolic 
Resin 

Standard! 

increases, BP-0(83 
HB»BP-7 (83 HB» BP

14(82 HB» BP-21(86 
HB) 

NA NA NA 

(26) 

Testing Brinell hardness tester NA NA NA 
apparatus 

Hemp 
fiber! 

Phenolic 
Resin 

Standard! 

As fiber content 
increases hardness 

decreases, FH-I(I I 1.2 
HRR»FH-2 (109.8 
HRR»FH-3(107.6 
HRR»FHA(l00.2 

HRR) 

Porosity Increases 
as fiber content in 
the composition 

increases viz. FH
1(6.82) < FH-2 

(7.24 %) < FH-3 
(7.82%) < FHA 

(9.36%). 

Compressibility 
increases with 

in crease in fiber 
conten t. FH -I ( 1.12%) 

< FH-2 (1.18 %) < 
FH-3 (1.32%) < FHA 

( 1.50%). 

Water Absorption 
increases with 

increase in fiber 
content. FH

1(1.18%) < FH-2 
(1.34 %) < FH-3 
(1.85%) < FHA 

(2.38%). 

(40) 

Testing TRSN-BD Tester JIS D4418:1996 ISO 6310 ASTM D570-98 
apparatus 

10% coconut fiber 
Coconut 

Fiber! 
Phenolic 

Resin 

C210%(61 HRS»CI 
5% (59 HRS) 

In oil C 1(0.29%» sample exhibited In oil CI(0.29%» 
C2 (0.16%) and in optimum C2 (0. 16%) and in 
water C I (0.75%» fompressive strength water CI (0.75%» 

C2 (0.55%) C2(38.7788 N!mm2» C2 (0.55%) 
CI(27.6141 N!mm2) 

(41) 
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Standard! 
Testing NA NA NA NA 

aooaratus 
Compressive V\S fiber conten 

PALF 
Fibers! 

10% PALF composition 
showed the highest 

hardness (101.6 HBN) 
followed by 30%> 20%> 

5% 

NA 

strength increases as increases wate 
fiber content ~bsorption 

increases, 30% PA LF increases. 30"1< 
composition showed P ALF composition 

the highest ~howed the highes 
compressive strength

I(around 107.25 MPa) 
~ater absorption 
around 4.5 %i 

[29] 

FC-3 showed highest 

Pine 
needle! 

Phenolic 
Resin 

hardness of 107.4 HRR 
followed by FC5(106.8 

HRR»FC7(!05.4 
HRR»FCO (103.4 
HRR» FC9(103.3 

NA NA NA 

[42] 

HRR). 
Standard! 
Testing 

aooaratus 

Rockwell hardness tester 
HRSS-150 

NA NA NA 

Only S2(5% coir 
S2 showed the least 

fiber) and S3(1 0%
porosity (between 

oir fiber) were tested. 
10-15 %) and the 

S2 exhibited the highest Both samples 
highest hardness 

hardness (63.92 HRS), exhibited almost As porosity 
Coir Fiber! followed by S3 and

followed by S3 and S 1. similar compressive ncreases water and
Phenolic SI. S4 and S5 

S4 showed the lowest oi I absorption properties with 414.75 Resin showed a 
harness value of25.93 MPa compressive increases [32]

significant
HRS. strengtb and 408.74 increment in 

MPa and 0.66 MPa as
porosity as fiber 

initial and final content increases 
breaking strengths. 

Standard! 
Malaysian standard MS JIS D 4418: 1996! 

Testing UTM NA
474 PART 2: 2003 Tensiometer

aooaratus 

V. fIBER TREATMENTS AND MANUFACTURING PROCESSES AND PARAMETER 

Fiber treatments are proven to enhance the properties of plant fiber [50]-[54]. Different treatment 
methods are adopted by the researchers for treatment including physical and chemical treatments as 
shown in Table 4. Chemical treatments are adapted according to the expected outcome since chemical 
treatments change the concentration of the organic ingredients, NaOH alkali treatment is the most 
common treatment adapted for plant fibers. [53]. Similarly, physical treatments like heating treatments, 
sun drying are common treatments adapted for the enhancement ofgeneral properties. 

Post manufacturing treatments are mainly provided for curing ofthe binder for proper adhesion since 
uneven cooling can develop cracks and undesirous deformities in the brake pads. Manufacturing 
processes and parameters also contribute a major share in structural strength and properties of the plant 
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fiber-reinforced composites 1551. Many processes arc bccllllsed for the l11anlll~lcl\lring of plant fiber
based brake pads but compressive molding has been common amongst all. New manufacturing 
processes arc emerging in Ihi5 lield. It can bc observed rrom Table 4 that . processing parameters like 
pressure~ curing tcmperalUIc. curing time arc adapted according to the author1s methodology. Curing 
temperature range seems to vary between I SO' C-I70' C, s imilarly applied pressure also seems around IS 
MPa to 25 MPa with few exceptions. Since most ofthc parameters are Illay be adapted according to the 
conventional practice ohserved in brake pad manufacturing. It is difficult to COllllllcnt on the specific 

Table -I: Fiher IrelJlmeJ1ls and mallllj(If..'wring pl'(}(.'esses and {JorOn/deI'S. 

Manufactu Post
Machin Pressll Tempe

fiber Pre-Treatment ring Time Treatme Ref.
e Model 

The procured pineapple fibers were 
treated with S wl.% of sodium 

Pineapp hydroxide solution for 24 h. After 
c fiber! washing them with distilled water, 

Phenolic the fibers were oven-dried for S hat 
Res in 60 .c. Then, the fibers were cut to a 

length of "2-6 mOl and used for the 
composite fabrication. 

Banana 
fiber! 

Phenolic 
NA 

Resin 

Hemp Treated with 2% NaOH Solution for 
fiber! 24 Hrs. then washed with distilled 

Phenolic water and dried for S hrs. in the oven 
Resin at 60'C 

Coconut 
Fiber! 

Phenolic 
NA 

Resin 

PALF 
Treated with NaOH solution for I 

Fibers! 
Hr., then sun-dried for S Hrs. 

Epoxy 
Firstly treated with a mixture of 

HCHO and C6H6 (I: I) for 2Hrs at 
2S'C, then fibers were steeped into 

Pine 
NaOH (2 wt.%) so lution for 2 Hrs. at 

needle! 
2S'C, then fibers were risen with 

distilled water and neutralized with 
Phenolic 

H2S04 (1 Wl.%) solution for 30 min, 
Resin 

then steeped in distilled water for 10 
min at 25'C again. Finally, fibers 
were heat-treated in the oven at 

IOO'C for 4 Hrs. 

Technique 

Compressi 
on molding 

Hot 
Compactio 

n 

Compressi 
on molding 

Cold 
pressing 
followed 

by hot 
pressing 

Hand 
layup 

method 

Compressi 
pn molding 

e rature 
nt 

Heated 
in the 

NA 
10 IS ISS'C oven for [39]

M.in MPa 
3 Hrs. at 

170'C 

Heated a 
10 IS

NA 
Min MPa 

150'C 100'Cfor [26] 
8 Hrs. 

Heated 
in the 

NA 
10 IS 

ISS'C oven for [40] 
Min MPa 

3 Hrs. at 
170'C 

Heated a 

Prehea 
100'Cfor 

ed at 
480 min 

200'C 
in oven. 
Cooled

Na Na 20KN for 60 
in the 

[41] 
min in 

open air 
the 

for 48 
oven 

Hrs. at 
2S'C 

NA NA NA NA NA [29] 

Heated 
in three 

steps, 60 

30 40 
min at 

JFYSO 160'C t40'C, [42]
Min MPa 

180 min 
at 160'C, 
360 min 
at 180'C 
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Sintered 

Coir 
 in the

Hydraulic Preheat 
furnaceFiber/ 10

NA Na 20 Kg ed at pressmg [321for 5 Phenolic minmachine 170°CResin Hrs. at 
200°C 

The bamboo pieces were immersed 
Heated 

NH3 H20, 4%vol CON2H4) and 
into the softener solution (2%vol 

in three 
boiled for I h at 100 C. Kept in steps, I 

Bamboo 
NaOH (4%vol) solution for 30 min Hr. at 

Compressi 25Fiber/ 30
at 70 C. Softened fibers in pieces 165°C 140'C, [37]JF980B 

MPaPhenolic MinIon mold in! were broken mechanically and 3Hrs. at Resin 
carded into a fiber bundle. fibers 150' C, 6 

were Hrs. at 
dried in an oven at 60 C for a half 180°C 

hour after being washed with water 


Jute 
 Raw jute fibers were dried at 80'Cfor Heated 

Fiber 
 30 min, then treated with 12% NaOH in the 

Compressi Wanda 25
(JG)/ solution at room temperature at I hr. oven for6Min 165°C [38]

on moldin! IFY 60 MPa
Phenolic Finally, fibers were treated with I M 3 Hrs. at 


Resin 
 170°C:HCL for 30 min. 

Heated
Flax Flax fibers were treated by drying at 

in the
Fiber/Pb 80 C for 30 min, 12% NaOH Compressi 25Wanda 

6Min 165°C oven for [43]enolic solution at room temperature for I h, MPaon moldin~ JFY 60 
3 Hrs. at Resin and 1M HCI steam for30 min 

170°C: 
Sisal fiber was a dip into 10% 


NaOH- Ammonia base liquor at 200 

V for 2Hrs, then rinse with distilled


Sisal water and for neutralization, it was
Fiber/ Compressi 2010treated with H2Si03, then treated in 158°CNA NA [36]

Phenolic pn molding Min MPa
Na2B407-HCHO-NaHSi03 (10 Resin 
wt.%) solution. Then fibers were 


dried and heat-treated at 210°C for I 

Hr. 


effect of specific manufacturmg parameters on the brake pad. Precise study on treatments and 
manufacturing could assist in the industrial utilization of the plant fibers. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

The use of a specific amount of natural fiber improves the properties and performance of the brake pad. 
ThaI optimum fiber content of plant fibers varies for evert composition. Hardly any model exists to 
predict the optimum content of plant fiber before manufacturing and testing ofthe brake pads. Optimunl 
fiber contents reported till now are observed to be within 10% ,with a few exceptions of course. Wear 
and friction properties also get affected by plant fiber content. Quite good fr iction coefficients exhibited 
by various compositions: but friction coefficient and wear rate seem to experience fluctuations and poor 
stability with an increase in fiber content. Plant fiber content also affects mechanical properties. 
Hardness, porosity, and water /o il absorption are the properties that have a partial influence on each 
other. An increase in plant fiber content promotes porosity in the brake pad material, and porosity 
promote oil/water absorption. An increase in plant fiber content also seems to increase the 
compressibility of the composite. Hardness also seems to decrease with an increase in fiber content 
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with, few exceptions. For enhancing the performance of plant Iibcl's, different fiber treatmcnts, and 
manufacturing processes arc adapted. Though it is vel)' dirHcult to make a statcment regarding trends 
and specific effects of plant fiber content 011 specific properties, some guidelines can be derived fi'om 
this study for any rurthcr work. 

VII. C ONCLUSION 

It can be concluded n'om this study that, the use of a certain amount of the plant fiber reinforcement 
enhances friction and wear pertbrmance of brake pads. Variation in plant tiber content causes variation 
in mechanical as well as tribological properties. Though it is difficult to make specific and confident 
comments on variation of plant fiber content on the performance ofNFRC brake pad materials, some 
initial guidelines and understanding can be derived from this study. This study reveals the fact that plant 
fiber does have the potential to replace conventional reinforcement material like metals and minerals 
used in brake pads. Even then precise study is needed to understand specific behavior and influence of 
plant fiber content on the brake pad's mechanical and tribological performances, so as to increase the 
use of plant fiber reinforced brake pads. 
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Abstract 

Braking is a dynamic mechanical process and it gets affected by many factors. Ultimately braking is all 

about the safety, may it be automotive brakes or airplane brakes. Taking care of the human safety wh ile 

focusing on the health has always been challenge. As an extension of it, concept of the bio-brakes has 

gain popularity in velY short period of time. Replacing the potential pollutant ingredient from the 

conventional and commercial brake pads and still maintaining similar mechanical and tribological 

propel1ies is always been a bone of contention. Replacement of mineral and metal fiber used as 

reinforcement with natural plant fibers can significantly reduce the concentration of the metallic 

elements as well as hazardous compounds fi'om brake wear debris. Many prior studies have proposed 

compositions with plant fibers used as reinforcement. Though these brake pads exhibit good 

mechanical and tribological properties, but they lose their reliability due to their shortcoming thernlal 

properties and performance. This paper summarizes the observations and difficulties reported 

regarding influence of the high temperature exposure on the performance and the properties of plant 

fiber reinforced brake pads. 

Keywords: Bio-brake pads: Plant.fiber reinforced brake pad; Friclion Films; [nlelfacial 

Bonding; Temperature; Friction and Wear; Thermal Properties and Performance 

A. Introduction 

Many regulations were imposed on the use of asbestos, especially on the application of the asbestos in 

the brake pads after 1979, when its hazardous effects came into light. Many alternatives like ceramic, 

metallic, semi-metallic, NAO brake pads were later invented for asbestos based brake pads. These are 

the common types of the brake pads used in vehicles in modem era [I]. Since new generation brakes are 

being used in vehicles, problems generated by their uses are also modern. New generation brake pads 

has 

avoided the effect of carcinogenic nature of asbestos on the human life, but they have shown their 
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particulate mallcr category. Particle cmi~si()n li'om the whiele "an be categorized according to its sources. . 

Solid State Techno logy 
VolulIle: 63 Issue: 6 

Public:t(ioll Year: 2020 

Particulate matter emi~sion Irom brake pads is categorized in non-exhaust category. Particulate matter in 

non-exhaust categOlY which is mainly emitted by the brake pads. It affects environment and human 

health in multiple ways, depending on PM size, air concentration of the PM as well as with their 

chemical composition and its reactivity with environment. It has been found in the studies that, brake 

lining materials have abundance of the metallic elements like Barium, Cadmium, Cobalt, Chromium, 

Copper, Lithium, Nickel, Lead, Antimony, Sc Strontium, Vanadium, Yttrium. Zinc, Zirconium, 

Molybdenum, Aluminum. Quantity of metal concentration found in the brake pads and brake debris is 

more than vehicle tire dust. Also, it is recorded in the Stockholm city that, passenger cars, goods 

vehicles and buses releases around 45 ton, 7.6 ton and 3.3 ton of brake debris respectively to the 

environment each year, this debris is found to be comprised of metals, chemical compounds, organic 

filler materials etc. [3]-[5]. 
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Figure I: Concentration of the metallic elements in Tyre, Brake(new) and Brake Dust. [3] 

The wear rate of brake linings for passenger cars has been estimated to be around 10-20 mglvkm, and 

several times higher for heavy-duty vehicles like transportation and goods vehicles. This quantity is 

apparently more than airborne PM emission than tyre wear material. Exact emission factors for difficult 

to dete.mine because significant amounts of wear material appear to be retained on the brake, steering 

and suspension systems [3] , [6], [7] . Enough literature is reported till now to prove, adverse effects of. 

the modem brake pads. Metallic elements are proved to be more hazardous to the hum an health due to 

its heavy nature . As mentioned, brake pad materials have highest concentration of metallic elements 

among vehicular non-exhaust PM . [8]. It is also evident that, metallic fibers and minerals fiber used as 

reinforcement material in modem brake pads contribute major share in pollution. [n order to avoid the 

fatal pollution, theses reinforce~ent material has to b~~<,With eligible non pollutant fiber~. 
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Illajor trencl among researchers 11lr application or natural fiber eompusites (NFC) in friction material . 

Many studies were conducted in [he field 01· bio-brakes. Researchers have used many bio-products such 

as plant waste, animal was[C etc. in brake pads in order to make them cco-friendly. In the previous studies, 
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primary approach of the research was to find eco-friendly replacement for filler materials in the brake 

pad. Primary candidate role assigned for bio-products was tiller [8], [16]. Fillers are supportive materials 
that are used to fill the lefrover volumes. Researchers reported many strong candidate eco-friendly fillers 
like palm kernel shell, coconut shell powder, cocoa bean shell, palm slag, banana peel powder etc, in 

plant waste category and periwinkle shell, egg shell etc. in animal waste category [16]. Majority of the 
studies proposed were aimed to provide strong replacement for the asbestos based friction materials, and 

fortunately many studies and candidate compositions fulfilled replacement criterion. Since, metal and 
mineral fibers holds major share in brake wear debris, its eligible replacement could have positive effects 
on PM emission. Natural fibers are being used as reinforcement in various applications at least for last 

thousands years [17]. As it is quite obvious that, till now plant fiber reinforced composites are primarily 
being used in such applications where thelmal aspects do not possess that much significance compared to 

mechanical properties such as door panels and dashboards of the cars, car bumpers, covers for cattle 
sheds etc. Tt is a fact that, plant fibers do lag in thelmal properties. 

Addressing the same issue, many researchers have reported the brake pad compositions where they have used 
plant fiber as reinforcement. In 2007, Xin et al. [18] reported friction composition with sisal fiber used as 

reinforcement. Study concluded that the 20 wt.% Sisal fiber content gives the optimum friction and wear 

properties among rest of the samples. This is the only study reported so far, where plant fiber to binder ralio for 

selected composition was 4:3, which is above unity. This unusual observation was attributed to the superior 

intelfacial adhesion achieved in S3 composition. Due to the adhesion, sisal fibers were observed to undergo 

fatigue fracture rather that detaching from tribo-sulface. Friction samples exhibited stable pelformance at 

150aC, but fluctuations are observed at 250°C and 350'C. Similarly, bamboo fibers were utilized by Yunhai Ma 

et aI., 2013 [19] in friction composition. Tn the friction samples, bamboo fibers were varied in the wt.% steps of 

0,3,6,9, keeping other ingredients on balance. Sample with the 3 wt.% bamboo composition gave the optimum 

performance. Unusual observation was reported in the heat fading, where profile of the friction coefficient of 3 
wt.% sample showed unexpected sudden increment after 2S0'C which further increases till (approx.) 320'C, and 

then decreases. Further, new friction composition was reported by Yunhai Ma et a1.,[20] in 2014. Compared to 

sample FCO, sample FC3 with 3 wt.% pine needle fiber showed stable friction performance. Sample FC7 with 7 
wt.% of pine needle fiber showed optimum wear performance compared to FCO. Friction samples of pine 

needle fiber have exhibited the usual behavior of fiction coefficient where friction coefficient of all 

samples increases till (approx,) 150°C _200°C and then decreases gradually. Wear rate increases with the 

increase in temperature range. Maleque & Atiqah [21] reported friction composition in 2013, where 

Coir fibers were used as reinforcement. Conclusion stated coir fiber as candidate filler material. Matejka 

et al. [22] condu.cted comparative study of co~~'ity of the graphite and hazelnut shell powder with 
Jute fibers remforcement, 111 brake pad. ~~lh4t.. slielJpowder showed best compatlblhty WIth fiber. 

/q "".:- Combination of . 

the jute fiber and hazelnut shell powder sh ~ ex["'e~tional ' performance in first fade and recovery with 
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excellent stability of friction codticient across tempcr(tture rangc, in sccond fade and recovery friction 

samples ex hibited usual perrormance, where rriction coefficient rcaches its peat at certain temperature and 
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then shows decrement afterwards. Friction sample with 5.6 voJ.% was considered as candidate for bl-ake 

lining material. Flax fiber reinforced brake pad composition was proposed by Fu et al. [23] in 20 I 2. Tt is 

observed that friction coet-ficient showed gradual increment till 200°C and then exhibited gradual 

decrement in fade and recovety testing. Sample with 5.6 vol.% of flax fiber was found to be eligible 

candidate for brake lining material. Role assigned to the flax fiber by the Fu et al. in the conclusion was 

stabilizer of friction coefficient and wear rate modifier. Surprisingly though there were no common 

metallic reinforcers were used along, friction sample performed quite we[1. Wear rate increased along the 

temperature. Fade and recovet)' performance exhibited by the hemp fiber reinforced friction samples can 

be considered as c1assica[ example (Refer Fig.2), where friction coefficient of samples increases to its 

peak point at (approximate[y) 200°C and then started to decrease afterwards. Perfect inversion of the 

sequence of the friction samples can be observed after peak point at 200°C . Sample with 5 wt.% in 

considered as candidate for brake pad material by Kumar et al. [24]. Ware rate behavior was observed to 

be usual, where ware rate increases with temperature [24]. Banana Fiber were used in friction 

composition by the [25], where it is found that friction sample with 7 wt.% banana fiber exhibited stable 

friction coefficient across time line at particular temperature and braking force. It doesn't sho w 

significant fluctuations in friction coefficient for different temperature and braking force. TGA analysis 

made the thelma[ degradation visible. One can observe gradual degradation of brake pad samples over 

increasing temperature, making it possible to claim that, friction performance is function of the 

temperature at [east in case of plant fiber reinforced brake pads. 

Literature study definitely remarks the significance onhe thermal stability of the plant fibers and plant 

fiber reinforced brake pads. It is obvious that plant fibers lags in thermal properties as well as in 

mechanical properties in some extent. Many researchers have reported some common difficulties they 

encounter during experimentation. Therma[ un-stability of the plant fibers was the most common concern 

reported by them. In order to overcome this lacuna, all the challenges and difficulties reported by 

researchers and industry experts needed to be compiled before addressing it. Making catalog of the 

difficulties makes them visible for all researchers for further work. In this article, observations and 

difficulties regarding the influence of the temperature on the use of plant fibers as reinforcement in brake 

pads are summarized and documented for extending further scope of research in the same field. 

B. Thermal Boundary Conditions for brake pad design 

Brake pad converts kinetic and potential energy of the vehicle into heat by retarding vehicle motion. 

Heat generation in brake pads causes increment in temperature of friction surface. Surface temperature 

of the brake pad and rotor may exceed 800° rocess or retardatiun. In many studies, 

temperature around 1200"(; is also observe ;-~6f:i-€;l'e!lted braking app[icatiuns [26]. Heat 

generation and temperature rise are the factor I hrc;!, affects· braking performance of the vehicle. While 

designing brake pads, 

engineers are cautioned to consider thermal aspects of design, since thermal stress or over heating of the 
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all kinds of the impacts it may encounter. For the implementation in vehicle, even if it is considered with 

most commonly used rotor made from cast iron such as GG-20 with a tensile strength of 150 - 250 MPa 

is common automotive rotor material nowadays. For this rotor, maximum allowable temperature is 

around 700°C on the other hand, for the carbon- based rotor materials maximum operational 

temperatures is as high as 1400°C [27], [28]. Brake pad is expected to sustain common standards and 

conditions without any deformity. Heat generation and increment in temperature of the brake pad surface 
have significant effect on the braking performance of the vehicle. Heat transfer rate of the composite 

materials is associative contribution of conductivity and convective heat transfer of the individual 

ingredients, also on the other hand, temperature rise of the brake pad surface is associated with the 

specific heat capacity of the brake pad and rotor [29], [30]. Heat transfer rate offered by brake pad and 

specific heat capacity of the brake pad, are the key factors in sustaining heat generation and high 

temperatures. Materials with high thermal conductivity and specific heat capacity are preferred for brake 

pad applications, in order to maintain temperature of the friction surface within allowable limits . While 

designing brake pad, engineers are cautioned to take these thermal aspects in account, since, brake 

failure due to thennal stresses or thermal fade is common concern observed. It is reported earlier that, 

braking performance of plant fiber reinforced brake pads shows fluctuations when subjected to the high 

temperature due to poor thennal stability. Replacement of the metal fiber or mineral fibers, but still 

ma intaining similar mechanical and tribological prope.ties is a prime challenge in use of plant fibers as 

reinforcement. In order to achieve similar properties while using plant fibers, it is necessary to addr,ess 

these challenges and to form a platform of some common concerns reported by researchers for further 

scope of research. 

C. Effect of tile temperature on plant fiber in brake pad strudure 

While designing brake pads with plant fibers as reinforcement, caution of thennal aspects is far 

more due to poor thennal properties of the plant fibers. Since natural plant fibers are lignocellulosic 

structures comprised of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin along with several other minor constituent 

including pectin, wax, proteins, tannins, ash as well as inorganic salts. Content of these ingredients varies 

as origin and cultivating method changes [31). This organic content affects thermal stability of the 

natural fibers. When plant fibers are subjected to the high temperatures, at very first, lignin begins to 

decompose at 160'C and process ends around 900"(;, after proceeding very slowly. Hemicellulose 

experiences degradation between 220'C to 315°C , whereas, cellulose shows highest thermal stability 

among above organic content. Cellulose starts to decompose around 300°C and it ends around 400"(; 

[22], (32). Plant fibers shoes poor thermal properties like low thermal conductivity. When plant fibers 

found application in automotive brake pads, the posed to withstand boundary temperature of 

800'C. S~\ · K~"'~/i 
Effects of temperature on the plant fi <M'~infOrced brake pads has been reported earlier by many 

\ . 
researchers. These studies reported so e~ common observations and simil'ar patterns in the 

experimentation. It is commonly observed tIl.it plant fiber reinf9red brake pad shows fluctuatio~ in _ ,
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braking performance when subjected to temperature variation. Many studies atlributed this behavior to 

the thermal degradation or the organic content present in plant libers. Every ingredient in plant nber 

contributes towards structural integrity oftha crystalline and complex structure or the j·iber. Each. 

Solid State Technology 
Volume: 63 Issue: 6 

Publication Yeal": 2020 

ingredient has its own physical and thermal propcI1ies [33). When temperature of friction surface 

exceeds the range of 150°C to 200'C, plam nber experiences initial degradation, showing slight 

fluctuations in COF and wear performance. Some moderate fluctuations can be observed in braking 

performance, when temperature exceeds 250'C. Intense fluctuations are observed at higher temperature. 

[t is evident with thermogravimetry that degradation process plant nber loses its weight frac tion. Loss in 

weight fraction of the fibers can be observed as temperature increases. The weight loss fracti on is 

appeared to be intrinsic property and observed to be independent of heat ing rate [34]. Plant fibers 

alternately loses its structural integrity and physical properties in degradation process. Compromise in 

structural integrity of the plant fiber affects its reinforcement characteristics. Fiber degradati ons tolls on 

structural stability as well as on braking performance. 

Subsequently, binder also plays pivotal role in maintaining structural integrity of the heterogeneous 

brake pad material. Properties and characteristics of the binder are appeared to be significant in braki ng 

efficiency. Phenolic resin is observed to be commonly used as binder in previous studies. Many studies 

reported common observations about phenolic resin across temperature range. Thermal decomposition of 

the phenolic resin takes place in three steps viz. low temperature stage, intermediate stage and high 

temperature range, where temperature range for given stages are «200'C), (200°C - 600'C) and 

(>600°C) respectively. No structural changes in phenolic resins are reported during pyrolysis even at 

200"C [35), [36]. But when temperarure of the brake pad exceeds 250'C, phenolic resin starts to 

decompose and shows structural changes, As observed in TGA, phenolic resin experiences weight 

fraction loss as temperature of the brake pad increases. Structural changes and decomposition of the 

binder affects structural integrity and binding efficiency between heterogenous ingredients of brake pad. 

[36], [37). 

Thermal and shear stresses results in the thermal fatigue fa ilure and phys ical deformities like cracks, 

pits etc. Loca l heating spots promotes thermal fatigue and in turn promotes removal of the material by 

adhesive means and resulted in pit formation , which corresponded to low wear resistance [38]. 

Iden tification of the effects and influencing fac tors would improve the understanding about nature of 

stress and thermal fatigue. Since structural integrity should sustain all kinds of stress, plant 

reinforcement should hold the share firmly in maintaining strength of the slrucrure. More emphasize 

should be given on improving thermal properties of the plant fibers. 

D. Effect of temperature on the thermal degradation and Interfacial Bonding of the brake pad 

Interfacial bonding between fiber reinforcement, matrix and binder plays vital role in maintaining 


structural integrity of the brake pad . Brake pad struc ':>" t~ ~~~d to sustain all physical and thermal 


stresses, without any structural deformity. Furth ~~~itlty of the brake pad composite to sustain 


high temperatures and heat generation is als pattially depends on interfacial bonding benveen 


ingredients. When phenolic resin began to deg aael.abo~e 250°C, interfacial adhesion between fiber, 
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matrices and 

binder gets weaker and matrices lind reinforcing natural liber get exposed to the wear surfilce.[20], [39). 

Thermal degradation of the binder allows other ingredients of the brake pad to fall 01'1' the surfacc, whi ch 

causes tormation of the structural voids and delarmities. But onthc other hand, ii'interi"acial bonding is . 

Archives Avai/able f~~ www .. \.()licl.\.lalt~[{~cllII{)l()gy. lI.\. 
Solid State Technology 

Volume: 63 Issue: (, 
Publication Year: 2020 

strong enough, then structure sustains more thermal stresses. Interfacial bonding is also sensitive to the 

appropriate pn:>portion of the ingredients. As reported earlier, plant fiber to binder ratio significantly 

affects mechanical and tribological properties of the friction composition. When natural fiber to hinder 

ratio exceeds optimum ratio. then fiber doesn't have enough binder to bind substrate together. whenever 

plant fiber to binder ratio is less than optimum ratio, there are not enough natural fibers to reinforce the 

friction composite, in the both cases, brake pad structure ultimately loses it binding power and in turn 

loses its performance, when subjected to the high temperature. Accumulation of the excessive resin on 

the surface allows easy abrasion of the matrix, which in turn results into poor interfacial bind ing 

between reinforcement tibers, matrices and binder. [18], [22] , [25], [39], as well as thenmal degradation 

of the phenolic resin causes formation of the gaseous components including methane, carbon-di-oxide 

along with other compounds. These components also affect the interfacial bonding by forming voids in 

the brake pad structure. It is observed by Bashir et al.[25], that high temperature affected the 

interlocking chemical bond between banana fibers and phenolic resin . This observation made it evident 

that High temperature may tends to break chemical bonds between ingredients as well as high 

temperature may also initiates chemical reaction between chemical ingredients used in brake. 

Heterogenous nature of the friction composite is the primary concern to concern about interfacial 

bonding. In case of the natural fiber composites various factors affects the properties and characteristics 

of the materials including, porosity, fiber dispersion, fiber orientation etc. Porosity arises due to the 

heterogenous nature of the composition and it increases with fiber content[40]. Porosity have a effect on 

the thenmal conductivity of the composite [41 J. Non-uniform pores distribution on the brake pads can 

generate mechanical as well as thermal stress. Similarly, interfacial bonding is also get affected by fiber 

dispersion. Proper fiber dispersion enhances interfacial adhesion between fiber and substrate and it also 

increases thermal stability of the structure by reducing voids and pores. Phenomenon of the fiber 

agglomeration is mainly observed in natural fiber composites, because of the hydrophobic behavior of 

the natmal fiber and hydrophobic nature phenolic binder. Plant fibers are tend to agglomerate together, 

which in turn affects the fiber dispersion and continuity in the formation of fri ction film on the contact 

surface. 

[42], [43]. Fiber agglomeration can affect the temperature distribution on the contact surface and it could 

fonm local high temperature points on the contact surface. Non-uniform temperature distribution on the 

contact surface can developed cracks due to thermal stresses. Ultimately, temperature is seeming to be 

one of the important reasons behind distortion of the interfacial bonding between ingredients. 

Addressing the thermal aspects could extend the research progress towards feasible solution. 

E. Effect of friction films on the surface S<;;~ KI'3.\-;" . 

In the field of the tribology, friction films or Ir 0-~ys ac . role in peIfonmance. Friction films , 
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directly and severely alleets frietiull performance due to its transient nalure. In case of the plantliber 

reinForced brake pads, dinerent category oj' friction films can be observcd along with regular types or . 

friction lilms. Naturc of the friction 111ms differs in case of the plant libcrs due to presence of the organic 

content. Plant fibers undergoes thermal degradation process, where they may get carbonized at high . 

. JI'I.:hivl'.I' :Ivai/IIMI ' rl~ ' WWl!l.so /ir/.I'Wlctwdl1lo/0g1'. II,\' 
Solid Slate Technology 

Volume: 63 Issue: 6 
Publication Yem': 2020 

temperature. Carbonization process causes deposition of thc carbon on the friction interface . 

Accumulated carbon along with graphite, (which is thc primary fricti on material constituent) forms a 

smooth fTiction film on the surface. This smooth friction film enhances lubrication, but it affects fTiction 

performance at high temperature [18], [44], [45]. When wear surface temperature is higher than 250"C, 

fibers began to decompose and carbon ize. Carbon content appears on the surface around 350'C [18], 

[20]. At initial stage of the braking, loose granular friction films forms on the tribo-interface which 

forms primary contact plateau. As pressure and temperature increases, this loose granular film gets 

crushed and even get co ld welded to the interface and forms dense sheet film. This dense sheet stabilizes 

wear rate. But there loose granular films and dense sheet films dynamically transforms into each other 

during braking process (46] 

In case of the plant fibers as reinforcement, liquid lubrication film Iflay get generated on the friction 

interface. Since, organic content generates liquid lubrication films at high temperature. Liquid lubrication 

film may shift the mode of the friction from the dry slid ing to the liquid lubrication. Change in friction 

mode can cause sudden fall in friction coefficient and wear rate. Though reduction in wear rate is 

desirous, but sudden change in friction coefficient and wear rate may affect reliability of the braking 

performance. Also, lubrication films transition due to emergency braking could subject the brake pad to 

the phenomenon of 'Friction Catastrophe' , where abnormal behavior of the brake pad could be observed 

(47)-[49]. Also, Non- uniform dispersion of the natural fibers affects nature of the friction film, Fiber 

agglomeration causes formation of the discontinuous friction film on the wear surface. Discontinuous 

friction film is loose granular film which get disintegrated into wear debris and dropped off the wear 

surface (42], (47). Study of friction tilms and plant fibers reinforced brake pads has a fmiher scope. In 

order to improve braking efficiency of the plant fiber brake pads, understanding behavior and transition 
of the friction films has its own significance. 

F. Effect of temperature on the wear and friction coefficient 

In general, it is observed with fricti on material that, with increase in brake pad temperature, friction 

coefficient gradually increases. But, after reaching certain temperature, friction coefficient shows 

declination. On the other hand, wear continuously increases with temperature. Severe wear could be 

observed at higher temperature. Different types of brake pads shows different profiles of the COF and 

wem (47), [50). In 2013, Oztiirk et aI. , 20I3(51)repLJrt~u inDuence laws which he observed during his 

experimentation on rock- wool, ceramic, E-glass, an<i..steeI wool fiber based brake pads. Later it was 

observcd that, majority of the fricti on materia ~lihii i~1\~r behavior, as staleu by QztUrk et a1. in the 

study. Similarlt plant fiber bascd brake pa a1' also ·seel?,·;rtl. follows I.he rri"linn inflllenr.e lew< "1'10 
\ 

some extent. ;: I 
In case of the plant fiber reinforced brake p~ds, it is commonly observed and reported that, friction 
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coclTici~nt orthe plant fiber reinlo rced brake pad shows gradual incremelll up to I50°C-200"C, and then 

experiences tluctuations and unstable performance after 250°C, also, it is generally observed that wear 

rate orthe brake pad materials increases (IS temperature increases (Fig, 2) [22], [39], [42]. This comnwn 
observation is reported by the many resea rchers in their studies. I'urthcrmore, th~y attributed this behavior. 

/ /n:hil 'l'S /Jwlil,INe ilfJ\I ' II ·W. s("hl'ilall.!.(echllOloXI~ U'" 

Solid State Technology 
Volume: 63 Issue: 6 

Public:ltioll Year: 2020 

to the various influencing factors, including thelmal resistivity, mechanical and tribological propelties of 
the plant fiber. But primary concern reported was the poor thermal stability ofthe plant fiber. Referring 
Figure 2; It can be concluded that most of the plant fiber reinforced brake pads partially follows Orurk 
et al. [51 J laws of influence as well as degradation phenomenon of organic content also appears to have 
its elfect on the braking performance. It is difficult to comment on the nature of the fade resistance and 
wear profile in case of the bio-brake pads. Also, it is not possible to predict the exact behavior of the 
friction coeffic ient from the recent path. As obselved in Fig.2B.a. friction coefficient of the 3 wI. % 
bamboo fiber reinforced friction sample, showed unexpected behavior. In the braking performance, 
stability of friction coefficient is more significant than its magnitude. Sudden variation on friction 
coefficient could make vehicle unbalance. Where lute-hazelnut [22] and Pineapple fiber [52] reinforced 
brake pad friction sample seems to have stable and desirous stability of the friction coefficient in first 
fad e and recovery (Fig.2D.a. and 2F.a). 
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Abstract 
A heal exchanger is a device that is used 10 ,ranj!er thermal energy (enthalp)~ be/ween two or more 
fluid,', belween a solid s/lilace and a jluid, or belween solid parlicliiaies and a fluid, al differenl 
temperatures and in thermal con/act. From dijJerenl types ojheat exchangers. the shell and tube heat 
exchangers with slraightlubes and single pass I:~' to be under study. There is a wide application ofshell 
and Ilibe Iype 0/ heal exchanger in Ihe f ield 0/ brewel)' and olher industrial applicalions /01' ils 
enhanced heat transfer characteristics and compact structure. Researches are going 0 11 to improve 
Ihe heal Irans/er role of Ihe heal exchanger. Here, we have jilbricaled Ihe shell and lube heal 
exchanger with selecting the materials on the primary objective of enhanCing the heat transfer 
effectiveness for brewery applications. 

Keywords-BajJles, Heal/rans/er, TlIbes, FEA, CFD, Kern's Melhod, Pressllre drop. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Heat Exchanger is a device which provides a flow of thermal energy between two or more fluids at 

different temperatures. Heat exchangers are used in a wide variety of engineering applications like 
power generation, waste heat recovery, manufacturing industry, air-conditioning, refrigeration, space 
applications, peh'ochemical industries etc. 

Heat exchanger may be classified according to the following main criteria: 

I. Recuperators and Regenerators. 
2. Transfer process: Direct contact and Indirect contact. 
3. Geometry of construction: tubes, plates and extended surfaces. 
4. Heat transfer mechanisms: single phase and two phases. 
5. Flow arrangements: parallel, counter and cross flows. 

The principal components of a shel'l and tube heat exchanger are shell, shell cover, tubes, channel, 
channel cover, tube sheet, nozzles, and baffles as shown in Figure [I] 

Large ratio of heat transfer area to volume is provided by the shell and tube heat exchanger and 
weight and they can be easily cleaned . Great flexibility is always provided by the shell and tube heat 
exchangers to meet almost any service requirement. Shell and tube heat exchanger can be designed for 
high pressure relative to the environment and high-pressure difference between the fluid streamsI5) 

Fig. I A simple diagram of prin ~mp~ne!lts ofa shell and tube heat exchanger. 
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY AND CLASSIFICATION: 

The various types of S&THXs are commonly designated according to the Tubular Exchanger 
Manufacturers Association (TEMA) standard, as shown in Fig 2. This TEMA-type designation 
comprises three capital letters. The tirst letter describes the stationary head type at the !Tont end of the 
apparatus, according to the tirst column of Fig 2: live different alternatives are possible. The second 
letter describes the heat exchanger shell, selected !Tom the seven types shown in the middle column of 
Fig. 2. Finally, the third letter, chosen !Tom the eight alternatives shown in the third column of Fig.2, 
describes the stationary or floating head type at the rear end. For example, an AES TEMA-type 
S&THX is an exchanger with a channel and removable cover !Tont head, a one-pass shell, and a 
floating head with backing device rear end. The three most common types of shell-and tube 
exchangers are A. Fixed tube-sheet design (L, M, and N type rear header) This is a very popular 
version as the heads can be removed to clean the inside tubes. The Ii'ont head piping must be unbolted 
to allow the removal of !Tont head, if this is undesired this can be avoided by applying a type'a front 
head. It is not possible to clean the outside surface of the tubes as these are inside the lixed part. 
Chemical cleaning can be used. B. U-tube design (!Tont header and M type rear header) It permits 
unlimited thermal expansion the tube bundle can be removed for cleaning and small bundle to shell 
clearance can be achieved C. Floating-head type (P, S, T, W type rear headers) A floating head is 
excellent for applications where the difference in temperature between the hot and cold fluid causes 
unacceptable stresses in the axial direction of the shell and tubes. The floating head can move. Thus, in 
all three types, the !Tont-end head is stationary while the rear-end head can be either stationary or 
floating depending on the thermal stresses in the shell, tube, or tube sheet, due to temperature 
differences as a result of heat transfer.12! 

f) 

11"tCN'1 LN) 
~ilhIlUNI'U" IILI"O IY,,,--:. 

Fig. 2 TEMA nomenclature (Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers Association) 
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Durgcsh Bhatt, l>riY:lJllul M .Javhal-1I1 

Durgesh Bhatt, Priyanka M Javllar \,;onuuctcd a Shell and Tube I-leat Exchanger Performance 
Analysis It is observed that by changing the vallie of Olle variable the by keeping the rest variable as 
constant we can obtain the di tTerent results. Ba sed on thot result we can oplimiL'£ the design ofthe shell 
and tube type heat exchangcr.J11 Higher the thermal conductivity of the tube metallurgy higher the helll 
transfer rate will be achieved. Less is the baftle spacing. more is the shell side passes,. higher the heat 
transfer but ar the cost of the pressure drop. 

JAY J. BHAVSAR, V K. MATAWALA-120131 

The previolls works carried out by different authors were limited to helical coil heat exchanger and 
spiral plate heat exchanger. The spiral tube heat exchanger is compact in size and more heat transfer 
can be carried oul, The objective of present work is to streamline design methodology of spiral tube 
heat exchanger. The designed spiral tube heat exchanger is required to be developed and experiments 
will be perfonned on it to analyses pressure drop and temperature change in hot and cold fluid on shell 
side and tube sidePO] 

Vindhya Vasioy Prasad Dubey, Raj Raja! Verma-120141 

Dubey and Verma conducted a Performance Analysis of Shell & Tube Type Heat Exchanger under 
the Effect of Varied Operating Conditions and coneluded that It may be said that the illsulation is a 
good tool to increase the rate of heat transfer if used properly well below the level of critical 
thickness. Amongst the used materials the cotton wool and the tape have given the best values of 
effectiveness. Moreover the effectiveness of the heat exchanger also depends upon the value of 
turbulence provided. However it is also seen that there does not exists direct relation between the 

value.11I1 The turbulence and effectiveness and effectiveness attains its peak at some intennediate 
ambient conditions for which the heat exchanger was tested do not show any significant effect over the 
heat exchanger:s performance. 

Dawi! Bogalel'l 

Dawit Bogale conducted a experiment on shell and tube heat exchangers showing optimization and 
redesign of the machine is done for both mechanical and thennal designs and tile simulation for tile 
heat transfer between the two fluid is analyzed using the concept of CFD (Computational Fluid 
Dynamics) using Gambit and Fluent software's. The final result of the STHEx in HBSC which is the 
redesigned STHEX can achieve or efficiently work to achieve the required outlet temperature 340"( 
the temp at which is ready for customer for use."1 

V.K. Patel and RV. RaoPI 

They explore the use of a nontraditional optimization technique; called particle swann optimization 
(PSO), for design optimization of shell-and·tube heat exchangers from economic view point. 
Minimization of total annual cost is considered as an objective function. Three design variables such 
as shell internal diameter, outer tube diameter and baffle spacing are considered for optimization. Two 
tube layouts viz. triangle and Square are also considered for optimization. Four different case studies 
are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness and accuracy of proposed algorithm. The results of 
optimization using PSO technique are compared with those obtained by using genetic algorithmPJ 

Rajeev Mukharji l41 

He explains the basics of exchanger thennal design, covering such topics as: STHE components; 
classification of STHEs according to construction and according to service; data needed for thennal 
design; tube side design; shell side design, including tube layout, baffling, and shell side pressure 
drop; and mean temperature difference. The basic equations for tube side and shell side heat transfer 
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and pressure drop. Corrciations for optimal condition are also fOCused and explained with some 
tabulated data. This paper gives overall idea 10 design oplimal shell and tube heat exchanger, The 
optimized thermal design can be done by sophisticated computer software however a good 
understanding of the underlying principles of exchanger designs needed to use this software 
effectivelyl't 

HI. BAS IC CONSTRUCTION OF S & T EXCHANGER 

A variety of different internal constructions are used in shell and-tube exchangers, depending on the 
desired heat transfer and pressure drop performance and operating pressures and temperatures, to 
control corrosion, to accommodate highly asymmetric flows, and so on. Basic components of the tube 
and shell type heat exchanger are as follows; 
A, Tubes: 
The tubes are the basic components of a shell and tube type heat exchanger, Tubes may be seamless 
or welded having diameters 5/8 inch, 3/4inch, and Iinch. Tubes materials should be highly d,ermal 
conductive for proper heat transfer,P'! Most commonly it is made up of copper and Steel alloys, Other 
alloys of nickel, titanium, or aluminum may also be required for specific applications. 

B. Tube sheet 
Tubes are fixed with tube sheet that form the barrier between the tube and shell fluids, The tubes can 
be fixed with the tube sheet using ferrule and a soft metal packing ring, The tubes are attached to tube 
sheet with two or more grooves in the tube sheet wall by "tube rolling" . The tube metal is forced to 
move into the grooves forming an excellent tight seal. This is the most common type of fixing 
arrangement in large industrial exchangers, The tube sheet thickness should be always greater than the 
tube outside diameter to make a good seaLl IO! 

B, Shell 
Shell is the container for the shell fluid and the tube bundle is placed inside the shell. Shell diameter 
should be selected in such a way to give a close fit of the tube bundle, The clearance between the tube 
bundle and inner shell wall depends on the type of exchanger. Shells are usually fabricated from 
standard steel pipe with satisfactory corrosion allowance. 

C. Baffles 
Baffles are used to increase the fluid velocity by diverting the flow across the tube bundle to obtain 

higher transfer coefficient. The distance between adjacent baffles is called baffle-spacing, Baffles are 
held in positioned by means of baffle spacers. Closer 
baffle spacing gives greater transfer co-efficient by inducing higher turbulence, The pressure drop is 
more with closer baffle spacing. lIO! 

D, Tube side channels and noules 
This are made up of alloy material and it is used to control the flow of the tube side into and out of the 
tubes of the exchanger. 

F. Channel covers 
The channel covers are round plates that bolt to the channel flanges and can be removed for the tube 
inspection without disturbing the tube side piping. In smaller heat exchangers, bonnets with flanged 
nozzles or threaded connections for the tube side piping are often used instead of channel and channel 
covers.I])) 
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Fig. 3 Heat exchanger parts 

IV..Methodology 

~ Creation ofgenera l arrangement layout 

~ Material Selection 

~ Analytical Calculations of heat exchanger for dimensioning 

~ Designing of components 

~ CFD analysis 

~ Manufacturing Drawings 

~ Costing and Bi ll of material 
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SUMMARY OF PROPOSED 
SHELL AND TUBE HX 

I Shell diameter 
2 Number of tubes 
3 ength oftubes(Aliowancefor tubesheet not included) 
4 Tube outside diameter 
5 ube inside diameter 
6 Bame spacing ( bame cut at 25%) 
7 ube pitch 
8 Number of passes 
9 trheflnal Conductivity of tubes 
10 [fube side heat transfer coefficient 
II Shell side heat transfer coefficient 
12 lean overall heat transfer coefficient 
13 Fouled overall heat transfer coefficient 
14 [fube side pressure drop 
15 IShell side pressure drop 

~UBESIDE: HOTSlDE 
I Inlet temperature 

12 Mass f10wrate 
3 lDensity 

ft hermal Conductivity 
5 Dynamic viscocity 

Ki Specific Heat 
7 Prandtl number 
8 Velocity of fluid inside the tubes 

~. otal fouling factor 

iSHELL SIDE: COLD SIDE 
I 

12 
b 
ft 
5 

~ 
7 
I.) 

10 

nlet temperature 
Jutlet temperature 
Average temperature 
Mass f10wrate 
Density 

hermal Conductivity 
Dynamic viscocity 
Specific Heat 
Prandtl number 

Tabel No.: 1 Heat exchanger results summary 

0.590 In 

373.69 
6.827 In 

0.019 In 

0.016 m 
2.500 m 
0.025 
1.000 

0.000 W/m- K 
8530.47 W/m2- K 
j 126.68 W/m2  K 

033.81 W/m2  K 
1497.71 W /m2  K 

85.60 Kpa 
4.85 Kpa 

200 oC 
150 kg's 

998.2 kg'm3 
0.6044 W/m- K 

0.0009832 N.s/m2 
4186 llkg - K 

6.809522171 
2 m/s 

0.000176 m2-K/W 

160 oC 
280 oC 
220 oC 
100 kg's 

996.4 kg/m3 
0.6144 W/m-K 

0.0008292 N.slm2 
4186 l/kg - K 

5.649464844 
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ADVANTAGES 

These are Ihe main advantages or shell-and-tube hl:at exchangers 

1. Condensation or boiling heal transfcl"I.:an be accol11l11odnred in either the tubes or the shell, and the 

orientation can be horizolltal or vertical. YOli may want to check out the orientation of the heat 

exchanger in our laboratory. or course. single phases can be handled as well. 

2, The pressures and pressure drops can be varied over (\ wide range. 

], Thermal stresses call be accol1ullodatcd inexpensively. 

4, There is substantial ncxibiliLy regarding materials of construction to accommodate corrosion and 

other concerns. The shell and tJle tubes can be made of different materials. 

5. Extended heat transfer surfaces (tins) can be lIsed to enhance heat transfer. 
6. Cleaning and repair are relatively straightforward, because the equipment can be dismantled for this 
purpose 

V. CONCLUSION 

On the basis of above study it is clear that Shell and tube heat exchanger is the most versatile type of 
heat transfer apparatus, and for this reason it is the most used in a variety of applications. It has given a 
great respect among all the classes of heat exchangers. Moreover well designed as well as described 
methods are available for its designing and analysis. It has great advantages of pressures and pressure 
drops can be varied over a wide range, thermal stresses can be accommodated inexpensively and 
Cleaning and repair are relatively easy. The literature survey also shows the importance of this class of 
heat exchangers among other heat exchanger 
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Abslmt/
Refrigeration is the process of removal ofheat from a spate it is where it is unwanted and transferring 
the same to the surrounding environment. This is produced by evaporation of liquid refrigerant in VCR 
system. The coefficient ofpe!formance (COP) 0/ VCR system is depends on the refrigeration effect and 
work required the rate 0/ heat transfer or by reducing the compressor work.It has been found that 
nanorefrigerant have much higher and strongly temperature dependent thermal conductivity than 
conventional refrigerant and it improve the Ihermo-physical properties. This can be considered as one 0/ 
the key parameter ofenhanced pelformance for refrigeration system. For this project we will use R134a 
as a base refrigerant and the R600a (Nona refrigerant) will be added to study its effect on COP. The 
R600a will be added at different proportions such as 0.5%, 1.0% and 1.5%. Based on Ihe resulls mOSI 
suitable proporlion ofnano refrigerant will be suggested. 

Keywords- Nanojluids, COP, Power consumption, T'hennal conductivity 

INTRODUCTION 

II is true that rapid industrialization has led to unprecedented growth, development and technological 
advancement across the globe. It has also given rise to several new concerns. Today global warming and 
ozone layer depletion on the one hand and spiraling oil prices on Ihe other hand have become main 
challenges. Excessive use of fossil fuels is leading to their sharp diminution and nuclear energy is not out 
of harm's way. In the face of imminent energy resource crunch there is need for developing thermal 
systems which are energy efficient. Thermal systems like refrigerators and air conditioners consume 
large amount of electric power. So avenues of developing energy efficient refrigeration and air 
conditioning systems with nature friendly refrigerants need to be explored.[l] The rapid advances in 
nanotechnology have lead to emerging of new generation heat transfer fluids called nanofluids. 
Nanofluids are prepared by suspending nano sized particles (1-1 OOnm) in conventional fluids and have 
higher thermal conductivity than the base fluids. Nanofluids have the following characteristics compared 
to the normal solid liquid suspensions. i) higher heat transfer between the particles and fluids due to the 
high surface area of the particles ii) better dispersion stability with predominant Brownian motion 
iii)reduces particle clogging iv) reduced pumping power as compared to base fluid to obtain equivalent 
heat transfer. Based on the applications, nanoparticles are currently made out of a very wide variety of 
materials, the most common of the new generation of nanoparticles being ceramics, which are best split 
into metal oxide ceramics, such as titanium, zinc, aluminium and iron oxides: to name a prominent few 
and silicate nanoparticles, generally in the form of nanoscale flakes of c1aY.[2]Addition of nanoparticles 
changes the boiling characteristics of the base fluids. Nanoparticles can be used in refrigeration systems 
because of its remarkable improvement in thermophysical and heal transfer capabilities to enhance the 
perfonnance of refrigeration systems. In a vapour compression refrigeration system the nanoparticles can 
be added to the lubricant (compressoroil). 
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PREPARATION OF NANO HEFHIGEI{ANT 

The Nano reli'igcnlnt used in this experiment is R 134a-CuO. The preparation or Nano reli'igerant is done 
by the lise of magnelic stirrer and ultra Sonicator processor. 2 gm of 50 nlll diameter of copper oxide is 
mixed wilh 150 ml or lubricating oil and stirred about 2 hI's with the help or magnetic stirrer. Then the 
Nano rcli'igerant is placed in ultra sonicator processor to obtain flow properties for the copper 
nanoparticles. Then the Nano particles arc separated li'om the lubricating oil by filtration process. These 
Nano particles are injected into the compressor through suction port or charging port along with the base 
refrigerant R 134a. The complex correlation between all these parameter on the performance of nanofluid 
in sllown in Fig. 1.1. Here we can see that all parameter for example when we increase the concentration 
of nanorarticle in base fluid the all 4 thermo physical of nanotluid will be change. 

Nanofluid Parameters 
Nanofluid Properties , 
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Fig. 1. Complexity and m,dti-variability ofnanoparlicle suspensions 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

I. 	 R.S. Mishra,DevendraKumar Experimental investigation for enhancing thermal performance of 
vapour compression refrigeration system using nano fluids:-For increasing first law efficiency in 
terms of COP and Second law efficiency (Exergetic Efficiency) of VCR systems. the experiment is 
performed on VCR system to study the effect of silver oxide Nano particie(50nm) in base fluid of ethyl 
glycol (50:50 ratio with water) with concentration factor 0.02 to 0.06g by volume % on hot s ide of 
system (condenser side). For high efficiency out-put, the plate type heat exchanger has been taken in the 
VCR system. Test results show that the performance parameters such as exergetic efficiency of the 
system improved in the range of 1.9- 5.96% and heating capacity was improved by 26-~2% respectively 
by using 0.06 Vol% silver Nano fluid compared to water as cold based fluid for considerable range of 
cold base fluid flow rate. It was observed that the exergy destruction is decreasing in the range of 29
31.28%, 65.77-70.01%, 14.31-16.03%, 17-23% in compressor, condenser, evaporator and expansion 
valve respectively. High volume ratio (0.015 Vol%) of silver Nano fluid shows a very less effect on 
thermal performance paramelers of system for different base fluid mass flow rates. 

2.V.K Dongare, JyotiKadam, AmrutaS~I, ~aliPawar, SampadaSarvankar 
--'T'" 
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ENHANCEMENT OF VAPOUR COMPRESSION REFRIGERATION SYSTEM 
Now days, refrigeration systems have become one of the most impoJ'lant systems fOI' people's daily lives. 
So the use of refrigerants is increasing day by day. In past five years, nano-refrigerant has become the 
inpul for large number of experimental and vapours compression systems because of shortage of energy 
and environmental considerations. The conventional 

refrigerants have major role in global warming and depletion of the ozone layer By adding nanoparticles 
with refrigerants the coefficient of performance, heat transfer rate and thermal conductivity will 
increased. Because of that power consumption rate will be reduced. This paper compares cofficient of 
performance of refrigeration system with nanorefrigerants and without nanorefrigerants such as R 134a, 
M049 and blend of R290 and R600a 

3.Jayendra, Sanker, Sagar, Vinesb, Yuken, Kausbal EFFECT OF NANOREFRIGERANT ON 
PERFORMANCE OF VCR SYSTEM A REVIEW 

Refrigeration is the process of removal of heat from a space it is where it is unwanted and transferring the 
same to the surrounding environment. This is produced by evaporation of liquid refrigerant in VCR 
system. The coefficient of performance (cop) of VCR system is depends on the refrigeration effect and 
work required the rate of heat transfer or by reducing the compressor work. Recently it is found that the 
use of nanotechnology in the refrigeration system can increase the performance of system. In this 
technique the nanoparticles are added in to the base fluid which is refrigerant Or compressor oi I 
(lubricating oil). 

SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 

In this chapter we discussed about the solution methodology of the various formulation used for design 
components of the system, we use for solution of formulation of the components by EES (Engineering 
equation solver) in which we supply the initial conditions of the software before solving, there should be 
No. ofequations is equal to No. of variables. 
First all of write all the equation for design of the components of the system. Then we put inputs as per 
our model and for output we put some guess values in the software then solve the equations one after one 
components. First we design evaporator then compressor then condenser. For design evaporator we 
"comment" the other components and check the No. of equations is equal to No. of variables then solve 
the formulation, if there is some errol' while solving then we update Our guess nearest values of our 
design.For the design of the components set all the inputs like, size of the evaporator and condenser, 
mass flow rate of brine and water, compressor speed, Temperature of brine and water. So, as per our 
objective to constant our inputs data we use various nearest replacement of Oeo-friendly refrigerants on 
the same configuration then compare the outputs as per various refrigerants used like, R 134a, R404a, 
R407c, R290. It also has been found that nanorefrigerant have much higher and strongly temperature 
dependent thermal conductivity than conventional refrigerant and it improve the thermo-physical 
properties. This can be considered as one of the key parameter of enhanced performance for refrigeration 
system. For this project will first find all the available nanoparticles and we will also find their all 
properties and cost. After collecting all these data we will select one of the most suitable nanoparticles 
and mix them at proper concentration. This project is performed in order to check and clarify the effect of 
nanorefrigerant properties on heat transfer compared to pure refrigerant in refrigeration system. 
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EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS. 

Fig. 2.Experimenla/ Setup 

The experimental test is conducted on a domestic refrigerator with vapour refrigeration cycle working 
with refrigerant R-134a. Refrigerator lesl rig was developed in order to investigate the performance ofthe 
system. In developing the reliable refrigerator test rig, consideration should be highly taken ca re 
especially the development melhod and measurement locations of pressure and temperature. These are 
very important to ensure that the test rig can produce reliable data. A test rig was developed as shown in 
the figure. There are five points of temperature measurement, two points of pressure measurement: The 
thermocouple wire was used to measure the temperature of refrigerant in the tube. In order to know the 
performance characteristics of the vapour compression refrigeration system the temperature and pressure 
gauges are installed at each entry and exit of the component. Experiments are conducted by placing of 
shell and tube heat exchanger after the condenser. Different types of tools are also used tube cutter to cut 
the tubes and tube bender to bend the copper tube to the required angle. Finally the domestic refrigerator 
is fabricated as for the requirement of the project. All the values of pressures and temperatures are 
tabulated. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Purpose of this research was carried out for inspecting thermophysical properties of mixed 
nanorefrigerants. Three different nanoparticles (AhO" Cu and SiC) and mixed refrigerant of 
R2901R600a were synthesized individually to form mixed nanorefrigerant. The operating conditions were 
3Mpa Pressure and 300 K Temperature respectively. Results are calculated for density, thermal 
conductivity, viscosity and specific heat of mixed nanorefrigerant. 
From the results, we conclude following points 

» Density of mixed nanorefrigerant increases with increase in volume concentration of nanoparticles. 
» Thermal conductivity of mixed nanorefrigerant increases with increase in volume concentration of 

nanoparticles. 
» Viscosity of mixed nanorefrigerant increases with increase in volume concentration of nanoparticles. 
» Specific heat of mixed nanorefrigerant decreases with increase in volume concentration ofnanoparticles. 

~ 
..I ".-. v~ 
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Abstract- In today's advanced and competitive world of cas ling, technoiogy plays a important 
role to meet the demand and fulfill the challenges of production. Casting methods also have 

undergone various changes to make the process easier, faster and economical. Out of mallY 
processes of casting, there is a process called as Gravity Die Casting[5]. Gravity die casting was 
one of very earliest processes to be invented for metal and light metal alloy die casting. It is used 

I 

to manufacture casting parts from non-ferrous materials such as Aluminium or low-temperature 

alloys. In this process, hot casted mould from gravity die casting machine are delivered by 
operators, but there is a high risk of accident, risk of injuries to the operator or workers. So this 

research aims to design and develop a casting catcher for gravity die casting machine. Casting 

catcher is used to load-out a hot casting mould from a gravity die casting machine into surrounding 

environment. Also casting catcher increases production while reducing operatqr 's load. They are 

operate in manual swing or fully automatic powered swing in. It helps in callecting the casted 
product neatly and safely. There is no risk of any accident whi Ie working with casting catcher. 

Keywords- Gravity Die Casting, Casting catcher, Mould , Light metal alloy, Economical 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Gravity Die Casting Machine 

The gravity dic-casling process parameters influence Ihe casting quality especially 

solidification and the mechanical properties. The opel'atio n of vertical Gravity Die Casting 
machine starts wilh pouring of molten metal into the pouring pan which would make the 

whole process sem i-automatic. And thus, the conventional method of manual pouring 
directly into die ends here. After the pouring of molten meta l into the pouring pan which is 

attached to the die . the operation of tilting starts and thus. the metal starts flowing into the 
die with uniform speed. After 15-20 minutes, the casting solidifies with reduced losses and 

with the help o r catcher w e can catch or lift up the molding component and then the die is 
cleaned with the pressUl'ized air[5). 

B. Casting Catcher fOI' Gravity Die Casting Machine 

r:.sting Catcher if, used to colicctJlOl _,;aia;l.~.;Old comron~nts. In largc scale industries we 
, rO. ' 
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Lise th e robotic arms but it hus higll ll1 a nlll~I ";lurillg cost amJ high maillLcllHm.:c so we have to 

des ign th~ ca~ lill g calcher. Ca~ lin g Catcher improvG the prodlluti on rate and also help to 

reduce aceide ll ts in indu stry su ch \IS burning dtle to hot lll oid components_\\! ith help of 

catcher we can lin lip CUJ1lp0 l1l..:nt (objl:ct f ~l.II l: ll 1'1\1111 !ll ov,!hk die) and place it ill 

SlI!ToullCiing environment to decrease th e tcmpcrature or hut moldi ng component. 

c. De~ign A pproach 

The approach of designing deals v\.. ith th e material s readily availab lc In the market: space 

ava ilable . 

As \~iC kno\\ lhat the operation or ca sting a componcnt on gravity die casting machine has to 

be carried oUl[5J. T here was need or casting catcher to carry Oll t the casted product \:vhich 
has high lCmpCnlture. The size and length of tray and arm s are des igned by lrial-and-crror 

mcthod which is totally based 0 11 dimensions or gra vity di e cas ting machine and easy to 

opernte . T he num be r of bearin gs is se lec ted fo r carry out smooth operati on. 

List of part s \·vhlch \\le have designed arc:

I. Ca lthe r Tray 

2. Sta nd pipe 

4. Bc.l ring H ouse 

5. Pivo t Pin Housing 

Litel'atulT nt'view-

In today's competitive \ovorld of casti ngs, foulldry has made signifi can t advancements in the 

production. sa le. storage methods in producti on technology advancements lls ing technology, 

tech no l",,) plays a s igni fica nt ro le to meet th e demands and ful fi ll t he cha ll enges of 

produc tiun . Cas ting me th ods also have undergone variolls changes to make th e process easier, 

faster and ec o!lomi ca l. Out of tnany processes of casting, there is a process ca JJ ed as Gravity 

Die Casting [ 5 [. 

It llses th e pr inc iple th at the m olten m etal flows under action of gravity due to its self-weight 

so as to li ll the die [5]. G ravity d ie casting process is la bour intens ive and expensive. This is 

probabl} nile of the m ost dynamic fi elds inside manufacturing and engineering industries. 

The well-k no"n adva ntages associated to the use of Al uminium a ll oys (li ght weight, good 

mechani ca l behavior:. good corrosion res istance. etc .) constitute the driving force for the 

intreduct i,'n vr new applicatio ns a nd des ig n and on the othe r hand) . Therefore , a utomation 

has been « IITied out fo r these three processes. The increase in the a ppeal of the grav ity d ie 

castin" pmccss l11 ay also be attribu ted to x'k; t d ie -casting cha racteri stics aluminium 
, ~s~. 
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alloys. as wcll as to the inc reased demand for large quantities of identi ca l parts 

I. Casting Catcher is a system that co llects the casting product to reduce th e human efrorts 
and increases the production rat'.!, 

2. Improvement in minimization u('performanc<...: parameters. 


1 The product thus developed is rull y operational and gives desired 


Design of Catcher Tray:- Matel' ial selection: 


Ref:- (V. B. Bhandari 2.5. Table 2.2)[ 1 J 


DESIGNAnON TENSILE STRENGTH 

N/rnm 2 

YEILD STRENGTH 

N /mm 2 

MILD STEEL sao 400 

Catcher tray IS subj ected to d,rect shear failure under we Ight of the casti ng prod uct w hI ch IS 
assumed to be 5kg. 5kg=50N 

Now. 

dll;ar lo re\,;Shear stress 

G( shear)= ;06000NN2 

G(shear)= 0.008 N/mlll 2 

cr = TenciS e ctrength = = 220 N/Illm2 
440 

Toe 
2 

As. G(shear) < (J 


Catcher pan is safe 


under shear load. 


u(tel1sile) _ TenciSe fell ee SON 

Catcher tray joint 
sal~ty 

.f rea 1392NN2 

O"(tensile) = 0.036 N/mm2 As. O"(tensile) < 0" 
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I k nee . Catcher tray jo int is sare lInti er tens iic luad. 

Sclc~ ti o n of Bcnrings: 

1'= X ~: V*FI' +- Y*FiJ 

Where. p= Equ ivalent dyna", ic we ight (N) Fr= Radia l load 

Fa= /\xial loa I 

V= raee rotati on factor X= I. Y= 0 

Pc = Fr = SON 

Now. 

1. 1 () = Raled bear ing life 

I.h I 0 = Rated bearing li fe in hOllr N = 20 rplll 

L I 0 = 60 N 1:;h-t6

10"'6 

L I 0 = 60 _"0 .401lQ 4 .8 m ill ion revs 

I (V'6 

L 10 = (ClPe)P 

4.8 * 10" 6 = (C/50) " 3 C = 8.434 KN 


'ir lr r ttng t>c:ulIlg to be fit th e 50ml11 d iam"t" r chott. 


S ingle row d eep ball bea ring - SKI' mode l no - 60 I0 
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II, CAD MODELLING & ANALYSIS 

• '111 r " 
C1"::':I~ 

I - -'

Top View Front View 

Fig L-Cad Modcl OfCastill g Catc her Des igned in Solidworks 2020 

Matel'ials

.,;-:::.=== ='" , . 
'd _ 

~.,.. ......._ __ ,,_, _. N' ._._~"" , , . _ _ _ -~ 
_ b . --____ 

--~ '''...--._
~¥ 

~-...--
--=~
........._.._--_. 
... .~ ~..,...;;;.... ..l _ _ _ ...,~';;..,,,--_._- -......:: j: ---,-.--". 

~I 
~.;., _~"I, 'i:;:r <_... . _ .. ...-,..._ _ ... ...\,1., 1____ • __ ' 0-0.__' _ .... u ___ ' <1- " 

Fig 2,-Malcrials lIsed for Analysis 
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Ivleshing

Fig3.-lsometric View of Mesh Model 

D " ~ ,,,,~ c 1 r..: "". -:;;,-, " 

1..- O ' spl".y 
Ol~pl""y Slyle 

Dcr"",ults 

P"y~lc'" Preferen c e "'onl.ne.c.r r..1e<:hc"nl c.:. l 
Eren,ent O,'oer Progr"n, CorHrolied 

Elen,ent ::;;;,:e 1.5 ",n, 
_ . Slzi .... g 

r - l ! Qu .... lity 

C heck I'''''e",h a ... ",Uly I
ye S": ' Er;or~ 

T~r~et 51<: ... "",,..,.,, .. ,,, Oef.:.ult (O.90000-a) 

I Oc, ';... ,t {O, O-:;OOOOl 

r...lesh .... 'et.,c Elen'lcnt a~""ty 

.....Ii .... 

"-I"""" 
3.763 5e --0O2.. 

,Ave ....ge 0.8.2025 
S t""nd.,rd Devl ... t:l o n 0 . 100-sa. 

, ....1Iatlo"; 

[ ... Advan<:ed 
• -.l..~ ...__ 

""Od e'" 'J Q30G0ZO 
Element,. 6e.83307 

Fig4.-Mesh Element & Node Count 
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-

n 

FigS.-E lement Quality 

I. Higher Order Tetra Elements was used for meshing 

2. Patch Confirming Algorithm was used 

3. Body Sizi ng was Used for di Ffere nt components 

4. Proximity and curvature are ignored 

5. All details are captured without defealuring 

Bou ndary Conditions

.--

Fig 6.-Fixed Support 
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."••ft.r_..._. 
'limo" • 
17111 :OIl17n 

0'..... '.,'
"',_,.. ~, .. 11'r;t.Q " 

Fig 7.-Applied Force or 50 N 

(;c," ..io:tt~.... u 
1. "'11"'-'- ' n'n. I, 
lJ 0).11:1"1'101 

Fig 8. -App lied Temperature Of 150'c 

C::Stu~"SI.t.lhnd 
C.~t:".. 
T_ ... 
U~·l\tI'l17·-6 

D O:~..IC~n·c. 

F i g9.-Convection 
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Solver Set ting

Stt."P Controls 

• 

!Iumb er 01 Slep~ 1. 


(umml Sltp Number 1. 


Step End Trme 1.< 


.. Er~"'n;! a.:.. • I oil [~"'" ow. .:.uto Time Steppll'l9 On 

1 CJ Gc:~,:y , --~" 1 E3 r.e-tr-t Deline &t Subsh!ps 


" 1~'«<t"I ,--. ~ Vi r....-.:ld Inlll.,1 Sub~ttOI 1. 

5 Il:! s..:w ~ ;!i Scb.c> 
 ~.'inlmum SubHeps 1. 


U~-ol.:..:.n ~ :.u SC4.o~ 
 t,Ia:(lmum Subst tp~ 10. 
(iJ R.~.u!~ 1 .=> ;:~:! 

Solver Controls> ~ r;,1 p",,,,,,,,<,, > f (:,1 ~"'~Ien 
Sol'IU Type l\t: a ti '..e 

~>!, , ~!- ,:.' . .s:u~y·Sf.a T"t"" ": 
"'!e3\: Sp:in9' 0 11 

S~lvu Pi;'ot Ch: "dng ':.'3In,n9l l a rg e Dell~c1ion On 

' inerti'" Relief 011 

Fig I 0.- Thermo-Structural With Paramitarization Fig I I.-Solution Setting 

P::l.:::3L~·: DI!-:EJSICU~.LITY. . 3-:' 

:}::GREES OF fREE:·:~~ . Uy uz 

~liALY5IS TYPE . STATIC (STE:A!)'f-SI~_TE) 


~rFSEI TEJ-::PERATURE FRO~~ ;..BSOLUl:: ZERO 2""73.15 


::QUri.II:JH SOL"i£R OPT I On . 

TOLERAliCE. 1. 00000 E- 08 


GL03ALLY ~_SSE.YaLED 1GJR1X .S!1~~IR!C 


Fig12.-PCG Solver Used 
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Solu tiollS

r. Totalllcformatioll 

a Su lk 5tl\III:...... 
folal OtfC'l"'~1)ft 
TWtl TohIO.,~It1\.,.o" 
lINt: "\I~ 
lImr.1 
CUMn' 
Mh.;l.J~ 

MI"O 
21·tI'S-JI»11T~ 

Ul-ltj 
~~1 

t~'»~ 

n 131 
I. YSNj
,.4" 
1,111 5 
074102 
O ~7051 , 

Fig.-14 Isometri c View For Total Deformation 

B: Static Structunl 
Totll Dtfor.mation 
Type::TObl Dtformation 
Unltmm 
lime: 1 
Cust-om 
Max: 3.3346 
Min: 0 
27· 05 · 202117:44 

3.3346 
2.'lti41 
2S936 
2.2 231 

1.8526 

1.482 

1.1115 

0.74102 

0.37051 


o 

FigJ5.-Top View For Total Deformation 
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2, Equivalent Strcsses

ltSt.tk'!ilrllr-tw.ll 
t . ....lt ,.~ tt,.tU 
T:rpt<E'iO",..l<e.nt (w.r, 
Utlrt W .. 
TII'TI"I 
Mn:.~19n 
Ml.... o.~m 
11-1l5·1'O.!t 1r;47 

~] g7~ 

~l.m 

.11919 
lS,~ 

l-?7S'5 
[J.!)2ll 

li.9'}1 

l l.~ 

5.9'ol72 
(lCOOl915 

·M!1C 1) Sbt.' 

Fig.-17 Top View For Equivalent ~t resses 

''' ' __-::~c==5~OO (rnm):::'_~:::;;;==='''=-'''' 
- 10000 f(r(l.OO 

Fig.-1 6 isometric View For Equivalent Stresses 

0: 51.tIc Slruct .... 

Equivol.nt Str.., 

Typ<: Equival.nt (VCI,-I\I[i, 

Unit: MP. 

lim.: 1 

Max: 53.972 

Min: 0.0002935 

1M5-20211 7:52 


53.972 
47.97.5 
41.979 
35.982 
29.985 
23.988 
17.991 
11.994 

5.9972 

0.0002935 
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.I. Tcmpcnltllre llistdhutilJII

C:SII:t6t,SUle Thefaal 
lrmpHc~ 

T~" Tt1l"lpu ...uo t 
IJt.It 'C 
Time-I 
M •• 150 
"tnOI).11 
11 CJ'>.1Q21174 

150 
l ;J.~ 

l.u~1 

m .7D 
t)Hl 
129.~9 

11 ~. Sl 

121.43 
117J~ 

1lUi 

.ro___~~=='="''''.OO~_~5==500\J OO{mm) 
200'(XI ~N.OO 

Fig IS.-Isometric View For Temperawn; Distribution 

C: Study..s,obo Tho< ., .. 
TempotR-tutc 
l ypt: Tf:mp"Il!RWre 
Unit ·C 
Time: 1 
M.., 150 
Min: 113.21 
27·05·2021 11,51 

150 
1.5.91 
141.84 
137.i6 
m.61 
11959 
115.51 
121.43 
117.35 
113.27 

FigI9.-Top View For Temperature Di stri buti on 
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III. 	 CONCLUSIONS 

Cast ing Cutcher is a system that co ll ects the cast ing product to reduL:e the human erfort.) and 
increases the production rate. Current project work targets to design the Casting Catcher 

according to applications of castin g products on Gravity Die Casling machine. Due to casting 

catcher. we achieved th e safety measures for operators and workers. The producl th us 

develop~d is I'ully operat ional and g ives desireclmotion. 
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friction Stir Processing of Precipitate Harclenable AI Alloys 
606l and 7075: A Review 
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Abstract - Friction Stir Processing (FSP) is one of the promising lhermol1lcchanical process ing 

techniques that modifies the microst ructural and mec hanical properties of the materia l. This is 

so lid state joining technique and energy crJic ient environment friendly. Previous studies or 
different FSP of alloys report the contamination of processed zone consisting of Fine gra ined and 

homogeneolls microstructure. The advClmage in FSP is that it has maxi mulll tcmperature 

reaching capac ity of less than 80% to 85% of the melting temperature. In this review work, the 

precipitation hardenable aluminiulll alloys 6061 and 7075 were FSP undcr va rious combinations 

of speeds sllch as rotational and translmion speed are studied. Correlation between the 

microstructure and strength properties du rin g process is one of the important issuc in FSP 

optimization. This review aims at to collect large amount of information about FSP or 

precipitation hardenab le aluminium allovs which is used worldwide and study its mechanical 

properties more specifically. 

Keywords - FSP, microstructure, aluminium alloy, Rotational speed, mechanica l propel1ies. 

recrysta II ization 

1. Introdnction 

FSP is a so lid state joining process in which metals with low melting point can be easily joined. 

In this process after processing the metallurgical and mechanical properties will remain same as 

that of base metal [I]. The basic concepi "I' FSP is simple. A rotating tool with specifically 

design pin and shoulder is inserted illt" Ihe L'dges of plate which is to bejoined till the shou ld er 

contact the top surface of work piece. Then il traversed along the line of joint to produce weld. 

Firstly, heating of the work piece will take place by tool followed by deformation in the material. 

After this movement defonnation in material ",ill take place and it results in joining. The heat 

generated by friction between rotating 10,,1 and the work piece causes plastic deformation to 

occur. Due to heating it softens the material around the pin and rotation leads to movement of 

material from the front of the pin to bal'k . Thisjoin ing process is known as solid state [23· 

Aluminum and its alloys has importanl applications in defense, aeronautical and space industries. 

The 6 series alloys mostly used for nooring. stairs, etc. due to its machinability properties [33. AI 
6061 alloy is used for structural applicalion, where good strength is required. A I alloys of seven 
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series that are made up of AI-Zn-Mg-Cu are widely used as structural materials due to their 

relative low density, high strength. ductility, toughness and fatigue resistance. Among these AI 

series, AI 7075 alloy is an important marerial in aircraft structures dl!e to the high strcngth. 

Anothcr important aspect 01 FSI' is the fact that it affects aging behaviour of AI alloys (4 ,5 ]. The 

main plll'pOSe of this review is to gather relevant information regarding AI 6061 ancl 7075 alloys 
by reviewing its concept, follo wed by precipitation hardening AI alloys, rec rysta lli zation as well 

as its super plasticity. 

In the Fig I. FSP processes is shown. A pin is inserted into the modified material with the 
shou lder of rotating tool abutting a base metal. Tool transverses into the modified direction. The 

too l applies load on plate and heats the metal and modifies the area. In FSP heal-trea table A I 

alloys, an important femure is that coarsening of precip itates and the degree of microstructure 

determined by the thermal cycle and material flow behavior. Which influence on the end 
mechanical propeJ1ies of th e joints of the six series and seven series aluminum alloys [6]. 

Tool 
Rotation 

Axial 
Force 

/ 

FSP 
Region ___ 

Fig I. Schematic drawing of FSP 

2. Friction Stir Processing (FSP) 

Most of the precipitation hardening al uminum alloys be lo ngs to the 6 thousand and 7 thousand 

series. FSP causes less d isto,1ion in mechanical and metallurgica l propert ies also the residual 

stresses are reduced [7]. FSP results in fine recrystallization of grain, precipitate dissolution and 

coarsening than in traditional welding process. Additionally, the review article by Mishra et a!. 

[14]. reported that the effect of plast ic deformation and in temperature ri se, results in line 

recrysta llized grains, texture ancl coa rsening. The rotating tool creates a highly deformcd plast ic 

zone by pressing the shou lde r against the surface of the meta l. Due to pin it causes additional 
heating and material flow. Fig 2 shows the schematic diagram of FSP and tool. A Iso. various 

forces which are act on tool arc shown. The resultant residual grain size is generally increased 

with increasing too l rotational speed an(i -sltght-..Yariation occur in tool axis geometry. Heat 
/.:,". If 

f~: "/-
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generated in the joining prOl'l.'ssL'S causes signifi cant changes in microstructure, t.:omprul1lismg 

meohanica l properties of th t: base mew I and causing wt::ld ing distortion. For L'XClIllPIc, ill fllsion 

welding of aluminum alloys heat gunerakd which suppU J'ls joilliJlg or tile Illda! call Ilt.:ad lO 

micro sc.:grcgation or the alloying clcI1H.:nts which is added such as copper, maglwsiul1l, silicon 

and manganese '-! 4.]. 

Side force F, 

Fig 2. Detai l diagram of FSP and tool 

FSP can be carried out on specialized machines such as milling machine typ ica lly [1 5]. Mi lling 

machines sometimes fail ed to get ideal conditions for FSP. Since independent measurement 

developing system whic h is required, can be identifi ed uni t of recording forces, a tool hold er 

capab le of removing hem, torque and forces produced during process. To achieve this 

possibilities of the modified surface relation between process parameters i.e. rotational speed. 

travelling speed, type of 1001. spi ndle torque, temperature, microstructure. mechanical properti es 

of stir zone need to be recognize. 

2.1 Characteristics of FSP precipitation hardenable aluminum a lloys 

FSP has considered as the most relevant and significant process in metal joining in the past 

decades. It also recognizes as green technology because of its energy efficiency, environment 

friendly and versatile . The we ld in g institute (TWI) in 1991 developed this process. The use of 

friction stir processing has ga ined prominent ro le in the production of integrated \wlds in 

aluminum 2000, 6000 and 7000 series. 

2.2,1 Strengthening prccipit>ltcs 

1t is an important issue thm many authors have invest igated that strengthening precipitates 

(nanoparticies) growth and distribution of the precipitate associated with the resultant FSP. Sato 

et al. [8] examined the microstructure of the precipitate in the FSP of AI 6061 alloy. Thi s study 

shows that hardness of the pmllie strongly depends on the prec ipitate distribution. FSP joints of 

s",t ke.' 
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1\16061 and 7075 is investigated by Barcelona et al. [I I] and they observed that the percentage 

of insoluble particles decreases local ly due to the too l pin and reclystallization occurring in the 

stir zone. This contract the so licning or material due to density o f" precipitate as it decreases. In 

genornL it improved mechanica l propert ies and jo int resistance. In FSP. th e final microstructure 

and subseq uent mechan ica l propertics distribution are depcndent on various indcpendent factors. 

The ma in factors are chemical co mpos ition of material, temperature co ndition. technological 

process parnmeters, penetration depth (thickness), modified area and other remaining factors a rc 

geometry, mechani sm, etc. Chemica l composition determines the ava ilable strengthen 

mechanism and material will be aftected by temperature and stra in associated with rsp [12]. The 

preliminary microstructure of the parent material has important effect on materia l response to 

FSP, particularly in the HAZ. Process parameters such as trans lation speed and rotational speed 

spec ify the tool geometry, thermal boundary conditions, strain, and tempernt ure history of the 

modified surface area [13]. During FSP heat generati on and deformation causes parent material 

to flow at temperature below melting point and allow travelling of tool along designed 

mod ification line [9, I 0] . The heat is mainly produced by friction between rotating shoulder and 

work piece. The previous ly heated material flows around the rotatin g pin then fills cav ity at the 

rear of the tool. Hence, this process is assumed that hot deform atio n techniq ue and hot 

microstructural mechanism occurs in FSP. Due to coarsening of hardening precipitate and effect 

the gra in recovery, the microstructure changes during FSP. It influences the material flow, plastic 

deformation, HAZ, TMAZ, etc. [6]. Sometimes on the border between stir zone and TMAZ. 

Amount ofSi or Cu in 6000 series co mmercial al loys and 7000 series AI-Mg-Si alloy, additional 

hardening phase appear. During process temperature gradient occurs, and therefore the so lutes 

come out of the solution and precipitate due to drop in temperature . There are four types of 

recrystallization occurring i.e. continuous recrystallization, discontinuous recrystallizatio n, 

cont inuous dynamic rec rysta llization, and geometric dynamic recrystallization r16,17]. It is 

observed that notched grain boundaries and nucleation of new grain growth happens between 

processes. 

2.2.2 Mechanical testing of FSP joints 

Chen [18] investigated on FSP shows that the influence of high rotational speed and fast 

transverse speed on mechan ical properti es says that the excellent mechanical pn1perties of FSP 

6061 are ob tained maximum tensile stre ngth is 30 1.8 MPa. In process of FSI' 606 1 plate, the 

heat transfers between work piece and tool. Large number of precipitate is l)btained in nugget 

zone at hi gh rotational and transverse speed. Srinivasan [19] studied the mic rostructural and 

mechanical propel1 ies of AI 6061 and 7075. Three welded joints joined I" FSP processes 

displayed higher strength value and strength value is approximately 34%. Hardness in the weld 

metal region compared to HAl recorded very low between the joints is 5X VHN (Vickers 

Hardness Number) and maximum hardness recorded is 85 VHN. 

Comparing other joints, FSP j oints has the superior tensile properties and ver) line strengthen ing 

precipitate arises in the weld region. Investigation in dissimilar alloy AI 606 1 and AI 7075 it is 
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observed variolls l11eduHli~al prop!.!rt it..:s Iike hardness ano tCllsi Ie :-ilrcngth is improved wi th 

fabricating the surface (;OmpOSile through FSP. Also uniform dispersion of mHterial throughout 

process is oilwincd II'!I. Cavaliere 120.1 Pcrl(>rIncd FSI'. They jt)ined 2.5 mm thick dissimil"r 

sheet of /\ 1 707:' by I'SI'. Si nce the I;ttiguc endurnnce of processed sheets is the finest 

perrormance during the opcratiotl. The authors concluded that weld reduces fatigue behavior 

with 44 MPa comparing A I 2023 base material which having stress (67MPa). Also they studied 

that, lo r precipitation harcknable alloy AI 7075, hardness of profile in the crOss section showed 

variation on the base material on thermo-mechanica lly affected ZOne. 

2.3 Properties of FSP 6xxx scries Al alloys 

6xxx all oy series contains Mg and Si addition of 0.3 to 1.2% and sometimes small addition of 

copper, chromium or manganese. 6xxx series alloys are strengthened by prec ipitation of Mg2Si 
particles. A lthough mechanical properties are classified when it comes to structural steel range. 

6xxx series alloy has good weld ability property and have good corrosion resistance property 

which can be llsed in marine atmosphere as \-vell as it is suitable for surface treatment process 

having good strength property r3]. MUtT and Mc Clure [9] is observed li'om FS P of AI6061 alloy 

that, \velding process occurs by extreme plastic deformation associated with the straining 

characteristics of metal now in solid state region. Com paring microstructure between Al 6061 

and 1100 (contains large columnar grains), provides evidence for recrystall ization as principal of 

FSP development. Plastic deformation in AI 6061 alloy accompanied by temperature variation 

within weld zone (temperature around 250"C) produce a wide precipitation microstructure 

ranging in the weld zo ne. 

Roldo et al. [21] investigated AI 6061 by FSP and found that microstructure development in each 

region in the joint is strong functi on of thermo mechanical cyc le during welding. They worked 

on three heat treatment and observed under Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). They 

noticed the network developed in base metal probabl y formed during thermo mechanical 

processing. Strengthening precipitate found in base metal while Si-O and AI-Fe-Si particles 

found in all regions. It is also observed that stir zone experienced high te mperature and greatest 

strain rate. Absence of precipitate in any zone suggest the temperalUre exceeded the disso lution 

temperature for equilibrium and cooling rates to avoid precipitation. The effect of different 

shoulder geo metries on microst ructural and mechanical properties on AI 6061 by Olea [22]. It is 

:.iluuied lhul (001 \vol'king al 4(jO 1I1111 / lllill at ~ I U rpm; increases the rransverse strength of the 

joint and provide the erOwn ,,,d;,~ ~ due to combination of fillet and cavity. The optimal tool 

design for 5 mm thick AI plate for AI 6061 whose deformation resi stance is relatively low, tool 

shape doesn't affect the mechanical properties and microstructure. 

2.4 Properties of FSP 7xxx aluminum alloy series 

In 7xx, sc ries. it contains zinc instead of copper, although copper i, ;11 ,,) od ded in sma ll amollnt. 

Composition within system has highest well-known strength of commercial AI alloys. Due to 

spec ific mechanical properties, tOllghness and corrosion resistance A I 70/) is used more widely. 
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The alloy of 7xxx series have high tensile strength than a 6xxx alloy se ri es. The behavior is due 
to precipitation of Mg,Zn particles in the compos ition. Most widely used 7 series a ll oy contains 
approxi makl y 4.5'1., Zn and 1.3% Mg. This alloy can be cooled il~ air for much thicker secti ons. 
The alloy con taining copper i.e. (AI-Zn-Mg-Cu) have highest st ren gth of ali 1\1 al loy greater than 
normal structural stecl [1 2]. 

Garg A and Bhattacharya [23] focllsed on the work on AI 7075 al lny and concl uded that the 
enhancement of tensile strength and welding efficiency (above 100%) was ob tained using tr inUlc 
pin and thc geometry of pin innuenced the process zone. Stir zone lormation was dependent on 
tool rotational speed and under this condition defects were fou nd in the microstructure. Thc 
microstructure investigalion of FSP or AI 7075, sho\ved that intergranural nne precipitate along 

with the gra in boundaries in the base meta l that in HAZ. Some precipitate severely coarsens and 
strengthening precipitate go into solution and re-precipitate heterogeneously on dislocations and 
strongly dependence upon dislocation density. 

Recently researched applied numerical model to pred ict evolution of precipitate distribution in 
?xxx alloys durin g FS r . The precipitate and their interaction in terill s of competiti on fo r so lute o f 
heterogeneous sites were observed [23]. Precipitates and its interaction along the grain 
boundaries and size were investigated. Charit et al. [24] produced structure via FSP using AI 
7075 alloy. In this study the microstructure in weld zo ne found stable and the superplastic 
properties were reserved . The high strength st ir zone in the region because of higher stress 
compared to base metal assumed plast ic deforming during process. 

3. Effect of tool rotaiional speed in FSP 

Tool rotational speed is one of the important main parameter of thc Fsr. this research presented 
that tool rotat ional speed innuenced th e material mixing and as well as the presence of defects. 
An increase in too l rotational speed results in better mi xing of jo ints in the alloy due to the 
deve lopment of plastic no\\,. Defects are spec ially formed when rolH tional tool speed ·is high 
..·.. hich io '150 nPM ond GSO RPM fUI tll~ tapoloJ tuu l. T he II",,, !o!c 'le,atiull JUlill!;; ti lt:: 1'3r i, 
cU lliparalive::ly high and this leads to better material mixing. I he contact between the material 
and tool during we lding helps in better formation of metallurgica l bonds. Hence, the stro nger the 
pin in sti rring process softens the material at high temperatu re' and tcndency to fonn smaller 
defects [22]. 

Accord ing to Saedi et al. [25] the grain size does not change with increase in too l rotationa l 
speed . They stated that, higher rotational speed produces more heat per lIn it length and helps in 
slower coo ling rate in particularly weld zone. In the stud) . for applied parameters heat is 
generated fo r coa rseni ng grain size and precipitate limits grain growth . Macroscopic defects as 
well as degree of material stirring determines the mechanica l pr')pcnies. In research, shou lder 
influence of the tool rotational speed. Moreover. hit;ther too l rc'tat ional sp~ed and constant 
transverse speed leads to decrease in tensile strength. Alsu, it de'.w",e, pn::sence of defects that 
hug lll J"mm higher rotntivillal '-'p('('d in· .:Hli LUlie. 3i:1t:ui ViJ ~t: 1 \Jed lkll j rll.; l tat.t:~ ill luul lulaliuJlal 
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speed fro m 400 RPM to lIOO RPM . the te ns ile s trength initially decreases and then incrcasc~ 

gradua ll y. 

4. Effect of' pin Design 

In the FSI', the typ e of pin prolil e directly al"":cts material Il ow. Heat generati o n anel shearil1g 

action of materia! takes place while processing. This rf.::scan.:h sho\vs that tool geometry influence 

on the dcgree of mi xi ng o f alloy j o ined and range' in pJ'()ees~ed area [26]. The joints produce w ith 

TriOute pin display with better material mixing and producing complex microstructure in stir 

rcgio n w ith rine recrys talliza tion grains than welds produced by threaded tapered pin . In triflutc 

pin mi crodefect occurs arOl",d at 355 RPM and 450 RI'M too l rotati ona l speed for A I 7075 a ll oy. 

Thi s suggest that trinute pill give ri se in larger heat input which fOllnd previollsly. 

The effect of pin design is respons ibl e for intermixin g of material and the reby for final 

mechanica l properties. Similar trend is observed in reiation between tool rotationa l speed and pin 

design. Pin design improves strength and joint eftieiene),. The tensile strength of cylindrical 

tapered pin is about 80 MPa is higher lhan triflute pin. 

Fig. 3 Tri- tlu!e geometry lool pill Fig. 4 Cyl indrical tapered tool pin 

Above Fig. (3) and Fig. (4) show the geometry of l ri- Il LIte tool pin and cylindrical tapered tool 

pin . The niaxi lllllm hardness achieved in the stir region a lso depends upon the FSP too l p in used 

during process. The triflute pin was cha racterized b\ max imum hardness of the 150 YHN. 

im:t@ad of this CO!;O throodod toperod pin hovc highCJI hnl'dnc3J in 3tir LOt1<:. The \\'011h knowi ng 

that , for triflute pin small grain s ize is observed than the wpered pin. Likewise, di ss imilar AI 

7075 and A I 2024 joints, the average hardness vallie ill I(l lir tlute case is lower than tapered pin. 

The microstructural analysis showed that, grain size i, " n a iler than threaded taper pin. Research 

proposed thaI grai n size is not dominating factor illllllenci ng micro hardness in the welds. Grain 

size depends lIJlon pin profil e used and in Ava!'s "prJ; lhe relati onship between hardness and 

grain size is given clearly [27]. 
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5. Recent ,,,Ivallcelllent in FSP 

In the recent studi(:s, there arc. vari ous advancomt'nt has been doing in FSP. FSP with 111trason ic 

vibrati on. is one of th e m:w concept which enables rdincrnent of the microstructure as well as 

improved mcchanica l properties. This new variation in r-SI' technology frequently used to bridge 

r-Sl' process and complementing to Hybrid FSP [28]. Ultrasn nic encrgy in conventional 

manl1l~lctllrin g processes such as machin ing, we lding. forming has been lIsing for years. In recent 

resu its. ultraso nic energy is applied on tool or work piece such as forces can be reduced and 

processing speed is going to increased. Al so quality is improved by using this technology. In 

most or the studies_ local heating wh ich sees energy is appl ied during plastic deformation. T he 

mechanism is respunsible for reduction in formi ng process and slatic fo rces reduction \vas found 

to be equal to the periodic ampl itude force [29] . However. thc results revealed that ult rasonic 

vibration decreased w ith yield stress during plastic deformati on . The advantage of this system is 

that force applied in axial direction of FSP tool which easil y get intcgrated without any bearing 

and it allows direct transfer of vibration. 

6. Summary 

The present review paper is addressed to FS P of precipitatc hardening alloys. It is joining 

technology which lIsed lor su rface modification, com paring the microstructure characteristics 

and strength propen ies . To state more spec ifically aboUl p.ec.p.tation phenomena, 

recrysta llizat ion of AI-Cu, AI-Mg-Si and AI-Zn alloys w hich undergone in FSP process proved 

joint developmcnt and performance quality. M icrostructure and its belonging physical and 

mechanical properties increases by this surface modification techniqu e. The reinforcement 

particle o r FSP joints of AI 6061 signitlcanily enhances the mechanical stre ngthening of the 

meta l. The pair of AI 7075 and AI 6061 has higher solidus tem perature and hi gher strength. 

During testing of tensile strength of the joints, the HAZ of AI 6061 on the advancing side of 

weld is measured more strength. Addition of reinfo rc eme nt pa nic le to the surface during fS P 

gets improved . Strength ening and nano-m icro sized reinforcement particle initi ates the pining 

effect restriction to the grain boundaries. Th us. FSP of AI 606 1 and AI 7075 develops 

mechanical strengthening of the weldment. Hence priority given to the use of industri al ceramic 

waste for potenti al reinforcement for futore work. 
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Abslract- In present Sl:eIlHrio, Hea ting Ventilati()l1~ and Air Conditioning system (comlllonly lIsed 

in the air conditioners) is very efficient and reliable but it has some demerits. It has beenobservec\ 

during the last two decades that the 03 layer ;5 s lowly destroyed beca use of the refri gerant 

(C hlorofluorocarbon and Hydro tluorocarbon) used for the refrigeration and air conditioning 

purposes. The common refrigerant used is Hydro fluorocarbon's w hich are leakedand s low ly 

ascend into the atmosphere. When thcy reach to 03 layer they act on 03 moleculesand the 

layerQ o f 03 is destroyed. A si ngle mo lecule of Hydro f"luorocarbon can dest roy thousands of 03 

molecules and that's why it has created a threat for the not only to maintain earth eco S\'ste m 

stable but also toexistence of earth. Even the percentage of Hydro flu orocarbons are emitted into 

the atmosphere compared to C02 is negligibl e but its global warming effect is few thousand 

times of C02. The effect of 100 gm ofHFC can destroy 0.5 tons of 03 mo lecules. These Hydro 

flu orocarbons once destroy 03 layer; it takes hundreds of years to recover its th ickness as it is 

formed by complex reactions. This is because as Hydro flu orocarbons comes in environment. 

they remain in atmosphere for 18 years. The capac ity ofHydro fl uorocarbons to increase in eanh 

temperature 10% is contri buted by Hydro f1urocarbon 's only. T hat leads to the emergence of 

finding a n alternati ve of the conventional Heating Venti lation, and Air Co nditioning system. i.e. 

thermo-electric cooling and heating system. Thermoelectric coo ler controllers are used for 

thermoelectric coo ling and heating in co mbination with Pe ltier elements or resistive heaters. 

Peltier elements are heat pumps which transfer heat 2 .) from one side to the other, depend ing <lIl 

the direction of the electrical current. 

I. Introduction 

Thermoelectric cooli ng (TEC) has become the method of cho ice for fast and compac t 

temperature control. An e lectrical curre nt through a so-called Pe ltier element produces an acti\ c 

heat transport. With one side attached to a heat s ink . the "object" s ide of the thermoelec tric 

e lementcan be cooled or heated in respect to the heat s ink. A Pe ltier Mod ule with bipolar output 

generates the currents accordin gly when aiming for a target temperature. To that end. the Pcl tier 

controller must know the obj ect's temperature, thus have a senSor input. Primary criteria ]<.11' the 

se lection of aPeltier controll er arc its current and voltage ratings, precision and stabilit\. Uther 

important characteristics of a Peltier contro ll ~-fflfrl"J.?,e its safety features, ease or use 
/::~. , 
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(communication, auto- tuning, bundled software), dev ice s ize and cl'ticiency. Overall efficiency 

analysis should not only consider losses in the Pe ltier controller, but throughout a ll coo ling 

equipment, including the l'eltierelcl1lenl. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

/II Development of Portable Air Conditiuning System Us ing Peltier and Seebeck Effect b) 

N. Shafie i, M. H. Harun, K. A. M. Annuar 

The purpose of this project is to develop portable air conditioning system wi thout 

lIsing any gas. T he system lIsed thermoelectric heat pump as main device for producing 

cool air known as Peltier Effect. The generatin g system theoreticall y can recyc le the hcat 

loss to produce additional electricity for other usage. The efficacy of th is system tested 

us ing two types of experimental using Peltier and Seebeck Effect. 

[2] Study and Fabrication of Thermoe lectric Air Cooling and Heating System by Prof. 

N.B. Totala I, Prof. V. P. Desai 

A Thermoelectric Air cooling & heating sys te m was designed and built which ca n 

be used for personal cooling & heatin g. Four TECs were used for ach iev ing the cool ing 

with a DC power suppl y through externa l power su pply (dimmer stat). It had been shown 

from testing results that the cooling system is capable of coo ling & heating the air when 

re circulating the air with the help of blower 

[3] Des ign and Fabrication of a Peltier Operated Portable Air Coo ling System by 

N ilesh Varkute, Akshay Chalke 

The work aims to perfonnance testing of Pelt ier for indoor coo lin g. The desired 

des ign is intended to prov id e a good a lternative to Air Conditioners which consume 

sufficie ntl y high power with very large initia l in vestment. The air cooling unit gives a 

cooling of up to 26°C and better results are achieved with use of cold water. The Peltier 

module proves sufficient in air conditioning fo r indoor applications. 

[4]Ai r Conditioning System In Car Us in g Thermoelectric Effect by Shelar Olllkar. '-Iawle 

Vogcsh, Ghorpndc Omknr 

According to Inlernational IJISlilule or Rt:li igelatioll, air conditi oning anJ refrigeral ion 
consumes around 15% of the total worldwide e lectr icity and also contributes to the emiss ion of 

CFCs, HCFCs, C02 etc.Due to the use of suc h re rrigerants it leads to muc h harmful e ffect to our 

environment i.e. the global wanning. For a ir conditio nin g use of fuel also increases and a ll these 

are affect on the car efficiency. To overcome the prob lem of emiss ion and fulfill the mi smatch 

between the demand and supply of energy consumption the thennoe lectric Air cond itioninu can 
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environment so (he SYStcll.l is totally ecoli·il:IH.lly. As the Peltier module is quile compact in si:.(.c 

the design can be easily acquired according to space and need. 

[5"/Development of Non Refrigerant Air Co nditioner using Pelticr Thermoelectric Moduie 

by M . Divya , 1<.. Samvtlnan. I{. Poorani . T. Ruviehandran 

In this paper. an air condition~r has been constructed lIsing peltier thermoelect ri c module 

which is atlmclive for upcoming technologies. Thermoelectric modules arc widely L1sed in 

product areas such as from sil11l)1<0 coolers to tcmperature control systems in military and 

telecommunications organi:alliotls. lien.:. the construction of an air conditioner using peltier 

thcrmod ectric modu lc has been prescnlcd 

III. PROPOSED WORK 

. ' . , "v. v.JI.. ,J ,> >.>1 • . " , 

EDgine ~\ 
~ 

Thermoelectrk 
generator 

Fig.l. BlockDil£n:m 

I, THERMOELECTRIC GENERATOR 

A thermoelectric generator (TEG). also called iI seebeck generator , is a solid state device 

that convert heat flu x (temperature difference) directly into electric energy through a 

phenomenon called the seebeck erfec t(a form of thermoelectric effect). Thermoelectric 

generators function li ke heat engine, bUI are less bulky and have no mov ing parts. 

Thermoelectric generator could be used in power plant in order to convert "aste heat into 

additional electrical power and in automobile as automotive thermoelectric ge nera l"r (ATGS) to 

increase fuel efficiency. 

I I ,,~ , <,;o	.., lcctr"IC Gonere:otor (TFC:;) 
rSc,,~bcc:k e ('(ectJ 

!>:/' (:P '.I ,", <- ..... '" ..• . . T~. 
EI Q c " ' <''''-' - ,  .. _....... : 	 .....
-=:.--=;I - l a ' ''"', . 

: ;. ! 

ii. BATTERY 

In an internal combustion engin e - p ~re. the hattcry is rrsr rl ma inly to start the 
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engine. It is quite small but still pretty heavy , say 15kg- using lead-acid chemistry and will have 

a capacity of 40-100Amp-hours(AI·I). Lcad -acid is a vcry well established techno logy ,it 's 

inexpensive and reliable. /\ car ckctrical power system is rated at 12 volls.The alternator a[:<o 

charge [he baltery so it is ready lor usc lhe ncxllime YOli WHlll lo start the car. 

._.... _--..-.-....~...

iii. PELTIER PLATE 

Keeping the electronic component like laser diodes (lr image sensor at a sta ble 

temperature is vital to ensure inst ruments such as high-power laser, laboratory reference . 

spectroscopes system can function correctly. In some case cooling to below ambient temperature 

may be required. Simple passive c(lo[ing . using a combination of a heat sink and forced air can 

struggle to satisfy either of these demands; response to change is thermal load can be slow and 

imprecise , and cooling relies on a thermal gradient where the heat source temperature is higher 

than ambient. 

As alternative to commonly used pass ive cooling technique thermoelectric cooling can offer 

numerous advantages. These include accllrate temperature ' control and faster response the 

opportunity for fan less operation red uced noise, space savings, reduced power consumption and 

the ability to cool component to sub - ambient temperatures. 

iv. REAT SINKER 

A heat si nk is a heat exchanger that transfer the heat generated by an electronic device to a 

fluid medium air or liquid coolant \\ here it is dissipated away from the de vice thereby allowing 

regulati on of the devices temperature at optimal level. A heat sink is designed to maximize its 

surface area in contact with the c<'<, ling medium surrounding it , slIch as air . heat sink 

attachment methods and thennal int crl"ace material also system affect die temperature of the 
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integrated circuit. 

-i"l...~- - - .-
v, EXHAUST FAN 

Exhaust fan work by slH.:king hal or humid air Ollt ora small, localised area allowing fresh 

air to enter f1'olll else wh en.: in order to replace it . the wnrm nil' thar"s drmvll out lIsing all exhaust 

rem is then pulled through a dueling system and expelled outside. I-Iav; much air an exhaust fan 

can shift over a given amount of time is 1110st commonly measured in cubic feet per minute 

(CFM), but is also rc ll:rred to in term of cubic meter per minute (m"3/min). 4.4 

-,.. r 

IV. FUTURE SCOPE 

This method is very conve i1 int and low cost by usi ng this sysrem we can save the petrol and 

diesel of car. for temperature sense we use uigilul leIrlperalure sensor. "'le <.:an eUJllrul the 

cooling effect by conrrolling the sreeci ofth~ blower. Nowadays (ar are running on petrol bllt in 

future electrical ca r are prod uc~d more so this air condition is very crltcient for e lectric cars than 

the pctrul C/I1' . 

V. CONCLUSION 

The study concludes rhat there are no of places where TEC can playa more promising role than 

the conventional ACs wirh the added advantage of not using rhe refrigerant and hence protecting 

rhe ozone layer .The projec t \\ as just an effort to demonstrate the need a nd means of replacin g 

the conventional sysrem clUe' to their adverse environmental effecrs and to highlight rhe future 

scope of the thennoelecrric wo ling devices. 
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Design and Manlll~lctliring ofFixtlire to Cut Wedge in Equal 
Parts 
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Saj iLkarpc.. skn<..:oe@sinllgL'd.L'du 

Abstract -The proj<.:Cl's main goal is to use a horizo ntal milling machine to ClIt wed ges into2,J 

and more equal parls fo r usc in bridges, railways, building. and grip quick wedges, among other 

things. The se lection of a machine cutter as well as the fi xtures to be made is the first step in 
cutting the wedges into equal sections. Wedges are tapered high-strength steel parts with 
serrations on the inside. 

Keywords- Milling Fixture, wedges, productivity, improve accuracy. 

I.INTRODUCTlON 

Tapered hi gh-strength steel components w ith intellla l serrations that grip and hold prestress ing 
strands duri ng an d after tensioning. Two or more wedges are placed around a strand and 

compress onto it as thcy are drawn into conical recesses in the anchorage during jack retraction . 
The movemelll of the anchorage wedges within the conical seating recesses of the anchor block 

or barrel during release of the jacking ram at the completion of tensioning. Such movement 
occurs as the stra nd load(s) is progress ively transferred from the jack to the anchor, and results in 

a reduction in the prestress ing fo rce finally applied to the member. The movement of the 
anchorage wedges within the conical seating recesses of the anchor block or barre l durin g release 

of the jacking ra m at thc completion of tensioning. Such movement occurs as the strand load(s) 
is progressively transferred from the jack to thc anchor, and resu lts in a reduction in the 
prestressing fo rce fina lly applied to the member. 

There are 1\\\ ) tvpes of wedges mainly used in industries 2-pieces anci 3-pieces wedge. The 2

Piece anchor wedges are useful in higher stress applications where the anchor is loaded and 
simply locked ofl. and The 3-Piece anchor wedges are recommended for use on pennanent 

anchors and/or anchors requiring incremental loading. Application of wedges use in industries 
are as foll o\\ : 

i. rail way 

II. Construction 

III. Bridge const ruction 
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CoalminesF ig I barrel wedge 

[I. LITERATURE REVIEW. 

Petros Side ris ane! Amjad et they investigated the cyclic tensi le rcsponse of monostand-anchor 

systems, that is. unbonded mon ostands including their anchorage hardware . Cyclic tensile testing 

was conducted for 0.5 in. (13 mm ) and 0.6 in. (15 111m) diameter monostand-anchor systems to 

fracture of a ll wires. They developed numerica l model was developed that is capable of capturing 

the basic characteristics of the observed experimental response. The numerical results are in good 

agreement w ith the experime ntal data. And This paper was reviewed 111 accordance with the 

PrecastlPrestressed Concrete Institute ' s prereview process.[I] 

Jacobw and anelers et all they have stud ied Failure modes of prestressed CFRP rods in a wedge 

anchored set-up in the process of developing a ne\\' wedge anchorage to anchor prestressed 

CFRP rods, five different anchorage designs were manufactured. These designs have led to a 

constantly increased ultimate failure load of the prestressing system and an eventual load leve l 

above 95% of the ultimate failure load of the rod was achieved. If 100% efficiency is achieved 

the anchorage does not reduce the capacity of the system, but failure is then governed by the 

capacity of the rod itself, which is considered fa vourable and required by several guidelines. [n 

the process seven different failure modes were identified, it is concluded that it is a chall enging 

task to create a fully mechanical anchorage for CFRP tendons and that the failure margins are 

small between a successful and an unsuccessful anchorage system [2]. 

Kevin Q w lhs and Richard et all experi mentally investigate they expe rimen tal investigat ion on 

the effects of important anchor wedge dimensional parameters on the ultimate strain s and stresses 

of seven- wire, low relaxation unbonded post-tensioning (PT) strand at failure. It is concluded 

that these di mensional variations, w hich have not been previousl y investigated in a systematic 

'luuy, IIIIIy Icprcscllt corc uesign variables affecting the stress transl"" at the standard wedge

anchor interface. To this end, impo rtant quality control measures are ide ntified and should be 

considered for the manutacturing ofthe wedges as well as the anchor housing [31. 

Shilesh pachbhai and laukik raut et all studied the various methodo log) used for clamping 

operation used in different application by various authors Fixture is req uired in various industries 

according to their application. Thi s can be achieved by selecting the opt imal location of fixturing 

elements suc h as locators and clamps. The fixture set up for component is done manually. For 
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that more cycle lime reqllired for loading and lin loading Ihe material. So. there is need to develop 

sysll:1n w hi <.:h can help in improving productivity tlml timl:, I:j:-\lures reduce operation time and 
increases prodllctivity and high qllality oroper" tion is possible Ihe lixture is" special too l for 

holding a wo rk piece in proper position during l1la nu l ~lct llring operation its result into efJic iency 
and rel iability of fix ture.[4] 

PROBLEM DEFIN1TION 

T o design and manufacturing of fixtme which will help 10 C;'l t 3 -pi ece wedges which are 

gencnllly use in prestressing in order to impro ve quality. reduces human effort also reduces cost 

OfnH1J1td~lcturing of wedges by minimiz ing the time required lor producti on per P81'1'. 

III.Ohjectivc 

The objccti ve this research paper are as follows: 

I , Design and manufacturing of fixture for production of wedges 

2. To increase production rate 

3. To redlice cycle tim e 

4. To reduce manllal errors 

IV. Fix ture 

Material used for Fixture hexagonal component is alloy steel , the hexagonal component of 

standard diameter 55mm is bought from the market and machined on horizontal milling machine 

by performing millin g operation then a taper hole is created in the hexagon of upper diameter 

22mm and lower diameter 14mm by end mill cutter on venical milling cen tre by cutting the inner 

material by 22mm then a 0.5 mm material is cut until the lower 14mm dia is achieved, then a 
thrOllgh middle cut made and the two inner slots are made in lhe la per ho le of the hexagonal 

component. The Material used for fi x ture rectangular compone nt is mild steel a rectangular block 

of mild steel is taken according to the dimensions requi red. The hase plate. locator and supponer 

is to be machined on the rectanglilar block and that is machined on \ e rticalmilling centre with end 

mil l cutter of25.8 mm diameter w ith the required dimensions . The man ufactured part is the 

rectangular component in which the hexagonal component is placed this completes the fi xture 

des ign. The wedge is placed in the hexagonfl l component and {h \~ initial cut is given on 

horizontal milling mach ine and the remaining two cuts are given on \I ire Clit EDM by placing the 

fixture vertical on wire Cllt EDM and pass ing the wire from the cClll re or the wedge. 
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Fig.2 fixture 

Operation of clltting wedgcSelect round bar stock of proper diameter and steel grade 

I. Produce a wedge cone by forming the proper taper angle on the outside body of the bar 

2. Drill/bore a centre hole through the wedge cone in preparation for the wedge teeth 

3. Cut the wedge cone to proper length 

4. Manufacture teeth into the centre of the wedge cone (usually by tapping) 

Split wedge cone into two pieces (for a three-piece wedge) \\ ilh proper crown thickness 7.Heat 

treat final properties to achieve proper surface hardness, case depth, and core hardness 8.Verify 

taper angle of finish ed sectioned wedge piece in relationship to the teeth profi Ie 9. Verify cross 

section thickness at the crown of finished sectioned wedge piece . 

......... . , ~ 

Fig2. WedgesCollclusion 

After design a spec ial fixture for wedge cutting operation ",Ilt,\\ ing conclusions are obtained: 

1. it increases the production rate. 

2. Reduces manual errors, 

3. Reduces cycle time required per pieces 

4. Improve quality of product 
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• 	 AREA: DESIGNING IN AUTOMOBILE 

• 	 PROBLEM DEFINATJON: 

T 	 We al l know that there is too much growth in inflat ion. Because of the inflation, the rate o f 
petro l & diesel rapidly increases. Because of petro l & d iesel there is tremendous growth in 
po llution rate in the world . So, we design a bike which works on petrol as well as LPG 
(l iquefi ed petro leum gas) ca lled as. ' HYBRID B[KE' . The po llution rate of LPG is negligib le 
so because of this pollution as we ll as inflation as comes in control. 

T 	 We know that price & pollution rate of petrol is more. In our country there is no such a bike 
work on Bi-fuel engine (petrol & LPG) as well as works on dual carburetor gives more 
power to the bike. And in Ind ia perc entage of hikes are more than cars. 

T 	 In our bike we design a Bi-fuel system which works on LPG as main fuel & petro l as 
sup pl eme ntary fuel. We give dillere nt fuel supply to different carburetor so it gives proper 
output. 

• 	 ABSTRACT: 

AS we deSIgn a "'hybrrd bi ke" whl el1 IS works on the concept of bi-fuel (dual tuel) cyc le. In thIS 

we are giving supply of petrol as well as LPG to the engine for th e fine working of an engine. All 

of We know that day by day there is tremendous growth of pollution in atmosphere. Because of 

th is there is rapidly reduction in the ozone layer cause harmful effects on human beings and main 

cause is increase in pollution and globa l warming. In thi s most of the pol1ution is done because 

of the automobile products. So we are designing a bike w hich works on the LPG as we ll as 

Petro l. 
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We know that price & po ilution rate of petrol is more. In our country there is no such a bike 

work on Bi-fuel engine (petrol & LPG) as wel l as works on dual carbureto r gives more power t o 

the bike. And in lildia percentage orbikes arc more than ca rs. 

Because of this reason we des ign dual fucl enginc lor bike. First we do mod itication in the inpul 

of and engine. Instead of single carburetor we give dual carburetor supp ly to an engine. Because 

of'this the power, stability, eFfic iency increa ses and gives better fuel changing system. 

Wc obtain a Y -shape pipe to give the fuel supply from carburetor to the engine. Because of the 

dual carburetor we need to design an engine. 

• Keywords: Hybrid bike, LPG, Pollutioll, Bi-fuel, Carburelor, Engine, Petrol 

• INTRODUCTION: 

So We introducing an design in bike which helps to work bike on Dnal Fuel called HYBRID 

BIKE. So in this bike there is due l fuel supply, one fuel at one tim e and we switch between th is 

two fuels as per our requirement. In this bike we use Pelrol and LPG gas for working. We can 

use eNG also instead of LPG gas. For better experience and to get more power we placeel two 

carburetor, one for petrol and another for Gas. 

In our bike we design a Bi-fue l system which works on LPG as mam fuel & petro l as 
supplementary fuel. We give different fuc l supply to diffe rent carburetor so it gives proper 

output. 

• LITERATUREREVmW: 

The early history of electric motorcycles is somewhat unclear. On 19 September 1895. H 

patent application for an "e lectrica l bicycle" was filed by Ogden Bolton Jr. of Canton Ohio. 

On 8 November of the same year, another patent application for an "electric bicycle" \\ as 

filed by Hosea W. Libbey of Boston. 

At the Stanley Cycle Show in 1896 m London, England, bi c) clc 

manufacturer Humber exhibited an electric tandem bicyc le. Powered by a bank of storage 

batteries, the motor was placed in front of the rear wheel. Speed contro l was by a resistance 

placed across the handlebars. This electric bicycle was mainl y intended for racetrack use. 

The October 19J J issue of Popular Mechanics mentioned the introduction of an eleClrlC 

mo to rcycle. It claimed to have a range of 75 miles ( 12 J km) to 100 miles (160 km) pCI' 

charge. The motorcycle had a three-speed controller, w ith speeds of 4 miles (6.4 km ). J.:' 

miles (24 km) and 35 mil es (56 km) per hour. 
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In 1919. Ransomes, Sims & Jefkries madc it prototype cleclric motorcycle in which tilC 

batteries \:vere litted under the scat of the sidecar. EV!.; 11 though the vehicle was regist.ered for 
road lise. ilncver weill past the trial stage. 

In 1936, the Limelcttc brothers founded an elect,.ic motorcyc le cumpany called Socovcl in 

Brussels. 

They conlinued prudoction during lhe Germa n llccupmion with their permission. Due to fuel 

rationing, they JOllncl some degree or success. But a1'ler lh~ war. they swirched Lo 

conventiollalmodols. T he electric model!;; n..:mainecl available unlil 1948. 

Chi tradurga: A nlr!llCI' by occupati on and two-wheeler mechanic by choice. J. R. 

Veerabhadrappa 01' Chitmdurga city IHiS reportedly become the first person in the country 

to secure patent 011 inventing ru el converter to run motorcycles on Liquefied Petroleum Gas 

(LPG). The 40-year-o ld mechanic recently got the patent from Un ion Government's Patel1l 

Office (patent number 226342) for in venting an improvised jet nozzle regulator i"or lise in the 

gas conversion devices for motor vehicles. 

Yamaha is developing the world's first dual-fuel motorcycle able to switch between petrol 

and cheaper, more env ironmenta lly friendly ethanol fuels. 

• DIAGRAM OF CONCEPT 

flH.n LAMP' 

\ 
PETROL TAI'(l< 

Y-SHAPE_____~__ 
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• CONSTRUCTION: 

It consists of petro l tank connccted to carburetor by tl ex ible pipe al,d afte r carbmetor the 

valve is placed to stari an d slo Jlthe supply. 

T here is Y -shape pipe whi ch is connccted to engine and both ca rburetors. 

Another carburetor is connected to gas convers io n ki t and k it is connected to the LPG tanK . • A fler the carburetor, val ves are pl aced for s tart and stop the gas suppl y. 

• WORKL'IG: 

First of all the petrol is comcs from tank and suppl y it to carburetor an d mi x w ith a ir and thell 

it passes through the y-pipe and valve. At val ve the lock is prov ided to regulate and start an d 

stop the fuel supply. 

At second carburetor gas comes. First gas co mes from ta nk and the diaph ragm is prov ided to 

regulate the fl ow of the gas . Then it com es to the gas conversion kit. In gas conversion kit it 

regulates fl ow and intensity o f gas which passes to th e carburetor. Then it comes in 

carburetor in which it mi x w ith air. At outlet of carburetor vacu um pon is provided to 

remove vacuum from the gas and passes through the y-shape pipe to the eng ine . But at first 

to maintain the fl ow and to start and s top the n ow of gas va lve is provided w ith lock . 

So when we want to change the supply. first stop the runnin g fue l by the loc k and on anoth e r 

fue l suppl y by handlin g the loc k. 

• SAFETY PRECAUTIONS PROVIDED: 

A ll of you think abo ut the safety prov ided to the bike because the LPG is a high I, ' fl ammable 

gas. But we provided safety to all the LPG co mponents. 

T he tank is provided below the seat so the tank is packed from all the sides. Th e l.PG tank is 

prov ided by high ly reputed co mpan y o f LPG distr ibuters. The Thickness and thc metal have 

high properties to res ist th e shock. 

There is bracket/case is provided to the tank to res ist it from shock and he lp s it ill the case of 

acc ident. Th e metal of the case is man ga ll oy. lYIangalloy is nothing but man ganese steel. 

The manga lloy is highly impact and highly resistive metal alloy . So it he lps in accident to 

prevent tank. 

Th e tank is chrome coated so it w ill be leakage resistance . A nd a ll the joints mc originally 

cert ifi ed by LPG certified . 
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• ADVANTAGES: 

1. Negligible pollution emiss ion 

2. Increase ill power output 

3. Dual Illel sUJlply for emerge ncy 

4. Reduce in cost per km 

5. Increase in mileage orall bike 

6. As compare tll elect ric hyb ri d bikc the maintenance cost is less and gi\l's be ll er OlllPll t 

• DISADV Al'lTAGES: 


I" Because of LPG more sa fety req uired 


2. Take more time for starli ng the veh icle th an Petro l 

• APPLICATIONS: 

I . Used in highly po lluted city for reduce the pollution 

2. Use in day to day life in ci ties 

3. Use in delivery purpose ofshojJp ing delivery, food de li very, etc. 

• CALCULATIONS: 

I. Air-Fuel Ratio: 17.2: I 

2. It Obeys BS-III Norms 

3. Mileage: At Ideal Condition - 80+ KmlKg 

4. LPG Rates : I Kg In 54 rS 

5. Runn ing Cost: Approx lAS km in I rs 

6. Pollution is 80% - 90% less than Petrol 

• OBJECTIVES & SCOPE: 

In fu ture, if petro l is there in automobi le then the global wa rm ing increases rapidly. So to 

avo id this, LPG is necessary because the pollution rate of LP(j j, negligible. The main 

objecti ve of this project is to reduce the cost of the fue ls and decrea," Ihe pollution rate in thc 

environment. 
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• 	 CONCLUSION: 

So 	as we compare petrol with gas: gas creates less pollution and noise and also improves 

mileage. And because of emergency fuel give also prov ide petrol stlpply. 

This bike also use as racing bike only by giv ing single fuel to both the carbureto rs so it boost 
t he speed t IV ice. 

So because of this reasons we deve lop this bike . 

• 	 REFERENCES: 

I. 	 https://www.voutLIbc .com/\Vatch·!v~Cc-CktMLZAI 
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Non-Linear Analysis of Crash Box Using StructUloal Analysis 

and Com))IOession Testing 

!'ro f. A jit B. Karpe. 

Kap il s . .I og lckar. Sidd ha nh R. Bom ba lc. Ku shal /\. i\ga rwa l. ~'Iani sh R.K ukreja. 

Ajit.karpe skncoe@sinhgad.edu 
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Abstnlct : Crash bo,\: is a separate component in veh ide which is mounted in bel\,veen main 
frame of the car and li·o nt bumper. At the tillle of the acc id ent it de forms axiall y and absorbs 

accidenta l energy. Crash box structure prov ides com fo rt to the passenge r at the tim e of impact. It 
works as sa fe guard I() r the costly components be hind the Dumper like engine hood and coo li ng 

system . Various parameters like width, thic kness. filler malerial which affec ts the crash box 

performance are sllIcli ecl by using Design of experiments ex plici t dynamic analys is of difterent 
shape Crash bo x in i\NSYS workbench. 

Keywords: Non-l i !l~a r ana lys is, Absorption capacity. Progress ive crushing, Computer-aided 
design, Finite element meth od. 

1. Introducti on. 

C rash box (vehic le co llis ion), nn energy a bsorbing dev ice install ed in orde r to reduce repai r costs 

in low-speed vehicle co ll isions. Vehicle co llis ions f requently happen at a low speed. Insurance 

co mpanies and the Research Co uncil for Automobile Repa irs both require reduction of repa ir 

costs and improvemen t in occupant safety in a low-speed cras h. In order to reduce repa ir costs, 

an energy absorb ing device such as the crash box is usua lly installed . 

IIo Nonlinear Analysis. 

A nonlinear analysis is an ana lysis where a nonlinear rel ation ho lds between applied forces and 

displacements. Nonli nen r effec ts can ori ginate from geo metrical nonlineari ty's (i.e. large 

deform ations), materinl no nlineari ty's (i.e. elasto-plastie lll atcrial ), and co ntact. These effects 

result in a stiffness mntri~ which is not constant during the load ap pli cation. Thi s is opposed to 

the linear static anal\Sis. w here the stiffuess matri x remained constant. A s a resu lt, a different 

so lving strategy is required fo r the nonlinear analys is and there fore different solver .Modern 

analysis software makes it possible to obtain sol uti ons to nonlinear problems. However, 

experienced skil l is required to detennine their va lidity and these a na lyses can easil y be 

inappropriate. Care should be takeo, to sp,eg , ap propriate mode l and solution parameters. 
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Understanding the prob lem, the role played by these parameters and a planned and 10gic .tI 

approach will do much to ensure a successful so lution .The source of this nonlinearity can b~ 

attributed to multiple system properties, for example, materials, geometry, nonlinear loading and 

constraints. 

TTL Geometric 

In analyses invo lving geometric nonlinearity, changes in geometry as th e strllcture deforms an: 

considered in fonllu lating the constituti ve and equilibrium equations. Many engineering 

applications sllch as metal forming, tire analysis, and medical dev ice analysis require the use or 
large defonnation analysis based on geometric Ilonlinearity. Small deformation analysis based o n 

geometric nonlinearity is required for some app lications, like analysis involving cables, arches 

and shell s. 

IV. Material 

Material nonlinearity involves the nonlinear behavior of a materia l based on a current 

deformation, deformation history, rate of deformation, temperature, pressllfe, and so on. 

Examples of nonlinear material models are large strain (visco) elasto-plasticity and hyper 

elasticity (rubber and piastic materials). 

V. Constraint 

Constraint nonlinearity in a system can occur if kinematic constraints are present in the model. 


The kinematic degrees-ot~freedom of a model can be constrained by imposing restrictions on its 

movement. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The number of road users worldwide is continuously increasi ng, making th e severe injury and 

mortali ty of people fi'om car accidents a primary concern. With increase in number of vehicles 

every year, there is increase in number of accidental deaths .Fronta l car crash causes more deaths 

and injuri es as compared to any other kind of car crash. The number one concern for drivers and 

passengers are safely . People expect driving or riding in cars to be very sa fe . A vehicle is 

expected to provide adequate protection to dri ver and passengers in a se rious accident. To protect 

the occupants of a car. there are many new tangible safety features such as airbags, crash box, 

seat belts, and AB S brakes .So, the crash box should absorb the impact energy to the maximum. 

Since the instaliati llJ1 space of the crash box is fixed, only the cross -section shape can be 

changed. 

OBJECTIVES 

o Modeling of different cross-section shape crash box in CATIA V5R20software. 
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cJ The ubjeel;ve ur this pnJjecl IS to find the elkcl uf inlpHc-1 un dirICrenl types ur Energy 

Absorpt iun cr'lsh bm. 

J S tali~ struL:lUral ana lys is of difli..:rcilt shape Crash box. 

J To pl'J'I(H'1l1 e.'\pli~it dynamic illlalysis oj' dilTcl'l!nt shap!,:' Crash box in ANSYS workbench. 

! 1:,\peri IllL'111<l1 lest is performed on UTM machine l'or dilTercnt cross-section shHJlc crash b()x 
SPl:CIIllCJI. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

l.AlllUmuti\'t' C ra sh Box Performance Analysis and Simulation during Frontal Rigid 

Barrier {"nlsh by Gangadhar Biradarl, Anjan Babu V,A 

In ulIlOl11obile des ign, crash and structural anal ys is are the two most important engineering 

processl's in deve loping n high quality vehicle. Computer simulation technologi es have greatly 

en hanced Ihe sa lely, rel iability, llnd comfort oftoday" s automobil es. A Rectangular c ross-section 

Crash box \\as modcled in CATIA V5R14. meshed in IIYP ERMESH-9 and simulated in LS 

DYN;\ ,The result is post processed to delermine the displacement levels and energy absorpt ion 

charaeleris lies lor di ffe rent material mode ls. various vcloc ities and for different wa ll thickness 

fer part icular material model in the crash bo:-..:, and energy management dllring the event. The 

project addresses Ihe applicability and importa nce of Crash box in an automobile car. Thc project 

is carried o ul ftx three cases and they are Different Material mode ls, Different Velocities fo r 

parlicular selec led Material model and Different Wall thick ness for particular se lected Material 

model. Thi s paper addresses perfo rm ance of crash box in the vehicle crash worthiness 

applicali uns, also its effect on energy a bsorbing capacity by increasing ils wall thickness and the 

behav ior "f Ihe crash box at various velocities. 

2. Analysis lI nd Experimental Validation of Crash Box for the Energy Absorption Capacity 

by Omkar B Garud, Krishna S Pawar, Prashant K Thorat, Ami! M Waghmare and Sagar 

P Chopa<le, 

Crash "n.x i, a separate compone nt in vehicle which is mounted in between ma in fra me of the car 

and fronl bumpcr. At the time of the accid ent it defo rms axially and absorbs accide ntal energy, 

C rash bu.x siructure provid es comfort to th e passenger at the time of impact. It works as safe 

guard fo r Ihe costly com ponents behind the bumper like engine hood and coo ling system, In this 

reporl plane crash box geometry is studied for the energy absorption , Study is based on analytical 

• experimenla l and numerica l work ,Various parameters like width, thick ness, tiller materia l 

which arlCcts Ihe crash box perfonnance are stud ied by using Design of experiments, In this 

experimc'lli \\c w ill be using ABAQUS CAE as a modeling and analys is software, In the design 

of melall ic cnergy dissipat ing structures, the concept of a space fram e composed of thin walled 

prismatic cplulll ns, has been identified as a very ef ' 'npact energy absorbing system, In this 

type <,f w U': lll re. energy absorption will no : -~~~_k~'P ace by a combination of p::::e:s::e 
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folding and bend ing co llapse of the prismatic column. For light weight designs, low density 
metal liller, such as aluminum honeycomb or foam, has the potential for increasing energy 

absorption of a tbin-wailed prismatic colL!mn. The increasc of energy will be absorbed by the 

large compressive deformation of the filler. Recent developments of cost-effective processes f(,r 

the production of low-density cellular materials, such as aluminum foam, have cleared the way 

for using it ill energy absorption devices to reinforce a space f)'arne structure. There is large 

scope to improve energy absorption capacity of crash box using various methods. As discussc:d 

above there are large number factor which affect the energy absorption capacity of the crash box. 

3. Design Oow for the crash box in a vehicle to maximize energy absorption by Se-Jung Lee, 

Hyun-Ah Lee, Sang-U Vi, Dae-Seung Kim, Heui Won Yang and Gyung-Jin Park. 

Vehicle collisions frequently happen at a low speed. Insurance companies and the Research 

Counc il for Automob ile. Repairs both require reduction of repair costs and improvement in 

occupant safety in a low-speed c rash. In order to reduce repair costs, an energy absorbing device 
such as the crash box is usually installed. The crash box is a thin-walled structure attached 

between the vehicle bumper s tructure and the s ide rail. The determination of the crash box 

geometry is quite important to absorb the impact energy, s ince the insta llation space of the crash 

box is not velY large. In this research , a design procedure to determine the cross -sectiona l 
dimensions is proposed to enhance the energy absorption capability of the crash box. The 

proposed process has two steps. In the first step, the cross-sectional dimensions for the 
conceptual design are determined in two ways. One is a parameter study using discrete design 

with an orthogonal array. The cross-sectional dimensions of the crash box are se lected among the 

available cross-sections, such as a circle or a polygon. The cross-sectional dimensions are 
determined by the analysis of the mean from the discrete design with an orthogona l array. The 

other is topo logy optimization, which is performed to determine the cross-section of the crash 

box to maximize the absorbed strain energy based on the Research Council for Automobile 

Repairs test cond itions. The equivalent static loads method for nonlinear static response 
structural op timization is employed to solve the formulated topologv optimization problems. The 

cross sections of the crash box are determined from the results of the conceptual design. In the 

second step, the detailed design processes are performed b, using discrete design with an 

orthogonal array fo r the models that are selected in the first 'tcp. The detailed shapes of the new 
crash boxes are determined from the detailed design. The optimization problem for the crash box 

is form ulated considering the geometric constraints of fitting into the given space for the crash 

box. Three new types of crash box are suggested, with deta iled shapes from the proposed design 

procedure. When designing the structure of a vehicle, crash \\orth incss of the frontal structure 

should be considered to minimize passenger injuries, to reduce the impact energy transferred to 
the vehicle body and to reduce the repair cost of the vehicle. The I'rontal structure consists of a 

bumper rail and a side rail, and the crash box is inserted in order to satisfy the crashworthiness 
conditions. 
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4. Influence uf Material Oil Automotive C rash-box C rash worthiness Subjecled to Lu\\' 

Vclocity Impact hy Liu Yan-jie , Xia Chun-yan, Ding Lill ,Liu ehuJI-hulI . 

Crash-box equipped al the front end of H car. is ~Hl~ or th~ most important 'llItomoti v..: parts lor 

crash energy absorption. In elise "I' frontal crnsh accicient. it is expected to be collapsed with 

absorbing crash energy prior to other hody parts so lhat the damage of the main cabin frame is 

minimized and passengers may be saved. Crash-btlx lI swllly was made a mental thin wa lled tllbe. 

In the paper. automobile crash-box at low-velocity impact was studied by lIsing Finite Element 

Method .Thc fE model of the tube was va lidated by comparing the experimental results and FE 

model results .Results show that on average the tl il"lcrencc or these was with in 10%.The good 

correlation o f resli its obtained show thatthc numcrical analyses <lrc re liable. Crash-box of carbon 

steel and a iliminlim alloy materia ls are compared, it indicates [hat the peak impact force and 

maximulll energy absorpti on have certain effect iO energy-absorbing component with different 

materia ls. Model Building, Thin walled tubes, particularly those of circular cross -section mental 

tubes, are a common type of automobi le crash-box sinc~ they are relatively cheap, versatile and 

effic ient for absorbing e nergy. Thi s has led to thom being used in a wide variety of impact 

loading applications. 

5. A S tudy of using Diffcrent Crash Box Types in Automobile Frontal Collision by Yanjic 

LIU, Lin DING. 

The automobi le crash-box. or crum ple zone, is an important part in the safety in vehicle 

co llis ions. Good performance of the energy absorbing crash-box results in lighter damage to 

vehic le and other components with lower repa ir cost. In this paper ,the Finite Element (FE) 

method is applied to model the structure and materi al of the crash-box. Modeling and simulation 

using the softwa re LS-OYNA was carried oul. The crash-box is frequently constructed from 

metal thin wa lled pipe. Carbon stee l with aluminum alloy material pipe is anot her method o f 

constructi on. A feasib le transversa l surface shape o r the pipe was seen to give the best 'crash 

worthiness' in a coll ision . Five types of transversal surfaces are presented and contrasted. The 

resu lt in the repa ir cost of the pipe was shown to be the best when e mpl oyin g aluminum all o\' 

sq uare cross section . Thin-walled aluminum alloy pipes of fi ve types were compared and 

researc hed, the mesh model of the five pipes, where.(A) rectang le transve rsal surface, (B) square 

transversa l surface, (C) c ircular tran sversa l surface. (0) he"gon transversal surface, and (EI 

octagon transversa l surface. 

6. P rogressive crushing as a new mechanism of encrgy absorption. The crushing study of 

magnesium alloy crash-boxes 

T he art icle presents the outcome of research concerning the energy absorption of thin wa lled 

structures made of AZ31 B magnesium alloy. Tested material cracks brittle during bending at 

ambient temperature. This well-known problem makes plastic forming of magnesium alloys verY 

difficult. It also causes less freq uent use IS . material in the prod uction of energy-absorbing 
• " '\iH 

eleme nts. fo llowing study demonstrat~'" ~e-tl se of proper geometti« shape all ows to control 
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the 1"'oCt'~S of dynamic crushi.ng and activates a new mechanism of energy absorption that is 
progressive crushing. The tested material \Va., 0 temper AZ31 [3 hot-rolled magnesium basc:d 
alloy. This alloy is mainly applied at room temperatures. especially for the production of hOIn~ 
appliances cases. It can be al so used for fonning automotive parls out of sheets at elevated 

temperatures .but this application is less popular. Chosen material provides combination of good 
strength properties and ductility at ambienttempcrature. 

OESIGN 

Computer-aided design (CAD) is the use of computers [0 aid in the creation, modification. 
analysis. or optimization of a design. CAD solill"a re is used to increase the productivity of the 
designer, improve the quality of design, improve communications through documentation) and to 

create a database for manutacturing. CAD output is oftcn in the form of electronic fil es for print. 
machining, or other manufacturing operations. 

CA D is used as follows: 

I. 	 To produce detailed engineering designs through 3-D and 2-D drawings of the physical 
components of manufactured products. 

2. 	 To create conceptual design, product layout. strcngth and dynamic analysis of assembly and 
the manufacturing processes themsel ves. 

3. 	 To prepare environmental impact reports. In which computer-aided designs are used In 
photographs to produce a rendering of the appearance when the new structures are buill. 

Drafting of Circular shape Crash Box 
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ANALYSYS 

The finite element method (FEM) , is a numerical method for solving problems or engineering 

and mathematical physics. Typical problem areas of interest include structural analysi s, heat 

transfer, fluid flow, mass tran sport, and electromagnetic potential. The analytical solution of 

these problems generally require the solution to boundary value problems for partial diffe[ential 

equations. The finite element method formu lmion of the problem results in a system of a lgebrai c 

equations. The method yields approx imate values of the unknowns at discrete number of points 

over the domain. To solve the problem. it suhdivides a large problem into smallcr. simpler parts 

that are called finite elements. The sim ple equations that model these finite elements are then 

assembled into a larger system of equm ions that mod els the entire problem. FEM then uses 

variation from the calculus of variations to approximate a solution by minimizi ng an associated 

error function. 

BASIC CONCEPTS: 

'l1,e subdivis ion of a whole domain into s imp ler parts ha s several advantages: 

j Accurate representation of c01nplex geOllh:' li': 

tJ Inclusion of dissimilar material prop~rt	 it, 
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J Easy representation of the total solutioll 

J Capture 01" local crrccts. 

A: CitlUtAR CRASH bOx 
Eq~'t l~ nl St lU f 
1ysu: EqLIoVllI,. n.t (VtlPl Milu) ~tlJ· TopilJG\\I)m 
Ut'lItMh 

lilli' 4..00He -~ 
C~t Number. 526 
Mu; '12734 
M<h:4~8& 

·~17 ).:1 

lBnA 
HH1 
23ii.S4 
139.61 
191.62 
~~5.75

,."

51.89 
d.9588 

Fig. Equ ivalent stress of Circu lar shape Crash Bo" . 

k 	 CIRCUlAR CRASH BOX 

For« Rncaon 

FOlCt ReUbon 
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Fig. force reaction of Circular shape er-ash Bo" 
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Explicit Dynamic An:llysis (If Circular shape C rash Box 

Material properties: 

1 

3 

, 
a 
9 

10 

11 

A 

Properh' 

B 

foun;':s t>I«k:Ius 

PoISson's Ral.lo 

8ulJ: I'~ 

ShecY /olodulcs 

'i2I Stine .. I!tob-OPIC Ha
Yield Strength 

fden

12 TlI llQent f.lodulus 

B c 

VfIue u..., 


kg m'~ '3 
C:::::~::~~iti~~:;.~~~;~~;:::::::::::::::::::i 2;~'bl' 

____....:O.J3 

6,960aE +1O I Pa 

12.6091:+10 Pa 

l~ 
I 2 . eE~3 IPo 

I So+OS IP. 

MESH 

ANSYS Meshing is a general-purpose, intel ligent, auto mated hi gh-performance product. It 

produces the most appropriate mesh fo r accurate. effic ient Multi physics so lut ions. A mesh well 

suited for a specific analys is can be generated with a single mouse click for all pans in a mod e l. 

Full contro ls over the options used to generate the mesh are avai lab le for the expen user who 

wants to fi ne-tune it. The power o f paralle l process ing is automatica lly used to reducc the tim e 
you have to wait fo r mesh generation 

Details of "Face: Sizing" - Sizing 

E1 

8 

Scope 

Seoping Metho d 

Geom et ry 

Definition 

Suppre5~ed 
Type 

Eleme nt SIz'e 

SCope 
Geome try Selection Seoping I\llethod !Geometry Selection 
1 Face ._ ____ •. ~ o m.try __ 2 Bodies~_____. ..__._--- - 

_ _ ;~°n_ __ Defin.c::.:·c.'___ 
tl " _ _ ___ _ _ }j.:N'-___ _suppressed. c.0
E l~ni ent Size Element S iz~ryp; ' 
cO fll m , 0 :c:.__

Element ~ i:z:e ;4 , mm 
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Fig Meshing of Circular shape Crash Box. 
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Fig. Meshing of Circu lar shape Crash Box. 
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Ilollnda\')' Condition 

A boundary condition i(lf Ihe model is Ihal the setting or a well-known value i(1f a displaeemenl 

or an assoc iated 10m!. For a spedic node you'll be able to set eilher Ihe load or Ihe displacement 

but not caeh. The ma in kinds o f loading oblainable in ITA include force, pressure and 

temperature. These may be applied to points. suri,\ees, edges, nodes and comp{lncnts or remotel y 

offset from a feature. 

A: CIRCUlAR CRASH BOX 
Explicrt Oyn.miCl 
lime:4.1:-&004 s 

I!I FI~.d Support

I!I V.locity 

Fig bounda rv condition of Circular shape Crash Box . 

Total Deformation 

[n finite element method Ihe 10lal deformation and directional deformalion arc general terms 

irrespective of software being used. Directional deformation may be place because the 

displacement of the system in a vcr) particular axis or user defined direction. TOlal deformation 

is that the vector sum of all direcli onal displacements of the system 
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II: CII.CUlAR CRASH SOX 
Oir.ction.1 Ooformation 
Type: Directional D,/o.m.aon()(A;",) 
Unit mm 
Glob.1 Coo,din.t. 9jrttm 
limo: 4.00470-004 
Cyde Numben 526 
Custom 
M..:5.0858 
Mrn: ·5.0907 

5.0858 

3.9551 

2.8244 

1.6937 

0.56295 

· 0.567Tl 
-1.6985 

·2.8292 

-3.9599 

·5.0907 


Fig Directional ddormatioll of Circular shape Crash Box. 

CONCLUSION 

J In present study two different stru ctu res are studied namely circular and sq uare during crash 

test with 100 mJs velocity, it is observed from resu lts that force reaction of square structure and 
circular shape structure. 

J On FEA results we will decide wh ic ll linal structure of crash box uti lize. 
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Abstract-The ailll of Lhis project is LO design and develop a process to extract high quality 

natural fibers rro m the banana pseudo stems. Manual e~LraC Li()n or banana liber produces good 

quality of fiber but iL much time cons uming. Labour expense is quite high and output is quite 

low. Hence cfficient eXLracLion of banana fibcr can on ly be poss ihle through mechanization. Now 

a day's Illachines exis( for extracting banana fiber but arc manually operated and cannot be 
applied for mass production, The other main disadvantages or e:--.:ist ing machine are impurities 

present in rolled libel'. The efficiency of existing machine is average. It consumes time & the 

process is not safe. This project is specia lly designed tor extracting banana fibre from the banana 

stem_ The machine is designed in a very simple way stich lh 'H it can be used by everyone, as the 

mechanism is very simple. The major components used are b lade, belt and pulley, motor, anci 

roller shaft. This model is helpful in fibre industries to extract the fibre from banana stem. 

KeywoJ'ds- Banana Fiber Extraction Machine, Design_ Extraction Process, Manufacturing 
Process 

J. INTRODUCTION 

Textile industry has va rious untapped resource for the production of fibres, one such resource is 

natural plants. Natura l p lant stems/sta lks/ leaves fibers ha ve been in use extensively in fast decade 

for production of Ha ndicraft, Ropes etc. The huge ava ilability of a natura l plant 

stems/stal ks/leaves is very tempting to use it lor ga rment purpose. Natural plant 

stems/stalks/ leaves is a waste after the fruit is harvested so iLS avai lability is huge. The primitive 

methods for extracLion or natural plant stems/stalks/ leaves fibers are hand scraping, hand retting. 

Next machines \·\ere developed where the low quality fibres with more damages were produced. 

Problem statement-

To design and develop a process to extract high quality natura l fibers from the banana pseudo 

stems. To increase the com petiti ve ness of SMEs w ith new cost-effective, eco-effic ient materials. 

To study the proccss abilitv of the machine to successful I\' ex tract the fibres w ithout damaging " / . .. 
their essential pro perties . /~. 
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II. LITERATURE SU RV EY 

R. Bhoopalhi, M. Ramesh, C. Deepa, this paper concluded that the present unsustainable 

envjro l1!11 er~ta l condit ion natural nbers are serving belter material in terms of biodegradability. 
low cos!' high strength and corrosion resistance when compared to conventional materials. T he 

bencfits of com ponents and products des igned and produced in hybrid composite materials 

instead of mewl s recognized by many industries. The main objective of this experimenta l s tudy 

is to fabricate the banana-hemp-gl ass fibers reinforced hybrid composites and to evaluate the 

mechanical properties such as tensi le strength, flexural strength and impact strength. 

K. L. Pickering, M.G.Aruan Efendy and T. M. Le, this paper concludcd that Muc h research and 

progress has occu rred in recent decades in the mechanical performance ofNFCs. Improvement 

has occurred due to improved fiber selection, extractio n, treatment and interfacial engineering as 

well as com pos ite process ing. This pape r has reviewed the research that has focussed o n 

improving strength, stiffness and impact strength including the effect of moi sture and weathering 

on these properties; long and short term peIformance was addressed. NFCs now compare 

favourably wi th GFRPs in tenllS of stiffness and cost; values of tensile and impact s trength are 

approaching those for GFRFs. The lower densities for NFCs lead to better comparison for 

speci fic prope rties. App lications ofNFCs have extended dramat ically including load bearing and 

outdoor applications such as automotive exterio r underfl oor panelling, sports equipment and 

marine structures. Further research is still required to extend th eir application range including 

improveme nt of moistu re resistance and fire retardance. Overall, growth of NFC uptake 

continues at a rapid rate and there would appear to be a very positive future ahead for their 

app I ication. 

William Jordan. Patrick Chester, this paper concluded that the interfacial bonding between 

banana fibers and an LDPE matrix: peroxide treatment and permanganate treatment. The effects 

of the treatments on the tensile properties of individual banana pseudo-stem fibers were explored, 

with perox ide treatment enhancing the lensile properties and permanganate treatment having an 

inconclus ive e nect. Some interesting results from composite processing are briefly explored, 

lead ing to peroxide treated fibers being excluded from composite testing. Th e flexural and tensile 

propert ies 0 1· untreated and pennangana te treated injection mold ed composite parts were then 

explored. l.·nrrcated banana pseudo-stem fibers provided a measu rabl e increase in composite 

properties. especially in tensile s tiffness. 

Zaida Onega. Moises Mor6n , Mario D. Monz6n , Pere Badall6 anel Ruben Paz, this paper 

conclud ed that Fibers have been extracted by mec hanical means from banana tree pseudostems, 

as a strateg' tLl va lorize banana crops residues. To increase the mechanical properties of Ihe 

composite. technical textiles can be used as reinforcement, in stead of short fibers. To do so. 

fibe rs mu st be spun and woven. The aim of this paper is to show the v iability of usi ng banana 

fibers to obtain a yarn suitable to be woven, after an enzymatic treatment, which is more 

environmentall,· fr iendly. Extracted long fibers)!re c ut to 50 mm length and then immersed into 
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an enzymatic bath for their relining. Conditions of enzymatic treatment have been optimized t(l 

produce a tex til e grad e of banana libe l's, whi ch havc thcn heen characterized. The optimum 

treating conditions wcrc /"{)ll!1d w i!h the usc or lJinpc'ctin<lsc I( ( [ ()()(% related to fiber we ight) at 

45 C. pi I 4.5 for 6 h, with bath rCI1 cwal aller tiliTC ho urs. The lil'SI spinning trials show that thes ~ 

fibers are sui tablc to be used for th e produclion of yarns. Thc next step is the weaving process to 

obtain a technical fabric for composites prociuction. 

Preethi P and Balakrishna iVlurthy ( J, this paper concl ud ed that the world. Banana farming 

generates huge quantity of biomass all or which goes as waste and the above ground parts like 

pseudostcm and peduncle are the major source or fiber. 8 an ana li bel' can bc used [is rmv material 

fo r industry Cor production of r,m gt: or produc ts like paper. t.:ard bo'lrds. tea bags~ currency notes 
and reinforced as polymer compositc in high qwli ity dres'S ll1aLcri'lls. Fiber from pseudostem nn d 

peduncle of four commercial cultivars of Tamil Nadu viz., Grand Naine, Poovan~ iVlonthan and 

Nendran were extracted using banana fiber extraction machine. The highest pseudostem and 
peduncle tiber recovery were obtained from PoO\'an (2.71 % and 1.09%, respectively) and fhe 

lowest from Grand N aine (1.07% and 0.63%, respectively). Cellulose is the major component of 

the tibe r. The highest cellulose content was recorded in Nendran peduncle fiber (60.27%) 

fo ll owed by Nendran pseudostem fibcr (59.23%). The other non- cellulosic substances likc 

hemicellulose, lignin and pectin were high in Monthan pseudostem fiber (15.75, 21.56 and 

4.08%. rcspectively). 

Dr. M. SukumaL this paper conc luded that the principal aim of the present study is to develop a 

method lor the production of cellulose nanofibers, from the banana peel (BP) and bract (BB). It 

is a lso the aim of th is study to produce cellulose-based biopolymers through acetyl and lauroyl 

modilications. The microwave digestion method and ball milling assisted ultra-sonication 

method was optimized for sustainable extraction of micro and nano cellulose fibers, respectively. 

The microwave digestion method was found to be effective in the removal of hemicellulose and 

lignin. Micro and nano cellulose fibers of BP and BB were found to contain type I cellulose 

structllre. Thennal stability and crystallinity index of cellulose nanofibers were examined to be 

highcr than it ' s native micro cellulose. Nano cellulose fibers were examined to be a potential 

source Cor production of acetyl and lauroyl cellulose, with a high degree of substitution and 

therma l slability. Hence, microwave digestion and ball milling assisted ultra-sonication method 
was proven to be effective in the extraction of nano cellulose fiber lor development of cellulose

based polymers. 

III. PROPOSED DESIGN 

A. "I~1 n u facturing Process: 

I. Ra" materials: A raw material is the basic material used in the productions of the goods, 

finis hed products. The term "raw material" is used to denote material which is unprocessed. 
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2. Marking: Marking is the process of" making vis ible impressions on the metal surface so that 

req uired operations can be carried Ollt (l~ per the dimension s. 

3. CUlling: The nnv matcrial cut into the required dimensions using a grinding \vheel CU lte r. 

fVletal clIlling is done by a relative motion between the work and piece and the hard edge cLltting 

tool. which is Illulti point cutting tool. 

4. We lding: The assembly 01· base table is done by the process of welding. In th is case the 

process is done by HAre \Velding". Arc we lding is type of welding lhat lIses a welding power 

supply to create an electric arc hel\veen an electrode and the base materia l to melt the metal al 

the welding point. They can lise either direct or al ternating current, and conslImable or nOI1 

consumable electrode. 

5. Drilling: Drilling is eas ily the most common machining process. Drilling involves the creat ion 

of holes that are right circular cylinders. This is accomplished most typica lly by using the twi,t 

drill. The chips must ex it through the flute s to the outs ide of the tool. The cutting front is 

embedded w ithin the work piece, makin g cooling difficult. The clltting area can be flooded. 

coolant spray mist can be applied, or coolant can be delivered through the drill bit s haft. 

6. Hand Grinding: I-land Grinding is the finishing process lIsed to improve surface finish, abrade 

hard material s, and tighten the to lerance on lathe flat and cylindrical surface by removing the 

small amount of material. In grinding the abrasive material rubs aga inst the metal part and 

rem oves the tiny pieces of materia l. 

B. Design 

Fig I. Front Cad Vie" 
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I V. C,\1 ,Cl JLAJlONS 

DESI(;N OF FRAME-

Frame design lor sa fe ly FOR 25*25':'3 mm Sq uare Ii ollow mi ld steel channel 

b= 25111111, d== 25 min, t :: 3 111 III , 

Cons id er the max imum load on Ihe I'ram c to be 50 kg. 

Force = \"'1 :;: g 

= 50 kg ':' <),81 

= 490,5 N 

Max, Bending moment = forcc*pcrpendi cular d is tance of Sq uare Bar Length 

=50*9.81* 450 

M = 220725 N-mm 

We Know that 

i\l /I = cr*b/ y 

Where, 


M = Bend ing moment 


I = Moment of lnenia abo ut axis of bending that is: Ixx 


y = Distance of the layer at w hich the bending stress is consider 


(We take always the maximum va lue ofy) 


} 
E = Modulus of e las ticity of beam mate ria l. 


1= bd3 112 


1= 32552.08 mm4 


crb = My I I 


= 220725* 12. 5 I 32552.08 


cr b = 84,76 N Imm2 


The a llowable shear stress for material i s_<>~aJl.az= S, t / las 

1. ' ~J( ;I '" 

" 
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Where Syt = yield stress = 210 MPa ~ 2 10 N/Ill1ll2 

And FOS is lilctor or safety = 2 

So cr allow= 21012 = 105 MPa = 105 N/Ill m2 

Comparing above we get, 

crb<cr allow 

i.e84.76 < 105 N/mm2 

So design is sa le. 

DESIGN OF SHAFf

v.,r= i11 ~ g 

Where, W= Weight (N) 

m= mass kg 

g = gravitational Acceleration (N/ kg) 

= 50 Kg * 9.81 

= 490.5 N 

Bending Stress of Mild Stee l Material is 100 Mpa. 

Maximum Bending Moment At point C 

M= W' L 

=40 * 9.81 * 150 

= 58860N-mm 

For Diameter of Shaft 

M= ..'C. * Bending Stress * d3
32 

0=18.16 

By Cons idering Standard Size= 20mm 

DES IGN OF WELDED JOINT-

Check ing the strength of the welded joints lor " lie!, 

The transverse fillet weld welds the side plate and the edge stiffness plates, 
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The max imllm load whidl the plalc ca ll carry 1l1r tn111sversc lillet weld is 

p ; 0.707 x S x L x Ii 

Where, 

S = factor o f safety, 

L = conLact length = 25mm 

The load of shear along with the fr ic tion is 50 kg =490.5N 

The load of shea r along wi th the fr icI it1n is 50 kg = 490.5:>1 

Hence, 490.5 = 0.707 x 3 x 25 x n 
Hence le t us fin d the safe value o f ' ft · 

490.5
There fore ft ; 

0.7 07x 3x25 

ft = 9.25 N/rnm2 

Since the calculated vallie of the tensiiL" loac! is wry smalle r than the permi ss iblc va llie tensi Ic 

loac! as ft=56 N/mm2. Hence we lc!cdjo in l is :;alc . 
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Abstract:- According to Intemmional Institute of Refrigerati on, air conditioning and 

refrigeration consumes around 15% of the total worldwide electricity and also contributes to the 

emission of CFCs, HCFCs. and C02 etc. Due to the use of such refrigerants it leads to much 

harmful effect to our environmenl i.e. the global warming. For air conditioning use of fuel also 

increases and all these are effect on the car efficiency. To overcome the probl em of emission and 

fulfill the mismatch between the demand and supply of energy consumption the thermoelectric 

Air conditioning can be used . Thi s system is not go ing to be noisy, a there will be no hazardous 

emission to the environment so Ihe system is totally ecofriendly. As the Peltier module is quite 

compact in size the design can be easily acquired according to space and need. 

Keywords:-Thermoelectric module. Peltier Effect, Seeback effect, HVAC, Thermoelectric 

generator. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A the rmoelectric module is an elec lrica l module, which produces a temperature difference with 

CUITent flow. The emergence llf the temperature difference is depending on the Peltier effect 

designated after Jean Peltier. The thermoe lectric module is a heat pump and has similar function 

as a refrigerator. It gets along hll\\cver without mechanically small construction units (pump. 

compressor) and without coo ling Iluids. The heat flow can be turned by reversal of the direction 

of current. Thermoelectric cooling provides an alternative solution to the common compresso r 

and absorber cooler. The"'lloe lectric coolers are used especially if small cooling power is 

required up to 500 W. 

Our goal is to define the ne\\ H V!\C system using thermoelectric couple which shall overcome 

all the drawback of current HV.'\ C svstem. If this system comes in present HVAC system. then 

revolution will occur in the aut o illobik. With rising population and pollution at an alarming ratc 

this system has come to rescue as these are environment friendly and compact. Conventional 

compressor run cooling equipmen l have more limitations related to energy efficiency and 
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Chloro-I'iuro Carbon (Cl'e) rei·ri~crants u,c. [30th thesc t:lctors indirectly poilll to the impending 

scenario or global warming. As must of the ~kdricily gcncmlioll relics on thl' coal pnwor plants. 

which adcJ grL'ellhnLls(: gases tll 1111.: atlllosph~rc i:.; the mort..: calise or global w:1rllling. Although 
researches (lrc going Oil, hc~t aill:,rnatives I<J(" tht..:CFC re!'rigcrants is siill on the hU1l1. So instead 

of using cOllvcntiOlnl air cunciitioningsyst\,;llls. other products which call1:niciclllly cool i-I pcrsnn 

are to be planned. By lI si ng other crlicielll coo ling device, we can save thc dL'ctricilY bills as 

well ns control the greenhouse gases that arc currcnlly rdeased inlo the su rroundin g alJllosph crl:. 

Although th ermockctric properly was discovered about two centuries ago thcrillOclccLric device 

save only been cOJll1lle rcial ized during current years. The applicatiuns of thcrmoch:<.:tric vary 

from small refri gerator. 

Theory ol"Thenno-c[cctric Coo ling 

As a mechanical engineer we are trying to overcome these demerits by replacing the existing 

HVAC system by newly emerging thermoelectric couple or cooler which works on peltier and 

Seeback effect. Thcnnoelectric cooling can be considered as one 01" the maj or applications 0 1" 
thermoelectric modu[es (TEM) or thermoe[cctric coolers (TEC). The main objectivc 01· this 

project is to design a cooling system install ed 011 a cOllventional blower or CHI' ae. The idea of 

cooling is based on peltier effect as when a de current flows through te tl10dules it generates a 

heat transfer and temperature difference across the ceram ics subslrntes causing one side of the 

module to be co ld and the other side to be hot. The purpose of the project is to make LIse of the 

cold side to coo l the ambient air to a [ower temperature. so that it can be used as a personal 

cooler. Testing and measurements are also performed using on car. A simple temperature 

controller to interface witli the cooling system has also been incorporated. Based on an analysi s 

of sizing and des ign of the tec air coo ling for car, it can be deduced that the cooling system is 

indeed feasible readings taken during testing al so testify to the fact that the te cooling for car can 

lower the ambient tem pe rature by 7degree Celsius. 

A.Seeback Effect 

A thermoelectric c ircuit composed of materials of different Seeback coefficient (p·doped and n

doped semiconductors). conligmed as a thermoelectric generator. If the load resislo r at the 

bottom is replaced \.\ ith a voltmeter the circuit then functi ons as a temperaltlre·sensi ng 

thermocouple. A thellllodeclrie circuit composed of materials of different Seeback coefficient 

(P-Doped And N-Doped Semiconductors), configured as a thermoelectric generator. [f the load 

resistor at the bottom is rep [aced with a voltmeter the circuit then functions as a temperature

sensing thermoco uple. 

The Seeback effect is the conversion of temp erature ditTerences directly into electricity and IS 

named after the Ba[tic Gcnnan physicist Thomas lohann Seeback. Seeback, in 182 [, discovered 

that a compass need le \\ (lu[d be deflected by a closed loop formed by two different metals joined 

in two places, with a temperalure differe~lllmv.een the junctions. This was because th e metal s 

responded to the temperaJure differenc~(ri':d~~~iht \vays, creating a current [001' and a magnetic 
- 1f:;:- ~-
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ficld. Se" back did not recognize there was an electric current invo lved. so he called the 

phenomenon the thermo magnetic effect. Danish phys ic ist Hans Christian 0rsted rectilied the 

mistake and eoineci thc term ·'thermoelectricity". 

H'eat source 

A.I.Fig. Seeback Effect 

The Seeback effect is a classic example of an elec tromotive force (EMF) and leads to measurable 

currents o r voltages in the same way as any other EMF. Electromotive forces modity Ohm's law 

by generating currents even in the absence of voltage differences (or vice versa): the local 

current dens ity is given by. 

J=o (-/1V + E emf) 

Where is the loca l voltage and is the loca l conductivity. In general , the Secback effect IS 

described locally by the creation of an e lectromotive field. 

E (EMF) = -S/1T 

Where S is the Seeback coefficient (also known as thermo power), a propert) o f the local 

material , and t.T is the grad ient in temperature T. 

B. Peltier Effect 

The Peltier effect is the presence of heating or cool ing at an electrified. junction or t\\O differe nt 

conductors and is named after French physic ist j ean Charles athanasia Peltier, w ho discovered it 

in 1834. When a current is made to flow through ajunction between two conductors a and b, heat 

may be generated (or removed) at the junction. The Peltier heat generated at the j unc tion per unit 

time, q is equal to 
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q= (11 a- 11 Il) i 

t~ · .... .. . . ....... . . : 
\~O.~)rf;l ;~Ut!~~ \ 

... 

T~ P T 
cr 

.. .. 
Dissipated heat I 

I 
+ 1 -

B.I.Fig. Pelrier Effect 

Where na. rib is the Pe ltier coeflicienl of conductor A and B. and I i, the electric current (from 

A to B). Note that the tota l heat generated at the junction is not determ in ed by the Pe lt ier effect 

a lone, as it may also be influenced by Joule heating and thermal grad ient effec ts. 

The Peltier codlic icnts represent how much heat is carried per un it cha rge. Since charge current 

must be continuous across a junction, the associated heat flow wi ll develop a di scontinui ty if Ila 
and nb are ditTerent. 

The Pe ltier effect can be considered as the back- action counte rpart to the Seeback effect 

(analogous to the back-emf in magnetic induction): if a simple thermoelectric circui t is closed 

then the Seeback effect wi ll drive a current, w hi ch in turn (via the Pelti er effect) will always 

transfe r heat from the hot to the co ld jllnction . The c lose rela tionship between Peltier and 

Seeback effects can be seen in the direct connection between their eoellicicllls: n=T'S. 

A typica l Pe ltier heat pump device involves mUltiple junctions in series. through which a current 

is driven . Some of the junctions lose heat due to the Pe ltier effec t. \\ hile others gain heat. 

Therm oelectric heat pumps exploit this phenomenon, as do thermoelec tric coo ling devices found 
in refrigerators. 

The Comparison Between Thermoelectric Air Condit ioning and Tradi tional Compressor System 

Compadng factor Thermoelech'ic cooler Comp"esso r Cooler 

Size Small Big 

Weight Skg to Skg 10kgto 15kg 

Acctssories/ pipeline Less More 
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Envi ronmental prolection No refrigerant Need rel'i'igcrnnts 

Orientation No li mit With limit 

JYllwing Parts No moving part s \Vith moving parts 

Reliability > 100,000 hI". < 40,000 hL 

Tab le I Comparison bctween TEAC and Traditional AC 

II. COM PONENTS 

E, Thermoe lectric Module 

A standard module consists of any number of thennocouples connec ted in series and sandwiched 

between two cera mic plates. By apply ing a current to the module one ceramic pl ate is heated 

while the other is cooled . The direction o f the current determines which piate is cooled. The 

number and s ize of the thermocouples as well as the materi als used in the manufacturing 

determine the cooling capaci ty. Coo ling capacity varies from frac tion s of Watts up to many 

hundreds . Different types of TEC modules are s ingle stage, two stage. three stage, four stage, 

centre hole modules etc. A typ ical s ingle stage is shown in Figure 

Fig. I A typ ica l single stage thetmoelectric module. 

Parameters of a Thermoelectric Modul e 

Once it is decided that thermoel ectric cooler is to be cons idered for cooling system, the next step 

is to se lect the therm oelectric modlil e or coo ler that can sat isfy a panicular set of requirements. 

Modules are available in great variety of s izes, shapes, operating curreOlS. operat ing voltages and 

ranges ofheat pumping capacity. The minimum specifications for finding an appropriate TEC by 

the designer must be based on the followin~ parameters. Th~ r. llte we,· 01'" TFr j , , hown in Fig 
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Fig.2 Cutaway or a typica l thermoelectric module where the orientati on of multicoup les is shown 

(I'clti~r Piate) 

Co ld side temperature (Tc) 

Hot side temperature (Th) 

Opera ting temperat ure difference, which is the temperature difference between (Th) and 

erc). 

Amount of heat to be absorbed at the TEC's cold surface. This can al so be termed as heat 

load. It is represented as (Qc) and the unit is Watts. 

Operating cu rrent (I) and operating voltage (V) of th e TEe. 

Co ld side temperature 

If the object to be cooled is in direct contact wi th the co ld surface of the TEC, the required 

temperature can be considered the temperature of the co ld side or T EC (Tc).Here in this project 

th e object is air inside the car, which has to be cooled when passed through a cluster of four 

Al uminum heat s inks. It is discussed ill detail in the no"t chapter. The aim is to cool the a ir 

flowing through the heat s inks. When this type of system is emp loyed the cold s ide temperature 

of the TEC is needed to be severa l time colder than the uliimatc desired temperature of the air. 

Hot side temperature 

The hot s ide temperai lire (Th) is mainly hased nn 1111' 1\\" for:tors. First parameter is the 

temperature of the ambient air in environment to which the heal is been rejected. Second factor is 

the efficiency of the heat s ink that is between the hot siM of TEe and the ambient. Temperature 

difference 

The two tempermures( Te and Th) and the difference bet\\ ~en them L'.T is a very importan t 

factor. (L'.T) ha s to be accurately determine1):-t~~ing S)'tem is expected to be operating as 

deSired. The follOWing equation shows the actl!i!1t.i~"\ 
...... y ...,. 
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,H= Th -Tc 

Actual I~T is not same as the system L\T. Actual .<'.T is the difference between the hot and cold 

side 01" the TEe. On the other hand system ."'T is the temperature dilTcrcncc between the ambient 

temperature and temperature of the load to be cooled. 

Cool ing Load 

The most dimcult and important factor to be accurately calelilated for a TEe is the amount or 

heat to bc removed or absorbed (Qc) by the cold side of th e TEC. In this project Qc was 

calculated by finding the product of mass flow rate of air. specific heat of air and temperatllre 

difference. Here the temperature difference system I\T in the differencc between the inlet 

temperature and o utlet temperature of thc coo ling system. The mathematical equation for Qc is 

as shown below. 

Qc= m Cpl\T 

Thermoelectric Assembly - Heat Sinks 

Thermoelectric Assemblies (TEAs) are coo ling or heating systems attached to the hot side of the 

TEe to transfer heat by air, liquid or conduction. TEAs which dissipate heat from the hot side 

use heat exchangers. TEC requires heat exchangers or heat sinks and will be damaged if operated 

without one. The two 6 T s, actual "T and system 1\T depend on the heat s inks fitted at the hot 

sides or colel sides of TEe. The thermal resistances of the heat sinks could vary the ilT across the 

TEC for a set ambient temperature and cooling load temperature. Therefore the thermal 

resistance of the heat sinks could increase the current flowing through the TEe. The three basic 

types of heat sinks are: forced convective, natural convective and liquid coo led, w here liquid 

cooled is the most effective. The typica l allowances for I\T at the hot s ide heat s ink ofa TEC are 

1. IOta 15 °C for a forced air coo ling system w ith fins - Forced convection 

2. 20 to 40°C for cooling using free convection - Natura l convect io n. 

3. 2 to 5 °C for cool ing using liquid heat exchangers - Liquiel cooled. 

There are several different types of heat exchangers availabl e in the market. As rar this project is 

concerned a foreeel convection type of heat sink was be useel based on thee 1\'1'). The main heat 

sink parameler lor the se lection process is its thermal resistance. Heat sink resistance can be 

termed as the mea",,·c of the capabi lity of the sink to dissipate the app lied heat. The equation is 

as follows. 

R = (Th-H)/ (Qh) 

R is the thermal res istance (in CO fW or KfW) and Th, the hot s ide temperature and Tw ambient 

tcmpcraturc res pecti ve ly. (Qh) is the heat load into tlte I,eat , i,,~ wltiell is the SUIll of TEC power 

(Pe) and heat absorbed. 
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Q h=« ) c)+(l'e) 

Thl: goal of H heat sink design is to Jessen the thcrillal I'esistancc. It CHn be attained lhro ugh 

exposed surHH.:e area oCtile heal sink . It llwy al~o require [() l"ecd nir Dr liquid cooling. 

Power supply and tempenllurc control me lwn added itcms that must be considered wisely fo r a 

successful T E system. TEC is a direc t current clevice. Thc quali ty of the DC current ;s important. 

Currcnl and vohage of a TEe can be determined by thc charts provided by th e l1lanllt~\c tlire r. 

TEes power is the product o rreq uircd vo ltage and current. (I' = IV). 

2. TherJl10electric Generator 

A therm oe lectric generator is a power-generating device that direclly converts thermal energy to 

el ectrical energy. When (hc connected junctions ol·[wo dissimilar materials (n-lype and p-type) 

hav!.! a tempera ture difference, an electricai current is generated A thermoelectric generator 

(TEG). a lso called a Seebeck generator, is a so lid state device that converts heat flu x 

(temperature differences) di rec tly into electrical energy through a phenomenon ca lled the 

Seebeck elrect (a form of thermoe lectric effect). Thermoe lectric generators function like heat 

engines, but arc less bulky and have 110 moving parts. However, TEGs are typically more 

expensive and less efficient 

Therm oelectric generators could be used in power plants in ord er to convert waste heat into 

additional elec trical power and in automobi les as automotive thermoelectric generators 

(ATGs) to increase fuel efficiency. Another application is radioisotope thermoelectric generators 

which are used in space probes, which has the sallie mecha nism but li se radioisotopes to generate 

the required heat difference. 
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rig.2 An electrical circuit for a unit couple of a thermoelectric generator. 

3.Battery 

In an internal combustion engine - powered vehicle, the battery is used mainly 10 start the engine. 

It is quite small but still pretty heavy, say l5kg- using lead-acid chemistry and will have a 

capac ity of 40-1 OOAmp- hours (Ah). Lead-acid is a very well established technology, it's 

inexpensive and reliable. 

A car's e lectrical power system is rated at 12 volts. When cranking the engine it will supply the 

starter motor with about 60- 100Amps - which is a massive current requiring very thick cable

but only for a couple of seconds. 

It can also power the lights and radio when the engine is switched off - when the engine is 

running all the electrical accessories are supplied from the alternator. The alternator also charges 

the battcry so it is ready for use the next time you want to start the car. 

..........._,.....,... 
_<t(01oo-o .... Y.,....._._ ......... .., .. 
,....~-"-

Fig.Cutaway section of a typical lead acid battery 
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III.EXPERIMENTi\1. WORK 

Tree modules an: sandwiched between Ii)lll' heat sinks each I'()r the hot side and the cold side" 
The seiect ion of the TI:C modules and th e hcat sinks arc bascd on commcrcially avai lable iteills 

that have the dosesl dimensions lO th~ olle oblained from lhe optimized analylical design. As a 
result, I(llir TEe modules 'TE-I 27- I ,11-2,5 (made by TETECI INO!'O(JY, INC) in addition to the 
lour heat sinks of ALI'AH U830-20B an d rour or ALPAH U830-2S8 were used for the cold and 
hOI sides. respectively, for this experimellt. /\ photograph or this experiment and deta iled 
schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure (a) and (b) respectively 

/vwv
p;!ot !u~. 

!',;::t.HO·M 

"-.... 

MW (a) 

Fig.(a) Experimental setup of one unit cell ofTEAC system, (b) test section, 

The aluminum blocks arc also sandwiched between each TEC module and its related heat sinks 
in order to measure the TEC junction temperatures as discussed earlier. Moreover, in order 10 

minimize the thermal conduction between the unit cells, low thermal conductivity wooden plates 
are install ed between the unit cells, As for the ambient co ld and hot air, two variable speed 
centrifugal blowers (AMET'EK I 19350-5 I BLOWER, 76MM , 24VDC) are used to pump th e air 
where each blower is connected to a TEC system in order to cont rol the inlet cold and hot air 
tem peratures. These blowers are selected due to ttieir high pumping ability so that back pressure 
can be avoided, The blowers are set to have volume flow rates of 3 CFM and 6 CFM for cold 

(lie' ) and hot (Vh' ) air. respectively, These tlow rates are obtained with same technique used In 
the previous section. As for the air temperatures, K-type thermocouples are installed at the air 
inlet, exit, and between each unit for the cold and hot sides so that the local ambient air 
temperatures at each unit can be averaged, Furthermore, the TEC modules are connected In 
se ries where variable DC power supply is used to supply and contro l the input voltage, 

" (b) "" 
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pitottube hot side insulator th ermocouples 
location heat sink TEe 

fo r ai r 

locations 

air screen 
cold side 
heat sink 

aluminum 
block 

blowers 

CA) 

CFM T",,.3.• T""A..2.l T..A._U 

\'----- --- ----,\(---

heat sink 

hetll sink J
T", •. :u . 

(B) 

Fig_ CA) Photograph of the test stand and (B) Schemat ic of the experimental setup of the four lI ll II 

cells. 
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IV EXPERIM EN'rAL MODEl, 


The experimental model by CATIA v5 so ft ware. The isometric view or the experimental model 


is flS lhllows: 

Fig.Typical 3D Isometric View of TEAC System 

V EXPERIMENTAL CALCULATIONS 

The calculations have been calTied out using the necessary formula and putting the val ues of 

temperature as recorded by a thermocouple temperature sensor. 
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A.Thermoelectric Cooler Module 

Seebeck coefficient (S) = 0.053 V/k 

Module thermal conductance (k) = 0.530 W/k 

Module res istance I = 2 n 

B. Temperature difference 

After measuring the temperature by thermocoupl e temperature sensor, final temperature at the 

surface of module and the hcat s ink arc as ro llo\\,. 

Temperature at hot side Th = 27 C 

Temperature at cold s ide Tc = 22' C 

So, Temperature difference can be considered as 

T= (Th - Tc) = (27-22) = S'C 

C. Thermal Resistance Network 

Thermal resistance network is conducted here fo r analysis. Since TEC generates Joule heat, it 

makes heat rejection, which is called QI-I, from TEC hot side larger than the heat absorption , 

which is called QL, into TEC co ld side. Acco rding to literatures, the general forms o f heat 

absorption and heat rejection are presented as bellow. Heat transferred into the cold side when 

neglected the temperature drop through the TEC is given by, 

QL = [SITc -12R - k (Th - Tc») (-) sign for heat rejection . 

While the heat transferred out oflhe hot s ide into the heat s ink is given by, 

QH = SJ'J'h + 12R- k (Th-Tc) 

D.Total Power Requirement/Energy Supplied 

1-1'0111 [lie first law ot thermodynamiC', the I:ncrg.' supplied is: 

Energy supplied, w = l.!H - (-.lL 

=SI (Th - Tc) + 12 R 

=33.06 Watt. 

E.COP Of S ing le Stage Thermoelectric Cooler 

COP = QLlEnergy supplied (W) 

Heat absorption i, calculated as bellow. 
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QL = [SITe -0.5 12 R - k (Til - Te)1 

= 43.8<) walt 

The Co<! i"lic icni of Performancc (COl') is oillHincci by til e following elllpirical equation . 

COl' = QLlEncrgy supplied 

=43 .89/33.06 

COl' = 1.3275. 

VI. SIMULATIO, WORl< 

a n....~lI: 
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Fig. (A)Temperature Variati on in Co ld Sink And Hot Sink 
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Fig. (8) Thermoelectric \ lotlllie With 36 Fig. (C) Probe of Heat Reaction on Cold 
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Fig. (D) Temperature Variations in Thermoelectric Generator (TEG) 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

After the stud y or th" '-')l oe lectric refrigeration system, we could demonstrate the coo ling abili ty 
of the Peltier modu le and its use as an alternative to refrigerant based coo ling systems . The study 

concludes that there arc a no. of places where TEC can play a more promising role than the 

conventional ACs \\ ilh Ihe added advantage of not using th e refrigerants and hence protecting 

the ozone layer. Wilh ii' rel iable cooling and precise temperature control, this solid-state coo ling 
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technology can replace conventional cooling in a Illultitude of' applications. Also with the 

advancements in material technology, there shall be a drastic rise in the cooling performance. 

This project WU$just all crrOrl lo demonstrate the need and means or replacing the convention:.'l1 

systems due to their adverse environmental ei'i'eets and to highlight the future scope of tile 

Thermoelectric Cooling Devices. At the present time, thcnnoelcctric applications are still limited 

due to their lower cJ'iiciency and performance, which is caused from H lower I'igure of merit. The 

figure of merit improvement is a technology-dependent work with numerolls amounts of research 

and signs of developmcnt. Recently, a record was registered to have a figure of merit of which 

brings the hope those thermoelectric applications ill automot ive air conciitioning systems are 

closer than expccted. 

Whil e higher figures of merit are promls JIlg, this by itself is not enough for practical 

thennoelectric applications. Proper thermal design and optimization of the whole thennoelectric 

system is also another important area with a lot left to discover. Attend ing four of the 

International Conferences on Thennoelectric (lCT) and ha ving discuss ions with pioneers in the 

field leads the resea rcher to believe that optimizing thermoelectric sys tem is very challenging 

work due to the number of parameters related to each other. Many inst itutions use costly 

experiments o r time-consuming finite element simulations to optimize their designs. The 

analytical techniques useu in this work could add simplified bases of the optimization concepts, 

and hopefully contribute to an optimistic future for thennoelectric applications. These techniques 

can also be modified and applied in other thermoelectric applications, includ ing thennoelectric 

power generation. which is also another hope for generating green power. 
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Abstract- Machine learning is booming fi eld which is growing rapidly in every di scipli ne but 

developing countries arc still spinn in g wheels in thi s sector. When we talk about India there are 

many superma rkets and marts emerging day by day but due to lack of exposure to technology 

and advancement it has been observed that there is no proper algorithm or technique used to 

visualize and manage sa les and thus many supermark ets end Lip being in loss. This paper 

addresses the issue of th e highly un-optimized and unpredi ctable market of groceries. The paper 

discusses of attempts to predict the sa les of Chain of a Mega Supermarkets based on the 

historical sales data using Machine Lea rning, it attempts at findi ng hidden relations between 

different factors that can and might drive the sales of the super market up. This problem can bc 

resolved my making a machine learning model that can explore. visualize and manipulate data 

and hence provide us with the requirements and statistics of the mart. Section I focusses on data 

mining and data pre-processi ng. The performance eva luations of va rious prediction a lgorithms 

usi ng machine learning approaches are stated. Data visua lization and patterns visua lization is 

stated in section 2. Section 3 focuses on the different algorithms like KNN (K-nearest neighbor), 

Random Forest regression, Gradient Boost algorithm etc. and thus find the best fit for the data. 

Fi nally, the result is analyzed and conc luded by research findi ngs and future scope. paper 

addresses the issue of the highly un-optimized and unpredi cmbk market of groceries. 

Keywords- Data Mining. Data Exp loration, Sales Forecasting. Vlachine learning algorithms. 

Predictions 

I. INlll.ODUCTION 

Many supermarkets IOday do not have a good forecast of their "carly sales. This is mostly due 

to the lack of skills_ reSOurces and knowledge to make sa les estimation. At best, most 

supermarket chain store use ad hoc too ls and processes t<) anal) ze and predict sales for the 

coming year. The use of traditiona l statistical method to forecast supermarket sales has left a lot 

of challenges unaddressed and mostly result in the creation <,I' predictive models that perform 
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poorly, The ern or big data cOllpkd with 1:H;CeSS to massive l.;omjJutl' power has nUHJ~ mat:hillc 

learning n go to f'Qr sa les forecasL 

There cx i!'l several techniques to run:custillg supennarket sn les 11nd historically. many 

supermarkets have relied nil these lradibollal sta tistical Ilw(le.ls. H()wever~ machine learning has 

grown to be an important area of' dala seicnc..: that h~:s gained grollnd clue to its high predictive 

and forecast ing powurs and as slIch as become the go-to i{)[" highly accurate sales forecasting as 

well .IS other important areas, To correct ly forecast iI future event a machine learning model is 

trained on data from which it lea rns patterns {ha t are used to predict Future in stances. An accurate 

forecasting model can greatly increase sllpermarkct reVelllle and is generally of great importancc 

to the orga nization as it improves pro/it as \\'dl us pm\ iul.!s insights inro the way customers can 

be beller served. 

A typical data scientist spends 70-80% of his timc making the data ready to be fed to a machine 

learning algorithm . Since the conclusion drawn completely depend upon the data that is fed to 

the algorithm it becomes absolutely important step in Ihe machine learning chain ~ to have the 

best poss ible data sct or to derive the best poss ible data from the data set avai lab le to thc 

engineer and since this applies to every machine learn ing. project out there and incomp!ete data is 

an unavoidable prob lem in dealing with most o f th e real-world data so urces. When dea ling with 

the dataset you mostly likely to face problems that 1[111 into one are a ll of the fo llowing categories 

Instance Se lection and outlier Detection, Missi ng Feature Values Discretization, Data 

normalization, Feature Selection and Feature Constrllcliotl. 

The paper uses concepts of supply cha in manage ment /\". better understandin g of sales fi ow. The 

primary goa l of supply chain management is to fulfill custOmer needs while optimizin g cost in 

tem1S of in ventories, resources and processes in the net ll orf.: at the same tim e. This can be done 

with the help of three steps namely: 

I )supp ly chain des ign 

2)supp ly chain planning 

3)supply chain execution. 

To get high accuracy res ult the data pre-processi ng stage is crucial. In data exp loration generall y 

we can see that there are missing va lues and zeros present in th e col umn of various features this 

empty spaces and zeros can throw off the model that II ill be created afterwards and to avo id thi s 

problem we cond ition the data by imputing the va lue, ", ing various methods like using mean of 

the va lues of th e fea tures to replace the zeros of that speci fie item type, forward fiJling method to 

filling the empty space ahead with the va1ues present the' above cell and method like regress ion 

imputing to fill the mi ssing data with the data gencn! led with help of regression mode l by 

passing some fea tures to get some values that are logicallo lill the spaces. All the model recei ves 

features as input and are separated into training set and tes t set, the test data is used for sales 
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prediction. Evcry model is first trained with training data and then used to predict accuracy oy 
using test data and this continues until each subset is tested once. the training set is passed 

through many dincrent algorithms to form diFFerent mode l and then we give test set to get the 

result accordillgly, which will be our mode! for forecasting the sales. 

DiFferent machine learning algorithm s like regression, rand om forest, x.g-boost, ete. are lIsed in 

such predictions. A better prediction is always helpful in developing business strategies and 

improve marketplace accordingly. 

II.METHODOLOGY 

The Se~ucncc of steps to be exec uted are as follows. The First step is the acqu isition of data 

pertaining to a certa in Mart that has all the necessary relevant field s that can impact the accuracy 

of the mac hin e learning model. Since the Accuracy of the machine learning mode l closely 

depend s upon what is being fed to the training data, hence it becomes very important to filter the 

data to tind anomalies and take them out of the data. The conditioned data is then divided into 

different sub groups name ly I. Training Data 2. Test Data. 

Based on the trend of data a Model is decided (Regress ion, K-means Clustering, Random Forest 

etc.). The model is Trained using the training data. the mode l is then tested against the Test data, 

if the mode l predicts data with large inaccuracies the model is trained again with the test data by 

tweakin g certain parameters.This process is further continued until a model with least high 
. accuracy is obta ined. 

o 
Labeled 

observalions 

Training set 

Test set 

I 

, ~ --:=-~--.--

'Machine learner 
. . . 

stats 

\ 

I 
I 

) 

I 
\ I 
~--------------------

Fig I:Workflow of Sta ndard Machine learning project 
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Jo'ig I silows tile workflow o f Machine learn ing model, where the data collected in first divided 

into training and lest set. FUIiher various regression model techniques are applied on the training 

data <lnd hL:IH.:e predictions are carried forward , then the same model with higher accuracy is llsed 
on lest sct to lind the best lir for rhe dara . 

111 .cASE STUDY 

(i) ImpUl<llion of miss ing data using machine learning techniques: 

This case swdy addresses serious problem \11 mining industria l databases is that they are often 

incomplete, and a significant amOllnt or dena :s missing, or erroneously entered, The auth or 

exp lores the usc of Illflchine-leC1rning based alternatives to standard statistical data completion 

(c1ata imjlutati c)J1) l11ethods, for dealing \"ilh missing data . The first is an unsupervised clu stering 

strmegy which uses a Bayesian approach to cluster the data into classes. The classes so obtained 

are then used to predict multiple choices for the attribute of interest. The second technique 

involves modeling miss ing variables by sllp ervised induction of a decision tree-based classifier. 

These tests show borh approaches are useful and have advantages and disadvantages. We argue 

that rhe choice between un supervised and superv ised classification techniques should be 

influenced by the mot ivation for solvi ng the missing data problem, and discuss potential 
applications for the proccdures we are developing. 

( ii) A Comparative Study of Big Mart Sa les Prediction: 

In this case sludy, Authors have proposed a predictive model using X-boost techniqu e to keep a 

track on the data and for us ing the data for future sales volume pred ictions with the help of 

mac hine learning rechniqucs for the reta ilers like big-mart and thus observed that model 

produces bener performance than the alread\ existing modeL A comparative analysis of the 

J110del with others in terms performance metrics is also explained in detaiL 

(ii i) Dara Preprocessing for Supervised Leaning: 

This case study addresses issues of dara pre-process ing that can have a s ignificant impact on 

generalization performance of a ML algorithm. They present the most well-known algorithms for 

each step of data pre-process in g so that one achieves the best performance for their data set. 

Ma ny factors affect the success of Machine Learning (ML) on a givcn task. The representation 

and qualiry of the instance data is lirst and l\.l rc most. If there is much irrelevant and redundant 

in formati on present or noisy and unreliable data. rhen knowledge di scove ry during the training 

phase is more difficult. It is well kno\\ n that data preparation and filtering steps take a 

cons iderable amount of processing time in ML problems. Data pre-processi ng includes data 

c leaning. normalization, transform ation. Icatllre extraction and selection, etc. The product of data 

pre-processing is the final training SCL II \\ould be nice if a single sequence of data pre

processing algorithms had the best perl<'r!11ance for each data set but this has not happened. 

Thus. we present the most weTl-known algo rithms for each step of data pre-processing so that 

one achieves the best performance for their oHla set. 
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IV .CONCLUSIONS 

Tbe project lVas dev eloped witb op timizati on 0(' processes, and the beli ef in the quote "There is 

always n beller way of doing tllings - the ivlachini sl". The data is obtained in its J'aW (;! SI. ['orm and 

made cl ea n to be fed to a mac hine leamin g syste m. The moue I was later deve loped to be able to 

pred ict the sales. Further hidden relationships bctween different variables o f the sa les data. in 

l11rn suggesting ways of driving up the sa les and deri ving greater pro fi ts. The proj ect optimizes 
the Supply cha in of the entire supermarket chai n. sav ing great amoun ts of capita l and man hours. 
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Abstract- In order to explore the effcct of thc installation parameters of vortex generator 

(VG) on bou nd ary-layer fl ow control, the V0I1cx generator characteristics and their etTect on the 

aerodynamics of an airfo il was studied us ing cfd simulations. The aerodynamic analysis is 

carried out on a highly ca mbered NACA s l223 airfoil attached with an array of vorte;< 

generators to study its effects on the aerodynamic characteristics of the Airfoil. 

The CFO analysis shows that the use of vortex generators leads to delay in flow separalion along 

the cambered side of the A irfo il which improves the efficiency of the Airfoil by increase in lift 

with minimum. increase in drag. Based on the results the best vortex generator design is selected 

to achieve maximum delay in fl ow separation. 

Keywords- Aerodynamics, Vortex generators (VGs), Boundary layer, Flow separation. Lift, 

Drag, CFD. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The factors that affect the aerodynami c propcrt} of an airfo il or w ing are drag. lift. do" n force 

and flow separation. Study of aerodynamic property of an airfo il is very critical and is very 

significant to alter the aerodynamic propcrty to improve the performance of the wing. When a 

fluid comes in co ntact of a surface a thin layer is formed in the immediate vic inity 01' the surface, 

also call ed as a boundary layer. The air o r liquid passing through the boundary layer tends to 

stick to the surface which decreases the veloc ity of the fluid. When the boundary layer 01' the a ir 

brakes from the object at a certain point when it is travelling through air it is called flow 

separation. Wh en there is a flow separation the vel ocity reduces and it results in drag. In o rder to 

overcome this flow separation, we use a vortex generator which helps the air to flo\l over the 

surface of the airfoil without any separation by reduc ing the turbulence. 

A vortex generato r is a small sized aerodynamic device. which can be attached to a lift ing surface 

or airfoil, such as an aircraft win g, car blades. The vo nex generator spoi 
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distllrbs the ai rflow rllnning flv" r the bodywork. prodllc ing a swirl or air in between the high 

energy and low energy stream s. This draws in a ::; trcHm of high energy air from li'ee stream dow n 
into lhe boundary layer. increasing the hflundary ]i.lycr' s ellergy. Thus, th t: energised bOllndary 

layer leads to a delay in /low separati on (J\' ~r an airfoil. These vortex gellcrutnrs can also be used 

to divert the ail' flows over an object to achieve drag reductioll, for C.g.. in race cars or fighter 

j ets. The effect or these VGs on th e pcriclrInance of the airi(lil increases with increase in air 

speed flolVing ove r thc VGs. 

tl METHODO LOG Y 

Vortex Generators will be studied by insta lling them on a hi ghly cambered ai ri:li l (e.g .. NACA s

1223) to delay the 11 0w separation over the airfo il surrace. The prototype will be a race car size 

wing with a strip of vortex geJlern lo r~ 0 11 the cambered surface of the wing which will be lIsed to 

show the difference in flow separation \.\,Iith/w ithout the vortex generators. 

Initially the wing and vortex generators will be designed and assembled on CAD software 

(C REO). The height of the VG is considered to be 0.5% of the chord, wh ich is a rcal istic number 

ror modern wind turbine blades [7] . The compari sons between baseline w ing and 2. 3 and 7 VGs 

have shown that VGs on the w ings in the transoni c condition ca n effecti vely suppress the 

spanwise fl ow and se parations behind the shock wave [5]. 7 VGs show best control effects of 

bounda ry-layer separation and induced spanwise flows. 

The CAD mode l will be used to perform simulati ons on ANSYS Fluent. The geometry imported 

from the CAD mode l will be placed in a sui table domain for further meshing and s imulations. A n 

unstructured but face sized mesh along with some inflation will be used to minimize the 

complex ity of th e operation. The lift and drag values for certain condit ions wi ll be calculated 

using number of iterations to obtain ap prox imate results. Further the fl ow s imulations will be 

observed usi ng ve loc ity strea mlines to determine the flow separat ion point for all conditions. 

Based on the set of s imulations th e perfect design forthe vortex generators along the chord of the 

airfoil will be se lected . To avoid end tip vortices and to keep the 110\\ t\\O dimen sional, 

moderate ly sized endplates wi ll be a[(ached to the w ing. 

til DESIGN 

..J Selection of Airfoil 

Highly cambered NACA s 1223 a irfo il is used fo r the project to test the vo n cx generato rs at 

extreme conditions of boundary layer sepa ration. Other option of hi ghl y cam bered airfo il is 

RAF-19 which is used in jets. NACA s 1223 is the most commonly used ai rl'o i I in cars and 

airplanes. 
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B. Fig. I S 1223 AirfoilWing Design 

A model of a small sized wing is designeciusillg CREO software. The \v ing model consists of a 
1m long airfoil with chord length 01"304.8mm along with two enc!plares at both ends of the 

ai rfo il. The endplates are useful in avoiding the different velocity flows from getting mixed and 

create turbulence. This wing model will be used for the simulations with and without vortex 

generators to observe the a irfo il performance. The main observations w ill be flow separation, lift 

or downforce and drag. 

Fig. 2 Wing Model 

c. Des ign of 

Vortex Generators 

c= 
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Vortex Cienerators arc of many lypt.:S based 011 their get)ll1ctry. shape. sizc, plact::l11enl. ctc. In th is 

project vi.lrious tYPL'Sol'vortex gcn~mtors were designed and attached (0 the cambered side of the 

airfoil to observe (heir hehaviour in diili.:rcill conditiolls. The vortex generators are generally or 
the siz.e of the boundary 1,lyer thickncss . These vortex generators creale sll1all vortices which 

~n~rgi7.cs the boundary layer due to which the Ilow stH)'S allachcd to the cambered side of the 
wing. Thus, the now separation is delayed which increases the cfliciency o/" the airfoil. Some o/" 

the designs of vonex generators are shown in Fig. 3-Fig. 5. 

VGs (Vortex Generators) arc designeu Hnd all ached to the wing in Creo. Based on our research 
three basic typesor vortex generator de.signs were selected. 

The three types of vortcx generntors that are designed (II''''; ilS follows: 

• 	 VG I-Triangular VGs 

• 	 VG2-Forward Wedge VGs 

VG3-Counter Rotating VGsThe standard dimensions considered for all VG designs nre given 
below: 

• 	 Height of VGs; 15ml11 

• 	 Length of VGs ; 30111 111 to 40111111 

• 	 NUl11ber of VGs ; 7 

• 	 Distance frol11 the leacling edge; 60mm 

• 	 Thickness = 1111111 

Angle ofVG (VG3) = 20° 

• Offset angle with celHrcline (VG3) = 15° 


Distance between VG front tip and centreline (VG3) ; 5mm 


Fig. 3 
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Fig.4 Forward Wedge VGs (VG2) 

Fig. 5 Counter Rotating VGs (VG3) 

The basic charactcristics for the design of VGs are decided based on the research used for 

reference. Height of the VG is considered to be 0.5% of the chord, wh ich is a rea li stic number for 

modem wind turbine blades [7]. Also, shorter spacing between the VGs also improves the 

maximum lift coefficient of the wing [3]. The VGs are placed at 0.25% of the chord length from 

the leading edge lor maximum utilization of the vOItices generated by the VGs. These three VGs 

are used further for sim ulations to observe the performance of the airfoil. 

IV. CFD SIMULATIONS 

The analysis or simulalions of the designed VGs using Co mputat ional Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is 

performed on Ansys Fluent. The angle of attack of wing for a ll simulations is 15" and inlet 

velocity is 30 m/s. According to the size of the wing model a su itable rectangular domain was 

created w ith length equa l to the span of the wing and width two times the span length . Considering 

the complex geomCI (: of the wing along with the VGs, a structured mesh would be really 

difficult so it was ou t of'the question. To ensure reasonabl e accuracy for calculating the lift, drag 

and accurate flo\\ visualization a face sizing of 2mm was created. An inflation layer of 10 cells 

with a total thickness of 10 mm was applied to the wing, including the vortex generators. This 

inflation layer had a constant growth rate of 1.2. Nonslip boundary conditions were used on all 

wing and endplate surfaces, w ith a zero 
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rCltllive pressure opening at the outiet orthe Illode l. i\ pressure based steady-state so lver was 

lIsed Ii)!' all rllns because the fl ow was assumed largely inc()mpn..:ssihle for rhe rclal iv0ly low 

speeds tested. The !lumber o f iterations used is 3011 . 

:1. \VithoLll Vortex Generalors 

The nirJ()il NACA s 1223 is highly cambered airfoil dlle to which the use or th is airloil at high 

angle or attack (aou) leads to fl ow separation . The silllulatioll.5 showing this eflcc l are given 
below. 

Fig.6 Simulat ion without VGs (Airfoi l aon IS") 

It is observed that as the angle of attack increases the Ilow gets separated which J ecreases the 

down force on the wi ng. Due to this phenomenon. there is need of vortex gen erators to delay the 

fl ow separatio n. 

B. With Vortex Generators 

The fl ow separatio n in airfo il at aoa 15° is observed to be Illost that can be controlled as more 

than 15'1 \\ould lead to sta lling. Therefore, the vortex generators were tested at aoa IS" to see 

which VG design g ives the best results. The s imulations of these vortex generato rs are shown 

belo\v. 

.... 
~. 

• .,,-~, l 

•• -• 

Fig. 7 Simulati on of Airfoil w ith VG 1 
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Fig. 8 Simulation of Airfoil with VG2 

-UI"~ -

Fig. 9 Simulation of Airfoil with VG3 

Above images show the velocity streamlines obtained from the CFD simulations. It can bc 

observed frolll the images that there is delay in flow separation as compared to the flow without 

VGs. In the recorded observations the lift is considered as negative lift or downforce. The lift and 

drag on the airfoil for all three VGs and without VGs are also calculated. Formulas for 

calculating lift and drag are given below. 

FL OJ CL p \", J\ FD - 0.5 CD P v' J\ 

'.Vhere. 

FL = Lifting force (N) CL = Lifting coefficient FD = Drag force (N) 


CD = Drag coefficient 


p = Density of fluid (kg/m3) v = Flow velocity (m/s) 


A = Area of body (m2
) 


The lift and drag values calculated in Newton (N) are shown below: 


• No VGs- Lift = 321.67 N 
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• Drag = 37.70 N 

• VG 1- I.if! = 334.43 N 

• Drag ~ 35.09 N 

• VG2- l.ili = 343.98 N 

• Drag = 36.36 N 

• VCJ3- Lift = 360.42 N 

• Drag = 39.24 N 

Based l)n the above observations we can sec that we get the best rcsults on using VG3 (Counter 
Rotating VGs). The lih and drag values calculated for each condition show that there arc 
favourable changes in the charactcristics of airfoil on use of vortex generators. The results show 
that the lift on thc airfoil is increased as compared to the lift of airfoil with no vortex generators. 
The drag va lues do not change much which is advantageous for maintaining a good lift to drag 

ratio. VG3 or cOllnter rotating YGs shows the most increase in lift \Vilb very less increase in drag 

value. Also, from the images shown we can see that the Ilow separation is delayed the most on 
using counter rotating VGs. Due to thi s delay the efficicncy of airfoil is increased as more of the 
cambered surface is utilized. A counter rotating VG creates two adjacent vortices rotating in 
opposite directions with respect to each other. Under thc action of the concentrated vortices. 
high-encrgy fluid outside the boundary layer is entrained towards the wall and injected into the 
low-energy fluid inside the boundary layer. Due to the energised boundary layer the flow 
separation is delayed which leads to increase in lift and dccrease in drag. This increases the 
overa ll efficiency of the airfoil. 

The now simulat ion over a counter rotating VG is shown in below figure. 

Fig. 10 Flow Simulation over Counter Rotating VG (Top View) 
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Fig. II Flow Simulation over Counter Rotating VG (Rear View) 

CONCLUSJONS 

Vortex Generators are to be installed immediately at the uJlstream of the flow separation point in 

order to delay the airflow separation on a NACA s 1223 hi gh ly cambered airfoil. Pressure and 

veloci ty distributions are obtained over the three model geometries with the help 01' 
Computational Fluid Dynamics. The flow visua lization is done using ve loci ty streamlines to 

determine the fl ow separation point for each condition. It is fo und that the stream wise vortices 

are form ed because of Vortex Generators thus shifting the tlow separation point down the stream 

and also narrowing flow separation region, As a result. the aerodynamic characteristics are found 

to be improved, On testing various v01tex generators, the counter rotating vortex generators a re 

observed to show the best results by increasing the lift on airfoil with minimum increase in drag. 

The opt imum he ight of the Vortex Generators is considered to be eq ual to the thickness of the 

boundary layer and the position of VGs is considered to be at 0.2% of the chord length from the 

leading edge of the airfoil. But the VGs are not very sensitive to these parameters and hence the 

opt imum parameters are considered to be changing in a \\ide range. Thus, the VGs can be used 

in airplane wings, car spoilers or diffusers and wind turbine blades to delay the flow separation 

and also for drag reduction in various situations. 
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Abstract: Pollution control is big issue for the metro citi es as the number of vehicles growing 

larger every yea r lead ing to large air pollut;on . increased AQ I level and production of black 

smog. For contro lling thi s phenomenon there are various methods and pollution contro l devices 

but the setup wet scrubber used in induslries can be the effecti ve way for pollution control. 

Hence we are using wet scrubbers for ci ty air po lluti on control which is the concept arising from 

the conventional scrubbers used for po lluti on control in the big industries hav ing flu e gases and 

particula te material as a waste part going into atmosphere causing harmful effects on 

environment. This industrial type of scrubber he lps in [rapping and absorbing of these flue gases. 

The same concept is be ing taken and analyzed for c ity air pollution caused by vehi cles at s igna ls 

and crowded areas. Here there will be diffe"ent ex haust gases than the fl ue gases from industries. 

The basic components of our setup for ci ty air po llu[ion control which is desired to be set up at 

traffic signals are spray tower, filter chambcrs. recirculating chambers with scrubb ing agent for 

dissolving of exhaust gases coming in from the vehicles. 

Keywords- Wet Scrubber, Scrubbing Agent. Spra\ Tower, Pollution Contro l devices, AQI level. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Wet scrubber is one of the effective way of collecting gaseous po llutants [I) flammable particles 

uf tllI>t alltl cu llect illg mi st from the exhaust gas." coming from industries. A experlmemal study 

state that the more turbulence (2) i.n the inl et cha mber of scrubber gives more effic iency for 

removal of smaller dust and PM from coal industr ies. Various studies te ll s us a bout the liquid to 

gas ratio [3] for effecti ve remova l of particularc materia l and optimum efficiency. A lo ng with 

this conventional wet scrubber system there arc a lso systems developed such as three stage 

scrubbing [4J system fo r more smooth working of the set up . These wet scrubbing systems can 

also be useful for cement industries (5) for rem,,\ a l of dust by scrubbing agents it is a effecti ve 

way of reducing air po ll ut ion. Our setup is aimed towards reduction of the city air pollution by 

vehic les at the traffic signals. Here we are usin~ the concept of spray tower for d issolvi ng the 

exhaust gases and another cham ber for remo va l nt' black smog and dust particles. We are go ing 

to reduce the concentration of exhaust gas coming inside the setup and releasing back into 

atmosphere. We can track the amount of concentration of gas using gas senso rs fitted at inlet and 

outlet of setup . This setup is to be fitted at the divider near the traffic signal for taking in 
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maximum amollnt of exhaust g.:!S inside lor refilling and reducing the harmful components in it. 
The scrubbing agent t1st;d ill industrial application b depends upon the fiue gases of that 

indus!ri~s bu! in our ,c!Up tile sc rullbing liquid is used as sod iulll Ilydroxide [NaOH aq] for 

effect ive dissolving of exhaust gU"ies li'om vehicles. J len.: we are mainly foclising on the removal 

of carbon dioxide and black smog with I'M which arc mainl y responsible for the temperature ri se 

and majQr air pollution at trafH e signal in the cities. In this study VIle arc going to study the design 

and working of proposed setup with chemical reaction for control] illg the ciiy air pollution. 

J I 
/"""'~~ /"'1""""'" 

.. " "'" "II"" "" ,,'- . 

N fIJ .' "'lQQ-" 

-:
O 

·'~l bOl!<)rt' 'IoK1IOI' 

.... 

"'-jr 

Fig no I : Conventional Industrial Scrubbing System. 

II. SCRU BBING SYSTEMS 

There are two types of scrubbing svstems named as wet scrubbing and dry scrubbing systems. 

Most of the scientific studies shows that wet scrubbers are more effective and economical to use 

for elimination of polluting agcnlS. dust nnd PM frol11 the ex haust gases. Basic working of wet 

scrubber is just similar like scrubber useel in industrial areas except of scrubbing agent and 

chemical reactions happening insid~ the spray tower. 

Wet scrubbers: A \Vet scrubber or \\ et ,crubbcr systcm is one type of SUUDDCI tl",t i, 1I,cd Lu 

remove harmful materials from in dustrial exhaust gases known as flue gas before they are 

released into the environment. It "as the original type of scrubbing system, and utilizes a ,vet 

substance to remove acidic gases that contribute to acid rain. Whe n using a wet scrubber, flue 

gas is funneled through an area and sprayed with a wet s ubstance. Water is used when dust and 

palticulate matter is to be removcd. hut other chemicals can be added. These chemicals are 

chosen to specifically react with ce nain a irborne contaminants generally acidic gases. This 

process adds significant amouJl\S of ,apour to the exhaust which causes the release of exhaust 
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that appears as whitt' sllloke when vented. One reason for the development' of dry scrubbing was 

because the sprayed water added considerable weight and volullle to the waste, which ied to 

difficulties in storing and disposing oCtile waste material. 

Wet scru bber systems Illr city air pollution: With basic concept of wet scrubbing our setup have 
various parts tGr refining Bnd cleaning the exhaust gas coming out from the vehicles. The main 

component of the set up is the spray towe r or spray chamber wh ich has a se ri es of nozzles 

attached to a pipe fbr spraying the scrubbing agent on (he incom ing exhaust gas. The chamber 

has a opening fo r incoming of the exhaust gases from the vehicles into the setup, here there will 
be slIction pump for Sli cking the exhaust gas forc.ibly and before it mixes vvith the atmospheric 
air. The spray chambcr has auached with th e pipe with nozzles coming from the reservoir or 
scrubbing agent. From chamber one the exhaust gas will go into chamber two through the 

connecting pipe. Inside of chamber two there will be a series of filters for trapping the dust and .) 

particulate material in thc exhaust gas. These also help in removal of black smog hom the gas. 


Further from this secondary chamber the exhaust now will be released into atmosphere th rough 

the outlet pipe as shown in fig below. 


Exhaust 

Pipe for NaOH 
Circulation 

Rescr-:oir NaOH 

Contain~ .2 for 
filter process 

Re-circulation pipe:
;-=-., ~ ' u 

' : ill!-: : .. 

Connector 

Rectangular 

Contai'1ef 1 
Spraying 
i\ozzle 

lnl~t Suction pipe 
for '\-ehide 
exhauster 

+---- Support 

Fig no 2: The set up for wet scru bbing system for city air pollution control. 

As we can see in the figure there is a recirculation system fo r the scrubbing agent from chamber 

one to the reservoir tank of scrubbing agent which has a atmospheric opening for pressure 

balancing. this reservoir tank will have a pump for the pressurized spray of liquid on lhe 

e.,haust gas in the chamber. The filters used in the secondary chamber will be the cotton sheots 
inside the aluminium frames and other PM filters. Along with these there will al so be a misl 

eliminator for remova l of moist from exhaust gases before go ing into atmosphere. The whole 

system will be resting on a ri gid structu re or a supporting frame 
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,Mmerial and design aspects of !)etup: For rllt:: setup \ve did so me reverse t::llgineering work ie we 

need to mount this sd lip on the divider on the rO[ld at the traffic signal area we taken the size of 

divider into consieicra:ioll so llml sdup would lit on the dividl:1' without Hlly disturbance to the 

ongo ing transportation Dr vchicles. lienee we t.:hoosc tht:: SL'tuP to be horizontally placed Oil 

divider and only the suction pipe is to come at the hottom or dividor matching with exhaust pipe 

of vchicles ro r e ffective sudiun of the gas. Regarding the matcrial o f chambers we wanl to li se 

the sheet metal s like MS. The pipes would be or PVC used in the regular house hold purposes 

these pipe will in two s izes the size nrrccirculating system will be small as comparc to other. 

;000 
;:00 

.~ '. 
Let \ .......... 

" ,, ', :le" I . , "" 

Fn"" ... , ,, .... 
~c "l'.: , , ;: 

,:;0 

::I 7 • ::! I 
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f:ig n03: The design and measurements of set up. 

III. SC RUBBING LIQUID AND CHEMICAL REACTIONS 

The sc rubbing agent wc using in the setup is Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) ag. Thi s NaOH solution 

must be low concent,ated tor better disso lving of Carbon dioxide in it. The NaOI-l is stored in the 

reservoir tank from where it is circulated in the system. As we are going to focus on the r~moval 

of carbon dioxide and black smog we have to study the basic reactions happening in side the 

chamber and the results ofthcl11. 

Chemical reactions: Her~ we will see the chemical reaction between different com ponents of 

exhaust gas with sodium hydroxide. 


Co2 + H20 = H2C03 (aq) 


H2C03 + NaOI-l (aq) =Na2C03 + H20 


S02 + NaOH = NaHS03 (aq Sodium bisulphite) + H20 


NaOH must be low concentrate to avoid Revers ible and Backward reactions of carbonic acid. 
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Prom above we C,lI) lIlltil.!rstund that the carbon dioxide will dissolve ill s()(iiuJ11 hydroxicie to give 

us sodium bicarbollal!..: nncl water as prociucts as well as sodium oxides will also dissolve partially 
into the sodium hydroxide. After (his the gas will pass thrC'l~gh the filters into chamber two 

where the black :mlUg and prvl will be trapped and then the gas will go through mist diminator 

and finally will b~ released to atmosphere. The remaining solution in the chamber one after the 

reactions with exhaust gas will again recirculated into setup with recirculatory tank system. 

IV. ASSEMBLY OF SETUP IN MODELING SOFTWI\RE 

) 

Fig no 4: Assembly and disassembly of set up 
)

V. CONCLUSION 

From the study of the chemical reactions we can clearly see that the black smog and carbon 

dioxides are effectively reduced from the exhaust gases coming from the vehicks. Res ulting in 

reducing the AQI level and pollution at the traffic signal area as intended at the slart oCthe study. 

This study shows that t"~ wet scrubbers Llsed in industries cannot directl " used for city air 

pollution they need some changes in des ign and scrubbing agent. We al so undersland Ihal NaOH 

is the best scrubbing agent for city air pollution than others as carbon dioxide \\ ill dissolve 

effectively in it. With some advantages this system also has some disad,·alllage such as 

maintenance and regular change in scrubbing agent. This will ideal systems r,'r municipal 

corporations for reducing air pollution as they have both manpower and revenue for proper 

working and maintenance. 

---:-- ~-'i, · .. '-
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ABSTRACT 

A solar tracking system using Arduino is designed and built. This system collects free energy 

from the sun and stores it in the battery and then converts this energy 10 the respective alternating 

current. It makes the energy usable in normal homes as an independent power source. This 

system is designed to react to its environment in the shortest amount of time. 

Any errors at software and hardware will be controlled or e liminated. Our system is tested for its 

real-time respons iveness, reliability, stability and safety. Our system is designed to be resistant to 

weather, temperature and some minor mechanical stresses.As the energy demand and the 

environmental problems increase, the natural energy sources have become very important as an 

alternative to the conventional energy sources . The renewable energy sector is fast gaining 
ground as a new growth area for numerous countries with the vast potential it presents 
environmentally and econom ica lly. So lar energy plays an important role as a primary source of 

energy, especially for rural area. Th is project aims at the development of process to track the sun 

and attain maximum efficiency using Arduino and LDR Sensor for real time monitoring. The 

project is divided into two stages. which are hardware and software development. In hardware 

development, two light dependent res istor (LDR) has been used for capturing maximum light 

source. Servo motor has been used to move the solar panel at maxi mum li ght so urce location 

sensing by LDR. T he perform ance of the system has been tested and compared with static so lar 

panel by charging a rec hargeable battery connected to the solar panel. This project also has an 

inverter circuit which convert s 12V DC to n ov AC for powering home app liances. This project 

describes the des ign of a low cost. so lar tracking system. In this project a single axis so lar 

tracking system has been developed by which more energy from the sun ca n be harnessed. In this 

project, an Arduino, has been used as the main controlling unit. To detect the pos ition of the slln 

on the sky, two LDRs have been used and to rotate the orientation of the So lar PV pane l a servo 

motor has been used . The sensors and servo motor have properl y been interfaced. 
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INTIHlDI ICTION 

111 thi s pro,iCl.:l a single axis solar truck ing Systl:lll has been d evl' l op~d by whid, more energy from 
till: Sllll c,m be harnessed whidl ~UJl he visible inlhe bi:lltl~ r: ' COIlIl!.::t:tecl (0 the solar panel. In this 

pr".i~ct, (1/1 Arduino Uno, which is an Atmei microcontroller-bascd board, has becn used as the 

main controlling unil. To detect the position ofthe sun ()n the sky, two LDRs have been used and 

to rotate the orie ntati on or the Sola r PV panei a servo motor has been used. The sensors and 

servo 1110tor have properly becn interlilccd with the i\rd uino board. The servo motor has been 

mechanica ll y coupled with the I'V panel. 

Tnll.:kl! 1' systems follow the !-;Ull throughout the day tn maxImize energy OlitpUt. Th~ Solar 

Tracker is a proven single-axis tracking technology thaI has been custom designed to integrate 

with so lar modules and reduce sys tem costs. The Solar Tracker generates up to 25% more energy 

than Ilxed mounting systems and provides a bankable energy production proille preferred by 

utilities. 

SINGLE- AXIS TRACKING SYSTEM 

The single-axis solar Irack ing system analyzed III this paper consist of a PV panel rotating 

around a tilted shaft under the action of a Bidirectional Motor that is contro lled according to the 

real sun position, estimated by means of two light intensity sensors. The light sensors consist of 

two LORs placed on either side of the panel separated by an opaque plate. Depending on the 

intensity or the sun ra ys one of the two LOR is shadowed and the other is illuminated 

Solar panel consists of two s ituati ons IVh ich are: When LDR detect any light then motor lV ill 

rotate towmd to the light, w hether vertica l motor moving or horizontal motor. The movement 

w ill s top when all four LDRs not detect any light or stay under shadow. 

Single axis solar tracking system diagram 

This solar tracker control system is designed to take light measurements from the east and west 

(left and right) side of the solar panel and determine which \vay to move the panel to point it 

directly at the so urce of the light. A servo is used to aettlatC the panel tracker; these are available 

in a broad range of sizes and can be scaled according to your pane l size. Although this tracker IS 

sing le axis, th e two sensors and servo can simply be duplicated to provide dual axis control. 

WORKING 

In this Arduino so lar panel Tracker, Arduino is powered by the 9V battery and all the other parts 

are powered by Arduino . Arduino recommended input voltage is from 7 to 12 volts but you can 

power it within the range of 6 to 20 volts which is the lim it. Try to power it within the 

recommended input voltage. So connect the positive wire ol' the battelY to the Vin of the Arduino 

uud tlic m:gativc..: \\ ire..: or the h<-lttery to the gfUU!lU vi'lht" AH..IlliIIU. 

wire of the servo to the 5v ofNext connect the sen'o to the Arduino. 
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Arduino and ground wire to the ground of the Arduino and then connect the signal wire of Servo 

to the digital pin') o/" Arduino. The servo will help in movin g the so lar panel. 

Now connect til e LDRs to the Arciu ino connect one o rrhe I.DR tn Ihe one o rthe 10K resistor an<l 

also connect tilis end to the AO of the Arduino and connect the other end of that resistor to the 

ground and connect the other end of LOR to the 5V . S imilarly connect the one end of scco nd 

LOR to the one end of other 10K resistor and connect that end to thc A I of Arcluino and connect 

the other end o f that resistor to ground and connec t the a thr end of LOR to 5V of Arduino. 

LOR's are working as light de tecto rs.LDR (Light Dependent Resis tor) also known as photo 

resistor is the light sens ilive device. Its resistance decrease when the light falls 011 it and that 's 

why it is [requemly used in Dark or Li ght Detector Circuit. 

The two LOR· s are placed at the two s ides of so lar panel and the servo motor is osed to rotate the 

so lar panel. The servo willl110ve tile solar panel towards th e LOR whose resi stance will be low, 

illean towards the LOR on which light is falling, that way it will keep following the light. And if 

there is same amount o f light falling on both the LOR, th en servo will not rotate. The servo will 

try to move the solar panel in the position where both LDR ' s will have the same resi stance means 

where same amount of light will fall on both the resistors and if· resistance of one of the LOR 

will change then il rotates towa rds lower resistance LOR. 

There are two light sens ing modules. One for East and the other fo r West Both the sensors send 

digita l information abouU presence and absence of light intensity to the Micro co ntro ller. 

Thus, maintainin g constant exposure to s unlight throughou t the clay. 

r 
 Designed Project 
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CO MPONFNTS OF SOI,A1{ TR A( 'KI ' I{ 


An Arriuin o 


1..29311 Motor driver 


• 	 Solar pane l 


II{ Sensor 


2 x LDRs 


12-vo lt Rechargeable L3altery 

• 	 !2-vo1t i 0 rpm gear motor 

Step-up Tran stonn~r (12v to 220v) 

A n in verter C ircuit 

• 	 Voltage regulator 

ARDU1NO: - The Arduino Uno is a microcontroll er board based on the ATmega328.Jt has 14 

digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 anal og inputs, a 16 MHz 

ceramic resona tor, a USB connection) a pov..:er jack, an ICSP header, and a reset button. 

Arduino board designs use a variety of microprocessors and cOJllrollers. The boards are equipped 

with sets of digital and analog input/output (110) pins that may be interfaced to various 

expansion boards or breadboa rd s (shield\) and other circuits, The boards feature serial 

communications interfaces, inc luding Universal Serial Bus (USB) on some mode ls, 

which arc al so used for loading programs from personal co mputers. The microcontrollers are 

typically programmed using a dialect of features from th e programming languages C 

and C--. In addition to using traditional compiler too lchains the Arduino project provides an 

integra ted development environment (IDE) based on the Process ing languag~ pruject. 

Most Arcluino boards consist of an Alme l 8-bit 

The clcti\llit bootloader of the Arduino UNO is the opliboo! bootloader Boards are loaded with 

progralll cuLlc via a serial connection to allutll er cumputer. Some serial Arduino boards contain a 
leve l sh ifter circuit to convert between RS- 232 logi c levels and tran sistor- transistor logic (TTL) 

level signals. C urrent Arduino boards are programmed via Universal Serial Bus (USB), 

implemen ted us ing USB-to-serial adapter chips s uch as the FTDI FT232. Some boards, such as 

later-model Uno boards, substitute 

the 	 FTOI ch ip AvR chip 

rep rograllllllabl e via its own 
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unortieial Boarduino, use a detachable USB-to-seri,,1 adapwr board or cable, Bluetooth or other 

methods. When used with tradition"lmierocontroller tools, instead of the Arduino IDE, standard 

A VR in-system progrnmrning (ISP) progTHll1ming is used. 

SOLAR PANF.L: - A photovoltaie mod ule is a packaged, connect assembly of typically 6x I 0 

photovoltaic solar cells. Photovoltaic modules constitute the pholOvoltaic array ofa photovoltaie 

sys tem that generates and supplies so lar electricity in commercial and residential applications. 

Each module is rated by its DC output power under standard lest conditions, and typically ranges 

fium 100 to 365 Watts (W). The efficiency of a module determines the area of a module given 

the same rated output - an 8% efficient 230 IN module will have twice the area of a 16% 

el"licient 230 Vi module. There are a few commercially available solar modules th"t exceed 

efficiency of 22% and reportedly al so exceed ing 24%. A single so lar module can produce only a 

limited amount of power; most installations contain multipl e modules . A photovoltaic systelll 

typically includes an array of photovoltaic modules, an inverter, a battery pack for storage. 

interconnection wiring, and optionally a so lar tracking mechanism. The 1110st common 

application of solar panels is solar water heating systems. 

Lioht Dependent Resisters - A Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) is also called a pllOto resistor 

or a cadmium sulfide (CdS) cell. It is also called a photoconductor. It is basically a photocell that 

works on the principle of photoconductivity. The passive component is basically a resistor whose 

resistance value decreases when the intens ity of light decreases . 

.POWER SUPPLY: - A power supply is an el ectronic de vice that supplies electric energy to all 

electrical load. The primary function of a power supply is to convert one form of electrical 

energy to another. As a result, power supplies are sometimes referred to as electric power 
con verters. 

L293D MotOl' drivel': - L293D is a Motor driver IC used to control motors with a 

microcontroll er. This motor shield consists of three Ie's. We can control 4 motors with the 

shield so there are two L293d Ie's used. The motor shield is used lo r (Arduino Uno) board. This 

shield can control servo's, Dc motors and stepper motors. 

The t\\O chips of L293D can control four motors with 0.6 A per bridge. The best thing about the 

shield is we don' t need to write the whole function for dri vi ng a motor there is a special library 

for this module. we just recall some commands to run the motor. 

L293D is a typical Motor driver or Motor Driver IC which allows DC motor to drive on either 

direction . L293D is a I6-pin lC which can control a set of two DC motors simultaneously in any 

direction. It means that you can control two DC motor with a s ingle L293D Ie. Dual H-bridge 

Mowr Driper integrated circlIit (lC) . The 1293d can drive small and quiet big motors as well , 

check the Voltage Specification In a single L293D chip there are two h-Bridge circuit inside the 

Ie \I hich can rotate two dc motor independently. Due its size it is very much used in robotic 
application for controlling DC motors. 
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There are two Enable pins on 12<J1d. Pin I a!1d pin 9, Ilw being able to drive the Illotor, the pin 

and C) nced to be high. For driving the Illotor w ith len II-bridge you neecito enable pin I to hig h. 

/\nd I(lr right II-Bridge you need to Illake the pill ') to high. II' anyone of the either pin I or pill '; 

gues lo',,\, then the motor in the corresponding sect ion will slI spend wurking. It 's like a switch, 

GEAH MOTOR: 

!\ gear 1110101' is a specif-ic type or c1eclricallllolOr tilat is designed to produce high torque 

while maintaining a low horsepower. or It)\V .speed, 1I101ar output. Gear mO[Qrs call be found in 

many different applications. and ure probably lIsed in many devices in your home. 

INFHAIH:D If{ Sk:NSOR: - An infrared sellsor is an electronic cievice, thm cmits in oreler to 

sense some aspects of the surroundings. An II< sensor can measure th e heat of an object as wel l 

as cietects the motion. These types of sensors measure only infrared radiation, rather than 

em itting it that is called as a passive IR sensor. Usually in the infrared spectru m, all the objects 

radiale some form of thermal nldiations. These types of radiations are invisible to our eyes~ that 
can be detected by an inli·ared sensor. The emitter is si mply an IR LED (Light Emitting Diode) 

and the detector is simply an IR photodiode which is se nsit ive to IR light of the same wavelength 

as that emitted by the IR LED. Wh en IR li ght falls on the photodiode, The resistances and these 

output voltages, change in proporlionto the magnitude of the IR light received. 

An infrared sensor ci rcuit is one of the basic and popular sensor module in an electronic device. 

This se nsor is analogous [0 human"s visionary senses. 

Step up Trausformer: 

A transformer is a static device which transfers AC e lectrical power from one circuit to the other 

a t the same frequency, but the voltage leve l is usua lly changed. For economic reasons, electric 

power is required to be transmitted at high voltage whereas it has to be utilized at low voltage 

from a safety point of view. This increase in voltage for transmission and decrease in voltage for 

utilization can only be achieved by using a step-up and step-down transfonner. 

The major difference between step-up and step-down translllrlner is, step-up transformer raise, 

rhe output voltage, whereas step-down transformer reduccs the output voltage. Some other 

di fferenc es are explained below, in the form of a comparison chaIt, considering the factors: 

voltage, winding, the numb er of turn s, thickness of conductor and application. 

i\ transformer in which the output (secondary) vo ltage is greater than its input (primary) voltage 

is cal led a step-up transformer. The step-up transformer decreases the output current for keeping 

the input and output power of the system equal. 

Voltage Regulator: 

A vo ltage regulator IC maintains the output voltage at a constant value. 7805 IC, a member 0 1' 

7S,x series of fixed SLlch fluctuations, is a popu lar 
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voltage regulator integrated circuit ( IC). The xx in 78xx indicates the output voltage it provides. 

A voltage regulator generates a fixed ou tput voltage of a preset magnitude thal remains <.:onsta nl 

regardl ess of changes to its input vo ltage or load conditions. There are two types of voltage 

regulators linear and Swi lching. 


Inverter Circuit: 

The COllllllon invelter techno logy used in electronics is to convert a vo ltage source from a battel')' 

into an AC signal. Generally, they operate with 12 volts and commonly used in applications like: 

automotive, lead-acid technology, photovoltaic cells. etc. 

Making an inverter circuit: 

The DC to AC Converter Circu it using Transistors is shown below. The bas ic function of an 
)

inverter c ircuit is to generate oscillations with the specified DC & apply these to the 

transformer 's primary winding by 

increasing the current. Thi s main voltage is then step lip to a high voltage based on the number or 

tw ists within ma in and minor co il s. 

The circuit diagram of 12V DC-to-220V AC converter can be built wi th using s imple transistors. 

and this c ircuit can be employed for powering lamps lip to 35Watts although they ca n be 

designed fo r driving more influential loads by utilizing more MOSFETs. 

OPERATION OFTRE SOLAR TRACKER: 

I. 	 When LOR2 receives more light than LOR I, it offers lower resistance than LOR I, providing 

a high input to comparators A I and A2 at pins 4 and 7. respectively. As a result, output pin I 

of comparator A2 goes high to rotate motor M I in one direction (say, anti- c lockwise) and 

turn the so lar panel. 

When LOR I receives more light than LOR2, it offers luwer resistance than LOR2, giving a low 

input to comparators A I and A2 at pins 4 and 7. respectively. As the voltage at pin 5 or 

comparator A I is now higher than the voltage at its pin 4. its output pin 2 goes hi gh. As a result , 

motor M I rotates in the oppos ite direction (say, c lock-\\ iso) and the solar panel turns. 

2. 	 Solar tracker works by us ing a Arduino which compares light intens ity illuminated onto the 

LORs. The logic that works on the LOR to detect the s ignal is based on a resistance capacitor 

timing c ircuit, (RC constant), . 

ADVANTAGE:

:J 	 Trackers generate more electricity than their st<1liollan counterparts due to increased d,irect 

exposure to so lar rays. 

c:l 	 In certain states, some utilities offer Time of Use (TOU) rate plans for so lar power, which 
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1ll (;: (Ins the.:.: utility will purchase the po\ver ~Icll~ralecl during the p0ak lime of the day at a 

higher rate. III this cnse. it b belldicial to gCIl0rale a gn~atcr amount 01' electricity dll!'ing 

the se peak lill1 ~s ol'tl1c day, l Jsillg. 11 trucking system helps maximize the ell(;:rgy gains during 

these peak tim e periods. 

U 	 Advancements ill technology Hnd reliability in electronics ;II1U mechanics have drnsticall y 

rcduced long-term nWinlCnl:1llcc concerns for tracking systems, 

APPLfCATION 

• 	 Sol.]r Photovoltaic plants require cnnlinuolls orientation towards Sli ll for consistent efficiency 

output. This product will pro ve a great boon Cor them, 

• 	 Solar water healing applicat'ions can also implemcnt the same technique to heat water 
throughout th e clay. 

• 	 Concentrated applicat ions li ke co neelllratccl photoYol(aic panels require a high degree oj" 

accuracy to ensure the sunlight is directed precisely mthe focal point of the rellector or lens. 

• 	 Non concentrating applications do not require tracking but lIsing Cl tracker can improve the 

total power produced by the system . PholOvoltaic systems using high efficiency panels with 

trackers can be very effective 

CONCLUSIONS 

Solar trackers generate morc electricity thal1 their stationary counterparts due to an increased 

d irect exposure to so lar rays. There are many cli fre rent kinds of solar tracker, such as si ngle- ax is 

and dual-axi s trackers, whic h can help us fin d the perfect fit fo r ou r unique j obsite . The purpose 

of renewable energy from this paper offered new and advanced idea to help the people . It has 

been proved through previous research thm solar trackin g system w ith s ingle-axis freedo m can 

increase energy output by approx imately' 20%. whereas the tracking system with double axis 

freedo m can increase the output by more than 40%. T herefore, thi s work in thi s paper is to 

develop and implement a so lar tracking system \\ ilh both degree of freedom and the detcction of 

the sunlight us ing sensors. The contro l cireu il la r the solar tracker is based on a PIC 16F84A 

microcon trolier. This PIC is the brain of Ihe enlire track ing system, and it is programmed to 

detect the sunlight through sensors and then aeluatc the motor to position where maximum 

sunlight could be illuminated onto the su..tilec or Ihe solar panel. This tracking implementation is 

successfully achieved with complete design of two degree of freedom us ing the PIC 

microco ntro ller. Suitable components anel gc" r de motors are used for the protOlype mode l, 

which exhibit a clear, s table and precise movcmCIIl to face the SUIl. 
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Abstract: Reducing weight while increasing or maintaining strength of products is getting to be 

highly impol1ant researc h issue in this modern world. Composite materials are one of the 

material families which are attracting researchers and being solutions of suc h issue. The 

Automobile Industry has great interest for replacement of steel leaf spring with that of composite 

leaf spring, si nce the compos ite material s has high strength to weight rati o, good corrosion 

resistance. The material selected was glass fibre reinforced polymer (E-glass/epoxy). The design 

parameters were se lected and analysed with the objective of minimizing we ight of the composite 

leaf spring as compared to the stee l leaf spring. The work also gives focus on the application or 
FEA concept to compare two materials for leaf spring and propose the one having higher 

strength to weight ratio. Two materials used for comparison are; conventional stee l and 

composite E-Glass/Epoxy. The deflection and bending stresses induced in the two leaf springs 

are compared. The so lid modelling of leaf spring is done in Catia and analyses us ing ANSYS. 

Keywords- E-Glass fibre, Leaf spring. Ca lia . Ansys 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Suspension system of any vehicles contains leaf spring to abso rb jolts. Leaf springs are mainly 

used in suspension systems to absorb shock loads in automobiles like light motor vehic les, hea vy 

duty trucks and in rail systems. It carries Ialeral loads, brake torque, driving torque in add ition to 

shock absorbing. The advantage of lea f spring over helical spring is that the ends of the spring 

may be guided along a defini te path as it denects to act as a structural member in addition to 

energy absorbin g device. The vehic les must have a good suspension system that can de liver a 

good ride and good human comfo rt. It is observed that the failure of stee l leaf springs is usually 

catastrophic. According to studies made i" r leaf spring the for weight reducti on in automobiles 

as it leads to the reduction of un-sprung weight of automobile. The elements whose weight is not 

transmitted to the suspension spring are ca lled the unsprung elements of the automobile. This 

includes wheel assembly, axles, and pan o l'lhe weight of suspension spring and shock absorbers. 

The leaf spring accounts for J0-20% Of the un -sprung weight. Material with maximum strength 

and minimum modulus of elasticity in the longitudinal direction is the most suitab le material. To 

meet the need of natural resources c"nscn at ion, automobile manufacturers are attempting to 

reduce the weight of vehicles in rece nl years. Weight reduction can be achieved primarily by the 

introduction of better material, des ign oplimization and better manufacturing processes. In order 

to reduce the accidents, arising oUt'0.t?pf!l' ''li lures conventional stee l leaf spring can be replacedt < ,,,,eo, 
- \ ~~->---
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wilh gradually t:1iling compos ite leaf springs. By doing this, the weight of the vehicle may al so 

be reduced while maintaining the strength of the leaf spring. A composite material is nothing but 

permutation of two matcrials that produce an effect so that the combination produces combined 

properlies that are different from any of those of its constituents. Thi s is done purposefu lly in 

today 's scenario to achieve different design, manufacturing as we ll as service advantages of' 

product. In this paper lea f spring is representative of those products, for which automobile 

manufacturers are \\lorking to get best composite material that meets the current requirement o j" 

strength and weight red uction in onc. to replace the exis ting stee l leaf spring. The objective or 
the paper is to des ign leaf springs for denection and bending stress made of steel and composi te 
material. 

2.0B.lECT!VE 

• 	 To increase the breaking strength of automobile mono leaf spring. 

• 	 To carry out finite el ement analysis of mono leaf spring 

3.PROBLEM STAT EM ENT 

The hybrid leaf spring wi II be ana lysed so as to increase the strength of the Leaf Spring. 

4.SCOPE 

• 	 It is possible to design th e hybrid Leaf Spring us ing diffe rent materials like glass fi ber/epoxy, 
Kevlar/epoxy with alum inum . 

• 	 By changing the stacking seq uence, the design of composite Leaf Spring is possible to get 

different propel1ies composite material for further work. 

5.SUSPENSION SYSTEM 

The leaf spring suspens ion system is th e oldest suspension systcm used for automobile device. 

The leaf spring system was used from 1970s production cars and many racers even prefer to 
utilize the leaf spring rear suspension des ign in their fab ricated late model stock and modified 

race cars. The leaf spring supports some or all of the chassis weight and controls chassis roll 

more effic ientl y. Control axle dam pening and braking forces. Better maintaining wheelbase 

lengths under acc eleration and braking 

6.COMPOSITE MATERI A l. 

A composite is a struclural material which consists of combining two or mOre constituents. The 

constituents are combined at a macroscopic level and are not so luble in each other. One 

constituent is called the rcintl)rci ng phase and another which is embedded is called the matrix . 

Advanced compositesare trad itionally used in the aerospace industries, but nowadays also use 

in automobile industries. Ach anee composi are Carbon, Graphite, Kevlar and G lass 

fiber with suitable matrixes e~ eir higher speci fic strength & higher 
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specific modulus. Composite leaf springs are a fairly new component in racing that has been 

further refined recently. They are made of unidirectional E-glass fiber/epoxy composite material 

instead of stec l. It has good mechanical properties for required design. 

7.FABRICATION OF COMPOSITE LEAF SPRING 

Typically, most common polymer-based composite materials, including fibreglass, carbon fibe r, 

and Kevlar, include at least two parts, the industry, epoxy is used as a structura l matrix material 

or as structural glue. Fabrication of composite leaf spring using hand layup process The constant 

cross sect ion design is se lected due to its capability for mass production. and to accommodate 

continuous reinforcement of fibers and also it is quite suitable for hand lay -up technique. Many 

techniques can be suggested for the fabrication of composite leaf spring. Compos ite leaf spring 

was fabricated lIsing wet filament winding technique. In the present \-vork, the hand laY-Lip 

process was employed 

8.MATERIAL USED 

Fig.1 Glass fibre 

Fig.2 Epoxy resin 

9.DESIGN OF LEAF SPRING 

Weight of Vehicle = 1615 Kg 
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Maximum Load Carry ing Capacity := 535 Kg 

Tntnl Weight = 1615 + 535 =2150 Kg 

Ttt~illg F.S. ::. 2 8: /\t.:cckratioll due to gravity :::;;; g ':'; ~ 10 Ill/52 

Total Weight = W = 2150"2'" I 0 ~ 43000N 

Since the vehicle is 4-wheelcr a single lenl' sp ring corresponding to one or the whecls takes np ',I, 

th of the total weigh!. 

F = 43000/4 = 10750 N 

Measured data orthe four-wheeler vehicle: 

Leaf Span of the Load free Curved leaf sprin g (L') = 10 16mm 

Straight Length of Leaf Spring (L) = 1040mm 

-
c 

= 0.089, C = 90.424mm 
L' 

;::;c =0.089, C = 90.424ml11 

Where, C =Camber Length GJ 


1 

Ll2 = 520mm, F= IO.750N, h =? b =? 


We Know that, 


For Cantilever Beam 

. W~ L
MaXImum Stress =  z 

= F·L 
Ilv 
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6·r·L 
(j max = -- ...... ......... .. ...... ........ .. . .. ... ( I ) 


b·h2 

. fl' W· L3MaXIIl1Um Dc eetlon =-
3·E~ I 

. 4~F " L3 

S max = E.IJ. il3 .............................. (2) 


For Torsional Moment, as both enels are hinged rhe effective length will be considered as L = 2/3 

Le 

By solving Equation I & 2 we get. 

h=2/3 * GnJax.L2 *3/2 
E.. ,smax 

h = amaxw L2 
E""~lllax 

a max = 473MPa. 0 max = 105mm 

h = 23mm 

From equation I we get. 

b = 6·F-L/2 
a max~h2 

b = 134mm 

Bending Stress Calculations (ab): 

M-y
ab=

I 

Where, M = Bending Moment 

Y=h/2 

I = Moment of Inertia 

F·L --90 NM = -=:>:> III 
2 

b·h3
I = - = 1.36* I0-7 m4 

12 

Y = h/2 = 23/2 = II.Smm = 11.5" 1 0-3 m 
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By pUlling all the values in equation of bending stress we get, 

crb = 472.68* I0" N/m2 

IO.J\Nt\LYTIC /\ 1. TESTING 

The UTM (Inslron 1342) is a servo hydraulic tluid-controlled machine, consists of a two collIInn 

dynamically raled load frame wilh the capacity of load up to 100kN (dynamic), hydraulic power 

pack (l1 0w rale 45 litre/minute) and 8800 Fast Track 8800 Co ntroller test control sys tems is 

stand alone. fuliy digital, single axis controller with an inbuilt operating panel and display. The 

controller is Ililly portable and specifically designed for materials testing requirement. This 

contro ller has posilion, load and strain control capability. The software available with the 

mach ine are: (a) Merlin Testing Software for Tensile Test (b) da/dN Fatigue Crack Propagation 

Test. (c) Kic Fracture Toughness Test. (d) lie Fracture Toughness Test. 

The three-point bending tests were conducted on a universal testing machine. The 

load-displacement curves were obtained from the experiments. Figure 19 shows the schematic 

diagram for the three-point bending tests. The peak load F could be obtained from the three-poinl 

bending tests, and the bending strength R was calculated llsing Eq. (I). 

3FI 
R = 2bh 2 

where I is the size of the span, band h are the width and thickness orthe specimen , respectively, 

and F is the peak load during the test. 

j , . )-1 (L r-. .( It-p . . 	 II 
.J ~. .- .- , - ' ~ ~ <_. ,.... '-< ._ 1-; --< ',..H.J . 	 T 
~1"'"-'. ' ' ~ ........ Z w..;;;,£ ' ....... ...o.-..._~~
.... . ' .......""--,,,-,a ' ~ .
w ......... d ......
. 	 -o""O;i,.

Fig 3. Schematic of 3-point bending test. 

CONCLUSION 

• 	 As automobile world demands research of red ucing weight and Increas ing strength of 

products, Composite material should be up to the mark of satis l\ ing these demands. As leaf 
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• 	 The composite kaf spring was lilbricatcd and testecl. The Experimental rcsults are compared 

with the existing stcel leaf spring. The report proves that rhe composite material chosen 

(glilss~fibre) cun \vithstand the maximutll load. the maximum deformation, and the maXimUITI 

stress and can be lIsed to !..:rcate compact slispension systems. 
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Abstract - Magnesium-based alloys are gaining a lot of attention due to their high strength-to

weight ralio, good machinability, and high damping capacity. They are being utilized in variolls 

fields including aerospace, automotive, and electronics. Friction Stir Processing (FSP) is a solid

state surface modification technique derived from the principle ofti-iction stir welding. Similar to 

FSW, it consists of a rotating tool having shoulder and pin arrangement which when plunged in to 

the workpiece causes heavy plastic defonnation and heat generation. Further, it leads to dynamic 

recrystalli zation during the process resulting in a dens ified, homogenized and refined 

microstructure. FSP is a promising strategy for surface modification of lightweight alloys. This 

methodology can be employed for obtaining magnesium-based surface composites by 
introducing different reinforcement palticles viz. SiC, AI,O.1, B,C, and SiO, into the base metal 

to improve hardness, strength, wear, and corrosion res istance. This review offers a better 

understanding of various mechanical and metallurgical properties along with microstructural 

analysis of FSPed Magnesium alloys. 

Keywords - Friction Stir Processing, Mg alloy. Grain refinement, Microstructure modification , 

Surface composites 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There is :1 11 inc reasing need for lightweight materials with improved propelties ill the engineering 

field. I-Ia\ illg a density of 1.74 glcm3, Magnesium proves to be an excellent alternative for 

Alumillium and Steel having densities of2.7 glcm3 and 7.86 glcm3 respectively [I] . Magnesium 

has been drawing the attention of various domains including automotive, aerospace, electrical, 

and biomedical as it shows high specific strength, good machinability, recyclability and is 

available ill abundance [2]. 

However. its Hep crystal structure causes restricted formability [I]. Properties like limited 

strength. ductility, wear and corrosion resistance hinder the wide range of applications of Mg 

alloys [3 1. These mechanical and chemical propel1ies can be improved by grain refinement. 

Severe plastic deformation techniques like alternate biaxial reverse corrugation (ABRC) [4], 
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high-pressure torsion (HI''!') 151, accuillulative roll bonding (ARB) (6], equal channel angular 
pressing (toeA !') In and rriction stir processing (FSI') 18J have been widely used for Mg allo)'s 
due to their impressive grain refining capacities. However. there arc few demerits detected in th~ 

"hove techniques. ;\I3RC and 1-11'"1" pose a limitation on the sample size that can be processed [9 1· 
The grain rclinemcllt that can be achieved is limited in ARB and ECAP, also it is high I)' 
dependent on the process ing temperature used [101. Aillong these, FSP is one of the most 
promising techniques which establishes rcfil1~d and homogenous microstructure with improved 
properties of the base material [8, I I]. 

FSI'. being a varianl or Friclion St ir Welding (FSW). is an innovative, so lid-state surface 
lllodilical;ull process. FSP tooi comprising of a shoulder and pin arrangement is directed sllch 

thai heal and fric.:tion generated during the process is su fficienl enough fOf plastic defofmation 

leading to significant grain refinement that in turn changes the properties of the material [12]. 

rsr has the potential to efrectively manufacture surface composites by uniformly di stributing 
difkrent inlermetallic reinforcing particles into the base material. Additive friction st ir 
processing ensures ultra-fine grain structure: improved properties, increased corrosion resistance, 

and defect-free process zones [1 3). 

The characteristics of FSPed Mg alloys have encouraged researchers to explore the scope of th is 
technique. The novelty orthis review focu ses on the significance of additive FSP on the lightest 
struclural material - Magnesium ancl thereby ensuring its extensive applications . 

.~i, "i0, 
T • .., I _"""" .• "(t4J,r 

K ..I~II"I) 

'If,. 
, \;;;;"j,,~ 

Fig. I FSP Schematic Diagram [13] 

II. FRICTION STIR PROCESSING (FSP) 

F~P has emerged as a reliable alternative 10 produce a more uniform and finer microstructure out 
signed non-consumable tool with a 
!'(; f a plate at a predefined rotating 
'lirface, heat is generated between the 
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tool and workpiece interlilcc due to I;-;ction. Consequently, soHening and plasticizing of the 

metal takes place. as the tool moves it from the pin's leading face to its trailing edge. Due to 

increased lernpcn!turc from l1-iclion and mixing movement s, the material is 5ubjected {o 

extensive plastic deformation , mechanica l stirring, and lhermal treatment. This gives us defect
li·ce, dynamically recrystallized , equiaxed fine-grained structure having a great impact on tlte 

properties of thc base material. The prominent FSP tool parameters considered during tlte 

process arc rotational speed, trave l speed and geometric design [1 2]. 

A. Microstructural Features 

Tire AZ series is a s ignificant g roup of magnes ium alloys that contain Aluminium (AI) and Zinc 

(Zn) as the main alloying elements. At room temperature, the so lubility of AI into Mg is limited 

to '" I WI. %. Hence, with an increase in AI content above 1%, seco ndary phases are formed in 

the AZ series [14]. 

660A52"C650"C 

600 

L 

500 

U (At)L- 400 

' 

300 

200 

100 
o 20 40 60 $0 100 

AtMg 

Fig. 2 Phase Diagram ofMg-AI a ll oy [15] 

From the phase diagram , Magnesium melts at a temperat ure of 650"C. Solidification begins \\ ilh 

the cooling of Mg alloy and forms AI lean primary phase (a-Mg). With a further decrease in 

temperature, a fraction of a phase rises and AI-rich solution is left behind. This AI combines wi th 

Mg to fo rm an intermetallic secondary phase (~-MgI7A l d whic h fonTIS continuous precipitates 

at the grain boundaries of the a-phase. 

The eutectic ~-MgI7A1r2 phase dissolves in the magnes iu m matrix at 437"C. But the diffus ion 

rate of AI in the Mg matrix is quite low and up to - 40 hours are required for the complele 

dissolution of eutectic ~-MgI7A1r 2. The heating and cooling rates during FSP are quite high: 

hence such elevated temperatures can be maintained only for a few seconds. However, the 

combination of severe plastic defo rmati on and high stra in stimulates the dissolution of eutectic ~ 
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phase in the stir zone. This resuits in the ilmning of an AI-supersa turated solid so lution wiih fille 

and homogenolls mi~ro~tl'l!clllrc l16J. 

During FSP, thr~o distinct microstructural zones are g~neratcd due to variations ill tcmperature, 

strain und slrain rate. 'fhesL' Zones exist 011 both advancing and retreating side but may vary in 

size depending upon f'lctors like tool parameters, base material thickness and thermal 

coneiucti vit}'. 

I) 	 Nuggct or Stir Zone (SZ) - Experiencing max imum temperature and material Ilow, this zOl1e 

undergoes high strain deformalion, ultimately leading to dynamic recrystallization. As a 
result. an equiaxed, ultra-relincd grain struclure is obtained . SZ experiences hcavy gralll 

rclinement and it is also known as a dynamically recrystalli zed zone. 

2) 	 Thermo-mechanically Affectcd ZOlle (TMA Z) - Ti'vlAZ is the zOlle surrounding SZ. Herc, 

plastic deformation takes place but the temperature and stra in are not high enough to calise 

recrysta llization. This zone is characterized by deformation and elongation of the graills. 

along with high dislocation density. 

3) 	 Heat Affected Zone (HAl) - HAl is the zone surrounding the TMAl in which the 

properties and microstructure of the processed sample are affected because of the heat 

produced during FSP. But there is no mechanical deformation and hence the grain structure 

remains unaltered. 

Unaffected parellt material is the base material that has no e ffect of FSP on it [17] . 

HAZ 	 TMAZ SZ 

Fig. 3 Zo ne Formation ill FSP [17] 

B. 	 Process Parameters 

The FSP tool is often exposed to extreme stresses and high degrees of temperature. So. Ihe tool 

material choice depends on the workpiece, process parameters and the required tool lile . The too l 

rotational (ro, rpm) and traverse speed (v, m1ll/min) play key roles ill FSP. With the increase in 

rotational speed, material st irring (deformation) is intensified and also the temperature of the 

workpiece at the plate interface is elevated. S imultaneously, as the traverse speed decreases. the 

s ubjected volume experiences more heat whell the tool stays for a longer tim e in a particular 

area. The pin geometry that includes the s · , and pin profiles substantially conlrol the 

flow of material. According to the &~ {Ii q ommonly used tool pill geometries are 
':',;. 

'- ~ 
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square, cylindrical, hexagona l, etc. Comp lcx pin profiles like threads, tri-flute, whorl are b~i n g 

utilized as they provide better turbul ence resulting in better mixing [17). 

III. ADDITIVE FRICTION STm PROCESSING 

(a) 

·,' ..u' 
. . ..... , .. h .... ld .... r 

/-;..'::.0 
I-<>.HI 

I ·•· ..nl 
...·nt.nllgn 

z J-f ..,,(... fill ..· .t , .. i ll! 
If'clnf'nrc'"J; plf"i..,'~" 

(b) 
Tool 

Rc:jn ....orcin" .,.rtlolcs 

(c..- ) 
og particles 

L';ufTa"e COO'lposill': 

I 

Fig. 4 Methods of adding reinforcing pal1icles in AFSP a) Drill-Hole method b) Groove method 

c) Hollow Tool method [2] 

There is a growing need for Magnesi um and its a lloys in automotive and aerospace industries 

s ince it is thc lightest material which contr ibutcs to redu ce the weight of structures and thereby 

improve energy efficiency [J 8]. Thi s has encouraged researchers to develop Magnesium 

compos ites as they are considered as a potential r~placement for Aluminium. 

Magnesium matrix composites (MMCs) are obtained by reinforcing magnesiull1 alloys with 

cerami c particles, in which the entire base material is transformed into the composite material 

either by liquid metallurgy or any other technique [13, 18]. The hardness of MMCs increases; 

however, this is accompan ied by lowering or ducti lity which restricts its widespread usage. A 

hard su rface layer is preferable to a fully hardened bulk material, as properties of the bulk 

material are preserved [1 7]. 

FSP can be regarded 


composi tes wherein 
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conlrolhxl. This improves the.:: surface resistance agaillst wear and tear \vhile the remaIning 

workpiecc l11alerial is ulHllreeted [13. ITI . 

Previolls studies have witncsst.:d imprOVetllCnl in corrosion resistance. mechanical and 

tribological properties with the use of rcinlorcemcnts including s ilicon carbide (SiC), boro n 

carbide (llIC), titanium carbide (TiC), aluminium oxide (A b03), silicon oxide (Si02), titanium 

oxide (Ti02). carbon particb like graphite, e tc. [18, 19]. It is reported that out of thc variolls 

methods of adding reinltlrcements lo r sur/' Ice composites , hole or groove approach is the most 

effic ient [13]. Along w ith thc size of reinforced particles ranging from nanometre to micrometre, 

other factors taken in to consideration during thi s process are deposition over the base metal and 

tool used [19]. With the selection or appropriate tool parameters and the number of passes a 

uniform distribution or reinlo rced particles across the stir zonc is achievcd [1 3). 

The grain refinement in additive FSr can be associated with the combined effects of i) ability of 

the reinforcing phase to serve as nucleati on sites for b[tse material grains during recrystalli zation 

[16] ii) the pinning effect of the re intorcing particles at the grain boundaries to avoid the grain 

growth [I 7]. 

I V. LITERATURE REVIEW 

An overview of the successFul usc of reinforcements to fabricate various AZ series magnesi um 

alloy composites by the FSP techni que is presentecl below. 

A. AZ3 I Mg alloy 

AZ31 Mg alloy is an extensively used Mg alloy for manufacturing surface com pos ites by FSP, 

Jalilvand and Mazaheri [20] investi gated the effects of size and morphology of different 

reinforcement particles in the preparation of AZ3 1 Mg alloy matri x compos ite by FSP. B4C, 

We, and 2r02 were the ceramic compounds used having an average panicle size of 150,1111, 

S,im, and 35nm respecti vely, B.C + Zr02 and WC + Zr02 hybrid reinforcements were also 

employed, The composites we re prepared at 56 mm/min traverse speed. 1000 rplll rotational 

speed, and 2° tilt angle by drilling ho les in a zig-zag pattern w ith four passes. The average grain 

s ize of the base metal was reduced from 17.S,un to 2Jlm in the A23I1ZrO, compos ite. MUltiple 

passes of FSP avoided agglom eration and achieved unifonn di stribut ion of rei nforcement 

partic les. 
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The AZ31/ZrOl nanocompos ite exhibited a maximum increase in hardness whieh was aboul 

120% higher than the base metal. Similar results were reported by Navazani and Dehghani [2 II 
for ZrO~ llanoparticJcs. The average grain size: of the FSPed nanocompos ite was reduced to 4 ~l1n 

Irom 40 [Ull in the base metal. accompanied by en increase in hardness Irom 54 HV to 87 II V 

[2 I J. 100% rise in hardness was seen in the case of AZ3 I/WC compos ite by Jalilvand ancl 

Mazaheri. Hybrici reinfo rcemenl imparts higher hardness 10 the composi te than mono

reinforcement. The compos ite containing B4C displayed the best resistance to \.vear owing to its 

harder and bigger particl es [20] . 
,,-----------, 

" 
.~ 

'" ~ 
~ 

0 " ., 
100 

'
~ 

5 

Fig. 6 Microha rdncss and wear rate graphs of different composites [20] 

N ia and Nourbakhsh [22J compared the microstructural and mecha nica l properties of AZ31 

composites with SiC and CNT as re inforcements by the FSP technique. The cffects of the 

addition of 4, 8 and 16% (v/v) reinforcement particles were exami ned. The processi ng was done 

at 1000 rpm and 28 mm/min a long with rapid cooling (water at 10°C, 1.5 U min) to avoid an 

excessive rise in temperature. Groove filling method was adopted and four consecutive passes 

were performed. It was reported that increasing the vo lume percentage of the reinforcement 

phase led to finer grain size anci uniformity in the structure. This attributed to an increase in 

microhardness and yield stress but a decrease in ultimate stress and elongati on. SiC particl es 

were uniformly distributed as opposed to CNTs which were agglomerated thus concluding that 

SiC is a better reinforcement than CNT. Peng et al. [23) compared the effects of the addition of 

60 nm and I Jlm sized SiC particl es into AZ3 I Mg alloy by Illulti-pass FSP. The SiC 

nanopartic les exhibited Illore hOlllogenous distributi on in the stir zone than the I pm particles. 

Up to 68% increase in yield strength was reported on the add ition of SiC particles. This 

compensated for the decrease in y ield strength of the FSPed samples without reinforcement. 

Dinaharan et al. [24] prepared AZ3 1 Mg matrix composites using different volume percentages 

of T i (0, 7, 14, 21 vol%) as re inro rcement particles. FSP tool without and with the pin was 

machined onto the groove-filled \I ith industrially pure Ti particles of size - 2.7 ~01. Affimling 

an even reinforcement dispers ion in ;\Z31 /2 I vo l% Ti MMC, the grain size is lowered from 93 

~m in the base metal to 4.3 ~lIll . Growth from 226 MPa (unreinforced FSPed sample) to 283 

MPa was seen in ultimate tensile stren gth after the addition of2 1 vol% Ti. For the same sam ple, 

yield strength was increased fml11 98 MPa to 193 MPa. This compos ite also showed improved 
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dUClility than ceramic composite due to a decrease in percentage elongation from 14.50/0 at () 

vol% to 9.4% at 21 vol')!" Ti. Dinaha,""n ot al. [25] in a similar study as ahove re inforced Ti-6AI

4V particles instead o r Ti particles. The Ti·6AI-4V particle, did not react chemically with the 

base metal. Relined and uniforlll processed zone in the cOlllpusite ,vas obtained without any 

dirt-llSion or porcs. The base metal grain size of 66.7 illn was brought down to 4.5 ,lim with an 

increase in the content of Ti-GAI-4 V particles. UTS (ultimate tens ile strength) was increased 

from 226 Ml'a (unreinll)rced FSPeci sample) to 322 MPa (21 vol%) in AZ31/Ti-GAi-4V MMC. 

At the same time. it drop in percentage elongation fl·om 14.5% at 0 vol% and 9.3% at 21 vol% 

\-vas reported. 

Navazani and Dehghani, [26J fabri cated 5 illn TiC particles on the ,\ l3 1 Mg alloy surface via 

FSP and compared the resu lts to the samples without TiC. The average grain size of the 

composite was reduced rrom 40 ~lIn to 12 ,LII", while the hardness was raised from 50 HV to 79 

HV. Sahu at al. [27] presented the wear behaviour of AZ31 Mg alloy with the variation of AI 

particles by volume in the r SPed composite. An increase in the A I volume from 3 to G% leads to 

a 10% rise in hardness as a rcsult of the grain refinement caused by the pinning effect of th e Al 

particles. However. Ilrrlher increment in the AI volume up to 9% results in the formation of 

bulky and brittle il1lermctallic compounds leading to a decrease in tensile strength. Consequently, 

the best friction coel'fieient and wear characteristics were obtained in the case of 6% AI alloy 
sample. 

13. Al61 Mg Alloy 

Lee et aL [28) in their paper have studied the fabrication of AlGI metal matrix nanocomposite. 

5&10 vo l.% SiO, nanoparticles were introduced as reinforcement by creating grooves - 6 mm 

deep and 1.25 mm wide. A pin-less tool was used to seal the groove and avoid the di splacement 

of Si02 particles. The tool parameters were kept constant at 800 rpm and 45 mm/min. The 

clustering of SiO, particles was noticed after the first pass. which decreased with the increase in 

the number of passes. Arter four passes, the average grain size of the composite was 1.8 '.un in 

the 5% SiO, sample and 0.8 lIm in the 10% S iO, sample. A maximum of 105 Hv microhardness 

was seen in the case 01' 10% vol. of SiO, FSPed sample after four passes. Over 400% of high 

strain rate superplasticity was reported in the same sample. It also showed the max imum values 

of yield stress and ultimato tensile strength as 225 MPa and 251 MPa respectivel y. 

Sithole and Madushe le. [29) surface-treated AZ61 Mg alloy with non-sized stainless-steel 

powder by FSP. The process was done at 1500 rpm and 30 mm/min with multiple V -grooves in 

the base material for the powder. They observed that refined microstructure was obtained around 

the nano-sized particles but this was not seen in the case of micro-sized particles. Slight 

improvements in micro-hardness by an average of 12.0 I % and corrosion resistance by 10-20% 

were noted as compared to the base metal. Similar results were acquired by Sanusi and Akinlabi 

[30) using stainless steel powder as reinfor . ar and Handa [31) fonned AZ61 matrix 
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cOl11posites by introducing 21.53 vol. % of TiC particles using FSP. ;\ defect- free MMC with a 

fLOe dispersion o rTiC particles was obtained at 850 rpm and 25 111m/min. 

C. ;\Z9 1 Mg Alluy 

;\Z91 is another widely used Mg alioy to r a broad range of applications. In the ir pape r, 

;\hmadkhaniha et al. [321 have di spersed nano-sized A b03 particles into AZ9 1 cast Mg alloy b y 

FSP. They reported the optimum too l rotation and traverse speeds as 800 rpm and 40 mm/m in 

respectively. The hardness of the FSPed composite was e levated to 95 Hv from 70 Hv in base 

metal. The mass loss o f" the nano-compos ite layer was red uced to less than ha lf. Likewise. the 

results gene rated by Abbasi ct al. [33] showed e nhanced microstructural and tr ibologica l 

properties for Aba; reinforcement particies. However, the AZ91 /SiC composite produced 

displayed better meclHlllica l properties and corrosion resistance than AZ91 /AbO) compos ite. 

Iwaszko et a l. [3 4] determined the ex istencc of fine and evenl y dispersed SiC parti cles in the 

FSPed AZ91 Mg alloy. The grain size decreased from an average of 110 1.lIn (as-received 

sample) to about 2-20 ~un in the SZ. These results were consistent with the ones obtained by 

Shang et a l. [35]. They fo und a uni fo rm di stribution of SiC nano-particles in the AZ91 Dallal' 

and it exhibited higher microstructure stability at e levated temperatures_ Post FSP age ing was 

carri ed out at 1800 C lor both reinforced and unreinforced samples. The compos ite showed faster 

precipitat ion rates in the initial stages of aging but reduced gradually with further ag in g. The S iC 

nanopm1ic1es encouraged the continuous precipitation of the Mgl7;\1 12 phase . T he age-hardening 

response of the composite was poor as compared to unre inforced ;\Z91 D. 

lOll 
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65 
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Fig. 7 Age hardening curves ofthe FSPed AZ9 lD and composite [35 1 

Vignesh et al. [1 5] successfully fabricated AZ91 /SiO, nanocomposite by double pass FSP. They 

suggested 900 rpm and 20 mm/min as optimum parameters for the process. A significant 

reduction in grai n size was witnessed along with an increase in micro-hardness fro m 57 Hv to 75 

Hv in the FSPed composite. Corros ion test results in simulated body fluids showed im provement 
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ill corrosion resistance or the compos ite, suggesting it is an effective material for bio-implanls 
preparation . Vignesh et al. [36] further conducted similar research using 50~LI11 Zr02 particles. 

The AZ91/7,r02 composite had increased micro-hardness almost up to -3 1% and the corrosion 

rate was - 78(% less Ihan the base material. 

Pat Ie et al. [37.1 in their resea rch have processed AZ91 alloy with Ily ash powder filled in the 

groove at 14()O rpm and 25 mmimin. The to,)1 pin profile used was tapered square. The grain size 

orthe produced composite was observed as 8.77 ~"n ± 1.3}lm which decreased from 166.5 !-"n ± 

8.7 ,LUll. 

Fig. 8 OM images of: a]AZ91 Mg alloy, b]SZ inte rface, c]SZ magnified image [37] 

A marginal increase in microhardness was noted from 96 HV 0.1 ± 19.07 HV 0.1 to ' 106.2 HV 
0.1 ± 9.5 HV 0.1 after FSP. A considerable increase in wear characteristics was noticed in the 

composite. However, the corrosion rate increased as the fly ash particles promoted galvanic 

corrOSIon. 

V. SUMMARY 

It is evident Ii-om the literature review that Frictio n Stir Processing is proving to be a reliable 

technique for surface composite production. FSP overcomes the chall enge or uneven dispersion 

of rein fo rcement particles in the base metal matrix. Groove method and Drill-hole methods are 

generall\' Ll sed methods for the addition of reinforcing particles in FSP. The pinning cffect of the 

secondary phase and dynamic recrystallization during FSP give ri se to a refined and 

homogcnized microstructure in the process zone. The surface composites exhibit enhanced 

properties like hardness, ten sile strength, wear resistance and corrosion resistance. However, the 

quality of the process zone is highly influenced by tool parameters like rotation speed, traverse 

speed , pin geometry and the number of passes. Therefore, it is vital to choose suitable parameters 

to produce a defect-free process zone. Also, an appropriate se lection of reinforcing particles 

according 10 the required properties is necessary, FSP has the potential to replace traditional 

sUlface compos ite production techniques. More efforts are necessary for the upcoming years to 
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of AZ9 I ma gnes ium alloy - fly ash composites produced by fricti on stir processing", 

Materialwiss Werkstofftech (2021) 52, 88-99 
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Gravity Power Generation 

Olllka r Sa the", Mayur l'hacitarc"C, Ranvcer Pat; r".Nandkislwr Toraskar"·I. N .H. Dalllul wur";.. 
"Mechanical Departillell t SKNCOE. Savit ri bai Phule i'unc University 

Abstract- Susta inable energy generation is major need in the current scenar io. E!ectricity 

demand is drastically increas ing with devc\opmcnt and modernization. Power generation lIsing 

gravitational force is a \vay to fulti\ thi s demand. Galaxy~ slars, planets) asteroids, meteors, etc. 

arc the elements of uni verse with gravitati onal loree being common in them. This paper explains 

how energy can be produced llsing the gravi tational I'uree of the earth. without using any extermd 

fuel. Sprocket, chain and weights are the mechanical components which prov ide input for the 

generation of power. Once the we ights art: allnched at a pal1icular distance, weight of the cha in 

increascs on one side than that of other, which in turn rotates the chain sproc ket assembly 

continuously. This assembly is connected to the generator and then to the banery wh ich 

generates electricity without any in terrupt ion. 

Kcywol'ds- Enregy , gravity 

I. INHWlltlCTION 

Electricity is an essentia l necessity in our day to day li ves. It is needed fo r diverse 

appl ication s like lighting homes, cooking foocl. heating water. charging va riou s devices etc. As 

the popu lat ion grows so does their demands lor elec tricity. Also, this demand is goi ng to increase 

\vith time: modernization and developm ent. The increas ing global energy demand and economic 

growth is severely affecting the electricity supply. Sc ience and technology is ad vancing from 

decades but basic electricity has not yet reached to more than I billion population in the rura l 

areas and costly fue ls like kerosene, diesel, etc . are being used to produce electricity. 

Gra vitationa l force being one of the lour fun damen tal forces in the universe, the idea of 

us ing it to generate power has been around for some tim e. To fulfil the overgrowi ng demand of 

electricity and eiimjnate fue l cost, energy can be generated using this force. I f energy generation 

using g ravity is im ple mented, then producing Ii,'':. clean and continuous e lectricity is possible, 

Generat ion of electri cal energy ll sing gra vity ha~ advan tages, it does not pollute the environment 

and eliminates the usc of fuel for energy generation, 

Thi s paper focuses on the lise 01' grav itational force to drive simple mec han ical 

components like chain, sprockets, bearings. \\ eights. etc. which will in turn help in generating 

electric ity. The movement of chain produced in the mechanism due to gravitational force is 

transt,m'ed to a DC generator through tran smission system which generates electricity. This 

generated electricity is stored in a battery It) r ii lrt her use. The amollnt of electricity generated 

depends on speed of the shaft of the DC generator which in turn depends on the connected 

weights on the rotating chain. This soluti on pro electricity without any external fuel input 

and had wide applications. ~'Ova'e C. n o~;.
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II. MI'TIIOIJ()L()GY 

The GPG will tackle down this common problem encountered in developing countries; the lack 

of Cl stable electric power source during black-outs and in rural areas. A gravity power generator 

is a great so lution for this, which can be made in a small unit that can fit in a house hold . It may 
nor be a w ry efficient source for commercial power, but it is enough, to provide indefinite light. 

that is only limited by suspending a maSs. As the years passed, different renewable alternative 
energy sources have been utilized, for example: Solar, wind and wave po\vered generators hav(: 

becn innovated. But all these have their disadvantages. For solar energy; Energy produced by the 

sun during the day has to be stored somewhere for evening usage [3]. This can only be possib Ie 
by buying an c~pensive baltery or po\\'er uni t. Wind on the olher hand varies at differe nl 
location s. heights and even weather seasons. \~iavc powered generators can only be effective at 

speci fi c tide times. It can be co ncluded , all these are unreliable sources of energy that vary and 
change based on diffe rent environmental s ituations. A gravity powered generator, will harness 

the energy o f a falling object. Gravity is relatively constant throughout the planet, and abundanl 
at all times. This is the purpose of the project; to harness gravitational potential energy: a more 

reliable source of energy that is only dependent on the mass of the falling weight and its hei ght. 

III. ELEMENTS OF TH E PROJECT 

PARTS OF THE MODEL 

• Cab le 

• Pulley Wheel 

• Spur Gear 

• Input Shaft 

• Bearings 

Bearings 

A beari ng is a machine element that constrains relative motion to only the des ired motion, and 
redu ces friction between moving parts. The design of the bearing may, for example, prov ide for 

I'rec lin car movement of the moving pan or for free rotation around a fixed axis; or, it 
rna: jJl'C\ 'en t a mot ion by controlling the vectors of normal forces that bear on the moving part. 
Input Shaft 

The input shaft brings the engine dri ve into the gearbox system and when a gear is engaged it 
withstands the torque generated and transmitted to th e output shaft. Steel forging 

for inpu t shafts allows the variety of shapes and fatigue resistance needed to ensure reliabl e 

tra nsmission systems. 

Spur Gear 

A gear is a rotating c ircular machine part having cut teeth or~ In the case of 

a Cllg\\ heel or gearwheel, inserted teeth (called cogs), which mesh with another toothed part to 
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trnnsmillorqllc, A gear may also be..: known informally as a cog. Gearl.!d devices can change the 

speed. torque. and direction ora Rower source, 
PuJley Wheel 

A pulley is a ~hccJ on all axle or shan that is designcd to support movement and cha nge or 
direction of a taut cab le or bell. or translor of power between the shaft and cable or belt. In the 
case ofa pulley supported by a framc or shell that dnes not transfer power [0 a shaft, but is used 
10 guide the cable or exert a force. the support ing shell is ca lled a block. and the pulley may be 
ca lled a shca vc. 

Cable 

A wire is a single lIsually cvlindrical . Ikxible strand or rod of metal. \~l ires arc lIsed to bear 

mechanical loads or electricity and !elecol11l11unications signals. 
by drawing the metal . through a hole 111 a die or draw 

various standard sizes, as expressed in terms of a gau!!e number. 

Wire 
plate, \Vire 

is coml11on ly 
gauges come 

formed 
III 

IV . MO DEl. 
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Fig.2 Components 

V. CALCULATIONS 

• SPUR GEAR: 

01 = 190MM02=58MM 

Z I= 120 Z2= 35 

M= 0 I/Z I = 1.58 

M= 02/Z2 = 1.65 

• GEAR RATIO 

T2/TI = N IIN2 

= 35/120 

=0.29 16 

IF THE RPM OF GEAR 1 IS 1= 50RPM (ASSUME) \S.s~ 
THEREFORE, .s~ist'nt Professol & 

u~p _. of Mechanica " 
N lIN2 = 02/D1 ::;mt. Kashibal Navale COl 

= 50IN2 = 58/ 192 
of Engineering, Pune • 
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= 163 .7RI'M 

TORQllE = FO RCE • R 

ALSO. 

=20* 9.81 = 192.2 N 


THEREFORI' 


T = 192.2" 95 


= 18.2 NM AND FOR PIN ION. 


T= 192.2 * 29 

= 5.5 7NM 

THUS, 

POWER TRANSM ITTED = 2 1lN T /60 

= 2* 11* 163.7* 5.57/60 

= 95.4 8 WAilS 

ALSO, IF n~E RPM OF N I =20RPM 

VI. ADVANTAGES 

SIMPLE CONSTR UCTI ON & SET-UP. 

• ONE-TIME INVESTMENT COST WILL HE CONS IDERED. 

• COST REQU IR ED TO REPLACE TH E COM PONENTS ARE LESS. 

• ENERGY IS PRODUCED USING GRAV ITY CONCT.I'TOr WATER CONVERSION. 

• CAN BE INSTALLED IN THE UP-STREAMS AS WELL AS DOWN-STREAMS. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

As the globa l demand for electricity is increas ing it is important that alternati w methods and 
systems are deve loped to fulfil this demand. Also, there is a need of such a s)stem that can 

~~\.-----
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It is seen that a chain transmission system llsed to connect the sprocket shan to the generator 

shaft. Instead of a chain transmission system a gear transmission system can be used. 

VHI. AI'PLlC,ITION 

Energy is required everywhere so production of energy with no extra cost bring a great 

technology to the nation.So this project help you utilize the energy produced by gravity power 

generation can be used. 

IX. CONCl.USION 

Successfully designed and calculated the spur gear requirement to conven the mechallical energy 

in 	 to electrical energy for power generation. Next we will decide the maj or components 

requirement and its capacity according to the material available in the marke[ 
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Abstract:- Thi s report deals with ex perimental determination of convecti ve heat transfer rate in 

a double pipe heat exchanger using Ti02 and CNT nanofluids and co rrugated copper tube. Heat 

exchangers are devices that transfer heat to achieve desired heating or coo ling. An important 

des ign aspect of heat excha nger techno logy is the se lection of appropriate materials to conduct 

and transfer heat fast and crtlcicntl y. Nano fluids are mostly used in heat transfer applications and 

the size and cost of the heat tran s fer device dep end upon the working Il uid properti es. Carbo n 

nanotubes (CNTs) are known as nano-architecture allotropes of carbon. havi ng graphene shee ts 

that are wrapped forillin g a cylindrical shape. CNT exhibit longitudinal thermal conductivity of 

2800- 6000 W/Ill K. Corrugated tubes are used in double pipe heat exchanger Because a 

corrugated tube has an increase heat transfer rate compared to a sllloOl h \lIbe of the same length . 

Keywords: Double tube heat exchanger, Nanofluids, Corrugated tu be. Alumina, Experimenta l 

Analysis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hea t exchangers are devices that transfer heat to achieve desired hea ting or coo ling. An 

important design as pect of heat exc hanger techno logy is the select ion 01' appropriate materials to 

conduc t and transfer heat fast and eftic iently. Copper has many de sirab le properties for thermally 

efficient and durable heat exchangers. First and foremost, copper is an exce ll ent co nductor of 

heat. This means that copper's high thennal conductivity allows heat to pass through it quickly. 

Heat exchangers are a dev ice that exchange the heat between two nuicls or different temperatures 

that are separated by a solid \\'a ll. The temperature gradient, or the differences in temperature 

facilitate this transfer o f heat. Transfer of heat happens by three principle mean S: radiation, 

conduction and convection. In the use of heat exchangers radiation does lake place. However, in 

comparison to conducti on and convection 'ation does not play a major ro le. Conduct ion 

occurs as the heat from the 11I 'lher tem iiliI6~ asses through the solid wall. To maximize 
- :<:'~~c- ~ 

~'? 7", ~.; 
~.v ~ 
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the hcar transfer, thc wa ll should be thin and made of a very wnductive materia l. The biggest 
contribution to heat transfer in a heat exchanger is made through convection 

II. OBJECTIVES 

L Fabrication of setup . 

2. Thermal design & pressure drop of steel & copper double pipe hea t exchanger. 

3. Enhancement of double pipc with nanofiuid. 

4. compare CFO results with analytical method. 

Ill. PRO BLEi\1 STA TEMEI'.'T 

The recent research in design and devclopment in heat exchanger is done by various methods by 
using various nano-fluids like CuO and Ti02 and heat transfer rate is ca lcul ated for the heat 
exchanger. The result of different designs of pipe like varying pitch, sp iral angle of corrugateu 
tube or by using plain Cu pipe, in pipe in pipe heat exchanger. The performance of heat 
exchanger is anal ysis by changing the concentration of nanofluid . The pressure drop IS 

minimized for enhancing the heat transfer rate of heat exchanger. Also the performance is 
analysis with and without Nano-fluid . 

rv. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Heat exchangers are Iv idely used in industrial and engineering applications One of the most 
simple and applicable heat exchangers is double pipe heat exchanger. This kind of heat 
exchanger is widely used in chemica l, food, oil and gas industries. The basic function of heat 
exchanger is [0 transfer heat energy from one fluid (which is at high temperature) to other fluid 
(which is at low temperature). Two fluid s in heat exchanger did not come into direct contact or 
mix with each other. To achieve hi gh heat transfer rate in heat exchanger is our main concern. 
Use of nanofluid is one of simple way to attain this purpose. The double-pipe heat exchanger is } 
one of the simplest types of heat exchangers. It is called a double-pipe exchanger because one 
fluid flows inside a pipe and th e otber fluid flows between that pipe and another pipe that 
surrounds the firs!. In Ih is do uble-pipe heat exchanger a hot process fluid tlowing through the 
inner pipe transfers its hcm to coo ling water tlowing in the outer pipe. 

V. COMPONENTS 

I. Thermocouple 
2. Corrugated Copper Tube 
3. Nanofluid (Tim. C"iT) 
4. Steel Tube 
5. Insulation 
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,. 

Thermocouple 

Steel Tube 

VI.DESIG ' 

Critical thickness o f insulation (rc)= Kinslho 

= 0.02 

= 1.64 111 Ill. 

In Illarket Polyurethane sheet are ava ilabl e in step of 10mm. 

Storage tank capaci ty: I Cubic feet. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. 	 Nanofluids should be carefully prepared by considering the pH value of base fluid . 

2. 	 The Ti 02 water nanofluid significantly gives higher heat transfe r coefficients than those of the pure 

base fluid. 

3, 	 The convective heat transfer coefficient increases with an increasing volume concentration of 

nanofluid . 	 ~ava/e 
4. 	 Effectiveness and overall he at transfer coe'fflcien Q heat exchangers increases considerably 

when nanoflu ids are used as heat transfer medi a, 
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5. 	 The counter flow arrangement is best than that of parali el fl ow arrangements for al l types of 

nanofluid studied. 

6. 	 The enhancement of thermal performance ;s increased with using nanoparticles have high therm al 

conductivity. 

7. 	 The improvement in heat exchanger thermal performance increased with increasing volume 

concentration due to extra enhancement in hea t transfe r pro cess. 

B. 	 The effect of nanofluids at lower f low ra te of fl uids is larger while at higher fl ow rate the effect o f 

nanof luids is sma ll. 
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:,.. ABSTRACT 

The gear clitting machine lathe attachment is attachable to an existing gear cutting machine so 
as to eliminate the need for an operator owning both a gear cutting machine and a lathe. It is 

designed to be mounted to the side of the gear cutting machine and to be used without 

disturbing a setup in the associated vise. The attachment is also designed to be mounted to the 

front of a gear cutting machine and allows the programming of the very point of s ingle point 

tool contact so as to follow whatever contour or steps are desired. This type of cutting is nOt 

possible on a lathe with guaranteed accuracy, while on a gear cutting machine it is quite 

feasible. Mechanical engineering without production and manufacturing is meaningless ancl 

inseparable. Production ancl manufacturing process deal s with conversion of raw materials 

inputs to finished products as per required dimensions, spec ifications and efficiently using 

recent technology. The work is on design and fabricati on of gear cutting attachment which is 

used to cut gear or splines over the cylindrical job. The main aim is to prove lathe is a versatile 
machine 

Key Words: Design, Fabrication, Gear Cutting, Lathe Attachment. 

>- INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, new fabrication techniques have been developed to satisfY the technological 

demands. Moreover. emphasis is stressed on attachments. Attachments are used in various fields 

and machines depending upon the needs to be fulfilled ancl mode of operation. An attachment 

eliminates the purchasing of a new unit which serves the same purpose. For example, a lathe 

occup ies a place opposite to that of a gear cutting machine. the ten machines mainly used to 

produce cylindrical and plain surfaces respectively . By imp lementing an attachment to a unit. the 

capacity of the unit can be increased which is \'er~ economi cal. Each general-purpose 

conventional machine tool is designed and used for a set 01' specifIc machining work on jobs 01' 
limited range of shape and size. But often some unusual II <lrk also needs to be done in a speci fi c 

Such aclditi<lnal 
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the processing capability of any ordinary machine tool. are known as Attachments, unlike 
accessories, A ttachments are not that incvilllble and procured sc'parately as and when required 

nncl obviously 011 lJ:\lra payml'llt. TaplT cyl indrical sllrHlce, which is a very comlllon feature or 
seve ral cngineeiing components. is generally produced in lalhes in a number of ' methods, 
depending upon length and anglc or the tapered position or th e job, such as offsetting tailstock, 

swive ling the compound slide using fo rm too l and combined reed motions. But jobs with wiele 
r,lllgcs o f length and angle of taper. arc easily machined by lIsing a simple attachment, called 

taper tllrning attachment schematically shows a taper llIrning attachment \vhere the cross slide is 

delinked 11'om the saddle and is moved crosswise by the guide block wh ich moves along the 
guide bar preset at the desired t"per angle. Thus, the cutting tool, which is fitted on the cross 

slide through the tool post and the compound slide, also mOves along with the guidc black in the 
same direction resulting the desi red taper lurning. Gear cutting is the process of machining nat. 

curved~ or irregular surfaces by feeding the work piece against a rotating cutter contai ning a 
number of clitting edges, The gear clItting machine consists basically of a motor driven spindle, 

which mounts and revolves the gear clItting clltter~ and a reciprocating adjustable worktable. 
which mounts and feeds the work piece. Gear cutting machines are basically classified as 
vertical or horizontal. These machines are also classified as knee-type, ram-type, manufacturing 

or bed type, and planer-type. Most gear cutting machines have se lf-contained electric drive 
motors, coolant systems, variable spindle speeds. and power-operated table feeds. The basic 

difference between a universal hori zontal gear cutting machine and a plain horizontal gear 
cutting machine is the addition of table swivel housing betwee n the ta ble and the saddle o f the 

universal machine. This permits the table to sw in g up to 45° in either direction for angular and 
helical gear cutting operations. The universa l machi,ie can be fitted with various attachments 
slIch as the index ing fixture, rotary tabl e, s lotting and rack clitting attachments, and va riolls 

special fixtures 

:P FABRICATION 

)- Gear Cutting Using Indexing Plate Method: 

Constrllction and Working: 

Here the tool post is removed and the base plate is mounted on the slot of the tool post. Slid ing 

plate is made to slide over the baseplate with the slol. 
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Sliding plate consist of bush in which the sha n is mau~ 10 ro tal~ far indexing. Thc work piece is 
hold ri gid ly at one end oj' lhe shaft and indexing cronk at lhe olher end. The in lex ing plate is 
atlachcd to the bush with help of' the sc rew. In this wcrk the end milling cutler is fix ed between 
lathe chu ck and tail stock. The job is fi xed over lhe compound slide (shaft) by gear CUlling 
attachment. This fixture has shaft with indexing plate at one end with the help of the bush, here 
job or work piece hold rigidly in shaft at the other end itself. So feed is given by cross slicle 
movement oflhe lathe and depth of cut is given by lhe movement of the sliding plate. When the 
cutter is rotated at required RPM (say 280RPM) and work piece is brought near the Cl!tter. 
Depending upon the required number of teeth gear cutting operation is carried out by turning the 
index ing crank over the index ing plate. The index plate has 27,31 , 41 and 47 number of holes. 

:;.. Gear Cutting Using Ratchet and P,lwl Mechanism 1'01' Indexing: 

Construction and Working: 

The slidi ng bed is rotated with the help of a screw rod . In that sliding bed the vice is fi xed. The 
vice is used to hold the work piece. The gear cutting cutter is fi xed to the lathe drill chuck. The 
exciting tool post is replaced so that to fi x the attachment here by suitable arrangement. By 
changing the gear cutting cutter, the required shape is obtained in the work piece. 

Holding Workpieces in the Vise 

As previously mentioned. five types or vises are manufactured in various sizes for hold ing 
gear CUlling machine workplaces. These vises ha ve locating keys or tongues on the underside of 
their bases so they may be located correct ly in relation to the T-slotson the gear cutting machine 
table. The plain vise simi lar to the machine tab le vise is fastened to the gear cutting mach ine 
table . Alignment with the gear cutting machine table is provided by two slots at right angles to 
each other on the underside of the vi se. These slots are fitt ed with removable keys that al ign the 
vise with the table T-slots either parallel to the machine arbor or perpendicular to th e arbor. The 
swivel vise can be rotated and contains a scale graduated in degrees at its base which is fastened 
to the gear cutt ing machine table and loca ted by means of keys placed in the T·s lots. By 
loosening the bolts which clamp the vise to its graduated base, the vise may be moved to hold the 
work piece at any angle in a horizonta l plane. To set a swivel vise accurate ly with the machine 
spindle, a test indicator should be c lamped to the machine arbor and a check made to determine 
the setting by moving either the transve rse or the longitudinal feeds, depending upon the 
position of the vise jaws. Any deviation as sho\\'n by the test indicator should be corrected by 
swiveling the vise on its base. The uni versa l vise is used for work involving compound angles, 
either horizonta lly or vertically. The base of the vise conta ins a sca le graduated in degrees and 
can rotate 3600 in the horizontal plane and 900 in the vertical plane. Due to the fl ex ibility of thi s 
vise, it is not adaptable for heavy gear cutting. 
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Figure 2: Gea r Cutting Using H.atchet and l>awl type indexing 1\1cthod 

r RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Gears are successfu ll y made from Lhi s attachment. 

• 	 Good surface finish is achieved. 

• 	 By Aesthetics point of view Ihe atrachmelll looks excellent. 

No skilled labor on the pali 01' operator is req uired to operate the machine. 

• 	 The construction of lever is such Lhal the operator does not have to app ly much force. 

The altachment cloes not vibrale due to machine vibrations good c lamping 

arrangement has been made. 

The attachm ent is not that much heavy it can be easi ly transfer from one place to another. 

• 	 Mounting the gear cutting attachment on the lathe machine is easy. 

Different s ize of gear can be manu faclUred frol11 thi s attachment. 

;... Advantages 

I. The unit is compact in s ize. 


:! Less maintenance is essenti a l. 


.'. .Jobs can be easily handled in this unit. 


~ . Fixing of the attac hment is ell" . 


5. 	 This attachment is econo mi cal. 
\~\..--
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1. 	 S ince index ing head is not used number of teeth' s whi ch can be manufactured is limited 


( in the case of ra tchet mechanism). 


4. 	 Providing accurate depth otcut is di fll cult ( in the case ofindcxi ng mec hani sm). 

;. Applications 

I . 	 Des ired gear cutting can be eas i Iy turned . 

2. 	 Manufacturing of spur, he li cal and bevel gear in small workshop where milling mlc is not 


affordable. 


» CONCLUSIONS 

Milling operation is a spec ial mac hining process which is very expensive . A s imple attachment 

to an ordinary lathe serves extra pllrpOSe of milling in a very economi ca l manner. T his projec t 

can be implemented in industries whe re milling is necessary. This lathe e liminates the 

requirement o f possessing a milling machine whic h is costl ier than the lathe machine. The gears 

can be easy produced on the gea r blank with the acceptable leve l o f accuracy. A lso, the indexing 

method adopted is very si mple wherein onl y one ho le has to be moved per teeth. O ur attachment 

also prov ides the operator the freedom of rotating the workpiece in both the directions i.e., 

c lockwise and counter-clockwise di rection which is not possib le in conventiona l m il ling 

machine. This is he lpful when th e operator forgets to bring back the workpiece to the ini tia l 

pos ition before index ing has been done. Hence, we can conclude that the gears can be cas i I)' 
produced in lathe machine with the use of an attachment. 
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I\ustract- From 18 century many types or wheelchair had been designed, by developing its 

functionality. This project involves an ergonomically design and fabrication of a stair climbing 

functionality will be upgraded by changing its structure design and mechanism. The important 

paJ1s of this product are conveyor belt, frame and driving mechanism climbing wheelchair for 

regular 

use by old disab led people. The design of frame will be done by considering va rious loads, 

stresses at vari ous pos itions. The main factor of wheelchair is laid on the angle of stair and center 

of gravity of whole system. Understa nding the different issues regarding the functionality of 

wheeichair and introduci ng a advanced desi gn that will be an as help for the medical field and a 

helping hand for disabled peop le 

Keywords- staircase material handlin g system, tri lobed wheel, tetTa lobed wheel c limber, 

longevity, linear static analysis. 

I. l"iTRODliCTION 

The problems faced by di sabl ed people in daily life that are need ed Lo be focuscd: a) The 

commercial available wheel chairs do not have functi onality for climbing staircase. b) If the 

disabled person wallts to reach higher floor during lift failure, it 's inconvenient for perso n to 

move upstairs with the conventiona l wheel chair. c) Some advanced wheelchairs are ex pensive to 

middle class peoples. In a two wheel stair climber a central lifting wh eel is used to lift the object 

through the stairs. The entire weight of the object would be carried by this lift wheel as it climbs 

the stairs. The movement will be controlled by motor gear mechanism. This mec hanism is quite 

simple in natu re. Thc main disadvantage is that the movement may not be smooth . A lso the 

single lifting wheel has to carry the entire weight which may not be desirable sometimes. In two 

wheel stair climber is a chain mechanism is used to climb the stairs . Four small lifting I'orks are 

used, two on each side of th e chain. The pos iti on of the l"ifting forks should be adjusted in such a 

way that two of them should reach the next step at the same time so that the weight of the part 

could be distri buted amo ng them. These lifting ~' .~I_ OUld be moving through the challls thus 
e co. "90 
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pro vidi ng a smoot h movcment of the climber. The movement will be contro ll ed by motor -gear 

mechanism. But there should be a mechanism to stop the loose ni ng of the chain which cou It! 

occur at some pint of ti me. 

A simple tri lobed whee l is proposed here as compared to the two wh eelers. The tri lobed wheel 


itself gives some sta bility to the c limber. So here a manual meth od ofe li mb ing the wheel is used. 


Six sma Ii wheel s are used lar two tri lobed shaped wheel frame at both s ides of the c limber. Th is 


design would be he lpful in carrying very small loads as external ta ree has to be used by user fo r 


heavy load s. In additi on to that the movement will not be smoot h at al l. An extens ion to abov e 


mentioned tetra lobed whee l c li mber is proposed. Here a gear- motor mechanism is used to rota te 


the wheel frame o r the tri lobed wheel. A lso bearings and Pl ummer blocks are used to connect 


the rotating sha li with the frame. This mode l is more user fri endl y as less force is needed by the 


user. Also the movement will be smoother. 


II. LITER.\ TliRE REVIEW 

In coo peration with Prof'. Blanco and fe ll ow student Christ ina Laskowski , a full s ize prototype 

was constructed as part of an Undergraduate Research Opportu nity (URO P) during the summ er 

of 2003. Before constru cting the prototy pe, the design was modified to become more adaptab Ie 

to existing standard whee lchairs. Wheel ratchets were added as a safety mechani sm. and several 

new rear support assemblies were considered . While the Blanco whee lchair has been proven 

stable in both sca led and fu ll-size prototypes. this design has never been adopted for mass 

production. The perce ived liab il ity inherent in any device that pu ts a human pay load in a 

potentially dangerous pos it ion has prevented any whee lchair company fro m using the des ign. 

The phys ical appearance of the wheelc hai r may be another facto r th at has prevented commerc ial 

development of the chair. With many metal spokes protruding from its s ides, the appearance of 

the whee lcha ir in c limbing mode is somewhat intimidating and 

entire ly unlike any othe r sta ir c lim bing dev ice currentl y on the market. Focus gro ups composcd 

of wheelcha ir users have ex pressed concerns o f beco ming stranded on a sta irway. Potcntial use rs ) 
also worried that ascending a staircase in such a manner 

might cause dizzi ness or nausea, s ince one cannot prevent loo kin g down at the d istance travelled. 

User fatigue is a lso a conce rn, since it takes considerable effo rt to operate the cha ir. Although the 

wheelchair may not have been successful, the principles behind its operat io n are sound. Since the 

main obstacle to its success was increased liability, reciproc ity dictates that a product that 

decreased an ex isti ng li ab il ity concern might meet with more success . Thus. several 

brainstorming sessions were conducted, focusing on how inj uries occur ncar stairs. on people 

who encounter sta irs in their work, and on what existing products might bene"t from stair

climbing capabi lity. The idea deemed most promis ing was that of a stair-cl im bi ng hand truck, an 

adaptation 
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of an ordinary device used both ill homes and in industry 10 move heavy objects. The stair

cl imbing hand truck is designed tll reduce liability rather than increase it. Conventional hand 

trucks work well on flat grollnd, hut their uscClIlnc~s dccn.::nscs when it becomes necessary to 

move un object over ,111 irregular !'illrf~lce. Package deliverymen. Cor example, often find it 
necessa ry to drag loaded hand trucks UJl short fli ghts of stairs just to reach the front door of a 
building. The enti re purpose of using a conventional hand truck is to avoid having to lift and 
carry heavy objects around . Lifting n hand truck up th e sta irs defeats the purpose of the device . 

since the user Illust provide enough upward force to lin the entire weight of the cart and its 

contents. Furthermore, the geometry of a hand trllck makes it nearly impossible to lift with one's 
legs, as is the proper rorm. Considerable strain is placed on the back muscles and the ri sk o f 

operator injury is sharp ly incrensl!d. Pulling a standard hand trllck up the sLai rs results ill bumpy, 
jarring Illation . This motion may damage the items loaded onlile hanet rrllck or cause them to frill 

off entire ly. A hand truck that could climb s tairs without requiring the USC I' to lift would improve 
the safety of moving heavy objects over irregular surfaces . 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The problems wh ich are facing disabled people in daily life that arc necded to be focu sed: 

a) The commercial available wheel chairs eto not have functionality for climbing stai rcase. 

b) If the disabled person wants to reach higher floor during lift failure. it's inconvenient for 
person to move upsta irs with the conventional wheei chair. 

c) Some advanced wheelchairs are expensive to middle class peoples. 

IV. OBJECTIVES 

a) The device should be able to provide most o r all of the upward force necessa ry to ascend a 
flight of stairs. 

b) The dev ice should be able to bear up to 30- I00 kg (a typical maxim uill loael for an ordinary 
person car lift. 

c) The COSt of the device should be comparable to that of a conventional c<,nsumer-grade hand 
truck. 

v. MANUFACTURING 

A. Components used: 

1) Bearing: - 6204 bearing is used on the sprocket of stair climber 1<) prov ide support for the 

frame. The bearing formed tight fit with 20 mm main sprocket dia. Bearing was made to make 

support of shaft possible by welding of bearing part to the frame. Beari ng is the only connection 
between the sprocket and main frame . The bearing was fitted on to the hok by using press fit. 
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The four bearings at Illl'" ends of the shaft of sprocket to provide support and liJl"ln welding 

surface lor the frame connection. 

• .. _. ,! 

... -~---.......-_- -..........
..ii. 

Fig. I Bearing Specificai ion 

2 ) Shaft: The main shaft used for the stair climber is of 25 Illill diameter MS rod with 60 cm 

length. The required length of the shaft is cut on power saw and Imcr cut on lathe using parting 

tool. The position of each components on the shaft length is finalized and designed below: 

Shaft ca lcu lation: n=250 rpm, P=O.746 kW, 

P = 21111 Mt -;- 60 x 106 

Mt = (60 x 106 x 0.746) -;- (211 x 250) 

= 28490.10 Nmm 

We know, 

Mt = T/R
J 

syt
T=05x . fs 

= 0.5 x 400 
4 

28490.10=66.67 x 

But, 

~~ = 0.84 

D0 3 = (16 X 28495.18)/11 X (1 - 0.844 ) X 66.67 

do = 19.45 mm 

do =20 mmAs~istan ----- rll/!:C"~o1.l& -' 797 I P ageD~Pt. of Mechanical ;::! '(;;9' 
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Fig. :2 Shan 

2) Main Framc-: The m"in frame is constructed by we ld ing together mild steel square section 

pipe according to the need of design. The main frame consists of vertical and horizontal pipes 

formin g the major part of th e stair climber. The main fraille hOllses and s upports shaft and motor 

set lip. bartery nnd wiring. The top part o f main frame cons ists of a round MS pipe to he lp for 

ho lding and tilting ol'the stair climber. The user of swir climber will be guiding the device by 

ho lding it in lOp part. The main frame forms the main st rucl.ure and skeleton of the device. The 

constructi on used about 5 meters of MS pipe. The main operations involved were cutting of the 

pipe lIsing power saw, do allll1ilChine and welding, 

Fig. 3 Frame 

Table 1 Component Speeilieatio n 

Sr. 

No 

Item Description Quantity Cost 

1 Motor 0.5 HP 30 RPM DC mOlOr. (311 1\1111' 

High torque) 
I 8600 

lN R 

2 Bearings 6204 K Self Aligning ball bearings 4 
Used 

bearings 

from 

scrap 

3 Bush 4 240 

INR 

4 Tyrcs 6.5" * 1.75" lllll:ll.matic [\ res 
/2'" " n ,-s:,.. 

2 
Used from 

scrap 
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5 Shan 20 mm dia. shafts of 1.5 m length 2 180 
INR 

6 Bo lts and Nuts M 8* 60 HT. 8 01tM8, 
Lock Nut,M 5 Bolts and 
nut 

I 
2 40 lNR 

VI. DESIGN OF PROPOSED WORK 

Fig 4 Conceptual Design 

STEPS IN LI NEAR STATIC ANALYSIS 

Pre-Processing 

Processi ng 

Post-Processing 

I Pre-Process ing: 

Extracted rrame Of Mechanism, thickness of frame is 1 mm. 
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Fig,S iVlechanisl11 , 

Fig.6 Ex tracted Frame Of Mechanism 

, ........... "--- - ' 


Fig. 7 l'~ r t0rmed 20 Meshing on mid-surfaces us ing Fig.8 - Assigned mass on the frame us ing 
quad dt.' l11cIHS RBE3 element 

· f\ Sslgneu v anOllS Loaas [or La lCLllaCl on 
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I. Young's Modulus of2.10* IO AS N/MA2 

2. Poison's Ratio = 0.30 

J. Density = 7.89* IOA-9 tonne/l1Im'"3 

4. Ultimate Strength = 420 N/nlJn A2 

S. Yield Strength =2S0(N/mmA2), was ass igned as material for frame. 

Thickness of Imm for frame and shaft and thickness of 0.7mm of we ld element was assigned. 
Loads of 50kg, IOOkg, ISO kg, 200kg. were assigned according to the iteration. Load steps we re 
assigned accordingly. 

Processing 

Respective boundary condition where given and processing was performed by software. 

Post-Processing 


Allowable stress = Ultimate strength N/mmA2/Fos = 420/4 N/mmA2= 105 N/mmA2 


_'''_-- _.... 

.-' 

Fig.9 Iteration with 50kg: Maximum Fig.IO Iteration with I OOkg Maximum 
Displacement =0.3855mm, Maximum Stress = Displacement = 0.7771 mm Maximum Stress = 
25.66 N/m A 2 51.321\/I11I11A2 
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,_._-.. _.. 

Fig.! J Iteration ',\lith 150kg jvlaximulll Fig.12 Ilerat ion with 200kg IvlaximulE 
Displacement = 1.666mm .vlaximlilll Slrcss Displaccment = 1.554mm Max imum Stress 
= 76.97 N/mm"2 = 102.6 N/mm"2 

Allowable Stress is less than Maximum Stress Pass. Maximum Stress is located at we ld joi nt 


of upper support rods. 


Whereas, it is observcd that di splacement goes on increasi ng till 150kg loading and is reduced 


after that. 


VII. CONCLUSION 

Though this project had some limitations regarding the strength and built of the structure. it can 


bc considered to be a sma ll step forward. as far Stair Climbing Vehicles are concerned. During 


the test run of this project. it was realized that it wouldn't be a bad idea to consider this design 


for carrying heavy loads up the stairs. This product will be well acclaimed if it can be 


commercialized to suit the needs. Though the initial cosl of the project seemed to be higher but 


more accurate manufacturing would shorten this. 


As far the co mmerc ial aspects of this product arc concerned , if this product ca n be full ) 


automated and produced at a lower cost the acceptance wi ll be unimagi nable. Presently. there are 


no cumpetitors for such a kind of product in our markct. 


VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Since olden times man is always trying to gain more and more luxury, Man is always trying lO 

develop more and more modified technique by improving the aesthetic look and economic 


consideration. But we can ignore the topic of aesthetics since it is about helping the crippled 


people. But us being engineers and having the capabilitv to think and plan, we brought up this 


following idea. But due to and due to lack of funds required, I've could mention the fa 11 0 11 illg 


modifications can be done for the project to make it even more efficient. 1. Upgrading quality of 


belt, The Belt is also an important component because when belt grips to the stairs, the more it 
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can 	climb easily and get' do\vn as well. Caterpillar [racks are costly and not availab:e at mOSl 

places as they are used in tank tracks. 2. By using hydraulic mcchani sm to shift and maintain the 

CG, So that centrc of gravity cas ily mai ntai ned whilc ascending and descending of whee lchair o n 

staircasc. It affects the stability of systcm and also it reduces thc load on motor. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Extrusion is the most important and probably the o ldest transformation and shaping process of 

thermoplasti c polymers. In th ermoplast ics, processing techniques can be classified into either 

batch or continuous process. Ex tru sion of plastics is a continuous process. Extrusion produces 

items such as pipe/tubing, fenci ng, deck ra ilings, window frames, plastic film s and 

sheeting, thermop lastic coatings, and wire insulation. This process starts by feeding plastic 

material (pellets, granul es, flakes or powders) from a hopper into the barrel of the extruder. The 

material is gradually melted by the mechanical energy generated by turning screws and by 

heaters arranged along the barrel. The molten polymer is then fo rced into a die. wh ich shapes th e 

po lymer into a shape that hardens during cooling. 

Plastics have become commonly-used materia ls in every aspect of human being. Conseq uently, 

th e concern over the pl astic waste generated has also been rising steadily over the years. The 

waste originated from plastics have been reported to cause extensive po llution and environmental 

damages. In the recent decades a great development of 3d printing technology has experienced 

due to the large scope. T he pri zes of 3d printers are going down so the access is becom ing very 

easier. A t current situation variolls compani es and regular users can develop their 0 \\1 11 parts in a 

relative ly simple and quickly wa)'. That is why th ere is more and more interesl in evo lving this 

technology which has already revo lution ized manufacturing processes. Currentl, there are plenty 

Options when choosi ng a prin ter and a lo t of d ifferent compa nies that manufactu re and se ll these 

printers. But most of the 3d printer is based on the fu sed deposition method. which uses mostly 

PLA and ABS as the printer matcrial. Thi s ext rusion-based 3d printer uses a \\ ired filament of 

diameter I. 75mm or 3mm for priming. So. most of the manufactu ring units, companies, co lleges 

who have the 3d printer in-house arc dependent 0 11 3rd party supplier, and neeel to bu)' the 3d 

printer fil ament from these suppliers. This project will make you go through the design and 

development of a portable 3d printer fil ament making machine for sma ll man ui'ac !Ll ring units and 

colleges. The new designed portable filament rnak i sho uld be able to make the wired 

filament from the plastic granules. With portable li lament makingthe 
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machine, the depend ency o r the manufac turing units and other organizati on on 3rd party supplier 


ror Jilamcnt will be reduced. 


PLASTIC EXTRUSION PROCESS-

Plastic extrusi on is a high~ vo lllill e manufacturing process In which raw plastic is melted and 

formed into a continuous profi le. This process starts by fee ding pl as tic material (pellets, 


granules, flak es or powders) from a hopper into the barrel o f the extruder. The material is 


graduall y melted by rhe mechanica l energy generated by turning screws and by heaters arranged 

along the ba rre l. The mo lten po lymer is then fo rced into a die, which shapes the po lymer into a 

s hape that hard ens during cooling. [ 13] There are two bas ic types o f plastic extrus ion: scre w 


extrusion and ram ex trusion, A ram ex truder is an extruder where, instead of ex trusion screw , a 

ram or plun ger is lIsed and a plunger goes through a barrel and pushes Ollt the material under 

pressure. The ram extruder was the earliest extruder to be used in th e plastics industry, Th is 

typical process is applied I() r prod ucing profil es, sleeves, rod, block, tubing, linin g sheet bars, 

etc. The ram extrusion process is very effecti ve for specific materials like PTFE which are not 

extruded successfully us ing screw extruder because of its low fric tion. In thi s process plastic 

material in powder fo rm is grav ity fed into a chamber. In the extrud ating chamber the resin 

powder is heated on s imering temperature. Ultra high molecular weight po lyethyl ene becomes 

gelatinous as it melts so it can be extruded with this type of processes . A hydra ulic ram pushes 

the resin material s like PTFE, UHMW, etc. from the chamber to the d ie. The di e actually gives 

the shape of the des ired pl as tic li ke a rod, tube or a profile shape with the requis ite internal or 

outer diameter. When the materia l comes out of the di e, it mOves the length of the conveyor. The 

profiles can be manufactured end less ly and cut by the continuous extruding of each length . 

Screw extrus ion invo lves a helica l feed screw that turns ins ide a barrel. Thi s is o ften ca lled the 

feed screw o r the extruder screw. The screw is a s ing le shaft w ith he lical fli ghts, Sometime s, 

when morc tho rough mixing is needed, two screws are used , The constantly turning screw moves 

[he resi n through the heated barrel where it is heated to proper temperature and blended into a 

homogeneous melt. Extrus io n scre\\' des ign has been improvin g over the years, with new ) 
innovations and ideas, N owadays, si ng le screws are available that have a second ary flights that 

improve speed by enabl ing fas ter mel tin g. This process of extrus ion serves two functions: it 

heats the plastic material above it s me lt ing point and puts the me lt under pressure . The molten 

plastic material can then be forced th ro ugh an orifice, commonly known as the die . This process 

is common to all typ es of ex trusion. Most screws have these three zones, Feed zone (also called 

the solids conveying zone): thi s Zl'ne Ceed s the resin into the ex truder, and the channel depth is 

usually the same throughout the zone. Melting zone (also called the transi tion or compression 

zone): most of the po lymer is mehed in this section, and the channe l depth gets progressively 

smaller. Metering zone (also ca ll ed the me lt conveying zone) : this zone me lts the last particles 

and mixes to a uniform temperature and composition, Like the feed zone, the channe l depth is 

constant throughout this zone. A great advantage of extrusion is that profil es sllc h as pipes can be 

made to any length , If the materia l is sui'J'c ie ntly flexible, pipes can be made at long lengths even 
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coiling on a reel. Another advantage is the extrusion of pipes \\'ith integrated coupler including 

rubhor scal. 

Dcf~ct is any i'orm of deviation o/' the pr(1duct's characteristic from the spccific({[ioll SCl lip by 
the mantlt~lcturing process. It can be causecl by 1.1 single source or the cumulative effect of severa l 

factors, which may arise at any stage of the processing. The common failure or defects which are 

normally occurring ill plastic extrusion process are due to three main causes: mould design, 

material selection_ und processing. Some of the common extrusion defects are Improper 

operation, Resin Defects, Trapped air, Overheating, Mdt ['!"acturc. Moisture absorption, Poor 

r'v1ixing, Surging, Improper Material Addition, improper system engineering and installation. 

SOI11C other defccts are Sink, poor or nonunilorl11 gloss, Weld lines. Gels "nd plate OLlt . 

\Varpage. 

, . 
i "'JIN" ~1J()!t·r 

\ I i"m'~~"""",.hh· 

Fig. I-Plastic Extrusion Machine 

Problem statement 

The problem that this project aims to address is the discarding of plastic waste generated with 

every 3D printed object. Thc printing of every 3D model produces plastic waste in the form of 

cut-offs, stray filament deposits and in some cases, misprinted parts. These plastic wastes are 

thrown away with garbage anci end up in landfills where they do not biodegrade and cause 

environmental pollution. ;\ Iso. li'OIn an economic standpoint, this plastic waste is money that IS 

lost as 3D printer filament has a significant cost. 

Objectives 

I.To design and develop a plastic Ii lament extruder for 3D priming. 

2. The focus was spec ili call \ on creating 1.75 mm diameter filament from ABS pellets. 

3. To develop a 3D priming Ii lament making extruder that can be used by small scale 

manufacturing units. compan ies. colleges who have portable 3D printer in-house. 
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Scope 

T he key goal o r thc proj ect is to crcate a filamen t that can be uscd in a 3D printer using plastic 

pellets I granules as well as 3D pri nter scraps ground materia l. Any good pri nted item in the form 

of a support material has a certain amount o f scrap pl as tic. A ll thi s plastic may be recycled 

except that none of it has identification fo r recyc ling on it and the plastic is tu rned down for 

recyc ling. 

As much as one third of a filamen t spoo l is scrap either due to missed prints or while it is used as 

support material. One-k ilogram 3D printer Ill ame nt spoo ls range from Rs. 800 at the low end io 

above Rs. 2500 at thc top end of the supply continuum anywhere. The value of discard ed prints 

and support content easily adds up to a large amount and all orthis value can be recovered if the 

waste is re-manu fac tured into printable fil ament. 

Methodology 

The raw materials used is ABS and PLA thermoplastic pe llets o r granules. A lso we can use 

shredded plastic material . 

T his pellet is filled up in the hopper and entered into th e barrel through grav ity feed. Band 

heaters which are fixed on the barrel get active th ro ugh 23 0 V power supply. And indicates the 

set value of the temperature with the help of PIO contro ller. 

Once the temperature is reached up to the set va lue extrus io n motor wh ich is coupled w ith screw 

get started. A nd material sta rted to flow through the screw towards the nozzle. 

This melted viscous plas tic get compressed by the screw and comes out f rom the nozz le pl a te 

hole. The nozzle plate is having 2mm ho le. Material comes out from the nozz le got shaped like 

w ire and thi s w ire get coo led by the water bath and fa n w hich is fi xed near to the nozz le. 

Plastic and Recycling 

There are many materi a ls tha t are being explored for 3D Printing, however, you will find th at the 

two dominant pl astics are ABS and PLA. Both ABS and PLA are known as therm oplast ics: that 

is, they become soft a nd mOlilda ble when heated and return to a so lid when cooled. This process 

can be re peated again and aga in. Their abili ty to melt and be processed aga in is what has madc 

them so preva lent in soc iely and is why most of the polymers you interact w ilh on a dail y bas is 

are thermoplastics. The key differences between ABS and PLA plastic are highlighted below. 

ABS - Its strength , fl exi bility. machinability, and higher temperature res istance make il often a 

prefe rred plas tic fo r engineers, and profess iona l applications. The hot plastic sme ll delers some 

as does the plas tics petroleum-based origin . T he additi ona l requirement of a heated print bed 

means there are some pr inters s imply incapable of printing A BS with any reliability. 

PLA - The wide range of available colours and trans lucencies and glossy fee l oftcn an ract those 

who print for display o r small household uses . Ma ny appreciate the plant-based o ri g ins and 
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prefe r the semi -sweel smell over ASS. When properly cooled, PLA seems to have higher 

maxi mum printing speeds, lower layer heights. and sharper printed corners. Combining this w ith 

low warping C)n parts make it a popular plastic lo r home printers, hobbyists, and schoo ls. 

Acrylonitrile bu tad iene styrene (ASS) (chemica l form ula «('8118) ~ ·(C4H6) y ·(C3 H3N) z) is a 

common therm op lastic polymer. ASS is a thermo-polymer made by pol ymer iz ing styrene and 

acrylonitrile in the presence of polybutadiene. The proportions can vary from 15 to 35% 

acrylonitrile. 5 to 30% butadienc and 40 to 60% st)'rene . ABS is extens ively used in the 

manufacturc of inexpensive, durable products. The du rabil ity of ABS has made it a primary 

material in the manufacture of products slich as computer hOlJsings~ televisions, automobile 

components. etc. In recent times as 3D printers havc gained popularity, ASS plast ic is used 

extensively as the filament for prin ting. 

The most important mechanica l properties of ASS are impa~t resistance and toughness. A 

variety of modifications can be made to improve impact resistance, toughn ess, and heat 

resistance. The impact resistance can be amplified by increasing the proportions of 

polybutad iene in relation to styrene and also acrylonitrile, a lthough this causes changes in other 

properties . Impact res istance does not fall off rapidly at lower tem peratures. Stability under load 

is excellent w ith limited loads. Thus, by changing the proportions of its components, ASS can be 
prepared in different grades. Two major categori es could be ABS for extrusion and ASS for 

injection mo ulding. then high and med ium impact res istance . Generall y, ASS would have useful 

characteristics with in a temperature range from -20 to 80 °C (- 4 to 176 OF) . Theftnal properties 

will be influenced to some extent by the conditions under which the material is processed to th e 

final product. For example, mou lding at a high temperature improves the gloss and heat 

resistance of the prod uct whereas the hi ghest impact resistance and strength are obtained by 

moulding at low temperature. Fibres (usually glass fibres) and additives can be mixed in the resin 

pellets to make the fin a l product strong and raise the operating range to as high as 80°C (176 OF). 

Pigments can also be added, as the ralV material or iginal co lour is translucent ivory to white. The 

aging characteristi cs of the po lymers are large ly influenced by the po lybutadiene content, and it 

is normal to include antiox idants in the composition. Other factors include ex posure to ultravio le t 

rad iation, for II hich add iti ves are also available to protect against. 

ASS is recycled by fi rst shredding used plastics to produce shredded pieces. The small pieces of 

plastic are heated up to the g lass transition temperature to melt the plastic pieces and fOlm a fluid 

which can be moulded as desired and coo led . A samp'e of virgin ASS pelle ts is shown in Figure 

1. As the project in vo lves heating up to hi gh temperatures, there must be an effecti ve monitoring 

and contro l mechan ism with adequate safety me asures. ABS is flammable when it is exposed to 

high temperat ures. such as a wood fire. It will melt then bo il , at whi ch point the vapours burst 

into intense. hot nam es. Uncontro lled heatin g of ABS plast ic beyond 400 degrces could lead to 

its decom pos ition into harmful, carcinogenic comp ounds. 
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('(as tie Extmclcrs and 3D Printing 

Plastic extrusion is a manu facturi ng process in which raw plastic is me lted and formed into a 

continuous profik. The process starts by !Ceding plastic matcrial (pe ilets. flakes or powders) 

from a hopper on to a barrel. The barrel consists of a rotating screw rod that conveys the plastic 

along the heating chambers present around the barrel. The plastic is heared and melted ar an 

appropriate temperature. The profile of the rotatin g sc rew forces the mcited plastic along the 

barrcl and through the extrusion die. The extruded plastic is slowly coo led, which resul ts in 

solidification. This is called plastic filament anel spools of this are used in 3D printers. 

3D prinling. also known as add itive manut~lcturing refers to variolls processes used to synthesize 
a three-dimensional model. These 3D models are used in a variety of' applications ranging from 
household hobby uscrs to man ufacturing in Space. 3D printing invo lves three stages: 

Modell ing: 3D printable models are created using CAD software, where the 3D graph ical model 

is designed. Few 3D modelling software 's are Autodesk Inventor, AutoCAD, Blender, SketchUp, 

So lidWorks, etc. Various software's provide a com bination o f various features, each with the ir 

own advantages and drawbacks. 

Printing: The 3D mod el is suitably processed and a G code is generated. Us ing this G code, the 

printer creates the 3D object. 

Finishing: Once the 3D object IS obtained, dependin g on the requirement, it is coloured, 

smoothened or made rough. Stray depositions are removed. Printing tech niques which require 

internal supports are al so removed at this stage. 

PID control 

A proportional integral derivative co ntro ller (PI D) is a closed loo p feedback mechanism used in 

control systems. It calculates an erro r value and attempts to minimize the error over lime by 

adjusting a co ntro l variab le. A system where there is a req uirement o r smooth change of 

parameters and without any osc illati on, a PIO controller is used It ca n compute the desired 

va lue of the parameter quick ly and can hold the posit ion with great aCCUnIC\. A PIO controll er 

can be implemented as a program on a microcontroller or an electronic circuit can be built using 

Op-amps. It consists of three major terms proportional, integral and dcri\ ative. These terms are 

summed to calculate the output of the PIO controller. 

Proportional term: 

The propol1ional term produces an output value that is proporti ona l tll Ihe current error value. 

The proportional response can be adjusted by multiplying the error b\ a c,)nstant Kp, called the 

proportional gain co nstant. A high proportional gain results in a large change in the output for a 

given change in the e rror. If the propo rtional gain is too high, the system G ill become unstable. A 
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small gain resu lts in a small output response LO a large input error and a less responsive or le ss 

sensi ti ve controller. 

IlItcgnli term : 

The con tri bution from the integral term is proportional to both the ma gnitude of the error and the 

duration or the error. T he integral in a PID controller is the sum of the instantaneous error over 

time and gives the accull1ulatcd offset that should have been corrected prev iously. The 

accumulated error is then multipli ed by the integral gain and addcd to the controller output. Th e 

integral term accelerates the movement of the process towards serpoint and el iminates the 

residual steadY-Slate error th at occurs with a pure proportional contro ll er. 

DilTcrcntial tcrm: 

The derivative of the process error is calculated by determinin g the slope of the error over tim e 

and Illultiply ing this rate of change by the derivative gain Kd. The magni tude of the contri butio n 

of the derivative terll1 to the overa ll control action is termed the derivative gain. Derivativc action 

prcdicts system behaviour and thus improves settling time and stability of the system. 

Temperature Measurement 

The measurement of temperature is necessary in order to maintain the optimum condition for the 

plastic extrusion. A thermocouple is used to measu re the temperature . The thermocouple is a n 

~lectrical device which cons ists of two different conductors forming a junction. It works on the 

principle of rhennoelectric effect. A vo ltage is produced, Ivhich is dependent on the temperature 

and this voltage can be interpreted to measure temperature. 

There are var ious types of thermocouples. Each thermocouple has a characteristic property, 

wh ich is dependent on the combination of the alloys used. Among various types of 

thermocouples, the K-type thermocouple is widely used in industry and in commercial 

applications. 

Extrusion Motor 

Fo r the motor fitting we ha ve to calculate the va rio us parameters to fu lfil the requirement. For 

thi s we have to chec k following parameters 

I. Required RPM 

2. Maxi mum torque 

3. Power for the motor. 

4. Gear reduction required. 

According to these parameters, we can select the motor and usc it. 

-. 
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Experimental Validation 

In the initial stage of th e project, a literature survey was conductcd. The knowledge ga ined fro m 
the literature survey aided in coming up with a feasible plan of action with appropriate timelin<o:s. 
Quotations fo r the necessa ry <:omponents and an estimate of cost or'111brieation was used to collle 
up with an approximate budget for the entire project. 

The initial plan to construct the prototype revolved around using a drill bit that was sc rapp" d 
from active usc. We managed to acquire such a drill bit with a diameter of around 12.0 mm and 
length of around 30 cm. Aluminium hollow bar, round bar and the mild steel round bar was 
ob tained from Industrial Area where such metals are sold on a per Kg basis. These raw materinls 
were then machined Llsing a combination of conventional and CNC machining, according to Oll r 

design spec ifi cati ons. We made hopper ["om the G.I sheet. And we used wooden blocks to the 
barrel supports. After machining, the parts were comp!etely assembled. At thi s stage, the heating 
of the barrel was designed to be done through band heater directl y on the barrel. 

Afte r the assembly, we proceeded to test this prototype. Plastic pellets were introduced into the 
barrel through the hopper and the motor coupled to the drill bit was powered. The heating 
element was also energized with 230V mains power so that the temperature of the aluminium 
barrel would be raised to the Glass Transition Temperature of the ABS plast ic pellets. Testing 
revealed that the plastic pellets would initially travel through the flutes of the drill bit, get melted 
and get extruded out but upon passage of time, the material surrounding the inlet itse lf would get 
too hot and cause the plastic pellets to melt outside the drill bit and would prevent further plastic 
from enteri ng. The testing also revealed that the helical angle of the flutes of the drill bit used, 
would not produce enough force to continuously transport fresh pellets to be melted and extruded. 
The tests showed that our initial mechanical design had a serious flaw and wou ld therefore need 
to be modified in order to get the system to function in the intended manner. The end result 01' 
this stage of implementation of the project was acquiring knowledge of the changes that needed 
to be done. 

After flaws were di scovered in the initial design of the prototvpe, further research was conducted 
about other avai lable mechanisms and technologies. 1\ licsh design was synthesized involving 
procuring off the-shelf patts to further reduce the cost ol'[he whole project and also simplify and 
eliminate machining operations. The new design invol ved using mild steel (MS) pipe as the new 
barrel. The research suggested that Auger Bits would be able to move more amount of plas tic 
pe llets and exert a greater force on them due to thei r dil'i'erent tool geometry compared to the 
drill bit. We were search ing 400 to 600 mm length auger bit. But it has limitations to length. 

So, we decided to make auger screw on lathe mae-hine. y,:e found some tool room shops those 
are the spec ialist in auger screw making, And as pc r the literature survey we finali zed the 
dimensions. 
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Fig 2 - ProLotype 

Fig 3 - Prototype 2 

To mount the vari ous components and provide a test bed, wc procured spare wood cut-offs and 

made it to our requirements ourselves. To coup le th e auger screw to the wiper motor, a different 

mechanism was conceived which involved fitting a 9mm socket onto the end of the auger bit and 

a corres ponding socket onto a nut welded on the shaft of the motor and inserting a so lid metal 

piece in between to couple them. Furthe r improvements were mad e from the first prototype in 

terms of the heating mechanism, temperature sensor and control device. These improvements aid 

in a more robu st design, easier assemb ly and more finis hed looking prototype. In order to 

automate this process and enable the user to co ntr<,1 the entire system remotely, the details o f 

hardware design are discussed further in the foil0\-\ ing sections. 

Hardware Design 

Screw 

There are two basic characteristics that the SCre\\ should satisfy in order to perform hi s func tion 

correctly. It has to be hard enough to bear with the possiblc crosion and to be ab le to handle with 

high temperatures. The high temperatures will be caused by the movement that the screw has, the 

friction against the cylinder and the heating system . The material chosen for the screw is steel F

174, which is a nitriding steel. This material is typ ical ly used in extruders screws and cylinders 

and reaches a Vickers Hardness of 1048-1064 HY. 6. tlj . is able to handle with the high 
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tcmperatllJ'es reached inside the extruder. which will be around 200oe. Steel pieces which have 

been treated with a nitriding process are usually prepared to stand temperatures up to 500'e. 

Also, the nilriding process gives the piece an extra layer of protection against the corrosion. For 

the properly development of the extrusion process. it is necessary that the screw surface is 'IS 

smooth as possible, to avoid friction and to allow the plastic slide on it. The diameter lYe decidc 

to work with is 60 mm and for the relation between the length and the diameter we choose , 

13 .5i I. The reasons to take these measurcs and not any others arc based bas ically on the lact th at 

the screw has to be the smallest s ize possible without increasing very l11uch the price. So, we 

consider 60 mm to be the adequate diameter with reasonable price and with precise usefulness. 

In addition. we choose 13.5/1 for the relation LID because we cons ider 800 111m the maximum 

length keeping a light screlY in terms of weight, taking into account that if the relati on LID IS 

bigger. the price will be lower. Therefore, we have defined tile first parameters of our screw D 
~60 and L~ 800 

Number of channels 

The first step to be taken in the process of design a screw is deciding the number of channels o n 

it that is. deciding the number of threads. In applications where a large flow is required , screws 

can be used with two or more threads. but in our case the flow is very small so we will use a 

screw with a single thread. So, the number of channels for our extruder 

m~ l. 

Helix Angle 

Also. one orthe first things we can determine of our extruder is the heli x angle oflhe screw. For 

general purpose screws, the gap between 2 crests or the pitch (t) usua lly coincides with the 

diameter. 

So. 1 ~ [)~25mm 

So. Ihe helix angle is 

'!' ~ lan - I linD 

<p ~ lan- I 25 In*25 

Q =1 7.65 ° 

Ridge " 'idth 

The \\ iclth of the ridge is defined by the diameter orthe screw as it exists a relation between them, 

c~O.1 2. D So, 

e~O. 1 2·60 e = 7.2mm) 
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Scrcw Icngth s 

For amorpholl s th ermoplas ti c. the feeding zane is between 20% anci 25% o rthe screw length. the 


compress ion zone between 321% and :H~o/!"J and for th e mctering zone bE.' lwt:eli ~O~) and 450/0. 


The percentages lIsed iJll'<.lch zone are obttlincd as fo llows: 


0/0= 0/<,/ % 1+0/02+0/03 


L I %= 20/20+32+40 = 0.2 17 


L2'X. = 32 / 20+32+40 = 0.348 


L3% = 40 / 20+ 32+40 ~ 0.435 


Hense in our case. th e res pecti ve len Qths wi ll be-


Feeding Zone Length: L I = 0.2l7 • 800 = 173 .6 mill 


Compress ion Zone Length: L2 = 0.348" 800 =278.4 mOl 


Metering Zone Length: L3 = 0.435 ,', 800 = 348 mm 


Fig 4- Lead screw 

Channel depth and screw clearances 

The clearances ins ide the screw and \\ ith the cylinder are also defined by the diameter we have 

chosen. The channe l depth hi , is the space between the cylinder and the so ul of the screw. It is 

related with the screw diameter with the equati on 

h i = 0 .2 * D 

hi = 12 mm 

The fil et clearance is the space between the thread and th e interior surface of the cylinder. It 

sho uld be small enough to avoid the pl astic to come back while extruding. 

The equation to calculate it is: 
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B; 0.02" D 

/) ~ 1.2mm 

The deplh of the chan ne l al the end of the screw is defined by the compression ratio (Z). The 

compression rat io relates the depth of the channel at the beginning and at the end of the screw. 

Screw supports 

According to prev ious ex perimental trials we decided to make screw supports fr0 111 the meta l. So. 

we chosen 111i Id steel rectangular plates. And the decided size of the plate is 120 X 120 X 30 mm . 

To make the supports we need milling. drilling. and boring operations. Di mensions we have 

considered as per errors occurred during trials. 

J 

_i~_+--0" 

1- lj : 

W 

Fig 5- Screw supports 

Barrel or Cylinder 

Just as for the screw, the material chosen for the cylinder is steel F-174, for the same reasons. 

The cylinder must also be able to handle with high temperatures and be hard enough to resist 

degradation due to the friction generated between the inner face of the cylinder and the plastic 

tlow. 

Thc cylinder is the part in charge of keeping the material ins ide while going throughou t the 

screw. for this reason, its inner diameter is the SU111 of the screw diameter and thc c leara nce 

calc ulated above, to a total of 62.4 111m. 

Fig 6- Barre l 
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Nozzle Plate 

Nozz le plate is an important par( of th e extruder. Melted plastic compressed by the screw will 

comes oul through Ihe nuzzle plate. As per bCllTCI und screw ii is directly in contact with melted 

plastic so. selected material J,'r nozzle plate is st~c l 1"'-174. It will have a hole of 2 mm exactly at 

centre, or also we ca n have multiple holes up to 4 holes as the Ilow rate can be increased with the 

gearbox. 

Nozzle Cap-

Nozzle cap is used tll clamp the nozzle plate with the barrel and the fUllction of the cap is li ke a 

collet nut. It is having inner threads 1\-132 X 2 up to the 10 111m length. Considering lieating 
cri teria same material is used for nozzle cap. 

Hopper 

Considering cost and availability of metal sheet we decided to make Hopper from a G.I sheet 

meta I. 

Thcre are no specifications for hopper design. Its size va ries depending on the application or 

quantity of production. So, the hopper design is jllst to fu lfil the requirement of this project. 

Heater system design 

Heaters are located along the barrel, with thermocoupl es in each zone to control the heaters and 

barrel temperature . The heaters cover as much barrel surface area as practical, minimizing hot 

and cold spots along the barrel length. In an individual extruder temperature zone, there may be 

one, I\>{o, or three heater bands with one thermocoup le contro lling them. Assume the heater band 

closest to the thermoco uple burns out; the other two heater bands have to supply all the external 

energy required, c reatin g the possibility that the area is hotter near the two hemer bands that are 

working. In the event, the band farthest from the thermocouple burns out, the barrel area under 

the burnt-out heater is anticipated to be coo ler than areas where the heaters are functioning 

properly ncar tlo" contro lling thermocouple. Burnt-out heater bands should be replaced as soon as 

possible to assure uniform heat input. 

Temperature Znne lontrol 

Each extrllu"r temperature zone has at least one heater and possibly multiple heaters controlled 

by a thermocoup le. A s ig nal from the thermocou ple communicates with the controller. ind icating 

whether the healer is to be turned on or off. For the co ntroll er and heaters to functit)11 properly, 

the thermocouple must operate properly. A faulty thermocouple with an open circli it indicates 

the temperatllre is low, resulting in the heaters stay ing on a nd causing substantial o\'<:rhc,uing. A 
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Never sandwidl the thermocouple between the heater and the barrel wall; the thermocouple wi II 

be responsive to the hea ter temperature and not the barrel temperature. We have used tour 60 x 

60 mm. 400-Watt, and two 60 x 25 mm. ISO-Watt heating band 

Trapped Air 

Trapped air can be more problematic when starting mat erial is powder compared to pellets. 

Because powder bulk density is lesser and introduces more air into the extruder. A hi gher 

compress ion ratio screw is used with powders, ensuring that the trans ition fligh ts are full of melt, 

preventing air from entering the metering section. Vents and vacuum hoppers will eliminate 

trapped air and are esse ntial for powders where passages between particles are much sma lle r. 

The air cannot escape through this passages and it is carried forward instead If pelletized 

materia l used with long extruder barrel trapped air is not common. Though some old machines 

have shOlt barre ls and even long machines can be pushed so fast that air carried forwa rd in the in 

the product. Trapped air surface shows bubbles and pits. Such surface wi ll improve if run more 

slowly if moisture is not problem. 

I) Rem edies 

oOAvoid the over-speed of extrusion. 

OD lncrease plastic melt temperature. 

DOlncrease rear barrel temperature. 

2) Impact on Product Quality 

A trapped surface shows bubbles pits. but little if any dotted lines. 

Overheating 

Overheating may produce degradation of polymer materia l that IS used or make dimensional 

control and sizing 

difficult or may limit if takeo ff coo ling is limited. It' s generally assum ~d that much of the heat 

for melting is generated by the barrel. T hat's trLle in some instances, but the heat from the barrel 

has to be cond ucted from the barrel wall c lear through the layer of polymer in the screw channel 

to do any s ignificant melting. Since polymers are excellent insulators, conducting heat is one of 

their worst features. In reality, melt ing occu rs in single-screw extruders primarily as a result of 

shear heating of the polymer. Shear heat ing is the result of a polymer-fill ed screw rotating within 

the barrel. This is a lot easier to understand if you picture the screw as a s imple round shaft with 

no fli ghts turning inside a heated tube filled with a highly viscous material. The amount of shear 

heating versus the degree of heat conducted from the barrel for melting depends a lot on the gap 

between the shaft and tube. Generally speaking, the larger the screw. the deeper the channels, 

and the more impo~. \ leo ·cOJir ibution of shear heating .In the case of smaller screws with 
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shallower channel depths, the trans l'cr o r hcat into thc solid occurS more quick ly because there is 

less distance lo r the heat to travel through the insulating layer o r the polymer itself. In these 

cases, th e transient conductive heating or the so lid polYIl1~r from th e harrel heat can add 

signifiG1I1tly to the melting or soficning temperature suitable f-~ lI' extrusion proe~ss ing. But thafs 
only if there is enough lime available. Except in cases where the sen:w is very small and turning 

very s lowly. depenciing on conductiv" melting severely limits the potential output by waiting for 

the hcat to Itilly penetrate thc solid polymer. The interva l or time to conduct full heat transfer 

increases exponentially wi th thickoess. so that the dilference in time to transfer heat through 

even a small increase in polYIllc.!r thickn ess can be surprising. 

I) Remedies 

U Avoid overheating and make slIre lhat the tempt:rature we heat the po lymer is safe and 
causes no degradation. 

OU Very accurate temperature control is needed for 

materia ls susceptible for degradation. 

2) Impact on Product Quality 

This create problem in the cooling of product 

CONCLUSION 

The project invo lved des ign and construction of a working proto type with the constraints being 

that it had to be pOltabl e and easy to operate. In order to achieve this goa l, an initial design was 

proposed and the prototype was built. A number of serious fl aws were discovered which led to 

impaired operation . The serious flaws were identified individually and possible solutions were 

found for each . All of these so lutions along with additional fresh ideas were considered for 

designin g the 'mproved vers ion orthe Pi'Ototype. 

The final version of the prototype was tested manually to ensure tha t it met its mechanica l 

specifications and thaLit could extrude plast ic satisfacto rily. During thi s test,ng, th e ,mpOitance 

of maintaining correct temperatures for extrusion of plastic \vas r~ a ! i zed as was the need for 

automation_ 

By studyi ng various papers and books on the extrusion process and its defec ts it is observed 

these defects are due to the improper serring of operational parameter. By applying the above 

remedies it is possibl e to redu ce the losses that occ ur due to defects in [he product. 

Future work-

Our c urrent system doesn ' t have an external spoo ling system. Al so. ini t iall y, when the extrusion 

process is started the fil a ment th at gets extruded has to be manually placed on the spool to fasten 
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it. This system can be further improved hav in g an inbuilt spoo ling system that automatically 

ensures autonomOllS spooling. 

In the current system, the user must ensure that sufficient quantity of pe llets is present in the 

hopper. A monitoring system can be implemented to monitor and inform the user abo ut the 

quantity of pellets present in the hopper. 

The current design for th e protOtype has the capability to produce plastic filaments with 1.75mm 

diametcr. In o rder to cha nge this diameter, the nozzle cap with the extrusion ho le has to be 

swapped out w ith another cap with the required hole s ize. 

A syste m co uld be implemented to automatically move the spool s ideways to ensure correct 

spoo ling of the ex truded plastic along the entire horizontal length of the spool. 
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Abstract- In the scenario, Jor cutling pipes. more human efio n is required and the time 

consumption is more. So, in order to minimize the time and labour, in this work, efforts are made 

to design and fabricate a two-way nll!lti-hacks~l\v clltting machine, The main objective of thc 

work is to des ign an efficient two-way multi-hacksaw cutting machine which suits the industrial 

applications like cutting thin meta l bars, wood, rvc pipes, elC. The machine is designed and 

fabricated using the principle of slider-crank mechanism, where the slider is replaced with 

hacksa\v. 

Keywol'ds- Sl ider Crank Mechanism, Double Acting Hacksaw, Designing, Prototype Model, 

Fabrication 

I. INTRODUCTION 

There are man)' electrically operated powers hacksaw machines of different configurations and 

different manufacturers are available for the use in machine shop. These machines can cut rods 

of different material precisely at very fast rate but the), can cut rods of one material at a time 

which means [hey can't able to Cllt dissimilar material at a same time, Now in industry: it is 

necessary to cut metal bars with very high rate to achieve mass production requirements. So, 

there is need [0 move for a new technology which gives us a mass production with less time and 

less energy input. It is impossible to depend upon conventional hacksaw machine. 

Problem statement-

Present scenario of industry focuses on the high production rate with less consumption of 

resources. To achieve this, we need to minimize idle time and machine time per unit. The two

way hacksaw blade machine improves those factors by reducing time per unit to increase the 

production . In present situation electrical as well as hydraulic operated machines are used but the 

output frol11 them is not satisfactory as it has low cutting rate. 

11. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Essam Ali /\I-Bahkali, Adel Taha Abbas, this paper concluded that Failure analysis in 

mechanical components has been in the last few years. Failure 
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analys is and prevention are important functions in all engineering disciplines. Materials 

engineers are often the lead role in the analysis oft;1ilures, where a component or product fails in 

service or if a failure Occurs during manufacturing or produclion processing. 

Mani Mohan , Sakthivel Maruthupandiyan, Muthu Sathish, Muthaiyan Ravikumar, this paper 

conc luded that the fabrication and concept of two-way hacksaw cutting machine mainly carried 

out for production-based industries . Industries are basically meant for production of usefu l goods 

and services at low production cost, Machinery cost and low inventory cost. 

Tanuj .Ioshi. this paper concluded that There are many electrically operated powers hack saw 

machine of different configuration and different manufactures are ava ilable for the use in 

machine shop. These machines can cut rods of different material precisely at very fast rate but 

they can cut rods of one materia l at a time which means they can ' t able to cut dissimilar material 

at a same time. 

Mukund S. Gosavi, Mahesh S. Gosavi, Suraj D. Sawant, Prashant T. Sawant, this paper 

concluded that This project work deal s with the design and fabrication of a pedal powered two

way hacksaw cutting machine. In this Pedal operated two-way hacksaw machine which can be 

used for Sma ll sca le Shop applications for cutting of wooden block, PVC pipe. The machine 

works on th e principle of Scotch yoke mechanism. 

Suresh, B. Srinivasa reddy & M. Ravindra Gandhi, this paper concluded that A modernized four

way hacksaw machine and less stress full operation for cutting wood, metal , and plastic materials 

without any e lectrical energy. The aim of this work is to develop a hacksaw machine that will 

use a less etTort to produce unifonn cutting of PVC pipes, metals, wood. 

Ill. PROPOSED DESIGN 

A. Manufact uring P.-ocess: 

I. Raw materials: A raw material is the basic material used in the productions of the goods, 

fini shed products. The term " raw material" is used to denote material which is unprocessed. 

2. Marking: \1"rking is the process of making visible impressions on the metal su rface so that 

reqUired operat ions can be carried out as per the dime nsions. 

3. Cutting: The raw material cut into the required dimensions using a grinding wheel cutter. 

Metal clltling is dOlle by a relative motion between the work and piece and the hard edge cutting 

tool, which is Inulti point cutting too l. 

4. Welding: The assemb ly of base table is done by the process of welding. In this case the 

process is done by "A rc Welding". Arc welding is type of welding that uses a welding power 

supply to create an clcctric arc between an electrode and thc basc material to melt the metal at 

the welding po int. They can use either direct or alternating current, and consumable or non

consumable e lectrode. 
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5. Dri lling: Drill ing is casily the most Cll1111ll0n machin ing process. Drilling involves the creation 
or holes that arc right circular cylinders. This is accomplished most typica lly by using the twist 
drill. The chips must cx it through the Ilutes tn the outsidc or the tool. The clllling front is 
emhedded within the work piece, making coo ling ciinicull. The cutting arca can be flooded. 
coulant spray mist can be applied, or cou la nt can he dcli wred through the drill bit shaft. 

6. Hand Grind ing: I-land Grinding is ihe lini shing process used to improve surface fini sh. abrade 
hard materials, and tighten the tolcrance on lathe flat and cylindrical surface by remov ing the 
small amount of material. III grind ing the abrasive malerial rubs against the metal part and 
removes the tiny pieces of material. 

B. Oes ign 

IV . CALCULATIONS 

DESIGN OF FRAME

I . Base frame = 480 X 408 mm 

2. I'\e ight from base frame to hack-saw frame = 500 mm 

3. L.ength of holding vice connecting rod = 300 mm 

~ . Cross-section area of base frame pipe = 25.4·25..~f\l!J:8<:r~ 
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5. Cross-section of hold ing vice connecting rod =25.4*25.4 mm sq. 

6. Cutl ing stroke length = 175 111m 

7. Thickness of Blade = 2 mm 

8. Length of Blade =350 111m 

T ORQUE FOR MOTOR SE LECTION: 

By assum ing power and speed of D.C. motor, we will calcul ate the torque given out by the 

motor. 

p = 2TlNT 
60 

Where, 


Power, P = I00 watts 


Speed, N = 100 rp m 


Torque, T = ? 


T= 360000 


320 


T= 573.24 N-m 

V. CONCLUSION 

Thus a low cost and s imple design of hacksaw machine is fabrica ted. Th is machine reduces th e 

human effolt and hence we don't need two persons to cm th e wooden logs. T his simple design 

can enh ance day to day household needs and it can be a lso used lor industria l applications. Thus 

th e Hacksaw cutter machine is fabri cated usin g the princ ipl e o f crank s lide r mechani sm to 

achieve req uired stroke and ve loc ity fo r the cutter. 
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"Design And Analysis Of Two Wheel Drive Forklift For 
Industrial Warehouses" 

R. V. Lal gc ', Kiran Godse', Aashreya Deo la likar' , N i les h I'adalwar', Mahesh N ivan gune
j 
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Abstract- A fo rklift (a lso ca lled lift truck, jitney, fork truck , fo rk ho ist, and fo rklift truck) is 

a powered industrial truck used to li ft and move materia ls over sho rt di stances. The fo rkli ft W 11 S 

developed in the early 20th century by vari ous companies, including C lark , whic h 

made transm issions, and Yale & Towne Manufactur ing, which mad e ho ists. S ince World War I I, 

the use and devel opmen t of the forkl ift truck havc g reatly expanded worldwide. Forklifts have 

become an indispensa ble piece of equipment in manufacturing and warehou sing. In 201 3, the to p 

20 manufacturers world w ide posted sa les of $30.4 bi II ion, w ith 944,405 machines so ld . 

In today life there is w ide of to rk lifts variety of fork lifts fro m the large heavy loadings trucks to 

the one that works among narrow ais les fo rk lifts have becomes one of bas ics transportation tools 

we use in our lives wi th a ll the forklifts in existence we find that there are some improvements 

that can be to bring forklifts to the better pe,form ance . Th e 2-wheel drive is a fas t, efficient and 

low power consumption vehicle that does not req uire much space to move around . The mini 

fo rklift will run on 2 dc motors and can drive small weight wi th pickup a rrangement across sma ll 

distances easily. 

Keywords- Forklift, Low power consumpti o n. DC motor, Manufacturing and Warehous ing. 

Experimenta l Analysis 

I. INTROD UCTION 

On floor, lifting heavy compo nents or material s is a hec lic j ob an d a lso a risky job. Fork lift are 

a lways play an important ro le for heavy duty works. if cargos are being organized properl y for 

the use of fo rklifts with right attachment would be a best way to load and unland which would 

l11.k.: ti,e whule ~ruct:'s less time consum ll1g . the less labours intensive in addition fo rklifts 

optimize the use o f storage space by e liminating the need fo r many peo ple to handle the loading 

and unloading operation . T he va lue of use of internn l lr<lns port square measures a typ ica l part of 

the compa ny's accounting, whereas the enviro nm en lal consequences associated with its sq uare 

measure usually unmarked. In many cases, signi ficCl ll tly in very little and medium organizatioll , 

there is Associate in N ursing absen ce of awareness or the requirement to pay the environment 

fees incurred by the exploitation of int _ a l transpo rt suggests that that apply to off road vehic le, 
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like wheeled whicle. excavator, or loaders lIsually. the wheeled vehicle is made public as a too l 

capable of liliing several kilograms of we ight. A wheeled vehicle can be a vehicle form of 

somewhat li"lll.:k lhat hHs \\\'o metal lurks on the fron t acclislomed ca rry merchandise:. 

II. TYPES OF FORKLIFTS 

Forklifts come in differcnt shapes and sizcs; they also come in many varieties and full fill 

multiple purposes. While somc Illay know forklifts primarily as a material handling appliance, 

there are in fact many different calegories of fo rklifts. For exampl e, a pallet .iack is different as a 

three-whed counterbalance lift Lruck yet they are both classed as a forklift. Whether you are 

trying (0 team more about these wonderful machines or perhaps hop ing to diversify your fleet. 
here are thc seven different varieties of /()rklills. 

2.1. Counterbalance they are the most coml11on trucks used in viltually all material handling 

capacities. And the counterbalance forklifts are a direct appliance thal features dual forks for 

weighty loads and huge items. 

2 2. Three Wheel Counterbalance Three Wheel Counterbalance forklifts feature three wheels 

as opposed to four in thei r counterbalance forerunners . Three-wheel counterbalance forklifts are 

id eal for narrow aisles as they have improved maneuverability for co nstricted spaces. 

2.3. Reach Trucks this are known for what they are named atier, their extended lift height. 

Reach trucks are finest in any warehousing situation with high storage pallet rackin g. Reach 
trucks come in different forms, includin g the Stand-Up truck and Dou ble Deep truck. The most 

comlllon type Stand-Up trucks are often used where there's only one load per bay. Double Deep 

truck s are sim ilar, but longer forks, makin g them perfect for areas where Illultiple pallet loads are 

stored in each bay as they will reach right to the back of the bay. 

2.4. Pump Trucks this are cons idered a bit of a throwback. Pump trucks are initially used as a 

pallet jack but they do not use any electri c power to lift aLlY materia ls. Instead of it pump trucks 

rely on good o ld -fashioned manua l labor as the operator pumps the .iack to lift lhe skids with 

their own force. 

2.5. Powered Pallet Trucks conversely. it' s the most modernized innovation of a pump truck . 

The powered pallet truck is utilizi ng lor heavy lifting. R eflecting fun ct iona lity of a pump truck, 

powered pallet trucks are ideal for sma ll packages that need to be stored o r transported. 

2.6. Side lines This are designed to o pcrlllc in narrOw aisles as well as Side-lines hav ing forks 

which are mounted to the side of the truck and are designed to lift the loads that wou ld Heavy to 

the typical forklift. As many other types 0 1' fo rklifts, these to come in various forms. First is the 

Bounded Cab that is often used ouldL",rs and the S tand-Up which is geared to handle indoor 

assignments. 
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2.7. Teletrucks this also identified as Short for telescop ic hander forklift. these devices ar~ 

another option for users that are tasked wi th high rise lifting or simplification or mezzanin e 

storage. These forklifts are able to reach heights and angles that standarclli n trucks tan not reach. 

III. CURRENT FORKLIFT CHALLENGES 

There are three main areas that this problem lics in Structure. while taking turn. disturbance in 

centre of gravity i. e., balanced. Factories1 Warehollses, godowns having number of goods 

weighting around 50-70 kilograms that are light in weight as compare to normal forklift lifting 

capacity and can't be moved by labors eas ily with out any help. As the possi bility of accidents 

exist anywhere from the unbalancing of center of gravity (0 the crashes w ith any objec t in 

forklifts work ing route. Accordingly, structure that withstand in the turning velocity of forkl ift 

during its fully loaded. Despite, the wide range of app lications are possible with forklifts 

mechanism. The vehicle mll st first perfcct in structure according to its possib le uscs. Current 

forklift designs target to move loads above hundreds of kilograms however if they necessary 

lifting capacity is reduce, a reduction in a number of required a smaller structure and low power 

to drive forkli ft is possib le, as the gap is bridged between the maximum poss ible lift in g capacity 

of single labor and the forklift capacity. Thi s would have direct advantages from the resultin g 

reductions in the overa ll vehicle weight and dimension, a lower energy is required for the lifting 

loads of mass 40-70 kilograms and fewer systems that must work sllccess ion reliably thereby 

increasing overall vehicle safety. The focus on this project is to address this issue of reducin g 

power consumption and increas ing efficiency of fo rkl ift having lifting capacily 40-70 kilograms. 

IV. WORKING PRINCIPLE 

The wheel shaft is connected with arrangement of a motor. This motor is used to run the vehicle. 

Battery is connected to the motor. The motor is connected to the worm gear to increase the 

torq ue and is directly coupled to the wheel by means of a bearing block which runs the vehicle. 

Motor is controlled by the control lInit. Thi s vehicle causes nonpollutio n. In front of the Segway 

the forklift arrangeme nts mounted. The lead screw is used lift the fork and used to move up and 

down. The mos t important cons ideration of designing a fork lifts is the safety, while the fork lifts 

is during the loading and moving stabi lit\' system consists of 3 point of contacts ,2 front wheel 

drives and supPol1ing the real wheel comact axl e arranged on safe ly mounted. 

IV. ANALYSIS 

FEA/FE M ANALYSIS FOR FORK: 

(FEM) analysis (FEA)what it does is that it a complex shape in to lot of sma ller elements when 

the engineering design problems are too complicated to find a closed form solution of th eir 

governing equilibrium equation instead il converts the equilibrium eq uation continuum in to 

integra l in order word finite elements methocl analysis a whole design at element level. They are 

1\\0 components in the lifting fork system that need ed to be analysis and other one is supporting 
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(wille and separately analysis Icads Sf.,;rcw if it is saft to lise. The isollletric vicw and engineering 
drawing of each " rthese individual parts. All parts dimensions arc introduced here as well. 

4.1 LIFT 


Lift loading parts an;: responsib le for picking lip the loael Hlld cClfry it during the transportation . 
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V. EXPECTED MODEL AND ADVANTAGES 


.. The tunling radius would be minimum 

• Low in cost 

• Less hazardou s to env ironment 

• No fo ss il fue l required 

• Eco friend Iy operation s 

• Can be incorporated in low scale industries 

• Small in size compared to regular forkl ifts 

• Good load carrying capac it)' 

• Tough and compat ibl e for small purpose_ 
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VI. RESULT AND CONCLUSION 

In order to enhancc thc transportntion system within the industries it manually operated vehi c le is 

designed to move thc lini shed product or industrial components. The ad vanced vehicle is forkli n 
conveyer. Thi s vchicle is completcly cco-I'riendly as it is battery operated. In order to have 

smooth movcm ent o f thc fork 01' the vehicle to move rrom top to bottom and vice versa, it is 

mounted with lead scrcw mechanism Thi s consumption of "o rklift conve),cr is less as compare (0 

other transport vehicle within industrics. As it is compact it requircs less arca. The components 

can be loaded and unloaded easily in a forklift conveyer. The working efficiency orthe fo rklift is 

more as compare to oth er transport vchicle. On mass production it can be transmitted at lo \\' cosl. 

The purpose o rthis project is to focus on the so lving problems at th e warehouses using forklift to 

carry load of lighter weight and making it efficient n reduce the accident's happening in 

warehouses due to largc fo rklifts. Thc two-wheel aisle forklift is designed keeping the centre of 

idea to increase work efficiency , reducing power Consumption , smaller dimension and hcnee 

aisle for movement in narrow space of warehouses: high safety factor: time saving applications. 
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Abstract: - As fo r deme rits. wind load to a w ind turbine and structural weight are inc reased 

compared to the conventiona; turbines wi th the same roto r diameter. We have des igned and 

manufactured a wind- lens turbine and co mpared its various operational parameter with 

conven tional wind turb ine. Conventiona l wind turbines are genera lly inefficient due to various 

losses it encounters. But, by im plementing the co ncept wind lens turbine, we have e liminate d 

these losses, thereby increasing the turbine effi ciency. A lso, we hav e modi fie d the existing 

design of broad-ring brim by chang ing deign parameters and tested its perfo rmance. 

Keyworcls :-wind tur bine, structural weight , rotor diameter,tested pe rfo rm ance 

I.lNTROD UCTION 

wind power to sa il ships and w indmills goes back a long t ime. Persians stan ed us ing windmills 

as early as 900 AD. These Pers ian windm ills had vertica l rotational ax is. Hori zontal ax is w ind 

mills were used in Europe in the mid dle ages for g rinding grain s and other mechanical tasks, 

such as pumping water. Some of the o ldest desi gns of windmill s still ex ist in the Netherlands 

today. T he industria l revolution overshadowed th e w indmills in E urope while aro und the same 

time it became pop Ltiar in the United States fo r water pLlmping ar pl ications. 

Since th e very early attempts to generate electr ic ity using wind by C harl es Bush in th e United 

States, 1888, many di ffe rent types of w ind turbines came to existence based 011 aerodynamic lift 

and drag principles, the geometri c shapes. and the rotational axi s . Wind turbines are cl ass ified 

into hor izontal ax is w ind turbines, HA WTs. and verti cal ax is wind turbines. VA WTs. based on 

the orientation of their rotati ng ax is. The conventional horizontal wind tu rb ines that offer a 

relatively more proven technology do not outperform VA WT in urban appli cations ma inly due to 

the increased turbulent fl ow. Neverthe less. there are more options and technolog ies ava ilable in 

selecting HAWTs, and they are more economical but the synergy w ith the bu ildin g needs to be 

eva luated. In bu ilt environments, w ind speed and direction change freq ue nt ly and the un

pred ictable turbu lence makes it di ffi cult fo r 1-1 AWTs to effectively harn ess the w ind energy. 

HA WTs fun ction well when the rotors are fac ing the wind fl ow . Early w ind r ower gene rat ion in 

urban environment used HA WTs but the past exrerience has been disappointi ng. 
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Wind powcr accounted ror 30% of ali new clectrical capacity added to the US electrical system 

in 2007 although wind continues to accoullt for a relativGly small fraction of the total electrici ty 

generating capaci ty (1 6.8 GW uut ofa total o f 1075 OW). Thc International Energy Age ncy in 

its 2007 altcrnative Poi icy Sccilario projected the possibility of an IS-fold increase in wind

powcred gen eration of electricity globally by 2030. Most impressi ve growth was foreeas 

In Dreier to reduce the cost of energy, upscaiing of single rotor \.\' ind turbines has been a major 

trend. Recent studies however show that for a given technology. the cost lIsually ri ses when 

upscalin g, notably du e to increased maSSeS. To reach capacities beyond 10 MW. multi rotor 

system s (MRS) have promising ad vantages over s ing le rotor sys tems (SRS). On the other han d. 

dintlsr augmented wind turbines (DA WTs) can signifi cant ly incrc"se rhe perform an ce of the 

turbine. In thi s research. brimmed DA WTs are iod ueed in a Ml{S. In wi nd tunnel experi ments, 

the aerodynamics of two and three DA WTs, spaced in close vic ini ty in the same plane normal to 

a uniform flow, have been anal yzed. Power in creases of up to 5% and 9% for the two and three 

rotor configurations are respectively achieved in comparison to a single rotor turbine. Hot wi re 

used to measure the flow speed nea r the gap between the DA WTs in a MRS have shown an 

acceleration of the fl ow. Phenomena of bluff body fl ows are rev icwed to analyze the ph ysical 

dynamics of the fl ows in the MRS on the basi s of the fl ow dynam ics observed in a SRS. 

The effec t o f closely spaced wind turbines in a lateral wind farm configuration was investigated 

by McTavish et al. and Meyer Forst ing et al. Close proximity of the rotors showed be nefi ci al 

effects on the performance of three or more wind turbines due to un in -fie ld blockage effect. n,e 

average power inc rease was be- tween 5 and 6% of1hree conventional wind turbin es at a lateral 

spacing w ith 0.5 rotor di ameters separa1ion between of neighborin g rotors. 

Vortex generation by a briml--_-+~ 
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Fig - Final blade dimensions 
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The TSR chosen for the blade operation 7. The calculation below gives the required speed of 
blade (in RPM): 


TSR = Blade tip speed/ \\in d speed 


Blade tip speed = 

Blade tip speed = 


=35 m!s 


Further, 


Blacie tip.speed = 


TSR * \\ ind speed 

7 • 5 

2 * * R * "/60 
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where, R = mel ius of the blade 


N = speed of blade in RPM 


35 = 2 ," "0. 1524" NI 00 


N = 2 194.2 RPM 


N -2200 RPM 


3) TESTI NG-


Setup 


The testing setup consisted of the followin g components: 


Fix!ure: It was used to ho ld the turbine ion place in the downstream wind. It was made such that 


it could handle the thrust load generated on the turbine assembly as well as the bend ing load. 


Rheostat (variable resistor): It was used to vary th e load on generator i.e. change the resistance in 


the electrical circuit. 


Ammeter: It was used to measure the current fl ow ing through the circuit at different loads. 


Digital Mul!i- Meter (DMM) was used as ammeter for current range of 0 to 200mA. 


Voltmeter: It was used to measure the vo ltage across the rheostat at different loads. Digital 


Multi- Meter (DMM) was used as voltmeter for voltage ran ge of 0 to 20V. 


The Tip Speed Ratio (TSR) is an extremely important factor in wind turbine design. TSR refers 


to the ratio between the w ind speedand the speed of the tips of the wind turbine 


blades. 


rSR (l,) = Tip Speed of Blade I Wind Speed 


If the rotor or the wind turbine spins too s lowly, mo st of the wind will pass straight 


through the gap between the blades, therefore giving it no power' But if the rotor spins too fast, 


the blades will blur ancl act like a solid wall to the w ind.Al so, roto r blades create turbulence as 


they 


spin through the ni l' . If the next blade arrives too quickly:i t will hit that turbulent air. 


4)Angle of Twist
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The lin generated by Ull aerofc.)il section is a function of the angle uf (lUuuk to the innowing air 

stream. The inflow angle dependent on the rotational speed and wind speed velocity at a 
spee il'jed radius. The recommended angle of twist is dependent on tip speed mti o and 

desired aeroroil angle of attack. In practice Ihe aerol'o il section at the hub is angled into the wintl 
due to the high ra tio of wind speed to blade radial velocity. In comparison the blade tip is likely 
to be alm051norl11al to Ihe wind. 

The total angle of twist in a blade can be reduced in order to simpl ify the blade shape to cut the 
manufacturing costs. However, this Illay compel aerofoils to operate at less than optimum angles 
of attack where li l't to drag rati o is rcduced. Such simpl ifications must be well just ified 
cons ideri ng the overall loss in turbine performance . 

. 
~~i! : ,i--""- .. i ! i

-.f----- _ ~~ord le_ngtll <f':!:.2...... ______ _________,_____ +
1 I I

f=-----....!...--i-.--- ';
i Radius (r) . i 

------------~.----~~ , 
• J • Mid span Tip, ~ • •l 

Due to the comp lex cross-section of the duct, it was manufactured in 3 simplified pieces: 

The inlet of duct (frustum I) 

The throat of duct (cy linder) 

The outlet of duct (frustum 2) 

All the th ree pal1s were converted into surface developments separately and then laser cut. The 
material used fo r these parts was Jmm thick aluminum sheet. 

These three pieces were then rolled separate ly to obtai n the inlet, throat and outlet of duct in 
desired shape. These three sections were we lded uniformly to compete the duct and distribute the 
wind load gencrated on the duct. Finally, four clamps were welded at the end " fthe outlet which 
will be used 

5) OBSERV1\ TI ONS 

For conventional wind turbine: 

(ti~
4;:~; 
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Sr. No. Load (Ohms) Voltage (V) Current (mA) Power (mW) 

1. 50 3.5 23 80.5 

2. 100 5 20 100 
- -

I 

3. 

4. 

150 

200 

9.6 

8 

50 

30 
, 

I 
475 

240 

6) CONCLlJSIONS 

From the experiment it ",as obscrl'~" that the pOlVer output of wind- lens turbine is 67 more 

compared to conventional wind turbine. 

The cut-in speed was 3m/s w ith open wind turbine, which was decreased to hen the duct and 
bri In were attached. 

From the experimental data collected it is observed that peak power is be ing generated when the 

load is 150 Ohms. Further for a constant w ind speed, the power deve loped by wind-lens llIrbine 

using A brim is maximum. 
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Abstract- The techno logy of pneumatic has gained tremendous importance in the field of 

workplace rationalization and automat ion from old-fashioned timber works and coa l mines to 

modern machine shops and space robots. It is therefore imp0l1am that technicians and engineers 

shou ld have a good knowledge of pneumatic system, air operated values and accessories. 

The aim is to design and develop a control system based an intelligent electronically controlled 

automotive bumper activation system called "Intelligent Braking with Pneumatic Bumper". This 

system consists of IR transmitter and Receiver circuit, control Unit, Pneumatic bumper system 

and braking unit. This output is given to logic circuit to indicate the final output i.e. alarm and 

the control signal is given to the bumper activation system braking unit. The pneumatic bumper 

system is used to provide safety to the man and vehicle. N owaday vehic le accident is the major 

problem. This braking system is an innovative project for the purpose of preventing accidents 

that happens in the restricted roadways. The purpose of this system is based on intelligent 

electronically automatic bumper and brake activation system known as " Improvement of Pre

cras h safety and response time in Eye sensor braking system with pneumatic cylinder". As well 

as this system improve the response time of the vehicle braking to keep safe distance between 

two vehic les. 

Kcywords- Pneumatic bumper, Eye sensor, Pre-crash, braking system, lR sensor, accidents, 

Human safety. 

I. ·INTRODUCTION 

Today India is the most impOitant under developed country in the \\orld. India is the largest 

country in the use of various types of vehicles. As the available resources to run these vehicles--........ 
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like quality of roads and lIIH1va ilability of /lew tcchnologies in vehiclcs "r6 causes of acc idents. 

The number of peoples which arc dead during the veh icle acc idents is also very large ..IS 

compared to the other callSl! of dealh. Though Ihere are differcn t causes for thesc accidents but 

proper technology of braking system and technology to reduce the damage during acc idents 

mainly affect the accidcnt rates. So today implementation of proper braking system to prevent 
the "ccidents "nd pneumatic bum per system [0 reduce the damage is must for veh icles. To 
achieve this system modification goal, we design this AUlomatic Braking system with pneum at ic 

bum per. 

II. OIl.1 ECTI VES 

I. To Increase [he sureness of braki ng application. 

2. To increase the response time of braking system. 

3. To avoid the percentage of passenger injury by using external vehicle safety. 

4. To improve pre-crash safety. 

5. To reduce the requ irement of internal safety devices li ke air bags. 

III. SCOPE 

The project is combination of Mechanica l and Electronics, which is fairly kn own as the 
Mechatronics. The upcoming world is full of Automation so we need to develop 'a system which 

is fully automatic. Nowaday vehicle accident is the major problem. This braking system used an 
innovative project for the purpose of prevent ing acc idents happens in the restricted roadways. To 

overCome this problem, we are going to deve lop a system whi ch is helpful for the reduction of 
road accidents. It is the project which has been fully equipped and desi gned for auto vehicles. 

The technology of pneumatics plays a major role in the t,elel of automation and modern machine 
shops and space robots 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

\\le have pleasure in introducing our !lew project "eye sensor braking system", 'vvhich is Cully 

equ ipped by IR sensors c ircui t, automatic braking and Pneumatic bumper activation circuit \\ h~n 
the driver is not applying the brakes manuall y in case of emergency. It is a genuine project which 

is fully equipped and designed for Automobile vehicles. This forms an integra l part 01' best 
quality. This product underwen t strenuous test in Oll r Auto mobile vehicles and it is good. The 

important components of our project are , 

I . IR transmitter 

2. IR receiver 

3. Control Unit with Power supply 
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4. Solenoid Valve 

5. Flow control Valve 

6. Braking system 

7" Pneumatic bumper 

8. A ir Tank (Compressor) 

The IR TRANSMITTER circuit is to transmit the Infra-Red rays. The IR transmitter is used to 
Iransmit the infrared rays in our eyes. The IR rece iver is used 10 rece ive the reflected infrared 

rays from our eyes. If the eyes are closed it means the outpul of IR receiver is high otherwise the 

IR receiver output is low. This to know the eye is closing or opening position of the eyes. Thi s 

reflected Infra-Red rays are received by the rece iver circuit which is called as called " I R 
RECEIVER" . The IR receiver circuit rece ives the reflected IR rays and giving the control signal 

to the control circuit. The control circuit is used to activate the so lenoid valve. Thi s system works 

when driver does not apply brake manually, In this case the chances of accident are very high. 

When any obstacle is detected by IR scnsor the signals are send to both braking and bumper 

system. Thus, the brakes are applied and bumper is activated. This system can help to s'ave the 

people sitting inside the vehicle and also will save the external body of vehicle from getting 

damaged" 

V. METHODOLOGY 

The project mainly consists of the four-wheel protolype which driven by using a motor. The 

frontal area is covered by the bumper, which is connected to the one pneumatic cylinder. The IR 

sensor is placed on specs. When object come across the sensor, the sensor finds obstacle in their 

path, it sends the signal towards object and receive signal. This output signal sends to the control 

unit. This control unit operates the relay according 10 the input signal. At the same time, IR 

sensor activates solenoid which applies the brake as well as the pneumatic bumper. We must 

have to calculate the braking force for stoppage of vehicle and force acting on bumper in the case 

of collision. Al so, we have to calculate the cylinder dimens ions for the calculation of the force 

applied. 
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Diagram 


Fig. 2 Diagram of Designed System 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

Behind the designing or thi s sysl~nl. our main aim is to improve the prevention technique or 
accidents and also reducing lhc Iwza rd frolll accidents like d:unage or vehiclc. injury of humans, 

erc. 	We observed that our work is able to achieve all the ob.iectives which arc necessary. Initial 

cost of cars with air bags is always high. Usually air bags art: given to high end cars. By 
implementing this project. we can reduce cost or high-end cars by giving similar kind of safety, 

Air bags are helpful to provide internal safelY to people silting in vehicle, whereas in our project 

we will be giving internal plus external sa fe ty to car from damage. Thus. we can reduce initial 

cost or cars and also provide belle!' safety 
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A REVIEW ON ADJUSTABLE CAMBER ANGLE 

ProC: S. S. Waybusc' . Mr. M. 13 . .I ~lInda r1 . 'VII'. S. K. G hodakc'\ . Mrs. G. P. Desbmllkh" 
~ 

Ass istant Pro lessor Smt. Kashibai Nava le Collcge of Engineering, Pune, 

23<UCi Student. BE Mechanical Engineeri ng Sm!. Kashibai Nava le Coll ege of Engineering, Pun c. 

Abstrad- The main aim of th is topic is to deve lop an adjustable Camber in Steering Mechanism 

of Vehicle. In stead of using I\niok) we use Hinge Joint in steering mechanism. Conventional 

steeri ng involve either the Ackermann or Davis steering system which has major uisadvantages 

th ,1l it can ' t take minimum radius turn . \Vc lry to solve the problem of fixed Camber by using 

I-I eim Joint. The main purpose of this project is to reduce the turning radius and to improve the 

performance of vehicle during different tests as well as reduce the efforts on the steering wheel. 

To increase the quality performa nce of vehicle on strai ght and turning track Ca mber is needed. 

To overcome the prob lem like need of camber during turning or straight track. we need the 

adjustable camber in steering mechanism. 

Keywords: Turning Radius, Adjustab le Trnckwidth, Camber and Kingpin Incli nation. Two

Whee led Steering, Efforts on Steering Wheel 

INTRODUCTI ON 

You can expect to see several innovat ions that will improve vehicle stability and performance 

during different test like Figure of eight, Brake test, Acceleration test, Drive excell ence test and 

Endurance. One of the coolest ideas is that steer by adj ustab le trackwidth, camber and Kingpin 

inclination. Thi s system wou ld eliminate the problem of vehicle performance during turning and 

straight track . They also decrease the eff0l1s occurs on steering whee l. Essentially. the steering 

wheel would work like the one you can buy for yo ur home computer to play games. The output 

of this system is used to inc rease stabi lity of vehicle, increase the performance of vehicle as we ll 

as increases the cornering stiffness. It w ill al so reduce the vibration in the vehicle . 

This is the latest technology in steering system. thi s system is work without mai ntenance and fast 

response comparatively normal steeri ng system. Genera ll y, this type of steering systcm we used 

in our previous year Go-Kart vehicle whose event was organised by ISNEE at Buddha 

Internati onal Circuit, Greutcr Noida, Delhi. In this eWllt, we bring 2nd rank througho ut INDIA. 

So, the great success in that event, we decided to use such type of steering system in thi s cvent. 

I 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

Paper 1: Mayur Jamdar, Development of Adjustable Steering System, Department of 

Mechanical Engineering, Smt Kashibai Navale College of Engineering, Pune, Inclia.20 19. 

The main aim of the paper is to develop an adjustable Trackwidth, Camber and Kingpin 

Inclination in Steering Mechanism. We need, Camber during turning, due to this we get the turn 

fas ter than the car which has camber is neutral. But at straight track, we need camber neutral for 

higher speed. Increase in Trackwidth, tlIrning radius also increases, it is helpful for the stabi lity 

of car at a higher speed. Due to increase in Kingpin Inclination, Cornering Stiffness increases. 

Paper 2: Kiranchand G. R, Tanushri Soni, A.C.Mitra, Experi mental Design, Sensitivity Analysis 

of Steering Geometry and Suspension Parameters, M.E.S. College of Engineering, PUlle, 

India,20 18. 

The fundamental suspension parameters like the spring stiffness, dampin g coefficient and 

sprung mass exert an in versely related innuence on ride comfort and road holding respect ively. 

However, steering geometry parameters like camber and toe render unforeseen and hitherto 

unexpected influences. As is evident from the parametric sensitivity analysis, steering geometry 

factors affect road holding to a far greater extent as co mpared to ride comfort. 

Paper 3: J. Yunta, D. Garcia·Pozuelo. V. D iaz. O. O latunbosun, Influence of camber angle on 

tire tread behavior by an on·board strai n·ba sed system for intelligent tires, Resea rch In stitute of 

Vehiclc Safety (IS VA), Spain,20 19 

Tires are a key sub·system of vehic les th at have a big responsibil ity in comfort, fuel 

co nsu mption and traffic safety. Nevertheless. current tires are just passive rubber elcments wh ich 

do not contribute actively to improve the c1riying experience or the vehicle safety. The results 

prove that the camber angle has a signi ficant dTect on strain signal, so it should be cons idered for 

tire working conditions estimation purpose,. 

Paper 4: Takahiko Yoshino and Hirom ich i 1\ozak, About the Effect of Camber Contro l on 

Vehicle Dynamics, Kogakuin Univ, Japan. 20 18. 
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This research l'oclIsed On a method of grollnd Jlegative camber angle control that is 

prOportional to the steering angle as a technique to improve maneuvera bility and stability to 

support the new era of electric vehi cles, and the clTectiveness thereol" was clarified. As a result, it 

\Vas found thnt carnber angle control call control both the yaw moment and lateral accelerntion al 
the turning limit in the criti ca l cornering range as wel l. It was also confirmed that both stability 

and the steering effect in the crilical cornering range nre improved by implementing ground 

negati ve camber angle contro l that is proponionailo the steering angle llsing actuators. 

Paper 5: lie Wei. Guobiao Shi . Yi Lin, Design 01" new Variable steering ratio for Mechanical 

nct-ive steering sys tem, Schooi of Mechanical Engineering Beijing Institute of Technology 

Beijing. Ch ina,20 18. 

A nc\V variable steering ratio was designed. The mechanical AFS system with the designed 

vari ab le steering ratio has better stcering pOl1ability at low speed and better hand ling stability at 

high speed. The kinematic mode l of the front wheel's additional angle produced by AFS is 

established . The direction 01" AFS additional angle is oppos ite at low speed and high speed . For 

acti ve steering vehicle, a proper steering ratio is important to the dri ver' s handling stability. Th is 

paper focuses on variable steering ratio. 

Paper 6: Ying Peng, lian Chen . .liangze Yu, Van Ma, and Huarong Zheng, Nonlinear Observer 

for Vehicle Velocity and Tire-Road Friction Coeffic ient Est imation, American Control 

Conference Sheraton Seattle I-Iotel , USA, 2017. 

In this paper, a new ve loc ity and the tire-road fric tion coefficient estimation method is 

presented. A complete stabili ty analysis has been presented to demonstrate that the proposed 

observer system is in put-to- state stable. In comparison with existing works on vehicle states 

estimation, the contribution of the proposed method is the estimation of vehicle velocity along 

with the identification ofTRFC for diffe rent road surface conditions. 

I. 	 CONCLUSI ONS 

, 
I. 	 Camber angle has a significant effect on strain signal, so it should be cos idered for tire 

estimation purpose. [I ] 

2. 	 Steering is also a key sub system of vehicle that have a big responsib ility in comfort, fuel 

consu mption and traffic sa fcty.I'1 

3. 	 To increase the performance of vehicle on straight and tllllling track Camber angle is 
useful[3] 

4. 	 Stability of the vehicle is also dependent on the trackwidth and Kin gpin Inclination[4] 

5. 	 By making some changes in steering system, we increase the stability of veh icle at high 
speed. IS] 
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6. 	 Speed ofthe vehicle is (kpendelll on the friction between the lire and ground surface i.e., sl ip 

angle. 16J 
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Austract- Pllcul11ntics systcms arc extensi vely used in a wide range or industries ancl factories 


Hnd manufacturing sector entities. Pneumatics system are noted for their simplicity, reliability, 


and case of operation. Also, they are suitable for fast and rapid application of force. The purpose 

of this proj ect is to therefore design a simple, easily operated pneumatic sheet metal cutting and 

bending machine that is sturdy and strong. A pressure of 8-10 bar is enough for operating the 

unit. The pressurized air passing through the tubes to the cylinder, forces the piston out whose 

power through the linkage is transmitted to the punch. The work piece thus got is for required 

dimensions and the piece can be collected through the land cl earance provided in the die. The die 

used in this is li xed such that the die of required shape can be used according to the requirement. 

This enables us to use different type punch dies resulting in a wide range of products. Different 

types of punch as requirement can be thus got. According to the work material the operating 

pressure can be varied. The aim of the paper is to design of pneumatic operated automatic sheet 

metal cutting. 3D Modelling is created in CATIA. 

Keyworrls- Pneumatic System. Direction Control Valve, Compressor, Sheet Cutter, Bending 

Punch & Die. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The shearing machine and bending machine is most important in sheet metal industry. This 

machine should be used for straight cutting machine with wide application. But in some industry 

hand sheet cutter and hand bender are used. For that machine to operate the hum an effort are 

required. The mach ine should be simple to operate and easy to maintain, hence \\ e tried out to 

develop the Pneumatic Shearing and Bending Machine. In shearing operat ion as the punch 

descends upon the metal, the pressure exerted by the punch first cause the plastic deformation of 

the metal. Since the clearance between the punch and the die is very small. the plastic 

deformation takes place in a localized area and the metal adjacent to the cutting edges. 

In bending operation, the bend has been made with the help of punch which exerts large force 

on the work clamped on the die. The bending machine is designed in such a \\a~ that. it works 

automatically. The machinc is designed by observing the factors to improve the et1iciency and to 

redNce the cycle time by producing quality 0 !;l.1 l~ t Automation of machine is achlcved with the 
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help of pneumatic system. This involves the design of an efficient system which reduces th~ 

human effort and help to increase production output. It also includes pneumatic system. 

pneumatic component and shearing die and bending die. 

11. Problem Statement 

One of (he concerns in small sca le manufacture indu stry is cutting process or expensive cutting 

machine. The cutting proccss is done manua lly. Manual met hod can be a headache or maj o r 

accidental concern to the workers and al so it is a time-consuming method production rate get 

s lower due to manual method 

Ill. Literature Review 

Sheet metal bending is one of the most widely applied sheet metal forming operations. Thc 

understanding of the bending mechanics is aimed at obtaining two kinds of information 

important for industrial applications. The first one is the spring back prediction for die design 

and shape control. The second is an estimation of the bend force for selection of press capacity. 

strength analysis and design of dies. 

Here an attempt is made to review the status of literatu re in pneumatic based on various criteria. 

The work done by various au thors are explained below. 

Perd uijn an d Hoogenboom (1995) dcrived a simple explicit bend ing couple curvature relation for 

small and larger curvatures and they verified the model with experimental results . 

Sanchez (1999) focused on a systematic analysis of testing equipment as a measurement system 

of the friction phenomena on sheet metal under plane strain. It prov ides experimental references 

in order to optimize the usage of lubricants and sheet metal. 

Samuel (2000) analyzed the springback in axisymmetric Ubending processes with a finite 

element program and discussed the effect of tool geometry and blank holder force on the final 

shape after springback. 

Aleksy et al (2001) conducted experi ments on springback for dual phase stee l and conventional 

high strength steel for a hat channel section with varying cross sections. They described the 

methodology of ex periments and discussed springback related res ults. 

Carlos Gomes et al (2005) in vestigated the variation of springback in high strength steels based 

on experimental and numerical analysis. 

Dongye Fei and Peter Hodgson (2006) in vestigated the springback behaviour of cold rolled 

transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) steels in air vbending process . 

Se Young kim et al (2007) exam ined the effect of tool design and pl'llcess parameters on the 

springback of GLARE and the parameters studied include punch radius. plinch speed, forming 

load and forming temperature. 
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IV. METHODOLOGY 

The main goal of project studie."i is to study nbollt pneumatic control system. Then, to study abotll 
double "cling cylinder. Theil. to study about the advantage or pneumatic hand opernted valye. 

Then. to ~tudy about high- speed blade. Then, to dc~ign & fabrication pneumatic sheet metal 

cu tLing machine. Then, collecting the proper components. Then, machining them . The1l, 
assembling the all components to a proper shape. Finally, Completion the process to make 11 

proper pneumatic sheet metal cuning machine 

V. Organization of Dissertation 

_ PNEUMATIC CY LINDER 

A Double-acting cyiinder is a cylinder in which the working fluid acts alternately on both sides 

of thc piston. In order to conncct the p;~lOn in a double-acting cyli!1der to an external mechanism, 

such as acrank shaft a hole must bc provided in one end of thc cylinder for the piston rod, and 

this i~ fitted with a gland or "stuffing box" to prevent escape of the working fluid. Double-acting 

cylinders are cOlllmon in steam engines but unusual in other engine types. 

FIG 1.1 PNEUMATIC CYLINDER 

Cutting Rlades 

A blade is used to cut the sheet metal in a desired dimension. Here we are using high speed steel 

blades to CLlt the sheet metal. Cutting blades are made ofWPS mela l \\elding process steel. 

J Compressor 

Pneumatic systems operate on a supply of compressed air. which must be made available in 

~ufficientquantity and at a pressure to suit the capacity of the syste m. "'hen pneumatic system is 

being adopted for the first time, however it wills indeed the neces~a ..y to deal with the question 

of compressed air supply. Thc key part of any facility for supply of compressed air is by means 

using reciprocatjng compressor. A compressor is a machine that takes in air, gas at a certain 

pressure and de livered the air at a high pressure, 
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Compressor may be classi lied in two general types. 

1. 	 Pos itive displacement compressor. . 

2. 	 Dynamic compressor 

Positive di splacement compressors are most frequently empl oyed for compressed ail' plant and 

have proved highly successrul and suppl y ail' for pneumatic control applicati on . 

...J The types of posit ive compressor 

1. 	 Reciprocating type compressor 

2. 	 Rotary type compressor. 

The types of Reciprocating type compressor 

>-	 Piston compressors. 

Piston compressors are commonly used in pneumatic systems. T he s implest form is s ing le 

cylinder compressor (Fig. 1.2). It produces one pulse 0f a ir pel' piston stroke. As the pi ston moves 

down duringthe inlet s troke the inlet valve opens and ail' is draw n into the cylinder. As the piston 

moves up the inlet valve closes and the ex haust va lve opens which a llows the air to be expe lled. 

The valves are spring loaded. T he s ingle cy linder compressor gives significant amount of 

pressure pul ses at the outlet port. The pressure devel oped is abollt 3-40 bar. 

Air inlet 	 Air outlet 

rod
Crankshaft 

--~ 

Piston ~SIJ~~=t 
\ot--TJr--. Connecting 

fi g. 1.2 Single acti ng pis ton compressor 

>- Double acting comp ressor 

, ouble acting compressor as shown in Figure IA. It 
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has two sets of" valves and i.I crosshcad. As the pislOn moves, the air is eompress<..:ci all one side 

vvhilst on the other side of the piston, the nil' i ~ slicked in. Due to the reciprocating action of the 

pistoll, the air is eompresscd and delivered twice in one pistol1 stroke. Pressure higher than JOb.tl1' 

can be produced. 

Inlet valves 
, Cross slide Piston 

Outlet 

Outle valves 

Fig. 1.3 Double acting piston compressor 

J Flexible Hose 

The flexible hoses connect the solenoid valve and the cylinder block. Hoses are made of in layer 

of elastomer (or) synthetic rubber and braided ('Ibric which takes up the higher pressure. If the 

hose is subjected to rubbing, it should be enclosed in a protective sleeve. 

FIG 1.4 FLEXIBLE HOSE 


VI. PROPOSED DESIGN 


. 
/'1 

":.' ....... -
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vz 

3D Mode l of proposed des ign in CATIA 

VI!. SELECTION OF MATERIAL 

Stee l is any alloy of iron, consisting of 0.2% to 2. I% of carbon, as a hardening agent. Besides 

carbon. many other metals are a pari of it. They include chromium, manganese, tungsten and 

vanadium. Other than a maximum limit of 2% carbon in the manufacture of carbon steel, the 

proponions of manganese ( 1.65%), copper (0.6%) and silicon (0.6%) are fixed, while the 

proponiolls ofcobalt., chromium, niobium, molybdenum, titanium, nicke l, tungsten, vanadium and 

zircon ium are not. What is known as mi ldest grade of carbon steel or mild steel is typically the 

Variel) \\ hich has a comparatively low amouf.l of.:cllRn (0.05% - 0.26%).
/' ,ooe n 

I? 
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General purpose sieel bars for machining. suilable f(lI'lighlly slressed componenls including sluds. 

boil,. gea rs and shans. Onen sp""ilied where we ld abilityis a requ iremenl. Can be case-hardened 

('0 improve wear res istance. Ava ilable in bright rounds. squares ,lilt! flats. and hot roll ed rOllnd s. 

Can he supplied in sawn blanks. ancl bespoke s ize bl ocks. 

VIII . CA LCULATIONS 

Pneumatic Cylinder 

G iven dala : Se lecting Cyl inder: 50ml11 diu 

l.Arca of piston 

7!l4*2S"2 =490.873 ml11" 2 

2. Volume of air exhaust -== slioke *a rea of piston 

2S*rrl4*25"2 = 49087.385 m"3 

3.0ulstroke fo rce (F) = prcssure 'A rea orcy linder 

0.4*490.873 = 196.349 N 

4. 	Piston rod area A I 

rrl4*d"2 

7!l4*8"2 = SO .20 I11m"2 

Effeeli ve area = piston area- piston rod area 

490.873 -50.20 


=440.673 mm"2 


In-stroke force = p* A 

0.4*440.673 

= 176.2692 N 

In-Strokc force shou ld be I 76.26N ur mure 

IX. CONCLUSION 

It is observed that pneumatic machines are cheaper than hydrau lic machines. Cost of 

maintenance is also low~ompared to hydraulic mach ines s ince compressed a ir is the working 

iluid . The force required for Cutti ng and shearing machines and the too l wearcan be controlled by 

cha nging the process variables like clearance and angle. 'PneumaricSheet Metal Cutting Machine' 
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is advantageous as it can be af{cmled by smallscale industries. Since operations, that is cutting, can 

be performed, it signiticantly reduces the production time. 
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Abstract-Amomation is a step beyond mechanisati on to increase producti vi ty and improve the 
quality. The productivity leve l in an advanced manufacturing environmen t can be improved by 

proper design of mechanism at the initial stage in th e manufacturing system , An attachment is 
des igned and manufactured to reduce time and ensure safety of work ers .. The aim of this paper is 

to design and simulate attachment for LMW smart turn CNC machine. 3D modeling of th e 

attachment is created in SOLlDWORKS and analyzed for stress, deformation and frequency 

distribution in ANSYS WORKBENCH. 

Keywords- LMW smart turn CNC mach ine, safety. simulation, modeling, attachment. 

l!'ilTRODUCTION 

One of the concerns in Die Shop is burr collection and burr disposal technique. Manual Burr 

removal method is also seen in the di e shop. Manual burr removal method can be a headache o r 

major acc idental conce rn to the workers. By our observation the burr produced from machines 

(both CNC & HSM) gets co llected near the machine by their respective conveyors & then th e 

overall burr from all machines together .To reduce thi s effort there is scope for designing any 

kind of system fo r burr management. Co nveyo r belt attachment can a lso be used to col lect all 

burr particles. PROBLEM STATEMENTOne of the concerns in Die Shop is Burr collection 

and Burr Disposal Tcchnique and mainly it is manually. Manually burr removal meth od can be a 

headache or major accidenta l concern to the workers and also it is a t ime consum ing method 

product ion rate get s lower due to manual method 

Literature Review Bagde (I RJMETS) Says Deburring is performed at the final stage of 

manufacturin g, where pa rts have their highest ad ded value, quality co ntrol is absolute necess ity. 

Despite this requ ireme nt. even in today's most fully automated factmies it is st ill a comillon sight 

to see dozens of work er manuall y chamfered parts produced by CNC machines. I.A.Daniyan 

(JAED Proposed that he objective of this research work is to provide design data base for the 

development of a reli a ble and efficient belt conveyor system that will reduce cost and en hance 

productivity while simultaneously reducing dangers to workers operating them, Conveyor 
system is a mechan ica l system used in one place to another an d finds moving materials from 
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appli ca tion in most processing and manu fac uu'ing industries such as: chemica l, mechanical, 
automoti ve. mineral, phannaceulical , electronics etc.Ganiyat so lvu conc lude thaI The need for 
proper se lection of parameters is a factor that determines its efficiency. In this present stud y, a 
conveyor be lt system that ca ll operate below alld above rated speed was considered. The effect 
was studied by using notable parameters to generate eq uations that were so lved usin g 
engineering eq uation solver. 

Outcome were simulated using MATLAB software 

METHODOLOGYThe methodology includes the se lection material which are desirab ly less in 
weight and has high strength ror the body of mcchnism.Stalting with the study or varioLis 
research papers and preparing li terature su rvey. Various parts of the proposed system will be 
designed in 1-0 and 3-D to ach ive our objectives by using solidworks.This will be fo llowed by 
testing of the design parts using ANSYS:WORK.8ENCH software where variolls required loads 
wi ll be applied to check the stress.Various fac il ities are used for the information which is 
required such as library facilities internet as wel l. 

1. PROPOSED DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

3D Model of proposed design in SOLIDWORKS 

~:,:",-:-Mesh ing of proposed design in ANSYS 
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Mode l analysis 

Statics structural anal ys is for stress di stribution 

SELECTION OF MATERlALMcchani cal Pmperties of Sta inless Steel 275 

Steel is all oy of iron and ca rbon. Stainless steel s are stee ls conta ini ng at least 10.5% chromium, 

less than 1.2% carbon and other all oy ing el eme nts. It has exce ll ent mechanical properties and 

exhibi ts good ductility, high strength, toughness and good resista nce to fa tigue. 

It is 111 0re susceptible to embrittlement than oth er iron alloys and has significantly better 

corrosion resistance appli cations.CALCULATIONSFor se lection of 1110tor: 

Spindle speed ofCNC machine is 4500 RPM. Speed of conveyor Belt (S):S = distance Coveredl 

time 

=29012') 
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~ 11.6 cm/s~0. 116m/sBel t pull for inclined system = Frictional pull + Gravitational pull 

Frictiona l pull ~(wcight of load+weight of belt)*coel'ticicllt of fricti on 

=(SOgll1+ I 50gm)*0.5 

=230'0.5 

rrictional pull = 115gmGravitationa i pull~load'inclin"d height 

= 80*27 

Gravitational pull ~2160 gm CmTota l pull= frictional pulH-gravitational pull 

=2160+ 115 

=2275 gm~2.275kgPower required=total belt pull .. belt speed 

= 2.275 kg·O.1 16m/s 

=0.2639 kg.m/s 

Iwatt=O.1 0 1971 kg-m/s 0.2639kg-m/s=2.587974wattsSo we need mOior of 2.5 watts or more 

CONCLUSION 

Manual Burr handling is totally eliminated .The Automation concept allows great flexibility 

regarding amendments and re-arrangements_ Reducted manufacturing cycle time results into 

high productivity rate. Tool wear reduces due to continuous burr removal procedure.As a result 

of this high machin ing accuracy is obtained. Automated burr rcmoval system 
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Austract: Laser cutting is used from all non-traditi ona l machining due to high production rate. It 

is observed as quality cutting process for narrow and complex cuts with high geometrical 

accuracy for variolls materials. In <lutolllmive and aeronautics industries, there are huge 

applications of aluminium sheets due to its high strength to weight ratio. In this work, an attempt 

is made to identify the opti mum parameters for preci se cutting of commercial aluminum (A I) 

sheet of 12mm thickness. Input parameters selected are cutting speed, gas pressure and lase r 

power for simultaneous improvement of kerf w idth and dross height. Machining is carried Ollt 

using 6 kW fibre laser machine implementing experim ental plan received from design e:-;pert 

software. Box Behnken Design (BBD) method of response surface methodology (RSM) with 17 
trial runs is selected. Mathematical calculations are carried out using analysi s of variance 

(ANOVA) software. Models created can be used for prcdicting output parameters and further 

optimization . Desirability based optimization is used to minimize responses simultaneously by 

optimiz ing input parameters. Cutting speed is fOlmd as most significant facto r for both kelf width 

and dross height. 

Keywords- Kerf width, Dross height, Cutting speed. Gas pressure, Laser power, ANOVA, 

Optimization 

I. INTRODUCTIU'\ 

Laser beam mach ining (LBM) is advance machining process, removing materia l through 

melting by hi gh intense laser beam and vaporisation . It is w ide ly used in steel and aluminium 

alloy machin in ~. due to precise cutting and higher production ratc compared to conventional 

methods. If suitable cutting conditions used, then fibre laser can be used for cutting of thicker 

sections. To s!lldy effect of various cutting parameters lln quality characteristics and improve 

quality of cut further. various mode ling and optimization techniques are develop ed for laser 

cutting of commonly used materials. AI 1200 is used I,,,· var ious applications including ship 

building, auto morive sector, aeronautics, etc. due t '. , fil <lrength to weight ratio, excellent 

corrosion resistance and high thermal _<:.')\ . I.t~,.. ctiv ity property makes LBM 
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proc~ss bit difficult, hence it is selected for experimental study to improve quality characteri stic s 

like kerf width and dross height. 

Slldipto et al. [I) obserwd entropy based Artificial Neutra l Network (ANN) model for multi

objective optimization of LBM for AI 1200 sheet. Optimal setting is obtained as medium cutting 

speed, low pulse energy and low pulse width, which gives improved material removal rate (MRR) 

and minimum kerf width and surface rou ghness. Mohammad et al. [2) has observed that increase 

in the repetition rate frequency and pumping current decreases width and depth of the engraved 

zone. When there is increase in gas flow pressure, it increases width and depth of engraving. 

Result shows ANN has hi gher accuracy than RSM model. Arvind et al. [3) have done multi

objective optimization of kerf width, heat affected zone and surface roughness by Taguchi-fuzzy 

method. Optimal setting is obtained as medium laser power, higher cutting speed, low pulsing 

frequency, high gas pressure for minimizing output parameters s imultaneously. Arun et al. [4) 
has described optimization by taguchi based fuzzy logic to reduce kerf width in LBM of 

duralumin. From Fuzzy Multi-response Performance Index (FMPl), it is observed that gas 

pressure is significant factor than pulse width, pulse frequency and cutting speed. Hua et al. (5) 
explains minimizatio n of kerf width by using input parameters as gas press ure and pulse width. 

Milos et al. [6] carried out optimization of kerf width by regression analysis, ANN and fuzzy 

logic. Comparison between these methods show that fu zzy has best prediction capability. 

Author suggested to use regression method as it requires less time and efforts. If it doesn ' t give 

satisfactory results then remaining methods should be used. Avinash et al. [7) shows multi

objective optimization for kerf width and MRR by hybrid approach combining Taguchi method 
and RSM. 

Dross formation depends on liquid properties of molten metal like surface tension, density, 

viscosity as well as cutting properties like gas pressure, laser power, etc. (8). Thickness and type 

of dross formation by mo lten material at lower part of cutting edge is complex process and 

involves various factors I ike su rface tension, gas pressure, etc. [9). Daniel et aI. [10) developed 

mathematical model for reduction of dross hcight and diameter fo r fibre laser cutting of 3 I 6L. 

Result shows thm increase in pulse power and cutting speed increases dross deposition at cutting 

edge. Mirsolav et al. [II] showed that cutting speed has maximum influence on dross followed 

by power and pressure. Increase in cutting speed increases dross formation and to reduce dross at 

higher speed and higher assistant gas pressure is needed. Chong et al. [12) performed laser 

cutting on incoloy alloy 800 and developed Mamdani fuzzy logic model. Result shows 

sati sfactory predictio n, thus denotes laser cutting can be used for advanced engineering materials 

and dross can be reduced. 

In thi s paper, experimental investigation of laser cutting of A I 1200 is done to study effect of 

cutting speed. gas pressure and laser power for minimization of kerf width and dross 

simultaneously using multi-obj ective optimization in RS ),vI. 
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II. EXPERIMENTi\L WORK 

.'1. Experimental Setup 

In tilc present study, i\Mi\nA LCG3015A.I GO()()W IIbrc laser is used. Laser machining is 

completed at Mis Anand Lasers. i'une, India. Material used is l2mmthick Al 1200 [Commercial 

Aluminium] with size of310mm ~ 2l0mm x 12 mm . Nitrogen is used as assist gas. The square 

shape blocks with dimensions 01' 30ml11 x 30mm (Figurel) are cut by laser machine with 

dinerent combinations of input parameters and the series of experiments are performed on 17 

samples according to the e:\perimclltal plan. 

/3. E:\ pcrimenw I Plan 

RSM is used for optimization of responses which are influenced by input parameters. RSlVI 

formulates relation of process parameters and output parameters and generate optimal test plan 

with response characteristics. RSM provides results in three 1'01111 S statistical experimental design, 

regress ion model and optimization. Generally. regression model of second order po lynomial can 

sufficiently mode l response surface and can be represented in equation (I), 

k k k 

Y= 130 + Lf3iX; + Lf3iix~ + Lf3ij X;Xj + E ... Equation (1) 
i=l i=l i<j 

where ~ y is predicted response, x terms arc input factors: f3 terms represents regressIon 

coefficients and E is random error [1 3]. 

In thi s study, Box Behnken Design (BBD) method is chosen due to the shorter range of 

process parameters and less experimental runs to evaluate quadratic interactions bet,veen pairs of 

input parameters. BBD is reported to be more efficient compared to Central Composite Design 

(CCD) and 3 leve l full factorial des igns as it contains more number of coefficients in model 

compared to experiments conducted. Another advantage of BBD is it does not contain 

combination of input parameters in which all the factors are simultaneously at their highest or 

lowest level. Hence BBD can avoid experiments under the extreme conditions. BBD with 17 

runs is used to design experiment. Jnput parameters gas pressure: cutting speed, lase r power are 

varied according to combination and completed all mns as per the design matrix of BBD. Tablel 

represents 3 input factors with 3 levels as used in experimental plan . 

Table 1: Levels of expel'imenta1 input parameters 

Parameters L.evel Level Level 3 

2 

Cutting Speed 1300 1500 1700 

(mm/min) 

Gas Pressure (MPa) 1.4 1.6 1.8 
Laser Power (W) 5500 5750 6000 
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Laser Illachining is cOlllpleted from BBD experimental plan. Obtained specimens with cutting 
pattern are as shown in figure I (a) & (b). Figure I (c) shows dross formation at bottom. 

Kerf width is measured at top surface of specimen. Dross is measured at all bottom edges 01' 

IVork piece using optical profile projector. Average dross height is calculated from all edges 
readings and is used for further calculations. Both output parameters arc measured using prof! Ie 
projector, as explained in Figure 2. Both measured values of kerf width and dross height shows 
variation acc.ording to variolls combinations of input parameters from experimentai plan. 

Obtained experimental results are given in table 2. 

fi:,!IIrt I: (a) Sl'C""imt M., Ih, l."~rr m~t"il\il\~ . lf) l)"'''~ r.,rroUljon .a lllnlu,m ,.j~ "r(" 2; hr'I"JII<.c" ,\lr~'ur("'ntnl 

Table 2: Performance paramete.'s 

Std Run A:Cutting B:Gas C:Laser Kerf Dross 
speed. press ure power width height 
(mm/min) (MPa) (W) (mm) (mm) 

15 1 1500 1.6 5750 0.265 0.5833 
13 2 1500 1.6 5750 0.27 U.59 
6 3 1700 1.6 5500 0.23 0.6333 
16 4 1500 1.6 5750 0.25 0.603 3 
10 5 1500 1.8 5500 0.24 0.49 
5 6 1300 1.6 5500 0.?8 n4Rll 
17 7 1500 1.6 5750 0.275 0.604 
8 8 1700 1.6 6000 0.235 0.647 
3 9 1300 1.8 5750 0.31 0.575 

10 1300 1.4 5750 0.26 0.61 
4 II 1700 1.8 5750 0.225 0.628 
12 12 1500 1.8 6000 0.29 0.613 
.cf. ' 13 1700 1.4 5750 0.23 0.G5 
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') 14 1500 1.4 5500 0.23 0.583 
14 15 ISOO 1.6 5750 0.265 0.607 

7 !6 1300 1.6 6000 0.35 0.601 

II 17 ISOO 1.4 GOOO 0.235 0.5533 

III. RESIJI.TS .·\ND DISCUSSION 

A. Statistical analysis ancl clevelopment of models 

Models created in RSM are analysed using Anal ysis o f Variance (ANOVA). F value identifies 

inf"luence of input parameters on kerf width and dross height in terms of variolls significant 

factors. I n this method, p value is used to check sign illcanee of interactions between variab les . I r 
p va lue is less th an 0.05 , it denotes input data is significan!. SUI11 of squares which represents 

) 	 variation of data is used to identify how we ll model represents clata. Non -signifi cant lack of fit 

shows that model is precise. Adequate precision measures signa l to noise ratio, a ratio greater 

than 4 is desirable. Table 3 and Tab le 4 shows ANOVA result of Kerf width and dross height 

respectively. 

Table 3: ANOYA for kerf width 

Source Sum of Df Mean F- p-vall1e 

Squarcs Squarc value 

Model 0.0172 9 0.0019 17.51 0.0005 Significant 
A-Cutting 0.0098 0.0098 89.97 < 
Speed 0.0001 
B-Gas 0.0015 0.0015 13.89 0.0074 
Pressure 

C-Laser 0.0021 0.0021 19.39 0.0031 
POvver 
AB 0.0008 0.0008 6.94 0.0337 
II.C 00011 0.0011 9.70 0.01 70 
Be 0.0005 0.0005 4.65 0.0680 

A' 0.0003 0.0003 2.55 0.1542 
8' 0.0012 0.001 2 I \.0 I 0.0 128 
C' 1.645E-06 1.645C-OG 0.0151 0.9057 
Residual 0.0008 7 0.0001 
Lack of F it 0.0004 3 0.0001 \.57 0.3281 not 

significant 

Pure Error 0.0004 4 0.0001 
Cor Total 0.0179 16 
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The mod el F value or 17.51 and p value of 0.0005 impli es thar model is signilicant. Analysis 

shows cutting speed, gas pressllre~ laser power, interactions of clltting speed and gas pressure, 
cutting speed and laser POWL:i', quadratic term of gas pressure are significant term s. Lack of fit F 
value of 1.57 implies the lack of fit is not signifi cant relative to the pure erro r. Adequate 

precision ratio o f 13.879 indicates an adequate signal, thus shows that thi s model is ready for 

further optimizatio n process. Equation 2 denotes model in terms of coded factors: 

Kerf width = 0.250 - O.0350 xA + O.0137xB + 0.0162xC - 0.0137xA B - O.013 xAC + 
0.0 113 x8C + 0.0081 xA' - 0.0 169xB' + 0.0006xC' ... Eq uation (2) 

Table 4 : ANOYA for dross height 

Source SUlll of Squares df Mean Square F-value p-valne 

Model 0.0329 9 0.0037 12.78 0.00 14 Significant 

A-Cutting Speed 0.0104 0.0104 36.5 1 0.0005 

B-Gas Pressure 0.0010 0.00] 0 3.56 0.10 10 

C-Laser Powe r 0.0063 0.0063 22.07 0.0022 

AB 00000 00000 0. 1477 0.7 12 1 

AC 0.0027 0.0027 9.46 0.0 179 

BC 00058 0.0058 20.38 0.0027 

A' 0.0026 0.0026 9.04 0.0 198 

B' 0.0002 0.0002 0.6312 0.4530 

C' 0.0041 0.0041 14.28 0.0069 

Residnal 0.0020 7 0.0003 

Lack of Fit 0.00 16 3 0.0005 4.96 0.0779 not signi fi cant 

Pure Error 0.0004 4 0.0001 

Cor Total 0.0349 16 

The mode l F value of 12.78 and p value of 0.00 14 implies that model is s ignificant. Analysis 

shows that cutti ng speed , laser power, interaction of cutti ng speed and laser powcr. gas pressure 

and laser power, quadratic terms of cutting speed and laser power are significant terms. Lack of 

fit F value of 4.96 implies the lack of fit is not significant relative to the pure erro r. Adequate 

precision ratio of 13.696 indicates all aLlequate sigllaL shows th a l this model is eligiGIe for 

further optllTIlzatlOn. J::q uatlOn :J shows model ill terills of coded tactors: 
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Dross heighl = 0.5975 + 0.0361 x,\ - O.OII]xl3 + 0.0281"C + 0.0032xAB 

0.0260 xO.0382 x BC + O.0248xA' - 0.0065 xB' - 0.0311 xC2 .. Equat ion (3) 

Ii. Influence o/" process parameters on kerf width: 

The perturbntion plot shows variation of kerf width with change in all three. input parameters 

i.e.• A: cutting speed (CS), B: gas pressure (GP), C: laser power (LP) simultaneously. The lines 

represent the behaviour of each Factor, wh ile holding the othe r pmameters co nstant at the 

referenc e va lue. Perturbation plot of va riation in kerf width for fibre laser machining of AI 1200 

12111111 sheet is shown in Figure 3. It shows that kerf widrh decreases with increase in cutting 

spced significamly as: it does not gel sufric ien t time to melt. Hence higher cutti ng speeds are 

desirable for narrow kerf width. Increase in laser po\.ver causes more heat prod uction and hence 

marc melting of material, thus increasing kerf width. With increase in gas pressure, there is 
) 	 increase in kerf width due to removal of liquid metal rapidly, but its effect is not much 

.significant later. Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows graphs of variation of kerf width with two factors 

simultaneously. 

C. Influence of process parameters on dross height: 

Effect ofCS, GP and LP on dross height for fibre laser machining of AI 1200 12 mm sheet is 

shown in Figure 6, Figure 7, and Figure 8. Pel1urbation graph shows that increase in gas pressure 

blow away molten material effectively, hence denotes slight decrease in dross hei ght. As laser 

po\ver increases~ there is increase in dross height. It might be due to more material melting \vith 

increase in laser power. With increase in heat further, complete melting occurs. Hence molten 

meta l will fallout from cutting edge, leads to reductio n in dross. Increase in cuttin g speed also 

causes increase in dross height, due to incomplete melting due to insufficient time. It indicates 

that for minimum dross, lower speeds and lesser laser power are desirable. 

:-:-. ::..:.~""", ',- ~ C :o "": '·:"'C'." ' • . ~ 
F'!;lJIl' 3 : Pcnurb~:<on: K...f width 

' I" 
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D. Model validation: 

Prediction accuracy of developed models is checked us ing percentage error obtained in 

predicted values with reference to actual experimental values. Developed models in terms of 

actua l factors are represented by equation 4 and equation 5, are used to predict responses from 

given set of input parameters. 

Kerf width = -1.80672 + 0.00163438xCS + 0.640625xGP + 7.75xLP - 0.00034375 xCSxGP 

3.25x I0-5 xCSxLP + 0.000225xGPx LP -'- 2.03125x 10-7xCS' 

0.421875xGP' + Ix I0·8xLP' ... F.quation (4) 

[)rnr, ~ height - 12.C)C)73 + a .ool 1823 l xCS ~.OHG1xGP + O.OOS 'IOIR9 x LP + 8,125xlO

5xCSxGP - 5.2 x I0-7xCSxLP + 0.0007635 xG PxLP + 6.19438x 10"xCS' - 0. 163687xGP' 

4.9836x 10·7 xLP' ... Equati on (5) 

Predicted va lues, a long with lhe e~ perimental values and % error In dross height and kerf 
widlh are given in table 5. 
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Table 5: Prediction acclIracy of models 

Ru Expcrilll cn Predicted % Error E~pcriJllcn Predicted % Error 

nt'll kcrl' Kcr!"\Vidth (kcrfwiuth) tal dross dross (dross 

width height he ight height) 
(mm) (111 III ) (111 III ) (Illm) 

0.265 0.265006 0.00236 0.5833 0.5974 78 2.4306 15 
2 0.27 0.265006 1.849537 0.59 0.597478 1.26742 
3 0,23 0.238757 3.8075 0.6333 0.625 145 1.28768 
4 0.25 0.265006 6.0025 0.6033 0.597478 0.96506 
5 0.24 0.235006 2'()S0729 0.'19 0.482233 1.58518 
6 0.28 0.276255 1.3374 11 0.4833 0.500896 3.640699 
7 0.275 0.265006 3.634091 0.604 0.5 97478 1.07984 
8 0.235 0238757 1. 59883 0.647 0.62932 2.7326 
9 0.31 0.3 18755 2.82427 0.575 0. 565045 1.73 125 
10 0.26 0.263755 1.44433 0.61 0.594 121 2.60316 
II 0.225 0.221257 1.663444 0.628 0.643795 2.5 1511 8 
12 0.29 0.290006 0.00216 0.6 13 0.6 14758 0.286724 
13 0.23 0.22 1257 3.801196 0.65 0.65987 1.518508 
14 0.23 0.230006 0.00272 0.5 83 0.581158 0.31596 
15 0.265 0.265006 0.00236 0.607 0.597478 1.56873 
16 0.35 0.34 1255 2.4985 0. 601 0.60907 1 1.342845 
17 0.235 0.240006 2.13032 0.5533 0.560983 1.388574 

Average % Error (kerf width) Average % Error (dross) 
2.0401 32% 1.662351% 

It is observed that average percentage errors between experimental and predicted values of kerf 

width and dross height are 2.040132% and 1.66235 1% respecti vely. The relationshi p between 

the actual and pred icted va lues of kerf width and dross for LBM of AI 1200 12 mm sheet are 

shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 respectively. Both predicted vIs actual graphs show that 

developed model IS approp riate and predicted results are 111 good agreement with the 
experimenta l resulls. 
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E. Optimization using desirability approach: 

Desirability based optimization method of RSM IS chosen to get optimal setting for si ngle 
objective and multi-objective optimization technique. 

I) Desirability function 

Desirability is mathematica l merhod used to find optimum solurion. Desirability (D) is an 
object ive function and its value varies /\"om 0 to I. Value I denotes ideal case and value 0 
denotes that responses or input parameters fall outside desirability range . The va lue depends on 
how close ly lower and upper limits are placed compared to actual optimum condition . The 
concept of desirability is based on multi response optimization. In thi s method, for each output 
parameter different goals i.e., minimize, maximize, in range, etc. are used according to 
requirements. 

Change in weight changes goal characteristics. For several output and input parameters, all 
goals are comb ined into single desirability function . Importance of parameters is varied from 
zero (least desi rabie) to live (most desirable). The c1efault setting is 3 for all goa ls (equally 
imp0l1ant). Desirabilil\" function is represented as given in equation (6), 

11 )'/"'[. , . 

n = (et " )( rI" )( ... )( rlrn)'/Lrn = nrl ' ; ,
I J. . II 	 I 

( 
i:; l 

where, 'D' and'd· shows combined and individual desirability, 'n' is the number of responses 
in the model and· r represents importance of respective tenn. 

The goal used for responses kerf width and dross height is 'minimize' and goal 'in range ' is 
ll.J·:d 1':'f Hl~'u( i-"III ItIl'_kl.'J. ,·V,- .:o.od 11J1}JVIlAU...... IVI IlIplil ~Hllnllll_kl.\ n; Jt I I I ) 11I'li ",t I I t I I ) for 

output parruneters. 
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2) Single objective optimizat ion lor kcrfwidlh and dross height: 

For single objective optimization. method focuses on only one response to lTIi!lllTI1Ze or 
maximize. while keeping goal ~or other parameters as in range. Importance set as 3 for input 

parameters and 5 for output parameters. Obtained optimal selling gives minimum possible value 
of'lhat response. Table 6 gives optimal setting and its criteria for kerf width. Similarly, Tab le 7 

denotes optimization criteria and corresponding optimal selling for dross height. 

Table 6: Single objective optimization of l<crfwidth 

Name Limits fmport"'lce Goal Optimal Desinlbility 

Lowe Uppe setting 

r r 

A:Cutting 
(ml1limin) 

Speed 
1300 1700 

, 
.) in range 1698.175 

B:Gas Pressure (MPa) 1.'1 1.8 
, 
.) in range 1.788 

C: Laser Power (W) 5500 6000 3 in range 
5522.27 

- 4 

Kerfwidth (111111) 0.225 0.35 5 0.214 
1111111 In Ize 

Dross Height (111111) 
3 

0.483 
0.65 5 In range 0.584 

Table 7 : Single objective optimization of dross height 

Name Limits Importance Goal Optimal Desirability 

setting 
Lowe Uppe 

r r 

A:CUllillg 

Speed( llllll/ Ill ill) 

B:Gas Pressure (Ml'a) 

C:Laser Power (W) 

Kerf' \\ idlh (1111ll) 

1300 

1.4 

5500 

U.:225 

1700 3 

1.8 3 

6000 3 

O,J5 S 

In 

range 

In 

range 

III 

range 

in 

runge 

1319.699 

1.799 

5509.09 

0.272 
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0.483 
Dros, Height (mm) , 0.65 5 OA49 

.) minimize 

Optimized value of kerf width 0.214 mm is obtained at 1698.175 mmlmin cutting speed, 1.788 
MPa gas pressure, 5522.274W laser power. Optimal setting obta ined for i11inimum dross height 

of 0.449 nll11 is 1319.699 nll11/min clltt ing speed, ! .799 MP" ga, pressure and 5509.09 W laser 

power. 

3) Mult i-object ive Opt imization: 

Multi-objective optimization process is done for minimizing or maximizing responses together, 

by se lecting required goals for all process parameters and responscs. The overall desirability 

function is determined by combining these goals and impoltance. By using desirability technique 

all the responses are combined in a dimensionless measure function i.e., desirability function. 

In this section, multi-objective optimization gives opt imized set of cutting speed, gas pressure 

and laser power which s imultaneous ly minimize kerf wid th and dross height. The optimizatio n 

conditions and optimal setting of parameters are given in Table 8. 

Table 8: Multi-objective optimization 

Namc Limits Importance Goal Optimal Desirability 

Lowe Uppe setting 

r r 

A:Cutti ng Speed 

(mmlmin) 
1300 1700 3 III ra nge 

1503.119 

B:Gas Pressure (MPa) IA 1.8 3 in range 1.8 

C: Laser Power (W) 5500 6000 3 In range 5500 

Kerfwidth (mm) 0.225 0.35 5 
minimiz 

0.234 
0.924036 

e 

Dross Height (0101) 
0.483 

3 
0.65 5 

minimize 
OA83 

0.999999 

Combined desirability 0.961268 

Desirability bar graph of multi-objective optimization shows desirabilit\· values of all factors 

and responses as shown in Figure ll . Obtained combined desirability value is 0.961268, which is 

near to I and acceptable. Figure 12 shows contour plots ofdesirab ilit),. which shows obtained 

optimal sening is 1503.119 mOl/min cutting speed, 1.8 MPa gas p ressure. 5500 W laser power 
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fur minimiz ing kcrfwitlth and druss heigh! simultaneously according to maximum desirability 

criteri a. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In the present work. multi-objective optimization of kerf wi dth and dross height for fibre lase r 

cUlling of AI 1200 12mm sheet is carried out using desi rability function and modeling is done by 
BBD of RSM technique. On the basis of results obta ined. the following conclusions arc 
identified: 

I. 	 Experimenta! resu lts shows th,,! minimum kerf width of 0.225 mm is obtained at cutting 

speed 1700 ml11/l11i n, gas pressure 18 MPa, laser power of 5750 Wand minimum dross 

height of 0.49 mm is obtained at cutting speed 1500 ITII11/min. gas pressure 1.8 MPa and 
laser power of 5500 W. 

2. 	 ANOVA test shows that cutting speed is most sign ificant factor for both kerf width and dross 

he ight and developed empirical models are significant. 

3. 	 Developed models of kerf width and dross shows best prediction capabi lity with average 
percentage errors of 2.040 132% anel 1.662351 % respecti vely. 

4. 	 Kerf width decreases w ith increase in cutting speed significantly. With increase in laser 

p(,)\ver and gas pressure causes little inc rease in kerf width. Sim ilarly, increase in clltt ing 
speed shows remarkable increase in dross height. Increase in gas pressure causes slight 

decrease in dross height and with laser power dross height decreases. 

5. 	 Optimized value of kerf width of 0.214 mm is obtain ed at 1698.175 mm/min cutting speed. 

1.788 MPa gas pressure, and 5521.274 W laser power. Optimal setting obtained for 

minimum dross height of 0.449 mm is 13 19.699 mm/min cutting speed , 1.799 MPa gas 

pressure and 5509.09 W laser power. 

6. 	 Multi-objective optimization gives minimum kerf width and dross height of 0.234 mm and 

0.483 111m respectively at optimal setting of 1503 .1 19 mm/min cutting speed, 1.8 MPa gas 

pressure, 5500 W laser power, hence minimizing ke rf width and dross heigh t simultaneously. 
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Abstract: Suspension system plays an essenti al role in automobile anJ is always responsible for 
driving comfort and safety. Suspension system not only absorbs the tremendolls vibrations but 

also transmits various forces betwee n road and vehic le body. The double wishbone suspension 
system provides balanced stabili ty under various conditions like cornering, braking. load ing and 

unloading. A Double Wishbone suspension system consists of upper control arm, lower control 
arm, strut, knuck le, etc in which upper control arm is crucia l part of suspension sys tcm. In an 

automobil e industry optimization is focused all aspects fo r improvement in performance. This 
project consists of upper control arm, lower co ntrol arm, hub and spring to contribute towarels 

materi al optimization and analysis of upper co nt rol arm, lower co ntrol arm, hub for double 
wishbone suspension system. Upper control ann. lower contro l ann, hub is designed usi ng 

CAT IA V5 and FEA on ANSYS is used fo r post processing. Required forces li ke Latera l. 
Long itudinal and Vertical forces acting on arl11 are ca lcul ated. In this we would be comparing the 
most recommend l11ateria l AISI 41 30 with the ceramic matrix com posite of AI,O, for upper 

control ann, lower control arm, hub as how th ey both compare in co rnering cond it ions. 

I. INTRO DUCTI ON 

1.1 Problel11 statement 

The one of the biggest disadvantages o f the double wishbone suspension system is that it is 

expensive. The reason being the complex construct ion. but al so the cost of material used. so the 
main part of our project is to reduce the cost of the components using the ceramic matrix 

composite of AJ,03. 
1.2 Ohjectives 

I. To reduce the overall we ight. 

2. To reduce the cost of component . 

1.3 METHODOLOGY 

Analytica l Method 

1. Class ical Approach 
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2. 	 Closed form of so lu tion 

3. 	 100% accurate resulls 

4. 	 Applicable oniy for simple problems like cantilever and simply supported beams etc. 

S. 	 Complete in itse lf 

0. 	 Though onolytica l methods co uld also give approximate rcsult s if th e so luti on is not 

c losed form , but in gencra l "nd brood sense, analytical methods are considered as closed 

form so lutions i.e., 100% accurate. 

Numcrical Method 

I . 	 Mathematical represcntotion 

2. 	 Approximate assumptions madc. 

3. 	 ApplicabJe even if physical prototype is I ot available. 
4. 	 Real life complicated problems. 

5. 	 Results cannot be believed blindly and mus t be verified by experimental methods 

6. 	 Finite Element Method: Linear, No nlinear, Buckling, Thermal, Dynamic & Fatigue 

Analysis. 

7. 	 Boundary Element Method: Acoustics / NVH 

8. 	 Finite Volume Method: Co mputational Fluid Dynamics and Computatio nal 

[ lectromagnetics. 

9. 	 Finite Difference Method: Thermal and Fluid now analys is 

ADVANTAGES 

I. 	 The do uble wishbone suspension provides the engineer more des ign choices than some 

other types do. 

2. 	 It is fairly easy to work out the effect o f moving each joint, so the kinematics of the 

suspension can be tuned easily and wheel mot ion can be optimized. 

3. 	 It is al so easy to work out the loads that different parts will be subjected to which a ll ows 

more optim ized li ghtweight parts to be designed. 

4. 	 They also provide increasing negat ive camber gain all the way to full jounce travel, 

unlike the MacPherson strut, which prov ides negative camber gain only at the beg inning 

ofjounce travel and then reverses into pos itive camber gain at high jounce amounts. 

DISADVANTAGES 

I . 	 Double wishbone suspensions Illay Take up less space but are more Complex, and thus 

more expensive, Than other systems li ke a MacPherson strut. 

2. 	 Due to the increased number of Components within the suspension Setup, it takes much 

lo nger to Service and is heavier than all Equivalent MacPherson design . 

.i. .... t the other end at the scale, It U tters less deSign choice than the More (Willy :mel 

co mplex multi -l ink Suspension system. 
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3. DESIGN Or- PROPOSED WORK 

Honda S2000 Specifications and Parameters 

The 2005 Honda 52000 is one of a few vehicles that use a double wishbone suspension at bOlh 
the front and rear wheel s. The Iionela 52000 is considered a sports vehicl e, with a relatively 
small road clearance. This emphasises thc need for a suspension that has high performance 
handling, and is c~lpable or withstanding extreme cases of cornering and hitting road bumps at 
high speeds. The case of ex tremc cornering, where on ly two of the wheels remain in contact with 
the road surface. 

Vehicle Specifications 

I1L 1 I I 2!l5 kr; 

~ l) (f):5I U\) 

B I'r"m ill1cJ Itt"a r T r:\ck 
"", == I.SOm 

y =OA75111 
C t ' e·l11ft" .. f (iT3\'II), (l'Gl 

~ = 2.01'Jm 

Dr - 0.8 1P-am 
I) 

Dn = Q,9l}12111 

\ 'd llck W'~hh \ .75 m 

1.2 , IttII " 'dud", I Ie'ghl 

4.12 m 

_'~_·'b __~_1_______ ~ I_ _,, ,,· ______+-____~ .4 1I _"~____ ~,~~ ' 

p !' . \" '",, I I~ c.H \\ h",.::! Uri",:) 176,<)7 kll' 111 7 noo rpm 

T 219.6-1 (I( 6 son rpm 

1'.10,; \\',l!lhI" , t,,,,, = 0.2·130 III 

0.4318 III 

o· 
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--

------

COl· n~~..illg Conditions 
--

v 
-

Vehicle Velocity I 110 klll/h=30. 55mis 
-

j1 Cornering Rae! ;lIS of Curvature 
-

71.62 (hairpin bend) 
..•. 

rJ Banking Angle(road) 
-. 0" 

---.-
y S 10 pc a f Road 27% 

.. 
~l Coefficient of Fricti on ~l, = 0.8 ~1 ,=0 . 7 

1- - -- --_. 
elY Vertica l i\ cc ~ l er.t t ioJl -S.829 m/, 2 

- -- --  -
a, 

-
I Horizontal Accelera tion +3.924 111/" 

---------
S F_.__. -

Static Stabi li ty r actor SSp, = 0.5187: SSFR = 0.5945 
- -------

mg Vchick Weight 11605.85 N 

Fz ICentripcIa I Force 167-1 ).23 N 
.

FN Nonnal Force at the Whee l 32 1 ~ .49N 
.. - --- - -. 

Fr Frictiona l Force. at the Wheel 2571.92 1'1 

F\\ Force at the Whee l 2250. 14 

k Shock Spring Sti ffness 50N/mm 

4. CALCULA TIONS 

m= 1285Kg, g=9.81 mls 2 

rnR=0.5 1, lIx=0.8 

Trz=0.7 

110Km 
vehicle ve locity (v) = = 30.55m/s

hr 

Normal Force (FNJ 

FN= mR(1 /2 ) mg = 321 4.491'1 

Frictional Force (Ff ) 

Ff=lIx x FN =257 1.59N 

Fw=lIz x FN =2250 .141'1 

Fz='!(mv 2 ) =16745.2 31'1 
p 
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Stress AUld),sis 

Moment of Illert ia.l = ;~ ( f);) - lJi') -~ .5 3 7 x 10-B 

Tran~vcrse Shell r S l n:s~ 

2"
(T,) 3 = -;) = 52.0 1 Ml'a 

(T,) I =
2" 

= 53 .84 MPa 
A 

,,, 
( T ) , =  = 105.85 Ml'a , - A 

Mz _ 
(O'J~= -I X Z =292.66 Ml'a 

=Mz X Z = 146.33 MPa 
I 

Vehicle and suspens ioll force ca lculatioll 

4. PROPOSED 3D CAD MODEL 

UPP ER CONTROL ARM: 

... 
.>'

", 
"O-~' .1_ 
SUI., ~:, 

TO!' ., • • 
SU It: '_I ff -'-.- , .

HUB: 

.I'OAt ~ . .. 
&cd.: Z" 

I~.. y,u 
In)., 2 : 1 

'. 
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LOWER CONTROL ARM: 

_., 
Front v1C'<f 
~o;"ale: 2:\ 

• Left .,!e." 
Sealll; 2; I 

Top vltw 
Sc~l. : 2: t 

6. MATERIAL SELECTION 

In thi s project we would compare the stress analysis in vanous parts of Double Wishbone 

Suspension system ie Upper Contro l Arm, Hub, Lower Control Ann with materials as AI SI 4 I 30 

and ceramic matrix composite of A 1,03. For Spring we wou ld be comapring Oil Hardended 


Spring Steel with Music Wire ns both are good and recommended material for Spring. 


Properties of AISI 4130: Properties of ceramic matrix 


composite of AhO): 


Cost I kg (INR) = 150 Cost I kg (INR) = 24 


Yield Strength (MPa) = 460 Bending Strength (MPa) = 


480 

Tensi Ie Strength (Ml'a) = 560 Tensile Strength (MPa) = 665 

Carbon Content (%) = 0.3 Hard ness (I-IV 0.5) = 1666 

Hardness (BHN) = 21 7 Densit) (glee) =3.86 

Density (glee) = 7.8 Poisson's Ratio = 0.22 

PO;:;,un 's [{alio = U.L~ Young' s Vlodu lus (uPA) = 
393 

Young ' s Modulus (GPa) = 210 

ProRerties of Music Wire (ASTM A228) : Pronerlic, of O il Hardended 

Suring Sleel (ASTM A229i Grade 4: 
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Cost wrt Hard-drawil spring s t ~c l w ire = 3.5 Cost wrt Hard-drawn spring 
steel wire = 1.5 

Modulus of Rigidity (MPa) = 7'.1000 Modulus of Rigidity (MPa) = 
81170 

Tensile Strength (iVll'a) = 1590 Tensile Strength (MPa) = 
1100 

Density (glee) = 7.9 Density (gkc) = 7.9 

Poisson's Ratio == 0.3 13 Poisson's Ratio = 0.313 

7. CALCULATION 2 


SPRING CA LCU LA TION 


As commonly spring stiffness for Honda s2000 is 50 n/mm & spring deA ection is 105mm, 


So, 


Dynamic Spring Force = Ks x 105= 5250 N 


Considering Static to Dynam ic Faclor as 3. 


So, 


. F Dynamic SpJ'ing Force 
jMax. Spnng orce = 

Static to Dynamic Faecol' 

= 1750 N 

Shear Stress = Tmax= 0.55 sur = 795 MPa 

Shock Spring Stiffness = Ks= 50 N/m m 

Material = Music Wire 

Modu lus of Rigidity (G) = 79000 

Ultimatc Tensile Strength - su, - 1590 MPa 

Taking Spring Index = 8 

By Wahl 's factor 

K = 4C- l j O.615 = 1.1 84 
4 C-4 c 

So, 
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- K lIlPC] 1T- -X
ml ' d 

{' _ UkPc 
( - -

rrT 

d = JSkPC 
reT 

d = 7.29 mm 

For Standard diameter val lies d = 7.29 111m 

Mean co il diameter (D) = c x d 

D =64 mm 

No. of active coi ls (N): 

(j = BPND
3 

Cd' 

Standard No. of coils = 10 

Assuming that spring has square 8:. ground ends 

Nt = N+2 

Nt = 12 coi ls 

So lid length of spring = N, x d = 96 mm 

Free length = 96+ I 05+ 16 = 2 17 mm 

Pitch ofco il = 21.7 mm 

Shock Spring St iffness = 50 N/mm 

Material = Grade 4 oi l hardened Spring Steel 

Modulus of Rigidity (G) = 81370 MPa 

Ultimate Tensile Strength = S"t= 1100 MPa 

Shear Stress Tmax= O.5x SII' = 550 MPa 

Taking Sprin g Index = S 

By Wahl's factor 

K= 4<-1 1 0.615 = 1.184 
4c -4 c 
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So, diallleter of spring 

d= JUkl'C- = 8.76 mm 
rrT 

Tak ing Standard diameter va luc d = <) 111m 

Mean co i I diameter 0 = c x d= 72 mill 

No. of aclive coils (N): 

/) =OPNO' 
Cd": 

Gd'
N=o-- = lOPOPD3 . 

Standard No. of co ils = II 

Assuming that spring has square and ground ends, 

Nt =N+2 

N, = 13 co il s 

Sol id length of spring = N, x d = 117 mm 

free length = 117+ 105+ 16 = 238 111m 

Pitch of co il = 2 1.64 mm 

Spring chart 

Spri ng material \ Total Co ils (mill ) 
Calculat ions 

Music Wire (ASTM 12 
A228) 

Oil Hardended 13 
Spring Sleel (ASTM 

A229) Grade 4 

Free Length (mm) 

2 17 

238 

Pitch (mm) 

21.7 

2 1.64 

8. ANALYS IS ON A ISYS WORKBENCH 

As we men tioned in ca lc ulation part of report, the forces and moment are taken to do the analysis 

on ANSYS workbench as shown in the in part of Boundary Cond ition. 


As for meshing. due to limited number of nodes thai can be used for ANSYS Student version, 

meshing is cons idered to be of slow transition and medium as span angle centre. 

Assembly 
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ror Assembly, the Force o f 8430 N is acting on of upper wishbone and lower wishbone, toward 

the hub con nection centre, the moment are co nsidered to be acting at centre of hub. Th e 
cylindrical support is consid ered at centre of hub and compression only support is considered m 
back centre side of hub. 

A. Total Deflection 

For AISI4130 

For AISI 4130, the max imum Deformation is found to be o f 0.89929 mm shown by rcd co lour 

parts occurs on lower ann, and the minimum Deformation is of 0 mill shown by blue co lour pan 

occur on hub. Thc Avcrage Deformation of the assembly is 0.15645 mm. 

For Ab03 Composite 

For Ab03 Co mposite, the maxi mum Deformati on is found to be of 0.45799 mm shown by red 

co lour parts occurs on lower arm, and the minimum Deformation is of 0 mm shown by blue 

colour part occur on hub. The Average Deformation of the assembly is 7.9537e-002 mm. 

13. Max imum Principal Elastic Strain 

For AISI-1130 

For AISI 41 30. thc max imum Principal Elastic strain is found to be of 6,4974e-004 mm/mm 

shown by red co lo ur parts occur on upper contro l arm, and the minimum Princi pal E lastic strain 
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is of -S.078ge-006 mm/mm shown by blue colour part occur on upper eontrol arl11. The Average 

Principal Elastic strain of the asscmbly is 5.4215c-005 I11m/mm . 

~:---: '"' - ........
:v--
. ~ O" .... 

, .. 
,-' 

For AI,O}Composite 

For Aba} Composite, the maximum Principal Elastic s train is fo und to be of 3.3138e-004 

mmlmm shown by red colour parts occur on upper control arl11, and the minimum Principal 

Elaslic s train is of -3.3717e-006 mm/mm shown by blue colour part occur on upper co ntrol arm . 

The Average Principal Elastic strain of the assembly is 2.913ge-005 mm/l11m. 

.~-'-..",~.:=---

., :

C. Max imum Principal Stress 

For A ISI 4130 

For AI SI 4130, th e maximum Principal Siress is found to be of 134.8 MPa shown by red colour 

pan s occur on upper arm, and the minimum Principal Stress is of - 15.626 MPa shown by blue 

colour part lower ann. The Average Principal Stress of the lower wishbone is 4.7608 MPa. 
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For AhO, Compos ite 

For AhO, Composite, the maximum Principal Stress is founo to be of 134.74 MPa shown by red 

colour palts occur on upper ann, and the minimum Principal Stress is of -16 .663 MPa shown by 
blue colour par! lower arlll . The Average Principal SlI-ess of the lower wishbone is 4.7115 MPa. 

8.4 Spring 

The one end of the spring is considered to be fixed support, and on the other side the maximulll 

force acting on the spring is acted as compression force. 

A. Total Deflection 

For Music Wire (ASTM A228) 

For Music Wire (ASTM A228), the maximum Defonnation is found to be of 100.06 mm shown 

by red colour parts, and the minimum Deformation is of 0 mm shown by blue colour palt. The 

Average Deformation of the spring is 46.582 mm. 
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For Oi lil ardend ed Spring Steel (ASTM ,\229) Gra ti e 4 

For O il Hardend ed Spring Stee l (ASTM A229) Grade 4, the max imum Deformation is found to 

be of 96.189 mm shown by red colour parts, and the minimum Deformation is of 0 mm shown 

by blue co lour part. The Average Deformation of the spring is 44 .885 111m. 

.J• 

B. Maximum Princi pa l El astic Stra in 

For Music Wire (ASTM A228) 

For Music Wire (A STM A228), the max imum Principal Elas tic strain is found to be of 4.1872c

003 mm/mm shown by red co lour parts, and the minimum Principal Elastic stra in is of -5.5142e

010 mm/mm shown by blue co lour part. The Average Principal Elastic stra in of the spring is 

2.3245e-003 mm/mm. 
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For O il Hard ended Spring Steel (ASTM A229) Grade 4 

For O il Hardended Spring Steel (AST M A229) G rade 4, the maximum Princi pa l Elastic strain is 

found to be of 3. I982e-003 mm/mm shown by red co lour parts, and the minim um Princ ipal 

Elastic stra in is of 1.4472e-OOS mm/mm shown by blue co lour part. The Average Princ ipal 

Elasti c strain o f the spring is 1.6143e-003 mm/mm. 

---. ......::: _ 
..... .. 
D:-"' ,
~ 


~ 


I'~ 

•. •.0.:... 

C. Maximum Principal Stress 

For Music Wire (ASTM A22S) 

For Music Wire (ASTM A228), the maximum Princ ipal Stress is found to be of 660.79 MP a 

shown by red colour parts, and the minimum I' rin c ipal Stress is of - 14.769 MPa shown by blue 

colour part. T he Average Principal Stress o r the sp"ing is 365 ,89 MPa, 
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For Oil Hardcncied Spring Steel (i\STM A229) Grade 4 


for Oil Hardcndcd Spri ng Steel (i\STM A22<)) G rade 4. thc maxim um Principal Stress is found 

!o bc of 54J .19 Ml'a shown hy red colou r parts. and the minimum Principal Stress is of -3.15 1<) 

MPH shown by hlue colour pan. The Average Principal Stress oftl,," spring is 26 1.76 MPH. 

._- 1 • 

oil.;r. ' . 

• 
-~... 
..' 

r .• 
I ..".... 

9. CONCLUSION AN D RESULT 


Total 
Materia l Deforma tion 

(mill ) 

Upper Control Arm 

A[S[ 4130 0.91944 

Ab03 0.46692 

Hub 

AISI 4 130 0.18246 

AI,0 3 9.2336e-002 

Lower Control Arm 

A[S[4130 0.95306 

Ah03 0.48623 

Spring 

Music Wire (ASTM A228) 100.06 

Oi l Hardended Spring Stee l 
96.189

(ASTM A229) Grade 4 

Maxi mum Principal Maximum Principal 

Elast ic Strain (111I11/mm) Stress (MPa) 

7.206Se-004 184.38 

3.5937e-004 186.14 

4.0612e-003 1048.1 

2.0221 e-003 1068.6 

6. 1737e-004 140.93 

3. IS02e-004 143.8 1 

4. 1872e-003 660.79 

3. I 982e-003 543.19 
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Assembly 

1\1514130 1 0.89929 6.4974e-004 ! 134.8 
I 

1\ 1,03 1 0.45799 3.3 13 8e-004 1134.74 

For material Ah03 and AISI 4130 

As we can see from the result table, for all the cases of Upper Control Arm, 
Hub, Lower Control Arm and Assembly of the pans mentioned. we can draw following 

deduction: 

I. 	 Compared (0 AISI 4130, AbO, Ceram ic Composite gives nearly half of the total deformation 

for Upper Control Ann, Hub, Lower Control Ann and Assembly. 
2. 	 Compared to A]S] 4130, Ab03 Ceramic Composite gives nearly half of the maximum 

Principal Elastic Strain, as the Total Deformation is half for Upper Control Arm, Hub, Lower 
Control Arm and Assembly. 

3. 	 Compared to AISI 4130, A bO, Ceramic Composite gives nearly same stress developed in 

case of Upper Control Arm. Lower Control Arm and Assembly, but for Hub Ihe Maximum 

Principal Stresses developed are nearly 20 MPa Greater. 

For material Music Wire (ASTM A228) and Oil Hardended Spring Steel (ASTM A ?29) Grade 4 

As we can see from the result table, for all the cases of Spring, we can draw 
following deduction: 

I. 	 When both springs were compared for the case of Total Deformation, the spring made of Oil 

Hardended Spring Steel (ASTM A229) Grade 4 gave minimum deflection of nearly 4 ml11 

less compared to the spring made of Music Wire (ASTM A228). 
2. 	 When both springs were compared for the case of Maximum Principal Elastic Strain, the 

spring made of Oil Hardended Spring Steel (ASTM A229) Grade 4 gave minimum strain 

compared to the spring made "I' Music Wire (ASTM A228). 
3. 	 When both springs were compared for the case of Maximum Pricipal Stress, the spring made 

of Oil Hardended Spring Slcel (!\STM A229) Grade 4 gave minimum Stresses of nearly 110 

Mpa less compared to the sp,'ing made of Music Wire (ASTM A228). 

So, from the above study, we can conclude that both AISI 4130 and AI203 composite are among 

the best material, for double" ish "one suspension system, but when comapered for cost price 
and the total deformation the AI , 0 3 composite seems to be bener option for the double wishbone 

suspension system. In caseDI' Spring, the Oil Hardended Spring Steel (ASTM A229) Grade 4 

seems to be best material for suspension springs when compared to Music Wire (ASTM A228). 
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Abstract- The following manuscript discusses the design and development of lumbar support 

designed for two·wheeier moped vehicle seats. In a country like India, many peoplc travel on 
two-wheelers, be it intra-city or intercity. Due to the long travel time, most of these people 

expericnce pain in the lower back. The support is devised in a way that it can be universally 

mounted on different two-wheeler scooter seats and provide adequate sLipport 10 reduce the strain 

on the lumbar during travelling. It is designed to be easily folded durin g installation when the 
user does not need it. The passenger bracket is shaped for easy assembly and disassembly. The 

experiments have been performed and calculations were done considering a load o f 50kg on the 

supports. The design of both supports is implemented taking into account the most popu lar 
scooters in the Indian market. This design can be optimized and insta lled on other scooters in the 
market. 

Keywords- l.umbar Support, lower-Back Pain, Two-wheeler moped vehicl es. Back Support, 
Rider suppon 

I. INTRODUCTION 

For the last few yea rs, the majority of the Indian population depends on two-wheeler 

motorcycles and mopeds. The seat of a motorcycle is one of the most importalll components of a 

vehicle that is in direct contact with the dri vers. Due to improper seat desi gn and rough road 

condition riders are subjected to extreme vibration. Many people use their moped scooter for 
long-distance travelling and since these scooters are not equipped with back leaning posture 

support for riders it results in back pain. We have designed Universal l.umbar support devices 

for two-wheeler moped vehicles so that even in long-distance travelling the rider will not 
experience back pain because ofriding a scooter. 
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There are back supports readily available in the market. which arc in a lixed position and cost 
more than Rs. 2000. The support device suggested here is I,)r universal use in two-wheelers. 
1110st il11portantly it is 1()ldable and aesthetically belle ... It is proposed lor peopie who have baek 
pain issues. 1\5 it uses ollly cushion. plaslic and metal the devicc would be inexpens ive and 
affordable. There is no uliler commercially available device in this aspcct. which is foldable. 

This work helps to minimize the prohlems oi' human discomi'ort procurcd due to vir.rations and 
jerks while riding Ihe motorcycle. In this project, we' ll develop a new modified foldable back 
seat that caters for the needs of people with pain in the lumbar region. and it is also easy to 

mount and unmollnt as per lIsers need. 

II. I);:SI(;NIN(; UF I'ASSENGER SUPPORT 

Fig No.I:- Isometric view and Rear view of Pillion Assembly 

A. Mount ing Block 

As the support has to be used universa lly in 1110ped two-wheelers the moun ting has to be done 
at such a place that many moped tlVo-wheelers have in C0l111110n i.e. Carriage . Block's 
dimensions are 95x80x80 111111. The Mounting Block is designed in such a way that it can be 
mounted(with the help of screws) on almost every moped two-wheelers thai have a ca rriage. The 
Torsion Springs are fi xed in holes in the block and thus the load/forces are Iransmitted to the 
mounting block. 

B. Support Seat 

The support is designed such that when not in use it can easil y be raided and does not hinder 
any 1110vement such as opening the basic seat to reach the hell11et compartment and for petrol 
refuelling. For this purpose, the support is divided into two parts with the lower being small so 
that after folding it acquires less space. There 1'0 plates thaI are bolted on the lower seat that 
provides the locking of the upper seat W l ~ffi~ is to be used. The locking and unlocking 

. ~ 

are done by rorating the bolted plate up\wards o.,.?O ~ rds respectively. Thi s seat transmits all 
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the load to the torsion springs that arc also mounted on the Mounting Block thus tra!lsmitting the 
load directly to the mounting block. The seat can be used for leaning up to 110" and a stopper is 
prov iJed to stop the seat and provide SUppOlt when it's fully engagcd. 

III. DESIGNING OF RIDER 'S SUPPORT 

The seat of a moped two-wheeler is already optimized to accommodate only two passengers so 
there is a space constraint for support of the rider and Ihus the designing process of pillion 
support had too lllany complications. And as this support is to be used as an accessory it should 
be mounted such that it can be easily removed and does not require too many modifications in 
the basic seat of moped two-wheelers. 

Fig No.2: - On and Off Position of Rider Support. 

.•J. Mounting Plate 

The Moullling Plate is clamped in the middle of the seat. Its thickness is 5 mm. The pillion 
support is accommodated on this plate to avoid modification of the basic seat. This plate has the 
exact shape and curvature of the basic seat so it is tightly clamped. The clamping of the plate is 
done under the basic seat in the helmet compartment so that theft of the support can be avoided. 

8. Support Seat 

The pillion support is designed such that it resembles the ii-olll end of the seat and can be 
folded if not in use. The cushion is provided on both sides of the support. The rotating and 
locking mechanism is vel')' simple. A C-shaped groove is welded on the Mounting Plate which 
acts as the locking mechanism of the seat. The material used for the seat and mounting plate is 
Stain less steel. 

IV. CALCULATIONS AND SIMULATIONS 

Acce leration was considered to be 0-60 kmlhr in J0 sec, 

(v-u) 
.. a = 

t 
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Where, v = finnl velocity in m/s. u ::: ini tial velocity in m/s. a:;: time in sec 

(16.667 - 0) 
:. a = 

10 
= 1.6667 m/52 

]\Jow the lorce on the sca t is calculateci as. 

r-= m X;J 

Where, m = mass o f per SO il dropping on the seat, which is asslimeci to be 50 kg, a;;:; acceleration 

calculated in m/s1 

:. F = 50 x 1.6667 = 83.335 N. Thus Ihe load oj' 83.335 N acts on Ihe seat. 

According to the des ign, it was assumed that the whole load would be transfelTed on the spri ngs , 

hence as two springs, one each at either side of the c lamp is present, the half load is considered 

wh ile calculati ng the res ult. 

Mean co il diameter (D) = 12 mm and Coi l diameter (d) = 4 mm 

Spring Index C = £ = 12 = 3
d ., 

Now considering the materia l as Steel with Ultimate Tensi le Strength (Su.) = 586 N/mm' 

..[. S Sy, 0.6 x Sut 0.6 x 586
ThLIS Pe nlllSSI )Je tress a = - = = = 175.8 N/mm2 , t FOS 2. 2 

4C 2 -C- 1 4X3 2-3- 1
Wah Is Factor,K i = = = 1.333

4C (C-1) 4x3 (3-1) 

Where, 

F 83.335 
Mb = xL = x 11 .52 = 480 N. mm 

2 2 

(32 x 480) 
:. Ob = 1.333 X = 101.6045 N/mm2

n43 

As O'b < O't :. Design is safe. 

Now to validate the answers, static structural analysis was done in Ansys. As the load is 

complete ly transferred to the spring, the spring is thorough I, ana lvsed and the results are shown. 
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Fig No.4: - Results Obtained from Ansys for \Vllole Assembly of Rider's Support 

Von mises stress and deformation analyses were done on the rider support. The material used for 
analysis was hard plastic. The maximum deformatio n "as found to be 0.0 I 067 mm which is at 
the top of the se~L The max imum stress in the seat is 4.403 MPa. The deformation and stresses 
were less as 50kg load was considered on the entire seat. but even if the load increases the seat 
will be inside the acceptable range of stresses. Thus the seat will not fail and the design is safe. 

CONCLUS IONS 

--\ --Sr').....-
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This research is focll~ed on the design and structural analysis or adjustablt: universal lumbar 

support devices ( for both riders) that can he mounted universally on " two-wheeler. The 

developed clevie!.:! enhances the levt.:l of ..;omfort nnd protection in till: lumbar area. This device 

provide!) postural stnbility Hlld support lor both ri(kr and pillion. II h..;lps riders to maintain a 

proper posture thereby reducing the vibrations and back pain while prolonged riding the vehicle. 

The design is suited for many moped two-wheelers with no or fewcr adjustments. To get a better 

understanding or holY thi s device can be mounted to provide back support. the clesign(prototype) 

was implemented on n tew two-whceler designs that were cOlllmonly lIsed by the riders. The 

analysis was cl one on the system and found to be safe for riders weighing lip to 50kg; For an 
acceleration o r 1.667 m/s' 
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Abslmct 

Robotics is emerging branch of engineering and having tremendolls scope in future. Robotics is 
useful in replacing the tasks that are harmful for human beings to perfonn. Robotic evo lution can 

replace this tasks to reduce accidents . This project is designed to help achieve this goal , by using 

suction cups for pick and place fo r Glass handling in Industries. This paper addresses a working 

prototype of an automatic glass h8ndling system. The proposed system h8s 2 OOF (rotation & 
translation). It includes two ste pper motors for required moti on to be achieved. The body of the 

system is made up of aluminium a lloys and partially Iron a lloy. This robot is used to pick the 

glass 8nd place in on work t8bl e and return g lass to original place 8fter operations . The pick 8nd 

place of glass is usua ll y being 8ccomp lished, using man power and as the transfer process is 

repeated for a period of time, it can cause injuries to the o perator. This ro botic mm helps in 

preventing injuries and increasing the efficienc y of the work, by red uc ing human errors that can 

cost time and material. Robotic arm works on 2 stepper motors, a leadscrew assem bly and a lso 

uses Prox imity sensors . This system is contro lled by Arduino Microcontroller to achieve desired 

motion. 

, Keywords- robotics, glass, leadscrew, suct ion c up 

I. INTROOI JrTION 

In Industries, operations of harmful tasks by humans are being replaced by robotics. This is dnn~ 

in order to reduce the number of injuries and to increase the accuracy of the operations. Hand lin g 

g lass on Industry fl oor is one such operati on. Sucking effect for picki ng glass can be belle r 

alternative to handle glass w ith low risk and cnhanced perfo rmance. It will not only red uce 

accidents and injuries but also wi ll increase speed and efficiency of the process. Vacuulll 

grippers a llows to hold ing and release of glass or any delicate m8terial with simplicit,· and 

delicacy. Single or mUltiple grippers can be used to perform particular task. We A im to appl' 

robotics to handle this task. We are making a prototype of a robot that can han dle glass ill 

industries for taking it from one stati on to another while operations are perfo nned . The prOIOI\pe 

being designed is in accordance to pick up a Glass plate (lOOmm* 100m m*5mm) rested at all' 

angle and place it on th e work table. 
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II. 	 OBJECTIVES 

I. 	 T o improve accuracy and simplicity of control over glass plate while per~orming an 

operation 

2. 	 To improve the production capacity of glass industry by usrng a robot to perform task 

continuously without any delay. 

3. 	 To prevent injuries I"'ppcning to the operato r in the industry while performing operation on 

Glass. 

4. 	 To prevent human errors in glass hanclling~ so it increases the efficiency of the work. 

). 	 To build a cost effective and highly efficient Design. 

III. 	FUNCTION AL REQlJlRUvllc NTS 

I. 	 The robot should be able to hold and move glass from its initial position to keep it on work 

table. 

2. 	 It requires enough suction force and position control to hold the glass properly and avoid 
slippage. 

3. 	 The robot will require two motors. One to rotate the leadscrew and other to rotate the vertical 

ann 

4. 	 Leadscrew convert rotary motion to linear motion to pick and place the glass with help of 

suction cup. 

IV. 	METHODOLOGY 

The key components of our project are-

I. 	 Suction cup 

2. 	 Motors 

3. 	 Proximity sensors 

4. 	 Indexing unit 

5. 	 Rotating Ann 

6. 	 Linear Motion Slide 

7. 	 Base plate and supporting unit 

• 	 In this Project, Suction cup is used to pick and place the Glass. It is controlled. Certain 

Calculations are done to choose the correct suction cup required for perfonning the task. 
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• 	 This suction cup is atlached to the rotating arm assembly which consists of the LM slide used 

for extension of arm which increases or decreases the length or the arm. 

• 	 A [eadscrew assembly is lI sed as LM slide It)!" the nbow purpose 

• 	 2 stepper motors arc used ill this project. Olle lor rotating the arlll consisting of the LM slide 

and another is lIsed in the leadserew assembly. 

• 	 A[[ thi s is enclosed in a s llPporting lInit. w hich holds everything together and is pl aced on the 

base plate. 

v. 	 DESIGN AND WORKING OF SYSTE.\t 

{\. Vertical arm 

I) Motor: Stepper motor is used to provide rotary motion to [eadsc rew. 


Specifications of the motor is as follows: 

Motor model is PKP235 


Weight 285 gm, 


Shaft length 15mm, 


Holding torque O.37N-m, 


total length of moto r inc luding shaft 67mm. 


It provides rotary motion to [eadscrew. Coup ler is lIsed to coup le leadscrew to the stepper motor. 


COllpler is hold in side the vertical ann with help of coupler bod)'. COllp ler specificat ions are 

as follows 

Diameter I is 5mm to hold stepper motor shaft and diameter2 is 10 mm to ho ld the leadscrew 

2) 	 Leadscrew: A lead screw a lso known as translation screw is used to convert rotan motion of 

motor to linear mot ion of slider. There is friction between male and feJ11ak members. 

leadscrew also referred as linear actLiators. 

Advantages ofleadscrew 


Can carry larger loads 


Design is simple and compact 


Easy to manufacture 
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Large mechanical advantages 

Lead screw is having direct contact with thre.ads of female part. In this paper female part is 
rcferred as slider. Diameter of' ieadscrew is 5mm.leadscrew is held in position with help of two 
bearings on either side which are enclosed in bearing hOllsing 

3) 	 Slider: Slider is rectangular in shape and having threaded hole in the centre. This threads arc 
locked with threads of lead screw. Slider moves back and forth when lead screw rotates 
because of threads. Two guides are providcd for the support and to hold the slider in its 
position by restricting its other motions. 

All these component are well situated inside [he aluminium block whieh supports all the 
components and hold them in position. A mechanism having suction cup at its end moves 
back and forth as slider moves and provides up and down motion to glass. Glass is sucked 
with help of suction created by vacuum pump. 

4) 	 Vacuum gripper: Vacuum grippers work on phenomenon of pressure difference. When 
suction cup is sealed against a glass, air has to be squeezed out of the suction cup to create a 
low pressure region inside the cup. When the pressure difference between atmospheric 
pressure and low pressure region pressure is enough, then vacuum grippers can lift a load and 
move. Large flat objects are mostly suitable for this operations as [heir large surface helps to 
create enough pressure difference. Also heavy parts are not suitable for this work as very 
large pressure difference wil l be required . Suction cup is selected based on the measurement 
of the glass. 

Atmospheric Pressure 

,-____--'........ To Vacuum Pump 


PAD 

VACUUM 

Atmospheric Pressure 

Fig I . Working of vacuum gripper 

Weight of glass 

Glass dimensions = (J 00-1 00' 5) 111m} 
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Mass = Density" Volume 


= 2500 * 0. 1 * 0. 1 " n.n05 


Weight of glass = 0.125 " 9.81 

= 1.22625 N -- 1.5 N 

Select ion of slIction CLIp 

d = 1.12 [(m " s) I ( p *" ,l ,. n r/ 12 

where, d = diameter of slict ion CLIp 


111 = mass of glass = O. 125 Kg 


s = factor of safety = 2 

p = suction pressure = 122.625 N/m2 

>t =coeffic ient of fricti on between glass and slIction cup = 0.5 

n = no. of suction CLIp = I 

by substituting va lues of m, s, p, ,l and n in equation of diameter of suction 
CLIp: we get 

d = 22.6 1 mm - 25 mm 

Fig 2. Leadscrew ~~~~~~ 
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n. Horizontal arm 

Thc horizonta l ann consists of motor, coupling and bea ring. The stepper motor shaft is coup leu 

with the main shan us ing a coupler. To provide smooth rotation and to withstand rad ial lo rce an 

indexer is provided on main shalt The inuexer is a combined unit of two ball bearings separated 
by a spacer which as a \-\rhole is enc losed in a casing. The main shaft is then connected to the 

vertica l arm by using {-lunge type arrangement with help of allen. 

I) Stepper 1110tor: 

The motor is provided so as to give rotating motion to the vertical arm and to rotate the verLical 
ann in desired stepwi se manner we have selected stepper motor. 

Ret,med Data Glass Density = 2500 kg/m3 

Aluminium Density = 2710 kg/m3 

Mi ld Steel Density = 7850 kg/m3 

Mass of Arm = 2.2 kg 

Length of Leadscrew Assembl y = 257 mm 

Width of Leadscrew Assembly = 70 mm 

Offset length between e.G. ofLeadserew Assembly and centre ofrotation = 116 mm 

Mass of Leadscrew Assembly = 2.2 kg 

Load" torque = 2.2 * 0.117 * 9.8 1 = 2.525 N-m 

Motor selection from load torque PKP260 

A stepper motor, a lso re fe rred to as step motor or stepper. co uld be a brush less DC motor that 
divides a full rotation into \'a riety of equal steps. The motor's position can then be commanded 

to manoeuvre and hold at one among these steps with no position sensor for feedback (an open

loop controller), as long because the motor is carefully sized to the appliance in reference to 
torque and speed. 

The stepper motor is und erstood for its property of converting a train of input pulscs (typically 

square waves) into a precisely defined increment within the shaft 's rotati ona l posilion. Each 

pulse rotates the shaft through a hard and fast angle. 

Stepper motors effectively have n number of "toothed" e lectromagnets arranged as a stator 

around a centra l rotor. a gear-shaped piece of iron. The electromagnets are given energy by an 
To mnl{c the motor , haft turn. fir,,!. one 

Ily attracts the gear's teeth . When teeth are aligned 
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to thelirst electromagn et, they are s lightly onset from the next electromagnet. When subseque nt 

electromagnct is turned on and therdo re the first is turned 01T. the gear rotates s lightly to align 

with subsequent (I nc. from there the process is repeated. roach 0(' these ro tations is named a 

"step =', with an inreg.cr number of sleps making a full rotali on. in that way, the motor is often 

turned b)' a pmticular angle. 

2) Cou pling: 

A coup ling may be a mechanica l clement part that connects two shafts together to accurate I)' 

transmit the facility from the drive s ide to the dri ven side while absorbing the mou nting error 

(misalignment), etc. of the two shans. 

A coupling may be a device won t to connect two shafts together at their ends for lhe aim of 

transmitting power. The primar), purpose of couplings is to hitch two pieces of rotating 

equipment while permitting a point of misal ignment or end movement or both. In a more general 

context, a coupling also can be a robot that serves to attach the ends of adjacent parts or objects. 

Couplings do not n0l111 all), allow disconnection of shafts during operation, however there are 

torque limiting couplings which can s lip or disconnect when some torque limit is exceeded. 

Selection. installations and maintenance of couplings can lead to reduced maintenance time and 
maintenance cost. 

Role of coup l ing: 

1. Pov,!er transmission from driving side to driven side. 

2. Elim inate offset errors between axes of driving and driven shaft 

3. Absorbs vibrat ions during operation 

3) Bearing: 

Bearing provides functional relative motion between two components and restrict all othe r 

motions, and reduce frictional losses. Rotary bearings hold ro tating elements such as shafts 

within mechan ical systems, and transfer axial and radial loads fro m th e source to structure 

supporting it. The simplest form of bearing is the plain bearing which cons ists of a shaft rotating 

in a hole. Lubricants are used to reduce friction. In the ball bearing and ro lle r bearing, to reduce 

sliding friction. rolling elements such as rollers or balls with a c irc ular cross-section are located 

between the raceS or journals of the bearing assembly. 
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.. 

Fig 3 Glass handling system (Side view and front view) 

VI. FUTURE SCOPE 

• Improvements can be made sllch that heavy glasses can be handl ed 

• Design can be fllIther modified to make the structure mob ile 

• Arrangements can be made such that multiple glasses can be handled at sa me time 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper the innovative idea of implementing an Automatic G lass Handling System is 

disc ussed and thereby analysed its various parameters for regular realistic application. It is one of 

the smart options which can be implemented in various operations in glass handling. Design of 

the project basically depend upon effectiveness of rotary motion of a!"ln and translation of 

Leadscrew assembly. In the present work, a prototype is to be built to perform the required task. 

Two stepper motors are to be used in proposed model. Suction cup can hold the glass firmly. 

Proximity sensor can detect the presence of glass and the system would then get into operating 

condition. This syslem is proposed to do a task in which the glass is held and then placed on a 

working tab le where it will be operated. Glass operations are not included in thi s project. It is 

analogous to Pick and Place robot. where the glass is picked using suction cup and then placed 

on work table. 
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Abstract 

The Formula studen t competition challenges teams of university undergraduate and graduate 

students to conceive, design, fabricate, develop and compete with smal l prototype formula type 

vehicle. The rul es limit performance of the engine by addition of a 20mm diameter restrictor 

within the air inta ke system. The air intake system is designed for a flat torque curve w ith high 

peak to increase drivability. Different intake models were designed and si mulated using Solid 

works and ANSYS Fluent. The design with least pressure drops and maximum mass flow rate 

was selected . 

Keywords- Air intake, Throttl e body, Restrictor, Plenum . Runner, Solidworks, ANSYS Fluent. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The ma in function of an air intake system is to suppl y the engine with clean air and in correct 

amount to burn the injected fuel in the combustion chamber. Its first and usually most 

identifiable function is to provide a method of filterin g the air to ensure that the engine receives 

clean air free of debris. Two other characteristics that are of importance to the engineers ill 

designin g the intake system and its flow and acoustic performance. The flow efficiency of the 

intake system has a direct impact on the power the engine can deli ver. The air intake in 

consideration has following main parts: Primary Thronle Bod\-'. Restrictor, Plenum, Ru nner. and 

Secondary Throttle Body. The air intake system is designed 10 reduce pressure losses th rough the 

system, thus mak ing it easier for the engine to draw in air thereby increasing the output power. 

II. Methodology 

- -"~~~ 
'. 

1-0 Engine SimulationCAD Modelling ~~~ 
'":. " . >:i- ro·. :j :.?::t.. • 

. (Ricardo Wave) ':.(SoHdworks) :'~ 
-'=:.':':-~r,'';; 
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Ill. DESIGN OFAIR INTAKE SYST EM 

A. Throttle body 

The previous ai r intake system used a stock thrott le body o f KTM Duke 390 bike which was a 

buttcrlly type with a bore of 4(, mill. The team faced a lot of problem regarding the thrott le 

response w hich showed a sudden increase of rpm within 50% of throttle travel. The 20 mill 

restrictor gol saturated w iih air within 500/0 throttl e openin g. To overcome this iss ue the tea m 

decided to downsize the thrott le bore to 36 111m. A butterfl y type s ingle blade shaft throttle body 

was used to c1ecrease air res istance. Ve locity stack was added before the throttle plate to get a 

continuous mass tl ow rate at low engine speeds, 

The observed result was a predictab le thrott le response at any engine speed keeping only the 
restrictor as the lim iting factor. 

::T B = 
67547.4 

0 TB = 3 1.3 3 nun 
A cOJ'rr=ction £'1.ctor of 150/0 i~ added to c ompensate losses due to throttle '\:0'11;... -= and s h aft . 

0TB = 35 .9& mill.. 

Figure I: Thrott lc body CAD 

B. Restrictor 

Main objective of restricto r is to restrict power dc li very of the engine for safety purpose . 

Restriction of air flow results in lesser power generation ill combustion chamber, which directl y 

results in lower perfonnance than expected. While restrictor is the most crucial pa rt of ti,e air 

intake system as the quality. quantity and nature of the a ir now is directly affected by th e 

restrictor designing. 

Venturi type restrictor was chosen for its abil ity III keep the airflow intact and margi n to carry 

out various iterat ion while fine tuning it to des ired resul ts. As per the limitations of the rules the 

throat diameter of the restrictor should not be marc thall 20mm . The main aim of tile vCll turi is to 

accelerate the fl ow of air into the plenum. In las t,..; ;~'I:i\~ the throat was in the middle of 
:'"",J..' 0 

~ r-/ . ~ 
/ i\) 
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venturi, by this geometry high throat velocity was attained, but it resulted in low static preSSlll'e 


inside the plenum, this har! a negative effect on the performance of engine, 


Mass Flow Rate m= r V A 


For an ideal compressible gas: 


III = APt / j(J'f), .jy/R , M,ll + (y - 1/2). M2} - (Y+1)f2(Y-l) 


Mass Flow Rate is a maximum when M = 1 at these conditions, !low is choked 

Mm= A rt f r .jy/R (y + 1)/2-(y+l)f2(y-l) 

f !ifls.-.OOl 

,-"

Figure 2 Previous Year's Design (Velocity Contour) 

J 

Figure 3 New Design (Velocity Contour) 

-ff:C 
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r igll rc 4 New De~ i g J1 ( Pressure Contour) 

T he simulations f rom previolls des ign,) Ct) lllpUlal ional J-lu id dynamics have shown that there is 

low static pressure deve lopment ins id e the plenum. The current geometry has achieved to 

recover pressure losses due to the restricto r resuiting in suflici cnt stat ic pressure ins ide the 

plenum, Variolls iterations \Vere carried out varying the converging and diverging angles from 

12' to 15' and 5' to 8' respecti ve ly. 

Converging angl e Di verging angle Inl et pressure (pa) Outlet Pressure Restrictor 

(degree) (degree) (pa) Veloc ity 

(m/s) 

15 6 101 325 9794 1 196.8 

Table I: Variat ion In throat ve loc ity du e to cJlange III venturi angles 

Inl et Bo undary Condition Pressure Inlet ( 101325 Pascal) 

Outl et Boundary Condition 

Mode l 

Mass fl ow O utlet (0.0703 Kg/second) 

Realizable K€ Two Equations 
.
ra ble 2: Mode l 

C. Plenum : 

The general design of a pl enum plays an important role in the manifo ld des ign. After the throttl e 

body, and restri ctor, in the restr icted engin e case the air 0ppOltun ity to reduce ve loc ity a nd 

increase density prior to be in d iverted d(1\\ n Ihe runner. The vo lume of a plenum shoul d be s ized 

such that it is large enough that al h igh eng in e RPM it has enough volumetric capacity to 

sufficiently feed the runn er. It a lso nced s to be small enough that adequate ve loc ity is maintained 

at slower engine speeds. There are no sln l1d ard known equati ons for determined the ideal vo lume 

for an engine, where most design is done empiricall y 

In the restricted engine case, the efrecti,,, lun ing volume in the intake manifo ld is reduced to the 

maximum amount of the air fl ow that Ih" restrictor will allow. Very large plenum would allow 

the velocity to s low down from the peak i, fo und at the throat of the restri ctor and increase peak 

volu met,'ic efficiency . Intrinsically a 'cr' large volume w ould result in poor throttle response, 

since the plenum act as a capacitor. 
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The plenum shape was finalized to vertical e llipsoid that hac! a least resistance ti·om the throat o f 

the restrietor. The design shape saved a lot of space in the vicinity of the engine head for the 

wiring box Hnd the radiator hose routing. 

x Engine cy linder capacity i Plenum Volume (ce) 

2 I 746.4 
2.4 I 895.68 
2.8 I 1044.96 

I 

D. Runner Length 

Runner can be defined as the pan of air intake wh ich is responsible for carryi ng the mass of air 


from the plenum to the throttle body where fuel \V iii be mixed. 


Runner length can be defined as the overall length from the plenum to the inlet valves of the 

engine . Runner length plays the most important part of the air intake system. Following are some 

important roles played by the runner: 

l.lfproperly ca lculated and tuned , supercharging effects can be obtained which wiil increase the 

power generation of the engine. 

2.Creating a path which will have no turbulence, so that maximum of the streamline air can pass 

through into cylinder. 

IV. CALCULATIONS 

The two theories that closely detemline the runner length are Helmholtz resonance theory anel 


Wave motion theory. 


The Helmholtz resonance theory determines the engine speed at which the volum etric efficienc) 


will be maximum. 


The drawback of thi s approach is that it considers un limited amount of air entering the eng ine 


whereas the restrictor. 


limits the air fl ow. The volumetric efficiency ri ses to its peak but drops considerably. 


The Wave Motion Theol)' or Pressure wave tuning is based on using the pressure wave pulses 


created by the valve 


timing, where the tuned length is set to coinc ide with intake va lve opening, providing an ext ra 


charge of air into the 


cylinder due to the higher pressure, and therefore increasing volumetric efficiency. 


The calculation is from the vel ocity of an air wave in a pipe where velocity = distance/timc. 


where distance is twice the pipe length and time is fo und from engine speed and associated 
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intake va lve timing. 

L = « EVC D x 0.25 x V x 2) -;- (rpm x I<V» - Yo D 

Were, 

EVC D is the elfecli vc va lve clos ure duration (porti on ofcyc lc) = 474 

v = speed of sound @ 85 I' (c hosen as the average measure intake tcmp) = I 125 .33 ftls 

R V = renectiv c va lue (count o f each pulse li'om onc end o f pipe and back) = 2 

D = runner d iameter ( i n) "' 1.8 1 I 

EVC O = (720 - ECO) - 20 

= (720 - 226) - 20 

= 4 74 

The fo llowing are th e calculated runner len gths for different rpm. 

RPM (R V- 2) Runner length ( in) 

7000 18. 14 

7500 16 .87 

8000 15 .75 

8500 14 .78 

Length from englJ1c throttle body to valve = 7.44,n 

The effect ive runner length @ 8500 rpm = 14.78 - 7.44 

= 7.34 in 

= 186.41mm 

V. ANALYSIS 
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Fig. 5 Velocity Streamlines 

Fig. 6 Pressure Contour 
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VI. 	 CONCLUSION 

The primary aim of this yeur 's design was to achieve high static pressure inside the plenum. By 

shilting the lhroat m:vay from the plenum, We wcre able to dece lerate the air and, henc e 

increasing the static prcssure. Due to the simple (Ellipsoid) geometry of the plenum the air 

moving into the combustion chamber was less turbulent. Tuning the runner. keeping the PressLI re 

\V(lve Theory and f-Ielmholtz Theory as the theory behind predicting the rpm at which SllptT 

charging effect was achieved. 
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Ahstract- Air-conditioning and refrigerHtion play an important role in a variety of fields like 

food storage, animal husbandry, medici ne, and organ transport etc. In applications like transport 

of medic ines, transplant organs etc . there is a huge demand of portable cooling units with inbuilt 

power supply having automatic temperature and humidity cOl1lrol. Though a lot of cooling 

mechanisms are available, namely Vapor-absorption, Vortex Tubes, Vapor compression, cooling 

tubes etc., these find limited application in designing a hand portable system. One reason for this 

is their vulnerability to large vibrations during transportation. A solid-state electrical cooling 

system can overcome such deficiencies. The thermoelectric module is a dev ice that works by 
using the Peltier effect when electrical power su pplied on it. In this study, the thenTIoclcctric 

module is applied as thermoelectric cooler (TEC) using air cooling heat sink where coo ling box 

capacity is 6 L by volume. For this work two TEC 1276 modu'les with a total max imum power 

consumption of 100 W were considered. This work e~perimentally investigates the thermal 

performance of thermoelectric cooler with a variation on input power and cooling load. A 

microcontroller base temperature controller was employed to adju st the temperature to the se t

point with variations in the thermal load. The investigation was conducted by three vari ations on 

input power (lOW. 30 Wand SOW) and by two variations of the cooling load using mineral 

water (1440 mL ancl2880 mL) with input power of 50 W. The bo~ temperature achieved at input 

power 20 W. 30 W ancl 50.0W are 10.980C, 6.77 oC and 2.52 oC, respectively. While at the 

cooling load of 1440 mL and 2880 mL, the temperature achieved in the box are 15.45 oC and 

19.32 oC, respectively. The test results showed that in variation on the input power from low to 

high, the temperature in box becomes lower on high input power and it causes th e lower of 

Coefficient of Performance. This is because more encrgy cou ld be absorbed on high input power. 

In the cooling load variation, the greater the cooling load given in cooling box, then the longer 

the box temperature stability can be achieved because of more energy needed for decreasing the 

temperature of cooling box. 

Keywords- Transplant Organs, Thermoelectric iVlodule. Peltier Module, TEC 1276, 

Coefficient of Performance. 
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J. INTRODUCTION 

In an agricul tural coulltry like India food storage, gennillated seed preservation and transport ( ) r 

calli e semen for artific ia l insemination are some of the im perati ve days to day applications "r 
portab le co ld storage. Moreover, o rgan tran spo rt to remote locations for organ transplant and 

medic ine transpo rt to rura l areas instigate thc need for a batte ry based portable device capable or 
maintaining low temperatures. Figure I describes a portab le T Ee modul e-based coo ling un il 

s imilar in des ign to the one being designed as part of thi s work. The sali ent formul at io n 

envisagcd for the portable coo ler und er investigat ion is a) Thermoe lectric C oo ler Module, bJ 

Heat sin k Assembl y, cJ C irculation lim, d) Battery, c) Enclosure In sula tion, f) temperaturc 

Contro l. 

Figure I : A portabl e TEC based system fo r fo od preservation. 

II.TEC CONFIGURATION OF PTEC DEVICE 

As dep icted in Figure 2 the fan-heat sink-TEC -heat s in k-fan cascade is proposed keeping in view 

the po rtabl e nature of thi s device. This study was conducted in ex perimental design to investigate 

the perfo rm ance of PTEC. A n integ rated therm oelectric module (T EC 1-12706) with cascade 

system was used on PTEC. Each cascade cons is ts of two modules, two modu les in the bottom 

and one module in the top as shown in F igure 2. Sing le cascades compri sing of two TEC 

modules was used and every cascade was arranged in parallel as shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 1 : Schl'lll:lI l': ni"lFC con fi gur.uion in proposed PTEe dev jee Figure 3: CAD model of p roposed TEe mod ule configuration 
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IIl.TEC III':AT SINK 

To transport hea t. 10 the ambient at an adequate rate 11 rectangular fin type aluminum-based heat 

sink modu le as shown in Figure 4 has been used. Figure 5 describes the temperature profile in 
the heat sink body lor the spec ified thermaillux input at one end. The convect ive film coefticient 
for this simulation hns been taken considering forced convection~ however at a lower th ermal 

load to reduce power consumption natural coo ing can be used by switching off the ran supply. 

Rectangular Fin Array 

Figure 4: Aluminum Heat Sink Used for Cooling the TEC Module 

lL9i1 
41.1ffi 

lIAi9 
Ullm_ 
1 

Figure 5: Steady State Thermal Simu lation forTEC Heat S ink 

IV. FULL SYSTEM DESIGN CALCULATIONS 

System heat ba lance considering heat in co ld s ide Qc, the wasted heat in hot side Qh and tbe 
performan ce (CoP) of the box cooler are presented in Eg. (1 ) - Eg. (4) [1] 

Pin =Qh - Qc .. .............. .... ..•... . . . . ... 3 
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Several materials that call be used to manufacture cool ing box of PBe. The mentioned 

parameters are thermal conductivity (k). density (p) and the unit price. Judging from the ability 

of thermal conductivity, copper is the best materials for the inner wall, although it is expensive 

and heavy (it has the grealesl vaille of p). Aluminum is the second-best material for inner wall 

with low price and lightweight (smallest value of pl . Therefore, it is onl y appropriate to se lect 

aluminum as the material for the inner wall of a portable beverage coo ler. In Eq. (I) - Eq. (4): 

Pin is the power input (W), (l is the Seebeck coefficicl1[ (Volt/K), I is the electric current (A), R is 

the electrical resistant of the TEC material (n), K, is the thermal conductivity of the 

thermoelectric element (W/mK) and COP is the coefficient of performance of the cooler system . 

V.RESULTS 

Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the coo l side of heat s ink temperature and cooler box temperature 

\V.r. t the variation of input power (50.5 W, 72.72 Wand 113.64 W) for 2 hours operation. 

respectively. The value of input power in the equipment affects the temperature of cooling 

module. The result shows that the temperature at cool side of heat sink and cooler box decreases 

with the increas ing of the input power that supplied to the system, because of the more heal 

absorption in cool side of TEC modules so that the lower the temperature obtained at cool side of 

heat sink and cooler box. 

28 

-+-50.5 W 


~::-"I,.. - - 11 3.64 \\'
:;: 20 

E, IS 

i:: ~~_'.1.....,.. J :: 
o 10 20 30 -\0 50 60 70 80 90 100110110 

Time (min) 

Figlll"!! 6: Temperatllre 01"00/ side a/heal sink depicling 

lempert/fllre varia/ioll/or differem power lere/s. Fig"re 7: Tel/lp~llIllt,.e ofIIIside cooler box re} depicTillg 
1!'lIIpe /"Clllln! InriOl101110r differem polrer/c,·els. 

figure 8 shows COP of cooler box in the variation of input power (50.5 W, 72.72 Wand 113.64 

W) for 2 hours ' operation, respecti vely. The equations 1,2 and 4 were applied to calculate the 

COP value for each input power, the results show that the COP value decreases from 0.852, 

0.641 and 0.414 with the increasing of input power value from 50.5W, 72.72W and 113.64W. 

Thi s is because when input power increases, it means the heat absorption increasing too, so this 

condition will cause temperature at coo l s ide of heat s ink decreases as shown in Figure 8. 
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FigLlrc 8: COP of th e cooler box ill variation of input power 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The investigation of thermoelectri c cooler w ith variation input power and cooling load have been 

presented. It can be concluded that temperature at coo l side of heat sink and cooler box decreases 

with the inoreasi ng of the input power that supp lied to the system, because the more heal 

absorption in cool side ofTEC modules so that the lower the temperature obtained at coo l side or 
heat sink and cooler box. The hot side temperature of heat sink increase with increasing of the 

input power, because of the more heat absorption in coo l side of TEC (inside cooler box), the 

more heat rejection in hot s iu e of TEC (outside coo ler box which cause the temperature of the 

hot sink will rise. In variation on the input power [-rom low to high , the temperature in box 

becomes lower on high input power and causes the lower of COP. This is because more energy 

could be absorbed on high input power. In the coo ling load variation, the greater the coo ling load 

given in cooling box, then the longer the box temperature stability can be achieved because o f 

more energy needed to decrease the temperature of cooling box. 

- TEC can be used as an effecti ve portable cooling device. 

- TEC can increase the net efficiency when used for waste heat recovery. 

- TEC are exce llent devices when it comes to waste heat utilization mainly for I'o\\cr 

generation . 

- TEe coup led with Thermal Energy Storage system can provide energy even when [he 

primary energy sources are absent i.e. , So lar Energy, Heat Exchanger Energy, etc. 

- TEC can also be used in Co-generation power cycles to further improve the Overa ll 

Efficiency of the System. 
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Design & Fabrication of Gear Defect Detection 

Mayur 0 Dahare', Aniket C Kal1lblc' , I'ratik R Kal1lthe', Yash S Shahakar' , A. B . .Iadhav' 
I· ! l( i studenl. 2- .'\~~i ~ 1<I11( pl'!lfcs~or 

Dcpartment of Mechanica[ Engineering. SKNCOE, Pune 
abjadhav(@sinhuaci.edu2, ynshshahakar.16rm.!.!l11ail.com 1 

Abstn.ct: Appearance defects inspection plays a vital ro[e in gear quality control. Human 
in spection is a traditional way to remove detective gears. which is instab le and time consuming. 

In this paper, a machine vision sysicl1l for gear defect inspec tion , which can inspecl various types 

of deJects on gears such as deformations. rllsts, scratches and so on is developed. The proposed 
system designs a novel image acquisition systcm to enhance the defects appearances and get 
controlled image acquisition environment. A series of image processing methods are proposed or 
utilized to inspect the defects. The system not only finds out the defective gear but also remove 

the defective piece by flipper mechanism. 

Keywol"ds: Geometric dimensioning and tolerance, Machine VISIOI1, Gear Surface Defects, 

Pictorial form, Computer-aided design. 

1)In traduction 

Gears may be defined as toothed wheels that transmit power and motion from one shaft to 

another shaft by means of successive engagement of teeth. Gears ca n be broadly categorized as: 
spur, helical, wonn and bevel. Gears have wide utilities ranging from daily-life application to 
industries. Gear failure can lead towards costly and sometimes life-threatening consequences. In 

order to reduce gear failures, a systematic study of va rious defect detection techniques and their 
application to gears is necessary . This paper is an attempt to review various techniques applied 
for fault detection in different types of gears. [n the industry of machinery, gea rs are important 

eomponcnts that connect different machine parts to transm it motion. They have been widely used 
in cars, and many other rotating machines. The quality of gears can directly influence the 

performance of many machines. and may even cause serious disasters. Gears arc llsually mass

produced with high demand of precision. and a [at of inspection measures have been adopted ill 
the production process to ensure the quality of gears. The inspection measures can be classified 

into three steps: material inspect ion, assembling inspection and final goods inspection. The 

material inspection is mainly focused on the dimension and teeth inspection of the receiving 
materials [ike pitch of the gear, gear proli[e. The final goods inspection is mainly focused on the 

surface defects, giving a fu[[ inspection before packing, so the result of final goods inspection 
can directly influence the product quality. Currently, the inspection of gears in manufacture 

mainly depends on skilled human inspecto rs with the help of bright lights. The manual activity of 

inspection is subjective and highly dependent on the experience of human inspectors, which 
cannot provide a guarantee of quality. In add ition, working under bright lights for a long time is 
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harmful to human's health. Therefore, automatically inspecting the defects of gears becomes an 
important issue, and the computer vision can playa crucial role in it. 

2)L1TERATURl, REVIEW 

IJ. Detecting Gear Surface Defects Using Baekgroulld-Weakening Method and 

Convolutional Neural Network by Liya Vu, Zheng Wang, and Zhongjing Duan 19 

November 2019. 

In this paper, the gear defect is located by a deep learning algorithm. which lays a foundation for 
mOre precise quali ty inspection such as the subsequent dimension measurement. The traditional 
detection of gear manufacturing defect detection is based mainly on machine vision in which the 
contour ex traction algorithm is often used to extract the image features of a sing le gear In th is 
Paper a surface of gear component is examined through Advanced Infra Camera as a result 
minute detect such as sc ratch,Bend etc can easily be detected. 

2J. Design of Gear Defect Detection System Based on Machine Vision by Vu Wangl , 

Zhiheug Wul , Xianyun Duan! , Jigang Tongl , Ping Lil and min Chen I , Qinglin Lin2 

2017. 

In high speed automatic production lines, usmg machine vISion method,through access to 
detecting object image quality detection, and machine vision system has simp le structure, easy to 
move. quick and advantages, such as data acquisition, required by the visual sensor module is 
relatively simple.With the Help of advanced technology likc machine vision based defect 
detection approach using image processing. In this approach , a machine analyse the external 
surface thus detects and controls the holes on the Physical Surt:,ce of The Machine Component , 
first a reference image is taken rrom the system and feature extraction process is applied to this 
image, In this system the reference is studied with the incoming test images and thus the missing 
hole on the component is precisely Detected. 
3J. Investigation of the influence of oil film thickness ou helical gear defect detection using 

Acoustic Emission by Mhmod Hamel , Abdulmajid AddaIi, David 2014. 

The purpose of lubrication is to ensure an oil film separates the gear teeth at the meshing area. 
Depending on the lu bricant 111m thickness three different lubrication regimes can be 
distinguished, Acoustic emission is the transient elastic waves within a material, caused by the 
rapid release of localized stress energy. An event source is the phenomenon which releases 
elastic energy into the material. \\ hich then propagates as an elastic wave. Acoustic emissions 
can be deteeted in frequency ranges under I kHz, and have been repOlted at frequencies lip to 
100 MHz, but most of the released energy is within the I kHz to I MHz range. Acollstic 
Emission can be related to an irrevers ible release of energy. It can also be generated from 
sources not involving material failurc_ including friction, cavitation and impact 
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4]. Ge"r c1assific"tion for defect detection in vision ins pection system using deep 

convolutiunal ncuntl networks hy Imam Must"f,. Kamal/, Riska Asria"a Sutrisnowati2 

Hycrim Bac3, and Taes()() Lilli Augns t 2018. 

This research paper in vo lves the analysis of prOducts on the production line for the purpose o f 
quality control. Visual inspection can al so be used to r internal and externa l assessment of the 

various equipment in a produclion !~\(; ility sllch as storage tan ks. pressure vesse ls, piping. and 
other equipmenLThis process th at takes place at regu lar intcrvals of time, such as day-to-day. It 

has been shown repeatedly that vi sual inspection results in the discovery of most hidden defec ts 

during production. 

5J. New approach for gear mes h st iffness evaluation ('f spnr gears with surface defects by 

Bilal EI Youstia" Abdcllour Sou"lhi", Kllllal Mcdjaherb , fr"n~ois Guillet 7 JULY 2020. 

Gear tooth surface fati gue is one of the most common failure modes of gears. Surface fati gue 

manifests on two principal phenomena , namely spalling and pilling. Spalls are local ized cav ities 

on the teelh surface w ilh re lative ly im portant depths, whereas pits are distributed cav ilies on all 

the teeth sUlface with s mall depths.!n this Paper a New Method is Proposed that accurately 

calculate the gear mesh st iffness of a spur gear with gear surface t!ITor or defect. 
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The I:igure No I Shows the Design Model oi' Complete Assemhly of Machine system Done 
AutoCad . The Assemhly Shows The Di FFerent I'mis Of machine system assembled 
together.DirJerent Parts of Machine system include Frame or Foundation of Mild Steel .On 
which conyever belt is mounted of thickness Whieh is fun hy motor. an image acqu isition 
system hav ing infra camera is mounted on frame Pannel which wi ll keep an eye and Took 
regular images of component at regular interva ls, By Comparing Several Images a rvIinutc 

Disturbance 0 11 SUnlce of gear can eas ily detected. 

. . ..' - .. , . . ..' . .'. . ' ... ' .'. . . . . . .,' . .....,........... 
.,... . ::. 

. . . 
. .. 

. . 

Fig I: pictorial view of camera Fig 2: frame structure 

Fig 3: Asse mbly of system 

Fig 4: Flipper mechanism used to remove the defected piece 
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3.1 Geometric dimensioning and tolerance 

Geometric dimensioning and tolerance (Cj()&T) is a syslcm l-tH" defining and communicat ing 
engineering tolerances. It uses a symbolic language 011 engineering drawings and computer
generated three-dimensional so lid mock ls thm explicitly describe nominal geometry and its 

allowable variation. It tells the manlll~lc tliring starr and machines what degree of accuracy and 
preci sion is needed on each controlled feature o r the part. GJ)&T is used to define the nominal 

(theoretically perfect) geometry of parts and assemblies, to delinc the allowab le vari ation in fonn 

and possible size of indi vidual features, and to define the allowable vari at io n between features. 

There arc several standard s available worldwide that dcseribe the sym bols and define the rules 

used in GD&T. One such standard is American Society o f Mechanical Eng ineers (ASME) 

Y 14.5. This an icle is based on that standard, but olher standards, such as those from the 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO), may vary s li ghtly. The Y14.5 standard has 

the advantage of providing a fairly compl ete set of standards for GD&T in one document. The 

ISO standards, in comparison, typicall y onl y address a single topic at a time. There are separate 

standards that provide the details for eac h of the major symbols and topics below (e.g. position. 

flatness. profil e, etc.). 

Exchange o f geometric dimens ioning and to lerancing (GD&T) information between CAD 

systems is available on different levels of fidelity for different purposes: 

In the early days of CAD, exchange-only lines, texts and symbols were written into the 

exchange file. A receiving system could disp lay them on the screen or print them out, but 

only a human could interpret them. 

GD&T presentation: On a next higher level the presentation information is enhanced by 

groupin g them together into callouts fo r a particular purpose, e.g. a datum feature callout and 

a datum reference frame. And there is also the informati on which of the curves in the file are 

leader. project ion or dim ension curves and which are used to form the shape of a product. 

Designing Dimensions of Machine Component. 

1) Frame: 

Length = 8 ft. Width =4 ft. Hei ght = 2 ft. 

2) Conveyer Belt: 

Length = ( D +d 12 x 3. 14(6) + 2C 

where D = Diameter of Pulley I 

d = Diameter of Pulley 2 

' 
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4) SUMMARV 

This Gear Defect Detection Us ing Arduino Machine has bcen des igned to fulfil the demand o f 

Accurate ly Inspect the Manufactured Gears In Industry and In smail sca le Industries o r 

workshop at Feasible Capita l A ll the parts o f machine is designed in suoh a w ay that they com e 

over the required strength and work to be done. The all knowledge studied n'om the variolls 

research papers has incorporated within the machine. The machi ne has successfu ll y passed the 

tests of all operations are to be done and is capable of doi ng the des ired work. The machine 

system can be very use ful to detect the defecti ve gears , as it is availabl e at very less cap ital it 

can be very easy and qui cker to inspec t the quality of gear at very less cost. 
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Abstract - This project investigates Quality, productivity, and energy-sav ing improvement on 

heat treatment operation in the quenching process fo r manufacturing stabilizer bars. The main 

objectives are to stucly the productivity of manut:1cturing process of stabilizer bars and to volume 

ramp up by increasing production in per day batches which will result in high production rate for 

future usage. In this projec t, we have scope to utilize & increase our core mechanical field 

knowledge and give our contribution to industry to achieve industries' objectives and goal s. A 

stabilizer bar (roll bar, anti-sway bar, sway bar. anti-roll bar) is a part of many automobile 

suspensions that helps reduce thc body ro ll of a vehicle during fast comering or over road 

irregularities. For that rapid coo ling process is carried out by Quenching process, Quenching 

involves the rapid cooling of a metal to adjust the mechanical properties of its original state . 

Steels with martens itic structure are often used in applications when the workpiece must be 

highly resistant to deformation, such as the cutting edge of blades. This is very efficient. To get a 

grip on why oil is a popular quenchant, it' s important to understand what happens in a quench. 

The success ion of heming and then qu ic kly cooling paris via quenching is a \Val' to ach ievc 

added hardness to a part that otherwi se wouldn't have been possible. The heating causes changes 

in th e crystalline structure of a metal part ' s surface: the rapid cooling "freezes" those changes in 

place and makes the s urface harder. Thi s project also covers the detailed examination of 

quenching o il , which is used by the industry in coo ling process. While there are many different 

types of o il used in quenchin g, two commonly used oils are fast and hot oil. Tube and shell type 

heat exchanger which heat is exchanged by two fluids in which one fluid is in the tube and other 

is in the shell (around the tubes). It is the most common type of heat exchangers in o il refineries 

and other large chemical processes and is suitable for hi gher pressure applications. The design of 

a plate heat exchanger (PHE) comprises several heat transfers plates. Held by a fixed plate and a 

loose pressure plate to fo rm a complete unit. Each heat tra nsfer plate has a gasket arrangement 

providing two separate channe l systems. A plate heat exchanger is a type of heat exchanger that 

uses meta l plates to transfer heat between two fluid s. Project helped us study different 

parameters about tube and shell heat exchanger and pl ate tvpe heat exchanger. Project studies the 

different parameters, materials, and specification used for l11ilrlufacruring of sway bars. Research 
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done during this project gives detailed analysis of methodology for' manufacturing on sway bars. 

In this project, we have utilized & increased our core mechanical fi e ld knowledge. Detailed 

structure analysis of heat exchanger and quenching process is provided in thi s research 

Keywords - Stabilizer bar, Quenching. Heat exchangers, Tube and shell heat type exchanger, 
Plate type heat exchanger 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem statement 

Quality, product ivi ty and energy saving improvement on heat treatment operation in quenching 
process for manufactur ing stabil izer bars. 

1.2 Objectives 

• 	 To study prod uctiv ity of manufacturing process of stabilizer bars 

• 	 To detailed analys is of production in per day batches which will results 111 high 
production rate . 

• 	 To study techniques to reduce the surface hardness variation time below 3 hours. 

• To study overall energy co nsumption. 

We will to modify current manufacturing process such that it will be beneficial for industries. 

1.3 Scope 

In this project, we have scope to utilize & increase our core mechanical fie ld knowledge and give 


our co ntribution to industry to achieve our objective and goals. 


Also, we have sco pe to apply kn owledge about quality control and different quality contro l too ls. 


1.4 Methodology 


Firstly, we will study how stabilizer bar works and where it is used. After that we will study the 


manufacturing process use to manufacture stabilizer bars which is quenching process. In that, 


we will find which key factors affect ing the quality of product produced in quenching process. 


After that we should see how process is executed in an industry and observe different factors 

which are imponant in process. We are going to examine different quality co ntrol tools to find 


area where we can improve the process and calculate how much impact it will create to 


manufacturing companies profit and decide whethet· we should go fu rth er research or not. 


1.5 Organization of Dissertation 


Nowadays, people are demanding more comforta ble and safer cars from automob ile industry. 

Automobile 	 stabi lizer bar is the emphasis catego ry-A safety member in the automobile 
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component, and the re lationship between quality of its product is re lated to the security of 

driving more to the comfortablencss of car load and handling, T he stabil izer bar safety memb er 

that in automobile (mainly being passenger t:ar) slIspension d ements, is abso lutely nccessa!~y. 
every kind of ali tom obiIe is installed a stab ilizer har at least, and most of a"tomobile is insta ll ed 
two, 

Fig.J. stabilizer bar ill cars 

WHA T IS USE OF STABILIZER BARS'! 

A stabilizer bar (roll bar, anti-sway bar, sway ba r, an ti-ro ll bar) is a part of many automobile 

suspens ions that helps reduce the body roll of a vehicle durin g fast co rnering or over road 

irregularit ies. It connects oppos ite (Ieftlright) whee ls together through short lever arm s linked by 

a tors ion spring. A sway bar increases the suspens ion's ro ll stiffness- its resistance to ro ll in 

turns- independent of its spring rate in the vertica l direction. 

An anti-sway or anti-roll bar is intended 10 force each s ide of the vehicle to lower, or rise, to 

similar heights, to reduce the s ideways lilting (ro ll ) of the vehi cle on curves, sharp comers, or 

large bu mps. With the bar removed, a vehic le's whee ls can tilt away by much larger distances. 

IH.ERTIA RlRCE IMiOTlA FORCE 

NO SWAV BAR 
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MATERIALS AND MANUFACTURING PROCESS OF STABlUZER BARS 

4140 chromoly stee l is usually preferred for sway bars. Although, equi va lent grades with proper 

heat treatment can be used fo r the purpose. 

A heat treatment process o f an automotive stabilizer bar, whi ch comprises the process steps of' 

breaking materials: forming two lugs, heating, carrying out integra l forming, quenching and 

correcting, and is c harac terized by rapidly placing a stabili ze r bar produ ct after the heating and 

the high-temperature fo rmi ng into a water tank for precooling till the stabilizer bar product is 

coo led to 250 DEG C-280 DEG C, then rapidly taking out the stabilizer bar prod uct, placing into 

an isothermal fu rnace for isoth erma l heating, leading the isotherma l te mperatu re to be 270 DE(i 

C-3 10 DEG C, leadin g the isothermal tim e to be 30-50 min, tak ing out of the fu rnace, carrying 

out air coo ling to room temperature and further completin g the heat treatment quenchin g process 

step. The process adopts the wate r tank for coo ling, the hi gh-temperature deformat ion, and the 

isotherma l quenching way to replac ing the traditional process of remaining temperature 

quenching, thereby leading the product to have the higher toughness while hav ing the higher 

strength, effecti ve ly improv ing the fa tigue dl!rabili ty and the rig idity for deformation resistance 

of the product, at least reducing the isothermal time by above 60% in comparison with the 

tempering time and im provi ng the production efficiency . 

What is Quenching? 

Quenching is a type of metal heat treatment process. Quenching involves the rapid cooling of a 

metal to adjust the mechanical properties of its original state. To perfo nn the quenching process. 

a metal is heated to a temperature grcater than that of norma l conditi ons, typi cally somewhere 

above its recrystallizat ion temperature but below its melting temperature. The meta l may be held 

at thi s temperatu re for a set t ime in order for the heat to "soak" the materia l. Once the metal has 

been held at the des ired temperature, it is quenched in a med ium unt il it returns to room 

temperature. The me tal al so may be quenched for an extended period of time so that the coo lness 

rrom the quenching process is distri buted throughout the thickness of the material. 

Purpose of quenching process 

-' 
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Before harden ing, cast steels and iron are or a unillHln and lamellar (or layered) peariitic grain 

structure. This is a mixture of ferrite and cernt)lltitc formed when steel or caSl iron arc 

manufactured and cookd (It a slow rate. Pearl ill: is nnl nn ideal material for many common 

applications or s(eel alloys as it is 'Illite sort. Fly heating pearlite past its eutccr-a id transi tion 

temperature of 727°C and then rapidly cooling, some of the lllalcrial's crystal structure C,lIl be 

transformed into a much harder stru ct ure kllOWIl as martensite. Steels with this martensitie 

structure are onen lIsed in applications when the workpiece llltist be highly resistant to 

deformation, stic h as the cun ing edge of blades. This is ve ry efficient. 

Important factors that affect qun lity of product in q ncnching process 

\l Quenching Ratcs 

Working on steel, the qucnch rate must be adj usted so that it fall s in line with the fingerprint

like heat treatment graphs mentionecl in the opening paragraph. Cons istent quench operati ons 

yield fully pitase transitioneci stee l workpieces. The martensite phasc is reached throughout 

the material form, no pearlite or bainite or other fewer desirable grains arc produced, so the 

part gains lllliform hardenability. 

• Quenching Medium 

Traditional ly, water is the medium of cho ice here, but the agitated fluid can introduce 

und esirable intragranu lar effects. Subs tituting oi l, hot water, o r gas quenching, the linear ly 

processed phase change proceeds at a more predictable rate. Consequently, the hardenability 

scale is easier to manage when the quench medium has been intelligently selected accordin g to 

the steel alloy's innate material characteristics . 

• The basics of oil quenching in heat treating 

One of the most critical pailS in the heat treatment of a metal part is the quench, or the rapid 

cooling of the part to achieve specified properties. 

No quenching medium is perfec t. There are benefits and drawbacks of each, whether it's sail. oi l. 

gas or caustic. In a game of trade-ofts, oil is the most popular quenching medium becausc it 

offers the widest a rray of benefits to the widest array of parts. 

• Cooling stages 

The first stage in a quen ch is known as the vapor stage. Because the submerged part is so much 

hotter than the quenchant, a vapor blanket forms around the part. Cooling of the part occurs 

during this stage, but it is impeded by the vapor, which acts as an insulator.The second stagc is 

the boiling stage, which is characterized by the violent boiling of the quenchant. Parts cool 

fastest in this stage because the temperature of the part has decreased enough during the previous 

stage for the vapor blanket to dISsipate. With the quen ble to contact the part unllnpecled il 
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can ca rry away the most heat through boiling.The third stage is the convecti ve stage, during 
which convection and conduction further carry heat away from a part. Convection refers to th~ 

movement of" liquid due to lhe tend cncy of hotter, less dense liquids to rise while cooler, dense r 

liqllids s ink. Conduction refers to the tend ency of heat to dissipate throughout a substance whell 

there are temperature differences in the liquid . Oils a re strongly agitated during quenches, 
forcin g it to flow upward through a workload. For this reason, natural convec tion does not OCC UI". 

• Why q ueneh in oil? 

Oil quen chi ng is popular because of its severity; that is. it transfers heat more quickly compared 
to other quenching media like mollen salt or gas. Water-based caustic quenchants actually 

quench parts even more quickly than oi l, but the severity with which caus tics quench parts can 

cause s igni fican t di sto rtion or even cracking fo r some materials. In addition, the temperature. 
viscosity and other chemical properties of oil s can be adjusted to achieve different outcomes. 

This contro llabil ity is useful because it means many differen t types of pal1s can be quenched 
with oi l, keeping operations effic ient. O il is a versatile quenchant because oil formulas can be 

manipulated to suit various intended end results. A wide ran ge of materials can take on a wide 
range of properties when oil quenches are used . 

• Types of oil 

While there are ma ny different types of oi l used in quenching, two comm only used oils are fast 
and hot oi ls. Items cooled in fast oils cool more quick.ly. While coo ling speed in fast oils depends 

on the specific properties of the oil, the main reason these oils coo l parts more quickly is because 
th ey' re formulated to reduce the length of the vapor stage and extend the length of the boiling 

stage-th e fastest of the three coo ling stages. Parts made of low-carbon steel and [ow
hardenability all oys quench better in fast oi ls. Hot oi ls are kept at much higher tem peratures an d 

are used to ensure that a part's core temperature and surface temperature do not vary too greatl y 
during a qu enc h. Thi s control s distortion and reduces the risk. of crack ing. The trade-off w ith hot 

oils is that while they offer more uniform coo ling throughout a pal1's cross -section. it takes 
longer to achieve. Highly hardenable alloys quench better in hot oils. 

Heat exchangers 

Tube and shen type heat exchangers-

This is the type of heat exchanger in which heat is exchanged by two flu ids in which one 

fluid is in the tube and other is in the shell (around the tubes).it is the most common type of heat 

exchangers in oil refineries and other large chemical processes and is suita ble fo r higher pressure 
applications. heat is transferred fro m one fluid too other through tube walls. In order to transfer 

heat efficient ly, a large heat transfer area should be used, leading to use of many tubes. flow of 
fluids is either parallel or counter fl ow. 
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Plate type heat exchangcr-

The design ofa plate heat exchanger (PilE) comprises severa l heat transfers plates. He Id 

by a fixed platc and a loose pressure platc to Illl"ln a complete unit. Lach hcat transfer plate has a 

gasket arrallgement. providing two separate channel sysloms.A plall: heat exchanger is a type of 
hcat exchanger that uses I11ctal platcs to transfer heat between two fluid s. This has a l11aj or 

advan.tage over a conventional heat exchanger in that the fluids arc exposed to a much larger 

su rface area because the fluids are spread out over the plates .. This cOl11pactness resuits in 

reduced s ize and weight and at the same timc cost also. Titanium and stainless steel plates are 

widely being used in Plate heat exchanger (PilE). These plates are generally molded into similar 

patterns. Then these plates are arranged togcther. 

CONCLUSION 

The purpose of this project is to study effec.tive stratcgies ror dea ling with production capacity 

and efficient techniques used in making of stabilizer bars. Based on study of current system and 

implementing effective solutions; we have concluded the following points, 

• 	 As the above research shows the actual time rcquired is minimized by acquiring different 

techniques such as plate type heat exchanger and quench tank size. Tube and shell heat 

exchanger was not able to cool quenching oil within required time. Tube and shell heat 

exchanger was mainly affecting the overall efficiency of the batch. Hence solution fo r 

cooling process is done by replacement of current heat exchanger with Plate type he at 

exchanger. 

• 	 Thermal degradation of quench oil has been prevented to reducti on in overall temperature of 

procedure. All physico-chemical parameters of product meet with spec ification. 

• 	 Previous mechanism and constructions were not suitable for the results. This Construction 

and type of heat exchanger is providing heat temperature for quenching oil about Max of 

range of 50 to 70° Cel, whereas on the other hand range is about max 70'; Cel. , which 

concludes desired result is achieved by technique. Previous difference between observed and 

expected value of 35° Cel, which was considerably high for production procedure for making 

of s tabilizer bars is eliminated. This concludes previous Tube type heat ",changer was not 

suitable to match actual requirements. 

• 	 Current machineries are working at their 100% capacity. In future volume ramp up is 

possible, with current procedure and machineries it is achieved. As mentioned. previous heat 

exchanger was not sufficient to complete expected demand shows selection of heat 

exchanger done initially was not suitable for future volume ramp up. This project has 

provided sufficient data and observation to use this new set lip for volumc ,.amp lip and 

energy efficiency, cost reduction with the backing of strong results . 
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Abstl'act- The aim of Designer th ese project to develop a method to ex tl'1lct top quality natura l 

fib ers from the banana pseudo stems. Manual extraction of banana tiber produces sensib Ie 
quality of fi ber however it abun dant tim e overwhelming. L2bollr ex pense is kind of high and 
output is kind of low. there·fo re economical extraction of banana fib er will solely be attainable 

through mechani zati on. currently a d a~(s machines exist for extracting banana fiber however 
square measure operated by hand and can't be applied fo r' production. the oppos ite main 

di sadvantages of ex isting machine square measure .impurities gift in ro lled fi ber. The potency of 

ex isting machine is ave rage. It consumes time & the method isn' t safe. This project is speciall y 

designed fo r ex tracting banana fibre from the bana na stem. The machine is intended during a) 
very easy manner suc h it is utilized by everybod y, because the mechan ism is incredibly easy. th e 

key elements used sq uare measure bl ade, belt and machine, motor, and roller shaft. This model is 

useful in fibre industries to extract the fibre from banana stem. 

Keywords- Blades. Pulley, Moto r, Ro ller shaft, Belt 

L lJ-":TRODUCTION 

Textile trade has numerous untapped reso urce for the assembly o f fibres, one suc h resourCe IS 

natural plants. Natural plant stems/stalkslleaves fibers are in use extensively in quiek decade fm 

production of Han dicra ft. Ropes etc . the large accessibility o f a natural plan t stems/stalks/leaves 

is extreme ly tempt ing to use it fo r gannent purpose. Natural plant stems/sta lks/ leaves may be a 
waste when the fru it is harvested therefore its access ibility is large, So The we Designe A 

machine to Extract The f1ber to redu ces the E fforts of mans. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

In these manufacturing of the machine to reduces the efforts of empl oys. These machine used in 

mostly rular area. By manually sepration of banana fibe r there wi ll be lots of issue were found 

that is very time cons uming process. Damage of banana fib er and also the length of bannana 

fi ber is not uniform. The des igner of the machine is very s imple and not so costly hence any rul ar 

person can afford these mechanism. We used Blades, Pulley, Motor, Ro ller shaft and belt as 

main components in th ese Project. 

A.Selecti on of materials 
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The various factors which determine the choice of material are discussed below. 

The material selected must possess the necessary properties for the proposed application. Th~ 

various requirements to be satislied can be weight, surface finish, rigidity_ability to w ithstand 

environmental attack from chemical s, service life, reliability etc. 

The /·o llowing four types of princ iple properties o f material s decisively affcct the ir se lection 

• Phys ical 

• Mechmlica l 

• From manufacturing point of view 

• Chemical 

The various physical properties concerned are melting point, thermal Conductivity. spec ific heal. 


coe fficient of th ennal expansion, spec ific gravity, electri ca l conductivity, magneti c purposes etc. 


The various Mechanical Properties Concerned are strength in tensile, Compressive shear. 


bending, torsio n and buckling load, fatigue resistance, impact resistance, elastic limit, endurance 


limit, and modulus of e lasticity, hardness, wear resistance and sliding properties . The variolls 


properties concerned from th e manufacturi ng point of view are: 

a. Cast abi Iity 

b. We ld ab ility 

c. Surface properties 

d. Shrinkage 

e. Deep drawin g etc. 

Ill. DESIGN CALCULATION 

Des ign of Frame 

Frame des ign I'or safety FOR 25*25*3 L angle mild steel channel 

b = 25 mm, d= 25 mm, t = 3 111m. 

Consider the ma~imum load on the frame to be 50 kg. 

Max. Bending moment = force ' perpendicular dis tance 

= 50*9.81*450 

M =220725 N-mm 

We know. 

Mil = crb .l V 

M = Bending moment 
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I = Moment of Inertia about axis 01" bending that is; Ixx 

y = Distance of the layer at \Vhi~h tht: bending stress jy; cO t1 l.j idcr 

(We wke always the maximuill value ory. that is, distance orexlrcme fiber from N .A.) 


E = Modulus of elasticity of beam material. 


1= bd3 112 


I = 32552.08 mm4 

"b = My I r 

= 220725* I 2.5 132552.08 

"b = 84.76 N Iml112 

The allowable shear stress for material is Gallow = Syt I fo s 

Where Syt = yield stress = 2 I0 MPa = 210 N/mm2 

And fos is factor of safety = 2 

So "'II lo\\'= 2 I 0/2 = 105 MPa = 105 N/mm2 

Comparing above we get, 

ob<Gallowi.e 84.76 < 105 N/mm 2 

So design is safe. 

WEI.[)E[) JOINT:

Check ing the strength of the welded j o ints for safety 

The transverse fillet weld welds the side plate and the edge stiffness plates, 

The maximum load which the plate can carry for transverse fillet weld is 

P = 0.707 x S x L x ft 

Where. 

S =tl1 iekncss of sheet 

L = contacl length = 25mm 
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The load 01' shear along with the I'riction is 50 kg ~ 490.5N 

I-Ience. 490.5 ~ 0.707 , 3 , 25 , ft 

I-Ience let us find the sarc va lue of" n' 

Therefore ft ~ 490.510 .707*3*25 

ft ~ 6.73536 N/m m2 

S ince the ca lculated valuc of thc tensile load is very sma lier than The rermissible va lue as n= 11I 

N/mm2 Hence welded jo int is safe. 

Design of Shalt: 

For a main shaft which is a power generator, power is given as, 

P~FxV----------------------------------- ( I ) 

approxi mately 50 kilograms of load . So force acting on shaft is given by, 


F~ mxg------------------------------------------ (2) 


Putting m=50kg 


g ~ 9.81 


Thus 


F = 50 x 9.81 = 490.5 N 


M~F*perpendiclllar distance 


~490.5* I 00 


M~49050 

Dia for shaft 

d=I\1*32/3 .14*84.76 

d~ 18. 03mm 

This is ideal diameter of shaft which is needed. Since a shaft may be subjected to extra load as it 

has to work in rough 

conditions and from availability po int of view, we chosc a safe diameter diameter of 20 mm . 

Thus diameter of shaft, d = 20 mm 
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Design or belt dri ve 


Motor (Input) spccilication:. 


Power ~ 50W:IlL 


Motor rpm = 6000 rpm 


Torque: 


2 '1TNT 

Power = 60 

50 = 2'3. i 4 '6000*T/60 


T = 79.61Nml11 


Design of pulley 


Input specification 


Diameter of larger pulley D= 152111111 


Diameter of smaller pulley d= 76mm 


Centre distance C= 304mm 


Speed for smaller pulley n= 6000 rpm 


Input Torque T, = 79.61Nmm 


D 

Where, n=speed of sma lIer pu Iley
) 

I52176=60001N 

N= 3000 rpm 


Output torque transmitted 


T, = 50*60*1000/2*3.14*3000 


T, = 159.23 Nmm 

c 

Design of belt \ ~"> - ....
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n:DN 

V= 60.1000 

V= 3.14*152*3000/60*1000 

V= 23.86 m/s 

Lenglh of belt 

p (D+d) 
L=2C + - 2- + 

C=2D 

L= 2308ml11 

IV. CATIA MODEL 

ISOMETRIC VIEW 2 

l5() r.,,,"'C v,E\v 2. 

-. 
\~, 
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V.CONCLUSIONS 

Wc can reduces the efforts of labour. 

Reduces the time CUllSl.Im ing proCCS!-I. 

Vole Produces uniform length of nbcrs. 

We incrcase the production nue by 10 to 20 times thanillanua lly work.. 


M/C is not velY dirficult to used. 


Semi-Ski lkd worker can also used Ihese m/c 
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Abstract - Nowadays ,belter handling of the vehicle has become an important parameter in all 

the aspects. As we carried out a deep research on "Automatic Ground Clearance Using 

Pneumatic System" we realized that ,for off-reading conditions we need an adjustable ground 

clearance system in the vehicle to have optimum performance. To achieve the certain condition, 

we studied the the Centre of Gravity of the vehicle, as it should be maintained as low as 

possible. While studying the research papers wedecided the components i.e. Pnuematic Cy linder, 

Ultrasonic Sensor and DC Motor that should be used in the prototype. Designing of the model 

was a challenging part for us, as we finalized it along with the dimensions by us ing the CATlA 

V5 software. We also calculated the Moment of lnertia on the frame by us ing Shear Force 

Diagrams, Bending Moments Diagrams and the equilibrium conditions. We used the MI of the 

frame to calculate the bending stress in the cross sectional area of the square pipe by using the 

Flexural Formula from the concept of Bending Theory Equation. The desi gn and construction of 

the adjustable ground clearance mechanism aims at changing ground clearance in the range of 
180mm with good vehicle dynamic behavior. In order to achievt: this goal through a study of 

force we carried out the analJtical testing using ANSYS Software. We marked the results on the 

scale of 8.211 O. To summarise thi s for various types of tracks, the ground clearance of vehicles is 

designed accordingly and that is why this is a valid reason which also differentiates the vehicles 

as onroad and off-road. 

Keywords : Pnuematic Cylinder Ultrasonic Sensor ,D.C Motor, Solenoid Valve, 
Pnuematic Lifting. 

I. lNTRODUCTION 

In city at different sectors like school, hospital there are speed breakers of differentdimension s. 

Most of the people buy onl)'one IQur wheeler which they use that at all this condition. Hence it's 
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necessary to give some st El nclard ground cleurallct.: to the vehicle, But still there nre SOlll C 

obstructionswhile driving the car on highway and in city.To obta in th e good perfoJ"m nl1cc at high 

speed anc! low speed it j<; necessary to build olle systt:m which call vary the ground clearance, 

This can achieve by changing 	th e slIspension height so that the chassis height can be adj usted 
with respect to the speed and Ihe qualil y of' rond s. We have des igned a s imple pneu malic 

linkage mechanism for ground clearance adj ustment. 

II. LIT ERAT URE SU RV EY 

·'M. B. Bankar - Design and deve lopment ofall tol11l1 tic pneumati c bumper S)'S lem'~ snid in his 

report that rhe au toll1 atic pneumatic 

burnper system is used 10 reduce ihe damage ror vehic les. To achieve this system modificati o n 

goal he uses an IR sensor to dClect the obstacl es nenr it. 

"Kumar Mayank - Adjustabl e Ground C learan ce System by usi ng Gear and Tooth Mechani sm " 

explained that des igned a 	 simple mechani ca l linkage mechanism for ground clearance 

adjustment, the adj us tment is poss ible at droop conditions with the help of small gear. With the 

help of this system we can vary ground cleara nce of th e vehic le up to 180mm. 

Aman Sharma I , Hina Ak l1l.ar2 - In thi s project the chassis of vehicle is li fted by the use o f 

hydraulic press ure .Due to this li ft of chass is the gro und clearance of vehic le is increased so 

that it is able to overco me allthe obstruction du ring dri ve like speed breaker, pot holes etc. and 

increase stability at hi gh speed on smooth roads. 

III. SYSTEM DES IGN 


The requirement of hardware and software fo r des igning of system is as fo llows 

• Stec l Frame 

• 4 Pneumatic Cyl inders 

• Compressor 

• 2 UltraSonic Sensors 

• Battery 12 V 

• Nuts and Bo lts 

• 	 CA TIA Software f()(" designin g 

T he design of Model is shown be low 
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Fig. I Catia Model 

Wc have des igned thi s model us ing Catia V5 software. 

18J 
Fig.2 Catia Design 

TV. CALCULATION 

W=12 KgF= 120N 

. Di vided in FOllr (4) wheel So, 120/4= 30 N 

F= 30 N F=A * P 

30 = A * 0.4 

We have considered frame size as, Length of frame=762 mm 

Breadth of fral11c=6 1 0 mm 

Now in our design as 00 the length parI offrame overall weight of the system is placed 

so the leogth pan is considered as beam, anddesign is done accordingly. 

While designing the beam is cons idered as overhang beam as two motors are placed between 


the ends of beam, with uniformly distributed loading, 


Hence UDL=IOO Nlm 


Considering total mass of the prototype as 10kg. 


Now to calculate reactions we need to simplify'1lfeload djagram. Considering equilibrium 
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conditions 


Now to find the reactions at '\ and B. 


L Moment about A is cons idered ns 0, So,Rb~37,54 N 

2. Forces in Y directi on=O, So,Ra=38,56 N 

Now \ve are doing calculalions for shearl'orcc diagral11 ~ 

SFcl = 0 SFcr = 0 

SFa! = -15.2 N SFar = 23.36 NSFbl = -22.34 N SFbr = 15.2 N 


SFd l = 0 Sfdr = 0 


Now we are doing calculations for bending moment diagram, 

BMc = 0 

SMa = -1 ,15 N-mBMb = 0.23 N-m 

Bmd = 0 

Now we know that a point at which shear force is zerO maximum bend ing moment occurs, 

X is the point at which max imum bending moment occurs, 

BMx = 4.30 N-m = 0,0043 N-m m 

Now we arc Llsing the square cross sectional pipe with thickness as 2 mm, 

So according to flexure formu la for bendingstress, 

(Mil) = (oN) 

Now we know that,M=0.0043 N-mm 

Y = 18,85 111m ---------(distance of ncutralax is) 

By Llsi ng the parallel axes theorem we cancalculate the moment of incnia (I) 

1= lXX I - IXX2 

I = (616.03-529.40)*1 OA3 

mn"~ 

So from above data we can calcu late,(0.004)/(86,62* JOA3 = 0-118.85) 

~ _ ·n '0 
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Hence a = 0.858 N/m2 


This is the maximum permissible stressact ing on frame. 


Cylincier pi ston design: 


2A = 75 mm

75 = 71/4 ci 2d = 10mm 

I = (616.03-529.40)" I 0"'3 86.62* I 0"'3 

mm..! 

So from above data we can caicli late,(0.004)/(86.62* 10"'3) = (a/l8.85) 

Hence a = 0.858 N/m2 

This is the maximum permissible stressacting on frame. 

Cylinder piston design: 

A = 75 mm" 

75 = 71/4 d2d = 10mm 

Stroke length is depend lIpon grollndclearance of car 

We consider stroke length 75111m Volume of Cylinder = A * L 

= 71/4 * d2 • I 

= 5887.5 mm' 

V. COMPONENTS USED 

5.1 U ltrasonic Sensor : 

Fig. 3 Ultrasonic Sensor 

We used this sensor to measures the distance to an object using ultrason ic so und waves. This 
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sensor uses a transducer (0 send ami receive ultrasonic pulses that relay back ill/ormation abollt 

an object's proximity. Sound waves reflect from boundaries to prod uce distinct ~cho patterns. 
Ultrasonic sensing is one of th~ best ways to sense proximity and detect level s with high 
re[iabi[ity. 

5,2 ['nuemat ic Cy [i nder : 

-
Fig, 4 Pnuematic Cylinder 

We used thesc to give upward lift to the car so the ground clearance is increased, 
Pneumatic cylinder is mechanical devices which use the power of compressed gas to 
produce a fo rce in a reciprocating linear motion. They are quieter, cleaner, and do not 
require large amounts of space for fluid storage. 

5.3 D.C Motor: 

Fig. 5 DC Motor 

We have used 1110tors to 1110 ve our frame. These can be powered by direct current (DC) 
source, 

such as batteries or by alternating current (AC)sourccs. such as power grid , in veners or electrica l 
generators. As a rcp[ acement we can also use a wiper motor that is used in the four wheeler ca r. 
The reason behind using wiper motor is because it has the maximum torque that is needed to 
drive the wheels of the prototype which can help in achieving good results 
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5.4 Solenoid Valve 

Fig. 6 Solenoid Valve 

The reciprocating Ill at ion is obtained by using an eiectrically con trolled solenoid valve. The 

input to the so lenoid valve is given through the control unit. The reciprocating motion 

transmitted to the jack through the piston which moves on the cylinder. The jack is plnced undel

the vehicle chassis. where the vehiclc to be lifted. The vehicle can be lifted when the so leno id 

valve is switched. 

Fig. 7 Block Diagram of the Prototype. 

This is the block diagram that exactly represents the prototype of Automatic Pnuematic Ground 

Clearance Lifting . 

VI. CONC LUSION 

This revolut ion can help driver to change the ground clearance according to hi s driving. This 

can help Riding off-road easier with any car. Vehicle can be fuel efficient by lowering ground 

clearance whi le driving on road. While off-roading driver can have higher grollnd clearance 

and move along with better handling. On other hand for raci ng tracks, driver ca n lower ground 

clearance to enjoy the highest speed being in an on-road vehicle. This system helps to improve 

steering of the veh icle. The system is very user friendl y. This system wi ll increase the eco nomy 

of a vehicle. 

This model ca n also be helpful in various fields like military vehicle, in hospital equipments 


which has became an essential need of the current situation i.e. pandemic times, it can also be 


used ina hospitality services as a modernized (waiter) rob otic equipment to serve food to the 


people visiting slich places and it can also be implemented in the transport and heavy loads 


vehicles espec ia lly for the sensitive and light weight material which needs a high performance 


handling. 
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Abstract - Now a day's electricity is most needed facility for the human being. All the 

conventional energy resources are depl et ing day by day . So, we have to sh ift from conventional 

to non-conventional energy resources. In this the combination of two energy resources is takes 

place i.e . wind and solar energy. This process reviles the sustainable energy resources without 

damaging the nature. We can give uninterrupted power by using hybrid energy system. 

Basically, this system involves the integration of two energy system that will give continuous 

power. Solar panels are L1sed for converting solar energy and wind turbines are used for 

converting wind energy into electricity. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

In developing countries like India who depend on agriculture need conti nuing power supply for 

different processes like crop dryer, harvesting, paddy dryer, food storage, hot water for 

germination, suct ion of wet air, irrigation etc. It is very costly and very difficult to availability 01' 

grid power at the remote areas but it is necessary of continuing energy supply. To achie ve th is 

goal consists of usi ng renewable energy sources, not only for large-scale energy production, but 

also for stand-alone systems. The conventional energy resources are depleting day by day. Soon 

it will be completely vanishing from the earth so we have to find another way to generate 

electricity. The new source should be reliable, pollution free and economical. 

2.0BJECTIVES 

• To reduce the uses of non-renewable energy sources. 

• To decrease the pollution from envi ronment. 

• To increase the efficiency to generate electricity from renewable sources. 

3.PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Fossi I fuels have been used extens ively allover the world to satisfy energy demands. However. 

their availability is limited and their negative impact on the environment undeniable. Due to thi,. 

the need to develop alternative energy resources was recognized a few decades ago. Among 

different alternatives that have been developed, wind and so lar energy appears as a promising 

option to be implemented in many parts of the worl !,:ra~~'9!. ewable energy is importa lll for 
·<.....~~--·~C, 
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the future because it is reusab le. We can lise it as much as we can and still it is going to be 

available for the ti,lure. 

4.BLOCK DI AGRAM 

POWER sumy - ..[ <>- 1_ 

---:'0',,, ~ I err~ Wi"d ~~. ... .- . .. , ..". . .. _. 
, :;:.~.: :: .::;:. ~\-~•.~'\: ------

~t §¢,~ 

$ 
SERVO MOTOR 

SOLAR PANEl..- - ... ,:: :::!..:; .=y::: 
--~1'"/1:1'· ' .. MIc;:;X:O;;. roj,,,.

-:,l 

BATTERV 

5.0VERVIEW 

Wind Power Technology, Wind power technology is the var ious infrastructure and process that 

promote the harness ing of wind generation for mechanical power and electricity. This basically 

entails the wind and characteristics related to its strength and direction, as well as the functioning 

of both internal and external components of a wind turb ine with respect to wind behavior. 

Wind is an atmospheric phenomenon due to the heating of the sun. The sun radiates on the Earth 

a power of 1.74 x 1017 Watts: about 2% of it is converted into wind energy. The Earth releases 

the heat received from the Sun, but this is hardly homogeneous. In those areas where less heal is 

released, the pressure of atmospheric gases increases, whi le in those areas where more hem IS 

released, the air becomes hot and the gas pressure is reduced. 
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6.DESIGN AND DRAFTING 
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L-~~~-~~===-- - - - -____________________________J 
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I 
1 ,---------11 

H~ I I 1 

I 
I 
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7.MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF STEEL 


) 


: ~';~ .'l!IS: 

A I B C 

1 Property I Value Urlit 

2 ..~ I~aterial Field Variables Iilll Table 

0 
0 18 Density 7850 kg m··' ·3 

4 B ~ 
IsotropiC Secant Coefficient 
ofThermal Expansion 

5 'it] Coefficient ofThermal 
ExpanSion 

1. 2E-{)S (/'·1 

6 B \2J Isotropic Elasticity 

7 Derive fr om Young's r~o". T 

8 Young's Modulus 2E+ll Pa 

9 Poisson's Ratio 0.3

10 Bulk Modulus 1.6667E+11 Pa 

11 shear l~oduh.JS 7.6923E+10 Pa 
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8.BOlJNDARY CONDITIONS 

A; t.to,I.1 
l.1oc~1 


.f1 ~qllrnty, ; I{f" 


~ 

I 

S<:ope 

Seoping Metllod 1Geometry Selection 
Geom-;i·~· _ .. 11 Body 

Definition 

Suppre ss ed No 

Type !Element Size 
h O,Omm ._ -Element Size 

Advanced 
Statistks 

Oefeature Size Default Nodts !'4i;7P;-". I 
Behavior , Soft El e:mt nts J 25J34b=_" ....._ .. 

9,MODAL ANALY SIS RESULT 

A: Modal 
Total Deformation A: Modal 
Type: Total Deformation Tot~1 Oeform:c.tion 6 
frequen,), 37,939 HI TWe: TotalDf:forrnation 
Unit: mm Frequency: 65,993 Hr 

Unit: mm 
40,63 Max 

4(i,714 Max36,116 
41.52431,601 
36.33327.037 
31.143

22.572 
25.952

18. 058 
20.762 

13.543 15,571 
9.0289 10.381 
4,5144 5,1905 
oMin oMin 

10.SAF ETY PRECAUTIONS 

• A" parts of the machine should be checked to be in perfect alignment. 

• All the nuts and bolts should be perfect l: li gh tened. 
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• 	 The operating switch should be located at convenient di stance from the operator so as to control 

the machine easily. 

• 	 The inspection and maintenance orlhe machine should be clone I,omlime to time. 
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Abstract - Leaf springs are th e main suspension elements in an automobile system. This paper 

represents compa rison of conventional leaf spring with composite leaf spring_ It describes the 

design, experimcntal testing and numerical analysis of a composite leaf spring prepared by 

Epoxy Resin anel E-glass fibre of Unidirectional and Bidirectional la~linates. A 3D mode lling of 

the leaf spring is created in CATIA V5.Static and fatigue analysis has done in ANSYS 17.0 

WORKBENCH for both conventional leaf spring and composite leaf spring. Static load testing 

of both composite and conventional leaf spring is performed. The leaf spring made of glass fibre 

reinforcement polymer show higher strength and life when compared to conventionalleaf spring. 

Keywords- Leaf spring, Epoxy Resins, E -Glass, fiber reinforcement, Steel Leaf Spring 

1) INTRODUCTION 

a) 	 In order to conserve natural reso urces and economize energy, weight reduction has been the 

main focus of automobile manufacturer in the present scenario. Weight reduction can be 

achieved primarily by the introduction of better material , design optimization and better 

manufacturing processes. lhe suspension leaf spring is one of the potential items for weight 

reduction in automobile as it accounts for ten to twenty percent of the unsprung weight. This 

helps in achiev ing the vehicle wi th improved riding qualities. It is well known that springs. 

are designed to absorb and store energy and then release it. Hence, the strain energy of the 

material becomes a major 1"clOr in des igning the springs. The relationship of the spec ific 

strain energy can be expressed as. 
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'I 	 where G is the strength, p the density and E the Young's modulus of the spring material. 

d) 	 It can be easily observed that material having lower modulus and density \vill have a greater 

specific strain energy capacity. The introduction of composite materials was made it possible 

to reduce the weight of the leaf spring withom any reduction on load carryin g capacity and 

stiffness, Since; the composite materials have more elastic strain energy srorage capacity and 

high strength-to-weight ratio as compared to those of steel. 

cj 	 Severa l papers were devoted to the application ofcompositc materials for automobiles. Great 

effort has been made by the automotive composite materials. Because of Epoxy and E-G lass 

materials high elastic strain energy storage capacity and high strength-to-weight ratio 

compared with those of steel, multi-Ieaf steel springs are being replaced by mono leaf 

composite springs. In every automobile the Ieaf spring is one of the main components and it 

provides a good suspension and it plays a vital role in automo bile application. It carries 

lateral loads, brake torque, driving torque in addition to shoc k absorbing. 

EXPERIMENT 

SELECTION OF 

MANUFACTURING PROCESS 

Apart from the se lection of material and desi gn procedure, the se lection of manufacturing 

process also determines the quality and cost of the product. 

Out of various manufacturing processes,molding process is selected due to following advantages: 

• 	 The process shou ld be amenable to massproduction. 

• 	 The process sho uld be capable of producing continuous reinforcement fiber. 

PREPARA TION OF MOULD 

Material useel as Plywooel . The mold was fabricated as per des ired dimens ions. The varying crOSs 

section design which ensures the fiber pass continuously without interruption along length 

direction, which is advantageous to fiber reinforced structure. The glass fiber were cut to desired 

length, so that th ey can be deposited on mold layer- by layer during fabrication of compos ite leaf 

spring. Apply the \\ ax/gel.. Prepare the solution of resin & Place the first layer of glass fiber 

chopped mat on mou ld followed by epoxy resin solution over mat. Wait for 5-10 min . Repeat the 

procedure till the des ired thickness was obtained. The duration of the process may take up to 25

30 min. And finally re move the leaf spring frommould. 

Materials consti tute nearly 60%-70% of the vehicle c and contribute to ,. quality and the 

perfonnance of the vehicle. Even a small amou!;t ' })!/l " ~ 
wider economic impact. Composite materials rG-;i;r6~ed 

-	 -"'1 "'t; • ..: 	 ~tt:;. 
,- .:;... ,'!, 	 10081 Pa 
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connecti on with weightreduction of the vehiclc. Hence, the composite material have been 

sel ected for leaf sprin g des ign . 

aJ FlllRESSELECTION 

T he commonly used fibers are carbon, glass, kev iar, etc .. Among these, the glass fi ber 

has been selected based on the cost factor and strengrh . The types of glass tibers are C

glass,S-glass and E-glass. The C-glass fi ber is des igned to givc improved surface 

fini sh.S-glass fi ber is design to give very high mod ular, which is used parti cularly in 

aeronautic industries. The E-glass fi ber is a high qual ity glass, which is used as standard 

reinfo rcement fiber for all the present systems we ll complying with mechan ical property 

requirements. Thus, E-gla ss fiber was found appropriate for thi s appli cati on. 

b) RESINSSELECTION 

In a FRP leaf spring, the inter laminar shear strengths is controlled by the matrix system 

used.Since these are re info rcement fi bers in the thickness direction , fiber do not 

influence inter laminar shear strength. Therefore, the matrix system should have good 

inter laminar shear strength characteristics compatibility to the selec ted reinfc rcement 

fiber. Many thermo set resins such as polyester, vinyl ester, epoxy resin are bein g used 

for fi ber reinfo rcement plasti cs (FRP) fabrication. Among these resin systems, epox ies 

show better inter laminar shear strength and good mechanical properties . Hence, 

epoxide is fo und to be the best res ins that wo uld suit thi s application. Selected res in 
ha ve foll owing characteri stics: 

o Good mechani cal and electricalprope rties . 

o Faster curing at room temperature, 

o Good chem ica l resistance propert ies. PROPERTIES OF E-GLA SS / EPOXYCOMPOSITE 

By cons ideri ng the property variation in the tapered system impro per bondi ng and improper 

curing. etc. some constant of property value are reduced from ca lc ul ated values us ing equations. 

The material properties for E-glass / Epoxy compos ite for 60% of fi ber volume is gi ven below: 

SRNO 

I 

2 

I 
I 

PROPERTIES 

Tensile mod ulus along X-direction(Ex)MPa 

Tens ile modulus along Y -direction(Ey)MPa -

I 
I 

VAL 
U E 

24900 

653 0 

3 Tensil e modulus a long Z-d irection(Ez)MPa 
~ 

6530 

,
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4 Tensile strength orthe mate rinl MPa 900 

5 Cumpressive ::i l!\;nglh (If lhe l11i1leriul Ml'a 4S0 

6 Shear modulus along XY-d irection(Gxy) MPa 2433 

7 Shear modulus along YZ-direclion(Gyz) Ml'a 1692 

R Shear modulus along ZX-dirccliun(Gzx) MPa 2433 

<) Poisson ratio along XY-direclioll(i':Uxy) 0.2 17 

10 Poisson ralio along YZ-direclion(NUyz) 0.366 

" Poisson ratio along ZX-direction( NUzx) 0.217 

12 Mass density of the materia l (p).Kg/mm3 2600 

13 Flexural modulus of the material MPa 40000 

E TABLE 6.1 PROPERTI ES OF E-GLASS & EPOXY COMPOSIT 

The leaf spring behaves like a simply supported beam and the tlexural analysis is done 

considering it as a simply supported beam. The simply supported beam is subjected to both 

bend ing stress and transverse shear stress. Flexura l rigidity is an important parameter in the leaf 

spring desi gn and test out to increase from two ends to the center. 

the varying thickness & varying width des ign method is selected. 

MODELLING 

The design of leafspring is done using CATIA software. The design requirements of composite 

leaf spring are given beJow. 

1010 I P a 
~ 

\ ~'S. 

SRNO 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

PARAMETERS 

Length of front ann 

Length of rear ann 

Breadth of centre section 

Depth of centre section 

Breadth of end section 

Depth of end section 

""'''N'~~'~~Q 
. 0- I. 

VALUE 

SOSmm 

SOOmm 

75mm 

25mm 

12Smm 

:;.11 ,2mm 
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Camber 170mm[ 7 J 
TABLE 6.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

CATIA MODEL 

CAD Modeling any project is one of the most time consuming process. Thi s model drawing ciln 
not shoot directl y from the sketch finile e lement model. Finite element software will conside r 

shape, whatever is made in CAD model the model of multi leaf spring structures also inc ludes 

many compli cated parts, which are difficult to make by any of oiher CAD modeling as well 8S 

finite e lement sofiware.CAO modeling is the base of any project. The fini te element software 

will consider shapes, whatever is made in CAD model. Although most of the CA D mode ling 
software ha ve capabilities of analysis to some extent and most of finite element software have 

capabilities of generating a CAD mode l directly for the purpose of analysis, but their off domain 
capabilities are not sufficient for large and complicated mode ls which include many typical 

shapes of the product. The CAD mod els were prepared in CA TIA and the analysis and 
compariso n of results are performed using Ansys. 

The fo llowing figure shows composite leaf spring model in CA TIA software: 

FIG 6.1 LEAF SPRING MODEL Ii\' CATIA 

ANSYS MODEL, 
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Meshing involves division or thc entire or mod el into small pi eecs called elements. This is done 

by meshi ng. It is convenient to se lect the free mcsh because the leaf spring has sharp curves, so 

that shape of the object wi ll not alter. To me~h the leaf spring the clement type must be decide d 

first. I-Iere. the element type is so lid .20nodc I 86. Aftcr meshing is donc the contacts and targets 

must be defi ned in between individual leafs of the leaf spring. The Material properties of E glass/ 

Epoxy. 

.2 MESHED MODEL OF COMPOSITE LEAF SPRING 

The different parameters related to E glass/ Epoxy leaf springs are tabulated in the table below: 

Parameter Vallie 

Tensile mod ulus along X direction 24900 Mpa 

Tensile modulus along Y direc tion 6530 Mpa 

6530 MpaTens il e modu}us along Z direction 

Tensile strength 900 Mpa 

Compress ive strength 450 Mpa 

Shear modulus along XY direction 2433 Mpa 

Shear modulus along YZ direction 1698 Mpa 

Shear modulus along ZX directi on 2433 Mpa 

Poisons ratio along XY direction 0.2 17 

0_366Poisons ratio along YZ direction 

Poisons ratio along ZX direct ion 0.217 

Density of the material 2,6*103 kg/mm3 
, 
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~____________ ______________ Ortho_tr_o~p_iC ~-"B_e_h_av_i_our L-_____ __ 

TAIlLE 6.3 PARAMETERS OF COMPOSITE 

Applying Boundary Conditions 

The leaf spring is mounted on the ax le of the automobile; the li'ame of the vehicle is 


connected to the ends of the leaf spring. The ends of the leaf spring are formed. The front end of 


the leaf spring is coupled directly with a pin to the ti'ame so that the this can rotate ti'eely about 


the pin but no translation is occurred. The rear end of the spring is connected to the shack Ie 

which is a flexible link; the other end of the shackle is connected to the frame of the vehicle. 


The nodes of rear end of the leaf spring are constrained in all translational degrees of 
 )
freedom;The load is applied along Fzdirection. 

It is obvious that maximum stress developed is at inner side of the eye 


sections i. e. the red co Iouri nd ica tes max i mu mstress, becausetheconstra i n tsapp Iiedat the interior of 


the eyes. Since eyes are subjected to maximum stress, care must be taken in eye design and 


fabrication and material selection.The material must have good ductility, resilience and 


toughness to avoid sudden fracture. 


Deflection is calculated as: 

7.2 ANALYTICAL RESUL TS 

DESIGN PARAMETER OF COMPOSITE LEAF SPRING 

Parameters of the composite leaf spring used in this work is given below:- . Material selected 

60% E-G lass fi bre & 40% Epoxy resin, 


Tensile strength= 900 N/mm2, Young' s modulus £ = 24900 N/mm2, Totallength= 1005m01, 

Camber = 170111m, 

Normal static loading = 1800 N, Spring width = 70 mm. 

Density = 2600 kg/mm2, Spring weight = 5 Kg. 

Deflection is calculated as: 

of spring (mm) d = depth of spring (mm) 

b 

= 
bre 

adl 
h 
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(WI}) 

3£1 --
0 = 

( = 

btl] 

( } 

(7 ")(7 -)3 11l11f' . 
1= :> _J = 46666.67 

12 

= 66.49 mm 
3(24900)(46666.67) 

Now, Stress is calculated as, 

6WL 
0'= ivlPa 

6( J 800)(370) 
0' = MPa 

(75)(25)2 

0' ~85.248 ivI pa 

0= 
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ANSYSRESULTS 

"i DEFLECTION FOR COMPOSITE LEAFS PRING 

Figure shows the deflection of steel leaf spring under the application or 1800N load. The 
maximum deflection is at the centre orthe leaf spring its maximum value is 59.5144 mm. Red 
zonc indicates the area of maximum deflection and blue zone indicates the area of 
III inimuilldellection. 

FIG 7.2 TOTAL DEFLECTION OF COMPOSITE LEAF SPRING 


DISPLACEMENT OF COMPOSITE LEAF SPRING 
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STRESS OF COMPOSITE I.EAF SPRING 

Figure sho\vs the maximum :)lress jl1dl1\.:~d in sleel lear spring under the action of ISOON ioa(1. 
The maximum stress is induced at the fixed eye end of the lear spring its m,l;\ illlllm value is 

36.9723 N/mm2.Red zone imlicales the area of maximum stress and blue zone indicates the arc;a 
ofminimlltn stress. 

STRESS INDUCED IN X-DffiECTION LEAF SPRING 

COMPARlSON OF COMPOSITE LEAF SPRING RES ULTS 

Sr.No Parameter 
II 

I Load 

2 Deflection 

3Stress 

Experimental Analytical 

1800 1800 

65334 66.49 

32.5696 85.248 

FEM 

l1800 

I 
59.5 144 

36.9723 

I 
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COMI'AIUSON OF RESULTS 

COMI'ARISION WITH STEEL LEAFSPRING 

The obj~ctive of this study is to eva luate the app licabil ity of a composite leaf spring in 

automobiles by considerin g cost- effectiveness and strength. The comparison between mu lti-Ie>!r 

spring and mono-leaf composite spring is made for the same requ irements and loading 

cond itions . Thc comparison is based on four major aspects such as weight riding co mfort, cost 

and strength. 

a) COMPARISON OFWEIGHT 

The total we ight of composite leaf spring is 4 Kg including the metal eye weight of I Kg. The 

weight of a convectional stee l spring assemb ly is around 15 Kg. So, around 70% of weight 

red uction is achieved. Thus the objective of reducing the unsprung mass is achieved 

to a largerextent 

b) COMPARISION BASED ON RIGIDITYQUALITIES 

The weight red uction of unsprung mass of an automobile will improve the riding 

quality. The suspension leaf contributes 10% - 20% of the unsprung mass. The we ight of the 

composite leaf spring is 3.75 times less than steel leaf spring. Hence the riding comfOit of an 

automobile is increased due to the replacement of the steel leaf spring by composite leaf spring. 

No one to the best of knowledge has worked but qualitati vely on how much improvement in 

mileage!lit of passenger vehicle OCcurS and how much riding comfort improves. Only qualitative 

information is available on riding comfo rt of vehicle with respect to its unsprung mass. Steel 

spring is a multi- leaf spring and its inter-leaf fabri cation reduces its riding quality. But composite 

leaf spring is a mono-leaf spring and more conductive to riding qualities. 

MATERIAL OF MANUFACTURE 

SR. NO.~ATERIAL QUANTITY 

IE-glass Fibre 60% 

2Epoxy resin 35% 

3 Resin hardener 5% 

MANUFACTURING MATERIAL 
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CONCLUSIONS 

,,' 	 The composite leaf is cJe.,igned. lilbri~awd, I ~sled experimenlall y and numerica lly using ANSYS 

WORKBENCH 17.0 Ic)r sialic and i'atigucanaiysis. 

h) 	 The leaf spring made of glass nber reinlon.:cmcnt po lymer material shows higher strength and 

IiFe when compared to conventional kar spring. The lear spring is tested for Good man 's Curve. 

Soderberg's Curve, and Gerber's Curve. The result shows Gerber's curve as best suitable 

parameter [or selecting the life ofcompositc leafspring. The achievement of the les lS and 

analysis on compos ite leafspring indicales Ihalthc composite !eafspring is s ignili cant ly better 

alternate to cOllventional leaf spring. 

1.:1 	 Based on the studies of litemture survey and the on going work we ha ve comc across to various 

ideas which can be explored in several methods to t8bricate the co mposite leaf spring, by using 

different hybrid materia ls like carbon/g lass liber, carbon/aramid tiber, glass/ny lon fiber. ... etc. 

and it has been observed that fatigue testing has not been done experimentally in any of the 

previous work and it shou ld be done in future work. The leaf springs can also replace the rear 

shock absorbers in light weight vehicles. 
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Abstract- At the present time, there is no denying the existence of the Unmanned 
Combat Aerial Veh icle (UCA V) and the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) on the 

security. They have become the standard machines in the security and survcillance system 

of almost a ll modem nations. UA Vs a~e not affordable. The main purpose of this study is 

to design a low-cost UA V for military applications. 

Keywords - UAV, Military, Combat, Airfoils, Spar, Wing, Fuselage, Balsa, Carbon Fibre 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Security UA Vs can cost organizatio ns, INR 1,00,000 and upward. The por1ability of such 

UAVs is also something that is rarely being studied and worked upon . The objective of 
this research is to sllldy ex isti ng aircraft designed by various universities and 

organizations around the world, and come up with a solution to make these aircraft lighter 

by making effective use of Balsa Wood, Carbon Fibre and Spruce, making it easily 
pOr1able and even more affordab le than the existing ai rc raft in micro-sca le segment. 

II. GENERAL METHODOLOGY 

The Engineering Design process used is iterative, meaning that we repeat the processes as 

many times as needed, optimizing along the way as we learn from failure and evo lve the 
design to arrive at the best solut ions, keeping in mind the financial constraints and time. 

The aircraft design was made considering designs of existing aircraft in the same category, 

i.e. Micro-scale category. Differcm design factors like use of materials, percentage 
distribution of materials from the past designs were studied, varied, and tested. To meet 

these requirements, the wingspan had to be optimum and the tail had to be at a sufficient 
distance from the Centre of GravilY to produce the required moment to ba lance the plane. 

Thi s was achieved by designing the wing in the first place, which was followed by 

calcu lations for stabi lity and design of the tail. To accommodate wing and tail, the 

fuselage was designed accord ingl~' . 

III. WING AND TAIL DESIG" 

A. Airfoi l se lection: 
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\Ving is the structllral intl!gralOry or plane. T ill! des ign or wing so lely depl.:llds 011 goal of 

competition. In order to meet our reqllin..:melll of achiev ing high payload fraction of abou t 

0.6. we starled our r(.'SNIJ'ch for low R~y no lcl Ilumher. High Lift producing air foi ls . \Vc 

slud ied diffcn':ll t parameters rcg.l rd ing airl() iis as shown in the lab Ie: 

TI\8LE I 

A IR fO IL COMPA RI SON 

I 

! 

! 
I 

Airfoi 
I 

C I.,' I 

:u 

Stall 
An gle 

(Cij Cn) 

.\1:n: 

C J)M i 

" 

Camber 
('Y<, ) 

'['n IH,,\: ( 

%) 

1:-:2 16 1.6 13. 5 68.5 0. 0 I 
l) 

4 .7 10.4 

~ S I2 10 2.05 14.5 59.3 0.02 6. 7 

SI 223 2. I 10.5 54.5 0.02 

I 

8.1 12 

E423 1.7 15 51.9 0.02 

2 

9.5 12.5 

j 
Il. WlIlg Plan form Se lec tion: 


Various wing planforms werc compared in order to ac hieve the best possible w ing 


confi guration and max imum li fting capabiliti es wi thin the given dimensional constrain s. 

TA BLE II. 


PLAN FORM COMPARISON 


Parameters Rectangular[Tapered Ellipti ca l 

Effi ciency 8 9 10 

Lift at 0" Angle 0 

j\, ttack 
8 9 10 

\...onstructi on 10 8.5 6 

Sta ll 

CharaCleristics 

10 9 ~ 

Total 36 35.5 ~5 

Rectangular has the fo ll owing perks: 

• It offers hi gher litt ing area. 

• Easy of Manufacturin g and reduced complexity in design. 
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c. \\ling loading and Aspect ratio 

Wing cube loading is the structural concept as it gives the distribution of load over the 

wing. Planes with higher wing loading have higher landing speed. According to the type 

of our aircraft which is categorized as an advanced sport aircraft, wing cube loading is 

about 10 and above. We selected a Wing Cube load of 12 for this aircraft. For good 

gliding properties an aspect ratio of 6 was selected. 

The formula used for calculating Area of Wing was based on Max. Take-off Weight and 

Wing loading: 

Wing Cube Loading (C) = (Max. Takeoff Weight) I (Wing Area)1.5 

The Wing cube load was selected as 12, and area was calculated to be 0.29m2, we get th e 

wingspan as I.32m using the following fonnula. 

Aspect Ratio = Span/Chord 

By using aspect ratio formula, we got chord length = 22 cm. For meetin g our requirements 

of mentioned payload fraction, we decided to opt for 22 cm of mean aerodynamic chord 

(MAC) and velocity of 13 m/s. After following the above assumptions. the Reynold's 

Number was calculated by the following formula-

R" = (pvCw)lw 

To obtain high lift at low speeds, Reynold's number for micro class aircraft should be less 

than 2,50,000 which is achieved using chord length of 22cl11. Also, with thi s aspect ratio, 

the shape of the wing makes it a right fit inside the box. 

FIGURE!. 

RECTANGULAR WING 

D. Tail design 

The empennage of the aircraft is responsible for providing sufficient balancing momentS 

in level flight. Thus, tail \\as designed that provided adequate stability and control orthe 
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aircraft. Tri~iail <.:onfigllratioll was chosen 1'01' the ain:ral't to reduce the overall height of 

the aircraft. This design oflered higher tail arCH. thu s higher directional stabi lity on 

comparisnn with other configurations. 

FIGURE II. 

TRI-TAIL DESIGN 

.~. -.' '' ", 

---.. 

Referring Raymer ' s book, value of C II and Cv was decided. Following an iterative 

methodology, the horizontal stabilizer volume was varied (Cll) within the range of 0.35 to 

0.55, anel 0.02 to 0.05 for the vertical stabilizer volume coefficient (Cr), and the tail 

moment arm was selected as GO em in order to limit the aircmli's length in the x-axis. 

Tail volume Coefficient of Horizontal tail (CII) 

CII = I(S,, " III)/(Sw*C)) 

Tail volume Coefficient of Vertical tail (Cr) 

Cr = [(S" "h)/(S\\*C)] 

Elevator Area: Using rule of thumb, Elevator Area = 0.3 x HTAcco = 150cm2 

Rudder Area : Using rule ofthumb, Rudder Area = 0.3 X V TAm, = GI.2cm2 

IV. STAIlI L ITY - STATIC MARGIN AND NEUTRAL POINT 

The aircraft stability depend s mainly on the position of the centre of gravity (CG) with 

respect to the neutral point (NP) and the tail sizing. The lift of the wi ng acting throu gh the 

centre of pressure is in front of the centre of gravity of the aircraft. This causes a 

destabilizing motion (increase in lift to increase in angle of attack causes a nose up 

momenL fllrther increasing angle of attack). This is counteracted by the mom en t produced 

by the lift nl" the horizontal stabilizer, acting behind the centre of gravity. The Neutral 

point 01' ail'crati was calculated using the given formula , various values of Static Margin 

were se lecled in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 in order to achieve the kind of stability tbat this 
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aircraft required. The Neutral Point of the aircraft was calculated at a distance of 40% of 

the Mean Aerodynamic Chord from the Centre of Gravity. 

Static margin is the distance between the centre of gravity (or mass) anel the neutral point. 

It is usually quoted as a percentage of the mean aerodynamic chord. The centre of gravity 

must lie ahead of the neutral point for posi ti ve stability (positive static margin). If the 

centre of gravity is behind the neutral point, the aircraft is longitudinally unstable (the 

static margin is negat ive), and acti ve inputs to the control surfaces are required to maintain 
stable /light. 

Stlltic Mllrgin (S.M,) = (X",. - X,g)/C 

fl" = flo + (N, x VCH) (a, / awl (1 - (d, / d,,)) 

To achieve the required stability, a Stat ic Margin of 0.15 was chosen. With the given 

formula, position of Centre of Gravity of the aircraft was ca lculated and was located a t a 

distance of25% of Mean Aerodynamic Chord. 

V. FUSELAGE DESIGN 

In order to decrease drag of our plane, we opted to design the nose of the fusel age with 

curved edges. Tai l boom has been used to attach tail with fuselage, in order to make the 

fuselage's rear paJ1 lighter. The length offuselage is 75 em and width are 6.8cm for easy 

accommodat ion of electronics/payload. Structure of fuselage is needed to be strong and 

lightweight so that it can sustain static as well as dynamic forces during fli ght. Glue 

treated Balsa wood has been used as the material to construct the Fuselage to keep weight 

low and make the structure biodegradable. 

FIGURE 111. ..' 

FUSELAGE 

VI. A NAL YS IS 

A. Lift and drag performance 
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FIGURE IV . 


LIFT AND DRAG ANAI.YSIS ON XFI.R5 


Input Parameters: 

Airspeed - 10 mis, Angle of Attack - 0° 

Operat ing Altitude - Above Mean Sea Level (AMSL) - 4500ft 

Ambient Temperature (in 0c) - 30 

Air Pressure - 86652 pa, Air Density - 1.07kg/m' 

Dynamic Viscosity - I .75e-05 mis' , Kinematic Viscosity - 1.62e-05m' /s) 
Chord Length: 0.2201, Wingspan: 1.39m, Planform: Rectangular. Airfoil: S 1223 

Software used: XFLR5, Mode used in XFLR5: Fixed Speed. VLM I (No side slip), 
Viscous 

Results Obtained: Lift coefficient: 0.977, Drag coefficient: 0.07 , Lift Gene~ated: IBN 

11. Bend test for wing spar 
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TA BLE Ill. 

BEN D TEST - INPUT PARAMETERS 

Input P"rametcrs 

Beam Length: O.4m 

Support: Fixed 

Load : Point Load 

Material: Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic 

Stress Limit: 250 MPa 

Se lf-Weight: 20 g 

Load Location: 0.4 m 

Cross Section: Hollow Square, 8mm*8mm, Thickness: 
1.5mm 

FIGUREV. 


BENDING STRESS - SPAR 


'-""m 

h r. ,,.. 

41.0= SkyCiv 
o p _ 

Status: PASS 

Limit: 250MPa, Max: 110.6309 MPa, Ratio: 0.4425 

Max Deflection observed at the tip: 9.735 mm 

= 
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VI I. COM PARISON WITII I, XIS'I INC; ,\IRCHMT 

A . \'Ve ight comparison 

Overall weight of rhis aircraft had to be compared with two other aircra ft designed by 
leams from USA. ;\ new tcrm hud 10 be esta bli shed in order 10 make cOlllparisons based 

0 11 dimensions ot' the aircrafi and overall empty weight. This term is calkd Span-lO-\ve ight 
ratio . 

Spnn = (Wingspnn + 1_cngth of ai."Craft) 

~'cight - empty weight of aircraft structure 

Rsw= (Span/Weight) " 100 

TABLE IV, 

WEIGHT COMPA RI SON 

Aircraf 
t 

Aircraft 1 : 

WPI 

Aircraft 2: 

NAU 

Aircraft 3: Proposed 

nircraft 

Span 79.94 inches 49.2 inches 84. 22 inches 

Weight 0.825 Ibs 0.800 1bs 0.793 1bs 

Rsw 1.03 1.62 0.94 

From the above tab le, we found that the proposed aircraft weighed 9.7% a nd 42'1.. less 

than Aircraft 1 and Aircraft 2 respectively . This is a resu lt of us ing balsa in most non

load bearing parts or parts with minimal load. and keeping the fuselage as compact as 

poss ible. Also, carbon fibre was bein g used in the w ing spar as a load bearing structurc. 

This spar is ho ll ow and thus reduces the overall weight oC the wing. 

References for compar ison: 

[I) Aircraft 1: Worcester Polytechni c Institute: Design of a Micro C lass Aircra ft fo r the 

20 12 SAE Aero Des ign East Competition 

(2) Aircraft 2: North Arizona University: Team Flap Jacks, Design Report Salem 

Alazmi ' Co llin Krawczyk2, Jeremy Reber' 

B. Cost compari son 
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Cost OJ' the proposed nircrnl\ cons ists of only materials and construction cost. It was 

compared by Aircraft I and Aircraft 2 as follows: 

TAB!.E V. 

COST COMPARISON 

Aircrnfl 

in 5) 
I: WPI (Cost Aircrnft 2: NAU (Cost 

in S) 

Ai rcraft 3: 

Proposed 

Ai rcraft (Cost 
in $) 

Coating 12 4 7 

Balsa Wood 2 1.28 43.29 22 

Carbon Fibre 18.47 39.18 24.3 

Miscellaneou 

s 

20 20 20 

Total 91.75 106.47 73.20 

Use of material was s imilar in all three cases. Carbon Fibre was being used as a load 

bearing member in the wing, balsa wood was being used for construction of wing (airfoil 

ribs), fuselage, and tail. MonoKote was used as a coating material for the aircraft. Cost 

varied depending on the quantity of material used in each of these aircraft, local cost of 

those material s, and regional taxes. 

It was found that overall material and construction cost of the proposed aircraft was 

20.5% and 31.25% lower than Aircraft 1 and Aircraft 2 respectively. 

References fo r comparison: 

[I] Aircraft 1: Worcester Polytechnic Instilllte: Design of a Micro Class A ircraft for the 

2012 SA E Aero Design East Competition 

[2] Aircraft 2: North Arizona Universit \' : Team Flap Jacks, Design Report, Sa lem 
Alazmi I Collin Krawczyk2, Jeremy Reber; 

FIGURE VI. 

AIRCR AFT ASSEMBLY 
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VII I. CONCI.tJS ION 

After st udying in detail , the past designs of aircral't from two of the best Un iversi ty Acro 
Design Teams. a lighter and more aflbrclable aircrnlt st rucllIre has been designed. Quantity 
of materials was var i cd~ compactness was observed, and strength of proposed structu re 
was tested in order to meet the goa l of designing a iight--weight, and affordable aircraft. 
The proposed aircraft weighed 9.7% and 42% less than Aircraft I and Aircraft 2 

respectively. The cost of the proposed ai rcraft was 20.5% and 31.25% lower than Aircraft 

I and Aircraft 2 respecti "ely. 
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Abs{/'{/c{- Nanoparticles combined with base fluid (water) ancl corrugated tube is regarded as a 

very efficient strategy for providing high heat transfer pertormance between the target surface and 

working fluid in dilferent applications. Herc two types of tubes are used to evaluate the heat 

trans fer rate viz corrugated tube and plain tube. A double tube heat exchanger is used to study and 

evaluate the difference between heat transfer rate of corrugated tube and plain tube. It aims to 

provide an experimental investigation on the thermal conductivity enhancement and heat transfer 

performance of water based AbO,; (Alumina Powder) and CuO (Copper Oxide) nanofluids. 

Nanofluids at different concentrations of 0.25 %, 0.5 % and I % were prepared by a two-step 

method. Enhancements in Thermal conductivity and heat transfer performance ofnanofluids were 

achieved. Nanofluids have shown the best results with a maximum of 36.25% increase in 

enhancement ratio of thermal conductivity and Ab03 nanofluids by 19.76% at I % concentration 

for both Nanofluids. Finally, f"ol11 thi s study it is observed that CuO nanofluid provides the best 

heat transfer rate compared to AbO) nanofluid with a combination of corrugated tube rather than 

plain tube. 

KeYlVords- Double tube heat exchanger. Nanofluids, Corrugated tube, Alumina, Experimental 

Analysis 

l.INTRODUCTION 
Heat transfer enhancement techniques play a velY significant role in many thermal 

engineering systems such as heat exchangers, boilers, power plants, etc. The aims of these 

technologies are to improve efficiency. reduce size and weight and ultimately reduce energy 

consumption and air pollution. Diffe relll approaches were made to enhance the cooling efficiency 

of the various heat transfer devices and using nan ofluids is one such technique. Nanofluids are the 

mixture of highly conductive metallic or non-metallic nanoparticles and base fluids like water, oil 

g lycol , etc.(1) Thermal conducti\'il v has been improved by using nanofluids and many 

investigations have revealed that th~ competence of the nanofluids to boost heat transfer is 

greater than the base fluid.(3) 
..-:. ... . 

Also, the use of corrugated tubes ' is mu'· uitable in order to increase the thermal 

performance by creating more ~lI'bulence along ~he ~ ldary layer formations.(13) Accordingly 

the s~irlS formed with~n the corrugations play an iln~ ant role in increasing the h:at transfer 

..rater ) PrevIous studIes on heat tm ' fe, andflo'1"'.t!' tlonal loss used for the deSIgn of heat 
<-(\~(, ~.c.. >- ; ~ ~ "u,f;~ .--- . - 
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exchangers of various machines were mainly based on unid irectional steady flow cond it ions. 

Double tlIbe heat exchangers are well suited for high pressure applications.(4) It is expected tlwt 

the nanofluid will become a new type ofheat transfer tluid tor thermal engineer ing. 

II.NANOFLUlDS 

2.1 Nanofluids 

Na nofluid is a new class o f heat transfer fluid innovated at Nati onal Laboratory, USA in 

1995 in which the co lloidal suspensions of nanometer sized sol id particles are used insteml or 
common working f1uids.Nanofluids can en han ce th e the rmal conductivity upto twice that of base 

fluid with add ition of nanoparticles with size ranging tl'om 1-100 nm and volume upto 

I %.Nanofluids have w ide app licat ions in fields like heat exchangers, chillers, space tec hno log.y. 

defence and ships, hybrid engines and boilers. 

The two types of nanofluids are as follow :
2.1.1 AbO) : 


Alumina (Ab03) is the most common nanoparticle and has good thenna l propelii es compared to 


base fluid , heat transfer rate is enhanced by using nanofluid. The maximum therm al enhancement 


observed in case of water based nanofluid is aro und 32% . 


2.1.2 CuO : 


Copper Ox ide (CuO) is a water based nano tluid in which it is used for its good features like the 


melting point and boiling point , density etc, as it helps to develop high thermal conductivity and 


it a lso develops anti - toxic propeliies . The Density of copper ox ide is much greater than 

alu minium oxide. 


IProperties Aluminium 
Oxide 

Copper Oxide 

C hemical formula A I203 C uO 

Color White Black 

Morphology Spherical Spherical 

Average Particle Size(nm) 30-40 30-50 

True Density (Kg/m3) 3970 6400 

Speci fi c Heat (J/kg K) 940 531.02 

Thermal 
Conductivity(w/mK) 

32.4 20 

, 


. ~-c~ 
Table J: Pl'Opert l ;ptNanop ( 12) 


~s r"'-,' ' '0- ry(8k) 0g; ) 
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2.2 Plain Tube aud Corrugated Tubc ; 

2.2.1 Plain Tu be : -

Th~ Plain tube is nothing but the stainless-steel tube which is used in the setup. The 
dirty gas causes d~pos it s on the heat exchanger tubes hence, reduces heat transfer and increases 

pressure loss. 110tiJ th e effects have a delnmilled impact on operation cost. Different systems 

are available depending upon the temperature <lnt! th e thermal conducti vity . 

2.2.2 Corrugated Tubc :

The Corrugated tube is a pipe with a heli x groove obtained from a plane tube by enid 

forming. The number of starts of the hel ix can be changed as well as the angle to optimize the 
heat tr<lnsfer <lnd per forman ce. Corrugation induces turbulence in the media and ensures high 

Reynolds number even at low velocity .The corrugation is nothing but th e advancement ill the 
heat trans fer technology. It is being used to produce hi gh heat transfer coeffic ient with minimum 

increase in pressure drop . Corrugation tube can enhance the heat transfer coefficient on both the 
inner and outer side. 

(a) corrugated IIlhc (b) helically corrug'lIcci tube 

(C) corrugated tube (d ) cOITugntcd tube 
<__[1 _;.1 

~ 
Fig. I Corrugated Tubes (14) 

2.3 Material to be used ;

Copper has many desirable prope11ies for thermally efficient and durable heat exchangers. 
Most impOltant property of copper is its thermal conductivity. Other desirable propel1ies include 

corrosion resistance, internal pressure, fatigue strength, high temperature sustainabil ity. 

Materials Thermal Conductivity (W/mk) 

Steel 
l\-'O".,ale G~g;V ~ 

50 

<:iCop per 385'" ~1gao"Ii- ' 2
Ul}e l.." •. f'il~T'" 

\0 ...... '" • ~ '" ~ .:,~ 

S, , • ...: 
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Aluminium 220 

Silvcr 420 

Table 2: Material Properties 

2.4 Insulating Material :
Polyurethane loam has lowest thermal conductivity of it is very much economical and hence 

selected as an insulating material. 
H H H 

I IO=C=N~¢~N=C=O + HO-C-C-OH 
I I 

H H H 

)

fo - H - 0II HI HI tII tC-~~~~~-C-O-~-~-O 
H H H H H n 

Fig. 2 Chemical composition of polyurethane foam 

Ill.DESIGN 


Q = hMT 

Where, 


Q = Heat Transfer Rate (Watt) 

h = Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient (W/mK) [Nu = hLc/k] 


A = Surface Area of Heat Transfer (m 2) 


C.T = Temperature Difference (0C) 

NusseJt Number: 

Nu = 0.023 Reo.s 1'1'(113)............................... [11] 


Discharge: 

Q' =A*Y 


Reynolds number: 

Re = (Y*D/v) 


Friction Factor: 

[= (0.79 In (Re - 1.64 i ... ...... ... ...... .. [2] 


Pressure Drop: 

c.p= (F*L*y2)/(2*g*D) 


~~r.: ,..-- -I;'i> 
~ 

IV.RESULTS AND CONCLU~PNS
"",SWr. ' 

In this the ihennal conductivities J~ ~ and CuO water suspensions study, of ~5 of 
t.b" / l 

~articles(nanof1uids) were detetmined. The ob ~m . thermal conductivit y o r AbO] 
~\\.S ' 
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nanol1uids ar~ 0.671 W/mK, 0.690 W/mK and lI.no \VIm/( at 0.25, 0.5 and I % concentration of 

NanofJuids respectively. The obtained Ih~rmal conductivity of CLIO nanofluids are 0.695 W 1m/( . 

0.735 W/mK and 0.780 W/mK al 0.25. 0.5 and I '% conccntration of Nanofluids res pecti vely. 

There is an increase in the enhancement ratio or thermal co nductivity of AbO} and CuO 

nanotluids by 19.76% and 36.25'% at I 'Yo concentration. The results indicate that, as the vo Ilime 

fi'ncti on or nanoparticlcs in the suspension increased. the effective thermal conductivity 0 I' the 

nanotluid al so increased. Esse ntiall y, ad ding more nanoparticlcs (Q the base fluid resulted ill the 

f11l1her enhancement of the tilermal properties of the base fluid. In addition, the vi scosity o r the 

suspending tluid should be an important "Ietor, and the results of this study support that , ub

pos iti on, but do not prove it. Theretore. th e corrugated surface has a s ignificant effect 0 11 the 

enhancement of heat transfer. Effect o f re levant parameters on heat transfer characteristics arc 
also considered. 
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Abstract 

The key components lhat play an important role in riding satety are brake pads. It 's used to s low 
down the vehicle and bring it to a complete stop. Asbestos and non-asbestos brake pads are the 
two most common types of brake pads. Asbestos brake pads arc carcinogenic. Theaim of this 
study is to create an environmentally fi'iendly alternative composite material For brake pads. The 
development oran asbestos-Free brake pad us ing hemp fibre , aluminiumtibre, and basalt fibre, its 
investigation for tribological properties such as wear and ti·iction. is done. Compression moulding 
was used to create three specimens, which were then post-cured in a 
fu mace. Theco m pos i tesa reSlI bj cered toap inond isc i n ves tigat i on tod e ten n i net hewea I'rate 
and frictionalbeha viollrllndera20N load. Thefindi ngssuggestthathem p Ii brecompositehas a lower 
wear rate and coefficient of fi'iction values than aluminium and basalt tibre reinforced 
com pos ites,butwith inacceptab lerangeforbrakepadmateria Is.Scann ingel cctronm icroscopy is used to 
examine the surface wearmorphology. 

Key words: Hemp fibre; Basal/fibre; Aluminillmfibre; Tribological peljim11ance. 

INTRODUCTION
) 

Themostsign ificantsafetyaspectoFaveh icleisthebrak i ngsystem. Whate vcnypeofveh icle peop Ie 
drive, a reliable braking system will always be a top priority to ensure their safety.The use of 
dependable friction material IS needed to make brakes more efficient. With the 
advancementintechnology,newbrake lin ingoptionsarebecom i nga vai lable.Thebrakeshave a brake 
shoe with an attached friction covering, which is usuaII" made of asbestos. Asbestos 
con tam inarioncausesd iseasesl ikeasbestosisandmesothelio11la, wh icharcclangeroustoone's health (It 
is rare cancer which is associated with exposure to amphibole asbestos). Asbestos should be 
replaced with non-asbestos products due to these health hazards. The more research is done to 
replace asbestos and optimise efficiency requirements. Several studies on the tribological 
performance o[natural flber--based polymer composites have been publi shed. Non-asbestos brake 
pads work almost as well as asbestos brake pads while posing no env ironmental or health risks 

[1]. Bio-comp? sites made from natur~1 bi·o~~~~~terial s are entering the industry, .: <<X
exposmg preVIOusly undiscovered enVIron e.pt J: belrefits · ' (21. ~atural fibers are potentIal 
candidates for replacing synt 'etic ':~ fibers as reinforcement in 
pol ym ercom pos itesd 11 eto th e i rex ce IIen tpropertiess uchaslowdell,s i U) .1 0\vcost. high impact 
resistance,andhighflex ibi Ii ty .loIVspecificgravity, lessabras i ve\J~ Inc,! 1I ipment, lesshealth hazards,
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process-li'icnclly, lower greenhouse gas emissions, C02.The use of hemp composit es 
wasad van tagcousdlletothe non-britt lenalu reo lilatural fi bers.The rewasnoev id en ceo l'to rn fa brics, .i ust 

fa bric distortion in the sl ipping direction. Natural fillers can be favo ured in silllati ons where bio
composi tes are needed. Natura l fi llers can produce good resul ts up to a certa in we ight percentage 

[5]. Plant I"ibers upto certa in amount arc acceptable as th ey affec t mechanical properties. I\n 
increase in natural fibers beyond limits promotes poros ity 111 the 

brakepac!l11ateria landasresul tporos itypromotewaterabsorptio n.A n i nc rease innatural ti ber also seem s 
(0 increase the compress ibili ty and decreases hardness of brake pad materia l [5 ]. Based 011 the 
findings and debate, it is poss ible to infer that using less natural fibe r fraction results in hi gher 

hardness anc! lower spec imen wea r[6]. 

Tribo log ical properties of hemp fibe r, basalt fibe r, and aluminium ti ber were recorded in this 
arti c le.Furth ermore.S EM researchwasper formedontheworn -outsurfaceo ft hecomponcn ts to ttl rther 
explain the wea r loss mechanisms. The paper focuses on the contribut ion o f hemp fi bers as a 

re inforcement pm1 a lone and in combination with a luminium (meta l) and basalt fibers (mineral 
fibre) in a NAO brake frictio n mate ria ls [1 6]. 

J 
Bariupl sulphate, a lum ina, phenol form a ldehyde, graphi te, and verm iculi te were used as the base 
compos ition, and th e com pos ition was varied by using Hem p, a lu min ium, and basalt as 
reinfore i ng fi bel's . Them ai ns ub j ect ofth isresearch wash empfi bers as are i n fo rc in gm em ber. AIum i n i u m 
was chosen to study the effect of its metallic propert ies on the tribological 

pro pert i e so fth ep roposed brake fri cti on prod ucts,and basa Itwasehosen tostudytheeffeetof its minCra I 
propelties (in conjunction w ith hemp fibers). The suggested mixtures were compressed in a 
compression moul d ing system, oven-cured, and cut into norm al spec imen s izes as per ASTMG 99. 

MATERIAL PREPARATION AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

Pre-treatment of Hemp fiber 

Figure I . Untreated Hem p Fiber A. PhotOgl a R$:M'i~~~p c Image Treated Hemp Fiber C.~ i 
Photo graph D Micloscop ic Im age f!,::,~~sC>'7:: r .-"'~~ \ 0 
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The hcmp fibcrs werc given an alkali trcaLm cnt to strengthen the inter"lcial bond belween the 

fibers and matrix 116J. It pl"Ilduccd a rough su rlace topography by increasin g the amoll nt of 
crysta lline cellulose and rcmoving impurities. I icmp li ber was soa ked lo r 24 hours in a 2% NaOl1 
so lution [20J. The weight-by-"olumc approach was used 10 make the NaOH solution . The 'fibers 
were removed and wash eel several timcs with di s tilled water and then dried for n 
hOlirsinthcslln.I·1 t!111 p Ii bcrs\vL: rcsl icell iIltl )s tran<.\so 13 tt))lll III lengtll. S iIII tlllallt:Olls l ylllC alum i 11 i11111 

and basalt fibers were chopped into 4-6 mm length libers. The composition Ic)r the three types o f 
specimens are as shmvn in Table I. 

Ta ble I. Mate rial Compos ition 

Materials Fu ndions Weight Contribution ('Yo.) 
HFRC BFRC AFRC 

Hemp tibres Reinlorcement 5 5 5 
Phenol Formaldehyde Bineler 10 10 10 
Graph ite powder Lubri cant 5 5 5 
Vermiculite Moditiers 5 5 5 
Alumina Abrader 5 5 5 
Barium sulphate fi II cr 70 60 60 
Aluminium tibers Reinforcement 0 0 10 
Basalt fibers Reinforcement 0 10 0 
Total 100 100 100 

Manufacturing of SrakePad 

A automated weig hing scale (Wensar we ighing scales Ltd.) was used to we igh all of the 
ingredients. To achieve a hom ogeneous mixture. th e chopped t1bers and pheno lic powder 
formulati on were dry blended for 15 minutes at 250 to 500 rpm in a mechanical string. In the 
compression moulding machin e (H,P-TOM Santee Ex im PVT. Ltd .)shown in Figure. 2 , the 
mixture was compressed. The mixtllre was poured into a mould with dimensions of 
lOO x I OOx IOmmandcompressedatapressureofl 50baratatemperatureofl 55°C. Initia lly, 

fou rbreath i n gsess ions weregi v en d u ringthecu ri n gp racess .1 nordertoe lim i natethemo i sture conte n t 

and trapped gases. the specimen was post-cured in a h OI air oven (shown in Figure- 2.B) at 1700 C 

for 3 hours[ 16J. 


, . 

Figu re 2. (A) Compression mouldiii ~Qf{1acJ 
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ThespecimenswerefurthercuttorequiredsizesotJO x I Ox I OmmasperASTMG99standards as 
exemplified in Figure3. 

BFRC AFRC HFRC 


. ::\ 
. ' :., .'.. . 

~ J' ' 3' '''!5'6 ~1 ,"lit ,11 " 13 I 

--------
11' 

Figure 3. Cut spec imen (I) BFRC, (2) AFRC, (3) HFRC 

Tribological analysis 

Using mathematical relationships. the effect of constant parameters on tribological properties Iike 
wear and coefficient offricliol1 ,vas measured. 

Finalmass-inH'alm !E'
W eQl= .. .. ...............( I)
s 

....... .... .. . ...... (2)

p 

Where, 

MF Final Mass M;= Initial Mass S= Sliding distance F= Frictional force P = AppliedLoad 

To understand the behavioLir of each composition and measure the wear and coefficient of 

friction , all the test input parameters such as load, sliding distance, and velocity, as shown in 

Table 2 were kept constant fo r a ll three compositions [10]. 
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Table 2. Test InJlut Parameters 

,--
Com positions 

J>arametcrs AFReAliRC HFIK 

Load(N) 20 2020
1

Sliding Distance (m) 5000 5000 5000 

Velocity (m/s) 5.045.04 5.04 

Speed (RPM) 959 959 959 

Experimental Procedure 

As shown in Figure 4, the tribological Olltput of the three formulations was evaluated using a Pin
on-Disc experimental setup (DUCOMTM TR-20LE) in accordance with ASTM G 99 
requirements. The specimens was cut to required sizes of 30x 1 Ox 10 mm as per ASTM G99 
standards. Eight samples of each composition were checked to remove errors during testing. 
Onad i SC, eae h sam p I ewasch eck ed. Un d erd rycond i ti ons, foraS OOOml11 s lid i ngd i stance, for 
16.40 minutes [17, 19]. 

Figure 4. Pin on Disc Setup 

Results and Discussion 

Pin on Disc Tester was used to measure the wear efficiency ofHFRC, BFRC, and AFRC. Tables 
3.4, and 5 presents the results obtained by using e'qu-ati~~) & (2). 
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Table 3. Wear and COF Performance ofl-IF RC 

Sr.no Initial Mass Final Mass Di fference Wear (g/m) IFrictiona l 

(M ;) (Mfl Mr- M;) Worce 

(N) 

I 8.950 1 8.9462 0.0039 7.8 x I0-7 10. 1 

2 9.2678 9.2653 0.0025 5.0x I 0.7 10.8 

3 9.0856 9.0809 0.0047 9.4x 10.7 11.6 

4 8.5 119 8.5079 0.0040 8.0x I 0.7 10.1 

5 7.3557 7.3502 0.0055 I.I x 10·7 10.2 

6 9.5891 9.5853 0.0038 7.6 x I 0.7 9.6 

7 8.2812 8.2777 0.0035 7.0 x 10.7 8.4 

8 8.1002 8.0955 0.0047 9.4x 10.7 103 

Average 0.004075 8.15xlO·7 10.1375 

Table 4 . Wear and COF Pelformance ofBFRC 

Coefficient of 

Friction , 

0.505 

0.54 

0.58 

0.505 

0.51 

0.48 

0.42 

0.515 

0.56875 

SLno Initial Mass Final Mass Difference 

(M;) (M,) (Mr- M;) 

1 9.2140 9.2067 0.0073 

2 9.9442 9.941 5 0.0027 

3 9.9002 9.986 1 0.0041 

4 6.9952 6.9883 0.0069 

5 7.4361 7.4277 0. 0084 

6 9.8480 9.8433 0.0047 

7 8.0727 8.0650 0.0077 

8 9.6945 9.6887 0.0058 

Average 0.00595 

Wear (g/m) Frictional 

Force 

(N) 

14.6x lO·7 12.2 

s.4x 10.7 13.2 

8.2xlO·7 11.3 

13.8x 10-7 12.5 

16.8x I 0-7 13.3 

9.4x 10.7 12.8 

15.4x 10.7 9.3 

11.6x 10'7 11.6 

1l.9xIO·7 12.025 

Coefficien t of 

fr icti on 

0.61 

0.66 

0.565 

0.625 

0.665 

0.64 

0.465 

0.58 

0.6012 , 
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'Tab le 5. Wear and COl' I'crliJrman ce or /\I'RC 

Sr.no Inilial Final DilTcrence Wear (grm) Frictional Coefficient or 

Mass (M;) Mass (Mr) (Mr - M;) r:oree (N) Friction 

I .. 
I 9.8865 9.8844 0.021 4.2x I()'7 1.5 0.575 

2 8.7762 8.7734 (), 002S S.6 x I 0.7 'i. I 0.455 

3 10,2460 10.2334 0.0126 2S.2 x 10.7 13.7 0.685 

4 8.6486 8,6286 n.OOS ] 16.6x I 0.7 12.2 0.61 

5 8.8486 8.8387 0.0099 
I 

19.8x I 0.7 I" 8I ~)., !0.69 

6 7.8580 7.5630 0.025 SOx 10.7 13. 9 10.695 

7 8.0484 8.0316 0.0 168 33.6x I 0-7 10,7 0.535 

8 7.5645 7.5539 0.0106 2 1.2x 10.7 11.2 0.56 

Average 0.0110125 22,()25x lO·7 12.0125 0.60062 

Wear 

When compared to Br:RC and AFRC, the wcar o f HFRC was fOllnd to be lower. S in ce the h emp 
iibers are spread evenly, the resin bonding impl'Oves, increas ing the wea r res istance of the HFRC 
composite as compared to the other (wo. 

Wear 
6.00E ---.-.--- 
06 

5.00E
06 

4.00E

ro 06 

~ 3.00E
06 

2.00E
06 

__ HFR __AFRBFR 
p<1. • 

Due to uneven bonding of aluminiumtibres w ith m atrix, AFRC had the highest wear rate, as 
seen j ntheF igureS .Du etoth emcti onal heatge nc ra ted d urjn~hetestbetween spec i menancI rotati ng disc, 

the surface of the specimen gets burnt and wea r of the sp~enincreased. 
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r 2.50E

2.00E

1.50E

~ 1.00E

5.00E

O.OOE+G 

Average Wear 

8.15E-07 

HFR 

• 

1.19E
06 

BFR 
C 

2.21 E-06 

AFR 

Figure 6.Average Wear Performance of Composit ions. 

Friction coefficient 

Table 3, 4 & 5 shows the difference in coefficient of fi'iction of the HFRC, BFRC, acd AFRC on 
the pin on disc tester. To understand the action of each composite. the load, velocity, and sl idin~ 
distance were kept constant during the test. To minimise the number of experimental errors, eight 
specimens of each composition were tested. 

COF 

O. 
8 

O. 
7 

_ O. 

'::6 
c 
.~ O. 
!E5 

'"80 
4 

O. 

Figure 7. Comparison of Coefficient of friction 

From the Figure 7, it can be seen that HFRC increases until it reaches 0.58, then decreases. Low 
COF value in case of HFRC is due to low debris formati on at the fi'iction surface. Lower 
amounto I'debrisarefOlw ed d ueto good fi bre-matrixbond ingasares ul t ofa Ikal i treatmentof 
mpfibres.JncomparisontoHfRC'BFRCandAFRCha~b±~rcoF ( i.e.0 .66andO.69) 
ecauseofthehighdebrisformationatthefrictionsurface.Ti1b»1> ' 'Hemp&Basalt)and 
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theA FRe( Alum i n i um& Hem p)containecit IVO libres i ni t. i nco m pari son tol-I FRC.therewas less 
degradation DC organic material. resuiting in a high COL: value. lIs a result. HFRC has a lower 

COr: value th an the other two (i.cO.56). 

Average 
0.6 

1 
 0.60 o. 
0.6 l 

_ 0.5 
09 

c 
 I'" '" 0.5 0.56>=8
OJ 
a 
o 

05 

7 


HFR BFR AFR 

Figure 8 Com pari son o f Average COF. 

Worn Surface Morphology. 

Scanning E lect ron Microscope (Zeiss EVO® MA IS) was used to obtain the micrographs of the 
worn surfaces of the test specimens tested on Pin-an-Disc setup fo r HFRC, BFRC and AF RC at 

70N load. The wear mechanism of po lymer matrix compos ites can be described by different 
modes such as tiber pull-outs, ti ber-matrix de-bonding. matrix debris fo rmation, matrix crack and 
contact plateau formation. 

Figure 9 Worn SUlfaceofHFRC Figure 10 Fiber Pull-Ollt ofB FRC 

Figure 9.shows good surface contact o fHFRC with the metal disc which is evident by prominent 
primary plateau formations. Thi s is a res ult of good compact ion and interfacial bonding between 

the hemp fibers and the matrix. Figure 10 shows mat ri" ciy),qrr,fl!;-".,< matrix wear debris 
formation at several places for BFRC with broken basalt 'tlb~pS~~1lL"\'iI'et~ ,onded hemp fibers. 
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Figure I I. Worn SurtaceofAFRC Figure 12.Fibre Breakage ofAFRC 

Figure I! .shows seve ral secondary plateaus and matri x de-bonding and matrix wear deb,-is in 
Figure 12. At 5K X magnification micrograph (Figure 12) shows large amount of matrix de
bonding along with hemp fibre debris at 20N normal load. The de-bonding is clue to low 
interfacial bonding between aluminium fibers and the matrix. 

The formation of secondary contact plateaus more than the primary plateaus in BFRC and A FRC 
results in higher wear and COF values than HFRC, which has more and prominent primary 
plateaus; resulting in low wear and COF values. 

CONCLUSION 

• Hemp reinforced brake friction materials wi th three compoSlttOnS viz HFRC, BFRC, 
AFRCweresu cces sfu II ytested forweatTa teand coeffi c ien to fTrict ion u singth etestin g parameters 
asmentioned. 

• Alkali pre-treatment conducted on hemp fib"es created modified surfaces which 
facilitatedstrongadhesionbetweenhempfibresandthematrix.Thisresultedinreduced wear 8.IS x I0-7 

g/m and decent coefficient of friction of 0.S68 which is required for brake pad materials, 
henceaccepted. 

• BFRC and AFRC shows the greater wear rate of 11.9x IO-7 and 22.02Sx I0- glm and 

higher COF of 0.66 & 0_69 respective ly as compared to HFRC which is not required for brake 
padapplication. 

• It was observed that wear of HFRC lowered as compared to BFRC and AFRC as the 

hemp fibers dispersed uniformly it improved the bonding with resin, which in turn increased the 

wear resistance ability ofHFRC composite as compared to othertwo_ 

• Further work is needed to test these composites with varying combination of sliding 

speed, normal load and s liding distance on pin on disc setup. 

"'\'Jl'iN 
- 7f,
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I 
Abstract:-The I 10cc engine cylinder ;s one of the niajor automobile components,wh iehi, 
subjected to high temperature variations and thermal stres,~es. In order to cool the cylinder, tlnsare 
provided on the cylinder to increase the rate of heat transfer. By doing thermal analysis on the 
IIOcc engine cylinder fins, it is helpful 10 know the heat dissipation through the cylinder. The 
study implemented in thi s paper is to increase the heat di ss ipation rate by using the invisible 
working fluid , nothing but air[3].The main purpose of using these cooling tins is to cool the I I Dec 
engine cylinder by any air. We know that, by increasing the surface area of the fin can increase the 
heat dissipation rate, so designing such a large complex II0cc engine is very difficult. A 
parametric model of piston bore fins will be developed to predict the thermal behavior[3]. The 
parametric model wil l be created in 3D modeling software Creo 7.0. Thermal analysis Willbc 
done on the tins ro determine variation in temperaturc distribution over time. The analysis will be 
done using ANSYS. Analysis will be conducted ' by varying material. Presently Material used for 
manufacturing fin body is Gray Cast Iron, Mag~esium Alloy, Chromium Alloy, SiliconAlloy. 

Keywords:-Heat nux, Temperature ciistribution, Fins, Thermal conductivity, Ansys, 
Thermal analysis. 

Ii\TRODUCTION 

Nowadays, due to technical and commercial requirement, the internal combustion engine must 
operate with higher cylinder pressure and the design of the component shall be optimized for the 
best performance[2]. It may be noted that during the process of converting thennal energy to 
mechanical energy, high temperatures are produced in the cylinders of the cngine as a result of the 
combustion process. A large portion of the heat from the gases of combustion is transferred to the 
cylinder head and wall s. Piston ancl valves. Unless this excess heat is carried away and these parts 
are adequately cooled, the engine ,will be damaged.A cooling system must be provided not only to 
prevent damage to the vital parts of the engine, but the temperate of these components must be 
mailllained within celia in li .mits in order to obtain maximum perfonnance from th e 
engine.Adequatecooling is then a fundamental requirement associated with reciprocating internal 
combustion engines. Too l1lUch cooling is also not desirable since it reduces the thermal 
eftlciency[6]. Henceacooling'syslem is needed to keep the engine from not getting so hot as ro 
cause the problem and yet tb permit yet to run hot enough to ensure maximum efficiency of the 
engine. The duty of cooling system.in other words,is -to:kel;p the engine from getting not to hot 
and at the same time not to keep it too cool either. 'Ie C~ 

I ~ 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

The cylinder of an IC ' engine is the basis and supporting portion of the engine power lInil. The 
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functi on of cylinder is to providc' ~pacc in which Ih~ piston can operate Ic)ur strokes and tilU S 
gcnerate powe r. In this case th e cylilllkr block was subjected to bigb temperature during the 
combustion or Ille!. hence the best pniormanec o f engine is greatly depends on the best s,~lccli(ln 
of cyl inder biock maleria" IJ. 

T be cylinder block sbould be llIadc li'OI Il I I I~ maleri a ls whicb bas Ihe fo ll owing desirable 
properties. 

I. It should be rcl atiw[ychcap, 
~ It should read ily produce castings witb goociimpressions, 
3. It should be casi [ymacbincd, 
4. It should be rigid and strong enougb ill bOlh bending Hnci torsion. 
5. It should have good abrasion resistance, 

0 	 It should have good corrosionrcsistance, 

7, . [t shou ld have [ow thcrma[expans illn. 

K it should have a high the rmalcond uclivilY. 


9. It should retain its s trength at hi gh operatin g temperatures, 10.11 should bave a relatively 
lowdensi ty .[ I]

) 
Basic Principles: In thi s project obj ective is to check \Vhich material lits the most for the engine 
cylinder. The basic princ iple behind se[ccting a materia l is based on the thermal conductivity 01' 
the metal. Engine life and effectiveness can be improved with e ffective coo[ing[3]. 

COOLING FINS 

I. Fins are the extrud ed surtaces createcl to exiend heat transfer rate for a delinite surl'ICC 
temperature,. or to decrease surface temperature nlr a defined heat transferrate 
2. Heat transfer by convecti on between two surtaces and therefore the tluid aroundthe surlace 
are often increased by fabricating to th e surface ca[ ledti ns . 
2. The conduction of heat through so lids, wa[ls, o r boundaries has got to be dissipated III the 
en vironment or environmenl to maintain the system during a steady-state cond ition . In many 
engineering applications large quantities oftherma[ exchange is needed to be dissipated li'om tin v 
areas. 
4. The fins increase th e effective surface area of a any model thereby increasi ng energy transfer by 
convection. Rectangu[ar fin and triangular fin s are straight f1l15. Triangular fins are attractive. s inee 
for an equivalent heat tran sfer it needs much low volume than rectangular fin s. Hence Ihe lins 
have practical importance because it g ives max imum heat flow per unit mass w ith 
easymanufacture[5]. 

CAD MODELLING 

I ~l 
.; 

Fig I Dimensions of 110 CC 

1I £ 6 mm 
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MATERIALS 

Fig 2 Material s used for the Analysis 

THERMAL ANALYSIS OF MATERIAL 

.' 

.. 

Fig 3 Temperature and Thermal conductivity of Aluminium A lloy, Gray cast iron and Magnesium 


Alloy. 


MESHING 
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Fig 7 Elements Quality check on cyl inder lins 

-. 

Fig 8 Meshing Element Quality Hi stogram 

Here we can obsel've the rigid body modes which are extracted from Moda l analysis Free-Free 

Run to check th e connecti vity of th e mesh, which a re lirst six modes shapes are nearly equal 10 

zero. 

Which shows the mesh is connected and ready for analys is. 

MODAL ANALYSIS 

.:= 


I I 

Fig 9 Worksheet & Natural Freq uency 

Here we can obse rve the ri gid body modes which are extracted f rom Modal anal ysis Free-Free 

Run to check the connectivity of the mesh , which are first six modes shapcs arc ncarly equal to
.' ._---..., 

zero. ~G, ' . 
MY-

Which shows the mesh is connected an rtf '~?Irfor analysis. 
;i r 
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Fig 10 Temperature function & Details 

Here we can see the actua l boundary cond ition are tri ed to repl icate th e real istic value Btli we 

decided to analyse for the maxi mum temperature as it will give the results for extreme conditions. 

UNIFORM TEMPERATURE 
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Fig II Uniform Temperature & Details 
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Fig 12 Convect ion Geometry & Convection data import 
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Fig 14 Initial temperature & Analysis setting 
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Fig 15 Temperat ure distribution & Heat Flux ot' A lumin iuln Alloy 
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Fig 16 T~ rn perature distribution & Heat Flux of Gray cast iron 
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Fig I 7 Temperature distribution & Heat Flux of Magnesium Alloy 

Comparing the tota l heat flu x of the who le three materials the maximum heat tlux is in 

Aluminium Alloy. So using aluminium alloy is better. 


RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 


FEA has become a so lution to the task of predicting failure duet unknown stresses by showing 

problem areas in a material and allowing designers to see all of the theoretica l stresses wi thin. 

This method of product design and testing is far superior to the manufacturing costs which would 

accrue ifeac h sample was actually built and tested. 


In practice, a finite element analysis usually consists of three principal steps: 


Prepl'ossessing 

The user constructs a model of the part to be analyzed in which the geometry is divided into a 

numberof discrete sub reg ions, or elements," connected at discrete points callednodes.'· 

Certain of these nodes will have fixed displacements, and others will have prescribed loads. 

These models can be ext remely time-consuming to prepare, and commercial codes vie with one 

another to have the most llser-friendly graphical "preprocessor" to assist in this rather tedious 

chore. 

Some of these preproccssors can overlay mesh on a preexisting CAD file , so that tinite element 

ana,lysis can be done conveniently as part of the computerized drafting and designprocess. 


Analysis 

The dataset prepared by 'he preprocessor is used as input to the finite element code itself, which 

constructs and solves a system of linear or nonlinear algebraic equations 

Kinjo = if 

Where u and f are (he displacements and externally applied forecast the nodal points. The 

fonnation of the K mm ri x is dependent on the type of problem being attacked, and thi s module 

will outline the approach for truss and linear elastic stressanalyses. 

Commercial codes mav have very large element libraries, with elements appropriate to a wide 

range of problem types. 

One of FEA's principal advantages are that many problem types can be addressed with the same 

code, merely by specilving the appropriate element types from the library. 


Post processing _ 

In the earlier day> 01' linite element = ysis, the user would pore through reams of numbers 

generated by the code. liSli ng displa ~~nts and stresses at di sc l'ete positions within the model[3]. 


_ It is easy to mis> im portant tren l\:nd hot spots this way. and modern codes use graphical 
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di splays 10 assisl in visuali z in g thl' resu its. 

A typical postprocesso r display overl ay co lored con tours represen ting stress le ve ls on the model, 

showing a /'\111 lield picture s imilar to that of photo elastic or moire experim enta l resu lts. 


Alle r the so lution ha s been ubtained , there arc many ways to present ANSYS ' rcsult~ By 
ob~cr \'i llg the analysis result s. total heat nux is morc 1(..11' aluminum alloy than rClllalJ1Jllg two 
material s fo r bl)th ,ondenser and evaporator. 

So lIsill!: 1I11l11';I1UIII a/loy is hettel'. 

CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE 

The following conclusions ca n be drawn from the presen t work 

The pa rametric model is created in 3D mode ling so liwarc PTC CREO 6.0 . Thermal llJ1a lys is is 
done on the tins to determine variation temperature:; distributi on over time. 

The analysis is done us ing ANSYS. Analysis is eonduc tcd by varying material. Presentl y Material 
used IDr manufacturing fin body is Cast Iron. In thi s report, it is re.placed by a luminum alloy. 

By observ ing th e analys is results, total heat flux is more for aluminum all oy th an remaining two 
materi als I() r both condenser and evapo rato r'. So us ing a luminum all oy is belter. 

The 100CC engine cy linder is one of the major automobile components, wh ich is subjected to 

hi gh temperature variations and th erm al stresses . 

In order to cool the cylinder, fins are provided o n the cy linder to increase the rate of heat trans fer. 
By doing th ermal analys is on the IOOcc engin e cylinder fin s, it is helpful to know the hcat 
dissipat ion in side the cy linder. 

The principle implemented in this project is to increase the heat dissipat ion rate by using the 
invi s ible work ing fluid, nothing but air. 

We know that. by increasing the surface area we can increase the heat diss ipation rate, so 
designing such " large complex 100cc eng ine is very difficult. 

The main purpose of usin g these coo ling fins is to cool the 100cc engine cy linder by any a ir. A 
parametri c model of piston bore fins has been devel oped to predict the thermal behavior. 
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Abslracl-The atomic lorce microscope (AFM) force curve has been widely uscd for determining 
the mechanical properties of materials due to its high resolution, whereby very low (piconewton) 
forces and distances as small as nanometers can be measured, To increase the throughput of ArM 
in industrial applications, the ability to automatica lly exchange and align the cantilever in a very 
short tim e with sufficient accuracy is required, However, sometimes the resultant force curve 
obtained from ArM is s lightly different from those obtained li'om a more typical nanoindentation 
force curve due to the AFM piezo 's hysteresi s, Recently a new microcaniilever design was 
introduced to achieve higher-harmonic nonlinear atomic force microscopy (ArM) by utilizing the 
benefits of intentional non linearity in design (Jeong et aI" 2016), We investigated the apparcill 
Young's modulus, Em, of soft materials with the sllJiace tilt angle, as measured by colloidal probe 
atomic force microscopy (AFM), The AFM measurements of soft polymer hydrogels and natural 
untel1ilized eggs showed a clear universal behavior of Em as a fu nction of the tilt angie, e, of the 
sample surface at the local contact area, This microcantilever was designed with an inner Si 
paddle so that the lineari zed frequencies of the lead ing-order bcnding modes of th e base beam and 
the inner paddle are in 1:3 rational relationships, 

Keywords- Alignment, Laser, Microscopy, System requirements, 

L1NTRODUCTION 

In atomic force microscopy (AFM), a micro cantilever with a sharp tip is scanned over the surface 
of a sample, The motion of thc cantilever is measured using optical beam deflecti on (OBD), 
which is convclted to a topography measurement of the surface 2 .3 Due to its atomic resoluti(1n 
and the ability to measure mechanical,4 physicalS and chemical" parameters, AFM has attracted 
grcat interest in several industrial applications, such as semiconductor metrology,7,S biological and 
medical applications,5 material science9 and data storage.'" Industrial applications with high 
volume manufacturing characteristics require high-throughput, fully automated instru ments, 
Automation is required to minimize user input and measurement time, Substantial efforts have 
been made toward automated positioning and alignment of the sample toward the AFM tip and 
image acquisition, 1 1,12 The AFM tip must be replaced when the tip becomes blunt. 
Moreover, after the cantilever is exchanged, the OBD must be aligned with respect to the 
cantil eve r. This process is typically performed in two steps: I) the laser spot is located at the end 
of the cantilever to maximize the s ignal-to-noise ratio a %1--tQe spot is aligned in the center or 

:;;..-:: . ~ . 

the position-sensitive detector (PSD), The manual e ' . - '~;Qf all'~FM tip and OBD alignment 
are tedious, time-consuming procedures. For indus " ~!plications, to keep the throughput of thc 
mcasurement high, it is very important that the " I tjl€vo-r, exchange and OBD alignmel1! be 
pcrtonned automatically, Even for research appl on'57.,sc ientists working with AFM would 
appreciate an automated probe exchange and align . which would save a substantial amount 
Qliime, 
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The statc-ol~illc-art automatic cantilever exchange is performed using either magnetic actuat ion l.l 

or a vacuum'"' with an intermediate holdcr. For the magnetic exchange mechanism, a magnetic 

layer with alignment grooves must be added to the AFM cantilever's chip. The use of an 

intermcdiate ho lder results in an additional mass on the z-scanner, which reduces the resonance 

frequency of the z-stage and thus the bandwidth of the measurcmcnt. ' 5 


Furthermore. the state-of-the-art exchange and alignment procedure takes rro m I minute up to .1 

minutcs. ln this paper, we present the development of a rapid, accurate and fully automated 

cantilever exchange followed by an automatic optical alignment. The ins trument for this 

procedure is spec ificall y designed for use in the recentl y developed parallel AFM.2.7·r6 The 

automatic cantilever exchange and alignment instrument is capable of exchanging 22 canlik: vcrs 
in parallel in only 6 seconds and includes aBO alignment lor a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
No intermediate holder is used, maximizing the performance o f the z-sca nner and rendering the 
method compatible with any type of AFM cantilever. 
This paper is orga nized as follows. In the foilowing section, the functions and rcqu ircments arc 
defined. and th e conceptual arc hitecture of the automated cantilever exchange and align mcnt 
instrumcnt is described. The third section contains the detailed design and rea lization 01· the 
in strumen t. The ex perimental results of the exchange and alignment, their reproducibility and , 
tinally, the AFM imaging performance are presented in section 4. Conclusions are provided in 
Section 5. 

• System requ irements and conceptual architecture 

The automated cantilever exchange system was developed to meet four primary system 
requirem ents : short 
exchange time, alignment accuracy, reliability and cantilever chip clamping. The required 
exchange tim e is derived from the required overall throu ghput in the parallel AFM system, r7 . rH 
aiming at a throughput of 20 wafers per hour, or a 180-s cycle time. The cycle includes loading 
and unloading (6 seconds), scanning (160 seconds for a field of 10 !lm xlO ~lm), pickup and 
positioning of the miniaturized AFM (MAFM) (12 seconds) , and wafer exchange and alignment 
(6 second s and 2 seconds, respectively). To further enhance the throughput of the parallel AFM. 
the cantilever exchange and alignment are envisioned to be performed in parallel with the wafer· 
exchange, within 6 seconds. 
The required alignment accuracy is derived from the required SNR of the aBO and the PSO 
a lignment . The MAFM2. r9 uses an aBO containing a laser beam reflecting the cantilever to a 
position-sensitive detector (PSD). r After a new tip is exchanged, the optical beam to the PSO 
must meet the following requirements. To attain a sul"ficiently high SNR, the minimal required 
output sum s ignal from the PSD is 0.7 V. For sufficient sensi tivity, the top-bottom signa l must lie 
between -1.5 V and+ 1.5 V. 
The reliability, repeatability and reproducibility of the entire cantilever exchange and al ignm ent 
process are very important for industrial application. A typical acceptable reliabili ty is I operator 
assistance per week, based on 2417 service. For 44 MAFMs in the parallel AFM ,2 at 20 wafers per 
hour and a tip life-time of I wafer, the mean time bet\\een operator assistance is 150,000 hours. 
Therefore, the reliability target for the demonstrator is set to 10,000 cycles without operator 
inte rruption. Another important fun ction orthe cantilever exchange is to automatically fix and 
release a ca ntilever on and from the MAFM. During the sc-a nning function, the cantilever chip is 
imposed to dither accelerations and vertical scan accelerations. 
C lamping errors directly translate into vi . . !!e distortions, such as drift in thehorizontal 
direction and noise in th e vertical dire~ti6~ . ~, s ize of 10x i0 !lm1

, we set 1% o r 40 nm as 
an acceptable drift requirement in tt{~ I~ riwrual ion andnm for vertical clamp inductio n. 
Sufficient force should be generated to ensure tl ~b he cantilever stays in place und er the 
scann ingacce lerat ions. 1~ 

~",:~ 
,I;) , 
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'1'0 mcet tile aJon.;ll1cntiolled rcquircml.:llts 011 the GIIl!i1eve!' cxehangc. OBO alignment and 
cantiicver damp on the MAFM. ~cvera l functions are considered, as foliows: 

1. Storage o!'new cantilevers ancluscd cuntilevers in astoek 
2. Pick-up of tile cantilevers fj'om,rorngc 
3. Tnll1.sfol· of the cantilever from storagc to thdvlAFM 
4. Take-ovcr o f the call1i\ever li'om the exchange unit to theMAF!VI 
5. Positioning orthe cantilever with respect to thcOBD 
6. Clamping orthe aligned cantilever to the MAFM 

The concept architecture wili be discussed in the I()lim\'ing sub-seclion based on the abovc sy s tem 

functions. 


A. Concept architectnre 
An important criterion for the concept architecturc is rhe compatibility of the exchange systelll 
with any cantilever type without modilkation of its chip. Any modilication to the chip requires an 
additional process step in the AFM chip manufacturing. resulting in a higher cost of cansumab ies. 
Moreover, miniaturizing the cantilever exchange is also vcry important to parallelize the 
cantilever exchange process for high throughput in 11 parallel AFM.1. t8 

The cantilever exchange was implemented in the torm of a long stroke conveyor robot (LoS- V), 
mov ing over the 22 MAFMs, provided with 22 short strokes 

xyz-stages with a pitch of 20 mm, equal to the pitch of the MAFMs.1. t7 referred to as the Chip 
Manipulator(CM). see FIG I. The co nveyor robot enables the tran sfer of each cantilever among 
stock I, the MAFM and stock 2. Approaching from above, the eM picks up the chip frol11 the 
stock. The stock capacity is 5 probes per MAFM or 220 probes for the entire demonstrator. With 
all of the eMs in the upper position, the LoS- Y moves the probes to a position above their 
correspond ing MAFMs. 

Each eM module is equipped with two vacuum pads for holding the two cantilever's chips. This 
step enables new chip preparation at one eM s lot parallel 10 the MAFM pos itioning at the 
exchange position. As soon as the MAFM is ready for exchange, the old chip is removed and 
placed at the remaining free s lot at the CM. The conveyor robot moves fluiher, and the new chip 
is aligned and placed at the MAFM. Next. the old chip is moved to the output stock parallel to the 
MAFM positioning before scanning. 

Long Strok.e Y (LoS·Y) 
Y.sliiJe 

nn OD 

Stoe,", 1 Stock 2 

MIIFM 

2x22 XYZ-slages 
for 2x22 Scan Heads (.~~6) 

(a) (b) 

FIG I. Schematic illustration of the canti le ver e:\."jJaiig'· emonstrator, showingthe 

(a) front view and (b) side v iew. All of the t ips can be exchanged in parallel within6 
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Equipping the exchange robot with I, 2, 4, or II eM modules w ill reduce the tool's cost against 
an increased exchange time. 

The cantilever's alignment function was implemented lIsing a miniaturized xy- stage, scanning 
the cantilever across the OBO (fast in the latera l direction and s low in the longitudinal direction), 
as depicted in FIG. 2. Therefore, each eM is equipped with a fast xy-stage with closed-lo()J1 
position feedback. The position of the cant il ev ~r with respect to the OBO is measured by th e 
PSO's output. When the cantilever is outside the OBO, no light is reflected to the PSO. When the 
ca ntilever enters the beam (as shown in Figure 2b and 2c), a portion of the light is reflected to the 
PSO, and the first edge is detected. Moving on, the full beam is retlected up to the second 
ca ntilever edge. A decreased intensity on the PSO indicntes the positi on of the second edge. The 
final aligned position in the lateral direction is the center between the two stage positions at which 
th e two edges were detected . The longitudinal position is found by moving th e cantilever along its 
center line over the OBO. A rapidly decreasing l;ght intensity at the PSO defines the aligned 
position at the end of the cantilever. 

(b) (c) 

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the cantilever alignment, showing (a) the probe chip at the eM in 
the aligned position, (b) a typical alignmcnt motion , first scanning to find the first edge of the 
cantilever (schematically shown as s inuso idal motion) and then moving along the cantilever 
center to the tip, and (c) the PSO output time-log corresponding to the typical alignment motion. 

After the cantilever is aligned with respeCl 10 the OBO, the cantilever shou ld be taken over by the 
MAFM . Any position deviations during thi s lake-over will disturb th e OBO position at the end of 
the cantilever. 
The gap at which the take-over occurs determines the stability of the alignment during the take
over. A measurement of the gap during Ih e lake-over is provided from the varying air fl ow and 
pressure during the approach, as illustrated in FIG. 3. The MAFM starts in its lowest position, 
while the eM starts at the pre- calibrated take-over position. First, the MAFM vacuum clamp is 
swilched on, and the ambient pressure P" "h is read from a pressure sensor. Next, the MAFM 
moves up, causing the gap between the probe and MAFM clamp to decrease, which induces a 
higher pressure drop over the gap. Once lhe pressure sensor reads the pre- calibrated take-ove r 
pressure leve l PTO, the intended gap height is reached, and the MAFM stops. 
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MAFM Z-position (m) 

FIG. 3. lllustration of the MAFM clamp pressure as a timcti on orthe M/\FM z- position. 

The take-over occurs w itholll any illrce required between the cantilever's chip and the MArM . 
\Vith the beam aligned at th e cantilever's ccmcr. the vacuum clamp (It the eM is venled: 
s imultaneous ly, the vacuum at the i'vl/\FM clamp is cV3cuated , caus ing the chip to fly over I'rom 
the eM clamp to the MAFl'vl clamp. 

Un like the state-of-the-art approach used in clamping the cantilever to the MAFM . wh ich requires 
an intermediate holder, the clamping at the MAFM is achieved with a vacuu m c lamp on top or th e 
dither piez0 2 The advantage of this technique ove r ot her clamp meth ods l3 is that the vacuu m 
cla mp does not add mass to the moving parts o f th e vertical (z) scanning stage; therefore, th e 
c lamp w ill not limit the vcrtical (z) scanning stage control bandwidth. Furt hermore, the vacu um 
princ ipl e a ll ows for a compact design. which is more difficult to ach ieve w ith mechanical c lamp 
so lutions. T he vacuum clamp area is approximately 1.9 mm 2 

Apply in g a normal industria l vacuum Icvel of -0.7 bar with reference to the amb ient pressure 
leads to a pre load force of 0 .1 3 N. Given the 3 .2-mg mass ofa chip, vertical accelerations of up to 
42 km/s2 are feasible, divided into 8 km/s2 lor venica l 
(z) scanning up to an amplitude of 0.5 fUll a t 20 kHz and 34 km/s2 tor the cantilever's excitation 
accelera tions up to an amp litudc of 0.3 nm at 1.7 MHz. 

II.DETAILED DESIGN AND REALIZATION 

In this section , the detailed des ign and realization of the demonstrator, in clu ding th e CM design. 
mot ion contro l arch itecture, and 50 Ii ware arch itec ture, are presented. 
The CM modu le picks up the nc\\ can tilever from stock I , removes the o ld cantilever fro m the 
MAFM, and positions the new call1ilever in the X-, y-, and z- d irect ion w ith respect to the OBD. 
The req uired position acc uracy is I fUll (3cr) in the horizonta l direction and 2 J.l1l1 (3cr) for the 
vertical direction. The required timc to the target, including the senling time, is 0.3 s or less. 
The core of the eM modulc is a horizontal 20 stage. As depicted in FIG. 4(a), the actuation and 
guiding in the x-direction are pm\'id~d by a set of two parallel bender piezo-electric elements. The 
deflecti on of these benders is measured using two strain gauges. The fI rst set of benders is 
connected to an identical second set. which is mo unted perpendicularly to the first set, thus 
prov id ing the actuat ion and guidin g in the y -direction. Two vacuum pads are in tegrated in the xy
stage and a re s upplied via two Ile~ible hoses. 
The entire xy-stage is s uspended usi ng tl~'~%il l}j . Qg uide the stage module in the vertica l (z) 
direct ion. A p iezo steppe r motor actu at · ;~a ein~This direction wh ile th e actual position is 
measured with a linear encoder. /\dd 1I!j~ II.y: the ~iezo steppe r motor is s uspended in elast ic 
gu ides, w hich are preloaded fo r a ,ti IT ~ . eolion betWe.cn the motor and the eM base. In the case 
of an acc identa l co lli sion w ith the , ;"c 'o r MAFM, the m tor will disconnect at a safe force level. 
thu s preventing t he probe chip 1'1'1'''' breaking. FIG. 4(b;{depicts a computer-aided design (CAD) 
of the complete e M module. 
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FIG. 4. Deta iled C M design, showin g (a) a schemati c representati on of the short stroke xy -s tage. 

actuated vi a bender pi ezo e lements. (b) a CAD image, and (c) pho tograph of the rea lized mod uk 

and a magnifi ed view ofa probe chip at the vacuum clamp. 

FIG. 4(c) shows the rea lized C M module. A tes t setup was built to veri fy the CM perfo rm ance 

with respect to th e chip ' s cl ampin g, mo vin g, and positioning functi ons . 


The clamping functionalit y of the C M was evaluated by a 24- hour endu rance test. w ith 

continu ous sca nning at a frequency o f 25 Hz over the full stroke. A compari son o f close -up 

pictures before and after the endu rance test revea led no v is ible difference in the canti lever l'hi p 

disp Iacement. 

The accurate movement and pos iti oning of th e cantilever by the C M was demo nstrated by mo vi ng 

the stage over a pre-defined d istance whil e measurin g th e stage position error. The result s are 

shown in FIG. 5. FIG. 5(a) shows the position error of the y-stage, w hi ch is the mos t cr itica l 

horizonta l motion because it is th e fast moti on fo r scanning. T he achieved pos itioning tim e for a 

3 00-~m ste p, including settling, is 0. 18 s, less than the required 0.3 s . T he position noisc alier 

settling is 
0.02 )1m (30). 
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FIG. 5.Illustratiol1 o f the CM 1110tio\\_ d isp laying (a) ho rizontal C M motion, showing the pO;ition 

=--("~~n the rapid scan ning y-d irection o ver a 300-)1m horizontal step, and (b) ve n ical 
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eM motion. !'iho'Ning th~~ pos ition and pos ilinn error over a 1.5 -mm v~ l'licat step. 

As shown in FIG. 5(b), the til11 e required lor verticall)(l, iti oning by the e M (over a 1.5-mm step), 
in cluding Wttling. is 0.25 seco nds. less tl1an the requ ired O.3s. The position noise aher settling is 
0.02 ~lIn (3u). 

Fo r the syste m control. a dS pacc sys wm was uscd. This system contain s a Ilcxible programmable 
real-time processor that runS all o f' the sa l'ely and motion control task s. It is driven and 
programmed Ii'om an operator PC running WilllJows and MA TLAB1li . The rcal -time processor is 
programmed us ing MATLAI3<j!i Silllulink®. and ror the logic, MATI.AB® Sta lc llow® is L1sed. 
The position adufltors. position sensors and pressure sensors in the system are directly connected 

to the dSpace interface boards. as ciepicted in FIG. 6(a). 

dSpatc
Op~ ....no... pc-----

e~fTlmc-Con roll~r 

Stock Ti pEx(."hang~ System JJr: "M" 
A>tcs AxisPr~5suH~ f(a) 	 DSO Ae-l.ualO f Acwators Sen [)r5 -.. Erec.lrcniCS I 

AniJ>HnN' 

Axes A:-:is 
Vacuum Vacuum Pressu re 

Sen~or Position 
Nozzl(~s Noz zle Sen sor Ek e 1fOnJ~ Sensor 

Pressure Va cuum 
Sen sors N Ol lle-S 

t 

tnterface SW 

MaC !1ine Control SW 	 User Interface S\N 

MAFM System TIp-E;tchange System Gontrol SW
(b) 	 Control SW 

Salely SW 1,....-:;-;-;:-==,....__-=-:=-_ 
MAFM mollon TIp-Ex motion TIp Ex V8C tJuf11 

control SW conlrol SW control SW 

FIG. 6: Illustrati on of' lhe control system, showing (a) a system connection diagram and (b) a 
schematic representati on of the system control software functions. 

The Los- Y actuator is a lincar motor, dimensioned to the force required to accelerate the mass of 
all 22 parallelized CMs over the required 500- ~ nge, within th e allowable time of 0.6 s. 
A Technotion® act Llator. driven by a ~'3 ~~ plifier was chosen to sati sfy the 
requirements. The co ntrol design for this . a standard PID controller, which is implemented 
as a discrete state-space ciesign. The achie ' i :<il't'f~I ' bandwidth is 235 Hz. 
A piezo walker 1'1'0111 Pi ezoMotor® (Piezo -c;S®. Linear Twin 20N) was chosen for the eM z
actuation. This acWatl'" is sLlfficiently sma ll, S'ltodeli ver an adequate amount of lorce (15 N), and 
can also reach th e required speed (9 mm/s). B ecause this actuator is a piezo-walker, its 
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reprod ucibility is nor sufficient to reach the required abso lute positi on ing accuracy of le ss than 2 
fl m (3cr). The requi red accuracy was achieved using a small chip cncodcl', read through the analog 
sin-cos 

encoder interface of the DS3002 board. The ga in flu ctuation of this actuator offers some spread ill 
the contro l bandwidth . The CM z-actuator is used in a closed loo p (speed control) and achie V(;S a 
bandwidth of23-60 Hz (gain fluctu ation of approximately 6 dB). 
The core of the software fun ctions is the Tip-Exchange System Con tro l Sofiware, as shown in 
FIG. 6(b). Based on inputs from the Use r Interface Software and the overa ll Machine Con tro l 
Software, the Tip-Exchange System Contro l Sofiware initiates the motion of the axes and vacuu m 
valves and reads the vacu um and position sensors to control the higher-level exchange and 
a lignment procedu res. 
The MAFM Contro l Software (SW) is part of the overall contro l a rchitecture and is separatcd 
from the Tip-Exchange System Contro l Software. To contro l the MAFM functions. the canti lever 
Excha'nge Sofhvare interfaces with the MAFM Control SW . 

A layer called ' Safety Software' is placed as a barrier between the Tip- Exchange Software and 
the lower-l eve l Motion Control and Vacuum Contro l So ftware. This layer cont in uously mon itors 
the system state and immediate ly stops the system from runnin g in si tuat ions such as an 
unexpected loss of vacuum Or motion leading to 11 co llis ion. 

III. EXPER IM ENTALRESULTS 

A PoP setup is built to demo nstrate the system requi rem ents: short exchange time , ali gnment 
accuracy, re liab ility, and probe chip clamping. T he demonstrator includes one CM. one MAFM 
and a cantileve r stock with five chip pockets to ho ld different cantilever types. Three different 
types of commercia lly available canti levers are tested to demo nst rate the tip-exchange 
functiona lity and performance, namel y, 

the Arrow UHF Triangular, Olympus BL-AC40TS Rectangular and Bruker TESPA- V2. FIG. 7 
shows the realized demonstrator for cantilever exchange and alignment. 

(b) (c) 

FIG. 7. Photographs of the rea lized canti leve r exchange demonstrator SCIUp. showing (a) the 
MAFM, CM and stock of cantilevers and .(Q~Qse ups of an aligned canlilever automaticall y 
placed at the MArM. ~ " . ~ . 
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For the pcrl(>rIllanCe tcs ts. th e 0110 systcm in the MA FM is manu all y ca li brated one time H)r the 
Olympus 111.-AC40TS can ti\cver. suc h that the PSI) top/bottom output signal is approximatel y 0 
Y. The Arrow UHF and i:3ruker TLSPA probes werc placed w ithou t OBO real ignment. 
The achievable exchange time IVas tested. The measured exchange tim e required to pick up thc 
old can ti\c vcr and place a new cant il ever on the MAFIVI is (' ,0 
± O.X s (30). measured during a rU Il of 100 cyc le s for eac h cant ilever type. These measure ment 
results arc shown in FIG 8. This exchange tim e includes downward movement of the eM. 
approach of the MAFM , pick up o f the o ld cantilever from the MAFM. a lignment of the new 
cantilever, placement of the ne w cantile ver on the MAFM and movement or th e CM to the initial 
posi tion. 

3 

2 
/\[10,"" U HF, " :: S 9 s 11 

----- Olyrrlp<JS B L·""C·l0TS. f. = G 9'50 

Bn,ker TESPA-V2. II == .1 3!- j 

20 4 0 60 ao 10 0 
Cycle' (-) 

FIG 8. Measured time to pick up an old c"ntil ever and pl ace a new canti lever on the MAFM. fo r 3 
types of ca nti leve rs . 

The second test concerns the a li gn ment accuracy. The three cantileve rs were successfully placed 
automatica lly at the MAFM c lamp over 100 cycles fo r each c" nt ilever ty pe. as shown in FIG. 9. 
The maximum refl ectance of the OB O beam on the PSO results in a ma~imum PSO vo ltage of 
1.34 Y, 1.1 5 V and 1.75 Y for the A rrow UHF, Olympus BL-AC40TS and Bruker TESPA-Y2 

cantilevers, respective ly, 

As shown in FIG. 9, a ll 300 cantilever exchanges were success illil y above the required PSO 

voltage 01'0.7 Y. 
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FIG. 9. Measurement results of OBO beam positioning at the PSI) a ller automated cant ilever 
exchange, showing the PSO sum s ignal over (a) 100 exchange c~ c!cs lo r 3 different cantilever 
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types and (b) 10,000 exchange cycles for two Olympus BL- AC40TS cantilevers. For a sufficient 
signal-ta-n oise ratio, the output voltage should be at leasl 0.7 V. 

The third validation test shows the system reliability. The measured PSD sensor read out niter 
cantilever placement over 10,000 cycles is shown in FIG. 9(b) and indicates that the exchan ge or 
the cantilever is accurate and reliable; the outplll voltage is also above the PSD placement 
requirement o rO.7 V. 
The impact o f the new vacuum clamp on the imaging performance is also tested. A high
frequency cantilever (resonance frequency above I MHz)-i .e., Arrow UH F, was loaded by the 
cantilever exchange demonstrator to the MAFM, and a reference image was acquired. For thi s 
purpose, a small xy-stage was placed above the MAFM . holding a 5x5 -mm sample with a gnlting 
pattem. The cantilever was unl oadcd from the MAFM and placed back in the probe s tock, 
followed by pick up from the stock, alignment on the MAFM, and placement at the MAFM 
vacuum chuck. This cycle was repeated 150 tim es, anel a final image was taken. FIG. 10 shows 
the reference and I,nal images. 

From FIG. 10, it can be concluded that, after 150 exchanges, the vacuum clamp still keeps the 
probe sufficiently stable ror AFM scanning 

().lm) 	 r - 1206.21 kHz (tJm) f= 1203..311cK.%, 
Selpoinl '" 54.693% Sutpolnt = 60-'. 

(a) 	 (b) 

FIG. 10. AFM imaging results (a) after one automatic probe ""change and (b) after 150 automatic 
exchanges. Both images were acquired from th e same TGZ-03 J- micron pitch line sample with a 
step height of 500 nm . T he vertical scale factor was not calibrared. 

IV.CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a proof of princ iple of automated cantilever exchange, alignment and clamping for 
atomic force microscopv was demonstraled. - ~ 

The cantr ever exc lange unctlona tty, . ~'" H!1I,=s1 ( re la I Ity were succesSJu y'1 If' I' """ ~\e !&l/.; I I' b'I' < II 

demonstrated in a single-MAFM demonstr .OTf3!ej),lp. Tfiis automated, miniaturized cantilever 
exchange and alignment can be integrated i i p,~r1ill<M ' J\ rM " The cantilever exchange time is 6 
seconds, and th e alignm ent accuracy is be e} ' j{i/fh,2 }il11. The accuracy and reliability of the 
cantilever placemem ,\e re demonstrated with '''/0 successfu l runs of 5,000 cycles without human 
inten·uption. The imag ing perfOlmance was ' verified alte r I and 150 automatic cantilever 
exchanges. This demonstrator will be further implemented in a parallel AFM demonstrator as a 
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platl(1rJl1 	lor" high-throughput. automated AFiVll11casurcment systc m. 
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Abstract - The aim is to design and develop a cOlllrol system based an inte lli gentelectronically 

cOlllrolled automotive bumper activation system called" IR Sensor PVCGo-Kart for Acc idcnt 
Prevention with Pneumatic Bumper& Braking System ". Thissystem consists of IR transmitter 
and Receiver circuit, Control Unit, Pneumatic 
bum pers y stem a nd brak i n gun i t .Th i so utp ll ti sgi \' e n to log i cci rc u i tto i n d i ca tethe fi n a 10 utputi.e. a I a rln 
and the control signal is gtven to the bumper activation system braking 

un it .Th epn cum a1ic bum persystcm isused toprov idesa fetyto th em ana nd ve hic Ie. 

Keywords - Ada ptive Head li ght , Steering. Ackerman System. Design. Analys is 

Introduction - 1n conventional ve hicles there are differen t mechani sm operated for 
brakingsystem like hydrau li c, pneumatic. air, mechanical, etc. But all these 
brak i n gm ec ha n i sm sre ce i ve t hes i gna I 0 ri n p u tpowe rd i re ct I yfrom th ed ri ve rso i tto tal lyman ual ope rat 
ecl.Whenthedriversavvth eobsrac leo ranyvehicleinfl'Ont of his driving vehicle, he gets irritated or 
becomes mazy. Due to thi s thedriver fa il s to give the proper input to braking system and proper 
wo rk i n gc1 0 e s 11 0 toccur. A Iso, thed ri ve rm ay no ta b I e to pay t het'u II at te n ti on d uri ngn i gh ttra ve I I i ngso th 
erearem3nychancestoaccidents.Aftertheaccidentoccurs, there is no pl'Ovision to minimize the 
damages of vehicles . 

ClI 'Tently bum persu s ed i n v e h i cJ esa reofri g icJ ty pe s.Thesebum pers haves pec ifi cca pac i ty and whe n 
the range of the accidental force is very high then the bumpers are fai ls and these forces 
transferred towards the passengers. 

So.lh issystemneverreducesthedamageofbothvehicleandpassengers . To overcome these unwanted 
eHects. we have to design the AutomaricBrakingSystemwithPneumaticBumpers. 

Objectives 
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Methodology 

Th isslud yip rojecl would becons isl i n go 110Ilowin gchrono I ogica ISlepo f\"ark i n g: 

I. Lileralurcstud y. 

2. Projeclidcnli ticalion 


" Pr~ject Iitcralll restudy 
_L 

4. Fie III work( llulomobi lestation) 

5. Designslagc 

6. Syslemdrawing 

7. Material procu rement 

S. tvl anu f·~lc tll ri ngstage 

9. Fabrication ofasscmbly 

10. Trialsand troublcshooting. 

II. Testing 

11. Conclusion 

13. R eportand proj ectp resen tati on. 

Working Principle-

Working principle of Electric Pipe Car- Power is converted from the DC battery to AC lo r the 

electric motor The motor connects and turns the wheels through a cogWhen the brakes are pres,;c" 

or the electric car is decelerating, the motor becomes an al ternator and produces power. \Vh iell i,; 

sent back to the battery. 

Working principle of movable headlight- car with adaptive headlights uses electronic sensors to 

detect the speed of the car, how far the driver has turned the steering wheel, and the yaw or the 

car-The sensors in an adaptive headlights systcm prevent the lights from turning when they don't 

need to. If the car isn't moving or is moving in reverse, the adaptive headlights won' t activate. 

This helps keep the lights from inadvertently blinding other drivers. 

Working Principle Of Automatic Braking System - Automatic braking is a safety technolog\ thm 

automatically activates the vehicle's brake system, to some degree, when necessary. Some al so 

provide brake assist, by pre-charging the brakes to p.-ovide more power when the driver bra".:s. II' 

the driver fails to press the brake pedal, the car brakes on its own. Working Principle of PlinCIll'Hie 

Bumper System. This system is consists of IR transmitter and Receiver circuit, Control ('niL 

Pneumatic bumper system. The IR sensor is used to detect the obstacle. There is any obstacle 

closer to the vehicle (within 4 feet) the control signal is given to the bumper activation system 

Advantages:

,. Eco-friendly material 
,. Less pollution 
,. Renewable energy is used 
r Safety improvements 
,. Eliminate fuel cost 
,. Reduce car emission 
,. Easy to charge 
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r One lime investmenl 
r Cheaper 10 maintain 
>- Very uselili nl cresl ing 11 hill OIl;1 nnrrow road 

).- Adapt beller to driving conditions 

r Improve dri ving in adverse wcather. 

>- As you rounu a curvc. tcmporarily hlind oncoming tranic 

Design 

Design o f an Electric Veh icle using CATIA so ftware 

Analysis 
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Area= -"I'( " " - r4)= 13.478 X 10'"" l11m
4 

Length of link =20 inch = S08 111111 

Weight of project= 15 kg = 15 *9.81 = 147.! S N 

Solution 

1. Effective length 


Effecti ve length, when both ends fi xed. 


L S0 8 

L, 2 2 254 111m 


2. In ternal Area 


Internal width and depth, which have 3 111111 thickness, 


d= b =2S.4- 2*3 = 19.4 111111 

3.Moment of inertia 

4. Crippling load by Euler's formula 

P 1[2£1 
( - Le2 

77: 2X 3275 X 13.729X103 

2542 

= 6.878 KN 

Frame design 

Material used - l11ild steel 

Area =1 * I inch = ~ (R4 
4 

r4 )= 13.4 78 X 10 ' l111ll' 

Length of link = 30 inch = 762 mm 

Weight of project= I 5 kg = IS*9. 81 = 14715 '\ 

Solution 

1. Effective length 

Effective length, when both ends fi xed. 

Le L 
2 

7 6 2 
2 

381 mm 

2. Internal Area 

Internal width and depth, which have 3 111111 thiC '>~\ N 

d = b = 25.4-2*3 =19.4 mm 

~ \ZS -> 
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3.Molllent of inertia 

I = ~ ( [)'I _ d" ) = 13.729 x 103 mm'l 
6 '~ 

4. C rippling load oy Euler's formula 

= 3.057 KN 

Conclusion 

The Electric PVC pipe car w ill be design lor domestic and short distance travell ing. In this energy 

is given by electriCi:d energy to the m OLOr and [he motor converts that energy into mecha nica l 

energy and motor is connected to the w hee ls and carl is run . The system will handle any operator 

very cas ily. Due to low cost and simple design this ca n be marketed to any of the nation. Cheap. 

easy, s imple, compact device obtained. It should actua ll y travel on road with better speed and 

efficiency .Movable headlights are mainly used in the night for tuming on the curved road to 

avoid acc id ents. 
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Design and Analysis of Welding Fixture Machine to Hold Two

Wheeler Chassis 


Someshwar B. Shivpuje l
, Abhishck P. Patwari2, Sahil R. GolaitJ, Sanket O. Sakore', H.A. Khandc· i 

1.2·J..JStudent, 5Assistant Prq/es.'mr, /Jel){lrtll1(!l1/ q/"j\4echanicat engineer;ng, Smt. Kashibai Novate college 
olengineering. v(ltigaon(BK), Pune, i\;Jai7Umshlra, India. 

AiJslracl: In recent times manuf;tcturing indus tries have shown more interest towards automation. in other 
words, the industries today emersed with evolving technology. It is obvious that industry automation 
stream lines the operation in terms o f' speed, reliability and product output in this welding fixtures I()\' two 
wheeler's chassis is modeled using CA D (CA T!A / SolidWorks / Creo pammetric), and the mode ling has 
been done it should go through thc analysis part by us ing any CAE (HyperMesh / Ansys) Software. Forces 
are calculated and analys is has been carried out in the precision placing of one circular componcnt oVcr 
anoth er circular component during the welding process. Here the difficulty is overcome by the new design 
of the fixture. In the fidd o f welding engineering where a consistently good quality, low cost with 
maximum productivity is must thi s accuracy is done by without automation. 

Keywords: Selection and des ign of shaft. gears, bearing of welding fixtures, methodology. mathematical 
calcu lation of shaft and gears. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The main function of our welding fixtures is to hold components of a sub assembly for the purpose of 
welding them together. Accurate pos itioning is critical to the success of the weld and the quality of the 
final position of each part. c~ f'''lure is a work-holding or support device used in the manufacturing 
industry. Fixtures are used to s"curel,· locate (position in a specific location or orientation) and support the 
work, ensuring that all palts produced using the fixture will maintain conformity and interchan geability. 
The custom ized design of products. demand for shorten manufacturing lead time, proposa ls of rework and 
rejection eliminations etc. arise th e necd for des ign the fixture to support the manufactl\ring processes. In 
which the materials and methods research are plays important role. As it is observed that welding invol ves 
localized heating and cooling of mmeri al, which is prime reason for producing distortion. As welding 
commences, temperature of th e region nea r the joint statts increasing. It is a fact that due to rise in 
temperature, every material starb 111 expand, provided no restraint is there . There are three types of 
expansion observed in the Ill alerial namel y solid expansion, transitional and fluid expansion. Solid 
expansion occurs when the so lid is heated up to transitional temperature, transitional expansion occ urs 
when the solid con verts from one crysla lline structure to another s tructure but the metal is still in the form 
solid and fluid expans ion occur, \\ hen the metal change its state from solid to liquid. But continuation of 
expansion is not possible due II' nearby low temperature region.Welding defects can be defined as weld 
surface irregularities, discontinu ities. imperfections, or inconsistencies that occur in welded parts. Defects 
in weld j oints could result in th e rejcction of palts and assembli es, costly repairs, s ignificant reducti on of 
performance under working cond itions and , in extreme cases, catast rophic failures with loss of propelty 
and life. The durability of a machine structure can b~ned as the skill of the structure in order to keep 
up its mechanical performance Ihr0 ugh its servic~~~ :Therefore , there are a close relationship between 
durability and safety. Critical \\ eld ing quality as"Se-ssment can control the welding defects to within 
acceptable levels. Non-destru cli, e evaluation or non-destructive testing (NDT) methods can be used to 
indirectly quantifY the we ld quaii t\ without destroying the mate r'ial or component. It is impoliant to 
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evaluate the weld quality. ;\s wclued .iolnts are unell tile locations or <:rnck initiation due 10 inherent 
metallurgical geometrical dereCIS, a$ well as helerogeneity in mechanical properties and the presl.:llce of 

rc:;iciual strc:;ses. I-li~h- 'Irength-Iow-alloy steel is widely used in marine engineering o;ving to its excellent 
mechanical properlies. The NV 12690 grade steel dclincd by Del Nor:;kc Vcriras (DNV), is a ncwly
deve loped high strength martcnsitic steel. NV [690 steel is important for manufacturing ofTshOl'c 
platforms. Extensive research in Concurrent Engineering and DFiVI (design for manuracture) has focused 
on the development oj' computer systems. which can "'ppOrl munufl1cturability and production CDst 
a$seSSl11Cnl during the design process. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

In identifying sources oj' this litcrature review. multiple databases were used. Initially ScienccDircet was 
utilized to take an initial sample of what types o r articles or research papers are available.From the anicle 
titles and research data derived rrom ScicnccDirect with that search basis. we werc able to use a better list 
of more rdined tcrms when utili zing other databases. AI1cr studding all these research papers .. we had 
collected the required input data /i'om our sponsored industry Toolcon System. also collected the PSG dat 'l 
book and V.B. Bhandari fi'om college library and read and reca ll all the theory and calculation part related. 
A Iter this we had been going through the actual analytical calculation for design of beam, design or 
stepped shaft, selection or bearing. section of motor, section of gear box. After done with the calculation 
part we further procced towards the design part using CAD software that is CATIA V5R21 and CREO 
PARAMETRIC 7.0. AI'ier designing of all the parts we further gocs to the analysis of beam followed by 
checking and matching the obtained results of both the methods. 

Ill. OBJECTIVES 

A. To design holl ow square section beam instead of so lid. 
B. To use stepped shaft instead of single diameter shalL 
C. To build an efficient and cost-effective design of shaft and beam. 
D. Selection of induction motor instead of servo motor. 
E. To use worm and worm wheel gear box instead bevel gear box for spced reduction. 
F. To use the ball bearing. 

IV. ORGANIZATION OF DISSERTATION 

The main function of our "elding fixtures is to hold components of a sub assembly for the purpose of 
welding them together. Accurate positioning is critical to the success of the weld and the quality of the 
final position of each parI. A fixture is a work-holding or support device used in the manufacturing 
industry. Fixtures are used to securely locate (position in a specific location or orientation) and support the 
work, ensuring that all pans produced using the fixture will maintain conformity and interchangeability. 
Using a fixture imprOVes Ihe economy of production by allowing smooth operation and quick transition 
from palt to palt, reducing the requirement for skilled labour by simplifying how work pieces are 
mounted, and increasing conformity across a production run. At the simplest level . welding involves the 
use of four components: the metals, a heat source, filler metal. and some kind of shield from the air. The 
metals are heated to their melting point while be' . . Ided from the aiL and then a filler metal is added 
to the heated area to produce a single piece . ·1ll .'Welding is a fabrication process that joins materials, 
usually metals or thermoplast ic s. by using ~ ,. ! to melt the parts together and allowing them to cool, 
causing fusion. Welding is distinct ::: /( iower temperature metaljoining techniques such 
as brazing and soldering. "hich do not mel ~I base metal. In addition to melting the base metal , a filler 
material is typically added tu the joint to fol'll'] a pool of molten material (the weld pool) that cools to form 
a joint that, based on \\del contiguration (butt, ftlll penetration. tillet, etc.), can be stronger than the base 
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material (parent metal). Pressure may also be used in conjunction with heat or by it se lf to produce a wcld. 

Wclding also requires a fo rm of shield to protect the filler metals or me lted metals from being 
contaminated or oxidized. rixtures should be des igned with economics in mind ; the purpose or these 
devices is often to reduce costs. and so they shou ld be designed in such a way that the cost reduction 

outweighs the cost of implementing the fixture. It is usually better, from an economic standpoint. Illr " 
fixture to result in a small cost reduction for a process in constant use, than for a large cost reduction 1'01' '' 
process used only occasionai!y. Most tlxtures have a so lid component affixed to the floor or to lhe body 
of the machine and considered immovable relative to the motion of the machining bit. and one or marc 
mova ble components known as clamps. These clamps (which may be operated by many dirrcrent 

mechanical means) allow work pieces to be easily piaccd in the machine or removed. and yet stay secure 
during operation. Many are also adju stable, allowing for work pieces of differcnt sizes to be used 101' 
different operations . Fixtures must be designed such that the pressure or moti on of the machining 
operation (usually known as the feed) is directed primarily against the solid component of the fixturc. This 
rcduces the likelihood that thc Ilxture will fail, interrupting the operation and potentially causing damage 

to infrastructure, components. or operators. Fixtures may also be designed for very general or simple uses. 
These multi-use fixtures tend to be very s imple themselves, often relying on the precision and ingenuity of 
the operator, as well as surfaces and components already present in the workshop, to provide the same 
benefits of a specially-designed fixture. Examples include workshop vises, adjustable clamps, ami 
improvised devices such as weights and furniture. Each component ofa fixture is designed for one ol't\\'o 
purposes: location or su pport. Locating components ensure the geome trical stab ility of the work piece. 
They make sure that the work piece rests in the correct position and orientat ion tor the operation by 
addressing and imped ing all the degrees of freedom the work piece possesses . ror locating work pieces, 
fixtures employ pins (or buttons), clamps. and surfaces. Thcse components ensure that the work piece is 

positioned correctly. and remains in the same position throughout the operation. Surfaces provide support 
for the piccc , pins allow for prec ise location at low surface arca expense, and clam ps allow tor the work 

piece to be removed or its position adjusted . Locating pieces tend to be designed allll built to very tight 
specifications. In des igning the locating parts of a fixture , only the direction of forces applied by the 
operation are considcred. and not their magnitude. Locating parts technically support the work piece, but 
do not take into accuunt the strength of forces applied by the process and so are usually inadequate to 
actually secure the work piece during operation. For thi s purpose, support components are used. To secure 
work pieces and prevent motion during operation, support components primari ly use two techniques: 
positive stops and friction. A positivestop is any immovable compone nt (such as a solid surface or pin) 
that, by its placement, physically impedes the motion of the work piece. Support components are more 
likely to be adjustable than locating components. and nOlmaliy do not press tightly on the work piece or 
provide absolute location . Support components usually bear the brunt of the forccs delivered during the 
operation. To reduce the chances of failure, support components are usua liy nOI a lso designed as clamps. 

As we got the sponsored project from TOOLCON Systems (Plot No.204. Secto r 7, PCNTDA, MIDC 
Sector 2 Industrial Area, Bhosari . Pune, and Maharashtra 41 1026) is a firm engaged in manufacture of 
high precision toolin g. We statted operations in 2001 and have been manufacturing the welding fixtures as 
well as thermotolllling die s. hemming dies, fi xtures, and complex CNC machining jobs ever since. After 
gaining a strong c lient base and know how, we have ventured into facto ry automation domain with plan. 
We have already de\ elopecl automated systems for MIG welding, Glue application, Ultrasonic welding 

etc. With the talent and support of our workforce: ~e.f'!.ve been able to garner a lot of satisfied 
customers. This skilled design assembly as well as· ,', eand Conventional machining along with 

our CNC workforce has a llowed us to compete vari'csus range of complex and demanding works 
within the dead line. TOOLCON Systems has a ran.ge of Vertical Machining centers capable of 
fini shing type of j ob in sho11est possible cycle time. The company has successfully completed 
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proj ects involving wc ldin g. fi xturc. rrc t,;i ~ i () 11 too lin g.. shect mClal co mponent dies , MIG \Ncldill g 
lix turc. Welding au tomati on. pl as tic mold s. and part presence ehec k fi xture. 

Fig. I: Weldi ng fi xture (BIW) to hold two-wheeler chassis. 

V. DES IGN O F PROPOSED WOR K 
A. ELEMENT ! 
13. ELEMENT 2 
C. ELEiv!ENT 3 
D. ELEMENT" 
E. ELEMENT 5 

VI. SIM ULATION WO RK(ANALYTlCALl N UM ERICALIFEM/CFD) 
A. ELEMENT! 

SFD an d BM j) C"lcu l"ti on 

x500 kg/m 

200 kg/Ill r 

, B A , ,
:.,.,----- ----i•.,;: ,xx , , ' ':<=::-''-:...... ----------~~~'~~----~ \ rz ~' .:1.845 m ill //,~ '" ':2II~/ _ "" :. . Assistant Profes~"'r"'='""'-':so

Fig. 2: L, '1iI distribution on beam Dept of Mechanical ~ 
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W, 	= 200 X 'l.B1 =1962N/m. 

= 500 X 9.81 = 4·905N/m 
W2 

(W, - W,) = 4905 - '1962 = 2943N/ tn 

'fotal Load = (WI X '1845) + (~(W, - WI) X 1845) 


1 \ 

= (1962 X 1.845) + ( "2 X 294·3 X 1.84-5) 


= 3619.80 + 2714.91 

IlA + Ro = 63 34.71 N 


IM. = 0 

(-3619.80 X 0.9225) + ( - 2714.91 X ~ X 1.845) + (RB X 1.845) = O. 

:. 1.845RB = 6678.60 

RB =3619.84 N 

:. RA = 2714.87 N 

shear Forces at different sections, 

1 2943x 
RA - 1962 X x - - X X X 

2 1.845 
:. S Fx = RA - (1962x ) - (797.56x2) 

Atx = 0 (ie. at point A) 

SFA = 2714_87 - (1962 X 0) - (79 7.56 X 02) 

:. SFA = 2714.87N 

and AtpointB ie. m = 1.845tn 

SFB = 2714.87 - (1962 X 1.845) - (797.56 X 1.845 2) 

= 2714.87 - 3619.89 - 2714.91 

SFB = -3619.84N 

2714.87 - (1962 X x) - (797.56 X x 2 ) = O. 
.. x 2 + 2.46x - 3.403 = O. .................. ( Parrnbo lic cu rve) 

:. X = 0.987m. 

Maxim um Bending Moment, ~, 

/' \' aVa/, ~~--

(X)	 .;;,'----_.-'(X) (" (2943)1 .~· 	 \ "''',::.BM =RA *x-1962*x· - - -*x* -- ;*x'* -. 
x 	 2 2 1.845: I';;' 3 Assistant Professor & h "dU. 

Dcpt. of Mechanical Engt_
BMx = 2714.87 - 981x 2 

- (265.85 x 3 ) Smt. Kashibai Navale Collt e 
of Engineering, Pune - 41. 

:. BMA = 0 and BMB = 0 
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At m = 0. 987111 

8 M x = (2714.87 X 0.987) - (981 X 0.987') - (265.BS X 0.907'3 ) 

M aximum Bending moment = 'I 46B.30N m. 

500 kg/m 

, 

:x 

200 kg/m ~.",". :I.::-:-:. ..:-::-::. .-:1::-::-: ..1 . .trll~·~·. . . .:-:-: . : · ·T. =~....... 
x 

-- --- - -- -- - - , 

~ ,, , 
: x 1.845 111 

27 14.87 I 

36 19.84 N 

1468.36 N ·111 

0.987 

...: 
E 
<Il 

Fig. 3: SFD and BMD diagram for sqlla re hollow section beam. 

~'> ;,
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IJ. ELEMEN'!"2 

Syt 2'1!'i 
0',,11 = F.O.s = "'2 = 122.5 Mpa 

{ From table no. I dimcnsions and propcrties of square ho llow secti ons (clause 8. 1 and Note in Annex A)} 

Therefore, Dimensions of square ho ll ow sections. 

63 .S x 63 .5 x ~·.S 

Fig. 4: Square Holl ow Sections Beam 

M () 
= 

I y 
M = 1468· 30 x 103 N - mm 

63.5 
y = B/2 = - = 31 75 2 . 

b 4B4 
I - -

12 12 

(63.5)4 (54.5)' 


12 12 
4I = 61 972 1.2Smm . 

619 721. 2S m 

()" a/ < () all 

Therefore, assumed dimensions of beam are safe. 

\~ ~ --' 
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c. U.I';MI:.N'/' ] 

E ~ 190 GPa ~ 1 . <) * I 0"5 N/IllI11 "2 

And 1= 61CJ721.25mm4

From ligure no. 2. 

Momel1t about XX-sectiDll, 

.,. M - RA*X - . *(')---(1 (291:' ,') . (') * ~. ,. - '1962 *X *x--_ 
_'-A 2 2 l JH5 3 

Now. 

d2y
EI - 2 =Mxx

dx 

d'y ~ .(X) ~ (1 (2943.X) (X)EI-=2714-.87 x - 1962*x' - - .x* -- • - ( I ) 
dx 2 2 2 J.lH:i J 

By integrating on both sides, we get slope equat ion. 

EI dy = 2714-.87' x' + C11'- 1962 * X'I _2913 * , ., (2)
(lx 2 6 1.845 24 

Again.by integrating on both sides, we get dellectiDn equation, 

XS 
£1. Y = 2714.87. x6' + Clx + J2 -1962 . : .: --

2943
-*- (3)

1.845 120 

Now, by taking the boundary conditions, 

Ifdy- O then Ymax and where sfd tends to zero or ,i gn chan~,-
~ ~ 
Therefore. at x=O.987, dy = 0, I \~ " dx Assistant Profe- so~" 's::"'-r ::--:-H-:-

Dept of Mechanical EJ" 
Smt. Ka5hibal Navale C 

of Engineering, rUne _ 

By putting these values in equation no.2, we get. 

l':H3 0.9874
£ 1(0) = 27J 4.87 * 0.987' + C1 _ 1962 • 0.98"l ' --- *-

2 h 1.8/~5 24 
1628 ! P age\ 
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:. C 1= -944.9 

Now. 

Now. by taking the boundary conditions. 

fIt end points deflection is equal to zero. 

:. at x =0, y =0 


By putting these values in equation no .3: we gel, 


0 5o· o· 2943
HI * 0 = 2714.87 *-+ C1 * 0 + C2 -1 962 * - --- * 

6 24 1.845 1 2 0 

:. C2 =0 


Therefore, equat ion 2 and 3 becomes. 


ely :'(2 X l 2943 X4
EI-- = 2714.87 * '-- - 944.9 - 1962 *- ---.- --------------------(4) 

clx 2 6 1.845 24 

Similarl y, 

x 3 x 52943
EI * V = 2714.87 *-- 944.9x -1962 * -

x~ 

- 1.845 • 120 -------------------(5). 6 24 

iVlax imum defl ection in a beam, 


Is al x = 0.987 because when sto =0 or when sfd changes its sign, 
 ) 
Bending moment as we ll as detlectio n is maximum. 

:. equation no. 5 becomes, 

0.987 3 0987 4 2943 0.987 5 
EI - Ymax = 2714.87 *--- 944.9.0.987 -1962 * - '-- --- *-

6 24 1.845 120 

EI • Ymax =587.6 

587.6·10"9
:. Ymax = ---,--'-----'-

1.9·10"'5·6197212.5 

:. Ymax =0.499 mm 

\':-) -' 

Assistant Professor & Hec 
1629 I P ageDept of Mechanical Engg. 

Smt. Kashibai Navale CO!! e;; ~\ 
of Engineering, pune - 41. 
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D. "'LtAlENT -/ 

Load:: 500 x 9.81 = '1·905N. 
r. O. S = 1.5 
Twisting mom~nl = 4905 x 987 = 4·8'1-"1 235N - 111111 

( below 1'01') 

481·1235 N - mm 

I 

Fig. 5: Shaft 

Ssy 0.5Syt 
=-- = 

F.O.S F.O.S 
0.5 x 380 

= = 126.67 MPa 
1.5 


Tall = 126.67N/ mm 2 


Syt 380 
0",11 = F.O.S = 1.5 = 253 .33 MPa 

Now. 

Where, 

\\ ~.:.....-----'~ 
Ass'stant Professor & 
D~pl of Mechanical Er ~kb = 1.5 andk t = 1 and M = 0 N-mm 

Sf'll Kash,bai Navale Colle/ 
of En~lIleering, Pune - 41. 

:. Te = .)02 + (1 X 4841235)2 
:. Te = 4841235N - m m 
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(Above value is taken li'om V.B. Bhandari , table no. 9.2 page no.334 ) 

In maximum shear stress theory, to find the diameter of shaft we can take, 
Diameter of shaft we call take, 

16Te 
--3 = 126.67 MPa
nd 

d 3 = 16 x Te 
n x 126.67 

= 16 x 4841235d 3 

n x 126.67 

d 3 = 194649.146 

:. d = S7.95mm 

By taking the standard shaft diameter. (RefV. B. Bhandari, page no, 331) 

d = 60mm 

:. Diameter of shaft=60 mm 

Power input or motor power calculation, 


21TH ~llax 
p 

60 X 103 

2n x 2 x 4841235 

60 x 103 

p = 1013.95W. 

:. P = 1. 013kW 
P = 1.013KW 

1013W 
746 HP. 

P = l.35HP. 
Power. P = 1.35HP 

E. ELEMENT5 

Bearing calculation: Assistant profess?r & Hea 
Dept. of Mechanical En~g . 

Smt. Kashibai Navale Colle._(F.) = Tg = 850000 
of Engineering, Pune - 4.>.(;

J 
9 t dg / 2 420/2 

16~1 ! Page 
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(I:n) , = 1·0~7.6N 

IX = 25° ....................... IStandard assumptionj 


Pa = P,tan a. 

= 4047.6 x tan (25°). 


Refer page 573: Tab le 15.2 
Assuming, ~1ach ine Ll sed eight hOllrs oj-service such as electric motors and gear drives per day is 12000 
hours to 20000 hours. 

Lets, us assul11e lite o f bearing as 20.000 hOllrs. 


For shaft: 

d = 60111111. 
N = 500 rpm 

60 x N x L" 
L = ----,----"

106 


60 x 500 x 20,000 

L =---~---

106 

L = 600 millio n revo lu tion 

Fa = 1887.43N 
Fr = 8000N 

:. By doing trial and error select 6412 bearing 

c= 108000 

Co = 69500 

Fa 1887.43 
.. Co 69500 = 0. 0271 

Fa 1887.43 
:. Fr = 8000 = 0.23 59 \ So. ~..:l.--c,......---' 

Ass\ant Professor !' 
<.!pt. of Mechanica ::From V.B.Bhan dari (Table 15.4 ; Page 573 ) 

Sm!. Kashibal Novate (.. 
of Engineering, Pune - 41. 

.!!. = 0.0271 
F 

Co 
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F 
--"- = 0.025 e = 0.22CII 

F
--"- = (J.027 1 e =? 
C" 
F, 
..c.. = (J.040 ; e = 0.24 
C" 

By interpolation. 

0.040 - 0.Q25 0.24 - 0.22 
= 

0.040 - 0.027 1 0.24 - e 

e =0.2228' 

Fe,
->e
F,. 

:. X = I 

y = 2.0 ; e = 0.22 

Y =? ; e = 0.2238 
Y = 1.8 ; e = 0.24 

By interpolation 

2.0 - 1.8 0.22 - 0.24 

Y - 1.8 0.223 - 0.24 

Y = 1.97 

Take x = 0.56; Y= 1.97 

Equivalent dynamic load 

p = (xF,. + y fa)S 
= (0.56 x 8000 + 1.97 x 1887·4 3) x 1.4 
P = 11 477.53 N 

Expected dynamic load capacity 

Cexpt = PL 1/3 -K ......,s,'----_ 
Assistant PrL ,,'SI 

Dept. of Mech 'u 
Cexpt= 11477.53(600)1/3 

Smt. Kashibm I .~. ~lf _Cexpt = 96784.59 
of Engineenng, tune 
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Ccxpt < Caet 

.'. The sekcted bearing M I:! i, salC. 

For shan: 

d = 60 lillll 

l3earing se lected = 64 12 

Outer diameter of bearing = ISOlllm 

Axial width or bearing = 35111m 

VII. SIMULATION WORK 

A ELEMENT} 

Directional Deflection Analysi s oJ'sq uare hollow sectioned beam using Ansys workbench R16.2: 

. ", ..
;u ,' ..... 
= 
~" 
" ; .~ l 

-11~' . , ·:to.. 1 

""'''''.~ 
.2f"") N.o. 

Fig. 6: Directional Deflection Analysi s 01- square hollow sectioned beam 

B. ELEMENT2 

Trans ient structural analysis of deep groove ball bearing- 64 12 \<,.~>---~
sis ant Professor & 

o.pt. of Mechanical to 
SIT ' KilohlLai Na'laJe CCJ _ 

of "nsm~errng, Pune . 
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Total Deformation 

Subject 

Author: 

Prepared For: 

D.J:e 

Convl)cnts 

i.J1 4 L 5'\' 5 OF 8~l!_ 6!:J;.RitlG 

S E SHIVPUJE! 

SE PROJ~ Ci 

THE 1.1;.... I.' ti l . \ - Oi !.. !... ·SE fOR:'.\ .:.i 1Q;; 11, -:-1~ COO 
SElEC1E.D 8.4!..L 8EAfH!IG IS SME. TO US=' 

x 

fS 2,, 0 ..: r.H.' SO TH-e 

A:. Tuftdent Slu-.:tw.. 
TobolOd~ 
typ f: :TOQIOtfoIl'!'l'bon 
,""",, "'M 
TOTIf!: 1 
O/WO)ITH.~1A 

220.4 ~.1: 
1~~' 
, 11..41 

. 1415.113 
ln~ 

91~ 

~ 
~.9J8 

24...t!b"~ 

0 ..... 

Fig. 7: Total Deflection Analysis of Bearing 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

After successfully complcTion of design and analysis part of welding fixture machine components we have 
achieved our main objectives as follows

• 	 We had designed the square hollow sectioned beam. instead of solid. As the result of it life of beam 
which is caring the \\ hole fixture assembly load, increases. A fter doing the calculations analytically we 
got maximum deflection in beam in y direction is 0.499, and by doing deflection analysis of it we had 
value of Ynm, is 0.543 I . 

• 	 Designed the suitable shaft to sustain the load of wei cling fixture assemblies and two-wheeler chassis 
as 60mm. 

• 	 After that we hay e selected the induction motor of our requirement followed by selecting the worm 
and worm wheel gear box fonn manufactures catalogue after that selected the suitable ball bearing. 

• 	 Then after we WCIll for the different types of analysis of beam, shaft. bearing and gear and we 
successfhlly compicted our project on "design and analysis of welding fixture machine used to hold 
two-wheeler chassis." 

\vs,£-..-- I 

Assistant ProTe~ -
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IX. SUJI'I'. 

The welding lixture is designed to reduce rhe cost 01' production as well as be ciimination being out 01" 
work and setting up of tools thc lixture will increase the production rate by providing a greater number of 

parts in less time. Thus. increasing the probability achieved li'om it. 
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Intelligent Braking System in Vehicles 


Vaishnavi R. Garudkar.Nishanl R. Daspute.Alharva N. Vadllerkar.AaflabPinjari.Prof. Ghanshr.1l1 13. 

Firamc 
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Abstract - NO,,"ildays. the 1Il1ljority of accidents occur dU l: to negligence of drivers. M.my filia l ncd dl!ilts have o,,:clIrcd d ue 
to this reason. Th is paper rOt.:uscs 011 prc\'('!ll ting car coll isions lIsing IIJlclligl.:111 Braking Sy::.tcm in nUlomobiles. A Ultrason ic 
selUp is plat.:cd in fron t ur the vehicles and the setup COIlSiSIS or an emitter & " r~t:c i \'t:: r. Ultmsollic emitter l:L11its llll: 

uhrason ic ,,·aves. wh~n~\'er .111 ohslncle is dCleclcd then the wavc ~elS rcllcctcd nnd the r\.'cc:vcr rece ivcs the sign al. 
ReOectetl waves .send Ih\.' signnl (0 the Arduino Uno. The Arduino- Uno is used 10 i lct i \,illC [he Solenoid Valve. T he 
Pneum ati c Brakes arc i!ctll:.iICd by !Is ing So!eno id val ves. IBS car provides the glimpse into the future o f nlltomoli ve safety. 
By [he I BS system we can preven t more accidents <lIld save more lives. 
Keywords - UiLrason ic Sensor, Ardui no, Solcnoid Valve. Pneumatic [3raking system 

INTRODUCTION 

There are Illany causes of accidents. Some of them are 
• Ignoring traffic rules 
• Drunk en driving 
• Dream driving 
• ~l.I lechrl nical fcli1ures in the vehicle 
• !\'listakes of tile drivers 

In all these crises the basic reason ci ted is failure to apply the brakes at the right time. [n all the above cases if 
the brakes rtre rtpplied at the right time the acc idents can be prevented. In conventiona l vehicles there are 
differen t mechanisms operated for braking systems like hydraulic, pneumat ic, air. mechan ical , etc. But all these 
braking mechanisms rece ive the signa l or input power directly from the drive r. Thus, braking of vehicles is 
totally manual operated. When the driver fails to see the obstacle o r any vehicle in front of his driving vehicle, 
he may fail to g ive the proper input to the braking system and proper 'working does not occur, leading to an 
accident. .~Iso the driver may not be able to pay the full anemion during nighl trave lling so there are many 
chances of accidents. 

OBJECTIVES 

• To Des ign and Develop an intelligent pncumatic braking system. 

• COSi estimation and specifica tion for standard parts. 

• DeLermination of proper placement of the parts. 

• Load distribution analysis. 

• Est imation of Braking fo rce. 

• ~ laking the des ign Aes thetically pleasant. 

fI \1ak ing sure it's Feasible fo r any vehicle 
-. 
\~\--
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~IEn-I ODOLOGY 

r.=-l ~ 1\' rx: '.illFF1) ] 

L~ 
I!3rd:~ cylimkl ~ 

l " l 1 ~--------- ~'~;r~~}~h~n(~"~rrn~ '~ : [ ' ' 
The Uhrasonic trnnsmiuer circuit transmits the Ultra.sonic waves. If any obstacle is there in a path. (he 
Ultrasonic waves (lrc renected. This reflected Ult rason ic waves received by tile receiver circuit is called 
"U ltrasonic receiver" .The Uhrasonic rece iver circuit rcceivt;!s the renectcd Ultrasoni c waves and gi ves the 
contro l signal to the Ardu ino UllO. The Arduino Uno is lI sed to activme lhe solenoid valve. If the solenoid va lve 
is act ivated. the com pressed air passes 10 the Brake Cy linder. The compressed air act ivates the brake cylinder 
and moves the pis[Qn rod. Irthe piston moves forward, then the braking arrangement is activated. The braking 
arrangemen t is used to brake the whee l gradually or suddenly due 10 the piswil movement. The braking speed i ~ 
varied by adj ust ing th~ valve called "F low control valve". The compressed air nows through the Po!yuretlt alH.: 
tube to the flow control valve. The now contro l valve is connected to the solenoid va lve ns mentioned in tlK' 
block diagram. 

DESIGN OF SY STEM 

• 

Fig : C 1\0 Model of I13S 

I) Frame ~ 2) Solenoid Valve ~ 3) Pneumatic Cy linder .: 4) Drum Brake 

CA LCULATIONS 

FORCE CALCULATION 

Applying Ne\\·1on's 2nd law of motion 
Firstly we estimate the mass of car !md observe the 
pickupLe acceleration of car, \ ~ ~--"---'--

5sistant Professor & IiSecondly, we apply the law by multiplying th e mass and acceleHlrion we will get force. 

Force = mass *acceleration (2nd law o f motion) Dcpt. of Mechanical En__ . 

Fd ~ (m x a x h) Iw ~ ( 10.5xO.5x9 .81 xO. 15)/2x O.9 {For a ~ 0.5 g} ~ 4.29 18 N Smt. Kashibai Navale College\ 

Where, Wheel base (w): 0.9 m., e.G. of vehic le from ground (h ): 0.15 m. g~ 9.81 of Engineering. Pune · 41. 
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~ , .\(c"'~ r ~tI"n c.• ) Il}/l.l mic W(l~hl:-;" \ "pioci[y (lawllr) BI"aking Dh{:lnc(> (m 1 
aLllJ:Oi (i., 

6(l 17.69 
, 

OJ ~~ ': ~"I~ N 11.::!S50 

, 7.8640]0 ;00 ..Df 
..-1. -12130 

Ulr,7S :-: 
o.:!05 ~It=j'''' J I ;~ 'I!'l1 11:.: 

STOPPING DISTANCE CD) 

f or ca lculati ng slopping dislallCe we need to conserve ene rgy i.e conserving Ihe kinetic onergy at specified 
speed and equating 10 work done by friction force 
Kinet ic encrgy= O.5JllV:' -Friction force =u"' m*g 
\Vhere, u=dry n'jclioll coefficient; g=acceleral io n due lO gravity; v= insmntaneolls velodty of vcbh:l e 
Apply ing conservation of energy, assuming max ve locity 27 km/h, 1I =O.R 
O.5my2 = (utllg) :C> D 

CtRCU IT OF THE SYSTEM 

Di3gr::llll of Ultmsoni<.: SO: l1sor _ ArJwno fll1d Solenoid v"l \'c Fig· 

CO~ tPONENTS 

FRAME 
The so lenoid frame serves several purposes. Since it is made of lam inated sheets, it is magnetized when the 
current passes through the coil. The mag netized coil attracts the metal plunger to move. The frame has. 
provisions for attach ing the mounting. They are usually boiled or welded to the frame. The frame has 
provis ions for receivers, the plunger. The wear strips are mounted to the so lenoid frame~ and are made o f 
materials such as metal or impregnated fiber c loth. Materia l used in FRAM E is Mild Carbon Steel .A IS I 10 I R 
mild/ low carbon steel has excellent weldability and produces a l1l1ifonn and harde r case and it is considered as 
the best steel fo r carburized parts. AI SI 1018 mild/ low cal'hon steel offers a good balancc of toughness, s trength 
and ductility . Operation Used:- Pipe Cutting, Welding, Finishing. 
DIM ENS)ON 

Length of Square Pipe (Rectangular Area):- 25mm X 25111111 
Thickness:. 16 Gauge 
Total length of Square Pipe:- 5m 

PNEUMA TIC DOUBLE ACTING CYLINDER 
Pneumatic cylinders are mechanical devices w hich use the P O\\t.'f of compressed gas to produce a [orce in a 
rec iprocating linear motion.Like hydraulic cylinders: something. fllrcC's a piston to move in the desired direction. 
The piston is a disc or cylinder, and the piston rod trans fe rs the fon.::C' il develops to the object to be moved. 
Engineers sometimes prefer to use pneumatics because the) <lIT quic lc r, cleaner, and do not require large 

amounts of space for fluid storage. 

\~-~ .> 
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CYLINDER TECHN ICAL DATA: 


Piston Rml:M.S. hard Ch rome pIHtc:d: S..-als: NitriJ..· (BlinH - N) Elas(omer; End Covcrs:Cast iron graded fine 

grail1(.·d li'olll 25mn1 (0300111111 : Piston: Alul\l lniullI. : !\okdia: Air. ; TCllIpt'rillurc Range: OOC 10 85°C; Pre!'5lIl'C: 


5 Bar: Stroke Length: IOOIllIll; Bore Length: 15111111 


SOLENO If) VALVE 

Fig. aCUla! sokntlul \'ah..: lI~cl 

Th~ di rectional valvc is one of (he imporlalH pans or a pllt'lI lllillic systelll . DCV is lIsed to control thl! d irectio n 
of ::!irf1ow in the pncuJ1l(1{ic system. The directional valve docs th is by changing the position of its internal 
movable paris. This va lve was sc lectt:d fo r speedy opcr~Hi ()n tlnd to reduce the mallual effo rt lind also for the 
modification of the machine into <111 automatic lIIachinc by means o f lI sing a solenoid va lve. A solcnoid is an 
electrical device that converts electrical energy into straight lin .: IllmiOIl and force . Solenoids may be push type 
or pull type. The push type solenoid is o ne in which the plunger is pushed when the solenoid is energized 
electrically. They a llo\v fluid flow into different pmhs from one or more sources. They usually consist of::! spoo l 
inside a cylinder which is mechanically or electrically con trolled . The movement of the spoo l restril.: ts or permi ts 
the fl ow, thus it controls the lluid now. 

FLOW CONTRO L VALVE 

Maintains constant flow with changing inlet and olltlet pressures. The minimulll pressure differen ti a l 
between inle t and outlet ports must be 100 PSI (7 Bar) to fUllction properly. Maintains fl ow sett ing wi thin 
approximately ±5% variation over pressure drop range 100 to 3000 PSI (7 to 205 Bar).Has ,Ill adjus t ~ble flm,v 
setting. Trim adjustment opt ion allows va lve to be adjusted ±5% when valve is locked in a flmv selling. Designed 
to g ive a cons tant fl ow rate over a wide change of fluid temperature.Available with o ptional lunge contro l for 
limiting compensator piston travel. This control prepos itions the compensator piston to reduce actuator lunge or 
jump. 

ULTRASOI IC SENSOR 

A sensor is a transducer used to make a measurement of a phys ical var iable. Any sensor requi red ultrasonic 
calibrat ion in order to be useful as a measuring ocvil.:e. Calibration is the procedure by wh idl tht: relationship 
between the measured variable and the converted output signa l is established. Care should be -taken in the cho ice 
of sensory devices for particular tasks. The operating clmracteri stics of each device should be close l~ matched 
to the task for which it is being uti lized. Di ffert!1H sensors can be used in different way ~ to sen se the same 
conditions and the same sensors can be used ill di lTcrc ll! \\'<lYS to sense different condit ions. 

A.Ultrasonic T ransmitter: The ultrasonic trnl1smiu in g. ult raso nic circuits used in many projects. The ultrasonic 
transmitter sends a 40 kHz (frequency can be adjus[cd) carTier under 555 timer control. Ultra~onic carriers at 
a round 40 kHz carrier frequencies are widely lIsed in T\' remote controll ing and ICs for receiving. thcse signals 
are quite easily availab le. 

B. Ultrasonic Receiver: The transm itted s ignal is n:t1ected by the obstacle and the ultrasoni c receiver ultrasonic 
circuit receives the sig nal and gives contro l s ig.na l 10 Ihe c e:i=unit. The control unit aCliwltc!' the pneumatic 
braking system, so that brake was applied. ~\~ ... ../ 
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AltDU INO CONTROLLER 

Arduillo is HII open source, computer hardware and so!hvarc company, project. and lI ser community that desig ll !; 

and m<llHIf'aclures si l1g l e~board microconlro llers .:nd microcontroller kils for building digital devices and 

inlCrtlCtivc objects that call sense and contro l objects in the physical world . Arduino board designs lise a varie ty 

of microprocessors and controllers. The boards arc equipped with se ts of digi tal and analog input/output ( I/O) 

pins thtH Illay be interfaced to variolls expansion boards (shields) and other ci rcuits. The boards feature scri al 

cOJ1ununic;uiolls interfaces, including Universal Serial Bus (USB) on some models, which are also used lor 

loading programs from personal cOlllplHers.TheArduino project provides an integrated developme nt 

environmen t (IDE) based on the Process ing language project. 


hg arJuino com roller 

BRAKING 

The s impl e whee l and braking arrangement is fixed to the frame stand. Near the brake drum, the pneumatic 
cyl inder piston is tixed. 

PU CONNECTOR ,\ND HOSE COLLAR 

The SiVlC connector line includes inch <lnd metric Olle touch fittings, fitting manifolds, and pncumatic tubing 
avai lable ill multiple colors, sizes, and materials. Hose connectors normally comprise an adapter (connector) 
hose nipple and cap nut. These types ofCOnllCC\OrS are made up of brass or A lumi nium or hardened steel. 

WHEEL AND BRAKING ARRANGEMENT 

The simple wheel and braking arrangcment is fixed to the frame stand. Near the brake drllll1~ the 
pneumatic cylinder piston is fixed. The drum type of brake may either be a band brake or a shoe brake. In drum 
brakes the drum is attached to the shaft and .revoh'cs with it Friction to slow the drum is app lied from inside by 
the shoes \vhich do not rotate but are mounted 011 a stationary metal back plate. 

COi"IPRESSOR 

The key part of any faci lity for supply of compressed air is by means of reciprocati ng compressor. /\ 
compressor is a machine that takes in air. gas at a certain pressure and delivers the air at a high pressure. 
Co mpresso r capac ity is the actual quantity or air cOlllpressed and delivered and the volume expressed is that of 
the air tit intake conditions namely at atmosphere pressure and normal ambient temperature. 

RELAY 

It is a contro l unit . T his Control unit acts acconl ing to the sensor signal to activate the braking system and to 
app ly break through soleno id va lves. 

ADVA NTAGES 
I . Provides efficient braking system 
2. Brak ing system is able to g ive rast I"CS pl~ iISC . 

3. System able to provide mo re safelY to the passengers. ~ "::.:.-- 
4. Assistant Professor & HSystem plays an important role to sc\\'e human Life in road accidents 

Depl of Mechanical Enn 
LIMITATIONS Smt. Kashibai Navale Coli 

of Engineering. Pune - 41
I. System has few limitations in denseI: tfaeri c roads 

.. \\ibal. - . . f h· 12. System has no provision to prevclH ami ,:!!rc the ' ill Rt~m the rear sIde 0 the ve Ie e. 
0> 
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FUTURESCOPE 

Uhrasonic sensor is lIsed to spo t :H1y ohjet.: t in lillt· o r ;I l.: liOIl o f thl: vvhic1c. InlcrierCIlC(! be tween thc ultrason ic 
waves ,lctivatcs the micro-contro ll cr . It the/! gives l:u llt rol s ignal to the SO!e lhl id valve w hich act ivates the pisto n 
with the hel p of comprcssed air whic h ullil11 i1 ldy result s in braking o f the vehi cle . 

• .I\cccicromcter pedal di sl:n gagclllcllI IlH:chani Slll ca ll he used Ii l rIIH:r. 

• There is no reCCI1I rcs('an.:h Oil parking probkl11~ so til i" syst..:m will !il.' hl.'! pl'lI I 10 overcOllle :; uch problems. 

CONCLUS ION 

In this report the innovative idea o r imp klll clll ing an illl e lligcllt brak ing system is di scussed and thereby 
analyzed its vari olls pa m lllet (:' rs for regu lar real isti c appl ication. Ili1 d ligcJlI braki ng is one o r !he smart options 
whkh can be impleme nted ill vari ous applicatiuns for s tuppi ng a moving budy w ithou t jerk y mOlion. The 
previolls resl.?<lrcil s tudy dearly ex plains that Uhr<ls oni l: se nsor and mkroco ntro ller nction pl ays vi tal ro le in 
de lcl"Inin ing inle:ligclll braki ng torque gcnc ra(~d by brake actua tion assem bly .Design o f illl elligcllt brak~ 

<lpplical ioll s bas ica lly (k pend upon cflb.:tivCil'..'S:; o r Ul trasonic .scnsor <Iud RPf\·1 cOtllll cr. In th..:: prese!ll \\,01"1.; 

various experimen ts were condu cted to c heck til e c Irce! of \'ilriol1s parameters such as obstacle di stallce. Olltptl! 
curren t and sensor position on moving vchicle braki ng. T he pa rameters were vari cd us ing difTeret lt 
arrangements o f sensors, and varied amount of c urrent \vhiel, leads to var io lls conclusio ns. In the present work ,) 
a prototype o f a n ultrasonic di stance IllCilsurCI1lCnt fo r stat ionary obstacles is ob tained. An ult rasonic sensor, is 
used to measure the d istance between vch icle fi nd the obstacle. T he speed orthe vehicle is estimated usi ng th e 
RPivl counter. T hese two qua nti ties Ctn.:' used by the cOlllro l system to ca lcu late the ac tions o f the brake, th us to 
adjust the speed in o rder to mainta in a safe distance to prevent acc idents. As ultrasonic sensors can detec t an y 
ki nd o f obstacle, this system can a lso prevent colli s ion o f the vehicle \·\lit h pedesrrimls, o r can at leas t reduce th e 
injuries occurring. S ince the control system does no t use tiLe absolute speed to calculate the safety distance as 
done by the c urrently ex istin g systems, {he interaction w ith automOt ive electronics is lim ited to ac tions on th e 
acce lerator and brake. This matt l! r. coupled wi tll the fact o f lower cost o f ultrasonic sensors compared w ith other 
kinds o f sensors, could fac il itate th e app licatioll a nd mounting of the system ill llla llY low-end vehicles, help ing 
to improve comfort and safe ty and offe r il hassle free dri ving experie nce at a reduced cost. 
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Abstract: A vortex wind tu rbi ne is a device is based on the vortex sheddin g effect. "'Vinci 
bypasses structure to form vortices causing vib ration . This system is less costly as comparcd 10 

the blade w ind turbine. T he generation of electricity from renewable so urces is today 's demand. 
This system can be used for generating electricity. Instead of the regular win d blades. the devi ce 
has a mast. This puts the sys tem at a very less range of capital intens ity for such projects. 11 i:; n 
great fOfm o f technol ogy tor harnessing the wind, which can be of great LI se in rural areas. 
Keywort!s- vortex , Strouhnl, wind loading analysis, shedding effect 

I. INTRODU CTION 

India has a high demand for energy requirem ents. Indi a is still a develo ping nation. India 
produces electricity thro ugh differe nt means such as hyd roe lectric power plant th erm al power 
plant to meet its energy requirement coa l is not a renewable sourc e, it is consum ed at a rapid rate . 
I! is calculated that w ithin a few year's coal w ill get wear out. one of the cho ices for renewab le 
energy sources is so lar power, but s unrays per unit area are less, it is costly. Ind ia is also using 
wind turbines, which are located ac ross India. Areas with wi nd speed w hich are high are lim ired , 
the windmill turbine ha s some limitation. vOl1ex wind turb ines are safe, easi ly in stall ab le. very 
cheaper than wind turb ines. The v0l1ex Windmill is such an idea that works on the vortex 
shedding effect for energy production. vortex wind turbines wi ll produce electricity fo r 30 percent 
cheaper in cost compared w ith conventional w ind turbin es . It can seize about 30% of the w ind 
power held in the a ir, which is a more than reasonabl e capacity, and at th e same he ighl as many 
modern wind turbines. The system does lose some e lectrical conversion capac ity (reaching 70% 
yield of a conventional alternato r) because the design is so focused· on avoiding and wear and tear. 
It aims to be a "greene ... · wind a lternative. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

Following are the main objectives of the proj ect 
I. To make reliable wind power generati on. 
2. To generate safe and clean energy for increasing energy demands. 
3. To make vortex wind turbi ne economical and effici ent 
4. It will help in Rural eleclrification. 

5. To reduce carbon toorprints. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Installa ti on and Iransp0l1ation of wind turbines is a major issue in th e w indmill s. 
Windmill requires places w here it is windy and it is generall y in the hi lly areas o r remote 

areas. 
Ma intenance o f th e wi ndmill requires a very high amo unt. 
The dim ens ion at" the congregate windmill is also very large. Conventio na l \\indmill s 

occupy lots of space. The 
bus iness turbines can be 155 m high. 
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IV.WORK IN(; 


Our project works on th~ principle orvihration. In which electricity is generated by WIND energy. 

The air hits on the mast. il b~gins to ()sc illat~. Whcnth~ rr~qu~n~y orair mat~hcs with the nillliral 

ti'equen~y 01" lIlast s tructure. th~ r~sonancc phenomcnon is created. Result or which vibratio n in 

the mast is created. Thi s vibr"tion l(lJ"I ll cd in th~ mast is tran~ ll;rred to the md made 01" carbon 

fiber due to whi ch rod also stans t" vihrate. This vibratory 1Il0 ti " n ge'lc'I 'at~d in the rod is theu 

transre rred to the base. The base "<)!ltnins an alt~rna\o r, duc to thc vibrntory moti on or rod 

electricity is gellerated in that alternator. 

V COMPONENTS AND DESCRIPTION 
• Mast 
• Rod 
• Base struct ure 

• Battery 
• Piezoe!eclrk sensor 

Mast: Mast is uppermost part or the body. It is lIlade of Propylene sheet. We used this 

lIlaterial because it is corrosive resi stant and light in weight and a lso relatively cheap. 

Rod: Rod is made orca rbo n fibre. As this is light in weight. 

l3ase structure: It is made up of steel. It gives firm support [Q th~ structure. 


CALCULATION 
I. do= Max. diam~ter 
2. d, = Min. diameter 
3. 0 = (Dm<Jx+ Dnll1S~ 

4. H= Length or height of the Mast. 

5. U= Air vclocity we will take this from research paper. = 2.88m/s. 

fn =( 1/2*3. 14)*«KL~2 -2MGL)!41Y 1/2) 

Where, 

fn - Natura l frequency 


[- Moment ofinenia of conica l frustum 


K - Spring stiffness. 


L - Length of co nica l li·ustum. 


Me - Center of mass or can ical fi'u stunl 


g ~ Acceleration due lO gravity_ 

1. MOMEi\T OF INERTIA 
~~..-,--"' 

\ ~2.2.--1= (1 /3)Mc * L' 
Assistant Professor & 

I - Moment of inertia 01' cOllica l fru stum Dcpt of Mechanical Fr 
K - Spring stiffiless. Req uired to balance the mast. Smt. Kashibai Navala Co 
L - Length of con ical I·rustum. (2 m) we will fi x the length of Ensineeoing, Pune - 4_ 

Because: \V~ have to fix certain assumption for stmting base calculation o f parts 

Mc - Mass of conical frustum (assume y lene sheet from availabl e data 

G - Acceleration, due to grav ity. (9.8, i?t,.Z~.. : 'cal direction) 
1= (1 /3)Mc*L- ,. 'If. 
=( 113)*2*2' J 
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= 2.6 kg m2 

Re= (UD)/v 
SI = (Is D)/U 
SI =0.198Slrouhal Number is a dimensionless number describing oscillating 
L=2m 
2000/D,,,,,,=I 0 
D"",,=200mm 

r=LlDm ux-Dm in 

16=20001200-Dmin 

Dmin=?5mm = 80 111m Approx. fo r smooth taper 

SI=Fs* Dmax/ U 


Si - SO·Ollhal No (0.2) 


Fs - Shedding frequency 


D - Diameter (0.2m) 


U - Velocity of fluid (2.8 m/s) . 


SI = Fs' DI U 


0.2 = Fs * 0.2/2.8 
Fs = 2.8 Hz 
Therefore, shedding frequency is 2.8 Hz 

fn =( 112*3. 14)"((KL"2-2MG L)/41)" 112) 
fn = 2.8 
K=? 
L = 2m 
Mc = 2kg 
g=9.81 
J= 2.6 kg m2 

We get, K =824.34N/m 

DESIGN OF PROPOSED WORk 

\.). J 
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Wind I~oading /\nalysis 
The following lig shows Ihe results lor wind loading On Ihe nH(!:1. wilh the wind ve loci ty taken as 
8 kill/h. It is the average wind vcioc ity data lor Nagpur. 
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STR UCT URAL ANAL YSIS ON BASE 

CONCLUSION /' 

In this we designed YOltex wind lurbin~hich is cost effective lhan windmi ll turbine. Wind 
loadi ng analys is were done on the de ign and it gave us the resull that upper structure can 
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tolerate the externa l wind pressure on it anGUs su itable fo r the purpose. 
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Structural analysis was done on the base of the system and it can withstand the load and give 
IIrm support to the system. 
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Abs/I'Clc/- Sclf~balancing robots are increas ingly becoming popular because of their unique ability 
to Illove around in two wheels. They are characteri7.eci by their high manoeuvrability ami excellent 
agility. This paper describes the design and testing of a self-balancing robot that balances on two 
wheels with the help of an on-board balancing system. Th~ project is about the designing of a two 
wheeler self-balanced car. The two wheeler ve hicle would be able to balance itself and can be 
stabilized against any impact and in zero velocity as well. 

Keywol'dl'- SeIJ~balancing, robots, 

I. INTROD UCTlO''i 

The main purpose was to design and construct a fully functional two wheeled balancing vehicle 
which can be used as a means of transportation tOI' a single person. It should be driven by natural 
movements; forward and backwards motion should be achieved by leaning forwards and backwards. 
Turning should be achieved by tilting the handlebar sideways . To provide untethered operation the 
vehicles' energy source was designed to be a ballery. 

Self~balancing robots are increasingly becoming Jlopu lar because of their unique ability to move 
around in two wheels. They are characterized by their high maneuverability and excellent agility. 
This paper describes the design and test ing of a sell~ba lancing robot that balances on two wheels 
with the help of an on-board balancing system. 

II. LITERATliRE SLRVEY 

Self-balancing vehicle: It is a type of vehicle thai uses sensors, gyros, and accelerometers in 
conjunction with an electric motor to assist a rider \\ ill! balancing on a single/double/four wheeled 
vehicle. 

Segway is two wheel self-balancing transport3li on \C'hicJe invented by Dean Kamen in 2001 at 
New York. It is designed to mirror the process of hUllla" \\alking. User commands the Segway to go 
forward by shifii ng their weight forward on the plallc'rlll . And backward by shifting their weight 
backward based on the simple principles that govern the mllvement of the human body. The Segway 
has, wheels legs. motor muscles, microprocessors brain and tilt sensors inner-ear. Like your brain, 
the Segway knows when you are leaning forward. To n ' . . a lance, it turns the wheels at jllst the 

right speed, moving you forward. :.Q~'I\$'12Je 00.(. 

~ /( 
~ J.~0.'r;o 

-' 
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Research on two wheeled, sel l:balancing vchicle is gammg momentum in many labora-wrics 
around the worIeI and has made many developments based on it. Balancing ca rts are defined by their 
ability to balance on two wheels and spin on the spot similar to an invertcd pcndulum_ it has been the 
subject of many resea rches around the world ever since people sta rted in vesti gating the concep t o f" 
inverted pcndulum system but carlier pmtotypes had fbtal !'laws the gyros we re too large and fh e 
mechanical contro l systems too crude. i3asically, the vehiclc cons ists of a chassis which includes 
two wheels with a handlebar protruding up li'om it. The vehicle is driven forward and backward by 
leanin g ovcr thc chassis in the, respective ly. direction whereas for the steering purpose the handlebar 
is used. 

The most challenging fea tu re which gives the vehicle li me li ght is its seIt~balanc ing acti on. 
Recently many rcsearches a re been calTicd out fo r the control of the ve h icle . 

In the [I] . a prototype of two-whee led electric ve hicle is designed and deve loped. Understa ndin g 
the system dyna mics is carried out by mathcmatical modeling. For determining the vchiele 
orientati on, accelerometer sensor is used. The vchicle control system is fully control led by Fuzz) 
logic. The developed prototype is cost opt imized with respect to pe rformance, as the vehicle uses 
on ly accelerometer sensor instead of combination of gyroscope and acce lerometer sensor and the 
vehicle performance is properly tun ed usi ng Fuzzy logic. 

In [3], two-wheel electric vehicle balancing lVas done by PO controller and Kalman Filter along 
with accelerometer and gyroscope as sens ing part. 

In [4]. a kinetic equation for con trol of two-wheeled balancin g robot by Newton Dynamics method 
is attempted. Two controllers were used for controlling action: pole placement state -feed back 
controller and fuzzy logic co ntroller. 

In [5]. adaptive s liding-mode control method is employed for se lf balancing and yaw control I ing o f" 
human Iransp0l1 ve hicle . Here mathematical equation is derived and result is verified by the test in g 
vehic le in different terrains. 

In [6]. Arduino microcontro ller board was used for developing se lf -balancing robot. and PI-PO 
control design was im plemented fo r contro l actio n. 

In [7]. two control algorithm s are used viz. Proportional Integra l Derivative (PID) and Linear 
Quadratic Regulator (LQR). 

A bacterial-based sWaim con troller is presented for self-balancing two-wheeled veh icle in [8]. The 
bacterial-based swann algorithm is simplified in order to adjust the parameters of the fuzzy moclel. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Ardu ino continuous ly monitors value of gyrosco pe. If vehicle tilts in any direction, va llie from 
gyroscope changes. As per change in values A rduino command Balancing motor to change its 
rotm ion. In thi s way se lf-balancing of veh ic le is achieved. The structure of a self-ba lanc ing robot can 
be classified into three parts' sensors motor and motor contro l and development board, , 

Motor driver f----> 
Movement 

circuit motor 

Gyroscope Arduino 

Motor driver Balancingr--circuit motor 

Fig block diagram of proposed system 

(Jvroscope: The gyroscope is the sen SOl' which can measure the angula!' ve locity of the balancing 
robot. and send the data to the development board" The present robot uses the MPU6050 MEMS 
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Gyroscope. whi ch sends data via serial communication 10 the dewlop board, and has the advantage 
or three-axis angular measun;ment (although Dilly one axis is used). low-power consumption. Alld 
low-cost. 

Motor: MOlOr selccti on tor the balancing robot emphasizes torque output instead o f veloeity. 
because it has tu oppose the rotati ona l momen t that gravity applies on the robot. Hence, the motors 
need to provide cnough lorque..' to CO ITcct lhe robOl's body puse back to a balanccd Slale. 

Motor contro l board: The se ll~bai an cing robot needs alm (1st rcal-timc response [Q estimate and 
correct its tilt angle. Iknee. the deve lopment board must provide a processing speed that is 
surticien tly fast [0 perform the processing tasks. including data acquisition, control computati on and 
signal output. within the sampling lime. Based on preliminary calcl1lations, a samp ling time srnall er 
th an 0.05 seconds is required. The Arduino Uno deve lopment board is eq uipped w itll the 
t\Tmega32Sp processor, which teatures a maximum clock rate or 16 MHz. 

tv . CO!\CLUSIONS 

Unlike an ord inary robot, a two whee l sell~balancing robo t requires just two point of co ntact with 
the Iloor su rl>lce. The unique stability control that is req uircd to keep the robot upright differe n tiates 
il li'om ord inary robots. The basic idea of a sell~bal an c ing robot is simple: drive the wheels in the 
direction in which the robot tilts. If th e whee ls can be driven in such a way as to stay under the 
robot's centcr of grav ity, th e robot rema ins balanced. Self-balancing vehicle us in g Gyroscope is 
proposed in this presentation. It will be s implc, cheaper and e tfective. To keep the robot balanced, 
the motors must counteract the robot falling. Th is act'ion requires fcedback and correctin g elements. 
The leedback element is the MPU6050 gyroscope + accelerometer. which gives both acceleration 
and rotation in all three axes. The Arduin o uses thi s to know th e current orien tation of the robot. Thc 
correcting element is the motol' and wheel combination. 
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Modification of Gym Equipment to Generate Electricity 

Giriraj Ozaill , DhintiPadalkar"2, Vidhi Soni1iJ,PradnY(l Kamble/t·\, pror.N.il.Dantulwarij) 

-.\4ec:/1(micallJeparlme.m 5,K.VCOE. Sav;rl'iha; Plude (',me Vl/iI'en;I)' 

Abstract-As energy across the world continues to rise, there is a strong need to develop new 

methods for energy conservation and power ge nerati on, particularly approaches that ha ve less 

environmental im pacts. Although human power is not id ea l in terms of life cycle costs. but Smart 

Energy Harvesting us in g physical exerc ising machi nes which are feas ible enough to harvest 

power seems to promise a new source of rene\vab le energy. Biomechanical energy constitules a 

c lean, portab le energy alte1'l1ative to the fossil fuels curren tly being used. T here is al s" Ihe 

untapped potential for harnessing human power at most fitness fac ilities. Nowadays spin bike was 

commonly used in the gym as well as at home for fitness purpose. Human has needed and uscd 

energy at an increas in g rate for his sustenance and we llbeing. Due to thi s lot of energy resources 

have been exhausted and wasted. Proposal for the utili sation of waste energy of power generation 

by gym equipment is very much relevant and important for highly populated co untries. whel'c the 

people are also crazy about gy m.!n thi s project, we are generating electrical power as a non

conventional method by si mpl y pull up and pull down. The non-conventional energy syste m is 

very essential at thi s time for every country. In thi s project we will hal'l1ess the mechanica l energy 

of the machine and convelt it to e lectrical energy using a generator-based system a nd Li se it to 

power light bulb, cell phones and other small electrical app liances. This Lat pulldown machi ne 

consists of machine fi'ame, mod ified slider crank mechani sm, flywheel, gears and generator. The 

kinetic energy from the machine frame is supp lied to the flywheel and then to the generator by 

means of gears. The palt drawing of the vario us pans required for design of Lat pu llclown 

machine are drawn by us ing Solidworks. This proposed system will he lp consumin g ou r physical 

energy in some useful way_ Further we conclude that the torque generated by the mod itied 

mechanism is suffic ient to produce revolutions w hich generate approximately 5V 0 1' electricity, 

enough to charge a cell phone. 

Keywords- Gym equipment, Energy conservation , Machine, Kineti c energy, Harnessing_ 

Mechani sm. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The field of energy conversation is becoming an increas ingly notable subject of resea rch among 

the scientific community today. The intent ion of thi s project is to build a straight fOJ'\-\"rd human 

powered generator fi'om a gym equipment Lat pulldown and to use it to power cell phones or 

other small appliances. This project will help o ne develop engineering skill s whi le leam ing about 

a clean way of generating electricity. Over the past decade, scientists and engineer, a['()u nd the 

world have been des ign ing unprecedented energy-harvesting systems, drawing PO\\ er li'o m a 

variety of sources. One of the most creative and ~ sources available is the kinelic energy 

produced from hum an exercise . Althou gh recen~~-of energy-harvesting exercise eq uipment 

have been introduced into the market, these s)"$I~~e costly and do not produce a IlUliceable 

output of power. These systems need to be improved and designed for maxim um 11(> \\ ,T tlLltp ut, 

cost effiCiently, and marketability .This project inc ludes an effic ient yet cont,."II :!i,1c power 
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generation sy sll!lll. Th~ objective ofrhis project is to design H renewab le energy source based Ull H 

pieec orcxercise equipment. 


There arc bas ica lly Iwo Iypes o r equipmenl ill the litness ccntre. Tiley are fi-ee weights ,md 


machines. 


Free weightsFree weighls are thc most basic I(>rlll of body building equipment. The reason tiley 

me ca lkd "free \veigllls" is because there are no attached pulleys) cables, pins, or weight stclC.;ks . 

They consist o r barbells. dumbbells and weighr plates. 

Machines 

The widc variety of excrcises are performed in the machines. Some machines are designed to 

work indiv idlwl musclcs. \. hik other machines consist o f a multi-station that works the whok 

body. Most of the gyms ha\'~ differenl machines for each muscle group. ,vt ach ines are genera ll y 
caskr to lise and sal~r than !'rec vveights. 

Pull down machine The Lalin word lati ss imus mea ning "broadest" and dorsu m meaning ·'back". 

They arc commonly ca lled "Iats'· . The lat iss imu s dorsi is responsible for exte nsion, adduction and 

transverse extension also known as horizontal abduction. flexion ti'olll an extended position and 

internal rotation orthc should er joint. During the Lat pull down machine workouts. the musc les in 

the biceps and middle back get quite some attention. The pulldown usually uses a wei gh t machine 

with a seat and brace for thighs. The starting position invo lves s itting at the machine with the 

thighs braced. back straight and feet fiat on the floor. Du ring the full extension the arms are held 

overhead by grasping the bar connected to weight stack. The movement is initiated by pulling the 

elbows down and back, lowering the bar to the neck and completed by returning to initial position. 

The concept of energy generation fi'om gym equipment cannot be fulfilled using ti'ee weights 

si nce no modification is possible in free weights, but can be fulfill ed usi ng machines in which 

modifi cation is possible. Thus we choose Lat pulldown machine for modification. 

It. METHODOLOGY 

The Lat pull-down usu a lly uses a weight machine with a seat and brace for th e th ighs. T he 

starting position involves s itting at the machine with the thighs braced, back straight and feet flat 

on th e fioor. The arms are held overhead at full extension, grasping a bar connected [0 the weight 

stack. The movement is initi ated by pulling the elbows down and back, lowering th e bar to the 

neck, and completed by returning to the initial position. This motion is repeated cou ple of times 

according to the sets. Thus an osc illating motio n is produced while work ing out on th e Lat 

pulldown machine. The basic concept behi nd th e project is to convert this oscillating Illotion into 

rotationa l motion and this rotational mot ion can be used to generate electrica l encrg) . 

This Kinetic energy or the motion generated by a hum an on Lat pulldown machi ne is converted 

into e lectrica l energy by means of mod ificatio n the machine to increase ih rotat ion speed 

using additional mechanism so that a energy is ac hieved. The 

methodology includes the selection material Idsteel) which has high strength and 

durability. At present the Lat pulldown m less output kineti c energ" as compared to 

generation of e lectri ca l energy so mod ificati'on is d0ne in the mechanism of the machine. Thi s 

modificati on is done in design software Solid Works where simple slider crank mechanism with 
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gear and their arrangemcllts is ues igned toachievethedes irableresults . The slider crank mecha ni sm 
is arranged with the machine in such a way Ihat th e oscillating motion is converted into rotational 
motion. Gears arrangement is done to am pli fy the rotation. 
Modi licati on intheframework willalscbeinitiatedtobalance thearrangementof gears. Des ign in [l Dr 
mechan ism and the gears is done by referring the calculations. Motion fro m the !; Iider c rank 
mech anism is transferred to th e spur gear which is in mesh with pi nion. The pinion rOlalCS 
according to Ihe Illoti on wh ich iSlhenconnected to a Synchronous generator. The generalor 
generates the elec tricit y which is approximately 5W, enough 10 charge a cell phone. 

II I. ELUvl["rS OF TH E PROJECT 

There are various elements of the project. These elements come together to make this p,-oject 
work according to the expected outcomes of the machine. The elements are elaborated as below 

I. 	 Lat pulldown machine - The basic structure or the fram e work of the machi nc is 
designed by taking the meas urements of an actual working Lat pulldown machin e. All 
the elements are mounted on the li·ame work of the machine 

2. 	 Slider crank mechani sm - A simple slider crank mechanism is used to mod ify the basic 
mechanism of the Lm pulldown to convert the osc ill ating motion into circular or 
rotational motion which can furt her be am plified to generate electri city. The mechanism 
has a fl ywheel whi ch is converted in to spur gear, a crank, a connect ing rod and an other 
link which acts as a slider 

3. 	 Gear arrangement - The spur gear fro m the slider crank mechanism is furthe r in mesh 
with the pinion. The rOlat ional mot ion of the spur gear is ampli fied by the pinion. This 
increases the num ber ofre vo lulion which are he lpful fo r fUl1her use 

4. 	 Synchronous generator - A generator is used to generate electri city t'·om the revolutions 
obtained by the spur and pinion arrangement. The generator used is Synchronous AC 
220V 2.Srpm/min 6W generator. The input to the generator is revo lu tions of the pinion. 

5. 	 Mobile charging element - The electricity generated is used to charge a cell phone and 
the arrangement is prov ided accordingly 

Fig. I Slider crank mechanism 
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v. CALCULATIONS 

'Calculations for torque 'Calculations tor gear 

For an average human heigh!. the di splacement The gear already mounted on the generator has 

10 teeth of the pull is around 45-S0cm Cons idering gear rat i ()~3 

Therefore the lengLh of crank =5011=25cm.Therdore teeLh on gcar=30 

For a s lider crank mechanism.Considering relerence diamcter for geal=35cm 
The ratio of length 0 I· con necting rod (0 the crank Module= Reference 

diameterlNumber of Leeth=J)/JO= 1.1 (,6 

is generally between 3.S LO 4. ) Module= 1.2 

n=l/r= 3.5 According to Y. 13. Bhandari. 

Module= 1.25 

but 1= 25cIll NolV, 

Therctore 1=25 *3 .5=87 .S-"88cm Pitch circle diameter of geal=Module*Number of teeth 

Now, P.C.D= I.25*3()=37 .5o:36cm 

F=Force due to the weights Pitch circle diameter of 

pinion=Module*Number of teeth 

cfl=Angle between veltical and connecting rod P.C.D= I.15*10= 12.5o: 12cm 

8=Angle between vertical and crank 

Torque (T)=(F*sin(8+lp) *R)"'"cos(lp) 

Considerin g position where. 

<I>=2S o 8=65 0 

For fl =25N (minimum we ight) 


T=634.83N-m 


Similarly 


for f2=98 I N (max imum we ight) 


T=27060.34N-m 


And 


For f3=475.78N (average weight) 


T= 13124.12N-m 


Hence 


1J) 1=26.5rpm 001= 1 03<).42'-l'm 1Jl3=504.117rpm 


VI. ADVANTAGES 


;. It is clean and eco-li-icndly energy. 


;. It requires 10" mailHenance. 


? It does not require al" Lype of fuel. 


;. Dual purpose machine. Helps to generate electricity as we ll as improves human health. 


VII. fUTURE SCOPE 


;. The amount o f electrical energy generated can be increased. 


~ The electricity gcncmted can be storeg§~,~ 

? Modifications can be clone in electriaa l 2'omponents. 
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VIII. AI'I'LlCAII()N 

Power generatioll lIsing gym pulling can be lI sed mos t uf" places Stich /\s Colleges, School and 

Gym centre. 'I'h ispro jeeteoll tributest hcroic in rcd uC ill gcncrgycicmand. Thcdectric i(y generated'l'rom 

thisproject is slIi'lieicmt lo r mobilecharging. Thus installation 01' such mod ified Lat plIlidoWIl 

machine in local gyms can be beneficial lor the members of (hat particular gym. A member can 

workout <lnd chaJ'gt: his/ilL'!' cell phone simu!taneollsly. 

IX. CUNCI.USIUN 

The Lat pulldown gym equipment was modi lied to gcncraw eicctricity. The osci llatory motion 

of the equipment was converted to rotary motion with the help or slider crank mech anism. Thi s 

rotary motion is {'urlher uscd to generate electricity which is around 5 to 6W.This modified Lat 

pulldown cqll i pmen t with thesl idcreran kwasdesigned wi th thcnceclso r research inm i n d. We pUt'pose 

nnd 	a put into ef/cc[ inllovative exercise equipment to gCIll:ratc ele..:trical po\ver. It wi ll be vcry 

helpl'ill for the areas whie h have more gym members in the gym so that the maehine is used m ore 

frequently. In modern days where people tend to go to the gyms more, th is project seems to be 

effective. 
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Abstruct-The vibration and noise from gear lransmiss ion have great damage 011 the 
mechanical eq uipment and operators. Through inelastic colli sions and frict ion between 
particles. the energy can be dissipated in gea r tra nsmission . A dynam ic model of particle 
dampers in gear transmission was put forward ill lhis project. T he vibration from gear 
engagement is the main soun,.:e or the noise and vibration of reducers under heavy load and high 
sp~ed. In order to diss ipate the encrgy as we!1 as su ppress the vibrat ion , we introd uce the partidc 
damping tcd1l10logy into gear transm iss ion. In thi s paper, the model of the particle dampers is 
built in the inherent li ghting ho les of the gear. T hen we lise the discrete element method to 
ana lyse the kinematics and dynamics of the damping particles and detelmine the relat ionship 
between energy dissipation and li'i ct ion coefficient (surface i"Oughness) of the particles at differcnt 
rotat ional speed and load. We come to the concl usion from simulati on results that at low 
rotationa l speed , smoother particles have better dampi ng effect. whi le at high speed, rougher 
particles are better. There is no ev ident relation between the load and the coeffic ient of stat ic 
friction. Finally. the s imtllation results are ve rified by ex perimental resu lts. Thi s conclu s ion 
wi ll provide theoretical basis for eng ineeri ng practice. 

KeYlI'orth- Particle damping, Inelastic collisions, Finite elemen t method, Spur gearbox, 
Coeft/e ient of static fi·ic tion . 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Panicle dampi ng technology is a fo rm of an aux iliary-mass type vibration damper, where many 

metal. tun gsten carbide, ceramic or o th er types of small panicles are p laced within the cav iti es of 

the vibrating structure, or the enclosures attached to the vibrati ng stru cture in order to mitigate 

the respo nse of the primary structure. The primary structu re vibrates, kinetic ene rgy is 

signi lic antly absorbed through the combined effects of partic le to- partic le and particle-to-wall 

inelastic collisions and frictional losses, producing considerabl e damping to the primary 

structure. Palticle damping technology has been widely used due to its si mplicity, moderate COSL 

good uurabil ity, and temperature insensi ti vity. Particle dampers are a lso suitable for employment 

in lon~-lerm harsh environments, such as high temperature, severe cold, and oil contamination. 

where o ther types bf damping devices a re no longer suitable or efficient thus mak ing the use of 

panicle dampers a low-maintenance damping methodology. T he vibration attenuation techno logy 

has b~en widely used in the aerospace and machi nery fields, prod ucing many kinds of industrial 

~;applications, fo r instance, the vibration su !2Mlofi 'ing tools, engine turbine system in the 
c,.,r..... ..,. ~ ')')L.~ 

space , hu rt le, and antenna stru ct ures. f urthermol'e, pai'tl Ie dampin g technology also shows 
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its su periority in the vibration and noise comrol in lifeline engineering, such as wind turbines, 

power transmissi on lowers, and subsea jumpers. Vibration suppress ion for gear transmi~sion 

can be divided into active vibration suppression and passive vibration suppression, Active 

metbod suppresses v ibration is used for impl'Ovin g the gear manufacture precision by tt-ming 

parameters, or modif)' ing tooth. However, excitation and time-varying stiffness cannot he 

eliminated even by optimizing the structure and gea rs' parameters. Bes ides, active vibration 

suppress ion has the drawback that even su ppress little vibration using active method wi ll 
lead to great 

manutacturing COst and cumbersome calculation and dcs ign. On the other hand , pasSIve 

vibration suppression method dissipates the energy ti'om gear transmission by energy

consu ming equipment. Such energy is partly dissipated by other eq uipment, resulting i n the 

reduction ofvibration and noise. The study o n the passtve vibration suppression of gear 

transmission is relati ve ly rare, mai nl y focusing on the swdy of viscoelastic damper and 

fricti on damper. The particle damping techno logy is a kind of passive vibration suppression 

techn ology. Based on dampin g mechani sm, th e techno logy uses particles as the damping m ed ia. 

By friction and inelasticcollis io n of damping particles bein g put into th e cav ities of the 

mach inery 

The vibration and noise can be reduced. This teChn ology has the advantage of owning a 

remarkable damping effect, resisting high temperature. hav ing little modification of the ori g inal 

structure, and add ing less mass to th e machinery . At present. the technology has become one or 

the frontiers of th e vibration suppression field, and has been wide ly used in many field s. 

However, the particle dampin g technology in the fi e ld of gea r transmiss ion has not been studiecl 

thoroughly. Thus. applying the particle damping technology into gear transmission will fil l thi s 

gap. The discrete clement method (OEM) is used to analyse the dynamics and kinematics 01' 

damping particles. This method was proposed by Cundal l and Atrackz in 1979 as a 

numerical ca lculation method of discrete particulate matter's motion. Different from the 

ca lculation method of continuum and palticulate matter. Ihe calculation method of discrete 

particulate matter is based on Newton's second law rather than the minimum potentia l energ: 

principle. OEM uses soft-ball model, calculating contact lorce by the overlap of contacting 

patticles and updating the movement and position of all the panicles at every calculatin g time 

point. There are many factors that will affect the damping effect of particles, such as the 

diameter, the material, the friction coeffic i~~fld the res titu ti on coeffic ien t of th e particles. as 

IIwe as h fill ' tel II1g rate f0 ht e d .r~B ·' C " 1 am\ieL . ecause t lC I' " l'lellon ffi' tcoe tClen d' IIfect y fCa ,ects It lC 
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tangential (I'riction) energy di ssipation orthe dalllper and indirectly affects the normal (coli is ion) 


energy dissipation, it has an important inl1uence on the total energy dissipation of the damper. 


In oreier In linei the intluence rule o f the friction caeflicien! on the damping effect, we 


simulate the movement 01" the damping particles under dillCrent rotational speed and loatl, By 


comparing lhe si mu[;:llioll trend of energy dissipation and the tested trend orthe damping f~lctOr. 

The energy dissipation and vibration fj'om gcar engagement increase with rotational speed 'while 

the increase 0 1" the load cannot achieve an unlimited increase of the encrgy di ssipation of 

dampers and larger load will cause the decline of the damping effect; at low rotational s pced 

(below 300 rpm), smoother particles (with caeflicient of static fi'iction below 0.2) has betler 

damping elTcct, while at high speed (abo ve 700 rpm) rougher panicles (with coefficient of sl,ll ie 

friction above 0.5) are better. There is no evident relation between the load and the coetlic ient 0 1' 

static ti-iction. This conclusion will provide theoretical basis fOI' engineering practice. 

A. Problem statement 

Gears are typically classified as highly stressed and timclional parts with the task of transferring 

forces during operation. Adding particle damping to gears opens the poss ibility of addressin g the 

t,eld of Noi se-Vibration-and-Harshncss (NVI-I)-behaviour in gear boxes if gears with damping 

elements are used. Especially vibration causes problems In transmissions, can red uce lifet ime, 

and increases the probability of breakdown. 

E, Objectives 

I. Understanding the effect of damping particles on the spur gearbox at different rotational 
speed and load. 

2. Mod al analysis using ANSYS software to understand the different size palticles to 

determine mode shape and natural frequency. 

3. To find out natural frequency of spur gearbox wi th and without damping particles. 

C. Scope 

I. Reduced meshing stresses on the corresponding gems. 

2. Reduced wear and tear due to resu lting smooth lorque transm ission of gears. 

II. ANALYSIS 

A10dal analysis fiiC<. 
r....~y

Modal analysis is a process of extracting paramelers (natural frequencies, damping loss 
:c V 1~factors and modal 
~ hr 
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constants) Ii-om measured vibration data. Since ;he meas ured data can be in the form of either 

frequency response f[lI1clions or of imjlul se responses, th ere are frequcn cy domain lnolial 

analysis and tim e domain modal anal ysis. The flllld amenmf of' modal analys is us ing measured 

frequency response function data is about curving filling the data using a predc-fincd 

mathematical model of the measured structu re. Thi s mode l assumes the num ber of DoFs of" the 

structure, its damping type and poss ibl y the num be l' of vibration modes within the meas ured 

frequency range . These assumpti ons should dictate the mathematical expression of each FJ<F 

curvc li'om measurement. As a resul t. the subseq uent work w ill be a curve 

fitting jlrocesstrying to derive all modal parameters in a mat hematical formula of an FRF lIsing 

measurement daw. The accuracy or modal anal ys is is not a simp le question of how a l1:easurcd 

FRF curvc is best fitted in a pure mathematical sensc. Obvio usly, the more accurate the mcaslll"cli 

FRF clara a re, th e better chance we have to get more accurate curve fitting. In 

mathemati cs, the accuracy or successfu lness of a curve-fitting endeavour can usually be 

appraised by defining an error function and aiming to min im ize it. This approach is o nly va lid 

if the correct mat hematical formula is used in the curve fitting. If, however, an inco rrect 

mathematical mode l is used, the cu rve -fill ing outcome is doomed to be a bad one ifnot a failure, 

even if" the error function is actually minimized numeri ca lly. Every object has an internal 

frequency (or resonant frequency) at which the object can naturally vi brate. It is also the 

ti"equency where the object w ill allow a trans reI' ofenergy from one form to another with minimal 

loss. As the li'equency increases toward s the "resonant frequ ency," the amp litude of respo nse 

asymptotically in creases to infinity. In other \\·,mls. the results ofthe mod al analys is are these 

frequencies at which the amplitude increases to infin ity . Every system can be desc ribed in terms of 

a stiffness matri x that connects the di splacements and forces. These frequencies are known J 
as natural fi 'eq uencies of the system and are p" O\ iclccl by the eigenvectors of the stiffness matrix. 

These fi'equenc ies are a lso known as the resonan! f"requencies. 

The pal1icle damping technology is a k ind "f" pass ive vibration suppression technology. 
Based on damping 

mechani sm. the technology uses particles as the damping media. By friction and ine lastic 
co llision o f damping 

particles being put into the cav ities of the machiner\. the vibration and no ise can be reduced. Thi s 
technology has 

the advantage of owning a remarkable dall1l,ing clrect, res isting high temperature, having littl e 

modification of the original structure, ancl add ' " less mass to the machinery. At present, the 

technology has become one of the ti'O~l '~' ration suppression field , and has been 
f/, co 7- 0 

wide ly used in many fields. Howeve f-ldl, c,o~.l!;ii cle damping technology 111 th e field of gear 
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rransillission has not been studied thoroughly. Till IS. appl ying the parti cle damping techno logy 

into gear transmission will iill this gap "arlicks diamcter w ith 2.5 111m, 3 mm and 4 mm, particles 

are covered with thin plate, particles w ilh di nercnl sizes are se lected to understand damping 

particle effect on natural n'el/ueney 

III. CONCLUS ION 

It is observed that using damping particles ha vc improvcd existing natural frequency of gears. 

A lso increase in size of particles increases freque ncy. 
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The Review on Comparative Study of Different Types of 

Passive Solar Tracldng Systems. 


Prof: Aj,~j. R. Allar ll , Aniruddha Dcvanhalljb. Sarvcsh Dontiwarb, Akash Ghumareb, Ankit Hepflto. (a)Pro/essor . . \'ml. 

A."a,\·hih(Ji Nfll'ule College 0/ Engineering. Pune. i\I/(J//(I/"Gsltwu.ll1dia. {b) .)"flfr/em, SI1II. Kashibai Nmyr/e Col/ege 

cj7:'l1gil1eering, PI/lie, II laharaslurll.lndia, 

Absll"Clcl- Solar energy is an abundant and dean source of energy which is avail able everywhere. 

Due to these mentioned qualities. there is lot of research going on to make so lar en ergy 

hamessing more optimized and more efficient. Solar tracking is a great option for achieving the 

aforementioned goals. This paper presents an introduction of so lar energy scenarios including 

types of materials used for PV panels, types of tracking drives used and their subtypes. This paper 

ai so gives a brief comparison between the active and passive tracking system which will explain 

abou t their working principles. This paper discusses in brief the various pass ive solar tracking 

systems which are seen in various research papers studied for thi s review paper. The main focus is 

on studying and describing various passive so lar tracking mechanism an d the incremellial 

efficiencies that these trackers oftel' 1O the system. The Pass ive solar tracking system s are mainly 

categorized in four types. These include trac kers based on SMA (Shape Memory Alloys) type. 

gravity and weight differential type. fluid density based and thermal expansion type. The paper 

discllsses various advantages and disad vantages of passive systems in consideration and illust rates 

their respective increm ent in energy output of PV ce ll s with respect to a stationary one. The paper 

Ihen concludes by mentioning the overall scenario of passive tracking systems, fhrt her 

improvements poss ible and how th ey may be a good choice for solar trackin gsystem s. 

KeYlI'ords- Solar Tracker, Passive TraCking, PV panels, Shape Memory Alloys, Gravity Based 
Tracking. 

L INTRODUCTION 

Solar energy is the energy gene rated directl y by the sun and collected in fonn of radiant light and ) 

heat by the Earth. The sun creates its energy through a thermonuclear process that convens about 

650.000,000 tons of hydrogen to he lium every second. [I] Fig. 3 shows us the development 0[' 

di fferent so lar PV cells over the: ears. Over th e past decade, so lar power generation has become 

an increasingly pop ular form of electrical energy producti on . In 20 I 7, nearly 100 GW of'new 

phorovo ltaic systems 

wereinsta I Iedglobal I y ,an d th e cos to fso Iaren ergyreac h ed level so fj ustun d er3centsperk W h forsom emaj 

orinstallations. 

[2] Solar power is a fast-growing sector in India. Indian so lar installed capacity was 35.739 

Vlegawatts as of 31 August 2020. [3] The flg.2 shows the share of solar power in energy 

production in India which stand s to be 9.6% of overall energy production. This trend can be 

attributed to many things, sllch as the recent reductions in the cost o f producing solar panels. the 

~reen and clean nature of so lar PO\\ er generati<'!~fficreases in so lar cell efficiencies, increases in 
- . . . Q~~~ . . 
battery storage capacity, government IncentIves and the creation of better so lar trackll1g systems. 

Photovo ltaics (PVs) are one of the most im portant renewable energy so urces, conceming the 

soluti on for the environmental pro blems. PV systems are scalable, re liable, sturdy, green. sim ply 
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installablc, h.!chn oil>gically practical. economically n.!as\HlClhle and st1~taillnblc. l:ig 1 ~hows the 

pollution in terills Di" enrbon emission per KWh o j' dilferent sOllrces o i" energy in which we call see 
that going solar C,ln dctinilcly reduce carbnn cmis!)iolls. Solar tracking syslclll~ call hi.: defined as 
the arrangement which can track the trajectory or the sun's position in the sky ancl oricnt the so lar 
photovoltaic panels at better angles sO that it can produce morc po\-ver Olltput by the increase in 
the amount oi" sun li ght eollcction.141 In India in 20 I() solar power genel'Hti,)n was oli ly nbollt 10 
MW but now in last decade tr"mendolls increase in solar projects which results into 32G W so lar 
plants arc present here which Illilill cOLIn tries tntal electricity need by 9%. Inelia vision is to 
achieve IOOGW solar power generation till 2022.13] 

The Carbon Intensity of Electricity Generation 

l ~"-::: ': 

,~, . 

Fig. 2.1 Carbon Intensity of Electricity Generation [5] 

} 

Inst:llled Capacity ( 373.03 GW) As On 30.09.2020 

IRE 89.23 GWI 
: n 
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Diff~r('nt IYpes oi IllJtNIJls us~d. 

s.No. 	 (J{'g<~' Solar panel ~P" Efficiency &: P'J>','N output r.ppliCJIiOM 

1. hI g~nNJli(lll 
"Iar panel, 

2. 	 2nd generaiion 
sO!J r p.ln~15. 

l. 	 3rd grnmlioo 
solar panels. 

t M(lClo-crystJUin(' 

Solar Panels. 

• PolycI)I51Jllinc 

Sl)br PJil~ls. 


• Thin iilm soilr 
eclo. 
t Amr.;pnous siHton 
!·]IJiCl'lls. 

• Biohybrid solar cell 

• (Jamium Telluride 
(CdT,)SotarCciI. 
• (oncl.'mrJlcd PV 
a!l. 

• '-10\ 
• High po'oVe[ oU(PUI. 
• '·ISi 
I Power OUtput is 5.lITle as 
mono-n}'mlline sc!.:!r 
PJnel ~. 

• ~k~ulc C'ffidNK11...... 
16'<- tll. 
9\ 

• The convwil.1nfrom 
chemieJI toeil'l-m(JI 
energy ~comes much more 
clTt,(I~'(' 

[up to lCOO limes mol(' 
enrHT;'c !hln 1st 
geneRli'~n 1)'jK's r:f ~o!2r 
p,nel;~ 

• The rC(Drdullacilc"j for 
CdTe solar cdl is I!. I~ [,) 
fim sC-!Jr, while fitS! wiar 
rlXtmly Icp£lnN it 
(ommcrciJImod ule 
efficiency to br 16.1t J! the 
end e/1015. 
• £ffitiency fa!C is up (0 

41~. 

• PurrSI ~ ne. 
• ~:Cil~' \r55 Sp,lCC. 

• It lam for longer lime. 
t OplimilN for cQrnmmi)\ use. 
I ShNICr lift :pln JS ~ is .1ffl'C1 ed 
by heal &high l('m~fliure. 
I Tbis rype of solar PJnds hJ\'\' 
SqlJar~S. its Jngies m nCo! CUI ~I It 
nJs J bille. spl'(l!("o look. 

• Lrs: ("Xpt'nsive. 
• E.1sit:'sl to producc. 
I Flexible. 
• CJIT)' shoner wJ lr,1ntics 
bmuse their liifsp.m isS..i'J{I[{ N 

lh.!fl mono &pvlYlTjsti lilic. 
• T.!tc J 101ci 5p:lCC for 
inslallJlion. 
• Uses J trip!e IJyerc-d {ethnology. 
• Low in (Ost 

I CenemC5 ehxtricit)' u5in~ 
org.:nic materiJI. 

I EJlJbh'5 Inc ~Ic-dullion flf solM 
(clls at rcIJii..cly low (OS! &rhus 
, ,honor paYNek time 
• Require km 2ITrJUm !IfWJ{('f 
for prOOllClioTl 
I On~' dis,W'2ntJge d l!5ins CdT:: 
is thH it is [oxic ingl'5lt:'d cr 
inh,lt'lI. 
• Multifunction ~'PC of lOUr 
p,nol. 
I lbve high tcmp......amr{' & 
cfficiency me. 
t Masl dl!ctcm ry~ of solar 
p,l fltl 

• SOIDelilllt.'S (uoling systems Jre 
merl to bundlt the sun fJ}'5 & 
t!ms it impro\'l"S lhe tffICie[).,,)' of 
Y.lIJr p.:l1X!!s. 

• They Jrt:' mo~! 

(Ommon~' usc-d in 
lOnHnrionJI 
~llrr(l undings. 

I TheyJrc mJ :il~' ust'd 
for phOl~\'ol !Jic ~I;'.'e-r 

Sl~\l~ns. m:tgfJ1N in 
bu:~ di n~) nr. !r.nUN 
p~wr! 5y!t~:n:. 

• HCPV{bign 
(OnWltfJleii 
phmoyohai(l are btSi 

suitoo forum w;:h 
highdircn norm~ l 

irrJdiJu t:'. 

Fig. 2.3 Development of solar panels [6] 

ll. TYPES OF DIFFERENT SOLAR TRACKING 
SYSTEMSUSED: 

A. On the basis ofdriving syslemused: 

I) Passive s% r lracking syslem:""Passive so~ar tracking does not in vclh-e any type 

ofextema I power supply. [t means it is fully automatic and which requires different mechanisms 

to rotate the solar panel. [t includes use of fluid which expands with temperature ri >c or SMA 
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special type ,)r alluy which is also temperature clepcJ1(klll. Unbalance in force and torque dl'C to 
tempernturc difference is rcsponsible It)r rotation of so lar pane\. When these fo rces allain 
equilibrium. the panel will stop rotating. This is going on from morning to evening i.e., east to 
west rotation. Design of such thing is a complicatcd process. Compared to active tracking it is not 
that much accurate because it is ineficctive at low tcmpcrature clitlercnce or when stln is not 
shining properly but it abo s:lves Lise po\·ver which is cOll1puhory in case of active traddng. 
Gravity bas~d tracking basl:d 011 weighl dirlercntial is also considered as passive solar tracking. 
Tracking system des igncd by I'uulek (1994) is an effective SMA based track ing which increased 
power generation by -39%), Due to these results t scientists and engineers are trying to make nlllch 

more effective passive Lrackingsystem. 

2) Active solar tracking syslem: Ac tivc solar tracking system uses external power 
I.e., electricilY for its functioning. II includes sensors (mostly LDRl. microprocessor. lllotor 
driver. genrs, etc, 'v.je can say that to lise active solar lracking along wi£h Il1cclHlIlical we also nt:cd 
programming knowledge to handle all these sensors. Compared to passive solar trackers, these arc 
much more etlcctivc and accurate. On other hand usc of power will makes it less energy efficient. 
Using Arduino Uno or other microcontrollers, we have to give instructions to the system with the 
help of programming for its proper functioning. Sensor will detcct sun's radiation and will align 
in such a way so as to orient the panels perpendicular to incoming radiation for getting muxinlllln 
energy input. In thi s system also if alignment is not proper then there are chances of misbehaviour 
of the system . Energy needed for tracking can be obtained from panel itself which will reduce 
e:-:temal links and can decrease thc complexity of system. Active tracking is capable to give extnt 
40% ofenergy as comparcd to sta tionary panels. 
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III. TYPES OF PASSIVE SOLAR TRACKERSYSTEMS 

A. SMA BASED I'A S:<;/VE SOLAR TRACK/NGSYSTEM 

Shape memory alloy is a spec ial type of alloy which changes its shape as temperature cha nges 

accordingly this change in shape can be used for solar tracking system. Transformation of pearlite 

to martensite and vice ve rsa is responsible I·or this type of changes. If it closed packed spring like 

structure at high temperature it is uncoiled as temperature decrease using different calculatio n lor 

mounting and position o f SMA we are abl e to control the angle o f inclination o f so lar panel wi th 

su n are tracking will success rul. As this tracking is totally depend on temperature which is again 

taken from sun so it is weather dependent. The second most disadvantage o f thi s type of tracking 

is Cost. Shape Memory Alloys are very expensive if lVe have to mount it for large sca le the n it s 

cost is so high hence it is neglected Tor tracking. V. Poulek (1994) [6] and N..1. Ganesh (20 I I ) 171 
implemented Single Axis Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) based Actuator for tracking. 

bl~ I Cold 
~ 

Hot 

Fig. 4. J.I The proposed actuator compressed/deformed (hot/cold), The tracking system [8] 

B. GRA VITY BASED PASSIVE SOLAR TRACKING SYSTEM 

The paper presented by S. Z. Farooqui (2013) developed a novel mechani sm lor one-dimensional 

tracking of solar panel along the azimuth. [9] The proposed mechan ism doesn't require any 

external power so urce, because lhe required trackingenergy is drawn from lhe grav itationa l 

P.E. stored during a spring attached to water container. Water is discharged at a constant at 

constant predetermined rate which causes the spring to un-stretch propo rtionally and hence rotates 

the so lar panel over the support system. In this way it follows the sun without using any external 

suppJy. The proposed mechanism is simple but can't be used effectively in practicaJusage d ue to 

various factors like w inds. scason_ etc. which will affecl lhe working and 

wi Ilcauseimpropertrackingdecreas i ngefliciencyand so laroutputofsYSlem .ovl. Nata rajan(20 I 7)[ I O]an 

dR.Rahul(20 19) 

[II] applied similar method for tracking the sun. 
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Fig 4.2.1 Construction and working principle of current deve loped nove l power l1'ee trac king 

shown [10] Fig 4 .2. 1. I c roiH view, Fig 4.2. 1.2 S id e view 

c. FLUID PRESSURE BASED PASSIVE SOLAR TRACK INGSYSTEM 

(M. J. C lifford eLal. 2004) published a paper to desi gn a nove l so lar tracker using th e fluids und er 

partia l pressure. [12] The designed solar tracker has the potential to extend solar array 

efficienc), by up to 23%. [1 2] This des ign meets its criteriaby adopting a passive method or 

contro l. The power I'j'olll Ihe actua l so lar cell for movemenl is nO! utilized in this mechanism. 

Although than ks to insu lli c ient radi ation in certain geographic locations, an adapted tilted/ 

dual axis system provided acc urate tracking in man y loca tionsaside from those at the equator. 

Both the materi als used and therefore th e manufactu rin g processes emp loyed are available 

within the developing wo rld. Although tests displayed a substanti al increase in solar a rray 

effic iency throughout the typical day, th e system is capable or improvement. The di sadvantage 

is if in the momi ng the pressure built up took time then funher tracking discontinued. Fo r the 

return system during ni ght a third bimetallic strip (of the same or similar material s) is used. 

Although th anks to in suffi cient rad iation in certain geograph ic locations , an adapted tilted/ 

dual ax is system provided accurate track ing in many loca l ions as id e from those at the 

equator. Both the materials used and th erefore the manuract urin g processes employed are 

ava ilable w ithin th e developing world. Although tests di s pl a\ ~d a substantial increase in solar 

array efficiency throughout the typical day , the system is capab le of improvement. P. R. 

Holambe (20 15) [13] an d A. Surganov (2015) [14] im plemented Ih is type of solal1racking. 
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Fig. 4.3.1 Passive so lar trackin g using two identi cal cylindrical tubes fill eel with a fluid undcr 

partial pressure [12] 

D. DIFFERENTIAL THERMAL EXPANSION ACTUATOR BASED PASSIVE 

SOLAR TRACKINGSYSTEM: 

(Miguel Centeno Brito ct."i. 2019) presented a mUltiple axis passive so lar tracker which took 

assistance of the thermal expansion actuated length variation of a metal strip when exhibited 10 

sunlight. [15] These diss il11il arex palls ions of vertical thin flat strips with different inclinations are 

amplified by a lever mechanism to make it abl e to track the supposed motion of the sun . The 

results showed that the tracker can correctly follow the azimuthal motion during the day . The usc 

of this tracking sys tem leads 10 a 28% increase ill PV powcr productio n during the testing 

period.[15] 

So/arpanel 
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IV. 	 C'ONCLlJSIUN 

The stutiy showcases Ihat the pass ive so lar tracking system ,; arc not much researched whe re as 

more cmphasis is givcntowarlis developing actiw Irackers. The reason 1'0 1' this lack ofresc,u-ch is 

that the passive tracker~ arc not as accurale and sensitive as their active counterparts, But thc 

pas'3ive trach:ers (;.111 oriel' a simpler mcchanism, robust design anel H chcClpcr alternative to active 

trackers by some JlHH.lilicalions to design, 1\lsn as tilc]'e is no involvement of cl ectric circuitry in 

passive trackers. it can be e'lsily in stallable. maintainable anti serv iceable. Aller sllldying the 

.:Iforcll1cntioncd passive tracker:>. One CHIl say that the pn ss ivc types or lrackers can be categorizcd 

into l'our types namci y (a) Thcrmo Ilyd raulic Actuator Mcchanism. (b) Differential Expal1sion 

Thermal Actuator Mechanism, (c) Gravity and Wcight Dirrcrential based Actuator Mechani sm 

and (d) Shapc Mcmory Alloy 'l'hennal Actualor mechani sm. A rte r studying these mechani sJ11s . it 

has been 1l11llld out lhat there arc so me limitations which red uce the errec tivencss of the trackers 

but there arc plus points as we ll which are bencliciaL In the rilcnno hydraulic actuators the change 

in intensity 01' sunligh t can an'ect the density liifTcrelllial which decrease the accuracy of the 

tracker. Also. as liquid fluid is involved there arc chances or leakage. But thi s type of trackers is 

s impler in dcsign. casily in sta llable and is easy to maintain. In the Differential Expansion Thermal 

Actuator if the required temperature differential is not attained, the actuator will not work 

properly but these trackers are durable and req uire minimal maintenance. In the Gravity and 

Weight Difiercill ial based Actuator, the size of thc system increases to accommodate the waleI' 

conta iners. f\ Iso. weight of the system increases which increases the strength requ irements of the 

supporting elements. But the des ign is very s imple and components are easily available such that 

anyone can utilize the design. In the Shape Mcmory /\ lIoy Thennal Actuators, the main issue is of 

the high cost of Shape Memory Alloys which are utilised in thi s mechanism but it is a one time 

investment and they are better in efficiency and are not much bulky. So it has been observed that 

even if the accuracy of passive trackers is lower. the passive trackers are simple in design, easily 

installable. docs not require external power and are economical and easily accessible and have 

low maintenance. If proper modifications are madc in passive trackers they can prove to be a 

good tracking system and can be used in man y applications. So, by seeing the limitations and plus 

points involved in passive trackers, there is a need for some modifications in passive trackers' 

desi gn to increase its effectiveness and to increase the energy harness ing from the PV systems. 

But seeing overall scenario there are some good qual ities of passive trackers which trump over the 

limitations and oftel' cheaper, less complex, easily installable, easy to handle and maintainable 

and cheaper sol ar tracking systems. So there is a lot or scope in passive so lar trackers and 

improving these trackers will definitely be a great step in the field of so lal1rackers . 
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A Brief Review of Active Solar Tracking System 

l\ iaj .R.!\{lar111 .Shardul.R. l jlpal ·:.Sa\lrabh.,\,P:Hil "·i. i:i11'ln.S. Wngh'~ .Rohil.N.Snnap;::;, 

Mf!C; /ulllica/ Engineering De/xlI'lI11el1l. ,),A.NCOL 
.)'cillirribai /)/mle 1)lIne Ulliver'\ilY 

A hstract-So lar energy is abundantly available in Natlire and is one of the cleanest sources. It call be 

co ll ec ted using photovoltaic ce lls. so lar concentrators and so lar cookers etc. But the co nventi onal 

Ilxed systems are not efilcicnt and energy collected by ihem is intermittent in nature. This drawback 

can be overcome by introducing so lar tracking systems fo r sob r energy concentrators. In th is pupL'r 

sOllle sensor based solar tracking systems have been reviewed (lI)d studied thoroughly. \Vorking 

components, l'J ecuJiHrities have been studied and sta tistica l data has been analysed. Advantages Hnd 

Di sadvantages are al so disclissed and possible sources of errors have been stated. As compared to the 

conventional Il~ed systems 20-40% increasc in energy coll ection is observed for sensor-based 

track ing system s. Some chronol og ica l and Gear dri ve and chain dri ve-based systems have also bccn 

rcviewed thoroughly. 

J(eywords- Solar tracking, active solar tracking, solar concentrator, sensor. parabolic trough 

co ll ec tor. 

1. INTRODt: c nON 

Solar energy is (l clean source. Use of so lar panels to generate electricity reduces greenhollse gas 

emissions greatly. This also Cli tS the dependency on oil . natllral gas and other fossil fuels l(lI" 

el ectric ity generation. Considering the globa l scenario till 20 18 more than 2% of e lectricit) 

prociuction was achieved lIsing solar technology. In India ti ll solar power industries are in lilsl 

cieve lopment. Till 2020 solar installed capacity in India was 35739MW.Nowadays solar co llectors arc 

wi del y lIsed in India and it is estimated that this use will sure ly increase more in future.[I] 

The conventional Solar systems have PV modu les in stationary state. As a reslllt, they have less 

efii cienc), and accuracy. The sun changes its position throllghollt the day keeps changing wi th respecl 

10 a ltitlldc and azimuth. Therefore, so lar tracki ng systems are developed which track the position of 

Sli n throughout the day. There are 2 main types of so lar tracking systems Active and passive so lal' 

track ing systems under which single axi s and dual axi s systems are class ified. U nder Acti ve so lar 

track ing systems subtypes are classified as open-c losed loop systems, intelligent driver systems. 

microprocessor and sensor driver sys tems, machine vis ion systems. nellral network systems, f UZ7 \ 

logic systems. Passive systems work on purely physical system actuation techniques like tbermal 

c~pans io n , heat absorpti on etc. Passive systems have less efllci ency and less power generation 

capacity. Passive systems cannot work accurately because during cloudy weather S),SI"1I1 

perlormance might get affected. These problems get eliminated in acti ve solar track ing systems. L:se 

01' ,\ctive so lar tracking systems increases the system effic iency by almost 7%.[1] 

The primary aim for development of any so lar trackifr.cystem is to orient the so lar collectors in slich
''?'' 

" \\a\ that they can capture maximum so lar radi ations \vith respect to position of sun in the sb . 
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Thereby increasing the Olltput power production. Nowadays pumps, cookers, fans, mOlars, ,valcr 

heale rs and other components are run by using solar power and most of the systems are deve lop ed in 

this "cld . Furlher research scope remains to make Ihc system more cost effect ive, to deve lop a 
simple, cost eftective driving mechanism for the developed system and also to get iTI,lxi1l1ul11 p{)wcr 
output. The solar energy ava ilable from the sun is nonrcnewable and any solar trackin g system aims 

to make the best use of it anu also utilize this energy 10 its full cxtent.[ I) 

2.Types of Active Solar Tracking systems 

2. I Sensor Based Tracking Systems 

2.1.1 Tracking system based on Pilot Scheme 

This system is a great alternative for so lar tracking systems conslstmg of cont inuously rotating 
mechanisms which uses PILOT Scheme. It has been theoretically proved that continuously rotaling 

systems increase energy output by 40% as compared to the fixed systems, however sllch systems 

need huge amount of energy to run and negligible power output increase is actually observed . To 

overcome this disadvantage, this system moves the panels only when the new assumed position gives 

more energy outpllt than energy consumed for actuation. PILOT consists of light dependent resi stor 

(LOR) and a li ght to frequency converter (L TF) and sim ilar LOR is mounted on panel. Pi 101 is 

mounted on a separate motor and is free to move and can track the sun . LTF tracks the sun. as il 

converts the light intensity to f req uen cy, which is fed to microcontro ller, and direction of maxi mum 

intens ity is determined . Output voltages from LORs mounted On PILOT and panel are cOlllpared 

using com parator and pane l is oriented to sun only if PILOT vo ltage is more than panel vo ltage.[2] 
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Using only PILOT many solar panels can be guided. The l'il01 syslem moves oniy for a short while 

and sporadically. Therefore. system requires less operating current and draws much less energy 
compan:d to continuolls moving system. Abollt 40 CYc-, incrt:Hsc in energy collection is observ c..:d as 
cOlllpared 10 a fixed s),slem.[2] 
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Fig 2. I. I.b Detection of voltage difference bel",een PILOT LOR voltage and PANEL LDR 

vollagc.[2] 

2.1.2 Tracking system using dual tracking slralegy 

Here 21racking strategies are simultaneous ly used which are time-pos ition based tracking and sensor

based tracking. Time-position based tracking is done using equations determining solar azimuth and 

altitude angles. Sensor based system makes use or pholOdiodes to determine error in chronological 

tracking and corrects that error, that way error is m inimized. This system doesn't make use of gearing 

systems like conventional trackers, but uses link ages and linear actuators, which reduces moment of 

inertia of the system as gears have higher Jllomenl o f inertia. In this system, primary ax is o f rotation 

is north-south axis. Four connected links and a linear actuator is used to achieve rOlalion about 

primary axis. Secondary axis is east-west ax is and rOlalion about this axis is achieved using belt and 

pulley system. This mounting is called as clecl i l1alion clock mounting, in contrasl \\ ilh pseudo 

azimuthal mounting, in which primary rotation a~i s is cast-west.[3] 
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Fig2.1.2.a Kinematic diagram of the primary axis driving mechanism. (A, B, H, I) universaljo ints 

(pairs of class II), (C, D, F, G, J, K) revo lule joints (pairs of class I), (E) prismatic joint (pairs of c lass 

1).[3] 

Thi s system is more accurate. Use of links instead of gears red uces inertia as well as the design 

complexity of the system. Belt drive used for secondary axis design is easy to design. A s ingle tracker 

can be used to guide mUltiple solar panel s making the system suitable for so lar arrays. [3] 
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Fig 2.1 .2.b Block diagram of the control system[3] 
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Fig 2.1.2.c Comparison bctwc~1l power oUlputs of l"ixed and Lracked systems[3 ] 

From the above graphs it is seen that tracking increases energy output especially at lower solar 

altitude angles. At 8 am a differe nce 01' 5W is observed. At 12 noon time output power of both Il xed 
as well as traoking systems is nearly same.[3] 

2.1.3 Tracking system with LDR as sensor and implementation of Digital Logic Design_ 

The system consists of 4 LDRs. 2 motors to rotate system about two axes, a microcontroll er (M EGA 
2560). a motor controller and a sturdy frame to mount the panel and tracking system. At 4 corners 4 
LDRs are fixed to detect direction 01' the sun . To red uce the sensitivity ofLORs towards defused light 
th ey are covered fi'om sides. There nre 4 possible cases- if only one LDR is illuminated, then both 
motors are activated as biaxial rotation is required to orient the panel towards sun, if two LORs are 
illuminated, then only one mo tor is activated, if three LORs are illuminated then two motors are 
activated and biaxial motion is achieved. If a ll four LORs are illuminated, then it means that the panel 
is already oriented towards su n ancino motor is activated.[4] 
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This system has a simple construction and simple design components which recluce the design and 
operational costs greatly. By the use of LOR and microcontra ller a considerable increase in effie icney 

up to 45% is achieved. BlIt the drawback of this system is it requires externa l source of energy 'li,r its 

driving making the system not sdf~sufficient.[4] 

,nR~ 

, 
II' 

Fig 2. I .3.b Installation of LORs on panel[4] 

Fig 2. 1.3.c compari son between energy outputs of fixed and tracked systems 

It can be studied from the graph that tracking integrated system has performed much we ll than the 

conventional fixed system . I'o\\ er output difference observed throughout the year is fairly constant. 

Maximum Power output is observed during month of April and Minimum power output is observed 
during month ofDecember.[4] 
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2.1.4 Traddllg system using pho(ocliodes as sensors. 

This is one of the s implest electromechanical tracking systems. This system does not use exccss 

electronic components and other stufr. It cons ists of a bilileial I'V ce lis, DC motoL stand and n 

biracial solar array. One of the main advantages oj' thi s system is that 360-degree tracki ng is 

achieved. So , this systcm can bl! employed in arctic regions likl,; Canada and Russia. As the SUIl 

moves through thc sky angle or incitlcnce of sola r rays I~llljng on cells increases until it is enough 1"0 

drive the DC M"tor. DC 1I1<)(or orients the solar alTay in optimull1 current producing direction .. Later 

the angle of in cidence starts decreasing and at one point the current produced is insufficient to drive 
the motor. so array becomes sta lic at th is position until sensing cell s again produce current high 

enough to drive the l11otor.[5] 

Fig 2.1.4Photograph of the terrestrial tracker[5] 

By using bifacial arrays. system efficiency can be sign ificantly increased as it tracks the sun through 

full 360 degrees instead of unifacial array which tracks the sun through 120 degrees. This system is 

less accurate as compared to electrical systems or c hronological systems, but due to bifacial nature of 

array, error of 5 degrees is present in the system which can be tolerated without reduction in system 

efficiency. This 5) stem is accurate enough to coll ect 95% energy as compared to an ideal system.[5]. 
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2.1.5 Tracldllg system using photo resistors a.s ~cnsol'S 

The co mponents used in this system arc, a DC motor, a conlrolunit, a 12Y/70 Ah battery. so lar PY 

panels to charge the battery. It is Illounted Qn a parabol ic trough collector. so N-S tracking is ach ieved 

which increases th e system cf"licielll:Y significantly. Two photo resistors are fi xed on either side o r the 
parabolic trough ~ollcctor. The photo resistor subjecting to higher solar radiation develops higher 

resistance. This diFferclH:e is !Cd In the control unit which dri ves the system in such a way that both 
side res ista nces are irradiated or equalized. Motor se lec tion is performed based on the aClive torque 
requirement. Power transmission device used to transmit power from Illotor to trough is done using a 

sprocket and chain syslem.r6] 

Fig 2. 1.5a silicon PV modules [6] 

This is a simple and low-cost system. Battery integration with tracking implies panel can be used to 
generate the clectricilY. Thercfore, this makes the system self-sufficient. 1\ wrage efficiency of this 
system is found to be approximately 60% which is comparable to the ad vanced tracking systems 
employed. Being a closed loop system, it operates throughout the year with less supervision. This 
system can behave erroneollsly in low light conditions, as it is essentially a sensor-based system. This 
issue can be solved by integrating a chronological system which can be acti"'lted \\ hen so lar intensity 
levels fa ll below a certain threshold, so that system maintains aeC urac\ even if the weather is 
c1oudy.[6] 
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I reilector 

PV 

DC \lotoT 


Fig 2. 1.5b Test platform operating in a sunny day [6J 

2.1.6 Tracking system using LDRs and microcontl'OIIer 

Electromechanical system consi st ing of light dependent resistors. J\rd uino mega controller, Wi-Fi 
shield. servo motoL stepper motor and driver is used in this system . Acco rding to the light intensity 
propol1ional voltage is produced by the solar panel and system misa lignment signals are sent to the 
microcontrol/er by LDR. Microcontroller sets the motors in position \\ i tlr res pect to panel position. 
Dual axis solar tracking is achieved in this system .[7] 
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Fig 2. 1.6a Studied so lar tracker [7] 

Active algorithm is a c losed loop system and consists of a contro l princ ipl e with feedback. Sun path 

is identified by us ing mathematical models in chronological a lgorithm and then solar panel 

movement is contro lled. Hybr id algorithm which consists of both ac tive and ch ronological algorithms 

is used in this system. By lIs ing the hybrid algorithm, th e overall ei'li ciency of the sys tem is increased 

and system accllracy and precision is also increased. Reviewed beJcl\\ is the flowchart for the hybrid 

algorithm used in this sys1e m.[7] 
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Fig 2. 1.6 Flow ch3Jt of Hybrid Algorithm Used [7] 

This sys tem can harness a fair amount of so lar energy. /\I so . carbon emissions and electricity costs 
get red uced in these systems thereby making thi s system cost effective. However, invesrmell! for 
using the eicctromechanical components is very high as the cost of these components is hi gh. A Iso, 
maintenance work is req uired fo r these types of system s.1 7] 

2.2 Chronological and Gear Drive Based Tracking systems 

2.2.1 Tracking systems using microcontrollers a nd Gear-chain Drive. 

Studied system is a single axis system (north - soutil direction), which consists of A T89S52 
microcontro lieL ULN2003 IC, limit switch, hall effect S<· 'b(\l. wiper motor, capacitor, resistor, LED, 
W0l111 and spu r, chain dri ve and PY module. This system is a chronological system, in which rotation 
of I degree is ach ieved every four minutes. The system is programmed in such a way that 180 
degrees of revolut ion per day using combination or hall effect sensor and limi t switches. 
Microcontroller sen ds signal to the wiper motor on "h ieh a chai n drive is mounted. Using chain 
d r ive~ power is transmitted fro m wiper motor to worm gear. 'Norm gear is coupled with spur gear, 
which rotates the trough evelY four minutes. PY modu le is useel to charge the battery which supplies 
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electricity to the wiper illataI'. so that the system doesn ' t req uire any external electricity slipply. 

which mnkes Ihe system self-sufficienr.[8] 

Fig 2.2.1 gear and chain drive arrangement [8] 

Torque calculation needs to be done to design the worm and spur system. This calculation is done 

using Creo 2,0 software. For the studied system considering the design considerations torque is founel 

to be 400-500 Kg-em, Wonn gear can be used for obtaining high reduction ratios and inability of 

reverse the power transmission direction. As compared to a fi xed system, 25-30% increase in 

effcienc\" is observed.[8] 

2.2.2 Tracking s)'stem for solar cooker using bridge rectifier and frequency inverter 

Studied sys tem consists of a solar cooker, PLC controller. bridge rectifi er, frequency inverter, 24V 

DC motor. nov AC motor, screw gear and spur gear. PLC controller uses a combination of 

equations which use latitude angle to obtain values of solar azimuth angle and solar zenith angle. 

PLC signals the motors to orient the cooker towards the SUn at all times. 24 V DC motor is used for 

east-weSI trac king, A bridge rectifier is used to prov ide input to the DC motor. 220 V AC motor is 

used to obtni n rotation about vertical axis and a I,'cquency inverter supplies input to the AC motor. 

Spur gear i, used for speed reduction purpose, whereas screw gear coverts rotational motion of the 

DC motor to li near up and down motion. In this system, a spherical concentrator is used instead of a 

parabo lic concentrator, which increases the efficiency and maximum temperature achieved.[9] 
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l:ig2.2.2Bloc k cliagram oft-he spherical so lar cooker with two axes sun track ing system [9] 

A s prcdelilled equations are used to track thc SUIl , c loudy weather and low light conditions do Ilot 

introduce any error in the system, as output values of equations are dependent on latitude only. 

Implementation of tracking mechan ism increases the efficiency considerably and using .spherical 

co llectur increases the highest lempernture reached insiue the tube by about 3 degrees as compared lo 

a parabo lic collcctor.[9] 
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Fig 2.2.2 variation of tem perature ins id e the pan th ro ughout the day [9] 

From the gra ph of tempe rature variati on inside the pan a maximum temperature of 92 degrees is 

achieved which is enough for so lar cooker to operate. This temperature is dropped during winter 

where about 50-degree temperature is ach ieveu.[9] 

2.2.3 Tracking system for sterling engine usin~ CPS and real time clock module 

This concentrated solar thermal tracking system uses 1400x I 050 mm"2 Fresnel lens for collecti on or 

sunli ght. This concentrates the so lar energy on hea ting head ofStiriing Engine. Thi s energy is used to 

generme power. GPS (EM-406A) and the rea l time c lock (RTC) modUle arc insta lled in this system 

for determining latitude and longitude and current date and ti me at in stalled location. This 

in rormation is recorded o n s ingle chip microprocesso r (AT89S52) and microprocessor gives output to 

motor driver. The drivin g dev ices used consist of stepper motors and gear assembly (worm and worm 

wheel). The stepper motor receives tracking s igna ls from microcontro ller via motor drivers. One 

motor rotates the tracker in horizontal plane lor' u th'ltJi) · g while other motor rotates the tracker 

fOI alt itude track ing.[IO] ~ s~'fF.\j".~ 
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Fig 2.2.3 Tracking setup used in the syste m [10] 

The use of sterling engine. gearing system etc. makes the system more complex in design. Gearing 

design is a complex and tedious process. Future scope remains to make the system simp ler in design 

and construction. Also, there are limitations for Fresnel lens working where it may not work 

efficiently during some atmospheric conditions. Instead, a simple link type mechani sm if useel \\ ill 

definitely work to orient the solar panels in the sun direction w ith a good microcontroller unci 

actuation system.[ I 0] 

3.Conclusion 

So lar tracking systems surely have a upper hand in perform ance as compared to the conve ntional 

fi~ed solar systems. As compared to Passive solar tracking systems which work on purely mechanical 

tvpe of actuation or thermal type of actuation, active solar tracking systems are always more accurate. 

precise and have higher thermal efficiency. Performance analysis of Active solar tracking systems is 

also easy and can be done precisely. From the studied sensor based and chronological order- based 

track ing systems it is inferred that to overcome issues like weather barrier, energy consumption ete 

scnsor-based systems are more accurate and efficient. Apart from these factors there is ahva) s a 

scope in any solar tracking system to make the system more cost effective, economical, witil k" 
investment payback period. Simple mechanical components Or s imple link connectivity in tracking 

mechanism along with an efficient algorithm with microcontrollers or machine vision system e tc can 

he an example o f an ideal tracking setup. Be it any tracking system after manufacturing and assemb l\ 

appropriate system testing and performance analysis shOli ld be do ne. Work shou ld be done 01; 

parameters which may reduce the system performance and efficiency. 
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Abstract~ T wo wheelers are becoming increasingly popular in India. Competition in this segment has made the product 
developers to develop the vehicles with short time without co mpromising durability. Vibration Analysis is an i.ldvanccd 
technique to evaluate the life of components undergoing \fibration. thereby the drastic reduction in durabi lity evaluat ion time. 
Front mudguard is a styling component generally made with plastic as well as 55 material and underg.oes vibrations. There fore. 
it is very difficult to design the mudguard based only on stal ic load cases. Modal analysis using finite Element Analysis fvlelhod 
(F EA) is used to e nsure the durability in design stage itself. Vari ous customer usage modes of the vehicle are considered. [n this 
project conventional front mudguard of Royal Enfield Classic 500 was taken for FEA and experimental purpose. Static analysis 
will be performed for understand ex ist mudguard strength. In this project front mudguard '-vas replace with glass fiber for 
improve the static and vibration characteristic of front fender . SIalic and modal ana lysis of glass fiber mudguard will be pe rform 
using ANSYS 19 software. Experimental validation of mudguard will be completed us ing FFT and impact hammer test. 

Keywords- Two wheelers, front mudguard, Royal Enfield Class ic 500 

1:""["J{Ol)t e Tto?\' 

The automotive industry is poised to make the light we ig. ht designs to get the cost and weight benefit along with customer 
delight. So main emphasis is g iven on the thickness reducti on of !i'ame/body panels and use of alterative lllmeriais. The lise or 
simulation software in metal forming process has increased significantly in recent years as the benefit of trouble shooting and 
optimizing process on the computer rather tban through e~ren5 i \'e shop floor trials have been realized . The rapid develo pment of 
software technology. together with faster and lower cost computer hardware, have recently enabled many manufacturing 
operations to be modeled costeffectively that only a fe\\· yc;trs ag.o would have been considered ill1pracli ~n 1. rvlany of these 
advances have been made possible by tailoring and optimi zing programs for specific applications, which has resulted in the 
general terms of "sheet formin g" and "bulk forming"' appl ied to different types of process modeling software. However, the 
choice of software for an uninitiated company is not al ways as simple as this classification. For examples. sheer metal forming 
is currently developing much interest in the globe as a mcn n ~ of reducing both the development cost o f stamping a new pan and 
the production lead-time. These costs are accumulated (weI' the <.:: l1I ire development process from initial part design to the final 
product ion tool. The correct software tool will depend on botil the application and the stage of product de\ elopment. Design of 
sheet metal forming is traditionally relying on the experience accu mulated by tool design engineers through long and costly trial 
and error experiments. Simple empirical methods provide SOllle g. uidelines for cases similar (Q those 011 wh ich these methods 
were developed, In increasing number of cases with cOlllpl e~ geometry's and thinner stronger materials, ~ .\periments are used 
extensively consuming time and money before providing a \\ orkab le solution. These experiments usually lead to one severity 
conclusion (the pressed part fails or not) with little if any information on the safety margin. The arising Ill'ed t o produce more 
complex parts in the most economic way calls for a tool des~legy capable of providing lhe eng.ineer with a more 
deta iled insight of the physical behavior. The target of '!.¥"¥..s1).l9~T~e 'market' release of new products ideall y requires a 
simultaneous eng ineering approach in which the assessl1lc-ii t or mnnufacturability can be explored as C<lrI) as possible in the 
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des igll cycle. These emerging nced~ Cflllcd !(jr II new lOol desig n methodo logy based on Ilumerical simulation, The I1 l!W CAE 
methodology investigates and simulate!' Ihe physical phenomena cleveloping during sheet metal formi ng. This is acllic\'cu by 
lI sing a JllIJl1eriea l simulat ion tool -. " YPER FORivl, L.S -DYN A, DYNAFORM, PAl\'I-STAM P ctc. - which is IIsed 
throughout a multi step des ign proecssJor11lilbililY evaluation with numerical simulation (FENS). This approach provid l:S the 
design enginccrs with a dctniled insight or what is happening in sheet metal forming and which are thc causes of trOll bles. thus 
easing the ir so l1!tions. render is rhe Amcric:lIl English term for the part of an automobilc. motorcycle or other veh icle hody that 
Ij'n11lcs a wheel well (dIe fender underside). li s primary pu rpose is to prevent s<l11el. mud, rocks, liq uids, and other road spray 
Ii'om being thrown into tlte air by the rowting tire. Fenders are typically rigid Olnd can be damaged by conmct wirh the mild 
surface. Instead, fl exib le mud flaps are used close to the ground where contact may be possible. Sticky materials, such as mud, 
may adherc to the S11100 lh outer tire s urface, while smooth loose objects, such as stones, can become temporarily embl::ddcd in 
the rreml grooves as the tire rolls over the ground. These materials can be ejected from the surface orthe ti rc at high vdudty as 
the tire imparts kinetic energy to the atl<lched objects. For a vehicle mov ing forward, the top orill e tire is rotating upward and 
forward , and can throw objects into the air at other vehicles or pedeslrians in front o f the veh icle. Iii Bri tish English, t he f(~lldt'r 
is called the wing (this usually refers only to the panels over the front whecl arches, in modern cars, since the rear 'fen de rs' are 
more nil in tegral part of the car's body shnpc). The equivalent component of a bicycl e or motorcycle, or the "cycle w ing" stylI.! 
o f wing fitted to vin!age cars, or over tires on lorri es wh ich is not illlegra l with the bodywork, is called a llludguard in B ritain. as 
it gmm!s other rond lIse rs _. find in the case ofa bicycle or moto rcycle. the rider as well- from mud. and spray, thrown up by the 
wheels. Early automobile fenders sct over the wheels to pi'evelll mud, sand nnd dust being thrown on to rhe body <1 11d thc 
occupants . Fenders typically became n more inlegml part of overa ll auto bodies by rhe mid-1930s . I n contrast to the slab-sided 
C<lrs , the Voikswagen Beetle had real bolt-on fenders over both its front and rear \vheels 
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Drafting or2 -wlleeler lllud!.!l1ardS:CATIA model with support plates 

FINITE I.:LE~IENT ANALYSIS 

The finite element analysis (FEA) i ~ a problem-solving approach for the practical (eng ineering) problems. The problems arc 

first converted to matrix and partial differential equation form s. Eventually the partial differential and integral equations are 

being solved to reach the so lution of Ihe problem. The volume of the equations to be solved is usually so large that <t rri ving 

soluti on without using computer is prac(icnl!y impossible. And, that's why the need of different PEA packages is felt. There <I re 

man)' FEA packages avaiiabJ e for diITerent applications. Some popular FEA packages are Pro Mechanica, ANSYS, 

NASTRAN, and Gambit etc. 

FEA solution of engineering problems. such as finding deflections and stresses ill C1 structure, requires three steps: 

J • Pre-processing 

2. Soilition 

3 . Post processing 

.Meshing 
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4 
Isotropic Secant Coeffident 
ofThermal Expan~on 

Material PI'opel'ties 

U=L _ . , 

A B c 
Value Unit 

~Modal Analysis Results of Ex isting Front Mudguard 

i\; Modal 

Tot.. ' Deformation 
Type: Tc;t11 Deform3tion 
Frequency: l1A691-b: 
Unit:mm 
05l00nrno 1 0:34 AM 

2ft.716 M"" 
25.531 
22.383 

19.185 


1').989 


12.79 


9.5927 

6,~9S2 

1 1976 
oMin 

At model natural frequenc y is 11.-I69Hz 

At mode 2 natural frequ enc\ is I I R.67Hz 

r..:"'od.a l 
Tot",1O~form<! !!Qn 5 
Type: Total Do:formctlon 
r: tqutnr)~ 11S.67HI .~__. 

Unit:mm 
05/01n020 'O:~5 AM 

53.]6 Mu 

47.431 
41.502 
35.573 
29.643 
23.716 
17.787 

n .ass 
5.9239 

oMin 

~ 
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.Modal analysis results of composite mudguard -Epoxy glass 

U: COMPOSIl E E GLASS EPOXY 
To t ~ 1 Dt fo rm~tion 

Typ o: Tolal Oefo rmallOn 
f,~q\Jency: 16.662 Hz 
Umt;mm 

52.B6 1 Max 

46.98'3 

4111:1 


35.141 
29.367 
.1).<l~1 

17.6:1 
11.747 
~.8nS 

OM in 

At mode I natura l frequ ency is 16.862Hz 

At mode 2 ll fltura l frequency is 89.415 Hz 

13; COMPOSITE E GLASS EPOXY 
TO:31 CtformHiO<'l4 
Typ e: To! ~1 Dd(ll mbtion 
fleqlltn(y. 89.415 H~ 
Ul'lr.:mm 

14.2~7 Mu: 
65.007 

57.i55 

~9.S0S 

3M03 


24.'52 


15.502 

&2SDS 


OMi" 


RESULT AND CONCLUSION OF BOTH FRONT MUDGUARD 


EXPOXY GLASS FIB ER 
rv lODE NO STEEL MUDGUARD (Hz) MUDGU ARD(Hz) 

11.469 16.862 

I 
25.536 27.587 

2 
57.446 87.803 

3 
102.33 89.4 15 

4 

11 8.67 92.262 
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FEA Result 

I 
,/'

//... 
~ ~ 

i 
mode number 

""./ 

..,-- -
-

- -

-..- . 

-

>u 

,~ 
r:r 
Jf 

fXP OX\' " lASS FIBER 

MUDGUARD 

-------------------------.~ 

• rrom above graph it is elear tl1m Na tural frequen cy is higher at initial model for Epoxy mudgua rd and slightly less ilt 

highe r order rrcqucllei~s . 

• The Natural Frequencies obtained in the Analysis & Testi ng results are almost same so, the validation o f the result is 

done. 

• Steel j"lucigunrd Iws mass of 1.45 kg and Epoxy g lass fibre rVludg llarcl mass is O.~5 kg .. 

• Hence 81 (;"0 reduction in mnss is achieved wh ich finall y he lps in increasi ng mechanica l effic iency of vehic le as its 

controlled by mass of components. 

• Due to lise of Epoxy glass fibre materia l natural frequency increase Ihan existing Royal Enfield C lassic 500 fi-ont 

Illudguard. so it conclude that epoxy g lass fib er material is most suiwble for replacing existing front mudgunrd o f 

Roya l Enlie ld C lassic 500 
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Portable Plastic Recycling Machine:Review 
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rlb."lracl- Th e lenn Plnslic \\"as le- Management .tnd Rl"cyding i!<> to he dOll I.' s)'SICmaliclilly :lnd cOIl\'Cniclllly by doillJ! Ih l' 
Fahrk<l lion ur s pecified nmchincs which is .;ble 10 wOI-k with this IllOI0. This POI'I:lhll' J'l:lstic Recycling .\lachine will he ,lit' 
solution rO!' the plas tic waste 1l1.1Il :lgcllIcnt Jlroblem oil domestic levcl. The Dcsigll <lod F:lbric:l iion or th e m:lchilll' illcludes thl' 
des igning :lnd seq ncn ci ng of v:ll"ious stages of m:lchinc or components. The 1)I'Ollel' Slilge scquence of din'crcnl openllious is 10 he 
performcd leads to clIrrying the "ecycling process much cun,·cniently. This Illl1 chinc is cap:lblc (I f doing the necess:!ry pr()cc,"i.'\es 
i.e., crushing of plll lJtic, Melting, !njection Mou lding resulting in formati on of desir(' lI by-pnlduct f,' ol11 the W:lste plastic. By using 
such kind of 1l1:l (' hines mel)' sllrely contribute in managing the plasti(' was te :11 domestic [CYe[ and keepin g the environment clean . 

Reywortls- Injection M01llding, Portablc Machine, Plastic, Recycled .\'Iou ld 

I . INTRODUCTION 

A. Problem Sf{1lenU'l1I: 

At mass level there is plastic was te management chain so that in the large quantity plasti c waste has being m.maging 
properly but when it comes to the domestic level sllch as ours homes, streets and socie ti es there is no possible cOIl\'ell i ~1lI 
way thal, domestic plastic waste which leads to pollution and uncleanliness of such .m:as is to be managed, so such nreas 
mentioned above are facing these problems ,\~th no appropriate soluti on. 

B. Objecfh'es: 

Everyone knows plastic is not good for environment , but they dOIl ' 1 have comfortable facilities to mould. Those which arC 
ava ilab le in market are too Illuch expensive a lso the less availability of planls. We nre developing Portable Plastic Recycl ing 
Machine 'which wi ll be capable for forming small plastic articles by injection moulding process that will be capable of 
forming small plastic articles by inject ing molten 'resins into closed cooled mould. where it so lid ifies into desired product. 
The machine will design and cons truct to work as prototype, 

C MefhodologJ'; 

ivlethoc!ology includes the scraping, and converting the collected plastic sol id waste into small granules for homogenously 
mixing and the fUl1her heating process let these granules to melt by maintaining the desi red temperature to which is nearly 
200CC The above molten mix of plastic rapid ly moulded into shape mould h~ the injeclion moulding process and lhe by
product is achieved after solidification is in the form usable solid article. Portabi lity and mobility of the machine gives exIra 
benefit of making th is process possible at anywhere to achieve the objective of recycling of plastic waste. 

II. PLASllC DEFINITION & RECYCLING OF P! :\' ncs 
Plastics are made up of long chain molecules called polymers. Variolls types or polymers can be made from hydrocarbons 

derived fi'om coal, natural gas, oil and organic oil s which are transformed into maler ial s with des irable properties. Waste is 
now a global problem, and one that must be addressed in order to so lve tbe \\orld's resource and energy challenges. Plast ics 
are made from limited resources such as petroleum, and huge advances are being l1l "de in the development of technologies to 
recyc le plastic waste among other resources. Mechanical recycling method s 10 111,11-..-: plast ic products and feedstock recyc li ng 
merhodsthal use plastic as a raw material in the chemica l industry have been \\id cl ~ adopted, andawareness has also grown 
recently of the importance of Thermal recycling as a means ofusin g plast ic::; as an energy source to conserve petroleum 
resources, Plastics that Can be readily recycled areThennoplastics wbich mean th e~ will soften when heated. Thermosetting 
Plastics hardenwhen heated, are often used in electrica l.!EPli,cations and are n OI suitable for recycling. Thermoplastics are 

.~~-
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light. durable, mouldable. hygil:ll ic and C:COJllllllil;, Illuk ing them ~lIitahidi.)r;1 wide variety ofapplicmions includ ing. Coml :Illd 
product pal:kaging. cHfm8l1ufhuturillg. agriculture and housing prod ucts. Thermoplastics can be repea ted lyrefo rmcd into Ill'W 
products and arc the liH'::US of this technical bric:f. 

III. [)ROC'ESS FOR RI :('YCU NO 

The recycling of plastics is carried out in a fi ve steps process: 

Step 1- Plastics collection 

This is dOlle through roctdside collections\ special n:cycling billS and directl y from domes tic <lrca level dump yards th;!1 li se a 

101 or plastic. 

Step 2 - Manual sorting 

At thi s stage ullnecessary materials slIl:h tiS nail s and stones are removed. nnd the plas tic is sor ted into three typcs: PET . 

HDPE and 'otller'. 

Stcp 3 - Chipping 

Thc sorted plastic is cui into small pieces rcndy to be melted down. 

Step -4 - \V ashing 

Thi ;.; stilge 1\.'1ll0\'CS I.'ont:llnill i.lnts sueh as papcr labels. dirt and remnan ts o l" the produc t origina lly contained in thc pl :ISli ~. 


StCP :' - PI..'lkt ing 


I V. MATERIALS ANI> !VI t TI IODS 

.'1. Priuc:ip/c!5 C?/(Jperalial1: 

The principle or injection moulding is very simple. The injection moulding process stages start with the feeding of po lymer 
(in the forrn of granules, beads or powder) through the hopper. The hopper functions as the inlet point and holder 0 [' [he raw 
materia ls. The plas tic pellets raw material s are thell fed from the hopper to the bCl rreit hrough gravity. The barrel is a IWllsing 
that gives support to the screw and consists of heater bands thm fUllction as hem source for each sect ion of the barrel. The 
screw, also known as the reciprocating sc rew is lIscd in compressi ng. mel ling and conveying the plasti c materia l T he St;rc \\" 

consists orthree lones: the feed ing zone , the compress ing/transition lone. <lnd the metering zone. In the feeciing lOIlt:, [hl.'rc 
is no dWllge 1O [he orienlrttion of the plastic materials and are transferrcd [0 Ihe next zone which is the trans ition zone. I Jl this 
zone, melting of the pellets occur and tile molten plastics are trans ferred 10 the next zone which is th e metering zonc. Here. 
the molten m<l.terinl is ready for injection. Also, there is the nozzle. with !he main funct ion o f cOl1necting the barrel [ 0 Ihe 
sprue bllsh. Th is fo rms a seal betwecn the mould ancl the barrel. It is esscllli althat the nowe temperalure should be 5\;!1 10 the 
mmeriots melting temperature, depending on the recommendation . A ner injection, pressure is applied to both platens of the 
inj ection moulding l1lachine (moving nnd fixed platens) to hold the mould 1001 toge ther until after cooling and so lid ilit.:atioll . 
Afte r this process , the product gets it s shape and the mlo platcns are movcd away from each other to separate the mould 1001 
which is known as mould opening. Finally, the moulded product is cjected or removed ITom the mould marking the end o f 
the process. 

R. Design consideration andfi1bricClfiol1 o/the injection molding II/achine: 

The substantial considerations fo r the design of the injection rnoulding machine include design concepts. design 
specincation , design calculations, and choice of materiaL The machine was designed to be s imple and hence easy 10 operate 
and cheap to maintain. The fab rication process includes metal clltt ing. we lding of the parts and assembling, The componenls 
o r the machine are hopper, screw, barrel assembly , and injection lloz7.. le. 

(': J)e.~·cription o/the machine: 

The inject ion molding machine is designed for small scale industries purposes with main considerations as ]""o! lows: 
inexpensive, small size , capable of producing a s mall number of produc ts fo r prototype testing, able to accon1mod<HC up 10 

medium size specimens, and have a standard operational procedure. The hopper is fabricated "~th 3mm flat metal sh~ct. th is 
part helps direct the plastic grains into the barrel for melting and inj \!cling. 1\ circular pipe of 55mm internal diameter was 
IIsed fo r the construction of the plastic injection mould ing barrel. \\here the screw is given O.lmm tolerance so it can rO late 
and move li nearly in the barrel. Also, 55mm thick shaft was used \0 construct the plas tic injection molding SI.: I"\.' \\ by 
threading operation in a lathe machine. The torpedo consists of an assembly o f valve and a locking ring for preventing 
backward movement dur ing the injection process. These parts \\'e re (.;onstrllcted by machining using a la the mach ine. In 
addilion, rhe injec tion nozzle was fabricated. This part is connected to Ihe end of the barrel in which the molten malerials 
come out from and then go into the mould cavity . The platen is const ruc ted from a flat metal s heet. Next is the hemer band 
wh ich is an electric device that generates the amount of hea t requ ir(:(\ \0 melt the plastic grajns. it is of differenl s.ize:'> and 
capaciries The type lIsed IS ca ll ed the Mica heater band nl ;re'dTO'n"of the heater band depends on the amount of heat 

(i:-'~"~-
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needed in fl sys tem, ~'Ii ca heater bands provide excellent thermal conductivity. These bands nre basica lly of mica insulato r a 

nickel-chrome resistant ribbon wi re. Mica bands are capabic of attaining a temperature up to 4500C and it normal watt 

density of20-45W Oil tI barrel. Th is rotating handle was constructed with a circul ar pipe. Its fUllcti on is to help ill mtnting 

the screw manual by hrtnd. The fra me was also const ructed with angle iron bnrs, which ac t as support and carrieI' Ibr the 

other machine compo nents presents a detailed drnwillg of the componclHs o f the jl~ ec ti on molding machine. 


V. D ESIGN ANALYSIS OF THE PL\STiC INJECTION l'vIACHINE 

The machine was designed for safe lise, ease of opera Ii 0 11 at low Illaintenance cost. The components of the plastic injecLion 

mach ine are as fo llows: feed hopper, screw, barrel and feed throat. heating elements, frnm e/stnnd , bearing fl ssell1bly and 

temperature contro ller . 


.. I : DeSign qlillje(:lioll sat'1I' 

Screw Design: The des ign of screw is important for plastic processing. It l13s mainly three diffe rent fUllctions: namely. 
feeding l1lechnnism: uniform mel ti ng and mixing of p lnst ic and fina lly it generates the pressure to push the molten material 
through die. A screw length (L) is referenced to its diameter (D) as LID ratio. Generally, UD rmio is used as 10: 1. hlH 1i.1r 
more mixing and output , it may increase up to 12: I. There arc three possible zones in II screw length i.e .. feed 7.0 11 ~ . melting 
zone, and metering zone. 
Feed zone: In this zone. the resin is inserted from hopper into the barrel. and the channel dep th is constant. 
Melting zone: The pl as tic material is melted and the channel depth gets progress ively smaller. It is also ca lled the transit ion 
o r compression zone. 
Metering zone: The molten plastic is mixed at uniform tempera ture and pressure and forwarded through the die. T he channe l 
depth is constant throughout this zone. One important campanelli of the machine is the injection screw also known as the 
rec iprocating scre\:>,1 used in compressing. melting and conveying. Ihe plas ti c material. The screw is a cy lindrica l rod with 
constant outside di"meter. The screw rotates within the bane!. .J\S the screw rotates, it forces the plastic ma terials in the 
channel forward which is heated, melted and the molten mme rial \\ill be :-eady for injection. Injection mould scre\~' of 55 111111 
Was employed with the following parameters mode ls. 

To<a ll ength of sc rew (L) = 100 
Leng th o f feeding zone sect ion (Lf) = 20 
Le ng th of trans ition zone sec tion (Lt) =30 
Length o f mel ting zone section (Lm) = L - (Lf+ It) 
Helix angle (\11 ) = 180 
FI ig ht pitch = 012 
Flight width = 0. 1 0 

From the equations g iven, the total length of screw (Ll was oblained as 550mm, length o ffeeding zone section (Lf) as 
II0mm, length of trans ition zone sec tion (Lt) as ) 65 111111 \length of Illehing zone sectio n (Lm) as 275mm. heli~ angle (lJl ) as 
180, flig ht pitch as27.5mm and flight width as 5.5mm. 

B. Defermination qlbarrel dimension 

Take the pipe (of the ollter diameter 65mm), cut the pipe (6()Omm in length) by the Saw Machine, and cut alit the marked 
area at the right o f the pipe where the pellets should fhl! in. then making outer thread at right side of the barrel and inner 
thre3d at left s ide of the barrel by The Turning Machine. 1i1U11l~ :-l1looti1ing and coating . T ake the screw and smoothing the 
surface with weld the piece (coupling) at the first side b~ '1 hI..' \\'c-l<l ing Machine. The barrel is used to feeding the lllelt 
granulate from the hopper into the die by the scre w. 

Total length o f bm-rc l (Lb) =600mm 
Barrel Interna l diameter = D + Rc 

where , -Screw diameter 0 = 55ml11, 'I ~ J-~-,---:'---Rc = Radial clearance (min) ofO. 1mm 
i_ ant Professor 3l Thickness of barrel = 5mm 

_at. or Mechanical En!;L 


Thus, Smt. Kashibai Navale Colle 

External diameter of barre l = InL Dia_ o f barrel + (2 xthidn...·:-... "fbarrel) = 65.1mm. of Engineering, Pune - 4:'-

Vol. of barrel. \' = itX R2 xL ~-

. ,\~'a
where, R = barre l radIUS of27.55; L ~ barrelleng f.(~*\ " ~. 142 
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Note: The vol ume or the mould cavity milS! he less than the m;1 xi n!Ulll voiu lllc 0fthe injecti on machine. 

(._ Design (!I' tilt: hopper 

Ti.tkc Ihe sheet plate which is th ickness I mill <Illd cut tht.: shct.:t hy the Universal sheet metal forming Illachine and 11;llld 
Tools (Scissors) , after j oining the silel:ts by Rcs islallcC Spot \Vclding (R S\\') mach ine. Finaily smoothing and coa ting .• 
i\ lalerial ()ftl1c plate is steel.Tlle hoppcr i:-; \l sed In l'ccding H pl"slil.: into barre l. 

i'vl ild steel was selected for the COIlStrtll.:tioll nft hc fced hopper and a Irapt.:zoidn l-sIHlpe selected for hopper tor bl.: tlc'I" lllateria1 
leed witll voluille of 9408 cm-1 

. The hopper basc is constructed to lit [he barrel wall. The trapezoida l shaped hoppt:r has a 
height of 28cl11. tOP width of 20cm, top ICllglh or 30cm. botto lll widt h o f <\clll , bottom length of 6cm. and wnll thi ckl1l;$s o f 
0.3cl11, Vo l. of hopper ~ ( 112(a+b) ) ( 10) Iz 

/). /)eterminmiol1 q(mass alU! vO!lI11U!lrh" j!ol\' nile 

Mi.lSS flo w rat~ wns calculated using Equation. 
Mass nowl'rtte ::: D2x Nx h x p bulk 
Voh~mel l'i c fl owrinc = u2xwxh 
u2 (Chn l1l1el Ve locity) = iT x D xNcos,;> 
where. 
W'"= Metcri ng clH'l nnel width, 
h = i\'letering challnel depth, 
D = Screw diameter, 
N = Screw speed, 
'1' ::: Hel ix (Ingle, 
p bulk = Bulk density. 

E. /)(!fermil1(f{ion of tora!)7011' oil/put / r om bar ,.c! 

In most practical si tuations, the total output is the combinat ion o f drag now and pressuretlov\' and neglecting th e Icaknge 
flow term. In addition, the pressure gradienl is oftcncollsidcred as linear. 
Thus, total ompul was calculated lIsing Eq uation 

Q1' = V: 1t~ 0 2Nhsill\Vcos~, _.rrDll3 (SiIHl')2 /1211 • P/ l. 
Where, 
Q ~ Total Olltput 
D = Diameter of the screw 
N = Screw revolution (rpm) 
It =: Channel depth of the screw (m) 
'I' = Hel ix angle ofscrew 
L = Length of the screw (m) 
P = Operation pressure (Pa) 
11 :::Viscosity (Pa.s). 

F. Determination ofheat fransfer through borre! 

Rate of heat transfer from the extemal surface to tIll.: illtcnwi slirface of the barrel in the cylinder is e:-.:p ressed as 
Q ~ 2nk(f1 - T2) 
Where. 
Q = Amount of heat transfer (\V). 
R I ::: Inner cy linder rad ius (m) 
R2 ::: Outer cylinder radius (m) 
(TI - TI) ~ Temperature difference (OC) 
K = Propo rtiona lity constant known as Thermal condu:.:ti\ tty ( W/OC). = 
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P= 1119 wait 

Speed ~ 600 rpm 

II. Dl!sign '?fIh" hUlUlle 

In the design ofthl! handle, Ihe Jeveragt! olllh.: handle (Ml.) o rthe mach inc can be deterlllined from 
)vIL=mh g d I 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This portnblc pJnstic Recycling ~vlachille has been designed to fulfil the demand of recycling thc domestic plastic wastL' also 
wilh the conwnicnt mobility. All the P<.lrts or machine is designed ill such a wny that they come over the required strcngth 
al1d work to be done. The all kllowledge studied from the variolts research papers has illcorporated within the machille. rhl' 
machine has sllccessfully passed the tests orall operatiolls are to be done and is capable of doing the desired work. 
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Design and Manufacturing of Sheet Metal Bending 
Machine 

Karl ik .Iathe l
, Purva Jaclha v2

• ASSL Prof T. S Sarg'Il) . Atharva 8hmr', Dhanshri Chimkal'=' 

Dt'plIJ"! lIIelll o./. Ilechollic{f / /':lIgiuL'eriJ1g. ,)"K.lv'CO/::, SPPU Pune 

1 , .:l _ : I ~}: .l rt 1 k ~ .i STI\;l il . C,)1fI 

::j u dh u, \'''p u !''v ifi 7 <1 01:a i 1 . c om 

; t ~';';~ -9aJ ~! l1h9a c. . e ·u 

~ i1 ~. n:~l· \I' 'l imJc.: ·::m.=ti l . (; om 

~ ':: ; 1 irnk ;'! ":., dJla n := il r i g lflil i 1 . C ( )11 

AbslI·{/cl·-- ..\ hc.ruJill f! m:H:hilll' is a l'O lllnHIII 1001 in ;l mal'hill c ~hu llr!lal i... u:<; t:t1 ro be nd a pi l,te Ill' me!:!1. II b wid ely used in \"a l"jl~ll ... 

illdustri:i1 oJlent tions Slid) :1'<; hentling a tllhl' to malie l'uillll" sheet mer:!! tn ma kl' el'l"I;,in s hapes such as \"- shapc, A lllllll~ thl'..e is :1 11 

opcl'Ollion Ilf\\" ipe (Cdgl') hcnding, "'hieh plays a majlll' role in Ihl' shce l metal forming i lll.lustr~' , ~ llIehines perfo rm ing \'.·ip t, BClltlin~ 


art· II 0 t re:uJily :l\"<l.illi!.>lc illihe mal"l..et.I·lcnee, 'Design, :lIltl l\ Tanlll".. etu ring of Sheet ;\lct :lI Bending :\I;t ehin c' is tak!! lI" s <I. pruject. 


By t:OlIduc ti l lg:.llil r l'~ tll,·crc\' i ew, ilw:lsideni j fielllh :.l tlhcrehllumaehine:I\':lilabletllpel'fo l'lllwipc(l'lIge) h elll.lill g, ;ll solh c id c l1(il"ied 
l·IlSllIfthclU:lehincislooh ig h.Tounde,-standthclI.':cn lntlitscn\,i" o IlIlH:nt,all a t:leollcctionpl'ojcctw:lse:lITie<!on twithins rnall-5cal t, 
ilidusl ries,Someofthepro bll'msrc\'ealedwere,stlc haSlo bl'nti c as il~· aIlIH'g i \'cn;ln glc\\"ithmilljmuJl1spr i ug-ual' kl'fTeet .a l saredu c ing thl' 
lJ\ 'c ralJ cost nf rhe mac hine, A utolli a ti on' in machines due to CIIllsll":linl!; in tim c :tnd Iaholll'prcfc 'Teli . 

h·eY lVord.'!- Edgc ul'nliin g, sprill:;th:lck, h~' drllilli e power pile Ii, pu nc h design. ma ch ine rram e an :llysi.'i. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Currcntlys heetbending(edge)iscarriedoll lJ nanua llybyusinghammers.Hydrall licpresswiJ Ireducelhellllmaneffons iIl vol ved 
andwitl alsogiveahigherd imens ional accuracyofjob.lnwi pe(edge)bendingoperation,thebendhasbeen madewiththehclp o f punch 
which exerts large force on the work clamped on the d ie. The machine is designed in such a way that , it works a lilonuHiI..'a ll y. 
The machine is designed by conside ring Ihe problems fhced in the small -scale ind ustries, observing the faclOrs [ 0 improve the 
effici e,lcy and to reduce human effort wilh the he lp of automation as well as red uci ng the cycl e time b~ produci ng 
qualityoulput.ltalso includesarhomboid. Vg uideassembly,vertica lba II beari ngconnectorsandpunch.Thehydrau liccyJinder 
hastwoforces,thepistonforcein thed ownwarddircclio na nd lhecy Iinderforceintheupwarddirecti on.SlIli n thecaseo fwi pe bend ing, the 
force in upward direct ion is the res istance o ffered by Ihe sheet while bending, in case oflarge thickness of sheeL This gi vcs rise 
to the phenomenon of spr ing back effect. which in turn red uces the accuracy of bend . In o rder to avoid th is. Ihe pUllch is 
des igned to have a return flange in the shape of bend, which will perform co ining using the heat generated at the bcnd , 
lead ingtodeformation,th usavoi dingthespringbac k. IIII hi sl11 ach ine,wedeveJo pedasimplermechanismtoovercometheabove.
mentioned problems and achieve des iredoll lptit. 

I I. D ES IGN ANDDEVELOPMENT 

. 1. f~vdralllic PressCa/clilations 
Bending Force: The force required to bencl the sheet into required dimensions is called as bending force. 

F~(k' I ' S" , 'tyw 

Where, 
k: bending fCl ctor (0 .3 3 fb I' ' wipC" ht"nding) 
L: length of bend ( 175 mrn ) \~.!k--
Sut: tensile stress of copper ( 2-1-0 i\ IPa ) Assistant Professo. 
t: th ickness of shee t ( 12 mm ) 

'---=--:- . I1cpt of Mechanicaw: length between two po ints o f COlH flc t ( 100 mm) 

Therefore, 
 Smt. Kashiba i "wale 
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Bending Force Fb= 19958.4 N = 2.03 tonne. 

Considering Factor of Safety (FOS) os 1.3, 

Bending Force, Fb=2.7 tonne 

Thus, we chose appropriate ilydral!lh: cylinder for prov iding the required force. The hydraulic cylinder chos l.:1\ has 


following dimensions; 

Bore diameter, D - 80 IlllT! 


Stroke length, 1- 150 mm 

Piston diameter, d - 48 mill 


j) Wipe Bending Parall1elerCa/culmioJlJ 

SetbaCk '~ Ber.d alia.· ..ance .lengl~ 
'- L. or beno L 

,I • '-----'\ . ,. , J..t. r 
1 -V,'J-'i-- -- --- ---1 _ -i 

J.c : B~nd radius. R 
fYo.I 

..~ ~ 
I " Bend I 

angle " 
I __ ~c.!'~lp~ra!e_ _ ____ _ _____ '-_-' 

NeutrLlJ aXIs 

fig . J Wipe Bcnding Pammelers 

The bend rl'ldius is measured to the inner radius of the bent part. 

The plane which sepan~tes the tension and compression zones is called the Neutral Axis. 

Its posi tion depends on the radius and angle of bend. 


Bend allowance is calculated using the following equation, 

Bcnd al lowal1ce=9/360'2R (II' + kt) 


Where, 
8 : Bend angle 

Ir: Inside radius ofbel1d ( 1.5t 111m) 

t: thickness of (he sheet 
k: bending fac[Or (0.33 for 'wipe ' bending) 

From this equation we get the bend a llowance as 135mm. 

C. Hydraulic Power PackCalculalions 

Using P=F/A. and above spec ifications as well as FOS 1.3, 

We get Pressure as 5 1.61 Bar. 


The Process time limit req uirement is 30 sec and displacement 175 mill. 

Using V=F/t, velocity of extension= 5.833 mm/sec. 


Accordingly, Flow rate Q, 

Using Q= Ap'V, we get fl ow rate as 1.75 Ipm. 


Thus, a suitable power pack is selected ll sing above specifications. 

III . CONSTRUCTION 

In this process, the die is kept stationary, a nd is given the shape or the return flange at the top, where the bend \\ ill take shape . 

..1. DesignandAnalysisafPlInch-Wedec idedtogowit!tl!!£l=tttl~~ 


applying enough farce all the bend, also ca lled as c~ '\iJ1!¥
..,.;-_,." 
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Punch Material: TX Steel 

Fi g.2 Ilundl Co"!) nnd Process Analysis 

Since the l~l1glh of bend here is 175 nun. we decided to go with ex tensions [0 incre<!se Ihe trave l o fi lle piston. For this, \VI;! 


ll sedacol1!1ectol'wh iel!wi II bem tac bet! tothep iSionroc1.i\st ~lC rorcclobeappl ied i52. llOlll1e, loavoidanyki ndofdcviat ions fro 111 the 

prescribed Pllnch axi:>. in direction of opposing toree, II rhol1lboid is lIsed Hild is also supponed with V guides on its sides 

having ro ller bearings for 511100th 1110tiOllS, additionnl bearing and hOllsing assembly is also used so as to resolve the 

opposingtorces. 

(the above-mentioned additional components used are ofs tandards sizes available in the markel) 


Fig. 4 As:;el1lbl~ ('1 ..\ ddIIlOlml Components 

B. Des;gn and "'/na/ysis o/lllac/JineFrame 
We designed a fi·ame which should be able to withstand a 2.7-tonne load and be struclUrfllly sound to hold the mechanism 
together. 

Fig SCAD ModclorFrame 
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IV. r·INAI. ASSEMOLE!)l'vl:\CIIINE 


Following is the linal representation of Wipe (edge) Bending Madtinc which can be lIsed for ind uslriul purposes. 


Fig. 7 Wipe Rending Mnehine 

v_FUTURE SCOPE 

• 	 The above mechanism can be used for any thickness of sheet metal, by doing app ropriaTe changes in thecalculat ions. 
Theabovemeasureswillincreasethcproduct ivi lyofpressast imealldefforts invo lvedaswc llashumanerrorwil lalso decrease. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In the above Wipe (edge) Bending Machine, who le operation is cont rolled by Hydraulic Cy linder. \vhich makes [he machine 
simplerinoperationaswe llashandling,TheopposingfOiccprovidedbythethickslleetishandledusingappropriatemechanisms, Thi s 
machine is tested to be suitable for lise in industr ics. Hence, we conclude to have successfully buill and operated a In<1c hinc to 
perform Wipe (edge) Bendi ng using hydmu liccy linder. 
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AbJlrtlCI- Sillcc m:lny dcc:ltlc ... 1I01l-I'CIICwahll' cncq!~' I'c.~()lIn:cs :In' ill lise which call:>e ha ....anlolls imp:l.cI on the cllyirOnrnl'nl :11111 i1 

i.~ becoming 'cry SCal'O:l' and l·o:){ly .. b the il1{'I'easi ng dcm:tnd orn'hh:lc.~ whil'lllcnd to ris c Ihe pollution, altcrnalil'C fUl'l wil1lH'l'omc 

:I nop( i (lntOl'cd IIcel hepollul iu n,Thus,the usc of et h:\ nol\\' ithg:tsoli ne I'll eI a~;\ lIaile rn lltl\' e I'll eliu\'ehielescll n heawayto reduce! he H.'h iell la I' 

emissions to (he atlllo.'iphcre. Ethanol W:! :Ii fou nd easily misc ible with g:lsoline fuel. So, in the prese nt work, the mi x ture of IO°/c, to =,U'~, 

etbanol with gasoline fuel W:lS madc h~' us in g s peelll'cctilicl' to llChic"c the hOlllOgeneous mixture. ~\ singlc eyliuucr, four- St.-UliC Spoil'/{ 

ig nition engine' was used 10 perform cxperimental and an~llylieal wor!;, to analyze Ihc c ITCl'( uf ethllllol gasoli)le blend on exhaust l!;IS 

emissions. The eng ine trial \\':1S IlIkcn with compression I'lIlios :IS 6, 8 and 10 with vill'iahlc s peed. After pel'fOI'ming th e engine tl'ial, the 

res ult s uowcd til:11 1'01' 500;., ethanol wilh compress ion mtiu 10 at 1800 rpm , the cxhaust g:ts emission s were lowered. hcn ce Ihis hlend 

t;(lmbin:llioll is Ihe hest choice ;IS an allcl'IJ;ltiyc fucl fOI ' \'chiculllJ'cngines. 

Kl..,·words- EIll<lllol Fuel, S park Ignition Engine, Compression 1";1Iio, Exh;Hlst Cas Emiss ion :-, E nvironmcnt , G'lsolinc 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this century, CJl\·ironmemal pol/ullon IS c<1u;;illg h:Jzardous impact to hUman health in form lelhal dl~O:-:!s("s WiUl development in sl4lndard of living 0]' ]lcoph:. 

lise ofvehiclcs has rcachcd ils p.:ak and Slaned dl':liHing the demand for fLlci. This trad itiono l fue l tIHP<lt:IS on diJnale change and global waml ing. ~urn:n tly. 

autom obile SCClOf is Ihc l<1rfest cOllsum..-r of g;lso lille fu el in the word. Bccause of the high COSI (J;' petroleum producl, em ission problems some dcv..:.!oping 

countries are lrying to LIS!! nllcmale fud for Ihen \"Ch id es. 

The tmditional gasolinc engin(' cm il~ the harmful gases suc h as unburnt hydrocarbons (He), oXld('~ "i' Illl rng~n (N O,), carbon dioxide (CO:), Cilrbon monoxiuc 

(CO) etc. Wh ieharl!harm fi.l liorgr ('cnhous~'bcl t 0 fallllosphere. So, thellscofelhanolwi t hgasol iIlC II 1.... 1,'sim:l!tcrnatln~ h ll!I in ve h iclescanbeawaYl ored llC e these vchic ul ar 

emissions. Ethanol basically Ethyl .-\ leoho l IS l11<1de by fe nnemation process, mostly from C.. ..b('l!l~ dr.tlcs prnuuccd in sugar and starch crops such <1.";; co m or 

sugarcane. II is a volatile Il'1Il1ll1allie al1(1 C'olollr1e-ss liquid having low carbon emission. nll~' It' ih pmpcnics and characteristics, it acts as C(;o-rn ~lldly 

) luel .Add it lon o f ethanol in gasolin.: Iud r~Sll llS in ch nngcs the propen ies of fu el , wh ich impron:o:> ~': l~l l~C i'~'rt\lnmlll ce. 

Ethano l as a renewa ble altcmmivc rue! lor $ 1 engme \\he n used in b lends, decreases eXhllusl .... nus.., . ul ,1; · liH•.'omplete combuSlion and increases oxygen ClII llCnI 

In this experiment I:t lcllds of CIIUlllOI and gas()lill~ were prepmcd in increasing mtios. A sing.1e (:~ hncll'[ (uuc-strnke Spark Igni tion engi ne having va rmble speed 

und compress ion ralia \\115 used 10 pc, l{JrI l1 c'-';-!l"'nmcnml and analytical work to analyse lhl' d:"c\.·{ \ 11 l·th;lllol gasoline blend on exhaust gas cm l s~ion_ -1l1l':se 

emissions are Stlldi l!d by plollmg thc re;'Jdmgs Oil grdphs and comparing them \'~th emisSIOn I>! =,~h"'Ir 1L' (l.Id The net effec L of this experimen t conducted gi\'cs 

the principle blend whose emi ssion arc kss than gasoline engine. 

II, EXPERIMENT ALSETUP 
h. Blel1dPrept /l'a,;ol1: 

The six blends o f Ethanol Gasoline fuel \\l'ro: prcpareu in an apparatus lIsing speed rectifier Fili h '''' ! ' 'l~~'mz;lllon of blends, the Ethanol a nd GasoJine fue l were 

simply mixed in a vessel and hCilled til ro....l :n IcmperalliTC and sti rred at 1200 rpm for 20 mimI.,,' , llw .alios o f tthnnol and gasoline blends prepnred we re 

GEOO(Gasoline 100% + Elhanol 0%). GE 1 0'% (Gusoh ne 90% + Ethanol 10%), GE20{Gasolilll' ~ (ln ., - I II1 'H]('I120%), GE30(Gasoline 70% + Ethanol 30%). 

GE40(Gasoline 60% + Ethanol 40%) and G E50{G:lsoline 50% + Ethanol 50%). 
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fAlIl.E 1 

PROPERT IES ()F TilE SIXIlLENDS 

S, Tc:;t I)cscr;pt;mJ Rer. S td . Un:1 ('l()O% GIO% G200/111 G30010 G40% (j:i()%-

No. ASTM 6751 
I DCll$il)" D14'18 gm/ce n 730 0.730 0.733 0.735 0736 1) /n 

, (".dorilil.; Val u~' D675 I mm:/sl"C : .\2 .;llO 4226 H 4, R9 4160 ..f I j;, I, 
) 1\l oist llrc 02709 % O.OJ() 0.010 0.010 0.010 0010 oO IH 

.j Flash P(l ill t 09) "C 49 49.50 5050 50.59 51 

5 Oxygen Contcnt - - NA 2.5 3.4 I I 17 :U· 

Fuel propertIes Orlo.:.~ll-d hknt.!s flr!! dctermined accord ing to American Stillld,lrJ Ii.l( Tt":it ing Material'i (ASTM) proce<illre5 tor pcirokum prodocts. t\hm'c t: ,hk 

:'iho\\"s Ihc properties (lflh!! six blends Ihal WCTe selccted for analysIs PllfJXlSl' 

iI. r.·ugil1f! 7i'ia/: 

Thel nal wascond uClcdollsingl ecyl indcr .10 lIr·stroke-Spark Ign ition Eng incha \ ' 11 1g\'ilryi 11 gspccd undcomprcssi onral ;0.Spccdval')" ngas I 200rpll1 . I500rpm. 
J SOOrpmandcomprcsslOmalio;Jre vuryingas6,8,and 1 0 

.... . 

,)£)t=-J • 

u 

• • 

Fig. 1 S ingl~ Cylinder Four Sirokc Sp..,rk Ignition Engine 

C. Specifications oJEl1gine: 
T ABU . II 

ENGIN[S PI-("IFlC ATJONS 

Number ofCylinders I j 

Number of strokes 4I 
Cylinder diamctcr 87.5mm/ 

II OmmStroke length I 
234mm 


Orificc diameter 


Connecting rod length 


20mm 


Dynamometer aon length t85m 


Power 
 4.5 KWat 1800rpm 

Speed I 1200-j800rpm
I 

Compression Ratio range 6:11010:1I 
Temperature sensor \!:Ikc Radix, Type RTD. PTIOO and 'nlcnnocouplc. r~ IR' h.I 

Fuel tank "al;"~ Capacity 151il. 


Dynamometer 

#:S. ~a ,"'".0 Type eddy current, watCf cooled , ..ilh loadm.g WillJL.:?/. 

Make Kirloskar. Type MonoblockPump ff. <rif '<?""h \~ 

Forcompressionratio6,eachreadingforI200rpm, 1500rpman \ rpnf ol;'f.:,)~}t 
II I' ~ r 

In is~ionsreadingsolHC,CO.02.C02andNO. \\CrCla~C j , SIml1"rI~ 
forcompression ratioof8and lO,rcadingsofem issionswe rc reeo ed Yllsm~g;~

~:ik - /~ 
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III. RESULTS :lIldIJI Sl'USSION 
R~'.~uJt .~ tll~!iliJl~d fmrn Ihl:" Imi l c nndLl!.:I~'d on thl.: ;\-:;truke si ngle cylinder SI t"1l:!IJIl' filr d ltlCl ctlt prnpllrunt1~ of ethanol blends wilh \'ilr i;lbk !;pt;cd :..md \'ariabk 
":ol1lprt":;sillll mtlO ;l ll' Il';){t"senu:d III Ihe. graphical ftlflTI and ,1ft.: (liScl lsst'd hl."lo\\'. 

I I I 1111I I 

Fig. 2, CO EmiSSion v~ Spn'(l 

F{om the fig. 2. it IS OhSe[\'ed Ihal for s]>l,:e<1 ISOO rpm and ctll1lpn:ssioll mtlo 6, CarbOIl !'vlolw:-; Idc (CO) l'lInh~n l preSent 111 exhausl go' :> for pun: gasnlilll~ Hid l:i 
"boLIIO 04%(vof\1111 c)<1 lid li,r(j r~ 3()i!;abou 10. () I% (volume)_COdccrcase~a~p("li.:e lllagctJl~'thill all!,"!IJ)[ <: ll ll l1 jlurcgm;oliIle incrc:lsesu pI030%'1I1d ilincreilscs 

!t){1 .02'.!{l{\'ollUlll.")tiufi lAO !:Ilr spcl,\l :800rpm;lIldcompressinnr;ltiuS, COt:Onl~·I;lpre.~cml1le:-;h;JUSlg;lsrorpurcg;lsolincfuc)isabt)t1l0 02%(vo)umc)anu lilr GI":4 \) IS 

aboul D.OI%. (volume). CO LI;':l.: r~'ascs as percentage of eth.mol COnlcnt 11) pure g.tOOllnt= lIlCIl:"a~I!S lip to 40'};,_ For speed ISOO rpm and wmprcss ion lallO 10. 
COlrbol1 Dim:idc content pre~cll! 111 exhaust gas lilr pure gasoilll{, 1i1l:1 is :lb{)11l (J un;, (\ ll iUale) and it fc!llam:; S'lllll! l:p to GE40. Eti:anol(C:I-I .OII) hl!s it'~s 

C<lrboll content 111<1n gasnlmc(C.J!I. j. As hy,lrous ethuilol blellds contain higher tl'\ygcn conient. so CO pronuccd during COmb(lsl!011 is convcned illln co: . 
Henee in general II \\-<l~ (Ibscn'cd tl1:l 1CO emissions werc Ie"st ill maximum ~pccd tl1<l 1 1:0. ill 1800 rpm Wilh compress ion rat io 10 lind as vol ume pen':cllwgc 111" 

ethanol incp:a~eS in blt:nd ~ CO cllllssionsdecrcascs. 

I II IIII I III I .11 III I. 
Fig. 3 CO:Emissioll Vs Speed 

From the Fig. 3. !l IS ohsl'rwd IhallOI" spectl 1800 rpm and compression rmio 6, Carbon D'O.'l:ide (CO:) content presenl ill exhaust gas lor pure gilsollne fu el is 
about 1.8% {\-·olume J .111.1 til( GUOIS about 1.3% (vol ume). CO2 decreases as perc:.:nlilgt of ethallol con lent in pure gasoline increases up 10 30% ond il increaSeS 

III 1.7% (\·olumc) 10. (ii:-lO ]'m sp<.""td 1800 rpm and eom pression ratio 8. CO: ":(lI n~'ll1 present in exhaust gEl:; lor pure gasoline [~I CJ is abouI1.5% (volume) ,Iml 

!or GEAO is aboul I 21).·0 1\ nlll ln":) CO~ decreases as percent age of ethanol eOlllel1l III pme gasoline increases up to 40%_For speed 1800 rpm and cOlllprcsslOll 

rat io 10, CO.: eontellt pn,'Sl'nt 11) l"..:ilausl gas for pure gasoline fuel is about 2_5% (V(l\llllle) ,md [or G E30 is about 1.4% (volume). CO~ dcereases as pcreelllagc or 

ethanol conlellt III pLlft: gasnl lll~' Hlcrci:lSes Lip to 40%. The amount of CO~ rc1en~l'c1 trnm ethanol (Ised in velueles is uti lised by crops from which ethanol is 

produced. In thiS \\",:~ Ill\.' eel: ~'Ill i ss ions are balanced . As a resu lt. veh icles runnmg. nn l'lhallol-gasolinc blends produce less CO~ than conventional vchide..;; 

Hence in general II was nbsef\.:d Ihal COl em issions were least aI maximum spc::-d that IS ,II ISOO rpm with Compression rmio 6 and as vol ume percen lag~' 01" 
ethanol increases III hklld~ ('( l : l'mlssions decreases. 

~ - I ·· .~ .. 
,... 

II III I. ~1. ...I. I I 1
'" 

III II .-- * ,. " 

Fig. 4 HC Emisstl'll \Is Speed 

From the Fig. 4. it IS nih.:l\ ~'d ,hili for speed 1800 rpm and compression ratio 6. H\ dnx:ur1.lon ( He) content present in exhauSt gas for pure gasoline fuel IS abOU l 

58% (volume) and !(-.f ( ;! ~ 11 :s ahout 3% (volume). HC decreases as percentage n:' ..:!I1011101 content in pure gasoline increases up 10 20% and II increases 10 9% 
(volume) for GE4 0 !"\If ~p~'l",1 IXUO rpm and compression ratio 8, HC content pres..:!:! !1l1.:.xh<lLls[ gas lor pure gasoline fuel is about 20% (volume) and for GE20 

iSlbout9%(volull1 c) lit ',k;: re;,\''--'S;J:'ipcrcentageofethanol content inpuregasolln\.' l ncr{,~\sl':; l!ptn20%alldllit)C sto IOo/o(vo llllnc )forG E40.Forspeed ISOO rpm and 

compression rmio ttl. J]( ,·" Il!l"lll present in exhaust gas for pure gasol ine rllcl l~ .,bm!! ~7% (v ~ofOT GE20 is about 19% (vohune). He decreases as 

ptrcentage of eli!;!1101 ,, '·l :l"f" l I II pure gasoline increases up 10 19% llnu il m,· r': I:~t's 10 ~} '6E40. TI,e higher oxygen content and higher /lame 

speedo tClhnnol ell'!l;'i.'; ~ .;«(\:! , I~ ' (III I,' !·uden hanceseompletecolll bustionofCI hanoi· !'! 'l'< 111 11;:bl..-r ~re:;;Ull.HCexhaus{ missionsarelowered Hence 
- :.if 

..;r 
~ 
rO ., 
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1'1 gl" lI l"lOd I! \\;L~ Uh'il'rvcd Ilml J1(' "'lIIi~-:;iUl1S were lema :n maXlnllll11 :.pe~·d th,11 IS :~I IROD rpm \\~th Compression rallO S ilild ilS volume r~rccnta};:!l" of cr h:lllul 
IIl\:rl"jlM:S III hit'mho Ill' cmis..'iiuns lk-clcases. 

I IIh • III- • 

FIg. .5 NO Emissinns Vs Speed 

FfIlrtJ the Fig 5" His Ilbscrn:d Ihm ror spl'Cd ISDn rpm and COIl1JlrC~'I,'n r::'lo (;" Nllrl".=C'11 Osidc (NO) COniCll1 prl.'SICI!1 111 (."X!::IUSI gas lor pur.:- g.."!:"IJ llilc fm'l IS 
,lbo:I'J17'~u(volumer.lIld lorGE40 Istlbol.l [-160/0{volume). i\:O.kcrl'i.I:-c:-;.t:-pcrccnlllgl·o;clhallo!contcntinpuregnso! incincrcasesullIo-I 0%. rOT spl'cd \.\ StI 

rpmandcolilpressionrm io:t NOcollll'lllprcscnt meshmlslgi.lsl{)rpl.lrcg:lsullll\," fuel IS:lnoUl-196%(vol ulile )and lorG E40isilboul4 I 0/.(\'01 ume ).NOdecrea~ as percelll;!ge 
01" clh,\Il(ll con!CIlI til pure ga.'iolinc incr.:a.<;cs up to 40010 For spccd Ii\O(J rp.n and compression ratio 10, NO contcnt pre~nt in c.-.:h.,ust gus lor pure g;lsnlmc fud 
i:-; ClOout 1121% (volume) and lor GE.30 is about 229% (wlumd. NO dC'Crcasc!~as perccr.tagc of ethanol conlenl in pure gasol inc inc r ca:-;c.~ lip IU 

,,10% I :lh:molhasabouI2. 71 imcshighcrl alcmheatof",'apor i 1 • .11 10nihalllh,IIofgasoi iIll!. ll1clem per,Hllfcolblcndstisedinc ng inedccrcascsal the.:: r:mio fi ll Ii Ikl' 

st rclkr:a:-;cumparedlogas(lline.So. lhcreisdecrcaseincombuslillll[{'mpl:r<tlllfC ASrlreslIlt,NO.cmissionsarcfolindtobelesscnhangasoline.Henceingcncml 1\ W,IS 
obSl:f"\cd Ihm NO emissions wcre l"'lst 011 maximum spct:d Ihm IS ;'I[ ,~OO rpm wilh Compression ralio 6 and ns vo lume percenlnge of clh::lI1ol increases III hlenus 
NO ellllssiollS<lccreases. 

I I I-- I 11 11111 
From [hcFIg. 6.ilisobservedlhat tbrspeed J 450rpmandcomprl·--sloma[I(l(l.Chygcn(O z)contentprescntinexhaustgas torpurcgasolincruel isaboul I7..3 I% ("olulllc) and 

fot" (i l:.jU IS aboUI 16.03% (\'ol ul ne). decreasesas pcrcenWgl' Ilf l"ti~:UlOI cOlllclll in pu re g<lsolmc increases lip 10 40%. For speed 1450 rpm and comprcssion mlio 
8.0: wntenl presenl in exhaust gas for pure gasolinl! fUl'1 I' ;!hlll1l i~ ..14% (volume) and for GElO is aboul 17.5% (,·olume). 0; decreases as pcrl""ntag\' nr 

ClhulHlI r.:OI1IC lll III pure gasoline increases up to 20% anlill !lll'r~·'l~es up 10 18.41 % (volume) for GE40. For speed 1450 rpm nnd com press ion mlHl 10. 0: 
(Onlcn! prcsent in ('xlmust gas for pure gasoline fuci is aOIll:! 1~..: 7"" (\ \llllln.:-) lind lo r GE40 is nboul 17.07% (vol ume). 0 : de{:reascs tIS perccntagc of \'[11<11101 

co n[C Il[ III pure gasoline increases up 10 40%. Henee in g\'I:\"MJ 1: \\;1." IlbsCl'v\!d Ihal Ol emissions \\·c re almosl smne fN all bkllds 0; elll i ssioll~ \\t:r.: !l.ltilld 
lllil-':lllHlIll when engine \vas running at 1800 rpm with compl''';'!lIIII:li1I1 W for (i£50. 

1\ . CONCLUSIONS 
Oy stlldYlllg Ihe results, it is fou nd Ih.11 ethanol can be sucr.:l·'-, li ,lh ,l~'d III SOll1e cxtent with gasoline fuel ;]5 an alternative fue lfor vch lcles wilh SI cngillc The 
cnglncopcroledSIl100l hlyfomlltheb lendsexceptforGE50blend,I Lh : : : lJ~cCllnpn:ssionraliosbccauscdetollationandk nockingwereinereasedinlheengine. 

Englnc\<IPr;uionswerealsoinereascdforthesamecombin<llIlIl:' \ ....·.· Il ij'.!fn![opuregnsoline,preparedblendsproduced]{l\\wemisslonsofCO,HC,CO;"NC 

By sllld~ Ill.@. Ihc graphs obtained for different emission:, UI ,h (:i:: ~· tl : :;p..'cds 11 IS found lhat overall ¢shaust gas emissions arc lowcr when Ihe engllle IS \\"Orking 
wllh GE50 t1l 1800rpm speed and 10 compression ml io 

By Ihls swdy /I is concluded that ethanol-gasoline- blends ;! . ... Hl"f l' d !i:cllve in lowering exhaust gas emissions as compared 10 pure gasoline fuel. Helice II IS 
fOIlTXI [hut ethanol can successfully use as an altemati"c (lit'! \\ 11 ..-:, c:tn r('duee the burden on renewable energy resource like gasoline fue l. 

CompkllOllolihisprojeclwasver),dallengi ngandweoven:<!rlh.·I!'". n&wfDepnrtmenlolMec h.1ll ical Engincering.$mt.Kash ibni N a\'alcCollcg 
COrEll£. Illeeri ng. PWle.Wewo u Idl iketocxpressourgrat i I Ud\'1;)\\ .: I ~! .Gd ianBioDieseICorporallon.Barnmali(IBDC) 
'lIldllll\nll gem('ntwhoprovided fac ililyandass islanceoti.hc lH·ik· · ttl ~. ,y,,,,,,.,,ion. Wearealsothank IlllloMrSmn II Walega ve.Operal ions h~~ad. 

.'\p":-' IIllll)va IjelllsP"tLldforsupplyi nget hanoi fuelandrcSl'" ~ ~ I" ~:e!i~~"I,alonsparkignjlion engine 

\'-,.2--
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Self-Driving Robotic Smart Drive System 
KUllal [XSlllllllkh it J

, Pn~iv.lal PatiJ1i2 
• Sankct Cl1olldharj'"~. Kallshal Jadhav"", Rupali Sewane~'5 

k/(!c:/ulI1icallJeporlmell!, .)(II'ilri/lai l'hl/h' 1'11111.1 U llil'Ctl"sily 

lkunal. t" :'S ~lIju r l:lI l an999@9rr.a.i! . com 
~pati lp r.J : i \"" ' ll l ~ <1 0@ gmdl_ ,com 

Jsonketchoucl hari1399.@gma il. c oili 
.:}: a usll a l'j .ldirJ. v : 05@ a m/H ! . com 

~ ss rupa t lO r)@~nh!11 , com 

tlhs/J'lK/-ln thi .... mlllle-r'n era, and the lll)l'oming of Industry. th l' main topie flf lilcu:>; is the intnlducliol1 Of:llIlOllwtioli in thl' indu~tl'Y 
:I S well as in th e daily Iifc III' pcuples. Well , mos t of till' indus tries alreauy lis t' automatcd robot far pel' formin g I'cpctitin" wurk This 
:lutotl1;lIiUIl (':111 1>I'inl! II hll;!l." s ig niti c;III(C ill th l." daily life ofpl'nph.·. Th ... hl":'i ll'Xil lllplc III" Ihis ;wtom:ll inll is the :llIl()l1uma liS l' ar~ that 
al 'e II~II 1111 thl' rOlld!'. III (his ,,;t(lCI', haw focused 011 a ppl ic .. lion OI":IlIIUIII:l(l'" lki\"ill~ !'ySlcnl ill inclool' (In'llIi~cs. The CO IH'Cpt is tn aid 
the I·cprlili\'l." wfldo; s llch liS l":IITying pay load, I'm' ex:u lI pl l." c :ln'yill~ liIt"s \\ ;Ihin Ihi.' u lliel." or' ill hospi lal l';llTyillg impol'I,tn l Il1cdil'al 
cquipmcnt ancl lIIl."dic iu cs n'<Jllired for the ,);Hie n ls. The 1Il:, j" uWlin is III den'lop ;11: alltOllomous system in low cust ;lOU a~ cmcieut 
;IS pussihh.·, \Vc will he lI :>;i n;.: diffl"I'cnt scnsors and Arduillo as I1ljcr() proce~s() r. 

Kl!.ywortll- ,-'.U({Jll tl I1I()U." TraJlspol·t, t)clivcry Habat, Methodology, Dcsi~ l1 . SC II."iOl'S 

J. INTRODUCTIOl\" 

In the near futu re robms will playa very crucial role in our cveryd"y lire, We will be dependent on robots to carry lHIt 

various activities, sl1ch (IS parcel delivery, house cleaning. various ope rm ions in different industries and etc, So , it is ncc\!ssary 
ror us to develop the required technology fi nd the required framework 10 opcnl te these technologies, As we al rendy know Ihat 
lIsing robots 0 11 largc scale c<ln significantly reduce energy cO llsumption wh ich is required by the traditional Illclhm.ls of 
carrying out different opemtiolls, Using robots on a large scale can also be economic and time efficient. So, we are developing n 
multi-purpose deli ve ry robot which can be used ill hospitals to give m..:- Ll icines (0 patients, without any human conlact. It can 
also be lI Sed to delivcr food packages or parcels alld also as ~ persUlHl i ass islant in offices 10 deliver fil es from o ne desk 10 
<lIlothe r. 

This robot uses variolls sensors such as proximity sensors, S0 1\'AR sensor. LlDAR sensor, RADAR sensor and Camcr<ls to 
map the real time traffic condition around itself, 

II. M ETIIOOOI.OG Y 

The material used for building the robot will be steel or aluminium. Fi rsl Ihe modelling of the robot was done by ll sing the 
software "Solidwork ', The robot material s were tested under difTerelH stn:ss and strain conditions on software like \Vorkbcnch 
{A nsys}, The si mulation of the robot was done by using the softwar~ ' Bknder". With the help of this soft ware, we sill1ulmeci 
the robot ill the real time environment. Finally, the fabrica tion pan of Ihe robot will commence. in which chassis o r the robot 
will be constructed . Then the sensors will be fitted at their respecti ve posi lions. Vleanwhile. the programming of the robol will 
also be donc. Then the robot \vill be tested for real life situations inside e,\perill1cnlal facility and in experimen tal conditions, 
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A. Ca/culwiol1S/01' MOlar Power 

Step I: Determining lolal weight and traciion requircments 
Robot wdghl (mit) = 3 kg 
Maximuill load weight = J kg 
Nominal spl!cd =0.3 m/s 
Maximum slope = 15 degrees 

Step 2 : Calculate the traction wheel rotation speed 
Ass lime the diameter of tile wheel to be 60 mm which is approximately 0.06 Ill. 
NT = (60*VN)/(n*DN) = (60*0.3 )J(0.06*rr ) =95 rpm 

Step 3: Calculate Ihe traclion motor power/torque 
The thrust force , needed to overcome gravity all the slope is the foll owing 
FT =g'k*(mR + mL) =9.81*0.15*4 = 5.88 N 
lfwe want 10 move the robot uphill with the nominal speed, the mechanical power needed lO do it is: 
PY = n*YN = 5.88"0.3 = 1.76 IV 
I'T = PY/No. afmotors = 1.76/4 = 0.44 IV 
PY is the mechanical power required for entire ro bot. The corresponding torque for the traction wheel. per one traction wheel 

is the following: 
TT = (112) *(DW/2) *FT 
IT = 0.5*0.5*0.06*5.88 
IT = 0.088 N-m 
Requirements for traction motor (x4): 
Nominal rotation speed: NT = 95 rpm 
Torque: TT = 0.088 N-m 
Power: PT ~ 0.44 W 

Step 4: Choosing motor and gearbox for tractioll motOl'S 

The gearbox efficiency of our cnJculations will be 45 percent , because the speed is lower alld we will need two stages ill 
reduction. [\flo re reduction stages in a gearbox means less efficiency. 

The minimulll output power of molor is: 
PM = PT/gearbox efficiency = 0.98 \V 
The Gear Ratio is: 
RT =NTINM =9516533 = 1169 
Now from tile manufacttlfcrs catal ogue the nearest gear ra tio available is 1176. 
So the new motor speed is; 
NM = NTJR = 95*76 = 7220 rpm 
So, the required speed of the motor is 7220 rpm. 

B. Elemem De/ails 

The upper wedged body of the robot is designed 10 give an optimal look to the robot. The wedge consists of a hole for 
sensors. We have tried to make the robot rigid and durable for <Illy impact. Weight was another crucial par.-lilleter. A light robot 
was desired in order to need less power to move, to be ngile and to run in passage efficiently. As (he primnry objective of the 
bot is [0 carry load. So, it should be light in weight 10 begin with as well as have the capacity \0 hold {he payload. Therefore 
'Aluminum ' ma(erial was selected which is light in 'weight and has good strength. 

E LEMENT I - BODY ELEMENT 2 - B ASI. PL:\fI: 

1. l-Icight - 600 mm 1. Heighl - 5111111 
2. Width - 300mm 2. Lenglh - 300m!;l 
3. Length -300mm 3. Width - 30() mm 
4. Material (0 be used - Aluminium 4. Material - :\ lurn ini wlI 
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valuable guidance wherever required. I also extend my grat ill lde to Dr. N. P. Sherje (1-1,0,0 Mechanical Departlllcn t)wllo has 
provided f..1ci li ties 10 explore the subject with morc enth us iasm. 
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Eye Sensor Braldng with Pneumatic System 
Mrunnl B.Wankhcde. Nirmal s. Borolc. Prashant Uarga). Mahesh l3ilshineYrol·. Sngar 13. Dcokar 

___ -'.D ."'e"'·Jl artm.~nt 01" Mechanical Enginee ring Savitribai Phule Pune University 

IIII'lInall 110nlhe(Ic@gll/oll. ('o m 111 {I h l.'.,7f/1i Ishirt--v:3 (JTt c('giJIa H.C(Jln ) /'( Ish IIhCi/'ga/@gJl}oil.{ OlJ1 ll inn (II bl) ['ole I 
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Abstract: 
The aim is to design and develop a control system based on intelligent electronically 
can tro II cda II tom ot i vebum pcr 
andanauxi liarybrak ingsystembyacti vat iono I"pneumat icactuatorstos lowclownor com pletely slap the 
vehicle. This system consists 01" IR transmitter and Receiver cil·cui!. Control Unit. Pneumatic bumper 
system and braking unit. The IR sensor is lI sed to measu re eye blin k. Thisprojccl invol ves measure 
and controls of the eyc bl ink using IR sensor and then signaling the microconiroller to operate the 
circllit accordingly. The IR transmitter is used to transmit the infrared rays illlhc cyes. The IR 
receiver is used to rece ive the reflected intj'areel rays from our eyes. IF the eyes 
a rec I osed i tm eans thea u tpu to 11 Rreee i vcr is higho thenvi sethe I R rece i vero u IpU tis low.Th i sis tokn owthc 
whether the eye is clos ing or opening; position orthe eye lids. This outp ut is given to log ic circuitto 
indicate the final output i.e. alarm and the control signal is given to the bumper activation 
system braki ngu nit. Th ep ncumatic bUill persystem is u sed top rov id esa Fetytothepa ssen gemn dveh ic Ie.Now 

ada yveh icleacciden t i st hem ajorpro b I em. Th isbraki n gs y stem isa n i nnovati v epro j ect [011 hepu rposeo f 
preventing accidents that happen on the freeways or roadways. The purpose of this system is 
basedon intelligent elec tronically con lJ'oi automatic bumper and brake activation system that \;vitluse 
am ixt ureofPneu IIIa t i cc 0 III po ne n tsa n da M i crocon trollertoact i vatethe b ra ki n gsystem Vol henascenari00 Fe 
mergencyisaboullooccl"'d II ctothe drowsystateo fthe driver. 

Key-words: IRSensor.l'neumaticActuators.M icrocontro II er,SolenoidVa I ve. 

1. Introduction: 
Today India is one 01" the most im portant developing countries in the world. India is one of the 
largestcountries in the li se of various types of vehicles. As the available resources to run these 
vehicles 
likequal ityofro ads. an dUllav a i lab iii ty0 fnewtechno I og i es in veh i c I esareca u se fo racc i d en ts.Thenu m bero f 
peopl eswh ichared ead d II ri n g t h eveh i c I eacc i dents isa I savery I argeascolll pared totheot herca usesofd eath. T 
hough thereared i ffe ren tea u sesfoliheseacci dents butpropertechno logyo fb raki ngs yst e man d tech nolo gy 
to reduce the damage during accident are ma inly affecting the accident rates. So 
todayimplementation 01" proper braking system to prevent tile accidents and pneumatic bumper 
system tOI'educe the ciaillage is must for vehicles. To achieve this system modification goal, we 
design tilisAutomlllic Braking with Pneumatic Bumper system. It is a system wh ich has been 
equipped anddesignccllori ightandmed iumautovehicles. 
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2. LrmRATUREREVIEW: 

2.1. DESIGNOfACCIDENTPREVENTIONSYSTEtvlUSINGQRDII 14ANDCNY70SENSOR.· 

S I eepre I a ted aee i d en ts t en d to bem oreseve re,poss i b I y beea u seanh eh i gh e rspeed s in vo I ved an d beenusc 

the driver is unable to take any avo iding acti on . or even brake, prior to thceolli s ion. Horne descrihl" 

typica l sleep related acc id ents as ones where the driver run s olT thcroad or co llides with anolher 

vehicle o r an object. without any s ign or hard braki ng belore theimpact. Accidents are al so caused 

when street li ghts are o ut especia lly on high ways, longdistance rollles. Here. usua lly th e upper 

dipper lighls are It1 upper mode. So, when Ihe 

d ri ve r IiI iIstochan gethemodeofthe I i ghtand atl hesam etimewh emh ecarcom esli'otll t h eopposi les i de .11ca use 

stheopposi tedrivertom issthej udgmen rand gi vesriselO ace ident. 

Acc i den Isa rea I socausedd ueto the i n t rudcrscom i!lgsudd en I y i ne i t hers ideo fthcveh i e le i. c. rron I. 

Ie ftorrigh t. Duetowh ic h thed ri venn i sseSI h ej ud gm en ta nd meetswith a nae e iden t. 

2.2. PREVENTIONOFACC IDENTDUETODROWSYBYUSING EYEBLINK 

Accident due to drowsy is prevented and contro lled when the vehicle is out o r control. Anda lso the 

drunken drive also prevented by installing alcohol detector in the vehi cle. The 

term used hereforthereorgan izat iontha tthedriverisdrowsy isbyusingeyeb l inkoft hed river.ln recent I imcs 

drowsiness is one of the major causes for highway accidents. These types ofacl'idents occ urred due 

to drowsy and driver cant ab le to con tro l the vehicle, when he/shewakes . The drowsiness is 

identified by the eye blink closure and blinking li'eq uency throughinfrared sensor \\orn by driver by 

means of spec tacles frame. The alcohol consumption is alsoveritled du t'ing the Stat1ing process or 

the vehicle usi ng a lco ho l detector. If the driver is drunkthen the buzzer indicates a nd the vehi c le 

doesn't a llow the driver to start the vehicle, II' thed river 

isdrows y, then thesystem wi II gi vebllzzersi gna I a ndth espeedoftheveh icl eisred uceda nd t heobstac lesensor 

wi llse nsestheadjacen tveh icletoavoidcoll isionwiththat,andiftherei s no vehicle in len adjace nt side 

then the vehicle move to the left end of the road by autosteering andcontrolli ngandvehiclewillbe 

parkedwith priorind icalions. 

2.3. AUTOMATICBRAKINGWITHPNEUMATICBUMPERSYSTEM 

The techno logy of pne umatics plays a majo r role in the field of automation and modern machine 

shops and space robots. The a im is to design and develop a (o ntro l system 

based intell igente lectron ica Il y contro ll edautomOlivebllmperacti vat io n andmnomat icbrak ingsystem is 

called A utomatic Pneumatic Bumper and Break Actuation bclt>re Co lli sion. 

Th ispro j ectco os i SlSO fl Rtran sm i tleran d Rece i ve rci rcu it, ConIrO I U nit, P neu mat i c bu m pc I'Systema nd pn eu 

maticbrakingsystcm.TheIRsensorsensestheobstac le.Thereisanyobstaclecloseno thc\ chiclc(within3

4feet)thecontrolsignal isgiventothebumperact i vat ionsystemandalso pneu matic brak i ng system 

s imultaneously. The pneumatic bumper and braki ng system isused to prod uct Ihe' man and vehicle. 

This bumper and braking activatio n system is onlyactivated the vehicl e s['eed above 30 - 40 

km/hour. This vehic le , eed is ' l'nsed by 
.. d h" I" h ~-a.>;a e d . b It k' ..theproxtmttysenso ran t Iss lgna Isg lventot eco tan pneumattc umpcrant >ra ' lIlgactlvattonsy 

stem. ";- lIilO: 
A 'flilOI)(d 

..;, 111](1'41 ". %> . 

\<'::,) ), 
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It iSI iIcprojecl wh iehhasbccil r" Ilycqu ippeda Illldcsigned f(,ra ulovch ides,' l'hcleeh llO logyo r pl1eu mat ies 
plays a major role 111 Ihe licld or aUlomalion al1d moclern machine shops 
andspacc ro bots, Thea i m is I od c s i gnancldcvc I a paC( 1 n(n,Isy:;1L' m based 0 11 i n (e II ige n(c Icc I ron ita II yeo n I ro II c 
daulomotivebum pemci ivai iOl1syslem isca llcd"i\U(OIl1 at iePnc(( m at ic Burn pcr and 13 rcak Ac tuat ion 
befc)rc Collision", The project consists of IR (r:IIl ""iltcr and l<eecivcr circuit, Contro l l ln it , 
Pnellmatic bum per Sy$tC:l~. The J1{ se !l~or scns\.:s the obstacle.Then.: is allY dbstacle closer to the 
veh icle (within I loot) the control signal is given to thebumper and break acti valion system, Th is 
bumper ac tivation system is activaled when thc vehic le speed above 40 -50 km /ho ur. The speed is 
sensed by the proximilY scnsOr and Ihi ss ignalislransferlothc 
con tro III niLa 11 dpn eu mat icbtl III pernct iv alion system, 

204, AIRBf\GS 

An ai rbag is a vehicl e sa l~lY device. Il is a type or occupant restra int system th at consist s of atlc:-:ib Jc 
fabric bag. also known as all airbag cushion. The airbag module i ~; de~igncd to inllalcrapid Iy [hen 

quickly deflate during a collision or impact \vilh another object or a 
su ddendece I era t i on, Thep urpo seQ nh ea i rbagi sto p ro v i d eoccu pan tpro tcc I i ona n drest ra i n td uri nga 

crash event. The airbag providc.::s an energy absorbing surface belween the vehicle's occupanrand .it 

steering wheel, instrumental panel, A-8-C- structu ra l body ti'ame pill ars, headl iner 
andwi ndsh ie Id/wi ndsc reen, 

Modern veh ic lesmaycont<li1l111uI (i pleairbagmodu lesinva riousconfi guraliOllsi nc Iud ing: Dri verairbagmo 

dule 

• Passcngerairbagmociule 

• Sideclll1ainairbag module 

• Seal-m oun tedsideim pactai rbagmodule 

• Kneebolsterairbagmod ule 

• Inflatablcseatbeltmod ules 

During a crash event, the vehicle' s crash sensor(s) provide crucial infOlmation to the 
airbagelectronic controll er unit (ECU) includes co lli sion type, angle al1d severity of impact. 
Usingthis information, the airbag electroni c controller unit 's crash algorithm determines if th e 
crash event meets the criteria for deployment and tri ggers various liring circuits to deploy one 
ormore airbag mod ules within the vehicle, Working as a supplemental restraint system to 
thevehicle's seatbelt systems, ai rbag module deployments ar~ tr iggered through a 
pyrotechnicprocess that is des igned to be used once,Nc" ers ide-impactai rbagmodules 

cons isto fco m presseda i rc y lin dersthataret ri gge red i n theeven tofas i c1 e i m pac (Vehie lei m pact, 

~ 
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3. OBJECTIVES: 

Automatic Brak ingS ystel11 with Pneum aticBumperswhich haste,Ilowingobjectives: 

>- Toincreasethesurenessofbrak ingApplication. 
;... Toincrcasetheresponsetime ofbrak ingsystem. 
-,. Toimprovethepre-crashsa fety. 

>- Toavo id thepercenlageo fpassengeri nj urybyusingexterna Ivehic Iesafet y. 

-,. Toreducetherequirementofin terna Isa l'etydevices Ii kea irbags. 

4. SCOPE: 

Nowaday vehicle accident is a major problem. This braki ng system uses an innovative pro.iect for 
thepurposc of preventing accident s happens in the restricted roadways. To overcome this p ,·oblcrn. 

we aregoing to develop a system wh ich is helpful for the reduction of road acc idents. It is the pro.iect 
whichhas been fully equ ipped and designed for auto vehicles. The tec hnology of pneumatics plays a 
maj 011'0 Ieinthe Iieldo f automat i0 na ndmodernmach inesh0 psandspacero bots. 

5. M.ETHODOLOGY: 

Step I: - We staJied the work of this project with literature survey. We gathered many research 
paperswhich are releva nt to this topic. After going through these papers. we learn t about intellige nt 
brakingsystem. 

Step2 :-Afte Jihat thecolll ponen ts\Vh icilarerequiredfortheproject ared ec ided. 

Step 3: - After deciding the components, the 3D Model and dral1ing is done with the help of a 
CADsoftware. 

Step 4:-Thecomponents wiIIbeman ufacturedandthenassembled together. 

Step5:- ThetestingwillbecarriedoutandthentheresuItandconclusionwiIIb"dra wn. 

Actuator 
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6. CA DDRAFT 
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Fig.6.CadOran 

Assllown i n th eel ra Ihhe b llill pera nd th efra m eare pa ireel wit ha pncu 111 ali eaew a to r. H en ce,on i 111 pac! t heb lI111 p 
elwi Illran5111 ittheforcetotheaeluatorandtheframewi II besa vcd rromdam age. 

6.1. C ripplingLoadCalculationsFrall1edesign 

Materialsused 

M ildSteel,Sg uare Pi pe 

Externa lA"ea 

I x l inch= 25,4 x25.4 =645.16111111 2 

Lengthoflink 

2 1.65inch= 550 mm 

Weigh tofproj eet 

15kg= 15x9.8 1= 147. 15N 

Solutionforwidth 

Effeetive1eng th 

Effecti ve length. whenbothendsfi xed,Le=Ll2=550/2=2 75111111 ~sistant Professo 
at. 01 Mechanical 

2. InternalArea ,Kasnibai NaVpal~;O lt 1J 

of Ensi:>eenng, U 

Intemalwidthanddepth.whiehhave3mmthiekness,dxb=38.1 ·2x3=32.1 mm 
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4. Crippli IIgloadbyEuler's formula 

Pc =rr2£JlLe2=rr2 x21 Ox l03x22882.048/275 

=627. 116kN 

SO llllioll for IClIglhLclIgthoflink 

33 .46 inch= 850111 111 

I. E ffcctinl cngt h 

Effective length . when both ends fi xed,Le=L2=8502=425I11 m 

2. TlltcrllalArC>1 

Inte rnal widthand dep th. whichhave3I11mthicklless,dx b=38. 1- 2x3= 32. lllllll 

3. Momelltofillcrtia 

1=8 D3-bd3/ 12=25 .4 x25 .43-19.4 x 19.43 1 2=22882.0481111114 

4. CripptingtoadbyEliler's fOl"nlUla 

Pc=rr2EILe2~rr2 x 2 1 Ox 103 x22882.0484252 

=262.56kN 

7. COMPOI\'[I\TS 

7.1. DOli bleAct iIIg I'll eu rn a ticCylin d er 

Fig.7.1.20x50 Illlne, linder 

Calculations:C) li ndcr:20x50 

t :.. S>~,.,.-;-;-~" " 
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Vo lum e 0 fa i rexhau st=strokex areaofp iston 

= 1OOx7r/4>=202 

=3 H15 . 92m3 

AreaofPiston=n/4xl02 

=3 14.152mI1l2 

Outstroke Force= Pressure x AreaofPi ston 

=0.4x3 14.15=125. 66N 

Pis ton rod" reaA 1=nl4 x dl 

=rr/4 x72=3 8.48111111 

EffectiwArea=PistonArea - PistonRodArc" 

= 314.15-38.48=275.66111 111 2 

InstrokcForcc= p xA 

=OA x275 .66 

= 110.26N 

7.2. SolenoidValve: 

Directional control valves are one of the 1ll0St fundamental pal1s in hydrau lic mac hinery as well 

and pneu I11UtiemachinelY.Theyallowfl uid fl owintod ifferen tpaths jj'omoneormoresources.TheyusuaIIyeo 

nsist 01' a spoo l in side a cy linder w hi ch is mechanica lJy or electrically contro lled. T he movement 

o tihespoo Irestrictsorpenni tstheflow, th us itcon tro Isthe flu id fl ow. 

Fig. 72.So leno idYalve 

7.3. WiperMotor 

. '; 
Wipers ha\ e he lped in many ways espec iall: \\'hen r~ iny C0)1 itio ns kick in when water drops fa ll 

-=.......,Wllhe\.\ inc!o\\shicld .Seeingthewiperbladesswipcthc\>;;j.I\(lowseefu implelikesi mplemechan ismbutyou 

, ~ "().l<'. ru 
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'd be surprised on how il functions exp li citly. These smooth moti ons or only made possible li'omlhe 

key mover in windshield wiper and these are the wirer motors. Wiper motors are devices in 
th ewirer ~yslcm that functions on a power supply in order to move the wiper blades in a smooth 
mo tion. L i kCOlhermotors, thew i penn oto rrota tescon 1i n uou sly i noned i rect i on wh ich iscon verted i n 1nab",:k 

and tanh mOlion. Its composit ion entails a lot or mechanical linkages each playing a rok III 

in i t i ali ngth e m ovemen t. Th egearhead t notOl' is thety peofwi penn otork nown fo ri tsabu ndancei n toni IIC . 

Fig. 7.3. WiperMotor 

Li near velocilyCalculation 

7.4. rRScnsor 

w=2rrN160 =6.28radlsec, 

v=rw=O.Sm /sec 
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receiver. It will give a high output when the eyes arc closed. Thus, acti vating the solenoi <i va lve. 
Itoperatcswithali'eqlIencywith in40kHz.Thesewi Ilbemolll1tcclonsafetyglassesthatwi I !beworn a ll the 
eye. From here the prox imity of the sensor to th e eye lids will be very low and it 
wi II funcl iOl1moreaccurateIy 

S. PRINCIPLES OFOPERATIONS: 

This project "Eye Sensor Braking System" is an auxiliary safety system In an automobile. l-icre. 

thed I'ivc r i sn ' ISll pposed toa pp I y b rakesm anu aII yin aseen a ri 00 fan em ergen cy. 

The I RTR ANSM ITTERc ircu i tistotransm itthe In li'a-
Red ra ys.The I R tran sm i tteri SlI sed t ot ransm i tth c i n :i'arcd I'llys i nO u reye s. The I Rrece i veri SlI sed torece i vc the 
rc :1ected i n fi'aredrays fromoll reyes. I ft hee)'csarec I o';ed i t meansth eoutl' lit 

ollRreeeiverishighotherwisethelRreceiverolitplIt islow.This [0 know whether the eye is closed or 
opened or position of the eye lids. This retlected Inrra
Rcdraysarerecei vedbythereeeiverc i rcu itwh ich iscall edascalled" !RRECElVER". 

The IR rece iver circuit receives the re fl ected IR rays and gives the control signal to the control 
eircuitif the received signal is high. The control circuit is used to acti vate the so lenoid valve. This 
s),stemworks when dri ver does not apply brake manually in thi s case the chances of acc idelll arc 
very high.When any obstacle is detected by IR sensor the signa ls are sent to both braking and 

bum per system. Thus, thebrakesa reappl iedand bum perisacti vated. 

9. CONCLUSION: 

Rehind the designing of this system, our main aim is to improve the prevention techn iqlle o r 
accidentsandalsored ucingthehaza rd ~'omacc idents I ikedamageo f veh icle,inj uryofhumans,etc. 

The autonomous vehicles are a lso a new trend with the electri fication of vehicles. Bot h these 
lrendsmay cause the driver of the vehicle to become sleep and loose his conscious while driving (1 n a 

roadthat doesn't demand mush attention. An auxiliary safety system will be a good anel cheap 
element inthesecars. 

Initial cost of cars with air bags is always high. Usual ly air bags are given to high end cars, 
l3yimplementing this project, we can red uce cost of high-end ca rs by giving similar kind of safet\ , 
A irbagsarehelpfultoprov ideinterna Isafetytopeoplesitti ngin veh icle, whereasinourprojec-twewi II begi v i n 
ginternalplusexternalsafetytocarfi·omdamage. 

And fromtheMATLABto 0 Iboxth est roke! en gth andt h efo rce in sid eth ea ctuato rareessentia I facto rs t h ataren 
ceded to I olVertheintens ityo flhe impact. Th estrok ele ngthactsa sac rum p!ezoneov erwh i chthet i m e takcn Ii)n 

heeha ngeinm omentum in creasesth usd ecreas i n gth eim pactfoI·ce . 

As we know the averaging impact force is inversely propoltiona l for the time it is applied ror. we 
cansay when change in time is eq ual to zero the change in momentum is sudden and the impac t lorce 
islarge. While when the change in time increases the change in momentum is gradua l and the 
impactforcedecreases. 

~ 
l'hlls, itwi I!reduceinitialcostofcarsanda Isoprov idebettersa ety . 
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Abstract: In this 21 S( century we are racing the shortage of fossil fuel And beca use or the increaSing 
cost and increasin g pollution whieh is the biggest threat 10 environment, the study of alternative ft, c l 
is required. 
This project is foclIsed on idea of lIsing acetylene gas which is renewable in nature as a primary fuel 
in IC engine such that it red uces the emission and smoke coming out from the exhaust. fn experiment 
we used the acetylene gas to run the engine on ditTerent loads by using dynamometer and various 
parameters calculated. When compared wi th the neat petrol operation parameters the red uction o f 
various exhaust gas parameters and smoke can be observed. 

Keywords: A lternative fuel, Acetylene , IC engine. Ex haust analysis, Comparison 

I.I NTRODUCTION 

In recent years, world is facing difficulty of both fos sil fuel depletion and environmental degradation. 
Through the internal combustion engines, the emissions that affect human health as well as 
environment are s ulphur oxides(SOx), HC, CO. NOx. In the future world's oil reserves are limited 
and expected to be consumed. To reduce petro leum consumption by increas ing the fuel variety. For 
intemal combustion gasoline and di ese l have sl'perior properties as a fueL These fue ls. when used in 
internal combustion engines emit po llutant into environment .In this study, since acel\ kne has been 
suggested as a possi ble alternative to petro leum-based fuels because it can be produced from non
petroleum resources.Acetylene gas can be produced fro m coal and limestone. It is hi ghl~ combustible 
gas. Among various options acetyl ene gas is n very good n,el for vehicles but it has many 
shortcomings which are needed to be studied before using it. Acetylene is ver\ eco-frie ndly 
fuel.Similar to the hydrogen acetylene gas has good combustion properties. Because of higher flame 
s peed, the engine can be run with a very lean mixture of air and acetylene. 

A. Problem Statement 

In this centUlY, the world is facing difficulties w ith the shortage of fossi l fuel deplet ion as well as 
environmental degradation. In internal combusti on engines, conventional hydrocarbon fuel s are used 
which emit pollutants like HC (Hydrocarbons). SOx (Sulphur Oxides), and parriculates which are 
very harmful to human health. Global warming increases due to CO gree nhouse gas. 
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B.Objective$ 

>- Among other alternative fuels acetylene has many qualities to be good fl!el due to its caloritic 
va luc and comb ustion enic iency. 

>- Acetylene emits exhaust gases containing fewer emissions. 
;;. In terms of emissions and also the economy acetylene gas is a better altemative to 

conventional fuels like petrol 

> Altcrnative fuel should hn ve highcr calorific value and shou ld be non-polluting. Good quality 
lilel should satisfy envi ron mcntal and cncrgy needs without compromising the perrormance of" 
the engine. 

C. Scope 

From the various research, the use of acetylene as internal combustion source in the engine could be 
most appropriate field to research as an alternative fuel and can be used as the synthctic fuel for the 
transportation. 
The advantages of the present project include that to providing a fuel comprising acetylene as a 
primary fuel for an internal combustion engineto provide such a fuel including a secondary fllel for 
eliminating knock. 

D. Methodology 

There are basically steps in methodology which ;s e~plain in following three steps: 

STEP I :
When calcium carbide reacts with waler it produces acetylene gas which can be produced in react ion 

tank and can be stored in storage cyl indcr. 
The chemical reaction of production of acet,lene gas by mixture of calci um carbide and water IS as 
follows: 

CaC2 + 2H20 -+ C2H2 + Ca (01-1) 2 
[Here we can use ready made acetylene gas cy linder which is easily available in industrial market.] 

STEP 2 :
In seco nd step, the pressure of acetylene gas is measured by using pressu re gauge so that gas sto red in 
acetylene cylinder is of high concentration. In other convenient method, readymade buy acetylene gas 
cylinder the gas cylinder is already provided \\ itll pressure gauge/flow control valve. 

STEP 3 :
The gas is passed through pipe in a proper aillount and these pipe is connected to carburettor fitted 
with filter then secondary fuel (gasoline) is added in very few amount about 10 to 15% for smooth 
operation of ic engine which also results in avoiding knock ing. After these the mixture is passed to 
engine. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL 

The basic experimental line diagram setup i, , ho\\ n in following fig. 
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Fi g. I: E:;perimenlalmodeJ 
The project setup has various eOJl1poneJ1ls are as I"ollows : 
1.Acetylene tank - Here we use readymad e buying acetylene gas cylinder tank which is available 
through industrial market OR we can also produce acetylene gas by mi xture of calc ium carbide and 
water. From reaction tank we can store acetylene gas in storage tank. 

2. Engine - Here we use 100 CC BAJA.! DISCOVER internal combusti on engine. Specificati o n 01" 
I.e. engine are as follows. 

3.Rope Brake Dynamometcr-Dynamometer of rope brake IS used to measure the brake power 
produced by rotating sha ft. 

: ;peci Icatlons Table 1 S T 
PARAMETERS 
Fuel system 
Stroke of enoine 

Specification 
Carburettor fuel svstem 
4 Stroke 

Coolin~medium A ir cooled enoine 
DisjJIacement 97.2CC Practically 
Max Power 7.7 bhp0J 7500 rpm 
Max Torque 
No. of cylinder 
Dia. Of cylinder 

7.85 Nm 0J 5000rpm 
Sin.gle cylinder 
180mm 

Lenoth of cylinder 
.. 

300mm 

III.CALCULA TI ON PROCEDURE FOR PERFOMANCE TESTING 

(A) Braking Torque (N-m) Braking Torque = (W - S) x Rb 
Where, W = Dead weight in Newton (N) 


S = spring balance Reading (N) 

Rb = Radius of th e brake drum (0/2) 


(B) Brake power (KW) BP = (\V- S) xRb x2ltN/60000 
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(C) Indicated power (KW) II' = (IMEP) I.AnK /60000 
Where, II' = indicated power (k W) 


IMEP = indicated mean errecti ve pressure (kN/m2 ) 

I.. = length or , troke (m) 


1\ = cross section area 01' piston (m2 ) 
n = number of power st rokes n = N/2 for four strokes. and N = for two strokes 
N =crankshali speed (revolutions pcr minute) 
K = number oreylimlers 

(D) Mechanical effic iency '1m = Bf' / II' 

(E) Speed (m/s) V= RPM/60 x (2'1 rad) 

IV.SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 

A. Braking Torque (N-m) 

Braking Torque = (W - S) x Rb 

Braking Torque = [( I 0 - I) x 9.8 1] x [(250/2) x 10"-3] 

Braking Torque = 11.0324 N-m 


B. 	B I'ake power (KW) 

BI' = (W- S) xRb x 211N/(i0000 

BP = [( 10- I) x 9.81] x l(25012) x 10"-3] x [(211 x 450)/60000] 

BP = 0.5200 KW 


C. Indicated power (KW) II' = (MEr) LAnK / 60000 

We have used the sta nd ard value o f eng ine, 

Mean Effective Pressure: 7 liP = 5219.899 1 Watts'" 5220 Watts 
MEl' = (Work Done/Stroke Vo lume) MEl' = 21.09 bar 
IP = [(21.09 x 10"5) x (50 ;, 10"- 3) x (7[/4) x (49.5 x 10"-- 3)"2 x (450/2) x 1]/60000 
IP = 0.7687 K W 

D. Mechanical efficiency: 1]m = BI' I II' '1m = (0.5200/0.7687) '101 = 0.6764 1]m = 67.64% (El 

Speed (m/s): 

V= (RPM/60) x (211 md) 

V = (450/60) x (211 x 045) 

V = 21.20 m/s 


E Emission Test" 

r~o\Jegf
T ~inltiOn test 

S no. hlel Ii:!! / 1,-:-" CO [n % HCinpl'm 
I Pelrol ;01 " .\ 4.5 900 
2 ACel\ kne G~\ ,." 3.6/ l20 
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<I 
MAHARASHTRA MOTOR ~~. 

~\ VEHICLES DEPARTMENT 0". ~ 
~I POLLUTION TEST CERTIFICATE FOR ' . 

3/4 WH~n£R 110 HEAVY PETROL C.N.G./L.P.G. vtn. . ' 

MolorVehlele No. ! ·S .JJ fJ. '6 7g fl 
Dal, 01 Issue /l (j /..'J- --f 
Dale 01 Expiry . / j -/~~'-70/J , 

Serial Numbor- Emmlsslon Test Result 

I.P.5. JJ4W-A Co Monoxide ~Yr-
Hydro Cilrbon ~ 
Hon.~et~a~e He __ . 

" 604785f Rm,,,,H, 

~..i.-

Fi g. 2: Pollution test cenificate 

[Table2 and Fig2 rejimnlJi'()11/ Ihe research paper: GaliwF Sandesh Doshi, 
SlI'apnilPrakoshSherkar. MaharudraBha!,'11'anShillde, Experill1enlal peljorlllance on IOOce SI engine 
usil1g acelylene CIS o./ilel. (Volllllle 5. Issue 3)] 

IVR ESULTS 

Om vs Load 
80 

70 --. - - --.. ~~ . .. - -

60 - .._- -- "' •• ' -------~ - 

~ .t=::::=::==-~n"~~~- --- s -- ,'0 

:w 
l() 

10 


0 

(> 10 

I,oad 

(Fig3) 

From the graph shown in the figure is 'lm vs. Load (kg), we get better efficiency for acetylene 
initially at low load but as we increase the load the efficiency of acetylene is decrease 
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BP vs Load' I I' , r , 
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From the graph shown in the figure is BP vs. Load (kg). Initia lly, for the same load for acety lene we 
get high BP, At mid-range, we get a slight decrease and then at higher load again for acetylene the 
slope of dec rease remains same and fo r petrol the slope increases . 

[Fig3 and Fig4 referredji-ol11lhe research paper : Gaurav Sandesh Doshi, SlI'apl1ilPrukashSherkar, 
!vfaharudraBhag'ovanShinde, E,perimenlal peljormal1ce 011 lOOce Sf engine lIsing ocen'iel1e as afllel, 
(Volume 5, Issue 3)J 

V.CONCLUSION 

• 	 By experiment we conclude that the Acetylene Gas is a better alternative Itlr conve nti onal 
fue ls in case of emission control and pocket fi·iendly . J 

• 	 By add ition ofacetylene gas as a fuel exhaust emissions like CO and He are reduced in large 

amount. 


• 	 Acty lene can be an impactful in the countries like Nepal where calcium carbid e' is very cheap 

and eas ily avai lable. 
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AbslraCI- In large sca le industries, where production rate is very high, labours niake a key 
difference in build time, manufacturing cost and hence the total economic ga in . The study focuses on 
designing and manufacturing a machine which can cut rollers from PU foarn sheets at much higher 
rate than curren! process by understanding the working principle and the required product. Thus, the 

initial advantages are kept ho ld of and the drawbacks are overcame. The machine has applications 

mainly in painting industry. 


Keywords- Automation, PU foam, Foam cutting machine, painting tooi. 

I. 	 INTRODUCTION 

Recenttrendsi n i ndustryshowsurge inautomation.Thisleadstom in iIII i za tionofel'l'orsand i ncrease i nac 
cLiracyandproduction rate. Also, it reduces the company's total dependence on workers for 
manufacturing. Shortage of skilled workers 111 the industry 
isarisi ngprob lem.A u IOmati on he I pstom it igate i t. J the I psi med uc i n gtheva ri ab iii t)' i n prod uct ion wh i ch 
givesamoreconsistent and controlled product. Also, it produces less wastage leading to effic ient 
use of material. This will boost up the production rate and volume. A[though the initial cost is 
high, this increase in prevention cost reduces the cost of internal and externa l failure. Worker 
cost and material costs are also reduced resulting in an overall gain lor thccompany. 

For designing this machine, alternative methods currently used were stud ied . Their [imitation, 
and current work goals were 
bra i nstormedandades ignwas proposedtocutaroIlerofSm min nerd in 111 " t e ra n d 54m m ou terd iam eterwi t 
halengthofl65mm. 
Thema i n goa[tobeach i e ved i SIO i nc rea seth eprod ucti onratewi th 0 u th i nd<:ri ng theq ual i tyofth eprod uct. ) 
Variousmechanical lOo [sviz.ba ll screw,[eadscrew, 

etc.aredes igneda nde I ectrica Ico m ponen tsviz. motors,VFD,etc .areused i nIh i sm ach i ne 


II. 	 WORKING PRINCIPLE 

Themachineworkswiththehe [ po f3motors,2Servomotorsand lInd uel ion motor,eachusedtocontro I 
motionineachaxi s. O ne servo is used to control the motion in vertical direct ion with help of lead 
screw which in turn is attached to a plate which 
h0[ds7spindleassem b [ies. Theseassemb[ iesholdthetoolsusedtocu tth e l"oal11. Thus, i nonecycle, 7tota[p 
roductsareobtained at the same time. Another servo is used to COnll"l)[ the horizontal motion of 
these assemblies and an induction motor helps in moving the I'oam in horizontal direction. 
Various sensors are used to control the over-travel and under-travel of't he tools. Gearboxes are 

used to appropriately step down the speed as peITequirement. 


> 
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tiL METHODOLOGY 

5tudyof 
previou 
5 

Manufacturil1 B
Fig I: Flowchart of methodology 

..I . Study ojjJreviolisprocess 

Use of VMC was a p,·eviously employed process. The process was CNC controlled. Trial s 
were taken to stlldy it and lind the limitations. This process could produce I roller at a time. 
Cyc le time ,·equired was 16 seconds but time was wasted In remov ing 
therollerfromth ctoolmanually. A Iso, thed i mensiona laccliracywasnotmaintainedsometi mes.A p prox 
illlately I GOrollerswere 
prod u ced perh our. Thereqll i red prod ucti on ratei s900roIIerspe rh au r. So,keepi n g th isgoa I ,thenewproce 
ssisdes igned. 

Fig 2: Foam cutting usi ng VVIC 

B. Design 

To achieve the high production rate either the cycle time' should be reduced or number of 
rollers produced simultaneous ly 
shou Idbe increased. Reduc i ngth ecycletim ewilll ead toclegradat i on i n fi nalg ual itywhi ch i snotacceptabI 
e.So,moreprod ucts shouIdbeprocl ucedsim uJtaneously.S pind leassem bl y 
isdesignedfonnovemento hoo L Thisconsistsofspindleho us ing. shafL angular contact bearings, 
pulleys and washers. 7 sllch assemblies are used at a tim e. 

\c... >-2----->' 
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Fig 3: Design ofY-Z axis assemb ly 

Following are th e calculations done for designing of components: 

/) 	 Ver/ieol slide (z-axi.,): 

Servo motor power = I . I 25 kW Gear box ratio = 1:7 

RPM = 3000 

Lead screw pitch = 8 111111 


Approach: Output rpm = 300017 = 428.5 rpm 
No. of revo lutions req uired for approach = 235/8 = 30 rev Approach time = (required rev)/rps = 
3017. 14 = 4.2 sec Pulses required for 30 rev = 30' I 000 = 30.000 pulses 
Feed: OUtput rpm = 60017 = 85.7 1 rpl11 
No. of revolutions req ui red for feed = 165/8 =2 1 rev 

Feed time = (req uired rev)lrps = 2 111.43 = 14.68 sec Pulses req uired for 2 1 rev = 2!* 1 000 = 
21,000 pu lses 

Single start lead screw (I=np) dm = 4 6rnm 

tan (J. = Ihtdm = Si46*rr a = 28.65 0 


~ = tan <I> = 0.05 <I> = :!.86° 


Treq = (W* dm*tan( <h+u))/2 

= 23.5 J Nm 


Power = (2rr*(300017) 'T)/60 T = ( 11 25*60)/(2rr*428.5) 

Torque motor = 25.07 Nm 


2) 	 Horizon/ol slid~ (x -oxi.l) : Servo motor power = 400 W Gear box rati o = 1:25 
RPM = 3000 
Ball screw pitch = 10 111111 Servo pulses/rev = 1000 
Required shifting d istance = 50 mm 

Output rpm = 3000/:!5 = 120 rpm Per revolution~ce = 10 111m Requjred rev for 50mm = 5 
Time for 50111111 = (required rev)/rps = 5/2 = ~s requi red fo r 5 rev = 1000*5 = 5000

/"':~'" 
pulses 	 '/:;. . _ ~ 

~~~l .;, 
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J) 1'(wIII .I'h!/i!'1' (v-lIxi,l) : Servo motor power = 750 W Gear box ralio = 1: 7 
RPM ~ 3000 
Roller diameter = i ()O mm 

ServQ pul scslrev = I 000 

Required shifting dis tance = 50 m11l 

Per revo lution foam shifting = 7t x d = 314 mm Roller rotation 1'01' 50 I11Ill = (314 /3 60) x 50 

= 43 .61 ' 

Motor rotation for 50 mm = (43 .6 1*7)/360 

= 0.84 rev 

Pu lses required for 0,84 rev = 1000 x 0.84 = 840 pulses 


Fig 4 : Des ign o r final assembly 

C. J't/Wll!/clcl'uring 

Compo nents like lead screw, spind le housings, rrame and vari ous m ountings are manufactured 
aner appropriate design calcu latio ns and s imulatio n. 

lI'art IMatenal 
I:'pmd le 11Ousm O IMlld :,teel 
l!:leanng shatt 

ultmg too Hlgn uenslty :>teel 
ulleys IMI d ::lteel 

IMolor mounting plale ~lld :'Ieel 
I::>plndle assembly mOUnlll1 !!. plate ~lumlnlUm 

ead screw 
rame V\IUmlnlllnl 

Table L Lis t ofmanulactured components 

Fig 5: Frame and assembly holder _ 
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Follov,Iing surface lreatment processes WI.!I'C done: 
/) 	 H{/rdAlllldisillgo{Aluminium

Hal'danociisi ngprocessproducesacoali ngofilJum in iumoxideonthesurfaceofalull1 in iUITI alloy. Th is 
lreatmelll is dont! lO increase lhe hardness and wear res istance of the-material. 

2) 	 EleCII·olessnickel platingoj;nildsleeJ-
E I ectro lessN ickc IP Iat i ngisthcdepos i lofnn ickel a II oycoa ti ngdon eus in gchem ical red uction proccss. 
10 micron layer of nickel alloy is added to increase its hardness up to 40 BHN . This lreatm enl is 
done to provide protection From abrasion and wear and also to increase res istance 
~~nISl(:orrOSlon. 

Fig 6: Electroless nickel plaling ofMS Plate 

D. Asseilibir 

Fig 7: Assembly ofX-Zaxisslide Fig 8: Final Assembly of machine 

E. Tes/illg 
A ner the assem bly of all the components, testing of the machine is done. The problems were 

id~nti lied and accordingly the troubleshoot in g was done. Some of the problems were reso lved in 
the fo ll owi ng manner

• 	 Pneull1atic ej ector system is used to remOve the foam roller from the tool afler cutting operation. 
As a fe' Sull. there is a sign ificant decrease in cycletime. 

17131Pa ge
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Motor 
o 'l)ower7 5 OW wasu so ci ear I ierwh i eh wasn otsu fli e i enl fore fti e i en twork i n g,so i ti srep laeed by them oto 
I' of'powerl 125W. 

I V. CONCLUSION 

Foam roJ IerclIlti n gmach inells i11 gatllOI11 al i0 11 techno logy isdevel 0 pedsli ccessfu ll yand{hereq uit"cd p 
rociuCliollrateoffomn rollers is achieveu without compromising the quality of the surface II nisll. 
Target of making 900 foam rollers per hOllt' and tilL' 

i deao tl essh u m an interact i ollwi t h increased prod u c t ion rate i ssu ccess full yachi eveci.A pp I i ea ti 0 n0 fl his 
mach ineisindependen t 
ot\vorkersk i11 s.A H ulnan M aeh! ne In ter lace( H\\111 )all OWSLISlOCOl11tllll nicat0'\;vi Ihthem aeh i11 e, log iVC~1 

ppropriateinst'ruclions and check thc I"cedbaek. Thi, feedback helps us track rarameters like 
cycle time, tool positions and total products obtained in given timerramc. 
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Design of Powder Refiling Machine 
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Ahslracl - To design a powder refi ling system for particulate control , it is necessa ry to accurately 
estimate cyclone pe rformance. In this study, new theoretical methods for computing tra vci 
distance, numbers of turns and cyclone pressure drop have been developed. The flow pallern and 
cyclone dimensions determine the trave l di stance in the cyclone. The number of turns was 
calculated based on thi s trave l distance . This theoretica l analys is show that cyclone pressure drop 
varies with the inlet velocity, but not with cyclone diameter. 

As the oth er cyclone designs fail to accuratel y est imate the number of effective turn s, hence in 
this study we have used 2D2D des ign which is based on the calculation o f number of effective 
turns. Based upon cut point diameter co llection effici ency is calcu lated fo r any particle s ize 
which is also ca ll ed fractional efficiency curve. The theoretical overall efficiency model 
developed in this research ca n be llsed for cyc lone total efficiency. 

Keywords - Cyclone efficiency, Cut point diameter, 2D2D design, Cyclone pressure drop 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Powder filler is stand -alone equipment for di spensing powder into premade carriers sllch as can . 
bott le ctc. For packaging of powder we will definitely need powder fil ling machine previous ly. 
manua l refill ing system s were used which was traditional methods. But du e to manually fill ing o r 
the powder efficiency was not fulfilling the requirement. Flllther it was hazardous to human 
health ; due to touch of human hand later on the powder would catch moisture . Also the weight o r 
the powder to be filled was not accurate which affected efficiency and working of the eq uipment. 
Powder refilling machine consi sts of the follow in g palis: Cyclone separator, pressure blowe r. and 
connecting pipes. The primary part of the machine is cyclone separator. Cyclone Separator is a 
device used to separate paliicular matter from the air or gas stream. Working of the cyclone 
separator is they sim ply transfonn th e inertia force of gas particle flows to a centrifugal fN ce bv 
means of a vortex generated in the cyclone body. 
The advantages are it has no moving palis and continuous disposal o f so li d paliicles. It also has a 
few disadvantages as low collection efficiency for th e particles below 5lim in diamele r and 
equipment is subjected to severe abrasive deteri oration . The appli cations o f the cyclone separat,'I' 
are chem ical industry, process industry etc. Pressure blowe rs are idea l for appli cations requiring 
high pressures at relatively low volumes of air. Pressu re blower performance will remain stable 
through the operating ran ge and can be turned down to zero fl ow via a discharge damper. 
Connecting pipeline is a short section of pipe that is added by flaring, rivetin g, or welding to an 
opening of a pipeline, a tank, or other structure and used to connect pipe lines and fittings tt) the 
structure. The free end of a connecting pipe is threaded or fitted with a flange or socket. 
depend ing o n the type of connection used. 

II. DESIGN ANDDEVELOPMENT 

.~ . DimellsionCalculations ~-
?Y -\~~ . 
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) Fig.1 Standard 2D2D Cyclone Dimensions 

B. Parameter calculations 

I. The Number of Effect ive Turns (Ne):- The number of effective turns in a cyclone is 
the number of revolutions the gas sp ins while passing ihrough the cyclone ali ter vorte" . A higher 
number ofturIls of the a ir stream result in a hi ghe r colleetionefficicncy. 

[]

2. C ut poi nt Diameter:- The cut-pain! ora cyclone is the aerodynamic eq uiva lent 

diameter (A ED) of the pal1icle co llected with 50% efficiency, As the cut-point diameter increases, 
the coll ection efficiencydecreases. 

3. Gas Residence time: - To be co llected. pal1icles must strike the wall \\ ithin the amount 
oftime that the gas trave ls in th e outer VOI'tex. The gas res idence time in the outer vunc"ls 

4. Panicle drift veloe ity(: 

Terminal drift transverse velocity(V,):

\s ......~_~ 
5. Pressure Drop (~P): -

Assistant Professor & '-l " 
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7. Outlet Gas Velocity (Vm,,): -

Co llecti o nEfficiency(I)j):
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Cyclone Sepa rator-

III. CONSTRUCTION 
Geomelry of cyclone separator tldines the collection emeicncy or cyclone and it can be treat<:,d as 
ma in parameter for future considcration, Efticicney or cyclone is dependent of three vcl<lt.ity 
profiles (tangential, radial , axial), I D3D and 2D2D cyclone geometry is more efficient than <,lher 
cyclone geometries when we compare them in terms of particle having size less than 5pm.The 
/low paltern and cyclone dimensions determine the lravel distance in n cyclone, The number or 
tllrns was calculated based on thi s traveldi stance , 

-L-.r-......"" =t= 
I 
Ir---l--4 r: Ill"! ':.:ll:t\: 

j 

II 
i ! 

I 
I' I , . ; 
" 
rJ 

Fig,2 2D2D Cyclone Separator 

Cyclone pressure drop varies with the inlet vciocity, but not with cyclone diameter. It is important 
to consider the air dens ity effect on cyclone performance in the design of cyclone abatement 
systems, The tangential in let generates the swirl ing motion of the gas stream, which forces 
part icles toward the outer wall where they spiral in 

the downward direction, Eventually the particles are collected in the dustbin locared at the bottom ) 
of the conical section of the cyclone hody. The cleaned gas leaves through the exit pipe at the top. 
The number of effective turn s in a cyclone is the number of revolutions the gas sp ins while 
passing through the cyclone outer VOl1e:\ ...\ higher number of turns of the air stream result in a 
higher collection efficiency. Inlet velocity is prime factor effecting the pressure drop and hence 
the cyclone efficiency. Efficiency and prcssul'e drop are directly propOItional with velocity but 
increase in pressure drop is not favourable. Pressure drop created varies with inler ve locity and it 
does not have any relation with cyclonediameter , 

• Blower 
It is lIsed to force filler material in cyclone separator through tangential inlet dllct with the help of 
pressurised air to create the necessary " 'hid creating inner as well as outer vol1ex to ensure filler 
palticle collection due to gravity, 
• Connecting Pipe 
Connecting pipes are used to connect asscn I . lower to cyclone separator as well as cyclone 
to empty fire extinguisher <:l?;i NaVale 
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IV. OUTLINE OFASSEMBI.Y 

Air + Filler 
Inler 

Blower 
(2HP. Single 

St. e) 

------~~-------1 
CYcloli.~ :::. ep'IJ'iU0J' 

( 2DW) 

Filler Oulle! 
To 

ExtllH!,l1isher can 

\Veighing Machine 

V. FUTURESCOPE 

• The present study ,,,ou ld'bc limi ted to dry powder used in the refilling mach ine only. 
For example dry chemical. wet chemical etc. The model of fire extingui sher using powder as 
agent would be used for exting ui sher a ll types of fire s. It is cautious and not challenging in 
orde red to use fo r an ord inary person. It can be further modified by using different material or 
agent by the intension of h igh eJ"iiciency easy to handle and lesscostly. 
• In future, some Illod illcalions can be done in powder refi lling machine with respect to 
dimensions as well as simu ltaneous refilling capacity increase to make it useful for smal l 
industri es, offices as well as housing soc ieties. Powder refi lling machine can be made more 
compact in order to minimize space and increase itsmovab ili ty. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

After extensive research in the areas of powder refilling machine. mode lling, ana lys is and 
comprehensive works regarding me preparation of model of cyc lone separator was done and the 
same is stated with the he lp o f Itl llo\-\ing deductions. 
I. T he literature revie\\ he lped us to determine the scope of the present work, makin g the 
key component of powder rdilling machine i.e . cyc lone separator modeling and design 
procedures. The type of agent used \\ as also selected with the help of literaturereview. 
II. Powder refilling mach ine was used as refilling machine for fire extingu isher. Dry 
powder, which is wide ly used in lire extinguishers, was chosen as the agent in the refilling 
machine so as to achieve the req uirements of the cyclone separator has been derived from the 
points extracted from research p"pers. Hence, the mathematica l model of cyclone separator has 
beenderived. 
iii . With the help of lit~r:ll u r~ . connecting materials were dete rmined and expected res ults 
will come into reality as per OUiput deri ved f("Om the theoretical calculations and CADmodel ing. 
1\'. Improvisation in cf! ic icllC\ and error fi'ee powder refil ling can be achieved from this 
project as per results derived 1"["('111 theoretical calculations and CAD modding and the primary 
object of this project will beach ie\ d. 
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Abs/mc/- Currently. about 2. 01 billion metric tons of Municipa l Solid Waste (M SW) ar~ 
produced annually worldw ide. The World Bank estimates overall waste generation will incre<J se 
to 3.40 bil lion mcrric tOilS by 2050. With such huge am ounts of WilSIe being produced. 
managemen[ ane! disposal of \vaste become a herculean tClsk. Moreover~ the \tv[ls te prociuced has 
many materials which may be reused pro fitabl y . A sol id waste management system not only 
so lves the problem 0 1' efficient disposal but also helps in recyc ling & reusing impOltant 
resources. Thi s al so he lps ill reducin g the impact of modern society & its needs on th e 
environment. 

India alolle produces a staggering 62 million tonnes of waste of which 43 million tonnes is 
collected and merely 11.9 million tonnes is treated (less than 20%)! The rest of the waste ends 
up in landfill s which nOI only pollute th e environment but also increase the need tor importing 
many raw materials lor Indian industri es from other cou ntries. The current waste management 
practice in India in volves collecting waste from sources through a community co llecti ve bi n 
system, after which il gets transpo,·ted to a low-lying landfil l system w ith intermed iate 
process ing of Munici pal Solid Waste (MSW). The open dum ping practice is leading to various 
problems like po ilu lion and health hazards. Both surface and groundwater are affected by this: 
in fact, groundwarer is in a critica l state. C\lrrent procedures are not ideal, hence, India is facing 
a solid waste managem~n( crisis . 

The study and researc h conducted in this project will tack le the above-m en tioned problem s at 
the ground level wh ile maintaining the highest level of possible effectiveness and mainly 
making the process mnomated and inexpensive. With the presence of a si mple and inexpensive 
setup, we be li e ve Ihar such a system wi ll be easy to integrate into the present waste management 
scenario at a considerab ly low cost and he nce will try to tackle the sol id waste managemen t 
crisis faced by India n and many other countries worldwide. 

Keywords- Waste S~gregati on , Autonomous Design , Process Automation, Inductive Prox imity 
Sensor, Capacitive Pro.s imity Sensor, Conveyor Belt, Servo Motor, Arduino Microcontro ll er. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Problem S/aleme11l : 
Waste Disposal is nile of the biggest problems faced by 20th -century soc iety. It leads to 
pollution and contributes to large scale wastage of raw materia ls that could be reused, which in 
turn reduces th e strain a nd dependency of extracting newer min era ls and resources for 
production & manufacluring purposes. 
The purpose of thi, instructional design project research study is to assess, evalu a t~ and improve 
the situation of impn;[1cr waste management by using automation of garbage segregation as the 
tool to accompl ish rhe ' reedv yet efficient implementario-- this concept. 
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8. O/;jeclives : 
I. Study the compos iti on or municipal waste and exi stin g measures lor the treatment 01' 
waste in li se. 
2. Studying th c actuators and sensors suitabl e for the system 
3. Designing and Manuf'~l c lllring an industrial implementa tion worthy system, 
4. Study of the ellicicncy or thc system ( lip Vs O/p) . 
5. Lea rning & implemellting the basics of logic-based coding on th~ microcolltrollcr. 
6. Designing a portable & cost-e ffective system. 

C. Scope : 
T he present Literature contains va riolls mechanism s C91lSIStlllg or componen ts VIZ. H opper, 
Conveyors, Vibratin g Screen , Mesh Screen, Ballistic Separator, ELidy Current Separator, Vortex 
Generator which operates on the feedback prov ided by feedback sensors to segregate th e wastc . 

The problem with using these mechan isms for waste segregati on is that they are very ex pensi ve, 
occ upy a lot of space and have a very hi gh operating cost which makes the use of these difficult 
in co untries like India where waste segregation needs to be done at ground level at the source . 

*indicates eq ual contribution 
Moreover, in such systems for mass separati on of garbage, segregation needs to be done in 
di fferent stages according to the cOiltent of the solid waste being processed . T his not o nly 
increases the cyc le tim e but also introdu ces many connec ting & complicated su b-assemblies, 
whi ch decrease the effi ciency of such setups. 

The absence of such a setup introduces the need for an inexpensive yet e ffici ent so lid waste 
management system th at call easily be incorporated into the current system withollt making Rn y 
changes . 

D. lvfethodology: 
The garbage enters the system through a controlled feeding mechanism, lim iting th e amount o f 
garbage being inducted into the system.Thi s mechani sm is initiated onl y if the IR sensor detects 
waste. An inductivc prox imi ty sensor is mounted based on the eddy current principl e capable of 
detecti ng intricately posi tioned conductive fragments. For push ing th e waste in the respective 
b ins, a servo moto r whic h has a flap attached to it is moun ted. The fl ap acts as a barrier at 
different angles for di fferent types of waste. Thus , the wastes are separated into respective bins 
placed at their locati ons. An inductive Proximity se nsor which is moun ted a long the s ide of th e 
conveyor is used to detect if the incoming waste is metallic or not. As and "hen the inductive 
prox imity sensors detect a metallic fragment, a deflector is actu ated whi ch SII ee l' s the metallic 
fra gment away which is be ing carried by the be lt. Permanent magnets within the me tall ic bin aid 
in sortin g magneti c meta ls from non-magnetic ones. A fter the metallic waste is separated, a 
mo isture sensor is used to detect wet was te by measuring the chan ge in elect ri ca l impedance of 
va rious rem aining t' ·agments. When any material absorbs water vapour. the io ni c fun ctional 
groups get dissoc iated within it and the electri ca l conductivity is increased due to the co nductive 
polymer structure form ed. Further, on the be lt, proximity capac itive sensors are mo unted to 
separate non-metals ie. g lass, paper, plas ti c. 
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Fig I: Isomelric vie,,, of"selup 

The sensor is only active when a material with a dielectric constant is directly placed in front of 
the senSO r. The target material s have different dielectric values whi ch vary accordi ng to the 
material in front of the sensor and hence the capacitance of a capac itor in the sensor that is part 
of the osci llator ci rcuit changes accord ing to the mate ria l placed in front of it. This he lps us to 
get differel1l feedback reading for different mate rials helping in the precise actuation of the 
deflector mechanism. Bins for different materials are placed distinctly for different collectio ns. 
A continuously mo ving conveyo r belt is used in thi s setup adj acent to which the different 
material detect ing sensors are attached. Ultrasonic sensors wi ll be placed in all collection bins 
(metal bin. plastic bin, organic bin) to check the amount of free space left in th em. Whenever 
any o f the bins are filled, feedback will be sent and the user will be notified. In this manner. 
solid waste can casil y be segregated. 

Fig 2: Sensor location 

E. Components : 
Inductive Proximity Sensor - Autonics M30 PNP-NO 
Capacitive Proximity Sensor - Autonics CR30-I5DP 
Bearing· HI·S UN UC202 
Servo Motor - FUTABA S3003 
DC Motor· Robodo REL_9 John son 
Spur Gea r Set - Pi nion=I 7 teeth ; Gear=34 teeth 
Electroni c Components - Arduino MicrocontroJ}e :, 

'/16*02 Display 
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F. HI{Jsle .s'egregwiol1 Them)) : 

Segregation of our waste is essential as the amount or waste being generated today cau,es 
immense problems. Certain items are not BioDegradablc but can be reused or recycled it is 
believed tl"' t a larger portion of th e waste can be recycled. a part of can be converted to 
compost, and only a smaller portion or it is real waste that has no use and has to be di scarded. 
Ii ousehoid waste should be separated daily into cJilkrcnt dustbins ror the dirferent categories o r 
was te such as Wet & Dry Waste Shllltid be disposed of separately. Wet wastes, which consist 0 1' 
leftove r foodstulT. vegetables, peels etc. should be put in an organic waste convel1er -My Green 
Bin and compoSl can be used as manure in the garden. Dry waSle consisling of cans~ aluminium 
t() il s, plastic s. metal. glass and paper could be recycled, One should al so keep a du stbin fo r toxic 
wastes such as medicines. batteries, dried paints, o ld bulbs and dried shoe poli sh. If we do not 
systematica ll y dispose of the waste than more th an 1400 sq. km o f land the size of the c ity o r 
Delhi would be required in the country by th e yea r 2047 to dispose or it. 

WASTE SEGREGATION 
~ecr.:>1!31 Ion of Sond Sio-Mellle;)1 Waste 

Infea_.. IV.... . 
w~". 

I r'------T'--'L---,'------. 
Cyo.-,.;c a.,. & i<II;.I_". ....._ '"_"'P!"~"1....... 
_ ,t",.". """.d~'.w.,.. r1x...-4po"""'.1'I' ~!1..".~.I_. 

_ •." " w"U'boltol'M1 ' l.r."l, ..., .. ,. 

....." 

~"... , ,1 

Fig 3: Representation ofwaste segregoliol1 

G. Benefits OfWaste Segregation: 
• Decreases the Quantity of Waste: 

Waste segregation reduces the actual quantity of waste by sort in g the recyclable material from 

the waste: which fllJ1her leads to a decrease in the landfills of the \\aSle. 

• Lucrative Industry: 

The waste segregation and management industry are verv lucrati ve if proper channel s are 

app li ed for the reuse and recycling of th e waste . 

• Di sease-free environment: 
Besides keeping the environment clean and neat; waste segreg'llion al so makes people go 
disease-free if the waste is properly disposed of and taken carc 01'. 
• Reduces Env iro nmental Pollution: 

Waste management is done correctly not only e liminates the >urroundin g waste but also w ill 

reduce the intensity of the g reenh ouse gases like methane. ca ..bLln monoxide which is emitted 

from the wastes accumulated. The depth of the existing land fi ll s and incineration will be curbed, 

thereby cutting down the harmful factors that affect the environmen t. 

• Raw Material Cost Reuuction: 

Waste segregation enables recycling on a large scale which indeed he lps companies to cut their 

initial investm ent in the raw material and the use of the rec\ c led material decreases the basic 

carbon footprint emitted to generate raw material. 


l~ 

management can in di :-, ,-·~l."''-·s which may cause several 
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• I r (he \vaste is lH'll managed and segregated propt:rly it may lead to different kinds or 
pollotion. which IlII·ther increases enviro nm enta l issues . 
• Though waste managemenl creates empl oyment, it can nnly produce low-quality jobs. These 
jobs include the right li'om sorting the garbage collector to the illlcnsive and laboriousjobs thm 
are needed in the fitctorics and ou tlets. 

I. Desigl! Paramelers: 

Sorter Frame Dimensions: I 000·500* 1400ml\1 


Total belt length = 1.63664 m 


Further adjustment by tensioning mechanism. 


Ideal Be lt Tension:0.972I Kg f '" IKgf 


This is the maximul1l tension in the belt beforc failure. 


Weight orthe object is unilo rml y distr ibuted and is not acting as point load. 


For maximum load condition. consider a maximum load oJ"2 kg. 


Torque of Conveyor belt: 5.692498 N 


Torque experienced as dri ve pulley: 1.16055 Kg-cm 


Consider that the drive pulley is exerting torq ue o j" larger spur gear which is further transmitting 

torque to smaller pinion gea r. 


This pinion torque wi ll be transl11 itted to the gearbox oj" motor through motor shaft and the 

gearbox and Ill otor DC setup has rated stall torque at IgV of IOKg-cm which is much higher 

than the desired value. 


Shaft and roller calculation (Dimension): 


For Roller: 


J = 171805 mm" 


G=341 N/mm 2 


By General torsion equation. 


8 = 0.017822 Deg 


Th is value is infin itesimally small hence permissible. 


For Shaft: 


0= 20m111, L = 120111111 , G = 78GPa 
 \~? ;> , 

J = J 5707.96mm" Assistant Professor & He" 

By General torsion equation, Dept of Mechanical <1' _g. 
Smt Kashibai Navale Collqe

B = 11.16* J0·4deg of Engineering, Pune - 41
We would not be able to operate the syste111 if the torsion nll111ic nt produced creates a twist. 
Hence, shaft design on the bas is oflOrsional and lateral rigidil \. 

II . CONCL USI()'\, 

An efficient waste management system is the need of thc h"ur. Th is automatic waste segregator 

is one small step towards building an efficacious and eC()lwmic waste co llection system with a 

minimum amount of human intervention. T . ~asle segregat. 11" as the name suggests segregates 

the waste into six major classes: plastic ;, jCorganic). j, ·(" lI ic. paper_ g lass, non-metals. The 

proposed system would be able to mon 	 ~~he solid \\a:J c" llection process and management 
1 - I -.th 1724 1 P a ge 
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of the overa ll collection process. Towards the end or this research stud y project, We wouid a Iso 

like to implement our idea in the rcal market as it will not l)nly increase the efficiency or 

disposal and reu se processes but will also save time and labour cost helping to build towards a 

sustainable envi ronment and future. 
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Functional Analysis of Snake Robot Having IR Vision 
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Abstract - In this study we to a im to preselll an o verv iew of fea tures of snake robots and thei r 
application ac ross various field s. Snakes is bl essed w ith a un ique feature of mov ing over or cl imb ing 
all most a ll k ind of terrain s, ro ugh, mudcly. II al~ 'Y. narrow cracks, ta ll trees and this unique mob ility 
feature have inspired the creation of ' Snake Rnhl)Ls-. Snake robots can "vork as a wonder to reach 
challenging and cluttered environments where it i~ imposs ible or too dangerous or narrow for human 
be ings 10 operate. Snake robot is an innovati<111 Ihat has a great sco pe in India. Snake robots, thus, 
ho lds a lot in future and great scope for Indi a . Snake robo ts can be used in var ious fie lds like 
agricu lture. sanitati on,firefighting, survei llan .... l..· alld maintenance of complex and possibly dangerolls 
structures or systems such as nuc lear p lan!> or pipe lines, inte lligent serv ices, med ia, exploratio n, 
research . ed ucation, m ilitary, disaste r management. and rescue & search operatio ns. T hese unique 
features ancl degrees of freedom of snake mhl' lS make them fas c inating topic for research and is 
worth investm ent & a pplicabili ty. Wi th funhe'" in novatio ns, the potent ial of snake robots can 
becxploi ted and give way to infinite applicati <1 'b. 

Keywords:- Snake Robot, IR vision Cllmera. Proximity S ellsor, 
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I. I NT[(OIJUCTION 

Snake-like robots were used to imitate the s lim and legless body of snakes (Bauchot, 1994), 
Normally the orthogonal series (Zhcnli ot aI. , 2005), fl ex ible cable-driven (Paap et aI. , 1996) and 
coupling-drivcn (Changlong et aI. , 2009) arc 
adopted to construct the mechanical system of snake-like robots, as shown in Fig, I, 

Besides moving on ground w ith serpentine locomotion, concertina locomotion and side-wind in!! 
locomotion, some amphibious snake-like robot can swim in the water. Some fish-like robots (II' 

sa lamander-li ke robots are al so deve loped with different kind of actuators, as shown in Fig, 2(Crcspi 
and Ij speert, 2009; Westphal et aI., 20 I I), Until now, there is no cheap snake- I ike robot avai lab Ie nn 
market to prov ide the research platform fo r resea rchers from different places to show Ihe 
performance of their designed a lgo rith m comparing ro the other works, In this paper, the mechanica l 
system and control system constructed by the components avai lable o nline are adopted to deve lo p or 
the snake-like robo t. The dynamic mode ls of snake-like robots are al so developed with open source 
software, The Serpenoid Curve formula is adopted to generate the rhythmic ofjoint for the snake-like 
robots to realize serpentine motion on land, 
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Snake Robot 

f ig. I Simulat ion o f Snake Robot on V-Rep Pl at form 
Parameters 0 r Serpclltl id Curv..: 
formula. 

Tablcl 
, (rad) 0.8 
kn I 
s (mm) 200 
l. (mm) 1440 
arc.l(mm ) 20,000 
N 8 

n. R~rerences 
Yuki Takagi, Masato Ishi kawa el. a l (20 19) have introduced a snake like robot with contro ll abks 

s ide thrust links and a locomotion controller with an ant is lip contro ller. With th is contro lle r 
locomotion contro l is ac hieved. So Lhey had introduced new ways in direc tio n of motion ana lysis of 
sna ke robot us ing s ide thrust prov id ed by motion of snake itse lf. This robot invo lve multiple links 
with passive j oints, Illultiple I inks with pass ive jo ints, with each link having an acti veomi-directi llnal 
whee l at the centre to dri ve s ide ways.As a result of thi s experiment proposed roboti cs shown that the 
one so lution for se rial link whee led mobile mec hanism.[I] 
Ra isuddin khan, Md. Masum Bi ll ah eLal (20 14) [2] have proposed their research in accordance \\ ith 
various motion of the snakes duri ng serpent ine of the snake. T hey are specially go ing to proposed 
prototype of snake ro bot for the purpose of medica l 
surgery. So they ha ve studied all the prec ise motion of snakes for e.g. Serpentine, Concertina. 
Sidewi nding etc. Snake sa lso e ligi bl e to trave l through sticky mcdium eas ily so inspired from this 
abili ty of natural' snakes they have dec ided to create such prototype of snake robot that It \\ ill bc 
helpful in Illany ways fo r med ical he lp 
purpose. [2] 

C. EqZlations 
TheSerpenoidCurveformulaproposcdbyProf.S. Hiros 

(H iros, 1993 )isadoptedtogene ratethejo i ntrhythmtocontro lthesnake

Ii kerobottoreal izeserpen tine locomot ion. 


Servoangle [i]~2, (sin (knlN»(si n( (2 kn · arcs)/L +2knilN» .......( I ) 


whereServoang/e[ i] isthej o intang leofithj oint,i= I , ... , 8;, isthebend ingangleoftheSerpenoidCurve:kn isthe 
n um berofS-shape; aresi st hea rc I en gt ho fSe rpenoidC u rve, 
whic hischangedw ithc hang ingspeedo t:I';Nisthenumber 
ofjoint;Li sthetotallength . Wi ththepa rametersshown inTable3. thesnake
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I ikerobotcanrea I izeserpentinelocOmOlion. '1 'he a veragespeedofthesnake-I ikerobotwiththe b i-

direct iona I pass i vccon tact i ngm eeh an ism isO.3054mis, 

thccxperimcntalresultissho\vni n Fig.6. Theaveragespeed ofthesnake-I ikerobot with th CUll i-

direct i onal pass i vecontacti ilgmechan ism isO. O?6111/5. theexperi menta Irest! It. 
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Abstract-Thi s system show'S the uli lizat io n o f human locomotion energy which, although 
extractable, goes mainly to \vaste . Th is systern proposes a nev·,I mode l that lI ses hum an walkin g, 
jumping and running as a sourcc or energy and stores it fo r essen tial use. Thi s system des ig ns a 
method fo r harvest ing. thi s human loco moti on energy with the use o f piezoelectric sensor and 
contro ller based on the loT concept. The grou nd react, on fo rce (GR F) exerted li'om the foot, \Vhcn 
convel1ed to vo ltage by piezoelectric senso rs, is capable eno ugh to power up a dev ice. Success ive 
exertion leads to aperiod ic vo ltage build up wh ich with proper circ uitry can be used to charge a 
storage battery. It a lso promotes grecn energy and an environmenta lly fri endly approach toward s 
energy gcneration. In thi s system we have pro vided the basic concept and dcsign detail s of th is 
model and a basic implementation o f the same. 

Keywords-Energy Harvesting,Piezoelectric sensors, Multimeter, Bridge rectifier, Batte ry, 
LCD display,Arduino UNO 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Piezoe lectri city a lso known as piezoe lectric effect is th e e lectric cha rge thai acc umulates in 
certa in solid mate rials in response to the appl ied mechanical stress.. lt is deri ved I'rom the G reek 
word piezein, which mean s sq ueeze or pressure. French Phys icists .I acques&P ie rre 
Curiediscovered piezoelectri city in 1880. 
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r ig. I Piezoelectric e ffect diagram 
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wa lking energy is wasted in the iorm 01' vibration to the surface. And this wasted energy can be 
convened into electricity. Using the principle ca ll ed piezoelectric effect. Piezoe lectric effect is the 
effcct in mech an ical v ibrati ons. Pressure o r strain applied to piezoelectric material is converted 
into e lectrica l torm. This project gives an idea about how energy is used on stepping on stairs. The 
lise of stairs in every building is increasi ng day by day even small buildingshave some floors. 
When we are stepp ing, the amount 01' this wasted energy is utilized and co nverted to e lectrici ty by 
the Piezoelectric effect. Piezoel ectric c lrect is the effect of specifi c materi als to generate an 
e lectri c charge in response to app li ed mechan ica l stress. From this system we are gener atin ~ 
energy by human footsteps using the piezoelectric effect. Piezoelectric effect is the effect whic h 
convelt s mechanical stress, stai n. pressure into electrica l e nergy. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The increasing problem of environmental degradation due to excess use o f lossil fuels in the 20 th 
century has led to trem endous amounts of research in the field of renewable sources of energy to 

address lhis issue .Some developing countries and newly-industriali zed countries have seve ral 
hours of daily power-cuts in almosl a ll cit ies and vil lages . People in these countries may lise a 
power invelier (rechargeable batte ries) or a diesel/petrol-run electric generator at their homes 
during the power- cut. The use 01' sta ndby generators is common in industrial and IT hubs. Th is 
ul timately ,ncreases the s ho ltage of power. The objective of this work is power generation 
through footsteps as a sou rce of renewab le energy that we can obtain while walking on to the 
certain arrangements lik e footpaths. slairs, plate forms and th ese syslems can be installed 
elsewhere especially in the dense populated areas. 

III. OBJECTIVE 

The main aim of this proj ect is to de velop a much cleaner cost effective way of power generation 
method, which in turn helps to bring down globa l warming as well as redu ec the powcr shOli ages. 
Aim of the project is to study and analyze various piezoelectric materia ls and to identifY the best 
cho ice along with the study of various arrangem ents of the piezoe lect ri c material in the ti Ie tor 
maxim um output. 

I V. SCOPE OF STUDY 

Piezoelectric sensors would be arranged in three orders, series, parallel and series-parallel 
combine. This is to ensure there would bc sufficient generation of electrici ty. The output would be 
measured using a muitimeter and a 1,(1\\ of light emitting diodes would be placed to indicate th e 
presence of electricity. 

V WORKING 

When a load is applied to the tile surl~,ee it moves in the downward direction which leads to 
application of force on the piezoelectric material. The applied fo rce produces stress in s ide 
piezoelectric materia l which w ill pl'<lduce el ectricity according to the piezoe lectr ic phenomenon. 
The spring is provided for stabi li l) as well as protecting the piezoelectri c maleria l fJ'om getting 
damaged by an excess load applied. The energy generated de pends upon weight of the 
person,type of movement, maximum dcflection & tile s ize. The kinetic e nergy produced wh ich is 
further converted to electrical energ) is slored in the batteries to wh ich a recldier is connected to 

ected in series the n it would g ive high 
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output volt[lge ane! low current output. 

J'araIleI Connection: When lhe piezoe lectric sensors arc cOllncelcci in pa ra llel then it would 
result in the low output voltage and high current Oli lpUt. 

Series-Parallel Connection : The ad vantages or both series and parallel can be used by 
employing the se nso rs in a cumbinalion oi'scrics and parallel connectioll. I-[ence here we get hig.h 
ou tpu t voltages as we ll as high curre nl ou tpu!. 

VI. DESIGN 

Fig. 2 Base plate with piezoelectric se nsor 

Fig. 3 Exploded v icw o f Assemb ly Fig. 4 Assembly 

VII. ANALYS IS 

., 
-' 
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Fig. 5 Defo rmation scale al app lied Load 
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fig. 6 Von mises stress 

The analysi s is done all the base plate using Solidworks software. Here we have cons idered the 
component of alloy steel material and have found that the design can sustain a load of up to 200N 
above which it wili t'liJ.The yield strength obtained was 6.204 X lOS. 

VIII. SIMULATION 

.. ,.... · ......"' ~ ....,, _ ~ ' ~'. _' h~("..,.' 
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Fig. 7 Simulated Working Of Single Piezoelectric coin with LED turn ON 
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Fig. 9 Graph Indicating Increase In Voltage And Current On Appl ying 
Load During Simulation 

In thi s 	protCliS simulation piezoelectric sensors are connected in a circuit. The piezoe lectric 
sensor is analog sensor hence it is connected to an analog pin of Arciuino uno.The main working 
criteria far Ihis project is the piezoelectric effect which is achieved by using piezoelectric 
sensors that devel'Jp electrical energy by converting applied pressure. The source of the pressure 
can be from the weight of the people walking over it. The output obtained from piezoelectric 
material piezoe lectric sensors are set up in series arrangement so as to facilitate additio n of 
voltage generated Ii'om each individual sensor. Batteries are used to store the generated stable 
output voltage. The voltage sensor is connected between piezoe lectric sensor and ground. The 
load is co nn ected at the ends of the piezoe lectric sensor. ,Vhen Piezoelectric sensors gen crate 
energy, lead will g low. Also Showing voltage and other data on the LCD di splay. 

IX. CIRCU IT DIAGRAM 

fig . 10 Series and parallel connection circuit diagram 

X. COMPONENT DESC RIPTI ON 

A. PiC!:oe/eclric Sensor 

Piezoelectr ic i, ta ken from the Greek word. 2~ng of the piezo word is pressed or squeeze, 
whereas e lectric means e lectricity. The pie}(~NL'I I'~ be defined as the ability of particular 
material s ttlr ~cneratiJlg an electric cha1lgei i'1lLrep y ttl' ard applied mechanical pressure. One 
among the c~clJl sive characteristics oftJ{~ im p}€[ is re _ ible. meaning the materials display ing -- ---	 , 
\~ '-- -	 ~ ~ I 734[ P age 
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the straight piezoelectric-effect, and conjointly displays the reverse piezoe lectric-effect. 

fig. I I Piezoelectric sensor 

Whenever piezoelectric material is located beneath mechanical stress, a transfer of the +ve as well 
as -ve charge carriers within the material takes place, resu lting in an exterior electrical lield. 
When they are inverted , an external electrical field also extends the piezoelectric material. The 
applications of piezoelectric-effect mainly involve in the fabrication as well as sound detection. 
microbalances, generation of high voltages as well a~ electronic fi·equeney. very fine optical 
assemblies focusing. The common application of the piezoelectric effect is the explosion source 
ofcigarette lighters. 

B. BATTERY 

An electric battery may be a device consisting of one or additional chemical science cells with 
external connections provided to power electrical devices like flashlights, smal1phones, and 
electrical cars. Once the battery is active, its positive terminal is that of the cathode and its 
negative terminal is that of the anode. The terminal marked negative is that the supply of electrons 
that once connected to an external ci rcuit can flow and deliver energy to an external device. Once 
the battery is connected to an external circuit, electrolytes square measure rcady to move as ions 
at intervals, permitting the chemical reactions to be completed at thc separate terminals then 
deliver energy to the external circuit. It's the movement of these ions at intervals in th e battery that 
permits current to effuse off the battery to perform work. Traditionally the term "battery" 
specifically said a tool composed of multiple cell s, but the usage has evo lved to incorporate 
devices composed of one cell. Primary (single -use or "disposable") batteries square measure used 
once and discarded; the conductor materials square measu re irreversibly modified throughout 
discharge. Common examples square measure the alkalescent battery used tor flashlights and a 
mess of transportable electronic devices. Secondary (rechargeable) batteries are o ften discharged 
and recharged multiple times victim ising an applied electrical current: the lirst composition of the 
electrodes are often renovated by reverse current. Batteries are available in several shapes and 
sizes, from miniature cells accustomed power hearing aids and wristwatches to little, sk inny cells 
utilized in smartphones, to giant lead acid batteries utilized in cars and trucks, battery banks the 
scale of rooms that offer standby or emergency power for phone exchanges and laptop knowledge 
centers. In cars. this is often somewhat offset by the upper potency of electrical motors in 
manufacturing mechanical work, compared to combustion engines. 

c. LCD DiSPLAY 

A liquid-Crystal Display (LCD) may be a different electronically modulated device that uses the 
light modulating properties of liquid crysta ls. Liquid crystals don't emit li ght directly, instead 
employing a backl ight or reflector to provide pictures in color or monochrome. LeOs square 
measure obtainable to show arbitrary picture very all-purpose laptop display) or fastened 
pictures with low data content, which m ~ . yed or hidden. I ike predetennined words, 
digits, and 7-segment displays, as in aver. . I~clock . They use an eq ui vale nt basic technology, 
except that arbilrary pictures square m asur"';<! ~ed from an outsized va riety of little pixels, 
whereas differcm displays have larger p ! r~s. LC~~uare measure utilized in a large variety of 
applications as well as laptop monitors, tel-ev.isiQn{ 
. door and out of doors accumulation. l.i.!!J,e, 

in§trument panels. craft cockpit displays, and 
$P screens square measure common in 
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trnnsp0rlabk client devices like digital cameras, watches. calculalors, and mobil e telephones, as 
well as sens ible phones. LCD sc reens also are used on client natural philosophy products like 
video disk players. computer game devices and clocks. LCD sc reens have replaced serious, large 
cathode ray tube (CRT) displays in ncarly all applications. 

D. AIu)U!N() UNO 

Arduino Uno could he 'I microcontroller board supported AN 8-bit ATmega328P microcontl·<)lIer. 
alongside ATmega328 1' , it cons ists o r alternative parts like oscillator, serial communication. 
trans llll'lner. etc. to support th e microcontroll er. Arduino Uno has fourteen digital inpm/olltput 
pillS (out of' which vi is used as PWM outputs), vi an~log input pins, a US B association. an 
influence barrel.iack, AN ICSP header and ~ push button. 

XI. ADVANTA GES 

f...J Po\.ver generation is simply walking on sle p. 
Ci No Illcl input. 

o This is a Non-conventional system. 
Ci No moving parts 

o long service life. 


Ci Self-generating - no extenta l power required. 

l.J Compact yet hi ghl y sen sitive 

XII. A PPLlCATIONS 

o f ootball field 

[) Footsteps generated power can be used for agriculture, home appliances, s treel 

li ghting. 


Ci Foot step power generation can be used in emergency power failures. 

[) metros, rural applicati on. 


Ci Shopping malls 


U Railway stations, Airports. 


o highly dense populated area. 

Xili. CONCI.USION 

The purpose of this proj ect is to design and implement a reliable environmentall y friendly 
renewable energy Source using foot step power generation 10 redu ce the energy shortfall s. 
Suclesstlti implementation of dri ving a load is made possible using COlycct arrangement tor 
piezoelectric transducers and monitoring th e all electrical p~ram e ters with Arduino. Several 
developing countries and new developed countries have numerous hours of daily energy shortages 
in alm ost all cities and towns that increase electric ity production . People in these countries use 
solar in velters for charging batteries or an electrical power generator at home during the 
e lectricily shortfall which creates smoke and no ise pollution. f o r this purpose, backup generators 
arc popular in industries and IT stations. This eventually increases the power shOItage. 
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A Review on Friction Stir Processing of Aluminium alloy. 
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ABSTRACT. 

Light metal alloys/composiles hav ing high strength an.: very much in demand for aerospnee, de/c.'flee 
and automotive applications. Add itive Friction sti r pmccssi ng (AFSP), a so lid state therm o-mechanica l 
microstructure modification process, has established as a propitious technique for t;1bricating 
aluminium matrix composites (AMes). Though substantial advancement is made over the past /''e\V 
years, few challenges still rema in in this area. In thi s rev iew paper an attem pt is made to furnish the 
latest advancements in the domain of AFSr o f 7XXX series AI-alloys with special foclls on 
mi crostructu ral modification and mechanical property enhancements. Thi s paper discusses abollt the 
various additives (reinforcements) added in 7XXX AI-alloys to fabricate surface composites 

Keywords: Additive Friction stir process ing (AFSP)_ A luminium Matrix Composites, microstructural 
modification, mechanical property enhancemems. 

LlNTRODUCTION. 

Friction stir welding is a solid-state joining tcc hni que and Friction stir processing is a surface 

modification technique were in vented at The Welding Institute of UK in 1991[1 ). Fri ction stir 

welding is generally a welding process and it 's uses a non-consumable tool which welds substantially 

below the me lting point of the base material and this is an effIc ient process which is environment 

friendly[2). While in friction stir processing a spec ially design rotatin g too l having cylind rical sbape 

that comprises of a pin and shoulder that have dimensions proportional to the sheet thick ness. The pin 

of the rotating too l is penetrati ng into the sheet malcria l and the shoulder comes into contact w ith th e 

surface of the sheet, and then traverses in the desired direction. The contact between the rotating too l 

and the sheet generate heat which ca used the so rtcn of material below the melting point of the sheet 

and with the mechan ica l stirring caused by the pi n. the material within the processed zone und ergoes 

localized pl astic deformation y ielding a dynamically-recrystallized fine grain microstructure. Friction 

s tir processing is an effective method for improvi ng Ihe mechanical prope rti es and mi crostructure of 
aluminium alloy[3). 

Aluminium alloys are very important for struelura] applications in aerospace, military and 

tran sportation industries due to their ligh t \\ e ight_ hi gh strength-to-weight ratio and excellent 

resistance to corros ion[4] . also, in case of FSP of as cast product, dendritic structure and porosity are 

eliminated Friction stir processed sampl es have been reported to be composed of three different zone 

is nugget zone (NZ) or stir zone (SZ), thermo mechanical affected zone (TMAZ) and heat affected 
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zone (HAZ). Nugget zone comprises fine and recrystallized grain structure primarily due to severe 

plastic deformation and dynamic recrystallizat ion. Mec hani cal properties of fr iction stir proc~ssed 

area can be contro lled by optimizi ng the too l geometry and process parameters[5]. 

Leading edge of shoultkr 

~ 
friction stir proc~ssed 

region 

Stir Zoon 

/traili1llg edge of 

shoulder 

Pin 

Fig.I. A schematic drawing of fri ction stir welding/processing 

We use some reinforcement or additi ves to im prove the properties of a lum inium a lloy like strength , 

hardness and other mechanical properties. The re inlorccmcnt like Sic, Tic, B4c e tc. Here some fi xed 
parameter for a lum iniuJll a lloy were used; rotational speed of 1000 RPM traverse speed o f 60 

mm/minute and pin penetration of 2.8 mm . optica l microscopy (OM) sca nn ing e lectron microscopy 

(SEM) e lectro n backscattered diffraction (EBSD) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) were 
employed to study the microstructure of compos it e[6] . 

2.LITERATUR E REVIEW. 

2.l.Review on Friction Stir Welding:Frict ion sti r \\cld ing is a good welding method used to join 

soft materia ls by limiting issues such as distonion. pnrnsity. hardness and so on. Process ing welding 

is a method wi th the first complete management tec hniq ucs according to the standards of Frictio n stir 

welding. In connict it is triggered by the procc" ing o f a specia lly designed too l or too l that is 

attached to a piece of work with the intention thm the metal formation occurs and the tool rotates in 
the mi xing organi zation and therefo re works a longside th" piece of wo rk. Once fully implemented, 

the process then mi xes the materia l witho ut changing the compact phase and then builds a sma ll 

structure with fi ne ly ground particles (7). 

In order to effecti vely control the qua li ty· of the meta l joints, it is necessary to present a strong 
picture of thennomechanica l processes in Model modeling procedures at FSW 
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makes it possible to study physica l properties in the welding environment under conditions of Ii milcd 

use of test methods[8]. Surficient mathematical models in real-time processes at FSW provide Ihe 

necessary details of the efliciency of techno logical governmcnts in relati on to the nominal quantity nl' 

building materials and prodUCls[9]. There are thcrefo re two impoltant aspects of metal design lo r 

building metal: tool material and geometry. The most important challenges of Friction Stir Welding 

are the use of high temperature materials. tool material selection, material development, tool design 

and complex geometry and contrasts[ I 0]. 

2.2.Rcview on Friction Stir Process ing:FSP is a nob le technique established for its capac ity to aher 

the microstructure and properties of a metal and enha nce their performance through intense plast ic 

defonnation. The properties can also in improve by variation of heating inpm on plate is done by Ihe 

friction 

created by tool rotation and transverse motion along the surface of the base plate. This whole process 

done by a rotating tool whieh penetrates the material along the surface of material when the too l is in 

rotation the plate get continuously heated and plasticized near tool. The whole process is done along 

the line. Cold down the motion of tool is already set at correct angle, heating mixing and compress ion 

of deformed material[ I I] . 
Extensive studies and research is ca rried oul on FSP in order to make it cost effective ill the 

Aerospace and Autom otive Industries. Manv of them are done on aluminium alloys they basi ca llv 

research on Grain refinement in the process and heat affected zone it has been observed that FSP on 

aluminium alloys 1100 2024, 5083. 7075. 7475. result in significant changes in superplastic 

properties different material proper1ies like strength fatigue hardness also examined for differenl 

aluminium alloy under the process paramcrers like rotational speed. The Heat related with residual 

stresses during the process being carried out in order to study the effect of this process parameters on 

the grain structure [12]. 

Materials like aluminium Titanium magnesium used in wide range of application in Marine 

Aerospace and Automotive parts aluminiu m alloy having very light weight high strength to weighl 

ratio.Aluminium and its alloys used re gu larl v in fabri cation of aerospace and transportation machine 

because of their properties the propenies "r aluminium and its alloys which is strength elastic module 

resistance to wear can be improved cera mic particles in aluminium Matrix the process also used as an 

improved super plasticity meth od[ 13]. 

2.3.Review on FSP Tool: As we kno" Friction stir processing greatly depends on the amount at' 
Irictional heat generated during the proeess. Hence the main factors influencing in the frictional heat 

generation during FSP includes process ing conditions, tool design and depth of penetration of the 

tool. [14] 

So Understanding the tool design is ven crucial part in mction stir processi ng. The pin , or probe, and 

the shoulder are its main components (,j' f' SP tool. And Their purposes are heating the workpiece. 

stirring and moving the plasticized material and controlling the processed materi al under the tool 
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shou ldcr.[201 

In order to obta in a good processed region tool design and alignment during processing play~ vcry 

important role . Initially FSP tool was shoulder diamcter of I-inch (25mm) pin diameter of 1/4 inch 

(6mm)[141."I"hc ratio oj" shoulder and pin diameters is a vital aspect of consideration. As the rati, ) 

increases Ihe amount of frictional heat generated is also increases and as a result of too Illuch 0 rheat 

generated at the shoulder-sheet interface the sheet material starts melting. [1 7] 

Recently new geo metrical features have been deve loped concerning FSW too l design Owing to th e 

various lOo ls features, th e material movement around the probe can be extreme ly co mplex and 

considerably different fro m one too l to the next[ 16].The should er diameter and pro file a re important 

paramete rs in dete rmining the welding speed (Traverse speed) and the quality of the welei .[21 i·l\ nd 

a lso. the important parameter in the determinati o n of the suitabi lity of a tool fo r a specific applica tion 

is the tool material itself. 

Fig.2 FSP Tool 

2.4.FSP Tool Material : Selecting fric tio n stir process ing (FSP) too l material becomes cre ate a 

important task which detennines the quality of the weld produced . It is important to have a too l that 

keeps its dim ens io nal stability, and does not lose its feature s or fractures durin g the weld ing process. 

Selection of tool material depend s on operational temperature, wear res istance, fracture to ughness alld 
I()rces acting on it. [I 6] 

It is desi rable that the too l material has: 

I.Good mechanica l strength: Generally Welding process is carried out around 70 to 80% 01· the 

material melting point, so it is important that the tool material has suffi cient strength at th is 

temperature, otherwise it will fail. [ 18) 

2 .Good wear resistance: Material shou ld res ist wear.[IS] 

3. Non-reacti ve with the workpiece: -There is a chance of the fonnati on of undesirable phases <..luring 


the welding process, so the tool materia l should be non-reactive [15]. 


-l.Good fracture toughness: it is compulsory that the too l resists the damage which is occurs during 


the p lunge and dwell periods. [ 17] 
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too l steels (J-1 ~S , 1-113 ), Nickel a lloys, Tungsten a lloys as we ll as PCIlN.O ut of thi s too l s tee l is the 

most wide ly used t('olmateria l for we lding aluminium al loys. [1 9]. 

Fro m the tool s tee ls. AISI H13, a chromi um-mo ly bd enum hot worked air hardening steel. ha s hccn 

the most coml11only- used materia l for FS P purpose. This steel has exce ll ent elevated te mpe mIme 
stre ngth~ thermal and wear res is ta llce ~ easy ava il abili ty and mach inabili ty, low cost and estab li shcd 

materia l characteri stics. [1 5'1

) 

-. 
Workpiece Material T ool M a terial 

6 111-1'4 AI a ll oy, 0.9 111m thi ck 
I 

H 13 Steel 

7075-T735 I, 6.35 Illm. AI alloy, 5 nlln Dievar tool s tee l 

7020-1'6 A I alloy, 4 I11Ill Stee l 

6082-T6 AI, 1.5 mm 1-113 Steel 

6061-T6 AI, 9.5 mm and 12.7 mm HI 3 Stee l 

5754 AI , 1.32 mm Too l Steel 

A3 19 and A4 13 A I a ll oy 6 mm High Carbo n Stee l 

Table no, 1 Tool Material ,l nd Geomet r ical Va riable for FSW of aluminium a lloy. 

2.5. FSP of Aluminium alloys usin g different reinforcement: 

A. 	Silicon ca rbide (SiC) with AA 7075 : 

In this paper Q. M. Azpen and S. Shamsuddin states aboll t the propert ies and effec t of S IC materia l. 

So according to that, Silicon carb ide are commonly used as Matrix and re info rcement respecti vely in 

the av iation and space Ventures, which is mostly attri buted to its low weight to hig h strength ratio, 

high wear and exce llent creep resista nce. 

7075 reinfo rced with silicon ca rbid e particle is 44% at a vo lume fractio n of 15% grain s ize of 20 

Micron temperature of 400 degree Cels ius and a stra in rate of 0. 1 s- I. 

Rajamuthami l Selvan and Ramana than po inted o ut that excellent workability is assumed to be at 

vo lI5% (volume fraction) and 20 M icron (grain si ze) fo r S IC. [22]. 

Reinforcement of AI 7075 by S ic palti cle: 

AI 7075 is a toughest and of very high te ns il e strength, making it the preferred mate r ia l in the 


automo bil e and Aerospace induslry . 


Table 2 shows its chemica l compos iti on . 


o· 	 OlltNli 
I\',i~hl Cu ~J ,~ \ In Si rr Cr I!I 11 

E~dl T~t;t\ 

.Ilin. I.~ :.1 I)J ~ 5.1 
Ifni. :0 1.1) II ,;11 JJl 11 .\11 (}. 1~ ~. I II .0 QO~ 0.15 

Table.2. Composition of AA7075 
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Silicon carbide particles resulted in smaller improvement in strength and stiffness but there are a lot 

cheaper to produce. its diameter is within (3-200) Micron, and its particles measures (-· 10 Micron) in 

diameter, thus reducing its tendency to fracture. [23] 

SIC reinforced with series resulted in strength of the composite that is less than th e matri" post 

identical T6 treatment, as for table 2. Other researchers like [24,25,26] supported this su ppos itio n. 

Table 3:- room temp. properties of extrusion based on 7075 allo)'.[27] 

~fah:rial 
O..2,~. Proof Sln~ 

,\Jr.1 
LlS 
1\11'31 

[IOd]!a tioll 

•• 
7015 )-(\5 ~~ I tjJ 

7i1i~· IO~.Sir ·~1!) -Hi 3 rt 
1091 52jl ' i}, ) JlI._ 

7091 ';20~~iC ~f'l .nn I .'} 

Table.3. Room temp. properties of extrusion based on 7075 alloy 

B.SIC 7020

EI-Sayed et al. In this review paper Medium strength AA7020 alloy was reinforced with SiC powder 

palticles by Friction Stir Processing (FSP) technique and Samples were subjected 10 multiple passes 

with changing direction of rotation of the tool between subsequent passes. The add il ion of hard 

refractolY particles (Ex- silicon carbide)[28] produces a material whose mechanical properties are 

intermediate between the matrix alloy and the cera mic reinforcement. 

Fig.3. shows SEM image of commercial grayish white S ilicon Carbide (SiC) Beta Nano powder 

(99% purity and 50 nm average diameter) . Thc properties of SiC powder are summ arized in table. 

Bulk Density (glcm)) O.Q3 

True Density (glcm.l) "1),). 

Specific Surface Area (m2/g) XO· 130 

Morphology l'uhir 

Manifacluring Melhod laser synlilcsizetl 

Fig 3:-SEM microgmph of the SiC powder Table 4: Technical pl'opertics of 

(Sic).nallopar'licles. 

The reinforcing particles increases the nucleation s ites, and break-up the pre-exisl ing grains, and 

impedes the migration of grain boundaries. [29,30] Fig. shows the stir zone of sur/' Ice composite 

layer produced by one FSP pass in comparison to the stir zone of samples processed \I ilhout powder 

indicates that the presence of SiC partie I s the grain growth and ca use se vere grain 
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refinement of aluminium matrix as shown in. 

So in this way Friction st ir processing was successi',"ly utilized to fabricate SiCiAA 7020 surl>lcc

nanocompO$itcs. The new S tlrJ'~lCC nanocomposites showed good interface bet\veen particles ancl bast.: 
metal. Defects \vere not visible va lidating that FSP is an effective way for composite fabrication . 

FigA- Optical micrographs of the stir zone for the FSP alloy after 1 pass 

(:1) With the Nano-sized SiC pUliicies (b) Without particles. 

C. Boron carbide (B4C):1. Sudhakar (31 )studied the behavior of AA 7075 aluminium alloy 

reinforced by boron carbide using friction stir processi ng. As we know that Alum inium and it's alloy 

are most w ide ly accepted primary material in defense /aerospace because or it s propert ies like high 

energy absorbing property, strengt h. light weight and hardness. but the prob lem li es with its low 

melting point, less strain rate sensi t iv ity. So to improve these properties of AA 7075 aluminium a lloy 

friction st ir process ing with B4C reinforcements was carried oul. The th ickness o r the plate is 40 

mm and the s izes of the B4C particles was initi ally 160 Jlm and reduced to 60 pm and 30 Jlm us ing 

high energy ball mill and the powder Ll sed for the further process. The tool used were of two types a) 

flat tool and b) tool w ith apin having a length of 3 mm with tool factors of vary ing tLlrning speed less 

than 750 rpm to greater than 1200 rpm and its fo und that 

at the higher tllrning speed there is severe plast ic de fo rmat ion due to which sLlrface cracks along the 

tool traverse direction and at the speed less than 750 rpm there was the impn)per mixing of 8 4C 

particles but at turning speed of 925 111m to 1000 rpm , generally the pillnging is carried out at the 

speed of 30 mm/min and traverse speed of 50 mm/min surface metal matri, , pmposite (SMMC) is 

formed withOl![ vo ids along transverse sectio n and surface cracks. Due to the hcal produced during 

friction stir process boron carbide particles become smaller and fine in the sti r zone than received 

powder and the proper distribution is ac hieved. This observed by SEM micrograph . 

D. Reinforcement (i)f AI 7075 by TiC particles: 

TiC reinforcement particles with 7075 is comm only referred due to its high elastic modulus and 

hardness low chemica l reactivi ty and density it is th enn odynamically stable \\ ilh no reslliting gases 

these facto rs prom pted many researchers to consider TiC as a reinforcemenl panicle especially at 

raised ageing temperature where compos ite sample have minimum hardnes, val ue during aging 

treatment [32). figure 6 shows optical microscope images of crOss section or sample which contain 
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mechanically alloyed AA 7075 with TiC addition. at dirkrent condition .as we observe there arc no 

defects such as voids or cracks observed on the surface of FSP sample. the outer surface shows very 

smooth quality and there is no depression due to tool stirring. advancing side (A.S) and retreating side 

(R.S) for sample S5 S6 S7 S8 corresponding with samples processed in the sa me condition 

mechanically alloyed powder with the particles are less and Cause a wider nugget when original 7075 

powder is used with one or two passes. the distribution of particles is not uniform the seal i ng 0[' 

groove result in more TiC incorporated as S3 compared with S9 S5 S6 [33,34]. 

there is no defect and a homogeneous stir zone is formed in processed sample with AA 7075 powder 

homogeneous function of pic particl es true surface of the star zo ne hardness decreases in the stirred 

zone in all samples as a consequence of plastic deformation of the material [33.34 ]. 

FSP is a su itable process to incorporate particles reinforcement on the surface of metal a[lo), addition 

test with mOre quantit), of TiC reinforcement have to be mad e to counter the hardening decreases in 

the process zone. 

Fig.S.Optical micrographs of the TiC cross section of all sa mples with different condition. 

E.Titanium diboride (TiE2): 

About titanium diboride It is an extreme ly hard ceramic which has excellent heat conductivit)" 

oxidation stability and wen r resistance. [37]. In Hossein Bisadi.[351 \\ork friction sti r processing wns 

used to successfully disperse nnd embed TiB2 particles in AI 7075. The materials used are 

Commercial AL7075-0 allo) (AI-Zn-Mg, annealed condition ) ro[l ecI plate as the base material and 

TiBl powder with average panicle size of 1.62 >UTI as the reinforcement. There are different types of 

ceramic particles like ox icics carbides and borides such as SiC. B4C. A1203, TiC and etc have been 

added to aluminium alloys. Out of these particles, Titanium dibnride (TiBl) has appeared as an 

outstanding reinforcemelll [36]. This is due to the fact that TiB2 is s ti if hard and it does not react with 

aluminium to fonn any interphase. B ee focus in this work is microstructural and mechanical 
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characterization or the compos ites ami study the erfects of speeds on microstructure and 

microhardness or developed surface. Microstructure observations were carried out by employing 

optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the modified surface. T'he 

hardened 11-1 1 t,,,,1 steel was used that consistcd of a shoulder w ith a diameter of 16ml11 and" pin 

with a diameter and length of 5.4 and 3mm. respectively. The rotational speed and traverse speed 

were adjusted ill 1115 rpm and 60ml11/min real. Once the process carried out the results showed that 

increasing the rotational speed caused a more uniform distribution 01"rifl2 Parti c les. Furthermore. by 

increasing the lraverse speed improve the hardness of surface layer composite. The highest 
microhardn css value is 179 HV and it lVas observed when the tool rotation speed is I liS rpIn with 

the traversc speed or 60mm/m in. The average hardness or AL 7075 alloy was 64HV 

Fig.6.(SEM) images of the surface composite fabricated FSP 

Figure. shows Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images of Ihe su rface composite fabricated FSP. 

The grey palticles are TiB2 as s hown in Figure.6. we can see the distribution ofTiB2 particles is very 

uniform and no o bviOlIS l11icro porosity defect observed. Figure (b) illustrated the interface condition 

ofTiB2 particles with sllbstra te observed by SEIY!. And after t\\O FSP passes the precipitate dissolve 

in the aluminium substrate. 

F.TiB2+B4C composite 011 AA7005: 

N itinkumar Pol [38]- In this work author demonstrated that the surface composite fabricated by 

friction st ir processing is an effective method to improve the ballistic resistance and micro hardness 

of aluminium alloys. His aim is to enhance the balli stic resistance elf AA 7005 alloy by incorporating 

the TiB2 and B4C ceramic reinforcement particles. It is known that h.vbrid surface composite made of 

B4C and TiB2 reinforce ment particles by FSP process is shown to improve the hardness and wear 

resistance. [41] 

Ballistic resistancc mater ial s arc practical materials which pl'()\icie complete protection against all 

types of bullets, or mu hiple hits in the same location. [39]. Here th ey used B4C and TiB2 as additives 

because both have excellent ballistic efficiency parameters compared to ano~her ceramic armor 

materials. [40]. So. the combined effect of B4C and TiB2 panic b on ballistic properties on AA7005 

are studied. For this AA 7005 alloy with the size of 150*100*8 mm plate was used as matri x and B4C 

and TiB2 powder having an average particle size of 3 um were useel as reinforcement. A H J3 straight 

cylindrica l steel tool with shoulder diameter of 18 mm and the pin diameter of6 mm (4 mm length) 
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was used for fri ction stir processing. The Micro-hardness and depth of penetration tests were carried 

out to evaluate the ballistic properties of the surface composites. After that according to NI.I 0108 
Ballistic Test guidelines. the ballistic resistance test ing onlhe base metal and SlU"tace composites was 

carried out. As a result , AA 700S/B4C 1'i132 surface compos ites were fabricated successfully USIIl ); 

FSP. 

.b.'"' 
Fig.7 Microstructure of the AA7005 with 2SB4C-7STiB2 

Fig.7 (a) sho ws the microstructure of the AA 7005 with 25134C-75Ti132 composite at the interface 

between composite layer and surrounding base alloy. There is no poros ity or holes are observed at the 

interface. Fig 7.(b) shows the distribution of reinforcement particles in the aluminium matrix .The 

reinforcing particles are di stributed uniformly in the aluminium alloy matrix due to the stirring action 

of rotating 1001 Distribution of reinforcing particles in both sides of stir zone is observed in the cross

sectional microstructure. 

t60 

Sampil: t:O I\{!i l;on 
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Fig. (8) Five' Samples arC lCsteu. The micro-hardncss daln for the base alloy (BM), frictio n stir 

processed (I'SI') and lilbricated suriace composites SOB4Ql50TiB2 (S I), 75B4Cp25%TiB2 (S2) and 

25134ql75Ti132 (S.1). are shown. 

The micru-hardness 01' base I11c tal is founclto be 90 IIV which is increascd to 120 HV after t-ricti on 

stir processing without any reinforcemcnt. With the addition C)f the reinforcement particles the 

hardness is increased to 150 I-IV, The presence or 84C and Ti82 in the composite is resulted in such 

an increase in the micro-hardness. 

G.TB2+AI203+Mg+Zll Composit: 

Namrata Gangil et nLin this review p"per author r0ll!ld thal the efft:ctiv~ dispersion and improvement 

in propcnics or aluminiul11 alloy 7050 could be possible through use of the novel hybrid 

reinforcement. The mix comprising of TiB2+AI203+Mg+Zn (in 67.5 wt.%22.5 wt.%,6.5 wt.%, and 

3.5 wt.% Proportion). The TiB2 added because of its properties such as High Melting point, hardness. 

elastic Modulus and better thermal stability. Mg+Zn addition develop strength potential and 

intermctallic IVJgZn2 gives far better response to thermal treatment [42]. 

The fabrication was performed in the following s imple steps. 

a) Preparation of homogeneous mixture of rein forcement. 


b) Machining of groove in the base metal plates. 


c) Packing of the hybrid reinforcement in the groove, 


d) Covering of the powder with the pin less too l. 


e) Fabrication of surface composites through si ngJe pass FSP. 


Fig (9): Accumulation of reinforcement. Fig (\0): SEM image of reinforcement powder 

This compositehaving many applications such as tighter aircraft aft fuselage formers, upper wing 

panels. fralllcs. stringers, longerons, extruded parts. other applications include mobile equipment and 

other highh strcssed components. So the effective Dispers ion of reinforcement result in net 

enhancement in strenth and wear perfonnance both when the processing done within a specific range 

of process ing time temperature [43]. 
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H.Nickcl: 

Haider Naeem- In this author sludied effect of Nickel additive on aluminium alloys using friction slir 

proees~ ing the main olJieotive or this study to investi gate lhe effect of FSP on the microstructure and 

harcln ess of aluminium-zinc-Magnesiul11-Copper alloys thai were produced by add ition of 5wt 'X, 

Nicke l in a single pass. for microstructural evolution optical microscopy and scanning ek:clron 

microsco py is used. For measuring hardness of plate after process the Vickers micro hardness tesl is 

conductecl with 30 Newton load and dwell time of 10 second (44). 

To prepare experimental alloy AA 7075-0 Al alloy ingot was "cmelted in a graphite crucible 830°(; 
by using electric furnace. Then after word 5 wt % nickel panicles of size 050 added. The plate o f 160 

mlll x 22111111 x 17mm dimensions is produced in rectangular mould . For complete mixing it rellll:hl:d 

for three times. Then processed via s ingle passed FSP by using HO CNC milling machine. A nat 

shouldered and threaded tapered pin is used. at fixed angle of 2.5 0 and downward force of 7. 

5KN .Tool rotates in Counter clockwise direction at the rotating speed of 1500 RPM and travelling 

speed of 40 mm/mi. When processing is done then quenching water is immediately poured on plale 10 

prevent acc umulator heating. After all machining process evolution of microscopy is conducted 

[44,45] . 

From microscopic images we can conclude as follows: 

figure II(a) shows the microstructure of alloy it mainly consisted of Nickel flakes that is distributed 

along the Alpha aluminium dendrites. Fig.ll(b) shows the distribution is not homogenous at an 

average gra in size about 25.40 micrometre. issues the SEM images of sample Nickel particles are 

irregularly distributed and almost directly bonded without voids between them. 

Fig. 11. (a) OM of AI-Zn-Mg-Cu-Ni alloy (as quenched) (b) SEM ofmicrostructul'e 

figure 12a shows natural oil after homo genization and age tempering at T6 and the Residual phase 

become small and sparse because of the heat treatment effect figure 12b shows of intermeta llic 

s tru~tllre of aluminium Nickel alloy which was homogenous and had excellent interface bonding 

within rhe a luminium matrix [46,47]. 
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ligu re 13 shows Fine precipitates was form wi thin thc matrix because of the RRR effect. also s ll\lwS 

Ni-rich dispersed particle in matrix. microstructural analys is of AI-Zn-mg-cu alloys with N ickel 
) particle head reveal the coarse dispersed Nickel particle with grain size 25.4 micrometre. and also has 


excellent interfacial bonding with AI matrix. 


The Vickers hardness value for all oy increased aller aging temperature T6 and RRA due to the 


precipitation and dispersion strengthening alloy B. 


Fig.13.0M of FSP processed alloy B showing parent metal and regions of FSP 

After FSP it become hard er than alloy A because ortllc act ion ofFSP tool, grain refin ement. addi tio n 

precipitation and di sperse Ni particles [44,46] 

3.CONCLUSION: 

I) In this review paper fr iction stir process ing is briefly explained. We studied different paramcters 

like tool geometry, tool material, machine parameters. additives and their effect on microstructure and 

mechanical properties. 

2) We used here aluminium alloy. Because aluminium has a great potential in defense. au tll n1llbile. 

aerospace, and many other fields and also it has good strength, light weight, and energy ahsorbing 

ability 

3)We studied the effect o f the different types of reinforcem~. s SiC, B4C, and A1203 . on the 
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aluminium alloys are described . 
4)The Macrostructure through a friction stir processing showed a homogeneous appearance well.a, 


No defective surface found. 
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Automatic TYI'e Inflation System 

Mr.AllalldBhushan lH Mr. Vail":IIAIi.ash Hama ll2Mr. Val"i Rahul M~nikr:lolJ.) 

Ih'l'a 1'1 me II t II 11\'1 c Chilli ic a I Ell ~i II cl'ri III!. 

Si 1\ hg:t dTcdllli c;\ I Ed U(';I Iin nSoci ct y'."i 

S lilt. ((liS hi ba iN :1\,111 cCulll'g co fF.ngineel'i n g 

Guide 
,\Jr. ;\..1 P/\"),IL 

:\ssiSlalll profl'SSOI', SJ-;I'"COE ~I:lill'd-

A hs tnlC t- Roadsarcth::lllosti III port~lIltmodt:so j'l 1';-111 sponnO\",ld a~'s &t:ar:mrci ntcgr~1 panoIi t ,'ryreloseai r111roughnonna Idri \' iilg 
espec ially, \'h en runthroughpll tho!cs& perm em j, 111 . ' I'll LIS veh ic.: Icsnm wjt l1 a nU!l (kr-in IkltcdTyrc\\'h ichl1lJ.yc~l1scacc idents. 
Swdi esshowt h 8 t tld ropinti rcpressurcbyj lIswicn I'S rC~111 rcsu II i II I hc.:rcduci iOIl 0 r 
gasmileage. t irc Ii f't.! .safcty .andvehi c I cperronnan ( I::. T his proj ccwi 1l15lOdc\'c!opall 

automatic,sel fi 11 nat ingt iresystem, SlIch(ls),S(Cfll CIlSlifl.:st hat Iircsarepropcrly 
in fl atedatal hi III cs / nt 11 isproj eCl.astandardwe I:dc 11 11 ctlCTI Shnsbccntakcninto 
cOl1siderationtocomplctetheessclHialsystcmdcll1 :'Hld,Thl!ildv<1ntagcofthiss),slc lllis 
tllCit itdoesnotrequi reanyspeci alauent ionfro III dri \ 'crs idcalierthesy stem bci ng 
installed.rtel i III inatestheneedofcheckingt yrc prcsSllreIII all ually. thLJssavi ngti III e 
andlabollL 

Kc)'words- Tire pressure, PSI, CTIS. 'nder·intlated, selfintlatin 

f:-';-I-HOD UCrJO:"'" 

Automobiles have become an important and reliable companion ofhumans. The usage of the automobiles is 
increasing in a rapid manner. The various Automobile industry are now competing each other 
to win the hearts of humans. In order to do so, the companies are improving the safety 
systems in automobiles. The more reliable, the more successfulthe car becomes. Wheels run 
human life faster and faster with new technology and one such technology is on board air 
inflation system used in automobiles. Tyre are the second·highest cost for the trucking 
industry. The on-board air inflation system is used to maintain the pressure of tires in running 
condition. The environmental conditions vary according to region, seasons 

because of this , it requires maintaining the tyres pressure for better performance according 
to conditions. The most important application of this system is in military vehicle. For the 
militaryvehicle, the environmen tal condition, land conditions are continuously varying and they 
have to face very worst condition like heavy rainfall, snowfall , deserts. At that remote place 
no such devices are available for maintenances of the tyres. At some crucial times like war 
conditions or any flood cond itions there is no time to filling the air. System consists of 
compressor, which supplies air and air tank is used to stored air at constant pressure. This 
pressurised air can be filled into tyres through flexible ducting with the help of rotary bearing. 
The pressure conditions are aChieved by pressure gauges. 
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Improperly inflated tires are quite common problems on passenger vehicles. In fact, 80% ofpasscngcr vehicles 
on the road have at least one under-inflated tire and 37% of passenger cars have at least one tire that is 20 percent 
or mo re under-inflated. Often pressure loss in ti res is a rcsult of natura l permeation of the gas throu gh the 
unpred ictable rubber, road conditions (such as potholes), and seasonal changes in. Most vehic le owners nre 
unaware of the fact that their tires are not at the exact pressures because it is difJicult to determine the tire pressure 
visually: a tire that is properly intlated to th e accurate pressure looks very s imilar to one that is either ovcr-inilnteci 
or IInder- in flated . Thus, from the lookout of passenger vehicl e owners, they are losing money due to inercnsed 
tire wear and decreased i'uel efficiency, and a clariticati on nceds to be found to correct thi s issue. From the 
perspective of the designers, however, the root cause of improperly 
'in ilated tires is due to vehicle owners not knowing appropriate tire pressures for certain conditions_ truubk 
finding an a ir pump, lack o f pressure calcu lating device, and a genera l lack of co ncern. Thus, the combination o f 
the user and expert perspectives w ill be used to make decisions in the desi gn process of th is product. 

DESCRIPTION OFTUE PROBLEj\'1 

PRO B L EMSTATEM ENT: "'fosteom III on prabl em am onganyveil icl ese i thereom III ere ialoroffroadtype i sthepro bl emo r 
h 3V i ng i111 propertyrepressl.l re. Beeallseo flh eplJOI'roadc and i lionorevcn innorm ale ircum stanees,ai rpresssurcd ecreases. 

OBJECTIVE: 
• T oenhancetheefficien eyofamomobilesyslcJl1\,iadevelopi ngaCT I S. 
• T odevelopoptimizedCTISviaautomaticmodeofairsupplyforlyrepressure. 
• T operformmodalanalysisofexistingcom mercialvehicieandcompositeATI Sonvarious 

parametersviaresearchtrial. 

• T operformexperi m entaltestingofcom positeAulom ati ctyreinflationsystem. 

METHODOLOGY: 
.Designingafmodel 
• Set eetionofstandardcom ponents 
• SeleeliollofEl eetronicsparts 

. 3 OMadelDesignofdi fferemcom pancnts 

• Manu factur ingandAssembl) 
• Prael iealanalysis intheformofExperimem3II est i ng 
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PART.B PART.e 

Lateral forcesandal jgn ingtorqueha"ebeendispl ayedastheinfl ationpressu revaries. InFig. I O( ;, 1. 1h~k 1ng.i t udi natforcereflectsa 

li ghtel uste1'0 fti rei roadf orees w i thsm all "ar ia[j on saHh epea "''Valuesford ifferenti n f1 ati 0npressur . T h;! t.: 0 rn eringst i ffness( sIopeof 

eorneringforceversussl ipangleatzeros) ipang 1 e) increased,stiffertyreaJignsfaslerwithh igll !,;ri n 11 ..11 ionpressurei ntheO -4degree range. 
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The au(omatic-self~intla(ing tire system would be c'"pahle oi'succecdingas a new product in lIw 

automotive supplier industry. It explicitly addresscs the needs o flhe consumers. With th", 

inclusion of audio warning system,this system moclel have a great chance tomake to I'ull fledged 

commercial automotive industry. 
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ABSTRACT 

Race ca rs really don ~ t always need a cen lral hub. Hubless cr centre tess wheels 
tech n ica ll yn renotwithoutah ub .1 nstead, theh ubisas largeasthewheel itse I fandthe 

uprigh t ism ountedontheinteriorsideofthehu b.Theuscon ightweight materialsand the dispensa t ion 

w ith a central module significantly reduces the unspru ng mass. The brake disc on the ins ide 

receives enhanced cooling and the diameter can be increased for the purpose of efficient braking. 

Although hub- less wheels are strikin g in appearance. their numerou s practical disadvantages have 

precluded the ir widespread use as an alternati ve to conventional wheels. They are difficult and 

expensive to manufacture, requiring a great deal or precision machining, and the design leaves the 
d iscandothermechanicalpaltsla rgelyexposedtotheelements . Useofcentrelessdoes not define the 
necessity of wheel centre; hence the mass III that case can beeliminatcd. 

Bri ngingi tSvve ighttOIll in imull1 possib ievaiuewasolll"primaryconcern .Lighteristhe unsprung JlH1SS, 
more rapidly will the tire overcome the cornering larces and the vibrations w ill be damped faster. 

Lowering the unsprung mass will result in lowcr rotational mass moment of inertia. Hence. 
bringing its weight to minimum possible val ue was our primary concern. Our objectives are to 

study the forces acting on wheel assemble in dynamic condition and validate the same 1'01' 
des igned centre-less w heel assemble. To stud y the various modes of fa ilure for assemble in 

dynamic condit ion Improve the damper perlannance by redu cing overall wei ght of wheel 

assembl e so to reduce un sprung mass. To enh anced cooling of brake disc so the di ameter can be 

increased for the purpose of efficientbraking 

Keywords - ccntreless, hub-Tess, unsprung m<lSS, efficient braking, hub 

TNTRODlCTION 

The w heel assembly in vo lves arrangement 01' all its components in a specified order. 

Theassernbl)'consi stsof:rims,hu b, upright,braked i sc. brakecalipers,shimsandcastl e nut. Lighter is 

th e unsprung mass, more rapidl y \\ ill the tire overcome the cornering 

forcesa nd t h ev i bra t io ns will bedam ped faster. Lo \ veri n gt h eu n spru ngmasswi Ilresu It in lower 

rotati onal mass moment of inertia. Hence, bringing its weight to minimum possible value was our 

primary concern. The suftici ent reliability is accomplished by 

ach i c" i ngapred efinedfa ctoro fsafetyfora IIcom po 11 en ts.A ccord i ngJy, itisen su red th at th e componen t 

will per lo nn its required function, subjected to stated conditions, for a specific period oftime. 

I. To study the forces acting ( -.§'~'Cel assembl ,in dynamic condition and validate 

the same J(>r designed centerless wheelassem !i '( 
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2. To ~Iudy the various modes or I;l ilure for assemble in dynamiccondilion 
3. Improve the damper performance by reducing overall weight of whee I asse mblc 
so to reduce unsprungmass. 
4. To enhanced cooling of brake disc so the diameter can be increased for the 

purpose o r efTicientbraking. 


METHODOLOGY 

I. Analysing the torces- The types of torces operating on the component should 
be identifi ed. Also, the magnitudc of torces shou ld be estimated that arc act ing on the elemen!. 
2 Selecting of material- Selecting appropriate equipment for the machine or 
component is the most importantstep. 
3. Design the element - In this step, elements are analysed and redesigned 10 

provide a beller life to component and increase the strength of thematerial. 
4. Modification- Any changes or moditication in the component that can increase 
the strength and durability can be done in thisstep. 
5. Production- In this step, the manufacturing production of the designed 
component is started. 

HUB

DESIGN OF PROPOSED WORK 

I . The wheel hub transfers the vertical load from the wheel to theaxle. 

2. It also transfers any latera l load as we ll . The design of a hub for a four-wheel 
vch ic Ie requ iresahubthatcanwithstandgreaterbend ingmomentsthanifthesamewheelwere used on a 
single-track vehic Ie. 

3. A car depends on high lateral forces at the \vbeel to change direction and these 
nre generated by slipangles 

offset moment(Ml) 

raking torque(Tl) 

723 N-MM 


IJ05.7J8 N 


15.44 N-M.M 

128.956 N-MlV1 

N-M 

.. \ \.;> 
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MAXIMUM POSSIBLE DlAMETER FOR HUB 

Mb = 425. 12 Nm 

Mt = 500 

F. 0.51 =4 

Sut =550 

~lnax= 0.5511 , = 0.5 X 550 68 5• .7 F .O.s4 
16 1~2---2 

,max= 11dJ (1 - C4) ~ Mb + Me 

16 .J 2 2. 3 
T771ax= 11 (228)3(1 _ C4) 425.87 + 500 . 10 

l-c4= 3________ ____. 1614 xx 656(228.2 

X x681 0.375 

. .}, \ '. \ 

t·.• , • '; ',' 1"'.-' 0; , "\ '" le . • ,.1f, , I 

t , ....... , ( " b -I,\- ~ • " I .1 


. ... .. . . , \ '. ', 
; ',' . \.\ 

.. .,~ 

". 1, ~. 

f . \01 • • ' • 

..'........ .. ' \ . 
.... 0"1. . ... t'; I ,,~ .f. h" .:. 

\' 11" ", • loeJ :a t.. .. 

s:1.... ':':"1 ", . t · 

e" . .. l.~O~ ,";.' ~ 


c4 = 0.9326 

c4=Di 

Do 

o BYlIsingmaxi mumshearstresstheory, forsafeoperation ;lim iti ngd iametersared.:lamlas: 

ANALYSIS OF FORCES ON HUB 


k __" 

"'''"'''''SOulT",,~_Mla,)_ 
I.ImtMP. 
r~r; 1 

MAJi:IMUN STRESS 

201.iMn: 
184~ 
1611 

1186 

11,.5 

91' ..69.3 , 
III 
O.OOO18212Min 

Assrstant:rof~~~ Rea -I 1757 Page 
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~--------iV A =' -iVl s"nlliSS =-,,-- --- ----,:-CI:---:X I~I ' --- = 2IJ7.9IVjp \--- 

k$I•• 5bvct....aa 
TotIl Ocfo",*,oe 
T'I1lc: TotjU)etormltiCl" 
"""'mm 

I 

(l.l ~ 'n 
!! 101.0 
(I. C3J '4~ 

oil6OOS9 

I \l{\!057i 
O.Ol(l~&i 

oMin 

MAXIMUM DEFORMATION = 0.18258 MPA 

HEARING CAL CUL A nON 

AVERAGE S PEED OF CAR - 80kmph 

- 22 .22mps 

v= rw 

n= v x60 = 22_ _ _ _ ___ .22 x60 = 1045 .24rpm 

2rrr 2rr(0.203) 

LIO 6 = 60xn x L IOh = 60 x I 045.24x 12.5 = 0.783 

'11' 10 
mt lOnrev 

D D YNAM1C LOAD CA RYYING CAPACITY 

C=P(L ' I 0)3_____.33 = 22:509. 723 XO.9291 

= 209 14.75N c \::,,,::> 
Assista nt Professo~r "'Bi"Rr.e- a""d-="'-. 

DYNAMIC LOAD CARYYING CAPACITY = 20914.75 N Dept. of Mechanical Engg. . 
Smt. Kashibai Navale College! 

of EnSineering. Pune - 41. .SEL ECTION OF BEARING 

For the centreless assembl v. we~ngs with large IIl ll e, and .~>-_v _.,~ o uterdi ameter. 
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I<aydon bearing numbered I<B080XPO is the one which met our 
req uirements.Kaydon thin secti on four-point contact bea rin gs save weight, create space, reduce 

friction, increase design tlex ibility and prov ide excellent runningaccuracy, 
Thebea ri nghas in nera ndouterd iametero f8 inchesand8.625 inchesrcspect ively .]'he 

dynamic load canying capacity of thc 
I 1. 876. I6Nrespectively. 

bearing in radial 
_

and ax ia l d irect ion is 7.196.8N and 

FOllr
pointcontactbca rin gsareanal tern ati vCiOa nglllarcontactbeari ngssincetheycan carry ax ia I loads in 
bothel irections. 

We are llsing two bearings for each wheel becallse the radial load carrying 
capacity of the thin section bear in g is not sufficient; therefore, to overcome the radial loads, uSi ng 

two bearings was anobligatioll. 

SELECTION OF RIMS 

From a limited range of RIO rims, Keizer whee ls are mceting Ollr economic as 
we ll as weight requireme nts. The assessme nt of the variety of rim opt ionsava ilab le 

.. -SpeCifications - Brands of Rims · - U 
DWTBral~ KeizerOz 

Weight 1.4 kg .. 1.9kg,;;... 2.6 kg . 16 kg 
.. c Cost 5125526S .~~; 

,. $240 ... ' . :.1.:-..:' ~Ti . :"_' r'\f.:.$~lO. - .. 
,,":: .. .. 'T··, ..  .. ... -,

, ..... .. ~. Mato-rial • AI .HoyAJallo)' , .A181101fIl & Mg olloy · .~ !..~: ": 

Offsl:lt rnng~ UnlimiledUnllmitoo. UnlimitedLimited 

Wh.'*!1 centre Custom Cu~lomInbuilt Inb\Jill 

PCD Cetl1Ie-(cc.k 17tmm 144mm100f11 0 mm 

I<eize rwast he fi nesto pt iona vailabIe.AIso,I<e izergivesd iversesetSOfOll terandinner 

rim s which are to be combin ed to atta in req uired width. Hence, we have a rim w idth of6 .25" for 

the (j'ont wheels us ing the ollter whed oi' 1.25" and inner w heel of5".Also, 

a combination of an outer wheel 01' .1" and inner wheel of 4" is llsed to ach ieve an 
overa llwidthof7inchesTheofl'setolk recibythefrontrimsis51.18mmandwiththe rear rims is 12.7mm 

FORCES OF UPRIGHT 

We have designed non · integrated uprights ft'om scratch keeping strength and 
optlmlzation as our main priOl·i t) . Separate shims for jo ining fo r wishbones provide better 
compat ibility andflexibility. 

For calculations and a nalysis, we have considered extreme forces from 
suspension, brake callipers and steering tie rods with hig her factor of safety to achieve better 
working life. By us ing vari able shim s izes. we have introduced king pin incli nation. 

-- \\ c:..., 
Assistant Professor £.2--,.-;---
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From upper wishbone 	 -4tn06~ 

From lower wishbone 	 2309.21 N 

From IlUshrod 	 499.06 ~ 

From steering tie rod 	 3761.10 N 

EXPECTED OUTCOME 

Unsprung mass of vehicle wil! bercduced 
Better dampcrpei'fonnance 
Enhance ~oo lin g of braked isc 
Reduce fa liglle and thermal stress induce in brakedisc 
Brake disc diameter can be increased for purpose efficientbraking 

CONCLUSION 

The Designed assemblies with a total weight of 4,509 kg demonstrated a tota l 
weight reduction of37,83% as compared to trad itiona l thus, achieving one of the primary-a im of 
reduci ng unsprungmass. 

The entire Centerless Wheel Assembl y has been effectively designed with good 
engineering practices thereby accompli shing the objective of developi ng an innovative assembly, 
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'DesignandAnalysisof Loop"Vheel forImproved 
LoadCapacity' 

MansiKhcdkar 1 .I)hana sh rccSolullk~ I,Di k shaMahadjkl. ShwctaKullln lhckan , M.B. Raut2 
c::: 

Depa rlmCll lo lM cchun ical,SKNC0 E,SPPU,I'll no 

t : nlilbb.d..Lk 1999@ q~3.1 . C01:1, sh ',·le t:ak umthe r.alil-l1gl'l\:J..Ll.. t: Olf" 

m.=! h '='! ::; h.---.l:..tl~, _t. ~ }:r: r: () p.OEs i-n hg-a(!. eeu 

;\ bstrnct 

Lo 0 PWiteelsa res usp ensionwheelsp rovid eseomfortabIeride.Rep lacingeon vention albieyel ewi th 
loopwh eel b icyclemaiI1lyi IIcIII desreplacemen to fspokeswithloops for bettersItocka bso r bingand 
ap ti miza tiona fcen tra lit II b. Una va ila bili tyo fm ateri ai, high ercos tofm ateri a II eadstoi nereasei nfin aI 
cost of bicycle.Henecwearcrcplacingearbon fibre materialwith MSns itischeap and easilyavailable. 
H erewearei n trodllci nghyd "'1,,1 iccyli IIderintothcasscm blywhiehwiIIcanIIib uteins hockabsorption 
with loopsof MS. Thereforcfinaleost of theloop wheelbicyclewill red uee. 

Keywords; Leafsprillg, Loop, Hllb,Hyrirrllllic cylillrler,Slwek Absorber. 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Whenyouhaveple!l!yo!hil.: y(.: l e~lowork\"ilh .suchasisthecasewithnlTIouJ1lainbike , it'sn 01 SlIchabigdeallOdesign 

iLWilhfTonl.andrearsuspellsion.\\'h~111ht;bjc y' leinquesLionisadiminulivefoldingcilybike,however, itgeLsabi ll rickier. 

That ' swhyUKindustrialdesign.:rSam Ptan.;ehascreatedLoopwheels.ThedevelopmcntofloopwheelstookmorcLhan4years 

beforethepubliclaunchwasin20 I ~.Si.!l l1 PearCe isLheinven lorofLoop\Vheels.Hehasadegreeinmechanicalengineeling. anda 

mas(ersdegreci nlI1duSlri a I D~si ~lli ·l)rl·.ll f! i!1eers .Samputloopwheel sthroughextensivcresearchanddeve l opmenl. HetirsLused 

anextemal,independeI1Llt:slholl~o...·l{n t.:rl !·Yl heproLotypeioopwhee l.Lalerinvestedintestmachinery inoneoftherecogn isedrinn 

withtheirownfacilities, toen:->lI ro...' IIll'>,:I I;ll inuetOmeeLhighstandardsoftechnicalperfonnanceandsafeLy.1 nsteado frel yingona 

suspensionforkandrearshock.ill ..... I ..... lh ..' !likc 's20-inchwheelsabsorbthebumps.Eachwheelinco rporatesaregularhuh.witha 

hubbrakeandhubgearing.!n$ t~H do r:-p l) kcs.however,1.hreeloopedcarboncompositespringsrunfromlhehuhtotherim . 

Wheneverthewheelhilsahump il!!ilt' I\.l'ld.theenergyisabsorbedbythosesprings.Thiscausesthehubtomomentaril ydipdown 

wi thinthewheelbyupl045111i IIi 111l' : ~ r.... ...... L) iI' sacIua IIyahi to fT-cenleru ntilthespringsflexbackintothein'egu IaI'S tate. Forth is 

reason, thewheelsw iIlon lyworh. I..) [lh lke:i1 half{ Ireadyhavesufficientspacebetweenthefork/frameand thelire-Qtherwisethe 

bikewouldbehittin gi lsOwn( l re~\\ 1 II.:.'!l! ll~Springscompressed .Loopwheclscomein Front-andrear-specirieverslons.oneofthe 

keydi fferencesbei l1gthat(h ~spnng~ l~ll hcJ'ront\Vheel arelwiceascomplianlasthoseintheback.Th isis(presumably)tohelp 

keepthewheeJthatdoesthe S lecri!1~ t 'i'\ llllb~ i llgknoekedandbouncedaround,plu silcompensalcs[orthefacuhatmoreolihe 

rider'sweighltendstobecente red("1 \ :':--:'! herearw heel. Each\VheeIreporledIy \V e ighsabout300grams( 1O.5OZ) morelhana 

comparablespokedwheel.ln~ll.:.' ..d ( )rn:iyi!lgona suspens i onforkand re:;;a~=,:.. 

. = \ ~ > 
AsSistant ProfeSSor &
D e d cpt. of Mechanical E 

sm;.KaShibal Navale C~;e~e 
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lOPea rCt, OIll.!O flhcaJ V:I ntage:iOnourwhcebistllCfact 11 Hli till Iikeasuspellsion 1'0 rk, theyen na bSfJrbshocksd eli veredn olj U SI 


frol11l1ndemeat horabov;:blll aIso frollllhcfro11l{ asmighthappcnwht:n runn inginto acurbhcad-on). Loop\vheelsilreflcompletely 


llewLypeofbic.:y..:lcwilt:i!J.dcsignedwillwlllliqw.:buiit-illslIspensiol1thatm<1kesroradelighlrLlllysmoothride.lnste(1.dofspoke~. 

asunalraditionfilbicy<,'kwht:L'I.theloopwIH:cl:;haveuu'celoop-shapedspringslhaLalluwLh..:wh.:dLoabsorblhevibrationsand 

bumpsmoslridersaft.'aCClJ:.lolllcdtolcdillg,'j'hdoupwhcc]s'spring::;ysLembeLwecnth..;hubl1!ldLherimcushiol1stheriderfroll1 

]1otholes<1ndbumpsimhcroad.!lalsoreduccsroadnoiscbyabsorbingi l,thereby rec!ucingvibral iulllhrol1ghlhcframe-andil1lO 

therider' sarmsandbody. 8ec<I use thcsLlspension isinsideLhewheei. youdon' rneed ['<1 tt irestomakethcridenicer. I nste:1cl ,you 

c<inusehigh-pressUI'~Olln!llcturc-resistailtlires. 

Tht:springsarl!!llHlleofcarboncompositem.:terial,carefullydevelopedandleSlcdtogiveoptimumcompressionand 

lateral SUI bi Ii I ynswe ilass! n::ngLlHloddurabi lilY. I 'vede.-;ignedconnecLOrslOanach IhespringSlotheh lIbandrim,<ll1dthest:are 

aIII mi ni lIme.\ tl"lIsi on);. Thl:?re:Il'l;'lhreespringsine;tehwheel, whiehwork togc[b~rasase I f-correcI ingsystt::lll.Thespring 

configllratiunallows forthl!lurqueto belnmsfelTecismoothly betweenthehub .mdtherilll. Front and rearloopwheelshavedifferent 

springmtes.ThatsllspcllsionismacielipoOhreecCirboncompositespringsthataclasshockabsorberswith45mmollravel. 

c ushi 0 n ingther ider for:lslll 00 Ih;:mdcolll fOrla b I eri de. Un Iikestanda r Jb ikesus pens i on sys terns,i t providestan gent ia I su spellsi on • 

aIlowingyoulTidclOil bsol'bshllcksfromalldi re(;tions-evell fromthe frontamlrear. Whi leco;]stingordoi ngatrackstCind i fyou 

pumpyourbodyweightth rollghboththepedalsandbaryollcanfeel theadditiollalcompliancelheLoopwheelsofTeroverspoked 

hoops. It 'snotaneRsysensationtodescribebutwe'dsayit'snol farfromtheson oftnheril flexalongboardorskateboardprovides . 

. Theloopwheelsconcept i:,lolllld\\·hichhasbecomeaverybenefieia ltotheworld\\'hichreduces lhewearand lt::arofbearingthat 

makesno v i cca lle reol11 p I <:1 i011 itsspec i lie li fe \vh ic h increasesthecosta nd Inn i ntena neeo fab icye1c.lmh isca set he loop \Vh ee I s 

gi vesa bet I elTesuItSi.l1l d red Ul.:eSi h i sa! Ithe bad i IIIpHetse rea ted b ythe nOIll~ ~ Ie ye! esand g i " esa onenewmorn iiig10 I he 

innovation. ThethreeJoops in cachwheelwork togetherasaself-correctingsystem. This springsyslembelweenlhehub and therim 

ofthewheeJprovidessuspensionthatcollstantlyadjuststounevenlem:tin,cushioningtheriderfrombulllpsandpolholesillthe 

road,Ineffecl,thehub (lOiIlS within thelim, Cldjusting constantly asshocks fi'omanunevenroad hi t therilll ofthe\\'heeL 

Studying conventionalbicycle 

•

Designing thewheel:witholltchangingtheconvenlionalparalllelers 

Such a!;wheelrli(l1neter.<;etc . 

•

Selecting materiatfor!oopatmini mumcostandmosleffecliveforourapp licalion 

As · \~ • 
sistant Professo & ' 

Dept. of Meehan' r I Head· 
FEA(struclUrnljanalysis Smt Kashlb . Ica Eng 
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•
Optimization ifJ)ossiblein l11odifieddesign~ 

Fabricating tlH::onco ft hewheel 

• 

Testing ofone wheel 

Fabricating thewho lecycle 

II.WORKING 

Work iLl gofthiswheelwi llbesameasthenonnalspokewheelwithadditionalbenefi lsoftheleaf:-;pring 

suspension. 

Theleafspr ing ahsClrblheshock frombumps andpolholeswilhouttrnnsferringitLo theframt:ofthecycle. 

Unlikesuspcnsion forkwhich absorbforccin onedireclion,lenfspring absorb rorcet<~ngenlia l ly. 

DESIGNPARAMETERS 

A.Chain 

Di mensions : 
J .Pitch - 9.525 mm 
2.RollerDiamcler- 6.35 mm 

3.Widlh - 5.72 111m 

4.Approxim:JteCenlerDis tance- 38 1 mm 
5.No. ofLinks - III 

B. Front whed 

D imensions: 
I.No.o neeth 0 11 wheel(ZIH4 

2.RollerDiameter(d I )-6.35 mm 

3. Width betweeninnerplate(b 1)- 5.72 mm 

4.Trnns\'ersePilch(PI)-IO.24 mm . ~~~2_-
Assistant Professor I

C. Sprocket 
Dept of Mechanlca 

Smt Kashibai Navale 0Dimensions: 
of Engineering. Pune - 4L 

I.No.ofteE:lh on pinion (Z2) - 18 
2449 I P age 
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2.Width bC:lwt.:l!J1inncqllalt..'- 5.72 !11m 

3. R.ol krDialllt:\c r( d I }- 6.35 I1l1l1 


4.Tnlllsvc.rsl.:p il(; h (1'1)- 10.24 111111 


D.Wheel 

DillleJlsiOJ1S: 

I .RimDiil l11 etcr- · 530 mm 

2.R illlWitl lh - 25 min 

E. Lea/S pri ng 

Dimensions : 
I.MajorA:\is arLoop Spring (L)- .lOU mill 


2.MinorAx is Oll-oop Spring(h) - 200 lllm 


3,Wiclth (b)- 25.4 mill 


4.Thickness(l) -5 111m 


F.I-I ydrau I icCylillder 

Dimensions: 

I .Sizeofcylinder - 25*50 

2.Marerial- Mild Steel 

3.Areaofcylinder- 490.87 lllm 

IlLCALCULATI ONS 

Distri bution orbod)' weight foraverage'\veight of60 kg perperson 

He"d~ 8 .1 61( 100 )*60 

=4.956 kg 

nlOrax=20.1 /{! 00)*60 

~1 2 .06 kg 

Abdomel1 ~ 13.06/( I 00 )*60 


~7.8J6 kg 


Pelvis ··· 13 .66f( I00 )' 60 

~>~S . I 96kg 
Assistant Professor";&2-H--ead-~-' 

TOla [ arlll ~ 5 . 7/( I OO )"60 Dept. of Mechanical Engg. 
Smt Kashibai Navale College, =3.42 kg 

of Ensineering, Pune - 41. 
Thigh ~ 10.561(100)*60 

=6.3 kg 
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Total dTcCli vcwcight Distribution incmnbination 

l-I ead&Neck~6.8 1 11 00'61J 

-=4.0S6kg 

Trunk=43.02/( I 00 )*60 

=25.X lkg 

2* ,"",I ann~4.7 1 5/( 1 00 )'61J 

=5.658 kg 

2' thigh = 14.47/( 100 )*60 

= 17.364 kg 

Total eflecliveweight =4.086+25.81 +5.658+17.364 

=52.9 18 kg 

Nowcalculmion fortotalload on eachwheel 

As weknow (hal (hetola! weight ifgeld isLributed on two wheels 

Ant.hOlalnpprox imateweight ofcycle= 14 Kg 

Henceload 011 eachwheel,w =30 kg +7 kg 

=37' 9.8 1 

=362.97 N 


Loaddueto Lr<1cti ve force,f=)l'i< w 


=0.02' 362.97 

=7.26 N 

TOl.alload on eachwheel,F= w +f 

=362.97 +7.26 

=370.23 N 

As Lhereare3 l oop~. 

SOlheLoadacting Oil singleloop=370.23/3 

= 123.4I N 

WheeJspeci ficalions:: 

RimDiameler=530 mm 

Rimbeadsealdiametel= 540 mm 

Rimouterwidth =25 mm 

RimCircumference= 1665 mrn 

Type=Be.dedEdgcd(BE) 

'" \~ -' 
· f ~--'~-Assistant Pro essor E' J 

Dept. of Mechanical 11 1 

Smt. Kashibai Navale College 
of Engineering, Pune - 4L 
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Mi:ltl!ril..l l::;Uscd: 

Cold-ro lled cnrbollslcel 

lJllimarelensiicstn':!lglh ""3 10 fvlpa 

Yield SlrcngllF~ I S5~"pa 

Elongation =25 pt!I'l:Cl1I 

Chain tksign : 

Selcl!ling s\alldardclminus\!d in cycleasChain -06 [3 

PilCh-9.52511l1ll 

I .Rolierdiamctcr.d I "'6.35 mm 
2.Widlh 'b l=5.71 mill 

3.Transversepilch p=54.85Inmz l= 18 ~2=44 
4. A PD ro,\; im<lleeen tred i51 OJ nee, 

u.a=40* P-- --nominul 
b.a=40*9.525 
c.a=38I mm 

5.Noollinks . 

L..2(u/p)+ (z+z{2)t(z-zl2', 

=2(381/9.525)+( 18+4412) +(44- 18ij'(p/a)' (9 .52513R 1 ) 
=1 I 1. 43 ¥il 
= 111 ~ 

6.. CoITectedcen tredis;ance 

a=p/4 ([ L-,(z+;oI2)J+( [L- (z+;rI2)] 
a=378.9mm 

~ »n=379 mm 

.Lenglhofthechain=L*p if l I 1*9.525 


= 1057.28 mm 

Front wheel: 

Usedchain no.068 ForZ=44 

From tableno 14.1 

Piu.: h.P=9.525 mm 

Width bel\veeninnerpJaLes, b l=5.72mrn 

Rollerdiameler,d 1=6.35 mm 

TransversepiLch pi = J 0.24 !TIm 

1..Pitchcirclediametcr \ ~""'---~ D=p/(sin( 1 SOIz)) 
Assistant Professor & I-/ead'= 9.525/(sin( 180/44)) 

= 133.51 mm S Dept of Mechanical Engg 
2.Top diameLer(Da) mt Kashibai Navale Coli • 

of Ene:' eg(Da)m.x=D+ 1.25p-d 1 .JneennJ. Pune - 4L ,
= 133.51+ 1.25*9.525-6.35 II 
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= 139.06 III 111 

3.RnOI dimnetcr 
Df= D-2r l 

4.Bul n)lIcr semingmd ills (r l) 

(ri ),":lx=0.505*<I I +0.069<11 V
3' 

=0.505*6.35 +0.0696.~ 
=3.33 !lUll 

5.or~D-2 rl 


~54.85 -2*3.33 


=18. 19 mill 


6.Tooth nankradius 

(re)m:lx=O.OOS*u I (Z2+ 180) 

=O.00R*6.35 (442+ 1 SO) 

"" 107.49 mm 

7.(rejmil1=0. 1 2d 1 (Z+2) 

=0. 12*6.35 (44+2) 

=35.052 mm 

S.Rollerseating angle 
(il)l1liOX=( 120-90/Z) 

=( 120-90/44) 

=1 17.950 


9.(rijlll il1 =( 140-90/Z) 

= 140-90/44 

= 137.950 


IO .Tooth 11eight abovelhepitcb polygon 
(hU)111ax=0.625 p-0.5dl +0.8p/Z 

=0.625*9.525-0.5*6.35 +0.S*9.525144 

=2.95 mm 

I 1.( haj l1lil1=0.5(p-d I) 


=0.5(9.525-6.35) 

= 1.58 mm 


12.Tooth sideradius(rx)=p 

l.3.TooLil width bf1=O.95bl 


=0.95*5.72 

=5.434 mm 

14.Toolh sidere lie f(ba)=O.1 p 

=0.1*9.525 

=0.9525 mm 

De~iglH.I f:-prucket: 

Usedch;;in nu.068 FOI"Z= I S 

Width belweenin nerplates, b J=5.72 mm 

Rollerdiamctcr.d 1=6.35 mm 

=-\~~..,!.--.......> 
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Tr-.tnsver!)cpitch P'T I 0.24 mill 

.PilChci n: lct\i amcter 

- P1
D silt (180/7. 1). 

, -
D

---.!I'=--
sill (180/7.2) 

9.525 9.52;' 
= 

Sill (180/lfJ) s ill (lBO/H) 

D=54.RS mill , 0= 13J.5CJIl1 Ill 

I .Rollersealing radiu s(r,) 
"r imax~0. 505ci(t0.069· (d),.

rimax=3.331ll1ll 
rimin=O.505 df'3.2 mm 

2.Too!h Flank Radi us (r,.) 
rcma.x=O.OOS{~+ IRO) 

= 16.928mm 
rcmin=O. 12*d(z+2) 

~ 1 5.24mm 

3.Roo! Diamerer(Dr) 
0=0 - 2* n 

r=88.47mTIl 

4.ToOlh height abo'\'epitchpolygon (h,,) 
bmnnx=O.625*p - O.5*ct+O.S*ph =2. 95 13111 111 
hnmin=O.5(p-d.)= 1.5S75mm 

5 .TOOlh WidLh (b r)b=0.9.Pb=5.3 196mm 
6.ToOlh SideReljef(b,)ba~O. 1 p loO.15p ~ I 1907m111 

LcafSpring : 

CCi lculatemaximumstressWe usedC20materiaiTeilsilestrength =560Nhnm 

o max o rC20 malerial=56012 =280 N/mm 

Gi\lendala: 

r~370.22N 

\ llajorAxis onoap spring =L=300mm 

;\ 'Iinoraxis ofioopspring =h =200mm 

\V idth ofspring=b =25.4mm 

Th icknessofspring =1=5mm 

3FL 

G max = 2 Ilbr 2 

3~370.22·3DD 

2 "1·2S.4 ·S l 

=262.36 ~/¥l ¥l2 <280 ¥./1¥l¥i2 

~~<:'2--_
Assistant Professor & Head 

Dept. of Mechanical Engg. i 
Smt. Ka~hibJ L N wale college 

of EnsinJer' . ~iJne - 41. 
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Hcnccdcsign safe. 


Calculation ormax. DClkction: 


3FL3 

6.max=--
SEnbt' 

2 ·:370.22 '300' 

=5.90 mm 

I-I ydraul icCy I inder: 

Calculating \o;ld bearingcapacityorpislO11 rNL 

Sizeofcylinder =25*50 

Material-mild steelShearstress( 0)=407.7 

Areaofcylinder= 

=~?5~ 
4

=490.87mm c 


407.7~ 
490.87 

F = 200.129* 1 O·'N 


Req ui redpressurecalculatioll: 


Requiredforce=12kg=12*9.81 =117.72N 

~D1 
Areaofcylinder= ..,. 

=~252 _ 

4 =490.87 mm " 


Cati aModelO fLoopwheeJ: 

CAD: 

Computer-aideddesign(CAD)jstheuseofcompu[ers~lemS(ODwrksLatLQl1S)toaidinthecreation,modification, 

a,nalysis,oroptimizationofadesign.CADsoflwareisllsedtoincreaselheproductivityofthedesigner,improvelhe 

quality ofdesign, improve corn mUll iCalionSlhroughdocumenlaLion, andlocreateadalabaseformanufactming. CAD 

oUlputisoftenintheformofeleclfoniclllcsforprinLmachining,orothermanufacluringoperations.Thetenn 

CADD(forComputerAided Design andDrafting)is also used. 

\Z -' As ' ~':----
slstant ProfessOr& u 

Dept fM neau 
Smt K~so"'b echanical Engg. 

. .", a l Navale Colt el 
of Engineering P eg

I P age ' une - 41.2455 
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J:iJ.! .l Cal imnocleJof1()opwilcd 

Analysis oI1oopwheel: 

Ttle fi 11 iteeIe m enlmet h ad ( F EM), isan umerica.l.me.thod forso I vi n g p robl emso fenginee r ingandma them<l1ical p h y-si c s. T Y P ieaI 

prob I emareas a (j nlereStineIudcs u:ucl uG.1lallaLy.si s.he.a1tr.a.ns1er,.o.uidIl..o.ll:,m asslra ns port,andelcclIDlll<1g.n.; tic pOlen 1iaL The 

anal¥ticalsntu t io.nafcbesepro b lemsg e 11 era IIyreq L1 ireihes a I uti 0 111 0 ilQUD~ I ueproblems r0 rpa[tial d i !Terent ia I c.q.ua tion..<;. 

T h efi n i tee Iem elll met hod 10HnlitaLi ana flh ep["obiem res 1I ti sinasy s tem0 faJ geb.J:aicequat i0.1]5,Themdhody ieI d Si.! PPfOX irnaIe 

valuesoftheunknowns<ltdiscretenumbero fpointsovenhedomain.!l]Tosolvelheproblem,ilsubd ividesalargeprobleminto 

smaller,simplerparls tlmlareca ilt:dfinileelements.Thesimpicequationsthat modeltheselinit~e ieJl1entsar~ then ass~mb l edillloa 

Iargersystemo feq u a IiOilS t ha t modei.s t h een Ii rep1'0bi e m. FE M I hen u ses.'llaoatIDnai IIIe [ hod 5 fro m the.c.a lc II !usn j\'ar iaL iunslO 

approxi mateasolution by Inin imi z inganassociatederrorfunci ion. 

('............,. 


Fig. 2 Geometry oJloopwhl!d 
Mesh: 

Creatingthemostappropriatemeshis lhefoundatiollofengi neelingsimulations.A NSYSMesh i 11 g i:..:\ \\ :!\',,'O r 
thetypeofsol u lion 5thai willbeused in thepraj eelandhas theappropria tecri [eriatocrea tethebests 1I iled III t.: ~h . 

ANSYSMeshingis<lulOmalicallyilltegratedwitheachsolverwithintheANSYSWorkbenchenvironmo!Il Lh ' :-d 

quickanalysisorforthenewandill frequentuser,ausab lemeshcanbecrea tedwithoneclickofthemollse.A 0 .\'\ ' ~ 

Mesh ingchoosesthemostappropriateoptionsbasedontheanalysistypeandthegeometryofthemode I. Espt.:~' l ;l l i ~ 

convenientistheabililyofANSYSMeshingtoautomaticallytakeadvantageoftheav<1iJablecoresinlheC()111pU1Cr 

touseparal1elprocessi ngand thussignificantlyreducethelimetocreateamesh.Paralle1rneshingisavai labk 

without any additional coslorli c~nserequirement 2456 I P c. g e 

~""---<\~~L..... 
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f· "'!. . ..... 

Fig.3\ lcshillg. 

RESULTS 

I)Theioop whee lresults obtainedfromanalysis areas[ollows: 
2)Tolal Defonnation=3.786 mm 
3)MaximiJOl Principal stress = I 73.94iv1Pa 
4 )Equivalelll s tress=203.15 MPa 

5)Fromaboveresuhs,weseeihauheprincipies tress isless lhanthalo flh eYieldslrengtho flhemaler ia i.So . 
design is safe. 

CONCLUSION 

8 icyclew ith loopwheelsuspension systemprovidessmoothemde,highshockabsoqn ioncapaci Iy ,;1 voids thenecessityo r 

addilionaisuspensionsyslem.Alsothisioopwheelscanri ndlheirnpplicationsinwheelchairs,mounlainbikcsbec<ll1seoftheir 

ca paci tYloadjusttouneventerrain,cushioningtheriderfromabnonnalitiesintheroad.Analysisond eform<tt ionhasbeendone 

whichshows thaUhecalculatedandthevaluesoblainedusingANSYSare inaccordancewilheachotherwhicl lsuggests lhallhe 

designissafe.Theprojeclistoincreaseshock-Absorpl ionandbettersuspensionofthebicyclewheel .Loopwhe~lisdes i gnedlo 

help yOll push overunevenslreels, cobbles.grass.rough tracksand gravelpaths with less effort. 
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Design and Analysis of Metering Pump 
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Abstract- A metering pum p moves a precise volume of liquid in a specitied time. It provides 

accurate flow rate. meter ing pump is introduced here with various key featu res and benefi ts. An 

inefficient pump will use more energy than normally required sO this paper additionally 

highli ghts the procedure to increase the effi ciency of metering pump up to certain level. The 

chemica l dosing pump deli ve rs the alum with different fl ow rates depending on the dosage 

requirement fo r the laboratory-based water treatment plan. With a stroke length control installed 

in the system, water quality is continuously monitored and a suitable dose of chemicals supplied, 

leading to better profitahility since the need for expensive cheillicals is reduced. For modelling 

Creo Parametric is used, and for analysis Ansys is used . 

Keywords: metering pump, water treatment, efficiency, diaphragm, stroke length 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Rec iprocati ng meter ing pumps have two basic construction schemes: metering plunger pump 

and metering plunger-diaphragm pump. Both models are capab le of producing a very wiele range 

offlow rate. Since these pumps are mainly employed in chemical, petroc hemical and foodstuffs 

industries, process fluids are sometimes corrosives and expensive, It is necessary for the pumps 

to have an almost perfect seal to avoid fluid leakage and to prevent process and work ing fluid 

from mixing. Diffe rent t'-pes of chemicals like chlorine, Antiscalent, urea, Lime etc. are used in 

drinking water purificaLion system. T he impurities are remo ved by a coagulant dose, wh ich must 

change according to the change in the quality of raw water inflow in water purification system . 

. What is metering pU Il1P'~ 

Fig 1 

-~ 

6~ 
- \<;,:s 
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A bendable metal or polymeric diaphragm seals ~ sma ll capacity of volume at one encl. 


At the athol' end are two spring-tens ioned valves, the valve one open \11m the vo lume pressure 


falls down than the outside P"cssure and the other opens when its pressure becomes excess than 


outside prcssure. A cam fiualon a motor shaft rapidly reciprocates the diaphragm forward and 


backward, causing matter trans fer in one valve and out the second va lve. The use of positive 


metering pllmp is employed by engineers in thermal power stations, in warer treatment, in any 


trade wherever steam is being generated, and in bullding se rvices for heating and coo ling water 


treatment. This pump is used in textile and similar industries wherever chemical treatment is 

concerned. The metering pump is a positive displacement liquid dosing device with the ability to 

vary capacity manuall y or automatically as process conditions require. It features a high leve l o f 
repetitive accuracy and is capable of pumping a wide range of chem icals includ ing acids, bases_ 

corros ives or viscous liquids and s lurries. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

[I) Capriotti, Donelle. "Re-defining the concept of a metering pump." World Pumps 2006. no. 

481 (2006): 40-42. 

Many types of pumps and systems ex ist for controlled liquid tlow, from closed-loop 

centrifugal pump syste ms to positive displacement rotary pumps. The technology demanded in 

precision chemical injection. however, has long been the reciprocating metering pump. Although 

metering pump systems are distinguished for their accllracy~ linearity and repeatability: 

traditional metering pumps suffer from operational drawbacks. Inaccuracies in pumping, lost 

motion, and potential leakage are common during stroke adjustment, and the intermittent, 

pulsating flow of metering pumps can place strain on the system_ A brand of pumps featuring 

electronic flow contro l and a multiple-diaphragm design cou ld overcome these encumbrances 

even potentially redefining what a metering pump is_ Metering pumps have benefited from 

advancements in technology in the many years since their predecessor, the lubri cator, first made 

and/or of Packed piston and plunger pumps are capable of a wide range of fl ows and pressures, 

but contact of the piston or plunger with the pumped medi um requires compatibility of the 

materials of constructio n and fluid , which can result in cost ly replacement and maintenance. 

Environmental and safet} issues invo lvin g leakage have also contributed to the decline in 

popularity of this design. es pecially when compared to the sealless advantages of the diaphragm 

metering pump. 

llJ Mtmml, GIOvanni , and Paolo Pennacchio "Diaphragm des ign improvement for a metering 

pump." Engineering fa ilure anal ysis 8, no. I (2001): 1-13 . 

Diaphragm metering pump is s imple in construction_ it is efficient and less costly as compared to 

computer-controll ed metering pump. 
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III. DESIGN ,\ND i\Ni\LY " YS 

Since lhe prohlems of' the current design have been chan-1der:scd. an improved design has been 

realised. by using the fbllowing criteria: 

A. C lamping: 

The upper shape of the mel11brane in thi s zone has becn left unchanged so that design changes nl 

other part s involved in the clamping operation are not necessary. This perm its us to uti li se the 

membrane w ith this new shape as a substitute fo r the o ld ones. Thc layer made of Te non h as 

been designed wi th a special corrugation in order to avoid wear of' Teflon as a result of ils 

rubbing 011 th e support ring. This corrugation increases the stiffness of the Teflon, so that it 
cannOl rub 011 the support ring edge for each va lue of designed outlet pressure and plunger 

stroke . 

B. Thickness : 

the thi ckness o f the Ten on laycr, which was un iform in the original desi gn , has been kJ-i 
unchanged. while the thickness of the rubber which was extremely variabl e has been made as 

uni fo rm as possi ble. 

C. Corrugat ions: 

Some low ampli tude corrugations on the Teflon layer ha ve been introdu ced in order to increase 

the e last icity at the criti ca l zones of the mem brane. 

V. Des ign of \Vorm Gear: 

Given parameters. 

N I= 1440 rpm . .. (Input speed from motor) 

N2= 144 rpm . . (Worm wheel speed) 

Hence. 

G=Nl fN2 

G=IO 

As speed reduc tion ratio G is very high, single stage worm 


and worl11 wheel gea r box issued. 


The number "I' s tart ofwortn, 


ZI = 3. . .... (As speed reduction ratio is between 7-12) 


The number " f teeth on WOrtn wheel is equal to, 
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Z2= 30 

Materia! of\vorm ~crc\V is Case hardened alloy sleel 

( 16Ni80Cr(0) 


Where. 


BH N is Brine ll hardness lIumber alld Sut is ultimate tensi le strength . 


Sut= 700MI'" 


BHN = 170-3 I I 


Material of worm wheel is Phosphor Brollze 


Sut= 240MI'" 


In wonn gear pair always wo rm gear governs the design 

Beam Strength or Worm Gear Tooth: 

dw and dg are diameter of worm and gear, Zw and Zg are 

lIumber of teeth on worm and gear, m is mod ule ofwonn and 

worm wheel, Y is Lewis form factor, b is breath of worm and 

q is diametric quot ient. 

crbg= SutlJ 

crbg= 80MPa 

q = 10 

b= 0.73dw 

b= 7.3m 

For 20° full depth in vo lute tooth profile. 

Y= 0.484 -2.87/Zg 

y = 0.3883 

Tan A=ZW/q 

tSSN 2198-7688 
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A.= 16.69 

Fb= crbgx b x mxYxcos/~ 

Wilcre. 


l3~nd ing force = Fb 


Fb=2 17.046m2 , N 


C. Estimation of Module: 


In o rder to Hvoid wear failure, 


FW=N f xFeff 

Where, 

F W = wear strength 

Feff= effective force 

N f = Factor of safety 

W e have , 

FW= 150m2 , N 

Assume factor o f safety = 1.5 

m=2.79 

Take m= 3 . . . . ... (Next standard value) 

Hence. the designation of worm gear pair is: Zw/Zg/ q 1m. 

i.e 3/30 / 10 / 3 

D imensions of worm and worm gear, 

m =3 I11Ill 

Zw= 3 

Zg =30 

dw=m xq =30 mm 

do= m xzo= 90 mm
" '" 

pa= 1{ x m = IOmm 

ISSN 2198-76g8 
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L= pa xzw= 30 mill 

Where. 


L =Lead 01" Worill. Illill 


pa = Axial Pitch of Worm 


11.= 16.69° 


b = 7.3 x 111 , Illlll 

Where, 

b = Face width of'\vorm wheel gear, mill 

b = 22 mm 

Lw= Jt x m[4.5+zg 150]. 111m 

Lw=50 nlfTl 

ha = 1 x 111 =3 mill 

Where. 

ha=addendulll. 111m 

hf = 1.2 x m. mill 

Where, 

hf = dedendum, 111m 

hf = 3.6 mill 

a = dw+dg 2. mill 

Where, 

a = Center distance. mill 

a = 60 111m 

Now, 

Feff=329.19 x (6 +O.22I11)/m. N 

Feff= 730.08 N 

FW =1350N 
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In o rder to avoid wca r tailur". 


1350- Nf x no.os 


Nr - I.X) 

As availabk: l~lcto r or safely is greater than asslimed (1.:1) 

fac tor of sa{-clY, hence uesign is sa fe. 

Componcn ts or Forcc Acti ng all Worm: 

\~/hcrc. 

Tangential fQrce or tangential component on worm::; FwL 

The tan gential rorce acting on the worm can be dcterlll illcd by 

knowing the input power. Its m[lgnitudc is given by, 

J7wt = Pi Vw 

Where. 


Pi = input power; W 


Yw = pitch line veloci ty of the worm, m/s 


Fwt = 165 N 


Where, 


Axia l fo rce on worm = Fwa 


Fwa= Fvd tan Q:>v+)~ 

Where, 

A. = lead angle of worm 

<Dv= virtual friction angle 

<Dv= tan-I f'" 

Ilv = virtual coefficient of fri ction 

fl = Coefficient of fr iction between worm and worlll gear leeth 
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(1)11= normal pressure angle 

Put the vailies of Fwt,<l>v. ), in equation 

\Ve get. 

FIVa= 491 .06 N 

Where. 

Radial force on Worm = Fwr 

The radial force HCling on the worm is given by. 

Fwr=Fwtxtan<l>nsinA [tanAt"n(!>n -rtanA] 

By pUlling the values of Fwt, (I>n , ), in equation 

We get, 

FWI= \89 . 11 N 

Force Acting on Worm Gear: 

Tangemiai fo rce on worm gear = Fgt 

The tangentia l force acting on the worm gear can be 

determined by knowing the output power. 

Its magnitUde is gi ven by, 

Fgt =PolVg 

Where. 

Po= OUlput Power Acting on Worm Gear. 

\\1 = 33 1.83 

Fgt= 5 10.76 N 

Where. 

Axial 1t11'Ce on worm gear = Fga 

The axial force act ing on the wonn gear is equal to the 

tange nt ial force on the worm in magn itude. but opposite in 
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dirt:CLioll . 


Hence in magnillltk, 


fga ;- Fwl 

FgR~ 165 .04 N 

Where, 

Radia l force on worm gear = Fgr 

The radial fo rce acting on the worm gear i ~ ..:qual to the radial 

force 0 11 the worm in magni tude, but opposi te in direction. 

I-icilce in magnitude, 

rgr = Fwr 

Fgr = 189. II N 

Design of worm input shaft: 

Where. 

Yield strength = Syt 

Material for worm input shaft is case hanJcned alloy steel 

( 16N i80Cr60) 

Shan length (I) =90mm 

p ~7892 kg/m3 

\A;eighLufthe wmm = 1C/4x dw2 x b x p ~: g. N 

I},;eight of worm is = 1.210 N 

Stll= 760 MPa 

Syt = 385 MPa 

sing AS ME code, 

{ = 0.18 x Sut 

= 102 .60 MPa 

Or 
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T = 0.30 x Syt 

= 815.62 MPa 

Il ence, 

till = mll ximulll torque 

<Ill = 86.62 MPa 

Worm Gear Output Shaft: 

Shaft length (I) =90mm 

Materia l for shaft is =50 C4 

For worm gear (50 C4), 

Weight of the worm gear =rr/4 x dg2 x b x p x g. N 

For (SOC8), 

Sut = 660MPa 

Syt =460MPa 

Usi ng ASME code, 

T =0.75 x O. I 8 x Sut 

= 89. IMPa 

Or 

T = 0.75 x0 .30 x Syt 

= 103.5MPa 

l-lence, 

<Ill = 89.1 MPa 
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Fig 2 - Diaphragm 
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Fig 3 - Diaphragm SUppOit shaft 
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Fig 4 - worm gear 
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Fig 7- Moda l analysis of shaft 

Fig 8- sialic eq uation stresses 
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Fig 9 - static deformation 

IV. RESULT 

a. Dynam ic Deformation 

maximum dynamic deformation of worm and ,vorm gear is 1.696Ie-7 111111 v\·hereas minimum 

dynamic deformation is 0 mm. 

b. Modal analysis of shaft 


maximum deformation of diaphragm supporting shaft is 346.98 mm while minimum is 0 mm. 


c. Static stresses 

maximum stress of worm and worm gear is 59.086 mpa whereas minimum stress is 0.00034403 
mpa. 

d. Static defo rmation 

maximum static deformation of worm and worm gear is 0.009469 mm while minimum is 0 mm . 

V. CONCLUSION 

Efficiency of dosing Pumps is greater than Centr ifugal Pumps and Ro tary Pumps. Dosing pump 

speed adjustments 

are the most efftcient means 01' controlling flow. Reducing the speed means less energy tS 

imparted to the fluid and less 

energy needs to be throttled or by- passed. There are two primary \\ a\ s of reducing the speed: 

Multiple-speed pump 

motors and using Adjustable speed drives (ASDs).Multiple speed motOrs contain a different set 
of windings for each 
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motor speed; consequenlly. they arc ll1or~ expensive and less efficient than single- speed mOlors. 
Multiple-speed motors 

also lacK suitable speed-changing capabilities wilhin discrete speed s. By using this research. 
different now rates can he 

achieved at constant speed. So. there is no need of multiple speed motors or adjustable speed 
drives. 
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2. Trivially Perfect Grllph (TPG) 

A graph G is supposed to be TPG if in each induced subgraph H of G, the quantity of maximal cliques 
in H counterparts to the size of a maximum independent set ill H. Figurc I, represents the TPG. 
Example] 

Figure 1: Trivially Perfeet Graph 

2. Windmill Graph 

The windmill graph Wd (r, n) is a graph, for r ~ 2 and n ~ 2 by joining n duplicates of the complete 
graph Kr at a common universal vertex. It has vertex connectivity 1 sincc its cenlral vertex is an 
articulation point; be that &' . it may, similar to the complete graphs from which it is formed, it is (k-l) 
edge-connected. For r = 3 windmill graph becomes a fan graph. Figure 2, demonstrates windmill graph 
Wd (5, 4). 

Example 2 

Figure 2: Windmill Graph Wd (5, 4) 

Here, {v} is the universal vertex. 
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3.1. Theorem 
If a graph G is a windmill graph, then it is TPG. 
Proof: 
Consider 0 = Wd(r, n) as a windmill graph, for r 2: 2 and n 2: 2 by joining n duplicates of the complete 
graph Kr at a common universal vertex 'v'. In this manner, the subgraph ·:J-v is disconnected, which 
induces 'n' connected component. Every one of the induced connected ~omponents is additionally 
complete subgraph of order Kr-I. Set an independent set that contains just a single vertex from every 
one of the connected components. Subsequently, G is trivially perfect. 

3.2. Lemma [2) 

The following two conditions are equivalent: 


(I) G has no induced P,; 

(2) Every subset B of V; the subgraph GB or its complement G. is disconnected. 

3.3. Theorem 

If a graph 0 with no induced P" then it is a TPG. 


Proof: 

Leave 0 alone a graph with n vertices. 

We demonstrate the outcome by induction on the quantity of vertices of graph u. 

Expect the outcome is valid for all the graphs of the order not as much as n with no induced P, are 

trivially perfect. We have to show that a graph G of order n with no induced P, is additionally TPG. 


By the Lemma 3.2, either G or its compliment G is disconnected, w;thout loss of all-inclusive 

statements we may expect that G is disconnected with two connected segrucnts state G, and 0,. By the 

induction theory, for G, there exist a maximum independent set I, with cardinality m" which has 

precisely m, maximal cliques. Correspondingly for G, there exist a maximum independent set r, with 

cardinality m" which has precisely m, maximal cliques. In this way, every independent set ofgraph 0; 

which is of the structure I = I, Ulz; has the cardinality m, + m, with a similar number of maximal 

cliques. Thus, G is TPG. 


3.4. Theorem 
Ifa graph G is TPG, then it is a VSPG. 
Proof: 
Let 0 be a TPG. Along these lines in each induced subgraph H of J the size of the biggest 
independent set equivalents to the number of maximal cliques. Let 1= {u" u" u,... ,,} be the biggest 
independent set with the cardinality k. Since G is trivially perfect, it has pred .oly k number of 
maximal cliques. In this manner each vertex in I meets all the maximal c1iqu, Eo in 0, therefore I is a 
maximum independent set. Subsequently, every TPG is SPG. Not conversely, for example, C, with 
two chords. 

3.5. Theorem 
Let G, and G, be connected graphs. Then 0, 0 0, is trivially perfect if and only if V (0,) = 1 and G, is 
TPG. 
Proof: 
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